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THE report of the Senate Committee which in-

vestigated the situation in Haiti is calm and

dispassionate ; it does credit to the keenness of

observation and fairness of judgment of the in-

vestigators. It does not blink the fact that during

the occupation some acts of cruelty and oppression

Avere perpetrated, not to be excused or condoned,

but it very properly denounces the stories of

wholesale violence, injustice, and tyranny that

have been so widely circulated by sentimentalists

and interested parties. Everyone who stops to

think must realize that under the chaotic condi-

tions of revolution and brigandage that existed in

Haiti a certain number of such acts were bound
to take place. But no sane American could believe

so ill of his country and its traditions as to credit

the scandalous tales of violence and oppression

which have been spread broadcast. The report

makes clear not only that the original occupation

was justified by the conditions prevailing, but that

it has since abundantly justified itself by bringing

about in Haiti a state of peace and well-being such

as has not been known for generations. It effec-

tively puts to rest the slander that the occupation

was undertaken, or the successive arrangements
concerning the debt were made, in the interests of

any group of bankers. The administration was not

without its faults, due in part to frequent changes

of officials and in part to errors of judgment as to

methods, but on the whole the record is one of which
the American people may be proud. Immediate
withdrawal from Haiti is not recommended, but the

hope is held out that with good administration and
enlightened guidance the people of the island may

be put in the way of running their own affairs in

a manner that will bring well-being and prosperity

to one of nature's gardens which has long been

given over to noxious weeds.

TWO things were evident at the opening of the

conference on relations with Russia at The
Hague. The first was that Mr. Lloyd George seems

to have lost interest and to have justified our

earlier estimate of his changed position. In the

interval between Cannes and Genoa his eyes were
opened somewhat to the futility of the Bolshevik

proposals and the dangers of the Stinnes plans.

Since Genoa the eye-opening process has evidently

continued, for he now seems content to let the

Bolsheviks complete the exposure which was be-

gun in Chicherin's note of May 11. The second

thing to be noted is that Lenin's illness has pre-

cipitated a serious crisis in the Soviet Government.

Lenin was the brains of the organization. He not

only had the cleverness to make the rapid opportun-

ist shifts required to avert each threatened collapse,

but he enjoyed sufficient confidence to make these

shifts possible. In his absence the Soviet leaders

are split into several rival camps on the question of

the policy to be followed to save themselves from
destruction. Authentic information is lacking, but

the more radical Communist wing seems to be in

the ascendant. At all events, Chicherin, Krasin,

Rakovsky, and other Soviet leaders find it neces-

sary to remain at Moscow to guard their political

fences, while Litvinov at The Hague demands enor-

mous credits and acknowledges that he is not

clothed with anv real authority. There is reason
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to believe, therefore, that momentous changes are

impending at Moscow.

rpHE British Home Secretary told the Commons
•^ in the course of the great debate on the Irish

situation, on June 26, that he had no evidence that

the murderers of Sir Henry Wilson had any

connection with Ireland. The world, including

Ireland, had assumed that the murderers were of

Irish birth or connections, and that they were

actuated by hatred of Sir Henry because he was to

them the sternest advocate of the strong-arm

policy in British dealing with South Ireland. The

Democracy Tempered by Assassination.

only other explanation we have seen is that the

murderers are ex-soldiers turned fanatic pacifists,

and that they wreaked their holy zeal on Sir Henry

as the most obvious champion of military force.

Fantastic, to be sure, but not incredible. Which-

ever explanation may be correct, the natural or

the fantastic one, Sir Henry is presented as a

victim of his views as to the correct way of deal-

ing with South Ireland. He was a loyal subject,

and loathed disloyalty; he was an Ulsterman born,

and loved Ulster; he was a very knightly soldier,

and hated treachery and ambuscades and every

kind of dirty work. And, having been thirty-eight

years a soldier, a soldier every one of his 76 inches,

he saw only one way of dealing with the "dissident"

breed, the Rory O'Connor crew—the way of the

"strong arm." Well, whatever may be thought of

his ideas, his motives were always those of a most

gallant soldier. And not gallant only. For he

was one of the very ablest soldiers of the Great

War, He had in a higher degree, perhaps, than

any other officer of the war, except Foch, the

gift of military imagination. He could divine the

enemy's plans before their execution had danger-

ously proceeded. One exhibition by Sir Henry of

this gift is among the classics of war.

IN a recent resolution the Women's National

Republican Club began an aggressive move-

ment from which the women of that party are

not likely to recede. The text of the resolution

follows

:

The Board of Governors of the Women's National Re-
puhlioan Cluh, Inc., desire to record, and publicly to express,

their sense of the great importance of the right choice of

Ilei)ul)lican nominees for election to the United States Senate
and House of Representatives throughout the country in

November next.

The present situation makes it plain that the Republican
I'arty must be rei)resented in Ihe Senate and in the House
by men of high character and intelligence who are faithful

to the fundamental principles of the Constitution and to
the tenets of the Republican Party, and who will give their

loyal support and co-operation to the chosen leaders of that
party.

It will not be sufficient to elect or to re-elect men who,
however excellent in other posts, fall short of the standards
of capacity and high principle that may properly be de-

manded of a United States Senator or Congressman. Mere
opportunistic party regularity or success in dispensing
[lolitical patronage are not adequate qualifications at this

critical time in the liistory of the country.
We call upon the Republicans throughout the country to

see to it that the party nominees for both Houses of Con-
gress be of the highest standard in respect of character,
intelligence, and capacity for faithful public service.

This is in line with the policy urged by The
Independent. In itself the resolution presents a

modest enough proposal ; it merely says, "Permit
us to vote for the best." But many a state dynasty

may fall before that demand is fully met. Local

party leaders are a much-abused race. As a mat-
ter of fact their sagacity has more than once been
the saving factor in a difficult situation. Under
our polity, local partj^ leadership is the most
natural recruiting ground for statesmen. The
situation pointed out, rather than created by the

resolution quoted, is the local party leader's great

opportunity, because it is in the selection of can-

didates that his influence is the most potent. In

the character of his performance of this task he

may become something more than a cog in a ma-
chine—may become a factor in giving a truly rep-

resentative character to our Government.

THERE is another phase of the matter. Party
organizations cannot operate without funds.

If the demand which the women have voiced is

adequately to be met, money must be available for

party purposes, not on the basis of a quid pro quo,

but on the justifiable assumption that a low-grade

Congress is an expense that the business of the

country cannot afford. Our business men must
come to realize that- these larger considerations

Honi soil qui mal y "p«'"s-"

affect them much more vitally, and nearly, than

apparently more immediate and tangible details.

But whatever may be the method of reaching the

desired end, a demand has been indicated that will

surely create its supply. The real leaders of a

not distant tomorrow will be those who see the

point. The State that shall most improve the

quality of its representatives at Washington will

assert the commanding influence in the next Con-

gress.

THE outlook for peace in China is better than

it has been for many a day. The victorious
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Wu Pei-fu has given no evidence of insincerity in

his programme for a united China and the support

which he is everywhere receiving encourages one

to hope that he will be successful in eliminating

the independent Tuchuns, who are the curse of

China and the chief obstacle to internal peace.

Most significant is the fall of the professional revo-

lutionist Sun Yat-sen. This leader of the so-called

Republic of South China had achieved considerable

success in persuading numerous American writers

that his was the truly progressive organization.

Every real student of China realizes that the age-

long and well-crystallized traditions of the Chinese

people did not permit the ready acceptance of

Western political ideas or machinery, and that any

political system to be successful must be consonant

with these traditions. The hope of China lies not

in the imitation of occidental institutions, but in

removing from Chinese institutions, and especially

those of local autonomous government, the ob-

stacles presented by independent military agencies,

brigandage, and excessive graft and corruption.

IT has always been our belief that the entrance

of women into political life will be beneficial

in proportion to the active interest of those who
conform to the best type of American womanhood.
When such women do come forward in the service

of their country, they are entitled to protection

from tlie kind of small-politician badgering that

has kept even many strong men out of public life.

These remarks are prompted by an attempt on
the part of the United States Deputy Commis-
sioner Frank H. Harrison to discredit Mrs. Arthur
L. Livermore, whom President Harding wisely

appointed a member of the United States Commis-
sion to the Brazilian Centennial celebration. In

her various public addresses in behalf of the Ex-

position Mrs. Livermore has done much to awaken
interest in the project; she has the confidence of

a large body of American women, who are en-

tirely satisfied to have her represent them in this

important function. And Mr. Harrison's effort

to involve her in petty politics is not only an ungal-

lant performance; it is a deliberate attempt to

injure the prestige of a commission which has a

splendid opportunity to promote international

goodwill. We trust that the President, whose

kindliness and generosity have often been imposed

upon, will use this occasion to put a sharp check

on the practice.

A Magnificent Opportunity
WHAT might Congress have done to earn a

better reputation? It is receiving little

but blame these days even in Repub-

lican ranks. Its record is one which has provoked

widespread irritation. There is no getting away
from this fact.

Yet in order to be fair a critic should take sev-

eral things into account. In the first place there

is the initial diflficulty which this Congress in-

herited. We attempted to sketch it in our last

issue. It consisted in the impossibility to live up
to the world's great expectations. Here was Amer-
ica, for practical purposes all-powerful, counted

upon by the other nations to lead in the labor of

removing the prevailing chaos. This was a tre-

mendous responsibility, and it is not surprising

that neither the President nor Congress has fully

lived up to it.

The Washington Conference brought a thrilling

response, and was indeed a magnificent achieve-

ment. Yet even here no one could fail to see the

bitter disappointment experienced by many when
the Conference settled down to the necessary

work of adjustments. There evidently existed at

the time a large body of sentiment in favor of

dispatching the world's business by magic. This

sentiment had been growing for several years. It

started with the more sentimental humanitarians

who thought that social and economic evils could

be satisfactorily handled en masse. It left largely

out of account the responsibility of the individual,

especially the individual in humble circumstances,

and trusted that the machinery of committees and

commissions would smooth out all difficulties. We
saw the same confiding spirit when Mr. Wilson

proposed that the League of Nations should be

bound up with the Treaty of Versailles. The plan

was indeed seductive, for it was one which per-

sons of even shallow intelligence could easily

visualize. Furnished with the broad outline, it

was simple to imagine a huge political mechanism
working automatically in the interest of all na-

tions, and the supposition that it would do away
wuth selfishness added a supernatural glory to the

picture.

In a word, nations have been under the spell

of the experiment of committees and commissions

and other large mechanisms which the business

world has more and more tried and found wanting.

So when Secretary Hughes sketched his bold plan

at the Washington Conference, many persons fool-

ishly supposed that this w^as the beginning of a
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programme which would develop much larger pro-

portions. If our entrance into the League of

Nations was not to be, here, at any rate, would
soon be set in motion a scheme whose momentum
would of itself work wonders.

Although disillusion followed, the craving went
on. To satisfy it the present Congress would have
had to make an extraordinary record indeed. Solid

business men are not altogether free from it. Ask
them to lay out a programme for Congress and
you get nothing very definite. They are grumbling
about taxation, the bonus, the tariff. But just how
Congress should have dealt with these questions

they are usually at a loss to explain. Their faces

brighten somewhat when they are reminded of the

commendable work on the budget system.

Now, although the present Congress would have
found it most difficult, whatever it did, to live up
to expectations, especially when handling domestic

affairs, there was one course, which, if followed,

would have brought a thrill of approval com-
parable to that excited by the opening of the

Washington Conference. If it had been wise, the

party in power would have said, in effect: "This

is not a favorable time for revising the tariff.

While, as Republicans, we believe in the principle

of a tariff for protection, present conditions re-

quire that new schedules shall wait until the return

of some sort of stability throughout the world.

The most that we will do at present is to appoint

a commission to study the question. Now that

America is a creditor nation, not only would it be

the height of folly to raise a wall against imports,

but such a stand would be sure to be misinter-

preted as rank selfishness. It would be most un-

fortunate if this impression should be created so

soon after America's refusal to enter the League
was mistakenly set down as a desire for isolation

at all costs." The effect of such an attitude on the

part of Republican leaders would have been elec-

tric; and the position taken would have been wise

from every point of view.

Something in the highest degree creditable must
still be accomplished by Congress to help the fall

elections. It was perhaps natural that the tax

legislation should have been bungled, considering

the fact that in such matters the interests of the

various portions of the country always bring

about a conflict. It was natural, too, in view of

their unfortunate economic situation, that the

farmers should have combined for selfish advan-

tage. Less excusable is the politics which is play-

ing around the bonus. These things may be for-

gotten if the Administration can point to one

splendid achievement in both international and
domestic affairs. The Washington Conference

measures up to the standard on the international

side. The policy which we have suggested with

reference to the tariff would make the necessary

addition.

The opportunity, Mr. President, has not yet been
lost. The Fordney-McCumber Bill satisfies no one,

so far as we can see. Why not call a conference

of your lieutenants and impress upon them the

wisdom of postponing the tariff until another ses-

sion and of stating frankly that the study which
Congress has been able to give to the various

schedules is inconclusive? And why not boldly

say that, under the circumstances, you are unwill-

ing to add to the world's confusion by permitting

the belief to spread that the present tariff plans

are only another proof of American selfishness?

The Thorns on the Cactus

HOLDERS of Mexican bonds are no doubt

somewhat encouraged by the announcement
that, as a result of the recent conference

between Mr. de la Huerta, representing the Mex-
ican Government, and a group of American bank-

ers headed by Mr. Lamont, an agreement has been

reached whereby a certain amount of the Mexican
revenues, stated to be $25,000,000, is to be set

aside annually for the service of the debt. With
this it is proposed to meet the interest, which has

been defaulted for a number of years. A consid-

erable portion of the new oil export taxes is to be

allotted specifically to this. Among the provisions,

as reported, is one that the national railways

of Mexico, which were being run by the Govern-

ment at a loss, shall be restored to private man-
agement, a course which might save them from
utter ruin. We are not, however, inclined to share

in the optimism concerning the outcome of the

arrangement and of affairs in Mexico generally.

It still remains to be seen whether de la Huerta, on

his return to Mexico, can secure ratification of the

agreement, and furthermore, if ratified, whether

it will be carried out. On both points there is

plenty of room for doubt.

The actual situation in Mexico seems well-nigh

hopeless. Successive revolutions, each achieving

power through appeals to the mob, and each suc-

cessively to lower and more vicious elements, have

pretty well denuded the country of decent and able

people. The present Government won out on a

radical programme similar in many respects to

that of the Bolsheviki in Russia. As in that un-

happy land, it has brought about a general de-

struction of industry and has wrought havoc with

agriculture. It depends entirely on the army to

maintain its rule and to quell continual insurrec-

tions ; and the army is held together by a common
interest in plunder and graft. In one respect

this regime is more fortunate than its prototype

in Russia—it has within its corral a goose that lays

golden eggs.

This goose is the foreign oil interests. From
these foreign oil producers, from the various taxes
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and exactions laid upon iheni. tlie Mexican Govern-

ment obtains approximately four-fifths of its total

revenue. If all these millions were devoted to the

betterment of the country, there would be no cause

for complaint. The oil men are harvesting re-

sources which the Mexicans themselves would

never use and at the same time are bringing pros-

perity and advancement to the sections in which

they operate—the only sections thus favored. But

out of the total revenues of the country, amount-
ing to about $150,000,000, one-half is devoted to

the current expenses of the army. And this is

not all. Examing the situation more closely, we
find that the pay of the common soldiers is in ar-

rears. In other words, the lion's share goes into

the pockets of the grafting generals. Yet such is

their rapacity, and so rapid is the deterioration of

the productive forces of the country, that they

must seek to make fresh exactions, even at the risk

of killing the bountiful goose.

But why. it may be asked, if they are hard up
for money, should they enter into an agreement to

make annual payments amounting to $25,000,000

on their debts? Is it to rehabilitate themselves in

the good opinion of the world? Is it to lay a foun-

dation of confidence preparatory to seeking a fresh

loan? Hardly. Their main purpose is to secure

recognition, because recognition, official and un-

conditional, would legalize all manner of confisca-

tions under Article 27 and other articles of the

Constitution and enable them to hold up and rob

or blackmail every foreign property-holder in

Mexico. The fact is that the radicals have been
filling them with the same legends about "Wall
Street" that have been so industriously circulated

in some of our Western States. They have come
to have the idea that Wall Street dominates the

Government at Washington and that if they pla-

cate the bankers by agreeing to pay their debts,

the bankers in turn will order Mr. Harding to

grant them recognition.

Few stones have been left unturned to secure

this recognition. A very active campaign of prop-

aganda has been carried on at large expense. For
example, we recall how some two years ago an
American journalist, not entirely unknown, came
into our office and proposed to write for us for a

modest remuneration a series of articles on Mex-
ico. We declined, for we had doubts as to his fair-

ness and good faith. A prominent "liberal" jour-

nal, however, accepted and published a series of

articles by him in which he painted in bright colors

the achievements of Obregon in bringing peace
and prosperity to Mexico and advocated immedi-
ate recognition.

The bankers' agreement will not save Mexico.
Recognition will not save Mexico. Only a return
to sane methods of business and accepted stand-

ards of conduct and a cleansing of the Augean
stables of graft can rescue her from her present

desperate condition, and tiiere is as yet no indica-

tion that any man or group of men is ready or able

to undertake the task. In view of the real situa-

tion in Mexico, a situation which may be observed

by any intelligent man who takes the trouble to

examine it, the comment of the Natioti on the

bankers' agreement and explanation of Mexico's

troubles is interesting. Could anything be more
deliciously humorous than the following: "Indeed

there can be no immediate settlement of Mexico's

difficulties. Fundamentally these are due to the

fact that Mexico has a popular government, re-

sponsive to the needs and aspirations of her work-

ing people, and that she lives in a profit-seeking,

capital-driven world. She has enormous natural

resources; obviously a government which wishes

the easy profits from them to go to improve the

condition of the people must continuously contend

against the forces which seek to exploit them for

private profit and private profit alone."
^^
^i^

The North Dakota Primaries

To say that the result of the North Dakota pri-

maries is not surprising is insufficient : no

possible result would have been surprising.

Off"hand interpretations of the North Dakota sit-

uation by Eastern journals are about as valuable

as a Hudson River pilot's description of the cur-

rents of the Mississippi. One widely read daily

in New York says that "the result was probably

due to the farmer vote." Inasmuch as the poi)ula-

tion of the State is 85 per cent, agricultural, it

"probably" was. The real question is, "What is

the farmer after?" That would be more easily

answered if the farmer himself knew.
It looks as though the Dakota farmer "got"

Porter J. McCumber because of a deadly suspicion

that he was on speaking terms with those terrible

forces in the decadent East that are supposed to

be intent on destroying the independence of the

Western farmer in order that he may be forced

to borrow money of the money kings on their own
terms. Mr. Lynn J. Frazier, the Non-Partisan
nominee, made his canvass partly on the ground
that the State bank of North Dakota had refused

loans to farmers who were then "forced to borrow"
of the agents of "Eastern loan sharks." That, at

least, was one current out of many.
As to the relation of the vote to Republican

politics, it is too tenuous for distant observation.

The fairest thing to say on this point is that, in

relation to the issues discussed in national politics

generally, the results of the North Dakota pri-

maries mean—nothing. Or rather, nothing and
everything—that, in brief, these issues are not

their issue.

Let us recite a few facts. They are interesting.

Thirty or forty years ago Alexander McKenzie,

one of the ablest political organizers that this
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country has known, formed the Dakota farmers

into a solid Republican bloc. McKenzie's death

took place during the present primary campaign.

McKenzie "made" almost everyone who is anyone

in North Dakota politics. Frazier, as well as Mc-
Cumber, was brought out by McKenzie. When
the Non-Partisan League began its operations, its

promoters well understood that there was no use

in opposing the McKenzie organization outright.

All Non-Partisan League nominations were made
as "Republican" nominations. Senator Edwin F.

Ladd, McCumber's colleague in the U. S. Senate,

is a Non-Partisan League nominee. He has, in

general, supported the Administration. McCum-
ber himself was supposedly friendly to the League.

When the League gained possession of the State

Government, there began to develop a strong anti-

League Republicanism. Life since then has not

been a rosy path for politicians in North Dakota.

Most of them have had about the same kind of at-

titude toward the League with which here in the

East we are familiar as the attitude of politicians

toward the wet or dry issue. McCumber was said

to be both League and anti-League. At any rate

he did not satisfy the anti-League Republicans that

he was helping them in their State fight against

League control of the State Government. Neither

did he satisfy the League that his sole interest was
that of the dirt farmer.

Here was a chance for the League organizers to

stage a come-back after their disastrous defeat in

the recall of Governor Frazier. They proceeded to

take advantage of the situation, and, it must be

admitted, with great skill. A. C. Townley, the

organizer of the League, early covered the State

with the good news of a chance to come back. He
re-established the precinct organizations which
were such a source of power to the League in its

earlier days. The League did another clever thing.

For the first time they nominated a full slate of

Democratic Leaguers. Anti-League Democrats had

heretofore voted the Republican Anti-League

ticket. Now they had an Anti-League fight of

their own on their hands and deserted the Repub-

lican primaries, increasing the pro-League ratio

within that party.

Although the present purpose of the Non-Parti-

san League does not go beyond regaining control

of the State Government, its managers concen-

trated their strength on the fight against McCum-
ber as the most feasible first step. The true signi-

ficance of the I'esult of the primary appears to be

that the conditions which made the organization of

the Non-Partisan League possible still exist in

North Dakota, and that the State has a new fight

before it on that issue. Nevertheless, where the

issue was clearly League or anti-League, the

League was not strong enough to win out.

Lynn J. Frazier has announced that if he is

elected he will align himself with the progressive

Republicans and with the "Agricultural Farm
Bloc."

The situation created in the Senate by the pros-

pective removal of Senator McCumber from the

Chairmanship of the Senate Finance Committee,

and the possibility, in the event of Senator Smoot,

the next ranking member of the Committee, pre-

ferring another chairmanship, that Senator La
Follette may become Chairman of that important

Committee, under the operation of the seniority

rules, is the most immediately important result,

nationally considered, of the North Dakota pri-

maries. If a question should arise of a change in

the Senate rules as to seniority, it is to be hoped
that it may develop in such a manner as to make
a settlement possible without regard to party

expediency.

Persuading the Coal Miners

IN
considering the news reports from the Presi-

dent's conference on the coal crisis it is worth
while to recall how the trouble began. The

adjourned convention of the miners, in February,

nearly two months before the then existing con-

tract expired, instructed their leaders to insist

upon a wage for unskilled labor of $1.25 an hour

for the first six hours of each day, and of $1,871/2

for each additional hour; to refuse to consider in

conference with the operators any abatement of

this wage demand ; and to call a strike on April 1

if the operators refused this basis for a renewal

of the wage contracts. It was evident to the whole

country, in spite of the smoke screen raised by
sympathizers with the miners, that these demands
were utterly unreasonable in view of the prevailing

economic conditions, both within and outside of the

soft coal industry, and that the operators could not

grant them and continue to do business.

The cessation of coal mining since April 1

has been solely the act of workers whose leaders

had led them into impossible demands, and who
were neither brave enough nor unselfish enough to

keep their followers out of a struggle that was
certain to bring them defeat.

In commenting on the prospects of the Miners'

Union, before the strike was called, we said that

the Union had virtually lost the strike in advance

by their failure to unionize the non-union fields

competing with the Central Field. Events seem
to us to have justified that judgment. The out-

standing feature of the strike has, been the steady

and large expansion of the non-union coal produc-

tion, which has now risen to five-eighths of the

country's normal consumption. In another six

months, but for the obstacle of the coming winter,

this continued expansion would have practically

taken care of the whole country. Uhion men have

swarmed into non-union mines, and the industry

has suffered another addition to the over-expan-
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sion of productive capacity which is its chief

burden.

The unwise leaders of the mine workers, who
last October refused the President's request that

they confer with the operators in order to fore-

stall a strike, show by their ready acceptance

of the present invitation that they realize how
strongly events are now moving against them.

They are conscious of the deep popular reaction

to the brutal murders at Herrin. They have no

doubt been told that the Government will not per-

mit them much longer to prevent, as they now
prevent, the mining of coal needed by the country.

They are on the defensive towards public senti-

ment, towards the Government's duty to the public,

and in relation to the free production that is in-

creasingly limiting their monopoly. The people of

this country will not indefinitely endure the exac-

tions of a labor monopoly directed by selfish oflfi-

cials. It is time for a change in coal.

Defying the Lightning

THE railroad crisis precipitated by last week's

orders for a strike of the shop crafts is the

climax of a long course of labor leadership

which was defiant both of economic necessity and

of the plain determination of Government and

people. The rise in importance of the Railway

Employees Department of the Federation of Labor,

from the time when a politically complaisant Di-

rector-General practically forced all the men of a

dozen or so railroad occupations into the unions,

was as spectacular as it was economically unsound.

Through the National Adjustment Boards the Rail-

way Employees Department secured "interpreta-

tions" of their working agreements with the roads

that were a travesty on fairness and common-
sense. In the last months of Government control

of the roads, Mr. Jewell extorted from the Rail-

road Administration the National Agreements.

When Congress was considering the Transporta-

tion Act, Mr. Jewell and his associates tried and
failed to secure continuance of the National Boards.

Congress refused to continue them, with the plain

intention that wage negotiations should go back

to the roads and their workers for final determina-

tion in conference if possible.

Mr. Jewell and his executive committee in Chi-

cago set out to defeat the intention of Congress.

Their local chairmen on the different roads, under

Jewell's orders, demanded renewal of the National

Agreements and of the National Boards, though
the agreements covering both features came to a

legal end with the return of the roads to private

control. They carried a multitude of petty dis-

agreements to the Labor Board, and nearly suc-

ceeded in persuading that body to try forcing the

National Boards upon the roads. When it came
to a revision of the working rules, which the Board

had asked the roads to observe, pending a full re-

view, Mr. Jewell and his leaders again tried ob-

struction. Their local chairmen again demanded
that the roads renew the old agreements, without

change. Of this, the Labor Board somewhat causti-

cally declared that it was not the cooperation re-

(luired by the Transportation Act for the employees

to demand that the roads "sign on the dotted line"

;

and the Board thereupon gave warning that if the

unions contiimed their obstruction, it would abolish

the existing rules at one stroke.

So the policy of obstruction ordered from the

Chicago headquarters has persisted to the last, in

defiance of economic facts, of popular opinion, and

of the authority of the Government. As the most

recent example, when conferences with the roads

began on wage reductions, the local chairmen on

the different roads, acting under orders from Chi-

cago, demanded an increase of five cents an hour.

It would show a poor opinion of the intelligence

of the men not to feel sure that they realized the

folly of this course.

Finally, when reductions of wages were ordered

by vote of six of the nine members of the Labor
Board, Mr. Jewell and his associates (among
whom must be counted A. 0. Wharton, a labor

member of the Board, and Mr. Jewell's predecessor

as head of the shop crafts) violently attacked the

capacity and honesty of the majority, in a plain

effort, through reckless misrepresentation, to in-

flame their followers against the Board and to per-

suade them to defy its authority and that of the

Government behind it. This culminating act of

folly was clearly recognized by the majority of the

Board, which said in reply to the attacks of the

minority on the last decision

:

"We prefer to believe that these improprieties

crept into that part of the document ivhich was
drafted by the employees in the headquarters of

the Railway Employees Department of the Amer-
ican Federation of Labor, and that they were over-

looked by the dissenting members." [Italics ours.]

TIKHON, Patriarch of the Russian Church, and

his fellow clergy are in grave danger, thanks

to their heroic efforts to save church property

from spoliation at the hands of Bolshevik looters.

Haled before a Soviet tribunal and charged with

inciting resistance to the decree confiscating the

valuables of the church, ostensibly for famine re-

lief, he has made a reply worthy of the early

Christian martyrs. He knows, as all honest men
in Russia know, that the Soviet plea of famine re-

lief was only an excuse to lay hands on church

treasures for selfish purposes and that little if

any of the plunder would be devoted to relieving

the victims of Soviet misrule. Tikhon may die

a martyr's death, but if he doe.<=^, it will but add a

fagot to the vengeance preparing for the rulers of

Moscow when they are brought to book.
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The Havoc of Prohibition
By Fabian Franklin

IN
his first baccalauieate address as President of

Yale University Dr. Angell felt called upon to say

that in this country "the violation of law has never

been so general nor so widely condoned as at present,"

and to add these impressive words of appeal to the young

graduates

:

This ia a fact which strikes at the very heart of our system
of government, and the young man entering upon his active

career must decide whether he too will condone and even
abet such disregard of law, or whether he will set his face

firmly against such a course.

It is safe to say that there has never been a time in

the history of our country when the President of a

great university could have found it necessary to ad-

dress the young Americans before him in any such

language. There has never been a time when deliber-

ate disregard of law was habitual among the classes

which represent culture, achievement, and wealth

—

the classes among whom respect for law is usually re-

garded as constant and instinctive. That such disre-

gard now prevails is an assertion for which President

Angell did not find it necessary to point to any evidence.

It is universally admitted. Friends of prohibition

and enemies of prohibition, at odds on everything else,

are in entire agreement upon this.

It is high time that thinking people went beyond the

mere recognition of this fact and entered into a serious

examination of the cause to which it is to be ascribed.

Perhaps I should say the causes, for of course more

causes than one enter into the matter. But I say the

cause, for the reason that there is one cause which

transcends all others, both in underlying importance

and in the permanence of its nature. That cause does

not reside in any special extravagances that there may
be in the Volstead act. The cardinal grievance against

which the unprecedented contempt for law among high-

minded and law-abiding people is directed is not the

Volstead act but the Eighteenth Amendment. The en-

actment of that Amendment was a monstrosity so gross

that no thinking American thirty years ago would have

regarded it as a possibility. It is not only a crime

against the Constitution of the United States, and not

only a crime against the whole spirit of our Federal

system, but a crime against the first principles of

rational government.

I am not in the least interested in the questicn

whether a majority of the people of the United States

are or are not in favor of the Eighteenth Amendment.
The object of the Constitution of the United States is

to imbed in the organic law of the country certain prin-

ciples, and certain arrangements for the distribution

of power, which shall be binding in a peculiar way upon

generation after generation of the American people.

Once so imbedded, it may prove to be impossible by
anything short of a revolution to get them out, even

though a very great majority of the people should

desire to do so. If laws regulating the ordinary personal

conduct of individuals are to be entrenched in this way,

one of the first conditions of respect for law necessarily

falls to the ground. That practical maxim which is

always appealed to, and rightly appealed to, in behalf

of an unpopular law—the maxim that if the law is bad

the way to get it repealed is to obey it and enforce it

—

loses its validity. If a majority cannot repeal the law

—

if it is perfectly conceivable, and even probable, that

generation after generation may pass without the will

of the majority having a chance to be put into effect

—

then it is idle to expect intelligent freemen to bow down
in meek submission to its prescriptions.

The things about which the solemn and extraordinary

safeguards of the Constitution were designed to be

thrown are of three kinds—the division of powers as

between the Federal and the State Governments, the

structure of the Federal Government itself, and the

fundamental rights of American citizens. These were

things which it was felt essential to remove from the

vicissitudes attendant upon the temper of majorities

for the time being. Apart from the question of distri-

bution of governmental powers, it was until recently

a matter of course to say that the purpose of the Con-

stitution was to protect the rights of minorities. That

it might ever be perverted to exactly the opposite pur-

pose—to the purpose of fastening not only upon min-

orities but even upon majorities for an unlimited future

the will of the majority for the time being—certai.aly

never crossed the mind of any of the great men who
framed the Constitution of the United States. Yet this

is precisely what the prohibition mania has done. The
safeguards designed to protect freedom against thought-

less or wanton invasion have been seized upon as a

means of protecting a denial of freedom against any

practical possibility of repeal. Upon a matter concern-

ing the ordinary practices of daily life, we and our

children and our children's children are deprived of

the possibility of taking such action as we think fit

unless we can obtain the assent of two-thirds of both

branches of Congress and the Legislatures of three-

fourths of the States. To live under such a dispensa-

tion in such a matter is to live without the first essen-

tials of a government of freemen.

I admit that all this is not clearly in the minds of

most of the people who break the law, or who condone

or abet the breaking of the law. Nevertheless it is

virtually in their minds. For, whenever an attempt is

made to bring about a substantial change in the pro-

hibition law, the objection is immediately made that

such a change would necessarily amount to a nullifica-

tion of the Eighteenth Amendment. And so it would.

People therefore feel in their hearts that they are con-

fronted practically with no other choice but that of

either supinely submitting to the full rigor of prohibi-

tion, of trying to procure a law which nullifies the Con-

stitution, or of expressing their resentment against an

outrage on the first principles of the Constitution by

contemptuous disregard of the law. It is a choice of

evils; and it is not surprising that many good citizens

regard the last of the three choices as the best.

How far this contempt and this disregard has gone

is but very imperfectly indicated by the things which

were doubtless in President Angell's mind, and which

are in the minds of most persons who publicly express
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their regret over the prevalence of hwv breaking. Whia
they are thinking about, what the Anti-Saloon League

talks about, what the prohibition enforcement officers

expend their energy upon, is the sale of alcoholic drinks

in public places and by bootleggers. Hut where '.he

bootlegger and the restaurant-keeper counts his thou-

sands, home brew counts its tens of thousands. Upon

this subject there is a manifest conspiracy of silence on

the part of the Anti-Saloon League and of the prohibi-

tion enforcement service. They know that there are not

hundreds of thousands but millions of people breakin>?

the law by making their own liquors, but they dare not

spejik of it. They dare not go even so far as to make it

universally known that the making of home brew is a

violation of the law. To this day a very considerable

number of people who indulge in the practice are un-

aware that it is a violation of the law. And the reason

for this careful and persistent silence is only too plain.

To make conspicuous before the whole American people

the fact that the law is being steadily and complacently

violated in millions of decent American homes would

bring about a realization of the demoralizing effect of

prohibition which its sponsors, fanatical as they are.

very wisely shrink from facing.

How long this demoralization may last I shall not

venture to predict. But it will not be overcome in a

day ; and it will not be overcome at all by means of

exhortations. It is possible that enforcement will grad-

ually become more and more efficient, and that the spirit

of resistance may thus gradually be worn out. On the

other hand it is also possible that means of evading the

law may become more and more perfected by invention

and otherwise, and that the melancholy and humiliating

.'spectacle which we are now witnessing may be of very

long duration. But in any case it has already lasted

long enough to do incalculable and almost ineradicable

harm. And for all this it is utterly idle to olace th'i

blame on those qualities of human nature which have
led to the violation of the law. Of those qualities some
aie reprehensible and some are not only blameless but

commendable. The great guilt is not that of the law-

breakers but that of the law-makers. It is childish to

imagine that every law, no matter what its nature, can

command respect. Nothing would be easier than to

imagine laws which a very considerable number of per-

fectly well-meaning people would be glad to have en-

acted, but which if enacted it would be not only the

right, but the duty, of sound citizens to ignore. I do.

not say that the Eighteenth Amendment falls into this

category. But it comes perilously near to doing bo,

and thousands of the best American citizens think thai

it actually does do so. It has degraded the Constitution

of the United States. It has created a division among
the people of the United States comparable only to

that which was made by the awful issue of slavery and
secession. That issue was a result of deep-seated his-

torical causes in the face of which the wisdom and
patriotism of three generations of Americans found
itself powerless. This new cleavage has been caused

by an act of legislative folly unmatched in the history

of free institutions. My hope—a distant and yet a

sincere hope—is that the American people may, in spite

of all difficulties, be awakened to a realization of that

folly and restore the Constitution to its traditional dig-

nity by a repeal, sooner or later, of the monstrou«i

Amendment by which it has been defaced.

The Homecoming
On a Victory Memorial Statue to the Men

of Cambridgeshire Designed by

R. Tait McKenzie

TT^RESH from the hawthorn-scented countryside

-- That Rupert Brooke painted and loved so well,

You plunged into the lurid surge of hell,

Smilingly grim, with the ancestral pride

Of the pure Anglian stock. You stemmed the tide

Of swirling rout, pressed on where thousands fell.

Clove through the bayonet wave and quenched the shell

In its red crater, till the mad war died.

Thus you come back; your step is no less light,

Your glance is frank and good to look upon.

Though graver. Buoyant in your clean release,

You wear the honors of a maiden knight

Like rose-leaves. May your tested soul fare on

To nobler victories in a world of peace!

Charles Wharton Stork
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The Attitude of the German Industrialists

to the International Loan
By John Firman Coar

FOR many a long day no topic has so stirred Ger-

many's industrial circles as the proposed inter-

national loan. The Cannes Conference aroused

a sensational popular interest; the Genoa Conference

set the politicians agog; but the Paris session of the in-

ternational commission of bankers has been as a trumpet

call to the industrialists. On not one of the many re-

cent international conferences has the German mind re-

acted as an American might expect. Surely, Cannes

should have stimulated political speculation; Genoa,

economic discussion; and Paris, financial expectation.

Nothing of the kind happened or is happening. Genoa,

even with its sensational announcement of the Russo-

German pact of Rapallo, caused hardly a flutter in the

industrial world; and Paris, with the problem of the

German mark to the fore, leaves the great bankers of

Germany cold, but agitates the industrialists. The
situation calls for analysis and analysis may help us to

a better understanding of the German problem.

An Analysis of the Present Situation

It was my privilege to be present as a guest at the

meeting of Germany's industrial leaders that was held

at Essen-Ruhr on June 6. Over one hundred represen-

tatives of German industry were in attendance and the

importance of the meeting may be judged from the fact

that there participated in the conclave men like Hugo
Stinnes, August Thyssen, Krupp von Bohlen, Albert

Vogler, Wilhelm Reumer, and many others of like

prominence. Naturally I looked for some divergence of

opinion and for a discussion that would lead to some

common judgment and policy in the matter of the loan.

For could there be any other explanation of the purpose

of the meeting? At the very outset, however, it was
abundantly apparent that the busiest men in all Ger-

many (and Germans are very busy these days) had

assembled for quite another purpose. The three ad-

dresses to which any American would have listened with

intense interest received courteous attention, but noth-

ing more. The speakers were never interrupted nor

was there any discussion of the propositions put for-

ward, though discussion was on the docket. Yet these

same addresses dealt with the problem that was upper-

most in the minds of all present, namely, the interna-

tional loan. Any fool could see that the leading indus-

trialists of Germany were of one mind, respecting this

loan, before the meeting; that they knew themselves to

be of one mind; and that the meeting was called to im-

press this fact on the international commission of bank-

ers sitting at Paris. I had to admit to myself that those

who engineered the meeting had chosen the psychologi-

cal moment, both for negative and for positive action.

For if the evident doubts of the international commis-

sion concerning the advisability of a temporary loan of

a few billion gold marks could be confirmed, then it

might be possible to strengthen the conviction in the

minds of international bankers that the reconstruction

of Europe's economic affairs (through an international

loan) calls, first, for the writing-off of Germany's

reparation debt to the extent of many billions, and, sec-

ondly, for the abolition of all military and economic
sanctions. Let me state the argument, first, as it was
put forward.

While it is theoretically possible for the rest of the
world (meaning America) so to arrange its affairs that
it can get along without Europe, this possibility is in-

conceivable in any practical sense. Some of the great
European states, especially Germany and France, rrc

today bankrupt. Worse than this, all European peoples

(as economic rather than political entities) are headed
blindly toward ruin. The first important step that must
be taken is the readjustment of the relations between
France and Germany on a sane economic basis. This
means the rehabilitation of the devastated districts of

France, which is Germany's economic duty. It means
also (for France) the withdrawal of all military garri-

sons from German territory and discontinuance of all

interference with Germany's internal affairs whether
directly through economic or indirectly through military

commissions of control. Given, then, this basic propo-

sition, the question arises. Can a temporary or so-called

breathing-spell loan do any good? Will not such a loan,

on the contrary, do infinite harm? These questions

were definitely answered as follows. A breathing-spell

loan will only make matters worse, and for the following

reasons

:

A Breathing-Spell Loan
First, it will stabilize the German mark, though only

temporarily, at a rate of exchange far in excess of its

true value. The German state is bankrupt, so hope-

lessly bankrupt that the mark at .34 cents represents a

wholly fictitious value. Stabilization of the mark even
at its current exchange value will spell disaster for

German industry. It will deprive German industry of

its present temporary relief, i. e., those export possibili-

ties which go with the steady depreciation of the mark.
Unwholesome though this policy is, it nevertheless oper-

ates as a breathing spell, which the proposed "breath-

ing-spell" loan will only destroy without substituting

another. Unemployment will set in quickly and German
industrial capital will be consumed rapidly in the effort

to maintain some kind of working conditions. In ad-

dition, German industry will be put in the position

where it, too, will become bankrupt by reason of the

huge taxes. So high are the present levies on industrial

capital that industry has been able to pay them only by
reason of the constant depreciation of the currency.

Taxes are paid (say six months after the levy has been

fixed) in a currency that does not represent the original

value of the assessment. This is not honest taxation,

and every industrialist with whom I spoke after the

meeting deplored it. But every one also asserted that

it is the only escape from ruin open to German indus-

trialists under the prevailing conditions. Honest taxa-

tion will not be possible until the economic affairs of

at least France and Germany have been subjected to

a thorough "sanitation."

Now, considering the fact that the present, though

temporary, stabilization of the mark (at about one-
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third of a cent) in consequence of the prospects of an

international loan has already be^uii to affect industrial

activity adversely and has, in addition, resulted in an

actual iiu-reaise of the cost of living, one cannot dismiss

the foregoing argument with a shrug of the shoulders.

Germany is in for hard times before the present year

comes to an end unless some radical relief is effected,

and a loan that is designed merely to tide the country

over the present year (19-2) can result only in wild

speculation and a subsequent complete collapse.

Honest Cooperation with America
The second point in the argument of the industrialists

is this: Since the reparation award and the military

and economic sanctions are ruining Germany, no step

should be taken that still further commits Germany to

the ultimatum and the sanctions. Inasmuch as a tem-

porary loan implies this commitment, the loan is bad

policy. Germans know that the loan will be provided by
America, if it is provided at all, and by accepting it

they also know that they are putting themselves under

a niaral financial obligation to our people. Let it be re-

membered that few Germans, if any, look upon the

reparation award (132,000.000,000 gold marks) as a

moral obligation. The Entente nations they regard as

"extorting" creditors (expresser-gldubiger) and they

have no intention, if they can help themselves, of per-

mitting the United States to be engineered into a similar

position toward themselves. Or, to put the same
thought into other words, they do not intend to permit

their present paper obligations toward the Entente na-

tions to be validated morally in any degree. Moreover,

it is the fixed conviction of every far-seeing German,

especially in the industrial world, that Germany's and,

for the matter of that, Europe's future depends on hon-

est cooperation with America. They can see no honesty

in a breathing-spell loan, and between two evils they

prefer the speculative chaos of the present to the certain

disaster that will come with the loan.

Economic Realities

Lastly, they argue that French diplomacy cannot

much longer disregard economic facts, provided these

are not obscured now by a loan. They are willing to

risk the extension of the military and economic sanc-

tions (such as the occupation of the Ruhr district and

the enforced participation of French capital in German
industries), for they are persuaded that, while this will

mean a great loss to them, it will speedily prove to the

French rentiers, big and small, that they are only cut-

ting off their noses to spite their faces. To be sure, ag-

gressive action of this kind by France will bring Europe

one step nearer to economic, political, and social col-

lapse, but for this very reason it may also prove to the

European peoples that the way to recovery lies along

lines consistent with economic realities.

Human Rights of the Workingman
The foregoing points were further elaborated in pri-

vate conversation by Hugo Stinnes and some others.

There cannot be the least doubt of the inflexible resolve

of Germany's great industrialists to face the issue

squarely. They purpose to do so now. You cannot

talk with Hugo Stinnes privately, even for half an hour,

without becoming impressed not only with the man'r,

tremendous reserve power, but equally so with his sin-

cerity. Quietly, kindly, unostentatiously, and idealisti-

cally, yet tenaciously holding fast to fundamental reali-

ties, he put the case to me as he .saw it. I was forced

to disagree with him on some important points. He
took my disagreement as an honest man's objection,

reckoned with my American preconceptions, but did not

wave them aside as men in his position are apt to do

when dealing with men of the writer's standing. There-
fore, I was not surprised when he emphasized a fourth

point, the human rights of the German workingman.
He told me flatly that there is no hope for the world until

we are willing not only to take the great problem of

reconstruction out of the sphere of political diplomacy

and confine it to the sphere of economic realities, but,,

within this latter sphere, to submit it for solution not

merely to economic diplomatists (representatives of the

employer or capitalistic classes), but simultaneously and
jointly to the representatives of the working people.

More than this, he propounded a suggestion for the so-

lution of the problem that is vexing the world, and since

the arguments to which I had been listening set forth

in effect only a negative programme, his suggestion nat-

urally qualified the impression of stubborn inaction

which the meeting inevitably produced upon an Ameri-
can. Since then it has been possible to discuss this sug-

gestion with other leaders of German industry, but until

the attitude of the leaders of the German working people

toward the suggestion is better understood by your cor-

respondent than at the present writing, it were well to

refrain from comment. Too often things that have been

said, planned, and done in Germany by this or that

clique distort themselves to our American view into

actions characteristic of the German people as such,

and before speaking of a suggestion that, if it has any
value at all for Americans, must have behind it a

genuinely popular support in Germany, it may be de-

sirable to explain, in a following report, the paradoxical

changes that have taken place in Germany since last

September, as well as the fundamental policy of Ger-

man "labor" toward the problem of reconstruction.

Berlin, June 9

Lost at Sea
[An elaboration of a recently found Greek epitaph from

Sinope, the birthplace of Diogenes and Mithradates, now
in Constantinople. See Ayyierican Journal of Philology,

1922, No. 1.]

NO grave is here! only a slab, a stone, a mound
To mark Narcissus fair. Far from this hallowed

ground

The Euxine vast doth roll his wand'ring grave along,

But chiseled words shall fix h^'m in enduring song;

In him to goodness there was added charm and grace,

A fine nobility shone in his acts and face,

His soul full charged with wisest speech took rank be-

side

The very eloquence of Nestor, Pylos' pride.

sullen Envy, thou grim-visaged hateful Power,

That lov'st to drown the good and great before their

hour!

Came there no sudden flush and blush of shame to climb

The evil ladder of thy narrow corrugated brow,

Mounting from wrinkled round to redd'ning round, what

time

Thou saw'st the young and brave Narcissus die, and

how? David M. Robinson

The Johns Hopkins University
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Lem Hooper on Text-Books
By Ellis Parker Butler

rpi|HE text-book for the use of the young beings in

our schools, Durfey," said Judge Lem Hooper

to his Court-Officer, "is one of the agitating

subjects of the day, and I don't wonder at it. The irri-

tation felt by one and all over the inadequacy of the

text-book as at present manufactured is to be expected,

and I wonder it did not spring up sooner. In this day

and age, Durfey, when you can shove a pig into a hop-

per and see it come out of the other end of the chute in

ten minutes, all nicely transformed into two hams, two

smoked shoulders, a couple of slabs of bacon, sixty

joints of sausage, and ten pails of Lily White Super-

pure Leaf Lard—Use No Other Brand—the inefficiency

of the school text-book sticks up like a sore thumb.

"The general feeling, Durfey, is that the educational

machinery as exemplified by the text-book is about as

modern as the spin-

ning-wheel. What is

wanted, Durfey, is a

text-book into which

you can shove a

freckled lad with two

front teeth missing

and three warts on

h i s knuckle-joints,

giving him a gentle

shove into the book

at page 1, and pull-

ing him out at page

200 with his brain

manicured a nd a

Bachelor of Arts
diploma clutched in

his lily-white hand.

"The book, Dur-
fey, to give entire

satisfaction, should

operate without the

need of too much at-

tention from the teacher. One that would trim up the

student in neat and tasty style while the educator was
down street having a permanent wave put in her hair
would be best. On account of the high cost of fuel I

would not recommend a text-book that had to be run
by steam power or gasoline; one that would operate
like a vacuum-cleaner, by sticking the plug into the elec-

tric light fixture, would be more satisfactory. The
meter would shut off the power when it showed the
young rascal was in danger of becoming over-educated,

if the teacher happened to be down street lengthening
her pull with the Chairman of the Democratic County
Committee.

"There was a day, Durfey, when any old dame could

start a school, feeling she was fitted to train the young
human if she had something for him to sit on, a pail of

water with a dipper in it, and a patent medicine almanac
or anything else with words printed on it. She was
foolish enough, Durfey, to think that a text-book was
but a book of texts, as you might say. If you showed
her a dock down by the edge of the ocean, Durfey, she
would say it was a dock— it would not occur to her to

"Children,^

think it was the whole ocean voyage, including the pool

on the day's run, the captain's table, and the tip to the

steward.
" 'It is a dock,' she would say. 'It is not the best of

docks, but I do not mind that. What is a dock, after

all? It is only the thing from which the pilot departs

with the ship.'

"But those days are no more, Durfey. When I was

a kid here in Riverbank, Iowa, and the Board of Educa-

tion decreed that a course on Temperance be included

in the curriculum, it made little matter what the text-

book was. 'Children,' the teacher would say, 'unfor-

tunately the Temperance text-books have not arrived

yet, no doubt because the engineer of the train took too

much ale, the first taste of which is disgusting indeed,

being bitter, clammy, and sickening. You will, there-

fore, turn to page eight of your Physical Geog-

raphy of the Skies and look at the picture

__^^__ there. It says under it that it portrays the sun

and the sun spots, but we won't mind that; if

you will kindly imagine the disc to be brown
and the spots the most hideous pink and green,

you have there an exact image of the liver of

the man that indulges in rum.

The vote on the Prohibitory

Amendment is one week from
next Tuesday, and I am requested

ask all those present who do

not want their
papas' livers to look

like a lizard to take

part in the grand

whoop-'em-up pa-

rade this Saturday

afternoon, one and
all to meet on the

Court House steps.'

And Iowa went dry,

Durfey.

"There was a time, Durfey, when the pig that was to

become sausage was personally conducted through the

intricacies of the process, but that sort of thing is a

back-number now. Now the wide-eyed porkers lope up

the gangplank in squads, and before the first squeal

ceases to echo it mingles with the thump of the ham-
mers that are nailing the reconstructed pig squad into

the packing cases. Efficiency is the order of the day.

There is no time to personally conduct the pig or the

child, and the pork-machine and the text-book must be

.saws peur et sans reproche, which is French, Durfey,

for 'self-acting and keen-cutting.' What we need is a

text-book with a push-button set in the. cover—you push

the button and the book does the rest.

"If you lead the pig to the pork machine, Durfey,

you can let your mind rest easy—the machine will do

the whole job. Unfortunately, the text-book has not

reached that state of perfection. The text-book has

not yet been invented that will open its covers, suck a

child through, and turn it out a completely stuffed sau-

sage that satisfies equally well the propagandists of the

Pro-Zanzibar Society and the Anti-Zanzibar Associa-

leacher ivould say—"Unfortunately the temperance text-books
have not yet arrived."
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tion. The education machine is not yet perfect. Its

reproche is only 90 per cent. sans.

"You ought to get busy and invent the perfect text-

book, Durfey. When your fourteen-year-old girl goes

to school and has to learn three-tifths of a musical scale,

and cook one-eighth of an egg, and sew two-sevenths of

an apron, and learn two-thirds of a folk dance, and

three-quarters of forty other things, she has no time to

learn her other lessons in school. She is sent home with

eight to twelve text-books to teach herself from them

after dinner. You can see the need, then, Durfey, of

a perfect and self-acting text-book; nowadays the text-

book has to be text-book and reference book and teacher,

all in one. And I swear, Durfey, that this whole matter

of the education of our childi'en, and the school system

of America, and the text-books and the teachers, would

drive me to deep despair if it were not for one

thing!"

"And what is that, judge?" asked Durfey.

"Why, the fact is, Durfey," said Judge Hooper, "that

the kids seem to learn more now, and learn it better,

than I did when I was a kid."

"What I Am Going to Read This Summer"
Answers from Persons of Various Occupations and Interests to the

Following Questions:

1. What kinds of reading do you do during the summer? 2. What hooks do you look forward to reading

this summer? 3. What hooks do you recommend to others for the summer?

James M. Curley, Mayor of Boston
REPLYING to your communication with reference

to summer reading for relaxation and knowledge,

I beg to state that I am looking forward with keen

pleasure to the re-reading of the works of Dumas,

Plutarch, and Hugo.

Hendrik Willem van Loon
Author of "The Story of Mankind"

I
DO not expect to do a specific amount of "summer

reading," any more than I expect to do "summer

washing" or "summer eating." I happen to wash and

eat and read the whole year around.

If you ask me about books which

other people should read, I would

say, Now is the time for all good

yvj^Tj men to rally to the "Growth of the

/^vy 7\ I have read or tried to read al-

most eveiything that has appeared

the last twenty years in half a

dozen languages. That does not

mean much. It is fairly easy to

discover what is worth while, and,

by reading steadily and assiduously when eating, wash-
ing, or talking to a bore, a great deal of time can be in-

vested in this profitable pursuit.

But the only book I can remember that gave me a

feeling of eternity and immensity is this great work of

Ham.sun. It reminds me of the second act of "Parsi-

fal"—the introduction to the Grail scene. You will re-

member how that has been built around four notes, D,

A, B, F (or something to that effect; it may have been
G, D, E, B) ; how those notes got hammered into your
head until your whole being reverberated with the sol-

emn rhythm of the Grail. Throughout the "Growth of

the Soil" you feel and hear and .smell the patient horses
patiently doing their daily chores. Iron is found in the

soil, promoters come and go, there is a distant rumbling
of stock-speculating. All sorts of cheap and demi-cheap
characters come and by their speculative luck with the

soil get rich, get poor, blow out their brains, evaporate

^<01

into nothingness, come back again. But the pa-

tient horses and their patient master keep at it, drag-

ging and plowing and harvesting and building; in short,

doing.

For those who contemplate a sea voyage I would rec-

m m e n d "Merton of the

Movies." That, too, is built

around a single motive of the

same four notes. But this time

the tune has been properly

jazzed by Ted Lewis. It is the

antithesis of the "Growth of the

Soil." It is the apotheosis of all

that is cheap and gaudy in modern civilization. And
the man who wrote it was a virtuoso on the social saxo-

phone. He ought to be deported for giving the show-

away.

As for myself, I shall see no books but the Bible this

summer. With the utmost reluctance I promised to write

a sort of Story of Mankind of the Bible. I did not want

to do it because the task seemed so hopelessly difficult.

1 knew the material more or less well, having been edu-

cated by the good pastors of six orthodox denomina-

tions. But it seemed absurd to attempt to improve

upon our English version.

Just when I had about decided to decline the offer, I

picked up a Children's Bible. It was terrible. I got

interested and I bought a cartload of Children's Bibles.

They were incredible. Yet they seemed to be all there

was except a very few excellent little books which were

hard to get. And I thought that,

while I might not do it as well

as it ought to be done, I might

at least try to do it a little more
sensibly than it had been done

thus far. Above all things, I

might get away from the ut-

terly incredible pictures, which did not seem to have

been changed since the year 1821. And so I shall sit

and I shall write my Bible and I shall draw my pictures,

and when I feel that I cannot really do it well enough I

shall look at the row of Children's Bibles and I shall

know that I must, whether I like it or not. Amen.
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What the World Is Doing
Edited by Franklin H. Giddings

Professor of Sociology and the History of Civilization, Columbia University

Domestic Affairs

THE first important disturbance in connection

with the great strike of miners occurred on

June 21 and 22. It seems that the Southern

Illinois Coal Company had for a week or more been

operating a mine between Marion and Herrin, Illinois,

with non-union labor or members of the Steam Shovel-

men's Union, which is not affiliated with the American

Federation of Labor, and moreover had employed a con-

siderable number of strikebreakers to help carry

through the enterprise. On the afternoon of the 21st

a truck having aboard ten men sent

from Chicago by a Secret Service

agency was waylaid en route to the

mine by striking miners. Of the

ten, one was mortally and two others

were seriously wounded, one other

was captured, and six escaped.

Thereupon a mob of strikers, esti-

mates of whose number vary from

1,500 to 5,000, assembled from vari-

ous nearby mining communities, and

made for the mine aforementioned

(incidentally rifling hardware stores

in the vicinity for arms and ammu-
nition). A council of war was held

at the mine as the mob was sighted.

A stockade, which had been built in

apprehension of trouble, was manned
by armed guards.

Of what followed the details are

obscure. It is not certain from which

side the first shot was fired. From
about 5 p. m. till dark shots were ex-

changed, but the casualties were

few. Early on the morning of the

22d the battle was renewed, and be-

fore long the defenders hoisted a

white flag. Then followed, if press reports are

correct, the most disgraceful episode in the history

of this country. In brief, the defenders having surren-

dered and given up their arms on promise of safe con-

duct, a massacre followed. About half of those who
surrendered were hung or clubbed to death, or, allowed

to run, were shot dead like rabbits, women egging on

the men and refusing water to the dying. It is not

known how many escaped, but apparently few. Twelve
or more wounded men were permitted to live and to be

taken to the hospital. The mine property was dyna-

mited, the loss amounting to hundreds of thousands of

dollars.

The official casualty list shows nineteen non-union

and two union miners killed. The coroner's jury find

the deaths "due to the acts direct and indirect of the

officials of the Southern Illinois Coal Company." They
"recommend that investigation be conducted for the

purpose of fixing the blame upon the individuals re-

sponsible." They name Mr. McDowell, superintendent

Field Marshal Sir Henry Wilson, Chief of
the British Imperial Staff during the latter

days of the Great War, and champion of
Ulster, recently assassinated in London.

of the unlucky mine, as the murderer of one of "two
union miners slain Wednesday night when ihey visited

the mine to make an investigation in behalf of the

union."

This report is one of the most bizarre pieces of

whitewashing in human annals. An "investigation"

employing 5,000 investigators was evidently intended

to be thorough. As to what happened up to the time of

the surrender of the mine-defenders, a great deal,

doubtless, is to be said on both sides. No doubt the

striking miners conceived themselves quite within their

rights in undertaking the "investigation." That con-

ception of their rights is a normal
result of our industrial system,

which in turn is a natural result of

the present phase of human society

considered as a whole. The "in-

vestigation" should not have been

undertaken, but it is not fantastic to

say that the blame for the undertak-

ing should fall on society as a whole.

Moreover, it is quite possible that

the first shots were fired from the

mine inclosure by imported gunmen,
and professional gunmen are not a

sweet-smelling tribe.

Up to the raising of the white

flag and the surrender of the besieged

on terms, nothing occurred to es-

pecially shock the sensibilities of our

industrial age. The massacre that

followed, however, was of a nature

to shock the sensibilities of a Turk,

a Moplah, or a Red Lett. The blame

for that cannot be shifted from the

"investigators" to society as a whole.

Yet in all probability no one will be

punished for the vilo work. The cor-

oner's jury find one murder com-

mitted: the shooting of a non-union miner by the mine

superintendent. "The remaining slain came to their

deaths through gunshot wounds inflicted by unknown

persons." The jury was composed of three union miners

and three business men dependent for their business on

union miners. Oh, the wondrous, wondrous age

!

Is a Settlement of the Mine Strike in Prospect?

On June 26, Mr. John L. Lewis, president of the

United Mine Workers, conferred with President Hard-

ing. It is not known what took place at that confer-

ence; but in consequence of what took' place Mr. Lewis

sent a telegram to the General Scale Committee of the

anthracite workers, in session at Wilkes-Barre, which

caused the latter to abandon, for the present at least,

their project of ordering an absolute strike of anthra-

cite workers (involving withdrawal from the mines of

pumpmen and other maintenance men) in place of the

present "suspension of work." One would like to know

the precise character of the exchanges at Washington
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i ale uinnins. from Harvrird by three lengths in the four-mile race on the Thames.

and the exact contents of Mr. Lewis's telegram. The
latter seems to have caused a good deal of jubilation at

Wilkes-Barre. "It appears," said the president of the

General Scale Committee for public consumption, "that

immediate developments in both the bituminous and

anthracite industries may be looked for as a result of

the conference."

It is said that the referendum vote of the 150,000

anthracite union miners was almost unanimously in

favor of an "absolute" strike.

President Harding on the 28th invited representatives

of operators and miners in the union fields, both bitu-

minous and anthracite, to confer with him at the White
House on Satui'day, July 1, "to devise methods upon
which negotiations for the settlement of the coal strike

can be initiated." It is not known what, if any, plan

the President has to propose should a basis of negotia-

tion not be reached or should negotiations, entered

upon, fail. The invitations have been accepted.

Coal Prices and Mr. Hoover
Secretary Hoover's efforts to keep down prices of

coal to consumers have not been entirely successful. It

appears that some 20 per cent, of the operators have
refused to strike a voluntary agreement with Mr.
Hoover or have violated the agreement in spirit by
boosting the price, without necessity thereof, up to the

agreed maximum of $3.50. Leaving this 20 per cent.

out of account, operators' prices of bituminous coal

average $2.25 per ton, as against $1.75 prior to April 1.

Mr. Hoover's achievement is not complete, but it is

extraordinary; another instance of his incomparable

genius for conciliation. Nevertheless, there has been
some criticism of him in Congress both ungracious and
unjust. Outside of Congress his critics are the .shame-

less profiteers and, naturally and more excusably, the

strike leaders. It would seem that, after a phase of

misunderstanding, the retail dealers and Mr. Hoover
are in agreement, and that Mr. Hoover is confident that

they will live up to their voluntary engagements.

The Railroad Situation

The Railroad Labor Board on the 16th issued an or-

der reducing the pay of 208,500 clerks and station em-

ployees by three cents an hour, and of 97,500 employees

of other classes by two to six cents an hour, thereby

easing the payrolls by about $135,000,000 annually, ef-

fective July 1,

On June 20 John L. Lewis, President of the United

Mine Workers, and B. M. Jewell, President of the Rail-

way Employees' Department of the American Federa-

tion of Labor, issued a joint statement to the effect

that, "finding themselves confronted with a common
crisis," the 1,250,000 railroad workers affected by the

recent Railroad Labor Board wage-decisions were con-

strained to cast in their lot with the 680,000 coal

miners who have been on strike since April 1. They
"have no recourse but to strike." The statement does

not disclose details of the proposed cooperation between

the two great bodies of workmen ; indeed, it is possible

that little has been done toward evolving a joint plan

of action.

It is significant that the executives of the "Big Four"

Railroad Bx'otherhoods, which unions are not affected

by the Board's recent wage decisions, were "unable to

attend" the meeting which resulted in the important

statement.

On June 27 Mr. Jewell, as head of the Federated

Railroad Shop Crafts, dispatched an ultimatum by tele-

graph to Mr. T. DeWitt Cuyler, Chairman of the As^o-

ciation of Railway Executives. He announced that the

shop-crafts workers would go out on July 1, unless the

railroad managements would agree to the following con-

ditions: a conference with the union representatives;

ignoring of the Railroad Labor Board's recent order

reducing wages of shopmen; restoration of certain

working rules abolished by the board; abolition of the

"farming-out" contract system.

When half or more of the returns from the

referendum voting of the shopmen were in, there was
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little doubt of an overwhelming vote for a strike. As
there was not the slightest chance that the operators

would comply with Mr. Jewell's ultimatum, the presump-

tion is that the shopmen (approximately 400,000) would

go out on July 1 ; and it was expected that about 500,000

maintenance-of-way men would follow about July 15. If,

however, the hint of a settlement of the miners' strike

through the friendly offices of the Government had de-

veloped prior to July 1 into a strong likelihood, we
should have said at a venture that Mr. Jewell might at

least have delayed his strike order.

The ultimatum was rejected, and the strike order

was issued—June 29.

The Ship Subsidy Bill

On June 16 the Ship Subsidy Bill was favorably re-

ported to the House by the Merchant Marine and Fish-

eries Committee. The chances of the bill have been

injured by the publicity given to the fact that liquors

are carried on board and sold beyond the three-mile

limit.

The proposal to exclude from ports of the United

States all ships that sell liquor on board is interesting.

Passage of an act in that sense might divert a great deal

of shipping from ports of the United States to Cana-

dian ports.

Morvich Down, Whiskaway Up
After twelve victories and no defeats, at last on June

17 the great Morvich was beaten; beaten by seven

lengths by Whitney's Whiskaway, in the Carlton Stakes

at Aqueduct. And again, on the 24th, Whiskaway
romped away from last year's marvel, Thibodaux finish-

ing second by a length, and Morvich trailing Thibodaux
by ten lengths. Whiskaway, not Morvich, is the great

colt.

A Note
Discussion must be postponed to the next issue of the

interesting and important proceedings of the annual

convention of the American Federation of Labor, in

being June 12-24.

The Irish Situation

THE elections to the Provisional Parliament (or third

Dail) resulted as follows: Elected: fifty-eight

pro-Treaty Sinn Feiners, thirty-six anti-Treaty

Sinn Feiners, seventeen of the Labor Party, seven of

the Farmers' Party, six Independents, four Trinity Col-

lege representatives. Of those elected all except the

thirty-six anti-Treaty Sinn Feiners are understood to

be for the London Agreement (or Treaty). But this is

to be considered: The Constitution is bound up with

the Agreement, and the successful Labor candidates,

who tend to extreme views, are said to be violently op-

posed to certain provisions of the draft Constitution.

The first meeting of the new Parliament is set for

July 1. In view of the latest development, it seems

doubtful that the successful anti-Treaty candidates will

take their seats. No one any longer expects that a

Coalition Sinn Fein Government as contemplated by

the famous CoUins-de Valera compact, will be formed.

It will be remembered that the Collins-de Valera com-

pact calls for a new election on a universal adult suf-

frage basis should the Coalition not work harmoniously.

But the Coalition may be considered already disrupted.

Ergo, new elections? It is idle to speculate before the

civil war now in process is decided.

Field Marshal Sir Henry Wilson, from February,

1918, until quite recently, Chief of the British Imperial

General Staff, and since his retirement from active

service Member of the British Parliament for North
Down, Ireland, was shot dead in London on June 25 by
two men who, after a running fight with police, were
captured. Sir Henry was much hated by the southern

Irish because of his advocacy of stern dealing by the

British Government with south Ireland and because, at

the request of the Ulster Premier, he had planned the

organization of Ulster's defense. The whole world at

once assumed that the murder had its origin in that

hatred, and though the Home Secretary told the Com-
mons on the 26th that the murderers were both Lon-
doners and ex-soldiers and that there was no evidence

that either of them had ever been in Ireland or had any-

thing whatever to do with Ireland, the world in general

holds to its original assumption. The explanation that

the murderers were actuated by a fanatical hatred of

war, especially such a horrible kind of war as a war
for the reduction of Ireland would be (of which they

conceived Sir Henry to be the chief advocate), seems

(though the thing is not impossible) far-fetched. Both

Lloyd George and Mr. Winston Chnrchill in their

speeches to the Commons on the 26th intimated a be-

lief that the murder had its origin in the extreme

fanaticism of the de Valera wing of Sinn Fein, and it

was that assumption that caused the great debate in

the Commons, to which those speeches were contribu-

tions, on the general situation in Ireland and the Irish

policy of the Government. Lloyd George's speech was
very moderate. He warned the Provisional Govern-

ment that, "now they had the authority of the Irish

people behind them" (i. e., through the recent elections),

"they must show their capacity to discharge the ele-

mentary duties of a Government in protecting life and

property." He made this appeal to the House: "that

the natural horror and indignation which they felt at

the dastardly crime" (the murder of Sir Henry) "should

not prevent them from preserving the calm which has

always characterized Britain." Winsten Churchill fol-

lowed with a masterly summary of the causes of the

present situation in Ireland and a statement of the

policy of the Government. He ended thus:

Now that the Provisional (iovernni«»nt is greatly strength-

ened, it is its

duty to s;ive

efifect to the

Treaty in letter

and spirit with-

out delay.

The presence

in Dublin, in

violent occupa-
tion of the Four
Courts, of a band
of men styling

themselves the

headquarters of

the Republican
Executive, is a

gross breach and
defiance of the

Treaty. From
this nest of an-

archy and trea-

son, not only lo

the British
Crown, but to

the Irish people,

murderous out-

rages are stimu-
lated and (>ncour-

aged and also

(leorfie Matlhetc Adams Service

Sneaking In.
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pri>l)al»ly in };'•'"' UritJiin- I'm- this orK.-iiii/.aiioii is kcp; in

being with brjiiu-hes in I'lster, Scotland and England

—

the deflartnl iiurpost' of wiiirli is tlie wrooking of the treaty

by the vilest process whioh liiinian degradation eaii coiu-eivc.

The time has eoino when it is not nnfair, premature or

impatient for us to make to this strengthened Irish (Jovern-

nieiit and the new Irish I'arlianient a retiuest in express

terms that tliis sort of thing must etune to an end. If it does

not et)ine to an end. if througli weakness, want of eouragc,

or some other even less creditable reason, if it is not brought
to an end, and a speedy end. then it is my duty to say on
behalf of his Majesty's CJovernment that we shall regard
the Treaty as having been formally violatetl: that we sliall

take no further steps to earry out or legalize its further
stages: and that we shall resume full liberty of a<'tion in

any direelion that may se(>m proper to any extent that may
be necessary to safeguard the interests and rights that are
entrusted to our care.

•<• * ^r

This warning had not been uttered when already

Michael Collins was taking the first steps toward "re-

storing the normal life of Ireland, insuring public

safety and securing Ireland for the Irish people." Those

steps had best be described by the following manifesto

issued by the Free State Government on the 28th

:

The events immediately leading up to the action now being
taken by the (iovernment to protect and secure the people
of Ireland against further molestation and interference with
their liberties are these:

On Saturday last two Dublin firms received demands in

tiie name of a leader of the irregular forces in illeg.il

occupation of the I^aw. Courts to pay certain sums of

money by the following Tuesday. The demands were put

forward under the pretext of a Belfast boycott, which has
no authorized existence.

The Government, on receiving information of the attempted
extortion, arranged to have any persons attempting it

arrested if and when they proceeded to enforce their demand.
Forty-eight hours later information w^as received by the

(Government that a raid was being carried out by similar

persons on the motor garage of Messrs. Ferguson, Bagot
Street. Orders were immediately issued to troops to pro-

tect the firm.

This order was carried out and the leader of the raiders

was arrested and lodged in jail.

This warning to the lawless and irresponsible that the

Government, having received an emphatic mandate from
the Irish people, would no longer tolerate any interference

with their liberty and property, was not only unheeded but
insolently defied.

Some hours later the same evening Lieut. Gen. O'Connell,
as.sistant Chief of Stafif, while on his way through the streets

alone and unarmed, was seized by an armed party of men
and brought a prisoner to the Law Courts.

.\gainst this direct challenge to its authority the Gov-
ernment ordered the army to take action.

This morning troops surrounded the Law Courts and
demanded evacuation of the buildings and surrender of

the nmnitions and property held therein. A time limit

was given, but the demand was ignored. At the same time
Fowler Hall, which has been used as a centre of direc-

tion for the seizure of private property, was invested.

Statements that British troops are co-operating with the
I. R. A. are false and malicious. None but Irish forces,

with the co-operation of citizens who are loyally and en-
thusiastically supporting the Government, are engaged in.

putting down the disorderly element who attempt to tyrannize
over the people and defy their will.

Mr. Churchill told the Commons on the first news of

the fighting that CoUins's decision to attack the

mutineers' (for so they should be called) stronghold,

the Four Courts, had in no wise arisen out of the de-

bate in the British Commons on the 26th. The British

Government, he said, had offered assistance to Collins,

but he had declined it.

The fighting began at 4 a. m. of the 28th and con-

tinued about the Four Courts, a group of buildings of

great structural strength, on into Friday, when the "ir-

regular" forces surrendered. The important advantage of

the loyal Free State troops lay in the possession of some
18-pounders, but of these they had too few to quickly re-

duce what was in effect a massive fortress. There is said

to have been little difference in the numbers engaged on

the two sides.

There are rumors of outbreaks by mutineers all over

Ireland. De Valera, who on the morrow of Sir Henry
Wilson's murder issued a statement which did not

sweeten his reputation, has manifestoed in favor of the

mutineers. All depends on whether the majority of the

army shall continue loyal to Collins and his cause.

Faul ThumpKon

The Carnegie Peace Palace at The Hague, where an "experts'
"

commission representing 25 associated Powers is in conference
ivith an "experts' " commission representing Russia.

La Grande Semaine de Paris

THE seven days commencing June 19 are called in

Paris La Grande Semaine de Paris; the Grand
Prix de Longchamps, on Sunday, the 25th, being

the culminating event. Coincidently, the social year of

Paris culminates during that week. The ancient splendor

and fantastic elegance were fully revived this year. It is

said that social functions given by Americans were al-

most as numerous as those given by the French, and

displayed a character of grandiosity beyond the Gallic

genius and the Gallic purse. Of the American functions

the most resplendent, if the press account is correct, wa.s

a dinner at the Hotel Crillon given by Mrs. William Ran-

dolph Hearst. Whatever of succulent and rare the

Riviera could supply was brought by airplane, and to

feed the soul, as only America can feed it, a negro band

was brought from London, also by airplane.

The Murder of Rathenau

DR.
WALTER RATHENAU, the German Foreign

Minister (whose social theories were recently

reviewed in The Independent) , was assassinated

in Berlin on June 24, doubtless by members of that

secret murder gang of monarchists members of which

assassinated Erzberger some months ago. The conse-

quences of his death are certain to be of great import-

ance. He was the brains of the Wirth administration,

and the man is not in sight who can measurably fill his

shoes. He was more acceptable to the Allies than any

other statesman of Germany. With him gone, the

reparations problem becomes immensely more dif-

ficult. The murder has of course drawn together by a

common feeling of indignation and fear the scattered

elements friendly to the Republic, but that effect (and
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this gives the measure of the man), even though it

should be permanent, can hardly compensate Republi-

can Germany, so poor it is in political talent, for the

loss of such a man as Rathenau.

The Latest from China

ON June 16, General Chen Kwang-ming, formerly

Sun Yat-sen's chief supporter, but who recently

broke away from Sun because of thelatter's refusal

to fall in with Wu Pei-fu's plans for the unification of

China, captured Canton, driving out Sun's troops. The
latter took refuge on one of his gunboats, and ordered

the six ships of his navy to shell Canton—a cruelly

futile order. After a while the gunners, with more

heart and sense than the Great Patriot, refused

to fire any more. When last heard from. Sun was still

on a gunboat, addressing words of devotion to liberty,

democracy, and himself. There is a report that he has

ordered back the force which he sent not long ago into

Kiang-si Province, hoping therewith to retake Canton.

Tt is to be hoped that Chen, though outnumbered, will

be able to take care of himself, for Sun Yat-sen has be-

come a mere political pest, to be abated. Wu Ting-fang,

his most important supporter since Chen's defection,

and the brains of the Canton Administration—perhapfi

indeed the finest intellect in China—died the other day

in Canton at the age of eighty-one; it will be recalled

how he had just refused Li Yuan-hung's offer to make
him Premier of the Peking Government.

Despite the latter's recent treachery, Wu Pei-fu has

granted another armistice to Chang Tso-lin. Chang's

behaviour was unforgivable, and he ought to be made to

"eat gold," but, with Wu Pei-fu's other engagements, a

great Manchurian campaign just now would be incon-

venient if not disastrous.

The Hague
REPRESENTATIVES of the Powers contemplat-

ing resumption of negotiations with the Rus-

sians met, as scheduled, at The Hague on June

15. It was their function to "exchange views" and to

select a commission of experts to meet a Russian com-

mission of experts at The Hague on June 26. They

did little exchanging of views, a majority voting not to

make any effort to achieve a common understanding on

principles to guide their experts in dealing with the

Russians. That majority accepted the specious British

argument that the experts "are to deal with facts and

not principles." They selected the commission of ex-

perts, and at their request Foreign Minister Van Karne-

beek of the Netherlands selected sub-committees to deal,

respectively, with the questions of Russian debts, cred-

its to Russia, and property in Russia once owned by

foreign nationals but since nationalized by the Moscow
Government, in conjunction with similar sub-committees

which the Russians were to be asked to form.

The conversation in London on June 19 between Pre-

miers Poincare and Lloyd George passed off smoothly.

Apparently there was little discussion, but it was agreed

to meet again late in July to discuss thoroughly repara-

tions, Tangier, and the Near East. A clash on The
Hague was avoided, Poincare merely announcing that

he had decided to enter the negotiations with the Rus-

sians.
» * *

The following-named twenty-five countries are par-

ticipating in The Hague negotiations with the Russians:

Austria, Belgium, Great Britain, Bulgaria, Czecho-

slovakia, Denmark, Esthonia, Finland, France, Greece,

Hungary, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg,

The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Rumania,

Serbia, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland.

The two experts' commissions, that of the associated

Powers and that of the Russians, have been in confer-

ence since the 26th, Discussion of their proceedings

must be postponed; the latter have been chiefly remark-

able so far for the unparalleled insolence of M. Litvinov.

I

Sundry Matters
CELAND is cold to the woes of Europe. She de-

clined an invitation to send representatives to

The Hague.

The French Chamber of Deputies has passed the bill

which would reduce obligatory service in the army to

eighteen months.

It is said that there are 15,000 persons in France

who use titles of nobility, and that of these only 3,000

are entitled to them. Ah, you delightful person. Homo
Sapiens, always the same dear old preposterous snob!

(For the proper definition of "snob" see Charles Lever.)

*;- * -.r

The tonnage of shipping entering and leaving the

Port of Hamburg during May exceeded that of May,

1913.

Another German military mission, headed by Colonel

Bauer, is in Moscow.

Certain American interests have acquired water-

power and electrical properties in the industrial region

of northern Italy, of value between $25,000,000 and

$50,000,000, replacing German capital.. English inter-

ests have made similar acquisitions. This is a develop-

ment of first importance. Substitution of American and

British for German capital in Italy would be an im-

measurable boon to that country politically.

In the recent elections to a new Hungarian National

Assembly the Horthy candidates won 164 seats, other

candidates (including eleven Legitimists) seventy-four.
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"A Pickle for the Knowing Ones"
ONE hundred and twenty years ajro

there was published in Salem a

small pamphlet of only twenty-four

pagres, about four by six inches in size.

It was an almost illiterate conjrlomera-

tion of unimportant fragments ami
trifles, written by an elderly man, vain

and rather spiteful, in order to boast

about himself and indulge in a few
whacks at his enemies. Many persons
have heard of it, during the past cen-

tury; few, if any, now living, have read
it; yet it has been reprinted eight or

ten times, and once as recently as 191G.

One of its peculiarities passed into :\

legend, vaguely known to thousands of

people who have no idea of its origin.

Its title, too, and its eccentric .-author.

have kept it in the minds of the col-

lectors of curious Americana: it was
"A Pickle for the Knowing Ones," and
its author, Timothy Dexter.

The author was born in Maiden, Mas-
sachusetts, in 1747-8, but moved to

Newburyport in 1769. He was a

leather-dresser, and dealer in hides; in

1776, fateful year, his fellow-citizens

found time to elect him "Informer.''

The persons upon whom he was sup-

posed to inform, as a duty of this office.

were unlawful slayers of deer. Dex-
ter began to take strides toward for-

tune: he married a rich .widow, and
after the Revolution invested in the de-

preciated currency, later redeemed at

par by the Government. By 1791 he
had bought a mansion, formerly owned
by a "merchant prince," and had begun
to make offers of public benefactions.

He lived at odds with many of hi.=^

neighbors, who despised him as nouveau
riche, and as a disreputable tippler;

with the local clergymen, who, despite

his gifts to the churches, abhorred his

loose living and free thinking; and with
his children, in whom his eccentricities

had begun to appear in darker shades
of mental aberration. The boys of the

town gratified him by calling him "Lord
Timothy," but plagued him by stealing

his peaches; the town authorities, with
the self-respect of a New England com-
munity, would not accept benefactions
from an objectionable person—as he
had become. So he was miffed, and re-

moved to Chester, New Hampshire, for
about two years.

In 1798, however, he was in New-
buryport once more, where he bought
the "colonial" house which has been
known by his name ever since. It is

mentioned in Holmes's "Elsie Venner."
James Russell Lowell's home at Elm-
wood is hardly more dignified and spa-
cious; both are set in good plantations
of trees, and they are similar in size,

proportions, and general appearance.
Dexter proceeded to decorate his house
with various gimcracks; especially a
row of absurd wooden images, set up in

front, on pillars and arches. These
were supposed to represent Washing-
ton, Adams, Jefferson, Franklin, John
Hancock, together with other worthies,
lions, eagles, Adam and Eve, and
Timothy Dexter himself—labelled "I am
the first in the East, the first in the

West, and the greatest philosopher in

the known world." Dexter maintained
a poet laureate—an eccentric preacher
and verse-monger named Jonathan
Plummer. whose verses, by the way.
were not always badly constructed.

In the swarm of legends that clus-

tered about Dexter's name it is hai*d

to distinguish the true from the false,

and among the false ones it is never
easy to say which were invented by
Dexter himself and which by his

friends and celebrants. We know that

he lived oddly in an odd house; that
he made money; that he published two
editions of an odd pamphlet; that he
died leaving an estate worth $35,000

—

no trifling sum in 1806—and that he
disposed of this estate in wisdom and
generosity, making "liberal donations
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for the support of the Gospel, for

the benefit of the poor, and for

other benevolent purposes." The mock-
funeral which earlier he celebrated
upon his estate is described by himself;
it is a tradition that he beat his wife
because her show of grief was too

slight. That he shipped warming-
pans to the West Indies (in ignorance
of the climate) but made money by the

deal when the pans were used for

ladling molasses, rests upon a statement
made as early as 1805 by Dexter him-
self in the second edition of the

"Pickle." This is his brief reference

to the matter: "... one more spect

Drole A Nouf I Dreamed of worming
pans three Nits that they would doue
in the west inges I got not more than
fortey two thousand put them in Nine
vessels for difrent ports that tuck

good hold—I cleared sevinty nine per
sent—the pans thay mad yous of them
for Coucking . .

."

William C. Todd, the benefactor of

public libraries, has cast doubt upon
the story of the warming-pans; he

thinks that no such extraordinary .ship-

ment was ever made, and his reasons
are weighty.
The one story about Dexter which

made his name known to booksellers,

bibliographers, printers, writers, and
collectors of eccentric literature, is that
he used no punctuation marks in the
first edition of his "Pickle for the
Knowing Ones," but that in the second
edition he bade the printer cover a page
with "stops," so that the reader might
"pepper and salt" the book to his own
taste. This is repeated as gospel by
almost every writer on Dexter, and it

is always mentioned in conversation
about him. Recently I examined nine
different editions or reprints of the
"Pickle" and found—to my annoyance
and horror—that so far as my re-

searches could discover we were again
dealing with tradition. I say annoy-
ance and horror because it is no pleas-
ure to me to take any part in upset-
ting pleasant legends; the world does
not suffer for want of fact-hounds.

The first edition (1802) is without
punctuation. So is the second edition

(1805), of which there were two ver-
sions, one printed in Newburyport, and
the other probably in Salem. In neither
is there any note to the printer about
"stops." (I speak, of course, of copies

of which I have knowledge.) These
are the only two editions published dur-
ing Dexter's life which I have been
able to trace, after making inquiry of

about a dozen libraries and historical

associations. The first mention of the
thing, so far as I can discover, is in an
edition printed in Boston in 1838 and
edited by "Peter Quince." At the end
of this edition, under the heading
[Note to Dexter's Second Edition] there

are printed half a page of periods,

commas, colons, semi-colons, question
and exclamation marks, preceded by
the sentence: "fourder mister printer
the Nowing ones complane of my book
the fust edition had no stops I put in

A nuf here and thay may peper and
solt it as they please." There have
been five or six reprints of the "Pickle"

since 1838, and all but one of them
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reprint this note with slight variation.

Conversation or correspondence with
Messrs. Wilberforce, Eames, Charles

Evans, and George Parker Winship,
three men as learned in the bibliogra-

phy of this period as any that could be

named, reveals a unanimity of opinion

that the note really originated with
Dexter. Mr. Evans believes that the

addendum with the marks may have
been printed as a broadside; Mr.
Eames, that it may occur in some van-
ished edition of the "Pickle," or have
been printed on a separate leaf to be

inserted in the pamphlet; while Mr.
Winship also suggests the theory of the

separate leaf. Possibly this article may
be seen by somebody who can settle the

question by producing the vanished edi-

tion or the missing leaf.

Edmund Lester Pearson

More Romance
Thk Winter Bell. By Hciuy MiliuM-

Rideout. New York : DufReld and
Company.

The Truth About Vignolles. By Albert

Kinross. New York: The Ceiiriiry

Company.

The Unspeakable (tEntlemax. By .1.

P. Marquand. New York : Charles

Scribner's Sons.

Explorers of the Dawn. By Mazo dc

la Roche. New York : Alfred A.
Knopf.

The Veneerings. By Sir Harry Joliiiston.

New York: The Maemilliui ('oinii.-my.

MR. RIDEOUT is one of the few-

current American story-tellers

who treat romance as an affair upon
which no delicacy or austerity of art

can be wasted. If he has been given

less general credit for this than, say,

Messrs. Cabell and Hergesheimer, it

may be largely because of a difference*

in plane, or range. The author of "The
Winter Bell," with all his mastery of

"realistic" detail (we do not forget

"Beached Keels"), has deliberately

chosen to cultivate the field of adven-
ture-romance. He recognizes as a

necessity for this sort of work some
touch of the exotic or the remote. So
does Mr. Hergesheimer: even his late

laborious-ding>' yarn of paltriest

America has to finish in a sultry

Cuban setting. But in Mr. Herge-
sheimer's work adventure, in the popu-
lar .sense, almost never has a part. His
action is above or apart from the physi-

cal plane. Mr. Rideout frankly works
upon that plane, and you may hold him
less in regard therefor if you think a
"Java Head" is a bigger kind of thing

than a "Treasure Island."

In books like "White Tiger" and "Tin
Cowrie Dass," the romancer frankly
invites us to seek adventure in strange
places. That is, he uses the "atmos-
phere" of the Orient or the South Seas
for our common purpo.se. But in "The
Winter Bell" he finds a more uncom-
mon accent nearer home. From the

picture of the eight-foot gentleman on

the jacket, we may naturally deduce
the Northwest, with half-breeds, cattle-

men, miners, and mounted police in the

background. Not so: this is a tale of

'way down East, of the ancient Yankee
wilderness and its types. The whiff of

salt water mingles always with its for-

est airs. And it has that minu'e fidelity

which we recall in the writer's ..'arly fic-

tion, to the Yankee vernacular. But, in

these terms of backwoods and fore-

shore, it is romance. It never deviates

into realism, and lapses from romance
to melodrama only in the obligatory

Book Reviews
scene of our hero's hand-to-hand battle

with an official bully. Of course the

method of his feat is preposterous: but

we shouldn't, for the moment at least,

be permitted to suspect this. ... It is a

pleasure, however second thoughts may
judge the substance of the tale, Lo ab-

sent us fi'om facility awhile in the en-

joyment of its firm and unabashedly
literate style.

An old-fashioned merit of style may
also be fairly granted to "The Truth
About Vignolles." It belongs to the

school of Kipling rather than of Stev-

enson. The author, we judge, is still

a young man, to whom (or to whose
fancy at least) the world presents it-

self as a scene of varied color and swift

action, of dramatic and picturesque

qualities altogether. The Dedication

begins: "When I came out of the

army after five happy years " a

most compromising and revealing ac-

knowledgment in this day when the zest

and glamor of war are supposed to

have been banished forever. Were there

persons who really enjoyed our inde-

terminate Armageddon? There were,

no doubt, many of them—men of the

order, not of the dingy and applauded
"Three Soldiers" of the present, but of

the joyous and iri-esponsible "Soldiers

Three" who once held a respectable

place in fact and fiction. Mr. Kinross
is an Englishman who has found his

market chiefly in America. This may
be referable in part to a certain brisk-

ness and chattiness of style akin to

those qualities justly made famous by
our most popular practitioners of fic-

tion in the magazines of this pep-lov-

ing land. We have almost forgotten

that Kipling set the pace and the model
for the "American short story" of our
pride. A kindly fate has already ad-

vertised him among us as "the O. Henry
of England !"

There is, I say, a good deal of Kip-
ling about the creator of "Vignolles";

of his alertness, his laconic aptness, his

chatty nonchalance of the surface cov-

ering a real and strong concern for the

right phrase and the right emphasis.
"The Truth About Vignolles" is a

linked series of tales about a central

person: a popular kind of thing. The
usual theme or centre of it is either a
detective, a gentleman of fortune, or

a crook. Vignolles belongs in a general
way to the gentleman of fortune cate-

gory; only the fortune he is after is

not of the sordid variety. Rather he
is an adventurer for adventure's sake,

a middle-aged Ulysses-D'Artagan to

whom the war came as a glorious op-
portunity for one last fling. With his

medals. South .African, -Japanese, and

European, he had descended to a tea

and rubber plantation somewhere in

the far East when Mars rescued him
from respectability and "success." If

the Camel Transport Corps is the best

service, at his age, he can "make," it

at least gives him a look in, and the

rest may be left to him. The story-

teller is supposed to be a fellow of the

corps and more or less a contemporary,
left behind when Vignolles takes French
leave, to become a free lance in the

guise of an Arab or what-not. . . . The
stories are connected only as dealing,

all, with Vignolles. Several of them
have to do with earlier experiences of

that versatile gentleman, and are told

by him in the first person. The action

and color of the book are pretty far

from Main Street or Broadway. The
truth about Vignolles is not the kind
of truth Zola dealt with. It is the kind
of truth that inhabits the "Arabian
Nights," and "Don Quixote," and
"Monte Cristo," and "The Man Who
Would Be King." "A book of brilliant

fiction," the publisher calls it; and this

is precisely and sufficiently what should
be said of it.

Are we really on the verge of a pow-
erful reaction against the imported
squalor of the best-trumpted recent

novels? One publisher does not hesi-

tate to say so, with a case in point.

"The Unspeakable Gentleman," we are
told, "marks a definite break in the

flood of realistic fiction of the last few
years ... a pure romance to be read for

the sheer joy of reading." It is, in

truth, a yarn of the Beaucaire order, in

an American setting nominally, but as

placeless and timeless as such perform-
ances should be. Our unspeakable
gentleman is a man of mature years,

at whom we look through the eyes of

his virtuous and rather intolerant son

—

as with Versilov in the "Raw Youth"
of Dostoevsky. But here no light of

irony is thrown about the figure of the

solemn son: this is romance, and he is

to be taken seriously or not at all. The
setting is an American sea-town in the

first years of the nineteenth century.
Ten years before the action proper be-

gins, the father has left America, under
a cloud, or rather under a direct ac-

cusation of villainy which he has not

denied. He passes a decade in various
adventures and intrigues of a more or

less shady nature, is invoked finally in

the affairs of a grouo of plotters

against Napoleon the Emoeror, and
brings back to America a fair and noble

maiden of France who, because of her
implication in the Roya'ist movement,
is unsafe abroad. He brings also an
incriminating document for the posses-
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sion of which the emissaries of Xa-
poleon are hot upon his trail.

The son has grown up under the care
of an Uncle Jason who turns out to be,

in substance, the wicked deacon sacred
to New Eng-land melodrama. He has
done everythinjr in his power to con-

vince virtuous Henry of his father's

dishonor. And the father, when they

meet, does all he can to strenjrthen and
justify the impression. What it is

really all about is a matter of which,
in a book of the kind, reviewers should
say as little as possible. The main
question is whether the author has es-

tablished and maintained the requisite

tone and atmosphere so that we fol-

low him in a sort of comfortable wak-
ing dream through the essentially pre-

posterous course of his narrative. And
for those of us who are in a coming-on
mood, the answer is yes. Those of us
who are not, had better keep away
from this sort of entertainment.

Perhaps it is not right to include

"Explorers of the Dawn" in such com-
pany. I am puzzled about the book.

It made but a mild impression upon
me, perhaps as one who is pretty thor-

oughly "fed up" on the humors of the
nursery. But Mr. Morley's enthusias-

tic Foreword made me wonder if I was
not missing something. The testimony
of several relatives and friends seems
to back up Mr. Morley's good opinion,

and I cheerfully pass it on as probably
justified. But I may note in self-de-

fense that the relatives and friends in

question are all feminine, and that

Mazo de la Roche is a woman. It is a
story of three little boys at the "cute"
age. Mr. Morley does after all let slip

a sentence which expresses discreetly

the feeling of a normal male reader:
"I must admit that it is evident that
the author of the book was never her-
self a small boy; sometimes their im-
perfections are a little too perfect, too
femininely and romantically conceived,
to make me feel one of them." The
three infants are known as Angel,
Seraph, and John. Their comedy takes
the middle-aged reader back to "The
Heavenly Twins," and sums up a whole
school of current commentators on the
quaint and picturesque aspects of the
pre-adolescent phase.

"The Veneerings" is another nonde-
script book which it is at least not
profane to mention in connection with
a group of romances. But it is any-
thing rather than firm and sinewy
creation of the fancy. "The Gay-Dom-
beys" charmed some of us not so much
because of its alleged sources in Dick-
ens, and its somewhat laboi-ed attempt
to reproduce or to extend the world of

Dickens into our own times, as because
of its character as a book of autobiog-
raphy and memoirs. TTie African
business, and the London business, and
above all the delightful business of
Suzanne, Lady Feenix, and her entour-
age, appeared to do for the latest Vic-
torianism what Bulwer had done for
the earliest. "The Veneerings," alas,
has most of the faults and few of the
virtues of the earlier story. It tries
to present an imaginative continuation
of "Our Mutual Friend," or rather to

VANDEMARK'S FOLLY
By Herbert Quick

Mr. 11. W. Boynton in Till-: 1 \ Dia'ICNDENT says: "The history

in tliis novel is solidly enihedded in the story, as it is in Henry Ms-
niond. The Scarlet Letter or Lorna Doone. The old yarn is here and
tlie old j:;lanionr about it ; it has ease, jxiise, consistency, lint the

yarn is not all. Enfoldin_i,r it and enfolded hy it. is the ])ody of the

past, our American past 'come alive.' I could almost make the riski-

est of guesses—that this rich and imaginative narrative may take its

l)lace among the handful of American classics of its kind." Itiglit

(Pictures by IVyeth. Price $2.00

THE INHERITANCE OF JEAN TROUVE
By Nevil Henshaw

"A hook of charm and truth."

—

Literary Digest. "Living people,

wrought by the magic of sympathy and indu.stry."

—

Louisville Courier-
Jounml. "An epic and an idyl."

—

Cleveland Plain Dealer. "Strength,

beauty and literary distinction."

—

Boston Herald. "A masterpiece of

character painting."

—

Brooklyn Eagle. "A novel of style as well as

story."

—

Kansas City Star. "Deliciously told."

—

Boston Transcript.

"Clean, swift moving and ])icturesque."

—

Philadelphia Evening Pub-
lic Ledger. "A heart-touching storv."—.9^ Louis Globe-Democrat

.

Price $2.00

GOLDIE GREEN THE PRAIRIE CHILD
By Samuel Merwin

F. P. A. in his "Diary of Our Own
Samuel Pepys"—.Vcic York World—
says : "So to bed, and read Samuel
Mcrwin's Goldie Green ; the best story

he hath done, I think, and the char-

acter P. Heigham Green, a weak
{utilitarian, a great creation."

"Mr. Merwin has given us the psycho-

logical evolution of Goldie against a

background of Main Street with re-

inarkal)le feeling and brilliant tech-

nique. The book has a strong emo-
tional appeal."—A Hamilton Gibbs in

FhUadclphia Public Ledger.
Price $2.0()'

By Arthur Stringer
'"This is tile diary of a complex prod-

uct of civilization, who became, with
all the passion of her intense nature,

a part of the prairie."

—

Boston Herald.

"Mr. Stringer has taken the elements

of a domestic tragedy which Ibsen

would have made gruesome and Bal-

zac would have made sordid and has
veiled them so skill fuly under a web
of whimsicality that their essential

ugliness escapes you and the leaves of

his book seem swept with the fresh-

ness of the prairie."

—

New York
Times.

Price $2.00

THE RISING TEMPER OF THE EAST
By Frazier Hunt

"This is a real book for thinkmg readers seeking light across the

Eastern and Western sea."

—

San Francisco Bulletin. "A cluster of

wonderful stories with much to attract the thoughtful."

—

Boston
Transcript. "One of the most fascinating and stimulating books
al)out ]>eople appearing in this decade."—5"^ Louis Times. "It is one
of the best books of its kind publi.shed in recent vears."

—

The Chinese

Student.s' Monthly.
'

Price $2.50

WHY EUROPE LEAVES HOME
By Kenneth L. Roberts

"A ])ook every American should read. It will make you laugh and
it will make you think. Surely a rare combination."

—

Kansas City

Journal. "A powerful document that the sentimentalists of our

country would do well to read, and having read, to heed."

—

Boston

Transcript. "A most stimulating book."

—

Fanny Butcher in the Chi-

cago Tribune. "This vigorous volume hits at the heart of a national

problem so big and menacing that no American citizen or statesman

dare ignore its message."

—

American Consular Bulletin. Price $v3.00

The Bobbs-Merrill Company
Publishers Indianapolis
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follow the characters in later years,

"to consider how they might have de-

veloped, what pursuits they would have
followed, with what results." The ac-

tion of "Our Mutual Friend," says the

later chronicler, runs from 1860 to

1864, and is therefore the most modern
of the Dickens stories. Sir Harry
Johnston's own childhood goes back to

this period. He is only a generation

younger than the Harmons and the

Podsnaps of "Our Mutual Friend."

Melvin or Mervyn Veneering, in some
mild sense the hero, or at least the

leading juvenile, of the present narra-
tive, is four years younger than he.

Well, what happens is that we have
a great mustering and maneuvering of

these gentry, or their ghosts—Harmons
and Podsnaps, Lammles and Veneer-

ings and Twemlows and the rest. If

the piling up of data about them could

make them real, they would step out

of these pages. Sir Harry's fancy

deals actively and tirelessly with minu-

tiae. He has the amazing and ingen-

uous interest of the Briton in the last

shilling of each of his person's assets

and income. He loves to describe places

and things. His descriptions of things

to eat and drink ought to be expur-

gated for American consumption. The
pearl of them all, perhaps, is his note

on Sir John Harmon's luncheon to his

partners on his retirement from the

active concerns of Harmon, Veneering

and Company: "They had oysters from

Colchester, brown bread-and-butter and

a glass of Chablis; soles, quite excep-

tional soles a rimperatrice Eugenie,

served with a glass of unbrandied

sherry, specially imported; rump-steak

a la financiere (quite small pieces, but

delicious), accompanied by liver and

chip potatoes; then roast peacock, from
Chacely, a male bird of the second year

(peacocks are not full grown till they

are four years old) stuffed with Dean
Forest chestnuts. (To those who know
I need hardly say that just as the pea-

cock surpasses all other game birds in

coloration, so in flavor and flesh it is

the last word.) After this, glasses of

mild punch were handed round. Then
there came rose-cream ices. Tlie fla-

voring candied rose petals were from
the attar-producing variety, and like

the cream (from Jersey cows) came
from Chacely. Lastly there were blood

oranges—an early consignment from
Tunis—Mocha coffee, and green Char-

treuse. The servants withdrew. The
diners smoked Russian cigarettes.

Anything so gross as a cigar would

have shattered thfe harmony." A gen-

teel sufficiency, indeed! To such com-

forts has Bella Wilfer's honest John

Harmon proceeded, under Sir Harry
Johnston's fostering hand. ... To say

truth, there is little but description and
detail to be enjoyed in these pages.

The people are not Dickens's people,

and the action is the extreme of jog-

trot. One must be an ardent and a

patient explorer into the world of yes-

terday to read the book through with-

out skipping, or at least yawning.
H. W. BOYNTON
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An Extraordinary Career
Fkom Tkivatk to FiF.i d-Makshai.. lly

Sir William UoluMtsoii, l?nrt. 11-

lustratwl. Hostou : IIoukIuihi Miillin

Company.

EVERY profession cherishes its clas-

sic examples of remarkable pro-

motion, and the soldier's calling is

not likely in all its history to find a

better example than the rise of the poor

boy, William Robertson, from private of

lancers in 1877 to Chief of the Imperial

General Staff in 1917. It was a rise in

which favoritism played no part and
luck very little. Robertson worked in-

defatigably. As a private he made him-
self an expert in signalling and ac-

quired at odd moments the general ed-

ucation that was to qualify him as an
officer. It took eleven years to get his

lieutenancy. Two commanding officers

encouraged him to take the then un-

usual risk. Indeed, this autobiography
shows that there was plenty of kind-

ness and perceptiveness among the offi-

cers of the old army.
The means for playing a subaltern's

part in England being lacking, Lieu-

tenant Robertson sought transfer to

India. There within seven years he
had mastered six native languages,
made himself indispensable as an in-

telligence officer, taken an honorable
part in the Chitral expedition, attained

his captaincy, in 1893, and a D. S. 0.

in 1895.

From this time, problems of organi-
zation and instruction became the young
officer's main concern. He attended the
staff college, learned French, studied

the battlefields of the Franco-Prussian
War. On graduation he was assigned
to the Intelligence Staff of the War
Office. During the Boer War he per-

forated similar duties for General
Headquarters, emerging as a lieuten-

ant-colonel. Being in touch with opera-
tions, he noted the defective system of

orders. Lord Roberts rarely gave or

even confirmed in writing the most im-
portant battle orders, with the result

of frequent misunderstandings. Few
of the high commanders realized the
conditions for handling numbers, few
indeed had been responsible in action

for more than a regiment.

In 1904 came promotion to a colonelcy

and assignment to Chief of the Intelli-

gence Section at the War Office. All ac-

tivities were rendered vague because
there was no policy, no preferred field

for research, no intuition of the possible
foe. But in this period Colonel Robert-
son visited the Balkans, Germany, and
Belgium, aided to form the Expedition-
ary Force, and arrived at tentative un-
derstandings with the Belgian General
Staff.

With promotion to a brigadier-gen-
eralship came brief service in the Gen-
eral Staff at Aldershot, and soon an
appointment as Commandant of the
Staff College. He had already trans-
lated the German regulations for heavy
field artillery; he did much to abate the
spectacular artificiality of maneuvres;
he became closely acquainted with
most of the future army leaders of the
Great War.
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THE S70RY OF f^AHKlNn
»•• By H€NDRIK VAN tOON

is undoubtedly the most-talked-of book of the

year.

Many folks think it is the most fascinating, too

—and everybody agrees that it is the most

profitable book that any one could (and

should) read this summer.

40,000 copies, at $5.00 a copy, have been

sold thus far. Have you purchased yours yet?
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AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH COMPANY
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H. BLAIR-SMITH, Treasurer.

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
COMMON STOCK DIVIDEND No. 20

The rogulur quarterly dividend of $1.2.") per
sliare ui)on the Common Capital Stoek of tliis
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holders of record at close of biiKlness ,I\ine 30,
1922. The transfer books will not be closed and
cheeks will be mailed from the ofiice of the
company in time to reach stockholders on the
date they are payable.

A. F. HOCKENBEAMElt,
Vice-President and Treasurer.

San Francisco (Jalifornia.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
& BIANUFACTURING COMPANY.

A Quarterly Dividend of 2% ($1.00 per share)
on the PREFERRED Stock of this Company will
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COMMON Stock of this Company for the quarter
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H. F. BAETZ, Treasurer.
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In 1913, now a major general, he was
again transferred to the War Office as
Director of Military Training, but be-
fore he was able to test his proposed re-
forms, in the summer of 1914, the Great
War was on and he himself named
quartermaster-general of the Expedi-
tionary Force. Here he achieved the
task of moving the base of supplies
from Amiens to S. Nazaire while main-
taining the supplies at the front. The
extraordinary administrative capacity
shown in this emergency caused Gen-
eral Robertson's appointment as Chief
of Staff of the Expeditionary Force in

1915, and later, at the end of 1916, as
Chief of the Imperial General Staff

with a general's rank. In this capacity

he worked for conscription and against

wasteful operations in the East.

So far we have to do with an un-

broken military success, won by hard-

est work and related with modest brev-

ity and simplicity. The record is good
for a soldier or a layman to read, for

it shows that even under untoward
conditions of army organization the

road is after all open to exceptional

talent.

General Robertson resigned as Chief
of the Imperial Staff early in 1918,

when it was proposed to place on Foch's
Committee of Reserves an English rep-

resentative not answerable to the Im-
perial Staff. Evidently General Rob-
ertson was right, and his criticism of

an independent command for the Allied

reserves also seems sound. But his

attitude, which was also Sir Douglas
Haig's, in silently assenting to a plan

which was to be ignored in practice,

hardly seems handsome. Perhaps Gen-
eral Robertson, who declares that a

fifth of his time as Chief of Staff was
ordinarily given to considering and
quashing entirely impractical military

proposals from his civil superiors, was
a- bit worn down by 1918 and ready to

go. He was still to command the home
forces of England, her army of occu-

pation on the Rhine, to become Field-

Marshal and Baronet, but this was in

a measure anti-climax.

The amazing thing about this auto-

biography by the creator of British

strategy for most of the war is that

there is next to no account of strategy,

and, beyond a rigid advocacy of the

Western idea, even no interest in stra-

tegics. One does not learn why the

great British battles of 1916 and 1918

were fought—whether for local aims

or in connection with French opera-

tions. Evidently the Field-Marshal

firmly believes that to explain opera-

tions is a ticklish business while your
civil chiefs survive. The reader will

be prone to guess that there was, save

the heroic "sideshows" in the Levant,

no British strategy, but merely a grim
determination to wear down the Ger-

mans tactically in the West.
With Sir William Robertson's sug-

gestion that ministers, and especially

war ministers, should have a modicum
of knowledge of military history, all

will agree.

On the whole, this personal narra-

tive, while most interesting in itself,
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remains an autobiography. Whether
from discretion or other reason. Field-

Marshal Robertson is sinpularly suc-

cessful in hidinjr his stratejric lijrht un-

der a bushel. Without the proof of this

book, it would be simply incredible that

one who had so much power, ex-

perience, and information could throw
so little new lipht on British operations

during: the Great War.
Frank Jewett Mather, Jr.

An ApoloRv for Boswell
Yoim;- 1>os\vki I. : ("iiAnKus on .Iamk3

BOSWKI.I . TIIK ItUH.K.MMIKK. H.\SKD
L.VKi.KlY (1N NKW M.\TKUI.\1.. Rv
Chjiunooy Hrowstcr Tiiikt'r. liostoii :

Tlit> Atlantic Monthly Tress.

R. TINKER, known as a well-

equipped Johnsonian, has under-
taken to do two things. In the first

place he has proposed to make an en-
j

taining book about the biographer of I

Johnson. Secondly, he has aimed to i

prove that the writer of the greatest

biography in the English, perhaps in

any, language did not accomplish this

by virtue of being a mere toady and
simpleton, but by native genius. In the

first of these tasks we may say in few
words that Mr. Tinker has been emi-

nently successful. If he had in mind
the Byronic maxim, "I won't be tedious

and I will be read," he has made the

boast good. There is not a dull page
from cover to cover. This is partly

owing to the large amount of new ma-
terial which he has drawn from Mr.
R. B. Adams's marvelous collection of

Johnsoniana and from other sources.

But still more his success must be at-

tributed to his own fine sense of liter-

ary values, his flair for what is at once
characteristic and amusing, his judi-

cious comments on the foibles and gen-
erosities of human nature, with both of

which qualities his hero was abundantly
endowed. Only occasionally, very rarely
indeed, does his manifest determination
to be entertaining betray him into the

cheaper kind of sprightliness, which is

the pit digged for the unwary scholar
who runs from pedantry.

In the second of his intentions Mr.
Tinker has, perhaps, not come off quite

so victoriously. Everyone is familiar

with Macaulay's famous portrait of

Boswell as "a coxcomb, and a bore,

weak, vain, pushing, curious, garrul-

ous," as a man with "no wit, no humor,
no eloquence." It used to be fashion-

able to ask how a mere fool and bore
could have written one of the wisest

and most interesting books in the world;
and if that paradox, in its crudest, Ma-
caulayesque form, has been exploded
for some time, it has still remained a
problem to explain how this same
Scotch laird, so weak and so unwise as
he certainly appears in some aspects '

of his own life, was the father of the I

triumphantly magnificent Life. In part
|

Mr. Tinker has solved this problem. He
|

recognizes Boswell's vanity, his moral
j

looseness, his restlessness. But he
brings out more clearly than had been
done before the strength of purpose
that ran through and under the man's
weakness, the genuine admiration for
things true and noble that accompanied

i5^*

1,820,000 Telephones Moved
In the telephone business

every day is "moving day."
Telephone subscribers are prob-

ably the most stable and perma-

nent portion of our population;

yet during the past year one

telephone out of every seven in

the Bell System was moved from

one place of residence or busi-

ness to another at some time dur-

ing the year.

The amount of material and
labor, and the extent of plant

changes involved in "station

movement" are indicated by the

fact that this item of service cost

the Bell System more than
$15,000,000 in 1921.

To most people, the connect-

ing or disconnecting of a tele-

phone seems a simple operation

of installing or removing the

instrument. As a k.alter of fact.

in every case it necessitates

changes in the cables and wires

overhead or underground. It

also necessitates changes in cen-

tral office wires and switchboard

connections; in subscribers'

accounts and directory listings;

and frequently requires new
"drop" lines from open wires or

cables.

The problems of station move-

ment are among the large prob-

lems of the telephone service.

Because of the double operation

of disconnecting and re-connect-

ing, the work involved is often

twice as great as in the case of

new subscribers. With nearly

2,000,000 changes a year, it is

only by the most expert manage-
ment of plant facilities that Bell

service is enabled to follow the

subscriber wherever he goes.

" Bell System "

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy, One System, Universal Service, and all directed toward
^^ Better Service

"One of the Most Stimulating Factors

in American Intellectual Life"
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called the MODERN LIBRARY. Nearly 100 titles; Hand
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32-page Catalogue sent on request.

BONI & LIVERIGHT
115 West 40th St. New York
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his vanity. Above all he shows that

the Life of Johnson was no accident,

but that from early youth Boswell was
training himself for his great task by
braving any difficulties in the pursuit

of famous personages (and that in no

mean spirit of sycophancy), by his per-

sistence in taking notes, by his adapt-

ability to all sorts of conditions, his

penetrating glance into human nature

which enabled him to bring to the sur-

face what was most characteristic in

each man he met. If one wishes to see

these traits exemplified, one need only
read Boswell's correspondence with and
about two such divergent creatures as

Rousseau and John Wilkes. There
is undoubtedly something resembling
genius in all this, and it goes far to

explain the notable qualities of the Life.

But does it explain all? Mr. Tinker
would seem to think so; we are not

entirely convinced.

Boswell at different times had in

mind to write, and actually gathered
material for writing, various other

biographical works besides the one
which has given him immortality. In

some degree he even carried out such
a project in regard to the Sicilian

Paoli. No doubt he would have suc-

ceeded respectably in any of those

plans; but it seems to us perfectly

clear also from the evidence that his

success would have been respectable

and no more. His notes and his com-
pleted work on Sicily display marked
talent and indicate his natural disposi-

tion and training for minute por-

traiture; but of downright genius, of

greatness of conception, they show
nothing, or only hints. The simple truth

is that in his one masterly achieve-

ment Boswell in a ineasure merely held

the pen, while Johnson himself is the

true father and begetter of the Life.

It is not only that the interest is mainly
duQ to the character and words of the

man who is so diligently boswellized.

If the recorder had merely transcribed

with patience and literary adroitness

the doings and sayings of Johnson, we
should have had a good, even a mem-
orable, book, but not the supreme work
of genius we do actually possess. There
is more here than literary cleverness.

There is the unique psychological phe-

nomenon—unique unless something like

it occurred in the case of Socrates and
Plato—that in some mysterious manner
the genius and personality of Johnson
were transfused into the very soul of

the recorder. The biography is not a

conjunction of great things reportea

faithfully with the comments and
framework of a mediocre mind. There
is one spirit infused throughout the

whole, and that spirit is more Johnson's

than Boswell's. This, we take it, is a

mystery which can be felt and stated,

but which defies the scalpel of critical

ingenuity. Mr. Tinker has, we think,

brought this fact into clearer light by
his accumulation of documents and by
his analysis of Boswell's traits and
talents; but we doubt if this was quite

the intention of his apology for the man
whom Macaulay defamed.

Paul Elmer More
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OF the two options—introducing a wholly new
tariff bill or for the time being retaining the

one now in effect—there is no question that the

second, under the prevailing conditions, is infinitely

preferable. The Emergency Tariff is pulling well,

and any thoroughgoing alterations in this period

of unsettled world conditions would leave the coun-

try in doubt as to how long they could survive. All

the same, it is v.ell to remember that some of the

existent schedules are woefully out of harmony
with fair play to the public. Under them profiteer-

ing is pursued by persons who are gaining a repu-

tation as low-tariff advocates because unwilling to

revise the tariff at this moment. If it were pos-

sible to straighten out certain injustices in the

present Emergency Tariff without undertaking a

revision all along the line, that would offer the best

solution in the circumstances.

THE talent of President Harding—and a very

real talent it is—has been said to reside in

his power of conciliation and compromise. He will

have use for it in managing the next Congress.

He will find a certain influx of progressive

minds, as, for instance, those of Pinchot and
Beveridge. They come actively into the Republican
Party in no insurgent mood, yet they are sure to

advocate policies in accord with their past records.

We welcome the virus which they will instil. They
and their like, if tactfully handled by their chief,

will promote the possibility of transforming the

reputation of the Republican Party from that of

stand-pattism into a suggestion of foresight com-

bined with solidity. Party solidarity is most impor-

tant if there is to be real accomplishment. And it

is well to remember that the Progressive defection

in 1912 meant something, and that this element,

now brought back to the Republican Party, may
be made very useful not only in keeping the party

from a self-complacent satisfaction with things as

they are, but in taking the wind out of the sails

of the many persons who desire a change without

any knowledge of what definitely to propose.

IN the many instances of violence connected with

the railroad and coal strikes, the country has

before it evidence of the widespread inefl[iciency

and cowardice of its local officials. President

Harding, in his Fourth of July speech, emphasized

the right of every man to full protection in any

lawful occupation he wished to undertake—and

this is a commonplace of American theory. Yet

the theory too often breaks down in practice, and

we see all over the country not only unlawful vio-

lence against non-union men, but against both

State and Federal agents of the law.

Under our system the preservation of civil order

is a function of the State Governments and their

local subdivisions, and the Federal Government
cannot intervene until after appeal to the State

authorities has proved fruitless. And within the

States, as we are now seeing day by day, some local

officials and some Governors allow the law to be

flouted rather than shoulder the opprobrium
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among law-breakers of enforcing the law. These

recurrent outbreaks are a reproach to our States.

When a Governor wants order in his State, order

there is. Governor Allen of Kansas provides a

shining example of the right way,

AS the mass of the people see it, the Dover-Mel-

Ion incident calls for little comment. Mr.

Mellon as Secretary of the Treasury, confronted

with the difficult aftermath of war financing, re-

fused to allow the efficiency of his Department to

be lowered by partisan removals and appointments

;

Mr. Dover, as Assistant Secretary of the Treasury,

confronted with a demand for vacancies to be filled

by loyal partisans, found an opportunity in the

claim that eleventh-hour political appointments of

the Wilson Administration were not necessary to

the efficiency of the Department. He made certain

removals which his chief refused to sanction,

whether of eleventh-hour appointees or not is not

told nor, indeed, much to the point. The "prac-

tical" politicians gathered behind Mr. Dover, public

opinion generally behind the Secretary. The inci-

dent is reported to have been closed by the resigna-

tion of Mr. Dover. As the mass of the people see

it, no other conclusion was possible. So stated,

the affair is simple enough. As a matter of fact

it is far from being so simple, nor has it been

made less difficult by the nauseating hypocrisies of

the daily press. Nevertheless, the manner in which
it has developed has made of it a clear-cut issue be-

tween partisanship and good government—a con-

flict that can have but one conclusion, a conclusion

that, if resisted, would carry by the board greater

things than assistant secretaries. It should be

remembered, in passing judgment, that had the

Dover partisans succeeded, they would not have

rested on their laurels. Through Secretary Mel-

Ion's firmness, and the President's good sense, the

country has been saved from a very real danger.

THE Hague Conference is at its last gasp; the

fatal news is hourly expected. It is quite the

most futile assemblage of human beings since the

world began. The Russian representatives have

throughout talked in the spirit of the famous Genoa
note of May 11—only more so; with infinite ob-

stinacy, loquacity and impudence. They must have

iron-clad assurances of credits, whopping credits,

credits with no strings attached, credits to the

account of the Moscow Government, to be applied

at its discretion, before they will engage them-

selves in any particular. They have come out flat

against restitution of nationalized property. Com-
pensation, then? "Well, we'll discuss that when
we get credits." One elegant specimen of Lit-

vinov's style we give in order to stand excused

from further discussion of The Hague Conference.

Asked what guarantees would be offered foreign-

ers proposing to invest in Russia, Litvinov said:

"The Russian Government is the most stable in

Europe today and has lasted five years without

change. Capital would be safer in Soviet Russia

than in any capitalistic country in the world."

We called the Conference futile. No; it has

saved Lloyd George's face, we presume. That was
the idea. And listen to jolly Litvinov again: "Any-

how, the Soviets are better off than the holders

of Russian bonds, who thought the experts at The
Hague were going to collect for them." So there

is satisfaction in both camps. Why worry?

WE have had occasion to say such severe things

of Senator Borah in connection with the for-

eign relations of the country, that we feel it spe-

cially incumbent upon us to accord to him unstinted

praise for his courageous and unfaltering stand on

the bonus. He is almost alone among our promi-

nent public men in not merely opposing the bonus

but resting his opposition squarely on the ground

of principle. He is against the bonus not because

the country is too poor to pay it, but because the

thing is wrong; and he says so with all the elo-

quence and force he can command. Courage and

independence like this is what we stand in sore

need of at the Capitol in regard not only to the

bonus but to many another issue.

SUMMER reading of perhaps an unusual kind,

but combining the two requisites of readable-

ness and interest, is furnished by the July number

Mr. Lasher's hard job

of the Budget. This organ of the National Budget

Committee has always regarded its province as

being much broader than the mere exposition of

the nature and merits of the budget system, which

it has strongly contributed to establishing. The

current number is largely devoted to promotion

of the proposal that Cabinet members should have

the right—and that it should be their duty—to

appear regularly in Congress to state, face to face,

and maintain in debate, the position of their re-

spective Departments. It will be news to most
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people that tliis proposal was not only embodied

in a bill introduced in the Senate more than forty

years ago. but was favorably reported on by the

Pendleton Committee at that time, as well as by

a House Committee seventeen years earlier. At
the suggestion of President Butler, of Columbia

University, the report of the Pendleton Commit-
tee is reprinted in full in the Budget; which prints

also an admirable address at the recent dinner of

the National Budget Committee, in which Dr. But-

ler made an argument at once simple, convincing,

and highly interesting, in favor of this much-
needed improvement in our governmental mechan-

ism.

PRESIDENT BUTLER contrasts the notorious

futility and irresponsibility of the wranglings

in our Congress that are started by anybody who
chooses to attack an Executive Department, with

what takes place in England:

The most useful ;uul most interesting and significant part
of the business of the House of Commons is question time.

It comes in that house at the opening of the session on each
afternoon. Private members put down questions. No Gov-
ernment official is required to answer a question without

not ice. so that lie is not taken ofT his guard. I?ut he has
notice, lie consults liis experls, lu" liultresses himself witli

his facts and his arguments, lie answers (he (|nestion either

satisfactorily or unsatisfactorily. The papers of (Jreat Brit-

ain carry the question and its ans\vi>rs from one end of the

nation to the other. The (Jovernment critic has had his say,

the (Jovernment officer has made iiis explanation or his evi-

dence.

This proposed reform, which may justly be re-

garded as a natural sequel of the adoption of the

O Sir Artliitr, ivhy not leave us our jniriea?

budget system, has far greater human interest;

and, so far from finding his occupation gone with

the passage of the Budget bill, Mr. John T. Pratt,

the President of the National Budget Committee,

may well feel that he has before him a task even

more inspiring in the promotion of a movement
calculated to improve the whole tone of Congres-

sional procedure and action.

Leadership
BELATED attempts to stampede the President

into an active leadership of Congress are

misguided. There are various kinds of

leadership corresponding to various kinds of situ-

ations, and the present calls not for a pellmell

driving of Congress, but for a taking of stock and

a look ahead.

It is easy now to go back over the past year and
to see how Mr. Harding might have exerted leader-

ship of the most striking sort. We w'onder whether

the case is quite so simple as those who so assert

would make it out to be. There was the important

question of taxation. Business men the country

over were grumbling about the prevailing system.

They felt that the large surtaxes and the excess

profits tax were, in effect, destroying wealth, be-

cause the money so obtained was wasted in Gov-

ernment extravagance. Capital could not expand,

and hence business was greatly cramped. They
felt that a principle was involved which the Presi-

dent should have set forth clearly and insistently,

even though he might not have been able to enforce

it upon Congress. They are probably right, yet

they forget at this moment how complicated the

situation was a year ago. Congress had to raise

four billion dollars, and it was a question how the

taxes should be distributed. Even from the most
broad-minded of business men no far-sighted solu-

tion was forthcoming. The tax commission com-
posed of prominent men of affairs, as well as of

expert students of taxation, were found to be
warring among themselves. Each business group

was trying to put the burden on the other fellow.

Doubtless in the midst of such confusion the Presi-

dent had a splendid chance to show leadership by
indicating the sharp outlines of the principles

which should be followed. But let no one think

that his task was easy.

The present situation with reference to the tariff

is likewise complicated, though not to such an ex-

tent as that which has just been outlined. In the

first place, to arrive at permanent schedules at this

moment is quite impossible. The Independent

has suggested that the question of the tariff should

be placed in the hands of a commission and noth-

ing more done about it at this session of Congress.

Senator Norris, we are glad to see, has more re-

cently made the same suggestion. Senators Edge,

Lenroot, and Moses have also objected to the pres-

ent programme. The main difficulty, as we under-

stand, about postponing the discussion is the feeling

of certain influential leaders that a few objection-

able schedules must be changed here and now. But

this cannot be accomplished unless a bill is put

through, and a bill is sure to mean revision all

along the line. What is the President to do in

such circumstances—to hearken to the advocates

of a temporizing policy or to the voice of the peo-

ple, about which there can be no mistake? Here
is a chance for downright leadership which, we are

convinced, would excite popular enthusiasm.

Restraining action can be quite as inspiring as

positive action. And the President would, in our

judgment, be ill-advised to yield to the urging of
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those who are now insisting that Congress must
legislate feverishly in these next few weeks. It is

our belief that Congress after attending to routine

matters might well adjourn. What at this late

stage the public is looking for is not Congressional

achievement but a renewal of faith in what the

future holds forth, together with an assurance

that the Party's leaders fully appreciate their re-

sponsibility to propose for the fall elections the best

candidates available. This would be of much more
service just now than any amount of bills rushed

through Congress at the last moment.
Mr. Harding's path has not been an easy one,

in spite of the large Republican majority in Con-

gress. Our reasons for so thinking have been set

forth in previous issues of this journal. His im-

mediate problem is to decide how best to meet
the present emergency. In our opinion he can do

more for his party just now by risking the dissen-

sion which may be caused in Congress if he blocks

the majority's plans, and by attending to his own
personal prestige. The situation growing out of

the coal strike and the railway strike call for his

best thought and effort. He has made a good be-

ginning in his desire to safeguard the public. And
if he can bring about a solid settlement in each
case on the principle that in enterprises of this kind
the public interest is paramount, he will have done
a great deal to arouse the popular imagination and
to reinforce the feeling that in his hands the gov-
ernment of the country is operating in behalf of

the great majority, without fear of minorities,

however strongly organized.

Another German Crisis

THE Germans, having been granted a very
generous partial reparations moratorium
for this year, are asking further indulgence.

They cannot, they say, pay the July 15 reparations

installment of 50,000,000 gold marks. They can-

not, under the conditions, they say, find the money.
Doubtless they cannot, under the conditions, find

the money without very great inconvenience. But
the conditions are partly due to deliberate German
sabotage of treaty obligations, and partly to lack

of cooperation among German parties ; which latter

is plain orneriness. It is up to the Germans to get

together and to make it clear to the world that

they are getting together and that they intend to

keep together. The London schedule of repara-

tions payments calls for 2,000,000,000 gold marks
per annum from Germany plus an amount equal to

26 per cent, of the value of German exports. Under
the partial moratorium granted by the Reparations

Commission, Germany is required to pay only

720,000,000 gold marks cash this year, of which
the July installment is 50,000,000 marks. Now
France has by internal loans raised 8 billion dol-

lars which she has applied to reconstruction. The

interest on this sum is approximately $400,000,000

per year or $33,000,000 per month, in comparison

with which France's share of the reduced Ger-

man payments is a mere bagatelle; and the

French Government intends to raise by internal

loans within the next two years 4 billion dollars

more to be expended on reconstruction. And yet

the Germans, without any domestic burden of

reconstruction, with thriving industries, with

practically no unemployment, immensely richer in

man-power than France, with a rate of taxation

well below the French and very far below the Eng-

lish, are crying out again that they can't pay.

They can't pay, of course, unless they get to-

gether and resolve to pay. They can't pay unless

the People's Party, the party of the capitalists,

will honestly support the German Government
without insisting on dominating it to their own
advantage, and unless the Independent Socialists

will honestly support the German Government
without insisting on strangling capital. The Ger-

mans may of themselves develop the will to pay

(recognizing payment as possible, necessary, and

expedient) , or they may develop it only under

pressure.

The French have no desire to exert that pres-

sure. The Germans almost persuaded the world

that they did so desire ; but that cock, which fought

so long and valiantly, will no longer fight. The
limit of French expectation is to receive from
Germany the $12,000,000,000 expended or to be

expended on reconstruction by the French Gov-

ernment. This, if the British renounce further

reparations claims (they have already been well

served in the matter of the German merchant fleet

and in other ways) , will mean not much more than

service and ultimate redemption by Germany of

the Class A and Class B bonds—totaling 50,000,-

000,000 marks or $12,000,000,000. The 82,000,-

000,000 marks, or $20,000,000,000, covered by the

Class C bonds (carrying no interest) will remain

as a charge against Germany on the books of the

Reparations Commission until the Interallied war-

debts have been cancelled and until steady full

service and gradual redemption of the Class A and

Class B bonds have been secured by iron-clad guar-

antees, including the most binding assurances by

Britain of cooperation with France in enforcing

(by moral pressure only, if possible; by force of

arms, if necessary) such service and redemption.

The Germans understand the situation. They
know that the Allies, including the French, pro-

pose to be clement, have already shown extraordi-

nary clemency; and they know that that clemency

has reached its proper limit. Yet, so "diflicult"

a thing is their psychology, they still allow them-

selves to hope against hope that they can break

Allied solidarity on the reparations question, they

still persist in the bluff that they can't pay. It

is true that, if the Germans continue to allow the
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mark to go careering downward and German
finance and the German lisc to go to sniasli. they

can't pay. But if they will get together, they can

halt and bring back the mark, meet their obliga-

tions, and stablish the Republic. It is easy enough

by Statistics (sweet handmaid of Mendacity) to

convince the gull that the Germans must be let

off. but the non-gull will insist that Germany can

and must reimburse to France at least a large

part of her $12,000,000,000 expenditure for recon-

struction.

A word about the C bonds—$20,000,000,000.
Plain speaking on this subject is indicated. Those

bonds have not been issued ; under the London
Agreement of May, 1921, they were to be held by
the Reparations Commission unissued until such

time as the Commission is satisfied that Germany
is able to meet the interest and sinking-fund re-

quirements on them. Now these bonds, it is safe

to say. will be cancelled under the conditions stated

above—chief of which is cancellation of the Inter-

allied war-debts. It is up to the United States.

Our contribution in men, money, and supplies,

during the period of our participation in the war,

was magnificent; but we entered late, very late.

Add together the increase to our national debt

through the war and our loss in men (expressed

in terms of gold), and then add to that total the

$11,000,000,000 lent to Allies, and the aggregate

will still be found trifling compared with the French
or the British or the Italian total of similar items

(the mortality being expressed in terms of gold).

Then, too, one should consider the much greater

wealth per capita in the United States than in any
other country. Indeed, our share of sacrifice in the

war to save civilization was quite inadequate. The
war debts are legally just, but they are not morally

just. We know it and our debtors know it. Not
only should we cancel those debts, but we should

make it clear that, upon cancellation of the C bonds,

we shall consider the Allies justified in requiring

full service and redemption within a reasonable

time of the A and B bonds. Such a statement from
our Government would doubtless be followed by
British signature of that defensive Anglo-French
treaty without which France cannot consent to

withdrawal of her army of occupation from Ger-

many.

It is reasonably certain that upon cancellation

of the C bonds and upon such a statement by our

Government, the German parties would get to-

gether. And if they get together and clearly mani-

fest the will to pay, they can get money from us

wherewith to ease the performance of their obliga-

tions. It has been said that the Germans do not

want to be in debt to us ; it would spoil the charm
of their relations with us. That of course is pleas-

ant fooling.

It is up to Germany; and it is up to the United
States.

Labor vs. the People

AT Fall River, Massachusetts, on the Sunday
morning after the beginning of the railroad

shop strike, the conductor of the boat train

to Boston, fuming over delay due to insufficient

pressure on the air-brakes, snorted out to a pas-

senger's inquiry:

"I don't know when we'll start—thanks to the

United States Labor Board"—and he added angrily,

"There's got to be a labor war, and I don't know-

but it might as well come now. What's the matter?
They won't give us no money."

This man belonged to one of the train service

Brotherhoods which have not yet met the second

reduction from the peak wages of 1920 against

which the shop crafts are striking. But his temper,

especially as shown in other remarks which it is

hardly fair to quote, is illustrative of the general

temper behind both the railroad and the coal

strikes. This man gave his most violent denuncia-

tion (and it tvas violent) to the idea of wage regu-

lation by a Federal Government tribunal. Mr.

Gompers and other oflficials of the American Feder-

ation of Labor have denounced the theory of the

Railroad Labor Board from the moment it was pro-

posed. They have opposed the idea that any body
on which the public is represented should have any
voice in determining wage rates. The Mine
Workers, in refusing President Harding's proposed

arbitration of the coal strike, are really standing

on precisely the same ground. Organized labor

demands recognition for its asserted right to settle

wages by industrial warfare, regardless of who
suffers by the conflict. In this present year of

grace the railroad strikers assert the right to

force wage concessions from the railroad man-
agers by causing public loss and suffering through

demoralization of interstate transportation. The
striking miners, pointing out through their offi-

cials the loss and suffering that threatens from
continued under-production of coal, propose to

cause that loss and suffering unless their demands
are complied with. Both of the striking bodies

intend to enforce their demands by causing, or

threatening to cause, a serious injury to the whole

public.

This is clearly the case of Labor against the

People of the United States—of an attack by barely

a million men upon the safety of more than a hun-

dred million persons. It seems to us that the rail-

road strike is directly the consequence of the

understanding with the coal miners that the latter

would support a railroad strike; and that the re-

fusal of the miners to accept arbitration is in large

part a rendering of the promised assistance. Quite

apart from the utterances of the leaders of the

two organizations, it is evident from the facts of

the situation that the two strikes play into each

other. The greatest offset to the effects of the
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coal strike has been the production from the non-

union mines of West Virginia and Kentucky. This

non-union coal has a long rail haul before it can

reach the markets which absorb it. The obvious

way for the railroad men to support the rail-coal

strike combination is by checking or preventing

the transportation of this coal—and that result is

already in evidence. If the shop men can cripple

transportation of non-union coal, and if the miners
can prevent the mining of coal in fields near the

consuming markets, something will presently

break; and out of the smash each of the striking

bodies hopes to get the substance of what it is de-

manding.

We think it the duty of the Federal Government,
and equally of the people of this country, to see

to it that this attack upon the safety of the country

is immediately and signally defeated. We hope
that before these words appear in print the Gov-
ernment, at least, will have begun vigorous and
appropriate action. The public can begin to do its

part by recognizing the true nature of the strug-

gle, by backing up the Government in appropri-

ate remedial measures, and by standing ready to

give its own individual services to the railroads

if that is necessary to maintain transportation.

In the matter of the railroad strike there has
been a disposition both among the general public

and in official Washington to think that the Labor
Board might find some way to a compromise. In

our judgment the efforts that Chairman Hooper
of the Board has made in this direction weaken
the position of the Board, and are in their general

effect unwise if not actively mischievous. The
Board took a sound position in its official statement
regarding the strike. For any member of the

Board, "unofficially," to dicker with the strikers

upon terms of settlement other than acceptance

of the Board's decision or withdrawal from the

service of the roads, is to create "informal" obli-

gations on the part of the Board which the strikers

would insist on its translating into official action.

The public should understand that in the railroad

strike the whole principle of Government regu-

lation of wages and Government prevention of

interruption in vital public services is at stake.

In regard to the coal strike, we hope the Gov-
ernment will not, as its intention is intimated to

be, take over the actual control and operation of

coal mines. Sufficient legal justification for such

procedure might be found, but it is far less clear

than in the case of railroad operation, and at the

best, this course would lead into new difficulties

that were better avoided if possible. We believe

that a sufficient number of mines to prevent a

serious shortage could be operated if the Federal

Government guaranteed full protection to non-
union workers in them, and held the authorities

of the States to strict account for their share in

the undertaking.

The Treasury Year

IN
grave emergencies, as of war, where all the

resources of a people are strained by vast

extensions of national credit, everyone may
have some appreciation of the effects of govern-

mental finance on private business ; but under more
ordinary circumstances few realize the intimate

connection between the two. And yet we may lay

it down as axiomatic that sound business condi-

tions in any country are fundamentally dependent

on the soundness of its Government's financial

operations. Government implies compulsion. If the

Government's financial operations are both large

and disorderly, so that business cannot discount

their effect, the disturbance is catastrophic; if

wise and skilful while other factors are much
tangled, the intrusion may even be beneficial. The
occasion for repeating this truth at the present

moment is the gratifying showing of the U. S.

Treasury under Secretary Mellon.

The Treasury year was ended June 30. Detailed

reports of operations are not yet available. Enough,

however, is known to indicate the invaluable ser-

vice that has been rendered. The financial opera-

tions of the Government for the year were on a

vast scale, but their conduct has been so orderly,

so forehanded, that not only have they produced

no crises of overstrain, but they have actually

served as a stabilizing force.

Victory notes now outstanding amount to about

two billions, as compared with about four billions

on April 30, 1921 ; Treasury Certificates outstand-

ing (as of June 24) amount to about $1,830,000,000,

as compared with about $2,750,000,000 on April 30,

1921; maturing War Savings Certificates amount
to about $650,000,000, as compared with $750,000,-

000 at the beginning of the refunding operations.

Entirely new obligations (Treasury notes) to the

amount of about $2,200,000,000 mature at well

scattered intervals between 1924 and 1926. The
net reduction in the national debt is placed at about

$1,014,068,844. These stupendous operations have
been conducted so smoothly that the business of the

country has been almost unaware of the process.

When we say, as conservative commercial report-

ers now do say, that the business of the country

shows marked improvement, the debt which that

business owes to the management of the Treasury

under Secretary Mellon should not be forgotten.

There are other points. An estimated deficiency

for the fiscal year has, by economy and manage-
ment, been changed into a surplus.

The effectual resistance to raids on the Treasury,

such as the attempted Bonus raid, was greatly

helped by Mr. Mellon's strong stand. His firmness

has rescued his Department from political spoils-

men.

The entire record is one of which the Adminis-

tration and the country may well be proud.
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Is Germany Going to Pieces?
By John Firman Coar

THE assassination of Dr. Walter Rathenau, Min-

ister of Foreign Affairs in the Wirth Cabinet,

has sent a chill of horror through Germany.
Condemned in scathing terms, and condemned sincerely,

by Germans of every class and every shade of political

opinion, from the extreme right to the extreme left,

the crime has no importance as a political murder. We
shall go far astray if we follow the lead of any of the

German newspapers in our interpretation of the sinister

significance of the deed. It portends no reactionary

outbreak, portends no new political policy. Whatever
organized forces were behind the murder, they count

for little. The thing that does count, if one has the

right to apply such a concrete term as "thing" to the

kind of unorganized sentiment I have in mind, is the

spirit of negation which may be set free, and if Bet

free will drag Germany and, with Germany, Europe to

destruction.

Being one of those Americans who feel profoundly

their country's moral responsibility toward Europe, it

may be that I see the situation in Germany through

dark glasses. But with every allowance for the writer's

belief to the effect that having contributed, and con-

tributed justly, toward the defeat of the Central Powers,

it was our moral duty to insist on the establishment

of a real peace, the fact remains that the situation in

Europe has gone from bad to worse. Had it been our

intention to destroy the German nation we could not

have done better than permit the situation to develop

as it has. In Germany, at any rate, the conviction is

spreading like a devastating conflagration that the end

is near; that endurance, patience, suffering, submis-

sion are all of no avail; that reliance on the organized

forces of society is useless, and hope must end in

despair. For when Germans speak of "the end," they

mean the beginning of recklessness, the unleashing of

blind fury, and the revolt against things as they are

without first planning the things that are to be.

There was resentment in Germany last summer, bit-

terness and tragic consternation. But there also was
hope, hope—well, why should one not say it—in Amer-
ica's sense of fair play and America's business acumen.

Barring men of large affairs, Germans no longer put

any faith in America. Self-help is left them, but self-

help alone can achieve nothing. At best it can prevent

one great evil by invoking another. Last summer I

found a willingness on the part of many Germans to

confess to a partial responsibility for the war, and also

the dawning understanding by some of the causes of

the world's distrust of Germany's national aspirations

before and in the war. This understanding was evi-

denced in the publication, last winter, of a remarkable

book entitled die Tragodie Deutschlands. But go where

you will this summer, everywhere you find the deepen-

ing sense of having been wronged. The Germans are

not fretful, irascible, or waspish over their wrongs or

what they feel to be their wrongs. The feeling goes

much deeper than that. You cannot justly character-

ize this attitude as sullen or vindictive. People are not

sullen or vindictive in the presence of tragedy. Self-

pitying despondency is perhaps the word that best

characterizes the temper of the great middle-class. In

the working classes, on the other hand, the new eco-

nomic status of labor (Germany's only gain from the
war) is in a fair way to be accounted as a national

asset. This the workers intend to protect against all

comers, including the French. Grouping middle class

and working classes together, we have that portion of

the population which, for weal or woe, will determine
Germany's future, and of this great mass of the popu-
lation it can be said that it is beginning to feel itself

German." Until last Saturday I hoped that the revival

of the national spirit was a happy augury, since it

could be linked up with the new constructive policy of

the great industrialists and brought into cooperation

with related forces in France through the moral sup-

port of America. Today I am skeptical. The pact of

Rapallo meant nothing more to the average German
heretofore than the kind of comfort one may extract

from the assertion of independence. Unless I am
greatly mistaken, Walter Rathenau's prime purpose in

negotiating the pact was to counteract the process of

national disintegration that set in last fall. He was
first a German patriot. He was also a devoted cham-
pion of international goodwill. No one in Germany
estimated more clearly than he the tragedy of the so-

called Peace both in so far as his own country was
affected and also in so far as civilization was threat-

ened. One must have known him personally to appre-

ciate his moral courage in undertaking to guide Ger-

many's foreign policy in these last months. It was a

policy of fulfillment not because fulfillment was possible

but solely because no other policy could save Germany
and save the world from a greater horror than the past

war. "There can be no other policy for Germany," he
declared. "But if our policy fails to convince our for-

mer enemies that the burdens imposed upon us are

intolerable and they permit us to perish as we shall,

then a new judge will sit in the judgment seat of civil-

ization and the name of him will be Tyranny. I can-

not, I will not believe that God will permit mankind so

to curse itself."

Rathenau is dead because there were fanatical

patriots in Germany, as there are fanatical patriots in

every country. As one result of his death Germany is

being rocked by a moral earthquake. Strong men are

breaking under the herculean effort to sustain the tot-

tering state. At this moment no one can tell what the

outcome will be; no surface indication reveals to the

casual observer the true state of affairs. Everything

seems as quiet and orderly as before. But any one of

the three or four issues before the Government and

the Reichstag is likely to change seeming order into

the wildest disorder. There is the bread-subsidy, the

forced loan, the understanding to be reached with the

Guaranty Commission, the question of the floating debt

and the reparation payment due July 15. In all these

questions the Entente Powers have a word to say. If

it is the wrong word, then there will be either internal

chaos in Germany or a national uprising, depending on

the response which the Government makes to the En-
tente's demands. In either case, the Rapallo pact will

come into play.

Two great factors are to be taken into consideration
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at the present moment; namely, the middle class and
the working classes. I characterized the temper of the

former as self-pitying despondency. No class of the

German population has suffered quite as much in conse-

quence of the war as this class. Consisting of persons

of moderate means but definite cultural traditions, it

was until very recently the nerve centre of Germany's

institutional life. Its members were merchants, profes-

sional men and women, rentiers, pensioners, civil ser-

vants', etc. Financially speaking, these constitute no

longer a middle class. The ever depreciating currency

has impoverished them. The savings of generations

are reduced to about one-seventieth of their pre-war

value, and expenses can never be made to balance with

incomes (especially salaries) simply because the falling

mark (or the rising cost of living) defies all budgetary

computation. It is one of those silent, bitter tragedies

that cut into the moral fibre of men. But it is not only

this economic stress that must be reckoned with in an

estimate of the one-time middle class. There are two

other facts to be considered. Untrained in practical

politics, they fell out of step with the other classes of

the population when the revolution finally brought the

new order of things. At a time when political asser-

tiVeness was needed, they failed to agree on a pro-

gramme, and scattered through all the parties from

the Social Democratic left to the monarchistic right.

The second fact is this : Thrift and thoroughness were

the two German characteristics of which the old middle

class was most proud. Needless to say that thrift and

thoroughness are being discarded as practical ideals

under the pressure of economic uncertainty. This fact,

coupled with the loss of prestige and the increasing im-

poverishment of middle-class Germans, has produced a

state of mind in which self-pitying despondency is the

next of kin to reckless self-assertion. Necessarily these

people feel the degradation of their country more deeply

than other Germans and it is not unlikely that any one

of the issues referred to above may see them to line up
with the nationalists in the Reichstag. Such a line-up

as this will be interpreted by the working classes as

the beginning of the reaction. It will mean the fall

of the Wirth Government and the dissolution of the

Reichstag. There is tinder enough to start a conflagra-

tion, and Germany has no Government strong enough
to stay its spread. This is the danger that every sane

German sees looming over the horizon, and it may well

be that an attempt will be made to prevent disintegra-

tion within the body politic by the adoption of a strong

national policy in foreign affairs. The consequences

of such a policy can readily be imagined by every

reader of The Independent.

Meanwhile there remains one hope. It lies with the

able men who work behind the scenes of the parlia-

mentary stage. They are busy as bees these days, and

if they are successful in their efforts to prevent the

threatening catastrophe, there is a chance of carrying

through the constructive programme of the indus-

trialists.

Berlin, June 27

Have the French a Right to Live?
By Stoddard Dewey

AN American who has passed his existence, as the

French say, among the people of France is

forced in these latter days to ask—Have the

French a right to live? Or at least—Have the French

an equal right to live with English and Americans and,

let us say, Germans?
It is impossible not to perceive the various shades of

negation in notorious publications of the day. The Man-
chester Guardian, a systematically Liberal organ, an-

nounced in March of this year, three years after sup-

posed Peace with Victory, a volume edited by Mr. Keynes

in which the Frenchmen who were to write on France

were, as Jacques Bardoux protested—"Some incompe-

tent and others suspected."

Among them were a political authority like Anatole

France and a patriotic expert like Joseph Caillaux, who
is still under condemnation by the High Court of his

country. The representative Frenchman naturally

added, "You must choose between them and us."

It is impossible to explain such methods of contro-

versy or the accusations of Militarism, Imperialism,

Navalism, which were brought against the delegates of

the French people at the Washington Conference, or the

machinery of such accusations, otherwise than as in-

stances of the same fundamental negation.

Norman Angell, still looking through his pre-war

spectacles, is not far from attributing the bitter fruits

of war to the French having had an army with which to

defend themselves. As for Pacifists—men and women

—Neutrals and International Radicals, all their utter-

ances before and during and since the war make for Ger-

man righteousness and French inequality of right.

They who let their feelings run
In soft, -luxurious flow

—

with nothing more solid and intellectual—for "poor

France" are unable to keep this undertone of unequal

and iniquitous judgment from being heard. The equal

right of the French to live is not uppermost in all these

minds.

The French people, individually, are only now becom-

ing conscious of the unequal measure in which their

right to live is meted out to them by English and Amer-
icans. After their war with Germany in 1870, nearly two

millions of their countrymen were transferred against

their will to Prussian subjection, and the English

and American peoples as well as Governments accepted

without protest this plain and arbitrary violation of the

fundamental right demanded by all English-speaking

peoples for themselves. A representative man like John

Morley deprecated any manifestation that would turn

rising Germany into a "watchful enemy." This attitude

persisted down to the latest war. Since the war has been

technically at an end, this state of mind has reappeared

—nothing forgotten and next to nothing learned.

Is there something peculiar in the right of the French

people to live? In what can it differ from the like essen-

tial right of the English and American and German peo-

ples? Or why do English and Americans demand that
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measures favored by themselves for making' the world

to live again—particularly Germany and Russia—shall

be taken regardless of the right of the French people

also to a revived existence and to a voice in their own
reconstruction and in that of the world?

At present, the answer seems to be that the French

choose to be represented by M. Poincare, and that he is

a lawyer with a brief for French Imperialism and Mili-

tarism. John Morley once remarked that those who
object to lawyers in politics are those who object to law.

To live, for a people as for an individual, means that

existence shall continue—and the French are looked at

askance when they insist on being what they have al-

ways been. To live, for a people, means that their vital

action shall continue—and the French are being pressed

to give over activities which they have exercised in the

world for centuries, and, after holding out till the war
was won, to let themselves be managed by others. To
live means to get one's living at least by earning it—and

it is overlooked how the French shall be enabled to do

so. And so far as to live involves security against dan-

ger to life, the French are considered peculiarly exas-

perating when they insist upon it for themselves.

The one fact on which any fair or tolerable judgment
would naturally be based is the loss of life and devasta-

tion of the sources of life and the ensuing vital sti'ain

which the French people is still enduring from German
invasion. This fact is by way of being passed over for

more novel and less fundamental issues.

The French are berated for their lack of confidence in

German promises whose execution by an uncertain Gov-

ernment is more uncertain still. The French experience

of two German invasions in a single lifetime, the Bel-

gian experience of the worth of German signatures to

scraps of paper, the persistent violation of the Peace

Treaty by Germany ever since she signed it, and her

procrastination in executing the provisions of the Treaty

until material force is used by the Allies—all these drop

out of the English and American mind. And it is not

asked who has been doing the reconstruction work in

France so far and who is paying for it. It is taken for

granted—many have said so and others believe them

—

that France is not taxing herself, that she is living on

paper money and using her remaining credit for arma-
ment, that the French are not working, that they are

waiting for other people to pay their debts for them.

Hence the easy American formula which appears in the

correspondence of the Chicago Tribune—The French

have had our money, let them fork over.

When the French delegates to the Peace Conference

were insisting on things which their people considered

vital to their existence, a former American Ambassador
said
—"The French are suffering from shell shock."

The French have been told that Mr. Keynes, who then

as now furnished statistics to the anti-French thought

of England and America, was sufficiently edified as to

France by Paris frivolity at Montmartre—where some
hundreds of the four millions of the Paris agglomera-

tion disport nightly, not all being French and all Paris

not being a major part of France. A Virginia politician

could not see in the thronging Paris streets as many
able-bodied Frenchmen maimed in the war as he had
been led to expect. Another American looked from the

railway train at the fields beyond Arras, where Nature
has cast her veil of greenery over the ravaged soil, and
descried less devastation even than Mr. Keynes found

in his statistics. Tumble-down churches and unlighted

blast furnaces overtopping thousands of demolished

homes stay some passersby only to excite wonder that

the French are so slow in reconstructing them, and give

rise to more reports that the French are waiting for

some one else to do their work for them. In this way
whole portions of the British and American public are

led to turn their gaze resolutely away to other victims

of the war, particularly among the peoples immediately

responsible for it.

Dr. Chalmette, who remained at his post in the Pas-

teur Institute of Lille all through the years of German
occupation, thinks that one-half of the children of that

vast industrial agglomeration have been left tubercu-

lous. Of the young women deported in masses by the in-

vader with a brutality unknown since the days be-

fore Grotius, the Medical Faculty of the same city esti-

mates that sixty per cent, can never become mothers..

The mainland of France has lost by death or disable-

ment in the war one out of three of her able-bodied men
from twenty to forty-five years of age and two-thirds of

these, say, 200,000 men, would have become fathers^

It is time to ask whether those who survive in France
with some possible prospect of life have a right to live.

This seems to be lost from sight or ignored by many in

England and America whenever the French speak up or

act for themselves or in any way obtrude their claims

on public attention. How great, on the other hand, is

the attention given to propaganda against French Colo-

nial troops, whether yellow or black—all undoubted chil-

dren of France and not mercenaries—a propaganda
based on hostile police reports, which, even so, were not

greatly different from the records of other armies in

similar conditions, as was noted by the American Gen-
eral on the spot! Worst, however, and most unjust of

all is the constantly implied accusation that the French
are not really struggling for their own lives.

A struggle is resistance and insistence. Both have
been equally unwelcome from the French—at the Peace

Conference, and in repeated negotiations with the Eng-
lish Government to secure Germany's observance of the

Peace Treaty which she signed, and to protect the rights

of the French people on the Rhine and in Upper Silesia,

in Asia Minor and Syria—and with Russia. In each

case, and again at Genoa, the French have insisted

chiefly and directly on their right to live also, and they

have resisted only proposed diminutions of their life.

On the last day of March of this year, Mr. de La-
vergne, a French business man speaking to business

men of other nations at the session of the council of the

International Chamber of Commerce, with the President

of the Standard Oil as American representative, spoke

in words of unmistakable gravity: "So far what we
have received from Germany, even in kind, does not

cover our occupation expenses and the advances to which

we agreed at Spa—nothing has been received for the

reparations which we claim not as victors, but as vic-

tims. And, over and above the sacrifices imposed on us by

the non-payment of Germany, there is the loss of the

Russian debt owed to us—40 per cent, of the total for-

eign debt of Russia, and due to a million and a half of

French people who lent their little savings. We wish

to pay our debts to other countries—but we wish also

that debts to ourselves should not be all the time sub-

jected to dispute and diminished."

Paris, France
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Lem Hooper Discovers Our President
By Ellis Parker Butler

uD URFEY, ' said our eminent jurist, Justice of

the Peace Lem Hooper, "do you ever make
mistakes?"

"I make them, but I don't admit it," said Court Of-

ficer Durfey.

"That qualifies you to be a United States Senator,"

said Judge Hooper, putting down his newspaper. "I'm

different, Durfey. I made one mistake, back in the

hot days of 1920, and I'm going to admit it. When the

tumult ceased and the shouting began, Durfey, and

everyone was saying, 'Who is this man Cox anyway?'

and 'Did you ever hear the name of this Republican

nominee before?' I thought I knew who was going to

be the next President of the United States. 'Durfey,'

I said to you then, 'the evi-

dence is clear; the big bosses

are tired of having a Presi-

dent that quarrels with the

Senate—or vice-versa—like

two dogs over a bone. Every-

thing has been fixed. The
Senate of the United States

is to be the President af the

United States, come next

March.' I was wrong, Dur-

fey; dead wrong!
When the voters

elected Marion—

"

"You mean
Harding, Judge,"

said Durfey po-

litely.

"I said Marion

and I meant
Mario n," said

Judge Hooper.
"The bosses
thought they were

electing the Sen-

ate to be Presi-

dent, and the
people thought

they were electing

Warren G. Hard-

ing to be President, but they were both wrong—they

elected the cosy little town of Marion, Ohio, and it now
occupies the Presidential chair. When I cast my eye

toward Washington I can see it as plain as day, includ-

ing the front porch with the rocking chair, the post

office, the Ladies' Aid Society, the City Council, the

family Bible, the wise men of Main Street, 4V2 per

cent, paid on deposits, the Soldiers' monument and

corn on the cob. Yes, and I will include, Durfey, the

freckle-faced boy with the stone-bruise on the palm of

his foot on his way to catch three pumpkin-seeds and

a four-inch bull-head on a hot Saturday afternoon when

the dust of the road puffs up soft and hot between his

bare toes! That's what is President of the United

States, Durfey: Marion, Ohio.

"And I don't know that it is a bad notion, Durfey,

for a nation to forgo the excitement of electing an Idea

or a Faction or a State of Mind to its Chief Magistracy
now and then and to elect a snug little village instead."

"Did you say 'smug little village,' your honor?"
asked Durfey.

"I did not; I said 'snug little village,'" said Judge
Hooper, "for that is the kind they have out there in

Ohio. A village, Durfey, with brick-paved streets and
father pushing the lawn-mower in the cool of the

evening in his shirt sleeves, and mother fanning her-

self on the veranda and hoping it won't be so hot tomor-
row night, which is prayer-meeting night. A town,

Durfey, with 'respected citizens' and that has long

since put Bolsheviks, games of chance. Democrats, mos-
quitoes and ne'er-do-wells in the same class.

"When you elect a town like Marion to the

Presidency, Durfey, you may not be calling

the eagles from the high peaks to soar aloft

with the affairs of state, but you can count on

good pumpkin pie. You can bet that nobody
is going to order the church painted until

most of the money is subscribed. You can

wager that although we may
send a bag of flour to the

heathen we won't open an ac-

count with a dead beat un-

less it is guaranteed by his

rich uncle. You can be

mighty sure that we'll have a

calm smile for every decent

neighbor, but that we won't

invite a drunken bum to come
to dinner. We don't forget

how a bank does business,

Durfey, nor that most of our

subscribers live right here in

the county, nor

that there has as

yet been no Con-

stitutional
Amendment to the

Ten Command-
ments. Before we
build a trolley

road to Bucyrus
"

—

And father pusJiiiiii the laivti-mower in the cool of the evening"

or Canton we'll figure up whether it will bring us trade

or lose us trade.

"As long as a town is going to be the Chief Execu-

tive of these United States, Durfey, I prefer Marion,

Ohio, to Greenwich Village or Hollywood. If Marion,

Ohio, is not always right it knows it is always right,

and that's something. If it does not shoot gloriously

through the sky like a rocket and burst in a glory of

new-fangled red stars it does stay right in one spot, and

it knows that is the best spot in the best State in the

best nation in the world. It knows it has the wisest

and sanest ideas. It may not invent an Einstein Theory,

but it gets home to dinner on time and there is always

a dinner to get home to.

"Once before in recent history, Durfey, a great na-

tion has been ruled by a place, but England's ruler was
a front parlor with a plush album on the walnut centre-
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table, and crocheted antimacassars on the chairs, and

crayon portraits of Uncle George on the walls. And the

reign of the front parlor was England's happiest and

most prosperous reign. The ^largots and Bottomleys

are interesting warts, Durfey, and amusing as patho-

logical sprouts, but the front parlor is the backbone of

Old England.

The sky-rocket is amusing on the Fourth of

July, likewise, and Coney Island and Versailles are

interesting places, but when you come right down to

brass tacks the people of the United States, by a big

majority, live in Marion, Ohio, and eat three meals a

day, and have to earn them, and earn them every day.

And that takes something, Durfey, that the town of

Marion took with it when it wont down to Washington
to be President. It is something that is more important

than the Monroe Doctrine or the Fourteen Points or the

whole Constitution and By-Laws. It is the thing that

has made a good many hundreds of thousands of Demo-
crats say, "Well, this President certainly has surprised

me; I never expected it!'
"

"Patriotism?" suggested Durfey.

"Plain, ordinary small-town common sense," said

Judge Hooper.

Glad Tidings for the Open-Minded
By Fabian Franklin

THE Xew Republic, in an eloquent editorial, gives

equal and enthusiastic welcome to two new de-

velopments in the field of "liberal" agitation.

Although one of these does not appear to be essentially

a movement of student life or student thought, it is in

that aspect that the Xew Republic chiefly regards it, as

well as the other, which is specifically a student affair.

Both have, indeed, their origin in student organizations

formed some time ago. The National Students' Forum
is an outgrowth of the Intercollegiate Liberal League;

the League for Industrial Democracy is successor to

the Intercollegiate Socialist Society. "The National Stu-

dents' Forum," says the New Republic, "is purely an or-

ganization for diffusing information, promoting discus-

sion, and stimulating intellectual activity through vari-

ous local groups." The League for Industrial Democracy
makes no such pretension to open-mindedness— it is de-

voted to a definite programme, a declared "social ideal,"

and pledges its members to "specific allegiance instead

of vague interest"; but of that programme the New
Republic says that "no more important subject of lib-

eral thought and social activity could be presented to

college students than this—and no more exacting test

of their faith in the ability of humanity to evolve condi-

tions for its own survival."

Evidently the declaration of a definite goal, the pledg-

ing of "specific allegiance" to a programme of funda-

mental chang*^ in the organization of human society,

makes no perceptible difference in the editor's mind re-

garding the status of the one organization as compared

with the other, in their relation to the young students

whose participation in them he so warmly welcomes.

He can hardly think that our freshmen and sophomores

have already so profoundly studied the fundamental

problems of society as to be warranted in pledging their

allegiance to any programme upon which a reasonable

person ought to keep an open mind ; the undeclared radi-

calism of the National Students' Forum and the de-

clared radicalism of the League for Industrial Democ-
racy stand on the same footing with him for the simple

reason that to have your mind closed to the conserva-

tive side of the case is no offense at all against the cur-

rent doctrine of the open mind. It would be absurd to

doubt that the existing order of society is monstrous

and ought to be abolished; the only thing with which

the open mind needs to trouble itself is the question of

wavs and means for the extinction of the old order and

the substitution of the new. And yet there are persons

with minds not wholly closed to the truth who feel that

it would be more becoming in young people—and per-

haps in some older people—to give a little sober thought

to the assumptions with which the League for Indus-

trial Democracy sets out, before accepting them as the

indisputable starting point of their own thinking. It

happens that the League, in the advertisement in which
it appeals for recruits, states in almost a word the idea

which it has been created to promote. At the head

of that advertisement are these words by Arthur
Gleason

:

The home folks of Main Street want a faith on which
they can go forward. . . . Only one main idea is in sight

with driving foree and the power to capture the imagination
of men. That idea concerns itself with changing the basis

of civilization. It is the idea of production for use. It says
that the present order is ethically indefensible and econom-
ically unsound. It makes the community the instrument
and arbiter of social change.

So perfect does this formulation of the great idea seem
to the conductors of the League that they adopt it as a

complete expression of their purpose. "The League for

Industrial Democracy," they go on to state, "was formed

to hammer out and circulate this idea." And I would

not say that it was not a happy choice of a slogan. What
could strike "the home folks of Main Street" as more
just, more reasonable, more promising, than a campaign

to install "the idea of production for use" in the place

of the idea of production for profit which dominates the

present order? What more calculated to stir the pulses

of ingenuous youth than the prospect of doing away
with the sordidness and the futility of individualist

conflict, and making the general good instead of private

gain the mainspring of all men's activity? Does such

a proposal demand any- inquiry, except how it can most

effectively and most speedily be brought to realiza-

tion? Surely not: just as surely as "the present order

is ethically indefensible and economically unsound";

just as surely as the youngest of us can brush aside

the sophisms by which the present order is defended,

and go on with faith and confidence to the making of a

better world.

But if for a moment we look at the question not

from the standpoint of "the home folks of Main Street"

eager for a simple and heartening faith, nor from that

of the sophomore ingenuously responsive to an inspir-

ing suggestion of world-betterment, but from that of

sober reason and careful thought, we shall find that the
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case is at least debatable. For, to begin with, the

slogan of "production for use" is a question-begging

slogan. The notion that in order to get production for

use we must "change the basis of civilization" is a crude

and unwarranted assumption, an assumption that ig-

nores the essential facts of our present economic life.

Production for use is just what is going on today, and

covers an overwhelmingly preponderant part of our ac-

tivities. Each individual, to be sure, is actuated by the

desire for his own private gain or well-being; but he

cannot, speaking generally, procure that gain except

by production—that is, exertion of one kind or another

—that serves the "use" of others. There have been

economists, notably Bastiat, who have carried the doc-

trine of the promotion of the general good through the

free working of competition—the doctrine of "economic

harmonies"—beyond its legitimate bounds; it cannot

be denied that much waste, much misdirection, much
lamentable evil, attends upon the process. But in the

main it is true that energies devoted to the advance-

ment of one's own fortunes must, if successful, fulfil

some demand, some "use," of the community at large.

It is possible that if the motive of economic effort were

the service of the community instead of the promotion

of one's own interests, the results- of that effort would

be more fruitful of "use" than is the case under the

present order; but to assume that such would neces-

sarily be the case is to sweep aside as of no consequence

the most cardinal traits of human nature and the most

obvious teachings of experience.

Before our Main Street friends and our youthful

collegians are asked to accept that assumption,

they ought to have their minds turned to a serious

study of economic theory—the theory of the way in

which the play of individual self-interes.t brings about

the actual phenomena of economic welfare and economic

progress. Even the waste—admittedly enormous

—

which attends the existing economic order, they ought

to think of not as an absolute but as a relative matter.

What waste, what miscalculation, what futilities, what
inertia, might we not expect in a regime in which the

community—that is, the Government, in one form
or another—determined the "uses" which should be

served, and the way in which they should be served!

In the present system, whatever its defects, there is

the constant stimulus of exceptional reward for excep-

tional success in serving the "uses" of the public, the

dreaded penalty of ruin for failure to do so. Under a

system in which there was no thought of profit or loss,

but only a calculation of the degree in which one pro-

moted those uses, how enormously would the nerve of

action be relaxed, the keenness of economic judgment
dulled, the adaptation of means to ends lessened ! Might
not all this far more than outweigh the wastes of the

existing system? And if it be contended that the gain

sought is that of moral tone rather than of economic

abundance, is it at all certain that the sense of con-

tributing one's mite to the general welfare would be

half as potent in building up moral tone as is the pres-

ent overshadowing sense of a man's personal respon-

sibility for his own welfare and that of his family?

I am not insisting upon the answer to these questions.

What concerns me is that they should be asked. To pass

them over as though they did not exist is to take advan-

tage of the innocence and naivete of our friends in Main
Street and in the college dormitories.

M
What Next in Ireland?

By Stephen Gwynn
R. DE VALERA has issued a statement in which

he admits defeat and attributes it to intimida-

tion by England. In reality it is a revolt of

Ireland against prolonged intimidation of the majority

by a small minority of armed men and boys. The ques-

tion is, what will happen next? The new Parliament

has to pass upon the Constitution, of which a first draft

was submitted to the electorate on the morning of the

poll. I need not comment here on its extreme demo-
cratic character nor on the interesting details which it

adopts from Switzerland. All these are open to discus-

sion and liable to change in the Dail. But the draft con-

tains certain fixed points. In its original form it was
rejected by the Imperial Government as not conforming

to the Treaty, and the negotiations which followed have

bound the Irish Government and the British Govern-

ment to maintain as essential those clauses which define

the relation of Ireland to the British Commonwealth.
These lay down in the most explicit manner that Ireland

shall have precisely as much power and dignity as

Canada, and in the Parliament at Westminster minis-

tries will be pledged to resist implacably any attempt to

whittle this away. On the other hand Mr. Griffith and

Mr. Collins cannot consent to alteration of those sections

which assert the King's supremacy and limit the degree

of separation permitted. The assertion is little more
than theoretical, but it is there, and Mr. de Valera de-

clares that it must bar all honest Republicans from the

public service. This presumably means that he will not

go on with the agreement to enter a coalition ministry.

If he does enter it and his supporters to the number of

four in ten, their position will be intolerable for them-

selves and for the country. The country is sick of di-

visions which do not correspond to divisions within its

own body, and it will expect a Government that can and

will act. Labor will demand a part, and justly, in the

duty of administration, for in many cases Labor men
headed the poll. Individual candidates, especially the

Lord Mayor of Dublin, possess similar authority.

Against it Mr. de Valera can urge nothing but that his

backers, or those who agree with him, have a large num-
ber of rifles and revolvers, have used them against the

British, and are now ready to use them against the Irish.

I do not think that a large proportion even of the Re-

publican armed men would be prepared to act on this.

If a section are, they must be dealt with. That is the

first condition of getting rid of anarchy in Southern

Ireland. It is also the first condition of getting peace

with Ulster and in Ulster, that there shall be a Southern

Government which has authority in its own home. I

believe it to be a further condition that there shall be a

Government in the North able to control the Papist-

hunting hooligans in Belfast and also to transform,

supersede, and suppress the undisciplined ^nd ununi-

formed constabulary.

What the immediate results may be must rest very

largely with a few men—Mr. Churchill, Sir James Craig,

Mr. Griffith, Mr. Collins, and others. But these elections

in Ireland mark a return in the direction of sane

civilization, and it is probable that a new election in

Ulster also may be needed to complete the work.
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Domestic Affairs

The Railroad Situation

MR. JEWELL, head of the Federation of Raih-oad

Shop Crafts, and the chief executives of the

several shop-crafts unions, failed to appear in

answer to telegraphic summons to a hearing before the

Railroad Labor Board on June 30; to which hearing

were also summoned (successfully) the chief executives

of the other railroad unions affected by the recent wage-

decisions of the Board, and representatives of those

railroad managements which had farmed out shop work

against decisions of the Board. The main object of the

conference, namely, to prevent a strike of the shopmen,

was defeated, but the conference had two important re-

sults. The management
representatives promised

on behalf of the manage-

m e n t s cancellation of

the farming-out contracts;

and the President of

the Maintenance-of-Way

workers promised to sus-

pend final action as to a

strike of his brotherhood.

Other conferences fol-

lowed, with the result

that on July 4 the 400,000

Maintenance-of-Way men
received orders from their

chief "to continue work
under the present wage
decision of the Labor

Board under protest,

pending efforts to obtain

a satisfactory adjust-
ment," and that on the

8th similar orders were issued to the members of the

Brotherhood of Railroad Signalmen. A decision has

not yet been taken by the officials of the Brotherhood

of Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers,

Express and Station Employees.

So the strike of the shopmen began on July 1. Their

executives talk confidently, but the decision of the Main-

tenance officials was a shrewd blow, and the consider-

able disorder and outrage which have characterized the

strike are probably to be attributed to despair of suc-

cess. The strikers are ruefully aware that the nation

as a whole goes with the Labor Board in considering

the strike a strike against the Government. The re-

sponse of the shopmen to the strike order was large, but

apparently far from the 100 per cent, claimed by Mr.

Jewell; and apparently the response would have been

much smaller, and more men would have returned to

work, but for intimidation. In Illinois, Kansas, and
Missouri, State troops have been sent to scenes of dis-

turbance. Effects of the strike are manifest in laying

off of trains and embargoes on shipments of certain

classes of freight; but doubtless after a little embar-

ncrnd <f I'ndcncood

The magnificent Four Courts Building in Dublin, practically

destroyed in the recent fighting

rassment the railroads will manage well enough pro-

vided the strike does not spread to other classes of em-
ployees.

vf -X- *

On July 3 the Railroad Labor Board ruled that the

shop-craft unions had put themselves outside the juris-

diction of the Board. It recommended that shop-craft

men remaining at work and new shop-craft employees

form new associations in order that they might be prop-

erly represented before the Railroad Labor Board, and

that the Transportation Act and the Railroad Labor
Board might function with reference to them. The
Board's resolution setting forth the above declared that

should other classes of railroad employees then de-

bating whether they should strike, decide to go out, the

above ruling and recom-

mendation would apply to

them. It should be noted,

however, that the resolu-

tion did not state that the

Board would never have

further dealings with the

old unions. The Board did

not "outlaw" the unions,

as union chiefs have been

shrilly declaring. The im-

portant implication of the

statement that the unions

have "put themselves out-

side the jurisdiction of the

Board" would seem to be

that they must accept the

Board's decisions before

the Board will deal with

them again.

Yet it is reported that

Chairman Hooper of the Railroad Labor Board, and Mr.

Jewell, have been in secret negotiation since the 8th,

looking to a settlement of the strike. Moreover, Mr.

Hooper suggested to the railway executives that they

parley with Mr. Jewell ; but the executives refused. The
men must return to work first, they said.

The President Proposes in the Coal Mining

Controversy

The President met representatives of operators and

miners in the union fields, both bituminous and anthra-

cite, at the White House on July 1. The President

urged his guests to arrange for immediate resumption

of mining operations and thereafter to negotiate a per-

manent settlement; otherwise, the Government must
intervene. His guests separated into bituminous and

anthracite groups for conference. Secretaries Hoover

and Davis joining the former group and Secretary Fall

the latter.

No positive result appearing from successive confer-

ences, on the 10th the President summoned the con-
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ferees to the White House again and presented to them
the following proposal

:

Mine workers are to return to work on the scale of wages
which expired last March 31, and mines now idle because
of sti'ike or suspended operation to resume activities, with-

out interference with activities of mines now working, the

1922 scale to be effective until August 10, 1922.

A coal commission to be created at once, consisting of

three members selected by the mine workers, three members
selected by the mine operators, and five members to be named
by the President. All decisions by this committee shall be
accepted as final.

This commission to determine, if possible, within thirty

days from today for the miners on strike a temporary basic

wage scale, which scale shall be effective until March 1, 1923.

In event that the commission is unable to report its scale

by August 10, it shall have power to direct continued work
on the 1922 scale until a superseding scale is ready.

The commission shall investigate exhaustively every phase
of the coal industry. It shall reveal every cost of produc-
tion and transportation. The President will ask Congress to

confer authority for the most thorough investigation and
make appropriations necessary to do such work. The com-
mission shall make recommendations looking to the establish-

ment and maintenance of industrial peace in the coal indus-

try, the elimination of waste due to intermittency and insta-

bility, and suggest plans for dependable fuel supply.

The reply of the miners' representatives will not be

submitted before the 15th, on which date the Policy

Committee of the United Mine Workers will assemble in

Washington. The replies of the bituminous and an-

thracite operators' representatives may be submitted

before that date or may be withheld until the miners'

representatives are ready to reply. [The anthracite

operators' representatives replied somewhat vaguely on

the 12th, but their reply is interpreted as an accept-

ance.]

A War Memorial for New York

The Mayor's Committee on a Permanent War Me-
morial for the City of New York has recommended con-

version of the lower reservoir in Central Park (no

longer needed as a part of the city water supply system)

into a site for a war memorial—the latter to include a

memorial arch, a swimming pool of twenty acres, with

underground bathing pavilions, running tracks, an am-
phitheatre for pageants, and a playground for children

with wading pool, sand pits, and other features. Along
the south end would run a spacious avenue connecting

the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the American
Museum of Natural History. On either side the arch

would be pylons, one for each regiment which partici-

pated in the Great War, with the names of the mem-
bers of the regiments who died in the war inscribed

thereon.

The project is meeting with more disapproval than

approval. All approve, of course, of reclamation of the

site from its present use, or rather uselessness, as a

reservoir. But what is needed most in the park, say the

critics, is more open space. "Turn the site into meadow-
land," they say. "Put the memorial, put the swimming
pool and the unsanitary wading pool, and the running

tracks, somewhere else; don't turn the Park into a

Coney Island; and in heaven's name, take your time

about the memorial, so that we may be spared another

atrocity."

Maecenas Hylan

The chief subject of talk at a dinner tendered to

Mayor Hylan the other evening, attended by about sixty

city officials and a like number of representatives of the

several arts, was the project of a great centre of the

arts in New York, which has the backing of Mayor
Hyian.

"Hylan came to this city and found it a financial

centre," said Mr. Harry W. Watrous, President of the

National Academy of Design (adapting a famous Roman
compliment). "He is going to leave it an art centre."

Even more beautiful spoke Maecenas Hylan him-

self:

"We are going to minister to the pleasure of the soul,

firm in the conviction that therein lies the heart of

genuine culture." You don't have to be a highbrow to

be a cultured person, begorra, seems to be the veiled

meaning.

As a matter of fact, though one may note a certain

excess of gratulation and self-gratulation. Mayor Hylan
deserves a great deal of praise in connection with the

project of a centre of the arts.

The Convention of the American Federation of Labor

The annual convention of the American Federation

of Labor opened at Cincinnati on June 12 and adjourned

on June 24. The following digest of the report of the

Executive Council is offered:

Nothing is to be expected of the present Congress "except
legislation giving fortunes to those who already possess them
and adding to the burdens of the people by higher and higher
taxation. Constructive legislation is taboo." Therefore wage-
earners should organize "in accordance with the Gompers
non-partisan political program." to eject from the national

Congress and from State Legislatures the reactionary ele-

ments that oppose Labor and "to bring about the election

of men and women who will restore to our people the rights

taken from them." The farmers should be urged to coop-
erate with Labor to these ends.

Federal and State courts are condemned for class decisions

to the prejudice of wage-earners, especially in the matter of

injunctions. Labor should continue to oppose industrial

courts and every form of compulsory arbitration ; and should
work for repeal of anti-combination and anti-conspiracy

laws, since these laws operate against Labor and not against
"big business interests."

The decision of the Supreme Court finding the National
Child Labor law unconstitutional is condemned. A consti-

tutional amendment to give validity to such legislation is

advocated.
An international economic conference, to be summoned by

the United States Government and to be held in the United
States, is recommended.'
The work accomplished by the Washington Conference on

Limitation of Armament is minimized.
The "opeh shop" campaign is declared a failure ; the Cham-

l)ers of Commerce are fiercely assailed for the support given
l)y them to that campaign. The extraordinary falling off in

the paid-up membership of the Fedei-ation—from 4,079,000
in 1920, and 3.907,000 in 1921, to a present 3,190,000—is
plausibly explained.

More particularly as to Congress : "Only those who are
well-to-do or who control great interests can induce Con-
gress to listen. Those who favor subsidies for railroads and
ship owners; those who believe in paying back to the profit-

eers in food the fines assessed against them ; those who believe

in relieving the business of the well-to-do from taxation by
substituting the sales tax, and those who believe in compul-
sory labor, find i-eady listeners to their demands for legisla-

tion."

More particularly as to the courts

:

"In the great industrial struggle of the past year employers
have found our courts ever ready and willing to throw the
forces of the State on the side of Capital and against that of

Labor. Courts have ever been ready and anxious to enlarge
their equity jurisdiction, conceiving every relation of mankind
as embodying a material and jM-operty element and thereby
disregarding the human element and personal rights involved
in all these relations of man.

"Courts, in tlieir exercise of their equity powers, have
I)een guided not by law or justice, but by personal whims and
prejudices and by political theories and conceptions with
which they have not been authorized to deal, and which are

functions that can only be exercised within constitutional

limitations by our National Government and the Legislatures

of our several States."

As the worst instance of a court decision determined by
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The season of icebergs on the North Atlantic steamer routes

class bias, the report cites the injunction restraining the

activities of the Miners" Union in West Virginia and requir-

ing abandonment of the ilingo tent colonies.

Labor, it is declared, has scrupulously observed its con-

tracts during the past year, whereas there have been "many
most serious cases where employers have been guilty of re-

pudiation."

Of the Kansas Court of Industrial Relations the report

observes that "no greater fraud has ever been perpetrated on

the American peopl» than this attempt to regulate industries

and individuals by law ;" it has "failed completely in com-

pelling the men to work when they willed otherwise." and
it has failed to compel employers to obey the court's deci-

sions.

President Harding's proposal to regulate trade unions it

declares to be the result of his "erroneous conception of actu-

alities in our industrial life. It is almost inconceivable that

the President should attempt to urge that human life should

be regulated by the same rules and laws that regulate mate-

rial things."

The railroad situation is touched on rather lightly. "A
review of the decisions of the Railroad Labor Board for the

last year confirms the conviction that its operations show
nothing of a constructive statesmansliip, and that its deci-

sions are not in the direction of justice, uniformity and econ-

omy." Again : "It is well enough to urge the need of im-

proved transportation facilities in the interest of the general

public, but it cannot be in the interest of the general public

to continue further and further the en.slavement of free work-
ers under the devious methods employed by the railroads to

earn dividends and profits for a few at the sacrifice of the

very existence of the railroad workers."
What is perhaps the most interesting section of the report

deals with unemployment. "Expansion of public works and
public highways" is advocated as a prime means of eliminat-

ing unemployment. The public credit, thinks the Council.

should be extended to the following

:

Development of water power that could be marketed.

Improvement and adaptation to sundry purposes of the

Mississippi and its tributaries.

Development of canal systems, inland and coastal, espe-

cially along the Atlantic and the Gulf.

Reclamation of 80,000,000 acres, once forest land, now
desert.

Development of means to prevent and extinguish forest

fires f trails, telephone lines, fire towers, etc.).

Reclamation and development of arid, swamp and over-

flow lands.

"The bona-fide cooperative movement, such as the Rock-
dale system constitutes," is cordially endorsed as an aid

against profiteering. "The unnatural and unholy desire of

the get-rich-quick and money-mad profiteers, if allowed to

run to natural conclusions, will some day lead to an explo-

sion."

The report is an able and interesting document, of-

fering both just observations and recommendations and
unjust ones.

Sf * *

In the next issue the proceedings of the convention

will be briefly reviewed; space therefor lacking in this

issue. It is too important to be omitted from our record.

Brief Notes

On June 30 the House of Representatives adjourned

to August 15.

* * ^

The Senate accepted the House figure for the navy
enlisted personnel (86,000). The total appropriation

finally agreed on was $289,000,000, $39,000,000 more
than the House's original figure.

The President has signed the Port of New York bill.

The Port of New York Authority may now proceed

with its plans for the development of the port; which
plans have received the approval of the legislatures and
Governors of New York and New Jersey.

.;i ^ ^

President Harding the other day told the Filipino

Commission which is visiting this country to make in-

terest for the independence of the Philippines, that "the

time is not yet for independence."

.;^. ^ ^

William Rockefeller, brother of John D. Rockefeller,

and one of the founders of the Standard Oil Company,

died on June 24, leaving a fortune estimated at $200,-

000,000 (according to report, entirely to his family).

The other day a man was discovered lying on the

ground in the rain in Bryant Park, New York, and was
taken to hospital. Investigation disclosed that he vol-

unteered for the war, that he received the Distinguished

Service Medal and the Croix de Guerre, and was

wounded and gassed ; and that for the three days before

he was picked up he tramped, foodless, through the

streets of New York looking for work.
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The Gloucester fishing schooner Puritan, especially-

built for this year's race between American and

Canadian fishing schooners, while on the way to the

Banks, struck the bar off the northwest end of Sable

Island and was wrecked. The captain and crew made

off on boats and rafts, and no lives were lost.

* * *

Hats off to Walter Hagen, the American professional,

who on June 23 won the British Open Golf Champion-

ship on the Sandwich Links. His score was 300. The

American Barnes and the Briton Duncan were tied for

Intcrnatwnal

ff'alter Hoover, of Detroit, winner of the Diamond Sculls on the

Thames, England; in consequence, champion single-sculler of

the world

second place with 301, and the American Hutchinson

(last year's winner) followed with 302. Hagen de-

served to win, but Duncan's 69 in the final round was

one of the most glorious achievements in the history of

golf.

Hats off also to Walter Hoover, the Duluth oarsman,

who on July 8 won the Diamond Sculls at Henley, Eng-

land, beating the redoubtable Beresford for the single-

sculls championship of the world.

The Irish Situation

ON June 30 the "national" (Free State) troops

made a practicable breach in Rory O'Connor's

stronghold, the Four Courts, and entered. For

some hours there was fighting at close quarters until

the "irregulars" exploded a ground mine beneath the

invaders. This piece of ferocious wantonness had its

proper reward; for, though thirty national troops were

wounded and no irregulars, the flame of the explosion

started a fire which drove the latter into the open.

Lacking cover, O'Connor surrendered with about 130

officers and men, who were clapped in jail. It is said

that not one irregular was killed during the three days'

operations. The magnificent Four Courts structure was

ruined.

While the Four Courts affair was enacting, the irreg-

ulars in Dublin outside that citadel were carrying on a

disgusting warfare of ambuscades and sniping, shoot-

ing "promiscus," and killing more civilians than na-

tional soldiers. They seized a section which included

about forty strong buildings, barricaded doors and win-

dows, and established a system of underground com-

munication. De Valera, Charles Burgess (one time Dail

Minister of Defense), and Oscar Traynor, directed these

operations. Rory O'Connor and his precious crew dis-

posed of, the national troops proceeded to deal with the

others. Using rifles, machine guns, 18-pounders, and

smoke bombs, they drove them from one building after

another, and on the 5th they captured the last of their

strongholds, defended by Burgess and five men. Bur-

gess, refusing to surrender and making fight, had to be

brought down, and died later of his wounds—an intrepid

man, a hero of sorts. De Valera is still at large.

Still at dawn and even in Dublin there is some
sniping, but the cause of the irregulars in that

city is "sped"; having, moreover, been thoroughly

discredited by ferocity and bad faith worthy of Kurds
or Williamson County miners. In some cases ground
mines were arranged by the irregulars to explode in

buildings after they vacated them and even after their

surrender under the white flag. Moreover, the adoption

of tactics which compelled the destruction of a good part

of the handsomest buildings in Dublin will not be im-

puted to them for righteousness.

Outside of Dublin the rounding up and disarming of

irregulars and pacification of the country proceed apace.

Collins issued a call for volunteers for his National

Army, and the response was splendid. That fine officer,

General McKeown, is cleaning up in Donegal County,

the worst of the provincial areas. There is much work
ahead, but it is a safe prophecy that before very long

the authority of the Provisional Government will be

securely established over all the Twenty-six Counties.

There is a rumor that the meeting of the new Pro-

visional Parliament, postponed to July 15, will be fur-

ther postponed. * * "-

In his speech of June 26 to the Commons, Mr. Win-
ston Churchill made the following important announce-

ment:

A triple agreement has now been reached between the Brit-
ish Government, the Provisional Government and the Gov-
ernment of Northern Ireland, by which a neutral zone some
four or five miles wide is to be established in the Pettigoe and
Belleek districts. Within this zone no person is to be ofli-

cially armed and an unarmed police of a local character is

to be established for local purposes, and the maintenance
of order throughout the district is to be exclusively confined
to the imperial troops. Imperial troops will be stationed
as a shield between the two hostile and mutually exclusive
forces of the Irish Republican Army and the Ulster special

police. Any persons in that district found using arms would
have no recognition oi- protection from any Government what-
ever and would be liable to be shot by troops on the mere
fact being established.

The experiment may fail because of the pressure of larger

external events, but if it fail, then it will be necessary for

the imperial forces to draw a military line between North-
ern and Southern Ireland, not a line along the tortuous
county boundaries, but along the line of the canals and rail-

ways which run through Donegal and Ballyshannon. We
shall endeavor to stand between the antagonists and prevent
the loss of life and destruction of property, and by so doing
make it absolutely clear that any attempt on the part of

Southern Ireland to break into the territory of Northern
Ireland would be met and repulsed by the imperial forces.

The greedy and criminal design of breaking down the

Northern Government has got to die in the hearts of those

in whom it flourishes, whatever may be the cost to individu-

als or to the Government. The Sinn Fein I'arty has got to

realize once and foi all that they will never win Ulster
except by her own free will and that the more they kick

against the pricks the worse it will be for them.

On July 4 de Valera wired a message to the people of

the United States which is elaborately untrue and of

which the first paragraph, which follows, is ludicrously

untrue.

The danger fo Ireland which I feared most and warned
our people of—civil war—has come upon ns. Soldiers of the

Army of the Republic have been attacked by forces of the

Provisional Government at the instigation of English poli-

ticians who wanted an immediate set-off to the shooting of

Sir Henry Wilson in order to avert from themselves tlft polit-

ical consequences which they feared.
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A Sini^-ular Cortege

THE other day, alon^ the Grand Boulevard of

Paris passed a singular funeral cortege. Be-

hind a humble hearse the procession call on

foot) consisted of a woman with five children, a mere

handful of soldiers, mostly blacks, and a general of the

French army in full-dress uniform. The general was
General Mangin. and the deceased so singularly hon-

ored was the Soudanese who had been his orderly since

1914, and who, incidentally, had been cited in orders for

extraordinary gallantry.

Germany

ON the Fourth of July the Socialists of Berlin

demonstrated vociferously for the Republic, but

there were no disorders. Elsewhere, however,

in Germany on the same day, especially in Saxony,

there were disorders incident to similar demonstrations,

and some blood was shed.
* * *

Two representatives of the German Government are

in Paris, pleading for even more generous moratorium

terms than those already conceded; claiming that other-

wise Germany must go bankrupt. For, look you how
the mark has taken another slide toward Avernus, and

is now worth only a fifth of one cent.

More generous terms, indeed! It appears from the

latest reports that the Germans would like to be let off

from all cash reparations payments during the re-

mainder of this year and during 1923 and 1924. It

seems probable, however, that, despite Gorman ulula-

tions, the Reparations Commission will insist on pay-

ment of the July 15 installment of 50,000,000 gold

marks. The Committee on Guarantees now in Berlin

should soon be back in Paris to report on conditions in

Germany and as to how far Germany has proceeded

toward fulfillment of the pledges which she gave in re-

turn for the present partial and conditional moratorium.

The larger aspects of the German so-called "crisis" are

discussed elsewhere in this issue.

According to a report just received, the Reparations

Commission have informed Germany that she must pay

the July installment, but that prior to August 15, when
the next installment falls due, full consideration will be

given to the question of further indulgence and their

decision thereanent announced.

The Mexican Foreign Debt

ON June 17 an agreement was signed by Finance

Minister de la Huerta, representing the Gov-

ernment of Mexico, and Mr. Thomas W. Lamont,

Chairman of the International Committee of Bankers

who represent foreign financial interests in Mexico,

whereby the Mexican Government engages to resume at

the beginning of next year payment of its foreign

debt. Arrears of interest will be paid up, under an

amortization plan, by January 1, 1928, when full service

of the debt will be resumed. The approval of the Mexi-

can Congress and of President Obregon is required.

Sundry Matters

THE Hague Conference is over: nothing accom-

plished, positively nothing. The proceedings

scarcely deserve the tribute of a paragraph.

—

No; the report of the Conference's demise was exagger-

ated. It still survives, gaspingly.

At the end of April 699,000 workers of Great Britain

were receiving unemployment allowances; the number
in France receiving such allowances was at the end of

April 78,000, at the end of May 57,000. In Britain the

record month for unemployment allowances was June,

1921—2,170,000 beneficiaries; in France, March, 1922

—91,200. In speculating on the significance of these

figures one should bear in mind that the man-power in

Great Britain is greater both actually and compara-

tively than in France, French losses in the Great War
having been actually greater from a smaller population.

-X- * *

The American Society of Friends has given a mater-

nity house to the city of Chalons-sur-Marne, France;

to be known as the Maison Maternelle de la Marne.
* * ->!•

Should France pay 4V2 per cent, interest to Britain

and the United States on the war loans, her total annual

interest payment on those loans would be $392,000,000;

a deal more than under the London schedule of May,
1921, is due her annually from Germany.

* * •>:•

It is singular, if true, that goods are shipped from
Jugoslavia and Rumania by train to Hamburg and
thence by sea to Constanza, because the freight costs by
this roundabout route are less than by the Danube on
account of the heavy Danubian imposts levied by the

Rumanian Government.
* * *

Take Jonescu, the distinguished Rumanian states-

man, is dead.
7f * *

The Reparations Commission in Bulgaria proposed
to assume control of Bulgarian finances for the joint

benefit of Bulgaria and her creditors, but the Bulgarian
Government has spurned the offer. Taking the cue

from Germany, it suggests that a three years' mora-
torium and a sizable foreign loan would be "the ticket."

The number of immigrants who entered Palestine

during 1921 was 9,194.
* -^ *

Mr. E. H. Dickinson, an American mining engineer,

states in the New York Times that "in India there have
been discovered within the last few years what are, with
the possible exception of those in Brazil, the largest and
most high-grade deposits of iron ores in the known
world." * * *

No very important developments have been reported

from China within

the past two weeks.

Sun Yat-sen, at last

report of him, was
still on one of his

gunboats waiting

for his main army
to return from
Kiang-si Province.

A formula has

been found subject

to which the con-

troversy between

Peru and Chile will

be submitted to ar-

bitration.
(Icorae Matthew Adams Service

The news, reaches Turkey
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As the Lights Go Out: Last Hours in

the Theatre
By 0. W. Firkins

I
HAD been in my time a reviewer of plays in this

city, and when the editor of the paper that had
sheltered my experiments in dramatic criticism

found me again in New York on the trail of a fugitive

season, he wanted a summary of my impressions. I was
glad to do as he bade, not grieving too much at my
tardiness; for after all time, which takes the savor

from reviews, lends a seasoning to reminiscence, and

it is when the fire dies in the grate that the ghost (as

I called myself) haunts the castle. Even for a late-

comer the season had its bounties; its arrears were far

from being vestiges: "The Hairy Ape," which Mr.

O'Neill had released, was still at large on an astonished

Broadway, M. Andreyev's hero was still getting slapped

at the Garrick, and Mr. A. A. Milne was laughing gently

at literature in the Booth and crisply at matrimony in

the Bijou and laughing incidentally at the probabilities

in both. The Orient still held the Century with M.
Balieff, who, being a little world in himself, might well

carry the Orient upon his shoulders. In short, the

promises were liberal—for June.

In the stage calendar June is autumn, and even the

garish and noisy theatre grows pensive in that richly

melancholy season. There is pensiveness always in the

thought of the imminent passage of any source of cheer

in a world in which the demand to be cheered is so

pathetically universal. To the mind at least all is sub-

dued and quieted; the matting seems doubled in the

aisles; the very "Bat" perhaps flies, in Shakespearian

phrase, a "cloistered flight," and "Shuffle Along"
shuffles, so to speak, on felt. I do not mean that the

actors loaf or that the audience drowses; there is

laughter still for "Kempy" and "Partners Again" in

spontaneous and tireless abundance. But there is al-

ready a commemorative note, a touch of reminiscence

in the mirth; it is like the almost too successful feet

on the steamer deck when the comrade of years is

embarking for South Africa.

Among play-types the melodrama is hardy, and holds

out stoutly against the assaults of summer. "The Bat"
is still on the wing; "The Cat and the Canary," at which
the public lifts its hair and the critic his eyebrows,

persists at the National ; and the Republic still shelters

"Lawful Larceny," a melodrama with a bulk—I cannot

say weight—of moral, which, if it fails to make the

work serious, imparts at least a novel cast to its frivol-

ity. The farces, do you ask? There are no farces;

and, since the farce, however light in substance, is in

form the most clear-edged of all the dramatic types, its

extinction is deplorable. Beyond a doubt the musical

comedy, beside which farce assumes almost the dignity

of a classic, has decoyed its customers, but the failure

of the purely humorous type of drama in a city in which
two-thirds of the demand for drama is demand for

fun is a fact to "startle and waylay" us.

Comedy of course is still important, but even in com-

edy, viewed as a type, there seems a falling-off in au-

thority and distinctness. Look at the situation on

Broadway in June. Two straight comedies, "The First

Year" and "Six-Cylinder Love," were legacies from
1920. Two other comedies, Bourdet's "Rubicon" and
Picard's "Kiki," the one thoroughly, the other moder-
ately, typical, were borrowings or adaptations from the

French. One may remark in passing that in hardihood

of subject "The Rubicon" "at one slight bound high

overleaped all bound" in a fashion more Satanic than

Miltonic; and one may further say of Kiki, who is a

Parisian weed, a weed bred in cafes, studios, and
coulisses, that, in the strong hands of Miss Lenore Ulric,

she becomes outwardly comic, inwardly touching, and

latently terrible. There are, again, the two comedies

of Mr. Milne, of which one, "The Dover Road," has

leanings toward fantasy. What about the native recent

output? "Partners Again," a play in which, especially

in Abe Potash, I taste caviare under all the garlic, is a

comedy, and so is "Kempy" by the Nugents, a play of

American manners, in which, if the surface jollity be

rather stale, the hidden tartness seems original. What
about the other diversions? "On the Ladder," so far

as the type goes, might be described as "on the railing."

"The Goldfish"—remotely French—a harebrained but

diverting play, which saves itself by the frankness of

its self-commitment to its own absurdities, is comedy
dipping toward extravaganza. "The Bronx Express"

(no longer running) and "Captain Applejack," begin-

ning as bright comedies, turn into dull fantasies. To
sum up, farce is nearly gone, and comedy as a type is

losing edge. The reason lies partly in the virtual om-

nipresence of the comic infusion in other forms, which

makes us less insistent on its concentration in comedy

and farce, just as in a wet town where all the drug-stores

sold spirits the wine-shops might decrease. The

second reason is probably a fretful and chafing lust

of originality which hopes to profit by the obscuring of

bounds and the removal of landmarks.

In "The Hairy Ape," which July has not yet ban-

ished from the Plymouth, Mr. Eugene O'Neill shows

himself a man if not an artist. It discloses a rude,

large simplicity—not unmixed, let us promptly confess,

with a kind of promiscuity—and a rough tenderness

which brings him closer to Kipling than to London. A
stoker on a liner lives on a conviction; that conviction

is unseated by a word; in his bereavement he wanders

despairing till he is killed by a gorilla which in a spasm

of fellowship he has released from its cage in the "Zoo."

The tragedy is as internal as "Hamlet," though again

as in "Hamlet" its solitude is ringed about with bustle.

The man thinks, thinks after the fashion of Rodin's

"Penseur," in whom the resistance to thought is nearly

or quite as powerful as thought itself. The external

connections are naught; so much the more demand for

internal solidarity. It is just here, I think, that Mr.

O'Neill stumbles. The drama lies in a conviction over-

turned by a word. Now the fact—the amazing, the un-

believable fact—is that the word which works this

revolution has no relevance to the faith which it over-

turns. Yank says, "I belong"—that is "I keep things

going, I serve, I impel," and if that is all he wants his
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position is impregnable. The woman of fashion calK^

him a "filthy beast." The man says, "I am necessary,"

the woman retorts, "You are disgusting"; that is so

far from being a refutation that it is manifestly not

even a reply. Yet it suffices to destroy Yank—poor

trivial Yank. He cannot stand on his faith, in other

words upon the fact; he must have the homage of the

frivolous. That is precisely what the fop, the dilettante,

the clubman, want, and it is the incipient fop. dilettante,

or clubman in Yank that succumbs to an epithet. "Why
not," it may be asked, "if men are apes and apes

comedians?" The point, I grant, would be legitimate

in Swift or in Anatole France, and is legitimate in Mr.

O'Neill if all he wants is to discredit human nature.

But if his end be really serious and humane, if x'ank's

will to place himself is only part of Mr. O'Neill's will

to place him, then the play is untrue to its own logic.

If we are to wait for self-trust till the daughters of

millionaires like our looks, God help us!

Mr. O'Neill's method in "The Hairy Ape" is extremely

unconventional, though it is only a repetition, less skill-

ful or less lucky, of the unconventionality of "The Em-
peror Jones." I wish that Mr. O'Neill had begun by
adhesion to the rules: artists are often kept sane by the

rules they have discarded as men are kept straight by
the religions they have dismissed. One may go to sea,

if one pleases, but who cares to be born on a raft? Mr.

O'Neill's theory, or rather the theory complementary to

Mr. O'Neill's practice, seems to be that each case should

fix its own method. In that form, the precept seems un-

assailable. But after all the business of literature is

to produce an understanding between writer and
reader, and if part of that understanding is effected

in advance by a convention to which writer and reader

good-naturedly subscribe, originality is saved for higher

tasks. Must there be a new treaty for every new trade?

The expense of such a practice would be inhibitive, and
Mr. O'Neill, the creator of methods, sometimes in his

weariness or his perplexity reverts to the oldest of

formulas or the least dignified of makeshifts (see the

last acts of "Anna Christie" and "The Straw"). So a

young prodigal might betake himself in straits to the

generosity of some relative at whose senility he had
laughed with his comrades in his hours of plenty. Con-

ventions are sometimes misfits. Are inventions more
trustworthy? A steady, moderately persistent and con-

sistent method, to be varied at pleasure and rejected

at need, would probably have served Mr. O'Neill better

than his present system, in which choice is all-powerful

without being all-wise.

Mr. A. A. Milne has slipped into fame with the most
admirable and engaging nonchalance. "The Truth About
Blayds," with its unsurpassable first act and its re-

discovery of Mr. Ferdinand Gottschalk, was the best

comedy in a town where comedies wither, and, if "The
Dover Road" is full of pangs for the critical, it is full

of piquancies for the critical and the uncritical alike.

For a humorist he is singularly cheerful, and if his

comedies, as Punch intimates in other words, are only

A. A. Milne in three acts, they and we may be thankful

that the personality in which they lose themselves is so

agreeable. His wit has a whimsical reflectiveness as if

nonsense had been closeted with sense till each became
aromatic of the other; and he has a cleanliness which,

as in New England kitchens of the old stamp, amounts
to lustre; he writes plays to which we could take not

only our young girls and our grandmothers—that is

saying little—but the young girls that our grandmoth-

ers used to be.

Such a man should be a perfect artist. To the minute

and the debonair, perfection has a relation that is

almost sisterly; one could pardon a bad rhyme to

Shelley sooner than to Austin Dobson. Alas! in Mr.

Milne's Dobsonisms there are many, many bad rhymes.

For a man who on a broad view resembles Mr. O'Neill

about as much as a fan resembles a shovel, he is

curiously like Mr. O'Neill in certain points. Both, for

instance, are adepts in the dramatic without being

experts in the plaij. Both, again, are unobservant of

the rules. It is true that their tempers even here

diverge. In his attitude toward rules Mr. O'Neill is an
adventurer, an outlaw, whereas Mr. Milne is on the

best of terms with the rules which he infringes; if he

left them for a time, he would kiss his hand in parting

and send them post-cards with the most obsequious

regularity. Only he would not hasten his return. His
plays come a little short of being made. There is him-
self—his invaluable self—and there are strips and tat-

ters taken from dusty presses in the property-room

which he has too lazily, too debonairly, pieced together.

His art, again, can stoop to comities with farce. In

"The Dover Road" an eccentric philanthropist kidnaps

eloping couples, detains them for a week, and restores

them usually to their mates and common sense. A deli-

cate artist would have made the man a psychologist and
a gentleman. What does this man do with Mr. Milne

to prompt him and Mr. Charles Cherry, who takes the

part, just clever enough to second Mr. Milne in every

outrage? He locks the door on his guest—so much
for subtlety; he arranges that his guest shall take cold

—so much for civility; he drenches his trousers—so

much for taste. Is our tripping dramatist, our Mercury

with the winged heels, so heavy-footed? At this rate

will he reach the heaven-kissing hills?

I have left myself no space to treat in full of the

current offerings of the Theatre Guild, Andreyev's "He
Who Gets Slapped" and Georg Kaiser's "From Morn
to Midnight." The debt of the New York stage to the

Theatre Guild is incalculable, and a critic who neither

forgets or cheapens those obligations may be pardoned

for confessing that their sum for him is not ma-
terially increased by either of these plays. They are

plays that in his view do nothing; they merely gesticu-

late; and he has known even gesture to be more

attractive.

THOMAS A. EDISON'S famous scheme for "com-

modities money," explained by him in a series of

conversations to Garet Garrett, is sharply criticized by

the latter in a New York Times article which closes

with this crisp and sufficient paragraph

:

"Well, then, finally there is no such thing as com-

modities money. There is only Federal Reserve cur-

rency issued without interest to farmers up to one-half

the value of the goods they store in Federal warehouses.

There will be nothing whatever to distinguish it from
Federal Reserve currency issued in all other ways as

heretofore. There will be no way to test it, no way to

see whether it fluctuates or not, no way to tell whether

it is better or worse than gold money, or whether people

would take it in lieu of gold money."
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Shelley's Last Days
THE opening of the last year of

Shelley's life brought to Pisa Ed-
ward John Trelawny, who quickly in-

terested Shelley and Mary to an un-
usual degree. His past life of various
adventure by land and water capti-

vated the poet and increased his de-

sire to possess a real boat of his own.
Trelawny, Williams (the half-pay lieu-

tenant who, with his wife Jane, lived on
terms of closest intimacy with the Shel-

leys during those days), and Shelley,

were all lovers of the sea, and so plans

were set afoot for the building of a

boat, and a house was taken on the

edge of the Bay of Spezzia.

The boat was built and its arrival

Plymouth more than a month before,

and he decided to go to Leghorn in the

Ariel to meet him. It was high sum-
mer and glorious weather when on July
1 Shelley, Williams, and the sailor

Vivian started for Leghorn. Mary was
in low spirits, and could hardly bear
that her husband should go. Fears for

her little son's health and life pos-

sessed her. She called Shelley back sev-

eral times and cried bitterly when he
at last started.

The party reached Leghorn the next
day, and Shelley and Hunt met. With
characteristic kindness Shelley stayed

in Leghorn until he saw the Hunts com-
fortably settled in the Lanfranchi Pal-

ace, occupied by Byron, who had offered

to shelter Hunt and his large family
while they embarked together on their

new publication. The Liberal, which
was the purpose of Hunt's visit to

Italy.

The forenoon was spent on necessary
business in the town. A little after

midday the Ariel sailed out of the har-

Shelley's home on the Bay of Lerici, 1822

was eagerly awaited. On the afternoon
of May 12 the Shelleys and their

friends discerned a strange sail off the

point of Porto Venere, which proved to

be the boat.

The boat was twenty-eight feet long

by eight feet wide, was without a deck,

strongly built, schooner-rigged, and
carried ample sail. A sailor lad aged
eighteen who had helped to bring her
around from Genoa was retained to

assist in working her. But Mary Shel-

ley and Jane Williams did not share
their husbands' delight in the posses-

sion of this new toy.

Trelawny had chosen the name Don
Juan, and Shelley raised no objection.

The partnership, however, was dis-

solved before the boat was launched;
and she became the property of Shelley

alone, at the cost of eighty pounds, and
he and Mary named her the Ariel.

They were wont to sail over the bay in

the evening under the clear moonlit sky
"until," as Shelley wrote, "earth ap-
peared another world."

News now reached Shelley that his

dearest friend, Leigh Hunt, had left

In the cemeterv at Rome

From the miniature in the collection of Mr.

J. Pierpont Morgan

bor, almost at the same moment with

two feluccas. Trelawny wished to ac-

company his friends out of the harbor,

but was not permitted to carry out his

intention, through a difficulty with the

health officer. So with a ship's glass

he watched the progress of the boat.

Pointing to the southwest, his mate
said: "Look at those black lines and
dirty rags hanging on them out of the

sky ; look at the smoke on the water ; the

devil is brewing mischief." Captain
Roberts also kept the boat in view.

From the lighthouse tower, whence he
could discern her about ten miles out

at sea, he saw them taking in the top-

sail; then the haze of the storm hid

them, and he saw them no more. When
the fury of the storm abated, Tre-
lawny looked anxiously seaward in the

hope of descrying Shelley's boat

amongst the many small craft scat-

tered about, feeling certain she would
return to port as all the other boats

that had gone out in the same direc-

tion had done. Trelawny himself ex-

amined the crews of various boats, but
they either knew nothing or would say

The shore at Via Reggio where Shelley's

funeral pyre was made, August 16, 1822

nothing. But he observed on one of

them an English-made oar that he

thought belonged to Shelley's boat; the

crew, however, swore that this was not

so.

Three days later at Via Reggio a

punt, a water-keg, and some bottles,

were found on the beach. These had
been in Shelley's boat when he left

Leghorn. Seven days later the bodies

of Shelley and Williams were found on

the beach.

On August 16, in the presence of

Hunt, Byron, and Trelawny, Shelley's

body was cremated on the beach near

the Gulf of Spezzia. Byron wished

that the skull, which was of un-

usual beauty, should be preserved; but

it almost instantly fell to pieces. The
heart, which was unusually large,

seemed impregnable to the fire, so that

Trelawny plunged his hand into the

flames and snatched it from the burn-

ing pyre. Leigh Hunt says that the

West's portrait of Shelley (hitherto unpuh-
lished)

day was one of calm beauty. During
the whole funeral ceremony a solitary

sea-bird crossed and recrossed the

pyre.

Many years after, an Italian boat-

man dying near Sarzana confessed that

he was one of five in a fishing boat
who, seeing the English boat in great
danger, ran her down, thinking Milord
Inglese was on board and they should
find gold.

Ernest Dressel North
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"Came Prometheus,the Fire-Bringer, he who snatched

from the sun's glowing chariot thrice-precious fire

and brought it, hidden in a fennel-stalk, to earth,

that men might live like gods in its pleasant warmth.

"

(Transl. Greek Myth)

'HIS is today's Prometheus Bringer

of comforts .... The Chemical Engineer!

One of civilization's pioneers, it is he who has

brought to mankind comforts and conveniences

that a century ago were only wishes.

It is he who, searching in the hidden depths of

Nature, has bared her secrets and laid at the feet

of the world's industries new substances, new uses

for them, new ways of using the present mate
rials of commerce in the satisfying of man's wants.

It is he who, watching on the frontiers of science,

has seen in his test'tubes visions of industries yet

unborn that are to drive commerce to the far cor'

ners of the earth in the service of man's needs.

The world's debt to The Chemical Engineer is

one that can never be paid.

This is one of a series of advertisements published

that the public may have a clearer understanding

of E. 1. du Pont de Nemours & Co. and its products.

I. DU POiVT DE 7V[EA40UR.5' <9^ COA\PA7V Y,Inc.. "WTlmin^torv, Del.
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New Books and Old f-ft^^J"""''"^
"'°""" """ "'""""

Books of the Week
Random Memories, by Ernest

Wadsworth Longfellow. Hough-
ton Mifflin.

By a writer who has something
to say for himself, despite the fact

that he is "the son of the famous
poet."

On Life and Letters, by Anatole
France. Third Series. Trans-
lated by D. B. Stewart. John
Lane (Dodd, Mead).

Pieces of Hate, by Heywood
Broun. Doran.

A journalist's comments on life

and letters, on Benny Leonard and
Shakespeare.
Cannibal-Land, by Martin John-

son. Houghton Mifflin.

Taking moving pictures in the
New Hebrides.

Behind the Mirrors, by the author
of "The Mirrors of Washing-
ton." Putnam.

Another book to shatter the idols

(query, whose idols?) of Washing-
ton.

WHEN a class of writers begins to

be parodied, it is often a sign
that their vogue is over. There have
been few of the amorous South Seas
books published since they were bur-
lesqued in "The Cruise of the Kawa."
Let us extend thanks to Captain Trap-
rock. The intimate diaries, and the
oh-such-bitingly-cynical books about
public men have recently been parodied
by Noel Coward in his "Terribly Inti-

mate Portraits" (Boni & Liveright).

But Mr. Coward's intentions were bet-

ter than his performance, and it would
appear that there is still a demand for
another of the "Mirrors" series. So
there now comes "Behind the Mirrors"
(Putnam) by the author of "The Mir-
rors of Washington." It is unimpres-
sive. Despite an air of fearful omnis-
cience, it does not seem far removed
from that kina of political comment
which never speaks of Roosevelt with-
out using the word "strenuous," of

Wilson without referring to "May
not?" or of Harding without dragging
in "normalcy." The President, the ex-

President, Cabinet officers, and Sena-
tors, all have their jackets dusted by
the anonymous author. When I find

a political writer who does not harp
upon Senator Lodge's cold and aristo-

cratic manner, I shall know an original

mind has emerged. There was at least

this to be said for the League of Na-
tions crusaders: they invented a new
Lodge myth—that of the Human Fiend,
the Ghoul Who Walked Like a Man.
The cold, aristocratic, Bostonian is

old stuff. It has long been my opinion
that the type of man who would really

be inclined to find Senator Lodge—the

real man, that is, not the mythical,

newspaper being—cold and aristo-

cratic, would turn out to be a forty-

third degree Elk, who chews Spear-
mint and sits every Saturday after-

noon in his shirt-sleeves at the ball

Ataboy

!

Mr. Ernest Longfellow's "Random
Memories" (Houghton Mifflin) are

more sprightly and amusing than many
a book written by men whose memories
do not go beyond the Administration

of McKinley. Yet Mr. Longfellow once

stayed at a hotel in Washington at

which Henry Clay was also a guest,

and he was presented to President Tay-

lor. He did not remember Henry Clay,

it happened, because he was more in-

terested in a toy tack-hammer, which

had been given him. There are many
recollections and anecdotes of his

father's friends in Cambridge: Sumner,
Lowell, Norton, and James T. Fields.

The author's brother, home on sick-

leave from the army during the Civil

War, was prosecuted at Nahant by Mrs.

General Fremont, for bathing in the

altogether. But the case was lost Tor

militant modesty when the prosecutrix

had to confess that she only recognized

the defendant by using an opera glass!

Mr. Longfellow's studies and career as

an artist, and his travels occupy about
half of a book which is altogether too

short. He does not take himself nor

his book with too much seriousness,

and he playfully acknowledges the mis-

fortune of being the son of an illus-

trious parent. He writes, at the begin-

ning, that he does not expect to please

the "superior minds." These folk, says

he, the "Holier-than-Thous," "formed
the bulk of the Mugwump Party. Later,

as the 'best thinkers,' they opposed the

war with Spain on the ground that we
should not meddle in other people's af-

fairs. Now, strange to say, these 'best

thinkers' want us to join the League of

Nations, because it is our duty to mix in

the affairs of all the world! . . . The
funny part is that the 'best minds' are

almost always wrong, while the com-
mon people are almost always right.

The 'best minds of the period' made fun
of Lincoln, while the common people

believed in him and trusted him. The
same might be said of Roosevelt, the

most beloved and popular man of his

generation. The 'best minds' reviled

him while he lived, but take another
view now."

The cover of Mr. Christopher Mor-
ley's "Translations from the Chinese"

(Doran) makes it, to the eye, the most
beautiful book of the year, not even ex-

cepting the best of the sixty-seven va-

rieties of binding in which "Peter

Whiffle" is adorned. But if it deserves

so splendid a setting, some of his other

books should be bound in gold, plati-

num, and precious jewels. For "Trans-
lations from the Chinese" is very far

from his best work; it may be ques-

tioned if such extracts from a news-
paper column—good though they are

—are not, for the author's reputation,

better left where they first appeared.
And I speak as one who is also a feeble

sinner in this respect; it is easy, when
your newspaper paragraphs seem to

pass unnoticed, to mutter (as did the

man in "The Critic") "Never mind;
I'll get even with 'em, curse 'em! I'll

print the stuff in a book!" There was
once a contributor to the New York
Tribune (he is now dramatic critic of

The Freeman) whose mother approved
of his writing for that paper, because
"it went so well under carpets." When
he collected some of his papers in a

book, he reflected in his preface that,

at any rate, he had foiled his mother;
she could not put a book under the

carpet.

Mr. M'orley's first Chinese poems

—

the dinner to Chancellor Mu-Kow, es-

pecially—appeared in his "Hide and
Seek." They must have charmed many
readers; I remember that I read the

dinner poem aloud to many folk, and
so acquired a little reflected popularity.

Perhaps serious and philosophical

persons will esteem the new volume.
This reader, being merely frivolous and
childish, must be content to finger the

cover and admire its golden sheen.

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson's ad-

ventures in taking still and moving pic-

tures of the natives in the New
Hebrides are related in Mr. Johnson's

book, "Cannibal-Land" (Houghton Mif-

flin) with a number of excellent photo-

graphs. iHe found the savages ugly

in appearance, smelly, and often dan-

gerous. There is no idealization of

them; no talk about beautiful women.
The latter were more repulsive than
the men, and pitiful into the bargain.

On the whole, as in the naval officer's

report in the old story, "Manners none;
customs, beastly." There is an amazing
account of an exhibition of moving pic-

tures to the cannibals, and a useful de-

scription of the art of curing and pre-

serving the heads of your enemies,

which ought to be handy in every house.

In his "Pieces of Hate" (Doran)
Heywood Broun says that he speaks as

"a native-born American (Brooklyn

—

1888) who once voted for a Socialist

for membership in the Board of Alder-

men" when he admits that "he has

found the radical solidarity of critical

approval or dissent more trying than

that of the conservatives. Again and

again he has found, in The Liberator

and elsewhere, able young men, who
ought to know better, praising novels

for no reason on earth except that they

were radical. If the novelist said that

life in a middle western town was
dreary and evil he was bound to be

praised by the Socialist reviewers. On
the other hand, any author who found
in this same Middle West a community
not hopelessly stunted in mind and in

morals was immediately scourged as a

viciously sentimental observer who had
probably been one of the group whic.i

fixed upon the nomination of President

Harding late at night behind the locked

doors of a little room in a big hotel.

"The enthusiasm of ~ the radical

critics extends not only to rebels against

existing governmental principles and
moral conventions, but to all those who
dare to write in any new manner. There
seems to be a certain confusion whereby
free verse is held to be a movement in

the direction of free speech."

Edmund Lester Pearson
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The Mugni/icentNeu'WhiteStarLiner

"HOMERIC"
has been Specially Chartered by us for

The 1923 Grand Cruise De Luxe
to the

MEDITERRANEAN
Sailing January 20 Returning March 2S

CRUISE LIMITED TO 500 GUESTS
Steamer — Cuisine — Service — the

utmost yet offered. Fourteen thousand
miles embracing the wonderlands of
history, the relics of ancient civili:ations,

and the splendors o( our own modern
times.Acompletechange; new countries;

different people. No crowding aboard
or ashore. Unusually spacious state-

rooms, each fitted with beds; first class

dining-room accommodation sufficient

to seat all at one time. Sixty-seten glori-

ous days— with a long stay in Egypt—
Palestine. Stop-over privileges, with
return by other famous White Star

Litiers, MAJESTIC. OLYMPIC, etc.

Full Inlormation on Request

THOS. COOK & SON
245 Broadway NEW YORK 56 1 Fifth Ave.

Boston Chicago Los Angeles Toronto
Philadelphia San Francisco Montreal Vancouver

T0,000 Business Houses
Save MoneyWith

KARDEX

40^AreYou Young at
If not, whv?G(-tquick
FREE BOOK about
the prostate gland which may
cause sciatica, backache, in-
terrupted Bleep, depressed
and other often serious con-
ditions. It tells of a new drug,
less home treatment that cor-
rects these conditions. Address
The Electro Thermal Co.
Mam Street Steabenville, Ohio

CATSKILL MOUNTAINS "^1^;^ \?r" i^^ai-'rettt.
location, 150 acres to roam around in, altitude 2,000
feet; a Christian home away from home. $17.50 a ueek
upward. Myron Todd.

WANTED—Writers; Experience unnecessary; good
pay. Get ideas from "GLOOM" The Devil's Book.
2.")C per copy on news stands or direct from Gloom
Publishing Company, Los Angeles, Calif.

"A Place for Rest

and Renewal of Health"

Harmony Road Farm is a small Sanator-
ium, simple and inexpensive, but with evei^
facility for giving the "milk treatment," so
widely recommended by physicians, with com-
plete rest and under intelligent medical su-
pervision.

Ihis is our specialty. Write for terms and
descriptive circular to

HARMONY ROAD FARM SANATORIUM
R D.: PAWLING, N. Y.

(Only two hours from New York)

An Alluring Reward
for Promptness!

YOU can have just such an entrancing border as pic-

lured above at a low import cost, if you order now.
Real quality bulbs—the pick of the finest grown in

Holland. Don't fall into the error of supposing that bulbs
are just bulbs. Tliere is a vast difference and the re-

sults will show. We are able to make tliis exceptional of-

fer only because we had made iiimieiise advance reser-

vations of bulbs with our growers in Holland. (Prices
have since gone up considerably.) You can get these su-
perior top notch bulbs at these exceptional prices (less
than you pay for the ordinary kind) if you act at once.
These prices are not guaranteed, unless we receive your
order in July or August. Bulbs delivered as soon as they
arrive from Holland in September.

An order now means a big saving. Earn it

!

Special 5% discount if you send cash with order.

Bring the Glories of Tulip-time to Your Own Garden
Right now, while you are still under the spell of the

Tulips and Daffodils you have seen in the parks or in

your friends' gardens, picture them on your own lawn

—

and by a stroke of the pen, insure their charm and beauty
for yourself next year!

Our collections include the choicest varieties it is pos-
sible to obtain. Of some varieties, single bulbs alone
would cost SO cents
apiece. Included are
the wonderful Cottage
Garden Tulips that you
see in the old Dutch,
Flemish, and English
gardens where they
have flourished for years,
treasured by their own-
ers, hallowed by s^nti-

ment, beautiful in their

own right and with the
fragrance of sweet
memories.
You need not pay for

your order until bulbs
arrive from Holland in

September. But if you
send cash with order,
you may deduct a Cash
Discount ("Preferred
Dividend;") of 57o!

Oar Special Border 1
Collection %

of Gorsreous Darwin and H
Cottag-e Tulips g

(as pictured above r'l order =
from right to left) m

per per =
100 1000 m

Clara Butt— Ex- g
quisite Salmon =
pink Darwin. . .$4.50 $40.00 ^
Picotec —• white ^
cottage petals M
edged with pink 5.00 45.00 M
Pride of Jiaar- ^
/ e m — Darwin m
American Beau- =
ty color 5.00 45.00 gDream — Charm- =
i n g lavender M
Darwin 5. SO 50.00 M
Bronze Queen — g
Buff tinged with g
golden bronze. . 5.50 50.00 m
La Tulip Noire ^—

- Enormous =
size Darwin of g
deep velvety ^
purple S.SO 50.00 g
Golden Beauty—

-

^
Glorious goldeti ^
yellow Cottage. 5.00 4S.00 ^

25 Bulbs at 100 rate; 250 m
Bulbs at 1000 rate M

Very Special ^
100 bulbs each of 7 varieties g
above (700 in all) $32.00 m

1000 bulbs each of 7 varieties ^
above (7000 in all) $290.00 g

Special 5% discount if you =
send cash with order g

lllllll

-$cKlin^45^ulW
28 West 59th Street New York a

COUPON
^1

Either for ordering—or just to send for import list

MAX SCHLING. Seedsmen, Inc.

28 West 59th St., New York

I g

You may enter my order for Bulbs checked on accompanying list, =
for which I agree to pay at these special prices when order ar- | =
rives in September. =
I am deducting 5% Cash Discount and enclosing full payment ' ^
in advance. > ^
Send me your "Bulb Book" of special offers on Bulb Collections. =

I m
Address I Ti

These Are Our Prices— If

You Order Now!

Matchless Collections of Bnlbs at

Remarkable Sarings!

Per 100
100 Single Early Tu-
lips in 10 named vari-
eties $4.50
100 Double Early Tu-
lips in 10 named vari-
eties 4. SO
100 Darwin Tulips in

10 named varieties... 5.00
100 Cottage Tulips in

10 named varieties... S.OO
100 Breeder or Art Tu-
lips in 5 rare named
varieties. Wonderful
shades of Bronze,
Buff, Orange and Ap-
ricot S.SO
100 Parrot or Orchid
Tulips in 4 named
varieties S.SO
100 Narcissi or Daffo-
dils for naturalizing
and lawn planting.
Airy Trumpets, Med-
ium Trumpets short-

cupped and the lovely

Poet's varieties 4.50
100 Bedding Hyacinths
in 4 colors 6.00
100 Named Hyacinths
2nd size 4 varieties... 8.00
100 Named Hyacinths
exhibition or top size

in 10 named varieties

for pots or glasses... IS.00

S% discount if you send cash
with order

llllllllllllll
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Spend Your Vacation
In the Land of Jacques Cartier

Here are Thrills—Here is Romance and
w Adventure—that Will Take You Back to

^ the Days of French Occupation,

THIS year pack your vacation

with interest and variety. Here,

indeed, are thrills and adventure; an
everchanging panorama of charm
and beauty on the trip from "Niag-

ara to the Sea."

Breasting the waves on Lake Onta-
rio's broad expanse; threading your
way through the Thousand Islands

of the historic St. Lawrence River;

shooting the Rapids the dusky red

men descended in their bark canoes.

You stop at Montreal; then Quebec,
where an hour's trolley trip w^ill take

you to the miracle-working shrine of

Ste. Anne de Beaupre; then Mont-
morency Falls, 1 00 feet higher than
Niagara.

From Quebec you continue your voyage
down the majestic St. Lawrence towards
the Sea, stopping at beautiful Murray
Bay; then Tadousac, at the foot of the
Laurentian Mountains, where you begin
your journey up the far-famed Saguenay,
with its stupendous capes, "Trinity" and
"Eternity," above which the wheeling
eagle is but a speck against the blue.

Throughout the trip history unfolds a
story rich in memories of the past. Ro-
mantic scenes remind you of the heroes
of a bygone age.

Can you afford to spend your whole
vacation in any one place when such rich

entertainment is within your reach?

Send 2c stamp for illustrated looklet, map and
guide, "Niagara to the Sea," including rates,

etc., to John F. Pierce, Passenger Traffic
Manager, Canada Steamship Lines, Ltd.,

115 C.S.L. Building, Montreal, Canada.

CANADA STEAMSHIP
LINES

A thousand miles of travel—
A thousand thrills of pleasure

Book Reviews
Minor Prophecy

SiXRET Places of the Heart. By H. G.
Wells. New York : The Macmillan
Company.

IF journalism has laid a heavy hand
on the twentieth-century novel, it

hasn't changed the nature of story-tell-

ing. The methods of leader-writer and
reporter are still quite different from
the methods of chronicler and inter-

preter. In a way Mr. Wells is the star

reporter of them all. He once told Henry
James that he valued himself as a jour-

nalist rather than as a novelist. He has
done striking stunts in journalism. But
he is as much a minor prophet as a

journalist, as much a humorist as a

minor prophet, and as much a story-

teller as any of them. Most of the

time he is all four at once—and a scien-

tist into the bargain. As a story-teller

he struck twelve, I think, in "Mr. Polly"

and in "Tono-Bungay." Most of his

later work, including his latest, "The
Secret Places of the Heart," is chiefly

the work of the prophet-journalist. I

see there are readers who find solid

characterization (or, if you like, real

people) in "Tlie Secret Places of the

Heart." These figures seem to me more
commonly offhand projections of the

"Wellsian personality. But why should

a journalist, or a minor prophet, bother

with the subtleties of characterization?

Wells sees people as types—types or

manifestations of himself—himself

being human nature, or God, or, in his

favorite phrase, "the Mind of the

Race."

So why attempt to take his persons

as real in the sense that Shakespeare's

or Jane Austen's or Arnold Bennett's

are real? The distinction is that he

does not get inside their skin: they get

inside his. They have no existence

apart from him. They speak with his

voice, utter his ideas, wander with him
where he wills, in the realms of history

and science and sociology and "life."

What they do and are in themselves

matters little to anybody. And yet

because Wells has the knack of a nat-

ural story-teller, he is able to give the

effect of a story to m.ost cavalier em-
ployment of the slightest or most
threadbare materials. The materials

in "Secret Places of the Heart" are

threadbare—for Wells. This is a new
variation on his familiar themes—the

destiny of the race and the fatality of

sex. Through the mouths of his per-

sons—his Sir Richmond, his Dr. Mar-

tineau, his Miss Grammont—breathe

his latest improvisations. The secret

places of Wells's heart have long been

an open secret—if heart is the word to

use. Wells seems to express a blend

of scientific curiosity and of surface

sentimentalism—the sentimentalism, as

a recent commentator has pointed out,

of his class. When Sir Richmond and
Martineau talk, there is no special dis-

tinction between the manner or matter

of their utterances. Both are oracular,

eager, sceptical, emotional. "I am as-

I tonished to discover what a bundle of
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discordant motives I am," says Sir

Richmond, plaintively. "I do not seem

to deserve to be called a personality.

. . . Are we all like that?" "A bundle

held together by a name and address

and a certain thread of memory?" said

the doctor, and considered. "More than

that. More than that. We have leading

ideas, associations, possessions, liabili-

ties." Sir Richmond, indeed, has two

main bents: one toward that excess of

loyalty to labor for a cause which is

eventually the death of him; the other

for experiments in the direction of a

perfect and satisfying: love of woman.
When the narrative begins, his mind is

overstrained and his nerves are on edge

because things are going badly for him
in both these directions. His work on

the great after-war Fuel Commission

is exacting and uneasy. He is sure

that his policies and methods are the

right ones, but has to enforce them
against the opposition of a bare mi-

nority on the Board. For women, he has

a middle-aged silly wife, and a younger
and sympathetic but rather exhausting

mistress—a woman of talent and char-

acter, but an unrestful mate.

So he and Dr. Martineau make off in

a motor-car upon a pilgrimage of rest

and confidential intercourse. The idea

is that the overstrained Sir Richmond
is to get everything off his chest; and
that, having explored in company the

secret places of his heart, he will find

ease from his obscure torments. The
whole case is generalized in the col-

loquies that ensue. This which we are

beholding is a portent of the time.

And, according to our showman, a por-

tent of all time. Man is the creature

of a moment a few thousand .-genera-

tions from the ape, hampered by his

"tangled heredity"; with a light in his

brain and darkness in his blood. What
is this bundle of motives and ideas to

make of himself and the world? Well,

there is the Race and its somehow
sacred destiny—no small thing to live

for. Surely the solution of its prob-

lems, the cure for its troubles of flesh

and spirit, cannot be far off. Sir Rich-

mond dreams of such a solution ; but,

like Mr. Wells, he cannot dream of it

as a thing apart from himself, or even
as a thing for which he is not chiefly

responsible. No, if the world is out
of joint to his vision, it follows that he
and none other is born to set it right.

The only question is as to ways and
means.

Fortunately, while he and the doctor
are still undecided as to how to go to

work, along comes a predestined helper
in the person of Miss Grammont. Miss
Grammont is an American girl of

wealth, cultivation, and an independent
spirit who, having survived a very ac-

tive war service and acute though tem-
porary experience of love, is somewhat
at a loose end when Sir Richmond en-
counters her among the picturesque by-
ways of England. She and a (comic)
companion are more or less "doing"
cathedrals and things, in the American
way. With Sir Richmond she fills a
long-felt want, first as a potential mate
with the bloom of mystery upon her,

and second as a companion of his

Tomorrow We Diet
By Nina Wilcox Putnam

84c

We can't all be sylph-like, of course, but a lot of

us can diminish our broad girths by the use of a

little intelligence and plenty of self-control.

"Tomorrow We Diet" is entertainingly written,

but it does not fail to include a few very helpful

hints on how to achieve slimness.

Other BooJ^s on Diet—
Eat and Grow Thin, V. Thompson
How to Reduce, A. Donnelly;

Over Weight? R. S. Copeland, M.D.
Diet and Health, L. H. Peters

With Key to the Calories

Book Department, Main Floor, 35th Street, Rear

$1.04
84c
84c
84c

HERALD SQUARE NEW YORK

A brilliant new novel by the

author of "The Narrow
House," one of the literary

sensations of last vear.

A story of the inner lives of an in-

teresting group of people who are
bewildered by the loss of old stand-
ards and who have no other
guide than their own emotions.

It is an inescapable picture
of the loneliness of the hu-
man soul.

Narcissus
By EVELYN SCOTT

$1.75, by mail $1.90

HARCOURT, BRACE & CO., 1 West 47th Street, New York

"One of the Most Stimulating Factors

in American Intellectual Life"

is what many distinguished American and foreign authors have

called the MODERN LIBRARY. Nearly 100 titles; Hand
Bound Limp Croft Leather, at the low price of 95 cts. each.

32-page Catalogue sent on request.

BONI & LIVERIGHT
115 West 40th St. New York

DIVIDENDS

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH COMPANY

SeTen Year Six Per Cent. Convertible Gold Bonds
Due August 1, 1925

Coupous from these Bonds, payable by their

terms on August 1, 1922, at the office or agency
of the Company in New Tork or in Boston, will

be paid In New York at the Bankers Trust Com-
pany, 16 Wall .Street, or In Boston at The Mer-
chants National Bank.

H. BLAIR-.SMITU, Treasurer.

DIVIDENDS

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Five Year Six Per Cent. Gold Notes

Due February 1, 1924
Coupons from these Notes, payable by their

terms on August 1, 1922, at tlie office or agency
of the Company in New York or in Boston, will
be paid in New York at the Bankers Trust Com-
pany, 16 Wall Street, or in Boston at The Mer-
chants National Bank.

H. BLAIR-SMITH, Treasurer.
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How One Man Invested at 8'

Mr. Peters was an experienced banker who had ac-
cumulated a fortune through prudent investing at
profitable rates. At a family reunion he told his
sons exactly how to distinguish between good and
bad investments, and where to place their money
•where it would be secured by first mortgage and
would pay them 8%.

The story of Mr. Peters is full of instruction for
everyone who is interested in safe investments
yielding a liberal return, Anyone can be as suc-
cessful as he was by following his methods.

Write today for the story,

"Mr. Peters Tells How To Invest."

8% Bonds of $100, $500, $1,000
8% First Mortgages from $1,000 up
Partial payment accounts invited

G.L.Miller
BOND & MORTGAGE
Company

Florida's Oldest First Mortgage Bond House
.), Miller Bldg. Miami, Florida

Travel with Comfort and Economy
You will not only enjoy the water trip
but will save money by traveling on
D & C Steamers which make daily trips
between Detroit and Buffalo; Detroitand
Cleveland on Eastern Time.
Detroit & Buffalo Detroit & Cleveland p

Lv. Detroit 6:30 p.m. Lv.eachcity H:00p,m.
Arr. Buffalo 8:30 a.m. Arr. each city 6:15a.m.
Lv. Buffalo 6:no p. m. (Daylight trips during
Arr. Detroit 9:00 a. m. July and Aug-ust)
Fare—$6.00 one way; Fare—$3.60 one way;
$11.60 round trip. $6.50 round trip.

Berths.I$1.80up: Staterooms, $4.20 up;
Parlor, $7.20 up

Direct rail connections made at Detroit
Buffalo and ClevelanrI for all sections of
the country. Rail tickets accepted and
automobiles carried do to 25% reduction
in rate this year). Gas must be removed.
Wireless aboard.

For reservations and further informa-
tion addrexs R. G. Stoddard, Gen.
Pass, and Ticket Agt, Detroit, Mich.

Detroit & Cleveland Navigation Co.
A. A. Schantz,
Pres. & Gtn.Mgr.

J. T. McMillan
Vict-Pres.

\

COOK'S
TRAVELERS' CHEQUES

In Dollars or Pounds Sterling

SAFETY . LIQUIDITY - CONVENIENCE

Holders enjoy all the inestimahle adnjan-

tages inherent in our netiuork of150 offices

and our ivorld-ivide hanking connections

New York
Chicafo Philadelphia Boston San FranciKO
LoaADgelea Montreal Toronto Vancouver

L
THOMt\S TOOK «;^>ON

"

—

T«Avam,5«fauU0R'MnV'DO\U\i;«i(|fci,'

(-fW-.r"T^_r- <• ^' .SV ..-.1- -; -< v.- * r^..^l^^-^. ,>'7r^l --'

New South
— where an Attractive Yield

Awaits Conservati've In'vestors

THE SOUTH of today— with its

steady growth and diversified inter-

ests— has a real message for investors

who desire as high a yield as conserv-

atism and safety will permit. Realizing

that the South faces a new epoch of de-
velopment, Caldwell & Company, nationally

recognized as one of the South's important bank-
ing institutions offering Southern Municipal
Bonds, now also offer First Mortgage Bonds
to yield 7% (in denominations of $100, $500
and $1000) secured by income-earning proper-

ties of the highest type in Southern cities of

impregnable commercial position.

Which Booklet
Shall We Send You?

For years the name of

Caldwell has been iden-

tified with conservative

Southern banking. In-

vestors will appreciate
the value of its association

with 7% First Mortgage
Bonds just as heartilyas theyhave favored its offer-

ings of well-known Southern Municipal Bonds.
An interesting booklet telling "The NewSouth's
Message to the Conservative Investor" will be
of interest to you—whether you are a large or
small investor. This booklet is ready to be sent

to you, together with a supplementary booklet

explaining about either of the two classes of

securities in which you are most interested.

Coupon for Your Use
In using the coupon below, check which of

these two forms of Southern Investments in-

terests you. In addition to an interesting book-
let relating to either specific form of investment

you will also receive the important booklet

pictured above, "The New South 's Message
to the Conservative Investor, " containing an

accurate, comprehensive sur-

TO » «ij--«5^^^ vey of the South' s economic
ii<

f
''liSf^jjfr status and its unusual invest-

' '<>:. .;«»« ment opportunities.

Caldwell &. Company
Dept. 77 Nashville, Tenn.

Offices in Seven Important Cities

CALDWELL & COMPANY
Dept. 77, Nashville, Tenn.

Gentlemen: Flease send me your booklet, "The New
.Soiith's Message to the Conservative Investor," tos:ether
with your booklet on the form of security I have checked
below.

Nar.

D Caldwell First
Mortgasre Bonds

D Southern
Mut icipal Bonds

thought, fancy, and verbiage. How they
do go on, as the days go by, about all

the things Mr. Wells is interested in!

Matters are arranged on the basis of
a delightful game, in which Sir Rich-
mond and Miss Grammont, as Man and
Woman, imaginatively recreate the
world. A half serious game: "You
really think," said Miss Grammont,
"that it would be possible to take this
confused old world and reshape it, set
it marching toward that new world of
yours—of two hundred and fifty million
fully developed, beautiful and happy
people?" "Why not? Nobody is doing
anything with the world except muddle
about. Why not give it a direction?"
"You'd take it in your hands like clay?"
"Obdurate clay with a sort of recalci-

trant, unintelligent life of its own."

And so on. There are pages of this
animated, suggestive, Wellsian suppos-
ing and make-believe, mingled with a
shadovi^y-warm amour between the phil-

osophising pair, never quite fulfilled.

Miss Grammont, having served her turn
as interlocutress, vanishes into the
benevolent space which has produced
her; and Sir Richmond's few remaining
days are surrounded by the influences
or inhibitions of his two other women.
Over the closing scene, in which the
brilliant mistress breaks down over Sir
Richmond's body, hangs the glamour
of that powerful sentimentality which
now and then in Wells has almost the
effect of tragic emotion. . . . No mod-
ern novel-reader will care to miss this
book—or will carry away any fresh,

im.pression of Wells from it.

H. W. BOYNTON

Books to Read Again
Hints for Summer Reading
Here are some of the older books

—

a
few of them are ancient classics. For
travelers and campers, for reading on
ship-board or on the train, the editions
recommended are, whenever possible.

Business Prosperity in

Sight

THE near and certain approach of
general business prosperity in this

country was forecast in a statement
made public last week by the Harvard
University Economic Service, the ac-

curacy of whose forecasts ever since

the service was begun has given them
a position of peculiar authority among
business men.

"Business is now well advanced,"
says the Service, "in the phase of the

economic cycle known as recovery, and
characterized by easy money, specula-

tive activity, and an increase- in whole-
sale prices. These developments show
clearly the soundness of the advance
so far made, and indicate that the re-

covery now in progress will develop into

general business prosperity.

"A possible coal shortage during the

summer months, or a tie-up of railroad

traffic due to the strike of railroad

labor, may result in temporary set-
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those in the popular libraries—handy
in size and low in price.

[The prices quoted for Ererifmaii'g
Library aud The World C/a.s-xiVs are

for the cloth editiox.^. The leather edi-

tio}is cost, respectively, S1.60 and $1.50
per voliiine.'\

Autobiography of Benvenuto
Cellini. Button. (Every-
man's Library) $ .80

One of the best of autobioarraphies,

by one of the greatest artists and ras-

cals of his day.

Leaves of Gr.\ss .\M) Democratic
Vistas, by "VValt Whitman.
Button. Everyman's Library.^ .80

Salammbo, by Gustave Flaubert.
Brentano's. The Lotus Li-

brary 1.50

Extraordinarily vivid nnd learned
novel of ancient Carthage.

The Prince and the Pauper, by
Mark Twain. Harper $2.00

Excellent novel of plot and adven-
ture, neglected by many readers who
think it is a juvenile book.

Montcalm and Wolfe, by Francis
Parkman. Little, Brown. 2
Vols $5.50

Bramatic historical work, reaching
its climax in the death of the two
heroes.

The Rime of the Ancient Mar-
iner, by S. T. Coleridge. But-
ton. Kings' Treasuries ....

The human imagfination at its

most peak.

The Latin Quarter, by Henri
Murger. Brentano's. The
Lotus Library $1.50

Schies de la Vie de Boheme. The
invention and origin of the Latin Quar-
ter myth. A tender, sentimental, amus-
ing book; the discovery of an imagi-
nary land, which its inhabitants then
proceeded to create.

(Continved on page 28)

backs. Such factors have no^, in the
past, had lasting effects and should
not now be expected to reverse the gen-
eral movement. Only when the finan-
cial strain resulting from business ex-
pansion begins to make itself felt need
we look forward to such a reversal;
and this development is obviously not
to be expected until a very much
greater business expansion occurs than
has so far taken place."

Anticipating a continued rise in

wholesale prices, the forecast says:
"The conclusion that further advance
will follow may be supported on two
grounds—the customary sequence of
fundamental economic movements, and
the duration of former periods of price
advance." Pointing out in detail that
in the four great upswings of whole-
sale prices since 1900, the minimum
period was nineteen months, the fore-

cast notes the much shorter period of
the present rise, and says that the
evidence from former business cycles

points definitely to a continuance of

the present upward movement.
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top-

'1'hf. Collector and the Art Critic. The Collector may
be attracted to a certain picture, but he needs the judgment
of an experienced and reliable Art Critic when he buys for

intrinsic values.

The
Art of Judging Investments

THE SECURITIES brought to your attention

may or may not have intrinsic value.

Careful investors who practice the art of choos-

ing well-secured bonds consult an organization

whose investment information and experience is

both wide and thorough.

Make yourself and your investment needs known

at any one of The National City Company offices

in 50 leading cities. We shall be glad to give you

the benefit of our carefully considered recommen-

dations for the investment of your funds. Or, if

you wish, our Current List will be sent on request.

The National City Company
National City Bank Building, New York /^^^

Offices in more than jO leading cities throughout the IVorld

BONDS SHORT TERM NOTES ACCEPTANCES

feXWe'*^ right on the ground

.

^^^
FIRST FARM

'""" MORTGAGES
Large expert investing
institutions — the great
Insurance Companies

—

have long recognized
First Farm Mortgages as highly de-
sirable for safe investment. The
individual investor will do well to
follow their lead. Lower interest
rates are coming; but we are still

able to offer choice First Farm
Mortgages to net T'/c. Send for
pamphlet "W" and current offerings.

^ E.U. LANDER & CO. _
lESTABLISHEO laea-CAPITALaSLKJPLUS S500.00O.05]GWAND FORKS, NOPTH PiVKOrA. " ^

The United States
Life Insurance
Company

in the City of New York

Organized 1850. Non-Participating
Policies only. Over Forty-five

Million Dollars Paid to Policyhold-

ers.

John P. Munn, M. D.. President.

Good territory open for high das';, personal
producers, under direct contracts with the
Company. Address Home Office, 105 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.
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four ^uide io Coloi^do/
Send for this book. Read it carefulltg pairing

special attention to the illustrations. Ijou will

then be able to plan ijour summer outinq in^

lelligentlij. Sent tuithout charge upon receipt

of coupon. California folder also mailed u?hen

requested. Fill out and mark the coupon;
mail it toda\).

(jrealli] Reduced Fares
The loujest in ijears; placing Colorado. California, the
National Parks and uacation grounds o{ the UPest luithin

your oasij roach.

XOe shall bo glad lo plan ijour trip, adoiso Xfon about
its cost, and furnish dotailod information about Rock
Island seruice — the Qolden Siaie 'Limiled, to and
from California; the Rockq Mountain Limited and
other fast Rock Island trains to and from Colorado.

Comfort and courlesy are your fellow travelers on the

Rock Island Lines
Mr. L. M. Alton, Uico President

Rock Island Linos
777 La Salle Station. Chicago

Please mail mo, u^ithout charge, \jour

publication on
G Colorado D California

[Check the boot or boofes you desire]

AN INCOME FOR UFE
Of all the liivestnient oppoitiitiitics offered there

are few indeed not open to criticism. Absolute
safety i.s the first reauisite and adenuate and uni-
form return equally important, and these seem
incompatible. Aside from government bonds, the
return under which is small, there Is notliing n^ore
sure and certain tlian an annuity with the
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, hy
which the income guaranteed for a certain lifetime
is larger by far than would be earned on an equal
amount deposited in an institution for savings, or
invested in securities giving reasonable safety. Thus
a payment of $5,000 Ijy a man aged 67 would pro-
viije an annual income of $(>l!3.(i0 absolutely beyond
fiuestion of doubt. The Aimuitv Departmeril.
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, New
York, will give advice as to tlie return at any age,
male or female.

DIVIDEND NOTICE OF THE

American Light & Traction Co.

The Board of Directors of the above Company
at a mcotinc held July 5th, 1922, declared a
CASH dividend of IV2 I'er Cent, on the Prefern-d
Stock, and CASH dividend of 1 Per Cent, on the
Common Stock, and a dividend at the rate of one
share of Common Stock on every One Hundreci
(100) shares of Common Stock outstauding, all
payable AuKUst 1st, 1922.
The Transfer Books wiU close at 3 o'clock I'.

M. on July 14th, 1922. and will reopen at 10
o'clock A. M. on July 28th, 1922.

C. N. JKLLIFFE, Secretary.

WESTINCHOUSE ELECTRIC
& M.VIVI KAt'l'l UIXG COMPAW

A Dividend of two per cent. (.$1.00 per share)
on the COMMON Sto<'k of this Company for the
quarter eudint; June 30, 1922, will be paid July
31, 1922, to Stockholders of record as of June
30, 1922. H. F. BAETZ, Treasurer.

Nevir York, June 21, 1922.

in New^ Me2dco and Arilona Rockies
by saddle and pacK.team oi attto

'Vou^hine' it de luxe."

Explore unbeaten trails across
snowy mountains and alongrush-
ing trout streams. Traverse vir-

gin forests and colorful canyons.
Unusual Southwest outings. See
the Indians of the Painted Desert
and their weird ceremonies, in-

cluding the Snake Dance. Will
gladly help plan your trip.

c4sk for

"OfftheBeatenPath"

folder, containing maps, pictures,

itineraries and approximate cost.

W. J. BLACK, Pass. Traff. Mgr.
Santa Fe System Lines

1155 Railway Exchange CHICAGO

Books to Read Again
{Continued froin page 27)

An Inland Voyage and Travels
WITH A Donkey, by R. L. Ste-
venson. Dutton. Everyman's
Library % .80

The Pilgrim's Progress, by John
Bunyan. Dutton. Everyman's
Library 80

The History of Pendennis, by
W. M. TTiackeray. Oxford
University Press. The World's
Classics 80

Le Morte d'ArthuIv, by Sir Thomas
Malory. Dutton. Everyman's
Library 80

A book that Mark Twain loved.

The Bible in Spain, by George
Borrow. Dutton. Everyman's
Library 80

The Mikado and Other Plays,
by W. S. Gilbert. Boni. Mod-
ern Library 95

Meditations of Marcus Aure-
Lius. Haldeman-Julius 10

Montaigne's Essays. Bohn's Pop-
ular Library. Harcourt $1.00

The War in the Air, by H. G.
Wells. Boni. Modern Library .95

Tom Jones, by Henry Fielding.
Dutton. Everyman's Library .80

Hesperides and Noble Numbers,
by Robert Herrick. Dutton.
Everyman's Library 80

Passages from the American
Note-Books of Nathaniel
Hawthorne. Houghton Mif-
flin 2.25

The Odyssey, rendered into Eng-
lish prose for the use of those
who cannot read the original,

by Samuel Butler. Longman's.

Poems, by William Blake. Boni.
Modem Library 95

The Moonstone, by Wilkie Collins.

Harper.

Still the best detective novel.

Dialogues of Plato. Haldeman-
Julius 10

The Adventures of Peregrine
Pickle, by Tobias Smollett.

Bohn's Standard Library. Har-
court 1.00

Wonderfully modern, these old nov-
elists—eh, what?

Walden, by Henry D. Thoreau.
Oxford University Press. The
World's Classics $ .80

The Golden Treasury of Songs
and Lyrics, by F. T. Pal-
grave. Everyman's Library. .80

Plutarch's Lives. Bohn's Popu-
lar Library, Harcourt 1.00

Dracula, by Bram Stoker. Double-
day

The Mayor of Casterbridge, by
Thomas Hardy. Boni. Mod-
ern Library 95

Elsie Venner, by O. W. Holmes.
Houghton Mifflin
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"A free American lum the right to work without any other's leave"

THE American principle, that a free man need

ask no one's permission to do any lawful

labor he chooses, cannot in these time be too often

declared ; and President Harding's restatement of

it last week is timely and wholesome. We call

this the American principle. Yet there has already

grown up under the shadow of trade union ac-

tivity the un-American doctrine that the majority

of workers in any trade—or even a minority, if it

can threaten enough—may properly compel a man
to refrain from work he would like to undertake.

It is not necessary to over-stress a few instances

of shocking violence in order to maintain that with-

out intimidation the coal strike could not continue.

In the railroad strike, the thousands of involuntary

strikers who have gone back into the shops have

had to go for that purpose to towns where they are

not known, and are unlikely to be recognized by

other rrfembers of their unions, with whose policy

they at heart disagree. Labor union coercion

and oppression have spread too far already, and in

too large a degree what we have called the Amer-
ican principle of a free man's right to work where
he will has been reduced to a bit of empty rhetoric.

It is time, not merely for a new declaration, but

for a new and practical assertion, of American in-

dependence of such an oppression.

REMISSION of the Allied debts to America—
especially of the French debt—has assumed

within the past few weeks more of the aspect of

a live practical issue than it has had at any pre-

vious time. There has been, all along, a strong

and even ardent conviction on the part of many
of the foremost men in our national life that those

debts ought to be cancelled. The conviction has

rested both on grounds of right and on grounds

of expediency. It has been repeatedly pressed in

these columns. The hope of something being ac-

tually accomplished has been enormously quickened

by the reports of prospective remission of the

French debt to Great Britain. Cancellation, par-

tial or complete, of the Allied debt to us would be

a superb stroke of statesmanship. It could do

more to restore the world's tranquillity and pros-

perity—including our own—than can easily be re-

alized in the imagination. It would impose no per-

ceptible burden on our present finances—since it

is only in the distant future, if at all, that the debts

could be paid—but its quickening and restora-

tive effects would be felt at once, through the im-

provement in Europe's desolating state of mind.

What statesman will make himself the leader in

this beneficent programme?

THE officer strength of the army (now about

12,000) must, under the latest Army Ap-

propriation Act, be reduced by 2,500. A "pluck-

ing board" has been appointed to select the unfor-

tunate 2,500. The legislation may be thought a

necessity ; but, if a necessity, it is one which spells

tragedy and humiliation to hundreds of officers

who, through close concentration for many years

on the technical duties of their profession, have
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hopelessly handicapped themselves for success in

civil life. These officers would not have chosen

the military profession except on the understand-

ing that they would not be discharged so long as

they rendered honest and efficient service, and that,

provided their service had been honest and faith-

ful, they would be retired with a decent competence

after a term of service fixed by law. In face of

the action by Congress, any young man with a

passion for a career in the regular army should

think twice before embarking thereon. If he has

What's a mere trifle of 2500 officers?

the temperament for that profession, he should be

well content to renounce hope of wealth, freedom

of movement, and variety, but he will be justified

in refusing to face the hazard of finding himself

mid-way of his career or even farther on, returned

penniless, desperately handicapped in the struggle

for existence, and discredited (for to be plucked

is, in effect, to be discredited), to civil life. It is

not claimed that any considerable number of the

2,500 to be "plucked" are inefficient or otherwise

unfit to retain their commissions. Congress has

acted in bad faith.

THE Nebraska State Primaries afford another

illustration of the truth that local issues play

a much larger part in primaries th-an in elections.

The break-up of the long over-lordship of William

Jennings Bryan, and the triumph of the Hitchcock

faction in the Democratic party ; the lapsing of the

Bull Moose party, which was particularly numer-

ous in Nebraska; the strong prohibition senti-

ment—strong enough to elect a Prohibition Gov-

ernor in 1918; the inauguration this year of a

new Progressive party; and the by no means
negligible strength of the Non-Partisan League,

are among the elements that tend to scatter the

Nebraska primary vote far more than it will be

scattered in the November election. By and large,

in spite of these diversities that make a great

noise close at hand, the State has but one political

complexion ; it is overwhelmingly Progressive. The
success of R. B. Howell of Omaha in winning the

Republican nomination for the United States Sen-

atorship is, therefore, an entirely logical result.

It is, moreover, welcome as indicating the return

to the Republican ranks of the great body of Bull

Moose Progressive votes, and would seem to leave

the newly formed Progressive party in Nebraska
but a small foundation on which to stand.

Mr. Howell was personally very strong in the

more populous centers. Not a few Bryan Demo-
crats not reconciled to Mr. Hitchcock undoubtedly

enrolled under his banner. In what esteem Mr.

Howell is held by those who know him well, is

shown by the action of one of Omaha's leading

lawyers, Mr. Warren Switzler, until recently an
ardent Democrat. In order to record his vote for

Mr. Howell at the primaries, he changed his regis-

tration to Republican. Speaking for himself and
his wife, he said, "Mr. Howell, we think, is four-

square, straight, able, and devoid of equivocation

on any subject, and we believe he would be an honor

to the State in the office which he seeks." Mr.

Howell made his reputation in his campaign for

economical and efficient management of public

utilities.

Senator Hitchcock's easy victory in the Demo-
cratic primaries, again shows his strength with

that party in Nebraska. Nebraska is one of those

States in which an equal representation of women
on party committees is compulsory, and the eager-

ness with which women campaigned for these com-

mittee positions was one of the features of the

primary.

YOUNG Mr. Garland, after a great deal of back-

ing and filling as to whether he should accept

his million-dollar legacy, has now set aside eight

hundred thousand of it in order to create an Amer-
ican Fund For Public Service. Although his an-

nouncement of the donation is in polite language,

he implies that the money as it came to him was

tainted and that it is now to be purified by being

turned to "the advantage of all." It is, of course,

a question whether tainted money can be purified

by tainted ideas. We wonder whether there may
not be taint upon taint upon taint as it reaches the

hands of the administrators of this Fund. For,

Money exalted "to the advantage of all"

be it known, they are all "liberals." Now, we have

some respect for self-confessed enemies of the ex-

isting order, because they are acting above-board.

But when men and women refuse to label them-

selves Socialists and yet welcome the doings of the

I. W. W. ; when they refuse to be known as Com-
munists and yet can never find it in their hearts

to criticise Lenin and Trotsky; when they have no

new scheme of society to propose and yet con-

tinually sneer at our present system, we suspect

them of being either insincere or shallow. The

most sinister thing about the Fund in question is

that its purposes and activities will be described
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in the most seductive language. How many there

will be to rejoice that the money is "to promote

experimental agencies for public welfare !"

ANOTHER significant evidence of the intelli-

gently practical part that women are play-

ing in political life is afforded by a resolution of

the Women's Republican State Executive Commit-
tee of New York, which called attention to the fact

that the State Primary Law does not provide for

the instruction of delegates to the State conven-

tions. In other words, the delegate is a responsible

representative, not a rubber-stamp. "To this end,"

says the resolution, "the delegates should go to the

convention with open minds." (Fortunately, they

did not say with empty minds.) The resolution is

refreshingly interesting as one more illustration of

the vitality of the representative idea that is at

the foundation of the American system of govern-

ment.

THERE is much secret rejoicing these days. The
reason for it is two-fold. First, because of

the remarkable showing made at the National Open

Golf Tournament by that valorous old grandfather,

John Black. If Black is only in his forties, he is

a grandfather, and^that is sufficient to place him on

the side of age. Secondly, because of the way in

which two other old men, Herd and Taylor, are

marching over golf courses, through wind and
weather, doing their thirty-six holes a day, and
giving the young fellows the games of their

lives. Both of these men are venerable quinqua-

genarians. How age has perked up under the in-

fluence of these examples! The habit had been

strong to grant to youth its victories, along with

its self-assurance and arrogance. Now that age

has stunning victories to its credit, let us hope it

will not assume insolence. But did you ever talk to

a septuagenarian just after he had "brokn eighty?"

Convalescing From a Great Light

IT
is wonderful to have seen a great light—but

it is terrible too. Nothing looks the same
thereafter and even plain objects are made to

dazzle by the after-image. This is our trouble to-

day. Dissatisfaction with things as they are is

everywhere.

The great light was, of course, the vision of an
almost-perfect world, kept almost perfect by a
huge international machine. The machine was as

easy to visualize as was that other great engine
built by Joseph Chamberlin when he proposed to

bind the British Empire together by means of dis-

criminatory tariffs against non-Britishers. How
hard to resist the spell of that seductive plan? It

was easy to imagine the lanes of cargoes leading

back and forth from the British colonies to the

mother country, as well as the stormy seas ahead
for other nations which should struggle against
this big competition. For years after Chamberlin's
defeat there were many who laid all difficulties

to the fact that the plan did not receive a trial.

The situation today is analogous. In the case of

the radicals and the self-styled "liberals" there is

bitter disappointment because, to their minds, Com-
munism has not had a fair chance. The One Big
Union which was in a way to be established has
been cruelly thwarted by Governments that insisted

first upon being "shown."
Then there are the many who, while being en-

tirely out of sympathy with such revolutionary in-

ternationalism, have only a half-hearted interest in

present happenings, for the reason that the United

States failed to join the League of Nations. Even

many of those who voted against the Democratic

programme in 1920 are still moving about in a

dream. Such has been the effect upon them of the

much talk about a new world. Nothing as it is

seems right to them, and their mood is cantanker-

ous. After assisting at a many-ringed circus, it is

natural that a mere side-show should appear flat

and unprofitable.

Let us look at certain facts. In 1920 the United

States voted overwhelmingly against entering the

League of Nations on the terms offered by Presi-

dent Wilson. For it is childish to suppose that a

majority of seven millions could have been obtained

merely by a campaign of hate—which is the charge

brought by speech-makers. If Lincoln's words,

"you can't fool all the people all the time," mean
anything, they mean that in the case of an issue

which was so fully thrashed out, you couldn't fool

sixteen million people at the end of a two-year

campaign. In a word, enough of these sixteen mil-

lions who voted for Harding thought out the issues

for themselves to explode the hatred myth. And it

ill befits even zealots in these difficult days to say,

in effect: "If you won't play our way, we won't

play at all." A democracy would soon go down
to destruction if that spirit were strongly engen-

dered. Nor is it right for those who voted the
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Republican ticket in 1920 to sulk, not because any
definite plans of theirs are not being carried out,

but simply because the big experience of our active

contact with Europe has left them bewildered. The
need of the times is for cooperation, and first

of cooperation in our domestic affairs, if this

country is ever to be in a position to work well with

the rest of the world.

It is, indeed, a wonderful thing to have seen a

great light. No one with any imagination could

have failed at the close of the war to picture as a

coming reality a much better order of international

relations than that then existent. The horrors of

the war, because of their very excess, made the

proposal to do away with all war appear entirely

reasonable. Reason, working through political

machinery set up for the purpose of making inter-

national conference easy, was to take the place of

force. This, nearly everyone must concede, is a

practicable ideal. If it is ever abandoned, then all

may feel that a definite step backward has been
taken.

What was not fully appreciated after the armis-

tice, and what is even now not fully appreciated, is

the solid fact that when great opportunity knocks
at the door it is of the utmost importance that some
progress shall be made then and there. If a crime
was committed, it was the crime of being unwilling

to compromise a plan which had no chance what-
ever of being put through without compromise.
The result was a stunning blow to widespread
noble aspirations, cherished quite as much by the

great body of Mr. Wilson's opponents as by his sup-

porters. Fortunately, the Washington Conference
has renewed the hope of better understandings

internationally, and further progress will eventu-

ally be made along the lines suggested by Presi-

dent Harding's association of nations. But it will

take time and a new set of opportunities to get

the country back into a position where it can work
internationally with the effectiveness with which
it might have worked three years ago. And the

way to go about it is not, in our judgment, to keep
interrogating the Secretary of State concerning his

attitude toward the League of Nations. That
serves only to revive the atmosphere of the old

animosities. Nor is there a ghost of a chance that

the League of Nations can be made a principal

issue in the coming elections.

Meanwhile it is the duty of all good citizens,

especially in dealing with home affairs, to buckle

down to realities and to throw off the cantankerous
mood which has made even the important con-

cerns of this large country appear puny and unin-

viting. To change the figure from the "great

light," we have been listening to the music of the

spheres—which is a noble thing to do provided that

one can do it and still go about one's business with
a reasonable sense of realities. But that seems to

be within the power of angels only.

Shall the People Rule?

STIFF insistence on issues of "principle" in

industrial disputes with private employers

often cause difficulties that could be avoided

without harm to either party. What makes it

usually practicable to dodge such obstructive line-

ups on "principle" is the fact that an apparent

yielding by either side does not create a precedent

of any lasting effect. It is common in such private

disputes for one side or the other to yield a prin-

ciple tacitly, both parties realizing that the con-

cession is only temporary, and may be revoked by
a shift in the bargaining powers of the contenders,

or for other reasons.

But this does not hold true in industrial dis-

putes involving public authority over wages and
working conditions. The action of Government
wage boards is like the action of the courts in that

it is the application of a preconceived theory of

relations to a specific case; and in both wage and
legal decisions precedent has almost decisive

weight.

It is for this reason that we look with concern

on the reports current as this is written, that the

railroad shop strike may be settled by the roads

taking back the strikers with their seniority rights

unimpaired. Such a course would create a prece-

dent whose ultimate mischievousness seems to be

quite too little appreciated. The Washington
Administration has announced that it would "up-

hold the authority of the Labor Board" with every

power at its command—and it is indeed essential

to the protection of the public that this should be

done. We see, however, in the (as yet) unofficial

plan to make peace by restoring the seniority

rights of the strikers, not a maintaining of the

authority of the Labor Board, but a sure advance

towards destroying it utterly; and along with that,

an impairment of the general public authority that

it will be difficult to make good in the future.

To avoid interruption of railroad transportation

by strikes was (and we suppose still is) the sole

reason for having the Labor Board. The Trans-

portation Act, and the creation of the Board under

it, was an expression of the public will to end rail-

road strikes. The shopmen defied that expression

of the public will—which is just as fully a "law"

as any other expression of the public will through

legislation. It is now proposed that the strikers

shall not only be pardoned for what the country

generally and rightly considers an inexcusable

offence against the public safety, and shall be re-

stored to all the privileges they would have had

if they had stuck to their duty; but the new
employees who prevented the strike from working

public disaster shall be thrown out of their places.

Even more—and worse—the pardoned and rein-

stated strikers are to be assured that the Labor

Board will at once reconsider their case—to what
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end? Obviously and inevitably to the end that

the Board shall grant, after a strike which it

characterized in substance as a desertion of a

public duty, wage demands it has already found

to be unreasonable, taking this action in response

to the pressure of an illegal strike.

This, it seems to us. is to abandon body and

soul the principle of public control of railroad labor

disputes. The shopmen were not willing to have

their wages reduced. They struck
—"removed

themselves from the jurisdiction of the Labor
Board." Now they are willing to come back if

they are given immunity from punishment, and if

they are given a tacit assurance that they have

won by their illegal strike at least a part of what
the Board refused to their arguments and evi-

dence. It seems to us something approaching an

excessive, and it is assuredlj' a short-sighted,

timidity that dictates this surrender of the public

right and authority for fear that if the shopmen
are not at once placated other railroad unions will

also strike ! In other words, we must discredit

the law, and offer a premium to other unlawful

strikes—unlawful desertions of the public service

—why?—of all things in the realm of illogic, to

avoid another unlawful strike! We should accom-

plish the direct opposite.

What has happened to the backbone of the

American people since last October? Then, w^hen

the men who actually run the trains called a strike,

the country rose in one solid wall of determined

opposition, and the intending strikers dared not

carry out their threat. Now, with the shopmen's

strike on the point of collapsing, we must make it

at least a partial success—because we fear a coal

shortage next winter. There is, you see, another

strike. Another interstate labor monopoly pre-

vents the mining of the margin of coal beyond the

non-union output that is needed for our factories

and our household comfort. Two attempts are

made by organized labor on the very life of the

nation—and against them we stoutly assert our

right to live? We say, "The whole is greater than

a part, and the whole people will insist, noiv, on
the rights of the whole people?" "Not"—to use

a very apposite bit of slang
—

"not so as you'd

notice it." no. Anything to keep warm. There-

fore let us have peace—at any price.

The only way to prevent strikes against the

public is to make every such strike a dead failure

as an instrument of coercion. When it doesn't

pay to strike against the public, strikes against

the public will conie to an end—and not before

then. The shopmen struck because their leaders

hoped to coerce the public into granting what the

public's formally accredited agent for that purpose

(the Labor Board) had refused to grant. And the

shopmen struck for another reason also, because

their leaders believed that the public would be

unable or unwilling to prevent the United Mine

Workers from imposing a coal famine upon the

country, if the shopmen interfered sulhciently with

the transportation of non-union coal. The shop-

men's strike was not only an unlawful attack on

the vital service of the railroads; it was part of a

conspiracy with the coal miners to coerce the

country with the threat of industrial paralysis

and the cold of winter.

The issue as we see it is as we stated it in the

last number of this journal—the issue of Labor

against The People. Every other (juestion—of

wages, hours, and conditions—is dwarfed into in-

significance by this one. Shall The People rule?

This is the real issue before the country. How
are we going to decide it?

Upon Emerging From a

Bath of Shelley

ON July 8, one hundred years ago, Shelley was
drowned ; Shelley, one of the two greatest of

"the inheritors of unfulfilled renown" in

literature, the other being Keats. It is meet that

we paj' him our humble tribute.

In youth we were all ardent Shelleyites, but in

the long struggle with the Philistines which is the

lot of most of us in middle life, w^e are apt to omit

the reading of Shelley. If, then, midway of one's

career or later, one falls to reading him again,

belike one will find oneself, after a mad career

through interstellar space, ending in a bath of

rainbow-spray to wash off the star-dust, com-

pletely rid of Philistine defilement. That is one

of Shelley's glories—he is the most sovereign of

antidotes to the Philistines.

We agree with Browning that, in the case of

Shelley, more perhaps than in the case of any

other poet, we wish to know the man. For Shel-

ley makes the most lofty pretensions. He claims

to enlist his poetical powers "in the cause of a lib-

eral and comprehensive morality; and in the view

of kindling within the bosom of his readers a vir-

tuous enthusiasm for those doctrines of liberty

and justice, that faith and hope in something

good, which neither violence nor misrepresenta-

tion nor prejudice can ever totally extinguish

among mankind." We wish to know of the as-

serter of such pretensions whether he was sincere

and whether his life was on the whole conformable

thereto.

We cannot stop to "chatter about Harriet." We
are willing to admit that Shelley was greatly to

blame in that melancholy affair. But the Shelley

of the Harriet episode was the merest boy, and we
go heartily with Browning and Bagehot and Mat-

thew Arnold as to the man Shelley who emerged

from that episode. "Whatever Shelley was, he

was with an admirable sincerity. It was not al-

ways truth that he thought and spoke; but in the
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purity of truth he spoke and thought always,"

says Browning in his fuliginous way. And Bage-

hot (a "hard-boiled" one) in a delightful passage

finds that, "driven by a singular passion across a

tainted region, Shelley retains no taint." Most

important of all, Matthew Arnold, who in his Shel-

ley essay figures as a male super-counterpart of

Mrs. Grundy, admits, after sundry belittling

reflections, that Shelley is, when all's said, a

"beautiful angel," with "luminous wings." With
these testimonies the reader may safely spare him-

self the boredom of reading Dowden's Life of the

poet, assured that Shelley's poetry is "the very

radiance and aroma of his personality," a person-

ality as beautiful, perhaps, as any of which we
have record: really angelic. For Shelley was al-

most incredibly generous and self-sacrificing

(doing most of his kindnesses by stealth)
,
gracious

and considerate, without arrogance or egotism or

vanity of authorship, "the friend of the unfriended

poor," and, in Bagehot's words, possessed by "an

insatiable craving after the highest truth." It is

pleasant to be able to add that he was physically

the most intrepid of men, as testified by Byron and

that "tall man of his hands," Trelawney.

Well, did he attain to the highest truth? No,

of course not. He himself was foremost to admit

that. Remember, he was only twenty-nine when
he died. But he was making marvelous speed to-

wards the highest truth if Browning is to be be-

lieved, and that devout Catholic Francis Thompson
(whose essay on Shelley is one of the best, as

Browning's is one of the worst, examples of Eng-
lish prose style). But we lack space to discuss

the metaphysical and religious and political aspects

of Shelley's genius.

That was an unfortunate moment when Matthew
Arnold unbosomed himself of his famous mot
about Shelley: "In poetry, no less than in life,

he" [Shelley] "is a beautiful and ineffectual angel,

beating in the void his luminous wings in vain."

And elsewhere Arnold remarks: "Shelley is not

a classic." We shall not argue the matter, we
shall give him the lie direct. Shelley is a classic,

and he was and is effectual in the highest sense.

If to have written, as he did, a body of lyric poetry

entitling him to the style of supreme lyrist of the

world; if to have written, as he did, incomparably

the best chamber tragedy since Shakespeare—we
mean, of course, "The Cenci" ; if to have written,

as he did, the most beautiful of elegies (for so with

Francis Thompson we consider "Adonais") ; if to

be, as he was, in Landor's words "incomparably

the most elegant, graceful, and harmonious of the

prose-writers" of his age ; if to have done all this,

and before the age of thirty, does not entitle Shel-

ley to the title of "classic" and to be deemed in a

very extraordinary sense effectual, we are far out

in our reckoning.

What, then, is the explanation of Arnold's mot?

Either a defect of the critical faculty, or something

else. Something else, surely. Could it have been

envy—subconscious envy of those Shelleian char-

acteristics which were so lacking to himself

—

spontaneity, lyric ecstasy, opulence?

If we were asked to designate those Shelleian

excellencies which are most distinctive, one selec-

tion would certainly be his unrivalled power of

giving life to abstractions, "to airy nothing a local

habitation and a name." This power is beautifully

displayed in the familiar lyric "The Cloud." An-
other would be his power (assimilating him to the

great Chinese painters) of conveying to words, as

they to canvas, the "ideated" forms of things as

apprehended by the "inner eye" ; and a third would

be his unique power (remarked by himself in one

of his prefaces) of apprehending and conveying

remote analogies. Of which last power the follow-

ing is a bewitching example. [From "Prometheus

Unbound." Panthea and lone have been listening

to the Spirits of the Earth and Moon singing] :

Panthea: I rise as from a bath of sparking water,

A batli of azure light, among dark rocks.

Out of the stream of sound.

lone: -^li n^e ! sweet sister,

The stream of sound has ebbed away from us,

And you pretend to rise out of its wave,
Because your words fall like the clear, soft dew
Shaken from a bathing wood-nymph's limbs and hair.

THE Rand School of Social Science, in New York,

has long been under fire. Now that the Ap-

pellate Division has upheld the Lusk Law, which

provides that institutions teaching doctrines inimi-

cal to the government of the country or advocating

the overthrow of government shall not receive a

license, there is more trouble brewing. Although

we are entirely out of agreement with the body

of views taught at the Rand School, the pressure

brought to bear upon the school by the Lusk Law
is, in our judgment, the height of folly. What, for

instance, is "the government of the country" if not

the crystallization of the will of the majority as

expressed through orderly legislative channels?

And how can the majority determine what its will

is if not by discussion? We have too great faith

in the vigor of our democracy to be willing to spare

it the knocks of fist-shaking radicals. These are

the days of peace, when freedom of speech is the

best of safety-valves. During the war the country

had a special task to perform which might have

been seriously jeopardized if every free-thinker

had been permitted to hire a hall. Those days,

happily, are over.

THE man in the street who goes through two

weeks of jury duty on trivial cases comes

back to his usual work with little respect for the

dignity or economy of the law. In Chicago there

is a court of small claims where a judge alone

makes quick work of trifles with common-sense

judgments. That pattern is worth copying.
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Where Are the Economists?
By Frederick W. Burrows

ARE we receiving today from the trained econo-

mists that guidance in matters of principle to

which we are entitled? Or has their study

of special problems and the extension of their

command over the data on which these may be deter-

mined been of late so absorbing a pursuit that the

public is being left to settle great matters of economic

principle practically without the guidance of scientific

economic thought? I believe such to be the case, and
hence this brief article which may be looked on not as

a specialist's discussion, but as a layman's appeal. To
me it is little short of appalling that we should be

settling the issues involved in these two great strikes

now disturbing our economic and social life without the

guidance of the scientific economist as to the real

principles on which, consciously or unconsciously, for

our weal or our woe, we are assuming a position. And
how much larger is our need for guidance as to the

principles at stake in our handling of certain prob-

lems of world trade, and of the restoration of European
finance, problems which we are settling by our attitude

here in America—if by nothing more than that we have

no conscious attitude. For the solution of these great

problems we need something else than accumulations

of fact, however scientifically gathered. Ah but, says

an economist much devoted to the improvement of

statistical information, "consequences are in the world

of fact." True enough, nor can we too much emphasize

that admonition to our weak and sentimental human
nature. The facts will determine the results.

Who then would quarrel with the latter-day demand
for "the facts" of our economic vicissitudes? Only, to

be sure, those who must presently act and who there-

fore cannot await the garnering of interminable data

which, though facts, are not necessarily the facts.

Onerous indeed is the task of deriving from facts, the

facts. And when these all-important values are made
to appear, it is forthwith evident that the process of

separation has been more than a mechanical extraction,

that the purified metal is quite different from the orig-

inal ore. The facts are, after all, more or less of a de-

duction from innumerable plain facts, and it is always

possible that our original data were quite sufficient for

the establishment of the really needed truth. At any
rate, the man who is faced with the necessity of im-

mediate action must reach his conclusions on the basis

of facts in hand, and of such principles as he may
regard as already established. No other method can

meet his need for quick executive decision. If the

economists do not approve of such a method, he must
muddle through without their aid, and that, all must
admit, is a serious—an irreparable loss.

Speaking of certain war activities, Mr. James B.

Forgan, the Chicago banker, says, "It was patriotism

that for the time being displaced or disregarded

economic laws or principles." In other words, either

the exigency was so great that we could not await the

interminable processes of our statistical economists, or

our eager opportunism would not accept their unwel-

come verdict. In the latter case, our patriotism was
rather misguided; in the former, that of the economists

who thought more of a method than of a substance of

doctrine. Both of these censures are probably well

enough deserved, but we are here concerned only with

the second of them.

The true work of the economist in discussions of

open public questions is to oppose economic philosophy

to economic opportunism. Data to be sure—but for the

laboratory; for the slow verification and correction of

accepted principles and the slower working out of new
generalizations. This feverish rush after new data

hastily gathered under the pressure of each new prob-

lem gets us nowhere. Statistical method is at best stiff,

rigid, inelastic. The virtues by which alone it possesses

validity can never be achieved under the pressure of

haste.

During the Napoleonic contest and its aftermath,

the Bank Restriction in 1798 and the ensuing disloca-

tion of exchanges demanded instant remedial legisla-

tion. What does not the world owe to the great Bullion

Report and the explanatory tracts associated with the

name of Ricardo? British and European finance ever

since has been built on that foundation. But what was

this most masterly economic-political document but an

application of fundamental economic principles, sound

economic philosophy and clear thinking, to the data in

hand? It held the Parliament in the inescapable grip

of its logic; it brought the cynical opportunism of the

Governors of the Bank of England sharply to book.

What manner of result would have been achieved had

Ricardo and his associates chosen to proceed by the

modern statistical method of economic inquiry?

John Stuart Mill opposing the inflationist proposals

of the Brimingham currency school did not go out

after a mass of new statistics. The damnable thing

would have been done before he could have footed up
his totals—let alone scoured out from such tonnage the

facts.

No more can our problems wait. In truth, we are

already surfeited with data and starved of clear think-

ing. Our diet is unbalanced. We need the vitamines

of philosophic thought. Or, to change the figure, the

bins of our smelters are already over-loaded with raw

ore of unread (and unreadable) data, and we do not

even know that any of it is pay dirt.

One of the most recent works on Political Economy
by an American authority, prefaces its study by the

remark that, "These [nationalities] and similar groups

are the largest that are capable of carrying through

definite economic policies." Good heavens, man, the

need of the hour is a definite economic policy for groups

that do overstep precisely those bounds! Another

famous American economist says, "As time runs on

it becomes more and more obvious that this generation

has raised up for itself social problems which it is not

competent to solve. . .
." This may be true, but clear

thinking on the basis of a sound economic philosophy

can surely help to see us through. At any rate, we
shall get through, if not by the aid of the economists—

•

then, to our loss, without it, I cite these instances only

as illustrations of our need for a revival of the practice

of applying economic philosophy to actual problems.
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The discussion of current problems is precisely the

work in which the statistician can be of least assist-

ance. Statistical information is

"Ay wont in desert darkness to remaine.
"Where plaine none might her see nor she see any phiine."

That the results achieved by the brilliant mathemat-
ical work of Marshall and his school, whatever their

value, should be used as a defence of the statistical

method of approaching economic problems, is, by the

way, most illogical. The mathematical method is

purely a priori—at the metaphysical antipodes from
the statistical method, which is either inductive or

nothing.

During the war our economists were hastily drafted

for activities that did not require their special scientific

training. In large numbers they entered Government
bureaus, or became what might be called business tech-

nicians. The war was financed, war-labor adjustments

made, price-fixing- dabbled with, bank administration

altered—all largely without the direction of scientific

economic thought, and mostly under the guidance of

disastrous opportunisms.

And now again, we are at this very hour passing

through stupendous economic readjustments with little

or no guidance from scientific economic thought. It is

true that we have an occasional outpouring of statistics.

But even if these were reliable—and in the swiftly mov-

ing kaleidoscope of affairs we have no time and no

means of determining their reliability,

"God helpe the man so wrapt in Errour's endless traine,"

—even, I say if these statistics are entirely reliable, they

leave us with all our real thinking still to be done. They
do not of themselves supply us with bases of action.

Has the general advance in wages raised our standard

of living in such a way as to increase our national pro-

ductive energy and thus to lower the real cost of living?

The simplest statistical information would answer that

question

—

provided that we were clear as to the eco-

nomic principles involved. But these we are not even

discussing. We are settling the issues at stake by
strikes or equally brutal opportunistic wage cuts. Under
such circumstances new volumes of statistics are sands

that add to the desert's drought. We are athirst for the

well-springs of a clear economic philosophy.

I have no desire to depreciate the work of the statis-

tician. On the contrary I would have him exalt it by

assuming his true place in the scientific laboratory.

Current affairs need the guidance of the ripe wisdom
of economic philosophy, not of a mass of raw material

of thought. You wrong the truly scientific statistician

when you compel him to produce forthwith rules of

immediate conduct out of the raw soil of fact. You
make of him, not an economist, but a charlatan:

"He seekes out mighty charms to trouble sleepy minds."

We have been told that all our problems are economic

questions, that only by the exercise of a scientifically-

trained economic philosophy can we hope to solve them.

And it is not difficult to find the problems that are ob-

viously enough economic. They are insistent and por-

tentous; but where are the ecnnomists?

Never before in America could we boast of a more

numerous or competently equipped group of scientific

economists, of men who command all the resources of

economic thought, as well as of men trained for the

more special work of the statistician. Could we pos-

sibly do worse than, making a poverty of our riches,

to be always drafting these men as special workers

when our supreme need is for a clarification of our

economic problems by clear and scientific thought, and

the application to them of fundamental principles?

Motor Trucks in a Transportation Tie-up

MANY persons must have thought of motor trucks

as a resource of great promise in the event of

a serious suspension of railroad traffic by the

shopmen's strike. And trucks could do much for the re-

lief of many cities and towns by bringing in milk,

vegetables, meats, and possibly other essential foods

from producing or storage centers not too far distant.

The refrigerator truck trailer shown below is an ex-

ample. Yet, in spite of the rapid multiplication of trucks

in recent years, their total daily carrying capacity is

apparently barely one-eighth of the railroad perform-

ance last year. At least one-third of them are in parts

of the country where poor roads would make their per-

formance very irregular. And in the matter of the

threatening coal shortage they would be able to do

nothing, because of their small capacity and the long

distances to go over bad roads. Motor trucks are use-

ful, but railroad transportation is indispensable.
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Beadle's Dime Novels
By Edmund Lester Pearson
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ARITHMETICIANS might calculate that if all the

switches, hickory sticks, straps, hair-brush

backs, and other instruments of torture which

have been applied by angry parents to the readers of

the dime novels in the Beadle Collection now exhibited

in the New York Public Library, should be placed end

to end, they would reach from William Street in New
York, where the novels

used to be published, to

Cooperstown, w here
Erastus Beadle ended his

days. And there would

be enough over to lay a

single track of them to

Buffalo, where he first

became a publisher. By
the same token, if all the

tears shed by distressed

mothers and aunts, on

discovering that their

boys were "reading dime
novels," should be added

to the tears soon forth-

coming from the boys

themselves, after the tra-

ditional visit to the wood-

shed with father, the re-

sulting body of salt water would be more than enough to

float not only the ship of "The Pirate Priest, or The
Planter Gambler's Daughter," by Col. Prentiss Ingra-

ham—one of Beadle's authors—but there would also be

enough for the black bark of "The Gambler Pirate, or

Bessie, the Lady of the Lagoon"—another of Colonel

Ingraham's novels.

By the way, let us pause a moment to admire the

cover picture of "The Gambler Pirate," one of the later

Beadle publications. It is probablj'^ by the versatile

George G. White, who designed so many scores of these

stirring pictures, and with liberal hand illustrated the

pages of such diverse publications as the Police Gazette

and the Christian Herald. The pirate chief strides the

deck of his ship. His whiskers are black, curly, am-
brosial. He wears a three-cornered hat, a swallow-tail

coat, and tight, white breeches. But he is defied by a

lady in a sort of Empire gown—with Y. W. C A. modi-

fications. This is the caption: "Hold, Captain For-

rester! Surrender or you Die!" "God Above! You
risen from the Deep, Mabel Mortimer!"

There are at least three good reasons why a public

library does well to care for and to exhibit such a col-

lection as this. The first is that the dime novel, espe-

cially as it was published by its originator, the firm of

Beadle and Adams, formed an interesting by-path in

the development of American literature, no less signifi-

cant than the Englii;h chap-book of a century ago. It

is intellectual snobbery to patronize one and to neglect

the other. Secondly, the exhibition is an object lesson

;

a pathetic display of a defunct bogy. It is perpetually

useful for each generation to see how much unneces-

sary anguish has been suffered in the past over things

which were really harmless. Dime novels began as

rather good historical novels; at their worst they were

no more than exciting stories written sometimes, but

not always, in careless English. They were never im-

moral; on the contrary, they reeked of morality. Prop-

erty rights were never confused; and when sexual

ethics are concerned, their standards make the modern

two-dollar novel look as foul as Vulcan's stithy. In-

deed, there is reason to believe that many of the super-

stitious beliefs about the harmfulness of the dime novel

were eagerly fostered and circulated by agents of the

"respectable" publishing houses, to whom any book

which sold for ten cents was grossly immoral, for that

very reason. Finally, there are to be considered the

pleasant recollections which an exhibition of this kind

brings to the older generation. The old gentlemen who
slip in, looking somewhat furtively about (as if Father

with his trunk-strap hovered near-by) and who go with

increasing delight from one show-case to the next, as

they recall one old friend after another—these visitors,

are a continual pleasure to the planners of the exhibf-

tion.

Dr. Frank P. O'Brien of New York made this col-

lection of more than thirteen hundred publications of

the house of Beadle (together with some hundreds of

specimens from their followers and imitators) and
spent twenty years at it. Two years ago many of his

duplicates were sold at auction in this city, and the

prices which they brought showed that there were en-

thusiastic collectors, willing to pay well to fill gaps in

their own sets. Now, Dr. O'Brien generously gives

the rest of the collection to the New York Public Lib-

rary, in the Reference Department of which it is placed

for consultation

by adult readers,

but, of course,

not for circula-

tion and not for

children. P a r-

ents would still

be mightily agi-

tated if children

had access to

them, even if the

rarity and frag-

ility of the little

pamphlets would
permit it.

Erastus F.

Beadle, a de-

scendant of

American p i o-

neers and sol-

diers, was born

in Otsego Coun-

ty, New York,

in 182L Work-
ing as a boy for a miller, he found a need

one day for letters of some sort to label the bags

of grain. He cut the letters from blocks of hardwood,

as Gutenberg's predecessors had done. This experience

interested him in printing; he learned the art, and by

1852 had a printing shop of his own. In 1858 he moved
to New York to test an idea which had cdnT^ to him':

THE BRAZOS TIGERS: or, The minute-men o( fort klknap.

i*-'^^^--
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mUSTANG SAM. the Kin«r of the Plains.

the publication of books to be sold at ten cents, song-

books, joke-books, and finally novels. He originated the

dime novel, and in 1860 published the first of them, a

small pamphlet (like "King Barnaby" in the accompa-

nying illustration) with orange paper covers. The firm

of Beadle and Adams continued their business until

about 1897, and the different forms in which their dime

publications were issued are known to collectors as Type

A, B, C, etc., down to Type M.

The first of these types were mainly historical novels

of the American
Revolution, or of

early pioneer

life. Among
them was Ed-
ward S. Ellis's

"Seth Jones," a

story of frontier

life in New York
in 1785. It sold

more than 450,-

000 copies.
O th e r s were

Mrs. Victor's

"Maum Guinea,"

a story of slave-

life, esteemed, so

it is said, by

President L i n-

coln; "The Reef-

er of '76, or

The Cruise of

the Firefly," by

Harry Cavendish; and "The Maid of Esopus, or The
Trials and Triumphs of the Revolution," by N. C Iron.

With Type B, the novels assumed a cover in three colors,

and a more decidedly frontier flavor: "The Prairie

Scourge," "Th^ Schuylkill Rangers," "Red Jacket, the

Huron," and "Mohawk Nat" are some of the titles.

About 90 per cent, of the settings, then and later, were

American.

By the late seventies and early eighties, the covers

in black and white, and the larger, magazine size (as

in "Mustang Sam" and "The Brazos Tigers," re-

produced here) had come into use. The bison and the

grizzly, cowboy and Indian, scout, trapper, road-agent

and pony express rider were the themes. These are the

dime novels which many of us remember on the news-

stands in our youth. I cannot sentimentalize over them,

as I never read a dime novel until I was thirty, owing

to a mean trick played upon me by my parents. They

never forbade me to read dime novels at all.

Visitors to the exhibition may miss certain famous

names: Old Sleuth, Nick Carter, and Old Cap Collier.

These heroes were invented by authors who wrote for

other publishing houses than that of Beadle. Old Cap

Collier belongs to the house of Munro. The two most

famous creations of the Beadle authors were Deadwood
Dick, invented by a very mild looking gentleman named
Edward L. Wheeler, and Jack Harkaway, a languid

dare-devil about town, of the Tom and Jerry type.

Deadwood Dick, who appeared on his faithful black

steed in 1884, began a series of adventures called after

his name (with such titles as "Deadwood Dick on Deck,

or Calamity Jane the Heroine of Whoop Up") and was

the forerunner of many alliterative heroes out of Mr.

Wheeler's imagination: Omaha Oil, Photograph Phil,

Corduroy Charlie, and Rosebud Rob.

Toward the end (when Type M was reached) the sen-

sational element predominates, although such excellent

authors as Captain Mayne Reid were still reprinted,

and the rules of delicacy in the treatment of elegant

females—and there were never any inelegant ones

—

were still those of a refined seminary for young ladies.

Heroines in the most distressing danger still kept the

folds of their long skirts trailing upon the ground;

they hunted jaguars in the South American jungles

chastely seated upon a side-saddle, and wearing a habit

which would have been correct in Central Park in 1868.

Their bathing costumes might cause their arrest for

prudery today, but for no other reason. But for the

heroes and villains no ordinary encounter with an
Indian brave, a mountain lion, or a pirate, was enough.

The fight, man to man, with bowie knives, would no

longer thrill the veins in 1887. No; when the outlaw

hung the ranger over the cliff by his heels, the while

the latter meditated whether he should give up
the secret of the hidden cache, his reflections had to be

stimulated by snapping crocodiles below, and hungry
vultures who assailed from above. In "Double Dan the

Dastard, or the Pirates of the Pecos" by Major Sam S.

Hall ("Buckskin Sam") three unfortunate persons

(villains, I have no doubt) are crucified upon trees,

while pumas creep toward them in the gathering gloom.

We are told that "The very hair upon the captives'

heads seemed to crawl like scorched serpents, and a

piercing shriek, yes, shriek after shriek, sprung from
the blacked and bleeding lips of each."

Erastus Beadle DuvUl Adams Iruin Beadle

The dime novel had degenerated ; horrors -had been

heaped upon horror's head too many hundred times.

But have the "Perils of Pauline" type of moving pic-

ture, the "Giddy Stories" type of magazine, and many
of the novels of 1922, shown a marked improvement over

them? The old devotees of the Beadle novels, who have

seen this collection, have an emphatic opinion on that

point. Their answer is in the negative.
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Is the Tradition of ''Mental Discipline''

a Delusion?
By Fabian Franklin

IN
Secretary Hughes's recent address before the

National Education Association, there is much
that is worth attention, both from the standpoint

of the educator and from that of the man whose primary

interest is in the workings of democratic government.

But perhaps the most noteworthy feature of it is the

great stress which was laid, in several different parts of

the address, upon the value of mental discipline as such.

The time has been when to assert the importance of

mental discipline was merely to utter what everybody

regarded as a truism. The teacher of mathematics or

of the classic languages, to whatever straits he might

have been reduced in defending the claims of his

favorite study against attack, always felt that he had in

the end an impregnable position to fall back upon.

Where, he would say, are you going to get so excellent

an instrument of mental discipline as is found in the

stern demands of mathematics or in the accuracy and

subtlety of the traditional study of the classics? And
his adversary was silenced, even if sometimes not con-

vinced.

But it is now a long time since the advocate of the

classical and mathematical training has been permitted

the serene enjoyment of this position of security. The
irregular forces, whose attacks had been growing more
and more troublesome, but which were held at bay by

the mental-discipline argument, received a number of

years ago a portentous reinforcement. To the light in-

fantry of ordinary criticism has been added the heavy

artillery of psychological research. The p.sychologists

—I don't say all psychologists, but certainly a predom-

inant part of the whole body—tell us that they have

found out that there can be no such thing as "mental

discipline" in the sense of the traditional training. What
one does in pursuing any pai'ticular department of

study, in exerting the mind in any specilic undertak-

ing, is to develop the particular ability or skill which is

immediately concerned. The various functions of the

mind are localized in various parts of the brain; and

none of this localization corresponds to general facul-

ties of the mind such as memory, accuracy, reasoning.

When you pursue mathematics you develop your mathe-

matical ability, but not any general mental ability

capable of being turned to uses into which mathematics

does not enter; when you s1;udy Latin and Greek, you
develop your linguistic ability and classical knowledge,

but not any intellectual quality of broad and varied

scope. If we are to accept the dictum of the predom-
inant school of psychologists, the venerable tradition of

broad intellectual training through mathematics and
classics—training that helps to make diplomats and
administrators and statesmen—is simply a delusion.

And in point of fact their dictum has been very widely

accepted.

Whether Mr. Hughes had this fact in mind in his

address I have no means of knowing. He does not

elaborate his position; he simply states it, but he does

this again and again. "My mother's insistence on the

daily exercise in mental arithmetic," he says, "has been

woith more to me than all the delightful dally ings with

intellectual pleasures I have ever had." Democracy, he
tells us, "needs men trained to think, whose mental

muscles are hard with toil." Foremost among the things

which he enumerates as peculiarly requisite in this try-

ing time that we are going through is "better mental

discipline." And he comes out expressly on the issue of

classics and mathematics: "I am one of those who be-

lieve in the cla*ssical and mathematical training, and I

do not think that we have found any satisfactory substi-

tute for it."

Nothing could be farther from my desire than to dis-

credit the authority, or belittle the achievements, of

science. But respect for science does not require us to

accept the latest conclusion of a special group of scien-

tific men as necessarily the last word of science. There
are fields, to be sure, in which this is what every layman
who is not inordinately conceited, practically must do.

It would be preposterous for a man who has not mas-
tered the latest developments of physical chemistry to

air his doubts about the current doctrine of electrons

or of quanta; or for a man who is not a mathematical

physicist to express any opinion on the soundness of

Einstein's theory of relativity and gravitation. But
there is also a vast domain in which a wholly different

state of things exists; a domain in which the dicta of

scientists—^I will not say the dicta of science—involve

conclusions that go far beyond the actual results of

scientific research. During that splendid, and almost

sudden, flowering of scientific enthusiasm which marked
the middle decades of the nineteenth century, outgiv-

ings of this kind were peculiarly abundant and
peculiarly conspicuous. They did not, indeed, come
usually from the really great scientists, but from men
of the second class, and indeed often from men who,

though speaking in the name of science, were not scien-

tists at all. The strong wine of the great new scientific

doctrines—especially the doctrine of evolution and the

doctrine of the conservation of energy—went to their

heads, and was too much for their intellectual balance.

They confidently undertook to use these magic keys to

unlock doors which they were never intended to fit, to

open up regions to which they afforded little access or

none. survival of the fittest, conservation of energy,

what crimes were committed in your name!

I do not say that the decisions which psychologists so

frequently pronounce upon broad practical human ques-

tions are of the same nature as these errors of certain

overconfident scientists or popularizers of science of

fifty years ago. But they have this in common with

those errors—that they apply the results of a particu-

lar kind of research to the settlement of human ques-

tions into which elements of vital importance enter that

are quite outside the subject-matter of that research.

The time may come when psychologists in general will

be as modest, as cautious about laying down the law,

as some of the best of them are now. But in the mean-

time a vast amount of mischief may be done by general

acceptance of whatever the latest psychological fashion
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may decree. I have had occasion to discuss with some
elaborateness in these columns one instance of this

—

the matter of intelligence-tests. As regards this pres-

ent subject—the question of "mental discipline"—

I

wish only to enter a caveat. To infer from the locali-

zation of functions in the brain that there can be no

such thing as general training of the mind is to make
a logical error that has not infrequently been made by
scientific men in other and simpler matters. Let us

grant that when a man subjects himself to a high

mathematical training he develops only that part of his

brain that is concerned with mathematical thinking; it

will then follow that the rest of his brain gets no ad-

vantage from the process. But may it not be that a

man's intellectual habits become so affected by the

experience that he imposes upon all parts of his brain

a higher standard of work? May it not be that, though
the tissues of other parts of the brain may not receive

any accession either of quality or of quantity, yet the

man, through the exercise of his will, through the

strengthening of his intellectual conscience, through the

sharpening of his instincts of intellectual alertness,

makes much better use of those other parts of the brain,

unchanged though they be in themselves, if such be the
case?

We may some day have to abandon as a delusion the

old-fashioned idea of the value of "mental discipline";

but the psychologists who demand that we do so should

first look into some things which are apparently as yet

not dreamed of in their philosophy.

The Joys of Collecting
By Gardner Teall

IN
Robert Louis Stevenson's "Lay Morals" one finds

written: "It is perhaps a more fortunate destiny

to have a taste for collecting shells than to be

born a millionaire. Although neither is to be despised,

it is always better policy to learn an interest than to

make a thousand pounds; for the money will soon be

spent, or perhaps you may feel no joy in spending it;

but the interest remains imperishable and ever new.

To become a botanist, a geologist, a social philosopher,

an antiquary, or an artist, is to enlarge one's posses-

sions in the universe by an incalculably higher degree,

and by a far surer sort of property, than to purchase a

farm of many acres." Here Stevenson seems well to

have appreciated Lord Brougham's observation that

"Blessed is the man who has a hobby."

While all hobbies are not acquisitive ones, none

presents greater joys in its pursuit than that of collect-

ing antiques, art objects of bygone days "rich with the

spoils of time," as the poet Gray put it,
—"Rubbish of

the past," as the less imaginative Mme. Louise Colet

was pleased to call them! Although Chestei-field ad-

vised his son not to throw away his time in ransacking

"the minute and unimportant parts of remote and

fabulous times," we have always the precedent of the

Medici and good old Horace Walpole to fall back upon,

and after all Chesterfield was a hobbyist if not a col-

lector; it is a pity acquisitive antiquarianism should

have received such slight attention from his pen.

Nevertheless the joys of collecting are true joys, joys

which may entertain rivals but not admit them. When
Seneca observed that true joys were serene and sober

motions, he may have known that this would apply aptly

to the joys to be derived in the collecting of the art

objects of Yesterday's bequest. And yet you may ask

how this is to be reconciled with thought of that fiery

enthusiasm, appearing to be anything but a "quiet mo-

tion," which leads the collector of antiques and curios

to drive ten miles through a rainstorm to attend a vil-

lage auction in the hope of acquiring for a song (or, if

competition is strong, for several songs) some quaint

bit of mahogany, a Staf>*">rdshire plate, a Wedgwood
creamer, a Hepplewhite chair, a Chippendale mirror, a

petit-pomt fire-screen, a pewter porringer, a silver

tankard, a colonial coverlet, a Satsuma ginger-jar, a

Venetian glass goblet, a Battersea enamel snuffbox, a

banjo clock, a Sheffield plate cake-basket, a Revolu-

tionary musket, a tortoiseshell comb, a gateleg table, a

Chelsea shepherdess. Cotton Mather in a first edition,

a mezzotint by Valentine Green, or perhaps a Dodo
feather or a Roc's egg. Nearly all of these things one

stands a reasonable chance of finding, somewhere and
sometime! I am not sure, in this day of miracles, but

that great faith might cover the last two, remembering
the case of the famous and lamented late M. Michel

Chasles who parted with nearly 200,000 francs for a

collection of autograph letters fabricated by an in-

genious gentleman named Vrain-Lucas, who succeeded

in persuading M. Chasles that the documents were

genuine letters penned by no lesser celebrities than

Julius Caesar, Sappho, Cleopatra, Tiberius, Pontius

Pilate, Judas Iscariot, Mary Magdalene, Herod, Alex-

ander the Great, Anacreon, and others.

All this goes to prove, too, that collecting is not

merely the getting together of a number of objects.

Collecting, in the accepted art sense of the word, pre-

supposes some knowledge of the objects collected, some
desire to know all one can about them. One might as

well poke fun at a university as to poke fun at one who
collects intelligently, whether the collector's hobby is

Auction sale at Clinton Hall, New York

By Leon y Escoscuria (1834-1901)
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old china or postage-stamps. Every beautiful, inter-

esting, useful thing which the mind of man has con-

ceived, his hand executed, has its story, which some-

times the running may read, but which, more often,

one comes upon only by that diligent seeking which

lends zest to the matter. The romance of collecting is

as real as anything else, as real as anything which shel-

ters romance. Romance, indeed, is prince and chief in

the realm of collecting, arbiter of antiques and curios,

from whom every object of art takes cachet for per-

petuity. Romance commands the delectable form of

acquisitiveness which gives to each collector his place

in the field, which brings him joys as keen as any.

The pleasures of collecting need never be dependent

on the quantity of objects collected, need never be dis-

couraged by the purse of moderate means. What to

collect is, more often than not, answered by individual

tastes, as with Walpole, of whom a contemporary

rhymester once said:

China's tlie pas.sioii of his soul.

A cup. a plate, a (li.«h, a bowl,

Can kindle wishes in his breast.

Inflame with joy or break his rest

;

although it must be admitted that there wasn't any-

thing Walpole didn't collect. When to collect needs only

the keen eye, the flair, the acquisitive means to de-

termine; but volumes might be written on the subject

of when not to collect, and their chapters could in all

probability be adequately summarized in the statement

that there is no true joy to be had in collecting against

one's conscience!

After all, collecting is the getting together in

pleasurable manner a number of related objects of

beauty and interest that form, as it were, a brief or

extended story, as the case may be, as told by the col-

lection thus assembled. The collector will walk with

history on one side of him and art on the other, adven-

ture, perhaps running on before. Once one begins to

collect in any field, the gods are kind and draw back

the curtains from the great mysteries, dispel the clouds

that may have hidden the landscape of opportunity

from view. One does not look for pearls in snail shells,

it is true, but one can collect almost anything from any

point of the compass and still be far from the spot. We
have in the English language many magazines either

entirely or in part devoted to collectors' interests of

every sort, books on the subject of every phase of col-

lecting and on collecting in general in our great cities,

public auction sales of antiques and curios which have

really become permanent institutions and which issue

catalogues throughout the season far in advance of the

sales, and then our larger cities support many shops

dealing exclusively in antiques and curios. Naturally

the world's great masterpieces in this field have long

ago found their way into public or private collections,

and such as again come into the market are certainly

not to be had for a song. But there are thousands, yes

millions of lesser objects of art worth collecting, and

it is surprising what one can accomplish for very little.

"People laugh

a t collectors,"

said A n a t 1 e

France, "who
perhaps do lay

themselves open

to raillery, but

that is also the

case with all of

us when in love

with anything at

all. We ought

rather to envy

collectors, for
they brighten

their days with a

long and peace-

able joy. . . . a

love for collect-

ing is no more
vain and useless r, »Bric-a-Brac
than other pas- ^^ Alexander Hugo Bakker-Zarff. Col-

sions are." lection. Metropolitan Museum, New York
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What the World Is Doing
Edited by FrankHn H. Giddings

Professor of Sociology and the History of Civilization, Columbia University

M
Domestic Affairs

The Railroad Shopmen's Strike

R. HOOPER, Chairman of the Raih-oad Labor

Board, did succeed, on the 14th, in bringing

together in conference representatives of the

railroad managements and of the striking shopmen.

But nothing came of it. It is generally stated that the

chief bar to a composition is the attitude of the rail-

road managements on the seniority question. In gen

eral the railroad managements declare that striking-

shopmen who refused to return to work after due warn-

ing forfeited their seniority rights, which were ac-

quired by new men succeeding to their jobs, and decline

to restore their former seniority status to strikers who
should now return, at the expense of the new men. But

there is so much bluff and camouflage and equivocation

in this controversy that one cannot be sure what really

is the chief bar to a settlement.

It is understood that the President, after mature con-

sideration, has decided not to intervene in the shopmen's

strike. The Railroad Labor Board has been provided

as the Government's agency for the settlement of rail-

road controversies and should, in the Government's

opinion, suffice. In general, disorder has been less rife

during the past two weeks than it was in the earliest

days of the strike. The most serious existing situation

is at Denison, Texas, where martial law has been de-

clared by the Governor. The strike has not seriously

spread during the last two weeks, but there is ground

for nervousness as to the action of several classes of

railroad workmen, should cases now under consideration

by the Railroad Labor Board be decided against them.

tiacramtnto Bee

Wouldn't you think they'd be a little more careful of their

aim?

The Miners' Strike

On July 15 the Policy Committee of the United Mine
Workers rejected the President's proposal of a Coal

Commission. To be more exact, they would not accept

the kind of commission proposed by the President; one

combining fact-finding and wage-arbitral functions.

A purely fact-finding commission—they would heartily

approve of that. On the 17th a majority of the repre-

sentatives of the bituminous operators assembled at

Washington accepted the President's proposal without

reservations; a minority, though approving "in princi-

ple," declined to accept the proposal without nullifying

modifications. The President's efforts for a voluntary

adjustment had failed.

The President's next move was to "invite" the bitu-

minous operators to resume mining operations (a pledge

of protection by Federal troops in the last resort being

of course implicit in the invitation). He appealed by
wire to the Governors of the twenty-eight coal-pro-

ducing States to encourage and protect (with troops, if

necessary) efforts to resume. With unimportant excep-

tions, operators and Governors responded cordially. But
"producing the goods" is a different matter. The coun-

try is anxiously waiting for results from the President's

invitation and the cordial responses thereto. Results

affording sure promise of success must come quickly;

or, it is admitted, something more drastic will have to

be done. The spectre of a coal famine haunts our fur-

naces and hearths. It were perhaps wiser to postpone

further comment on this experiment until our next

issue.

The President's later move was perhaps more impor-

tant than the one just recorded. He appointed a
committee, including i;epresentatives of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, the Department of Commerce,
the Department of Justice, and the Department of the

Interior, with Secretary Hoover as Chairman, to direct

distribution and rationing of coal and other essential

commodities. At the instance of the Committee, the In-

terstate Commerce Commission should issue the orders

governing service of the railroads. Coal profiteering (and

it seems to be established that Mr. Hoover's voluntary

agreements for keeping down coal prices were rapidly

going by the board) should be prevented by withholding

cars from mines where profiteering is practiced. Of
late, coal shipments from non-union mines have fallen

to 3,500,000 tons per week, as contrasted with 5,500,000

tons before the shopmen's strike began. On July 28

H. B. Spencer, of Washington, was appointed Tempo-
rary Federal Coal Administrator.

The Little Affair at Cliftonville, West Virginia

That the glorious episode at Herrin, Illinois, has

aroused a noble spirit of emulation, is proved by the

following

:

On July 17 a mob of striking miners, mostly from

nearby Pennsylvania, attacked a mine at Cliftonville,

West Virginia, which was being worked by non-union
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The ninth iircen duriuii the Halter Udiien and Hobby Jones match in the national golf championship contest

men and was guarded by Sheriff Duval of Brooke

County, West Virginia, and twenty deputy sheriffs and

special guards. After a fight of an hour and a half the

assailants were put to flight, after setting fire to the

mine tipple, which was partially destroyed. Sheriff

Duval and six of the mob were killed, and one deputy

sheriff was wounded. The mob carried off their

wounded, whose number therefore is not precisely

known, but it was considerable.

The affair took place in the morning.

In marked contrast to the inaction

after the Williamson County, Illinois,

atrocities, the Brooke County authori-

ties and the State authorities of both

West Virginia and Pennsylvania, got

busy at once and before midnight forty-

three suspects were in jail, arrange-

ments had been made for a special

grand jury, murder charges against

twenty-seven men had been filed, and

other appropriate action had been

taken.

The Convention of the American

Federation of Labor

From issue to issue exigencies of

space have forced out from this sum-
mary the following notice of the most
important proceedings of this year's

convention of the American Federa-

tion of Labor (June 12-24;. It is

thought that the notice, though be-

lated, should be welcome; for it is im-

portant to know and to ponder the

sentiments of the members of the Fed-

eration regarding the great issues:

The session of Juiif* 14 was "oliild labor protest" ses-

sion. Senator La Follette addressed the eonvention, de-

nouncing the power wielded by the Federal eourts as the
result of usurpation. Tlie derision of the Supreme Court
declaring the Federal Child Labor Act unconstitutional,
said the Tribune of the People,
"is typical of the conduct of the Fe<leral judiciary, and par-
ticularly the Supreme Court, whenever Congress has sought
to enact progressive and humane legislation which was of-

fensive to great financial interests and enterprises. The
point that I am trying to make is that we are dealing with
a fixed purpose and predisposition on the part of the Su-
preme Court and the Federal judiciary generally.

"This decision is, however, merely the last of a long list

of decisions equally arbitrary and equally indefensible from
the standpoint of public welfare. You have only to recall

the decisions arising out of the Employers' Liability statutes,

the Arbitration Act, the Workmen's Compensatioji Act, the
Tncome Tax laws and the shameful manner in which the

Gene Sarazen, professional, of

Pittsburgh, aged 21, and born of

Italian parents, wins the open
golf championship of the United

States

Court rewrote and misnpiilied the Anti-Trust Act in tiif

Standard Oil and Tobacco Trust and other cases. If (he

memories of any of yon are very short, I direct your atten-

tion to the recent decision of the Coronado Coal (company
case.

"We have never faced the fundamental issue of judicial

usurpation squarely. The time has come wiien we must
put the axe to the root of this monstrous growth upon the

body of our Government, tiie usurped power of the Federal
courts must be taken away, and the Federal .Judges must
i)e made responsive to the popular will."

IIowV By a Constitutional amendment
in the following form :

'"That no inferior Federal .Judge shall

set aside a law of Congi-ess on the ground
that it is unconstitutional.

"That if the Supreme Court assumes to

decide any law of ('ongress iinconstitu-

tional. or by interpretation undertakes to

• issert a public policy at variance with the

statutory declaration of Congress, which
alone under our system is authorized to

determine the public policies of Govern-
ment, the Congress may, by repassing the

law, nullify the action of the court."

Tlie delegates, it is reported, acclaimed

tlie speech with frantic demonstrations of

approval.
* * *

The convention rejected by an overwhelm-
ing vote a resolution in favor of unre-

stricted immigration. A resolution con-

demning a sales tax was carried. The Ex-
ecutive Council was instructed to exert it-

self to bring al)out .'in alliance between the

I'Vderation and the farm organizations in

tiie country.

The convention unanimously passed a

resolution condemning the Ship Subsidy
bill (or Merchant Marine bill, whichever
is the correct title) ; and this, too, on the

very day that a letter from President

Harding to a member of Congress was made
public, stating that, should Congress fail

to pass that bill this session, he would feel

obliged "to call Congress immediately in

extraordinary session" for consideration

thereof.

The convention unanimously pledged support to the strik-

ing coal miners, and, though no pledge of support was given,

indicated that a strike of railway men would have their

approval.
* * *

On .June 21 the Special Committee on Court Decisions of

the convention made their report. They recommended four

constitutional amendments : to prohibit child labor ; to pro-

hibit legislative or judicial interference with the right of

Tjabor to organize, to deal collectively, and to boycott ; to

give Congress a veto over decisions of the Supreme Court

;

to make easier amendment of the Constitution. They also

recommended a law to "make more definite and effective the

intention of Congress in enacting Sections 6, 19 and 20 of

the Clayton Act. which was manifestly ignored or over-

ridden by the Court ;" and repeal of the Sherman Anti-

Trust Law, which "was intended by Congress to prevent il-

legal combinations in restraint of trade, commonly known
as 'trusts,* but through judicial misinterpretation and per-
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version ha.s been repeatedly and mainly invoked to deprive
the working masses of their natural and normal rights."
The report, moreover, proposes establishment by the Execu-
tive Council of the Federation of a Legal Defense Bureau
to combat all laws and judicial decisions prejudicial to the
rights of Labor. The Connnittee goes Senator La Fol-
lette's speech one better in denunciation of the courts. "The
courts of the country, and particularly the Supreme Court
of the United States, have within recent years undertaken
to deprive American Labor of the fundamental rights and
liberties which heretofore have been accepted as deeply and
organically ingrained in our system of jurisprudence."
The Committee's report was adopted by the Convention

by an overwhelming majoritj'.
3f« ^ H^

A great effort was made by the radicals in the convention
to procui-e passage of a resolution calling for recognition
by our Government of the Moscow Government, but it was
overwhelmingly defeated.

* * *

President Gompers was reelected President of the Federa-
tion, without opposition.

Brief Notes

On May 15 the French war debt to the United States

amounted to $3,340,857,593 principal and $430,000,000
accumulated interest, and Britain's similar debt

amounted to $4,135,818,358 principal and $611,000,000
interest.

An article entitled "The End of Race Migrations,

'

by Professor Henry Pratt Fairchild of New York Uni-
versity, in the current Yale Review, is heartily recom-
mended to the reader. The argument presented for con-

tinuing the present drastic restrictions on immigration
into this country, is difficult to refute.

* * *

The Federal Government has acquired a 228-acre farm
near Beacon in Dutchess County, New York, overlooking

the Hudson, as the site for a reclamation hospital for

1,000 to 1,200 disabled ex-soldiers. A site for a 500-bed

tuberculosis hospital at Tupper Lake in the Adirondacks

has been selected. There is to be another tuberculosis

hospital at Chelsea, New York.
w * *

On May 31 the cornerstone was laid of a building to

'iVide World Photos

Tanks filled with oxygen to assist in scaling Mount Everest

house the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. The
total cost, including the site, will be about $20,000,000.
The offices of the bank are now scattered here and there
through the financial district. The present personnel
numbers 2,600, but the building plan contemplates an
ultimate personnel of 5,000.

With a baby wireless set Marconi demonstrated to

1,000 American engineers at the Engineering Societies

building. New York, the other night, how radio waves
may be directed straight to a receiving station, and
how by means of short waves and a reflecting apparatus
the vicinity of metal objects may be detected (and so

ship-collisions may be avoided). Marconi is after Old
Man Static, and hopes before he dies to abate that aerial

nuisance.

May was a fortunate month for the Metropolitan

Museum of Art of New York City. The city authorities

appropriated one million dollars for completion of the

south wing of the Museum ; Mr. George F. Baker gave

$1,000,000, the income to be used at the discretion of

the trustees; and Mr. James F. Ballard gave a superb
collection of rugs, valued at half a million. Among other

fine things added to the Museum's collections was a
"Holy Family" by Andrea del Sarto (the "Berglerini

Madonna").

The American Museum of Natural History of New
York City recently received two great contributions to

the permanent endowment fund of that institution ; one

of $1,000,000 from Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Jr., and
one of $250,000 from Mr. George F. Baker.

* -Sf «-

The Bronx River Parkway, a driveway forty feet

wide, running through the charming Bronx River val-

ley within a reservation which has an average width of

600 feet, from the Botanical Gardens of Bronx Park to

Kensico Dam, four miles from White Plains, capital

of Westchester County, will be completed in 1923. At
Kensico Dam it will connect with a system of State

highways.

In May the Ford Motor Company produced 134,762

Ford cars; 9,105 tractors; 602 Lincoln cars—a record.

France, Germany, et al.

An Eloquent French Appeal

ON July 16, Stephane Lauzanne, in an article in

Le Matin of Paris, stated accurately and with

justifiable emotion the French case regarding

reparations, as follows (the translation is that of the

New York Times) :

Mr. Mellon. Secretary of the Treasury of the United
States, has asked M. Parmentier, the financial delegate of

France, to give him documents and statistics relating to our
credits, debts, devastation budget, &c. Is it too late to ask
M. Parmentier not to forget to give Mr. Mellon two fig-

ures?
Two figures— it is not much—but it may be sufficient.

Two figures often present a situation better than twenty
statistics. Two figures have at times sufficed to explain

religion or make history.

The two figures which we would so like to place before

the eyes of Mr. Mellon and all the American people, are the

following : .$1,2."')0,000,00()—.$7,500,000,000.

We will explain. The billion and a quarter dollars rep-

resents the total of what Germany to date. .Tuly 1.^. 1922.

has paid to the Reparations Commission both in sjiecie and
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(l»'livt'ries in kiml. Tlu' hist lialaiico of tltc Kcpiiiiuioiis

(.'otnmission gives tho iiayiiuMit of 4.5V14.000.(UH» ijold murks.

nhifh represents, at four marks to the dollar. ."^l.'J.'tO.OdO.OOO.

Seven and a half billion dollars represents the total of

what Franee Jias poured out ui> to Jul.v !.">. U>22. for cost

of ret'onst ruction of the devastated regions and the cost of

pensions—a cost which by virtue of the Treaty of Versailles

falls exclusively on (Jermany. These figures come from a

declaration by Treniier roincan^ which places these costs at

9'J.()()0,(XKX()0b francs—which sum. divided by the average

exchange of the last tlire*' years, or twelve francs to the

dollar, gives the sum of .ST.rioO.tmO.OtU).

Thus in three years (icrmany. who did not have an inch

of soil ravagtnl by the w.nr. who had not a house destroyed

by the war. who had not a factory deteriorated by the war,

has given up .$1.2.")0.()0(l.(H>(>. and during the same three years

France, who has had seven of her richest dejiartments devas-

tated, who has seen her richest co.il mines wrecked, who has

seen her richest industrial tlistricts laid in ash(>s. has never-

theless found the means of advancing .ST.'.OO.OOO.OOO for the

account of the authors of this devastation, wreckage and
destruction.

For love of the trutii. let us not stray from these two
figures. When we are told "(lermany is weighed down be-

neath the weight of her repanitions debt." let us respond.

-Pardon me. she has paid only .S1.2r)0.000.00() while we have

paid .'>7..">(>0.000.000." When we are told •(Tornian marks
iiave fallen to zero because of the payments Germany must
make." let us answer: "No. the German mark cannot fall

to zero merely because it has served to pay .$1.'2.">0.0()0.(K)().

when the franc has fallen only 40 centimes after having

.served to pay ?7.;T00.000.000."

A billion and a quarter dollars—this is all that TO.OOO.OOtt

Germans who have not had a window pane broken have paid

to repair the devastation of the war which they declared and
which they lost. Seven and a half billion dollars- -this is

what 40.(K)0.0(X) French who have had seven departments

ruinetl have raked up by bleeding themselves and draining

their poor wool socks (the proverbial bank of the peasant)

to repair the horrors of war which they have endured and

won.
A billion and a nwii'fer dollars 1 Seven billion and a half

dollars! There. Mr. Mellon, is the effort of the one and

there is the effort of the other ! Who has the right to a

moratorium? Who has the right to a reduction of debt?

Germany, who, in her strength, has paid a billion and a

quarter dollars, or bleeding France, who has paid seven and

a half billion?

Weigh these two figures in your conscience, Mr. Mellon !

History will weigh them in her balance.

All Agog Over the Next Move
The German Government paid the cash reparations

installment which fell due July 15. The Committee on

Guarantees returned to Paris from Berlin on July 17.

It is understood that they have submitted their report

to the Reparations Commission and that Poincare and

Lloyd George have copies. It is also understood that

Lloyd George and Poincare ("perhaps the whole Supreme
Council) will meet in London on August 1 or shortly

thereafter to discuss the reparations problem, the Near

East, Tangier, and Austria; chiefly, of course, repara-

tions (and only Great Britain and France of the nations

represented on the Supreme Council are "interested" in

Tangier). It is probably not an exaggeration to assert

that Paris, London, and Berlin are all agog over the

next move in the great reparations game.

The Italian Crisis

THERE is a very serious Government crisis in Italy.

The de Facta cabinet was overthrown by an ad-

verse vote; the Catholic or "Popular" Party,

which holds the balance of power in the Camera, turn-

ing against it. The issue was the old one—how to deal

with that pestilent feud of the Fascisti and the Com-
munists. Father Sturzo, head of the Catholic Party,

was not satisfied with de Pacta's manner of dealing.

But it does not appear that Sturzo knows a better way.
The ideal Italian Government would be one which should

say, "A plague o' both your houses!" and proceed dis-

creetly and firmly to abate both nuisances. But appar-

ently no such Government is procurable. The great

Orlando, de Nicola, President of the Camera, Meda of

the Catholic Party, and Bonomi, were each in turn in-

vited to form a Cabinet. Orlando and Bonomi tried and

failed. What now? New elections? The result might

make matters better and might very well make matters

worse. The situation is almost inconceivably compli-

cated. Mussolini, the leader of the Fascisti, says that

an attempt by any Government to deal roughly with his

300,000 well-armed, trained, and ardent young patriots,

would lead to civil war. There is little doubt that the

Fascisti have rendered priceless service to the State;

that they saved it from the anarchy willed by the Com-
munists. They claim

that their organiza-

tion is still neces-

sary to the State and
will be till a Govern-

ment arrives which
has the resolution to

deal firmly with the

Communist menace.

Unfortunately, they

seem to "have rea-

son." It is a hard

saying; but better,

perhaps, the occa-

sional excesses and
even wantonness of

these Vigilantes than a recurrence of the situation of

two years ago. Data is lacking for a confident estimate

of the situation.

''A Sorrow's Crown of Sorrow"

ONE cannot help feeling a certain sympathy for

Sheik Ahmed-el-Sherif, head of the most inter-

esting of religious fraternities, the Senussites.

When the present Sultan of Turkey was about to be

installed, he thought it would add greatly to his prestige

if the Senussi Sheik should attend the ceremony and

buckle on the sword of Osman. The thing was man-
aged with diflficulty, the Sheik working his way to Cyre-

naica and there boarding a Turkish submarine sent

thither from Constantinople, and which had no mean
job eluding the Allied fleets. The Sheik buckled on the

sword, but was not able to get away from Constanti-

nople before the Turkish capitulation, which occurred

soon afterwards. Since the Allies took control of Con-

stantinople, they have held the Sheik as a valuable

hostage against participation by the Senussites in a

Pan-Islam movement.

A good deal of vague reference is made to the Senus-

sites, but really little is known about them, their num-

bers or the extent of their sway or influence. They
derive in a sense from the Wahhabites, but are no such

dour Puritans as the latter. Certainly they seek to re-

vive the faith and usages of early Islam and they do

eagerly proselytize, but hitherto they have done so more

by the word than by the sword. Indeed, their work has

been a highly civilizing one—digging wells, cultivating

oases, improving trade, and building rest-houses along

the caravan routes. The present headquarters of the

fraternity is at Jof in the oases of Kufra in the middle

of the Libyan desert. How the great Sheik, held a pris-
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oner by the hated Giaour in a Constantinople fallen from

its high estate, must long for the vast spaces and the

clear air of his Libyan homeland!

International

The Larchmont regatta. Race of the six-meters

The Attempt to Scale Everest

THE party headed by Gen. C. G. Bruce, who at-

tempted to reach the summit of Mt. Everest,

•were, after several desperate advances from

their base camp at 25,000 feet, vi^hich were foiled by ter-

rible weather conditions, compelled to give over their

enterprise by the breaking of the monsoon on June 3.

The greatest altitude attained was 27,300 feet. There

is good hope for the next party. It is thought that the

base camp might be carried up to 26,000 feet. The best

path for the final assault is known. When at last the

highest of mountains has been topped, the glory of the

victors should be shared with General Bruce's party and

the party headed by Lieutenant Colonel Howard-Bury
which in 1921, after an elaborate reconnaisance, "found

the way" and ascended to 23,000 feet, when the weather

routed them. The originator of the Bury expedition, a

famous mountaineer. Dr. Kellas, died of heart-failure

due to overexertion. Aside from the fact that these

glorious fellows "found the way," they made interesting

scientific records. They have just jointly brought out

a book ("Mount Everest: The Reconnaisance, 1921")

which is illustrated by as beautiful photographs as ever

were made. We should be grateful for the book, but

what a pity Pierre Loti wasn't young and a mountain-

climber, to have gone along!

The reader will, perhaps, be grateful for the follow-

ing statistics: Mt. Elbruz in the Caucasus Range, the

highest mountain in Europe, is 18,465 feet (Mount
Blanc is 15,785 feet) ; Mt. McKinley, the highest in

North America, is 20,300 feet; Mt. Aconcagua, the

highest in South America, is 23,080 feet; in Asia there

are many peaks higher than 23,000 feet.

Vague and Obfuscate

SUN YAT-SEN is still on a gunboat, vociferating.

A report of last week gave out that the main
forces of Sun Yat-sen and Chen Kwang-ming

grappled about 150 miles north of Canton and that

Chen won a decisive victory; but this report seems to

be discredited by a later one. If there was fighting,

probably it was mild and indecisive. Reports from
Peking are vaguely disquieting. Apparently the cen-

trifugal forces are again asserting themselves, Tuchun-

ism is reviving, statesmanship is not, the promise of

harmony and reconstruction has gone a-glimmering. It

may not be as bad as that ; the dispatches are brief and

obfuscate.

The British Empire
The Irish Situation

THE meeting of the new Provisional Parliament,

twice postponed, the second time to July 29, has

been further postponed.

During the past two weeks the National Army, com-

manded by Michael Collins himself, has prosecuted the

campaign against the irregulars in the southwest with

unvarying success. Waterford and Limerick were cap-

tured last week, and it is doubtful whether the irregu-

lars can be said any longer to present an organized de-

fense. Will they sensibly accept defeat or carry on as

long as possible a war of isolated positions, ambuscades,

and wanton rapine and destruction?

British Loans

The war-time loans made by the British Government

were as follows: to Russia, £655,000,000; to France,

£584,000,000; to Italy, £503,000,000; to Serbia, £25,-

000,000 ; to several smaller States, a total of £67,000,000.

Relief and reconstruction loans made by the British

Government since the war have been as follows: £12,-

100,000 to Austria; £3,900,000 to Poland; £2,200,000 to

Rumania; £2,000,000 to Serbia; to other States, £1,000,-

000. A loan of £9,000,000 to Belgium is under consid-

eration.

T
Sundry Matters

HE Hague Conference lived on till July 20, when

it "gave one last gasp and sighed and died."

Poland, too, is having a Government crisis, but it is

all very obscure. The best hope, apparently, to be con-

ceived of the situation is that Poland will muddle

through without serious misfortune till October, when

new elections are to bring in the first Diet under the

new Constitution. The new Diet is to elect a President

of the Republic. Pilsudski, the present President, seems

to have messed things a good deal of late.

* * -)r

Lloyd George in his report to the Commons on the

Genoa Conference stated that Moscow had 1,500,000

men under arms, with 4,000,000 men in reserve. As a

matter of fact, the combatant strength of the Soviet

army is not over 700,000, though the ration strength

may be 1,500,000. Indeed, Lloyd George's handling of

military statistics is apt to be a trifle airy and casual.

* -Jr •»

Djemal Pasha, one of the three (the others being

Taalat Bey and Enver Pasha) chiefly responsible for the

Turkish atrocities upon the Armenians during the war,

has been assassinated, probably by Armenians. He was

Chief of Staff of the Afghan army at the time of his

death.
* -.r *

The Japanese Diplomatic Advisory Council, on the

recommendation of the Japanese Cabinet, has decided

that by October 30 all Japanese soldiers shall be out of

the Maritime Province of Siberia. It should now be evi-

dent to the world, says a Japanese Foreign office of-

ficial, that Japan is a "non-aggressive nation, striving

to maintain the peace of the world."
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Lem Hooper on the Constitution
By Ellis Parker Butler

OUR eminent jurist, Justice of the Peace Lem
Hooper, looked over the tops of his shell-

rimmed spectacles at the worried-looking little

man Officer Bungay had brought to the bar of justice.

The big cop held the little prisoner firmly by the arm,

as if he feared an attempt to escape.

"Now, now!" the judge exclaimed. "What's this?

You don't mean to tell me that Mr. Pethcod has been

up to something, Bungay?"
"Judge," began the meek looking Mr. Pethcod plead-

ingly, but the big cop gave his arm a twist and shut

him up.

"He's complained against by Mrs. McDoodle," said

Officer Bungay. "This afternoon at four o'clock the

lady was givin' a five o'clock tea to the elect of River-

bank and this man's wife left him at home next door—

"

"She told me to start

cooking dinner at four," , ,

said little Mr. Pethcod.

"Sauerkraut!" exclaimed

Officer Bungay. "And his

kitchen to the North-East-

by-East from Mrs. Mc-

Doodle's residence, your

honor ! And the wind waft-

ing itself to the South-

West-by-West ! Twenty-
four of the swellest noses

of Riverbank was insulted

immediately, your honor,

and the tea-party put on

the bum, as you may say.

The lady telephoned me,

and I fetched the little fel-

low in. He must have been

busting some law, judge."

Judge Hooper shook his

head.

"No, Bungay," he said

kindly. "Turn your pris-

oner loose. There's no law
on the Riverbank statute-books against cooking dinner.

Not even if it is fried onions, Bungay ; not even if it is

fried onions complicated by sauerkraut. You misjudge

the statutes of Riverbank, Bungay; the citizens of Riv-

erbank are still permitted to cook sauerkraut no matter

where the wind bloweth, and I see no way you can justify

your action, Bungay, unless you have an amendment to

the Constitution of the United States prohibiting the

same. Or prohibiting the wind from blowing, Bungay.

"And it should not be so difficult, Bungay. Time was
when the Constitution was more like a solemn pact

guaranteeing the rights of those who united under it

to form a government, and less like a bangle bracelet,

than it seems like to become, Bungay.

"The notion seems to be, Bungay, that when a State

or a town isn't man enough to enforce its own laws it

totes them down to Washington and has them hooked

onto the Constitution, in hopes that the big gun will

shoot better than the little gun. 'Here's a cartridge

my gun won't shoot,' it says ; 'try it in the big gun for a

And I fetched the little fellow in—

change.' The only trouble, Bungay, is that when the

bore of the sixteen-inch rifled cannon is changed so as

to shoot .22 blanks, some folks take the notion it is but

little more respectable than a target rifle. They all

want to borrow it to shoot sparrows with.

"The elephant is a great and noble beast, Bungay, and
its tread shakes the earth. When insulted and enraged

it is most awesome and terrible. When it pulls the car

of the Maharaja it inspires veneration and amazement.

But if you hook a donkey cart behind the car of state,

a goat wagon behind that, and a wooden duck that

flaps its wings when the little red wheels turn behind

that, and a peanut behind that, somebody is going to

laugh. Some lawless guy is going to step on the peanut.

"The Constitution was once looked upon as the bul-

wark of our liberties; now it begins to look like a slot-

machine into which any
majority in Congress can

drop a bi^ass slug stamped

'Amendment' and get a

permit to pass a bill not

otherwise legal, whether it

is to control the proportion

of hemp seed in canary

food or to compel Red In-

dians to grow beards.

"There was a time, Bun-
gay, when a Viscount Bryce

could read over the Consti-

tution of the United States

and say 'The United States

is a nation founded upon
the following great and

immutable principles.' The
time may come, Bungay,
when the man that picks

up the Constitution will

read for six months and
then say: 'After a serious

study of the Constition of

the United States I make
bold to announce that skirts for ladies between the

ages of sixteen and sixty, for the first three months of

the coming year, unless Amendment 658 is amended,

will be one inch longer than at present, the Supreme
Court not ruling to the contrary, if the Supreme Court

is not amended in the meanwhile.' "

"That's interesting—it's very interesting," said Mr.

Pethcod nervously; "but, your honor, I left my sauer-

kraut on the stove
—

"

"Your wife trusted you," cried Lem Hooper, "and you

left that sauerkraut on the stove? Here, Durfey!"

The Court-Officer stepped forward respectfully.

"Durfey," said the judge, "sit down instantly and

write a letter to Washington and demand an amend-

ment to the Constitution prohibiting husbands, when
left in charge of sauerkraut, from deserting it."

"You're jokin', judge," said Mr. Durfey. "They'd

never put through an amendment like that."

"Maybe not," said Judge Hooper, "but who are you

and I to say what they'll do to the Constitution next?"
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New Books and Old
IN the bad years after the war, bad

for publishers, and bad for read-

ers who prefer their books to be well

printed on good paper, there was at

least one recompense. The paper on
which books were printed was cheap,

and the printing was often poor, but
the books were light to hold and to

carry. There was little or no illustra-

tion—'the years were bad for artists

—

but as a result there was no need to use
calendered paper. The light weight
which makes many English books so

agreeable to read prevailed on both
sides of the ocean. And when half-

tone was deserted for line cuts printed

with the text, illustration usually im-
proved, and books were better.

W. H. Hudson's "The Book of a

Naturalist" (Doran), which appeared
in 1919, is without illustrations, but
though a fairly large book is not cum-
bersome. His "A Traveller in Little

Things" (Dutton) of last year is also

without pictures. Two others by the

same writer have caused me to reflect

upon the penalty which often accom-
panies pictures. The publishers have
recently sent me a copy of the sixth

edition of Hudson's "The Naturalist in

La Plata" (Dutton), published this

year. The book first appeared as long
ago as 1892; it contains chapters dis-

tinctively South American, as the one
on the Pampas, and others about the

puma, a curious rodent called the viz-

cacha, and the huanaco. Other chap-
ters on various birds, animals, and in-

sects, although inspired by South
American observations, treat also of

English species. Like all the author's
writings upon animals, it is extremely
interesting. But it is illustrated, and
upon smooth paper; the hand which
raises the book sinks under its unex-
pected weight. Hudson's "A Shep-
herd's Life" (Dutton) is printed upon
light-weight paper and illustrated in

line-drawings by Bernard C. Gotch.
The scene is Salisbury Plain, the

downs of Wiltshire, and author, artist,

publisher, and printer have combined
to make a book to charm and please

the reader.

Being a fairly ignorant person, and
contented withal, the name of Tycho
Brahe had never caused me so much
as a quiver of emotion. Rather in

doubt which of his names was given
at christening (if he was christened),

not at all sure whether he was a re-

former, a humanist, or the leader of

some medieval art movement, and en-

tirely in the dark about him except a
vague feeling that he was rather Mid-
dle Age-y, I might have continued to

the grave in this welter of ignorance.
But while on vacation I picked up Al-

fred Noyes' "Watchers of the Sky"
(Stokes) and now Tycho Brahe has
become very important to me indeed.

I know a good deal, and intend to know
more, about his astronomical studies,

his gold mask made to conceal the in-

jury suffered in a duel (less poetical

persons call it an artificial nose), his

mari'iage, his beautiful wife, his scien-

tific colony, his Uraniborg, or Castle

of the Heavens, upon the haunted isle,

his catalogue of the stars, and his

times of favor and of disfavor with
kings and princes. "Watchers of the

Sky" is the romantic biographies of

the great astronomers; like most long
narratives in verse, it is not always in-

spired poetry; unlike many of them, it

is always of absorbing interest.

Two poems from Medora C. Addi-
son's "Dreams and a Sword" (Yale
University Press) :

G. G. H.

He laughed, they said, and leapt the para-

pet,

He turned and. laughing, bade them
follow on.

"You couldn't \vorr.\ him," they said, and
yet

He knew what lay before him in the

dawn.

His comrades saw him last in No Man's
Land

Still laughing at the bitter game he
played,

And there Death came and took liim by
the hand

With reverent touch for one so un-
afraid.

Yet well we know the laughter has not
died

Upon those gallant lips, nor shall our
tears

Efface the flaming splendor of our pride
In that brave laughter ringing down tli'

years.

MOTHERHOOD
Standing alone at the ocean's edge.

Eager and unafraid.
You are the child I used to be.

Playing the games I played.

Now I have only a coward's heart.

Holding you all too dear.

Learning at last that love shall teach
The fearless how to fear.

You are so little against the sky,

Eager and unafraid

—

Oh, little son by the ocean's edge,

I am afraid, afraid

!

In Sir Francis Younghusband's "The
Heart of Nature, or The Quest for

Natural Beauty" (Dutton), the author
draws many of his illustrations from
India and the Himalayas. He crossed
the Desert of Gobi with a train of eight

camels, and to enable them to eat by
daylight started to march daily at 5

p. m., marching till one or two in the

morning, Tlie desert was absolutely

open in every direction. "Seated on
my camel, or trudging along apart
from my little caravan, I would watch
the sun set in always varying splen-

dor . . .

"The sunset glow would fade away.
Star after star would spring into sight

till the whole vault of heaven was
glistening with diamond points of

light. Above me and all around me
stars were shining out of the deep sap-

phire sky with a brilliance only sur-

passed by the stars in the high Hima-
layan solitudes I have already de-

scribed. And a great stillness would
be over all—a silence even completer
than the silence among the mountains.

for there it was often broken by creak-
ing of the ice, whereas here in the des-

ert it was so profound that, when at

the end of many weeks I arrived at a

patch of grass and trees, the twitter-

ing of the birds and the whirr of in-

sects sounded like the roar of a London
street."

A lady writing a book about Italy is

frequently in great danger. Most
women, and many men, when they be-

gin to write on Italy, become ecstatic

upon the title-page, and continue in

that state throughout the whole vol-

ume. The author of "Italy Old and
New" (Dutton) is Elizabeth Hazelton
Haight, professor of Latin at Vassar.
Perhaps her learning saved her, but at

any rate, while her enthusiasm is

genuine, it never runs away with her.

The reader is not left breathless and
gasping. She enjoys the contrast be-

tween the old Italy and the new, the

days of classic Rome and of the Great
War, re-reading Catullus at Sirmio,

and near the foundations of the anti-

aircraft guns set up to drive back the

Austrian planes. The chapters on
Rome, upon the Rome of Horace, and
the one called "Re-reading Catullus in

Sirmio," are especially good.

"Who's Who in America, Vol. 12,

1922-1923" (A. N. Marquis & Co.) has
been published. It is a frequent cus-

tom for the writers of book reviews to

publish long and sometimes semi-face-

tious articles about each new volume
of this work. I have committed both
kinds of review of it, so this time I will

be brief and wholly serious. It is

amazing to find in how many ways the

book is useful in an editorial office.

Quite aside from the direct personal
information which it contains, there

are so many other reasons for it. To
find the date of publication of a book
by a certain author; to learn the

length of service of a certain Senator;
to' clear up a question of relationship—

-

these are examples of the less obvious
information which it gives me almost
daily. In those unhappy years, 1914-

1917, a number of plausible gentlemen
were beseeching this country—entirely

in the interests of humanity, and with-
out the slightest leaning toward one
side or another in the European War,
(oh, dear me, certainly not!)—-to forbid
the exportation of munitions to the Al-
lies. One particularly vociferous Mid-
dle Western professor had such a fine

old New England name that his solici-

tude was hard to understand. That is,

it was hard until one looked him up in

"Who's Who in America" and found
two bits of information which may be
represented thus: "Awarded Order of

the Pink Eagle, 3rd Class, by German
Emperor, 1911; married. Munich, 1904,

Berta Baumgartner."

The Literary Review of the New
York Evening Post is not intolerant.

It is apt to err on the side of too much
patience with freaks. So it is the more
to be congratulated on being alone in

speaking truth about James Joyce's

"Ulysses," which it calls "crazy litera-

ture." E. L. P.
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Book Reviews
Two American Novels

iNnKi.iBLK: A St»>ry of Life. Love mul
Music: In Five Movements. Bos-
ton : Houghton Mifflin.

A Max oy rruposK. liy Donal.l Uieli-

berg. New York: Tlioni.is Y. do-
well Company.

PERHAPS it is a pity that Mr.
Elliot K. Paul's sense of humor,

or his publishers, did not persuade him
to omit the lines which, under the title

of "God's Erasers" in the first instance
and "Let Them Live!" in the second,
serve as prelude and postlude to his

narrative. Or is this really a fine spir-

ited utterance of modernity? Let the
potential reader take it for what it

may be worth to him:

God looks o'er the world, a stupid.
oluttereil map with many billion eyes for
dots, upstaring helter-skelter. The eyes
are always bright to start with. F^very
morning the new ones are bright. Still-

births don't count.
Gtxl has a roll-top desk, and in the

pigeonholes, erasers. First he tries a

brown one. Heritage. He rubs the helter-
skelter map and weaker dots fade out.

Inrush away the dtM)ris.

A soiled eraser. Poverty, sweeps the
sheet. Some are called and many weaken.

Flick the dirt away.
Down comes Crime, the red one. and

eyes are smudged that were not aimed at.

Eruption. Famine. Disease: Storm, Pesti-
lence, Drought. He tries them all at
times.

Divine Impatience I A steel eraser. ^Var.
which gashes the map and wipes great
dead-white furrows.

A rotten job to clean this time.

Believe it or not, there are still bright
eyes remaining.
Bang goes the lid of the roll-top desk.

Let them live I

This ebullition and a number of sim-
ilar ones scattered through the book
are printed in italics; and one suspects
from this and from a certain occasional
truncation of lines, that they are prob-
ably poetry. But I have to own that,

modern or not, they not only add noth-
ing: to my understanding of the story,

but depress me in themselves. It seems
to be agreed that every young literary

artist must now be omniscient and
oracular to start with. The most
youthful and yolky geniuses now adopt
an obligatory condescension to God,
and shake a kindly head over the foibles

of a world w^hich, after all, has never
hitherto had the advantage of their
advice. Often the gesture is super-
fluous, not to say impertinent. The
only connection between the present
writer's preliminary (or all-embrac-
ing) chant and the fable, is that we
have to do with the fortunes of a young
pair who emerge from unpromising
origins, find each other, and are happy.
In .short, it is a pretty story, a senti-

mental story, to which its author has
essayed, not quite successfully, to give
a proper air of scepticism and Hardy-
ish detachment and Dostoevskyan
verity.

These are frills and notions of the
hour. There is honest stuff in the book,
if we don't let ourselves be diverted

from it. The humor is .sound, and the
people are not puppets, and there is a
real story. By way of refreshing
(.hange, the urban scene is neither New
York nor some city of the midlands, but
that reputed haunt of literary tradi-

tions and dead ones, Boston. Boston,
it seems, is still a spot where the ma-
terials of fiction survive—that is,

where people live and work and love as
elsewhere. Samuel's father has a car-

pet-cleaning shop in Melrose, and lives

in "Cliftondale," where a sort of vil-

lage life goes on within sight of the
golden dome on Beacon Hill, and with-
in sound, as it were, of Symphony Hall.

Samuel's father is a good-humored, lazy
man of the people, his mother a nar-
row-minded, big hearted village woman;
there is nothing in either to account for
Samuel's musical genius. A sound
point in his characterization is that he
is shown as, outside of his music, a
quite ordinary, simple-minded, boy. He
is a normal infant, schoolboy, and calf-

lover. He thinks the thoughts of his

age and uses its artless vernacular.
Only, he has an extraordinarily sensi-

tive ear, somebody discovers the fact,

and thereafter he is destined for the
Boston "Conservatory" and a more
than respectable career at the piano.

Meanwhile moves toward him from
an unlikely quarter his complement and
mate. This is Lena, daughter of a
Jewish old-clo' man: born also for

music. At the Conservatory their

ways meet; and a proper tale of art

and love follows. The terrible thing
that befalls Lena on the threshold of
her career as violinist comes perhaps
nearer melodrama than naturalism.
That in her moment of revolt she de-

liberately smashes her precious fiddle

seems to me the doubtful note in the
piece. A violin-lover is not a Mac-
Pherson. Nor does the echo of her im-
pulse in Samuel ring true to my ear,

ca.'^ual box of wires though his instru-

ment be: "I have not touched a piano
since. I would break that thing with
an axe if I could go near enough to it."

However, all is not over for either of

them, and after a suitable period of

misapprehension and separation (hero-

ine vanishes, hero gives up his art,

etc.) everything comes out very pleas-

antly in the end, with a baby in the im-
mediate foreground.
And in the end we see well enough

that apart from its italicized gloss, its

knowing and heavily ironic business of

erasers and rolltop desks and so on,

this is a well-arranged love-story, of

the smile and tear sort. Behind it and
not necessarily ao far apart from it

as its occasional decorations or camou-
flages of naturalistic detail, lies a true

instinct for characterization and in-

terpretation. Who can ever really draw
the boundary-line between creative

realism and creative romance?
The author of "A Man of Purpose"

is an important American novelist of

"ideas." An earlier novel of his won
warm praise from Roosevelt because it

preached the Rooseveltian doctrine of

strenuous service. In this story the
idea or moral is the same, but the
hero of it is too complex and the ending

too inconclusive to have pleased Roose-
velt. The narrative, by a familiar de-

vice, is supposed to be an arrangement
of autobiographical materials found
among Merrill's effects after his dis-

appearance, or withdrawal, from the
knowledge of men. He is, in brief, an
idealist whose .search for happiness and
for the perfect service is doomed to

disappointment, but whose spirit is un-
broken (if somewhat unbalanced) in

the end.

The autobiographical character of

the narrative is evident. Mr. Richberg,

like his Rodney Merrill, is an active

lawyer in the middle West, who has
wished to be on the side of the angels

in politics and in matters of social and
industrial righteousness. As for Rod-

ney's demonstration against authority,

it represents an active radicalism

which in the author's own case has not

gone so far.

This is a "life" story, beginning with

Rodney Merrill's birth and ending only

when his character has been fairly es-

tablished, and what happens or may
happen to him has become a secondary

matter. He has "a good bringing-up,"

is a normally vigorous and haphazard
adolescent and undergraduate. He is

fastidious (or sentimental) in matters

of sex. He becomes a Bachelor of Arts
without getting any real "conception of

art or the arts in any sense in which
the words may be used. During my
four years in college I had learned a

little about men and women, about their

motives and habits and how to work
with and sometimes lead my fellows.

Such social knowledge as I had I was
least conscious of. Such bookish knowl-
edge as I felt conscious of I possessed

the least."

From Harvard Law School he re-

turns to his "home town" and a place

in his father's law office. The law looks

like a slow road. He enters local poli-

tics in a small way, to find himself very
soon confronted by the usual choice of

rising young men: "Was I going to

'play the game' as the successful poli-

ticians played it, never allowing public

interest to interfere with private ad-

vantage; or was I going to refuse to

play that game unless I could square
it with my idea of what public service

should be? If I refused to play that

game, was there any other game I could

play more decently—and achieve any
personal success? I was far from sure

that my ideals were all practical. And
I did want to be practical. To be
sneered at as an 'impractical theorist'

hurt me more at that time than any
other condemnation." Such a youth is

in for hard knocks and disillusioning

experiences, and Rodney Merrill gets

his share of them. In his contest with
political corruption and social injustice

he does not come out victor—in the

judgment of society. Nor does his

"practical" idealism or common sense

weather the long journey. In the end
he takes sides with those who are

oppressed by real and fancied abuses
of justice and therefore assail the
whole machinery of justice. "With
four hundred thousand men back
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of me," cries Rodney Merrill to

an audience of striking miners, "I

believe I could enforce the law even

against a lawless judge." Alas, when
he defies and accuses the judge in open

court, he is jailed for his pains; and
we are to take it that, after his release

later on, he is to become a wanderer; a

seeker after truth among the byways
of the "successful" world, and for the

woman of his heart who, from lofty

motives, has vanished from the sight of

men. . . . Rodney Merrill too vanishes,

murmuring his doctrine of service

through self-realization and revolt:

"The swift defeat of the rash idealist

seems a futile sacrifice, yet along the

track of broken lives of men who sought

to serve them, the unready and unwill-

ing host moves on."

Familiar matters: what gives the

book its exceptional character is its

sense of ultimate responsibility to some-
thing greater than self, its sense of

the close relation betv/een sex and
service, and its successful embodiment
of so many public and social aspects of

current American life in a single and
consistent action.

H. W. BOYNTON

Two Versions of Dante
The liN'FERNO OF Dame, with text and

translation. By Eleanor Vinton Mur-
ray. Boston : Privately printed.

The Divine Comedy of Dante Alighi-
EKi ; the Italian text with a transla-

tion in English blank verse and a
commentary. By Courtney Langdon.
Vol. Ill : Paradiso. Cambridge : Har-
vard University Press.

MRS. MURRAY pleads eloquently

for a rendering of the "Divine
Comedy" into terza rima. Her plea is

appealing; but also cooling is her re-

minder: "This has been done many
times in the course of the last three

hundred years, but the result has usu-
ally been unsatisfactory and often sur-

prisingly unskillful." Has her own
version broken the malign spell? At
least, it is in spots surprisingly skillful.

In it there are sonorous lines, passages
covering several tercets of fluent and
graceful strength, at least one canto

—

the nineteenth—well sustained through-
out. Also, her translation is in general
faithful. In fine, her best is surpris-

ingly skillful; but, I fear it must be
added, her worst, like the others before
her, is as "surprisingly unskillful." No
reader can fail to be all too frequently

shocked by an English which just is not

English—as any native, not to say poet,

would use it. We hear indeed the "iter-

ant rhyme" with its "solemnity of a

tolling bell"—tolling, alas ! the knell of

poetry. And we murmur Amen to the

quoted anathema of Henry Adams:
". . . the whole Trinity, with the Vir-

gin to aid, has not the power to pardon
him who should translate Dante or

Petrarch."

Pardonably or not, Dante will be
translated. He will be translated into

prose and into verse, into blank verse
and into rhymed verse, into his own
terza rima and into other rhyme
schemes. "There are nine and sixty

ways, and every one of them" . . .

may have its merit. Undoubtedly, Dan-
te's own chosen meter has an obviously

special merit. Mrs. Murray's best

proves it reasonably manangeable; her
v/orst proves . . . only that she has
not always done her best, but the best

her time and patience permitted. But
Dante "was made lean for many a year"
by his task: why not his translator?

Pending the arrival of such compe-
tent devotion, it seems there might be
an alternative way, by which the effect

of terza rhna would be got and yet the

burden of constant triple rhyme some-
v/hat lessened. Leopardi's great odes

show how sporadic rhyme, artfully

used, can give every effect of continu-

ous rhyme. The ear, attuned, carries

over the rhymeless lines. Dante's

rhythmical units are very often several

tercets long: need these be triple-

ihymed throughout? Experiment might
show .

There is, however, an opposing ideal

of translation, which prefers before all

else accurate rendition of the text. This
it will not sacrifice to any tintinnabula-

tion of sweet sound. Holding to this

ideal. Professor Langdon employs for

his version blank verse—a blank verse

hardly distinguishable by ear from
rather monotonously rhythmic prose.

There are few lyrical echoes heard
through its austere simplicity, little of

the swift grace, the melodious utter-

ance, of the poet,

"Quale allodetta ehe in aere si spazia,

Prima cantando."

Yet if this new translation of the "Para-
diso" is a wingless victory, it is still a

victory. It is, I think, the best so far;

and in its own kind will not soon be bet-

tered. Dante's ipsissima verba are

made English, exact, clear, and idio-

matic. No nuance of meaning is missed.

The spiritual beauty of the noble can-

ticle abides, even if lost the "belle mem-
bra" in which it was once enclosed.

Mrs. Murray's translation is without
commentary; Professor Langdon con-

tinues his elaborate and original com-
mentary. Indeed, at times he would
seem to declare his interpretation so

original as to be valid only for himself.

He would "recall Sir Philip Sydney's

words and 'look into his heart and
v/rite,' even though the result risk

the danger of proving a comfort and
an inspiration to himself alone." This

is a gesture not of humility, but of

conviction. "What sayest thou that I

mean? is the question which a real poet

asks of his reader."

Yet Professor Langdon is not quite

at ease in his intuitive dogmatism. He
very humanly wishes to persuade us to

abandon our views for his as to the

meaning of the poem. He relates an
incident that happened to Browning.
An American friend had sent Browning
an interpretation of one of Browning's
poems. Browning's response "was to

the effect that, to tell the truth, he did

not mean what Professor Corson
thought he meant when he wrote the

poem, but that he was very glad to rec-

ognize the latter's interpretation of his

thought as its fuller meaning now."

Browning's experience is not an uncom-
mon one. We often build better than
we know. Dante himself, in the prose
narrative and commentary of the "Vita
Nuova," has apparently persuaded him-
self, and would persuade his reader,

that his youthful verses held a "fuller

meaning now" than he had been aware
of when he first wrote them.
And the logical inference? Dante,

surely "a real poet," has asked the

question, "What sayest thou that I

m.ean?" Professor Langdon says it.

And Dante, as Browning to his Ameri-
can friend, should from spiritland re-

ply: "To tell the truth, he did not

mean what Professor Langdon thought
he meant when he wrote the poem,
but" . . . etc.

The obvious trouble is, that, unlike

the living Browning, Dante cannot be
interrogated. If Professor Langdon
wishes confirmation of the "fuller mean-
ing" of Dante, he can only appeal to

others than Dante—others living six

hundred years after Dante. It may be

that, looking in their own hearts, these

will find the selfsame "fuller meaning"
of Dante's thought that Dante himself

did not intend. Taut mieux! But an
idea, planted in two different "hearts,"

rarely germinates and develops alike.

Never in life could Dante Alighieri be

called "all things to all men." Were it

not unkind if the meaning of his life-

v/ork must become such?

But Professor Langdon, I venture to

think, himself builds better than he
knows—better at least than his avowed
canon of interpretation allows. For in-

stance, his most stressed and most im-

portant interpretation is that of the

symbolic value of Beatrice as Dante's

"inmost self." Now he never, if I un-

derstand him, presents that interpreta-

tion as a "fuller meaning" not in Dan-
te's mind when he wrote. Professor

Langdon is constantly pointing out that

Dante's own words can mean nothing

else. (See the notes to Par. i, 85; ii,

27; iii, 128; iv, 139; x, 37; xv, 70; xii,

46; xxvii, 89-96; xxix, 1-9; xxx, 75;

xxxiii, 38, 133.) Also, he sharply scores

others who have found it in their hearts

to say that Beatrice represents such

institutional or abstract or static things

as Church or Revelation or Theology,

(ii, 27; x, 37; xxi, 46; xxix, 109.)

This is confusing, and hardly fair.

Should we scold the critic who, before

Browning's American friend evolved

that "fuller meaning," had interpreted

the poem as Browning had actually

meant it? The cases are not parallel.

Professor Langdon's notes appear to

say; the whole intent of Dante's words
preclude his having meant ever what I

censure.

It seems a pity that Professor Lang-
don does not take his stand upon this

clear and relatively deterininable issue.

As it is, his reader, if I may judge by

myself, remains baffled by the uncer-

tainty whether we are discussing Dan-
te's own meaning, or Dante's meaning
for Professor Langdon, or the meaning
which Dante would recognize as his

"fuller meaning," though he had never

(Continued on page 52)
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In little more than a Century

He ^L«i has advanced

IT is as difficult for you to realize how
much the Chemical Engineer has con'

tributed to your daily life as it is for your

little son to realize the wonder ofthe motor

cars that glide up the Avenue : you are so

used to it all.

But, turn the pages of history a century

and then, a few more centuries, and

the infinite changes in life, the abundance

of comforts and conveniences, and the

luxuries that the Chemical Engineer has

brought into today's civilization, are written

in letters of fire.

LIFE has changed more in its essentials since the

J time of Thomas Jefferson . . , . and remember,

that was in your great-grandfather's day, than

Jefferson's Ufe had changed since William the Con-
queror's days. In little more than one century

Civilization's frontiers have advanced farther than

they had advanced in eight centuries before!

Journeys in i8o6 were matters of horses' endurance

just as they were in io66: Jefferson's coach may
have been easier to ride in than the Norman duke's

slower vehicle .... but what is that to the smooth-

riding motor that whirls you along at a mile a

minute?

Rushlights are not so far from tal!ow-dips as tallow

dips are from electric lamps. Jefferson's buildings

rose httle higher than William's — but what of

the structural steels that make it possible for today's

Woolworth Towers to pierce the skies? The doc-

tors cf i8o6 took nearly as many chances as those

of William's reign .... but the Chemical Engineer

has placed in your doctor's hands specifics that

silence forever the threats of many ofman's dreaded

scourges.

Civilization by

Ten Centuries!

So you may run the gamut of life's needs and com-
forts, and you will find that, although life did change
in the passing centuries from the autocratic Norman
to the democratic Jefferson, the changes were mostly
refinements seldom radical additions to man's

possessions.

Yet the few years from Jefferson's day to yours are

marked by startling, by radical changes in the way of
Hving, changes possible only through the Chemical
Engineer's slowly-won mastery over nature's elc
mental substances and forces by his miracles in

metals, in petroleum, in textiles, in rubber, in ex-

plosives, and in dyes and drugs and chemicals.

IT is the growth of industrial chemistry

that has made the past century the most

wonderful period in man's history for

the Chemical Engineer's province is the

mastery of matter, the transformation of

matter from useless to useful forms. He has

in a few years changed the entire face of

industry, and it is to him that the world's

industries look in the future.

We, of the du Pont organization, which
for I20 years has been building on this

foundation of applied chemistry, take no
little pride in the contributions that du
Pont Chemical Engineers have made to

the development of industry in the United

States.

This is one of a series of advertisements published

that the public may have a clearer understanding of

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.,

and its products.

E.I.DU PONT DE iVEAVOUR.5' 6^ COM^^AjSY^ .Irxc "WTlntin^torv, Del
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Furniture of the Pilgrim Century
By WALLACE NUTTING

This work has rapidly come to be recognized as the standard
in its period. In fact it is the only book containing certain classes

of subjects like wood candle stands.
There are about 1000 jiictures never shown before. There are

seventy chests and eighteen court cupboards. The Pilgrim chair
in all its variations is shown in full. The pictures are large, a
good number occupying an entire page.

In most cases dimensions of articles are given, kinds of wood
specified, and date either given or estimated.

There are 600 pages, cameo paper, 7-7/8 x 10-3/4.

.-it bookstores or uiailcd free on receipt of price, $15.00.

OLD AMERICA COMPANY, Framingham, Mass.

(I5ritef°'^i''*Mdei

It tells how you
may secure an in-

come that cannot
shrink; how you
may execute
your own will;

how you may
create a trust

fund; how you may give
generouslywithouthardship.
It describes the annuity bond, a safe,
convenient, and productive invest-
ment which promotes a fundamental
Christian enterprise. Endorsed by
all denominations.

Write for Booklet tl.

AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY
Bible House, Astor Place, New York

&viA\omh

The old standard forhand-
writings established over
60 years ago, 10 sample
pens different patterns, gilt,

silvered and bronze finish

sent on receipt of 10
cen ts, including a32-page
booklet on handwriting.

SPENCERIAN PEN COMPANY
349 Broadway, New York

forlOdavsFBEE
h will save you time sorting and locating papers

Will sort your mail and route it—will protect your papers
from prying eyes and from being scattered by electric fan
breezes—will keep papers, reference books, etc., out of the
way, but at hand ready for use when needed. Occupies less

space than a single box or wire basket, yet renders the
service of four. Thousands in use give entire satisfaction.

A Steel Sectional Device

Olive green finish. Has non-scratching rubber feet. Price,

$4.50. Extra compartments at 90 cents each may be added
at any time. On request, will send interesting, illustrated

folder, "How to Get Greater Desk Efficiency."

Ask for FREE Trial—Send No Money
Send now for this Model 4-G Kleradesk, After using it ten
days, if you are not satisfied that it saves you time and
makes your desk work easier, return at our
expense. Otherwise we will send you invoice
for $4.50, covering the biggest value in desk
efficiency you ever bought.

ROSS-COULD CO., 50i N. loth Si ,
.s, i.ou.s mo:

4l

17

rnn-'
i

'

(rirof lECT 'iut-y

'
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(Continued from page 50)

meant it. This confusion is the more
a pity, since, in spite of it, Professor
Langdon's work seems to me of very
great value indeed, not only for its high
seriousness, but also for its keenness
and depth of insight. No real student

of the "Divine Comedy" can afford to

neglect it, even if—as I think at least

—

he must sift out for himself what is

valuable because verifiable.

Jefferson B. Fletcher

Art of the Colonial

Period
Furniture of the Pilgrim Century.

By Wallace Nutting. Framinghani,
Mass. : Old America Company.

THIS book is useful in the sense that

it adds to the ever-growing public

interest in the art of our colonial

period. Mr. Nutting, a clergyman
turned collector and manufacturer of

reproductions and colored photographs,

has industriously photographed exam-
ples of seventeenth century and early

eighteenth century furniture and hard-

ware in public and private collections.

Many of the pieces pictured in his

book are familiar to those who know
the furniture exhibits of the Metro-
politan Museum of Art, the Rhode
Island School of Design, and other pub-
lic museums and antiquarian societies.

Others of the pictures were made in

private houses; they pictorially repro-

duced for the first time works that

every student of colonial furniture is

glad to know about. Some important
examples are owned by Mr. Nutting
himself. His enterprise as an investi-

gator and collector is commendable.
The book is a bad one as regards lit-

erary quality and logical arrangement.

It contains some statements of fact

that are, to put it mildly, questionable.

The title seeks to capitalize present-

day interest in the Plymouth Pilgrims.

T'he manufacture in New England,
however, of furniture and metal-work
which constitute mosit of Mr. Nutting's

one thousand specimens, was due, of

course, to the influx of British artisans

during the Great Migration. No con-

tinuous account is supplied of the con-

ditions under which this manufacture
was carried on, but scraps of informa-

tion and opinion are included in the

descriptions of individual pieces. The
style is often naive and sometimes
puerile. Nuggets of banality like the

following abound: "We are told that

the cradle as an institution has been
abandoned. We lament it. We believe

that someone who purports to be wise
has said that rocking a child is bad for

its brains. Had hygienic objections

arisen against the papoose board on
w'hich the aborigines are strapped, we
could easily have allowed that im-

peachment, but how any child could fail

to grow up strong from so rugged a

piece of architecture as that on the

opposite page we cannot understand."
On page 124 is such a slip as this:

"Pelatiah Parmenter was born in the

early part of the seventeenth century

and was lost at sea, during the War of
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the 'Revolution, in privateer warfare."

The assertion, on the title pajre, that

the book is illustrateil with photojrraphs

'•by the author, hitherto unpublished,"

mi.y:ht be challenjrtHl by any possessor

of Mr. Nuttinjr's own pamphlet on
"Early American Ironwork," which as

a manufacturer of reproductions he

brought out in 1917. Several of the

plates used in illustrating that sales

cataloeruo have been thriftily re-used in

the present book, and with text which
fails to inform the reader that these

are pictures, not of ancient originals,

but of twentieth century reproductions

of and variants upon colonial and old

English hardware.
It would be amusing to get from Mr.

Nutting the facts about the ornamental
ironwork of Newfoundland. He pre-

sumably is pi"epared to stand behind his

statement on page 573: "505 is a

rope twist found in Newfoundland, as

was also 300." One would like to know
more about the flowering forth of

metalry in Newfoundland I

F. W. COBURN

Chanters and Singers
Slabs of tuk Si'msirnt "Wf.st. By ("nil

Sandburg. New York : IlarcDurt,

Brace & Co.

Haki-Em Shadows. By Claude McKay.
New York : Harcourt, Brace & Co.

KiNKoi.KS. By Ann Cobb. Boston

:

Iluugliton Mifflin Company.

Watchers of the Sky. By Alfred Noyes.

New York : Frederick A. Stokes
Company.

Wood Notes. By Mildred Whitney Still-

man. New York : Duffield & Com-
pany.

SO much praise, some of it well-de-

served praise, has been show'ered

upon Mr. Carl Sandburg by our intel-

ligentsia, that it is probably temerari-

ous even to suggest that his work falls

short of perfection. Still, after having
survived the incredulous scorn with
which the before-mentioned intelligent-

sia respond to any doubt of the ortho-

dox dictum that Whitman is the great

American poet, one is steeled to endure
anything. There is in Mr. Sandburg's
mental and spiritual equipment an
abundance of true poetry, even if it

frequently comes out mixed with baser
stuff. At his best he is vivid, original

and haunting. But whatever may be
his merits and abilities, they do not
relieve him from the primary obliga-

tion laid upon all writers, that of ex-

pressing ideas intelligently in a com-
mon literary medium. No assortment
of verbal Roman candles and pinwheels
and other interjectional fireworks, no
quantity of Whitmanesque catalogues,
can supply the place of coherent and
cohering sentences, whether in prose or

verse. And if, as his publishers say,

"Carl Sandburg is perhaps the most
American of American poets," the more
is it incumbent upon him to use dic-

tionary language conceivably under-
standable by all American readers, and
not the special brand of thieves' slang
or local and temporary argot that hap-
pens to strike his momentary fancy.
Here is an alleged poem classified by

Teeth You Envy
Are brushed in this new way

Millions of people daily now combat
the film on teeth. This method is fast
spreading all the world over, largely
by dental advice.
You see the results in every circle.

Teeth once dingy now glisten as they
should. Teeth once concealed now
show in smiles.

This is to offer a ten-day test to
prove the benefits to you.

That cloudy film

A dingy film accumulates on teeth.
When fresh it is viscous—you can feel

it. Film clings to teeth, gets between
the te^th and stays. It forms the basis
of cloudy coats.

Film is what discolors—not the
teeth. Tartar is based on film. Film
holds food substance which ferments
and forms acid. It holds the acid in

contact with the teeth to cause decay.
Millions of germs breed in it. They,

with tartar, are the chief cause of pyor-
rhea. Thus most tooth troubles are
now traced to film, and very few escape
them.

Must be combated
Film has formed a great tooth prob-

lem. No ordinary tooth paste can ef-

fectively combat it. So dental science

has for years sought ways to fight this
film.

Two ways have now been found.
Able authorities have proved them by
many careful tests. A new tooth paste
has been perfected, to comply with
modern requirements. And these two
film combatants are embodied in it.

This tooth paste is Pepsodent, now
employed by forty races^ largely by
dental advice.

Other tooth enemies
Starch is another tooth enemy. It

gums the teeth, gets between the teeth,
and often ferments and forms acid.

Nature puts a starch digestant in the
saliva to digest those starch deposits,
but with modern diet it is often too
weak.
Pepsodent multiplies that starch di-

gestant with every application. It also
multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva.

That is Nature's neutralizer for acids
which cause decay.
Thus Pepsodent brings effects which

modern authorities desire. They are
bringing to millions a new dental era.

Now we ask you to watch those effects
for a few days and learn what they
mean to you.
The facts are most important to you.

Cut out the coupon now.

^^^ "^^^^^^^i^ PAT. OFF. I

The New-Day Dentifrice

Endorsed by modern authorities

and now advised by leading dentists

nearly all the world over. All drug-

gists supply the large tubes.

10-Day Tube Free '''

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 163, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, lU.

Mail 10-day tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family
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HOTEL CHAMPLAIN
BLUFF POINT-ON -LAKE CHAMPLAIN N.Y

a METROPOLITAN hotel on the

highest pronionlory of the lake in

the centre <»f a private park of 800

acres, with 2 golf courses, tennis

courts, bridle paths, bathing beach

and boat facilities.

J. P. GREAVES,
Manager

Booklet

New York dffice

243 FIFTH AVt^NUE

The Fort William Henry Hotel
LAKE GEORGE, N. Y.

A SUMMER RENDEZVOUS FOR PEOPLE
OF CULTURE AND REFINEMENT

Golf, Tennis, Swimming, Boating, Flying
Italian Pergola-Casino on the Lakeshore

EUROPEAN PLAN CHAS. A. DOUGLASS, Manager

I
t]

13ace Institute
I Do you seek advancement in Busi-

ness or in Accountancy practice

—

the C. P. A. degree, a position as
Treasurer, Controller, Auditor,

Credit Manager, Tax Specialist?

Accountancy and
Business Administration

Pace Institute, through its courses in Accountancy
and Business Administration, has assisted tliou-

sands of men and women to realize their business
or professional ambitidns. Day and Evening classes
are constantly available. Students take supplemen-
tary field work in oflires and plants of large New
York organizations. Write to-day for Bulletin J.

30 Church Street New York City

Hi£h School Course
in 2 Years

N.U SCHOOL of

COMMERCE
COMBINES LAKE SHORE CAMPUS
WITH BIG CITY ADVANTAGES

Close range study of big businesa
in Chicago supplements cultural and
recreational advantages of campus
life in Evanston.Among the intense-
ly practical courses offered are:
BusinexM Administraiion — Aecounting

—

^

—Banhino and F\nanc4 -SaUt Manage-
tM^tSVt*^^ merit — AdvsTtinng ~ Factory Manage-
*'*»S* ^^^ ment-Tramc UrTransportalvm-Foretgn

Trade—Labor Administration—Public &
Social Service.
Medill School of Journalitm offers
two- and three-year courses leading
to B. S. and M. S. in Journalism.
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

School of CoTnmtrce
^26 HarriiHall, Evanstoa,

lllinoU

Confers
University

trees

Send for
Bulletin
Now

I can complete
simplified High

School Course at home in-
tanU reqnirementfl for entrance to colfege
ions. This and thirty-BJx other practical
our Free Bulletin. Send for it TODAY.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dapt. H . C . S Dreial Avs. & S8th St. CHICAGO

Bide of two yeara. M<
id the leading; profe

described i

CHAUTAUQUA AND LYCEUM
A C 1 1 (Affiliated with the famous
Alio ijCllOOl Ithaca Conservatory ofMusic)

Dr. Edward Amherst Ott, Dean, lor the past ttcentv-

lour years associated with the Itedpath Lyceum Bureau.
Special course of training for Lyceum and Chautau-

qua. Music (all branches), elocution. Impersonations,
novelty features. Growing demand for this kind of work.
Short cut to lucrative public profession. Two-year
graduation course. Address Chautauqua and Lyoedm
Arts Schoot,. .ISO DeWltt Park. Ithaca, N. Y.

LITCHFIELD SCHOOL
A school for boys of 15 or under, fitting for all

high-grade preparatory schools of the countr.v. In an
old school center with true educational atmosphere.
Home life. All healthful sports. Kate $1000. Ad-
dress CHARLKS KUKUERICK BRUSIE. A.M.,
Principal. l.,itrhtlclil. Conn., or Ossining, N. Y.

140?
AreYouYonngat
If not.-nh.v?Gf'tquick,
FHIiF. BOOKalioul
the prostate gland which may
cauHe Bciatica, backache, in-
terrupted Bleep, depressed
and other often serious con-
ditions. Ittellsof a new drug-
less home treatment that cor-
rects these conditions. AddresH
The Electro Thermal Co.

?5C'' Main Street Steubenvillo, Ohio

"A Place for Rest

and Renewal of Health"

Harmony Road Farm is a small Sanator-
ium, simple and inexpensive, but with evei^r
facility for giving the "milk treatment," so
widely recommended by physicians, with com-
plete rest and under intelligent medical su-
pervision.

This is our specialty. Write for terms and
descriptive circular to

HARMONY ROAD FARM SANATORIUM
R.D.l PAWLING, N. Y.

(Only two hours from New York)

MILITARY
BAND SCHOOLCONWAY

Develops not merely "performers." but true artists.

Instruction on two Instruments ; teachers of national
renown. Conducting and band arrangements part of
course. Orchestra practice in large Conservatory or-
chestra. Daily band rehearsals under Patricli Conway.
Dormitories. Associated with Ithaca Conservatory of
Music. Address

THE CONWAY MILITARY BAND SCHOOL
630 De Witt Park Ithaca. New York

Cot cot thia ad and mail it to na, with your name and
•ddresa (no money); and we will send you oar FAMOUS
KARNAK RAZOR by retnrn mail, postpaid. You may use
the razor for 30 davs FREE; then if you like it. pay oa
11.85. If you don'tlikeitretum it. SEND NO MONEY.
MORE COMPANY. Dept. 350 St. Louis. Mo.

the publishers as one of "two dozen
lovely lyrics":

Two HUMPTIES.
They tried to hand it to us on a platter,

L's hit in the eyes with marconigrams from
moon dancers

—

And the bubble busted, went flooey, on a
thumb touch.

So this time again, Ilumpty,
We cork our laughs behind solemn phiz-

zogs,

Sweep the floor with the rim of our hats
And say good-a-by and good-a-by, just like

that.

Tomorrow maybe they will be hit

In the eyes with marconigrams
From moon dancers.

Good-a-by, our hats and all of us say good-
a-by.

This is literary, or rather sadly un-
literary charlatanry; even though it

justifies the printer's error through
which Mr. Sandburg's latest book,
"Slabs of the Sunburnt West," was an-
nounced as "Slobs of the Sunburnt
West."
"Harlem Shadows" is a collection of

the later verses of Claude McKay, a
poet of pure Negro blood, born in

Jamaica, educated in that island and
in the United States, and now living

in New York City. In an introduction
to the book Mr. Max Eastman chal-

lenges controversy with the pronounce-
ment that, "Here for the first time we
find our literature vividly enriched by
a voice from this most alien race among
us." Somewhat of like import was
probably said of Paul Laurence Dun-
bar, and will presumably again be said
of other Negro poets; enough to appre-
ciate the originality and vigor of Mr.
McKay's work without determining the
precise niche in our literary hall of

fame to be assigned to an author who
offers no reflected nor pumped up emo-
tions but gives us his own loves, sym-
pathies and passions, his own rebellions,

wraths and resentments. While some
of Mr. McKay's lyrics relate to the
island of his birth, the more significant

are those that tell of "Negro Harlem,"
that populous but little known commun-
ity in upper Manhattan, of which the

poet may well become the accepted in-

terpreter. And here it may be permit-
ted to regret—however rightly we may
have deserved his animosity—that this

poet hates us so. For indeed his re-

venge against the cruel "White City"

is already terrible.

The clean, old-fashioned cover of

"Kinfolks," recalling as it does the

old hand-blocked prints and wall-

papers, is prophetic of the contents.

For the book is a modest attempt to

present through the medium of simple,

colloquial verse, the mountaineers of

the Cumberland with their thoughts,

speech, emotions, customs and preju-

dices, something of the routine of their

daily lives and something of their re-

actions to innovations and to the

emergencies resulting from the war.
Miss Ann Cobb, the author, has lived

and taught among these Kentucky
highlanders for fifteen years, and her
picturesque little book of eighty-two

pages is manifestly a labor of love.

Ambitious as always is his design,
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but bravely and honorably ambitious,

Mr. Alfred Noyes in "Watchers of the

Sky" devotes two hundred and eijrhty-

one pages l)f blank verse with occa-

sional lyrics to the jrreat astronomers,
Copernicus. Tycho Brahe. Kepler, Gali-

leo, Xewton and the Herschels, whom
he tijrures as the dauntless "Torch-
Bearers" passing: the pure and increas-

ing light of science from hand to hand
through the darkness of the centuries.

Some readers will balk at the length

of the work and probably few will find

the interest unflagging ; but there is

much of true beauty and fine enthusi-

asm and touches of grandeur in this

sequence of poetic tales or personal
sketches. All in all, the book is worth
attention and no astronomer's home
should be without it.

"Wood Notes," by Mildred Whitney
Stillman, is a group of nature songs,

child songs and mother songs, all slight,

but nearly all pleasing or at least show-
ing a certain discernment and appre-

ciation of beauty. As the author says
in her last two lines,

Tliousih to the world no silver song I give.

Still day hy day, my jjoetry I live.

We may well believe it. Perhaps the

true mission of many transient books
of verse is to warm our hearts with a

reassurance that there are still in the

world so many kindly people quick to

respond to all that is love-worthy.

Arthur Guiterman

The Life of Edwin Austin

Abbey
Edwix Austin Abbey, Royal Acad-

EMiciAN ; A Record of His Life and
Work. By E. V. Lucas. Two vol-

umes. New York : Charles Scribner's

Sons.

THESE two luxurious volumes repre-

sent a tribute of friendship to a
most amiable gentleman, who was one
of the best illustrators of his time, and
as well a competent historical painter

and mural decorator. The secret of

this multiform success was Abbey's
unlimited painstaking. Coming to New
York in the early seventies, the young
Philadelphian apparently with equal
ease won the best artists as friends

and the best magazines as patrons. As
a matter of fact the charm of his pen
drawing had been fostered by close

study of the Pre-Raphaelite illus-

trators, and by the most laborious con-

sultation of nature. Hence the success

that young Abbey attained even in ad-
vance of his greatest series was a very
solid one, upon which it was possible to

build. Like Poussin, he could proudly
say: "I have neglected nothing."
At twenty-six, in 1878, Abbey moved

to England. The motive was to study
the actual scenes of Herrick, and Gold-
smith, and Shakespeare. It was no
wonder that he soon settled where he
only meant to sojourn and ended his

days as a somewhat exotic country gen-
tleman and a very fully naturalized
Royal Academician. Fundamentally,
then, Abbey is simply one of the more
distinguished of those nostalgic Ameri-
can artists, who have found a kinder
air across the sea, a big brother let us

Behind the Mirrors

By the author of ''The

Mirrors of Washington''
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MIDNIGHT
By Georg Kaiser

The New York Theater Guild's high dra-

matic success, now (August) the talk of

the metropolis. Published in a beautiful

book, fully illustrated. Every word of

this powerful play will move you. Get
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Fresh from the Picking
THEY add the crowning glory to

the home garden plot—the final

satisfaction to the perfect meal.
Their culture is a pleasure—their

flavor a delight.

P'ant Them Notiv and
Pick Your Own from

LOVETT'S POT-GROWN
STRAWBERRY PLANTS

Each taken from an individual pot and
shii)i)ed to you ready for setting out in
your own garden. Selected from the su-
perior stock of America's foremost berry
culturists.

An attractive little book. No. lOS, tells

about the varieties, preparation of the
ground and their culture. Mailed with
pleasure on request.

J. T. LOVETT
555 Sycamore Road- Little Silver N. S.
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All London Is Repeating:

"Day by day, in every way, I am
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'

'

Find out WHY they are saying It, in

SELF-MASTERY
THROUGH
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(IN ENGLISH)

BY

EMILE COUE
Famous French Psychologist, whose clinics

are the talk of Europe, and who recently
created a sensation in London and in Paris.

This book, ivrillen by Dr. Emile Cone,
contains an exposition of his theory,
method and cures, with practical sug-

gestions for personal application and
self-cure simply and clearly explained.

Price $1.00 Postpaid
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NEW YORK and PHILADELPHIA

A brilliant new novel by the

author of "The Narrow
House," one of the lit-

erary sensations of

last year.

Narcissus
By EVELYN SCOTT
$1.75, by mail $1.90

A story of the inner lives of an in-

teresting group of people who are

bewildered by the loss of old

standards and who have no
other guide than their own

emotions. An inescap-

able picture of the

loneliness of the

human soul.

HARCOURT, BRACE & CO., 1 West 47th Street, New York

"One of the Most Stimulating Factors
American Intellectual Life"in

is what nianv distinguished American and foreign authors have
called the MODERN LIBRARY. Nearly 100 titles; Hand
Bound Limp Croft Leather, at the low price of 95 cts. each.

32-page Catalogue sent on request.

115 West 40th St.

BONI & LIVERIGHT
New York

say of the Powerses, Crawfords,
Healys, Vedders, Henry Jameses. His
advantage over most of this clan was
that he was a robust expatriate, hold-
ing his own against the seduction of
the English scene, and only profiting
by its quiet mellowness.

Before 1890 Abbey had won recogni-
tion as one of the most exquisite book
illustrators of a time that produced
many. The "Herrick," "She Stoops to

Conquer," "Old Songs,"* "The Quiet
Life," and "The Rivals," perhaps still

represent the most valuable and endur-
ing part of his accomplishment. But
Abbey, not content with these triumphs
in the intimate vein, was soon to for-
sake comedy and idyl for epic, to be-
come a historical painter after the
teaching of Sir Joshua and ultimately a
mural decorator in the grand style.

About the same time he turned his en-
ergies as an illustrator from Gold-
smith, Sheridan, and Herrick, to Shake-
speare.

His success in the grander vein was
amazing. "The great historical pic-

tures were the sensation of successive
Royal Academies; the decorations for
the Holy Grail legend won all hearts
whether in the preliminary exhibitions
or in their shadowy room in the Bos-
ton Public Library. He was chosen to

paint the Coronation picture for King
Edward VIL The histories and alle-

gories in the State Capitol at Harris-
burg received universal critical ac-
claim. Even the few who felt reserves
reg-arding the grand new style, had to

admit that, save Puvis and J. P.
Laurens, no contemporary historical

painter was of equal eminence. Such
success was the result of tireless pains
and study, both in preliminary archae-
Icgical studies and in execution
Yet perhaps the future will consider

more highly the slighter perfections of
the Herrick drawings than the entire
later work. Abbey rarely attained ease
and unity in his grander vein. The ef-

fort always appears. There is the dif-

ference between a good historical panel
by Abbey, and one by Ford Madox
Brown or Frederick Shields—to take
only painters whose ideal was akin to

his own—that there is between a clas-

sical tragedy by Matthew Arnold and
one by Shelley. We have to do with
extraordinary talent, taste, and indus-
try unsupported by genius. Genius
there is in abundance in the idyllic and
humorous illustrations of Abbey's early
years, and it seems very much of a
pity that his great adventure in mural
decoration could not have followed lines

that had proved so congenial to his

capacity.

As a man Abbey is a most winning
figure, and this full record of his ac-
tivities in work and play, of his ideals

and friendships, will make its appeal
far beyond the narrower circle of art

lovers. Mr. Lucas has achieved V.i<;

self-abnegating task as editor with
tact and charm, and the publishers
have provided a wealth of choice illus-

trations which afford a very intimate
view of the best pen draughtsman and
most delicate idyllic genius that
American graphic art has to show.
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ADDRESSING an Americanization meeting

in Brooklyn the other day, a distinguished

speaker said : "Freedom of speech should mean
the freedom to speak the truth."

Ah, but, Gamaliel, what is the truth? Dost thou

not beg the question?

ONE of the sprightliest editorial comments on

the renomination of Senator James A. Reed
by the Democrats of Missouri comes to us from
The Times Star, Cincinnati, Ohio. "The triumph

of Jim Reed," says The Star, "is a sporting, not a

political event." In other words, the people of

Missouri were most deeply interested in the bat-

tle that raged around Senator Reed because of its

liveliness as a fight, and they backed the Senator

as a better fighter than Mr. Breckenridge Long,

his principal opponent. There appears to be

much in this view of the case. Senator Reed ap-

pears to have had most of the tangible forces of

politics against him. He was opposed by the regu-

lar Democratic organization of the State, not only

on account of his differences with Mr. Wilson, but

because of his chronic state of rebellion; he was
opposed openly by Mr. Wilson, who is generally

accepted as the national head of the Democratic

Party; he was opposed by the Women's Clubs

because of his reputed "back to the kitchen" atti-

tude toward women, and "as a traitor to Mr.

Wilson" ; he was opposed by the Anti-Saloon

League as too outspoken in his wet sympathies.

He flourished on these oppositions. Perhaps that

fact does not indicate much as to the real extent

of the hostility toward any of these groups ; on the

other hand, it cannot be taken as an indication

that any of them are particularly strong. It is

said that many Republicans voted as Democrats
in the primary in order to aid Senator Reed. Very
likely this is true, but it is doubtful if their num-
ber was sufficient to be a determining factor.

It would seem that there were rather too many
kinds of opposition, and that the people of Mis-

souri came to the rescue of "a bonnie fighter."

AMONG the other State Primaries that have

attracted national attention during the past

two weeks, that of Ohio is the most important

in its political effect—not because of the issues

brought forward in the campaign, but because

of its result. If the Ohio Republican nominees

are elected to Congress, it will throw a solid

block of twenty-two Congressmen and the Sen-

atorial nominee into the pro-Administration

ranks in Congress, The State, in Carmi A.

Thompson of Cleveland, will also have a Gov-

ernor of strong pro-Administration sympathies.

Representative Simeon D. Fess, who received the

Republican nomination for United States Senator,

winning over a considerable field of "progres-

sives" of various stamps, has been one of the

trusted friends of the Administration in Wash-
ington. He is a man of high scholarly attainments

and his career will be watched with keen interest.

The renomination of Miss Alice Robertson as

Congressman by the Republicans of Oklahoma
is of widespread interest. Miss Robertson during

her two years in Congress has won many friends,

not only personally, but for the cause of women in
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politics. Her shrewdness, wit and homely good
sense are at the farthest remove from the qualities

of volatile sentimentality which are charged by
the critics of women in politics. If she is returned

to Congress, her sane and wholesome influence over

political groups of women will be even more in

evidence than during the past two years.

"npHE mining of coal is not interstate com-
-* merce." This ruling of the Supreme Court

was the ground on which the Trade Commission
was enjoined from forcing certain mine owners to

put their accounting of costs and profits in the

// winter comes"

hands of the Commission. It was the ground on

which the United Mine Workers escaped an $800,-

000 fine in the Coronado case. It is worth the atten-

tion of all liberals, both those of the professional

sort and those who merely try to be fair-minded.

Consider the consequences of a contrary ruling.

If the Supreme Court had held that the production

of coal is a part of interstate commerce because

most of the coal produced enters into interstate

trade, this principle would have compelled it to

rule that every commodity which ultimately goes

into interstate trade is also a part of interstate

commerce even while in the process of production.

If, on that basis, control of the coal-producers' ac-

counting could be put into the hands of the Federal

Trade Commission, that Commission could equally

extend its supervision to the accounting of every

manufacturer, every wheat farmer, every raiser

of live-stock—even every market gardener, whose
products were or might probably be shipped from
State to State.

Such a rule would mean unlimited Federal power
to supervise the business operations of every pro-

ducer of the country.

It would mean that every strike in every fac-

tory and on every farm whose products passed

from State to State would be a restraint of inter-

state trade: and, since most strikes are prear-

ranged, that every such strike would be in danger

of being classed as a "conspiracy" of the kind for-

bidden by the Sherman Act.

MISS JANE ADDAMS, genuine pacifist that

she is, calls upon the world to witness that,

in case this country ever again enters into war,

she will do nothing to succor our soldiers. There

can be no objection, in a time of peace, to pacifists

violently asserting their views. If by so doing they

can advance the cause of eternal peace with honor,

their name shall be blessed. What we strongly

object to is the pacifists' habit of reading into past

events the inferences to be drawn from their own
philosophy. The Great War was a war to save

civilization, to save the conditions under which
Miss Addams is privileged to set forth her views

without obstruction. And any effort to cast a slur

on the boys whose heroic labors accomplished so

much, is in wretched taste, by whomsoever pro-

moted.

OUR American penchant for written constitu-

tions and by-laws may have its rigidities

—

its crudities, if you will—as compared with the

slowly developed and unformulated system of

precedents more favored by our English cousins.

But the American way has its advantages. Eng-
lish courts have been called upon to decide whether
or not there is any one entitled to give a receipt

for a bequest "to the Church of England." Hals-

bury defines the Church of England as "That

branch of the Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church
which was founded in England when the English

were gradually converted to Christianity between

the years 597 and 686." The Central Board of

Finance of the Church of England claimed the

bequest. The heirs combatted the claim, and the

Attorney General of the Realm refused to admit

that the Board could give a valid receipt for such

a bequest. The case was settled by agreement,

the court finding itself averse to determining just

what the Church of England is or who represents

it. Meanwhile, that great body of Christian be-

lievers goes on with its beneficent and civilizing

work probably with less desire than ever to for-

mulate its traditions or determine its own metes

and bounds. There is much to be said for the Eng-
lish way, but it is not our way.

Foincares idea of a moratorium to Germany

THE departure from Germany of Einstein,

threatened with assassination by that society of

heroic champions of the Hohenzollern and of the

cult of the blond-brute,who have already compassed

the deaths of Rathenau and Erzberger, must give

satisfaction to all friends of the Vaterland and of

the higher interests of civilization. The very fact

that Einstein is by consensus of competent opin-

ion the greatest living scientist, indeed of the very

first flight of scientific genius, and the added fact

that to his divine gift is joined a personality of

singular modesty and benevolence, only add to the

credit and glory of the German patriots who have

rid Germany of his presence. For the transcend-
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ent genius and the excellencies of character only

serve to throw into bolder relief the hideous and
inexpiable crime of which he is guilty ;—namely,

that of being a Jew. He is a Jew; therefore a

stencil in the nostrils of a real German, a veritable

blond-brute ! He is a Jew ; therefore he ought to

be assassinated

!

It is a pleasant thought, noble band of Assas-

sins, that from your modest activities may be

evolved a movement which shall undo the detest-

able work of Moses Mendelssohn in Germany.
Back to the ghetto with the Jews ! Or, better yet,

under the sod ! The one foolish thing said by the

great Frederick was his remark that "to oppress

the Jews never brought prosperity to any Govern-

ment." Lessing was a fool with his Nathan der

Weise. And may the movement spread ! If such

things as the Christian religion, the philosophy

of a Maimonides or a Spinoza, the political imagi-

nation of a Disraeli, the wit and lyrics of a Heine,

the music of a Mendelssohn, require Jews to their

production, the world can well dispense with them.

One last word, ye Assassins ! With true blond-

brutish altruism, seek out Einstein wherever he

may be and assassinate him. He's a Jew. damn
him

!

ON another page we print a vivid and engaging

description of the manner in which an Ital-

ian audience expresses approval or disapproval of

that which is proffered for its entertainment. The
Italian method would not consort with the Ameri-

can sense of decorum, but the result which the

Italians achieve—namely, a swift and effectual

expression of public opinion as to the propriety

Another vacant throne?

as well as the excellence of artistic productions, is

a thing that we need somehow to achieve. Our
baseball, "movie," theatrical, and, as now suggest-

ed, book-publishing super-censors are a groping

in that direction. The dollar that the patron holds

in his pocket retains the final censorship. Let the

spender use his power conscientiously, and im-

provement will be swift and sure. Deterioration

is the result of the easy-going dollar.

Our National Guest
PICTURESQUE if a little boisterous, and if

hastily organized, none the less discerning,

is the greeting which the financial district

of lower New York is accustomed from its tower-

ing cliffs to shower upon distinguished strangers

from abroad, filling the air with floating tapes of

paper and with cheers of good will. Just now
investment business is paying court to a guest not

from abroad, and the country at large has been

somewhat astonished at the spectacle. But one of

the sanest of the older financial editors of the city,

a man who has watched the ebb and flow of many
booms and panics, sums up his long experience by
saying that Wall Street is rarely mistaken in its

estimates of the immediate future. If Wall Street

to-day is paying court to Prosperity, it is a very

safe guess that Prosperity is arriving.

Despite serious strikes in two of our basic in-

dustries; despite the failure of conference after

conference to reach a working basis for the stab-

ilization of European currencies; every effort of

"the bears" has failed to check the rising move-
ment in the prices of stocks that has been in evi-

dence now for several months. Nor is this atti-

tude of investment business a Pollyanna cult. The
financial district of New York is very far from
being in a Pollyanna state of mind. It is anything
but "glad." Gloom is on its brow, a sour taste is

in its mouth, and its words are raspy and even

unreasonably critical. Nevertheless, and in spite

of itself—one might say against its will—Wall

Street has recognized the unmistakable signs of

approaching prosperity.

And if it is not a Pollyanna philosophy that

accounts for the unwilling optimism of financial

New York, neither is it the delusion of a Fool's

Paradise. We have with us few of those elements

which, in the post-war boom period, created a

fictitious activity. The Government is not dis-

bursing huge sums on credit for non-productive

purposes. The banks are not lending loosely on

all kinds of collateral. Booms of all sorts appear

to be nipped at early bud. Certain very solid

things are showing up well.

Steel tonnage is increasing. Car-loadings of

miscellaneous freight are increasing. Public con-

fidence is returning, and real money—the money
of the people—is in evidence in the buying and

selling both of commodities and of securities. Only

an unprecedented disaster can now interfere with

enormous crops. Unemployment is waning—or,

in other words, strikes excepted, the people are

at work. With these substantial realities unmis-

takably in evidence, it requires something more
than a spectre of European currency-collapse to

frighten us out of our prosperity. Nor is this

making light of a situation whose seriousness we
cannot too deeply take to heart. The appalling

economic disaster which Europe faces, with its

possible train of political changes, should be
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averted by our help, if there is any way in which
we can be of help toward the accomplishment of

any result excepting that of bolstering up impos-

sibilities. Currency collapses produce untold mis-

ery, but they teach very wholesome lessons and
are usually followed by sounder conditions.

There is an underlying consciousness of this

truth—a realization that affairs abroad are nearer

to a real betterment because they are so much
worse. An economic illness, however severe, is

never fatal. The economic life of a people can-

not die excepting by the death of all the people.

When it has reached its worst, it can do nothing

but get better.

But the great obstacles to returning prosperity

which loom large in every mind are our two ter-

rible and disastrous strikes. What is it that the

financial world sees in these dire events that they

have had so little effect on the buoyancy of the

security market? Doubtless the confidence on
which this state of mind is based differs as to its

source in different individuals. Some may feel

sure that such a settlement will be reached as will

better conditions that long have been troubling

us. Others, less certain, may feel only that no
settlement possible will wholly counteract certain

gains that already have been made. This much
at least the trend of the strikes appears to such
observers to justify: wage reductions of railroad

shop workers that have long been known to be

necessary will go into effect; the Railroad Labor
Board will, they believe, emerge from the trouble

with its hands strengthened; with the railroad

strike at an end, they are confident of the early

end of the coal miners' strike, and of a settlement

of that issue which will register some gain for the

public interest.

So large are both of these industries that any
gain achieved in the settlement, when multiplied

by the great volume of business affected, will soon

absorb the losses caused by the strikes, severe as

these may prove to be. All in all, the barome-
ter of security prices appears to be correctly reg-

istering the indications of coming events.

The Railroad Issue

FLOODS of propaganda on the railroad strike

have done so much to obscure certain basic

facts in the conflict that it is profitable to

a clear view of the situation to consider some of

these facts in a simple fashion.

The strike was primarily a protest against the

reduction of wages ordered by the Labor Board.

Strike votes were also taken on two other ques-

tions—the abrogation of certain working rules

which gave the shopmen advantages not enjoyed

by labor in other industries; and the course of

some railroads (about twenty-five out of the total

of nearly 200 Class I roads) in having repair work
done under contracts which escaped the control of

the Labor Board. The first issue—that of wage
rates—was the issue of chief importance to the

men themselves. On that issue the strike was lost

three weeks ago; and the action of the leaders in

agreeing to resume work with seniority rights in-

tact was a confession of failure on the main issue

of wage rates. Even if the strike had been ended
on that basis, the men would have learned some-
thing of importance as to the unwisdom of striking

against the Government on a wage question pure

and simple.

On the question of "contracting out" repair

work, nearly all of the railroads concerned have
agreed to end the practice ; but whether, in resort-

ing to it in the first place, they were acting in con-

travention of the law is a question not altogether

easy to decide.

When the union leaders realized that the strike

was a failure on the wage issue, it became of the

highest importance to them that resumption of

work should be free of any penalty on the men in

the shape of loss of seniority rights. After much
misinformation let loose on this matter, the public

has finally learned from fairly reliable statements

that seniority rights are highly prized by the

striking shopmen: that seniority carries prefer-

ence in the choice of jobs and shifts, with certain

advantages in desirable hours of work and in-

creased pay, and—most important of all—prefer-

ence in the re-employment of men laid off because

of slack work in the shops.

The attempts made in some quarters to treat as

a minor issue
—

"not one of the original issues of

the strike"—and therefore negligible, the question

of whether the strikers should have full seniority

rights if they resumed work, has fooled neither

the labor leaders nor the railroad executives.

There are really two issues in the strike: First,

whether the railroad men can by a strike coerce

the Labor Board into more favorable treatment of

the men than the Board would give if not so co-

erced; and, second, whether, accepting the fact

that a particular strike has failed, the labor lead-

ers can so preserve their own influence with their

men as to control the action of those men in a

future dispute with the Board.

The seniority issue, in the aspect that is most
important to the public, is really the question

whether a nation-wide organization of the shop

crafts which was first created by the war-time

Railroad Administration, and continued under

the Transportation Act, shall retain enough pres-

tige to repeat the present strike tactics on some
future occasion. The railroad unions affiliated

with the Federation of Labor—unlike, the four

train-service Brotherhoods—have a nation-wide

set of rules governing all working conditions, in

addition to wage rates. Their leaders are nat-

urally eager to keep the advantage of this position.

The railroad executives are as eager to see this

exceptional position abolished.
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How is this really major question involved in

the proposals already made I'or submitting the

seniority issue to the Labor Board? On this point

let us go back to the official resolution of a major-

ity of the Board, passed July 3. Beginning, the

Board records that

the six orRaiiizations coinprising the Fe<lerated

Shop Crafts have notitietl the Railroad Labor Koanl that

a very lar^e majority of the employees whom they represent

have left the service of the carriers, that the members of

said organizations are no longer employees of the railways,

under the jurisdiction of the Railroad Labor Hoard or sub-

ject to the application of the Transportation Act.

And the Board resolved

That the employees remaining in the service and the

new ones entering same, be accorded the applications and
benefits of the outstanding wage and rule decisions of the

Railroad Labor Board, until they are amcuded or nuxlitied

by agreements with said employees, arrived at in conlDrmity
with the Transportation Act. or by decision of this lioard.

Closing its resolutions, the Board made this as-

sertion as to the rights of the loyal old workers

and the new workers, as against the strikers:

That, if it be assumed that the employees who leave the

service of the carriers because of their dissatisfaction with
any decisions of the Labor Board are within their rights

in so doing, it must likewise be conceded that the men who
remain in the service and those who enter it anew are
within their rights in accepting such employment ; that they
are not strike-breakers seeking to impose the arbitrary will

of an employer on employees; that they have the moral
as well as the legal right to engage in such service of the
American public to avoid interruption of indispensable
railway transportation: and that they are entitled to the
protection of every department and branch of the gov-

ernment, State and National.

The proposal to bring about a settlement by re-

ferring the question of seniority to the Labor
Board is one of those tempting expedients which,

unless guarded by the necessary limitation, are

full of danger. To depart from the principles and
promises laid down in the foregoing declaration

would be to paralyze the Board upon every future

occasion of difficulty. Whether, without violating

those principles and promises, something of the

seniority privileges which the strikers wish to

have restored can be granted to them is a question

worthy of the most careful and serious consider-

ation. Upon that question we do not feel able to

make an absolute pronouncement. But certain it

is, to our mind, that the acceptance of this basis

of settlement would be violative of the most per-

emptory needs of the public as well as of the rail-

roads in this crisis, unless such acceptance were
accompanied by a guarantee that the Board, in

whatever arrangement it might make, would faith-

fully abide by the principles it has itself laid down.

As to Egypt
FIELD Marshal Lord Allenby, Lord High

Commissioner of Great Britain at the

Court of King Fuad of Egypt, has just

delivered a little message from his Government to

that royal bud which, if said bud wishes to reach

full royal flower, he had best heed. Great Brit-

ain's gift of independence to Egypt, the message
points out, was conditioned upon fulfillment by

the Egyptian Government of certain pledges sub-

scribed by the latter; including embodiment in a

Constitution of certain clauses defining in detail

the relations between Egypt and Great Britain,

and ratification by the Egyptian Legislature of

that Constitution. The gift was not to be con-

summated until the pledges had been fulfilled.

Furthermore, the gift, when and if consummated,
was not to be one of pure independence and sov-

ereignty in the sense that France and Italy, for

example, are independent and sovereign States,

The ofl:"ensive term "protectorate" was dropped,

to be sure; but Britain was to retain the right and
obligation of safeguarding the property and per-

sonal rights of foreigners in Egypt (the rights

conceded to resident foreigners by all civilized

governments) : a reserved right (and obligation)

of the very first importance, but one which every

candid person will admit that Britain would never

exercise unless compelled thereto by failure of

Egypt to measure up to the standard of civilized

governments. Moreover, under an absolute im-

perial necessity, Britain stipulated for the right

to maintain in Egypt the minimum garrisons re-

quired to safeguard her communications through
the Suez Canal and into the Sudan, which great

area was to remain under British rule, since it

would be the sublimest height of folly to turn it

over to the Egyptians.

To such extent the sovereignty and independ-

ence of Egypt were to be limited; and only doc-

trinaires, ignoramuses, fools, and enemies of the

British Empire, will maintain that such limita-

tion is not desirable with reference to the gen-

eral welfare of the world. The Egyptian Consti-

tution must accept and sanction these limitations.

For the rest: certain indemnity and other ar-

rangements were to be carried out before the gift

would be consummated. Those still remaining of

that body of British officials under whose super-

vision (for the most part kindly and intelligent)

Egypt had since 1882 been raised from a condi-

tion of insolvency, poverty, insecurity of life and
property, and oppression of the fellaheen by the

most rascally and rapacious set of landholders

and officials the world has ever known ; was raised,

we say, to a condition of complete solvency

(Treasury bonds at par) and of almost perfect

security to life and property, a condition, too, un-

der which the Egyptian peasantry for the first

time in history enjoyed justice, easy well-being

and a sense of personal importance: those British

officials were to be dismissed, but they were to

be pensioned off according to length of service.

The message delivered by Lord Allenby told

King Fuad that the conditions for consummation

of the gift of independence and sovereignty

(qualified as noted above) to Egypt, and of royal

honors to himself, had not been fulfilled; au con-

traire, and more and more so.

We are informed that since Fuad assumed the
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purple, conditions have been reverting M^ith al-

most incredible speed toward what they were
prior to 1882: brigandage supreme in Upper
Egypt, in the great cities the rights of foreigners

insolently flouted (not to mention murders of Brit-

ish military and civilians), official methods such
as to delight the shade of Ismail, and landlordism

restored in its former hue and aspect. Worst of

all, those mighty riverine works of the British

which trebled the cultivable area are being neg-

lected, and already the desert is again claiming

its own. And, in the way of human nature, and
especially Levantine human nature, the more con-

vincing is their demonstration of incapacity and
unfitness for self-government, the more insolent

the Egyptians become. Fuad has proclaimed the

Sudan to be a part of the Kingdom of Egypt, sign-

ing himself "King of Egypt and the Sudan."
Worse yet: he has asserted a claim to the exclu-

sive control, protection, and ownership of the Suez
Canal, and has declared his intention to increase

tolls on shipping therethrough. The reader hardly

needs to be told that the Egyptian Government
has made no move toward pensioning the dismissed

British officials.

We omitted to mention the most important item

of the British note. It is to the effect that, if the

Egyptian Government continues to manifest an
indisposition or inability to fulfill the conditions

of the gift, and, most particularly, if for whatever
reason it continues not to afford proper protection

to the lives and property of British and other for-

eign residents, the provisional gift will be with-

drawn and the British will resume their former
degree of control.

Congratulations, Lord Allenby and Lloyd
George ! The doctrinaires may talk contra around
the clock to the millennium, but the fact remains
that there are certain peoples incapable of self-

government, and that it is to the general interest

of the planet that these people be supervised,

guided, and, if necessary, disciplined and coerced

by other more civilized, competent, and decent

peoples. Of such incapable peoples are the Egyp-
tians, unless our exhibits lie. Since centuries be-

fore the Christian era they have shown no capacity

whatever for self-government; their cities today

are sinks of the lowest Levantine humanity; their

so-called upper classes are the mongrel deposit of

wave after wave of conquest. The Egyptians need

to be supervised, guided, and (probably, alas!)

disciplined and coerced; and the British are the

most competent nation for that task. Upon the

whole, British imperial power has been exercised

beneficently; nowhere more so than in Egypt.

With an ever-deepening sense of responsibility

and an ever-clearer planetary outlook, that power
is sure to be exercised more beneficently and gen-

erously in the future than ever before. We hope,

of course, that the British will not be constrained

to resume their former degree of control in Egypt

;

but if they are so constrained, we say, God be with

them! And we say also, God be with the Egyp-

tians and give them common sense, that so they

may recover that unexampled prosperity which

they formerly enjoyed under British auspices.

Leave Us Our Fairies
aTHE most precious truth that has ever come

to suffering humanity"—thus has Sir

Arthur Conan Doyle, in a parting plea,

characterized the message of spiritualism. After

listening with considerable interest to his exposi-

tion of the doctrine, how many in this country are

prepared to agree that it contains anything either

true or precious?

It is natural enough that the cult of communi-

cation with the dead should make effective appeal

to some whose loved ones "are all gone into the

world of light" and who feel their own remaining

days on earth to be "mere glimmerings and de-

cays." Among those so bereft there are sure to

be certain ones whose will-to-believe has become

hypertrophied until it has pushed aside and all

but annihilated what Bertrand Russell has called,

by way of contrast, the wish-to-find-out. To these

a mere straw of "evidence" will suflfice. And the

fact that a Conan Doyle—a man of intellect—is on

the side of the spirits furnishes to their minds

conclusive argument from authority; they fix

their mental gaze upon it and are blind to the

obverse fact that, taking the world of distinguished

persons as a whole, the number of those who give

any credence whatever to the claims of the occult

is infinitesimally small as compared with those

who give none.

The normal healthy-minded American, however,

like the normal healthy-minded Briton, regards the

phenomenon of the' conversion of Sir Oliver Lodge

or Sir Arthur Conan Doyle as little more than a

psychological curiosity. In the first place, even

the wish to believe in spirit communications is

absent from the general run of mankind. The
source of the primitive belief in ghosts, as Dr.

James Leuba has recently pointed out, was fear,

not desire; and most of us find better consolation

in quiet memories of one loved and lost than in

tantalizing attempts to establish "contact." But
even those who would like to follow in Sir Arthur's

footsteps are likely to find him hard to catch up
with. His faith o'erleaps itself. Ectoplasm must
have served for many as a reductio ad absurdum
of spiritualistic credulity. And the fairy pictures I

Wh3% we wouldn't believe in fairies for fear of

losing the fun of them. In these days of wonder-

tales come true—seven league boots, magic carpets

and the rest—we need to reserve the fairies them-

selves for make-believe or (alack the day!) we
shall have nothing left for our imaginations to play

with!
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Whose Ox Is Gored?
By Agnes Repplier

MEN and women who read Charles Reade's novels

when they were young (before the world was
submerged by the tide of minor fiction) may

remember that Mr. Eden, the kind-hearted prison chap-

lain in "It Is Never Too Late to Mend," lends a copy

of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" to a singularly brutal jailor,

in the hope of softening his spirit. Hawes reads the

book from start to finish with infinite relish, and a

deep disgust at the cruelties narrated; but it does not

make him one whit more humane. He thanks Heaven
that there are no slaves in England to be tortured by
their masters; and he goes on inflicting barbarous

punishments upon the unfortunates under his charge.

His sympathy, like the sympathy of his betters, is of

a restricted character.

On June 30, Senator William H. King of Utah ad-

dressed a mass meeting in Philadelphia upon the

familiar subject of Turkish atrocities. He had a great

deal to say about the Turks and the Armenians, and
he said it very well. The gist of his argument was the

responsibility of the civilized world for cruelties which
might have been averted, and were not; and which may
be repeated unless preventive measures are taken. The
sufferings of Armenia are to Senator King what the

sufferings of the slaves were to Mrs. Stowe, a blot upon
Christian society. He asked that the United States

should interfere to avert a renewal of such horrors.

The day before this meeting was called, a Philadel-

phia negro wrote a bitter letter to the press, observing

that a nation which tolerated lynching in the Southern

States had no call to be concerned over the misdeeds

of the Turks. Until the Anti-Lynching Bill was passed

by the Legislature, the less Americans prated about

justice and benevolence the better. They had their own
house to put in order.

Exactly! And how is a member from Illinois going

to help discipline the South when his State has given

an example of wholesale lynching, more brutal, more
bloody, more shameless than anything Georgia has ever

known? The Southern negro is lynched presumably
for a crime. The Herrin miners were lynched for

claiming the first right of freemen—a right fought for

through centuries of oppression. They worked where
they pleased and for what wage they pleased. There-

fore they were murdered with a savagery of circum-

stance that we thought possible only to Germans. We
shall have to revise our judgment of Germany in view
of the deeds we have proved ourselves capable of com-
mitting.

If the States refuse to punish the crimes of their

sons, the Government has no final alternative. It will

have to do the punishing. This sounds paternal; but
it really means that the North is prepared to punish
the South, and the East the West; a task which is

seldom understandingly done. The Anti-Lynching Bill

has some commendable features; but the clause which
compels the payment of $10,000 to the family of a man
who has been lynched is sentimentalism run riot. If

the taxpayers are to be mulcted $10,000, surely the

family of the man who has been shot, or of the woman
who has been raped, is as worthy of compensation as

the family of the man who has been lynched. Let us

suppose a negro shoots and kills a sheriff. I select this

particular crime because it is one often committed, and
less vile than others which are common. A posse of

exasperated and lawless citizens, for whom no excuse

can be offered, lynches the negro. Now of a certainty

the wife and children of a man who has died in the ful-

fillment of a perilous duty deserves $10,000 rather than

the wife and children of a criminal whose death has

been the sequence of his crime. Our attachment to

malefactors carries us sometimes beyond the bounds

of reason.

Murder is murder. When the enthusiasts of the

Russian Revolution murdered the reigning family, in-

cluding two young women and a child who were inno-

cent of any wrong-doing, they committed a crime as

low down in the scale of atrocities as any that have

stained the records of history. We have been charitably

disposed toward this ebullition of patriotism. We have

tacitly agreed to pass it over, to forbear from comments
which might seem to disparage a government that had
proclaimed the divine rights of man. But we can no

more blot it out than can the perpetrators thereof.

England beheaded a king at Whitehall. France guil-

lotined a king and queen in the Place de la Revolution.

It took courage to do these deeds before the eyes of the

people and in defiance of the world. A sombre dignity

wraps them round. The lessons they taught have never

been forgotten. If in many souls they aroused ab-

horrence, nowhere did they excite contempt. But
Russia's crime was of the order of the gutter. It was
in bad form even for criminality, rank with cowardice,

and foul with the dregs of cruelty. It cannot be

softened by sentiment, or gilded by eloquence, or dis-

solved into nothingness by silence.

Do we then all resemble the jailor in Reade's forgot-

ten novel? Do we condemn one form of violence, only

to condone another? The Turks have sinned, and Rus-
sia has sinned, and Georgia has sinned, and Illinois has

sinned, and none are prepared to acknowledge and ex-

piate their guilt. The orators who assail the murder-
ous Turks say little or nothing about the murderous
Russians. The negroes who write inflammatory letters

and make inflammatory speeches about Southern lynch-

ings are not fretting their souls over the massacre of

white miners in the West. In all these cases, it may
be observed, the offenders go unpunished. Our stern

and exalted sense of justice, our serene philosophy of

endurance, depend, now as ever, upon whose ox is gored.

'<TT is a dark picture that a committee of the American
J. Bar Association draws of the United States : 9,500

'unlawful homicides' last year, and in ten years the kill-

ing of 85,000 persons 'by poisons, by the pistol or the

knife, or some other deadly instrument,' the committee

says:

The crimi/ial situation in the United States, so far as

crimes of violence are concerned, is worse than that of any
other civilized country. Here is less respect for law.

—

The New York Times."
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After the Battle of Dublin
By Stephen Gwynn

IT
is a fortnight today since the Irish Government

was forced into action. In a military sense things

have gone quite well. Opposition in the capital

was put down with very few casualties: counting all

actions, the troops have lost only nineteen killed in thir-

teen days. The loss to the irregulars was even smaller

;

and this is as was desired. The Government troops

were not out to kill. But the civilian population has

twice as many dead as the combatants, and moreover

has the bill to pay. In some respects the cost cannot be

made good. The Four Courts in ruin makes a pendant

to the Customs House; a second of the most beautiful

eighteenth century buildings in Europe has been de-

stroyed. There is, further, the destruction of irreplace-

able national records. But what use in counting up

pails of spilt milk? The question is, What has been

done, what remains to do?

First, then, civil war has been conducted for a fort-

night without rancor. There has been no venom in the

fighting. As compared with the Dail debate, where old

comrades and colleagues heaped odious accusations on

each other, the war has been almost a pleasure to watch.

So far as the fight for the Four Courts was concerned,

its issue was a certainty from the time when the Irish

Government decided to accept equipment from the Brit-

ish. The building could have been knocked down in a

tenth of the time, but that, in desire to avoid a fire, can-

non shot was used in the fashion of a hundred years

ago simply as battering rams.

Secondly, the result achieved was achieved by that

army in whose name Rory O'Connor challenged the Gov-

ernment. Until the buildings in O'Connell street had
fallen, which the irregulars made their second strong-

hold, none were employed against them except members
of the old I. R. A. or of the Irish Volunteers. I myself

think that this line of action was a mistake and that

Government ought to have mobilized at once all com-

petent men whom it could trust. But offers from ex-

service men, whether of individuals or of groups, were
rejected until the Government was able to say that

Rory O'Connor had been beaten by the men who beat

the Black and Tans. These, of course, included not a

few who had served in the European War before join-

ing the I. R. A. From July 8th, appeal was made for

general support, and the recruiting offices were crowd-

ed. The Government can get as many men as it can

use, and it will want a great many.
There has been scattered fighting all over Leinster,

Connaught, and the three Western counties of Ulster

which belong to the Fi-ee State. In all of this the Gov-

ernment has been successful. The only concentration

of irregulars on any considerable scale was at Blessing-

ton, on the western slope of the Crickton hills, fifteen

miles from Dublin and about ten miles from the

Cunagh, which is the most important military centre

outside Dublin itself. This obviously threatened a raid

on the communications and on railway lines to the

South. But the appearance of a combined movement of

troops dispersed the irregulars. At Drogheda, an im-

portant town on the route to the North, there was re-

sistance in the old fort from which Cromwell made his

attack. But when artillery came into play, evacuation

was prompt.

Nevertheless, even where the iri'egulars have been

attacked and defeated and where Government is fully in

control, marauding bands can come together, make raids,

and cut railway lines, while in Dublin itself the na-

tional troops are subjected to much sniping, and even in

some cases to bombing attack as they pass in lorries

through crowded thoroughfares. These attacks can be

made in most instances with impunity because escape is

easy. In short, the Government are today, as the Brit-

ish Government was a year ago, up against the problem

of dealing with an enemy who wears plain clothes, while

their own men are marked by uniform.

This touches the crux of the whole situation. If

civilization is to be reestablished here, a point will come
at which the Government must, like all Governments,

treat those who resist it by violence as criminals against

society. The fact that a man using force against the

forces of law is acting from a political conviction does

not entitle him to the privileges of a combatant in war.

But when it is admitted that civil war exists, each side

is bound to recognize the soldiers of the other as sol-

diers. The Government have fully conceded to Mr.

Rory O'Connor and all their opponents up to the present

the status of combatants. Indeed, they could not justi-

fiably have done otherwise, in view of all that happened
before. Had they dealt with the trouble when it first

showed its head at Limerick as far back as March, it

might then have been treated simply as a mutiny of

troops. But they v/ere pressed in the direction of

leniency by two sets of considerations. The first was
the feeling of comrades for comrades, who had fought

together in a bitter and successful struggle. Nearly all

the Provisional Government—it was then only a Pro-

visional Government—had been acting soldiers against

England. They hated to order guns to be turned on

their comrades, even' though their comrades held guns
pointed at them. The second consideration was polit-

ical. They were uncertain of the effect which would be

produced on the public mind.

Nevertheless, it is one of the difficulties of the Gov-

ernment that they cannot give force to this considera-

tion without undermining their whole position. They
are today the Irish Government, established in power
by an overwhelming vote at the polls. They cannot per-

mit it to be supposed, they cannot permit themselves to

suppose, that because they are "the Government" they

occupy the same position as did the English Govern-

ment. British power in Ireland, especially in the period

from 1916 on, rested nakedly on force. It was main-

tained nakedly against the will of the governed. Ire-

land's reaction against the penalties imposed in 1916

was not merely instinctive or temperamental. The
right of Ireland to self-government had been conceded

by statute, yet in this vital matter capital punishment

was executed on sixteen men without Ireland's having

a word to say. But if punishment had to be imposed

now, it must be imposed by Irishmen put in authority

by Irish votes, and themselves having inevitably all

those feelings of tenderness for the offenders which any
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Irishman can be expected to entertain. They have a

duty to Ireland which is first and foremost, that of af-

fording protection to law-abiding citizens.

Little more than a year ago it was a daily occurrence

for men to throw bombs at British lorries in Dublin

streets, exposing the civilian population to a double

risk, from the bombs and from the reply to them. The

bomb-throwers could plead that they were acting for

Ireland. They said, and were probably entitled to say,

that the general will of the Irish people was behind

what they were doing. Ununiformed men, they took

cover in the crowd. They had a justification because it

was an Irish crowd. The Irish Government cannot,

without destroying its moral authority, admit that this

justification applies to its present opponents.

Nevertheless, what is the Government to do? They

cannot deny that a state of war exists. In the Southern

province of Munster, they have as yet made virtually

no attempt to assert their authority. The elections

proved that all over this area an immense majority of

the people were for the Treaty. Yet in Cork, Limerick,

and Waterford, the three most important cities after

Dublin outside of Ulster, the irregulars are in control

of everything. I myself believe that their forces will

begin to disappear when the Government's power is

made evident everywhere north of the Galties : that the

resistance will break up and not grow solid.

The Government's answer must be in the last resort,

and should be at once: "Very well, if you are combat-

ants, let lis know it and we will treat you as soldiers.

But if you masquerade as our party till you whip out

bomb or revolver, you shall suffer for treachery."

Such measures, however, will need a determination

of which the Government have as yet shown no evi-

dence. And it is fair to say that the public has as yet

made no demand for it.

The essential point, however, to note is that Rory

O'Connor has been beaten, not only materially, but mor-
ally. This plan is a failure because the British have

not intervened. Astounding as it sounds, the aim of

the mutineers appears to have been to bring back Brit-

ish troops. If that happened, the Irish forces, they

reckoned, would join up together, and would probably

join under the extremist men. Anyhow, the Treaty

would be destroyed. This hopeful project has been de-

feated by several causes, first of which was Mr. O'Con-

nor's impatience. He forced the Irish Government's

hand and gave them a ground for action which they

could not refuse. Second was perhaps the British Gov-

ernment's patience. After the murder of Sir Henry
Wilson—as desperate a provocation as any people ever

received—there were very strong forces at work for

immediate British intervention. Mr. Churchill has been

abused for naming the possibility of that intervention,

and it is true that by doing so he made it more difficult

for the Irish Government to act. But in truth he

should rather be greatly praised for having compelled

the forces of folly to be content with this small comfort.

It is now recognized in both countries that British

intervention would have been a blunder and a disaster

of the first magnitude. Ireland must deal with its own
trouble. The spur to the Irish Government and to all

honest Irishmen should be this thought: that if a con-

dition of sheer anarchy is produced over any consider-

able part of Ireland, British intervention will again be

urged with tremendous force: and the worst danger is

that Ireland may come to regard it as the lesser evil.

Mr. de Valera has done more than would have been

thought possible to disgust Ireland with her freedom
and to shake Ireland's self-confidence. His own posi-

tion is pitiable. He gave Rory O'Connor moral support,

but he was not in the Four Courts. When the Four
Courts fell, he took part in the further even more futile

stand which led to the destruction of half O'Connell

street, but' he did not stay out that adventure. He
escaped from the beleaguered place, leaving nothing but

his reputation to assist in the final defense. I fear that

it, with many more solid things, will have perished in

the burning.

Dublin, July 12

An Archaic Greek Head
By Gardner Teall

AN unusually important archaic Greek marble head

of the sixth century B. C. is one of the new
accessions to its classical collections just an-

nounced by the Metropolitan Museum of Art. This in-

teresting fragment apparently belonged to one of the

early period "Apollo" figures of which several whole

examples have, in recent years, been excavated in vari-

ous parts of Greece and the Greek Islands. The Asso-

ciate Curator of Classical Art, Gisela M. A. Richter,

writes : "A close study of this head will teach more of

the struggles and achievements of the Greek artist at

the beginning of his career than the reading of many
books on this subject. The formation of the individual

features, the indication of the chief bones and muscles,

the spatial relation of the manifold planes to one an-

other, the representation of soft flesh and glossy hair in

hard stone—what multitudinous difficulties do these

problems represent to one who is confronted with them
without long traditions behind him! Thus it took the

Greek head, sixth century B. C.

Greek sculptor, extraordinarily gifted though he was,

more than a century of concentrated effort to solve those

problems satisfactorily; but he had then solved them
once for all, and all later generations of artists could

follow in his footsteps." This primitive bit of Greek
sculpture, though not far from the beginnings of the

art, still exhibits the definite Greek feeling for beauty

of line and surface latent in the soul of the plastic art-

ists of the Peloponnesus from earliest times.
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Antiques as House Furnishings
By Marie Lounsbery

ADMITTING the desirability of antiques as house

accessories, what can be included? The answer

is—practically everything that is sought as a

collector's hobby. In the matter of furniture, should

one indulge one's fancy in the work of early Italian

craftsmen, one will find an appropriate setting for it

in the modern Italian house, that has been so skillfully

adapted to present-day American life from early

Italian architectural plans.

Furniture of this type has a wide scope, including

the cassone, the refectory table, and the great variety of

chairs that have become familiar to us through popular

usage, but which, as originals, soar into impressive

values if the prices brought at the season's sales are

to be credited.

For the Tudor house, there are equal possibilities in

Group of English antiques—Metropolitan Museum, N

Jacobean furniture, such as old oak cupboards, dressers,

benches and stools, and fine bits of old copper, brass, and

pewter, and for the Colonial house, unique examples of

maple furniture, mahogany, old clocks, and even the

hooked rugs of a somewhat later period.

While china, because of its fragility, suffers in con-

trast, in the point of usefulness, it is by no means to

be relegated to the corner closet and curio cabinet, for

with careful handling it can be used and enjoyed. This

also may be said of old English and Irish glass—for

who can resist its charm? Certainly not one who knows

its texture and color values. Antique silver, also, has

its place, both from a decorative and a utilitarian stand-

point, for it imparts a dignity to a table-setting that

modern silver can never give.

Few collectors are able to indulge in the assembling

of the works of the old masters, but etchings, engrav-

ings, and Japanese prints, which are more nearly with-

in the reach of all, offer a field for collecting of cor-

responding interest. Oriental porcelains also have a

decorative value that makes them especially sought as a

house accessory, in furnishing a desired color note and

in filling a place in which nothing else could be so suit-

ably applied.

Tapestries and great pieces of embroidery are lim-

Objects of art, sixteenth century

ited, necessarily, by hanging space, but can be collected

as fragments and as such have an undeniable use in

house furnishings. Books impart an interest to a

room's setting that no other feature of decoration can
lend, either when arranged as a library, lining shelf

after shelf, or when placed as a single volume upon a

table in intimate use.

Antique iron also can form an important part in the

decorative features of a room, namely, about the fire-

place, or it can be applied as a structional adjunct in

the general scheme of the house, in grills and balus-

trades. Old Italian and Spanish iron are much sought
for these purposes.

Green Salon, by Walter Gay—Metropolitan Museum, N. Y.
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Thoughts on the German Enigma
By Fabian Franklin

I
HAVE just been reading an article in the current

number of the Fortjiightly Revieiv which is at

once typical and non-typical of a great deal of

what is written about Germany. Usually the writer

does one or the other of two things. He either dwells

upon the frightful collapse of Germany's financial sys-

tem or insists upon her extraordinary industrial activ-

ity ; and in either case he usually draws a moral. He
either finds in the financial collapse proof positive that

Germany is reduced to helplessness by the reparation

requirements, or in the remarkable productivity of her

industries equally sure evidence that her helplessness is

a sham, deliberately gotten up to enable her to escape

the payment of her just obligations. Now the article

in the Fortnightly lays equal stress upon the industrial

prosperity and upon the financial ruin; and it says sub-

stantially nothing about the responsibility for that ruin.

The writer, Mr. John Leyland, is, however, obviously

animated by the greatest possible good-will and sym-

pathy for Germany ; and readers of his article will cer-

tainly gain from it the impression that for the steadily-

growing worthlessness of the mark, with its tragic con-

sequences to the German people, the fault is not in

themselves but in their stars.

During all these weary years since the armistice, that

question of German good faith on the one hand and

systematic German perfidy on the other has been a lead-

ing source of perplexity. Possibly fifty years from

now, or a hundred years from now, something like the

truth about it will be established. In the near future,

however, there is little reason to expect that anything

like adequate light will be thrown upon it by the investi-

gation or the reporting of facts, however conscien-

tiously undertaken. One is therefore thrown back upon

the broad and obvious elements of the case, and upon
the inherent probabilities determined by what we know
of human nature. To direct attention to some of these

elements, and to draw from them such inferences as

one can, may not be wholly unprofitable.

Let us take as the starting point of these reflections

the presentation made by this friendly and sympathetic

British observer of the actual state of things in

Germany, He tells us of the almost desperate view

taken of Germany's condition by representative Ger-

mans in almost every walk of life. And yet, he says,

the traveler in Germany "will find visible very few evi-

dences of this situation"

:

On the contrary, he will be amazed with the appearance
of abundant prosperity. He will see the rich rolling by in

luxurious motor-cars, and filling unpleasantly the big hotels,

and buying in the shops. It will seem to h-im that the

country is full of money. He will see the streets busy and
everything "humming." He will learn that very few men
are unemployed, and that in some places, as in the dye-

stuffs factories, there are not skilled men enough. He will

see public works and private works in progress everywhere,
and colonies of workmen's dwellings rising in the neigh-

borhood of all the large cities, where there are many thou-
sands of people still unable to find lodgment for them-
selves. ... In all the towns, the opera houses and
theatres are full, the shops are busy, the people are mostly
well clad and well cared for, and the caf4s and hier and
icein stuben are merry.

But along with all this profusion among the rich, and
all this activity and immediate well-being among the

manual workers, there is hopeless distress among the

middle-class millions, and utter chaos and demoraliza-

tion in business. Of the apparent contradiction be-

tween these two pictures, the writer says:

Here, then, is an anomaly, the explanation of which
baffles many observers. How can we understand the para-
dox of the poor Germany unable to pay her debts «r bal-

ance her Budget, and the same Germany so rich that she
is spending money freely everywhere? The solution of the
problem lies in the dangers that threaten the State, in

the abnormal condition of the exchange, the multiplication
of paper money, the low value of the mark, and the con-
stant rise in wages and prices, each chasing the other a
vicious course.

Now, the curious thing about this "solution of the

problem" is that, whereas the writer appears to think

that he has named a number of factors to account for

it, he has in reality, apart from the vague phrase "dan-

gers that threaten the state," named only one. The
abnormal condition of the exchange, the multiplication

of paper money, the low value of the mark, and the con-

stant rise in wages and prices are not four things ; they

are just one and the same thing. The curse that lies

upon Germany is that old familiar bugbear of econo-

mists, that evil which every enlightened country has for

a hundred years and more shunned like a pestilence

—

the plague of a currency that rests on no solid basis; a

currency (and in this must be included bank credits as

well as circulating notes) of which the volume, and
therefore the value, is determined by no principle of

safety, convertibility, or stability; a currency whose
meaning nobody can define or come anywhere near de-

fining. The consequences of carrying on life with such

a currency—the demoralization it produces in all

classes, the frightful distress it brings upon precisely

those solid middle classes which are the backbone of the

best life of the country—are only too familiar; but in

his article Mr. Leyland spreads them out before us

with unusual vividness.

And here, to my mind, is the nub of the business:

How does it come that in a country like Germany—

a

country not like desolated Russia, but full of high pro-

ductive activity; a country not like dismembered and

denatured Austria, but, in spite of severe territorial

losses, the country of a great people and of splendid

resources—how does it come that in such a country this

insane condition of the currency is allowed to persist,

to go from bad to worse and from worse to worst, with-

out any serious attempt to remedy it? To say that the

mere dead-weight of the prospective reparations is suffi-

cient to account for such a thing is nonsense; and to

attribute it to the actual payments thus far made would

be still greater nonsense. The thing to be accounted

for is not so much the actual condition of the currency

but the absence of any genuine endeavor to remedy it;

if such an effort had been made and had failed, the case

would be different. Why has it not been made? Is it

to be supposed that there is in Germany such woful

lack of intellectual resources, of financial knowledge

and skill, that she has been absolutely unable to devise

any method of getting back to solid ground, or even of

setting her face towards solid ground? Is a country

which is carrying on such vast industrial activities as
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our writer describes utterly helpless to supply itself

with a currency system that is something better than a

quagmire, sometliing better than a nightmare? It is

ridiculous to suppose so.

And yet I do not jump to the conclusion that Ger-

many, in order to escape the reparation payments, is

deliberately inflicting upon herself the measureless

woes of a crazy monetary and financial system. The

truth, as I see it, lies between the supposition of this

extreme of insane wickedness and the opposite extreme

of entire innocence. The key of the situation, I take

it, lies in the fact that Germany's financial problem, in-

herently diflScult enough and greatly aggravated by the

precarious condition of her internal politics, required

for its treatment the single-minded devotion of her

utmost resources in intelligence and leadership, and

that the desire to escape the reparations has caused

the absence of that devotion. Germany's finance, Ger-

many's monetary system, has not been deliberately

wrecked by her disloyalty to the treaty, and yet it is

this disloyalty which has made that wreck possible. With
half her mind and nine-tenths of her heart preoccupied

with the desire to escape her just obligations, it was
inevitable that she should fail to go through the mighty

task of financial and monetary reform. The disorder

of her finances presented the simplest and most effective

of pretexts for failure to pay ; and to keep that pretext

alive no action was necessary

—

inaction was quite suffi-

cient to do the job. Effective action would have been

extremely difficult in any case ; and indeed that difficulty

was so great that doubtless many regard it as in itself

sufficient explanation for what has taken place. But

it is about as sure as anything of the kind can be

that, however great the difficulty, Germany would long

before this have overcome it, or been well on the way to

overcome it, if she had honestly and whole-heartedly

wished to do so.

Another thought forces itself on one's mind as one

reflects on this most deplorable spectacle. The bottom

fact about Germany's manoeuvres for escape from the

reparations is not the desire to escape but the possi-

bility of escape. It was a great mistake in the Ver-

sailles Treaty to make the amount of the reparations

dependent in so enormous a measure upon Germany's

future prosperity; a definite amount should have been

fixed, or arrangements made for fixing it. But a far

more lamentable thing was the division which so soon

became manifest among the Powers on whose union the

enforcement of the requirement manifestly rested.

Wrong as Germany's conduct has been, she can truly

plead great temptation; the prospect of escape through

division among the victors would be a tremendous

temptation to any vanquished nation upon which hard

conditions had been imposed by a treaty of peace.

And that very division is another illustration of the

havoc wrought by want of singleness of purpose in the

presence of a tremendous problem. At the close of the

war there rested on the principal Powers that had won
the victory a stupendous and overshadowing responsi-

bility. They had to effect a settlement which would

give promise of stability for the world, and they had to

stand together in the enforcement of that settlement.

The concentration on this awful task of all the energy,

all the insight, all the wisdom of the world's ruling

statesmen, would have no more than sufficed for it; yet

from the very start there was a terrible diversion of

energy to the problem of the League of Nations, which

would have been sufficiently provided for by 'an agree-

ment to erect the League within a stipulated time.

And if the League was to be erected simultaneously

with the war settlement, it was imperatively necessary

that it should comprise all of the principal Powers that

had won the war. Whatever might be necessary to

make absolutely sure that the five great Powers stood

together solidly for the enforcement of the Treaty

should have been done, no matter what remoter object

was sacrificed. It was this feeling, above all else, that

filled the hearts of practically all high-minded Am.eri-

cans, with one tragic exception, during the half-year of

anguished solicitude after the submission of the Treaty

to the Senate. With the elimination of America dis-

appeared the last chance of such union as there might

have been between the Powers that won the war. And
it was through the vanishing of that union that Ger-

many was beset with the temptation which has been

her undoing, and which has consequently contributed

so disastrously toward creating the evil conditions with

which all the world is still grappling.

Music Before a Roman Jury
By Grant Showerman

WHEN the Emperor Augustus, at 35, had the

world at his feet and was prepared to live,

he began to prepare to die by erecting a

great tomb for himself and his line near Father Tiber

in the north end of the Campus Martins, not then the

densely crowded quarter of today. It was 220 feet in

diameter, and was called the Mausoleum. "It consists

of a mound of earth," says the geographer Strabo,

"raised upon high foundations of white marble, situ-

ated near the river, and covered to the top with ever-

green shrubs. Upon the summit is a bronze statue of

Augustus Caesar, and beneath the mound are the ashes

of himself, his relatives, and friends. Behind is a

large grove containing charming promenades. In the

centre of the Campus is the spot where this prince was

reduced to ashes; it is surrounded with a double en-

closure, one of marble, the other of iron, and planted

within with poplars." Forty-two years after its erec-

tion it received the ashes of Augustus, and 396 years

after that it was rifled by Alaric and his Goths. In the

Middle Ages a fortress of the Colonna, it was attacked

in 1167 and besieged in 1241. In 1354 the bones of

Cola di Rienzo were laid within its walls.
,
Two hun-

dred years elapsed, and the Soderini had hanging

gardens in or on it, and in the century that followed

its vaulting crumbled and fell in the shock of an earth-

quake. At the end of the eighteenth it had become an

open-air circus, and continued in uses of the sort until

about a dozen years ago, when the City of Rome con-

verted it into one of the world's most impressive concert
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halls, with huge organ, chorus, and orchestra platform,

and seats for upward of 4,000 people.

The Augusteo programmes are varied and liberal.

Directors from other European centres appear quite

frequently. For some tastes, the programmes are too

liberal ; but if the moderns are sometimes unduly prom-

inent it is probably due to the desire to be fair, and if

patriotism seems sometimes to figure too greatly in

programme building it is due to reaction against the

excessive glorification of German composers and slight-

ing of the Italian before the war.

The Augusteo audiences are somewhat exacting, but

just. There is no better place to appreciate Italian

character and the Italian attitude toward music. So

far as the instrumental concert is concerned, the

Augusteo is the heart of Rome. Its public is liberally

sprinkled with those who play or sing or teach or com-

pose, and, although on the whole a people's audience,

entirely made up of lovers of music bred to concert and

opera and well aware of what they like and why they

like it. A high level of understanding and feeling,

combined with a certain spontaneity and an absolute

frankness, results in exceedingly effective judgments

rendered on the spot. In Rome you need not wait for

the critic to tell you in the next day's paper what to

think. The audience lets you know before you leave

your seat. It applauds real excellence with a frenzy

of bravo's and bis's- It kept Albert Spalding playing

the other afternoon six numbers or more beyond the

printed programme. If it doesn't approve of the music

or its execution, there is a storm of hisses.

Three times within the past month or two I have

witnessed scenes at the Augusteo which would seem

strange, and perhaps outrageous, to most Americans.

On one occasion the programme was devoted to Italian

composers, classic and modern. Donizetti and Rossini

were warmly welcomed, Respighi, professor at Rome,

was tolerated, but Davico's "Impressioni pagane" and

Mantica's "Canti d'amore" provoked such bursts of ill

humor that only Rossini, artfully held in reserve, saved

the programme from utter condemnation. On a second

occasion Alfredo Casella, after brilliant execution of a

Mozart concerto for piano and orchestra, played for

the first time in Europe his own "A notte alta," whose

initial rendering, by the composer himself, took place

last November in Carnegie Hall. "The character of

this poem," wrote Lawrence Oilman, translated in the

Augusteo programme, "ranges from enthusiastic and

solemn exaltation to an acute and passionate cry of

desperate pain. It is full of the tragic sense of mortal

helplessness in the presence of the awful and discon-

certing gaze of the Cosmos," etc. But the Augusteo

audience doesn't listen to music in that exquisitely

intellectual manner. It is willing to think, but above

all it is unwilling to forego the enjoyment of music a^5

an art. Casella finished the piece, but the last third

of it was tempestuous with hisses. On a third occasion,

Bruno Walter, director of the Munich Opera, after the

Seventh Symphony presented Schonberg's "Notte tras-

figurata"
—"two lovers in the moonlight, cruel fate,

transfiguration through suffering," etc. This time the

number was finished only by dint of the director's

Teutonic persistence. For the first quarter the audi-

ence listened with curiosity and good will, for the sec-

ond with tolerance, for the third with growing impa-

tience, and during the last did its best to stop the per-

formance by a tremendous hurricane of hisses,

whistling, and ironical calls of bis, bis! that left nothing

of the piece except what could be got through the eye.

Sometimes, when the case is not quite so clear, the

audience, instead of combatting the director, splits into

factions that combat each other. It is at such moments
that one realizes the wisdom of Eternal Rome's inflex-

ible rule that sticks and umbrellas are to be left in the

(juardaroba.

This is not rowdyism nor ill nature nor partisanship

nor prejudice, but the genuine and spontaneous expres-

sion of honest and robust sentiment, and is a salutary

thing for art. The essential justice of the Roman be-

The Augusteo, Rome

havior is proved every now and then by its ingenious

ways of separating subject-matter from execution and
showing disapproval of the one and approval of the

other. It is the same in drama. When Duse appeared
this winter in Scotti's "Cosi sia," written expressly for

her, the Costanzi audience let her know beyond shadow
of doubt from first to last that they admired and loved

their favorite actress at over sixty as much as ever,

but that "So Be It" was not a play to be tolerated for

a moment. They killed and buried it promptly.

If there is one thing evident from the Augusteo con-

certs this year, it is that Italian musical taste is weary
of transfigured nights and mooning lovers, of frisking

fauns and fairies and dancing dryads and nymphs and
nereids, and all their frigi line, and of what may be

called in general the music of the study. What it wants
is music. It is willing to listen to the new, and to hear

it in any vernacular. In the concert hall, it forgets that

America interfered at Fiume, it forgets its quarrel with
Germany, it forgets the century of struggle with the

Austrian prepotenti—and proves itself after all human
by not quite forgetting the feeling toward France. But
if it is to listen, it wants to listen through the ear.

It is always possible to deny the competence of the

critic, and there are those who distrust the verdicts

of the Augusteo and similar assemblages as pronounced
from too popular a source. But art is a social product,

and not the affair of the studio alone and unaided.

After observation of the Roman musical public at thirty

or forty concerts in its big or little halls, the conviction

of the observer is likely to be that any composer who
wishes an unmistakable, immediate, and just opinion

of his work is reasonably sure to get it in Eternal Rome.
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What the World Is Doing
Edited by Franklin H. Giddings

Professor of Sociology and the History of Ciuilization, Columbia University

Domestic Affairs

The Railroad Shopmen's Strike

[In view of the remarkably rapid rates of development
of the situations presented belotc, it is important to note
that the latest events considered are of the 8th instant.']

T
HE President changed his mind about mediating

in the shopmen's strike. He presented the fol-

lowing proposals for a settlement:

First—Railway managers and workmen are to agree to

recognize the validity of all decisions of the Railroad Labor
Board, and to faithfully carry out such decisions as con-
templated by the law.

Second—The carriers will withdraw all lawsuits growing
out of the strike, and Railroad Labor Board decisions which
have been involved in the strike may be taken, in the exer-

cise of recognized rights by either party, to the Railroad
Labor Board for rehearing.

Third—All employees now on strike to be returned to
work and to their former positions with seniority and
other rights unimpaired. The representatives of the car-
riers and the representatives of the organizations especially
agree that there will be no discrimination by either party
against the employees who did or did not strike.

The representatives of the striking shopmen, as-

sembled at Chicago, after two days' debate (August
1 and 2) accepted the proposals, but with "understand-

ings" which may be construed as seriously qualifying

the acceptance.

One hundred and eighty railroad executives assembled

at New York on the 1st accepted the first two proposals,

/%Oti,i
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but with "understandings" which very seriously quali-

fied their acceptance; the first sentence of the third pro-

posal they rejected, not without show of indignation,

giving their reasons at length. Having made certain

promises to loyal old employees and new employees, they

proposed to keep them.

The President's effort, then, failed; the strike con-

tinues. The executives say that, if the Administration

will forbear further intervention, they can break the

strike within thirty days. The shopmen's leaders sing

in a different key.
* * *

But the Administration would not forbear. On the

7th, the President sent messages to Mr. Jewell, head
of the striking shopmen, and Mr. Cuyler, president of

the Association of Railway Executives, in which the

following identical paragraph is the only thing of

importance

:

Mindful of the pledge of both the executives and the

striking workmen to recognize the validity of all decisions

by the Railroad Labor Board, I am hereby calling on the

striking workmen to return to work, calling upon the car-

riers to assign them to work, calling upon both workmen
and carriers, under the law, to take the question [that of

seniority] in dispute to the Railroad Labor Board for re-

hearing and decision and a compliance by both with the
decision rendered.

The effect of this new effort of the Administration

remains to be seen. Apparently the message has been

received coolly in both camps. Immediately following

publication of the President's message, the Railroad

Labor Board by resolution invited the executives and

the shopmen to submit the seniority question to their

decision.
* * *

Mr. Jewell requested Mr. W. J. Stone, Chairman of

the heads of the "standard railroad labor organizations,"

to summon those heads to a conference at Washington

on the 11th, to "formulate a program having for its

purpose protection of the public, preservation of the

railroad industry and an honorable basis of settlement

for the managers and the employees." If that is really

and truly Mr. Jewell's sole purpose, 'tis an admirable

idea. Mr. Stone has complied with Mr. Jewell's request.

The Miners' Strike

Efforts to mine coal in response to the President's

"invitation," in mines which were shut down by the

strike, have not produced sensible results.

* * *

The Governor of Indiana on the 2nd proclaimed mar-

tial law in a territory eight miles square, sent thither

800 National Guardsmen, and called for volunteers to

work mines in that territory. The results to date have

not been sensible.
* * *

The total volume of coal shipments from non-union

mines has somewhat increased through the diversion of

cars to these mines by the President's committee. The

present rate is about 4,250,000 tons per week. A little

better; but not good enough. The committee has led
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The Passion Play in California. Christ riding on the ass to Jerusalem.

US to expect that, when its program is in full swing,

the rate will be 6,000,000 tons.

* * *

In response to an invitation from Mr. Lewis, Chief

of the United Mine Workers, operators representing

about thirty per cent, of the bituminous tonnage of the

central competitive field (Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and
Western Pennsylvania) met the more important miners'

officials at Cleveland on the 7th. Most of the Ohio
tonnage was represented, but little of the tonnage of

the other States. Some representatives, however, of

outlying districts were present. The conference was
organized and postponement was taken to the 9th, by
which date it was hoped the conferees would be joined

by operators representing enough additional tonnage to

make an agreement subscribed by the enlarged con-

ference effective for the central competitive field (i. e.,

the operators standing out would have to fall in line),

ani determinative for the rest of the country. Prior

to the opening of the conference, the assembled oper-

ators had intimated to the Miners' Policy Committee
their approval of a scheme of settlement the nature of

which has not been officially divulged. Settlement of

the bituminous strike may result from the Cleveland

conference; and may not.

Brief Notes

Alexander Graham Bell, inventor of the telephone,

died last week at his home in Nova Scotia, at the age

of 75. He was born and educated in Edinburgh.
* * *

The recent rains have washed so much pollen from
the flowers in New York State that the New York bees

are producing little honey.

* * *

Recently an automobile hearse containing a dead body
was halted five times by prohibition agents while pro-

ceeding from Islip, Long Island, to New York City.

* * *

Mr. Bryan has had a real hair-cut.

* * *

'Tis said our girls are about to adopt Greek modes of

dress. Let it be soon!

The United States, Germany, and the

Allies

Lord Balfour's Note

ON August 1 the British Government dispatched

an identical note to the Governments of France,

Italy, Jugoslavia, Rumania, Portugal, and
Greece—Governments indebted to Great Britain upon
the account of the Great War. The note is signed by
Lord Balfour as Acting Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs, and was evidently composed by him. It an-

nounces Great Britain's policy with respect to the war-
debts owing to her from her European Allies; a policy

determined by the fact that the United States insists

on payment of Britain's debt to her.

As tfie note points out, the war-debts of Allies (ex-

clusive of the one-time ally Russia) to Great Britain

total £1,300,000,000. The principal of Russia's debt is

£650,000,000; of Germany's £1,450,000,000. It had
been Great Britain's intention, "if such a policy formed
part of a satisfactory international settlement, to

remit all the debts due her by her Allies in respect of

loans or by Germany in respect of reparations." The
Russian debt is only mentioned by the way. But the

attitude of the United States Government has made
that policy impossible.

The important, the ineluctable fact in this connec-

tion is that the British taxpayer, by far the most

heavily taxed person in the world, will not stand for

such a one-sided cancellation; loudly and numerously

of late he has exclaimed to that effect. Therefore the

British Government is constrained to request each of

the Allied Governments indebted to Great Britain to

"make arrangements for dealing to the best of its

ability" with its debt to Britain. The British Govern-

ment, however ,will ask no more from its debtors than

it is required to pay to its creditor, the United States.

[On May 15 the British debt to the United States was

$4,135,818,358 principal and $611,000,000 interest.]

It is interesting to trace the development of the

Balfour note. At the outset Lord Balfour is most

scrupulous not to criticize the United States Govern-

ment, but as he warms to his theme criticism of our

Government's war-loans policy is implicit throughout.
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The note ends with a formal offer on the part of the

British Government to renounce all right to further

reparation payments from Germany and all claims to

payment by the Allies, if the United States Government
vv^ill take similar action.

An offer and appeal addressed to deaf ears, as Lord
Balfour well knew. The note has been widely criti-

cized as indiscreet, as likely to postpone rather than

hasten that American cancellation of war-loans and
generous participation in a "satisfactory international

settlement," which many confidently expect. It is to

be said, on the other hand, that the momentous British

decision had to be announced; that with the announce-

ment an explanation was in order; and that the ex-

planation of so grand a matter behooved to be full and

candid. To be sure, the candidness of the note has

been called in question; some will have it that the

British Government is not showing extraordinary mag-
nanimity in offering to cancel sundry bad debts (so they

call them) only on condition of cancellation by the

United States Government of a perfectly good debt, to

wit, the British debt to the United States. That in-

terpretation is noticed here without approval, merely as

as extreme specimen of the adverse criticism which the

note has provoked.

"The American bearing of the note is not of great

immediate importance. The very great immediate im-

portance of the note lies in the fact that it has dashed

the hope of a satisfactory reparations settlement at the

conference of the Supreme Council now in process in

London; a hope based on the expectation that Britain

would cancel the debts due her from Allies and re-

nounce her share of German reparation payments. A
considerable number of Britons, including Mr. Asquith,

have urged and still urge the British Government to

recall its decision and make the great renunciations

without reference to the policy of the American Gov-

ernment. They argue that Britain would in the end

profit by such action, whatever the United States Gov-

ernment might please to do; and they suggest the pos-

sibility that the United States might be shocked into a

similar act of renunciation by so magnificent an example

of generosity.

It has been thought proper to quote almost the entire

British note. The reading thereof should set Americans

to pondering deeply whether the present policy of our

Government respecting its war-loans is the correct pol-

icy, whether in respect of decency or in respect of self-

interest.

With most perfect courtesy, and in the exercise of their

undoubted rights, the American Government have required

this country to pay interest accrued since 1919 on the Anglo-

American debt, to convert it from an unfunded to a funded
debt, and to repay it by a sinking fund in twenty-five years.

Such procedure is clearly in accordance with the original

contract. His Majesty's Government make no complaint
of it ; they recognize their obligations and ai'e prepared to

fulfill them. Rut evidently they cannot do so without pro-

foundly modifying the course which in different circum-
stances they would have wished to pursue. They cannot
treat the repayment of the Anglo-American loan as if it

were an isolated incident in which only the United States
of America and Great Britain had any concern. It is but
one of a connected series of transactions in which this

country appears, sometimes as debtor, sometimes as cred-

itor, and if our undoubted obligations as debtor are to be
enforced, our not less undoubted rights as creditoi* cannot
be left wholly in abeyance.

His Ma.jesly's Government do not conceal the fact that
tliey adopt this change of i)olicy with the greatest reluctance.

It is true that Great Britain is owed more than it owes
and that if all interallied war debts were paid the British

Treasury would on the balance be a large gainer by the

ti'ansaction, but can the present world situation be looked

at only from this narrow financial standpoint? It is true

that many of the Allied and Associated Powers are as be-

tween each other creditors or debtors or both, but they were
and are much more. They were partners in the greatest

international effort ever made in the cause of freedom and
they still are partners in dealing with some at least of its

results. Their debts were incurred, their loans were made,
not for the separate advantage of particular States, but for

the great purpose common to them all, and that purpose has
been in the main accomplished.
To generous minds it can never be agreeable, although for

reasons of state it may perhaps be necessary, to regard the

monetary aspect of this great event as a thing apart, to be
torn from its historical setting and treated as no more than
ordinary commercial dealing between traders who borrow
and capitalists who lend.

There are, moreover, reasons of a different order to which
I have already referred, which increase the distaste with
which His Majesty's Government adopt so fundamental an
alteration in the method of dealing with loans to Allies.

The economic ills from which the world is suffering are due
to many causes, moral and material, which are quite outside
the scope of this dispatch, but among them must certainly

be reckoned the weight of international indebtedness with all

its unhappy effects, upon credit and exchange, upon national
production and international trade. Peoples of all countries
long for a speedy return to the normal, but how can the
normal be reached while conditions so abnormal are per-

mitted to prevail, and how can these conditions be cured by
any remedies that seem at present likely to be applied?

In no circumstances do we propose to ask more from our
debtors than is necessary to pay to our creditors, yet while
we do not ask for more all will admit that we can hardly
be content with less, for it should not be forgotten, though
it sometimes is, that our liabilities were incurred for others,

not for ourselves. Food, raw material and munitions re-

quired by the immense naval and military efforts of Great
Britain, and half the two thousand million sterling ad-

vanced to the Allies, were provided, not by means of foreign

loans, but by internal borrowing and war taxation.

Unfortunately a similar policy was beyond the power
of other European nations. An appeal was therefore made
to the Government of the United States and under an ar-

rangement then arrived at the United States insisted, in

substance, if not in form, that, though our Allies were to

spend the money, it was only on our security that they
were prepared to lend it. This co-operative effort was of

infinite value to the common cause, but it cannot be said

that the role assigned in it to this country was one of spe-

cial privilege or advantage.
For evidently the policy hitherto pursued by this coun-

try of refusing to make demands upon its debtors is only

tolerable so long as it is generally accepted. It cannot be

right that one partner in a common enterprise should re-

cover all that she has lent and that another, while recover-

ing nothing, should be required to pay all that she has bor-

rowed. Such procedure is contrary to every principle of

natural, justice and cannot be expected to commend itself

to the people of this country. They are suffering from an
unparalleled burden of taxation, from immense diminu-
tion in national wealth, from serious want of employment
and from severe curtailment of useful expenditure.

These evils are courageously borne, but, were they to be
increased by an arrangement which, however legitimate,

is obviously one-sided, the British taxpayer would inevitably

ask why he should be singled out to bear the burden which
others are bound to share. To such a question there can
be but one answer and I am convinced that Allied opinion
will admit its justice.

But while His Majesty's Government are thus regret-

fully constrained to request the Governments [indebted to

it] to make arrangements for dealing to the best of their

ability with the several loans, they desire to explain

that the amount of interest and repayment for which they

ask depends not so much on what [the several] Allies owe
to Great Britain as on what Great Britain has to pay
America. The policy favored by His ]\Iajesty's Govern-
ment is, as I have already observed, that of surrendering

their share of German reparation and writing off through

one great transaction the whole body of inter-Allied indebt-

edness, but if this be found impossible of accomplishment,
we wish it to be understood that we do not in any event

desire to make a profit out of any less satisfactory arrange-

ment.
Before concluding I may be permitted to offer one fur-

ther observation in order to make still clearer the spirit in

whicli his INIajesty's Government desire to deal with the

thorny problem of international indebtedness. In an earlier

passage of this dispatch I pointed out that this after all
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is not a question merely between the Allies; ex-enemy
countries also are involved, for the greatest of all inter-

national debtors is (Jermaiiy. Nt)\v llis Majesty's (Jovern-

ment do not suggest that, either as a matter of justice or

one of expediency, CJermany should be relieved of her obliga-

tions to France or the other Allied States. They speak only
for Great Britain and they content themselves with say-

ing once again, so deeply are they convinced of the eco-

nomic injury inflicted on the world by the existing slate

of things, that this country would be prepared, subject to

the just claims of other parts of the Empire, to abandon
all further riglit to lierman reparation and all claims to

repayment by the Allies, provided that this renunciation
formeil part of a general plan by which this great problem
could be dealt with as a whole and find a satisfactory solu-

tion. A general settlement would, in their view, be of more
value to mankind than any gains that could accrue even
from the most successful enforcement of legal obligations.

Poincare's "Retorsional" Measures
In June, 1921, at its own instance, the German Gov-

ernment undertook monthly payment of the equivalent

of £2,000,000 towards liquidation of pre-war debts of

German nationals to nationals of the Allied Governments
(.seventy per cent, to go to French nationals.) Several

weeks ago the German Government informed the several

Allied Governments that for the immediate future at

least it could pay only the equivalent of £500,000
monthly. A brisk correspondence between Paris and
Berlin followed, culminating in an ultimatum from
Poincare announcing that, if by August 5 assurance

should not be forthcoming of payment of the originally

stipulated Aug. 15 installment for French nationals, the

French Government would on that date put into effect

"measures of retorsion." The required assurance not

being given on August 5, the French Government on
that date acted as follows. It announced suspension of

payment of German nationals' credits in France; sus-

pension of payment to Germans of awards of the Mixed
Arbitral Tribunal; sequestration for the present of the

proceeds of liquidation of German property in France;

and that "conservatory measures would be at once taken

in Alsace-Lorraine." What "conservatory measures?"
Probably sequestration of the property of German na-

tionals residing in Alsace-Lorraine, and possibly expul-

sion of some of the most prominent and most objec-

tionable of those Germans. "In case these measures

do not suffice to bring prompt settlement, they will be

completed by other progressive measures," says the

French communique.

Now the Germans say that this business of payment
of Allied private creditors is a part of the general rep-

arations business: the French say it is not, that the

Reparations Commission lacks jurisdiction; that there

is no bar, technical or equitable, to independent French
action. Assuming the French contention to be cor-

rect (which it probably is), yet the French have taken

a highly significant and momentous step. The British,

Italians and Belgians replied to the German note that

they would discuss the matter with their Allies in Lon-
don. Why was Poincare in such a hurry? Why couldn't

he wait until after the London Conference (to open on
the 7th), or at any rate why not wait until the 15th

before putting the "measures of retorsion" into effect?

One cannot say, of course, but one shrewdly guesses

that his object was to bring heavy moral pressure on

Lloyd George, who cannot fail to be impressed by the

possibilities opened out by these not mere intimations,

but actual first steps, of an independent French policy.

It is a reasonable construction that Poincare has prac-

tically committed France to independent action in her

"Little Bill" Johnston getting into form for the great

tournaments

entire dealings with Germany, should Lloyd George re-

fuse substantially to accept the French proposals re-

garding Germany now before the Supreme Council. A
reasonable construction; not a certain one.

It should be remarked that Poincare's "retorsional"

measures to date are only suspensory; it is possible

that they may be cancelled, and that cooperative Allied

measures may be substituted for them, as a result of

the London Conference.

The Meeting of the Supreme Council

The Supreme Council met in London on the 7th: pres-

ent, Lloyd George, Poincare, M. Theunis, Premier of

Belgium, Signor Schanzer, the Italian Foreign Min-

ister, and the Japanese Ambassador to Great Britain.

Ambassador Harvey was not present. Poincare pre-

sented proposals for future dealing with Germany.
These have not been officially disclosed, but a probably

authentic report declares that their main feature is a

really effective system of Allied "control" of German
finance, one much stricter than that recently agreed to

by Germany: the customs to be closely supervised, new
paper money to be issued only as authorized by the

Allies, appropriations to require Allied approval. The
proposals have been submitted to a committee of Allied

Finance Ministers and associated experts, who are now
engaged in hot debate over them. "Control" is used

above in a sense somewhere between its original and

its current meaning.

The following facts are significant in this connection.

Germany increased her paper circulation by ISY2 bil-

ion marks in 1919; by 33 billion marks in 1920; by 45

billion marks in 1921 ; and by 58 billion marks in the

first six months of 1922. During the same period

France has reduced her paper circulation.
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Italy

FOLLOWING Bonomi's failure, Signor de Nava
amiably attempted to form a strong cabinet of

which not he, but the great Orlando, should be

head. The situation now took a singular turn. The
Catholics withdrew opposition to representation of the

Conservatives in the Cabinet; in other words, they

would not oppose firm dealing with the Communist men-
ace. Thereupon the Socialists sprang a coup. They
signified a willingness to participate in the Government
in association with the parties of the Center and Right;

thus abandoning a cardinal article of their policy. But,

should participation be granted to them, it must also be

granted to the Fascisti. Well, why not? one unversed

in Italian politics might be expected to ask. Why not

a Government of wide representation to include both

Fascisti and Socialists? The correct answer is implicit

in a remark of Giolitti's: "Make sure, if you have that

sort of Cabinet, that a Red Cross ambulance is always

at hand." Of course, such a Cabinet was out of the

question. But the Socialists' coup was thought by the

Socialists to have accomplished its purpose; to have

prevented formation of a Cabinet likely to deal severely

with the Communists and gently with the Fascisti. It

should be observed that, though the Moderate Socialists

disapprove the violence of the Communists, they own the

obligations of kindred. They themselves are anti-dynas-

tic and anti-capitalist and are only less obnoxious than

their Red brothers in Marx to the Fascisti, who, when
making reprisals, have not always distinguished nicely

between pink and red.

De Nava having failed, the King sent again for de

Facta, who succeeded in forming a Cabinet. But, said

most of the wiseacres, it will not last long; it, like its

predecessors, will deal weakly with the great domestic

problems. Some, however, took particular note of a

new name in the list of ministers—that of Senator

Taddei, Minister of the Interior; the Taddei who in

1920, as Prefect of the Province of Turin, so brilliantly

handled the situation in that province when the Com-
munists had come so near to "putting over" their Bol-

shevist programme. Would Taddei display a like firm-

ness in his new office?

He did. On August 1st a general strike had been

declared throughout Italy. It was called off on the 4th.

The violence of the strikers was quickly suppressed,

partly by Fascisti and partly by Government troops, the

latter displaying unprecedented vigor. But the Fascisti

were not satisfied. Punitive measures, they felt, we:e

in order; the Communist menace must be clean removed.

Milan, Genoa, Bologna, Naples, Ravenna and other Com-

munist centres were seized by the Fascisti ; Communist

offices were burned. Communist administrations sent

packing. Resistance was suppressed, sometimes blood-

ily. All was going merrily when Taddei intervened.

The military were ordered to "put down civil war at all

costs." Martial law was proclaimed in six provinces.

Movement of motor lorries was forbidden throughout

Italy ; a clever order, for the success of the Fascisti had

been largely due to the swiftness of their movements,

made possible by possession and use of lorries. The

Fascisti were "flabbergasted," and here and there they

clashed with Government troops. But on the 8th,

Mussolini, head of the Fascismo organization, ordered

demobilization of the Fascisti throughout Italy.

Whether he issued the order voluntarily or in compli-

ance with a demand from the Government, it is unlikely

that he would have issued it had he not felt confident

that Taddei would by legal means continue the work

which since 1920 the Fascisti had carried on by extra-

legal means: namely, that of suppressing Bolshevist

efforts to subvert the State.

Reports from Italy declare order completely restored.

Taddei deserves an ovation. Thanks to him, the new

de Facta cabinet has received a vote of confidence. The

omens are propitious.

Sundry Matters

THE steam shipping of the British Empire totals

about 21,000,000 tons; being 39 per cent, of all

the steam tonnage of the world. The percentage

has fallen from pre-war 47. The steam shipping of the

United States totals about 12,000,000 tons, exclusive of

wooden vessels ; being 22 per cent, of the world tonnage,

and having risen from pre-war 4 per cent. About

12,000,000 tons of shipping throughout the world is laid

up idle; 3,000,000 in Britain, with loss of employment

to 30,000 officers and men.
* * *

The seizure of cable landings at Waterville and Val-

entia in Ireland by Irish irregulars, has caused a tre-

mendous how-d'ye-do in the world.
* * *

It is calculated that, if the present rate of decrease

in the French birth-rate continues, the population of

France will in 1965 have dwindled to 25,000,000 (it is

now 39,000,000). * * *

The mandate system will soon be completely in oper-

ation, the League Council having confirmed the Pales-

tine and Syrian mandates conditionally upon settlement

of some minor points still in controversy between

France and Italy. When these points have been settled,

those mandates will automatically go into effect.

VnderliUl

The Very Rev. William Ralph Inge, Dean of St. Paul's, London,

arriving with Mrs. Inge at Buckingham Palace for the King's

garden party. The Dean is one of the most notable figures of

the world
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Lem Hooper on Dictators
By Ellis Parker Butler

COURT-OFFICER DURFEY, who had been on his

two weeks' vacationing, hurried into the court-

room of our eminent jurist, Justice of the Peace

Lemuel Hooper, and hung up his hat.

"Good mornin', judge; it feels fine to be back," Durfey

said, and then asked: "Anything new happened since I

went away?"
"Durfey," said Judge Hooper solemnly, "I am glad

you are back, for I need your comforting smile. I am a

heart-broken and disillusioned man, Durfey. This world,

which I thought was a kind old cow that gave down
sweet milk containing the full legal requirement of but-

ter fats, turns out to be nothing but a wormy crab-

apple. The guy that gave me the tip that life was one

grand sweet song fooled me, Durfey, for I have discov-

ered that life is no song at all, but a mess of poison ivy.

"I do not refer, mind you,

Durfey," Judge Hooper
continued, "to the disillu-

sionment that has come to

me since you went away
regarding the younger

school of authors in which

I had put such high hopes.

I had thought it was an en-

franchising movement con-

ducted by the younger in-

telligencia, Durfey, and I

discover that His Sleepless

Eyeness, Mister Sumner of

the Society for the Sup-

pression of Vice, says it is

a conspiracy. I thought

the eager lads who wrote

the books that mother puts

under the mattress when
Gladys comes home from
school are our one best bet,

and I learn that many of

them were so awkward they busted their fiddles and
have to use them for garbage scoops to make an indecent

living. It is a shame, Durfey! The time will come,

if this keeps on, when a man cannot read a dirty book

and get folks to believe it is because he is trying to

wash his mind clean enough to tackle the Rollo books.

If it keeps on, Durfey, the time will come when folks

will believe I buy the rank ones because I like them
rank and not because I am a higher intelligence rec-

ognizing the better things.

"Mr. Sumner has written to Mr. Williams of the

Authors' League, Durfey, suggesting that a committee

be appointed to pass on the propriety of manuscripts

before they are printed. 'This book,' the committee
will say, 'has infected tonsils which should be removed
before it is allowed to go to the party,' and 'I suspect,

from the spots on its abdomen, that this book has a

case of the measles and I recommend that it be interned

until further notice.' 'In the case of the novel entitled

The Cocktail Gulpers,' the committee will w-rite, 'we

beg to report favorably, with the exception of the con-

tents, and we recommend that the cover and the copy-

committee be appointed to pass

manuscripts"

right notice be permitted to be published after the pic-

ture on the cover has been submitted to the Committee
on Garments established by the Ready-Made Garment
Mjikers' Association of East New York, for approval

or revision.'

"It should be no trouble to establish a commit-

tee, Durfey. A man has but to wiggle his little

finger and he can establish a Committee for anything

from Improving the Morals of Smoking Tobacco Signs

to a Committee for Prohibiting the Sale of Nude Rad-

ishes to Adolescents, but the question is what the Com-
mittee will commit.

"For a book, you understand, Durfey, is not a motion

picture, nor yet is it a stage play. Many a time you've

seen the bold boast that this and that motion picture

cost sleepless nights and the toil of thousands and
$1,000,000, and maybe it

did cost more than a house

with a tile roof. And it's

a poor stage play, Durfey,

that don't cost more than

you and I make in a year,,

both added together. A
man does not want to have

such royalty walk the plank,

Durfey, and he'll stand a
search first, but a book costs

little more to make than a

screen star will spend on a

dinner to her second-best

friends. So it will be 'Up

with the black flag, and
rake in the dubloons while

the good times last!' and

the line in front of the stall

that sells the books bearing

the colophon of the skull

and cross-bones together

with the motto 'We take a

chance!' will not last a minute—the mob that rushes to

get the uncommitteed books will pile over it like the

ocean surf over a water-logged peanut."

Judge Hooper wiped the perspiration from his brow
and snorted angrily.

"If I was a writer, Durfey, I would call a suggestion

to committee my writings an insult to my honesty and

decency and good sense. Committee! By thunder,

Durfey, I'd rather have a Judge Kenesaw Mountain

Landis dictatorship any minute of the day!"

Court Ofl!icer Durfey rubbed his chin thoughtfully.

"Well, your honor," he said hesitatingly, "I can't

make head nor tail of what you've been sayin', but I

can see easy enough you're dead right on the subjec'.

The only thing, judge, is that I don't see why it should

rile you so."

"Rile me? Rile me?" cried Judge Hooper. "Great

cats, Durfey, that ain't what riled me! I'm just work-

ing off my rile on that! What riled me, Durfey, is

that yesterday I had to hold my own special bootlegger

for the grand jury in $500 bonds ! My own bootlegger,

mind you, Durfey!"

on the propriety of
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Private Schools—Their Distinctive Merits
By Walter S. Hinchman

THE case for the private school depends a good

deal on opinion. "There's alius two 'pinions,"

we must remember; "there's the 'pinion a man
has of himself, and there's the 'pinion other folks have

on him." It is constantly alleged in favor of the private

school, for example, that it provides, as the public

school does not, successful experimentation in the field

of education. Yet, however reasonable it may seem that

the private school should make such a contribution, it

has latterly not done more than the public school for the

progress of education. The private boarding-school,

especially, seems willing to treat as final its diagnosis of

the pupil's needs; the medicine for unborn generations,

even, would appear to have been already bottled and

labeled. We must distinguish carefully between alleged

and actual values.

It is reasonable, on the other hand, to take note of

certain potential values, even though they may not have

been fully realized. That is, there are things a private

school may do which a public school can do only under

millennial conditions, and if these things are already

done in a.few cases, or may easily be done, they may
reasonably be considered "distinctive merits."

A still further point to bear in mind is that any valua-

tion must deal with present conditions in America. The
fact that public education on the continent of Europe

surpasses private education in almost every particular,

proves little. American education, like Topsy, has "just

growed," and it cannot be measured by a European

yardstick, even though it may profit greatly from a

study of European education.

Rather obvious merits of the private schools spring

from their small size, their relatively large funds per

pupil-hour, and from greater flexibility in the disposal

of funds than the public schools enjoy. As a result, the

opportunity for experimentation, for measurement, and

for careful supervision of both study and play is obvi-

ous. Private schools do not always make the most of

this opportunity, as pointed out above, but from their

nature it is clear that they might. A small enrollment

in private schools of good standing is the result of de-

liberate choice; in public schools it is the result of iso-

lation or meagre support. In the majority of cases,

moreover, the public school is so crowded and the avail-

able teachers are so few that classes must be uncom-
fortably large, instruction must often be in the hands

of an underpaid novice, and personal contacts must be

light and fleeting. /

Coming now to a distinction between actual and poten-

tial merits, it has been stated that in regard to curricu-

lum and methods the private schools, with a few notable

exceptions, do not make the most of their opportunity.

Many schools are the victims of a perverse tradition

—

a tradition compounded of fear of college entrance ex-

aminations, of failure to realize that education is an in-

tellectual as well as a social process, of a stupid confu-

sion of mental with moral discipline, and of a fixed dis-

trust of experimentation. As a result, masters who are

gentlemen but not teachers are often appointed, and
apathy towards scholarship is thus viciously perpetu-

ated.

In regard to other, non-curricular phases of educa-

tion, in contrast, the members of private schools are

distinctive in fact as well as in possibility. The pupil,

after all, is the same person, whether he is playing

baseball or eating lunch or studying Latin; his whole

development, moral, physical, social, as well as intellec-

tual, must be served; and as an individual person, he

can grow only through personal contacts. The careful

attention implied by the above he gets in the majority

of private schools as he cannot in public institutions.

The perfect living-conditions of some private schools

are not always a "distinctive merit," for the poor boy

who goes home from the public school to do chores or

run errands gets valuable experiences often left out of

the life of the boy or girl who knows only study and

play. In a great many American private schools, how-

ever, two notable steps have offset this defect. One is

the emphasis on service, on doing something for your

school community; the other is the insistence on self-

help, a requirement that each pupil wait on himself or

herself and share with the others such manual activi-

ties as will secure decent living-conditions and good

playgrounds. It may be remarked, in passing, that the

first headmasters to introduce these two excellent things

—service and self-help—were bold experimenters;

would it require greater hardihood to make a few ven-

tures in the intellectual field?

A temporary merit of the private school, so far as

studies go, is its refusal to run wildly after the fetish

of elective courses. It no doubt often forces a pupil

through studies for which he is unfitted; in contrast to

its deep concern for the pupil's physical and moral

needs, in the class-room it prescribes, as it were, one

medicine for a whole ward of patients, irrespective of

ailments. In many public schools, however, subjects

are so briefly touched that the pupil does little thor-

oughly; as a result we have far too many "graduates"

who have "studied" a^ number of things yet know noth-

ing well—dangerous citizens, who because of their edu-

cation assume that they have a right to ideas; worse

yet, to the public expression of notions which they mis-

take for ideas. Whatever the motive of the private

schools, their practice results in their exposing their

pupils to a few subjects long enough for a fair percent-

age of them to get an education. The disease that Car-

dinal Newman saw in English universities—of super-

ficial, scattered knowledge—has descended alarmingly

on American public schools, while the private schools

have generally resisted the lure of meretricious variety.

So far I have been thinking more or less of the pupil

in the abstract. But the abstract norm does not exist

in fiesh and blood; nearly every boy or girl during ado-

lescence needs some special attention—this one in

studies, that in body, another in moral supervision.

Given a good home, a good public school, and a child

with few needs beyond the normal, the public school is

frequently the better choice; but in our present state

of complicated city life, the private school has an im-

portant service to render to any boy or girl who needs

more individual attention or more outdoor life than the

public school can provide.
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He #J has helped pack

^1

1

hours into minutes!

AFTER all, the measure

L is how much he

the years he has on earth

;

hzation's hardest battles

struggle with Time . . .

of a man's life

accomplishes in

and one of civi-

has been the

the unending

effort to give to each succeeding generation the means

of making a fuller use of the winged minutes.

This war with Time is old as Time itself .... yet

the most glorious victories have come in the past cen-

tury .... the century that has seen the entrance of the

Chemical Engineer into the world's industries. It is

he who has helped make your minutes as long as your

great-grandfather's hours. It is he who, working mira-

cles with metals, has made possible the wonders of

today's time-saving transportation .... the mile-a-

minute locomotive, the cross-country truck, the racing

motor and now, the promises of the sky's highways.

Helping to produce telephone, telegraph— and wire-

less, he has cut the time of communicating with other

people to the merest fraction of what it was a century

ago. His applications of chemistry to inks, colors and

papers, have made possible books, maga2;ines, news-

papers, publications that reach millions in the time your

great-grandfather took to reach a few scores of people.

His paints, enamels, varnishes have placed beauty be-

yond Time's destroying hand. His movie films flash the

world before you, and his phonograph records immor'

talize Caruso's voice for your children's children ....
while Jenny Lind's is but a memory to a passing few.

THE Chemical Engineer is a pioneer in industry, for

into the realm of manufacturing he has brought not

only abundance of materials that speed the world's pre

duction, but processes that are new, that are less costly,

that are less wasteful. To him, you and all this gener-

ation of men owe the radical advances in life's comfort

that have come in the past hundred years.

It is the du Pont Company's pride that since its founding

in i8o2, it has been a large employer of Chemical

Engineers .... and has been able to make very con-

siderable contributions to the growth and advance-

ment of applied chemistry that has given America its

deserved supremacy in industrial achievement.

This is one of a series of advertisements published

that the public may have a clearer understanding

ofE. I. du Pontde Nemours & Co. and its products.

E. I. DU P ONT DE iVEAVOUR^ 6^ COAiPAi^J Y,Inc.. "Wflmin^tofv, Del
TRADE (Q f) MARK
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New Books and Old

Books of the Week
The Hairy Ape; Anna Christie;

The First Man; three plays

by Eugene O'Neill. Boni and
Liveright.

The Return, by Walter de la

Mare. Knopf.
Evidently the re-publication of

an early novel, a tale founded upon
a supernatural incident.

The Puppet Show of Memory, by
Maurice Baring. Little,

Brown.
Recollections of an English dip-

lomat, traveller, and author.

The Glimpses of the Moon, by
Edith Wharton. Appleton.

IT will do no harm to refer again to

three of the summer's books, three

so entertaining that you may be glad
to have the suggestion to take one or

another of them away with you in

September. Heywood Broun's "Pieces

of Hate" (Doran) is the best collec-

tion of American essays of the season

—the best I have seen is what I mean,
of course. Its fault is the author's

addiction to a kind of fat man's phil-

osophy; a vague symjfathy with the

quitter and slacker, which is really an
affectation, a tribute which Mr. Broun
thinks he must pay to the god of his

adoration, Bernard Shaw. He thinks

he despises the "go-getter," the "red-

blooded he-man," the professional 100
per cent. American—and so do we all.

But no man who writes all the columns
and pages which Mr. Broun writes

is quite the good-natured, helpless,

drifter which he likes to imagine him-
self. The merit of the book is that it

has all the good humor of the younger
English essayists with much more sub-

stance. It is not village curate wit.

And it is American—as American as

Coney Island or as a clambake. This
is also funny, since Mr. Broun, and
the paper for which he writes daily,

the New York World, rather fancy
themselves as internationalists.

The others are volumes of recollec-

tions, one English, one American.
Ernest Wadsworth Longfellow's "Ran-
dom Memories" (Houghton Mifflin)

deserves all the praise it has received
in reviews; it is unexpectedly amusing,
and free from hackneyed opinions
about a number of great personages.
The other is the "Memoirs of a Club-
man" (Dutton) by G. B. Burgin—

a

better book than the title indicates.

Opposite the title-page is a list of about
sixty books, evidently novels, by the
same author. Look what an ignoramus
am I—none of them have I heard of
before, not even "The Shutters of
Silence," which has gone into thirty-

nine editions! Mr. Burgin's book is a
mine of anecdote about authors and
other folk. Here is one; it cannot be

new, yet it is new to me. Theodore
Hook was in a Friends' Meeting House.
Appalled by the silence, he produced a

pork pie from his pocket. "The first

who speaks shall have this pie," he
sadly declared. "Profane scoffer, get

thee hence," answered a member of the

assembly. "Sir," said Theodore Hook,
"the pie is yours."

Mr. Eugene O'Neill's "Anna Chris-

tie" has not only won the Pulitzer

Prize, but has been selected as the

greatest of American plays, to be pro-

duced in Paris. What the greatest of

American plays may be, I have no no-

tion; that "Anna Christie" does not

deserve the title,! ought not to say, since

I have not seen it performed. But
after reading it, I can only feel aston-

ishment at the manner in which grown
men and women load each new novelist,

playwright, and poet, with extravagant
praise. Mr. O'Neill's new volume of

plays, "The Hairy Ape" (Boni and
Liveright) , includes "Anna Christie"

and one other. "The Hairy Ape" must
have been extraordinary— curious,

vivid, and interesting—on the stage.

Reading it is unsatisfactory; it is al-

most deafening, and I get the sensa-

tion of hearing forty men pounding on
anvils.

A piece of careful research into

early typographical history in this

country is Lawrence C. Wroth's "A
History of Printing in Colonial Mary-
land, 1686-1776." Mr. Wroth is first

assistant librarian of the Enoch Pratt

Free Library of Baltimore; the book
is published by the Typothetse of Bal-

timore and is itself typographically

excellent. Mr. Wroth has made an ad-

mirable and exhaustive study of his

subject, beginning with William Nut-
head of St. Mary's, after his exile

from Virginia, and including William
Bladen, John Peter Zenger, and the

Goddards. The last hundred pages of

the book are devoted to an annotated
bibliography of Maryland imprints of

the colonial period.

A report upon English prisons, with
a chapter upon "some American experi-

ments" in penology and reform sys-

tems, is given in a volume of more than
seven hundred pages. "English Pris-

ons Today" (Longmans, Green) is the

title; the editors are Stephen Hob-
house and A. Fenner Brockway; it is

the report of the Prison System
Enquiry Committee. Where the report

strikes at prison cruelty, at unsanitary
or harsh conditions, at the contact of

the young, first offender with hardened
criminals, it rings true, as a needed
protest and a useful book. Where it

merely quotes convicts saying "I shall

treat mankind now without mercy,"
and where it emphasizes the fact that

few convicts enjoy their prison experi-

ences, it varies from the merely obvious
to the viciously and impudently, senti-

mental. Consulting a number of wit-

nesses who had been in prison as suf-

fragists or as anti-militarists was a
method of compiling testimony not de-

void of some disadvantages. The edi-

tors say that they both spent consider-

able periods in prison (one for over
twelve months and one for over twenty
eight months) during the years of the

war. They neglect to state under what
circumstances they were there; if it

was as prisoners for reasons connected
with the war, the reader of the book
ought to know that. I can understand
the argument of the man who says

that prisons do no good, and that they
should be abolished altogether. I can
understand and fully agree with the

man who tries to abolish brutality and
unsanitary conditions in prison. But
I cannot understand the mental proc-

esses of the man who complains that

prisons are not "cheerful" places. As
well complain because the bill of fare

in a hospital does not include mince-
pie and Welsh rabbits every night.

The third series of essays by Anatole
France, "On Life and Letters" (Dodd,
Mead), are translated by D. B. Stew-
art, and there are pretty Beardsley
end-papers to the volume. The great

ironist writes of Charles Baudelaire,

of Chinese stories, of Villiers de L'lsle-

Adam, of Joan of Arc, of Paul Ver-
laine, of Buddhism, and of many other

subjects. Persons for whose opinion I

have the most profound respect assure
me that Anatole France is incompar-
able. His writings are now forbidden

to faithful sons of the Church of Rome.
I wish I were a Roman Catholic; then
I could abstain from reading Anatole
France and acquire merit. And how
easy it would be!

Speaking of the late Harold Monro,
who used the pen-name of "Saki," the
Hon Maurice Baring describes the

high quality of Saki's wit. People dis-

missed him as a funny writer, although
he was really a thoughtful satirist. In

literary circles in London, "or at din-

ner-parties where you would hear peo-

ple rave over some turgid piece of

fiction, that because it was sordid was
thought to be profound, and would
probably be forgotten in a year's time,

you would never have heard 'Saki'

mentioned as an artist to be taken
seriously."

Mr. Baring's book, "The Puppet
Show of Memory" (Little, Brown),
says much of his diplomatic ^nd other

experiences, in Russia, in the East,

and in other countries. Nowhere, so

far as I have discovered, is anything
said of his own delightful trio of books
"Dead Letters," "Lost Diaries," and
"Diminutive Dramas," three books so

amusing and original that I have been
in a continual rage for years to hear
many other books, far inferior, praised
to their comparative neglect. Delay
not, but read "Dead Letters," or "Lost
Diaries," and see if I speak not the

truth. Meanwhile, "The Puppet Show
of Memory" is a most varied and
pleasing book of recollections.

It belongs to the class of easy and
informal autobiography—a kind of

book which Englishmen are now writ-

ing with more and more success.

Edmund Lester Pearson
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Book Reviews
Mrs. Wharton on

Character
The Or.iMPSKs of the Moon. By Edith

Wharton. New York : D. Appleton
and Company.

MRS. WHARTON has been Ion j; ami
busily discussed as realist, ironist,

stylist, and so on; but it is safe to say
that her great public has cared for
none of these things. No great public

does, consciously. Unconsciously, it

may accept them as secondary achieve-

ments or attributes of some value.

But what the great public is after, and
rightly, is the great, or at least the

good, story in itself. Its rewards are
for the skilful story-teller; and it is

ready to put up with, and even good-
naturedly to acknowledge the merit of,

a novelist's philosophy or his graces
if they do not interfere with the main
business. With a novel, as with a play,

ideas and style "do no harm" in their

places. Thousands and tens of thou-

sands of American citizens have fol-

lowed Mrs. Wharton's work—from "The
House of Mirth," at least, to "The
Glimpses of the Moon"—as the chil-

dren followed the piper. Tens and
hundreds of them might have followed

her if she had been what a critic re-

cently called her: "essentially a votary
—among Americans the first, the most
consistent, and by all odds the most im-

portant—of the realistic spirit." The
"scientific spirit of modern realism"
of which the critic goes on to speak is

not the spirit, surely, that broods over

"The Glimpses of the Moon."
And indeed it is true of this story,

as it has been progressively true from
the beginning of Mrs. Wharton's nov-

els, that it shows less of ironic detach-

ment and skepticism than its forerun-

ners. Her master, Henry James, said

that with her "the masculine conclu

sion tended to crown the feminine
observation"; which, rudely speaking,

means that she saw like a woman and
reasoned like a man.

After the death of Henry James some
of the secrets of his workshop were re-

vealed, and we learned, to our amaze-
ment, that his great preoccupation
and pain had been with the substance
and structure of his work, and that its

style was hardly more than an un-
lucky accident. What he had yearned
and slaved for was the perfect con-

trivance, the flawless mould, the story

solidly and frugally built to stand by
itself and to bear inspection from
every angle. He was a sculptor,

though the vulgar world thought him
a mincer of words. If he was, as we
say, Mrs. Wharton's master, the traces

of her apprenticeship have become less

and less noticeable. And she has at

the same time got a firmer hold on
the great principle of his craftsman-
ship,—construction. Now and then—
notably in "The Fruit of the Tree"—
her earlier novels showed confusion
or diffusion owing to imperfect control

of materials. "The Glimpses of the

2400 telephone wire} in a cable little larger than a man's wrist

Science keeps down costs
When the Bell System in-

stalled its first successful tele-

phone cable, fifty wires was
the largest number that could
be operated in a single cable

without "cross-talk" and other

interference. Today it would
require 48 cables of the orig-

inal type to accommodate the

number of wires often op-

erated in one cable.

Without this improvement
in cable, the construction of

new underground and aerial

lines would have cost the Bell

System upwards of a hundred
million dollars more than has
actually been spent. In addi-

tion, the cost of maintenance
would have been greater by
eighteen million dollars a

year. These economies in

the Bell System mean a saving

in telephone rates to each in-

dividual subscriber.

In all branches of telephone

practice science has similarly

contributed to economy. Even
in such a comparatively small

item as switchboard cords, im-
provements have reduced the

cost of renewal by four mil-

lion dollars a year.

Every new^ telephone added
to the Bell System increases the

usefulness oiall telephones, but
this multiplication tends like-

wise to increase the complica-
tions and the expense of ser-

vice. The scientists of the Bell

System, to offset this tendency,

are constantly called upon to

develop new^ devices which
simplify complications and
keep down costs.

By virtue of a united system
the benefits of these improve-
ments are shared by all sub-

scribers—and the nation is

provided with the best and
cheapest telephone service in

the world.

" Bell System"

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated companies

One Policy, One System, Universal Service, and all directed toward
Better Service

"One of the Most Stimulating Factors

in American Intellectual Life"

is what nianv distinguished American and foreign authors have
called the MODERN LIBRARY. Nearly 100 titles; Hand
Bound Limp Croft Leather, at the low price of 95 cts. each.

32-page Catalogue sent on request.

115 West 40th St.

BONI & LIVERIGHT
New York
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NEW ENGLAND
NATURE was in her

most versatile mood
when she planned

New England. No like

area in all the world
holds so much of charm
for the motor tourist.

Thousands of miles of

broad, white roads take

him through country
of rare scenic beauty,
over the majestic Green
and White Mountains,
along the rocky shores of

Maine, through the pas-

sive wonderment of the

Naugatuck Valley, and
along the shores of Lake
Champlain.

Glorious reels of rutless

roads unwind into myriad
scenes of natural loveliness.

Where Cape Cod holds
forth, the Atlantic curls its

lazy edges, or seductive at-

tractions of the Berkshire
Hills.

Well-stocked lakes. Smooth,
green carpets on the finest

links in America wait on the

golfer's pleasure. Tennis,
on level, immaculate courts,

painstakingly cared for, and
sailing for those who will

—

those and all the kindred
sports of outdoors are for the

motorist who tours New Eng-
land's wondrous roads.

Briefly, these six states hold
the grandeur of every kind
of natural charm; coasts with
roaring surf and deep-sea
fishing, inland waterways,
great mountains and gentle

hills, happy valleys and level

lowlands of surpassing color.

Hotels— from the modest
wayside inn whose cook
is famous for his broiled

chicken, to the most luxuri-

ous of modern hostelries

where every w^him is grati-

fied— are New England's
pride.

Accommodations for every
purse, and catering to every
taste and disposition are at

the w^ill of the motor car

traveler w^ho makes New
England's tour his own.

Send for Motor Map in Colors to

WILLIAM M. KIMBALL, Sec'y

New England Hotel Assn. Northampton, Mass.

To and from the

MEDITERRANEAN
in the Comfort and Luxury of a

CUNARDER
A Well Planned Series of

Special Fall and Winter Sailings

TUSCANIA—
October 26, December 6

SCYTHIA—Nov. 25

CARONIA—Feb. 10

Stop-overs and return trips via North
Atlantic may be arranged.

For full information apply

CUNARD
and ANCHOR Lines

25 Broadway New York
or Branches and Agencies

CATSKILL MOUNTAINS ^l^^'^, \'-
.^-'.ftfui

location, 150 acres to roam around In, altitude 2,000
feet; a Christian home away from home. J 17. 50 a week
upward. Mtbon Todd.

SPEAKERS. WRITERS, club members.
'-'* *-«.r^»^»-«»v»jj F We assist in preparing
special articles, papers, speeches, debates. Expert Scholarly
service. Revision of manuscripts. Aatbort Beiearch Bare&o.
Suite 42. fiOO Fifth Ave.. New Tork.

"A Place for Rest

and Renewal of Health"

Harmony Road Farm is a small Sanator-
ium, simple and inexpensive, but with every
facility for giving the "milk treatment," so
widely recommended by physicians, with com-
plete rest and under intelligent medical su-
pervision.

This is our specialty. Write for terms and
descriptive circular to

HARMONY ROAD FARM SANATORIUM
R.D.l PAWLING, N. Y.

(Only two hours from New York)

Moon" is as infallibly built as a story

by Conrad or Merrick.

The key to this new chamber in

Mrs. Wharton's castle of imagination
may lie in the suggestion that its chief

occupant, Susy Branch, is a Lily Bart
with a soul. To begin with, of course,

she is a Lily of a later generation.

She knows more clearly what she is

about, has the frankness and the se-

curity from casual assault of the mod-
ern girl. Her only assets are beauty
and breeding; and they are still amply
sufficient to win her a parasitic main-
tenance when she steps forth to her
adventure with Nicholas Lansing. He
is little better than a male of her own
kind, in practice. Though he makes a

sort of living by literary hack-work,
and will not be cheaply bribed by richer

people of his set, he does depend upon
them for his luxuries, his opera, his

dinners, his travels. Neither he nor
Susy wishes to marry; but love takes

them; and, not rating the quality of

that love too highly, they determine to

let it have its way. Yet even here we
touch the bedrock of strength and de-

cency which distinguishes the Susys
from the Lilys. Susy herself, at the

time, would give it no higher name
than common-sense: "I've seen too

much of that kind of thing. Half the

women I know who've had lovers have
had them for the fun of sneaking and
lying about it; but the other half have
been miserable. And I should be mis-

erable." She has her own sensible plan

ready: "Why shouldn't they marry;
belong to each other openly and hon-

orably, if for ever so short a time, and
with the definite understanding that

whenever either of them got the chance

to do better he or she should be imme-
diately released? The law of their

country facilitated such exchanges, and
society was beginning to view them
as indulgently as the law."

Why not? Nicholas Lansing has no
higher code that he is aware of. So

the pair embark upon their temporary
legalized union, which they see last-

ing as long as their wedding cheques

and Susy's adroitness in "managing"
various free and luxurious lodgments

at their friends' expense shall last. An
iri-esponsible and cynical undertaking.

How readily, in the hands of our

blithe young modernists, it would de-

velop into a chronicle of boredom and
intrigue, debauchery and disintegra-

tion, with a Slavic brutality or a Gallic

frivolity to top it off! Not so, as Mi's.

Wharton sees it. For the whole idea

and upshot of her story is that for

Susy and Nick marriage is an under-

taking in the face of which, or behind

the back of which, neither Susy nor

Nick is able to be irresponsible or

cynical. There is good stock in them
both, a solid basis of old-fashioned and
unmodish "characters." It keeps them
from sinking into the nether mires of

selfishness and sensuality, and binds

them, willing or unwilling, with the

firm tie of honest mating. To both, we
are to see, comes the "better chance"

of a second marriage, with persons by

no means uncongenial, which will

guarantee them all the freedom and

opportunity of boundless wealth—all
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they have consciously coveted. But
for both, when the pinch conies, the

change is impossible, because both
realize that in some mysterious fash-

ion their light union has turned out a

real mating. They belong to each
other, are "married" for good and all;

and though there are clearly troubles

enough ahead for them, nothing can
put them asunder.

Shall we say that in pointing such

a moral, or enforcing such a concep-

tion of married love, Mrs. Wharton has
foresworn her "scientific" god of old

for the rosy idol of sentimentalism?

Or shall we surmise that, however ro-

mantic its method, her present inter-

pretation of character in action may
be, in the big sense, quite as realistic,

as true to the nature we know, as any
of our current imitations of an alien

and negative realism?
H. W. BOYNTON

An American Problem
Immii.uation and the Future.

The Federal Administration- and the
Alien. By Frances Keller. New
York : George II. Doran Company,
1920, 1921.

IN the first of these two books on im-

migration, Miss Kellor presents, in

all its many-sidedness, one of the

urgent problems which confront Amer-
ica at the present time. She sets forth

the results of her careful study and
gives a dispassionate analysis. The
second book is a supplement to the first

and is concerned less with larger as-

pects than with more immediate ad-

ministrative measures. In both, how-
ever, the author's brief is that some
definite policy should be formulated.

She shows us that, in order to establish

a sound and sane policy, one which
shall afford justice and a chance for

development for all concerned, an ex-

haustive study of the entire field must
be made by experts; notes must be

compared and differences settled as be-

tween interest and interest and nation

and nation; we must realize that it is

more than a question of labor supply;

that we have on our hands a situation

the roots of which reach back into the

past and whose branches extend to all

parts of the earth in bewildering in-

tricacy.

Because the features of the State

laws which provided for the protection

and assimilation of the immigrant were
omitted when the Federal law national-

ized immigration, the result now is that

the alien is welcomed to this country
by a person of his own nationality, and
from then on is immersed in an eco-

nomic system organized and conducted

by other aliens. He is housed by mem-
bers of his own race; he buys his food

and other needs at stores which they

run; he banks with them, and he finds

recreation in membership in societies

that promote close association with the

mother country. The mother country,

meanwhile, in pursuance of a policy in

sharp contrast to America's indiffer-

ence, is keeping in touch with her emi-
grants, and, to a large degree, is con-

trolling scientifically both the volume

1,000 ISLANDHOUSE

CROSSMON HOUSE
ALEXANDRIA BAY, N. Y.

IN the heart of the 1,000 Islands. Accom-
modations for more than 1,000 guests;

motor boating, trap shooting, golf, canoe-
ing, swimming pool, fine motor roads
from all points.

Greatly reduced railway fares now in force.

EXCELLENT FISHING FOR
SMALL-MOUTH BASS
AND MUbKELLONGE

Attractive book with beautiful pictures and
auto map sent on request, or complete in-

formation from all principal tourist agents
including reservations.

W^ILLIAM H. WARBURTON, Proprietor

HOTEL CHAMPLAIN
BLUFF POINT-ON-LAKE CHAMPLAIN N.Y

a METROPOLITAN hotel on the

highest promontory of the lake in

the centre of a private park of 800

acres, with 2 golf courses, tennis

courts, bridle paths, bathing beach

and boat facilities.

, P. GREAVES,
Manager

Booklet on request.

New York Office

243 FIFTH AVENUE

The Fort William Henry Hotel
LAKE GEORGE, N. Y.

A SUMMER RENDEZVOUS FOR PEOPLE
OF CULTURE AND REFINEMENT

Golf, Tennis, Swimming, Boating, Flying
Italian Pergola-Casino on the Lakeshore

EUROPEAN PLAN CHAS. A. DOUGLASS, Manager

So.OOO in Prizes to readers of GLOOM. Tlie Devil's

Book. That new Snappy, .Jazzy Magazine. Chufk
full of Hilarity, Ridicule, Sarcasm, Jokes and Ued
Hot Editorials of TRUTH. When Gloomy Buy
Gloom. Have a laugh with Old Nick himself.

Pul)lished Monthly. For Sale on News Stands at

2.")c per copy, $2.50 per year or direct from Gloom
Publishing Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

BRONZE FOUNDRY
MEMORIAL and HONOR ROLL TABLETS

Jno. Williams, Inc.,

(Dept. 24) 556 "W. 27th St., New York City
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WHITING-ADAMS
BRUSHES

ALWAYS SUIT - NEVER FAIL
^ ALL KINDS ^

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

Paint Brushes

Varnish Brushes

Toilet Brushes

Artists' Brushes

Household Brashes

Railroad Brushes

VULCAN

Rubber Cemented

Brushes

Send for Illustrated Literature

JOHN L. WHITING-J. J. ADAMS CO.
BOSTON, U. S. A.

Brush Mtmufacturers for Over 113 Years amd
the Largest in the World

For Every Style of Writing

Select the pen suited to your
handwriting from 10 samples
different patterns and finish in

silver, gilt and bronze, sent on
receipt of10 cents, includingS 2-

page booklet on handwriting.

SPENCERIAN PEN COMPANY
349 Broadway, New York

B I\0 N ZE

HONOK R.OLL
.^ HISTOI\ICAL TABLETS

ITritG us your reguirGmGnts
REED fL BARTON. TAUNTON. MASS

Write for Card F'orms

KARDEX
TONAWANDA.N.Y. BRANCHES EVERYWHERE

WRITF" J^tlK PAY for neivspapers and magazine.
"' *^* * *-* Correspondents and story writers make
big money. Copyright bonk telling how sent FREE
by editor on rc(|ucst. PRESS REPORTING SYN-
DICATE. 973 TIMES BLDG., ST. LOUIS. MO.

[40?
AreYouYoung at
If not, wh.v?Getquicki
FKEIi BOOK about
the prostate gland which may
cause sciatica, backache, in-
terrupted Bleep, depressed
and other often serious con-
ditions. Ittellsof a new drug-
less home treatment that cor-
rects these conditions. Address
The Electro Thermnl Co.

2S09 Main Street Steubenville. Ohio

Why 8% in Miami?
There are five definite reasons why first mortgage
bonds secured by income-producing property in
Miami, Florida, pay the liberal rate of 8%, There
are also conclusive reasons why such bonds afford
a degree of safety which, in most other sections.
is only found in investments yielding a much
lower return.

If you are seeking a liberal rate on your money,
together with assured safety, you will be inter-
ested in Miller First Mortgage Bonds, which pay
8'> and have never caused an investor to lose a
dollar. Send today for circular, "Why Miami In-
vestments Pay 8</r." and learn the reason for the
safety and high yield of Miller Bonds,

8% Bonds of $100, $500, $1,000
8% First Mortgages from $1,000 up

Partial payment accounts invited

G.L.Miller
BOND S: MORTGAGE
Company

Florida's Oldest First Mortgage Bond House
, Miller Bldg. Miami, Florida

AN INCOME FOR LIFE
Of all the inyestment opportunities offered there

are few indeed not open to criticism. Absolute
safety is the first requisite and adequate and uni-

form return equally important, and these seem
incompatible. Aside from government bonds, the

return under which is small, there Is nothing irore

sure and certain than an annuity with the
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, by
which the income guaranteed for a certain lifetime
is larger by far than would be earned on an equal
amount deposited in an institution for savings, or
invested in securities giving reasonable safety. Tlius

a payment of $5,000 by a man aged 67 would pro-
vide an annual income of $623.60 absolutely beyond
question of doubt. The Aruiulty Department,
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, .New
Y'ork. will give advice as to the return at any age,
male or female.

DIVIDENDS

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Convertible Fotir and One-Half Per Cent,
Gold Bonds

Due March 1, 1933
Coupons from these Bonds, payable by their

terras on September 1, 1922, at the office or
agency of the Company in New York or in Bos-
ton, will be paid In New York at the Bankers
Trust Company, 16 Wall Street, or In Boston at
The Merchants National Bank.

H. BLAIR-SMITH, Treasurer.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Convertible Four Per Cent. Gold Bonds

Due March i, 1936.

Coupons from these Bonds, payable by their
terms on September 1, 1922, at the office or
agency of the Compan.v in Now York or in Bos-
ton, will be paid in New York at the Bankers
Trust Company, 16 Wall Street, or in Boston at
The Merchants National Bank.

H. BLAIR-SMITH, Treasurer.

The Independent and the

Weekly Review invites in-

quiries pertaining to travel

for pleasure, health or busi-

ness.

THE INDEPENDENT
TRAVEL BUREAU

140 Nassau Street, N. Y. G.

and the direction of her emigration.
Many interesting questions are raised

in these two books; questions which the
author does not attempt to answer, but
which must be answered if a working
policy is to be established: Is immi-
gration essential to our economic de-

velopment? What shall be done with
the foreign-language press? Shall
aliens be registered? Shall America
adopt a national system of assimila-

tion? Shall the basis for assimilation

be Anglo-Saxon?
Miss Kellor does answer the last

question but one, not directly, but by
her implicit assumption throughout the
two books that America can gain, not
economically alone, but through a
fuller, richer development, by the "com-
plete integration of the immigrant into

American life at each vital point."

L. Margaret Giddings

New Light on the Life

of Virgil
Vergil. A Biography. By Tenney

Frank. New York : Henry Holt and
Company.

THIS new biography, its author
states, will derive little support

from the ancient records of the poet's

life. "The scraps of information about
him," it is declared, "given us by the

fourth century grammarian, Donatus,
are inconsistent, at best unauthenti-
cated, and generally irrelevant. . . The
meagre 'Vita' is a conglomeration of

a few chance facts set into a mass of

later conjecture." This is a splendid

act of renunciation on the author's

part. What is there left from which to

write a life of a supremely reticent

poet like Virgil if we dispense with his

ancient biographers? Professor Frank
finds more than a fair compensation in

another source, rejected during the

long years of hypercriticism from
which we are just emerging; it is the

collection of minor poems, Culex, Ciris,

and the rest, which the ancients, now
joined by many of the moderns, re-

garded as Virgil's own work. How-
ever, one does not have to read far be-

fore perceiving that the author has not
wholly thrown off the shackles of Do-
natus, Servius, and their confederates.

The "few chance facts" bulk rather

large.

The most enjoyable and novel part of

the book is the account of the pleasant

days spent by the youthful Virgil in the

garden of the Epicureans at Naples.

Whatever the exact boundaries of this

period, the years 48 to 42 would include

it. It is a period of revolt from rhet-

oric and Rome and of preoccupation
with the Epicurean teachings of Siro

and Philodemus, which the poet Lucre-
tius had put into brilliant relief not

many years before. Building partly on
the work of his predecessors and add-
ing many plausible conjectui'es of his

own, Professor Frank has drawn an
unforgettable picture of these Neapoli-

tan days, which from now on must
form one of the chapters in any life of

Virgil. With no less skill and charm,

{Continued on page 84)
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What Bonds for

Your Investments?
IT is hardly straining the point to say

that the rule which ought to govern

the investor in bonds is the rule of

"Safety First"—that is to say, the rule

of making sure (humanly speaking, of

course) that both principal and inter-

est will be paid in full when due. And
in order to make sure, it is practically

necessary for the investor to turn to

the bond expert for advice.

This is particularly true at the pres-

ent time, because the conditions which
give stability and profitableness to spe-

cific issues of bonds are undergoing
rapid changes which only an expert can

follow.

It seemed a year and a half ago,

when many apparently and many
actually "gilt-edged" bonds were of-

fered on terms to pay interest of 7 and
8 per cent., that high interest rates

combined \\'ith safety were at the dis-

posal of the most innocent investor.

But even then—and perhaps more em-
phatically now, when all interest rates

are much lower—it was and is true that

the investor who wants to guard him-
self against unwitting speculation in

bonds needs the counsel of some agent
possessed not only of good judgment,
but of the complete knowledge of each
bond offering that is indispensable to

the forming of a sound judgment on a

particular issue.

Those whose bond investments are

frequent and cover a large range of

issues, are likely to know that the

promises of Government and State

bonds can rarely or never be enforced

by legal process; while the bonds of

lesser political divisions (in the United
States) can be—at least to the point of

securing a judgment. They know that

some foreign government bonds, like

many foreign municipal issues, are "se-

cured" either (or both) by specific

mortgages on public properties, or by
liens on public revenues, and in other

ways.
But the real validity of the assur-

ance—or insurance—provided by such
provisions is a thing that can be judged
with reasonable certainty only by the

trustworthy and trained expert.

As to other bonds, also, things

are often not quite what they may
seem to the investor. It does not fol-

low, because railroad profits gener-

ally are rising, that the 6 per cent.

bonds of two great railroads are

equally good investments. Many things

besides the equal good faith of the two
roads are involved— questions of

finance, of economic opportunity, and
the like, which only an expert is capa-
ble of judging. The same thing ap-

plies to city and to industrial bonds.

A city may be honest, and progressive,

but have plans too large for its tax-

paying capacity. An industrial plant
may have a product whose superficial

promises of large profits is much im-

paired by faulty methods or by a rising

competition. There are many safe ad-
visers available to the investor; and he
needs them.

The successful Timber Cruiser must have a thorough knowledge

of all the elements that enter into the value of standing timber.

Only a background of wide experience qualities him to become
an expert. Large sums are invested in timber tracts upon the

accuracy of his estimates.

Your
Search for well-secured Bonds

WHAT a timber cruiser is to a lumber

corripany The National City Com-
pany's representatives are to the investor.

Their knowledge and experience qualify

them not only to pass upon bonds as an in-

vestment but -to advise in particular as to

the bonds suited to a definite investment

requirement.

Every bond listed on our Current Purchase

Sheet has passed careful investigation and is

considered worthy of our recommendation.

Current Purchase Sheet mailed on request.

The National City Company
National City Bank Building, New York

Offices in more than jo leading cities throughout the World ^^^^^^TJogj

BONDS SHORT TERM NOTES ACCEPTANCES

l^sXy^*^'*^ ri^ht on the ground y^€^ _

THE SAFEST
INVESTMENT

A well placed First Farm
Mortgage is an iiivcst-

tneut based u p on t li e
fundamental necessities of

life. It will stand the most severe
test of war, i)anios and periods of re-
adjustment. Interest rates are oominR
down; but we are still able to offer
T\c on choice First Farm Mortgages.
Send for descriptive pamphlet "W"
and list of current offerings.

_ E.sJ. LANDER & CO. -
lESTAaUISHEO l8e3-CAPITALaSURPt.US f500.00C.JO]

Gr?AtMD FORKS, NOPTH DAWOTA.

The United States
Life Insurance

Company
in the City of New York

Organized 1850. Non-Participating
Policies only. Over Forty-five
Million Dollars Paid to Policyhold-
ers.

John P, Munn, M. D.. President.

Good territory open for higt clas«, personal
producers, under direct contracts with the
Company. Address Home Office, 105 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.
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The Supreme Court in

United States History

By Charles Warren

$15.24
in three volumes

This is distinctly not a law book, not a laborious, dry-as-

dust tome, but an interesting narrative written for laymen
and lawyers alike.

From the appointment of John Jay as chief justice, by
President Washington, the Supreme Court has played an
important part in writing the nation's history.

The growth and prosperity of the nation is traced in these

volumes from the year I 789 down to the time of Chief

Justice White in 1918.

Main Floor, 35th Street, Rear

HERALD SQUARE NEW YORK

By the author of "Queen Victoria"

His new book contains 15

chapters and ranges from
18th Century France to

Victoria's golden
age.

"No one in the field of biog-

raphy since the days of

Carlyle has achieved

. so great an emi-

I^.^ .^l^^ N. nence.— A''. Y.
M500RS \ Tribune.

and Characters
By LYTTON STRACHEY

Illustrated $3.50

Harcourt, Brace & Co. 1 West 47th St., New York

Lake Dunmore Hotel

and Cottages
On beautiful Lake Dunmore. Invigorat-

ing climate, where comfort of the guest

is the first consideration. Send for

Booklet. Rates $5.00 day up.

ROSCOE A. MARVEL

LAKE DUNMORE, VERMONT

Cat oat this ad and mail it to Da, with yonr name and
address (no money); and we will send you our FAMOUS
KARNAK RAZOR by return mail, postpaid. You may USB
the razor for 80 davs FREE; then if you like it, pay ua
$1.85. If you don't like it return it. SEND NO MONEY.
MORE COMPANY. Dept. 350 St. Loui*. Mo.

Army Auction Bargains
NEW rope lariat with snap $ 1 .00
Annyknapsack.75up I Saddles $6.50 ap
LUGER pistol $21.50

| Cal. 30 ri<!e $16.50
I'ull set Army steel li-tters and fiKures, $1.00.
15 acres army goods. Illustrated cata.ost
for 1922--372 paKcs-including full and hii:h!y
interesting Information ^sperially secured) of all
World War small arms, mail.-d r,0 cents Circu-
lar 16 pattes 10 ccnLj. Established 1865.

FRANCIS BANNERMAN SONS. 501 Broadway. N.Y.

{Continued from page 82)

he shows us Neapolitan flavors in the
Bucolics and the Georgics. Any reader
of the latter poem learns from the poet
himself that it was written in Naples,
but Professor Frank has made its back-
g'round stand out vividly, suggesting
incidentally that the little poem on the

Copa, a rollicking tavern-maid who
performs a tarentella and invites us
to sip the vino di Sorrento in a pergola,

was composed in the same period as the

Georgics. And the Bucolics are re-

lieved of much silly criticism by the in-

genious observation that their scenery,

though it will ultimately be found no-

where but in Arcadia, is primarily
Campanian.
The scent of the Garden lingers

pleasantly in the poet's later works,
and it seems to have somewhat over-

come Professor Frank. He would have
Virgil a pronounced Epicurean not only

in his youth but for the remainder of

his existence. Servius has recovered
his lost authority with a vengeance;
for Servius loses no opportunity to dis-

cover Epicurean doctrine in Virgil's

poetry and to proclaim the poet a strict

adherent of the School. I venture to

think that few will follow Professor
Frank thus far. Despite Virgil's de-

votion, never retracted, to the master
of his early thought, he throws down
the gauntlet to Lucretius in the noble

lines at the end of the second Georgic,

where he protests that the simple piety

of the rustic no less than the philoso-

pher's science brings happiness and
peace; with Tennyson, he would have
knowledge grow from more to more,
with no abandonment of reverence. It

is true that the theology of the sixth

Aeneid is primarily necessitated by the

demands of the plot; the poet, wishing
a supernatural setting for his pano-
rama of Roman history, invents a Pla-

tonic picture of Elysium, where heroes,

awaiting transmigration, can be viewed
before their earthly time. But because
his imagery fits his design, as Virgil's

generally does, it does not follow that
he is not in sympathy with the ideas

underlying his imagery. Though the

poet is not rehearsing a creed, he is

writing out his temperament. His
mind, though ever a battle-ground for

the ancient quarrel between science and
poetry, and occupied with broodings on
the doubtful doom of human kind, was
too deeply tinged with mystic longing
to adhere permanently by a mechanical
and atomistic theory of the universe.
He is a follower of Plato, if we must
associate him with a school, and a har-
binger of the new faith about to come:

Dicii vohiit (|u'.iv;uit t<nit rayon du Fils

de riloninie

L'aube dp Bethl^em blniic-hit le front de
Rome.

At all events, we may be grateful
to Professor Frank for protesting
against a tendency too much in vogue
of late, to think of Virgil, and Virgil's

hero, as primarily Stoic. That is enough
to make the poet's body turn in its

grave, and his soul, in whatever
Elysium it be, to flee indignata sub
umbras.

E. K. Rand
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WE understand:

That Albert O. Wharton, a labor mem-
ber of the Railroad Labor Board, was re-

elected President of the Railway Employees' De-

partment of the American Federation of Labor at

the convention of that organization held in Chi-

cago in April, 1922.

That Bert M. Jewell was at the same time

reelected Vice-President of the organization.

That the convention, after discussion, reached the

understanding that Vice-President Jewell was to

sign as "president," and not as "acting president."

That Brother Wharton, with other officers newly

elected, gathered on the platform and in the pres-

ence of the convention repeated the following ob-

ligation :

"I . . . of my own free will and in the presence of

the officers and delegates of this convention here

assembled, pledge upon my honor as a man, to

perform to the best of my ability, all the duties of

the office to which I have been elected. I will obey

the constitution and laws of this organization and

orders emanating from its proper officers, when
in conformity therewith. . .

."

That this understanding of the status of Brother

Wharton has for some time been familiar to the

public members of the Labor Board.

That one of these public members has said that

"The shopmen's strike was engineered from in-

side the Labor Board."

That this understanding of the status of Brother

Wharton has been made available to President

Harding.

That Section 306 (a) of the Transportation Act
reads in part as follows

:

"Any member of the Labor Board who during his

term of office , . . holds any office in any organiza-

tion of employees . . . shall at once become ineligible

for further membership upon the Labor Board."

POLITICAL America is again reminded that

there is a limit to the grace with which the

citizens of a State welcome advice from outsiders.

If we may judge by the primary campaign now

under way in Michigan, that State is becoming res-

tive under the effort to make a national issue out

of "Newberryism." That editorial local patriots

should declare the State slandered may signify lit-

tle. More unexpected and more significant are the

indications of a very general apathy in the State

campaign. Two months ago every one was saying

as a matter of course that there would be a hot

primary fight in Michigan this year. Quite the

opposite. The Detroit Free Press goes so far as

to say, "There is depressing evidence that the large

mass of the people of Michigan are not inter-

ested."

"Newberryism," as a matter of fact, is not, at

least directly, so much of an issue in Michigan as

it is in certain other States. Indirectly, however,

the bringing of campaign expenses into the lime-

light is having its effect. Senator Townsend, Re-

publican, who seeks renomination, feels con-

strained to make public statements monthly of all

campaign expenditures in his behalf. One of his

opponents, Patrick Kelly, has been severely

heckled by women for refusing to follow Senator

Townsend's example. The law, of course, requires

no such statements. A third candidate, Mr. Baker,

is making his canvass as "a poor man" and on the

theory that the farmers and laboring classes are

discontented. He is attacking almost everything,

the Transportation Act in particular.

An anti-Ford organ says, "Ford gives orders for

getting a U. S. Senatorship as he gives orders for

building a blast furnace." There is little evidence

that such "orders" are being honored.

THE general indications are that Michigan will

have one of the least costly and least exciting

primary elections under its present law. Little

money, little interest? We dislike to say so. But
it is evident that the problem of the right use of

money in political campaigns must have more seri-
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ous attention than it has yet received, if it is to be

solved. What is undoubtedly an important factor

in rolling up huge campaign expenses was touched

on by Mr. Charles D. Hilles, of New York, at a

complimentary dinner tendered him on the occa-

sion of his retirement as president of t^e National

Republican Club. Speaking of certain party debts

Mr. Hilles said, "These deficits are rarely impos-

ing in their proportions, unless they are incurred

by successful business men who are sojourning in

politics temporarily. A lion in finance is a lamb in

politics quite as often as a giant in politics is a

pigmy in business."

ONE of the most important and interesting of

the Senatorial primaries is that of Califor-

nia, which is taking place as we go to press. Here
the renomination of Hiram W. Johnson is con-

tested by Mr. Charles C. Moore, a San Francisco

business man of high reputation, who was presi-

dent of the San Francisco Exposition. What
makes the contest particularly interesting is that

ranged back of Moore are a large number of those

progressives who formerly followed Johnson as

their leader, but who are now disillusioned. They
include such men as Chester Rowell, E. 0. Eger-
ton, William Kent, Ralph Arnold, and many others.

On the other hand, the chief supporters of John-

son are William Randolph Hearst and M. H. de

Young, owner of the San Francisco Chronicle.

The Johnson political machine, fed at the public

crib, is still powerful in California, and old-line

politicians predict that it will win. The Moore
campaign, however, though undertaken as a for-

lorn hope, as a protest against Johnson's conduct

as Senator and against the Johnson machine, has

shown unexpected strength, and in the last fort-

night has greatly worried the Johnson leaders.

Johnson's alliance with Hearst is a bitter pill for

Californians to swallow, especially his employment
while Senator to defend Hearst before the Su-

preme Court for his theft of news from the Asso-

ciated Press, and as counsel in the New York trac-

tion matter to obstruct the enlightened policy of a

Republican Governor. Southern California will

give Moore a large majority, as will many of the

mountain districts; if Moore is defeated, John-

son will owe his success solely to the machine which
he built up by patronage while Governor of the

State.

THE sister of an army officer recently "plucked"

at the age of fifty-three, moved thereto by
an editorial paragraph in our issue of August 5,

has written us a pathetic account of her brother's

condition. "My brother seems to have lost, for

the time, all self-confidence," says she. "The de-

jected appearance that he makes in contrast with

his military bearing of only a few months ago

comDletely withers me, so that with difficulty I

carry on my accustomed mode of life among
people to whom no satisfactory explanation can

be made. On returning home from work, I almost

always find him seated resting his head upon his

hand, or walking up and down with measured

tread. Urged to undertake some new line of work,

he always answers with the deadening words,

'I'm too old to begin.' My father was a captain in

the Civil War and instilled in my mind a patriotic

sentiment, but the worry and insomnia I have suf-

fered as a result of this ex post facto law seem at

present to have deadened my patriotism."

We know nothing about the merits of this par-

ticular case, but we venture to say that, among the

2,500 who under the recent legislation are to be

plucked, there will be many a conscientious effi-

cent officer on whom the terrible humiliation will

have an effect similar to that above described.

Some will say that those who succumb thus show

a weak and puling spirit. That is not fair. They

showed spirit enough, these fellows, under fire.

Only the humiliation touched them mortally in

their pride. Those who succumb are not to be

blamed or despised. But we wish for all the

plucked ones a spirit above what the bad faith of

Congress may do, "unconquerable will and cour-

age never to submit or yield" to the bludgeonings

of Fate or Congress. Gentlemen of the Congress,

you do not well, in bad faith to sow such seeds of

bitterness

!

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY is right. It

is absurd to expect a married man to live on

nothing at all, and you can't blame him if, while

trying to live on nothing at all, he picks up odd

jobs outside his university work. But Northwest-

ern has adopted the wrong corrective. Instead of

forbidding instructors to marry, it should cut

down the number of its faculty so as to leave

enough money to go around. The truth is, facul-

ties are in the situation of the coal miners: they

number too many men. A "fact-finding" commit-

tee composed of business men would undoubtedly

discover that our universities cannot furnish

enough productive work for their vast army of

laborers. We do not overlook the fact that in-

structors groan under the burden of many hours

of teaching and committee meetings. What we

are laying stress on is productive work. We can

see no reason for dividing knowledge up into such

snippets as provide the excuse for many a course.

If one-quarter of the courses offered in any large

university were to be discarded, the result would

not be calamitous but beneficial. Or suppose that

our highly specialized present system were prac-

ticed in, say, four universities, one each in the

East, West, North, and South, and that the re-

maining universities were satisfied with a more

modest programme. Think of all the overlapping

which would be avoided, and think of the fat sal-

aries that universities could then provide.
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UPON the news of Michael Colliiis's death, al-

most every one was moved to throw up his

hands and cry, "No hope for Ireland ! A curse is

on her!" Whether or no the attack from ambush
by some 200 "irregulars" on the Collins party of

twenty officers ami men was in violation of the

laws of war (the irregulars have been conceded

belligerent rights) depends on whether or no the

irregulars were uniformed or wore some readily

distinguishable badge to mark their party. But,

whether or no there was violation of the laws of

war. it was the most despicable, cowardly, and in-

human of ambushes; in the view of all generous

men it was assassination of the meanest type. To
give it its proper name, it was the crowding act of

infamy of those "irregulars" whose conduct in

the civil war has been consistently infamous be-

yond precedent. No hope for Ireland, then—such

an Ireland? Why, yes, great hope. According to

competent authority, the irregulars and their sym-

pathizers do not total more than 10 per cent, of

the population. The other 90 per cent, are as de-

cent as so many average Americans. Indeed, the

behavior of the Free State Government and of

the National Army has been almost without prece-

dent for restraint and generosity.

It is, of course, to Ireland a tragedy of the first

order, the loss of Collins : a genuine national hero,

a fellow of infinite resource, of an invincible

buoyancy of spirit, of complete integrity, of a

merry valor, of a personal magic hardly equalled

in our time, the darling of his countrymen. But
the very able Richard Mulcahy is quite competent

to carry the war to a successful finish. And though
the loss of Collins, the statesman, the President of

the Provisional Free State Government, the cham-
pion of the policy of loyal fulfillment of the London
Agreement, twinned as it is with the loss of Grif-

fith, creates a doubtful, even, perhaps, a dangerous

situation, it is no compliment to the Irish people

to despair of worthy successors to those two great

men. The work of Griffith and Collins has been

carried to the point whence smaller men, equally

sincere, can successfully continue it.

We could justly praise Griffith as highly as we
have praised Collins, though in a different kind.

He died of over-work in the cause of his country;

a death as truly heroic as the death of Collins.

And, though not a soldier, he was as intrepid as

Collins, as he showed at Sligo.

How slocp tho V)riiv(\ wlio sink to rost

Bv all their country's \visln>s blest 1

The Right to Work
IN

his speech at Marion on July 4 President

Harding said, "A free American has the

right to work without any other's leave."

And in his message to Congress on August 18 he

repeated the proposition and vigorously asserted

that it would be maintained by the American Gov-

ernment.

Did Mr. Harding understand the revolutionary

bearings of his statement? On both occasions, it

is true, his words were prompted by a specific set

of circumstances—the situation in the coal and
rail strikes. It was not his intention, for the time

being, we may suppose, to see the principle applied

beyond those two fields. He did, nevertheless, ele-

vate the issue to a moral plane, not being satisfied

to consider merely the public's rights and con-

venience. And if a moral issue can be found to

guarantee a man's right to w^ork with reference to

the mining of coal and operation of the railroads,

man's right to work, unmolested by his fellows,

can be made a moral issue wherever labor is em-
ployed. For it is absurd to look upon this as a

sacred right only when the interruption of man's
work inconveniences the public.

As stated by President Harding, here is a great

moral principle to enforce which he means to use
"all the powers of the Government." It is a prin-

ciple with a ring to it, the kind of ring which
sounds American—"A free American has the right

to work without any other's leave." It is a prin-

ciple which should appeal to every one as a true

American's birthright. It is not a new principle,

yet one which has long been in abeyance. And the

determination of a President of the United States

to enforce it would, if carried out broadly, be one

of the most important milestones in our history.

If the President will live up to his words, and if,

through the instrumentality of the Government,

he succeeds in so changing the complexion of our

industrial life that outlawry and threats of vio-

lence no longer find a place in labor disputes, this

one achievement will make him an outstanding fig-

ure among our Presidents.

He has chosen an auspicious time. The public

is sick of seeing itself flouted, of being at the

mercy of labor and capital, and is more than will-

ing to have the old, primitive methods replaced by
more enlightened ones.

But let no one think that the principle of man's

right to work will be accepted without great oppo-

sition, especially on the part of labor leaders.

They know, and everybody knows, that the teeth of

most strikes have been violence and intimidation.

Once the principle in question is strictly enforced,

the strike will in general have lost its potency. It

may be that by a widening of the affiliations of

labor unions a great deal can be accomplished by
means of sympathetic strikes, even without threat

and violence. But that method is full of difficulties

for the labor leaders.
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The enforcement of the principle of the right to

work would be regarded by union labor as a body
blow, and not unnaturally. Suppose it were known
that every person replacing a striker today would

be completely safeguarded, how long would the

railroad strike last? It would collapse immedi-

ately, since labor is plentiful just now. In consid-

ering the principle outlined by the President every

one might as well recognize that its enforcement

would, unless supplemented by carefully devised

legislation, upset most of the present calculations

of the labor union. It would tend to leave laborers

at the mercy of the employer, as they were left be-

fore the union became so active. It is, of course,

the public's realization of labor's plight and the

employer's greed which has made people, during

the past thirty or forty years, so tolerant of the

outlawry practiced by unions. By outlawry and
threats of outlawry the workingman succeeded in

bettering his economic status, and a sympathetic

public was lenient and forgiving on that account.

But the public now understands how patient it

has been. It is beginning to insist that the rela-

tions of labor and capital shall be so managed that

there shall not be this widespread inconvenience

year in and year out. It has no intention of taking

away from the union its privilege of collective bar-

gaining or its right to strike, but it is now ready

to say that unless workingmen can conduct their

strikes in a law-abiding way, then strikes must
cease. It expects from the unions some construc-

tive suggestions and not merely an obsession with

their own selfish interests. We venture to predict

that some really helpful suggestions coming from
union leaders would have the public's enthusiastic

support.

For ourselves, we are happy that the President

has brought the whole question to a sharp issue by

proclaiming a principle to which every self-re-

specting American must subscribe. To enforce it

satisfactorily will require the exercise of consum-
mate statesmanship. If President Harding does no

more than get the principle so oriented in peo-

ple's minds that it can be made a slogan in the

fight to straighten out labor troubles, he will have
done much.

We cannot but feel that the more thoughtful of

labor-union men will see how valuable in the long

run the principle would be to them. Many of them
have been forced into strikes for which they had
no relish; they have not even had the privilege of

voting secretly on a strike, being required to say

yes or no in a meeting frenzied by their enterpris-

ing leaders. There is plenty of evidence to show
that union men are not satisfied with the manner
in which they are being led and that a reasonable

campaign of education might disclose to them the

fact that to reject the principle of man's right to

work would be to turn their backs on their own
best interests.

The President will not expect to win their con-

fidence by depriving them of their strongest

weapon unless at the same time he is prepared to

advocate the setting up of machinery which will

hold the balance even between labor and capital.

In the Railroad Labor Board there seems to be the

possibility of such an instrument. We still believe

that if it is provided with proper authority—and

this is the President's intention—it will more and

more win a reputation for fairness, and can dem-
onstrate that the new ways are much better than

the old.

The matter will not be so difficult as it now ap-

pears if the principle of freedom to work can be

got home to the public as a part of our American

tradition which from now on, at least, must not be

forfeited.

The Helmsman Sets a Course
AFTER much buffeting by contrary winds

and cross-currents, sometimes through en-

veloping fog, Helmsman Harding has at

last set a straight and definite course through the

stormy and rock-strewn Sea of Strikes, He has

picked out two true beacons : "no body of men . . .

shall be permitted to choose a course that imperils

public welfare" and "the right of men to work." If

he will but hold the tiller firm on this course, unde-

terred by menacing clouds and impervious to false

counsel, he will soon win through to the calmer

waters of prosperous seas, to the grateful satis-

faction of passengers and crew alike.

Such in allegorical form is our appraisal of the

President's significant and statesmanlike message

to Congress on August 18. A considerable portion

of that message is taken up with a recital of the

Administration's long series of fruitless efforts at

negotiation and mediation to end the two great

strikes, efforts which taxed to the utmost not only

the characteristic patience and toleration of Mr.

Harding, but that of the general public as well.

As for the shopmen's strike, we believe that, had

the President from the start taken a position

squarely backing up the Railway Labor Board and

affirming unequivocally the right to work, the

strike would have long since been ended and the

public interest highly served. Indeed, the Presi-

dent's willingness to compromise on the principle

of seniority, a compromise which the carriers were

bound in honor to reject, but which was dictated

by Mr. Harding's overwhelming sense of responsi-

bility for what he terms "the pressing demands of

the welfare of the whole people," was calculated to

complicate gravely future railway labor contro-

versies. In any case, union labor cannot but thank

the President for giving to their side the most in-

dulgent consideration. The delay occasioned by
these long negotiations has been costly and exas-

perating, but it has achieved one big result. It has

convinced the public that the Administration is no
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tool of "the interests" and has crystallized public

opinion on the fundamental principles which the

President has now announced. The issues have

been clarified and Mr. Harding will have solidly

behind him the vast majority of the people in his

determination to put an end to the wholesale cam-

paign of sabotage, assault, intimidation, train-

wrecking, and murder by which the unions have

sought to apply "economic pressure."

The President's recommendation to Congress of

the establishment of a Government commission,

clothed with authority to investigate to the bottom

the coal-mining industry, wages, and conditions of

labor, and to recommend legal enactments to safe-

guard the public, should have universal approval.

It is a constructive proposal of the first impor-

tance. Concerning the President's other concrete

recommendations we are less confident. The emer-

gency created by the great coal strike may demand
the intervention of a Government commission with

authority to purchase, sell, and distribute coal, but

we should like to see every possible resource short

of this exhausted before resorting to such a war-

time measure with the evils inseparable from it.

Likewise we are inclined to doubt the necessity of

special legislation regarding the safeguarding of

the rights of aliens under treaty as against the

action of local authorities or against their failure

to act. No State can set aside treaty rights and

the Federal courts are open for redress. It lies

within the power of the Department of Justice to

make a salutary example of local authorities who
disregard and flout these rights, while in such

legislation there is danger of encroaching yet fur-

ther on the proper rights of the States.

We note one statement in the message whfc'h

indicates that the President has been imposed

upon with false and inaccurate information. He
says: "Under these conditions of hindrance and

intimidation there has been such a lack of care of

motive power that the deterioration of locomotives

and the non-compliance with the safety require-

ments of the law are threatening the breakdown
of transportation." It is true that there has been

a large amount of criminal sabotage and that loco-

motives and other rolling stock have been covertly

damaged, but it is also true that the railroads have

been extraordinarily successful in making repairs

and in maintaining their equipment in spite of this.

We call attention to this point in the President's

message because of the ironical effrontery of the

strikers' argument based upon the assumption that

rolling stock has sadly broken down and that public

safety is endangered. To put sand in bearings,

tamper with bolts and gears, cut air-brake hosB,

and then to appeal for public support on the

ground that the railroads cannot operate safely

without their help because of the condition of

equipment, strikes us as a delicious example of

sardonic humor.

Tariff and Bonus The Bun-

combe of Blind Leaders
REPUBLICAN members of the Senate and

House present a most extraordinary spec-

tacle. To be sure, there are a few con-

spicuous examples of men of courage and intelli-

gence who are standing on principle and who
thereby win the respect even of their political op-

ponents. But the mass are tremulously concerned

over their prospects of reelection, and in their

anxiety to catch in their sails every vagrant breeze

that blows are pursuing a course not only endan-

gering their own campaigns but likely to encom-

pass the defeat of their party two years hence.

They are now transforming Republicans into Dem-
ocrats at an astonishing rate.

The two measures which are doing this so

successfully and to which the major part of

the present session has been devoted are the

Fordney-McCumber Tariff Bill and the Soldiers'

Bonus Bill. Both are political boomerangs of

high power. Glance at the proposed tariff

enactment. Nearly every one outside of Con-

gress realized two fundamental considerations

governing the situation. The first was that

the changed position of the United States from
a debtor to a creditor nation and the unset-

tled economic conditions in Europe made it haz-

ardous to venture on any tariff legislation at all

until proper data could be obtained. The second was
that nothing could be better calculated to injure

American business and raise the cost of living than

to erect a tariff wall which would prevent other

countries buying our products in the only way pos-

sible to them, namely, by selling us theirs. Oblivi-

ous of these obvious facts, both houses have passed

bills that constitute the most grotesque example of

tariff legislation in the history of the country. As
the bills come to conference, there is the difference

between the two houses as to the so-called Ameri-

can valuation plan as well as nearly twenty-five

hundred Senate amendments. It is a spectacle to

make the judicious grieve. It also presents to

President Harding the greatest opportunity of his

career. If he will choose the courageous course

and veto the obnoxious measure, he will not only

win for himself a high place in the esteem of

his fellow-countrymen, but will rescue his party

from ignominious defeat. The American people

are now disgusted with the jockeying and lobbying

that have written the bill ; their disgust will be in-

tensified tenfold if its effects come home to them.

The proposed bonus bill is even worse. Even if

no question of principle were involved—which is

not true—it seems incomprehensible that Congress

should show such a lack of foresight as to enact a

measure involving so enormous an expenditure

without providing some tangible scheme for
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meeting it. As a matter of fact, of those

who propose and support it, few indeed

really want it. They would talk for it and

get what political capital they may out of it,

and then throw upon the President the onus of

saving them from the effect of their disingenuous

action—a familiar political subterfuge. The Presi-

dent has made up his mind to veto the bill, an

action which would be consistent with his earlier

declaration. It is reassuring to know that the Presi-

dent is determined to assume this responsibility.

The Vigilantes of Italy

WHEN a stalwart and fearless youth rushes

in and puts out of action a brutal bully

who is maltreating and terrorizing help-

less women and children, normal people feel a

thrill of satisfaction. A similar feeling was the

natural reaction when two years ago the youth of

Italy, mainly those who had fought bravely in the

war, came to the defense of their country and
saved it from the threatened Communist over-

throw instigated by Moscow. In 1919 Italy was in

a desperate situation. The war had left a bitter

legacy of poverty, unemployment, and discontent.

The Bolsheviki had poured in hundreds of agita-

tors and millions of money to take advantage of it.

Rights of property were denied, governmental au-

thority laughed at, and the law openly flouted.

Under these conditions the elections were held. It

was not strange that in the summer of 1920 fac-

tories were seized by the workingmen and lands by
peasants. The Government, headed by Giolitti,

was helpless. For a time it looked as if the red

flood would engulf Italy, and Moscow cheered.

Then came the Fascisti. Recruited chiefly from
ex-soldiers, filled with patriotic devotion to their

country, and loathing those who sought to destroy

it in the name of Communism, they met force with
force and rushed up and down joyously, putting

the fear of God into the hearts of the bullies who
were accustomed to terrorize the weak and work
their own sweet will with the property of others.

But necessary as are the ministrations of vigi-

lantes in times when constituted authorities are

helpless or inert, the cost is likewise great. Obedi-

ence to law, respect for authority, national disci-

pline are boons slowly and dearly won, and easily

lost. The Fascisti, their ranks swelled by many of

the unemployed and discontented, have dreams of

a permanent organization with a dominating influ-

ence on the Government. We trust that wiser
counsel will prevail among their leaders. It is re-

ported that Mussolini, the head of their organiza-

tion, has issued an order to demobilize them. If

this proves true, a grave danger may be averted,

for it would be a tragedy if Italy, having taken a

strong drug to cure a serious ill, should in turn

succumb to addiction to it.

Lord Northcliffe

HE was undoubtedly a great man. His war-

contribution was nearly of the first order.

Several years before the war, convinced

that war was inevitable, he labored to prepare

Britain for it. He was one of the first to advocate

conscription; he overthrew Asquith; he drew at-

tention to Kitchener's limitations (perhaps his

most important service) ; he was instrumental in

the formation of a Coalition ministry ; his mission

to the United States in 1917 was of almost incal-

culable value to his country; and to end, without

completing, the recital of his services, he became
Chief of Inter-Allied Propaganda. Considered by
itself, his contribution to the war was sufficient to

stamp him a great man and an ardent patriot.

Colonel Harvey goes so far as to say that he is

"convinced by study and observation at close range

that Northcliffe and the Times [of which North-

cliffe gained control in 1908 to the consternation

of a great part of the conservative British public]

saved England. In all Britain only Northcliffe

was prepared."

He made strenuous efforts towards the end of

his life to spread knowledge of each other through-

out the far-flung portions of the British Empire,

so that each should recognize the others' needs,

and all should appreciate the necessary elements

of an imperial policy. In pursuit of this grand ob-

ject, he made a world-tour of the British posses-
"

sions, the strain of which doubtless brought on or

rendered acute the heart-trouble which killed him.

Thus he was in a sense a martyr to a noble aim.

It should be added—and for this his egregious

faults should be forgiven him—that he never

wavered in his friendship for France and sympathy

for her intolerable post-war difliculties. It should

be further added that he did as much as any Briton

for the development of motor transportation and

aviation, and as much as any Briton (except, per-

haps. Lord Bryce) for the improvement of Anglo-

American understanding and relations.

But his aims were not all noble by any means;

at all events his methods were often far from

noble. He was supremely an egoist, and self-love,

an itch for power, and a passion for the lime-light

vitiated great part of his career. He has im-

mensely increased the influence of journalism, but

at what cost in vulgarity, banality, standardiza-

tion ! He had the vanities of a Little Napoleon.

We have said some things in disparagement of

Northcliffe; but recalling the authentic stories of

his generosity, both to his own family and to many
a struggling journalist and artist, and realizing

the warm human heart that beat beneath the more

obvious exterior of hustle and material ambition,

we can overlook his shortcomings, which were the

faults of his qualities and a product of his time

and environment, and say that a great man has

passed.
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The Truce in the Soft Coal War
By Benjamin Baker

Two large results stand out as consequences of

the agreement signed at Cleveland on August
15 by the United Mine Workers and by indi-

vidual coal operators.

The first and most obvious is resumption of soft soal

production by a daily increasing number of the mines

which have been idle since last March. The signers

on the date of the agreement represented mines in only

seven States, and much less than half the former nor-

mal output of the former unionized mines; but, as this

is written, most of the operators of Indiana and Il-

linois have surrendered to the Union, and by the time

these words are in print the total production will prob-

ably be nearly or quite up to the normal level. An in-

dustrial coal famine of threatening proportions has

been averted, and the householders of the Northwest,

who depend on bituminous coal, will have enough of it

at least to avoid suffering.

The second is a rather sweeping victory for the miners

over both the operators and the public, whose real char-

acter is that of a truce which almost certainly will ex-

pire on March 31, 1923; and which is even more cer-

tainly only the prologue to another bitter fight in which

the Federal Government will be involved as it has not

been during the strike just ended. The steps leading

to the Cleveland agreement, and the provisions of the

agreement itself, taken in connection with President

Harding's plan for a Federal commission of inquiry,

deserve rather detailed record because they so clearly

indicate the conflicting interests and purposes which

will figure in the coming struggle.

With reference to the victory-for-the-miners aspect

of the truce, this victory is certainly substantial only

in that the miners have delayed at least until March 31,

next, any deflation of the war-time peak wages which

they received (but seem not to have enjoyed), up to

last April; and have assured for the next seven months
the collection of union dues by means of the "check-

off." These particular results they probably would

not have obtained under the arbitration offered by the

President, which they refused. They successfully re-

sisted all proposals for including an arbitration pro-

vision in the agreement—an issue on which Illinois and

Indiana continued to stand out until after the confer-

ence adjourned.

On the interstate contract which President Lewis of

the miners expected to secure when he called the con-

ference, the miners apparently lost. The conference

adjourned from the first day, Monday, August 7, until

Wednesday, the 9th, in order to let more operators

come in, and also to give time for considering the so-

called Crews plan, drawn up with Lewis's approval,

apparently much on the lines of the one finally signed.

On Thursday, operators from outside the Central Com-
petitive Field, for which Lewis wished to restore the

former contract, were excluded from the conference;

but an alarm over a report that the Government would

rate that a violation of the Anti-Trust Act (many of

these operators, with miners' officials, are already under

indictment on that charge) caused Lewis to abandon

in a public statement the plan for an interstate con-

tract and to accept an agreement to be signed by all in-

dividual operators who wished. It is significant of

the commercial pressure on the operators and of the

necessities of the Union that the final agreement was
proposed by T. H. Watkins, of the Central Pennsyl-

vania field, with whose district the national oflicers of

the Miners have never before dealt directly.

The operators yielded for a variety of reasons. Some
were influenced solely by the prospect of large sales in

an empty market, at prices which would give them
large profits even at the high level of wages accepted.

With this motive, which had some effect on probably

most of the operators, was the feeling that public

sentiment would condemn any further resistance to

the Union terms, when resistance meant failure to

mine any of the coal so much needed by the country.

Operators who yielded on this second ground probably

did so in the hope that President Harding's commis-
sion, backed by Congress, would sweep away the Cleve-

land agreement.

In the provisions of the agreement itself are evi-

dent the selfish purposes of the miners and of some of

the operators; and there may be found also an indica-

tion of how the miners will soon push their demand
for the six-hour day, five-day week, and still higher

wages.

Denial of the public interest in coal mining is writ-

ten all over the provisions of Sections 2, 3, and 4. The
provisions for an October conference of miners and

operators, which is to select a joint commission to :and

"facts," and to devise (for action upon it at a conven-

tion in January) a plan by which miners and operators

shall settle the next wage contract without any inter-

ference by the public, shows its anti-public character

very clearly—in no way more emphatically than by its

preposterous plan for having President Harding ap-

prove (or even appoint some members of) a determin-

ing body on which the public has no representation!

There must be a large element of fraudulent represen-

tation and treacherous intent in an agreement which

includes prominently a device so obviously hostile to

the policy of the Government and so repugnant to the

most elementary sense of justice and fitness.

In (a), Section 3, is the clue to future wage de-

mands, and the indication of how they will be urged.

The budget of cost-of-living will be introduced again,

and the public may expect to see Professor Ogburn

again declaring on high piles of figures that a miner

in a country town cannot possibly eke out a decent ex-

istence on an annual income that is some hundreds of

dollars greater than that on which millions of other

families are living in what they mistakenly think is a

healthy respectability. The result of this campaign,

if it should succeed, would be a tax on the coal-consum-

ing public measured by what operators and miners to-

gether think the traflfic would tolerate. The chief im-

mediate prospect of escape is through the President's

Coal Commission, which no connivance should be al-

lowed to forestall. As a whole, the Cleveland agree-

ment represents the Mine Workers' effort to forestall

and to exclude any participation by the public or its of-

ficial representatives in the regulation of the coal in^

dustry. A sharp conflict on that issue is inevitable.
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Salvation for Germany—A Proposal
By John Firman Coar

THE grave crisis caused by the assassination of

Walther Rathenau seems to have passed for the

moment. A graver crisis is impending. Sub-

consciously every German is living under its dread

shadow and the nerves of men are taut with vague fore-

bodings. Perhaps we Americans may be able to under-

stand, though we are hardly in the position to appreci-

ate, the subtly disintegrating pressure which gradual

national impoverishment exerts on the German people.

In Russia and in the Balkan states impoverishment was

the result of national disintegration. This we can both

understand and appreciate. But in Germany the process

is being reversed. Its details would weary all but po-

litical economists, but a few general facts may be wel-

come to those who still recall the fine hopes we cher-

ished during the war.

"National impoverishment," as I use the term, must
not be mistaken for "state bankruptcy." The German
State is hopelessly bankrupt now, and with this fact

most Germans reckon quite unemotionally. They are

troubled only by the "when" and the "how" of official

bankruptcy. By "national impoverishment" I mean
something far more serious than the repudiation of

national debts and the scrapping of a depreciated cur-

rency. I mean the steady consumption of a people's

wealth and the relentless enervation of a people's eco-

nomic energy. This is exactly what is taking place in

Germany.

Take the case of German merchants. Last spring

they replenished their stocks at prices determined by

an average dollar exchange rate of 280 marks. This

new stock was sold at a fixed (30 per cent.) profit in

paper marks. Meanwhile the mark continued to depre-

ciate, and with every turn-over of a merchant's stock

the paper profits of his sales were wiped out, and often

heavy losses on capital account incurred. The ultimate

consequences are self-evident as far as the mercantile

world is concerned. Material impoverishment is inevi-

table, and business enterprise is slowly becoming
paralyzed.

The ultimate consequences for the purchasing public

are the same, though they are reversed and therefore

somewhat obscured. Purchasers are deluded by the be-

lief that they are obtaining bargains when they buy
goods or necessities under the foregoing conditions.

Consequently they spend more recklessly than their in-

come, as measured by any stable currency, warrants.

But worse than either the consequences for the mer-

chants or the consequences for the consuming public

are the consequences for the German people. A very

large percentage of the sales are made to foreigners

who crowd into the country from all points of the

compass. Goods purchased by them and taken from
the country are, up to 50 per cent, of their real value (if

not more), gifts of the German people to other peoples.

This particular process of self-impoverishment has been

going on for at least two years on a huge scale in export

industry. We know it as the dumping system. Today
the leading industrialists are quite aware that it is

ruining them and also the country, but are powerless to

stay the evil. Land, houses, shops, industrial plants, and

other kinds of property are passing into the hands of

foreigners at an alarming rate.

The process of impoverishment cannot, of course,

continue indefinitely. Sooner or later, more likely

sooner than most of us anticipate, it will effect the com-

plete collapse of the political, economic, and social order

of the German people. The great leaders of German
industry, commerce, and trade are beginning to sense

the approaching end. It has been my privilege to be in

conference with many of these men during the past two

months, and also with prominent political economists.

The situation is most grave, and when the catastrophe

comes—if it is permitted to come—it will be far worse

than the catastrophe that has overtaken Russia.

An industrial debacle in Germany means a return of

the horrors of the blockade, but without the hope of

ending them and without that patience to endure them

which is born of patriotism. Even today the huge in-

dustrial population and the burgher classes are becom-

ing panicky. The dissolution of the German community

has set in and the morale of the people is beginning to

break.

The impending tragedy is not one that can leave

Americans indifferent. Some way we must lend a hand

to avert it. Our cooperation, at the present juncture,

through political agencies is apparently out of the ques-

tion, and is, in my opinion, undesirable. Some other

form of cooperation must be found. Recently this form

was proposed to the representatives of Germany's key-

industries and other men of outstanding importance.

It received their unanimous and warm approval, and I

violate no confidence when I say it had the approval of

the one German who seemed destined to find a way of

escape for his country from the threatening ruin. But
no German can take the first step in any proposed action

that is primarily in the interest of Germany, for the

simple reason that suspicion will at once attach to his

suggestions. The first move must be made by Ameri-

cans, preferably by the representatives of industry.

This move must have the support of public opinion

in America. The proposed action of American industri-

alists to which I refer is one that ought to obtain this

support. It is this. Let them invite the representa-

tives of German and French industry to sit with their

own representatives at the same council table for the

purpose of examining the industrial situation in so far

as it is determined by the abnormal relations existing

between France and Germany. Let this conference of

industrialists express its judgment as to the prerequi-

sites of economic stability and progress in so far

as stability and progress are dependent on the

establishment of economic cooperation between France

and Germany. Once these prerequisites have been

laid down—as they can be laid down by an unpolit-

ical conference of this kind—then the industrial, finan-

cial, and commercial representatives of other countries

should be invited to participate in a larger conference,

the aim of which should be to examine and report on the

economic situation of all Europe and the best methods

of international economic cooperation.

Again I violate no confidence when I say that the rep-
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resentiitives of German industry uncludiiiir industrial

labor) are prepared to lay their cards on the table of

any preliminary t-onference that American industrial-

ists may decide to call, and that they will abide by the

judgment of the conference and seek to make it polit-

ically effective. For it is a foregone conclusion that

questions of political import cannot be avoided. The

problem of reparations (their total and the manner of

their payment), the condition.^^ under which Germany
can pay reparations and yet recover (which means the

question of military occupation, of military and eco-

nomic sanctions, of commissions of control, etc.), and

matters of similar political bearings, will inevitably con-

stitute a part of the agenda. In the final settlement

political agencies or Governments must confirm and act

on the judgment of the conference, and no one can fore-

tell just how political prejudices will affect the final

outcome. But it is the purpose of the conference to

weaken the prevailing prejudices so that Governments

can act rationally, and one is entitled to cherish the

hope that the mature judgment of men prominently and

directly concerned with and in the economic realities of

Europe will weigh heavily with all who influence polit-

ical action.

It will most certainly do so in Germany and in Eng-
land. It is very likely to do so in Italy, and it ought to

give to France and to Belgium that assurance which
both countries require. There remains America, and I

for one have faith enough left in the potency of our

professions to believe that a programme arrived at on

the initiative and under the auspices of the best repre-

sentatives of American industry will receive the over-

whelming backing of the American people. It may be

that things must grow still worse in Europe before

sane counsel prevails. But no one can study the Euro-
pean situation without being fearful that the policy of

(aissez faire will permit chaos to spread to that point

where no other way remains open except the way of

economic reorganization through the horrors of political

disorganization. Do we as Americans wish to force

that issue by refusing to lend a hand now?
Berlin, Germany

Comments on Mr. Coar's Proposal
Francis //. Sisson, Vice-President Gnaraniij Trust

Conipanij, Xew York

I
HAVE read the proofs of Mr. Coar's article with

much interest and am in perfect accord with both

his analysis of the situation and his suggested remedy.

I don't regard it likely that our own country will,

however, take any hand in the situation, at least until

it reaches more critical form. Neither our statesmen,

nor business men, nor our people as a whole have any

conception of what the situation really implies or what
our relationship to it actually is, and in default of that

understanding I am rather hopeless about any con-

structive assistance from cur end of the line. More-

over, I am not at all sure that it would accomplish the

purpose, in view of France's stubborn attitude on the

subject. Certainly England has done everything that

could be done to inject reason and order into the solu-

tion of the problem, but so far without material re-

sults. Europe is still a madhouse of fears and hates

and ambitions, which have little place in economic dis-

cussions. I do not know that there can be any economic

solution reached until these deep-seated disorders run

their course.

This is a rather pessimistic view and I hope an untrue

one, but at the present moment I do not see the answer

in sight.

Guy E. Tripp, Chairman of the Board, Westing-

house Electric Company

I
BEG to acknowledge yours of the 16th inst., en-

closing proof of an article by Mr. John Firman
Coar, which I have read with great interest.

I cannot agree that the present is an opportune time

for an international conference of industrialists

brought about by an American invitation, and I have

some doubts whether a purely private conference of

this character will ever be effective, although one can-

not safely predict as to the future in this situation.

I do not quite understand what Mr. Coar means by

a "complete collapse."

I have recently talked with a gentleman just re-

turned from Europe (who, in my opinion, is one of the
best-equipped of American observers on account both of

his great ability and his wide international acquaintance-
ship), and he told me that he had endeavored to ob-
tain specifications as to what was meant by the "com-
plete collapse" of Germany, which is so frequently pre-

dicted.

He received no answer to this question. No one
whose opinion has weight was willing to say that any-
thing is likely to happen different in kind from that

which has already happened. I think he expresses the

feeling which generally pervades the American mind.

Admiral Caspar F. Goodrich, U. S. N., Retired

PERSONALLY, I doubt the accuracy of Mr. Coar's

picture of Germany's "national impoverish-
ment." It ill accords with the fact that she came
through the war with not so much as a pane of glass

broken. Her industrial plants are untouched; their

organizations intact ; her people working hard and long,

in marked contrast with the British and Am.erican

laboring man.

Every student of her affairs recognizes the deprecia-

tion of the mark as the cause of her troubles, yet

nothing is being done to remove that cause. On the

contrary, her printing presses are busy turning out

more paper money every day.

The proposed conference between American, French,

and German industrialists would be futile unless the

latter accepted in fact and not in words a complete

oversight of all German affairs by their foreign cred-

itors. Germans must "bring forth fruits meet for re-

pentance." They might, to use Mr. Coar's expres-

sion, "lay their cards on the table," but everyone would

be quite certain they had others "up their sleeve."

They are poor sports and bad losers. They can be

confidently depended upon to "welch" if given the

slightest opportunity. The real question before the

world today is not Germany's ability but her unwilling-
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ness to carry out the terms of the peace treaty. In

scarcely any particular has she loyally complied with
them. The Scapa Flow sinking of her surrendered
ships; her actions in connection with airplanes to be

given up; her withholding of arms and ammunition to

be turned over; her military preparations veiled under
the camouflage of "police" prove her lack of good
faith. She is not to be trusted. It must not be for-

gotten that a German's word is no longer to be be-

lieved unquestioningly.

The late Frederick W. Taylor, the father of Scien-

tific Management, told me that "all Germans are liars."

He based this sweeping indictment on personal experi-

ence as a boy at school in Berlin and as a man having
business dealings with them. This astounding asser-

tion has been confirmed to me by other men who have
had transactions with them. Indeed, the revelation of

Germany's moral debasement is almost the saddest out-

come of the present war.

Why, it may be asked, should we volunteer her

further financial assistance? Was it not enough that

President Wilson, without authority, practically pre-

sented the Germans with some twenty billions of

American money when he waived the indemnity which,

by their own ruling, was our due and which they had
frankly announced they would, in amount to their sat-

isfaction, impose on us when they won the war? Even
before we were forced into it, they stated their purpose

to exact from us ten billions of dollars in punishment
for our furnishing munitions to her enemies. With
what grace can they appeal to us for assistance today?

I fear Mr. Coar has been beguiled by his German
friends in their intense greed for other people's money
and goods. His proposal should be accompanied by

the condition that any help on our part would be based

on absolute control by the foreign creditors of all Ger-

many's affairs, governmental and industrial. The over-

manning of her railways; the vast multiplication of

her civil employees; the huge military expansion under

various misleading names, for example, must be stopped

at once and all such services cut to the very bone. Un-

fortunately this and cognate results can be secured in

but one way, through pressure. Germans are open to

but one argument, the mailed fist. Consideration and

kind treatment they regard as manifestations of weak-

ness.

If Mr. Coar can obtain these indispensable require-

ments his scheme might work. Without them, the

funds advanced, except on definite, tangible security,

were as well cast into the sea. Can he obtain them?

The crux of the whole matter lies in the answer to this

question.

Frederick P. Fish, Boston

I
HAVE read the proof of Mr. Coar's article. I

have no doubt whatever that it would be of the

greatest value to have a conference of the leading busi-

ness men of France, Germany, and the United States

to consider the economic condition of Germany in con-

nection with the relation of that country to other

countries. The economic side, which is, of course, of

prime importance, has not been the subject of inter-

national investigation by competent investigators of

the practical business type.

The difficulty is to get the men of the different coun-

tries and to bring them together. While I am sure

that the Governments of the countries should not par-
ticipate in such a conference or undertake to influence
it, it seems to me that almost the only way in which
such a movement could be launched would be by some
leading Government official who would take the initia-

tive individually and, of course, with the assent of his

associates, but not officially.

If President Harding or Secretary Hughes could be
induced to become active in the matter, suggestions
from them or either of them would undoubtedly bring
leading American business men to the cordial support
of such a conference.

Other ways may be suggested for exciting the inter-

est of those who must take part, but I see no other
that is likely to be effective.

The Choice
By Thomas Thornely

WHEN tossed by summer waves of heat,

I seek a haven dear to me.
Where matted alders bend and meet.

And gnarled roots form fantastic seat.

What book shall my companion be?

Shall Science clank her causal chain.

Till thought in wonder finds release?

As well be at my desk again

As court such buffeting of brain.

In hours I consecrate to peace.

Loose then your lyric ardour, chase

Some nimble Georgian's flying feet

;

Alas, that were indeed a race

For one who, at a bovine pace.

Crops only where the grass is sweet.

Choose then some statelier utterance, flee

From verse to Pater's aureoled prose;

A Dryad whispers from her tree,

"There is not room for him and me.

Here life is simple, wild the rose."

Thrice foiled, I cafet the net again

:

A sunny wisdom suits the day.

Go, dally with the sage Montaigne,

Or, giving laughter looser rein.

Probe the wild wit of Rabelais.

Again that warning whisper low

—

"These ill consort with pastoral scene,

'Twas theirs to watch life's motley show,

And break the bubbles wordlings blow,

With genial mirth or satire keen."

Seek out a gentler spirit, choose

A dainty wit, a feeling heart;

Let Cowper sing of poplared Ouse,

And morals, ere his clouded muse
Renounced the solace of her art.

Too trite, or too didactic! So

Once more I set myself to think,

My choice shall be—ah, now I know

—

The smooth, innocuous, dreamy flow.

And filmy grace of Maeterlinck.
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Civil War in Ireland and After
By Stephen Gwynn

There is no keener or more authoritative writer on the Irish situation than Stephen Gwynn, The Inde-
pendent's eorrespondent in Dublin. Although his present article was written before the two latest and most
sombre acts in the tragedy of Ireland, the untimely demise of Artfmr Griffith, the brains of the revolution,

and the assassination of Michael Collins, its personal hero, he analyzes so incisively the contemporary situa-

tion that his article is of unusu<il interest and value.

WHEN the resistance in Dublin was crushed

Oeavinj? only stray snipers still active) the

Irish Government had to face a country in

which bands of irregulars were in control at many
points, able, if they could do nothing else, to block

communications in all directions; and they had no
staff trained to organize and control movement and
supply. The surprising thing is not the length but the

shortness of time found necessary. In the course of

July all Leinster was completely cleared, all Connaught
except a few outlying mountainous districts, and all

the thi*ee Ulster counties which belong to Southern

Ireland, except again one mountainous part of Done-

gal. The difficulty of the task lay in the extent of

operations; the ease, in the fact that nowhere except

for a few hours at Sligo did the irregulars put up a

fight. In Munster the entire province was controlled

by the irregulars, who were in fact the Government,

but Limerick on the extreme west and Waterford on

the extreme east were quickly reduced and further re-

sistance ended by the threat of a turning movement
from the coast. The game is up and Cork must shortly

be in the Government's hands. That will be an end of

all solid organized resistance. But it will be by no

means an end of trouble. This war has crippled Ire-

land financially; it may have crippled the Irish people

morally for the task of self-government. You cannot

take the events of these last six months in isolation.

There is a close-linked chain of causes and consequences

from six years back, in 1916, and it again links back

to the first appeal to physical force of this century

made by Ulster in 1912-13. The main interest of Irish

affairs is for political, not military, students.

Since this fighting began in June, two sets of people

have desired to see the Government defeated: those

who would accept nothing but the separate republic,

and those wfio would accept nothing but the old Union.

Neither party expected to see the present Government
replaced by a republic. Both expected and desired the

same thing, the re-entry of British troops. The idea of

the one is that the reconquest would be permanent;

of the other that it would unite Ireland in a resistance

which would finally break all links. Probably most of

the mutineers think that owing to a natural superiority

as fighters the Irish would inevitably beat the English

in war. The more intelligent possibly had convinced

themselves that the British democracy in its present

temper would not allow a war of reconquest. What-
ever the motive, there is no doubt as to the aim. A
dispatch from one of the irregular leaders in Kerry

was captured which ordered his people to attack any

British destroyer or sloop which might come along in

rifle range. "Possibly then they may shell the coast

or make a landing—the very thing which we want
them to do. Then we will have the old enemy back

and that will clear the whole aspect of the present war."

Everything in short is welcome which can demon-

strate that the form of government which the Irish

people have voted to accept is a form of British tyranny.

Meanwhile, so far as the irregulars can manage, all the

resources of the Irish people are commandeered to

resist the Government for which the Irish people have
voted, and are destroyed when they come into that

Government's control. Moreover, before evacuating a

town they habitually burn all buildings that are Gov-
ernment property, and barracks, workhouses, and so

forth. At Clifden in Galway they also burnt the

great Marconi station. It will cost half a million to

pay for and will certainly never be rebuilt in that out-

landish spot. In Tipperary they burnt out a big fac-

tory of condensed milk. In various places they have

burnt great and beautiful mansions—for which pre-

sumably the Irish Government will have to pay. Prob-

ably the expenses of this war will run to fifty million

pounds, nine-tenths of it for wanton damage. The
taxable capacity of Ireland compared with that of

Great Britain is about one to forty, so that the equiva-

lent for Great Britain would sound pretty staggering.

That, however, is not the immediate trouble. No
suggestion has yet been made that the action of the

mutineers was not legitimate war, involving only the

military risks which they have been careful to reduce

to a minimum. Even where, in a completely controlled

region such as Leinster, a band of men comes together

and cuts a railway line or fires from an ambush, it is

still apparently regarded as fair war. If a man throws

a bomb at a passing lorry with troops in Dublin and

kills a couple of harmless civilians, it is an act of war,

and the perpetrator of the outrage becomes, if he is

captured, a prisoner of war.

Obviously, there has to be an end to this some day.

Killing will some day become murder, and arson, felony.

But even when every town in Ireland has been re-

occupied, every rail and post office reopened, there will

still be hundreds of men and boys who for many
months have done with impunity whatever seemed good

to them and who, living this buccaneering existence,

have had a splendid time. Are they going back to

humdrum work? I do not see them. They are likely

still to exercise the art of commandeering at the point

of the revolver. Will the community support the Gov-

ernment in trying to repress crime? Will it assist?

These questions have to be answered before we can

know if so elementary a thing as trial by jury will be

seriously possible in Ireland.

The mind of Ireland has been terribly demoralized,

and it is quite clear that up to the present the Govern-

ment believes that sternness of justice would be taken

for tyranny. They have proclaimed indeed that

troops will fire on people looting or breaking bridges,

but public feeling has grown callous about the loss of

life, though it either is, or is believed to be, hysteric-

ally sensitive about the legal infliction of penalties. The

argument always comes to this: You are punishing
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men for what you were doing yourself. If it was
justifiable to bomb the lorries of Black and Tans in

Dublin streets, why not to bomb lorries of Government
troops? Both acts are conscientiously done. So long

as a professed political motive can be held to justify

any act which in normal civilization would be felonious,

there can be no stable civilization in Ireland.

How soon we shall be able to escape from the moral

chaos we are in cannot be guessed. But it is clear

that we shall only do so by a perception of first neces-

sities. Government will not be able to become stable

by making itself popular. It must pay for what has

been broken and therefore must maintain a high taxa-

tion and cannot begin attractive expenditure. The
main task must be the ungrateful one of re-establish-

ing order among people who do not forget that it

owes its existence to a movement which broke down
order. I myself do not believe that order will ever be
re-established in this country until the community for

its own defence forces the hand of the Government:
in other words, that we shall have to pass through a
period of some kind of lynch law. No price is too

high to pay for freedom; but we shall not have free-

dom in Ireland till we have liberated ourselves from
our past, and some of it is not yet six weeks old.

Dublin, August 6

Silence
By Annette Thackwell Johnson

THE whole trip leads up to it. Sand ; sage-brush

;

Indians; the Petrified Forest; the Painted

Desert; these should be seen first and lingered

over.

What better preparation could there be for the

Great Wonder than to see the homes of the ancient

cliff dwellers ; to finger their very implements ; to tread

the dust that once was quick; to see the desert in its

beauty, and to gaze on death made exquisite?

For that is what death

has done in the Petrified

Forest. It has taken life,

leaping once with the

spring, basking in sum-
mer, and shivering a bit

in winter, and has locked

it forever in the trunks of

the ancient trees that

loved the sun so passion-

ately, eons before man
trod this planet, that now
they have returned to it

with its rays buried in

their hearts.

To take the pulp of life

and turn it into jewels, to

crystallize the singing sap

. . . surely such accom-

plishment is worth a long

entombment. Surely the

mystery of it is a fitting

prelude to the solemn awe
one is to feel a little later.

As I look back, I find

that I think of the whole
State of Arizona as the

ante-chamber of the Se-

cret Place.

The entire country heaves itself slowly up, higher,

higher, higher, until it breaks open in a vast two-hun-
dred-mile crack, and instead of looking up at crags and
towering buttes, one looks down—and gasps—and prays.

The Grand Canyon of the Colorado is worth a pil-

.grimage.

For the artist, what scheme of color could be more
beautiful than that blending of white and cream and
varying reds? For the geologist, what study of more

The Grand Canyon

absorbing interest than those varying strata? For
the seeker of sensations, what thrill could be more
moving than that of looking across a thirteen-mile

cleft that strikes six thousand feet into the bowels of

the earth?

And yet one gets what one takes, even from the

Grand Canyon.

As I strolled along the forest-grown rim I reflected

that no spot in the world could be more perfect for a

honeymoon than this. For
lovers sociably inclined,

and with comfortably

filled pocketbooks, there

was El Tovar, the grand
hotel; and for those who
wished for solitude at

considerably less cost
there were delicious tents

in Bright Angel Camp;
and hikes galore, down
the Canyon and around
the rim; and long, long

hours when one might sit

and dream with one's

back against a pine (or a
beloved shoulder), and
one's feet &t the edge

of a three-thousand-foot

chasm; or make love in

the forest or under the

stars. . . . Such stars! I

have sailed Southern seas

and seen the Southern

Cross, I have slept upon
tropical house-tops, and
climbed the Himalayas,

but never have I seen the

stars in such glory as I

did at the Grand Canyon of the Colorado. Venus hung
like a lantern in the sky. Mars held its warning red light

steady. Jupiter filled one with scorn for diamonds.

While the Milky Way blazed its path across the sky, so

near that one felt that with just one more stretch one

could pluck a handful of glowing jewels from the sky.

In .such a night

Stood Dido with a willow in her hand
T'pon the wild sea hanks, and waft her love

To come again to Carthage.
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In s>iu'h a niglit

Mtnlt'ii gatluTod the enchanti-d luihs
That did renew old Aesoii.

Ill siieb a niRlit

Did Jessiia steal from the wealthy .lew. . . ."

But the next morning we shared our breakfast table

with a young couple.

"No, we don't care much for it," declared the bride.

"And I'm awfully disappointed in the colors. I thought

we'll have blue and violet instead of all that henna!

l)ow!i the Cainoii

I'm SO fond of blue." She glanced complacently down
at her turquoise suit, and added, "We think we'd

rather spend what extra time we have at the Los An-
geles beaches—Venice, for instance. So we are going

to catch the ten o'clock train."

There is so much to see. All morning, when the

Canyon is a blaze of white light, there are motor trips

to the various points of exceptional interest.

For those of the afore-mentioned long purse, I have

no advice. They can take in everything, all the motor-

bus and pony trips, and the hikes; and can stay as long

as they wish. But for those whose time must be short,

the Rim trip is the most important. During it the Can-

yon is almost continually in view on the one hand, while

the Tusayan Forest sweeps softly up on the other; and
at its close, at Hermit's Rest, the guests may descend

into the charming Hermitage, built at the head of Her-

mit's Trail on the edge of the chasm, and partake of

cooling fruit punch. The drive back is the more ap-

preciated for the rest.

After lunch an inspection of the Hopi house, a minia-

ture Indian pueblo, should be made. It is not only well

worth seeing in itself, but purchases may be made to

suit every purse, from the most expensive of Indian

blankets to delicate ornaments with agate settings from
the Petrified Forest. Near at hand are the dwellings of

some Hopi Indians, who will give a dance late in the

afternoon.

Out they come, out of the Hopi house, the men beat-

ing drums, the women waving bunches of green leaves,

dancing dances that were old when our ancestors were

painting themselves with woad in English forests.

We saw them dance the Thanksgiving dance, the

Butterfly dance, and the Eagle dance, and heard them
all interpreted by the leader in really excellent English.

The most significant part of the performance, how-

ever, flashed upon me all of a sudden when I realized

that the space between the moccasins and the hem of

the skirt of one of the Indian maidens was occupied by
an excellent quality of black silk stocking! I wonder
whether she had been educated in Carlisle.

But the Indians are not the only ones who dance at

the Grand Canyon.

By virtue of being a chaperone I strolled through
the starlit woods that night, to the cheerful, well-lit

hall where the drivers and their friends held festival.

From my corner I picked up many an interesting

bit of information. That young woman dancing with
the tall, lean young man was a New Yorker, come West,
some years ago, to see the Canyon, who never went
back, but yielded instead to the ardent courtship of

the lean young man, and became a Western wife, a good
sport, a first-class rider and shot, a regular cowgirl.

Do you see that girl in pink? Yes, the one with the

brown hair. Well, her father was one of the early

Canyon settlers; and he so adored it that when his

daughter was born he insisted upon calling her Can-
yonena—and she has thriven in spite of it.

That good-looking young fellow dancing with the

•bobbed-haired girl is a college lad run away from
home. He is one of the drivers and is writing his ex-

periences. He has just finished an article called "Fool-

ish Questions Asked at the Grand Canyon," and ex-

pects, confidently, to see it published in a few weeks in

the Saturday Evening Post.

That one . . . but hush!

A cowboy is dancing the clog, a delicious clog, while

his 3'ellow and purple tie flashes up and down in gor-

geous accompaniment.

From the Eagle dance to the clog makes a typically

Western experience.

But, after all, the time of worship at the Canyon is

the afternoon. It is then that it blooms.

It was with infinite relief that, on my last afternoon,

I slipped away from the hotel and the crowded Rim-
side benches, for my last stroll through the Tusayan

Forest to Yavapai Point.

To settle one's self in the shade of the firs and gaze

out into the Canyon was bliss indeed. Adjectives

failed. The only way to salute the silence of the Can-

yon was by—silence.

Interpreting the Thanksgiving Dance

To my left the Temple of Buddha had been carved

by the tremendous erosion of that turbulent river, the

Colorado. The temples of Shiva, Osiris, and Horus
rose in dignified serenity at the side. Before me lay

what was so evidently a battleship that a primary :hild

would have recognized it at once. Behind me ;;pread

the forest and Yaki Point. But over all lay—silence.

Dreamily I recalled the complaint of a disappointed

girl the afternoon before.

"It's so quiet—so horribly, horribly quiet!" she
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wailed. "Why, a tremendous thing like that ought to

be noisy. You ought to hear the river roaring. Think

of the noise of Niagara. That is greatness, terrific,

roaring greatness. . . . But this fearfully quiet gap in

the earth's surface seems uncanny. ... It makes one

feel like a fly. ... It seems to be lying there wait-

ing. . .
." She shuddered.

What was the psychology behind her plaint? Was
it not that noise may be harnessed—used? Men have

set Niagara to work turning power machines for break-

fast food. But who can harness silence? Before it

busy little man stands helpless, conscious of his mor-

tality.

"You like this?" A soft voice broke upon my musing
as a tall figure emerged from the juniper bushes.

It was one of the Navajo Indians who may be seen

at the Canyon serving as occasional guides.

"I knew you liked it from the way you sat—so
—

"

he dropped his lithe length upon the ground against a*

vine-covered limestone boulder. "You were looking . . .

out ... as if your soul had floated away out there"—
he made a beautiful gesture. "I saw you from the

trees yonder, and I thought I'd like to join you. Some-
times I long to . .

." he paused, groping for words in

which to dress his thought.

"To kneel with another worshiper?" I suggested.

He nodded. "That's it."

His quiet chatting hardly stirred the silence. It

seemed to melt into it.

Before I left I had his little story. He had, as his

perfect English implied, been away to school. He had

married a "Mexican lady." She was dead, and her

mother was taking care of the two children; leaving

him free to return to the Canyon.

"There are quite as many Indians as there used

to be before the white man came," he said smiling,

"We are well taken care of ; we don't have to fight each

other as we used to; and there is always plenty to eat.

I don't have to work at disagreeable trades that would

shut me up in factories as white men do. I am free

to wander about as I like, to act as guide now and then.

If anyone throws a dollar at me, I don't refuse it! But
I don't have to breathe bad air. ... I can sit here as

long as I like instead."

Years before I had climbed Mount Huttu—three

days' journey beyond Simla, in the heart of the Hima-
layas—climbed that peak in the wilderness, and looked

down upon a sea of mountains rolling away to the

south, to the north, to the east, to the west, breaking

into waves whose peaks were covered with eternal

snow. It was as if a sea, in the moment of upheaval,

had been frozen motionless—waiting. Below me there

yawned a valley—the trough of one of the great frozen

waves—and into this valley there floated a Himalayan

eagle.

Over it all there had brooded—silence.

In the dark Himalayan valleys leopards had stalked,

and bears had hidden.

At the Hopi house in the Grand Canyon there was
a caged lynx.

From the dusty plains of spawning India we had

gone up into the heart of the hills to find sanctuary.

From the heat and hammer of America's restless

factories we came to the Grand Canyon and abased

ourselves before the great silence.

"Do you know," said the Indian softly, "I've tried to

D

leave it. I have gone away for years together, but I

always feel its pull. I don't seem to be able to keep

away. When I was a young man at school I looked

through the telescope and saw the stars. . . . And when
I sit here and look out, I think of them . . . and of God."

He ceased as quietly as he had begun; and the

pregnant silence enfolded us.

House on a Rock
By Clement Wood
iE Lawd he made

or Adam delve

By de sweat uv his brow;
Build yo' house: on a rock!

De Lawd gwine free

Mah weary soul

F'm labor

—

'Cause I done built mah house: on a rock!

De Lawd he stomp

A brand on Cain

Fer smitin' Abel;

Build yo' house: on a rock!

De Lawd won' let

No evil come
Ter me

—

'Cause I done built mah house: on a rock!

De Lawd he let

or Samson lose

His prophet's hair.

Build yo' house: on a rock!

De Lawd won' let

Delilah turn

Mah head

—

'Cause I done built mah house : on a rock

!

De Lawd he makes
Dem heathums burn

In hell an' brimstone.

Build yo' house : on a rock

!

De Lawd won' let

No fires uv hell

Scorch me

—

Cause I done built mah house : on a rock

!

After Sunset
By S. Donald Cox

SUNSET has faded, and the flushed cheeked clouds

Have changed to wisps of grey above the hill.

Silence, a summer silence, warm and still

Broods on the meadows where the mist enshrouds

The quiet hedgerow and the watchful trees

That stand austere, unmoved by any breeze.

The noises of the day sink on the air.

Dying in distant whispers, and the sound

Of little, unheard voices all around

Creeps on the waiting senses. Here and there

The tender humming of the small-winged flies

Drums overhead, and fades and sinks and dies.

From the dim-shadowed tangle of the grass.

The multitudinous songs of minute things,

Like the faint music of small, muted strings

Plucked by invisible hands, rise, fall, and pass.

And then again come silence and the white.

Innumerable jewels of the night.
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What Are the Churches Saving?
By Franklin H. Giddings

A YEAR or more ago I contributed to The Inde-

pendent an article on the question, "Can the

Churches be Saved?" If the letters about it

that came to me from believers and unbelievers, Chris-

tians and pagans, godly and ungodly morons, ungodly

and godly intellectuals, were admissible evidence, the

question raised was neither idle nor irreverent. The
churches are not in extremi.'^ but their low blood pres-

sure is cause for apprehension.

The letters awakened further reflections, supplement-

ing those that 1 had printed with such provocative effect.

Admitting in my own mind, and granting, that the

churches probably will be saved, somehow, I remembered
that their own function is a salvaging enterprise.

"Salvation" is the immaterial utility in which they are

interested. I found myself asking, "What are the

churches saving now, in this present year of grace,

1922?"

I beg the reader not to think me flippant. I am
serious. I was never more serious in my life. And I

know what answer I shall get. "The churches are sav-

ing souls, of course!"

Of course. But further questions press, and I must
put them. And, first, what are the churches, at this

present time, saving souls from?
We all know what the churches were saving souls

from as recently as a generation ago. They were sav-

ing them from hell. It was a real hell, too, a lake of

fire and brimstone, a place that one would rather not

get into, the abode of Dives, the damned.

How many churches are yet carrying this torrid place

on their maps? How many are still snatching "hell

bent" souls from its sulphurous crater? If any informa-

tion is trustworthy the number is not considerable. At
any rate, the number of "influential" ones is not. They
still aflSrm, it is true, that there is a hell, but they have

spiritualized it. They have converted it into a state of

mind. It is an "eternal retribution." It is said to be

poignant, and, morally, as bad as the old "pit," but not

so blistering.

And then there are churches—"advanced," "liberal"

churches—that apparently have let hell go. They are

•devoting themselves to saving sinners from sin.

Whether this is an easier task, or not, I am not alto-

gether sure; so much depends upon what we mean by

Bin.

There is a mystical sin which has a fatal fascination

for many sinners, because, as nearly as I can make out,

it renders them a service like that which the fleas on

David Harum's dog rendered to the dog. They kept him
"from broodin' on bein' a dog." Mystical sin keeps

sinners from brooding on their vices and crimes. What
I should like to know is, w^hat the churches are doing to

save sinners from profiteering, breaking the traffic laws,

bootlegging, and boodling. I should like to know also,

how far they think they are succeeding in saving the

souls of men and women from the spiritual meannesses

of malice and env\% scandal-mongering, bitterness and

jealousy; how far they think they are succeeding in

imbuing mankind with the charity that vaunteth not

itself and is not puffed up; which is loath to think

gratuitous evil, and which is kind, though .suffering

long.

Another question that I should like to ask is, What
sinners are the churches saving? The intelligence tests

have made it pertinent. Granting that the tests were
imperfect, and that the percentages obtained will pres-

ently be corrected, the results are true enough to bq

sobering. Four and a half per cent, of the

American people have minds capable of following

the calling of a civil engineer, a physicist or biologist,

a pathologist or surgeon. They are capable of building

railways and bridges, draining morasses, stamping out

pestilences and fighting tuberculosis. Nine and a half

per cent, more are capable of completing a college

course. Sixteen and a half per cent, more are capable

of taking a high school course. The remaining sixty-

nine and a half per cent, of our population are incapable

of following high school studies. Assuming that morons

and capables are all sinful by nature, I think it would

be interesting to know whether church membership is

recruited proportionately or disproportionately from

these groups. It would be especially interesting to know
to what extent the churches are succeeding in enlisting

the efforts of the capable in saving the very numerous

souls of the morons.

This reflection suggests one further interrogation:

What are the churches saving besides human souls?

Throughout their history so far they have been mightily

concerned to save dogmas, doctrines, and creeds. What
beliefs in particular are they bent on saving now? This

question, too, is important, for it has an immediate bear-

ing upon their chances of success in enlisting the whole-

souled efforts of capable men and women in saving the

relatively incapable from lives of crime and vice. Are
they wedded to their dogma of special creation, or will

they scrap it and accept evolution? Do they hold that

Bryan and McCann are more competent teachers than

Darwin, Mendel, and De Vries? Do they insist that it

is unchristian to face and acknowledge the facts of

heredity, and the biological elimination of the physically

and mentally unfit? If they do, they are likely to have

to be content to recruit their membership, and their

clergy, from the ranks of the morons.

In particular, are the churches trying, at all costs,

to save their proclaimed conviction that the doctrine of

evolution robs man of his spiritual dignity as a child

of God, created in His image? The Holy Scriptures

tell us that God made Adam out of dust, but Eve out of

a rib. It would seem, therefore, that He did not deem

it unworthy of omnipotence to utilize preexisting

organic material in bringing into differentiated being

the better half, at least, of the human race. The Scrip-

tures tell us also, that the heavens declare the glory of

God, and that the earth exhibits His handiwork. Are

the plants and the animals, then, alone devoid of spirit-

ual significance and grace? And why pick on the ape?

Did not God make him also? Does he not chatter the

glory of God in the sunshine, and gibber it under the

stars? What has he done worse than man to deserve

the divine displeasure and human contempt?

I ask these questions humbly, seeking light.
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What the World Is Doing
Edited by Franklin H. Giddings

Professor of Sociology and the History of Ciuilization, Columbia University

Domestic Affairs

The Railroad Shopmen's Strike

THE vote of the railway executives on President

Harding's proposal to refer the seniority ques-

tion involved in the shopmen's strike to the

Railroad Labor Board for decision, was 192 to 77 for

unconditional acceptance. Two reports (a majority

and a minority one) were submitted to the President.

The 192 of the majority report consented to take back

all the strikers and to refer the seniority question to

the Labor Board. The 77 of the minority report con-

sented to refer the question of seniority to the Labor

Board, but would not consent to take back all the old

men; they proposed to take back only the old men
needed.

The representatives of the striking shopmen flatly

rejected the proposal, in language a good deal more

brusque than it is proper to use toward the Chief Ex-

ecutive.

So the President's second mediatory effort failed.

* * *

The meeting, at Washington on the 11th, of the heads

of the "standard railroad labor organizations," "to

formulate a program having for its purpose protection

of the public, preservation of the railroad industry

and an honorable basis of settlement for the managers

and the employees," resolved itself into a sort of stand-

ing mediation committee composed of officials of the

five train service brotherhoods.

(Xorge Matthew Adams tiervic

A conference between this mediation committee and
a committee of railway executives was held in New
York and was adjourned on the 18th. The proposals

of the mediation committee were referred to the ex-

ecutives of the 148 principal railroads of the country,

who met in New York on the 23rd. These proposals

have not been made public, but it is evident that their

substance may be expressed in the following language

of the President's first mediation proposal: "All em-
ployees now on strike to be returned to work and to

their former positions with seniority and other rights

unimpaired."

The executives rejected the proposals in a resolution

of which the following is the most important passage:

The railroads adhere to the position heretofore taken, namely,
that "the striking former employees cannot be given preference
to employees at present in the service without doing violence to

every principle of right and justice involved in this matter and
without the grossest breach of faith on the part of the railroads to

the men at present in their service. Under these circumstances
it becomes apparent that the railroads cannot consider any set-

tlement of the present strike which does not provide protection
in their present employment, both to the loyal employees Avho
remained in the service and to the new employees entering it."

Only one executive dissented from the resolution of

rejection.

So the strike enters a new phase; in all likelihood,

an exacerbated one.
* * *

An alarming development in the strike situation was
created by numerous walkouts of train service crews,

especially in the far West. There were tie-ups on the

Santa Fe system, on the Southern Pacific, the Union
Pacific, the Denver and Rio Grande, the Louisville and
Nashville, and other lines. Much suffering was caused

to passengers marooned in the sizzling desert, and
there was much loss of Pacific Coast perishable stuff

en route or awaiting shipment. In most cases the cause

of walkout alleged was presence of armed guards, in

others it was defective rolling stock. After the move-

ment began, the presidents of four of the "Big Five"

brotherhoods issued singular manifestoes to their men,

telling them that they would be justified in individually

<

walking out, should they feel their lives endangered

by railroad guards or defectiveness of material or

equipment. Mr. Lee, however. President of the Brother-

hood of Railway Trainmen, telegraphed his subordinate

officials that the walkouts were unauthorized, and or-

dered the trainmen back to work. If they had griev-

ances, he said, union machinery was provided for deal-

ing with them. The other brotherhood presidents,

apparently yielding to public sentiment, reversed them-

selves and ordered their men back to work, pending

action on grievances they might choose to present

through the regular channels. The men obeyed, and

that chapter seemed closed; but a new walkout of

brotherhood men, on the Southern Railway,' was re-

ported on the 21st. If the condition of material is .as

bad as the President seems to intimate, there is reason

to expect authorized walkouts on that ground. The

question, however, is a proper one to pose: how much

of the alleged defectiveness may be due to sabotage.
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In a review of the strike situation it is proper to

notice a few of those very numerous acts of lawless-

ness concerning which the President held such stern

language in his address to Congress.

At Joliet, Illinois, on the 7th, a mob of about 500

striking shopmen marched upon the house of a paint-

shop foreman who had remained at work for the Elgin,

Joliet and Eastern Railway, proposing to set it on ure.

A sheriff, hearing of the matter, rushed to the scene

accompanied by an agent of the railway and by three

deputies. He arrived at the house at the same time

as the mob and proceeded to address them. Suddenly,

without warning, fire was opened from the mob, and

the sheriff and the railway agent were shot dead. The
deputies returned the fire, and the mob fled.

On the loth several bombs were hurled at a passenger

train on the West Shore railroad, while it was going at

full speed about five miles north of Weehawken, N. J.

Twenty persons, mostly women and children (Sunday

picknickers), were injured, but no one was killed.

The St. Louis and San Francisco railroad bridge

across the Sac River in ^Missouri was dynamited on

the 13th.

Is there any reason why we should criticize Italy or

Ireland or Hungary or Kurdistan or Russia or Egypt
for violence and lawlessness?

* * *

On the 21st the Executive Council of the American
Federation of Labor issued an appeal to all organized

Labor throughout the United States to give moral and

financial support to the striking shopmen. Comment
is forborne.

The Miners' Strike

The Cleveland conference and its important outcome
are reviewed at length elsewhere in this issue.

Though the operators who signed at Cleveland repre-

sent an annual tonnage of only 60,000,000 or less,

there seems little doubt that within a short time all

the operators of unionized mines who held off from the

Cleveland conference will have fallen in line. They are

fast doing so. On the 22nd the Illinois and Indiana

operators signed supplemental agreements. Whereas
the total of shipments during the week ended August
19 was only 4,300,000 tons, it is expected that the total

for the week ending August 26 will be in the neighbor-

hood of 6,000,000 tons, and it is predicted that the pro-

duction in the week following will be in the neighbor-

hood of 9,000,000 tons.
* * *

It cannot be said that the Federal Fuel Emergency
Organization has proved a complete success. To be

sure, in the week following its creation shipments of

coal were greater by 275,000 tons than during the pre-

vious week. But in the week following (July 14-19)

they decreased by almost precisely the same volume.

Mr. Hoover said the other day that the voluntary agree-

ments to keep coal prices down had been 70 per cent,

effective, but that he feared that with increased opera-

tions under the Cleveland agreement they would go

completely into the discard. Therefore, at his instance,

the President, in his address to Congress, asked for a

"temporary national coal agency, with needed capital

to purchase, sell and distribute coal which is carried

in interstate shipment." A bill in that sense is being

prepared, but it is thought to have little chance of pass-

ing.

lnl<rtiiiti(:>ial

The Van Rensselaer home at Rensselaer, New York, built in

1642, tvhere in 1755 Dr. Richard Shuckburi!; wrote "Yankee

Doodle." It has been offered to the State of New York for a

historical museum, but the Stale authorities show no interest.

Said to be the oldest brick building in the United States.

After five days of negotiation the conference in

Philadelphia between representatives of the anthracite

coal operators and officials of the United Mine Workers

was broken off without approach to agreement. The

operators had proposed to continue the wage .scale in

effect on March 31, 1922, until March 31, 1923, and

that in the meantime a new wage agreement, to take

effect April 1, 1923, be fixed by arbitration. They were

willing to make a long-term contract with a provision

for periodical revision of wages by arbitration. The

miners' officials insisted on continuance of the old scale

until March 31, 1924, and were dead set against arbitra-

tion. The tone of the conversations is said to have been

marked by great bitterness.
* * *

Bills for a coal commission as requested by the Presi-

dent in his message to Congress, have been introduced

in both House and Senate. The House bill was passed

on the 23rd ; it provides that members of the commission

shall be impartial representatives of the public.

The President's Address to Congress

On the 18th the President addressed Congress on

the industrial situation. He reviewed the melancholy

history of the two great strikes. He made this strik-

ing statement: "Except for such coal as comes from

the districts worked by non-organized miners, the

country is at the mercy of the United Mine Workers."

He asked Congress for authority to create a fact-finding

commission "to make a .searching investigation into

the whole coal industry, to advise as to fair wages and
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as to conditions of labor, and to recommend enactment

of laws to protect the public in the future." He noted

the provision in the Cleveland agreement for a fact-find-

ing commission, but declared his "unalterable convic-

tion that no lasting satisfaction or worth-while results

will ensue unless we have a Government commission,

independent of the industry, clothed with authority by
the Congress to search deeply." He pointed out that

"fhere are vastly more bituminous mines than are

requisite to the country's needs, and there are 200,000

more mine workers than are needed to produce in con-

tinuous employment the country's normal require-

ments." He asked Congress "to consider at once some
form of temporary control of coal distribution and

prices." He recommended "provision for a temporary

national coal agency, with needed capital to purchase,

sell and distribute coal which is carried in interstate

shipment."

"The law creating the Railroad Labor Board," he

said, "is inadequate. It has little or no power to en-

force its decisions. The decisions of the Board must

be made enforceable and effective against carriers and

employees alike. But the law is new, and no perfection

of it by Congress at this moment could be helpful in

the present threatened paralysis of transportation."

One does not quite follow the reasoning in that last

sentence.

Having referred to the sundry bombings and shoot-

ings and hold-ups and other outrages by strikers, and
to the outrageous behavior of groups of Brotherhood

workmen, he made the following bold and true state-

ment [Let the States jealous of States' rights take

notice!] : "There is a state of lawlessness shocking to

every conception of American law and order and vio-

lating the cherished guarantees of American freedom.

At no time has the Federal Government been unready

or unwilling to give its support to maintain law .and

order and restrain violence, but in no case has the

State authority confessed its inability to cope with the

situation and asked for Federal assistance."

It would seem from the President's statement that

"the deterioration of locomotives and the non-compli-

ance with the safety requirements of the laws are

threatening the breakdown of transportation," that the

operators have not been telling the truth about this

matter.

Having used proper language about the outrageous

behaviour of strikers and the failure of State and

municipal authorities to prevent, check, and punish out-

rages, the President announced that he would not ask

for legislation to give the Federal executive greater

freedom of action in the premises. "It is not my
thought," said he, "to ask Congress to deal with those

fundamental problems at this time. No hasty action

would contribute to the solution of the present critical

situation. There is existing law by which to settle the

prevailing disputes." [But is there?] "There are

statutes forbidding conspiracy to hinder interstate

commerce. There are laws to insure the highest pos-

sible safety in railway service. It is my purpose to

invoke those laws, civil and criminal, against all offend-

ers alike. The legal safeguarding against like menace
in the future must be worked out when no passion

sways, when no prejudice influences, when the whole

problem may be appraised, and the public welfare may
be asserted against any and every interest which as-

sumes authority beyond that of the Government itself.

... I am resolved to use all the power of the Govern-
ment to maintain transportation, and sustain the right

of men to work."

Presumably the above statements are intended to

herald specific and effective executive action in the near

future, should the rail strike continue. The Govern-

ment has the power to maintain transportation and the

President is resolved to make full use of it; legislation

is not necessary; therefore there should soon be an end

to transportation embarrassments.

The British Empire
The Woes of Erin

ON August 12 Arthur Griffith, President of the

Dail Eireann and chief Irish negotiator of the

Free State Agreement, died of a sudden heart-

attack caused by over-work, at the age of 50. He was
Ireland's greatest statesman.

* * *

On the 22nd Michael Collins, head of the Provisional

Government of the Irish Free State, and commander
of the Free State forces, was killed, at the age of 31.

He was returning to Cork (accompanied by about

20 officers and men) from an inspection of the positions

of the National Army south of that city, when the

party was attacked from ambush by some 200 irregu-

lars. The Collins party was composed of picked men,
and after a fight of an hour the attackers fled, leaving

many dead and wounded. It was near the very end

of the fighting that Collins was mortally wounded. He
died within a few minutes. He was Ireland's best

fighting man and most powerful and attractive per-

Gonaiity.

* * *

Just before his death Michael Collins expressed him-

self as sanguine of soon bringing to completion the

work, which has been proceeding with steady success,

of cleaning-up the irregulars. His very able Chief of

Staff, Richard Mulcahy, is likely to succeed him as

Commander-in-chief.

Occasionally there is ^ resurgence of irregular activ-

ity in districts supposed to be pacified. For example:

at 3 o'clock of the morning of August 14 a considerable

force of irregulars entered the town of Dundalk, sur-

prising, and killing, capturing, or putting to flight the

small garrison of national troops. They looted the

banks and bombed some buildings, and then most of

them took a train for Drogheda, expecting to repeat

the programme there. But the nationals were ready

for them, and they did not repeat. Reinforced, the

national garrison sallied forth, defeated the irregulars

and put them to flight, then pushed on to Dundaik and

recaptured it. It is probable that organized resistance

on an important scale will soon cease, but for how long

incidents of the Dundalk type, or pettier, may be ex-

pected, is an anxious question. The irregulars continue

to act like super-Vandals.

Notes

The career of Lord Northcliffe, who died last week,

receives an especial notice elsewhere in this issue.
•» * *

Lloyd George is writing a book, for which he is to

receive the modest sum of $450,000. Milton, if memory
deceives not, was to get £25 for "Paradise Lost," but

never got all of it.
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Mr. Asquith also is writing a book. So is Mr. Wins-

ton Churchill. So is Lord Birkenhead.
* * -X-

According to a writer in The London Daily ]\Iail.

British taxation yields from four to five times as muih
as before the war. while German taxation yields one-

fourth as much.
.^ ^ :^

Rhodesia is to have a referendum in October on the

question of joining the South African Union.

Germany and the Allies

THE conference of the Supreme Council in London
ended on the 14th, with nothing accomplished.

There was no definite breach; merely it was im-

possible to reach agreement. Poincare was willing lO

grant a further moratorium to Germany, but only on

condition of stricter and more extensive Allied control

of German finance. He proposed fourteen measures
of control or "productive guarantees." The committee

of financial experts, to whom they were referred, and

afterwards the Council (.by a vote of 4 to 1), rejected

them; all of them, apparently. They did not recom-

mend themselves as likely to accomplish their object

—

namely, to compel Germany to set her finances in order,

that so she might be able to reestablish her credit and

meet her obligations; rather, it was objected, they

seemed likely, if set afoot, to worse confound tf!e pres-

ent confusion.

Very likely Poincare was ill advised as to the means,

however just and reasonable might be the end, proposed

by him. The precise nature of Lloyd George's counter-

proposals does not appear from the dispatches; but ap-

parently he wished to grant Germany a long and all-

embracing cash moratorium (including respite from

payment of costs of armies of occupation and the

monthly payment of the equivalent of £2,000,000

towards liquidation of pre-war debts of German nation-

als to Allied nationals), and he desired that the "con-

trol" should be gentle.

Between these extremes (though it is not proper to

speak of Poincare's proposals as harsh or unjust) no

acceptable mean could be found; so the conference

broke up. It is now up to the Reparations Com-
mission, who have authority under the Treaty to modify

at their discretion the terms of reparations payments.

They, of course, are seeking a compromise which both

Poincare and Lloyd George can be persuaded to accept.

Poincare insists that the present condition of German
finance is almost entirely the Germans' own fault; if

indeed the mark has not been deliberately debased.

Incompetence or dishonesty; whichever it may be, it

is absurd, he argues, to grant a moratorium without

such "control" as will insure that at the end of the

moratorium period Germany shall be in better plight

to pa\- up than she is at present. Left to her own de-

vices, she will be in worse plight; quod absurdum est.

Lloyd George is not without keen sympathy for the

French predicament (eight billion dollars spent on rep-

arations and four billions yet to spend, and not a cent

in cash yet from Germany to set against these sums),

but he is naturally preoccupied with the British predica-

ment, which is well stated in the following paragraph

of an article in the August Contemporary Revieiv:

To state the problem concisely in a sentence, compared with
1913 the [British] population has increased a twelftli—of that
population approximately one quarter is unemployed [the writer
includes in this estimate the families of the unemployed]—foreign

D'Anmtnzio, poet-hero of Italy, dari'^eroiifily, perliaiis jalally,

hurt by a fall

trade and national income have each shrunk in real value one-
third—there are new charRes on that ti-ade and income to be
met for American interest involving £.jO,00(),000 per annum,
while in the foreign investments supporting that trade there is

a diminution of about 70 per cent.

To Britain, in the predicament above described, the

restoration of the German market is all-important, and
Lloyd George cannot but pursue the policy which seems
to him best calculated towards recovery of that market.

If Lloyd George and Poincare were both Hamiltons
(each combining financial and political genius and the

loftiest magnanimity), a solution would be forthcoming

which would take equal account of the different but

equally tragic predicaments of France and Britain .and

which would provide for dealing with Germany clem-

ently and sensibly but firmly and in closest cooperation.

But neither Poincare nor Lloyd George is a Hamilton,

and the Reparations Commission have to find a solution

of sorts, something that will save the Entente and the

Treaty. For there is that danger (a danger, doubtless,

not so grave as might be inferred from Poincare's Bar-

le-Duc speech, yet a grave danger) that France in her

despair may repudiate the Reparations Commission
and take her own line. But if France should adopt

coercive measures against Germany, without the Rep-

arations Commission having first declared Germany in

default, she would thereby repudiate the Treaty—and

then the fat would be in the fire, sure enough ! The
Reparations Commission must provide against that,

must tide over the crisis. They have sent a committee

including Sir John Bradbury, the British member of

the Commission, and the French head of the Committee

on Guarantees, to Berlin, to "get certain necessary in-
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formation." Gossip Rumor is busy as she can be.

Perhaps the Germans will suggest "productive guaran-
tees" that will really be productive without hurting

German feelings. Perhaps the Germans will give the

French (an old idea) a 25 per cent, share in the big

German industries, issuing additional stock for the pur-

pose. Perhaps, perhaps . . .

At any rate, the Reparations Commission are out to

find a way. They must find a way, and doubtless will find

one, though it is likely to be short and to end in another

impasse. Across any path that may be chosen will loom
that Apollyon of the Interallied debt question; and St.

George, who alone might cope with the fiend, has de-

liberately sheathed his sword.

King Constantine as a Bluffer

ON July 27th the Greek Government dispatched an
identical note to the Governments of Great Brit-

ain, France and Italy, requesting from them
permission to occupy Constantinople. Of course per-

mission was refused, and Greece was informed that a

Greek attempt to occupy Constantinople would be re-

sisted by the Allied military and naval forces in and
near that city.

Constantine had assembled a considerable force (re-

ported to be 50,000 or more) just back of the Tchatalja

line which marks the boundary of Turkey in Europe,

where they are still held. Constantine is not so mad
as to move further in that business. But why, since

he must have known he would be rebuffed by the Allies,

did he move at all?

Last March the Allies (under whose mandate the

Greeks originally invaded Asia Minor) advised the

Greeks to "chuck" the Anatolian war and evacuate Asia

Minor. The Greeks complied so far with Allied wishes

as to make a truce with the Turks and to consent to

negotiation, but the Turks have declined negotiation and
have improved the period of the truce by new massacres

of Christian civilians within the territory held by them.

Constantine now says he will not give up an inch of

Anatolian territory he holds. He has proclaimed the

birth of a new State comprising that territory—a Greek
protectorate with local autonomy, entitled "Occidental

Asia Minor." He knows that there is small likelihood

of Allied approval or support of this State. He knows
that to maintain this State incessant war must be waged
with the Turks, and that the Greek State is on the

verge of insolvency and cannot support a great war
much longer. Why then this move?

Probably the correct answer to both questions is that

Constantine was bluffing; trying to force the attention

of the Allies, to startle them into reaching decisions

concerning the Near East; making a great show of

strength and confidence in order to obtain the best

possible terms in a peace settlement. Chiefly, it is to

be hoped, he is concerned to obtain Allied intervention

on behalf of the Greek civilians behind the Turkish

lines who are becoming fewer each day through mas-

sacre. Of course those massacres cry to heaven. It is

a shameless thing that the Allies do not get them
stopped, as they very well could. The Allies, moreover,

are morally bound to procure terms for the Greek Gov-

ernment which shall insure at least local autonomy and

complete security of life to the Greeks of Asia Minor.

King Constantine threw those bluffs several weeks

ago; since when we have had almost no news from the

Near East. Presumably the massacres of Greeks with-

in the Turkish lines continue :—one solution of

the Near East question. There is a vague report that

the Governments of Great Britain, France and Italy

contemplate a conference on the Near East question at

Venice; to include representatives of London, Paris,

Rome, Athens, Constantinople and Angora. If only the

conference is postponed a little, the Near East problem

will have been solved, and the delegates (except the

Greeks), free of business, may surrender themselves

to the delights of the Daughter of the Sea.

Several Matters
The number of the French wounded in the Great

War was 3,594,889.

It was reported that another political crisis had
arrived in Portugal; that the Government had betaken

itself to a fort 14 miles from Lisbon; that constitutional

guarantees had been suspended and a state of siege

proclaimed; and all the rest of the familiar details.

But a later report seems somewhat to discredit the one

cited. However, it is about time for another coup in

Portugal.

Carlo Barsotti, proprietor of the newspaper II Pro-

greso Italo-Americano of New York City (founded by

him in 1879), and a native of the province of Lucca,

Italy, has offered $200,000 for the excavation and con-

struction of a tunnel to connect the cities of Lucca and

Pisa, under that mountain "because of which," as Dante

says, "the Pisans are unable to see Lucca."

Enver Pasha, reported slain in battle with Soviet troops, while

attempting to set up an independent principality in Bokhara—
the last to survive of the famous trio of Turkish official mur-

derers, the other two (Talaat Pasha and Djemal Pasha) having

been murdered in revenge bv Armenians.
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ANEW figure has

commerce ... a

year by year looms

as his helping hands

world's essential in

Chemical Engineer . .

.

strange mingling of

i come into the world's

new personality that

larger in importance

reach deeper into the

dustries. He is the

and truly he is a

"labilities ... a coupling

of the man of science with the manufacturing expert ... a

chemist who has forsaken his test'tubes for the lathes

and vats of the world's industrial plants.

This is the man who, more than any other, has crowded

the highways of commerce, and in the past generation

made the Zulu and the Eskimo brothers in the world's

market-places. For it is he who has brought to the man-

ufacturer's assistance, in a practical way, the chemist's

slowly-won mastery over Nature's elemental substances.

It is he who, applying chemistry's discoveries, has made

available new substances, new uses for long-used sub-

stances and uses for products that once were waste, and

has invented processes less costly and less wasteful . . .

It is he who has intensified the world's production,

lowered costs and driven the carriers of commerce to the

far comers of the earth seeking the raw materials industry

needs, or carrying to market its finished goods.

* * *

HOW the Chemical Engineer has quickened the pulse

of commerce is well illustrated by the history of the

du Pont Company. For a century after its founding in

i8o2, the du Pont Company was a manufacturer of

explosives . . . nothing else.

But its founder, Eleuthere Irenee' du Pont de Nemours,
was himself a chemist, and the making of explosives, even

in his day, called for the services of the chemist. As
dynamite was invented and other high explosives came into

use, increasingly higher types of chemical knowledge were

needed. So it was only natural that in the early years of

this century the du Pont Company came to have a very

extensive chemical staff.

It was a stafF of Chemical Engineers, men who knew manufacturing

as well as chemistry, and so in the course of research looking to the

improvement of du Pont explosives, they came upon other products

alike in their chemical structure, that might be manufactured from

the same or similar basic materials or by machinery and processes

with which the du Pont Company was familiar.

And the results are sometimes surprising to those who look only at

the products, which seem so unrelated, and do not consider the origin

of these products. "For," says one, "what have dyes to do with

explosives?" What, indeed, except that the raw materials from which

explosives are made, are the same that are needed for making dyes!

So, too, for the same reason, the du Pont Company came to make
Pyralin for toilet articles and numerous other things; and Fabrikoid

for upholstery, luggage, book bindings and half a hundred other

uses—for these products contain many of the same raw materials.

Paints and Varnishes now carry the du Pont Oval, because this field

of effort is also one in which the knowledge of the Chemical En-

gineer can be effectively applied.

The du Pont Oval also guarantees the purity and excellence of

many chemicals, some of vital importance to industry, others inval-

uable in modern surgery and medicine.

This is one of a series of advertisements published

that the public may have a clearer understanding of

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. and its products.

E. I. DU PONT DE TSIEAVO URy^S^TcOAiPAiNJY.Inc "Wflmin^totv, Del
TRADE (n f) MARK
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New Books and Old

Books of the Week
Captain Blood, by Rafael Saba-

tini. Houg-hton Mifflin.

A stirring novel of adventure
by the author of "Scaramouche."
The Pomp of Power. Anonymous.

Doran.
An anonymous volume about

the later strategy of the War,
French and English politics, and
the international situation during
and since the Versailles Confer-
ence.

The Altar Steps, by Compton
Mackenzie. Doran.

A novel dealing with the careers
of extreme Ritualists in the
Church of England.
Admirals of the Caribbean, by

Francis Russell Hart, Hough-
ton Mifflin.

Biographical essays about Fran-
cis Drake, Henry Morgan, Lord
Rodney, and other naval heroes of
the West Indies.

The Red Knight, by Francis
Brett Young. Dutton.

A romance. Time: after the

War; scene: the Mediterranean
and England.
The Letters of Horace How-

ard FuRNESS, edited by H.
•H. F. Jayne. Two volumes.
Houghton Mifflin.

The letters of the Editor of the

Variorum Shakespeare.

I
HAVE read "Batouala" (Seltzer)

by Rene Maran. The author is a
negro, and the novel, originally writ-
ten in French, won the Prix Goncourt.
I have read all about the ga'nzas, who
live in trees, if I am not in error;
about the kouloungoulou, who supplies
rubber; about the li'nghas which is

like the cassowary, if not worse; about
the n'gouhilles, but I forget what they
are; and about the kokorro, which I

think is like a koodoo, but is related

to -the knob-kerry on the distaff side.

Bewildered, I went to a man who had
read "Batouala" in French, and asked
him if these words were repeated with
the same maddening frequency and
apparent senselessness in the original.

He said that they were. Why they
could not be translated; what good it

does to repeat the word Wngfias for-
ever and ever, when you mean emu, or
something for which there is a per-
fectly good French or English word,
I do not see. I think that the author
has avenged in part the wrongs of the
black race and fooled the white men
who award the Goncourt Prize. Then
I remembered that Sherwood Anderson
took a prize for—was it "The Tri-
umph of the Egg"? and that this is

the decade of the High Mumbo-Jumbo,
and the test years of the reign of the
Great God Bunk.

Mr. Compton Mackenzie seems to

have deserted the flash life of the stage
in London, and for his subjects gone
to the other extreme: the life of priests

and their families in high church cir-

cles of Anglicanism. The author him-
self, it is said, now inhabits one of

two small islands of which he is the
landlord. They are situated in the
English Channel, where the climate is

favorable for Mr. Mackenzie's hobby

—

which is growing lilies. "The Altar
Steps" (Doran), although a long novel,

is but the beginning of a trilogy (?).
The final words are not "The End,"
but "Explicit Praeludium;" it is the
prelude to "The Parson's Progress."
The author really has something to

say; he has a story; and he has the
rare art of making long, discursive

paragraphs not only readable, but
alive and amusing. The boyhood of

Mark, in this story of clerical life, is,

it seems to me, far and away better

than similar passages by authoi's who
pretend to specialize in writing about
children.

Stacy Aumonier is another English
novelist who knows the art, impossible

to define or describe, of making his

characters seem both real and impor-
tant. His "The Querrils" was a good
novel about a family; his new book,

"Heartbeat" (Boni and Liveright) cen-

tres its interest upon one character.

She is the daughter of a Cabinet Min-
ister, who goes upon the variety stage,

marries an actor-manager, and has a

checkered and only incidentally happy
career. Some of the chapters remind
one of Compton Mackenzie's novels

about theatrical life. The earlier pai't

of the book has the unusual quality

of making the reader wish it were
longer; the author, one feels, could

have been more deliberate, could have
lengthened his novel by one third with
advantage. His heroine is far from
faultless, yet she has the saving grace

of honesty with herself, at least. She
is no humbug. The reader is made to

understand her contradictory nature;

to sympathize with it; to see it as

human and believable. And this is to

say that it is the creation of an able

writer.

The name of Horace Howard Fur-

ness suggests to me an elderly g'entle-

man with white shirt-front, lecturing

on "Hamlet" in a Boston theatre.

When somebody asks a question he

raises an enormous ear-trumpet be-

fore he replies, and when he comes to

the grave-digger's song ("In youth,

when I did love, did love,") he sings

the words with much gayety, to the

great delight of the audience, and to

the very tune, he tells them, that was
in all probability used by the actor

who played the part in Shakespeare's

company. "The Letters of Horace
Howard Furness" (Houghton Mifflin)

have been edited, in two volumes, by

his son, and after his death, by a

grandson. The letters are full of the

most enjoyable comment, literary, his-

torical, and social, concerning the

events of the past fifty years. In

reading one of Dr. Furness's letters,

written during the Civil War, it is

amusing to note the reference to old

slavery days in the South, when to

have a copy of The Independent in

your possession was sufficient evidence

to hang you on the nearest tree.

There is a vivid account of an inter-

view with Lincoln. There are letters

from the Crimea in 1856, after the
close of the war. There is a story of

Tennyson, told by Edmund Gosse, to

the effect that Tennyson once intended
to make a collection of one hundred of

the very best, brightest, wittiest, say-

ings, retorts, conundrums, but that so

far he had only three, and two of

these were improper to tell to ladies

!

Dr. Furness relates a number of in-

terviews with Walt Whitman. He re-

fers to him with affection in one letter,

and tells his correspondent that Whit-
man is not in need at present. Again,
he hears Whitman relate the story of

his conversation with Emerson on Bos-
ton Common, and his decision not to

omit "Children of Adam" from his

poems. "It would break the ensemble
of my nature," said Whitman. Fur-
ness adds that he wanted to say
"Damn the ensemble of your nature,"

but didn't. Furness is one more wit-

ness to the belief that Whitman was a

poseur all his life. "The very best

thing about Walt was his godlike face

and mien. . . I once went up to him
when I saw him on Chestnut Street,

and said that I must personally thank
him for being so handsome, adding

that I hoped he didn't mind. 'No,

iHorace,' he added, 'I like it,' which
was certainly delightfully honest."

It was Admiral Vernon—for whom
Mount Vernon was named—who also

gave his name, or, rather, his nickname,

to grog. In Francis Russell Hart's

"Admirals of the Caribbean" (Hough-
ton Mifflin) the author speaks of the

admiral's popularity with his seamen.
His custom of wearing grosgrain

breeches led to the nickname of "Old

Grog." He caused the rum, which
was served to every man in the fleet

before noon each day, to be diluted with

water. The mixture was named
"grog." (Farmer and Henley's slang

dictionary endorses this derivation,

but. says that the reference was to

Vernon's "grogram coat.") In spite

of his act in putting water in their

rum, he retained the affection of his

sailors, as he was known to advocate
humane treatment for them. "Admir-
als of the Caribbean" is a book for

which printer, designer, illustrator, and
binder deserve thanks as well as author.

"The Pomp of Power" (Doran) is

another anonymous book upon the con-

duct and consequences of the War, the

making of the Versailles Treaty, and
the great figures of the time: Joffre,

Asquith, Caillaux, Lloyd-George, Wil-

son, Northcliffe, and others. The au-

thor is evidently an Englishman; his

understanding of American politics and
politicians is, in the main, correct. The
book considers the international Euro-
pean situation before the War, and
devotes three chapters to military

strategy. Some parts of the book have
become especially timely by reason of

events of this summer: the pages de-

voted to Sir Henry Wilson, the chapter
on M. Caillaux, and the one on Lord
Northcliffe.

Edmund Lester Pearson.
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Hidden equipment

When you choose Crane equipment tor

your home, you have the comtortable

assurance that the smallest faucet, valve

or hidden titting in the water, heating

or sanitation system matches in quality

and ethciency the visible units whose

beauty and convenience make such

striking appeal.

For the design and production of both

hidden and visible equipment. Crane

engineers and artisans have a background

of experience acquired in supplying sim-

ilar necessities for thousands of fine resi-

dences, apartments, hotels, clubs, office

buildings, hospitals, schools and other

public institutions. A lifetime of satis-

fying service is not too much to expect

from Crane balanced installations.

CRAN E
GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING. 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE.. CHICAGO

Branchti and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Thirty-fi-ve Cities

National Exhibit Rooms: Chicago, Neiu York, Atlantic City

IVorks: Chicago and Bridgeport

CRANE, LIMITED, MONTREAL. CRANE-BENNETT, Ltd., LONDON
CRANK EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO

C'E CRANE, PARIS
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1,000 ISLANDHOUSE

CROSSMON HOUSE
ALEXANDRIA BAY, N. Y.

IN the heart of the 1,000 Islands. Accom-
modations for more than 1,000 guests;

motor boating, trap shooting, golf, canoe-
ing, swimming pool, fine motor roads
from all points.

Greatly reduced railway fares now in force.

EXCELLENT FISHING FOR
SMALL-MOUTH BASS
AND MUSKELLONGE

Attractive book with beautiful pictures and
auto map sent on request, or complete in-

formation from all principal tourist agents
including reservations.

W^ILLIAM H. W^ARBURTON, Proprietor

Lake Dunmore Hotel

and Cottages

On beautiful Lake Dunmore. Invigorat-

ing climate, where comfort of the guest

is the first consideration. Send for

I'iooklet. Rates $5.00 day up.

ROSCOE A. MARVEL

LAKE DUNMORE, VERMONT

EGYPT .NOPALESTINE
Long, leisurely, luxurious tours.

Small parties. Splendid leadership.

Booklet ready.

TEMPLE TOURS
65 E. Franklin Street Boston, Mass.

I
HONOK RDLL \

;
<..» HISTOPvlCAL TABLETS

j^
IDrite us your rcgulrGmGnts «

* RELD e. BARTON. TAUNTON, MASS ^

SPEAKERS, WRITERS, clttb members.
special articles, papers, speeches, debates. liipert Scholarly
service. Revision of manuscripis. Aaihort Research Barean.
Suite 42. SOO Fifth Ave.. Mew York.

"THE SHORN
LAMB "

By
Emma Speed Sampson

Author of

"Mammy's White Folks"

The old-time darky and the
witching little "shorn lamb"
are very much alive in this

colorful romance of Old Vir-

ginia and the new South.
Price, $L75 net.

AT ALL BOOKSTORES
Publishers—REILLY <£ LEE—Chicago

Book Reviews
Some English Heroines:

New Style and Old
1. Cinderellas to Date

Barbara Justice. By Diana Patrick.
New York : E. P. Button and Com-
pany.

A beautiful rustic child with a mind
and a soul above her surroundings.
Weak ignorant father, good ignorant
mother; gypsy strain in her blood.

Esmeralda, an older crippled sister,

has the gypsy second sight.

Young local squire home from Ox-
ford. Makes love to Barbara, blame-
lessly, and disappears. Misunderstand-
ings, intercepted letters, long separa-

tion. Barbara is violated by cockney-

rustic. No public consequences. Leaves
home to become a swimming-girl in a

seaside amusement-place. There meets
diseased and chivalrous artist, who
marries her in the end (though he

loves her deeply) only in order to leave

her a fortune. Wife in name only.

Widowhood. Fresh meeting with squire-

let, fresh misunderstandings and alar-

ums. Final and rapturous union. But
the squirelet is a poor stick, and we
can't felicitate Barbara very heartily.

Sareel. By Edith Dart. New York:
Boni and Liveright.

Sareel is born and brought up in a
country workhouse. Illegitimate, father
unknown. Gentle blood in her. At
sixteen goes into service in a farmer's
household. Thither, on a summer
"reading" tour, come three young un-
dergraduates. One falls in love with
Sareel. Comes back. Makes blameless
love. Leaves her with the promise of

writing. Letters intercepted. Youth,
a flabby and fickle sort of gentleman,
grows cool, after his lesentment at her
not answering his letters. Sareel mar-
ries a good and devoted middle-aged
man, who loves her; but she remains
wife in name only. S. recovers her
lover's intercepted letters, goes at once
to his rooms at Cambridge. Cool re-

ception, Sareel disillusioned and seri-

ously ill. Forgiving husband finds and
takes her back—or is willing to. She
spends her convalescence learning that

it is her husband she cares for. Kiss
curtain. This is satisfactory: Sareel

is going to be happy. The book has
merits of structure and style beyond
the others in the group.

Robin. By Frances Ilodg.son Burnett.
New York : Frederick A. Stokes
Company.

A sequel or conclusion to "The Head
of the House of Coombe." Hapless,

beautiful, clinging Robin, daughter of

a Victorian vamp. Now grown up and
secretary to the Dowager Duchess of

Dart. Meets again young Donal, heir

to the house of Coombe. The Fauntle-

royish youth now "a sort of young su-

perman." Oh, so devoted to his mother,

who now as of old wishes to part him
from Robin. The War arrives. Donal
is about to go. He says the time is
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Robin, "yes,"

Oh. Donal!",

So Donal

short and we must snatch what wo can.

We will have each other in secret, since

mother doesn't like you, but here is a

ring for you to wear when we are to-

gether. "It makes you mine as much
as if I had put it on in a church with a

huge organ playing." "Yes," says
' this being, with "Donal!

her favorite remark,

goes off to war, leaving

Robin to "keep their sacred secret"; a

somewhat difficult matter, as she is

with child. Nervous work for Robin.

People with titles are being killed

"over there": "Young Lord Elphin-

stowe a week ago—the last of his line."

No letters. Then Donal reported killed

in action. Everybody cries for Donal,

including Lord Coombe. who keeps his

character merely by showing, like the

late Dan Daly, "no muscular facial

sign of emotion." With the straightest

of faces he now babbles the most volup-

tuously sentimental confidences about

his feeling for Donal and the piteous-

ness of things in general. Coombe tells

Robin about her condition, and it then

transpires that she and Donal have

been married by a young chaplain not

long before Donal's departure. No
proof of the marriage, though. So

Coombe must give her the protection of

his name, for the sake of a possible

heir to Coombe. So done: wife in se-

cret and in law only.

Thereafter we have merely to attend

to Robin's healing through a mysteri-

ous dream-intercourse with Donal; the

birth of a son; the final melting and
humanizing of Lord Coombe; and the

restoration of Donal to Robin's arms.

The apotheosis of Burnettian slush.

2. Rebels and Victims of Sex
The Love-Story of Ai.iktte Brunton.

By Gilbert Frgnkau. New York : The
(Vntiiry Company.

The "idea" of this book is somewhat
insistent from the outset: it is that

neither law nor church can rightfully

make a woman the property of her

husband.
Aliette is a young childless wife who

has never loved her husband and has

for some years "withdrawn herself"

from him, on account of his known in-

fidelity. The third person in the tri-

angle is Ronnie Cavendish, soldier,

gentleman, and sportsman. Aliette

and he meet casually in the hunting-

field. The grand passion. Resistance,

compunctions—"No, no, this is wrong."

. . . "And you must think of your

career." . . . Ronnie's mother, a

genius but old-fashioned, is an obsta-

cle. She is a sworn enemy of divorce.

But she can't stand against Ronnie's

happiness. So Aliette goes to live with

him openly. She is only one among
"the Aliettes of England! The women
whose sole excuse for illegal matehood

is love! There are half a million such

in Great Britain today: women whose
only crime is that, craving happiness,

they have taken their happiness jn de-

fiance of some male." But Hector

Brunton will not give her her freedom
till, at last, he has a change of heart,

and yields, with apologies.

CPEDCERIAO
\ILVERED
Uteelped^
Will Not Corrode,

Always Keep Bright

Samples of ten different

patterns and finish, sent on
receipt of 10 cents, in-

cluding a thirty-two-page

booklet on handwriting.

SPENCERIAN PEN COMPANY
349 Broadway, New York
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THE Independent and the Weekly
Review invites inquiries from its

readers pertaining to travel for

pleasure, health or business; the best

hotels, large and small; the best routes

to reach them, and the cost; trips by

land and sea, European tours, etc. This

department is under the supervision of

an expert who has personally made many
of the trips she recommends, and is

able to speak from intimate knowledge

of transportation lines, hotels, resorts,

etc. Reservations will be made for you
and tickets purchased if you desire.

Here is a typical letter from a grate-

ful subscriber who had written us for

advice:

"The Independent may be congrat- =
ulated on having a correspondent s
on its staff so full of information =
and so ready to impart it." g

The Independent Travel Btireaa g
140 Na»»au St., New York City M
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THE
SOCIAL
TREND
BY EDWARD ALSWORTH ROSS
Aathor of "ChangiiiE America." etc.

One of the most readable and
stimulating of today's writers upon
sociological subjects in this book

says things new and of first im-

portance on the menace of migrat-

ing peoples, on birth rate and death-

rate, on women in their new eco-

nomic position, on politics, social

service, prohibition, lawyers, news-
papers, dismissal, wages, etc.

PRICE $1.75

SIDELIGHTS
ON AMERICAN
LITERATURE
BY FRED LEWIS PATTEE
Author of "American Literature Since 1870," etc.

Unlabored judgments—leisurely

obiter dicta of an unhurried

scholar—on the absurdity of con-

sidering O. Henry anything more
than a newspaper funny man, on

H. L. Mencken as the "Billy Sun-

day of American criticism," on Jack

London, on the bad influence of the

good Longfellow, on the tragedy of

Poe's "Ulalume," etc.

PRICE $2.00

353 Fourth

Avenue THE CENTURY CO. New York
City

"It has needed the en-

thusiasm and the

facile pen of Stefans-

son to draw aside the

veil of ifnaginary

terrors which has de-

layed the opening up

of the world of a vast

region."

—E. W. Nelson, Chief

U. S. Biological Survey.

THE NORTHWARD
COURSE OF EMPIRE

By Vilhjalmur Steffansson
Author of "The Friendly Arctic"

Illustrated zi'ith photographs, $2.00

Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1 W. 47th St., New York

"One of the Most Stimulating Factors

in American Intellectual Life"

is what many distinguished American and foreign authors have

called the MODERN LIBRARY. Nearly 100 titles ; Hand
Bound Limp Croft Leather, at the low price of 95 cts. each.

32-page Catalogue sent on request.

BONI & LIVERIGHT
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"Bending, Ronold Cavendish kissed his

wife's warm fluttering eyelids and the
soft downy head in the crook of her
arm." Curtain.

All this is cleverly and readably told,

for those who like a blend of Wells,

Galsworthy, and Sinclair. But why
does the London Daily Chronicle exalt

it as "a daring story of modern life"?

But for certain purple passages, "with
a difference," it seems quite an ordi-

nary kind of thing.

He.\ktbk.vt. By Stacy Aumonipr. New
York : Boni and Liveright.

Barbara is the illegitimate child of a

great English statesman. Does not
know her illegitimacy until after his

death. Her mother, a dancer, has gone
to the dogs after being abandoned by
Powerscourt. Barbara tries living with
two maiden aunts, but longs for liberty

and fame. Goes to live with a chorus
girl, and becomes one herself. Marries
a manager, who "pushes" her all he
can, but cannot make a real actress of

her. Doesn't love her elderly husband,
and presently becomes mistress of his

secretary, a married man of no appar-
ent charm or force. Husband finds

them together, and by chance kills the

man. Meanwhile, Barbara, or, as the

stage knows her, "Fancy Telling," has
become pregnant by her lover. She
leaves her husband, bears a son, lets

him be adopted by a rich woman, and
deliberately becomes a professional

mistress. "One day he'll tire of me,"
she thought. "Well, when that day
comes I shall look out for another—if

I'm not too old."

Evidently the merit of this very old

story must lie in the telling. Mr. Au-
monier has an easy command of the

current vernacular style of the

"younger English novelists." So far

as his "Fancy Telling" goes, he has
produced a documentary record true

enough to life. In the blundering, gen-

erous, earthy, "humid" manager,
George Champneys, he has achieved a

portrait of far greater distinction and
deeper "human interest."

The Clash. By Storm .Tameson. Bostoti :

Little, Brown and Company.

From the author's Foreword to the

American Edition, one might suppose

this story to be dominantly an in-

terpretation of the clash between the

English and American temperaments
and cultures. But the more general

clashes of war and of sex, of youth and
age, of class and class, are also chroni-

cled here. And the international clash,

as represented by English Elizabeth

and her lover American Jess, is only a

part of the clash of sex as it has to

do with them. She can take him as a

lover, but when it comes to the point,

she cannot leave her English husband
for him; and this is only in part be-

cause she cannot endure the thought of

bearing children to an alien. It is a

point of curious interest that Margaret
Storm Jameson, author now of three

novels and of some serious studies jf

current literary, social, and economic

problems, is an Englishwoman still in

her twenties, married to an American,
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to whom she has borne a son, and to

whom she inscribes this book.

She is, very much, of her time, but

less recoprnizably of a literary school

or manner than nineteen-twentieths of

her contemporaries. She is eaj^er and
pointed rather than knowinjr and

chatty. She writes with style instead

of in fashion. Her explicitness is ex-

treme, and at times, even in this day,

disconcertinjr. But it lacks the self-

consciousness not always absent from
the explicitness of Messrs. Aumonier
and Frankau. From the male point of

view, one feels that Jess, her lover, for

all his verisimilitude, is stultified by

the brutality of his final words, when
Elizabeth tells him she cannot leave

her husband: "I've taken all I want.

Your husband can have what is left."

Perhaps the American male resents

the imputation that this caddish flinp:

is a part of Jess's character as an

American barbarian. However, her

husband, Jamie, with his conscious ac-

ceptance of the other man's leavings,

does not cut much more of a figure.

On the whole, the value of the book

is that less of a finished and mature
work, either as story or as interpreta-

tion, than of a brilliant and ardent

commentary on many aspects and in-

terests of modern life.

H. W. BOYNTON

Science in Readable Form
The Ovti-INE of Science. A Plain Story

Simply Told. Edited by Professor J.

Arthur Thomson. New York : G. P.

Putnam's Sons. In four volumes.

Throe volumes have now appeared in

this country.

THE day has long passed since

any one man could hope to cram
into his brain all the science of his

time, and it appears that nowadays no
one can be found who will attempt sin-

gle-handed to write a general and non-

technical account of the several and
much severed sciences, as H. G. Wells
has outlined the history of the world.

But Professor J. Arthur Thomson, of

the University of Aberdeen, has pre-

pared a similar "Outline of Science''

by calling to his aid various collabo-

rators, such as Sir E. -Ray Lankester,

Dr. Julian Huxley, and Sir Oliver

Lodge, and by copious quotations and
paraphrases from previous books of

popular science. It is by no means "a.

plain story" that he has to tell, but it

is as "simply told" as could well be,

and even such difficult topics as the

new theories of the constitution of the

stellar universe and of the atom are

explained in such a way that any
reader with an intelligence quotient

above 13 can get a good idea of what
it all means. Those who have allowed
their science to get out of date will find

heie an agreeable way of becoming ac-

quainted with such novelties as hor-

mones and vitamins, chromosomes and
mutants, electrons and complexes. The
unscientific reader will find it hard
sledding in places and slippery in

others, but for the most part it is easy
going and safe traveling. The slip-

periest place is the first chapter of the
third volume, where Sir Oliver Lodge
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treats of the divining rod and telep-

athy and other such like "psychical

phenomena" as though they were
established facts. The'' inclusion of

such unscientific material in an "out-

line of science" is altogether misleading
to the uncritical reader and will do a

great deal of harm in this age of re-

viving superstition.

On the other hand, the clear and
candid way in which the question of

evolution is discussed will do a great

deal of good, for the powerful move-
ment in this country to suppress the

teaching of evolution in the schools

springs largely from a misapprehen-
sion of what views are now held by sci-

entific men and from an ignorance of

what experimental work has been done
in heredity during the last fifty years.

The "origin of species" is today not a

speculative question but a laboratory

method, for unit traits can now be

picked out from various species of

plants, insects, and animals and com-
bined into new species according to de-

signs and specifications drawn up in

advance.

The chapter on "The Chemist as Cre-

ator" will also contain much that is

new to those who have not realized

that the chemist of today is not con-

tent with analyzing the substances

found in nature, but boldly plans and
constructs compounds that never exist-

ed before, and are better suited to his

purposes than anything nature pro-

vides. The modern chemist not only

breaks up and reconstructs the mole-
cule, but even attacks the atom, al-

though this by its very name was sup-

posed to be indivisible.

Many readers will find the descrip-

tions of insect, bird, and mammalian
life in the second volume the most in-

teresting part of the work, though they
are written for British rather than
American readers. A certain insular-

ity of outlook is also shown in the ex-

cessive preponderance of the portraits

of British scientists in all the volumes
and of British authors in the refer-

ences and bibliographies. But this is

natural, since British men of science

are apt to pay more attention to liter-

ary form than are American. Pro-
fessor Thomson himself writes a very
graceful and fluent style, and he has
devoted special attention here to the
esthetic side of the subject. Bits of

poetry are appositely introduced, and
many of the illustrations are from fa-

mous painting or statuary. There are
some ten color plates and more than
two hundred half-tones in each of the
four volumes.

The "Outline of Science" might more
accurately be called by the name that
Lankester has used for his popular
books, "Fragments of Science," since it

does not aim to outline science in a
systematic way. It merely "hits the
high spots" and these not in any or-

derly way. But this is just what the
casual reader wants. He will not
find any other book in print that will

give him so comprehensive a survey of
modern scientific thought in so compre-
hensible a form.

Edwin E. Slosson
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THE agreement entered into between Hugo
Stinnes, representing the German leaders of

industry, and the Marquis de Lubersac, on behalf

of the people of the devastated regions of France,

whereby the former are to furnish building mate-

rials to the amount of 13,000,000,000 francs, the

same to be credited on reparation account, is a sig-

nificant and momentous step toward the resump-

tion of normal economic relations between France

and Germany, and indeed toward the stabilizing

of European conditions. There is no need to re-

count here the reasons for the failure of the

Rathenau-Loucheur Wiesbaden agreement for the

part payment of reparations in kind or the opposi-

tion to it on the part of French industrialists in

fear of competition, or to sneer at Stinnes for his

stipulation of a commission of six per cent. The
share of Stinnes himself in this will of course be

small, and it is a cheap price to pay for such a

solution.

The main point to be considered is that it is but

a natural sequence of the development of Franco-

German economic relations that has been taking

place almost unnoticed and despite the politicians.

The extent of this development may be realized

from the fact that certain iron mines of Lorraine,

which came into the possession of the French, are

now being operated by Germans under terms by
which they share with the French the percentage

of metal extracted over that which the latter were
able to extract when they undertook to exploit the

mines. Little by little business enterprise and the

demand for interchange of products are overcom-

ing war psychology and political maneuvering.

ALL this combines to show the tremendous im-

portance of the proposal outlined by John
Firman Coar in the last issue of The IndependenU
The essence of that proposal lay in its unofficial,

non-governmental character. If a conference of

French, German, and Belgian industrial leaders

could be got together on the initiative of the cor-

responding leaders of industry and finance of a

great neutral Power like America, the political

obstacles to cooperation would largely disappear

and practical measures for averting the impending
economic and social chaos could be devised.

Otherwise, a twelvemonth may see such a crash

as will plunge Europe into a welter of misery that

will set back civilization a century. The politicians

have blundered and failed. The hope lies in the

application, not the frustration, of economic law,

FOR the past year and more all the experts have
been predicting the early demise of Austria

unless effective measures of relief were speedily

taken. Meanwhile every form of therapeutic, from
faith-healing to surgical operation, has been urged
as the proper means of saving the helpless patient.

While the doctors—and quacks—disagree, the pa-

tient grows weaker and no one takes an authori-

tative lead in prescribing. Is the situation, after

all, so desperate? We do not think so, provided
the case is properly diagnosed and certain relief
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measures are set on foot at once. The present

position of Austria, no longer a sizable, self-con-

tained state, but practically nothing but a large

city with a small surrounding territory, must be

recognized. Vienna has long been the home of a

number of fine industries into the product of which

entered exceptional skill and artistic ability. Once
financial stability is restored these industries can

-^

Poor Austria—When doctors disagree

be restarted and employment furnished to her

artisans, for there will be an ample market for the

kind of goods for which Vienna was famous in the

past. But more important is the location of

Vienna, a location that fits her to be in the future,

as she was in the past, an important entrepot for

the trade of her neighbors. To utilize these possi-

bilities Vienna must go on a free-trade basis and
make satisfactory tariff and transportation ar-

rangements with adjacent countries, which doubt-

less could be done without great difficulty, since

the advantage would be mutual.

It is estimated that $75,000,000 would be suffi-

cient to rescue Austria from the financial morass

into which she has been plunged. Now that the

incubus of reparations claims has been removed,

at least temporarily, it ought not to be difficult to

secure such a loan, provided the politicians and the

League will keep their hands off. It goes without

saying that such a loan would be conditioned upon

drastic fiscal reforms and cessation of the print-

ing press. Excellent security could be furnished

and the amount is the merest triffe in comparison

with the cost of the war likely to follow Austria's

collapse. The interesting suggestion has been

made that America furnish $25,000,000 and ask

England and France each to furnish a similar

amount, the same to be credited on their debts to

America. But, apart from the practical legisla-

tive difficulties and fatal delays involved in this

proposal, we do not think it wise or feasible. To
be successful governments should be kept out of

it. It is a situation to be dealt with not by poli-

ticians but by business men. If our financial lead-

ers could without undue strain provide the Dutch

East Indies with a loan of $100,000,000, surely

they can, if granted the necessary guarantees

against meddling interference and the opportunity

to reorganize Austria's economic system on a

sound basis, arrange to furnish a lesser sum, a sum
indeed which would be a cheap insurance against

the incomparably greater loss which they them-

selves would suffer from a failure to remedy the

present parlous situation.

NEW YORK Republicans are soon to nominate

candidates for Governor, United States Sena-

tor, and other important offices. The nomination

will be by convention under a new system designed

to remedy the defects of the old primary law. The
feature of the system which is looked to with

greatest hope is the provision that delegates to the

convention are to be unpledged. Whether or not

they will courageously and intelligently exercise

the independence which the law confers on them
is a question that in some ways exceeds in impor-

tance the actual results of the convention. No
contest is expected over the renomination of Gov-

ernor Miller. His admirable record has won for

him the whole-hearted support of all considerable

groups within the party. It is, therefore, prin-

cipally in the matter of nominating a United States

Senator that the convention will have its oppor-

tunity to show statesmanship and courage. The
widespread and growing desire that New York
should be represented in the Senate by a command-
ing personality gives the convention its great op-

portunity. What are we to have, a machine nom-
ination or a real nomination? The Independent

fails to see that political expediency calls for a

compromise on this question. The nomination

and election by New York of a United States Sena-

tor able to exercise leadership in that body by his

courage and capacity would not only honor the

State but would also help to solve many difficult

Congressional problems.

AS a result of the California primaries, Hiram
W. Johnson has been renominated for the

Senate. As we pointed out, the old-line politicians

predicted this both on account of the strength of

the Johnson machine and by reason of the inex-

perience of his opponents in practical politics.

The Hearst papers were jubilant of course, but

^-M.

there is a fly in the ointment. While Johnson was
victorious, by a majority of 75,000 instead of the

175,000 his supporters predicted, his victory was
costly. So badly frightened were they by the un-

expectedly strong opposition that in concentrating

on Johnson's campaign they left their candidate

for Governor, the present incumbent, W. D.

Stephens, in the lurch, and Friend W. Richardson

won out by a substantial majority. This means
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that the political patronage on which Johnson de-

pended for the upkeep of his machine will shortly

pass out of his hands and with it his hopes of

satisfying liis higher political ambitions.

FROM M. Emile Coue comes a hint for the

golfer. The reason that golfers look up too

soon and do other dreadful things is. we are told.

a pusillanimous use of the imagination. Instead

of keeping the golfer's paradise in mind, one

usually pictures the golfer's hell of traps and

bunkers. In short, life on the golf links should

be made a round of joyousness instead of "a lonely

struggle with one's temperament," as someone has

well put it. This is an age of mechanistic thought,

and we cannot but wonder that no psychologist

has invented a rule of thumb by which the golfer

can invariably "keep his head down." M. Coue's

convenient rule for all life, "Day by day, in every

way, I am getting better and better," has been

tried out on golf, with disastrous results. We are

inclined to believe that there are little unmanage-
able devils peculiar to golf courses, and that a

descendant of Jonathan Edwards should thus be

better able to cope with the situation and play a

"I)(iy by day, in every way . .
."

better game than a son of Pollyanna. But to come
back to the main question, cannot some psycholo-

gist provide a sure formula for keeping the head

down ?

Debs, Daugherty, and the Injunction
HOSTILE criticism of the Daugherty injunc-

tion against the railroad shopmen's strike

was to be expected from labor leaders,

from their "liberal" partisans, and from the brood

of politicians. All of these reach their highest

pitch of emotional exaltation over the alleged right

of labor unions to self-government regardless of

the rest of the world. Criticism has also naturally

come from quite other sources, representing the

feeling of disgust that by bringing in such inflam-

mable issues as "free speech," picketing, and the

"open shop," the Attorney General has ineptly

and needlessly stirred up a certain measure of

support for the very strike he was trying to end.

Unfortunately, also, our long public tolerance of

the nuisance features of the strike as an industrial

weapon has apparently somewhat weakened the

general public sense of what is inherently lawful

and what is not; with the result that the sound

basis underneath the Attorney General's action

at Chicago is too little appreciated.

Sound law underlies every feature of the tem-

porary injunction against the strike—even those

provocative prohibitions that have stirred up such

a flurry of criticism.

Authority for the Government's action is de-

clared in the broadest terms in the decision of

the Supreme Court in In Re Debs—the affair of

the violent railroad strike of 1894, centering in

Chicago. An injunction against Debs and his

associates and all others concerned in the strike

issued from the Federal District Court in Chi-

cago. The District Judge took jurisdiction mainly
on the ground that the strike was a conspiracy

to restrain interstate commerce, in violation of

the Sherman Act.

The Supreme Court sustained the lower court.

In the broadest possible language it asserted the

right and the duty of the Federal Government,

which under the constitution had exclusive power

over interstate commerce, to assure the free move-

ment of that commerce by any necessary measures,

against any and all obstruction whatsoever. Any
attempt, it declared, to restrict or interfere with

the free movement of interstate traffic was in itself

an invasion of the national sovereignty which the

Government w^as bound to resist to the uttermost.

And in the matter of presenting such interference

by injunction, the Court said:

"Everj' Government, entrusted by the very

terms of its being with powers and duties to be

exercised and discharged for the common welfare,

has a right to apply to its own courts for any
proper assistance in the exercise of the one and

the discharge of the other. . . . The obligations

which it is under to promote the interest of all

and to prevent the wrongdoing of one, resulting

in injury to the general welfare, is often of itself

sufficient to give it standing in court." And in

this temper the court, without dissenting from the

lower court's reliance on the Sherman Act, said on

that point:

".
. . ive prefer to rest our judgment on the

broader ground which has been discussed in this

opinion, believing it of importance that the prin-

ciples underlying it should be fully stated and

affirmed. (Italics ours.)

This is the whole and sufficient legal case of

the United States against the railroad strikers,

their associates, and abettors—the case of the

sovereign national Government against any in-

vaders of its exclusive rights and powers. It hap-
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pens that the strike is also an offense against the

Sherman Act, and probably a crime under the

terms of the Interstate Commerce Act. Under
no head is this conspiracy against the Government
and the people cured by the provisions of the

Clayton Act. The Supreme Court has ruled very
explicitly in the Duplex case that the Clayton

Act does not legalize what is otherwise unlawful.

We come, then, to the specific terms of the tem-

porary order issued at Chicago in the present

strike. The following excerpts from the injunc-

tion in the Debs case show, we believe, that every

prohibition in the first Daugherty injunction has

the sanction in principle of the Debs injunction

as a precedent:

(I) From in any way or manner interfering with, hin-

dering, obstructing, or stopping any of the business of any
of the following named railroads. . . .

(7) From compelling or inducing, or attempting to compel
or induce, by threats, intimidation, persuasion . . . any of
the employees of any of said railroads to refuse or fail to

perform any of their duties as employees of said railroads in

connection with the interstate business or commerce of said
railroads. . . .

(8) From compelling or inducing, or attempting to com-
pel or induce . . . any of the employees of any of said rail-

roads ... to leave the service of such railroads.

(9) From preventing any persons whatever . . . from en-
tering the service of said railroads, and doing the work
thereof. . . .

(10) From doing any act whatever in furtherance of any
conspiracy or combination to restrain either of said railroad
companies in the free and unhindered control and handling
of interstate commerce. . . .

(II) From ordering, directing, aiding, assisting, or abet-
ting, in any manner ivhatsoevei', any person or persons to com-
mit any or either of the acts aforesaid.

These provisions do not name "free speech,"

the "open shop," and picketing. But the reader

will hardly need to have it pointed out to him that

the Debs injunction, particularly in the sweeping
prohibitions of (10) and (11), covers everything

specified in the Daugherty injunction, if and when
those acts operate in furtherance of the unlawful
conspiracy.

A Question of Emphasis

A FALSE step at the take-off has often re-

sulted not only in a cropper, but in a

race being irretrievably lost. We ear-

nestly trust that this will not be the fate of the

Administration in its dealing with the railway
strike.

The difficulty at this moment arises from the

fact that a dispute which should have been settled

on the basis of a broad, clear principle has now
degenerated, in the public mind, to the sphere
of legalistic jockeying, the Government's injunc-

tion being followed by a petition for a counter-

injunction. Nothing could be more unfortunate.

The atmosphere with which the question is sur-

rounded carries one back twenty-five or thirty

years to the time when smart corporation lawyers
were using the injunction for entirely selfish, un-
worthy purposes, the best interests of the public

being altogether neglected.

At the outset, the question of the railway strike

was made to rest solidly on principle : Were the

unions to flout the Railway Labor Board, an

agency set up by law for the express purpose of

handling disputes? President Harding, fearing

that a great public disaster might take place if

no effort was made at conciliation, in effect nulli-

fied the Board's ruling by reopening the question

for discussion. Here, in our judgment, was the

first false step. The Railway Labor Board could

get strength and authority only if it were left

free to settle a really serious trouble. H it had
not the powers necessary to enforce its decision,

Congress could have been called upon to grant

larger powers and, considering the emergency,

could have been trusted to see the urgent need of

immediate action. The President chose to follow

another course, and discovered that his well-known

talent in conciliation was not equal to the task

of bringing about a settlement.

In reality, the President was working at cross

purposes with himself. He had enunciated in

ringing tones a principle to which loyal citizens

of our democracy must in the end whole-heartedly

subscribe: "A free American has the right to

work without any other's leave." He had said

that all the powers of the Government would be

used to enforce this principle. Here surely was
an issue to which persons, regardless of party,

could rally enthusiastically. It was a principle

the acceptance of which, as we pointed out, would

ultimately work to the best interest of the rank

and file of union men. His statement was not to

be construed as being aimed at labor except in so

far as labor was obstructing one of the funda-

mental privileges of American life. Then came
the injunction with an enumeration of provoca-

tive details which seemed to be in direct conflict

with the free spirit animating the President's

declaration of man's right to work. Nor was the

case helped by Mr. Daugherty's explanation that

he did not mean all that he had said in the in-

junction. The public began to suspect that what

was involved was not so much a right principle

—

the sort of thing which frankly and vigorously set

forth is sure to win a strong following—as the

Government's fear of having its authority flouted.

For ourselves, we do not share the suspicion.

The time had come when it was necessary for the

Government to take hold in a big, firm way, and

an injunction was the convenient and neces-

sary means. The injunction was the one in-

strument by which the public could be most

quickly and effectively protected; it alone, at

this stage, could promptly put an end to sabo-

tage and bring the whole question to a sharp

issue. It was an impartial device, as is evi-

dent from the disapproval shown both by the

unions and the executives. What we object

to is the manner in which the Government went
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about it. In such matters emphasis on essentials,

and essentials only, is all-important. And the

replacing of the general terms, which can be left

to a court's interpretation, by a great mass of

specific prohibitions is bound to savor of tyranny.

Fortunately, the President's intention is not open

to question. In spite of some blundering, he has

all along desired to keep the public's rights secure,

his personal sympathies as between the unions

and the executives being held in the background.

But we wish that the President would keep the

emphasis on his motives more insistent. He has

clearly declared the principle of man's right to

work and his Attorney General has mentioned a

corollary of this—the necessity of maintaining

the open shop in so essential an industry as the

railways. If Mr. Harding wishes to keep the

public sympathy he will make it perfectly clear

that whatever action the Government has felt con-

strained to take has been prompted solely by a

determination to maintain rights which are fun-

damental and sacred. For the public at this day,

after some years of great inconvenience as a re-

sult of strikes, can be counted upon to realize that

the only hope of anything like settled conditions

must come from a consideration of the whole

o,uestion from the standpoint of broad principles.

It can be m.ade to understand that when these are

violated it is the duty of the Government to step

in promptly and firmly.

The Inspiration of Sabotage
WHEN some two and a half years ago ("Mos-

cow's Campaign of Poison," The Weekly
Review, January 24, 1920) we published

the confidential circular of instructions sent by
the Executive Committee of the Bolshevik Gov-
ernment to its agents abroad, its insane and crim-
inal character aroused a feeling of incredulity in

many readers. The "liberal" journals, strongly
Bolshevist in sympathy, either sought to throw
doubt on its authenticity or passed it by in silence.

The present situation recalls it vividly. Here are
a few of the "instructions"

:

The work of Bolshevist organizations in foreign
countries is regulated as follows:

1. In the domain of international relations.

(a) Assist all chauvinistic measures and foster all

international discords.

(b) Stir up agitation that may serve to bring on
industrial conflict.

(c) Try to assassinate the representatives of foreign
countries.

2. In the domain of internal politics.

(a) Compromise by every possible means the influ-

ential men of the country; attack people in office; stir
up anti-governmental agitation.

(b) Instigate general and particular strikes; injure
machinery and boilers in factories; spread propaganda
literature.

3. In the economic sphere.

(a) Induce and sustain railroad strikes; destroy
bridges and tracks; do everything possible to disorgan-
ize transport.

(b) Interfere with and prevent if possible the trans-

port of food supplies into the cities. . . .

Readers of the daily press who have followed

the course of the present coal-mining and railway

.'strikes cannot have failed to note the extent and
character of the violence and sabotage that have
accompanied them and differentiated them from
earlier industrial conflicts. They have noted of

course the horrible Herrin massacre and the das-

tardly Gary wreck. But these are only high lights

in a welter of outrages from coast to coast. Every
day one reads such items as these:

Wilkesbarre, Pa., Sept. 7.—The feed pipe entering

the Beaver Run dam of the Lehigh Valley Railroad,

near Packerton, the chief source of water supply on its

lines, was dynamited and blown up last night.

Oklahoma City, Sept. 7.—^With the arrest of four

men in connection with the burning of a bridge on the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad south of Reno,

Okla., on August 17, United States Marshal Alva
McDonald announced here tonight that he had gath-

ered evidence indicating a state-wide plot among cer-

tain striking railway shopmen to destroy bridges and
terrorize "Big Four" Brotherhood men in an attempt

to precipitate a general railroad walk-out.

Washington, Aug. 29.—Between 6,000 and 7,000

loaded coal cars have been tampered with, and will

have to be unloaded and repaired, it was announced

by the Department of Justice today. Their contents

will have to be reloaded on other cars in order to pre-

vent a shortage in the Northwest, where many of them
were consigned.

Cumberland, Md., Sept. 5.—A bridge on the Jerome

branch of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad was blown

up with dynamite placed under two abutments, and

both fell into the stream immediately after the ex-

plosion.

Memphis, Tenn., Sept. 5.—Eight men will face mur-

der charges, four of them at Memphis, and four at

Hulbert, Ark.; one will face an attempted train-

wrecking charge and another a Federal court con-

tempt charge, as the result of confessions said to have

been obtained from striking rail shopmen now under

arrest.

These are but a few items picked at random
from the daily papers, but in the light of the "in-

structions" of the Executive Committee of the

Bolshevik Government and of the vast sums of

money which it has expended to carry them out,

they have a peculiar and sinister significance.

The poison from Moscow has been all too widely

disseminated among certain elements of our pop-

ulation and must somehow or other be eradicated.

The so-called "liberal" journals could perform a

real public service if they would voluntarily with-

draw their support from the organization and the

men who are the source of this infection and from
ihose who under the guise of liberalism obstruct

all efforts to meet the menace.

The Case for Greece

THE case for Greece against Turkey (or per-

haps rather against the Allies, who pro-

pose to give back to Turkey what was given

to Greece by the Treaty of Sevres) is powerfully
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stated by Professor Andreades of the University

of Athens in the August Contemporary Review.

He points out the Greek services and losses as

an ally in the Great War. From 1918 to 1920,

300,000 Greek troops were always at the disposal

of the Allies ; the Allied army of Macedonia, whose

victories greatly hastened the end of the war, was
45 per cent. Greek. The Greek mercantile marine

lost more than 57 per cent, of its tonnage from

torpedo attacks; a greater proportional loss than

that of any other ally. Yet, whereas the national

aspirations of Poland and Czechoslovakia were

fully satisfied, whereas Rumania's population was
increased by annexations from 7 to I71/2 millions

and Serbia's similarly increased from 5 to 141^

millions, it was proposed by the great Allies to

satisfy Greek national aspirations only by the an-

nexation of Thrace (population 704,000) and the

administration of the Smyrna district (900,000),

Professor Andreades contends that during the

war the Turks caused the death of 600,000 Greeks

and that during the past two years (chiefly during

the period of the armistice arranged by the Allies

between the Greeks and Angora Turks) they have

massacred over 300,000 Greeks.

He declares (and who will contradict him?)

that "the reason why the Great Powers have yield-

ed to the most exorbitant claims of the Kemalists,

and why peace treaties are upset like children's

castles, is the desire to restore peace at any price."

He is quite right; at the price of decency, the

pledged word, pride. He appeals (hoping, doubt-

less, against hope) to the Allies to redeem their

pledges and save the coast districts on the Aegean
and the Black Sea from restoration of Turkish

sovereignty, which would mean (who doubts it?)

extermination of the Greek majority in those dis-

tricts.

No other episode in human annals so justifies

despair of beneficent cooperation among nations

as the utter failure of the Allies in handling Near
and Middle East problems since the armistice.

W. H. Hudson

HE died on August 18; one of the rarest

spirits of our age; perhaps of all "nature-

writers" the most happily inspired and the

master of the fairest style.

Many other naturalists have observed more in-

dustriously, upon a more considered system—have

contributed many more data to the textbooks; but

few have observed more acutely or sagaciously.

He had the "seeing eye," if ever man had it; in-

deed, as we gather from that charming autobiog-

raphy of his childhood, "Far Away and Long Ago,"

he began to observe intelligently (quite without

schooling, direction, or example) at an earlier age

than anyone else we know about.

But he was much more than a naturalist ; he was
a poet. That which he has to give us of most

precious is the record, in prose limpid as the song

of the lark, aerial and apparently effortless as its

flight, of the emotional effect upon him of things

seen and heard through his marvelous senses. He
writes "with his eye on the object," his style is of

an elegant simplicity, the style of Nature in her

happiest, her Hellenic mood. These are praises

we reserve for the best of the Greeks and only a

few moderns. Hudson deserves them.

Perhaps "Birds in Town and Village" is as

characteristic and beautiful as any of his books.

Never will one, after reading it, kill a song-bird

or pass through grove or over meadow or moor
without eye and ear attent. The chapters describ-

ing his sojourn in a village which he calls "A Para-

dise of Birds," are a series of bird-idylls (besides

an apologue as good as the best—that of the wry-

neck) almost as beautiful as the bird-odes of Shel-

ley, Keats, and Wordsworth; the idylls: of the

kingfisher and the buttercups; of the tree-pipit on

the elm-branch (the effect of the bird's last notes

"like that of the perfume of the honeysuckle")
;

of the wood-wren at the top of the beech; of the

greenfinch, which emits, among sundry delightful

notes and trills, a scream, "as if some unsubstan-

tial being, fairy or wood-nymph, had screamed

somewhere in her green hiding-place."

There is so much to say, and all in praise, of

Hudson. Perhaps Galsworthy goes a thought too

far when he declares that "as a simple narrator

Hudson is well-nigh unsurpassed," but that early

novel "The Purple Land" shows that, had he con-

tinued to work that vein, he might have become

a romantic (and humorous) novelist of the first

rank. The characterization is vivid and clean;

P"'ather Anselmo's rigmarole is worthy of Shake-

speare or Hardy. In the fantastic story "Green

Mansions," for once oiitside China a symbolic con-

ception is realized without the effect of refrigera-

tion. Rima, the bird-girl, is one of Aristotle's

"probable impossibilities" ; oh ! yes, Mr. Philistine,

quite real, like Ariel. In some of his shorter

sketches, such as "The Wiltshire Village," he has

created "atmosphere" as scarcely any but Haw^-

thorne and Hardy have succeeded in doing. He
achieved the "village mind," as Mr. Hewlett fain

would, but cannot quite. He is not surpassed in

human sympathy. He gets close to the peasant as

he gets close to the heart of Nature. He is even

a poet in the metrical sense. In our opinion "The
Visionary" belongs in the anthologies.

For the most part he is serene. Not always.

Now and then the eternal note of sadness comes

in—most notably in "The Return of the Chiff-

Chaff." The consolation he finds for Nature's de-

struction of beautiful things (and the consolation

that he doubtless would have us find for his loss)

is that which has its supreme expression in the

stanza of "Adonais" commencing:

He is a portion of the loveliness

Which once he made more lovely.
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Mexico's Coming Crisis
By Chester T. Crowell

SEVERAL years ago a man who knows Mexico

better thsm you know your backyard—and far

more accurately than the Mexicans know them-

selves—returned to New York and reported on the situ-

ation. That was his business. It still is. He reported

that Carranza would be overthrown by a bloodless revo-

lution "from within" and that Alvaro Obregon would be

his successor. He said he thought Carranza would be

about the only casualty of the revolution.

Months passed. More months passed. Nothing hap-

pened. Carranza defied the United States Government.

He defied the whole world. Bandits and rebels con-

trolled twice as much of Mexico as Carranza. Still

nothing happened. Carranza defied the populace of

Mexico, he defied everything. He had Obregon ar-

rested, he seemed to have not a friend left on earth,

but he was still President.

About this time I met the man who knows Mexico,

the man who had reported. I hinted that I thought the

laugh was on him and that he should buy me a dinner.

As my companion toyed with the clams he meditated

aloud as follows: "The next time I cross the Rio

Grande I am going to hold a solemn ceremony. I am
going to burn up the multiplication table, stamp on the

law of gravity, and throw a clock into the river. The
great laws of nature just simply don't run true to form
down there. They have time fuses attached to them.

You take two and two, for instance, and put them to-

gether in California or Kansas and up bobs four. But
what happens in Mexico? Why, nothing. And later on

what happens? Nothing. But long after you have for-

gotten your two and two, up bobs a four and probably

puts your eye out."

This was my cue to regale my host with the story of

how I hurried out of Mexico in 1910, hoping that the

train would get safely across the Laredo bridge before

the fighting started—and how the revolution did not

start until a year later. Well, my friend's prognostica-

tion was better than mine by six months anyhow, for

Carranza was overthrown and murdered six months
after the making of the report referred to; and in due

time Alvaro Obregon became President.

The preceding paragraphs are a necessary preface to

the statement that Mexico is again moving rapidly and
inevitably toward a crisis—probably a collapse. I do

not think it is possible at this time to prevent the col-

lapse. All the ingredients have been well mixed. Any-
thing else that is added now may change the flavor of

the brew, but its potency will remain about the same.

A pair of twos has been rung up and we are going to

see a four. When? Well, if Mexico were a country

where the law of gravity worked in an orderly way and
the multiplication table did not have a time-fuse at-

tachment, I could tell you exactly. Ninety days from
now. But fifteen years of familiarity with that country

have taught me to be wary about calculating time. It

ought to be about ninety days. It may wait longer, but

how it can is beyond my powers to guess. I can and
will tell you what is brewing, but the time-fuse is coiled

in the lap of the gods.

About 60 or 70 per cent, of the revenue of the Mexi-

can Government is obtained from the production and

export taxes levied on petroleum and its products. The
time has come when the production of the largest field

in Mexico must decline. Salt water has appeared in the

wells. They are not lost by any means, but they must
and will be handled with great care in the future. It

is about time to expect salt water in another field—the

second largest. This does not mean the end of Mexi-
can production, but it means a definite decline. At
present the American oil companies operating in Mexico
are shipping their stored oil, as well as their current

production. About ninety days from now they will

have nothing to ship but current production. They are

already paying the highest taxes in the world—about

50 per cent, ad valorem—and they cannot pay any more
for the simple reason that it would be cheaper not to

produce in that field.

All of these companies have large reserve lands in

Mexico where they know they can get oil in commer-
cial quantities, but it will cost millions to develop the

new fields. They want some sort of assurance that the

wells will not be taken away from them after they have

invested their millions. Hoping to obtain this assur-

ance, they held a conference with Adolfo de la Huerta,

Minister of Finance, when he visited New York. He
thought the matter could be arranged very easily. All

the companies would have to do was to put in the land

and the millions and the technical skill and the Mexican

Government would put in its subsoil rights under

Article XXVII for 30 per cent, of the stock of the new
corporation. But the oil companies mildly intimated

that the Mexican Government has no subsoil rights in

lands owned in fee simple by the oil companies. This

brought the whole controversy right back to where it

was in the merry days of Venustiano Carranza. If the

Mexican Government has subsoil rights under Article

XXVII, it has all the subsoil rights and not a mere 30

per cent. Once let the oil companies admit any such

basis of compromise as that and they can bid farewell

to their property. So nothing came of that little con-

ference—except that as a parting courtesy Sefior de la

Huerta remarked that the Mexican Government would

be pleased to accept a trifling loan of $25,000,000, if

th'-'se present happened to have it handy in their

pockets.

So there matters stand. No new fields are being

opened. The present fields have passed their bonanza

era. A conference has been held. Nothing came of it.

Development is under way in Central and South America

involving scores of millions of dollars. Mexico will still

produce, of course, but let us see how the Government

can face a decline of 30 per cent, in its oil revenue.

The Mexican railways produce a deficit of one to two

million pesos a month, which is made up out of the Fed-

eral treasury. For some time the army has been paid

irregularly. The wages of Government employees are

usually in arrears. Recently these wages have been re-

duced, with the usual eflFect upon morale and loyalty.

School teachers are the last persons paid and some of

them haven't been paid for so many months that a

change in the system might prove fatal to those with

weak hearts. Scores of bandits are "bought ofi"' in

Mexico. When the wherewithal to pay them is lacking,
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the Government is a poor insurance risk. Several States

which have been experimenting with radical labor laws

and social legislation have found it necessary to borrow
from the Federal Government. These are really forced
loans because any time the Federal Government is too

slow in making the loan it is likely to find a full-grown
revolt on its hands.

Confiscation of lands under the agrarian laws has
about wrecked agriculture. There are now pending be-

fore the Mexican Supreme Court nearly seven hundred
appeals of landowners against the seizures by local

agrarian commissions and not a single land owner has
obtained redress. Official estimates of the cotton crop

this year are 8,000 bales, compared with an average of

60,000. It will be necessary to import millions of

bushels of corn and the Government will have to finance

this operation if it takes place at all. Mining will pro-

duce very little revenue, thanks to the assault upon
titles, as well as to the work of bandits.

The persistent poverty of the Mexican Government
is a little difficult to understand if one approaches the

problem as a financier or bookkeeper. It is not so much
a problem in finance as one in psychology. The Mexi-
can is not naturally thrifty. About a year ago the

Mexican Government placed additional taxes upon oil

to provide a sinking fund and interest for the external

debt. But the money had scarcely reached the treasury

before it became absolutely necessary for current ex-

penses. It has now been used.

When Senor de la Huerta came to the United States

to confer with the international committee of bankers
representing the holders of Mexican bonds, he pledged

these special oil taxes anew to meet the interest pay-

ments. It was agreed that interest payments were to

be made beginning next January. Why not now? Well,

the first year's collections have been dissipated. That
would be a crime in the United States. But, without

haggling over the penal laws, one may still venture to

doubt whether this fund will be any more sacred next

month than it was last. And as the oil revenues are

certain to decline during the remainder of this year, it

is doubtful whether there will be any funds available

next January to pay bond interest. If there are no such

funds, then it will make little difference whether the

agreement is ratified or not, for the whole gesture was
planned to obtain recognition from the United States

Government. The Mexicans are rather cynical about

government. They take it for granted that "Wall

Street" rules, and that if Seiior de la Huerta could nego-

tiate an agreement with the bankers, carefully deferring

the date of payment as far as possible, Secretary

Hughes would be standing hat in hand at Mr. Morgan's
back door to take orders as to recognition. The fact

that Secretary Hughes announced his Mexican policy on

June 7, 1921, and has not changed a comma of it since

that date, simply does not percolate in Mexico. The
Mexicans played hide-and-go-seek with President Wil-

son for eight years and are not yet ready to believe that

the rules of the game have changed so radically in so

short a time. Mr. Hughes has certainly taken a lot of

the joy out of Mexican diplomacy with all this stubborn

insistence on pen and ink. The Mexican diplomat pre-

fers a confidential whisper behind the bam followed by

amnesia. Hughes will not even agree to use invisible

ink. But his position is just as inevitable as theirs.

Unqualified recognition carries with it approval and

confirmation of the previous acts of the Mexican Gov-
ernment. Mr. Hughes holds it in his power to sign

away the rights of American citizens to more than a
billion dollars worth of honest investments in Mexico.

Even the Wilson Administration finally grew tired of

Mexican assurances. Secretaries Lansing and Colby
were just as insistent on a written treaty as Mr. Hughes.
But this is wandering afield. The point is that the

Mexican Government under Carranza, de la Huerta,

and Obregon has enjoyed a revenue nearly three times

as large as the Diaz Government ever received and has
remained consistently in dire financial distress. Its rev-

enue is now going to decline. The ablest Cabinets have
failed under such conditions. Spendthrifts and ama-
teurs at statecraft cannot hope to succeed.

In the background looms the Communist party of

Mexico, already in absolute control of eight of the

twenty-seven States and powerful in all of them. The
Bolshevists could now overthrow the Government of

Mexico by a short clash. I talked with one of their

leaders a few days ago. A Mexican Bolshevist is not a

fugitive ; he carries his card openly. Many of the high-

est officials in Mexico are avowed Bolshevists. There
is no secret about it.

"Why all the strikes?" I asked this Bolshevist.

"What are you waiting for? Why do you harry and
harass the Obregon Government week in and week out?

Why don't you finish the job?"

"And bring intervention?" he asked. "No, my simple

friend," he added, "we leave the pride and pomp of

power to you conservative asses. We have bored from
within until we now have a capitalist Government doing

our job for us better than we could do it ourselves.

While you precious Pollyanna fools sit grinning hope-

fully we are laying the groundwork. Mexico is a more
valuable pawn than you think. Suppose we chase the

Americans out and invite in the Japanese? Suppose

we favor the British? In short, suppose we manage
to embroil any two of Japan, the United States, Great

Britain, what then?"

"Bunk," I exclaimed.

"No, a Bolshevist Europe," he replied with a smile.

"You see it is safe to talk because you conservatives

never know you are on a volcano. But then suppose we
accomplish nothing more than a Bolshevist Mexico?

Does that not help in the United States? Here, you

know, is our most difficult problem."

"But surely you see that the Obregon Government

can neither get recognition nor survive the difficulties

ahead," I said.

"We have not lost hope that it will be recognized," he

replied. "If it falls, we may set up another Govern-

ment just like it from the remaining pieces."

"And then again you may not be able to control that

wild gang of yours and they may take over the Govern-

ment," I suggested.

"That is possible," he admitted, "but that way lies

disaster."

This man is a Russian who learned Spanish, in order

to work in Mexico for the Third International, and for

his own amusement has since learned English, which he

now speaks excellently. As he walked out I glanced

at a newspaper editorial lying on my desk. It demanded

in ten-point type to know why Mexico is not recog-

nized. It makes very little difference what color you

paint a ship that is scuttled.
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The Reproach of ''Unskilled'' Labor
By Benjamin Baker

THE time has certainly arrived when the people of

this country should devote some actual thinking

power to the problem of "unskilled labor." Unem-
ployment in some directions is decreasing so decidedly

that there are hints of an impending shortage of this

kind of labor. If the present trend in that direction

continues a few months more we shall see certain large

employing interests moving strenuously for a removal

of the present restrictions on immigration. Their argu-

ment will be a selfish one; and, from the point of view

of the country's real interests, it will be a false one.

What these manufacturers really want to get is cheap

labor. What they want to avoid is the trouble of so

increasing the efficiency of their processes as to get

equally good financial results with labor that is not

cheap. The appeal will be made that American industry

and American foreign trade are in danger of being

stifled by lack of labor; that foreign labor is the only

kind that will enter certain basic industries; and that,

unless the immigration gates are opened to a new influx

of this cheap alien labor, the prosperity of the country

will be sacrificed to an impractical idealism—to a sloppy

mi.xture of sentimental "Americanism" and subservience

to labor union threats. From another side, also, that

of the inscrutable "uplifters," will come opposition to

restriction of immigration "on principle"—though on

tvhat principle this writer has tried in vain to discover

from the professors themselves.

Consider first the plea that "Americans will not do
this work." For the moment, the statement is true

—

but why? In the early days of the New England textile

mills the operatives were "Americans." In the early

days of the steel industry, the workers were Americans
and the North Europeans whom we had proved able

to assimilate. Both these industries—along with others

that could be mentioned in various parts of the country

—are now operated with foreign labor in the unskilled

parts of the steel industry, and altogether in the textile

plants. Foreign labor was brought into these indus-

tries in the first place because it was more abundant
and, most of all, cheaper than American labor. Then,
foreign labor having flowed in so abundantly as to

establish these occupations as alien labor work, the

Americans left them. The work had ceased to be an
"American" job—had declined to the lower standards

of cheap immigrant labor. And now, fifty years and
more after the beginning of the process of substitution,

we find standards of living in the New England textile

industries below the vaguely assumed "American" level

—mothers and children w^orking in the mills. And in

the steel industry we find that many thousands of alien

laborers are living in a fashion that can by no stretch

of imagination be called "American," because, as we
are told, these alien laborers would rather live like pigs

than surrender any of the earnings they get from the

obviously un-American twelve-hour and fourteen-hour

day.

In a measure, the statement is true. Anyone who is

familiar w-ith what even intelligent and thrifty aliens

will sometimes do to reduce living costs, outside of the

steel industry, too, can harbor few illusions on this

score. The just quarrel, however, is with a conduct

of industry which needlessly permits the establishment

and encourages the continuance of conditions so harm-
ful to this country.

Let us face now the argument of the man who says:

"Unless we get in a new supply of foreign labor, un-

skilled labor will presently command higher pay than

many clerical and skilled jobs. What are you going to

do then?"

There are two answers. The first answer is that when
"unskilled" labor steadily commands—let us say $25 to

$30 a week— it will draw in non-immigrant workers

who can then not afford to stay out in deference to their

pride, or to their prejudice against working with for-

eigners. By the influence of a high wage level alone,

the kinds of work now done by immigrant "unskilled"

labor will be in part Americanized, and progressively so

if the influx of low-grade aliens such as would gravitate

naturally to these occupations is still further re-

stricted.

The second answer, and the more important one, in-

volves the idea suggested in the title of this article.

No fact in the development of American industry is

more striking, or more characteristic of the American

temper when it sees that it must tackle the job, than the

readiness and resourcefulness with which labor-saving

appliances have been added to existing machines, or

more efficient machines invented, when rising labor costs

in a particular industry have made it profitable to do so.

A distinguishing mark of American manufacturing

genius has been its readiness to scrap inefficient ma-
chinery, guided by the perception that the loss by scrap-

ping and the added capital investment in better ma-
chinery would be more than offset by the increase in

productive eflficiency.

But in the use of the human machine (with a few
exceptions of negligible numerical magnitude), Ameri-

can industry has been and now is unprogressive and

inexcusably wasteful. Individual wages have been

heavily reduced in hundreds of American factories and

plants during the past two years where the same unit

cost of product, on but little diminished wages, could

have been secured through proper lighting, proper

position of seats and working places, proper training

of the workers, and the like. This is not a declaration

out of vague theory—it is a statement of what has

actually been done in really progressive American
plants. The truth of it is well known to engineers who
are familiar with the engineering of the human ma-
chine. But most American manufacturers, it must be

confessed, are immensely ill-informed on this subject.

Very few of them look for the needed economies to the

easily available improvements of the human processes;

as few, it is to be feared, to the available improvements

in the field of pure management. For some of the largest

industries, the management thinks solely of cheaper

"unskilled" labor from Europe.

"Unskilled" labor is a term of reproach to American
management and engineering. What is more "un-

skilled" than digging, or throwing material with a

shovel? Alas! most digging, as it is actually done, is

unskilled and inefficient. For proof, you have only to

watch a gang of men removing snow from city streets.
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or almost any work on public roads or ditches. Yet

Taylor, twenty years ago, showed that shoveling can

be made a skilled job, paying higher returns to the em-
ployer, on double the wages usually paid, when the

employer knows enough about skilled shovelling to teach

the workman. The writer knows something of Taylor's

methods of skilled shovelling, and in his daily casual

inspection, these days, of a certain piece of road con-

struction w^ork in Westchester County, New York, he

sees an example of the inexcusable waste of present

methods

—

due to the ignorance and indifference of the

employer.

The real fact is that there is a best method and a

best tool for every one of the jobs now called "un-

skilled" which, when found and applied, greatly

increase efficiency, and return good profits to the em-

ployer on a much higher wage than is ordinarily paid

for the work as it is now done. There is not space in

this article to follow in detail the many things that serve

to illustrate this fact, but one instance is illuminating

—

the pneumatic track-tamping machine now in use on

a few railroads. Nearly everyone has seen the section

gang working with picks and bars to ram earth or

crushed stone under and around the timber ties of a

railroad track. With the pneumatic tamping machine,

half the number of men can now make a better road-

bed in less time, and without splintering and damaging
the ties as the bar and picks do.

We have, in truth, allowed a lot of jobs to remain

"unskilled" work because we have lacked a motive

strong enough to make us turn them into the skilled

jobs that each of them can be and ought to be made.

For certain large American industries that will pres-

ently be demanding a new supply of unskilled labor from

Europe, the needed motive is a rising cost of labor. If

we let them, they will dodge the job by getting more

cheap labor ! If we insist—and as Americans we ought

to insist—they will turn these unskilled jobs into skilled

jobs by investing a little more capital in mechanical

aids, and by teaching the future skilled man how to do

what is now the work of two men without training or

appliances.

It is time, in the writer's opinion, for the American

public to insist that no American industry be run with

a wasteful, ignorant, unskilled use of the human ma-
chine; and that every American industry be refused a

new supply of cheap labor until it has tested to the ut-

most the known resources of human engineering.

Finally, that the burden of proving that all the resources

of human and efficiency engineering have been ex-

hausted be put on the industry concerned. This is not

a plea for higher unearned wages. It is a plea for the

higher efficiency of the now unskilled laborer—a higher

efficiency (carrying with it a higher wage and more

Americanism) that the employers of the country as a

whole will bring to pas& if they believe they have to.

We have forced employers to insure their workers

against industrial accidents—and the employers have

continued to make money. It is time now to insist that

employers insure the American standard (that we all

look to as a more or less vague ideal) by protecting it

against needless damage from the waste and poverty

caused by inefficient use of the human machine! It is

time to level up—not time to let more water into the

foundations.

Whitesheet Hill

To W. H. Hudson

"Was its [the bird's} destiny not like that of the

soul, specialized in a different direction, of the saint or

poet or philosopher?" From W. H. Hudson's "Afoot

in England.")

YOU who have climbed the farther "Whitesheet Hill,"

Dear Traveller, clad in your winding shroud.

Come back and tell us,—if you are allowed

To wander where we wish, or where you will

:

On lonely pampas or by Exmoor's rill.

Or where 'twixt wind and wave on Norfolk's

coast

You saw yourself as if a shining ghost

Or winged shadow, but your own self still;

—

Come back and tell us of the bird you found

Upon earth's Whitesheet Hill, all stark and cold.

The bird you buried in the ant-digged ground
And hid with creeping herb and grey-mossed

niould

;

Has it renewed its grace and melody

On yonder hill,—and shared your destiny?

J. F.

—

One Afoot on Earth

Interesting Old Coins

THE two old coins here reproduced, (a) a silver

thaler of the Archduke Sigismund dated 1486,

and (b) a one and one-half thaler piece of Augustus
of Brunswick-Luneburg, are from a small collection

recently placed by the Metropolitan Museum of Art in

juxtaposition with the Museum's collection of arms and
armor (one of the finest in the world), for the purpose

of illustrating the part old coins and medals play in

assigning armor and, parts of armor to their respective

periods in history.

As Dr. Bashford Dean, Curator of Armor, who pre-

sented the collection to the Museum, remarks in ihe

current number of the Museum's monthly Bulletin,

such "documents" are apt to show not only the ex-

act year when a certain panoply was worn, but contem-

porary details concerning it. The coins and medals in

this little collection cover a period extending from
mediaeval times to the close of the eighteenth centurj'

and cannot fail to contribute to the interest of the

armor collections.

M-'tr<ti<ilit<lil l'».
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Legality and Wisdom of Constitutional

Prohibition
By Wayne B. Wheeler

I
HAVE read with much interest in the July 8 num-
ber of The Independint the article by Mr. Fabian

Franklin entitled, "The Havoc of Prohibition."

I assume this discussion is intended to clarify in the

minds of the people the wisdom or folly of national pro-

hibition. To this end I trust the following article will

contribute.

Every legal argument that could be produced by the

ablest counsel for the foes of the Eighteenth Amend-
ment was presented to the United States Supreme

Court. It was urged with much force that the

Eighteenth Amendment was not an amendment to the

Constitution and rational government. It was heralded

far and wide that this provision of the Constitution

which interfered with the personal habits of the people

was an innovation, that it denied individuals their

Constitutional guarantees, and overrode the funda-

mental rights of minorities.

Constitutional Right to Amend
Organic Law

In trying to ascertain the purpose of the framers of

the Constitution relative to the power to amend, it is

well to keep in mind that there is only one great muni-
ment of our liberty which can never be amended, re-

voked, or withdrawn—the Declaration of Independ-

ence. It declares: "That whenever any form of gov-

ernment becomes destructive of these things, it is the

right of the people to alter or to abolish it and. to in-

stitute a new government, laying its foundations on such

principles and organizing its powers in such form as to

them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and
happiness." The framers of the Constitution recog-

nized it by providing for the alterations and changes

referred to in the Declaration of Independence.

Under our form of government the people are the

ultimate source of power; when they have once adopted

a Constitution or an amendment thereto, by the methods
therein provided, the court may determine whether the

procedure was in fact in accordance with the method
fixed by the Constitution and may interpret the mean-
ing of the amendment. But after it has once been

adopted according to the manner prescribed by the Con-
stitution it is the duty of all loyal citizens to obey it.

The people under this form of government may, of

course, do unw-ise things. This is the alleged danger
of a republican or democratic form of government. If

the electorates are not intelligent, moral, and patriotic,

our government will fail. Our forefathers took that

chance in choosing a form of government that was con-

trolled entirely by the people. History proves that they

builded more wisely than they knew. The people have
kept step with advancing civilization under the sane
construction of our Constitution. This last advance in

the prohibition of the beverage liquor traffic, which is

one of the greatest evils that ever cursed humanity, is

additional evidence of the wisdom of our forebears.

A recent survey made in Massachusetts comparing
the last seven wet years with the two dry years reveals

a decrease of 55 per cent, in the arrests for drunken-
ness. Arrests for all causes in Boston decreased 27
per cent., in the entire State 24 per cent. The arrests of

women for drunkenness decreased 69 per cent, in the

State. There was a decrease of 52 per cent, in the

prison population; of 52 per cent, in the number of

neglected children; of 31 per cent, in the number of

non-support cases in the State. Deaths from alcoholism

in the State decreased 65 per cent. This is a fair illus-

tration of what surveys made in other States show.

A constitutional amendment that decreases drunken-
ness and crimes related thereto, diminishes the con-

sumption of beverage liquor, provides more food and
clothing for the homes, and destroys the saloon and its

attendant evils, is not degrading the Constitution of the

United States.

Home Brew
The home-brew situation is a troublesome one, but

its evils are greatly over-emphasized by both the friends
and foes of prohibition. There has always been more
or less illicit manufacture of liquor in the home in

every community after prohibition has been adopted.

This is made possible by the fact that the home is

always carefully safeguarded from search or inspec-

tion and it offers an opportunity for this illegal mak-
ing of liquor. Experience has demonstrated that un-
less a home becomes a place where liquor is made, .sold,

or furnished, in violation of law, the search-and-seizure

act should not apply. The Federal Act prevents a
search of a home until there is evidence that liquor is

sold therein. Most of the State laws provide for the

search of the home when there is evidence of illegal

manufacture or sale. While the State and Federal

Governments have the right to enact laws reaching
this home-brew situation more effectively than they

have done, the law has been lenient in this regard out

of respect for the adage, "a man's home is his castle."

It is a matter of considerable interest, however, to

know that those opposed to prohibition resist every ef-

fort to secure the enactment of laws which will deal

more effectively with the home-brew situation. After
the laws are enacted, one of the chief attacks upon them
is that liquors may be made in the home and the )aw
is a failure because of this. This difficult situation will

be solved in time by two factors : In the first place, .as

the people realize that there is a necessity for further

legislation to cope with this situation, it will be enacted.

In addition, the changing public sentiment on this

question will do much to solve this difficulty.

Knowing the protection given the home, those who
were opposed to prohibition naturally took advantage
of the safeguards thrown around the home and made
home brew after the adoption of prohibition. It was
a fad in many places. Those who wanted some kind

of liquor to wean off on naturally turned to home brew.

They got the materials from stores which claimed they

were selling to make beverages in accordance with the

law only. The same stores quietly gave information to
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the purchaser how to produce more alcohol than the

one-half of one per cent. The home-brew maker soon

found, however, that the home-made stuff was not up to

the quality of the beer made by the brewer.

Home Brew a Failure

In order to prepare satisfactory beer or other fer-

mented liquors several conditions are essential. First,

the brew must be made from pure materials; that is,

good clean or sound fruits or grain. Second, the ma-
terial must be brewed in clean utensils and in well ven-

tilated and clean surroundings open to sunlight. Third,

the yeast used must be of clean culture or nearly so.

In addition to these, good results are seldom obtained

except in large-volume operations. The conditions under

which practically all of the home brew and home-made
wines are now manufactured are exactly the opposite

of those set forth above. The materials used are poor

grain, glucose, dried or partly decayed fruits. The
utensils are not clean in the sense in which that word
applies to a fermentation industry. The surroundings

are as a rule unsanitary, damp, and out of the sunlight.

The home brew is usually made in basements, sheds,

and stables. The procuring of a pure yeast culture by

the public is practically impossible, and even if it were

possible to procure pure yeast, the contamination pro-

duced by wild yeast and bacteria would result in a poor

fermentation.

The products examined in the various laboratories of

the Prohibition Unit fully bear out these statements.

The "kick" usually claimed for these concoctions is due

to the off-products of fermentation or ptomaines as

much as to ethyl alcohol. It is a well-knovvoi fact that

beverage beer was never regarded as fit for use unless

it had been brewed in some clean place under clean

conditions from clean materials and aged in cold cellars

for a considerable time before bottling. The same con-

ditions of fermentation and long aging are as essen-

tial in making wine also, as is well known.

It will take some time for the public to realize

these facts and give up the third and fourth rate stuff

they are making and with which they are ruining their

health and chances of longevity. As a matter of fact,

there is comparatively little home brew made com-

pared with the amount of beer produced before prohi-

bition. We should remember that there were nearly

two billion gallons of beer and malt liquors made an-

nually before prohibition. Only a fraction of that

amount is now made. Of course the amount is a mat-

ter of opinion, as no one can get accurate statistics on

it. The opponents of prohibition, in their survey made

by the New York Herald and the Washington Post, gave

what was probably a fair estimate of the amount of

home brew and other liquors now consumed. In the

first article of that survey they stated that, making a

most liberal estimate for home brew and other liquors

secured illegally, there was a decrease in the consump-

tion of intoxicants under national prohibition of 70

per cent. I confidently believe that the decrease is even

larger than that, but this is a conservative statement.

Home brew is the logical result of alcoholic appetite

produced by the legalized liquor trade. The elimina-

tion of this appetite is the ultimate aim of prohibition.

Two years of prohibition for the removal of this age-

long evil is too short a trial to justify the assumption

that national prohibition will prove either unwise or

ineffective. This complaint simply shows the necessity

of adequate means to suppress it. This will be supplied
in response to an awakened public conscience by edu-
cation and legislation. We challenge the cooperation of

those who complain about home brew to help solve this

problem.

Beer and Wine Sentiment Not Strong

The opponents of prohibition have centred their ef-

forts this year on a beer and wine amendment. Many
unofficial polls and tests have been made concerning a
modification of the law so as to permit these liquors.

Some of the polls indicate a strong sentiment for a
change in the National Prohibition Act to permit the

distribution of beer and wine.

The only accurate test of sentiment on this question
is in an election where all the people have a chance to

register their convictions. Elections have been held on
the beer and wine issue in Ohio, Michigan, Oregon,
Colorado, and several other States. In all of these

States the majority against beer and wine was larger

than that by which prohibition originally carried. The
primaries held in twenty-nine States where 287 dis-

tricts voted on candidates for Congress resulted in the

renomination of 248 of the present Congressmen. Of
these 203 have records favoring prohibition, while

forty-five are wet. In the thirty-nine districts where
new candidates were chosen the majority are dry. These

tests show clearly that the propaganda for beer and
wine is backed largely by the former brewers who hope

to reestablish their business, and is not demanded by the

people generally.

Obedience to Law
It is a dangerous doctrine to advocate, when a law

has been enacted by the orderly process of government,

even though it is an interference with some people's

personal habits, that "the great guilt is not that of the

law breakers but that of law makers." Such state-

ments as:

Nothing would be easier than to imagine laws which a
very considerable number of perfectly well meaning people
would be willing to have enacted but which if enacted it

would be not only the right, but the duty, of sound citizens

to ignore"'

constitute an unjustifiable assumption calculated to

promote the very evil of lawlessness which all so

strongly condemn.

Congress could not prohibit the manufacture and
sale of liquor until an amendment had been added to

the Constitution. The difficulties of amending the Con-

stitution have already been stated. Therefore, to apply

such an assumption to statutes flowing directly from
an amendment to the organic law is unwarranted.

The issue in the United States today is one of Jaw

and order, and the perpetuity of orderly government.

It may be, as is claimed by the opponents of prohibi-

tion, that this issue will divide the people as they have

not been divided since the Civil War. This issue of

law enforcement must be met and settled right if the

Government is to live. If prohibition is the means of

bringing this issue squarely before the people and
settling the question right once for all, it is worth
while. Civilization and law and order go hand in hand.

The American people will not back track on this vital

issue necessary to sustain these essentials of orderly

«overnment.
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What the World Is Doing
Edited by Franklin H. Giddings

Professor of Sociology and the History of Ciuilization, Columbia University

Domestic Affairs
The Railroad Shopmen's Strike

ON September 1 Attorney General Daugherty ob-

tained from Judge Wilkerson in the United

States District Court at Chicago an order en-

joining obstruction of "the operation of trains in any

manner, directly or indirectly." The order recites in

great detail acts which would constitute obstruction.

Senator Robinson told the Senate on the 6th that the en-

joining of certain of the acts recited is "violative of

express law and of the constitutional guarantees of

freedom of speech, of freedom of the press, and of the

right peaceably to assemble." A very considerable por-

tion of the American public agree with Senator Robin-

son. On the 11th there will be a hearing in court on

the Attorney General's motion for permanency of the

injunction, when the enjoined labor

leaders may present argument and
the issues involved should be threshed

out. This grand matter had best be

left to editorial treatment.

* * *

Up to the date of issuance of the

injunction, outrages in connection

with the strike had continued with

ever-increasing frequency. Since that

date there has been a falling off, but

by no means a cessation. For what-

ever reason, the Department of Jus-

tice has made only a few of the many
arrests which would find sanction

under the wide sweep of the injunc-

tion.

One of a group of shop-buildings

of the Pennsylvania Railroad at

Pittsburgh, in which fifty-five new
workers were sleeping, was set on

fire early in the morning of Septem-

ber 3. Seven of the occupants were
burned to death and ten others are

of them being expected to die.

Inttrwitiiniiil

Mussolini, head of

in hospital, two
While the work of res-

cue was going on, a crowd of several hundred stood on

a height overlooking the burning building and hurled

stones at the injured persons being carried away and
at the rescuers, until police dispersed them. The cause

of the fire is being investigated.

* * *

Certain Brotherhood employees on the Chicago and

Alton Railroad having walked out, were persuaded to

go back to work, but only after obtaining some curious

concessions. The workers were themselves to decide

whether rolling-stock was defective, and trains were to

be run only by day.

The Miners' Strike

At Philadelphia, on September 2, representatives of

anthracite miners and operators agreed to a settlement

proposed by Senators Pepper and Reed of Pennsylvania,
after receipt of a letter from President Harding urging
acceptance. The following are the terms of the pro-

posal of the Pennsylvania Senators:

1. Tli(> contracts in force March .'U, 19212, to be extended
to AuR. 31, 11)1>3, or March 31, 19124.

1.'. The production of coal to begin at once.
3. Your organizations [i. e. the miners' and operators'

organizations] to join in a recommendation to Congress that
legishition be forthwith enacted creating a separate Anthra-
cite Coal Commission, with authority to investigate and
report promptly on every phase of the industry.

4. The continuance of production after the extension
date to be upon such terms as the parties may agree upon
in the light of the report of the commission.

The miners' representatives finally agreed to August
31, 1923, as the date of expiration of the renewed
schedule of wages. In this sense the agreement is a
compromise; otherwise it is substantially a victory for

the miners. The agreement has

been ratified by the Miners' Scale

Committee, but still requires to be

ratified by the delegates' convention

of the 155,000 anthracite miners.

Such ratification seems certain, and
it is expected that resumption of

operations in the anthracite mines
will commence on the 11th.

The so-called Administration's

Coal Distribution and Price Control

bill was passed by the House on

August 31. Its intention is to regu-

late coal prices and coal distribution

in interstate commerce through
priority orders to be issued by the

Interstate Commerce Commission,

the Commission's powers to be ex-

tended for that purpose, and the

Commission to act on information to

be furnished by a Fuel Distributor.

The Fuel Distributor would ascer-

tain fuel needs throughout the coun-

try, coal prices obtaining and reasonable coal prices,

and recommend accordingly. Profiteers would get no

cars. The Senate passed the bill on September 7 after

amending it slightly. It is now in conference.

* * *

Bituminous production during the week ended Sep-

tember 2 was more than 9,000,000 tons; a substantial

percentage above normal consumption.

* * *

It has been announced that, owing to lack of fuel

and the alleged impossibility of procuring fuel at

reasonable prices, the Ford Motor Company will shut
down on September 16, thus throwing 105,000 em-
ployees out of work. Industries furnishing materials

to Ford plants will indirectly be hit hard. The present

production of the company is the greatest in its his-

tory—about 5,200 cars per day.

the Italian Fascisti
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Harris & Euina

Oiir building for the Brazilian Centennial Exposition, which opened September 7

Brief Items

On August 31 the Senate passed the Bonus bill, which

is now in conference. The House having failed to indi-

cate whence were to come the huge sums required under

the bill, the Senate attached an amendment providing

for bonus payments out of payments to be received from

foreign Governments upon the account of war loans.

The Senate attached another amendment providing for

reclamation of swamp and other public lands for home-

steads for former soldiers.
* * *

John Hessin Clarke has resigned his office of Asso-

ciate Justice of the Supreme Court, in order to serve

"some public causes in ways in which he could not

serve them" while holding his present office; the resig-

nation to become effective September 18. It is gener-

ally understood that Justice Clarke proposes to throw

himself into the movement to swing us into the League

of Nations. George Sutherland, formerly Senator from

Utah, has been nominated to succeed Justice Clarke,

and the nomination has been ratified by the Senate.
•j:- -x- *

Yielding to circumstances, President Harding has

consented that the Ship Subsidy bill shall not be taken

up at this session. Yes? No? Which is it?

* * *

All Connecticut textile mills which have been shut

down by strikes are again in operation.
* * *

Exports from this country during the fiscal year

ended June 30, 1922, totaled in value $3,770,000,000, as

against the $6,516,000,000 value of exports in the

previous fiscal year; imports totaled in value $2,608,-

000,000, as against the $3,654,000,000 value of imports

in the previous fiscal year.
» * *

The Davis Cup was successfully defended by our

players against the Australians. Tilden and Johnson

each won in singles against both Patterson and Ander-

son; Johnson winning both his matches with ease, but

Tilden having hard fights. In doubles Tilden and Rich-

ards were thoroughly trounced by Patterson and Wood.

Of all the contest-ants Johnson played the most bril-

liantly. There should be a rare struggle between Til-

den and Johnson for the national championship; per-

haps the mightiest in the history of the game.
if •« «

A delegation from the Sulgrave Institution of Eng-
land, headed by Sir Charles Wakefield, is now in this

country to present the following statuary from that in-

stitution: to the City of Washington a statue of Ed-

mund Burke; to the City of Pittsburgh a bust of

William Pitt, Earl of Chatham ; to the City of Washing-

ton a bust of Lord Bryce, and to Trinity Church, New
York City, a replica of that bust.

* * *

A steamer arrived in New York the other day with

the following consignment from India: 13 baby ele-

phants; 200 adult monkeys, and 60 monkey babies in

arms; 2 Bengal tigers; 2 sloth-bears; 3 black panthers;

2 hippopotamuses; 56 snakes, including a python 20

feet long and 16 inches in girth; 900 miscellaneous

birds. It was a hard trip for the kids.
-rf * -jf

It should be cause of national pride that the Alaskan

brown bear has twice the weight of the average lion

and is much more powerful. Moreover, as should be

expected of an American beast, he is of superior intelli-

gence. A well-grown one, on all fours, is about eight

feet long; standing erect, he is about nine feet tall.

British Unemployment and Other Woes
R. CHARLES HOBHOUSE, writing in the Au-

gust Contemporary Revieiv, gives the follow-

ing statistics, which are probably close to theM
truth

:

1.4()0.()0() are returned by Labor Organizations to the

I?oai'd of Trade as unemployed, while a j<reat matiy others,

who are outside the Trade T'nion eircle, are also out of

work. Trade Union membership having substantially de-

creased in the last year, it is probable that the unemployed
in this latter category are very numerous. At least 1,620,000

persons are known to be chargeable to the rates, and a

further considerable number, especially among the clerical

classes, are still living on savings. Without reckoning those

involved in industrial disputes, whose absence from employ-

ment is not due to lack of trade, it is not, I think, inaccurate

to compute the total numbers of those dependent on the

l)roceeds of past, as contrasted with that of present, trade,
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as from t! to N millions out of a total population of 4'A

millions. In addition, many industries are working on short

time, and adding those employed therein, in terms of un-

employment, to the above figures, it may be said that cer-

tainly one-tifth and possible one-quarter of our people are to-

day eoonomioally not only unproductive, but are a first

charge and heavy burden on the industry of the remainder.

That the machinery and capital which is idle or un-

remunerative is in the same proportion may be inferred from

the fact that the foreign trade of the country for 15)21 is, in

values of 1913, only t?.") per cent, of the trade of 1913. A
further confirmation is to be found in the estimate of the

national income, which, in the same values, is for 1920 only

03 per cent, of that of 1913. The full force of these figures

can only be apprwiated if it is remembered that since 1913 the

population has increased by about 4 millions, and that the

agricultural area available to support it has shrunk by the

acreage provide*!, however inadequately, to house (in the

fullest sense of buildings, roads, drainage and drainage areas,

churches, parks, water supplies, and factories) this addi-

tional population.

Germany and the Allies

THE conversations at Berlin between Sir John

Bradbury, British member of the Reparations

Commission, and M. Mauclere, head of the Com-

mittee of Guarantees, on the one hand, and members of

the German Government, on the other, ended on August

25. The Germans would not hear to Poincare's "pro-

ductive guarantees," and quite characteristically only at

the very end did they make any counter-proposal at all

deserving of consideration. One hears of only one such

counter-proposal; this, according to the Associated

Press, "provided for a contract between the German
Government and the biggest German industrialists, in-

cluding Hugo Stinnes, for delivery during the period

of a moratorium of products of the Ruhr mines and

wood from the State forests. German industry would

guarantee faithful delivery and penalties would be en-

forced against the industrialists in the event the sched-

ule was not lived up to."

This proposal was in lieu of Poincare's proposal of

strict Allied control of mines and forests in the Ruhr
region and in the occupied portion of the Rhineland.

It was promptly rejected by Poincare as vague and in-

adequate (Poincare said that talk of Government penal-

ties against industrialists more powerful than it, was
nonsense) ; so the week's work seemed so much labor

lost.

* * *

The Reparations Commission next invited the Ger-

man Government to send representatives to present the

case of Germany to the Commission on the 30th. The
representatives duly arrived, but brought no new offer.

More labor lost. The world in imagination heard the

tramp of the French legions advancing into the valley

of the Ruhr. The mark kerflopped, kerflopped, slidder-

ing doA^"nward. The French and British press ad-

dressed each other in the language of Allies profoundly

differing in temperament.
* ;= 4f

But the next day there was a new face of things.

The Belgians renewed an offer made at the London
Conference and rejected there. It will be recalled that

under a priority arrangement Belgium was to get all

the reparations cash paid by Germany this year. The
Belgian Government proposed to accept, in lieu of fur-

ther cash installments this year, German six months'
Treasury notes; that is, in effect a moratorium to the

end of the year, but not so in name, thus saving

France's face. The Reparations Commission approved

the proposal and incorporated it in a "decision" of

which the other important details are as follows

:

The Belgian and German Governments to arrange by

direct negotiation the matter of guarantees of payment
of the Treasury notes as they fall due. The Repara-

tions Commission "defers its decision on the request of

the German Government" for a moratorium com-

mencing January 1, 1923, "until the Commission has

completed its scheme for the radical reform of German
public finance, including":

(a) Balancing of the budget;
(b) In the event of the (Jovernments represented on the

Ileparations Commission giving their prior c(uisent thereto,

reduction of (Jermany's foreign obligations in so far as may
be considered necessary for the restoration of her credit;

(c) Currency reform;
(d) The issue of foreign and national loans in order to

consolidate the financial situation.

Now, since it is certain that France will not consider

reduction of Germany's reparations debt to her without

corresponding reduction of her own foreign debt, and
since it is certain that without reduction of Germany's
foreign obligations Germany can get no foreign loans,

the inner meaning of the above conventionally cryptic

language is obvious enough. All depends on what may
or may not be done about the Interallied debts.

No one, therefore, was surprised when, immediately

after publication of the Commission's decision, the

French Government, replying to the Balfour note of

August 2, proposed that "the problem of Interallied

debts should be examined before long in all its aspects

in a conference to which should be invited all the inter-

ested Allied countries without exception." It is under-

stood that the British Government will reply favorably.

Of course, every one knows that, if the conference

comes off, besides the "interested Allied countries with-

out exception," a certain Associated Power will be in-

vited; the invitation may be expected in Washington
shortly after the November elections.

Though the French Government issued a commu-
nique, "noting"

with diplomatic

humor that
"the Reparations

Commission have

not accorded
a moratorium,"

and expressly

"reserving i t s

liberty of ac-

t i n" without

accepting or re-

jecting, express-

ing approval or

disapproval of,

the C m m i s-

sion's decision

as a whole, it

has en effet ac-

cepted it. An-
other repara-

tions crisis is

past. There is a breathing-space ahead. And nov; be-

hold another development—a rainbow, is it, promising

that there shall be no more crises, or a mirage?
* * *

It is reported that Hugo Stinnes, greatest of German

Portrait of a Gentleman who once main-
tained that "Government is after all a very

simple matter!"
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industrial leaders, and Senator de Lubersac, President

of the Federation of Co-operative Societies of the

French Liberated Regions, have concurred in a plan

under which the Stinnes interests would furnish raw
materials and made-up materials and articles to a total

value of 13,000,000,000 francs, for restoration of the

devastated area of France, the money value of materi-

als, etc., furnished, plus 6 per centum thereof, to be

credited to Germany against her reparations debt to

France, and Stinnes et Cie to be reimbursed by the

German Government (including the 6 per centum net

profit). Presumably the German Government has in-

formally assented to the plan; the French Government
authorities are examining it. Dispatches are vague on

the matter, but apparently Stinnes and de Lubersac

have signed a contract which awaits ratification by the

Governments of Paris and Berlin. The plan seems to

be essentially that of the Wiesbaden Agreement, rid of

the delaying action of bureaucracy. The Wiesbaden
Agreement never got under way because of its political

trammels; this deal between groups of business men is

expected to function rapidly and smoothly.

The above calls for an observation or two. The
dispatches do not say, but it is to be hoped that by 13,-

000,000,000 francs is meant 13,000,000,000 gold francs,

the equivalent, roughly, of $2,500,000,000. Now the

delivery of materials, etc., to that value, would be all

to the good, but it should not deflect attention from the

fact that the French Government has already expended

the equivalent of $8,000,000,000 for repair of damage
done by the Germans (mostly wanton), and estimates

a further expenditure of the equivalent of $4,000,000,-

000 as necessary to complete the work of restoration.

Therefore, minimum justice requires that, after the

payment of the value of $2,500,000,000 in kind by Ger-

many, Germany shall remain obligated to pay to France,

in cash or in kind, the equivalent of $9,500,000,000

It would be unfortunate should that generous offer of

Stinnes et Cie be so much dust in the world's eyes to

blind it to France's predicament and just claims.
* * *

The German-Belgian negotiation regarding guaran-

tees which Germany is to give for payment of her six

months' Treasury notes, is now in process.
* * *

Optimism created by the Reparations Commission's

decision and the Stinnes project, has boosted up the

mark, whch for the nonce has ceased to kerflop, kerflop,

sliddering downward. * * *

Recently there has been rioting by Communists in

Berlin and other German cities, with some looting of

foodstores and some wanton destruction. In several

instances the Security Police, treated roughly, fired on

the mobs, killing and wounding a few, but not many;
more important, setting wild passions aflame. The
Communists allege the high cost of living as the justi-

fying incitement to their disorders.

The Anatolian War

IT
is scarcely two weeks since news arrived that the

Nationalist Turks had begun a great general of-

fensive against the Greeks; and now, if certain

dispatches are to be believed, the Greek army has been

annihilated, the Turks are almost arrived at Smyrna,
Panderma, and Pergamum, and Smyrna, having already

received 150,000 fugitives, refuses to receive more and

entertains little hope of being able to repel a Turkish

attack. The Greek case is probably not as desperate as

that; but one may hardly doubt that the Greek forces

have suffered decisive reverses and must relinquish

J'aitl ThonipKon

A page from the Gutenberg Bible, photographed alongside a model of the Gutenberg press in the National Museum, Washington
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hope of retaining even the merest foothold in Asia
Minor. Mustapha Kemal ruffles gloriously in his dis-

patches and his minimum demands include Greek
evacuation of Thriice, Turkish possession in full sover-

eignty of Constantinople and the shores of the Sea of

Marmora, and the final consignment to Lethe of the

Treaty of Sevres and all other post-war Allied decisions

relating to Turkey. It is rumored that he threatens

Constantinople, and the rumor gains plausibility from
the fact that the eminent soldier Field Marshal Lord
Plumer has been sent by the British to Constantinople,

though why that cool hand General Harrington should

be superseded in command of the Allied forces is not

clear. The rumor that Soviet Russia contemplates mili-

tary cooperation with Mustapha Kemal should be taken

down with a large allowance of salt.

The Turkish offensive began with a concentration

against Afium-Karahissar, where the railroad from
Smyrna joins the Bagdad railway. The attack was suc-

cessful and the Greek lateral line of communication

was severed ; the Greek wings were bent away from each

other and were later dealt with separately.

The Turkish leadership must be very fine. It is said

that the Turks have tanks, motorized transport and
many batteries of French 75's, all acquired since the

armistice which the Greeks consented to at the instance

of the Allies went into effect.

The situation, which threatens the extinction or com-

plete degradation of the surviving Greek and Armenian
minorities in Asia Minor, is due to the commercial and

political rivalries of France, Italy, and Great Britain.

A veiy important part of the fruits of the victory in

the Great War has been lost through blind and stupid

cupidity. This Turkish business has discredited west-

ern statesmanship as nothing else since the Great War
—and that is saying a very great deal. Thou hast it,

Mammon

!

A dispatch received since the above was written

states the following: that the Greeks have, through the

Allied High Commissioners at Constantinople, sued to

the Turks for an armistice; that the entire southern

wing of the Greek army has surrendered; and that

Turkish advance forces are within twenty-five miles of

Smyrna.

Lord Raglan on Transjordania

LORD RAGLAN is not pleased with the results of

recent British policy in the Middle East. The
territory east of Palestine, which the British

hold by mandate, they have named Transjordania; they

have erected a government there which falls under no

known category, with Sherif Abdalla, son of King Hus-

sein of the Hedjaz and brother of King Feisal of Irak,

as Governor. Lord Raglan stayed the night at the

house of a Christian sheik in Transjordania. "The
village elders," says he (writing in The Nineteenth

Century),

dropped in one by one, and then came the old, old story.

which I heard again and again till I was sick of it and
ashamed of being an Englishman. There must be thousands
of Englishmen who have heard similar stories in Asia, in
Africa and in Ireland, and who know the feeling well. There
is nothing behind one, nothing but a lot of jabbering idiots
who call themselves statesmen. That, at least, is what one
feels at the time.

They have flocks and herds and fertile land, and if there
were any security, would be well off, but, bullied by their

Moslem neighbors, harried by the Bedouins, their traders
robbed on the roads, their crops stolen, with no hope of

redress, they can barely exist.

Under the Turks, they say, they wore well off, belter off

than tilt' MosltMus, as, if they had any grievances, tlicre were
always the foreign consuls to take these up. To be under a
Christian I'ower, and especially the IJritish, of wliose justice,

and so forth, they had always heard, was a state of happiness
for which they had hardly dared to pray.

lutcrnntional

A scene in Limerick after the siege. An Irish woman taking
her milk to market through the remains of a barricade

How different the reality ! Ever since the armistice they had
had British representatives, who had listened to their com-
plaints, regretted that they could do nothing at the time, but

assured them that things would shortly imi)rove. Instead of

this things had got steadily worse, and they could not con-

tinue indefinitely in such a state of misery. Could I assure
them that the British Government would help them? as if

not they would be compelled to abandon their homes and
lands and emigrate to somewhere where there was peace and
justice.

The Moslem peasant and traders all tell much the same
story. The Turkish Government, with all its faults, was a
government, but now there is no security, every nuin is law
to himself, the strong devour the weak, and the country is

relai)sing into barbarism and desolation. Even the Bedouins
have their grievance. During the war a stream of British

gold, for which they made no return whatever, was poured
into their pockets, and they came to consider it as their right.

Now it has been cut off, and they are very indignant. In
Transjordania the British name is mud.

The above acquires fresh interest from the report

that Transjordania is to be included under the manda-
tory administration of Palestine as part of the "Jewish

National Home."

Several Matters
The assassination of Collins has had the effect of

greatly increasing enlistments for the Irish National

Army. That army continues steadily the slow work of

cleaning up the scattered irregulars. Those who remain

afoot of the latter, snipe or bomb, from time to time, in

Dublin, Cork, and other cities, and in small bands

throughout the Free State area carry on their con-

temptible campaign of ambush, rapine, and destruction.

* * *

The $450,000 which Lloyd George is to receive for

his forthcoming book will be given by him to war chari-

ties.

-l(r * *

An Italian aviator has broken the world's airplane

speed record, traveling some distance at a rate of speed

of 220 miles per hour.

* * *

The Persian National Council has engaged Mr.
Millspaugh, formerly of our State Department, as

Director General of Finance for five years.
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Hooper, J. P., on the Law's Delays
By Ellis Parker Butler

OUR eminent jurist, Justice of the Peace Lem
Hooper, had just fined an automobile speeder

twenty-five dollars and costs and the whole case

had taken less than a minute. Officer Furtig had

brought in the law-breaker, and had given his testi-

mony by saying, "Speedin', yer honor; I timed him."

Judge Hooper had then said to the culprit, "Were you

speeding?" "Well, Judge," the guilty man had

answered, "if this town will make a fool law holding a

man down to twenty-five miles
—

" "Twenty-five dollars

and costs!" Judge Hooper had said, and the case was

completed.

"I'm for quick work, Durfey," Judge Hooper had

remarked to Court Officer Durfey. "When a man's

guilty the sooner the law hands him his verdict the

better it is for one and all. When I read of some of

the cases, with the delays

—

my! my!"
"They do be a bit leisure-

ly-like, some of them,"

agreed Durfey.

"L e i s u r e 1 y-like !" ex-

claimed Judge Hooper, "The

way a criminal is rushed to

punishment these days
makes me think the statue of

Justice should not be the

hoodwinked lady with the

scales but a lame snail drag-

ging a ten-ton road roller up Pike's Peak on a

midwinter day. A day when the snow is four

feet deep on the average, Durfey, but drifted

considerable in front of the lawyer's house. The
motto in the Court House should be changed

from 'Let justice be done though the heavens

fair to the more appropriate one of Tike's Peak or

bust, and we don't care if it takes twenty-seven years.'

"In the midst of life we are near death, Durfey, un-

less we have committed a murder and then we are near

an appeal on the ground that when the prosecuting at-

torney asked the witness 'Is you?' he should have asked

him 'Am you?' (counsel for the accused objecting; ob-

jection over-ruled). To the man that murders his

mother-in-law with an axe the best authorities no

onger say 'Eat, drink and be merry, for tomorrow you

lie,' but 'If I don't happen to be alive when your trial is

mded my grandson will attend to the appeal to the

.'higher court ; as soon as he is weaned we mean to enter

him in the Law School and if all goes well he should be

admitted to the bar twenty-five or thirty years from

now.'

"If I had some mighty important business to transact

six months from now, Durfey, and wanted to be sure

I was alive to attend to it, I would step out and murder
the first man I met. The lawyers would attend to the

rest, the judges assisting. The State, with admirable

beneficence, would feed and clothe and house me for six

months or so, and then the technicalities of the law

would begin and I could settle down to enjoy a long and

, care-free career on the front page of the newspaper.

"The average man, Durfey, is satisfied if he can see

life and fodder for a month ahead—beyond that he

does not worry much; he may be dead by then. The
tough guy hopes no more than that. As things are,

Durfey, if he goes out and murders the boss of the

other gang tonight, in plain sight, he improves his

chances of life to a great extent. He says, *I should

worry! It will be a long time before the last word is

said and who knows but the end of the world may come
before then anyway.' So he puts a big lead slug in the

gun and goes forth.

"It would not surprise me if an insurance company
that had turned a man down because of the hacking

cough that threatened an early death would hurry to

sign him up for a fine policy when it heard he had mur-

dered me. He would be good for a year or two any-

way, with a fine chance that he would live to be one

hundred, with the State

patching him up and giving

him a good long trial and,

maybe, a nice rest from all

worry for twenty years or

so on top of it.

"There is no nonsense in

justice, Durfey, but a lot in

the way the modern justice-

shop allows the criminal's

lawyer to amuse the honor-

able court by balancing a

flea's hair on the end of his

nose. The time may come,

Durfey, when a respectable

murderer, whose trial has

been going on since he was a

tender youth, may come

weeping into court and beg

the judge to pity his gray

hairs and let him die peace-

fully now that he is old and

feeble. 'Your honor,' he will

say, 'my trial has been going

on for seventy years now and

for the last ten years I have

been wanting to pass on, but

they won't let me. Twenty

years ago I was as good as dead, your honor, but the

state wouldn't have it that way; my trial was not

ended. They grafted monkey glands on me, your

honor. And every few years since then they've grafted

a new kind of gland onto me, and braced me up, and

set me going again. They won't let me die. For the

sake of mercy, your honor, end the trial and hang me,

or let me die in peace!' 'I'm sorry,' the judge will say,

'but the Supreme Court has just sent back the docu-

ments in your case and orders a new trial. Bu,t I think,'

he will say, 'we can promise you a final decision before

you are as old as Methuselah.'
"

"But, your honor," said Durfey, "the minute techni-

calities that cause the delays are to assure the prisoner

full justice."

"Either that, Durfey," said Judge Hooper, "or to let

the lawyers show off in public."
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An Undaunted Exile
By Hamilton Fish Armstrong

It is not eaiiy to gaiuje the political currents in present-day France. Obviously, however, forces are at work

there which are not adequately reflected in the Parisian press, and which must be taken into account if one

is not to be caught unawares by possible changes. One of the personalities to be reckoned with is Malvy, for-

merly Minister of Interior and now an exile in Spain, and Mr. Armstrong's vivid interview with him regard-

ing his future plans throws light on a phase of French politics generally overlooked.

F one thing I am absolutely certain: France

is to be democratic. That means the Left

will rule. Caillaux and I will make a unit

of the unorganized groups of the Left. We will rule."

It is in this deter-

mined and confident

mood that Louis-

Jean Malvy, during

three momentous
war years Minister

of the Interior of

France, is waiting

in the little Spanish

town of San Sebas-

tien for the end of

his term of exile

and the chance to

engage again in

the political strug-

gle which at one mo-

ment brought him
prestige and the

control of the elec-

toral machinery of

his country and at

the next disgrace

and banishment.

f*'}ul Thf.mptijn

Louis-Jean Malvy

There has been much speculation, most of it rather

at random, as to the course Malvy and Caillaux will

take when the law allows them to re-enter the public

life of their country. Their strength in certain labor

milieux in Paris and in the industrial north is well

recognized; and lately it has been whispered that in

southwest France, where people are of an independent

turn of mind, two or three of the more important

radical newspapers are preparing a vigorous anti-

militarist, anti-royalist, and anti-clerical campaign of

which Caillaux and Malvy will be the beneficiaries.

One such newspaper is the powerful Depeche de

Toulouse, from which about forty deputies are said to

take their orders. Of course its support is less useful

than that of some equally great metropolitan news-

papers, but I gather that this weakness may be

remedied, when the psychological moment approaches

for welding the Syndicalists, the Socialists, and the so-

called Radical Socialists—all the Left, that is, except

the out-and-out Communists—into a cohesive political

unit.

On the surface it seems inconceivable that Caillaux

and Mahy, after their anathematization, should ever

again attain political power. Many Frenchmen have
told me it is impossible. They forget, it seems to me,

how public sentiment often shifts overnight, and they

ignore the many factors now at work to produce just

the changes that would be profitable to the two out-

casts. Everyone remembers, for instance, how Caillaux

long insisted that France should pursue a conciliatory

policy toward Germany, even to the extent of making

her an ally in preference to England. Today the Anglo-

French entente is perilously strained. The Parisian

cabaret singer is sure of a burst of applause if he can

lug in an uncomplimentary reference to Lloyd George's

golf and England's acquisitive abilities in the colonial

field. French newspapers seem to reserve more ear-

casm for their friends the English than for their mat-

ter-of-course enemies the Germans. Now this is a

tune which Caillaux can play with the greatest

dexterity. Each time something happens to make it

appear that England, having achieved her own ends, is

now abandoning France to her troubles in order to

resume profitable trade with Germany, he need only

jibe: "I told you so!"

So much to explain why it seemed to me worth while

to pay the fiendish fee demanded for a Spanish visa.

I found no indication from the manner in which Malvy

is living in San Sebastien that his terms of office had

left him rolling in wealth, as Leon Daudet and his other

implacable enemies used to allege. Of course the ex-

change is heavily against him, but even so his furnished

rooms are not those of a successful politician. Against

the faded Japanesque wall-paper of his little parlor are

hung gaudy gilt-framed pictures of solid fish and care-

fully cut fruits, with here and there one of the painted

shells mounted on plush that infest seaside lodgings

in every country of the world. The desk is heaped

with correspondence and papers, while on each table

are piles of books—"L'Armee Nouvelle," by Jaures, "La

Marche au Socialisme," by Edwin Milhaud, and "G. Q.

G.," by Pierrefeu, besides the Code Civile and copies of

Caillaux's "Agadir" and "Mes Prisons," the latter a

companion volume to Malvy's own "Mon Crime."

M. Malvy came in carrying Humanite, L'Oeuvre, he

Pevpie, and one or two other Paris newspapers just

arrived by the Sud Express. He is much younger than

I had expected, slight and wiry, with large prominent

eyes, a high forehead and sparse dark hair. It seemed

to me he rather enjoyed being interviewed again, al-

though, had he so chosen, he might have had the sensa-

tion many times since the conclusion of his spectacular

trial. Perhaps it gave him a feeling of being once

more actually a part of the French political landscape

instead of merely a shape always hovering just over

the horizon. There was more than a suggestion of this

later when he was explaining why he was disap-

pointed but not surprised that M. Briand, when he

came to power, took no steps to have the High Court's

verdict reversed. "Briand is still my friend," he said,

and added with a shrug, "but out of sight, out of

mind."

It is clear that Malvy has no intention of remaining

out of sight a moment longer than necessary, and that

when he again appears on the political stage he plans
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to give his enemies something to worry about. He is

first of all going to make the public hear his account

of how and why he was condemned to exile. "I was
accused of the most terrific of crimes," he said, "that

of selling my country. I will dissipate the calumny.

I will show that the accusation was the product of party

politics and nothing else. Clemenceau made it seem
that I, who stood in the way of his political progress,

stood also in the way of winning the war. But today

there is in France a different psychology from that

which possessed the country during the height of the

war fever. Facts carry more weight, oratory and senti-

ment less." Confident words. But not more confident

that those of Anatole France: "The affaire Malvy was
a judicial monstrosity. It would be impious to doubt

that some day we shall be able to right it."

To an American the extraordinary thing about the

trial was that although exonerated on the charges in-

volving treason—the only charges, be it remembered,
on which he legally could be brought before the High
Court—Malvy was found guilty on other counts, largely

political in character, over which the High Court had
no jurisdiction.

Incidentally, some color is lent his apologia by the

fact that the verdict against Malvy, unlike any other

previous decree of banishment, did not carry the loss

of civil rights. He could be elected to the Chamber
of Deputies tomorrow. "Deroulede was exiled for being

too royalist," he said, "and his civil rights were taken

away. I was exiled for being too democratic, but I

kept my civil rights." As proof he cited to me the fact

that he had continued to draw his pay as a deputy up
to the expiration of his term, and that he still is sent

the remittances due him as avocat a la Cour d'Appel de

Paris. He thinks it clear that had the charges against

him been anything but political the Senate would have

followed the regulation course and barred him from
all rights as a French citizen.

Malvy believes that the change in public sentiment

regarding him personally will coincide with the general

growth of a new liberalism in French politics. By this

he intends to profit. At the moment, the Confederation

Generale du Travail is split between the Third and

Fourth Internationales. He believes he can swing back

to moderate socialism almost all of the Communist
workmen, by the force of his known radical beliefs

and with the aid of his many labor friends who re-

member how much he did to advance their cause during

the war. The Syndicalists, in other words, are to be

merged with the great bulk of the democrats and re-

publicans of the Left, whose principal leaders in recent

years have been Painleve and Briand.

The mention of these two names suggested an allur-

ing question : "And who will be the chiefs of this new
party?"

"Painleve is of course in complete solidarity with

us," Malvy replied, and hastened to add "nor can there

be any doubt that he is a fine democrat. But he will

hardly be acceptable as a fighting leader. As for

Briand, he i& never willing to settle down to being the

chief of one party. Caillaux and I are different. We
are openly party men, believing in our party pro-

gramme and fighting for it. Briand is obsessed with

ideas of deals and devices and coalitions. He is a

despotic individualist. That is how he, a leader from

the Left, managed to rule so long with a Chamber

whose majority was on the Right. But ultimately he
failed because, having built up his power by this and
that makeshift, he had no solid party behind him. So
it would be if he were put in control of the Party of

the Left."

It seemed indelicate to press M. Malvy further as to

who will eventually be drafted for the duties and
honors of leadership, but before turning to less per-

sonal subjects I thought a word or two more about

Caillaux was needed. How would he be able to resume
an active part in public life before the expiration of

his ten-year term of political ostracism? Malvy
assured me that the change which is coming over

French psychology will soon make it possible to wipe
Caillaux's conviction off the slate, either by passing
an amnesty law or, better, by reversing the decision

on the grounds that Caillaux was convicted of having
had dealings with one Cavallini, a supposed enemy
agent, but that subsequently Cavallini was declared in-

nocent of any wrong actions,

"The change will reach deep into the roots of French
life," said Malvy. "The road France as a nation is to

travel lies toward liberalism and democracy, away from
despotism and clericalism and militarism, the powers
that manifested themselves at the Caillaux trial. I feel

certain of this general swing of public opinion. The
European situation and the situation at home will both

intensify it."

"And Poincare's ministry?" I asked.

"It is an interlude," Malvy replied, "in which the

present Chamber has an opportunity of showing its

real sentiments. Poincare has come to power on a wave
of resentment at Briand's common-sense and healing

policy. But he must inevitably revert to that policy.

That will mark his end. It will coincide very nearly

with the end of the life of our present Parliament.

And the new elections will see many changes."

The discussion turned to the manner in which the

proposed new party would view the main international

problems of tomorrow—the same, probably, as those

of today.

Malvy said: "An understanding with England is a

prerequisite to any conceivable French policy in Eu-

rope, but how definite and far-reaching it ought to be

is a different problem. For one thing, there arises in

my mind some doubt as to which of two great interna-

tional policies is to gain the preponderance in the

world. There is the old policy of special alliances and

understandings between individual nations; and op-

posing it is the effort to create something more gen-

erous, more far-sighted, a rule of national conduct like

that originally conceived by President Wilson. Friendly

understandings with all our neighbors are part of that

programme, but special alliances with any one nation

against any other nation are not."

To my remark that I supposed the same rules should

be applied to French relations with Germany, Malvy

replied sharply: "Why not? Today our place on the

globe is side by side with Germany, just as it was

yesterday and as it will be tomorrow. Only a policy

of mutual concessions, springing from a mutual will

to conciliate, would have avoided the wars of the past.

Only that policy and that good will can avoid the wars

of the future."

"Au revoir," he said, "the next time in Paris. Things

will be very different then."
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The Infancy of Motor Cars
By John Chapman Hilder

ONE is accustomed to speak of the "early" motor
cars as though those made a quarter of a cen-

tury ago were actually the earliest. It is, of

course, true that the motor car as we know it is a de-

velopment of the last twenty odd years. (Alexander

Winton is said to have made the first sale of an Ameri-
can-built car in 1898.) But the crude machines of the

nineties were based on nearly a hundred and fifty years

of experiment. The first horseless vehicle known to

have run under its own power was a steam gun-tractor

invented and built by a Frenchman, Nicholas Joseph

Cugnot, some time before 1780. Innocent of any steer-

ing device, this machine inter-

fered with a solid stone wall on its

first trial and never was tried

again. You can see its patched-up

remains in Paris today at the Con-

servator}' of Arts and Trades. As
far back as 1825 one Thomas
Blanchard of Springfield, Mass.,

built a steam carriage that ran

satisfactorily. But he was forced

to abandon his dream of supplying

duplicates to the neighbors by
reason of a stolid lack of interest

on the part of the neighbors. In

1828 huge steam buses were oper-

ated in England, but they were
legislated out of existence because

their steel tires tore up the roads.

Many other inventors, both here

and abroad, produced cars that

ran, but they were before their

time and most of them succumbed
in the struggle for public recogni-

tion. It is recorded that in 1834 a

mechanical conveyance covered

1,700 miles without needing re-

pairs—an achievement, by the

way, that only an occasional

modern car is able to surpass.

There were ninety-two makes of cars on exhibition

at the Grand Central Palace Show in New York, ap-

proximately a dozen more were displayed at the Hotel

Commodore, and there must be another half dozen at

least that were not exhibited at all. But there have
been even more of which the names are now forgotten

by the general public. You find them listed in the trade

papers under the lugubrious heading "Orphan Cars."

In years gone by they too were on display and they

w^ere then as new, as shiny, as beautiful, and as ad-

vanced as at that time were those of their contem-

poraries which happen to have survived. Think back
to some of these old names: Matheson, Searchmont,

Royal, Pope, Thomas, Corbin, Welch, Columbia, Amplex
—their number is legion. Good cars, most of them, yet

vanished from the roads. Twenty-five odd years of

progress have produced the hundred odd cars we drive

in America today. More than a hundred have failed.

I paid a visit the other day to the Automobile Club
of America to look at the faded photographs upon its

walls: pictures of Glidden tours dear to memory, of

Oldfield making nearly a mile a minute in the weird old

Winton "Bullet," of the Vanderbilts and the Goulds

and Foxhall Keene and Brokaw and Bragg and all the

rest of that little group of serious enthusiasts who or-

ganized the club and helped make motoring an estab-

lished fact. Fascinating pictures ! Jenatzy slewing

around the notorious hairpin turn at Mineola in the

famous "Red Devil" that won the Vanderbilt Cup. F. 0.

Stanley in the little black tiller-steered steamer, the

first automobile to attain the summit of Mt. Washing-
ton. And cars without number filled with daring souls,

fur-coated and goggled beyond human semblance.

Even a casual glace at the cars

of that day suffices to justify the

general attitude of scepticism and

ridicule. They were unquestion-

ably as ugly as anything the mind
of man has ever conceived—ex-

cept, perhaps, the cast-iron lawn

animals of the eighties. Nor was
their appearance enhanced by

the millinery of their feminine

devotees: wide, flat-brimmed

atrocities, perched at desperate

angles on top of tightly coiled

"buns" that held them inches

above their wearers' heads. What
with an expression of apprehen-

sion born of the frequently crazy

behavior of their conveyances,

combined with the obviously un-

stable and uncomfortable posture

forced upon them by the pitch of

the high-backed seats, pioneer mo-
torists could scarcely avoid evok-

ing laughter from the bystander.

The appearance of automobile

bodies began to improve as soon

Yesterday as their designers realized that

they were dealing no longer with

motorized buggies but with a new type of vehicle bear-

ing no closer relationship to the horse-drawn type than

a gunboat bears to a wooden frigate. It took them
some
time to

a s Sri mi-

late this

con cept.

G r a d u -

ally, how-
ever, it

was borne

in upon
them that

motor
travel in-

V 1 v e d

c o n d i-

tions to-

tally different from those encountered by the driver of

horses. Thus, in 1903 or thereabouts, we find that the

English introduced foredoors—called side-gates—to

Today
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keep road dust out of the driving compartment. The
first American car to be equipped with a windshield

appeared about 1904. And in that year, also, a few

cars boasted "canopies"—crude tops such as are used

on surreys even today, fringe and all. The cars of that

day were hideous in design. Their bodies were com-

posed of angles, corners, mouldings, full-rounded

curves, and projections. They carried a heavy arma-

ment of brass hardware in the form of massive lamps,

horns, handles, and stanchions. When engineers began

studying the effect of extra weight and wind resist-

ance on power and speed, they smoothed out the bodies

and harmonized the excrescences with general contour.

In the same way mechanical features were altered to

conform with conditions encountered in increasingly

faster driving. One big reason why the early motorist

spent so much time on his back was that, in most of

the old models, the engine was under the car. With
many of its moving parts exposed, the old-time engine,

suspended only a couple of feet, or less, from the loose

road surface, didn't really have a chance. It was never

clean. Dirt interfered with the ignition system, choked

up the carburetor, caked on the valve stems and springs,

and, mixed with oil and grease, formed an abrasive

compound that made short work of the bearing sur-

faces with which it came in contact. Placing the en-

gine up under a hood, high above the road and in an

accessible position, was the first great step forward.

Next came the enclosing of the moving parts and the

regulation of lubrication, so that lubricant was supplied

to bearing surfaces, instead of all over the machine.

Volumes could be written concerning the ways in

which the motor car has been improved during the last

few years, but many of these improvements would re-

quire highly technical explanations. It is interesting

to note that, notwithstanding the changes which have

been made, the basic principle of the gasoline engine as

patented by the late George B. Selden remains un-

changed. It has merely been refined.

But good as the new cars are, they must still be con-

sidered to be in their infancy. The most luxurious car

you can call to mind, with its silent engine, its con-

vertible body, its electric equipment that even lights its

owTier's cigars—if he can afford to buy them—its me-
chanical tire pump, its brocade upholstery, and its in-

laid fittings—even this will some day seem as clumsy

and crude and inefficient by comparison with the car of

the future as the machines of 1903 seem to us in 1922,

Verse
My Little Town

MY little town
Was a green little tovra,

And a good little town to know.

With never a door

But was open to me,

Nor a hearth but was kind

Long ago.

But a moon-lit road

Led out of the town.

Over the hills and away,

Over the hills

To the wide, wide world.

Where is the lad

Could stay?

My little town
Was a green little town,

And a good little town to know.

And I would go back

By that moon-lit road,

The road that I lost

Long ago. Harry Lee

The Flower-Vendor
GIOVANNI peddles flowers

In the street,

His swarthy face

Lifted, laughing,

And his cry,

Like faint drums,

Disturbs the place.

Through the crowding

And the clamor.

With the children

In his train,

Giovanni peddles flowers,

Little flowers.

Bright with rain.

From a world

Of pillowed ledges,

Grandams grey and girls

Look down.

Smiling, sighing.

Who could answer

Such a peddler

With a frown?

Old folks, young folks,

Smiling, sighing.

Find their lives

Grov^Ti strangely sweet,

All as Giovanni peddles

Fallen rainbows :'

In the street. Harry Le^^
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Into your home He ^^has brought

a wealth ofMi Comforts!

TV /"HEN you reach the close of this paragraph,

VV stop reading for a minute .... examine the

room you are sitting in, its furnishings and fittings

.... then with that picture in your mind, try to im'

agme the same room in your great-grandfather's day

.... (stop here .... and loo\ .... and thin\!)

quite a difference, wasn't there, in the two
rooms? In yours are comforts and conveniences that

your great-grandfather never even wished for ... .

they were unthought of in his day.

Commonplaces they are in your eyes, but in your

great-grandfather's eyes .... miracles! Yet this

wonderful change in life has come only in this past

century .... the century that has seen the Chemical

Engineer take his rightful place m the world's industries.

For it is he who, more than any other, has wrought

this difference in the surroundings of life and brought

into your home a wealth of comforts.

H< ^ 4:

THE contributions of the Chemical Engineers of the

du Pont Company to the comforts and conven-

iences of today's life, are a source of no httle pride to us.

The du Pont Company has from its very beginning

been building upon the foundation of chemistry and has

always been one of the country's large employers of

chemists. When the invention of dynamite and the

appearance of other high explosives began to call for

increasingly higher types of chemists, for

men who knew manufacturing as well as

chemistry, it was but natural that the

du Pont Company's leadership brought to-

gether one of the finest chemical staffs in

America. And also it was natural for

this chemical staff, in its researches seek'

ing to improve du Pont explosives, to come upon other
uses for the materials they worked with, and so in time
came a series of du Pont products seemingly unrelated

to explosives.

Thus came improved Pyralin for toiletware and many other
articles— better Fabrikoid for the upholstery of fine furni'

ture, 'for luggage, binding books and scores of other uses.

These are examples of the way in which du Pont Chemical
Engineers have adapted different products for your use from
similar basic materials.

Thus came a complete line of paints, varnishes, enamels,
lacquers for the decoration and preservation of the country's
homes, cars, furniture, etc. Thus arose, too, the manufac-
ture of dyes, which are based upon the same materials that
explosives are based upon, and thus also came many chemicals
that America's industries must have.

ON all of these products, so varied in usefulness, you
find the du Pont Oval as a guarantee of excellence and

as a sign that they come to you through the aid of du Pont
Chemical Engineers.

This IS one of a series of advertisements published

that the public may have a clearer understanding

of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. and its products.

E. I. DU PONT DE iNJEA\OUR.5' S^ COAVPAi^J Y,Inc.. "WTlmin^torv.Del
TRADE (n T) MARK
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New Books and Old

Books of the Week
Longer Plays by Modern Au-

thors (American), edited by
Helen Louise Cohen. Har-
court, Brace.

A chance to read such an old

favorite as Clyde Fitch's "Beau
Brummel," and such newer plays

as Augustus Thomas's "The Cop-
perhead," Kaufman and Connelly's

"Dulcy," and Booth Tarkington's
"Intimate Strangers."

One of Ours, by Willa Cather.
Knopf.

A novel; the scene partly in the
West, and partly in France with
the A. E. F.

The Public Conscience; Social

Judgments in Statute and
Common Law, by George
Clarke Cox, with an introduc-

tion by Richard C. Cabot.
Holt.

"A case-book in ethics." Curi-
ous, interesting, valuable.

Definitions; Essays in Contem-
porary Criticism, by Henry
Seidel Canby. Harcourt, Brace.

An enlightened book about cur-
rent literature and book-reviewing.

The Prime Ministers of Britain,
by Clive Bigham. Dutton.

From Walpole to Lloyd George.
Babel, by John Cournos. Boni &

Liveright.

A novel by the author of "The
Mask" and "The Wall."

Preludes and Symphonies, by
John Gould Fletcher. Hough-
ton Mifflin.

Poems.

COUNCILMAN WATSON, of Bos-
ton, the newspapers say, demands

that the Boston Public Library cast out
the latest edition of Webster's Diction-
ary. Its sin is that it defines the word
"constitution" without specific refer-

ence to the Constitution of the United
States, and so is "part and parcel of

the Anglo-Saxon, monarchical propa-
ganda" which is insidiously undermin-
ing the sturdy Americanism of this

country, and preparing to hand us
over, tied and trussed, to King George
as a British colony. There are many
more of these insidious books in the

Boston Public Library, Councilman
Watson! There is a great, big, sample
of English propaganda which unblush-
ingly calls itself the Encyclopedia Bri-
tannica; there are the works of an
English Imperialist named Shake-
speare, who has the effrontery to utter
nothing whatever about July Fourth,
Thomas Jefferson, W. J. Bryan, James
Boyle O'Reilly, nor Eamon de Valera;
there is a poet called Chaucer, subsi-

dized by British gold to say nothing in

favor of the Dail Eireann; and there is

a British hireling named Thomas Gray,
who wrote a long poem in which he stu-

diously ignores the fact that the noble

patriot. Sir Roger Casement, was bar-

barously murdered by the English.

Don't stop at the dictionary. Council-

man!

We know what the law is against

murder, and that the law makes no
distinction whether the murderer is

man or woman. We know that in prac-

tice there is a vast difference; our law
would have hanged Macbeth, but given

Lady Macbeth, the guiltier of the two,

a prison sentence. Public opinion sup-

ports this inequality. These peculiari-

ties of public opinion exist in connec-

tion with every offense. Mr. George
Clarke Cox, in "The Public Conscience"

(Holt), has made a careful and inter-

esting study of the final law of the

land. In appearance it is a legal text-

book, but it is an extremely interesting

book, and a novel treatment of an im-

portant subject. Professor Sumner's
"Folkways" is the nearest parallel

which comes to mind.

There are so many things in Mr.
Canby's "Definitions" (Harcourt)
which illustrate his amazing good
sense that it is hard to select any one
of them. I like his apology for the

nature-fakers, in that it is better to

have sentimental writing about ani-

mals than no writing at all: "I would
rather believe that the sparrow on my
telephone wire is swearing at the robin

on my lawn than never to notice either

of them." He is not, he writes in the

essay, "Puritans All," an uncritical

admirer of the Puritan; he dislikes

smug virtuosity, vinegar morality, and
the monstrous egoism of a life devoted

to redeeming one's own soul.

"But I object still more strongly to

the anti-Puritans. Those rebels who
make unconventionality their only con-

vention, with their distrust of duty be-

cause they see no reason to be dutiful,

and their philosophic nihilism, which
comes to this, that, all things having
been proved false except their own de-

sires, their desires become a philoso-

phy; those anti-Puritans, as one sees

them, especially in plays and on the

stage, are an obstreperous, denying
folk that seldom know their own
minds to the end of the story."

To look at clouds is a superb pas-

time; to be among them is something I

envy nobody. They are too much like

the laundry on a Monday morning,
with a chill added. Yet it is possible

to wonder what is above them; what,
besides deathly and impenetrable cold,

will the explorers of the air discover?
(Conan Doyle has written a story

about this question.) "The Book of

the Sky" (Dutton), by M. Luckiesh, is

a study of cloud-forms (well illus-

trated), of meteorology in a popular
sense, of the colors and varieties of

clouds, of aerial experiences, of all that

world into which man has begun to

pry within the past few years.

Of John Gould Fletcher's "Preludes
and Symphonies" (Houghton Mifflin)

Miss Amy Lowell has this to say, on
the cover: "For the discerning eye, no

living poet has more distinction of

vision or of style. In him, indeed, we
see the beginning of that new order of

which I have so often spoken." (The
italics are mine.) One feels, somehow,
that the new order has arrived just

about in time to escape a reprimand.

From the poems I have sought to

find something to quote, and sought in

vain. It is all free verse; you must
take it all or none. It does not bear

quotation; you cannot lift out any sec-

tion which does not seem trivial by it-

self. It is the note-book of a poet; Mr.
Fletcher is a poet, with a poet's choice

of subject, and a poet's feeling. But
his work is not poetry, except in

snatches separated by lines of banality

and dull prose. How queer it already

seems that men should seriously put

forth this as poetry:

The Well
The well is not used now.
Its waters are tainted.

I remember there was once a man went
down

To clean it.

He found it very cold and deep,

With a queer niche in one of its sides,

From which he hauled forth buckets of

bricks and dirt.

It is a temptation to reply with
something on this order:

The Poem

ilr. Fletcher,

If you employed a man
To build a house

;

And he turned over to you
Nothing but piles of bricks and dirt,

I low much would you pay him?

What is it that makes you think

That a string of words and sentences

Thrown together anyhovi^,

Is a poem?

Why not brace up,

Chuck this free verse piffle,

And be a real w©rkman?

The letters of James Huneker, now
appearing in Scribner's Magazine, give

annoyance to the Modems. Here he is

saying that the Cubists do not interest

him; that, with the exception of a few
modern artists, he didn't "dote on the

new chaps"; that "Shaw is shallow,

but amusing ... a rotten music and

art critic" (blasphemy!); that there

are no "schools" in art and literature,

only good writers and artists. He ad-

vises John Quinn: "Don't buy crude

American art or Cubist junk. This

new crowd is already ancient. . . don't

tolerate rot because it is signed 1916"

—the year he wrote. And he says:

"I'm dead sick of the decadents, dead

sick of the entire crew of 'modernity'

yowlers."

This is simply dreadful! A conver-

sation overheard in a book-shop gives

an amusing illustration of the differ-

ence between Huneker and his imita-

tors. "How was it," inquired a man,
"that Huneker picked a lot of new art-

ists to boost, and picked real artists?

While some of the others have boosted

every new man that came along, and
picked nothing but flivvers?"

Edmund Lester Pearson
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Book Reviews
In the Name of the Wild
TiiK CoiNTKY I?KYON'D. A Uoiuancc of

the Wilderness. I?y James Oliver

t'urwood. New York : Cosmopolitan
Hook Corporation.

Kknfkkw ok tuk Koy.u- Movxtki). H.v

Laurie Yorke Erskine. New York:
1). Applet on anil Company.

NoutiiwkstI By Harold Bindloss. New
York : Freileriek A. Stokes Company.

Sheimikkds ok the Wild. By Edison
Marshall. Boston: Little. Brown and
'Company.

JtDlTH OK TIIK Cioni.KS.s Vai.i.ey. By
Ilonort'^ Willsie. New York: Frederick
A. Stokes Company.

My Ai.ask.\n Idyll. By Iljalmnr Rutze-
heck. Ngw York : Boni and Liveright.

ONCE in so often the well-meaning
reviewer is more or less kindly

chidden for dealing with so much sec-

ond- and third-rate stuff. The theory
seems to be that a critic should not so

much as mention anything but the best

books of his time: or, more workably,
that he should concern himself only
with the headliners, the books "every-

body" is reading—or meaning to read.

Unluckily the gods, or at least the pub-
lishers, fail to produce a masterpiece
regularly every fortnight or so. And
as for chatting about best-sellers as

such, this would seem to be a secondary
if real part of the critic's business.

What keeps him interested in his work
is as much the general drift and spe-

cial currents of fiction as its popular
waterspouts, or even its rare actual

approaches to high-water mark.
Here, for instance, are a half-dozen

stories of the American West and
Northwest. Only two of them have
much value as literature. But we may
bring out their value by contrast with
the others, which merely represent one
or another phase of the ordinary com-
mercial kind of thing. "The Country
Beyond" is the best-sellery sort, a per-

functory article turned out to please

the easily pleased; a half-baked yarn
for the half-baked; about a virtuous
outlaw, a beauteous and innocent dam-
sel of the wilderness, and a dog.—Slush
on the trail. "Renfrew of the Royal
Mounted" is a group of yarns for boys,

about a godling of the red-coated

Mounted, and his feats of detection and
endurance.—Hand-made for the juve-

nile market. "Northwest!" shows the
author presentably Bindlossing, as it

were, in his sleep. It is a variation
upon the familiar tale of the weakling
and tenderfoot made heroic by the dis-

cipline of the wild. "Shepherds of the
Wild" treats the same idea, or situa-

tion, somewhat more spontaneously and
freshly.

So much, if not much more, a critic

of the contemporary may properly say
of these books. They represent, in

their different ways, a very popular
kind of writing. In general, as every-
body knows, the appeal of the wild-
western or "out-of-doors" book is an
appeal to the sedentary. It gives us
the sense of being red-blooded without
costing us anything in the way of

actual courage or endurance. It is a

Though you live a hundred miles away from the Linen

Store, a thousand miles or five thousand, you can shop at the

McCutcheon Treasure House with perfect assurance of satis-

faction.

Our new Fall and Winter Catalogue, No. 14, offers you

an almost unlimited selection. Its thirty-two pages are

filled with remarkable values. Household linens, damasks,

towels, bed linens, exquisite fancy linens—every household

requisite in the finest of linen. Personal articles, too.

Blouses, lingerie, negligees, handkerchiefs, laces—dainty

and irresistibly lovely.

Your orders by mail will receive the same careful,

prompt and expert attention that would be given them were

you to make your purchases in person.

Write for your copy of our new Catalogue, No. lU.

James McCutcheon & Company
Fifth Avenue and 34th Street, New York
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BABBITT
By Sinclair Lewis

AUTHOR OF "MAIN STREET"
The story of Georg« F. Babbitt—his wife, Myra—bia bom*

his city—bis business and bis friends. A noTel out of tbe

beart of America. "Certain to be one of tbe great books of

the year. Superb."—Burton Rtucoe, N. Y. Tribune, J2.00

'The Significance of Sinclair Lenta," iy Stuart P. Sherman, 32 Paget,

paper cover, 10 cent*, pottpaii.

Harcoort, Brace and Company. 1 W. 47tli St., New York
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WM. DeMORGAN
Painted by Mrs.

DeMorgan By A. M. W. Stirling

The definitive biography of the great

novelist, by Mrs. DeMorgan's sister.

N. Y. Times: "The author has presented clearly a remarkable
personality."

Providence Journal : "One of the most notable biographies of

the year."

N. Y. Herald : "One of those rare biographies that may be called

unique."

Philadelphia Record : "An initiation into the things the world
wanted to know."

With 36 illustrations of DeMorgan's pottery, Mrs.
DeMorgan's paintings; caricatures, letters, anec-

dotes, etc. $6.00

HENRY HOLT & CO. NEW YORK

$5,000 in Prizes to readers of GLOOM. The Devil's

Book. That new Snappy, Jazzy Magazine. Chuck

full of Hilarity, Ridicule, Sarcasm, Jokes and Red
Hot Editorials of TRUTH. When Gloomy Buy
Gloom. Have a laugh with Old Nick himself.

Published Monthly. For Sale on News Stands at

25c per copy, $2.50 per year or direct from Gloom

Publishing Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

Flowers
You Can
Grow!

It's easy to grow
flowers from bulbs.
Nature has stored
the flowers within,
and a little care will

; bring them cut.
^

'

^*^ Among the many
flowersofferedinour

T'all Garden Guide, none surpass our

New Ever-Blooming Amaryllis
^

Pine for Indoor Culture
A winter-blooming newcomer from the Phil-
ippines. Bears beautiful orange salmon flowers
in clusters of 3 to 5 on strong upright stalks.
Flower.s 4 to 5 inches in diameter, of great sub-
stance and very lasting. Home grown bulbs.
75c each, 3 for $2. Dozen $7.50 postpaid
If you love flowers you should write for our

FALL GARDEN GUIDE— FREE
Letitspages acquaint you with whatshould
beplanted nowforflowers indoors all win-
ter or to bloom ou tdoors nex tspri ng. Be-
sides all kinds of bulbs it ofl'crs a fine
collection of Iris. Peo-
nies and other hardy
flowers. If you're not a
recent customer, write
for your copy TODA '5f

;

mention thismagazine.

JohnLamfChildly

FloralPai'k
'"'

Nevfltitrk

The Negro in Chicago
A Study of

Race Relations and a Race Riot

Chicago Rioters Leaving the Beach

Ever.v American should read the detailed
story of the Chicago race riot of July, 1919,
as told by

The Chicago Commission on Race Relations.

The knowledge contained in this book of
the living conditions among the Negroes in the
North, of propaganda used to influence migra-
tions from the South, and of flie commission's
recommendations to civic organizations, city
officials, state militia, employers, labor unions,
boards of education, and the press will help to

I)revent future racial difficulties. An import-
ant volume for ever.vone interested in America's
race problem. Fully illustrated, $6.00 net

The Negro Press in the United States

By Frederick G. Detweiler
Is tlicre a Negro Press? What is it like

and how far does it represent the i-ace? What
is its contribution to the problem of racial
aspiration? This book presents a multitude of
facts on the Negro press question, a knowl-
edge of which will help to a better under-
standing of the racial problems facing Ameri-
can citizenship to-day. $3.00

|The University of Chicago Press
5751 Ellis Ave. Chicago, Illinois

kind of cheap "dope," and its effects

are quite independent of anything like

human probability or literary possibil-
ity. Hence the extreme nonchalance,
not to say effrontery, of Messrs. Cur-
wood and Company in serving up the
old mess in the old -way, month after
month and year after year, even as it

is served up, to the still more indolent
eye, at the "pictures."

In "Judith of the Godless Valley" we
have a story of the West which is not
like any of the usual kinds of thing.
It has an idea in place of the usual
perfunctory layout, and its perform-
ance is by no means machine work.
Lost Chief Valley is a sort of pocket in

the high cattle country of the Rockies.

Two or three generations back it has
been settled by pioneers from New
England. The grandfather of Douglas
Spencer, hero of the present story, was
a leader among them. This man, a by-
product of New England transcendent-
alism, has planned to build a perfect

community without God. His grand-
son grows up in a community which
has lost all restraints of morality, and
which, while still far from physical or

mental degeneracy (it still reads good
books), o'wns no allegiance or ideal.

Douglas's father has married Judith's

mother, and has made a squaw of her,

Judith sees herself, but for the grace
of God and her own stout will, headed
for the same fate. Judith is the slim,

boyish, unclinging young heroine of

current fiction. (One would think that

man had grown so much in love with
himself as to worship a female made in

his own image!) At fourteen and six-

teen Judith and Douglas are cat-and-

dog housemates. Then Douglas's chiv-

alry is aroused by his father's treat-

ment of Judith, and after that the de-

velopment of a romantic relation be-

tween them is clearly on the carpet.

But it is by no means plain sailing

for either of them. In them both works
the di'vine or human discontent of New
England forebears. With all their

youth and health and joy in physical

living, neither can be satisfied to live

along in "the godless valley," beautiful

and prosperous as it is. The boy
aspires to change the valley, the girl

desires to escape from it. With her
mother's example before her, she

dreads as much as anything the prison

of marriage. There is a girl Inez who,
by virtue of the peculiar conditions,

has the status of chief courtesan or

hetaira in Lost Chief. Without wish-

ing to make Judith like herself, she in-

oculates her with theories of freedom
and "self-expression." So that when
Douglas asks Judith to marry him and
to help him make Lost Chief a better

place for children to grow up in, she
will not hear of it. However, she loves

him, and the ending of the story is a

happy one for moralists and romanti-
cists alike. Whether in its realistic or

its romantic aspects, it is a tale infi-

nitely removed from the idle and per-

functory yarns that merely use the

husk of wild-western tradition to spin

their flimsy webs in.

"My Alaskan Idyll" is not a yam at

all, though with all its basis in fact
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and its appearance of artlessness, it is

the work of that much-spoken-of but

rare portent, "a born story-teller."

People who have read "Alaska Man's
Luck" will not need to be urged to read
its sequel or continuation in the pres-

ent narrative. It contains the solid

stuff of the frontier life which wild-

western yarnsters continually do adorn
with their shoddy and shopworn frills

of fancy. It is as veritable a document
as Garland's "Son of the Middle Bor-

der"; and as truly touched with imajri-

native power. It has, besides, no trace

of the elejriac and commiserative atti-

tude toward the pioneer. It is a rec-

ord, full of youthful gusto, of one who
is still in the game and finds it well

worth the candle.

Readers of "Alaska Man's Luck" will

remember that the narrative ended, or

paused, at the moment when the young
adventurer had won his Marian and
was planning to take his mate with
him to the beloved North. At Viking's
Cove he dreams of founding a new race

of Norsemen to people the rugged
country which is in so many ways like

the old Northland of his birth. Marian
comes from Southern California, but
she is of a hardy and adventurous
spirit, and quickly responds to the
charm and to the rigorous demands of
the new land. Alone in their cabin,

above their own private fiord, the two
weave a thread into the web of Alas-
kan destiny. The narrative is not so

much a tale as a chronicle of varied ex-

periences. Svend tries his hand, with
no very marked successes, at salmon-
fishing, gold-mining, rutabaga-plant-
ing, lumbering. At times he has al-

most the sense of failure; or rather he
sees that in theory he is a failure. For
his northern heart is high, and he has
faith that something good must come
to him and his from the great adven-
ture of life. Before we have done with
him, his faith is modestly realized by
the success of his first book ("Alaska
Man's Luck"). A new world lies open
to him, but the significant thing is that
it is not a world of men and cities. It

is a world of freedom from the slavery
of the wage-earner, where he and his
may live untroubled in their own ap-
pointed place. To Marian and to him
alike the new good fortune means one
thing: "Oh, Svend, now we can go
north! I want to be in our little cabin
by the lake. Then we will realize it

fully when we are back in our home,
our dear home, again. Do you know,
Svend, that the grouse are hooting on
the hill beyond the lake, and that the
wind is warm in the spruce tops?"
There they can breathe, there they be-
long—they and the young Viking who
is their first contribution to the new
northern race of Svend's fancy.

No, it is not, after all, a simple
chronicle, but the work of a "born"
story-teller. He has the knack of se-

lection and elimination. He has told
enough and not too much. And the
work as a whole has structure and bal-
ance. It belongs to the rare type of
personal narrative which you may call

fact-based fiction or creative autobiog-
raphy, as you will. As for the style, in

LITTLE, BROWN & COMPANY'S

Distinctive Autumn Publications

The Outstanding Novel of the Year

THIS FREEDOM
By A. S. M. HUTCHINSON, author of "If Winter Comes''

A story cf married life which is provoking widespread discussion. Can a married
woman have a business career and still do her duty by her husband and her children?
That is the theme of this absorbing, vital novel, which will undoubtedly l)e the most
discussed book of the year. Wherever people gather, there will be talk of "This
Freedom"—and you will want to have read it. Hcloise E. Mersey says: "The book
is a great piece of work. ... I predict a great sale. . . . Let those who will know
the truth as to the future task of women read this book. Let those who will save
women from the dangers of 'This Freedom' read it again and yet again."

Cloth, $2.00. Pocket Edition, full flexible leather, $2.50

PEREGRINE'S PROGRESS
Do you remember Jeffery Farnol's most popular novel, "The Broad Highway"? At
last Mr. Farnol has written another story of the same period and scenes, in which
>ou will meet again the Tinker and other well-remembered characters. "Peregrine's
Progress" is just another such delightful romance of wayside adventure, with a
heroine quite as captivating as the Charmian of "The Broad Highway." $2.00

GRANITE AND CLAY
An interesting novel of Cape Cod, which contains not only the savor of the sea and
the dunes, but also gives delightful glimpses of Boston's social life. $1.90

By Jeffery Farnol

By Sara Ware Bassett

THE MAN WHO LIVED IN A SHOE By Henry James Forman
With its beautiful love-story, delicately developed from the underlying theme of love
which children engender in the hearts of men, its clever blending of humor and pathos,
its strong appeal to the highest emotions, "The Man Who Lived in a Shoe" is a
romance over which its readers will linger with delight. $1.90

NEW BOOKS OF GENERAL INTEREST
ENRICO CARUSO By Pierre V. R. Key

in collaboration with BRUNO ZIRATO
This life-story of the world-famous tenor contains an accurate record of his truly
amazing career, his foibles and his excellences. Mrs. Caruso herself has authorized
it and endorsed it, pointing out the value that must come through presenting with
fidelity the characteristics—no less than the accomplishments—of her husband. Bruno
Zirato, Caruso's secretary, has collaborated with Mr. Key. Illustrated. $5.00

THE REAL TSARITSA By Madame Lili Dehn
Rumor was busy in her lifetime with amazing tales about the late Empress of Russia;
how much or how little truth lay behind such rumors was known only to her closest
friends, one of whom was Madame Dehn. Her study of the Empress's personality,
habits, views, life as she led it, is intimate and illuminating. Here is the truth about
Rasputin, with new light on the legend of his power over the Royal Household, and
little-known details of all that led to the downfall of a great dynasty. The London
Morning Post calls it "Historical evidence of the first importance." Illustrated. $3.50

THE CHARM OF THE MIDDLE KINGDOM By James Reid Marsh
This delightful gift book is packed with intimate glimpses of China,—of its homes and
gardens, its customs and its "state of mind," its charm of scenery, its beautiful,
elusive women, and the ever present romance of the vast empire. Mr. Marsh has
given us a book which penetrates into the real China, and conveys the real spirit of
these millions of little-understood people. Illustrated. $3.00

A TREASURY OF PLAYS FOR WOMEN
In this volume Mr. Shay has sought to bring together those plays requiring only
women to cast, or in which the male characters were originated by and can be safely
handled by women. There are, among others, plays by the following dramatists:
Eugene G. O'Neill; Edna St. Vincent Millay; Alice Gerstenberg; Christopher Morley;
Florence Clay Knox; Eugene Pillot; Alfred Kreymbsrg; August Strindberg, and
Maurice Maeterlinck. $3.00

These book* are for Bale at all booktellers. Send for free booklet about A. S. M

.

Hutchinson

Edited by Frank Shay

Boston LITTLE, BROWN & COMPANY Publishers

DIVIDENDS

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.

Alleghany Avenue and 19th Street.
Philadelphia, September C, 1922.

The Directors have declared a dividend of
seventy-five cents ($.75) per share from the Ac-
cumulated Surplus of the Company on the new
common stock without nominal or par value and
the new preferred stock of $2.5.00 par value, pay-
able October 2, 1922, to stockholders of record of
both of these classes of stock at the close of
business on September 1.5, 1922, and to those who
subsequently become stockholders of record of
these classes of stock by conversion of old stock
of $100.00 par value into the new stock. Checks
will be mailed.

WALTER G. HENDERSON, Treasurer.

11I7n Y'I'L' For Pay for newspapers and magazines.
* *»* i *- Correspondents and story writers make

big money. Copyright book telling how gent FREE by
editor on request. PRESS REPORTING SYNDICATE,
9 73 TIMES BLDG.. ST. LOUIS. MO.

DIVIDENDS

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH COMPANY

132nd DIVIDEND
The regular quarterly dividend of Two Dollars

and twenty-five cents per share will be paid on
Monday, October 16, 1922, to stockholders of
record at the close of business on Wednesday,
September 20, 1922.

H. BLAIR-SMITH, Treasurer.

The Independent invites inquiries from its

readers pertaining to travel for pleasure,
health or business.

The Independent Travel Bureau
140 Nassau Street, New York City
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Compact - - -

---because, in de-

nominations of

^10,^20,^50,and

^100, they are

bound in conve-

nient wallets---

A'Y\ jL American ^^TD -A As^/o"c''i!^.^„ Cheques
FOR TRAVELERS

Ask for them at your bank

or write for particulars to

BANKERS
TRUST COMPANY

New York City

Cot ont thia ad and mail it to os, with yonr name and
address (no money); and we will send you our FAMOUS
KARNAK RAZOR by retnrn mail, postpaid. Youmayusa
the razor for 30 dav3 FREEj then if yoa like it, pay ua
$1.85. If you don't like it return it. SEND NO MONEY.
MORE COMPANY. Dept. 350 St. Louis. Mo.

BF^ONZE

HONOR ROLL
<..< HISTOIIICAL TABLETS

IDrite us your rccjuirGmGnts

KEED iL BARTON, TAUNTON, MASS

THE
SOCIAL
TREND
BY EDWARD ALSWORTH ROSS
Author of "Changing America," etc.

One of the most readable and
stimulating of today's writers upon
sociological subjects in this book

says things new and of first im-

portance on the menace of migrat-

ing peoples, on birth rate and death-

rate, on women in their new eco-

nomic position, on politics, social

service, prohibition, lawyers, news-
papers, dismissal, wages, etc.

PRICE $1.75

SIDELIGHTS
ON AMERICAN
LITERATURE
BY FRED LEWIS PATTEE
Author of "American Literature Since 1870," etc.

Unlabored judgments—leisurely

obiter dicta of an unhurried

scholar—on the absurdity of con-

sidering O. Henry anything more
than a newspaper funny man, on

H. L. Mencken as the "Billy Sun-

day of American criticism," on Jack

London, on the bad influence of the

good Longfellow, on the tragedy of

Poe's "Ulalume," etc.

PRICE $2.00

353 Fourth
Avenue THE CENTURY CO. New York

City

the smaller sense of the word, it so di-
rectly expresses the author and his
matter that we are hardly aware of it

as a thing by itself. It was made nei-
ther in a newspaper office nor in a
library, has neither the jaunty com-
monness nor the deliberate affectation
between which most current novelists
seem to make conscious choice. Read-
ers of Bojer and Nexo and Hamsun
will recognize in it marked racial quali-
ties of directness and vigor, and more
than a trace of northern lyricism also:
"Odin's Lake, ice-covered, lay at our
feet, and the sides of our cabin showed
through the trees. The moon shone on
the window-panes, comforting, and
beckoning to us. We were home! We
lighted a fire in the stove; then, when
I went down to the beach for the bed-
ding-roll, she cooked our first meal in
the home I had made for her out of
the bounty of the forest. We were
very, very happy alone together there
in the woods, and it seemed to me that
all my dreams had come true, and that
my cup of joy was full to overflowing."

Yes, grim trafficker in the squalors
of reality, this is sentiment: this is a
book of the courage and sentiment and
faith in human decency which are, as
the world well knows, the splendors of
reality. H. W. Boynton

Trevelyan's Pictures of

British Life
BiUTisH History in the Nineteentk

Century, 1782-1901. By Geoi-ge Ma-
cauhiy Trevelyan. New York : Long-
mans, Green & Co.

DURING the past one hundred and
fifty years man's command over

nature has been greater than in all

the countless ages which preceded the
Industrial Revolution. Mr. Trevelyan
makes one feel this progress. Instead
of recounting a dreary succession of
ministries or foreign wars, he draws a
series of pictures of the life of the
British people, intellectual, economic,,

and political, all deftly woven together.

One knows not whether to admire
more the wealth of information here
purveyed, or the skill and interest with
which the artificer has set it forth.

He begins with a tapestry of old Eng-
land, her homely comforts, pieties, and
self-sufficiency, in the days when the
riding horse and pack horse were just

beginning to give way to the stage-

coach, the waggon, and the canal
barge, the days when a hundred thou-
sand geese and turkeys waddled annu-
ally up to London to help feed the

metropolis. Then comes the misery of

the agricultural and industrial revolu-

tions. This misery was greatly ag-
gravated by the corrupt and outworn
oligarchical Government ^vhich per-

sisted through the Napoleonic up-
heaval. The "laboring poor," who in

the eighteenth century had enjoyed
some personal independence and had
felt proudly conscious of being free-

born Britons, really lacked political

power. This weakness proved their

undoing, in both town and country,

when old customs, which had so long

afforded them a shelter, were so rudely
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destroyed by the advent of steam and
the passion for producinj^ "the g:reat-

est possible national wealth." To
remedy this misery arose the political

and social aiiritiitors who finally forced

in 1832 the first step in the reform of

the outworn political machine. Thence-
forth, the two old parties, Whig: and
Tory, were driven forward, at a pro-

gressively increasing: speed, to satisfy

the demands of labor and the new
economic world which Watt, Macadam,
Brindley, Stephenson, and a host of

other inventors, had called into beinj?.

By his series of dissolving views,

through which one age merges into

another. Mr. Trevelyan has succeeded

admirably in giving a sense of continu-

ous growth. He shows how economic

led to social, and social to political

change, how the political events re-

acted on the economic and social, and
how new ideals accompanied or in-

fluenced the whole complicated process.

This is what gives his book such vigor,

freshness, and modernity. But from
what has been said let it not be
thought that Mr. Trevelyan has become
a blind exponent of the economic in-

terpretation of history, dealing merely
in generalized truths, or that he has
abandoned that good old-fashioned be-

lief that great personalities profoundly
influence history. He has done full

justice to a whole gallery of men and
women who have been in large meas-
ure a cause of the "•tendency" which
they rendered "inevitable." For in-

stance, Jeremy Bentham, "the shy
recluse of unimpressive speech and ap-

pearance," "inspired the slow but sure
reform of British institutions, as the

ideas of Rousseau had inspired the
cataclysm in France." "Gladstone had
taught Englishmen to think nobly, and
foreigners to think nobly of England.
He had kept our parliamentary in-

stitutions in the forefront of all men's
thoughts. He had done, perhaps, more
than any one man to adapt the ma-
chinery of state to modern and demo-
cratic conditions. . . The comparison
with the all-successful Bismarck is one
from which his memory has less to fear

now than in the first years after his

death, when Bismarck's structure

seemed founded safely on the rock of

force." And of Florence Nightingale he
says: "The triumph of a woman at

the seat of war over highly placed
officers and hoary military traditions

would be astounding in any age, and
then seemed miraculous. . . It was not
only future generations of British
soldiers who were to bless her name.
The Red Cross movement all over the
world was the outcome of her work and
influence. To her was due a new con-
ception of the potentiality and place
of the trained and educated woman.
This in turn led to John Stuart Mill's
movement for woman's suffrage, which
Miss Nightingale supported, and to the
founding of women's colleges."

Lovers of England will rejoice that
the brilliant pen which has portrayed
so vi\adly Italy's liberation in the days
of Garibaldi has essayed the more dif-
ficult task of describing briefly the de-
velopment of Britain from the age of

"The Wild Leopard
Has Broken Loose!"

A GREAT wave awash
over the ship! A leop-

ard cage turned over, its

rotten bottom smashed in

—

and the leopard loose in a for-

est of oil-barrels on deck!

Frank Buck, collector of

wild animals for zoos and cir-

cuses, tumbled out of bed at

five in the morning by an ex-

cited officer. It was up to

him to get the animal.

A panic among the passen-

gers! Buck and the ship's of-

ficers on edge in the battle to

get the animal again—alive!

What would you have
done?
Buck tells what he did with

this beauty of the jungle and
he tells a host of other re-

markable tales of adventure

in the checkered career of a

wild animal collector. In the

October

ASIA
The American MAGAZINE on the Orient

More Than SO Illustrations

Special Photograph Insert

Snapshots from Mr. Buck's October
installment of bcast-and-bird collecting

stories :

"As I did the orang rushed toward
me. I took another step backward,
standing in the position of a boxer. He
raised his head a trifle. I hauled off

with a good swing. It caught him right

on the point of the jaw. . . ."

"At every port (Sumatra) three or

four trappers come down to the boat

with a crate of monkeys, a couple of
tiger cubs, a gibbon, or a baby rhinoce-

ros."

"The snake—twelve and a half feet

long—was very wild and every time I

approached the box, beat its head against

tiie wires. ... It has been estimated
that 20,C00 Indians a year are killed by
cobras. . . . Almost all other wild
animals will try to get away as soon as

they scent man, but the cobra rises up
off the ground and glides straight for

his opponent. . . . Between me and
freedom was the snake . . . not
more than three feet from me. . . .

If I had had a broom or a heavy stick,

but ..."
This distinctive magazine—ASIA—is

searching out the history, the beauty,
the meaning, the absorbing past and the
turbulent present of Asia—all of which
is of consuming interest, for much of

America's future lies wrapped up in the
destiny of the Orient.

No magazine ever before presented
such a picture of the East. Each month
an infinite variety of engrossing articles

and stories, and an art insert of real

value, bring a new continent to your
library table.

Other Features in the October

ASIA
TUE PRICE OF BLOOD hy Chester C. McCnum

"Yc'U must sleep, but we must take revenge on
tlic enemy." Ahmed chanted at the open grave of
his mother, who had been killed in a woman's
duairel thnujgh which two .\rab families of cousins
were plunged into a blocd feud. Here is seen
honnr being strangely appeased tnday according to
tlie law as it existed even in the time of Abraham.

OVKRCROWDED INDIA, by Ilarnld Cox, Editor
of the Edinhuryh Hcvicw

India has less than two-thirds the area of the
I'nited States, but the population Is three times
as large. The struggle for mere existence is so
intense that the lower castes live in horror of pov-
erty, sickness, starvation and ostracism. Will
(ii'lian mothers continue to beget children in the
nuniljcrs tliey have?

AMI'IIIHIOUS WANDERINGS IN THE NEAR
EAST By (Jcilrude Emerson

From Port Said to Constantinople, zigzagging
in and out along the coast of Asia Minor, on the
I'lilitiiiiu—"a rotten old tub." wiiich. however,
proved the means of leading Miss Emerson to
strange scenes and enthralling adventures. A de-
liglitful, sensitive and sincere article holding a
dozen romances in one.

ASHORE AT PAGO PAGO, By Edward A.
Salisbury

Of all the islands in the South Seas under the
direct rule of the white man. American Samoa Is

tlie only place visited by Edward A. Salisbury
wliero he found tlie natives really happy, and
where the race instead of dying out is increasing
and imi)roving. Wliy? Read what this traveler
saw there.

ROSARIES OF THE GREAT RELIGIONS
by Dr. Cornelius II. Patton

Do you realize that no less than three-quarters
of tlie human race use rosaries in their religious
devotions today? The Christian Churdi uses
them; Mohammedans. Uuddliists, and many other
Eastern sects count their prayers by beads. The
story of these aids to meditation and tlie deep
p.sycholoKical reasons for the survival of the rosary
are found in this convincing and beautiful article.

And Many Other Interesting Pages

Special Offer /
Five Month.s for $1.00 /

A FIVE (MONTHS' TOUR OF THE ORIENT ^
ASI.i is on sale at all newsstands at .3.')C jT „;
per copy. If you do md know this jr *>

magazine this ii your oiiportunity ^ •C^'^
t'p become actiuainted. Semi .$1.00 ^4 o'^'^c^
witli the coupon. We will mail j^
you the next Ave issues for .<r

the special price of $1.00 ^r—a big offer for an ex- ,jr «••' , "\>

^•.

ceptionally low price

THIS OFFER ^ ^ . ,

open to new / . .<i^ c;>^'<3''si*

readers / a^ <$>"%>' "^

'Cs^^.o'
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''To make a speech . . . is a

knack''—Dr. johmson

THE charm of an attractive speaking voice the
ability to talk effectively in public to preside
at a club meeting, or drive home one's points in

argument—how often has one not longed for such
powers!

And yet it isn't as if one had to be born with them, like

blue eyes or a Roman nose: they can be acquired. We
recommend the following books as the very best means
to that end:

—

Joining in Public Discussion by A. D. Sheffield $1.04

Public Speaking by Clarence Stratlon 1.34

How to Speak in Public by G. Kleiser 1.34

How to Develop Self-Confidence in Speech and
Manner by G. Kleiser 1.34

How to Argue and Win by G. Kleiser 1.34

In case you don't already know it we add:—Books may be

bought at MACY'S for much less than anywhere else in the city

Book Department, Main Floor, 35th Street, Rear

HERALD SQUARE NEW YORK

Lake Dunmore Hotel

and Cottages
On beautiful Lake Dunmore. Invigorat-

ing climate, where comfort of the guest

"s the first consideration. Send for

Booklet. Rates $5.00 day up.

ROSCOE A. MARVEL

LAKE DUNMORE, VERMONT

1=1 E EI E

HOTEL ALEXANDRIA
250 West 103rd St.. New York City

Bettreen Central Park and Hudson River

Tl

Without question the coolest
location in the city.

Subway express station at door,
elevated two blocks away.

SINGLE ROOM with PRIVATE BATH
$3.00 AND UP

DOUBLE ROOM wrTH PRIVATETBATH
$4.00 AND UP

Other suites in proportion. Also
a few desirable unfurnished
apartments on yearly lease.

(0

III
Exceptional Rettaurant at very moderate prices

=1 E 3 1=1 E

Special attention f^iven to ladies

traveUing alone.

S. L. ROOT, Manager
JSl t 1

I

Dr. Johnson to the death of Queen
Victoria. Like a good historian, Mr.
Trevelyan sees with sympathy the
pleasant amenities of the past. But
he is no mere laudator temporis acti.

He is ready to press on with each new
age and welcome men and measures as
they adapt themselves to it.

Sidney B. Fay

The Philosophy of the

Spirit
History, Its Theory and Practice. By

Benedetto Croce. Authorized trans-
lation by Douglas Ainslie. New York :

Harcourt, Brace and Company.

SIGNOR CROCE, who occupied the
post of Minister of Education in

a recent Italian Cabinet, has been long
known to philosophical students as a
v/riter of very unusual talent. The
present volume, of which the first Ital-

ian edition appeared some five or six

years ago, is the fourth of a series

which he has published under the gen-
eral title, "The Philosophy of the
Spirit." It amplifies and completes
some very interesting suggestions that
had been previously outlined in the
second book of the set, and Mr. Doug-
las Ainslie has rendered a real service

in acting as an interpreter for those
who read only English.
The book is in two parts, one con-

cerned with the general principles, the
other with illustrative examples of
history-writing. In the first part
Signor Croce warns us against the at-

tempt to date the beginnings of this

art, and against the delusive distinc-

tion between "contemporary" and
"past" history, reminding us that
"only an interest in the life of the
present can move one to investigate
past fact," and that thus in a very
real sense all history is contemporary.
On the same ground he argues that
all history must be philosophical, and
that mere philologists, archjeologists,

and archivists are pseudo-historians.
But he is equally opposed to those so-

called philosophers of history who use
the past as material for propaganda,
for driving home a moral or corrobor-
ating a theory about the life of the
present. To this writer the chief
value of these imperfect and even de-

ceptive performances lies in the fact
that they mutually counteract one an-
other. The arid philologist, for ex-
ample, supplies a corrective to the
work of the "poetical" historian. For
Signor Croce it is no function of his-

tory to evaluate the past. The pur-
pose should be always positive, never
negative. "A fact that seems to be
wholly evil, an epoch that appears to

be one of complete decadence, can be
nothing but a non-historical fact—that
is to say, onp which has not been his-
torically treated, not penetrated by
thought, and which has remained the
prey of sentiment and imagination."
Thus "History never metes out justice,

but always justifies."

The theoretical discussions of method
are of less interest than the concrete
examples from the practice of histori-

ans with which Signor Croce has en-
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forced his argument. He takes up six

distinct types of historiography, from
(1) the Graeco-Roman period, (2) the

Middle Ages, (3) the Renaissance,

(4) the Enlierhtenment, (5) Romanti-
cism, (6) Positivism. It is his purpose

to show how each of these epochs in

history-writinjr at once absorbed and

altered the tradition and method of

the epoch that had pone before. He
has no patience with the view that

there is an absolute breach between
one period and another, or the view
that there is at any time an abrupt
"return" to the method of a time that

J

had long preceded. He traces, for ex-
j

ample, all sorts of subtle affinities

—

amid obvious difference—between the

medieval and the Graeco-Roman his-

tory-writing, and ridicules the notion

;

that at the Renaissance the spirit of

:

the ancient world was simply restored.

"Historical thought knows nothing of

returns, but knows that the Middle
Ages preserved antiquity deep in its

heart, as the Renaissance preserved the

Middle Ages." Specially interesting

here is Signer Croce's insistence that

medieval conceptions asserted them-
selves in the historiography of the

Enlightenment. "It repeats the Chris-

tian conceptions of God as truth and
justice (the lay God), of the earthly

paradise, the redemption, the millen-

nium, and so on, in laical terms, and
in like manner with Christianity sets

the whole of previous history in op-

position to itself, to condemn it, while
hardly admiring here and there some
consoling ray of itself." Thus, he tells

us, the Enlightenment and the Jacobin-
ism connected with it were a religion,

and when it died it left behind it sur-

vivals or superstitions.

The book is intensely instructive,

and suggests many a fertile field for
investigation. Many a single page
m.ight furnish the stimulus for a

monograph. The advertisements make,
indeed, very high claims for Signor
Croce's originality, and it is one task

of the critic to show how far these

claims must be abated. Much of the

first part deals in quite familiar prin-

ciples and warnings. One recalls, for

example, from the late Henry Sidg-

wick's paper on "The Historical

Method" various points that Sidgwick
put in his clear prosaic way, and which
Signor Croce presents with such epi-

grammatic terseness, such apt and
vivid illustration, that they look quite

new. The style of the translation,

too, is by no means uniformly good.

Obscure and awkward sentences are
intermingled with sparkling epigram.
Nor must the danger of the epigram
itself be forgotten. Signor Croce tells

us, for example, that chronicle is dead
history and history is living chronicle.
"First comes the living being, then the
corpse; and to make history the child

of chronicle is the same thing as to

make the living be born from the
corpse, which is the residue of life, as
chronicle is the residue of history."

We do well to be on our guard against
metaphors like this, lest when we have
accepted them in a figurative way we
may be betrayed into inferring from
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SHOES AND SAVE
MONEY.

$8.00 shoes are absolutely
the best shoe values for
the money in this country.

They aremade of the best and finest leathers,

by skilled shoemakers, all working to make
the best shoes for the price that money can
buy. The quality is unsurpassed. The smart
styles are the leaders in the fashion centers
of America. Only by examining them can
you appreciate their wonderful value. Shoes
of equal quality cannot be bought elsewhere
at anywhere near our prices.

W. L. Douglas shoes are put into all of our
108 stores at factory cost. We do not make
one cent of profit until the shoes are sold
to you.

W. L. Douglas $4.00 and
$4.50 shoes for boys, best
in quality ,best in style,best
all around shoes for boys.

It is worth dollars for you to remember
that when you buy shoes at our stores

YOU PAY ONLY ONE PROFIT.
No matter where you live, shoe dealers can
supply you with W. L. Douglas shoes. They
cost no more in San Francisco than they do
in New York. Insist upon having W. L.

Douglas shoes with the name and retail

price stamped on the sole. Do not take a
substitute and pay extra profits. Order
direct from the factory and save money.

Write for Catalog 'i'oday
Pres. W. L. Douglas Shoe Co.,
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Dont
neglect #

such hurts!
Was it bruised? Was the skin

broken? Here was need for a

liniment or for an antiseptic. But
which?

Absorbine, Jr. combines the bene-

ficial properties of liniment, anti-

septic and germicide. All in one
container for greater convenience

in such emergencies.

Neglect ofthe hundred little hurts

that occur unexpectedly often
means infection, unnecessary pain
or slow recovery.

Thousands are never without

Absorbine, Jr. in their homes. It

is safe ; of a clean, pleasant odor

and without the usual liniment

stain. It is powerfully concentrated.

Only a few drops are required in

all ordinary applications.

At your druggist's, $1.2^, or postpaid.

Liberal trial bottle, loc. postpaid.

V7. F. YOUNG, Inc.

283 Temple St.,

Springfield, Mass.

Are YOU Old
at40?

A very common cause cf early
old age is the disturbed c-nn-
dition of an important gland.
Even big strong men are not
exempt from this common
and serious irregularity. Our

plainly written, interesting and educational

FREE BOOK
"Why Many Men are Old at Fortv " may bring a
priceless message to you. It tells of a simple, sen-
sible way by which thousands have corrected this
prostatecland condition. It tellshowsoiatica, back-
aches, foot pains, interrupted sleep, mental de-
pression, etc., are bo often due to this gland. Sold
for over five years upon a moneyback-if not-satis-
fied plan. Do not confuse it with massage, medi-
cation, violet rays, etc. No obligation.
Write for your copy of the FREE BOOK today.
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As if across a desk
"New York is calling!" says

the operator in San Francisco.

And across an entire continent
business is transacted as if

across a desk.

Within arm's length of theman
with a telephone are 70,000
cities, tow^ns and villages con-
nected by a single system.
Without moving from his chair,

without loss of time from his

affairs, he may travel an open
track to any of those places at

any time of day or night.

In the private life of the indi-

vidual the urgent need of instant

and personal long distance
communication is an emergency
that comes infrequently—but it

is imperative w^hen it does
come. In the business life of
the nation it is a constant neces-
sity. Without telephone service

as Americans know it, industry
and commerce could not operate

on their present scale. Fifty

per cent more communications
are transmitted by telephone
than by mail. This is in spite

of the fact that each telephone
communication may do the
work of several letters.

The pioneers who planned
the telephone system realized

that the value of a telephone
w^ould depend upon the number
of other telephones w^ith which
it could be connected. They
realized that to reach the great-

est number of people in the

most efficient way a single sys-

tem and a universal service
would be essential.

By enabling a hundred
million people to speak to each
other at any time and across

any distance, the Bell System
has added significance to the

motto of the nation's founders:
"In union there is strength."

" Bell System"

American Telephone and Telegraph Company*
And Associated Companies

One Policy, One System, Universal Service, and all directed
toward Better Service

"One of the Most Stimulating Factors

in American Intellectual Life"

is what many distin,c;uished American and foreign authors have
called the MODERN LIBRARY. Nearly 100 titles; Hand
Bound Limp Croft Leather, at the low price of/ 95 cts. each.

32-page Catalogue sent on request.

115 West 40th St.

BONI & LIVERIGHT
New York

them in a sense that is literal. When
the epigrammatist appears in science,

he may delight us, but the intellect

has need to put up its shield at once.

Yet the author has suggested here an
excellent point, which one might use
against the old view of Thucydides as
an historian and of Herodotus as a
mere simple-minded chronicler. Thu-
cydides was more naive, and Herodotus
more cunning than this sharp con-

trast would imply. Many others have
protested against the unintentional

deceit of historians who put their own
inference into what they narrate, but
Signor Croce has summed it all up by
recalling a sixteenth century inscrip-

tion that may still be read in one of

the old byways of Naples, praying God
to deliver us from "the lies of honest
men." He challenges once more such
explanations as that of Taine, who
refers so much to those abstractions

called "the age" and "the race," de-

manding in the name of criticism that
these abstractions shall have their own
genesis explained before they are used
as explanatory of events. He de-

nounces the sharp splitting up of the

past into periods, amusing his readers
with an anecdote about an old professor

of his own student days who used to

say that the curtain fell upon the act-

ing of ancient history in A. D. 476, to

rise again immediately afterward on
the beginning of the Middle Ages. He
illustrates afresh the foolishness of the
French neo-paganism, with its strug-

gle to restore the forms and ideals of

classical antiquity, and he adds an ex-

ample of the same spirit from, his own
people in recent years. "Quite re-

cently," he writes, "during the war in

Tripoli, came the proposal from the

depths of one of the meridional prov-

inces of Italy, one of those little coun-

trysides where the shadow of a hu-
manist still exists, that a Latin com-
mentary should be composed upon that

war entitled De hello libico."

In one very valuable respect, how-
ever, the contents of Signor Croce's

book are indeed new not merely in

style but in thought, and the brilliant

author has placed us under a lasting

obligation. He has given us a convinc-

ing and a largely original picture of

the historian's art as a special case of

the same unbroken continuity of

progress which the true historian sees

in world events. Even Carlyle used to

maintain that human experience in-

cludes long tracts which are not worth
recording at all, but our age has
learned that just in proportion as a
period becomes known we find less and
less reason to dismiss it as sterile.

The darkness of the "Dark Ages" is

now explained in no small degree by
a defect in the historian's eyesight.

If we think of the modern time
as one of increasing illumination,

we also feel that its dawn is not

like Kipling's in Mandalay that "comes
up like thunder," but that we must
take account also of the dull twilights,

and that no part of man's autobiog-

raphy must be called common or un-

clean. Signor Croce emphasizes all

this, and perhaps by reaction he makes
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too much of it. But he adds to it the

very pregnant thought that if this is

true of the events themselves it is true

no less of the arts and methods by
which the events have been set forth.

The historiogrraphers, no less than the

history, illustrate a natural law.

It may be objected that here and
there in the book the author seems to

mistake a question of the use of words
for a question of the theory of events.

What does he mean by denying: that it

is ever the office of history to pronounce

upon values? If he means that every

period had its good side, and that the

historian should try to appreciate this,

no one will differ from him. But he

seems to mean far more, for example,

when he says that history does not mete

out justice but always justifies. Un-
less Signor Croce judges every move-

ment of the past to have been as valu-

able as every other, he must intend to

have the distinction drawn by some
science with a different name from
"history." So the dispute is about

words, and to the present reviewer at

least there still seems to be real signifi-

cance in the aphorism of Schiller, Die

Weltgeschichte ist das Weltgej-icht.

He:rbert L. Stewart

Random Book Notes
An extensive book about modern

Roumania, of over four hundred pages,

and friendly in tone, is Charles Upson
Clark's "Greater Roumania" (Dodd).

The Reverend John M. C. Wilson, in

his "The Labour Movement and the

Church" (Stratford Co., $1.50), argues

for a settlement of labor disputes in

the terms of and by the aid of the

Christian religion.

In "Boewulf, an Introduction"

(Cambridge University Press), R. W.
Chambers, Librarian of King's Col-

lege, University of London, furnishes

a rich background for the proper un-

derstanding of a difficult but highly

important and rewarding poem.

The beginnings of the trust in

American industry are sketched in

Eliot Jones's "The Trust Problem in

the United States" (Macmillan), but

the greater part of the work naturally

considers the past twenty years. There
is a bibliography of the subject as an
appendix.

"Twelve Baskets Full" (Putnam,
$5.00) is the title given by Sibyl Mar-
vin Huse to her book of 650 pages con-

sisting of letters to the author's stu-

dents. The author signs herself, in a
letter to the late Reverend Mary Baker
Eddy, as "Your student's student."

After reading some pages of it, one
wonders what it is in these expressions
and reiterations of friendly sentiment
and religious faith which, seems to

merit so many pages and such a big

book. Commonplace is none the less

commonplace however much it is re-

peated. One recalls that the Sermon
on the Mount is comprised in a few
hundred words.

Of course
it^s a Corona!

*5yip other typewriter can meet the hard

requirements of the student

THOUSANDS of Coronas "graduated" from
college last spring. Thousands more will

enter college this fall.

The student who hasn't a typewriter is working
under a handicap, and Corona is the one type-
writer that combines all the needed qualities.

1 Greater portability. Cor-
ona weighs only 63^ pounds,

and is not screwed to a board.
Folded, in its neat case, it can
travel around the world.

2 Greater simplicity. Cor-
ona has only half as many

parts as other typewriters. Very
easy to use, very hard to get out
of order — two very important
points for the free and easy life

of the student.

3 Greater durability. Cor-
ona was the first practical

portable typewriter, and it is the
only one that has been tried and
perfected over a period of years.

Its war record speaks for itself.

4 Special keyboards. Engi-
neering, chemical, medical,

mathematical or foreign language
keyboards, as well as a variety
of sizes and styles of type. No
extra charge.

Your local Corona dealer will be glad to show you
Corona and to explain our easy payment plan.

Write for our interesting booklet No. 45, and the
address of the nearest Corona store.
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How to Apply
Hygiene

Are you doing your best

work in school?

IF you are getting the most out of

your school work, all right. That

means that you are physically fit. Your
mental activity is not being slowed

down by some devitalizing force. Your
mouth, an all too easy entrance for

disease germs, is being kept scrupu-

lously clean.

But, if you have not been blessed with

strong teeth, you may not realize that

poison from decayed teeth will make you
sluggish. You may forget that constant

care of the teeth is necessary to good

health and ambitious school work.*

It was the famous Dr. William Osier

who said, '"In the whole range of hygiene,

there is nothing more important than

Dental Hygiene."'

Care of the teeth need not be irksome.

A visit to the dentist twice a year will

forestall trouble, and the night and morn-

ing tooth-brushing habit will keep the

mouth clean. Select a pleasant dentifrice,

one that washes the teeth and doesn't

scratch the fragile enamel surface.

Colgate's is recommended bymore dentists

than any other dentifrice.

Another thing to remember is that just

brushing the teeth in a sketchy way once

in a while will not properly cleanse the

mouth. The proper method of brushing

the teeth is clearly shown in Colgate's

"Instructions for the Home Care of the

Teeth". Send for it today. (See coupon

below.

)

* In a recent dental examination in

Girls' High School, Brooklyn, New
York, the teeth of over two thousand
students were examined by a number
of dentists and the number of cavities

recorded.

Among other things, a study by
rooms was made. In the room having
the highest average number of cavities

per girl, it was found that every girl

had failed to pass her last examination.

Good Teeth-Good Health Dept.,

COLGATE & CO., Dept. 285,

199 Fulton St., New York City.

I am a student in (name of school)

Please send me a trial tube of Ribbon
Dental Cream and "Instructions for

Home Care of Teeth."

(Your name)

(Your address)

How to Study This Number
THE INDEPENDENT LESSON PLANS

English, Literature and History, Civics and
Composition Economics

By FREDERICK HOUK LAW, Ph. D.,

Head of the English Department,
Stuyvesant High School, New York
(The following questions have been prepared

in the absence of Dr. Law, who has been spend-
ing his vacation in a voyage to the South Seas.
He will return and resume his task early in
October.

—

Editors. )

I. W. H. Hudson.
1. Name some of the books written by W. H.

Hudson and (in a very general way) the
subjects treated in those books.

2. Name several of the greatest "nature-
writers," British, French, and American.

3. Compare Hudson with Richard Jefferies,
naming the latter's best books.

4. Compare him with Gilbert White of
Selborne, and name the latter's famous
book.

5. Compare and contrast him with Thoreau,
and name the latter's great book.

6. Compare him with John Burroughs, and
name some of the latter's books.

7. Contrast him with Fabre, the Frenchman.
8. Explain the propriety (in J. F's poem,

"Whitesheet Hill") of associating the des-
tinies of Hudson and the bird.

9. Name some of the bird odes in our lan-
guage ; with their authors. Discuss their
merits.

10. Define "idyll" and "apologue."
II. In what books or short stories have Haw-

thorne and Hardy best achieved "atmos-
phere" ?

12. "The eternal note of sadness comes in"

—

of what poem by what author is this an
echo ?

13. Who wrote "Adonais," and what is the
subject of that poem ?

14. If Hudson is hardly surpassed in simple
narrative, who best deserve comparison
with him in that kind?

11. The Infancy of Motor Cars.
1. Discuss this article in respect of its style.

It is a good style ; why ?

III. New Books and Old.
1. Why is Shakespeare appropriately called

"an English Imperialist" ? Cite passages
showing why, especially from the historical
plays.

2. "There was a poet called Chaucer"—when
did he live and what did he write? Chaucer
occupied a position which gave him an op-
portunity powerfully to influence England's
destiny otherwise than through literature.
What was that position?

3. "A British hireling named Thomas Gray
wrote a long poem"—what poem ?

4. Define "free-verse."
5. Discuss Mr. Pearson's "The Poem," es-

pecially its magnificent concluding apos-
trophe. Mention some perpetrators of free-

verse piffle, with appropriate remarks.
6. Contrast the poetic styles of John Gould

Fletcher and of John Keats.
7. Tell what you know of James Huneker and

his work.
8. "Cubist junk"—Define and comment.
9. This war between the old and the new in

literature has gone on since time out of
mind. The mightiest battle in the war
took place about the beginning of the
eighteenth century and is described by
Swift. In what book?

10. Mention some "modernity yowlers" of to-

day.

IV. In the Name of the Wild.
1. Name some good books of the American

Wild—not forgetting Cooper—and disouss
them.

2. Why is Cooper, after all, a classic? Nanie
some of his great merits and some of his

great faults. Why is he more popular in

France than with us?

V. Trevelyan's Pictures of British Life.

1. Who is Trevelyan? What has he writ-
ten? Why (having in mind other sum^
maries dealing with the same period) does
the book fill a long-felt want?

2. What books dealing with other periods
might properly be called "tapestries of Old
England" ?

3. Who was Jeremy Bentham and what did he
write and do ?

4. Who was John Stviart Mill and what did
he write and do?

5. Explain the reference to Florence Night-
ingale.

6. "The ideas of Rousseau inspired the cata-
clysm in France." What ideas, what cata-
clysm ? Tell what you know of Rousseau
and his writings.

7. "Watt, Macadam, Brindley, Stephenson."
Tell what you know of these men and their
achievements.

By AUGUSTUS S. BEAT'MAN, A. M.

Head of the Department of Social
Science, Julia Richman High School

I. Debs, Daugherty and the Injunction, A
Question of Emphasis.

1. Explain the legal basis for the Daugherty
injunction.

2. Look up the use of the injunction in the
Debs case here referred to and compare the
railroad situations and the use of the in-
junction.

3. How are the questions of "free speech, pick-
eting, and the open shop" involved in this
injunction ?

4. show how the editor agrees with the use
of the injunction to protect the public but
objects to "the manner in which the (gov-
ernment went about it."

II. The Reproach of "Unskilled" Labor.
1. Why do manufacturers tend to be in favor

of a liberal immigration policy?
2. If they argue "for a removal of the present

restrictions on immigration" why will "their
argument ... be a selfish one ; and from the
point of the country's real interest ... be
a false one" ?

3. Why does Mr. Baker assert that "unskilled
labor" is a term of reproach to American
management and engineering" ?

4 Why do manufacturers tend to desire cheap
labor instead of following Mr. Baker's ideas ?

5. How would higher wages and higher ef-

ficiency tend to affect the birthrate of
Americans and how is that involved in the
problem ?

III. The Inspiration of Sabotage.

1. Look up the meaning of sabotage. Show
how the acts described here illustrate it.

2. What do you think of attempts to carry
out any of the instructions in the United
States ? Can you give any other examples
during the last few months ?

3. Describe the activities of the Bolshevists

in Mexico.

IV. Mexico's Coming Crisis.

1. Explain the oil situation and its relation

to Mexican finance.

2. Describe in full the financial situation of

the Mexican Government.
3. Look up the relations of the United States

and Mexico in Mr. Wilson's administration
and show the grounds for the statement
"The Mexicans played hide-and-go-seek
with President Wilson for eight years."

4. What was the Mexican policy of Secretary
Pughes as announced on June 7, 1921?

5. Summarize the grounds for Mr. Crowell's

belief that "Mexico is again moving rapidly

and inevitably toward a crisis—probably a
collapse."

V. Germany and the Allies.

1. Explain the decision of the Reparations
Commission, and show how it gave a

"breathing space."
2. Outlining the Stinnes-Lubersac agreement,

and looking up the Wiesbaden Agreement,
show how they "essentially" agree.

VI. The Case for Greece, The Anatolian
War.

1. State the case for Greece. Describe the

Greek reverse and trace its results on
Greece aspirations as they appear.

2. Show how the situation between the Greeks
and Turks is complicated by the influence

of outside powers.

VII. An Undaunted Exile.

1. What is meant by "the Left" in French
politics ?

2. Sketch the chief features of the careers of
Malvy and Caillaux before their exile.

3. Explain the situation which led to the exile

of each.
4. What determines the length of life of a

French Parliament? Of a British Parlia-

ment?
5. Explain what are Malvy's hopes for him-

self and for France.

VIII. Trevelyan's Pictures of British Life.

1. Does Mr. Fay's review make you want to

read this book ?

2. What other books has Mr. Trevelyan writ-

ten?

VI. The Third League Assembly, Ed. Par.

on Austria.
1. On a blank map locate the countries men-

tioned.
2. What action on Austria has been proposed

for discussion by the League? What other
solutions have been proposed ?

3 Explain in detail the editorial suggestions

for the rehabilitation of Austria.
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WITH one accord the people of these United

States give thanks that Mrs. Harding has

safely passed the crisis of the illness that for some
anxious days brought her into the valley of the

shadow, and is now convalescent.

IT is gratifying to note that not all able-bodied

soldiers by any means bear the President a

grudge for vetoing the Bonus Bill. Thus the City

Club of New York Post of the American Legion,

which is made up mostly of men who volunteered

and who today are obliged to earn their own living,

has expressed "most hearty approval of the sub-

stance and spirit of your veto message." Mr.
Harding is to be congratulated on the firm stand

which he took from the beginning. If this was
based solely on the gloomy report of the country's

financial status furnished by his Secretary of the

Treasury, it has proved effective for the time

being. We could wish that the President had come
out strongly against the bonus on the broader

principle that to throw a sop to able-bodied sol-

diers would be to insult the magnificent service

which they rendered. That would probably have

settled the question for all time, but he has, in any
case, blocked a measure which was being used by
politicians for the selfish purpose of getting votes,

and for this the country owes him a large debt

of gratitude.

IN days gone by, a wholesale massacre by the

Turks was sure to bring forth from America
a cry from the heart. What has come over us that

the affair at Smyrna should leave our Govern-

ment cold? Washington, it is true, has gone

through the usual formality of requesting that our

ships should be free to give succor and the Presi-

dent has asked Congress for a relief fund of

$200,000. But what most of us crave at this mo-
ment is an expression of indignation at this latest

outburst of Turkish barbarity. If the sentiment

of the civilized world amounts to anything as a

chastener of misconduct and a spur to good deeds,

America cannot afford to be silent at this time.

Just because we were not prepared to fill the large

order of international cooperation put up to us by
President Wilson, let us not be skittish about ex-

pressing our moral feeling when the world, and
especially England, evidently looks to us for en-

couragement.

THERE is no valid reason why Cuba and her

people should not be prosperous and happy.

By virtue of climate, soil, and natural resources

the island ought to be the garden spot of the world.

Instead, it is poverty-stricken, a prey to social and
political disorder, and threatened with national

bankruptcy. The explanation lies in the low
standards of civic virtue prevalent there. In

Cuba, as in some other Latin-American states

where democracy is a recent experiment, public

office is an opportunity for graft and peculation

and nothing else. Carried to excess, this kills the

goose that lays the golden egg. Once before the

situation made necessary our intervention; we
hope that it will not be forced on "us again, but
the prospects are not* bright. General Enoch
Crowder, a shrewd observer and wise counselor,

after a searching investigation, has indicated the

measures essential to setting the Cuban house in
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order. Naturally the politicians demur. Within

strict limits of diplomatic propriety, the State

Department has urged the Cubans to take heed

while yet there is time. We trust our island neigh-

bors will realize that behind this is the solid force

of American opinion, despite the efforts of some
chronic trouble-makers to create the suspicion that

ulterior motives on the part of financial interests

are involved.

WE nominate for the Hall of Fame Mr.

Henry Ford and Mr. Samuel Untermyer.

Both have achieved preeminence in the field of

Bluff and Publicity. Mr. Ford, who has amassed

one of the greatest fortunes in the world and whose

hobby is anti-Semitism and the most childish of

economic and financial fallacies, announced the

closing down of his extensive factories, alleging

lack of coal as the reason and charging "Wall

Street" with the responsibility. A hundred thou-

sand men were thrown out of work. Note that Mr.

Ford owns his own railroad to the coal regions and

never really risked a coal shortage. Five days

later he reopened his factories, having in the mean-

time obtained great publicity and stimulated the

demand for his flivvers.

Mr. Untermyer, having amassed great wealth

by his cleverness in assisting powerful corpora-

tions to skim safely over very thin ice and avoid

troublesome conflict with the law, has latterly blos-

somed forth as the doughty champion of the Com-

mon People against Predatory Wealth. We en-

joyed the alacrity with which he accepted Con-

gressman Keller's invitation to join in pressing the

impeachment of Attorney General Daugherty—

a

cause which he well knew was baseless—and the

still greater alacrity with which he withdrew after

achieving the desired publicity. We suggest that

Tony Sarg be commissioned to design a joint

memorial showing these two worthies with clasped

hands and a common halo.

We had intended also to nominate Mr. William

Randolph Hearst, but the voters of New York State

in the recent primaries beat us to it.

A DEPLORABLE situation has been created by

the nomination of Mr. Pelletier for the im-

portant position of District Attorney of Suffolk

County, Massachusetts—the county of which Bos-

ton is the principal part. Mr. Pelletier is the man

who was but recently ousted from that same posi-

tion by the Supreme Court of the State, which sus-

tained serious charges against him. The Bar As-

sociation expressed its judgment of the charges

by dropping Mr. Pelletier from its membership.

The charges related directly to his conduct of the

office. His triumphant renomination under such

circumstances could not have been accomplished

under any other system of nominations than that

of the direct primary. Mr. Pelletier appealed to

race and religious prejudice. He was able to per-

suade the warm-hearted and generous Irish voters

of Boston that his prosecution was a persecution

and due to his race and religion. Shall we com-

ment on the contempt for a court decision shown
by this renomination, or on the moral sense of a

bodj^ of voters to whom the fact of the candidate's

guilt did not weigh as against his appeal to their

prejudices, or on the danger to a community from
the solidarity displayed by a group vote of that

nature? All of these things are too obvious for

more than mention. Our purpose in calling atten-

tion to the incident is to insist that the Democratic

Party in Massachusetts find a way to purge itself

of a grave error. The Democratic candidates for

United States Senator and for Governor of the

State must repudiate it—or bear its stigma. An
appeal to race and religious prejudice in a country

made up as ours is of many races and many re-

ligions is intolerable, and the office of prosecuting

attorney is the last place where such prejudices

should be intrenched.

IT is already becoming apparent that if those

women who desire to maintain a high stand-

ard of honor and intelligence for the participation

of their sex in politics are to succeed in doing so,

they must have the loyal and determined backing

of all good women. Too many women are show-

ing themselves apt pupils in the school of political

deceit and cunning. In importance far above any

other issue that is today before the American peo-

ple is the exercise of sound judgment by women

in the selection of their own political leaders. If

v/omen are ever to assume the high place in the

political life of this nation to which they seem to

be called, they must adopt the policy of never for

an instant condoning falsehood and low trickery

on the part of their woriien leaders. The necessity

of organization in politics and the limited number

of people who have time or talent for such work

make it very difficult to dislodge a leadership that

once gains power. Whether or not trickery ever

was smart politics, it is certainly stupid politics for

women in the position which they occupy today.
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WE are frankly amazed at what appears to

us as the egregious bhinder of the State

Department in making overtures to the Soviet

Government looking to the sending of a commis-
sion to investigate conditions in Russia. The point

is, not that such an investigation would not be de-

sirable and useful, but that the manner of pro-

posing it was most unfortunate and even harmful.

Such a proposal might come from chambers of

commerce or other public organizations without

being subject to misinterpretation, but coming
from the Government it was bound to give rise to

serious misconceptions.

The moment it was known in Berlin that Ambas-
sador Houghton had sent for and received Chi-

cherin—and it was known immediately, for the

Soviet agents, although pledged to secrecy, did not

delay a moment in capitalizing it—a feeling was
created all over Europe that America was no longer

steadfast in her announced policy but was shifting

around to a rapprochement with the Soviets.

Despite the statement in the note itself that no
recognition was to be inferred, the effect was to

halt the growing tendency in Europe to come
around to our point of view.

The Bolshevik reply was exactly what was to

have been expected and what our State Depart-
ment deserved. They would admit an investigat-

ing commission on the basis of reciprocity—that

is, if we would do the same. Furthermore, we
knew the facts already, thanks to the A. R. A. and
other sources of information. They might indeed

have quoted our own reply to the invitation to the

Hague Conference in which we claimed as much.
What the reason was for sending the note to the

Soviet Government we are at a loss to surmise.

At all events it drives home once more the appli-

cation, in Soviet dealings, of the query: "Can a

man touch pitch and not be defiled?"

TN most of our universities and colleges a very
-I- sincere effort is being made to induce students

to elect a larger proportion of work in the Greek
and Latin classics than has been popular for the

past twenty-five years. The Independent desires

to appeal to parents and to our youthful readers

themselves to lend their aid to this movement.
Teachers of history, teachers of economics, teach-

ers of English—all are becoming acutely sensitive

to the lack of a classical training on the part of

their pupils. In many instances they have strug-

gled to remedy the defect by requiring reading

courses in which classics play an important part.

There is such a thing as culture. But it is not

acquired merely by submersion in laboratories or

in becoming practitioners. It is taken on slowly

by much communion with the great literatures and
the great minds of the past. Destined to a sharp

disillusion and an object of pity is the boy or girl

who graduates from college without having sat

down for many hours with Aeschylus, with Euri-

pides, with Plato, with Aristotle, with Cicero, with

Virgil. Pity him if such communion has not

opened to him the Greek sweetness and light and

the Latin consciousness of law and of the State.

Pity him if he has not heard the sea with Homer,
the cry of human passion with Euripides, the

tread of fate with Aeschylus. Pity him if he has

not groped with Lucretius into the secrets of

nature, felt with Virgil the epic of a national des-

tiny and with Cicero the call to public service.

Shall the Turk Re-enter Europe?
WHATEVER else resulted from the Great

War, one achievement was welcomed all

over Christendom—the Turkish yoke was
removed from the Christian peoples of southeast-

ern Europe. For five hundred years this Mon-
goloid race had been an anachronism in the city

of Constantinople and the lands west of the Dar-
danelles. Individually the Turk was not a bad
fellow. He had the virtues and the vices of a

ruling race, and in hospitality, honesty, and cour-

age shone by comparison with his subject peoples.

But as a state, the Turks displayed every vice of

corruption, oppression, and cruelty of which a bar-

barous mediaeval government was capable, and
their continued rule was a blot on modern civiliza-

tion, a stench in the nostrils of enlightened people.

Now, after a kaleidoscopic change in their for-

tunes, thanks to the genius of Mustapha Kemal,

and the incredible blunders of Allied statesman-

ship, the Turks are arrogantly knocking at the

gates of Constantinople and demanding the return

of Thrace. England alone, at the moment, blocks

the way, and while the situation has eased a bit

and may wait on the holding of a conference, it is

full of dynamite and may bring in its wake a train

of consequences involving the whole world.

It is not easy to allocate fairly the responsibility

for a situation into which so many factors have

entered. The outstanding fact which strikes the

world and aligns its feelings is the horrible mas-

sacre of Smyrna and the destruction of the city.

Mr. Morgenthau, writing in the London Sunday
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Times, declares that French support of Mustapha
Kemal in his struggle with the Greeks is likely

to alienate much American sympathy. Many
Americans will ask: If the French repudiate the

Treaty of Sevres and, in general, their moral obli-

gations in the Near East, have they any grounds

for insisting on German fulfillment of the Treaty

of Versailles? Mr. Morgenthau is right. A great

deal of American sympathy is being alienated

from France, for the blind French Near East

policy since the war has bitterly offended her

friends here. On the other hand, it may rightly

be urged that the French nation is little concerned

in Near East policy and that the latter is the un-

fortunate creation of the French Foreign Oflfice,

and due to a suspicion of British Near East policy,

a suspicion which, however .excessive—indeed, al-

most insane—yet does not lack excuse. For Brit-

ish motives are doubtless as cupidinous as French

;

and it is a fact that, by whatever means, French

influence in Constantinople, which was predomi-

nant before the war, has been almost entirely su-

perseded by British influence. Other nations than

France look with jealousy and alarm upon British

control and domination of one of the world's chief

strategic points. Behind all this, however, is the

initial blunder, noted by Dr. Dennis in his article

in another column, committed when Lloyd George,

seemingly hypnotized by the astute Venizelos,

agreed to the grandiose plan of a Greater Greece

to be set up in Asia Minor. The pursuit of this

chimera led to the present situation.

What is to be the outcome? Will Kemal, how-
ever strong and shrewd, be able to restrain his

eager hosts, flushed with victory, from an attempt
to cross the Straits, and persuade them to await

the holding of a peace conference? If this should

happen, will England, with the limited forces

available, be able to resist the Turkish advance?
But even if Kemal holds his forces in leash and
events wait on the conference, the big question,

the problem that has been the great source of

European conflict for a century and more, is only

reopened. The fundamentals of that problem re-

main the same: the freedom of Christian peoples

long under the barbarous rule of backward Asi-

atics, a great entrepot of international trade, a

crucial strategic point on some of the most impor-

tant of the trade routes of the world, and the sole

warm-water outlet for the vast plains of Russia

and their teeming millions. To restore the Turks
is to revive the old conflicts. In that way lie fresh

wars. No matter what blunders England may
have committed, there can be little doubt of the

moral obligation to support her in averting such

an outcome, America is not yet ready to take an
active part, but this should not prevent our Gov-

ernment from making a strong declaration of its

views in the present situation, a declaration which
would strengthen the hands of those statesmen who
stand against the return of the Turk to his former

position in Europe and discourage those who for

narrow national advantage or considerations of

expediency would hamper them.

The New Tariff

THE Fordney-McCumber Tariff bill has become
the law of the land. If any bells are ring-

ing in honor of the occasion, few persons

can think the sound joyous, and to many (some

of them the "solid business men" who in the past

throve on a protective tariff) it comes as a dirge.

Three considerations have made the tariff measure
extremely unpopular. In the first place, disregard-

ing the actual workings of the measure, the world

at large has received the impression that the

United States, having rejected the League of Na-
tions, immediately set to work to increase the

aloofness of this country. Secondly, the unsettled

conditions the world over make any tinkering with

schedules at this time appear foolhardy. Thirdly,

tariff revision at best leaves many people dis-

gruntled; how large the number of these must be

at the present moment! In addition there is al-

most universal misgiving over the provision which
grants the President power to modify rates as con-

ditions dictate. Some sort of stability in business

conditions has been the hope held out by all

previous tariffs, and now this much-prized "elastic

provision" threatens to remove that great desid-

eratum.

Our own disapproval is prompted not so much
by the thought of the confusion which may be

caused by the Fordney-McCumber Tariff, for no

doubt the world will muddle through that, as by

the conviction that the situation might have been

managed infinitely better by the exercise of tact

and genuine leadership. Whether leaving the

question to the Tariff Commission would have

turned the trick is not entirely clear. But there

is no doubt that the President could have reason-

ably urged a postponement of any consideration

of the tariff by Congress until more solid infor-

mation as to conditions was at hand.

Well, the new tariff is now upon us, and, if it

proves to be not as bad as it is painted, so much
the better. To do full justice to the champions of

this measure we are glad to phrase some of their

arguments and to ask our readers to give these

their serious consideration.
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Close political observers admit not only that a

demand for a protective tariff was in no small part

responsible for the huge Republican majority of

1920, but that a large majority of the people today

would vote for a protective tariff. Congress has

felt and responded to the pressure of that demand.

Granted, then, that the majority party felt itself

thus committed, there could be no escape from a

high tariff. But it is doubtful, considering the

present state of European currency and the decep-

tiveness of either valuations or rates under such

conditions, whether even the most ardent protec-

tionist in Congress would today dare to impose a

tariff high enough fully to meet the protection

theory. Talk of a "Chinese wall" of exclusion

having been erected is absurd and will be revealed

as such by the future volume of imports.

As to the "log-rolling" methods employed in the

making of the law, these were, of course, much in

evidence but quite different from the log-rolling

procedure of past tariff bills. By "log-rolling" is

meant the lending of votes in exchange for a

promise of votes from the borrowers on some sub-

sequent occasion. The old way was to repay these

borrowed votes in the appropriation bills—usually

the Rivers and Harbors bill. The Budget system

established by the Harding Administration has

made this, if not impossible, nearly so. Log-roll-

ing in the preparation of the present tariff was
usually confined to the support given by members
from one section of the country to the tariff de-

mands of other sections; or one group, such as the

strong farm bloc, was willing to drive a bargain

with another group. In this way, Louisiana or

Dakota, instead of resisting an impost favorable

to New England, actually helped it along in return

for a like action by New England representatives.

The natural resistance of one locality to another,

or one group to another group, was thus largely

eliminated. The result is a high tariff, and also a

tariff much more broadly spread, and much less

local in its total benefit, than any past tariff.

But just how high is this tariff? It is fruitless

to specify a rate here or there. After all, we
arrive at a more accurate conclusion by a general

survey.

Treasury experts place the probable revenue
from the bill at §400,000,000. The tariff which has

been superseded actually yielded $300,000,000. But
a portion of the year that brought in the $300,-

000,000 was a period of depression. Using a basis

similar to that upon which the $400,000,000 is

estimated one could have got considerably more
than $300,000,000 from the old Emergency Tariff.

The comparison of these two figures is the most
accurate measure available of the total increase

under the new law. [The reader will see that this

last argument opens up long vistas of interesting

but uncertain speculation.] Talk of a "three-

billion-dollar increase in the cost of living" is gro-

tesque. Indeed, the advances of price made pos-

sible by the law have been largely discounted—in

some cases overdiscounted—and an actual drop in

some prices may reasonably be expected. Far
from being a prohibitory tariff, the workings of

the new law are likely to produce a volume of

business with Europe almost unprecedented.

The Independent has consistently objected to

the enactment of a tariff at this time, and does not

alter its position, but is glad to list the arguments

of the other side and to revert to them as the new
situation develops.

An End to National

Railroad Strikes

THE collapse of the railroad shop strike,

though it was perhaps somewhat hastened

by the temporary injunction obtained by

the Government, was really due to the steady re-

sistance of the railroad executives, who remained

united in their action until the crisis of the strug-

gle was successfully passed, and the supremacy of

the public right to uninterrupted transportation

had been decisively asserted. It is likely that the

public will imperfectly appreciate how much it

owes, both in present safety and in the outlook for

the future, to this united action of the railroad

executives during the critical stages of the strug-

gle, and a word of comment is in point.

The real issue in the strike was whether a nu-

merically insignificant minority should be allowed

to stop the vital circulation of the economic body

—its interstate traffic in the supplies necessary

to its life—as a means of enforcing wage demands

which had been denied by a Government wage

board on which the barely two million railroad

workers of the country had as great voting

power as the one hundred and eight millions from

whose pockets railroad wages must be paid. The

"national strike" of the shopmen, like every other

national railroad strike, was not only a blow aimed

at the safety of the whole people—it was an open

defiance of the Government's right and obligation

to maintain the free flow of interstate traffic. This

right was bestowed, and this duty was imposed

upon the Government by the Constitution: Con-

gress had provided in several statutes the mechan-

ism for performing this duty, in addition to the

powers which the Government possessed by the

mere fact of its national sovereignty. The prin-

ciple and the duty involved were clear. The Gov-

ernment should have asked, and it would have

obtained from its courts on the day the strike

began, the injunction which it did not ask until

two months of increasing violence and interference

with the railroads compelled it to act.

During these two months, when the railroad

shopmen were acting in open collusion with the
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striking coal miners, the defence of the public

right was left to the railroad executives, who were

intermittently harassed by Government proposals

for compromise which in effect would have

sacrificed the essence of the principle the Govern-

ment was bound to uphold unimpaired. The in-

tention which prompted these attempts at com-

promise was as well-meant as it was practically

unwise and unsound. The refusal of the striking

shopmen to accept the element in the proposed

compromises which would have brought upon them
a penalty for striking at the public safety finally

made it evident even to Washington that the issue

was one in which no compromise was compatible

with the public right. We are far from intending

to offer a certificate of grace and enlightenment

to all railroad executives indiscriminately. Rail-

road executives differ among themselves in cour-

age, wisdom, and other qualities as much as did

the tribes of Gaul in Caesar's day. But, "such as

they are," as a body they saw clearly at the outset

what the real issue was, and they stood up to the

fi.ght until the principle of the paramount right

of the public had been vindicated. If some of them
have finally betrayed themselves into mischievous

surrender, the judicious observer can only hope

that the retribution therefrom will be as educative

and reformative as it appears to be inevitable.

Judge Wilkerson's decision of last week, stat-

ing the relative rights involved in the strike,

should establish in the minds of both labor leaders

and the public the permanent conviction that

strikes aimed at interrupting the interstate traffic

which is the life-blood of the nation are unlawful

attacks upon the public safety which it is the right

and duty and fixed policy of the Government to

suppress on that sole ground—that they are un-

lawful attacks upon the safety of the country.

Labor leaders have much to say about the

"rights" of the worker, and it is of vital concern

to all of us that the real rights of the worker, like

the real rights of every other citizen, shall have
full protection. But no one can have rights with-

out also having duties, and the railroad strike has

shown that some vigorous instruction on the duties

of the worker is in order. Any one who under-

takes a vital service—the railroad worker no less

than the surgeon at the operating table—is bound
by the highest obligation of duty to see that no

act or inaction of his interrupts the performance

of that vital service. The surgeon who would in-

terrupt an operation to haggle with his patient's

friends for a higher fee would be rightly de-

nounced as a potential murderer. The railroad

worker's duty is usually less clean-cut, and neglect

of it less disastrous than in the case of the surgeon

operating on a patient, but at bottom it is the

same. He must make up his mind to adjust his

assertion of his "rights" to the paramount claims

of his duty to the public. The public, in compen-

sation for this restriction of the worker's freedom,

may fairly be asked to make good the economic

disadvantages of this limitation. The Labor Board
is an honest attempt to fulfil this public obligation.

How far it has proved just and adequate is too

large a matter to discuss here.

Two aspects of the history of the strike deserve

a word of appreciation. One of these is the very

great technical eflficiency of the railroads in mov-
ing a nearly record traffic in the face of the gravest

material obstacles. The other is in large part the

source of the first—the courage, loyalty to duty,

endurance, and effectiveness of thousands of minor
executives, from foremen up, without whose un-

flagging efforts the fight would have been lost. To
most of us nameless, they have "deserved well of

the Republic."

IT is not often that the passing from life of a

man who has followed the quiet paths of schol-

arship, refusing to be drawn into more public

ways, calls from the daily press such tributes of

respect and affection as have been paid to William

Archibald Dunning, who died on August 25. Pro-

fessor Dunning was one of those workable and

happily working combinations of diverse talents,

and of thoroughness with versatility, that happen

only now and then. He was beloved by colleagues

and students, and honored by fellow-workers in

research. A gentle cynic "whose wit, without

wounding, could hit," he was primarily a serious

philosopher and a hardworking author. When he

was called as an expert in the history of political

theories to testify whether Henry Ford was an

anarchist or not, he gave cross-questioning lawyers

a run for their money and the newspapers a "fea-

ture," but when two years before his death he

published the third and final volume of his "His-

tory of Political Theories" he rounded out an expo-

sition of the political thought of mankind from

Plato and Aristotle to Herbert Spencer, which is

probably destined to live among the few admittedly

"great works" in this field. Yet in a wholly dif-

ferent field he was better known. No other Ameri-

can historian has ever so exhaustively studied the

period of reconstruction as Professor Dunning did,

and no other writer, historian or publicist, has so

deeply or so sanely influenced later American

thinking upon the rights and wrongs of that un-

happy time. Men of the South and of the North,

drawn to his research courses at Columbia, have

alike borne testimony to his fairness and his sound

judgment of evidential values. These qualities

stand out not less clearly in his masterly "British

Empire and the United States," published in 1914.

an extraordinary review of the hundred years of

peace between two Powers that have found no rea-

son to fortify one of the longest frontiers in the

world. It is a book which the England-hater dis-

poses of by forgetting it.
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Turkey and the Peace of the World
By Dr. Alfred L. P. Dennis

THE destruction of Smyrna, the flaniing national-

ism of the returninjj Turk, and the grim possi-

bilities of further and far-reaching conflict have

combined to shock the world. Some of us had almost

forgotten that in 1914 the chief, real cause of the

\\'orld War was the struggle for control at Constanti-

nople. Today the essential and fundamental importance

of Constantinople, both as a symbol and as a city,

stands out clearly in historic fashion.

The Turk is coming back largely for the same
reasons that have permitted his continuance for the

past century and a half. By his rule at Constantinople

he had become a factor in the European political sys-

tem. The jealousies and divisions of the West allowed

him to retain his political importance. Today the

separate policies of the Allies, the breakdown of a

common programme, have given him a chance to restore

his rule over exhausted and blood-soaked lands.

For all the world and in open ways the division of

policy between England and France now stands clear.

This is the first result of the revival of Tui*kish na-

tionalism. The Entente has struggled on since the

Peace of Versailles largely because the issue of force

was not brought to a test. Now if war breaks out

between Great Britain and the Turkey of Mustapha
Kemal the separation of England and France will be-

come more than a stumbling-block in world affairs.

Already it threatens to be a dynamic element as well.

It is the separate policy of France that has made this

clear. For France chose to come to terms with Kemal
last October. Indeed it is quite possible that a secret

agreement between the Governments of Angora and

Paris explains the confidence and arrogance of Kemal's

demands for Thrace and Constantinople.

A second factor in the situation is local. Once more
the Turk has brought out his family heirlooms. The
sword and the torch are still in his baggage as he

marches to restore his rule over the remnants of the

Christian minorities in the Near East. There old

traditions still hold; massacre, loot, and rape are the

historical methods of conquest and of government
in a region that counts the years but as the sands of

the hour-glass. Mere centuries disappear overnight

and today the Turk returns to the natural and nor-

mal methods of conquering Asiatic predecessors.

As the Jews well know, deportation was a Babylon-

ian practice. In a more rapid and efficient age the

modern Turk is more systematic and thorough in the

process of dispersion and extermination of Christian

nationalities. His purpose during recent years and
particularly at present is to prevent the possibility of

a future Greek or Armenian "Zionism." Thus the new
nationalism of Angora acts in historic fashion and is

true to type in traditional Asiatic manner.
For months industrious Americans returning from

the Levant have spread tales of a revived and reformed
Turkey. The government of Mustapha Kemal Pasha
at Angora has appeared to them as the hope of the

East. We have heard much of a new spirit in Islam
and of the rise of a modern liberal Turkey. Indeed,

the stage was set for a Western welcome to a resilient

and progressive Turkish nationality.

The Americans who were responsible lor this point

of view, who have appeared as ardent prophets of

Turkish progress and freedom, simply forgot history.

They ignored the character of the Turk and over-

looked his traditions and his heirlooms. The Turk is

tenacious; he is an anachronism but he is also histor-

ical. His revival as a political factor may be of per-

manent importance, yet it is not a sign of peace or

progress.

A third element lies in the policy of Greece. The
basis for the present desperate situation was laid at

Paris in 1919 when Venizelos won his way with Lloyd

George. The grandiose and greedy diplomacy of Veni-

zelos carried the day against the advice of many British

experts in Eastern matters. Today inefficient King
Constantine is merely reaping the whirlwind. For
in May, 1919, the Greeks landed at Smyrna sword in

hand and inaugurated their occupation of a Greater

Greece by unnecessary bloodshed and terror. The ad-

ministration of Smyrna proved to be better as time

went on. Nevertheless the task of holding and ad-

ministering the newly acquired territory was beyond

Greek strength or capacity. The ambitions of Greece

have provoked her defeat and revealed her instability.

In this debacle the responsibility of the Allies is con-

siderable; for they permitted the Greeks to assume a

position which was dangerous to the peace of the world.

In this policy Lloyd George seems to have had the

chief part. His problem now is to rake the ruins and

to rebuild his lines with the debris of the hasty and

ill-advised decisions of 1919.

If we were to continue in such a mournful analysis,

the failure of the world to provide a stable peace

after the World War would bear the largest responsi-

bility. In so far as the United States by its policy of

political isolation may have contributed to that failure

we are also morally responsible for the situation in

the Near East. Certainly we have no direct political

interest in that region, but our moral and material

interests are both important and persuasive. Ulti-

mately the policy of relief and belated restoration must
give way to a policy of constructive prevention. So

far we have preferred to help to rebuild the barns that

have been destroyed rather than to help restrain the

marauders who continue to set the countryside ablaze.

At present the chief consideration for the world at

large reaches much beyond Constantinople. The re-

action of the situation in Turkey is in some respects

world wide. Is British policy in the Near East to set

India and Egypt in flames? What effect will the recent

Turkish victories have on the Mohammedan world?

Is the breakdown of the treaty of Sevres to mark the

start of a general revision of other peace settlements

and solutions? Such possibilities are clearly within

the picture.

Recent despatches from India show that Moham-
medan fanaticism is rising against British policy. If

war breaks out between England and Turkey there will

inevitably be a serious revival of anti-British agita-

tion in India. Signs of this unrest were plain even in

connection with the Gandhi movement. The real and

practical union of Hindu and Mohammedan agitators
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against British rule would represent a combination

more serious and widespread than has confronted the

British since Mutiny days.

Furthermore, in Afghanistan and Persia anti-Brit-

ish feeling runs high. These countries might well be

bases of operation and of intrigue against British

interests throughout Asia. Egypt also is bound to be

a centre of unrest and possible disturbance. On the

other hand, if war does not follow—if the Turks win
by negotiation and diplomacy—the general effect on

British prestige may also be serious. In short, what-

ever happens the situation is dangerous and combus-
tible. Already one of Kemal Pasha's advisors is quoted

as saying that "the road to Adrianople may lie through

Mesopotamia." We know that the Senussi, the great

African zealot of Islam, is in the employ of Angora
to stir up trouble for the British among the Arabs.

Disturbances in Mesopotamia have been reported and
meanwhile the new king of Irak, Feisal, is housed with

an illness' which may be merely diplomatic. Under
such circumstances, although it would be almost im-

possible for Arab and Turk once more to live under

the same flag, the spread of disorder and of Asiatic

revolt may yet extend much beyond Anatolia.

Here certainly are troubled waters and it is in such

waters that Moscow enjoys fishing. So we have still

another doubtful and provocative element to consider.

It seems unlikely, however, that Soviet Russia would

actively intervene. The interest of Moscow lies rather

in winning a place at the European council table where
a settlement is under discussion. However, it is

obviously to the interest of Russia as a Black Sea

Power to have a grateful and friendly Turkey .at

Constantinople rather than to have the Straits

placed definitely under international or British control.

In the Balkans generally Greece is practically with-

out a friend. Jugoslavia covets Saloniki. Bulgaria

is unfortunately shut off from an outlet on the Aegean
by recent Greek acquisitions. Rumania as usual is

concerned only with her own interests and she would
not act in any way to endanger her position in Bes-

sarabia. Nevertheless the possibility of a return of

the Turk to Europe will at once bring about an un-

stable and dangerous condition in the Balkans. Under
such circumstances France by her leadership in the

East in favor of the Turks is following a policy which
makes for the revision of other treaties and the re-

construction of other peace settlements of the last few
years. At present the French Government by its East-

ern policy is weakening its position in opposition to

the revision of the Treaty of Versailles. The trickle

of water through the dike has begun; and it will be

difficult to stop a larger stream or other leaks.

The fall of Smyrna therefore is not a remote or

isolated affair. Once more the world stands face to

face with a situation which is seriously alarming. Only

the widespread desire for peace is preventing a gen-

eral war. If that desire should lessen or if the force

of events should become greater, the menace of the

future would increase. Thus the necessity of a more
stable foundation for world peace becomes clearer.

The events of the last month have not as yet produced

the alarm and the determination to pay the cost of

peace which alone can preserve us all from another

catastrophe to our common civilization. How long can

the United States remain indifferent to a condition of

affairs throughout the world which may at any time

become a menace to our own interests and to peace?

Rare Sixteenth Century Italian Horse Armor
WITHIN recent years the Department of Armor

of the Metropolitan Museum, under the curator-

ship of Dr. Bashford Dean, has taken prominent rank

as having assembled one of the great collections of the

world, a collection comparable with those of London,

Paris, Dresden, Vienna, Madrid, and Florence. One of

its most recent and most important acquisitions is here

illustrated, through the courtesy of the Museum—an

engraved horse armor. North Italian, dating from
about the year 1560. Although, as Dr. Dean points out,

horse armor is rarissima in collections, the panoply

here illustrated is one of two, which the Museum has

just added to its collection, the other, dating from about

1575, appearing to be Venetian. There are now five in

the Metropolitan Museum.
For ages these two newly acquired panoplies were

in the armory of the ancient castle of Collaltro in Tre-

viso, until dispersed following the Great War. It seems

more than likely that this horse armor belonged to An-

tonio IV of Collal-

tro, who became

generalissimo o f

the Venetian re-

public in '1585.

Both suits are un-

usually complete

and of extraordi-

narily fine work-

manship, present-

ing exquisite ex-

am p 1 e s of the

mediaeval armorer's

technique and of

the metal en-

graver's skill.
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Nast on Neutrality in 1870
The cartoons and text on this page are from a little book by Thomas Na^t, the famous cartoonist of Harper's

Weekly, which a few years ago was combined ivith The Independent. The volume ivas published in 1871.

Our older readers will enjoy the reminiscence of that stirring epoch. To our younger readers ivho are students

of history this document of the times tvill prove as instructive as it is entertainin-g . The general reader may
find something suggestive in certain parallels between the TurJxish situation at that time and today.

It will be recalled that England in 1870-1 was forced to play a lone hand in the Near East. France, her

ally in the Crimean tear and co-signatory of the Treaty of Paris, was absorbed in the Franco-Prussian war.

France, moreover, had been estranged by the British neutrality in that struggle. Taking advantage of this

situation, Russia announced that she felt no longer bound by the Treaty of Paris and proposed to increase

her naval forces in the Black Sea. Bismarck, not unwilling to see England humiliated, declared that Prussia

was not interested. Mr. Nast takes up the story at that point.

MRS. EUROPA kept a Dame's School, where boys

were well instructed in modern languages,

fortification, and the use of the globes. These
lads at Mrs. Europa's were of all sorts and sizes. So

she chose from among the biggest and most trust-

worthy of her pupils five monitors. These five, at the

time of which we are writing, were Louis, William,

The Five Monitors

Aleck, Joseph, and John, Each of the upper boys at

Dame Europa's had a little garden of his own, in a cor-

ner of the playground. By the side of Louis's domain
was that of William, the biggest and strongest of all

the monitors. He was proud as anybody of his gar-

den, but he never went to work in it without casting

envious eyes on two little flower-beds which now be-

The studious and peaceable Boy

longed to
Louis, but

which ought

by rights, he

thought, t o

b el n g to
him. For a

long while
William had

set his heart

upon getting

it back again

;

but he kept

his wishes to

himself.
"There is

only one way
to do it

" said J^^'^"^*^- "Hold me or Til fight both of them^

Mark. "If you want the flower-beds you must fight

Louis for them, and I believe you will lick him all to

smash; but you must fight him alone. You see, old

fellow, you have grown so much lately, and filled out so

wonderfully, that you are getting really quite formid-

able. Why, I recollect the time when you were quite a

little chap!" "Yes," said William, turning up his eyes

devoutly; "it has pleased Providence that I should be

stout." "Oughtn't I to interfere?" asked John, ad-

dressing one of his favorite fags. "No," said Billy,

who was head fag. "Give

out that you are a 'neu-

tral.' " "Neutral!" growled

John, "I hate neutrals. Let

me go at them." "And pray,

John, why did you not sep-

arate them?" demanded the

Dame. "Please, ma'am,"

answered Johnnie, "I was

a neutral." "You ought to

have prevented the fight

from the very first. You
have been a bad friend to

both of them. Well, some

day, perhaps, you may want

friends yourself. Take care

that William, the peaceable,

unaggressive boy, does not

contrive to get a footing on

the river, where he can

keep a boat, and then one

fine morning take your

pretty island by sur-
, i j d j

,^
It has pleased Hrovidence

prise. that I should be stout"
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Wages and ''Justice''

By Fabian Franklin

V©1. 109, No. 3826

UNLESS one is blessed with an enviably cheerful

temper, one cannot fail to have found some-
thing depressing in recent phases of the

struggle between labor and capital. Yet there is a

depth of depression to which there is no occasion for

us to sink, and which only those should experience who
have pinned their faith to certain alluring formulas.

If it were true that "the interests of labor and capital

are identical," or if it were true that all that is needed
is a willingness on both sides to fulfil the requirements
of "justice," then indeed the spectacle of strife that we
have been witnessing would testify to a state of wanton
perversity which might well drive the most cheerful to

despair. But the truth is that while the interests of

labor and capital coincide in a far greater measure than
either side—and especially the labor side—usually

realizes, yet they are very far from being identical ; and
as for "justice," it is absolutely impossible to define its

requirements in a manner compatible with the exist-

ence of a system based upon individual enterprise,

risk, and competition—if, indeed, they are capable of

being defined at all. If we are to make progress, as

there is every reason to hope we shall, in reducing the

evils of industrial conflict, and especially the tug-of-war

of strikes, it must be by a hundred slowly worked out

methods of specific improvement, and not by the appli-

cation of any sweeping formula. Failure to advance
more rapidly toward the goal, lamentable though it

be, must be ascribed in the main to the inherent diffi-

culties of the problem, and only in a sitbordinate de-

gree to sheer obstinacy or to perverse selfishness.

The interests of labor and capital are identical in the

one supreme element of abundant production; and the

failure of labor to recognize this fundamental fact is

undeniably one of the most potent causes of industrial

trouble. The persistence of this blindness on the part

of the workingman is, however, not unaccountable. In

the immediate situation with which he is at a given

moment confronted he sees his advantage in a policy of

"making work"; the instantaneous demand for his

labor is increased when two men are required to do the

work of one. But the advantage is transient and
illusory, while the loss is substantial and permanent.

However much the productivity of labor may be in-

creased, human demands always keep pace with it;

there is no greater percentage of unemployment in a

state of the world in which machinery and organiza-

tion have quadrupled the effectiveness of human effort

than there was when it was at a level one-fourth as

high. The making-work principle, embodied in so

many of the rules of trade-unions, is no more helpful

in preventing unemployment than would be the aboli-

tion of the thousand labor-saving inventions that have

so wonderfully multiplied the productive capacity of

mankind. The percentage of unemployment turns on

a question of misfit in the adaptation of production to

the shifting circumstances of the time; and that misfit

is not in the least likely to be diminished by lowering

the general level of efficiency. If this elementary truth

could be got into the heads of the great mass of work-

ingmen there would be in their minds as strong a pre-

sumption against the adoption of a policy of pure waste

in the shape of "making work" as there is now a pre-

sumption in its favor. For, once granted that the
policy does not—except in a purely transitory and
illusory way—prevent unemployment, the workers
would see that it brings them no gain in the shape of

increased money wages, and that it inflicts upon them,
in common with the rest of the community, the loss

which goes with a diminished aggregate of production,
or in other words increased cost of living.

But to say that an increase in the cost of living caused
by reduced productiveness of labor falls upon the work-
ingmen equally with the rest of the community is by
no means to say that the same is true of an increase

in the cost of living caused by a rise of wages. If, with
productiveness unimpaired, the wages of labor are in-

creased, and if the increase can be maintained without
causing imemployment, then what the workingmen gain
in wages may be much more than what they lose in the

shape of increased cost of living. Into the cost of com-
modities to 'the consumer there enter other factors be-

sides the wages of labor; and it is quite possible that

the rise in wages may be obtained, in part or whole, at

the expense of those to whose share the other factors

fall—the capitalist, the enterpriser, the land owner, the

middleman. Efficiency in providing the total supply

is a question of 'production, in which the inter-

ests of all are essentially identical; but the rate of

wages is, on its face, at least, a question of distribu-

tion and not of production. Those, therefore, who try

to persuade the workingmen that in asking for higher

wages they are merely seeking to get with one hand
what they will have to give away with the other, are

wholly unjustified in their position; unlike the case of

"making work," the workingmen's instinctive feeling

on this point is correct.

And not only does this conflict of interest exist, but

it is a conflict which cannot be settled on the basis of

any principle of abstract justice. Whatever merit there

may be in the idea of the Kansas Court of Industrial

Relations, for example, the distinctive and crowning

merit which Governor Allen so ardently asserted for it

does not exist. He insisted above all on the contrast be-

tween the settlement of labor disputes by arbitration

and the settlement of them by his court, which was to

be a court of justice—which was to declare the just

rights of the parties to the dispute, and not merely to

arrive at a pacifying compromise. But there is no in-

herent or fundamental reason why the reward of

manual toil should bear the relation that it currently

does to the reward of those services which are rendered

to production by the capitalist, the enterpriser, or the

brain-worker. It is all a matter of the balance of eco-

nomic forces, the operation of supply and demand more

or less impeded by combination or legislation. All that

a court can do—even supposing that its judgment is

effective—is to bring about more speedily or more ac-

curately the adjustment that the economic forces in the

situation mark out as practicable. It cannot assign to

each party what his service or his sacrifice merits from

the standpoint of abstract justice; it can only declare

that, in the light of the facts of industry and trade, as

they exist at the time or may be expected to exist in
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the immediate future, such and such wages can be paid

for such and such work without causing an unsettle-

ment of the enterprise—that on the whole neither side

can do much better than accept the terms which the

court finds to be reasonable. In other words, the court

cannot be a true court, but must be essentially a tri-

bunal of arbitration; and the objections to compulsory

arbitration cannot be removed by merely changing the

name of the body that administers it. There may be

an important future for "courts" similar to that which

has been established in Kansas; but the more clearly

it is recognized that they cannot claim the character of

ordinary courts of justice, the more likely it is that

they will accomplish such good as they are capable of

achieving. To lessen the causes of conflict between

labor and capital, to promote mutual understanding, to

emphasize the community of interest which really does

exist between them, to cultivate good will by every

available means—these things must be in all possible

ways encouraged. But to imagine that the real conflict of

interefit can be conjured away by a phrase, or to suppose

that it can be disposed of by a judicial fiction, is to

ignore, and therefore inevitably to aggravate, the in-

herent difl[iculty of the problem.

Garrulities of an Octogenarian Editor
By Henry Holt

X—Recollections of Richard Gilder, Edwin Booth, and Lord Bryce

THE nearest approach to a salon that I have known
in New York in comparatively recent times came

about in this way. In the seventies or eighties

a large residence on the northeast corner of Fourth

Avenue and Fifteenth Street gave way to a bank. The

stable behind this bank was taken hold of by Stan White

and turned into a very unique and pretty private house

—

the stable yard remaining in front as a garden. The

second building east was then occupied by the Century

Club. To this original home an original man, Richard

Watson Gilder, brought his beautiful and talented wife,

born Helena De Kay, and the house rapidly

became a resort of original people with a

fair scattering of conventional ones: for

Helena was born into the conventional

world. Her brother Charles had a talent

for creating clubs : the Fencers, the Na-

tional Arts, and the Authors were all

started by him—the last in his sister's

home, a picture of which still adorns that

club's year book.

I don't remember whether the Gilders

had a regular evening at home in Fifteenth

Street, though I was sometimes there; but

they didn't stay there forever, anyhow.

One reason is that they are now both in

heaven, if anybody is, but the immediate

reason was that Mrs. Gilder, though she

had a pretty talent for painting, had a still

prettier one for babies, and they soon out-

grew their home and moved to Clinton

Place, a little east of Fifth Avenue. There

they had a regular evening at home, where
one was sure to meet interesting people,

including an occasional one from the decorated world

—the source of them being mainly the group who, years

before, one used to meet at the Bottas, Youmanses, and
Drapers.

I've known the Gilders to resist great temptations for

the sake of keeping their evenings at home regular, and
this has led me to wonder whether the lack of the salon

in New York may not be due to the temptations of that

city being more numerous and various than those of

Paris in the days when the salon was an institution. This

acts on guests as well as on hosts. I knew we did not

because there was so often something that led us to "put-

it off till next week."

Richard was a paradox, like the rest of us. He was-

generally evident at any literary event, from a feast to

a funeral, and yet he was a retiring man. Once when he
had to introduce the speaker at some parlor function, I

was looking for a scintillation or two, when he merely

stood below the platform and pounded on it—Theatre

Frangais fashion, to quiet the jabber, and then nodded
to the speaker to go ahead.

Retiring poet as he was, he worked like a wheel-horse

on the Tenement House Commission, and

went to the fires in that region at all sorts

of hours, to study up their causes in the

construction of the buildings and the ways
of their occupants.

He was rather a slight figure, dark-

haired with big poetical dark eyes, and
yet, in spite of his advantages, he was
said to look like me. Bishop Geer was in

that same boat with us, and was a very

nice man nevertheless.

It is often said that poems—some
poems, not all—are the most enduring

things in the world. It's not only at my
quartets that I think of Gilder's phrase,

"the gradual violin" ; nor only at my sum-
mer home of his

Woods thiit (haw the sunset near.

Paul Thompson

Richard Watson Gilder

Junius Brutus Booth, Edwin's father,

lived near Baltimore, my native city, and
I heard him there in "King Lear" when I

was a boy of thirteen. I clearly remem-
ber only the curse. I can never forget that. He ex-

ploded it, kneeling and tearing his hair. The dominat-

ing characteristic of his acting was force. Edwin's was
subtlety and refinement. He was only eighteen when I

first saw him in "Hamlet." I was about the same age,

and had no requirements which he did not then fill. I

saw him in the same character at intervals during the

rest of his career, and each time but the last he increased

my requirements for the next time. That last time

Modjeska was the Ophelia, and her age and foreign ac-

cent upset, for me at least, the whole business. Consid-

get down to the Gilders nearly as often as we wanted to, ering the high requirements which that play makes of an
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audience, Booth's attracting full ones for a hundred con-

secutive nights, barring Sundays, w^s probably the

greatest feat in the annals of the stage.

I used to see him occasionally at the Century, but

never sought him, because he appeared to me to be af-

fected—to be playing Hamlet all the time. And novi^ it

comes out that

he really w^as

—

unless his atten-

tion was divert-

ed: for in the

paper on him in

Dr. Lyman Ab-

bott's "Silhou-

ettes of My
Contempo-
raries," Booth is

quoted as say-

ing: "When I

am envv^rapt in a

character I

am impersonat-

ing, there seems

to be another

and a distinct

individuality. . .

.

I believe you un-

derstand la ow
Edwin Booth as Hamlet

completely. I 'ain't here' most of the time. It's an aw-
ful thing to be somebody else all the while." Well, pur-

posely being Hamlet so large a part of the time, when
he was not called upon to be somebody else, he relapsed

into being Hamlet. I was unavoidably introduced to

him one night, however, and found him as natural and

genial as anybody else, and I well understood from that

little talk why he was so deeply and widely beloved.

I wish I could recall a story he enjoyed telling of one

of his barnstorming nights when they had got the plat-

form of the improvised theatre too near the ceiling, so

that when he waved his sword it got stuck.

Larry Hutton once told me that, one night after he

had put Booth into a bedroom in Larry's home, he re-

flected that in that room was hanging a programme of

the play for the night when Booth's brother killed Lin-

coln. Hutton knew that Booth was still terribly sensi-

tive to anything reminding him of that event, and so,

reflecting that, even if Booth did not see the playbill

before going to bed, he was still more apt to see it in

the morning light. After Hutton had allowed him plenty

of time to get to sleep, Hutton crept into the room and

removed the dangerous souvenir. As I remember, he

wondered whether Booth was really asleep during the

risky adventure, or only playing 'possum.

Edwin Booth, and probably his father, were of that

type of genius whose delicate nerve balance is upset by

the mildest indulgence in alcohol—so upset as to crave

more up to the point of insensibility. Booth made a

splendid and successful fight against this weakness. It

involved abstinence amid the merrymaking of his

friends, and, despite his Hamlet-like seriousness of

countenance, he loved merrymaking with his friends.

Thus his life was one of many proofs that we do not

need wars to make heroes

I had read Bryce's "Holy Roman Empire" at least

three times, as I remember, before meeting the author.

That came about in the early eighties, once when I was
taking my dear friend Harry Martin—formerly Hux-
ley's collaborator, and then professor of biology in

Johns Hopkins—to lunch at the University Club. There
we found Bryce, who was an old friend of Harry, and
also Charles Eliot Norton. We four went to a private

room, and such a talk ! My recollection is that Norton
did the most and the best of it. Some twenty years or

more had elapsed before I met Bryce again, and yet he
remembered that luncheon. His talk was always inter-

esting and instructive, and had a most soothing in-

fluence of syropathy and geniality, but it did not rise

to warmth, nor did his talk or his speeches contain

much humor or epigram. The splendid passages in his

books, especially the earlier ones, must have come
almost unconsciously: but for that matter, don't all

splendid passages come that way? However that may
be, Bryce was not only above all thought of being bril-

liant, but apparently above all thought further than

getting off what he had to say in the clearest and sim-

plest manner possible. And yet what he had to say

was often in itself poetry. If I may be allowed to quote

myself, when it was my privilege to propose his health

at a dinner we gave him at the Authors' Club, I told

him that I could conceive the possibility of somebody
else writing "The American Commonwealth" in two
volumes of prose, but I couldn't think of anybody else

doing justice to the much larger theme of "The Holy

Roman Empire" in a single volume of poetry. When I

said that I could conceive of somebody else writing

"The American Commonwealth," the fellows began

shouting "No! No!" But when I finished my sentence

they quieted down.

In 1909 (?) when President Taft, with the British

and French Ambassadors and an official entourage

were, in the words of one of them, barnstorming Lake

Champlain in one-night stands, to celebrate the three-

hundredth anniversary of the discovery of the lake,

when they got to Burlington, the Bryces were put in my
charge and spent the

night with us. As we
drove up from the

boat one of the

crowd on the side-

walk shouted the

name of the bor-

ough Bryce had rep-

resented in Parlia-

ment, and he and his

wife were immensely

pleased.

Shortly before
noon the big guns of

the party fired off

speeches in the pub-

lic square, and I was
impressed by the

quietness of Bryce's.

His gentle voice,

however, appeared to

carry to the edges of a large crowd, and Burlington

still quotes his polished allusions to the beauties of its

scenery. He assured me that he was coming to see us

again, and climb Mount Mansfield; but he didn't come,

any more than Mrs. Humphry Ward did, and probably

for the same reason.

Lord Bryce
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The visitors were given a good lunch at the Ethan
Allen Club, an historic pageant on the lake shore, in the

afternoon, and an abominable dinner, by a Boston

caterer who got drunk, at the University gymnasium.

When we got home after that the Bryces, whose of-

ficial private car was to be hitched to an early morn-

ing train, and who therefore intended to get to bed be-

times, nevertheless when "asked what they would take,"

declared for coffee. But, after all, they didn't get to

bed so very betimes, and Bryce was his very self in

more ways than one. One of my boys was home from

Harvard with a friend or two, and Bryce, with his

famous spirit of investigation, spent most of the time

in pumping those boys. He began by asking why they

went to college. Not one of them said that he went to

learn anything from books. Their conglomerate object

of study seemed to be "how to get along with men," and

I don't remember that the great scholar found any

fault with it.

In the morning he planted a memorial tree for us.

But I most stupidly selected a little evergreen to go near

some similar evergreens. The copper tag which identi-

fied it soon became detached, and now nobody knows

which tree it was.

I have had many letters from Bryce, largely in the

way of suggestion and encouragement for the Unpopu-

lar Review which I began with the year when the war
broke out, and which survived that unpropitious season
up to 1920. But it was really killed by the war. More
than once before 1920 it would have stopped but for a
letter from Bryce.

His letters were among the most wonderful things
about that wonderful man. It has almost seemed to

me that since he resigned from Washington and went
back to England, I have seldom met an interesting per-

son who has not had something to tell me about a re-

cent letter from Bryce. That in the midst of his tre-

mendous responsibilities he could write so many,
especially as until two or three years past they were
all in his own hand, is a marvel. And he did not write

them solely, or perhaps mainly, to keep up his remark-
able store of information, but because he loved his

friends, as his friends loved him. He was probably the

most widely beloved man in the world.

I never knew a man that it was more of a pleasure

simply to be with. There was a kindness and geniality

in his nature that affected one like a cheerful fire or a

soft cushion, and yet I never saw him exhibit emotion,

though I have seen him under circumstances where
most men would have exhibited a good deal. He wasted
nothing: otherwise he could not have been the wonder
that he was.

Impressions of Brazil
By Mrs. Arthur L. Livermore

Deputy Commissioner General of the American Commission to the Brazilian Exposition

FOR the first time in our history the United States

Government is participating in a Brazilian ex-

position, the occasion being the centennial cele-

bration of Brazilian independence. The Brazilian war-

ships were the only ones present to raise a foreign

flag in honor of our own centennial exposition at Phila-

delphia in 1876.

There is much in common between the United States

and Brazil. Both are republics organized on the fed-

eral principle. Both are of continental magnitude and
extent. They are similar in topography, in vastness

of natural resources, and in climatic range, although

in this latter respect Brazil has somewhat the advan-

tage of the United States, her climate ranging from
tropical to cold temperate. There is, moreover, be-

tween the two countries that spiritual likeness which

differentiates the Western hemisphere from the Old

World. Most important of all, Brazil is now entering

an era of development by means of great Western rail-

ways and the encouragement of European immigra-
tion, such as our own country passed through but a

few short years ago.

Yet near as Brazil is to us in all these respects, she

is geographically more distant from the United States

than are the usual ports of American commerce with

Europe. From New York to Rio de Janeiro in a

direct sea voyage is more than 5,000 miles, or nearly

one and a half times as far as from New York to

Liverpool. This great sea voyage of nearly a quarter

way around the world has now been greatly facilitated

by the direct route established through the instrument-

ality of our own Shipping Board. This service has

cut in half the time of the voyage, making possible

a voyage of eleven days with every comfort. For a

restful sea voyage, one appealing to the imagination,

for a journey unique and beautiful beyond previous

experience, the trip to Brazil is unsurpassed.

The brilliant scenes now being enacted at the Bra-

zilian capital are most fascinating. Here, if anywhere.

Nature has set a fitting stage for the development of

a great city and a great civilization. The entrance to

the harbor of Rio affords a spectacle as magnificent

as an imaginary panorama of stage curtains. The blue

waters of the bay with its winding loops and curves

form inner bays. The long city itself nestles at the

base of green-clad hills and mountains, and, like the

bay, is dotted with tiny hills. The winding boulevards

which trace the water's edge are illuminated at night

with myriads of lights like great festoons. In the dis-

tance a blue haze hangs like a veil over the Serras de

Tijuca and Garea: does one need wonder that the peo-

ple of Rio de Janeiro have resolved to make of this

the most beautiful city in the world? Civic pride, the

earnest enthusiasm of all pioneers, and lavish expendi-

ture have transformed the dingy city of the Portu-

guese colonial period of years ago into a splendid

metropolis of wide streets and avenues. The walks,

paved with black and white Portugal marble set in

patterns, afford a stately frontage for many beautiful

public and commercial buildings. The city has numer-

ous parks, including the fine Botanical Gardens with

their magnificent collection of tropical trees, shrubs,

and plants. Thus, as splendidly built as it is naturally

beautiful, Rio de Janeiro, the capital of the Federal

District, is now an outstanding city of the world for

sanitation. Everywhere the white "public health" au-
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tomobiles are dashing about the network of streets.

Every street is washed down each night. Sanitary

provisions regulate the size of rooms and windows in

private dwellings and forbid whatever would be harm-
ful to the public health.

This, the largest and most magnificent city of Brazil,

was the logical site for the Centennial Exposition. The
buildings of the Exposition do not occupy a single

tract of land, but lie at either end of a great avenue,

thus making the city itself a part of the Exposition.

Indeed, not only Rio de Janeiro but all Brazil is the

real Exposition—that which most Americans w-ill go

to see. And this is as the Brazilians would have it.

Fronting on the water's edge and facing the harbor

entrance, the site selected by Ambassador Morgan for

the United States Government Building commands an

unsurpassed view of the harbor. The building is on

land bought by our Government and is a beautiful

location next to the Monroe Palace, which is the seat

of the Brazilian Legislature. This structure was the

Brazilian Building at our St. Louis Exposition, from
which it was removed to its present site, and renamed
Monroe Palace. Our Government Building is a per-

manent structure of stone and granite built in the style

of Portuguese colonial architecture, a style well suited

to Brazil's climate. It is to become the seat of the

United States Embassy when its present mission is

fulfilled.

The Avenida Rio Branco, which stretches from bay

to bay, unites the two sections of the Exposition

grounds. This great thoroughfare is one of the

world's finest examples of municipal development. It

is a conspicuous evidence of the enterprising and pro-

gressive spirit of the Rio of today. Its construction

involved the condemnation and removal of nearly six

hundred small buildings. It is one hundred and ten

feet wide, a mile and a half long. Down its centre

run rows of Pau Brazil, the tree from which the

republic derives its name.

In fact, when the Brazilians undertake engineering

construction they do so on a titanic scale. Adjacent to

the United States Building, the ground torn out of

Castle Hill is being turned into new-made land, and
fills in a niche in the bay. Thousands of laborers work
through the entire twenty-four hours, and literally

overnight the piles of earth become growing grass

plots. The work of razing this historic hill is pro-

ceeding from opposite slopes. On the water side the

hill is being washed away by hydraulic detrition; on
the land side it is being dug away with steam-shovels.

Three hundred and seventy-five gallons of water per

second are shot with a force of two hundred and fifty

pounds per square inch from four-inch nozzles, while

steam-shovels with capacity bites of four cubic yards,

and a full complement of locomotives, dump cars, and
hoisting cranes are wearing away the landward side

of the hill. Needless to say, the leveling process moves
more rapidly than the Hebrew prophet's dream of the

"rough places made smooth."

Few things in Brazil will more astonish visitors

from the United States than such evidences of enter-

prise and of swift and scientific accomplishment.

The sanitation of Rio and of Santos, the Paulista

and Mogyana railways, and the epic explorations of

Rondon are other examples of Brazilian capacity to

carry through a great task. While this is one of the

conspicuous features of the Brazil of today, Brazilian

leaders of thought themselves realize that an infusion

of other races in the national stock is desirable. They
are especially desirous of cultivating immigration from
those northern European countries whose people have

done so much to upbuild our own Western land.

It is not difficult to foresee that Brazil and other

South American countries are now at a stage of de-

velopment where they will begin to replace that which

the United States has been in past to Europe, eco-

nomically speaking. We, in the meanwhile, pass on

to a new stage of our own development, economically

and culturally. To our entrance in this new role of be-

coming a source of outfliowing capital and enterprise our

prominent place in the Brazilian Exposition offers a

happy augury.
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Judge Hooper on the Strike Situation
By Ellis Parker Butler

OUR eminent jurist, Justice of the Peace Lem
Hooper, looked over his spectacles at the thz'ee

damaged individuals standing at the bar.

"What's the charge, Durfey?" he asked his court-

officer.

Mr. Durfey turned and dragged forward a small man
who seemed to be in a condition of permanent daze. As
soon as the small man reached the railing he began to

weep.

"I admit it, your honor," he quavered pitifully. "I'm

guilty!"

"Now! now!" Judge Hooper soothed. "Don't get

excited. Be calm. Just keep quiet and say nothing

until you are asked to speak. Now, Durfey, what is it?"

"Well, your honor," said Durfey, "this here little

felly is a citizen
—

"

"He acts like one," admitted Judge Hooper. "He's

as scared as a plain citizen usually is when he comes to

court, not knowing whether he'll be hung for owning a

dog or shot at sunrise for leaving the lid of his garbage
pail ajar,"

"Get on with it, Dur-

fey," urged the justice.

"Who are these three?"

"This gentleman with

the bum eye, judge,"

said Durfey, "is Seppi

Verdi, a member of the

Riverbank Macaroni-
makers' Union, No. 34,

and is one of them lads

that is on strike down at

Imparato's Macaroni
Factory on Eighth

Street. He bounced a

brick off of the head of

this Gus Bonzoni with

his head tied up, who is

a member of the Non-
union Macaroni-makers' Union, No
with the busted wrist is Horatio Clancy, member of

Bricklayers' Union, No. 654. He's on strike at the new
factory they are putting up across from the macaroni

factory. He poked Verdi in the eye and Bonzoni

whanged him on the wrist.

"The evidence, Judge, is that this Seppi Verdi was
peacefully pursuing his duty as a striker and picket

when this Gus Bonzoni came out of the factory where

he was peacefully pursuing his duty as the man that

got Verdi's job, and this Seppi Verdi picked up a brick

from the pile at hand and peacefully bounced it off the

head of this peaceful Bonzoni.

"All would have been well, judge, and according to

Hoyle, had this Horatio Clancy not been peacefully pur-

suing his duty as a striker and picket in front of the

new facton,', being there to see that no son of Satan

used so much as the butt end of a non-union brick, but

when he saw this aforesaid Verdi pick up a non-union

brick and bounce it off the head of the aforesaid non-

union Bonzoni, he was righteously angered, your honor,

and hauled off his fist and soaked the aforesaid Verdi

peacefully and thoroughly in the eye for, first, using

a non-union brick, and, second, bouncing it off the non-
union head of the non-union aforesaid peaceful Bon-
xoni.

"And, thereat and whereupon, your honor, the afore-
said non-union Bonzoni became righteously enraged and
mad and started in to uphold the rights of his brother
workers, the makers of non-union brick, declaring that

no man, especially an Eyetalian, had a right to say any
man, even if he was an Eyetalian, had not the right to

bounce a non-union brick off the head of a non-union
macaroni maker, and he peacefully picked up a club

and went for the aforesaid peaceful Horatio Clancy—

"

"Now, hold on! Hold on a minute, Durfey!" said

Judge Hooper. "I want to ask the witness a question.

Witness, you have a tongue even if you are a citizen,

haven't you? Where were you and what were you
doing and what did you see?"

The citizen's mouth opened, but no words issued

from it.

"Your honor,"

said Durfey, "he's

too scared to speak.

When a strike is on

he thinks it's his

duty to shut up
and take his medi-

cine and say noth-

ing. The truth is,

your honor, he was
walking along the

street, going to his

home, when the

row began and the

three peaceable

rioters stepped on

him and, finding

him in the way, chucked him through the window into

a tub of macaroni dough."

"I'll pay for it, your honor!" said the trembling

man, suddenly finding his tongue. "I'm sorry. I don't

know what it is, or what it is all about, but I'll pay

for it!"

Judge Hooper leaned back in his chair and staz*ed at

the little man.

"Do you know what you are talking about?" he

asked.

"No, sir, your honor," trembled the little man.

"There's a strike
—

"

"And are you sure you are a citizen of the United

States?" asked Judge Hooper. "You're not a Rooshun

or a Prooshun or a Turk or an Eskimo? You're sure

you're a citizen?"

"Yes, sir, your honor. I'll pay—

"

"You bet you'll pay!" declared Judge Hooper. "In

this case I'm going to fine Seppi Verdi and Gus J^in-

zoni and Horatio Clancy each and individually a peace-

ful ten dollars and costs, but you'll pay! You don't

know it, but you are the one that will pay it. That,

when it comes to strike, is about the only right you

seem to have left. You foot the bill
!"

*.0^7^^
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Domestic Affairs

The Railroads

IN the United States District Court at Chicago on the

11th, Judge Wilkerson granted a continuance of the

temporary strike injunction for not to exceed ten days.

Hearings then began on Attorney General Daugherty's mo-

tion to make the temporary injunction "permanent." Coun-

sel for the Government submitted to the court some 20,000

depositions describing murders and sundry other crimes

and outrages, and, alleging that these crimes and outrages

were committed in connection with the strike, argued that

they constitute circumstantial proof of a conspiracy to par-

alyze interstate traffic. On the night of the 15th Govern-

ment counsel rested their case, and on the 18th counsel for

the defendant labor leaders succeeded to the ear of the

Court. The hearing should be completed and the decision

rendered this week.
* * *

On September 5 Mr. Warfield, president of the Seaboard

Air Line, and Mr. Jewell, head of the Railway Employees'

Department of the American Federation

of Labor, drew up an instrument (now

known as the "Baltimore Agreement")

embodying the terms which they agreed

should govern separate and individual

strike settlements between railway sys-

tem managements and the shop crafts'

"system federations" of those systems.

This instrument was referred by Mr.

Jewell to the Railroad Shop Crafts' Gen-

eral Conference Committee of Ninety at

Chicago, and, after bitter opposition

from those who were unwilling to sur-

render the principle of a national agree-

ment, ratified by that committee on the

13th.

The main features of the Baltimore

Agreement are as follows:

(1) All strikers, except those proved

guilty of offenses which in the opinion of

the commission to be mentioned in a mo-
ment deserve the punishment of dis-

missal from service, to be returned to

work at the present wages and "in posi-

tions of the class they held on June 30,

1922."

(2) Controversies arising out of the

strike that cannot otherwise be settled

between carriers and employees or their

proper representatives, to be referred to

a commission to be composed of six rep-

resentatives to be named by the heads of

the shop crafts and six representatives to be named by the

heads of the railroads accepting the terms of settlement;

the mandate of this commission to expire May 31, 1923.

The instrument is silent as to "seniority." One naturally

wonders whether it was the intention of the framers that

among the "cases that may properly be referred to the

commission" [language of the Baltimore Agreement] the

question of seniority as between returning strikers and old

employees who remained loyal through the strike and new
men employed during the strike, should be included. What-
ever may have been the intention of the framers, it remains

Wide World

Mustapha Kemal Pasha, the Turkish
Nationalist leader

to be seen whether such questions will be passed upon by
the commission.

* * *

It was the general understanding that most if not all of

the fifty-two railroad executives who, after the failure of

the negotiation at the Yale Club, New York, vainly at-

tempted a minority settlement, had been kept in touch with
Mr. Warfield's negotiations with Mr. Jewell and had prac-

tically engaged themselves in advance to accept the Balti-

more Agreement. It now seems doubtful that any consid-

erable number of executives so pledged themselves, and it

is not clear from press accounts how successful the War-
field-Jewell plan has proved or gives promise of proving.

It is the understanding of the writer that settlements on
that basis have been concluded or are under negotiation on
the following-named systems: the New York Central; the

Chicago and Northwestern; the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.

Paul; the Baltimore and Ohio; the Seaboard Air Line; the

Green Bay and Western; the Southern.
* Me *

The negotiation begun between officials of the New York
Central Railroad and officials of the

shop crafts' "system federation" of that

system, was broken off. The New York
Central management issued the state-

ment that the shop crafts' officials "at-

tempted to interject questions not men-
tioned in the text and clearly outside the

Baltimore Agreement, insisting that

these matters be included. . . . No
further conferences will be held." But
Mr. Jewell rushed to New York, and
smoothed out the difficulties, at least tem-
porarily, and the agreement was signed.

There was also a hitch on the South-

ern, the shopmen's representatives de-

manding the dismissal of all new men
employed during the strike. The diffi-

culty was got by; how, does not appear.

These incidents suggest the likelihood

of difficulties in the future on the sys-

tems accepting the Baltimore Agree-
ment, through interjection of embarrass^

ing questions avoided by that foggy
instrument.

The Pennsylvania has signed an agree-

ment, after voluntary negotiations of the

most friendly sort, with its Brotherhood
employees, extending the old agreement
until August 31, 1923. It seems likely

that the other Brotherhood agreements
throughout the country will be renewed
in similar fashion.

Coal

The strike of the anthracite coal miners was fended on

September 9 through ratification by the delegates' conven-

tion of the miners of the strike settlement terms published

in our last fortnightly issue.

* * *

The Coal Distribution and Price Control bill has gone to

the President.
* * *

Coal shipments during the week ended September 16
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Tilden defeating Johnston in the tennis finals for the national amateur tennis championship

amounted to 10,633,000 tons; 9,650,000 bituminous, 983,000

anthracite. The record for a week is 13,500,000 tons.

Athletics

The great Tilden is again national tennis champion, hav-

ing defeated Johnston in the finals. Johnston won the first

two sets. After that his strength, though not his spirit,

was unequal to the contest. Of the foreigners the only one

who showed himself very formidable against our mighty
trio (Tilden, Johnston and Richards) was Patterson of

Australia, who extended Tilden at the beginning of their

contest. Richards was easily beaten by Johnston; and, even

allowing for his tender years, one must doubt his ever

equalling Johnston or Tilden, who today tower far above
all other tennis players in the world.

* « *

At Bala, near Philadelphia, on the 20th, the Meadow
Brook polo team had a sweet revenge for its recent defeat

at Rumson; defeating the Argentine team 15 to 4.

* * *

Testimony accumulates that Sweetser's play against
Jones in the tournament for the national amateur golf

championship was simply not human. Some "affable famil-

iar ghost" must have guided and planted the ball. The
thing had best be looked into for the sake of amateur sport.

Hesperopithecus haroldcookii

THE following item recently appeared in the Woshinrjton
Sunday Star:

Early this year, in the Upptn- Pliocene beds of T'pper
Snake Creek, Nebra-^ka, Mr. Harold J. Cook, the geologi.st,

discovered a fossil tooth which he sent to the American
Museum of Natural History in Xew York. Profes.sor Osborn.
President of the Museum, turned it over to those great
authorities on fossil teeth, Drs. W. D. Matthew and W. K.
Gregory, who have reported that the tooth belonged to an

individual of a hitherto unknown genus, "its nearest

resemblance being with PithecanthropuH and with men rather

than with apes." To this creature I'rofessor Osborn has
given the elegant name of Hesperopithecus haroldcookii.

A name indeed like poetry of the first order (in Matthew
Arnold's definition), "simple, sensuous, and passionate."

Now Pithecanthropus belongs to the early Pleistocene

period, and follows, probably by at least 50,000 years, our

new-found relative, through whose tooth, if Professor

Osborn and Drs. Matthew and Gregory are correct, another

genus of the human family (Hominidcc) swims into our

ken; one older than the three genera hitherto known

—

Pithecanthropus, Eoanthropus, Homo.
Apropos of the resemblance between Pithecanthropus and

Hesperopithecus (inferred from the tooth of the latter),

Professor Osborn says that Hesperopithecus "probably

wandered to America from Asia with the South Asiatic

element which has recently been discovered in our fauna
by Merriam, Gidley, and others." That is as it may be; at

any rate, he's older than any Asiatic member of the human
family of whom we have remains; and far older than any
European member of whom we have remains.

"But why this anthropological disquisition in your kind

of summary?" the reader may ask. Why not, decidedly

why not? The reader doubtless remembers that charming
essay of Lowell's on "A Certain Condescension Among For-

eigners." Well, that condescension, despite our winning
the World War and the fact that we own all the gold in

the world, increases; it is "swellin' wisibly." Well, if the

vernacular may be permitted, it won't swell no more, "I'll

say." For we have evidence that hundreds of thousands

of years before the Galley Hill fellow (the first of the Euro-

pean Hominidcc of whom we have record) appeared on the

banks of the Thames, a hominidal chap was living out in

windy Nebraska; leading a life perhaps as intellectual and
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"worth-while" as that of the average voter of today. Talk

of "old" Europe!

By the way, where are we going to place Sivapithecus,

the Miocene ape known through fossilized remains found in

the Siwalik Hills in India a few years ago; an anthropoid

ape more nearly kin to Homo than any other known ape?

Alas ! an article in the New York Times of September 17

intimates that Professor Osborn is doubtful whether Hes-

TTT ,

Paul Thompson

View of the quays—Smyrna

peropithecus is one of the Hominida'. If there's any doubt

about it, he is. Presumably Professor Osborn is a patriot.

Brief Notes

. As was expected, the two amendments added by the Sen-

ate to the Bonus bill were eliminated in conference; one

the reclamation amendment, the other an amendment pro-

viding for bonus payments out of payments upon the ac-

count of war-loans. On September 19 the President vetoed

the bill; on the 20th, the House passed it over his veto 258

to 54. The same day the Senate sustained the veto. The

vote was 44 for the bill, 28 against; 48 votes for the bill

were necessary to pass it over the Presidential veto. The

Bonus bill is dead.

On the 19th the Senate, by 43 to 28, passed the confer-

ence report on the Tariff bill. The President has signed

the bill.

Germany
WITHIN the past two weeks another reparations crisis

has emerged, shaken its horrid locks and glowered

menacingly a space, and then evanished.

The German-Belgian negotiation at Berlin regarding

guarantees which the German Government should furnish

for payment of the six months' Treasury notes which by

the recent Reparations Commission's decision Germany was
required to give Belgium in place of the August-December

cash reparation installments totalling 270,000,000 gold

marks—was broken off; the Berlin Government not making
satisfactory guarantee offers and even insisting on longer

terms for the notes. Now the Reparations Commission's

decision required that, other guarantees not forthcoming,

the German Government deposit 100,000,000 gold marks in

an Allied bank, that being the sum of the August and Sep-

tember installments. Therefore the Belgian Government
demanded that this amount be deposited in the National

Bank of Belgium by September 15. The German Govern-

ment refused and sent representatives to Paris to plead

with the Reparations Commission. There a surprise await-

ed them. The British member of the Commission informed
them that, should their Government fail to make the de-

posit or furnish other acceptable guarantees, he would vote

with the French and Belgian members in declaring Ger-

many in voluntary default. Whereupon the German Gov-

ernment got busy. They sent the President of the Reichs-

bank to London and obtained from the Commission promise

of a delay of action until his return to Berlin. What hap-

pened in London is not clear, but apparently the Bank of

England lent the money to cover the German notes on the

guaranty of German capital on deposit in neutral coun-

tries; the money loaned to be kept on deposit in the Bank
of England to be drawn against at the proper times. What-
ever the particular arrangement, the Belgian Government
has declared itself in receipt of satisfactory guarantees, the

Reparations Commission has said "0. K.," and another rep-

arations crisis is over.

The League Assembly
THE third Assembly of the League of Nations convened

at Geneva on September 4. The Assembly has chiefly

concerned itself with the Austrian problem and with sev-

eral projects having in view the pacification of the world;

chief of the latter being Lord Cecil's plan of regional com-
pacts of mutual guarantee against aggression

—

i. e., a

European compact, a South and Central American com-
pact, etc., etc. The committees appointed to study the Aus-
trian question have reported and have made recommenda-
tions looking to the relief of Austria which are said to be

satisfactory to the Austrian Chancellor. Unfortunately the

press dispatches which purport to explain the plan of relief

are unintelligible. Lord Cecil's statement of his plan

aroused great enthusiasm, and received support from the

British, French, and Italian delegates; but the enthusiasm

has somewhat subsided as the practical difficulties have dis-

covered themselves.

Lord Cecil created a tremendous sensation in the Assem-
bly on the 19th, by declaring that success of any scheme of

general disarmament waits upon settlement of the ques-

tions of war debts and reparations. Why the tremendous
sensation, one fails to see, for the thing is obvious to the

meanest intelligence.
* * *

While the League Assembly talks vaguely of extending

its scope, it has an opportunity to hand for immediate prac-

tical beneficence in the Near East situation; but shows lit-

tle disposition to grasp it.

Perhaps it does well . to "keep off" that situation (as

lacking the prestige and the teeth for successful interven-

tion or mediation, and as likely to damage by failure the

prestige it has acquired) ; but it might do a service by hon-

estly and completely putting on record its opinion of the

manner in which the Great Allies have dealt with the Near
and Middle East problems.

* :;: *

According to an Associated Press dispatch, the Angora
Government has invited the League of Nations to pro-

tect the minorities in Thrace and to investigate the

atrocities in Asia Minor. So? Another leaf out of

Lenin's Book of Propaganda. The Angora Government
is assuming Turkish possession of Thrace and the correct-

ness of Turkish population statistics. And as to the ati'oci-

ties, the testimony of the surviving terrorized Christians

in Asia Minor would be of little value.
* * *

Hungary has been unanimously elected a member of the

League of Nations and her delegation has been, seated in

the Assembly.

A Closed Incident
SOME time ago our Government made an informal in-

quiry as to whether the Soviet Government would allow

an American technical Government commission to visit Rus-
sia to investigate conditions there.

On the 16th, in Berlin, Chicherin handed to the Ambas-
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sador of the United States to Germany the following nott

from the Moscow Government:

The Uussian (lovtM-nnuMit is interested in the highest

degree in every stei> that ean hring nearer the re-establish-

ment of comuiereial relations between Kiissia and the United

States. It is evident siieh i-oinniereial relations must 1)0

base<l on tniuality of rights and reeipnK-al benefits.

The Russian Government is. therefore, ready to begin :it

onee a preliminary otfieinl exehange of opinions regarding

the reopening of regular relations with a duly authorized

Ameriean delegation. The Itnssian Government is in the

same measure disposeil to carry on sueh disi-ussions in Russia,

the I'nittnl States or any tinrd country.

The Russian (Jovernnicnt would eagerly welcome any
measure whieh. l)eing based upon mntiml interest and equali-

ty, would allow both the I'nited States and Russia to acquire

necessary information as to the business conditions of either

of the two countries. The wish of the Russian Government
is to create permanent solid business relations between Russia

and America.
It is from this viewpoint that Russia cannot consider as

a measure promoting the desired end the nomination of an
American commission of intiuiry for Russia, which would
put Russia in a condition of inferiority. Russian public

opinion would evidently consider such a nomination by one

of the two Governments of a committee of inquiry for the

other country as an infringement of the equality of rights

of a free people. The result would be that feelings would
Ite engendered which would be scarcely helpful to the con-

solidation of useful business intercourse between the two
countries.

The Russian Government thinks the American Govern-
ment, having gathered ample information about internal con-

ditions in Russia with the help of officials of the Relief

Administration and through many other channels, will be in

a position, if it considers that the time has come for further-

ing new issues as to Russian trade, to propose forms of inter-

course in conformity with equality of rights, and on this

basis it will always find on the part of Russia the most
oager desire to meet its wishes.

Presumably the incident is closed.

The Near East Situation
The Greek Evacuation

ri^HE earlier reports of the Greek disaster in Asia Minor
I exaggerated that disaster. The southern wing of the

Greek army made good its retreat to Smyrna and its em-

barkation from that port and the port of Cheshme (at the

end of the peninsula west of Smyrna) with singularly

slight losses in dead and taken prisoner; especially consid-

ering the extraordinary rapidity of the retreat and the

difficult nature of the country traversed. The northern

wing retreated to the port of Mudania on the Sea of Mar-
mora in excellent order, giving the pursuing Turks some-
thing more than a Roland for their Oliver, and making a

perfectly successful embarkation.

The Tragedy of Smyrna

The Turks entered Smyrna on the 9th. On the 14th fire

broke out in the Armenian quarter. With the exception

of a small part of the Turkish quarter, the entire great

city was burned to the ground. The fire was preceded and
accompanied by massacres of Christians. Since the world

began there has been, perhaps, no tragedy more horrible.

There were about 300,000 refugees in the city, mostly

Greeks. It is credibly reported that a large part of these

have been driven into the devastated hinterland, where they

must starve. Before the fire started, famine had begun.

Practically all the food stores in the town were burned.

For Smyrna the problem of racial minorities has been
solved. One wonders what is happening to the Christians

elsewhere in Asia Minor.

A Service of Thanksgiving
One could wish to have been present at that great service

of thanksgiving for Mustapha Kemal's victories held in the

Mosque of St. Sophia at Constantinople on the 9th, and
attended by 2.5,000 Moslems, including members of the

Sultan's family. Memorials of the capture of Constan-
tinople in 1453 were much in evidence.

Effects Within Greece

Little is told in dispatches of the effects within Greece

of the Asia Minor disaster. There was a rumor that

Constantino would abdicate in favor of the Crown Prince,

but apparently it had no foundation. There have been two

cabinet shake-ups, Protopapadakes being succeeded by

Nikolas Kalogeropoulos, and the latter in turn by Trianta-

fiUakos; neither, however, implying a rapprochement with

the Vcnizelists. It is said that feeling against the King
manifested itself so fiercely in the army that the troops

evacuated from Asia Minor, except a few sent to Thrace,

were disarmed before their embarkation; but perhaps the

disarming should be attributed as much to the fears of

Constantine's generals as to evidences of disloyalty. There
are stories of mutinies among the Greek troops in Thrace,

the men clamoring to be demobilized, and the Government
yielding- to the clamor; so that now, it is said, the Greek
army consists of only 20,000 men, all in Thrace.

What Next?
Mustapha Kemal having concentrated troops outside the

"demilitarized" areas, over against Chanak Kalessi and
Scutari, the British notified him that invasion of those areas

would be resisted by the British troops, and requested from
him an assurance that he would not molest those areas

pending consideration of his claims in an international

conference. Kemal is repoi'ted to have replied as follows:

That he will engage not to violate the demilitarized areas,

provided that Britain, France and Italy will formally

promise him possession of Thrace to the Maritza, including

Constantinople and Adrianople.

According to another report, Kemal demands immediate
recognition of the National Compact of the Turkish Na-
tionalists and immediate surrender to him of the territory

mentioned above.

It is difficult to distinguish what is authentic from mere
rumour in the dispatches, but the following will probably
be found to be correct:

The French and Italians have withdrawn their troops

from the Asiatic side of the Straits. They are inclined to

use "moral suasion" towards The Unspeakable One and to

deprecate his wrath. The British feel that to yield one
jot to the threats of the Turks, who are violently "feeling

their oats," would be ruinous; that, wholly apart from the

immediate issues, it would fatally compromise British

prestige with the Moslem subjects of the Crown. Lloyd
George suddenly saw a light upon the occasion of the

Montagu telegram. He then first adopted the high imperial

line, which becomes a British Premier. It is the style by
which empires are won and kept. And, even though Kemal
should be so mad as

to attack the Brit-

ish, less blood is

likely to flow in con-

sequence of such

bold policy than

would flow in the

end should Turkish

insolence go un-

checked. What the

British Government
might be prepared

to concede on a re-

hearing of the Turk-
ish question cannot,

in Lloyd George's

opinion, be yielded

to a Turkish ulti-

matum. And only

four years since

Turkey, crushed and
demoralized, sued
for an armistice!

i:,(iT(ji- Mritthcw Adams Service

U. S.: "iou have the right to strike.

Sonny, from now 'til doomsday, if you
like, but dont monkey with the other

fellow's right to work!"
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The British, French and Italians have decided thart there

shall be (Mustapha willing) a conference in the near fu-

ture, in which the following-named nations shall be repre-
sented: Britain, France, Italy, Japan, Greece, Jugoslavia,
Rumania and Turkey. It is rumored that Kemal will

insist on representation of Russia and Bulgaria also.

The March Programme
It may be useful to remind the reader of the tentative

programme for settlement of the Turkish question agreed
on by the Foreign Ministers of Britain, France and Italy,

in a meeting at Paris last March. The most important
provisions were as follows:

1. All Asia Minor (except Smyrna, as shown below)
to be returned to Turkey in full sovereignty.

2. The Turkish frontier to run from west of Rodosto to

Donald B. MacMillan returns in the schooner "Bowdoin" from a

successful exploring trip to Baffin Land. Scene in Boothbay
Harbor, Maine

the Bulgarian frontier, keeping east of Adrianople. Con-

stantinople to be returned to the Turks.

3. A "special regime" involving merely nominal Turkish

sovereignty to be devised for Smyrna, and a similar regime,

involving merely nominal Greek sovereignty, to be devised

for Adrianople.

4. Freedom of the Straits to be secured by Allied occu-

pation of a portion of the Gallipoli Peninsula and by de-

militarization of a zone on the opposite Asiatic mainland;

with, of course, an Interallied Commission of Control.

5. Both Turkish Thrace and Greek Thrace to be de-

militarized.

It is possible that the Allies will wish to use the above

tentative programme as a basis of negotiation with Mus-
tapha Kemal.

Control of the Straits

France dislikes the present international control of the

Straits because, though nominally the control is equally

shared among several Powers, actually the control over

the unfortified Straits is in the hands of the greatest naval

Power: to wit. Great Britain. The plan of settlement

agreed on by 'the Allied Foreign Ministers in March con-

templated a great Allied fortress on the Gallipoli peninsula

and a demilitarized strip on the opposite Asiatic shore.

Installed there, and with a commission of control actively

inspecting along the Sea of Marmora and in Constantinople,

the Allies could easily deal with Turkey. So menaced,

Turkey would not attempt construction of emplacements

for coast artillery, and in case of war Allied troops issuing

from their fortress would soon be in Constantinople.

'Ercles' Vein

The Neiv York Times publishes the following translation

of a French translation of an article in a Turkish Na-
tionalist journal:

By our victory we have acquired a situation which permits
us to dominate the events of the world.

Events of the last three years had lined up all the big
nations and all the little nations, but this array has broken
against the resistance of the Turkish nation on our front.

We are today masters of the world situation. We are no
longer at the mercy of events. It is we who direct events.

We have brought beneath our will the policy of the entire

world. History tells of no people, at no period, who like the
Turks are today such masters of their destinies.

"Might makes right" has always been our national motto.
Present and past civilizations have recognized as an absolute
rule that "conquerors have the last word." Since we are
victorious, since we have won the greatest victory in history,

it is we who, in spite of all the world, will say the last word.
We are going to dictate peace as we like.

Pettiness

The following illustrates the petty suspicions and rival-

ries which prevent cooperation of the great Allies in dealing

with the Near East problem. Roma of Rome says:

England will not accept the Greek defeat, which represents
a British diplomatic defeat. England is trying to retaliate
on Turkey by putting new forces into the field. She wishes
to upset Eastern Europe by arousing Serbian and Rumanian
avidity for territory, especially Serbian desire to acquire
Saloniki.

Palestine

THE Council of the League of Nations having ratified

the Palestine mandate, British mandate rule in

Palestine was formally established on September 11. Sir

Herbert Samuel was installed as "High Commissioner and
Commander in Chief." ,In addition to that office, a British

Order in Council provides for an Executive Council, a

Legislative Council, and separate Moslem, Jewish and
Christian courts; and the Order declares that a prime ob-

ject of British policy in Palestine is the establishment there

of a National Home for the Jewish People, as set forth in

the famous Balfour Declaration. The British have their

work cut out for them, as the saying goes.

Two Things

THE Provisional Parliament of the Irish Free State (or

the Third Dail Eireann, the body having the two as-

pects) convened in Dublin on September 9th. William T.

Cosgrave was elected President (of the Provisional Gov-

ernment of the Free State and of the Dail Eireann), and
General Richard Mulcahy Minister of Defense.

President Cosgrave, stating his policy, declared for ful-

fillment of the London Treaty, including early enactment of

a Constitution; for restoration of order by stern dealing

with the "irregulars;" and for reconstruction.

* * *

Mr. Hoover, in a report to the President, says that on

July 1 the 200 Americans and 80,000 Russians (under the

Americans' direction), doing the work of the American Re-

lief Administration in Russia, were conducting 15,700 kitch-

ens and distributing stations, and feeding about 3,250,000

children and 5,300,000 adults.
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New Books and Old

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
A World Worth While; a Rec-

ord OF "AuLD Acquaintance,"
by W. A. Rogers. Harper.

Recollections by the famous car-

toonist.

The Call of the Mountains, by
Le Roy Jeffers. Dodd, Mead.

Mountain climbing: and outdoor
life; handsomely illustrated.

The Last H..vrvest, by John Bur-
roughs. Houghton Mifflin.

Mainly about writers and books.

Tr-\mping on Life, by Harry
Kemp. Boni and Liveright.

The autobiography of a poet and
vagabond.
The Causes of the War of In-

DEa'ENDE.N'CE, by Claude H. Van
Tyne. Houghton Mifflin.

The first of three volumes on
the founding of the American Re-
public.

FOR the greatest political cartoonist

of America, my vote is for W.
A. Rogers. His predecessor, Thomas
Nast, gathered more fame, as a pio-

neer in the field, and for his services
in fighting Tweed. But Mr. Rogers
was the better draughtsman; he is sur-

passed by McCutcheon in a certain
quaint humor, perhaps, but by nobody
in downright effectiveness. All Amer-
icans owe him a debt of gratitude for
his straightforward attacks on Ger-
many, and on Bemstorff and his crew,
in the cartoons in the New York Her-
ald, 1914-1917. As Theodore Roosevelt
said, he did not try to attack brutality

without hurting the feelings of the
brute, nor to denounce war in a vague
fashion which applied as much to Bel-

gium as to Germany. You were in no
doubt of his opinions. This is probably
my only chance to express my admira-
tion for an artist whose political car-

toons I have followed with pleasure
for more than twenty-five years—al-

though I remember him, as the illus-

trator of "Toby Tyler," longer than
that. Reading his autobiography, "A
World Worth While" (Harper), has
been a great pleasure.

Harry Kemp's autobiography,"Tramp-
ping on Life" (Boni & Liveright), in

which any number of real persons ap-
pear in disguise, is likely to be re-

ferred to many years hence as a docu-
ment of its time; as a description of
"communities," schools and "move-
ments." The Helicon Hall of Upton
Sinclair, the East Aurora of Elbert
Hubbard, all the phalansteries and
gatherings of "nuts," as Mr. Kemp calls

them, which flourished in America from
1898 to 1914, are described with good
humor and sympathy. The author is

too honest to deny the fact that he took
them more or less seriously at the
time; his good sense allows him to re-

gard them with amusement today. Mr.
Kemp's is a curious, original, and inter-

esting book.

There need bo no hesitjition in rec-

ommending Rafaol Sabatini's "Captain
Blood" (Houghton Mifflin) to anyone
who likes a rattling good story of ad-

venture. It is mure than usually in-

genious; exciting events are related by
an author who knows how to treat in-

telligent readers with respect. A cau-

tious and exacting historical student of

my acquaintance says that the book as

narrative is in no wise inferior to

Dumas.

It would be better if conservative

politicians should cease to call upon the

figure of Abraham Lincoln, and if rad-
ical politicians—especially those who
entirely reject and deny all the tenets

of the Christian religion—should cease

to make free with the figure of Jesus.

I have usually found the novels of Up-
ton Sinclair interesting; with much of

his indignation against injustice and
the spirit of the mob, I am fully in

sympathy. But his novel, "They Call

Me Carpenter" (Boni & Liveright) is

a merely impudent pamphlet to prove
that Christ and Mr. Sinclair are in ex-

act agreement about politics and soci-

ology, and that all of Mr. Sinclair's

hatreds would be shared by Christ,

should he i-eturn to earth. They talk

about the self-righteousness of the

orthodox Christians!

Mr. E. B. Osborn's brief essays in

"Literature and Life" (Dutton) are
more than usually entertaining com-
ments upon thirty different topics,

mostly from the Morning Post. He
writes about beer, about mermaids,
about folk-songs, about cowboy songs,
and about gho.sts. He is able to com-
ment upon American topics without be-

ing either vague or condescending. The
essay on Vachel Lindsay is an example.
"I have no doubt in my head, since he
stirs my ageing heart to . . . joyous-
ness, that Mr. Lindsay is a new and a
true poet."

William Haslam Mills's "The Man-
chester Guardian" (Holt) comes at a
time when that paper is especially ad-
mired, read, and quoted in America.
The book is a reprint of the history of

a century of the Guardixin's existence,

first printed last year, and has a spe-

cial American preface by Charles
Prestwich Scott, editor of the paper
since 1872.

These African books are a little diffi-

cult to read. I find myself confused
when two characters, one named
MYalu and the other called MYana,
appear on the same page. Also it is

difficult to take seriously a personage
known as The Bride of the Banana.
Even so, "Witch Doctors" (Houghton
Mifflin), by Charles Beadle, is a better

story and a more intelligible book than
"Batouala," although the latter comes
with all the prestige of the Prix Gon-
court, and the adulation of the Ameri-
can intelligentsia, whose requirement
for a book is that nobody should be
able to tell what it's all about. The
Africans in "Witch Doctors" are only
so-so, but there is a fine rascally Ger-

man officer, and his contest with the

American professor makes a good tale.

A curious, old book for children,

especially for girls, was found by Miss
Hunt of the Brooklyn Public Library,

and has been republished in suitable

style and with charming illustrations,

some of them in color, so as to follow

the original book. It is Mrs. Fairstar's

"Memoirs of a London Doll" and the
publishers are the Macmillan Company.

If you get a poor idea of advertising

men and boosters from reading Sin-

clair Lewis's "Babbitt"—by the way,
his name is George F. Babbitt. Was
that not the name of the able and eru-

dite gentleman who for many years

wrote a column, sometimes two, of

paragraphs, nicely graduated in size so

that the last one was less than a line

in length, for the Boston Herald? He
was one of the country's ablest column-
ists, but got little glory from it, since

his work was unsigned.

I will start again. If you get a poor
idea of thp advertising business, cor-

rect it by reading Grant Overton's

"When Winter Comes to Main Street''

(Doran), which is, the author frankly

admits, an advertisement, since it is

all about books published by the George
H. Doran Company, and since it is Mr.

Overton's business to write about these

books. Having noted it as an adver-

tisement, however, I may go on to ob-

serve that it is also an attractive-look-

ing book, its title taken from two best-

sellers (published by other firms) and
its contents consisting of over 300 pages
of just comment upon any number
of books and authors, English and
American. I have been so amused by
Keith Preston's ode to Common Sense,

in it, and by an extract from a story

by P. G. Wodehouse, that I must put
the book aside to go on with this page.

Sir George White's view of the out-

come of a European War in 1908 is

related in Sir Henry Lucy's "The Diary
of a Journalist; Later Entries" (Dut-
ton). The Boer War was not long
past, and Sir George White's "tena-
cious hold on a fortified camp had
saved South Africa." In 1908 he
thought England at the mercy of Ger-
many, which, when the hour struck, he
said, would pick a quarrel with France,
be at the gates of Paris in five days,
demand the French Navy as the price

of peace, and with its own added be
more than a match for England. "The
Diary of a Journalist" is a book mainly
of light-hearted reminiscence and anec-

dote, by the author whose "Toby,
M. P., in Punch, is the chief source of
information about Parliament for

many readers, including some distin-

guished American politicians.

"Chasing and Racing" (Dutton) by
Harding Cox (I am assured that the

name is genuine) is a book of horsey
reminiscences which is bound to delight

all English fox-hunters. In America
its vogue ought to equal that of Mrs.
Asquith's lectures on the same subject.

Edmund Lester Pearson
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Book Reviews
Soap Box and Easel

This Freedom. By A. S. M. Hutchinson.
Boston: Little, Brown and Company.

One Thing Is Certain. By Sophie Kerr,
New York : George M. Doran Com-
pany.

The Happy Fool. By John Palmer.
New York : Harcourt, Brace and
Howe.

MR. HUTCHINSON uses that best-

selling power established by the
fabulous vogue of "If Winter Comes"
to unload a vigorous tract on his public

or constituency. His text is biblical:

"With a great sum obtained I this free-

dom"; and he applies it to the current
theory (for it is not yet much more
than a theory) of the married woman's
right to her own career outside the
home. He applies it with passion, but
clumsily, too clumsily by far, one must
think, to make any impression on the
intelligent if errant minority for whom
his tract is planned. He is in the posi-

tion of the lecturer who works himself
into a great heat ana fervor proving
that the earth is round. It is true that
Voliva and his Zionists, among others,

believe it to be square, but the earth
continues to roll, and most of us con-

tinue, consciously and willingly, to roll

with it. The problems of the married
woman's career and "economic inde-

pendence" simply do not burn the great
audience which is capable of respond-
ing to Mr. Hutchinson's crudity of ex-

position. To bring the point home, try
to imagine a movie built on the present
story.

A British Rosalie grows up in the

awful shadow of a British paterfamil-
ias. She first accepts the convention
of male authority, wisdom, and general
marvelousness. She is then disillu-

sioned, and leaves the lair of the pa-
ternal male, to fend for herself. Her
ambition is to be a business woman,
just like a man. She advances from this

to the discovery that a business woman
need not be just like a man. Mean-
while she unconsciously falls in love

with a youth, Harry Occleve, whom she

consciously despises for his slave-like

devotion to a silly cousin of hers. Sud-
denly Rosalie and the predestined
Harry fall into each other's arms, and
marry. But they marry on one of those

explicit and advanced understandings
which are so common nowadays—in

books. Marriage is to be a perfect
partnership, "a perfect equality" that
should be equality of place, equality of

privilege, equality of duty, equality of

freedom: "Marry, each with work and
a career. Marry, each living an own
life as every man, away from home,
shutting his front door upon that home
and off to work, leads an own and sep-

arate life. Marry . . ."

Harry is not of the ancient paterfa-
milias mould, and accepts all this read-
ily enough, in the preamble. They put
it to the touch. They marry, are de-

voted out of business hours, prosper in

their several walks. But they have
three children, known as Huggo, Doda,

and Benji, and through them the situa-

tion is, as it were, shown up. For
though the Occleve household is, to all

appearances, run with perfect smooth-
ness and success, something is rotten

there. The business mother has not

stayed at home and attended to her
mother-business. Therefore in due sea-

son Huggo turns out a waster and
makes an impossible marriage, Doda
goes to the dogs and dies after an ille-

gal operation, and Benji kills himself

or is killed in his madness for his sis-

ter's shame.
Rosalie then gives up her career and

destroys all her cherished records

thereof. Long before the worst has
happened, devoted Harry has clearly

and repeatedly laid their children's

failings to their mother's preoccupa-
tion with her work. Now she acknowl-

edges the responsibility, abjectly and
hopelessly. Even before Benji's death

she is saying to Harry: "This is not the

children's tragedy. This is my tragedy.

These were not the children's faults.

A. S. M. Hutchinson

These were my transgressions. Life is

sacrifice. I never sacrificed. Sacrifice

is atonement. It now is not possible

for me to atone." Now all this would
be affecting and might be impressive
if the given facts justified it. But what
is Rosalie's crime against nature and
her children? The charge as broug-ht

seems to me inadequate and ridiculous.

Rosalie is condemned not for neglect-

ing her household and children, but
for being interested in something else.

Or rather, being interested in some-
thing else is in itself treason against
home and children. And, finally, being
interested in somothing else that repre-

sents a reasonable and useful form of

activity is the unpardonable fault. If

Rosalie spent most of her day being
groomed, paying calls, shopping, and
playing bridge, she might, we infer,

be a passable mother. But because
she spends her days in an office, doing-

important work, she is disqualified. W?
suspect the modern young female of

affairs turning with ineffable contempt
from the final spectacle of a middle-
aged Rosalie atoning by playing the

fii'eside nurse to an infant of the third

generation: "They're all right now.
That other Rosalie that they brought
in is looking after them. She's looking
after them, that elf, that sprite, that

tricksy scrap, that sunshine thing.

She calls Harry father and she calls

Rosalie mother. She has all her meals
with them. There's no nurse. It's

breakfast she loves best. She's on the
itch all breakfast. When breakfast's

done she's off her chair and hopping.
She trumpets in her tiny voice, 'Les-

sons! lessons! On mother's knee! On
mother's knee!'" The passage repre-

sents fairly enough the story-teller's

gushing, spasmodic, repetitious style,

and his thoroughgoing sentimentality.

These are useful qualities for a tract

—given the right audience. As a
serious piece of work, either narrative
or interpretative, the book is negligible.

From the literary point of view it is

as strained and fulsome as anything
by Ella Wheeler Wilcox or Frances
Hodgson Burnett. I cannot compre-
hend why the reviewers should be
straining so many points to say some-
thing pleasant about it. I am par-

ticularly puzzled that several of them
find this a book which will make peo-

ple think. Its idea is absolutely on
the surface, like a label, and you agree

or disagree with it; but there is noth-

ing to think about.

"One Thing is Certain" is a novel

to make people think. It is labeled by
its titles, but we can't be sure at a
glance what the label means; or even,

in the end, that it is happily chosen.

The blurbist seems to discover that

love is the "one thing certain" in Sophie
Kerr's story. The motto on the title-

page reads otherwise:

"One thing is certain and the rest is

lies;

The Flower that once has blown for-

ever dies."

And the reader may feel, as this reader

does, that the motto is quite inade-

quate. The book is impressive because

it does not enforce a moral or illus-

trate a motto, because it proceeds with

something like the eloquent and pro-

vocative casualness of "life" itself. Of
course it does not and cannot so pro-

ceed, or it would not be a story at all.

Like any other creative narrative, it

selects and arranges its people and its

incidents and builds them into a com-
pleted action. That the reader finds

it difficult to sum up the meaning of

that action is a tribute to the larger

reality of the tale. Was Hamlet mad?
What was the inner truth of his rela-

tion to Ophelia? If such questions

could be answered summarily, to

everybody's satisfaction, we should no

longer find the play so great and full

an embodiment of human reality.

To begin with, "One Thing is Cer-

tain" is a novel thoroughly placed and
timed. It is a story of the ea=;tern

shore of Maryland, a generation ago.

Its people are of a thrifty farming
class. Much of the action depends upon
the natural conflict between a pagan,

pleasure-loving strain represented at

its height by the Bladens, and a Puri-

tanical self-righteous and Anrtuously

self-seeking strain represented by
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AnonymousTHE POMP OF POWER
A Really Sensational Book

Full length ]X)rtraits of Lloyd George, the late Lord Northcliffe, Haig, Clemenceau, Sir Henry Wilson,

t'tc. with important poHtical disclosures. Plainly the author is a man of important government position

and what he suys explains much concerning the present Anglo-French opposition. Written with ahso-

hite fearlessness and interesting personality. $3.00

ON A CHINESE
SCREEN

W. Somerset Maugham
Studies in the melee of humanity, as terrible, as amusing,
as unexpected as "The Moon and Sixpence." The effect

upon the white man of an aHen civiHzation is briUiaiitly

brought out. $2.00

GIVING AND
RECEIVING

E. V. Lucas
A new volume of shrewd philosophy and charming
worldly experience by the popular editor of Punch. For
all the initiate who found his "Roving East and Roving
West" a fascinating volume. $2 00

THE COMING OF
THE FAIRIES

A. Conan Doyle
Actual photographs of fairy figures offered with all the

facts concerning them. The book breaks the ground for

a scientific discovery of a sub-human world.
Illustrated by photographs $2.50

OLD MOROCCO AND
THE FORBIDDEN
ATLAS

C. E. Andrews
A fascinating story of enchanted days and nights in

remote mountains and among strange primitive tribes,

of adventure in the far east. Illustrated with photo-
graphs. Octavo. $3.(10

OHIMNEYSMOKE
Christopher Motley

Lyrics for Households of Two or More.
X'erses as warmly human as the lights of
home, as full of piquant philosophy as a
Christmas pudding.

Illustrated, cloth. $1.50; leather, $3.00

THE CIST OF GOLF
Harry Vardon

Good golf and just how to play it;

which club and just how to use it by a
creat golfer. With series photographs il-

lustrating each swing. $2.00

MY IMPRESSIONS
OF AMERICA

Margot Asquith
The intrepid autobiographer tells us just

what she thinks of us, good and bad. It

makes absorbing reading. $1.50

THE JUDCE
Rebecca West

A novel of unusually dramatic quality
by the author of "The Return of the
-Soldier." The theme is a mother's claim
upon the affection of her son in rivalry
to young love. $2.50

THE JUST STEWARD
Richard Dehan

A great tale of occult influences and
strange inheritances. A worthy suc-
cessor to "The Dop Doctor." $2.00

SPELLBINDERS
Margaret Culkin Banning

Which j)resents the modern woman and
her career more fairly, "Spellbinders" or
"This Freedom"? A novel of our young
married set, by the author of "Half
j-oaves." $2.00

THE BREAKING
POINT

Mary Roberts Rinehart
"From thousands of hearts and homes

the cry will go up: Thank God for Mary
Roberts Rinehart."

—

New Republic. A
splendid new novel. $2.00

DECEMBER LOVE
Robert Hichens

A daring theme delicately and bril-

liantly handled, by the author of "Bella
Donna" and "The Garden of Allah."

$2.00

THE THREE LOVERS
Frank Swinnerton

.\ story of a girl's confusion and final

triumph in the whirl of a standardless
world. Takes its place beside "Nocturne"
and "Coquette." $2.00

ON TIPTOE:
A Romance of the Redwoods

Stewart Edward White

The scent of the pine woods is in this

romantic story with its unusual element
if imaginative mystery. By the author
of '-Gold." "The Forest," etc. $1.75

J. POINDEXTER,
COLORED

Irvin S> Cobb

The amusing and highly colored story
of a self-respecting young Kentucky
negro's adventures in New York. By
the autlior of "Old Judge Priest." $1.75

THE ALTAR STEPS
Cotnpton Mackenzi2

A novel that will arouse discussion by
its searchini' exposition of religious ex-
perience. By the author of "Sinister
Street," etc. $2.00

ONE THINC IS
CERTAIN

Sophie Kerr
A dramatic story set in the mellow at-

nio.sphere of rural Maryland. Hy tin-

author of "Painted Meadows." $2.00

THE VOICE IN THE
WILDERNESS

Richard Blaker
"By quite simple means Mr. Blaker

makes this complex figure reveal himself
completely. Of a quality that comes sel-

dom."—London Times. $2.00

ANN AND HER
MOTHER

O. Douglas
A novel of an "ordinary" woman, of

husbands, tea-parties, babies and the par-
lor carpet, in a delightful Scotch atmos-
phere. $2.00

LAUGHTER LIMITED
Nina Wilcox Putnam

X lovely slangy heroine in Hollywood
Iiy the author of "West Broadway," "It
Pays to Smile," etc. $1.73

BLACK CAESAR'S
CLAN

Albert Payson Terhune

A great tale, action and mystery and
romance, set in the moss hung forests of
Florida. By the author of "Black Gold,"
etc. $1.75

GEORGE H. DORAN COMPANY, 244 Madison Avenue, New York
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Amos West and John Henry Hyde.
Louellen West's mother has been mar-
ried and enslaved by Amos. Louellen's
choice lies between generous, reckless,

hard-drinking, hard-riding Mart Bla-
den, and the outwardly "converted"
John Henry Hyde whom her father
favors. She marries Hyde because she
cannot trust Bladen, and finds that she
has bound herself to a lustful hypocrite
who wears the livery of religion for his
own purposes. Bladen is disconsolate
at her loss, but it is not in his nature to

break his heart, any more than it is

in his nature to find a substitute for
Louellen. She remains mistress of his
heart, and the time comes when she
gives herself to him in her despair and
yearning. But for the sake of her
child and West's she will not face the
open fact of her love, nor does Bladen
urge it upon her. A child is born of
their momentary union. Amos West
knows that it cannot be his child, but
for years keeps silent. Bladen lives

along his life, near neighbor of Lou-
ellen and his child, by one of those
strange mute adjustments which 'so

often exist in the fact of any commun-
ity. The final incident, in which Mart
Bladen, about to die, goes through a
nominal marriage with his daughter
Judith, so that she may care for him
and inherit his property, is on the
verge of the fantastic; but there are
things as strange to be found in the
newspapers, almost, week by week.
What matters, what gives the book its

undoubted force, is the skill with which
fact and fancy alike are lifted above
the trammels of random reality and
given form and meaning. What mean-
ing is, as I have said, a healthfully
open question.

What is the idea of moral or mean-
ing of "The Happy Fool"? Is it a
study of the creative temperament, or
of unequal marriage? Is it old-fash-
ioned, with its motive of the perma-
nence of true love? or ultra-modern,
with its ruthless disclaimer of all minor
decencies and duties? On one plane it

may be taken as a more sanguine and
deeply imaginative treatment of the
theme handled in the "Strangers' Mar-
riage," of W. L. George. Guy Reval,
as a music-loving and pleasure-loving
Oxford undergraduate, loves and, after
a time, out of chivalry marries a pretty
milkmaid. There is a distant cousin
Marian, who loves Guy, and is loved by
Guy's unhappy-wise brother Theo-
dore. Everybody makes the best of
the milkmaid wife socially, but she is

morbidly conscious of her low degree,
and will not let herself or Guy be
happy. She perceives Marian's love
for Guy, and is jealous of her. There
are quarrels and partings and mo-
mentary separations. Then poor Sa-
bina dies, and the way seems open for
a natural and peaceful union with
Marian, who, loved by good Theodore,
has kept herself for careless Guy.
TTiere is a child which needs her, and
she can give Guy perfect companion-
ship and sympathy in his work. Guy is

a trained but thus far inarticulate mu-
sician. During his later days with Sa-
bina he has been working on a sym-

phonic composition. She has inspired

it, though incapable of understanding
it.

Guy and Marian do presently marry,
but to no avail. Charming and blame-
less as she is, well-disposed as he is,

the memory of Sabina stands always
between them. Guy feels that Sabina,
not Marian, is still his wife. Finally
he deliberately leaves Marian to go
back to the cottage where he and Sa-
bina have been definitely if not peace-
fully mated. There, near the scene of

his first fruitful hours of living, and
near Sabina's grave, he completes his

symphony and knows that it is good.

Marian? She is one who has fallen

hapless into the snare of the god. At
the last we see Guy neither a fool nor
happy, but an instrument of the

creative spirit, which goes strangely

about its business, using love and pain
alike for its purpose. . . . Yes, this

novel, like "One Thing Is Certain," is

a book to make one think, and feel; like

that story also, it has qualities of style,

a clarity and a quietude, strongly in

contrast with the explosive intensity of

a hortatory effort like "This Free-
dom." H. W. BOYNTON

From Puddler of Iron to

Puddler of Men
The Iron Puddler : My Life in the

Rolling Mills and What Came of
It. By James J. Davis, Secretary of

Labor. Introduction by Joseph G.
Cannon. Indianapolis: The Bobbs,
Merrill Company.

SO much has been said in recent years
in dispraise of the iron and steel

business that it is refreshing to find

one who has passed through the mill

and can yet describe it as a great place

of training and opportunity.

Coming to America in 1881 at the

age of eight, this Welsh boy helped to

support his family in every possible

way—by shining shoes, driving cows,
running errands, selling papers, and
whatnot—until, at the age of eleven,

he left school to work in a nail factory
at fifty cents a day. At the age of
twelve he was a puddler's helper in a
rolling mill ; at sixteen he was a master
puddler. In 1896 he was elected city

clerk of Elwood, Indiana, on the Re-
publican ticket; four years later he be-

came recorder of Madison County. By
saving his money and backing his

friends in various lines of business, he
accumulated a small fortune by the
time he was forty. Since 1906 he has
been director general of the Loyal Or-
der of Moose. In 1921 he was appoint-
ed Secretary of Labor b"y President
Harding. Though something of a cap-
italist as well as educator, public lec-

turer, and politician, he still retains
his membership and pays his dues in

his old union, the Amalgamated Asso-
ciation of Iron, Steel, and Tin Workers.
One is tempted to quote at length

from the romantic story of this modem
Dick Whittington, with its homely
philosophy, keen humor, rugged elo-

quence, but a few samples must suffice:

My father taught me to expect no gifts

from life, but that what I got I must win
with my hands.

Nature hands out no bonanzas, no lead-

pipe cinches to mankind. Nature is fierce

and formidable, but fierce is man's soul to

subdue her. The stubborn earth is iron,

but man is iron too. We are in the grip

of blind forces, but we are not blind.

Nature is never whipped. Nature will

take a crack at you, if you leave an open-
ing. She is planning to attack by methods
that are new. She will weaken us by
propaganda, and when we are helpless she
will march over us at will. What are the

propagandists that Nature is using to

undermine the race that conquered her?
Communists, slackers, sick men and foojs.

* « *

Life in these mills is a terrible life, the

reformers say. Men are ground down to

scrap and are thrown out as wreckage.
This may be so, but my life was spent in

the mills and I failed to discover it. I

lusted for labor, I worked and I liked it.

And so did my fathers for generations be-

fore me. It is no job for weaklings, but
neither was tree-felling. Indian fighting,

road-making and the subduing of a wild
continent to the hand of man.

* • «

How many reformers there are who are

trying to reshape tlie world to their own
weaknesses ! I never knew a theorist who
wasn't a sick man. Capitalism, as the

communists call it, is an imperfect system

;

but it is the only system that has banished
famine. Capitalism is not a swindle. If

all hands labored hard and honestly, the

system would enrich us all.

* * *

Capitalism found a world of wood and
iron ore and made it into a world of steel.

How? It puddled the pig-iron until the

dross was out, and the pure metal was
bessemered into steel. Now the task is to

purify men as we have purified metals.

Men have dross in their nature. They
break under civilization's load. A steel

world is hopeless if men are pig-iron. There
is greed and envy and malice in all of us.

But also there is the real metal of brother-

hood. Our task is to puddle out the im-
purities so that the true iron can be strong
enough to hold our civilization up forever.

When James Davis became director

general of the Loyal Order of Moose it

was in a bad way, with only two sur-

viving lodges and 246 members. He
suggested a scheme to prevent the scat-

tering of children upon the death of
their parents, and to provide for the
widowed and aged. For fifteen years
he has given himself to this work; until

today the order has a membership of

over 500,000, mostly working men; a
plant at Mooseheart, Illinois, valued at

$5,000,000; a revenue of $1,200,000;

and cares for over 1,000 fatherless chil-

dren, 115 mothers, and several old men
whose working days are over.

Believing that work is the basis of
wealth, welfare, and civilization, and
should come first in education, as in

life, Mr. Davis has created a great pre-

vocational or trade school; not an insti-

tution, but a farm, school, and town all

in one. Groups of boys and groups of

girls of various ages live in cottages

under the care of matrons or proctors,

doing housework and chores, just as
they would at home. In the course of

their training they get an introduction

to farming and a dozen other trades,
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SECTIONS AND NATION Frederick Jackson Turner

In this brilliant essay, one'of the most notable that The Yale Review
has ever printed, Harvard University's famous historian compaies
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WAR DEBTS /?. C, Leffingwell

The Assistant Secretary of the Treasury during the latter part of

the War in a forceful discussion on the part this country should play

in bringing stability into world affairs.
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Some Early Fall Fiction

MILLIONS By Ernest Poole
"A great dream-ship of fortune," a new world of wealth and society and teas

and country clubs—that is what swam bewilderingly into the ken of a little

up-state cashier. The story of her adjustments makes a fascinating variation on
an eternally intriguing theme. $1.75

AN INSTRUMENT OF THE
CrODS and Other Stories of the Sea

By Lincoln Colcord
Xine strange tales of ships and sailors and adventurer^ in China waters that

embody the very essence of romance—romance in a weird, haunting Conradian kev.

$2.00

The Three Fires
A Story of Ceylon

By Amelia Josephine
Burr

An exotic, sensuous ro-
mance, heavy with the
sights and sounds and
smells of the East. $1.75

The Gates of

Olivet
By Lucille Borden

The tender, exquisite

storj' of a Catholic girl

who chooses ^between
human and divine love.

$2.00

When Kansas
Was Young

By T. A. McNeal
Kansas in the wild

rough days of the seven-

ties when she was on the

edge of things—remark-
ably thrilling stories. $1.50

Three New Plays

THE WALTZ OF THE DOGS
By Leonid Andreyev

"Little dogs are dancing . . . This way, they pull them by a string, they hold
out bits of sugar—ta-ta-ti-ti"—like a motif the tune runs through this heart-

breaking play by the author of "He Who Gets Slapped." It is a striking dramatic
epic of loneliness and despair, of a great love and a great disenchantment. $1.50

Krindleskye
By Wilfrid Wilson Gibson

A drama of an old shepherd and his

two sons that is written with all Mr.
Gibson's strange emotional strength.

$1.75

Florence Nightingale

By Edith Gittings Reid

"It is fine—a splendid idea well

worked out—a bit of mystic realism."

—Henry Van Dyke. $1.25

Books of Varied Interest

MODERN ITALY
Its Intellectual, Cultural and Financial Aspects

By Tommaso Tittoni
One of Italy's leading statesmen gives a vivid account of her contribution to

mfjdern literature and art, to international law, and to economic theory. $2.00

CALIFORNIA: The American Period

By Robert G. Gleland
Complementing Chapman's "California: The American Period," this book

combines scholarship and research with a most fascinating style. It also throws
light on California as an international factor. 111., $4.00

The Russian Immigrant Saint Jeanne D'Arc
By Jerome Davis

That complex yet simple soul, the

Russian peasant transplanted, dis-

cussed by one who has visited both his

native and present homes. 111., $1.50

A Mystical Story of a Girl of the

People By Minna Caroline Smith

Rather transfigured by the author's

sympathy with Jeanne's mysticism,

this is really a rare portrait of this

fifteenth century saint. III. $2 25

At all Bookstores or from

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
64-66 Fifth Avenue, New York

finally selecting that for which they
seem most fitted, and graduating at the

age of eighteen, with one or more fin-

ished trades and as much book learning

as most high-school graduates. One of

the earliest graduates made a high rec-

ord in his academic studies and mas-
tered the trades of cook, pastry cook,

nurseryman, cement modeler, cornetist,

saxophone player, and landscape gar-
dener.

All this is the work of a graduate of

a rolling mill, who made the most of

the opportunities that came to him and
were created by him, and who, from a

puddler of iron, became a puddler of

men.
J. E. LeRossignol

An Allegory of Modern

Life
IjEoends of Smokeover. By L. P. Jacks.

London : Ilodder & Stoughton.

THIS is a book of fantastic allegory,

couched in fiction form, and (like

the Pilgrim's Progress) it is equally

fascinating- as a mere story of indi-

vidual fortunes and for the profound
and stimulating suggestions of its sym-
bolism. Dr. Jacks, in spite of his clei*-

ical and academic ppsition, approaches
his subject from the point of view of a
cultured man of the world rather than
that of theology or philosophy; and his

imagination is suffused by a delightful

and subtle satirical humor such as we
rarely find in parson or professor.

It is not easy—perhaps it is impossi-

ble—to grasp the entire meaning of the

parable; it is even doubtful whether
Dr. Jacks himself had any clear end in

view at the start, and more than likely

that his aims grew clearer as he pro-

ceeded. Perhaps the "Mottoes," which
play so prominent a part in the book,

summarize its trend as well as any-

thing else. First of all, we have the

motto of the great betting firm of Rum-
below, Stallybrass, and Corker: "Ideal

Aims, Businesslike Methods, Sports-

manlike Principles." Next comes the

motto of Mr. Hooker, the irresistibly

appealing millionaire malgre lui: "The
true and final business of every man is

to affirm his own personality, but al-

ways in such a way as to help others to

affirm theirs." The views of Miss Wolf-
stone, head of a Girls' School, are no-

where crystallized in a motto, but
amount practically to the need of begin-

ning with our Neighbors rather than
with Humanity; she humbly hopes that

"through the little things she may learn

the secrets of the big ones." Add to

these the definition of the Moral Will
given by Maurice Ripplemark, V.C.,

LL.D., Regius Professor of Virtue in

the University of Oxford: "The Moral
Will is the private possession of no
man, but a co-partnership of recipro-

cally interacting personalities." And,
finally, what might be taken as a motto
for the book itself: "Government a de-

partment of education instead of edu-
cation a department of government."

The story is concerned with the con-

verging fortunes of these four protag-
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onists (with the benign and radiant

figrure of "My Lady" as a backjrround),

and it is their very different and yet

mutually helpful reactions to the great

world-problems that provide its charm
and stimulus.

Perhaps the most fantastic .igure is

that of Rumbelow, the great betting

man, whose firm is prepared to quote

the odds on any one of the million un-

certainties on which men may gamble

—

from horse-races to revolutions. Dr.

Jacks recognizes the immense impor-

tance of the speculative or risking in-

stinct in ordinary mortals. "There is

truth in the saying that a society where
a modest well-being was guaranteed
for every one would be a paradise for

the bookmakers." And it is a tribute

to the magic power of the author that

we come fully to recognize the meaning
of the words "ideal aims" in the Rum-
below motto, and admit him with cor-

diality to the "Ideal Board of Directors
for Moral Enterprise," where a gentle-
man of sporting instincts is just as de-
sirable as the Business Expert, the Art-
ist, the Moralist of the Old School, the
Enthusiast for Education, and the Seer.

Mr. Hooker, Quaker and uninten-
tional profiteer, is perhaps the real hero
of the story; and the process through
which he finally attains relative peace
and happiness, in the face of such shat-
tering, blows as the loss of wife and
sons in the war and such bewilderments
as are brought about by the undesired
millions thrust upon him, is traced with
great subtlety. His midnight version
of the transfigured mouse will probably
prove irritatingly obscure to many
readers, but perhaps throws some light
on "conversion" as envisaged (e. y.) by
William James in his "Varieties of Re-
ligious Experience," or by Professor
Leuba, who writes: "when the sense of
estrangement, fencing man about in a
narrowly limited ego, breaks down, the
individual finds himself at one with all

creation." Dr. Jacks, at any rate, surely
shows himself in a mystical light when
he says, "in an instant it was as though
all the values of the universe had in-

verted themselves and become concen-
trated in the being of the mouse."
Hooker's experience in the railway ac-
cident is told with tragic power, while
a lighter vein is engagingly exhibited
in his supposed wager of £20,000 on
"Joy Lady" and the interview with his
butler over finger-marks on "The Moral
Will."

Professor Ripplemark, the only phi-
losopher "who could write the letters
LL.D. and V.C. at the end of his name,"
and whose arrest is one of the most di-
verting episodes in the book; Miss
Wolfstone, a most elusive woman, with
traits of the Sistine Madonna, the Mona
Lisa, Lady Macbeth, and Lady Hamil-
ton; Rumbelow's wife, whom he wished
always to be addressed as "My Lady";
Mr. Hotblack, the leading psychologist
of the Rumbelow firm; Sir William
Timbertree, the profane and vulgar
surgeon who never began an operation
without prayer; and Billie Smith, who
wanted Mr. Hooker to bury his mil-
lions as a pirate's hoard—all play in-
teresting parts in this phantasmagoria,
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These three books were prepared for the Educational

Committee, Commission on the Church and Social Serv-

ice of the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in

America.

THE COMING OF COAL
ROBERT W. BRUERE, of the Bureau of Industrial Research

This is a sane and extremely interesting account written for the average
layman who has no time to do the research w^ork that is here apparent.
'COAL MEANS FOOD, CLOTHING. HOUSES. SHIPS. RAILROADS.
NEWSPAPERS, CHEMICALS and GUNS." Without definitely taking
sides on mooted questions that naturally arise. Mr. Bruere outlines the
history of the coal industry in this country, making a fascinating story

of it. Cloth. $1.00

CHRISTIANITY AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS
A Discussion Group Text-Book, KIRBY PAGE, Editor

"In every quarter the present state of affairs is being challenged." This
volume is a painstaking study of important social questions leading up
to the possible establishment of a Christian Economic Order. Cloth. 50c

The Social Gospel and Personal Religion:

Are They in Conflict?
F. ERNEST JOHNSON

The appeal of this book is directed toward everyone who \vants to keep
in touch w^ith the best of modern thought. The author goes to psychology
and philosophy for proofs of his arguments and at the same time keeps
away from too much technicality. The theme originates in the fact

that some preachers have been gradually putting less emphasis upon
creed or ritual, and more upon character-formation and real fellowship.

Paper, 25 c

At your bookstore or from us
;

•

I

ASSOCIATION PRESS
Pub. Dept. Inter. Comm. Y. M. C. A.

347 Madison Avenue NEW YORK

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

THE
SOCIAL
TREND
BY EDWARD ALSWORTH ROSS
Author of "ChaDEins America." etc.

One of the most readable and

stimulating of today's writers upon

sociological subjects in this book

says things new and of first im-

portance on the menace of migrat-

ing peoples, on birth rate and death-

rate, on women in their new eco-

nomic position, on politics, social

service, prohibition, lawyers, news-
papers, dismissal, wages, etc.

PRICE $1.75

SIDELIGHTS
ON AMERICAN
LITERATURE
BY FRED LEWIS PATTEE
Author of "Americ&n Literature Since 1870," etc.

Unlabored judgments—leisurely

obiter dicta of an unhurried

scholar—on the absurdity of con-

sidering O. Henry anything more
than a newspaper funny man, on

H. L. Mencken as the "Billy Sun-
day of American criticism," on Jack
London, on tlie bad influence of the

good Longfellow, on the tragedy of

Poe's "Ulalume," etc.

PRICE $2.00

353 Fourth

Avenue THE CENTURY CO. New York
City

but space forbids more than a mere
mention.

At first sight, perhaps, the book may
seem to be purely pessimistic or Mani-
chaean in its outlook, but we slowly
realize that there is one agency to

which Dr. Jacks clings as the possible
salver of a ruined world—one thing
that may bring back the lost radiance
of humanity. This is Education—in

its widest and deepest sense; elsewhere
Dr. Jacks has hinted that Education in

this sense may be practically synony-
mous with Christianity. We must get
away from the prevalent idea of a le-

gal, military, or governing God. Our
God must be rather an artist, lovingly
moulding His material to His idea, or
(even better), a teacher, not imposing
His will but persuading us to belief

through enlightenment. The emphasis
laid by Dr. Jacks on the gambling in-

stinct doubtless refers to the spontane-
ous and creative elements in humanity
which so often frustrate the intentions

of the legalistic or mechanical theory
of human government. Religion, Learn-
ing, Science—all seem to have been
sadly discredited by the war. Who is

to blame? Is it Capital, is it Labor, is

it the Press, is it the Powers that be or
the Revolution that would supplant
them? Is it what one of Dr. Jacks's

characters calls "The Great Forgetter,"

the God who does nothing unless you
constantly remind Him? I imagine Dr.

Jacks would say it is no one of these

agencies, but rather the apathetic and
supine acquiescence of the average man
in a preposterous world-system as con-

trasted with the purposeful and con-

scious activity of the more selfish and
unscrupulous forces. Dr. Jacks would
probably agree with Professor Soddy
that "everything comes back to the un-
solved problem of how to purify and
strengthen the moral and ethical stand-

ards of the official classes, which have
been so sadly perverted by their pe-

culiar system of education, in order to

make them conform more nearly to the

standards of conduct and honesty en-

tertained by the majority of ordinary
respectable and benevolent people."

But no one can realize more keenly

than the reviewer the futility of trying

to sum up this extraordinary volume in

any phrase or maxim; he can but ad-
vise his readers to go to the source and
judge for themselves.

James F. Muirhead
London, England

IT is a marvelous thing to be totally

devoid of the sense of humor. For an
example of an author exhibiting his

complete lack of that faculty read the

chapter on "Wit: its Technique and
Tendencies," in Dr. Brill's "Funda-
mental Conceptions of Psychoanalysis"
(Harcourt). Then perhaps you may
be better fitted to form your own opin-

ion of the extent to which we should

take seriously the writers on psycho-
analysis. In the business world, people

rarely employ a broker after they have
beheld him, on the street, buying gold

bricks

!
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The Autumn Books
BOOKS already published and books

promised for this season make the

publishers' lists more attractive than

in any year since the war. Books are

appearing once more on good paper,

well printed, and often well illustrated.

Three novels which have already been

published, one of them some weeks ago

(but not too early to be classed as an

autumn book), are Mrs. Wharton's
"The Glimpses of the Moon" (Apple-

ton), Miss Gather's "One of Ours"
(Knopf) and Mr. Sinclair Lewis's

"Babbitt" (Harcourt). These three re-

flect credit on American literature and

refute the belief that we have no able

writers of fiction. "Babbitt" is hailed

everj'where as an advance upon "Main
Street"; it is a better and more enjoy-

able book. Mr. A. S. M. Hutchinson's

great popular success, with "If Winter
Gomes," will interest thousands in his

new book, "This Freedom" (Little,

Brown).
A new book by Joseph C. Lincoln is

promised in "Fair Harbor" (Appleton)

and another by Jeffery Farnol called

"Peregrine's Progress" (Little, Brown).
Rafael Sabatini has again shown his

ability in writing an amazingly good
story of "straight" adventure; its title

is "Captain Blood" (Houghton Mifflin),

an excellent yarn of the sea and of

pirate days. A new novel by Robert
Hichens is called "December Love"
(Doran). Sax Rohmer has a book of

stories in "Tales of Ghinatown"
(Doubleday), and Julian Street's new
novel is "Rita Coventry" (Doubleday).
Stephen Vincent Benet's "Young Peo-

ple's Pride" (Holt) has already ap-

peared; Heywood Broun's first novel is

to be called "The Boy Grew Older"
(Putnam), a title which may make
some of the elders reflect that it will do

no harm for some of the literary boys
to grow a trifle older. "Gamac's Folly"

(Lippincott) i-s by Sir Gilbert Parker.

"The Ghain" (Putnam) is announced
by Gharles Hanson Towne. Kathleen
Norris has written "Certain People
of Importance" (Doubleday). Ernest
Poole's "Millions" (Macmillan) is an-
other important American novel. J. G.

Snaith is the author of "The Van
Roon" (Appleton). A new story by
William J. Locke is to be called "The
Tale of Triona" (Dodd, Mead). Comp-
ton Mackenzie's long but enjoyable
novel of Anglicanism is "The Altar
Steps" (Doran). "The Gourtlandts of

Washington Square" (Bobbs, Merrill)

is by Janet A. Fairbank—a story of

befo' the [Civil] War. A volume of
sea-stories by Lincoln Colcord is called

"An Instrument of the Gods" (Macmil-
lan). Louise Miln has made William
Archer's play into a novel, "The Green
Goddess" (Stokes).

Among the biographies, Harry
Kemp's "Tramping on Life" (Boni &
Liveright) treats of odd, vagabond
phases of American life, especially in

the West; while W. A. Rogers gives, in

"A World Worth While" (Harper), the
recollections of a veteran artist and
cartoonist, who has traveled and known
many of the great men of the past

lri»M=T>T>lT^a >

The shining torct ofExperience
A GREAT PHYSICIAN once remarked that, 'the consulting

room of a ivisc man is his library', for there he fnds the

experiences of other minds who have thought and worked at

his problems. Oxford books are distinguished by the high

character and permanent value of their experience.

PERSIA
By Sir Percy Sykes '^t ^2.50

A history of Persia from the earliest times to the present day. The
author, who has constantly travelled in Persia and Baluchistan,

raised the South Persia Rifles in 1916 and was in command of

Southern Persia until the end of 1918.

THE POPULATION PROBLEM
By A. M. Carr-Saunders 'iS^t ^7.00

A book of extraordinary interest dealing with human fecundity, the

conditions existing among primitive races, the regulation of numbers,

the influence of environment, heredity, evolution and tradition, and
their relative importance.

THE LEGACY OF GREECE
By Gilbert Murray and others T^t ^2.50

A remarkable book written by a dozen of the greatest classical

scholars to show what modern civilization owes to that of Greece.
" This volume belongs to the small company of indispensable new
books. It holds the foundations of a liberal education between its

tidy covers."

—

Chicago Daily Ndvs.

THE DEAD SANCTUARY
By J. B. Trinick ^L70

The narrative poem of a soul which in feeling breathes much of the

spirit of Shelley though unlike in form. There is a vividness about

the rendering which keeps all the wonderland of the 'Dead Sanctu-

ary' clear in one's mind long after the poem has been laid aside.

THE PROBLEM OF STYLE
By J. MiDDLETON MURRY ^2.20

" Mr. Murry's book is most illuminating and to be compared with

Arnold's Essays in Criticism in its power to subtilize the reader's per-

ceptions, to refine his sensibility and to bestow coherence upon his

ordinarily scattered judgements."

—

Nation and Athenaeum.

A HOOSIER AUTOBIOGRAPHY
By William Dudley Foulke '^t ^2.50

" Few men of the past seventy years or so have touched life at more
points than Dr. William Dudley Foulke, both in public affairs and
in the more intimate local movements of the time , . . He is a

master of expression and writes most entertainingly. He thus has not

only a great deal to tell us, but an engaging manner of telling it."—NeTD York Herald.

THE WAR IN THE AIR
By Sir Walter Raleigh Vol. I. '^et p.OO

The first volume of the official story of the part played by the Royal

Air Force in the great War, dealing with the cfevelopment of the

airship and aeroplane and first experiences in the field. Only a

great scholar could have produced this work which is at once whim-

sically imaginative and historically accurate.

cAt all booksellers or from the publishers
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From Among Our New Books
We have selected and cordially recommend these

entertaining volumes on topics of current interest

and permanent appeal.

Biography
A World Worth While, W. A. Rogers

The Pomp of Power, Anonymous
William De Morgan and His Wife, A. M.W. Stirling

$2.54
2.54
5.06

Travel
The Northward Course of Empire, Vilhjalmur Stejansson $1.64
Alone, Norman Douglas

Old England, Bernard Gilbert

Essays
Sidelights on American Literature, Fred Lewis Pattee

Some Things That Matter, Lord Riddell

John Burroughs Talks, Clifton Johnson

All these books—and others

—

Are cheaper at Macy's than elsewhere.

Book Department, Main Floor, 35th Street, Rear

2.54
4.19

$1.54
1.69
3.39

^.yMz^W 5^
HERALD SQUARE J^.uy ^ NEW YORK

BABBITT
"Both
the simple

and the sophis

ticated will ask

Is Babbitt 'as good
as' Main Street?
There need be no hesita

tion in answering: It is

b e 1 1 e r."

—

Ludw'uj
Lewisohn in I hi

NaAon.

By
Sinclair Lewis

Author of

Main Street

"Sinclair

Lewis is con-
spiring with the

spirit of the times
to become the most in-

teresting and impor-
t a n t novelist in

A m e r i c a."

—

Stuart P.

Sherman.

$2.00; By Mail, $2.10

"The sniiiificancc of Sinclair Lcii'is" by Sliiart

I'. Slirriiuvi. 32 pajjcs. paper cover, 10 cents
. l^nstpaid.

HARCOURT, BRACE & CO., 1 W. 47th St., New York

\W&1&4^ X^Cak 0Ue6tuffli-he it the pronuncial^ion of
I Dolsheviki , Hie spelling ofa puzzling word, ihe location of

I

Murman (bast-tho meaning of blighhj,elc.,this SupremeAulhoritv,

WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY
conlains an accurale, final answer, 4oo,ooowords.z7ooPo9c..6ooomush>,t,

".Begulai ond Indio-Papoi Editions. C.&C. MERRIAM C0.,Spi'ingfield,Ma5S
[Wrifefor specimen pages, prices, gtc. «and FR£E Pockch Mop& pgt- rNDP.

forty years. The "Letters of James G.
Huneker" (Scribner) promise a treat,

judging- by the samples which have ap-
peared in Sn-ib7ier's Magazine. Polit-

ical revelations, not likely to be much
relished by members of the recent Ad-
ministration, will be a remarkable fea-

ture of the "Life and Letters of Wal-
ter H. Page" (Doubleday). The two
volumes are an admirable and lovable

picture of the vigorous publicist and
patriot who represented this country in

England during the War, and had no
sympathy at any time with the "neu-
trality in thought and deed" policy, and
no illusions about the amiable German
for an instant. The war against Ger-
many did not have to become Mr. Wil-
son's war before Page recognized it as
a righteous one. Augustus Thomas's
book of recollections is called "The
Print of My Remembrance" (Scribner)
and Henry Morgenthau's story of his

life, with many political and diplomatic
experiences, is given in "All in a Life-
Time" (Doubleday). The life of the
author of "Joseph Vance" has been
written by A. M. W. Stirling, as "Wil-
liam De Morgan and His Wife" (Holt).
An American clergyman's autobiog-
raphy is Dr. Rainsford's "Story of a
Varied Life" (Doubleday) and that of
an English editor—a good friend of
America—is given in John St. Loe
Strachey's "The Adventure of Living"
(Putnam).
Dr. Traprock, after his cruise to the

South Seas in the Kawa, has been cool-

ing off on a trip to the Pole; his strug-
gles with the bears, the ice-bergs, the
aurora, the Eskimo ladies, and solidi-

fied hooch, are described in "My North-
ern Exposure" (Putnam). Franklin
P. Adams and Dorothy Parker join in

describing "The Women I'm Not Mar-
ried To and the Men I'm Not Married
To" (Doubleday). A number of hu-
morous cracks at prohibition, at censor-
ship, and at all the wicked devices of
the Puritans are given, in varying de-
grees of wit, in "Nonsenseorship"
(Putnam) by a band of writers led by
Heywood Broun. Charles S. Brooks
furnishes a novel diversion called
"Frightful Plays" (Harcourt).

William Lyon Phelps writes "Human
Nature in the Bible" (Scribner). The
fourth volume of "The Outline of
Science" (Putnam) is coming soon.

Dr. Maurice Egan's "Confessions of a
Book Lover" (Doubleday) is already
out, and the first two volumes of John
Buchan's four-volume work, the "His-
tory of the Great War" (Houghton
Mifflin), will appear about the time this

is printed. Gilbert K. Chesterton said

that he would not write a book about
America, but authors are not to be
blamed if they do not adhere to such
resolutions, when it is considered how
the publishers hound, pester, and be-

devil them. And the publishers are
to be thanked for their habits when
the result is such a witty and lively

book as Mr. Chesterton's "What I Saw
in America" (Dodd, Mead). Chester-
ton is one of the few writers who do
not stale; wit and good sense flash

alternately from the pages of this
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book. A sociological study by Pro-

fessor E. A. Ross is called "The So-

cial Trend" (Century). Brander
Matthews pays his respects to the

young intellectuals—whom he aptly

calls the "juvenile highbrows"—in

"The Tocsin of Revolt" (Scribner),

only he does it courteously, and with
nothing of the outsticking tongue, and
shower of sticks and stones, with which
the juvenile highbrows accompany
their expressions of opinion about art

and life. The holiday book, with col-

ored pictures by N. C. Wyeth, published
every year by Scribner, will be Mr.
Matthews's compilation, "Poems of

American Patriotism." A book of
essays, with some attractive titles,

called "Americans" (Scribner), is by
Stuart P. Sherman. "The Letters of

Horace Howard Furness" (Houghton
Mifflin) are in two volumes—excellent

pictures of literary, social, and political

America from 1860 almost to the pres-
ent. "The Russian Turmoil" (Button),
by General A. I. Denikin, is a history
of the revolution in that country. John
Burroughs's "The Last Harvest"
(Houghton Mifflin) is a posthumous
collection of his essays, many of them
upon literary subjects.

Since a writer has rehabilitated the
personal character of Queen Elizabeth,
another one, Violet A. Wilson, has at-

tacked the subject of the ladies who
surrounded her, and in "Queen Eliza-
beth's Maids of Honor" (Button)
has produced an attractive volume of
historical research. Claude H. Van
Tyne's "The Causes of the War of
Independence" (Houghton Mifflin) is

the first of three volumes on the found-
ing of the republic. Captain Monck-
ton wrote, in his "Taming New
Guinea," one of the best books of the
decade about the government of a sav-
age country. He now follows this
with "Last Bays in New Guinea"
(Bodd, Mead). Another writer, J.

Johnston Abraham, who wrote a light-

hearted book about travel in Far East-
em islands, in "The Surgeon's Log,"
has followed this with a more serious
book—an account of a doctor's grim
fight with disease in war-time: "My
Balkan Log" (Button).
"A Critical Fable" (Houghton Mif-

flin) is a rhymed discourse on the
poets of today; it is modelled upon
Lowell's satyrical "Fable for Critics."
Hugh Lofting, the author of the suc-
cessful book for children, "The Story
of Br. Bolittle," continues the adven-
tures of the Boctor in "The Voyages of
Br. Bolittle" (Stokes). Jean Carrere's
"Begeneration in the Great French
Masters" (Brentano's) is a study of
such writers as Rousseau, Verlaine,
Baudelaire, Flaubert, and Zola.

Alfred F. Loomis has written a book
whose title, "The Cruise of the Hippo-
campus" (Century), sounds a little

like a book for children. It is, how-
ever, a joyous account of a cruise from
New York through the Panama Canal
in a 28-foot yawl.
A characteristic book by Oliver Her-

ford is to be his "Neither Here Nor
There" (Boran). Hawthorne's "Won-
der Book" (Boran) is to be illustrated
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Edcson RadioPhones
Adustable Diaphragm Clearance

Wt euarantcc Ellisfaclion. or youf money
refunded. The adjusimeni (calure places our

phones on a par with the world's eieaiest makes.

Our talcs plan climinales dealer's p.ofiis and

losses (rem bad accotjnts, hence the low price.

Better phones cannot be made. Immediate
Double 3000 Ohm Kts.»3.98; ISOO

Ohm single set, t2. SO. Cit r (tee.

EdcSOnPhone Cou6BeadiSt.DeptZ, Bosi

$5,000 in Prizes to readers of GLOOM. The Devil's
Boolt. That new Snappy, Jazzy Magazine. ChucU
full of Hilarity, Ridicule, Sarcasm, Jokes and Red
Hot Editorials of TRUTH. When Gloomy, Buy
GIvOOM. Have a laugh with Old Nick himself.
Published Monthly. Kiir Sale on News Stands at
'2."ic per copy, $2.,')0 per year or direct from Gloom
Publishing Co., Ijos Angeles. Calif.

SPEAKERS WRITERS, C^L^B MEMBERS,
sjl I_i/^»VJLi4XiJj » We assist in pteparme
special articles, papers, speeches, debates. Expert Scholarly

service. Revision of manuscripts. Autbori Eesearcb Bareao,
Suite 42, 600 Fifth Ave., New Tork.

Build Your Own Business
^b under our direct general agency contract

4J^ Our Policies provide for:

DOUBLE INDEMNITY, DISABILITY BENEHTS, REDUCING PREMIUMS
SEE THE MEW LOW RAXES

John F. Roche, Vice-President

The Manhattan Life Insurance Company
66 Broadway Organized 1850 IMew YorK
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It's easy to grow
flowers from bulbs.
Nature has stored
the flowers within,
and a little care will
bring them out.
Among the many
flowersoffered incur

Fall Garden Guide, none surpass our

New Ever-Blooming Amaryllis
Fine for Indoor Culture

__ winter-blooming newcomer from the Phil-
ippines. Bears beautiful orange salmon flowers
in clusters of 3 to 5 on strong upright stalks.
Flowers 4 to 5 inches in diameter, of great sub-
stance and very lasting. Home grown bulbs.
75c each, 3 for $2. Dozen $7.50 postpaid.
If you love flowers you should write for our

FALL GARDEN GUIDE— FREE
Letitspages acquaint you with whatshould
beplanted nowforflowers indoors all win-
ter or to bloom ou tdoorsnex tspring. Be-
sides all kinds of bulbs it offers a fine
collection of Iris, Peo-
nies and other hardy
flowers. If you're nota
recent customer, write
for your copy TODAY;
mention thismagazine.

JohijlewifCIiildfy

FloralPdi'k
'"'

Newy^rk

Are YOU Old
at40?

\ -^^^K^^^K^ti A very common cause of c&rly
V^^H^^HH^^V old age is the disturbed con-
^^H^^^^^^^^^ ditionof an importantgland.
^^^^I^^^^r Even big strong men are not
^^•^^^^^^^ exempt from this common

and serious irregularity. Our
plainly written. Interesting and educational

FREE BOOK
"Why Many Men are Old at Forty " may bring a
priceless message to you. It tel Is of a simple, sen-
sible way by which thousands have corrected this
prostate gland condition. It tolls how sciatica, back-
aches, foot pains, interrupted sleep, mental de-
pression, etc., are so often due to this gland. Sold
for over five years upon a money-back-if not-satis-
fled plan. Do not confuse it with massage, medi-
cation, violet rays, etc. No obligation.

Write for your copy of the FBEB BOOK today.

The Electro Thermal Co.
2513 Main St, StcDbenTille. Ohio

TRermalaids

HOTEL ALEXANDRIA
250 West 103d St., New York City

Between Central Park and Hudson River

Without question the coolest location

in the city.

Subway express station at door, ele-

vated two blocks away.

SINGLE ROOM with PRIVATE
BATH, $3.00 and up

DOUBLE ROOM with PRIVATE
BATH, $4.00 and up

Other suites in proportion. Also a

few desirable unfurnished apart-

ments on yearly lease.

Special attention given to ladies trav-

elling alone.

Exceptional Restaurant at very

moderate prices.

S. L. Root, Manager

DIVIDENDS

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH COMPANY

THREE YEAR SIX PER CENT, GOLD NOTES
Due October 1, 1922

These notes, payable by their terms on October
1, 1922, at tlie office or agency of the Company
in the Borough of Manhattan, Cit.v of New York,
State of New York, will be paid in New York
at the office of the Bankers Tri^st Company, 10
"Wall Street, or, at the option of the holder, in

Boston at the office of The Merchants National
Bank, 28 State Street.
The coupons payable by their terms October 1,

1922, at the office or agency of the Company in

New York or in Boston, should be separated from
these notes before presentation for payment.
These coupons will be paid at either of said
ajicucies.

H. BLAIR-SMITH, Treasurer.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH COMPANY

132nd DIVIDEND
The regular quarterly dividend of Two Dollars

and twenty-five cents per share will be paid on
Monday, October 16, 1922, to stockholders of

record at the close of business on Wednesday,
September 20, 1922.

H. BLAIR-SMITH, Treasurer.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
& MANUFACTURING COMPANY

A quarterly dividend of 2% ($1.00 per share)

on the PREFERRED Stock of this Company will

be paid October 16, 1922.

A Dividend of 2% ($1.00 per share) on the

COMMON Stock of this Company for the quarter

ending September 30, 1922, will be paid October

31, 1922.
Both Dividends are payable to Stockholders of

record as of September 30, 1922.
H. F. BAETZ, Treasurer.

New York, September 20, 1922.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.

Alleghany Avenue and 19th Street.
Philadelphia, September 6, 1922.

The Directors have declared a dividend of

seventy-five cents ($.75) per share from the Ac-
cumulated Surplus of the Company on the new
common stock without nominal or par value and
the new preferred stock of $25.00 par value, pay-

able October 2, 1922, to stockholders of record of

both of these classes of stock at the close of

bv.siness on September 15, 1922, and to those who
subsequentlv become stockholders of record of

these classes of stock by conversion of old stock

of $100.00 par value into the new stock. Checks
will be mailed. „WALTER G. HENDERSON, Treasurer.

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC CO.
COMMON STOCK DIVIDEND NO. 27.

The regular quarterly dividend of $1.25 per

share upon the Common Capital Stock of this

Company, will be paid on October Hi, 1922, to

shareholders of record at close of business Sep-

tember 30th, 1922. The transfer books will not

be closed and checks will be mailed from the of-

fice of the company in time to reach stockholders
on the date they are payable.

A. F. HOCKENBEAMER.
Vice-President and Treasurer.

San Francisco, California.

THE NEW YORK CENTRAL RAILROAD CO.
New York, September 13, 1922.

A Dividend of One Dollar and Twenty-five

Cents ($1.25) per share, on the Capital Stock of

this Company has been declared payable November
1, 1922, at the office of the General Treasurer, to

stockholders of record at the close of business,

September 29, 1922.
MILTON S. BARGER, General Treasurer.

AN INCOME FOR UFE
Of all the Investment opportunities offered there

are few Indeed not open to criticism. Absolute

safety Is the first requisite and adequate and uni-

form return equally Important, and these seem
incompatible. Aside from government bonds, the

return under which is small, there is nothing irore

sure and certain than an annuity with the

METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, by
which the Lncume guaranteed for a certain lifetime

Is larger by far than would be earned on an equal

amount deposited in an institution for savings, or

Invested In securities giving reasonable safety. Thus
a payment of $5,000 by a man aged 67 would pro-

vide an annual income of $623 60 absolutely beyond
fiue>!tion of donht. The Annuity Department.
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, New
York, will give advice as to the return at any ago,

male or female

by Arthur Rackham, w^hile a new book
of essays by E. V. Lucas, also from
Doran, is called "Giving and Receiv-
ing." The author of "The Sheik,"
E. M. Hull, has vio-itten "The Shadow
of the East" (Small, Maynard), and
a mystery novel, called "Captains of

Souls," (Small, Maynard) , is announced
by Edgar Wallace. David Grew's
"Beyond Rope and Fence" (Boni and
Liveright) is a story of a horse.

Joseph W. Beach is the author of

"The Technique of Thomas Hardy"
(University of Chicago Press). Mere-
dith Nicholson's "Broken Barriers"
and Scott Fitzgerald's new book of

stories, "Tales of the Jazz Age," are
both published by Scribner. A book,

different from any of his works hith-

erto published, is announced by Chris-

topher Morley, with the pleasing title,

"Where the Blue Begins" (Doubleday).
In October comes Ray Stannard
Baker's "Woodrow Wilson and World
Settlement" (Doubleday), extracts

from which have been appearing in the

New York Times. Later in October,

Rudyard Kipling's "The Irish Guards
in the War" (Doubleday), in two vol-

umes, makes its appearance. Don
Marquis speaks up for the eternally

downtrodden in his "The Revolt of the

Oyster" (Doubleday).
Autumn novels from Macmillan's list

include: "Old Crow," by Alice Brown,
another mystery story by Eden Phill-

potts, called "The Red Redmaynes,"
and May Sinclair's "Anne Severn and
the Firldings." The Atlantic Monthly
Press announces "Memories of a

Hostess," recollections of distin-

guished men, chiefly from the diaries

of Mrs. James T. Fields; and Charles
Rumford Walker's "Steel: the Diary
of a Furnace Worker." Marcus
Dickey's "The Maturity of James Whit-
comb Riley," is the second volume of

the life of the poet, published by the
Bobbs-Merrill Company. Three vol-

umes of fiction, published by Harper,
are Rex Beach's "Flowing Gold,"

Zane Grey's "Tales of Lonely Trails,"

and W. L. George's "Her Unwelcome
Husband." Brentano's announce "Great
Pirate Stories," edited by Joseph Lewis
French. "Collected Poems," by John
Erskine—the first collection of his

poetry—and Boris L. Brasol's "The
Balance Sheet of Sovietism," are both
published by Duffield. Two particu-

larly interesting items on the list of

Moffat, Yard and Company, are

Thomas L. Masson's "Humorists I

Have Known," and Sigmund Freud's
"Reflections." Thomas Seltzer an-

nounces a volume of stories by D. H.
Lawrence, called "England, My Eng-
land," a novel, "Fruit of the Tree," by
Hamilton Fyfe, and a children's book,

with colored illustrations, "The Ad-
ventures of Maya the Bee," by Walde-
mar Bonsels. Alfred A. Knopf's list

includes: "Far Off Things," youthful
recollections by Arthur Machen, Wil-
frid Blunt's "Secret History of the

English Occupation of Egypt," Baron
Rosen's "Forty Years of Diplomacy,"
a third series of H. L. Mencken's
"Prejudices," and "Second Plays," by
A. A. Milne.
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Harvard Economic
Forecasts to Include

Europe
AVERY important extension of the

business forecastinp: of the Har-
vard Economic Service of Harvard Uni
versity was announced last week in a

statement that bejrinning with Janu-
ary next a simih\r service in coopera-

tion with the Harvard Service will come
from a group of British economists.

The new British organization will

establish a London-Cambridge (Eng-
land) Economic Service which will

construct an index on the same prin-

ciples that underlie the existing Har-
vard Service. This is to be joined to

a current forecast of British indus-

trial conditions on the Harvard model.

Each month the two organizations will

exchange by cable, for the benefit of

each other's subscribers, information

concerning the movement of commodity
prices, security prices, and money
rates in their respective countries.

Certain features of the service will

also be extended to the continent of

Europe, so as to make the combined
service one of unprecedented scope.

In explanation of the new arrange-

ment, Fred Y. Presley, general man-
ager of the Harvard Service, said:

"We have two purposes in affiliat-

ing with the British committee. The
first is to provide American business

concerns which are interested in for-

eign trade with reliable current in-

formation about the movement of com-
modity prices and industrial activity

in Great Britain and on the Continent.

Such data as the British committee
will provide have never before been

available in this country.

"The second purpose is more impor-

tant. It is to provide a further check

on the accuracy of our forecasts of

American business conditions. Con-
ditions here are influenced to a large

extent by those abroad, and a careful

study of the foreign economic situa-

tion, made on the spot, is consequently

a necessary supplement to any study

of American conditions which aims to

weigh adequately every factor of im-

portance."

Like the Harvard Economic Service,

the British service will be conducted
by educational institutions, without
financial gain. The committee con-

sists of economists and statisticians

representing the University of London,
the University of Cambridge, the Fed-
eration of British Industries, and the

Central Council for Economic Infor-

mation.

On the executive committee are such
men as Sir William H. Beveridge, di-

rector of the London School of Eco-
nomics and Political Science; Prof. A.
L. Bowley, also of the University of

London; Prof. John Maynard Keynes,
Fellow of Kings College; and H. D.
Henderson.

Correspondents will be appointed
shortly at Paris, Berlin, and Rome, in

order to keep currently informed con-
. cerning European conditions.

The engineer thinks below the surface—knows that foundations must

be well secured—knows the relative strength of all the building material

he recommends. His technical knowledge gives weight to his opinion

which the layman accepts without debate.

Before you invest—consult men
who are well informed

WHAT the engineer is to the builder, the

National City Company bond man is to

the investor—a source of expertly analyzed in-

formation.

Before we purchase the bonds of Governments,

Cities and Corporations, we carefully gather and

consider the factors affecting their value.

The bonds you buy from us are bonds we our-

selves have bought. Our confidence in them

makes us willing to recommend them to you and

to list them on our monthly Purchase Sheet.

Current Purchase Sheet gladly mailed on request.

The National City Company
National Citv Bank Building, New York

Offices in more than $0 leading cities throughout the World

BONDS

SHORT TERM NOTES

ACCEPTANCES

;^^\We're ri^ht on the ground

y

fi6^

.

hy^:?^^ XJ.^

PROFITABLE
and SAFE

iIRr For centuries First Mort-
gage investments have re-

mained in a class by
themselves for those who demand
the highest degree of safety in in-

vesting their money. At present we
are able to offer 7% on choice First
Farm Mortgages in amounts to suit.

Send for i^aniphlet "\V" and cur-
rent offerings.

^ E.^. LANDER & CO.
[ESTABUSHED 18&5- CAPITAL a SURPUUS^OO.OOOUMl

Gr^ANO FORKS, NOOTH DAKOTA.

The United States
Life Insurance

Company
in the City of New York

Organized 1850. Non-Participating
Policies only. Over Forty-five

Million Dollars Paid to Policyhold-
ers.

John P. Munn, M. D.. President.

Good territory open for high class, personal
producers, under direct contracts with the
Company. Address Home Office, 105 Fifth
Avenue, New York City,
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For Every Style of Writing

Select the pen suited to your
handwriting from 10 samples
different patterns and finish in

silver, gilt and bronze, sent on
receipt of10 cents, including32-
page booklet on handwriting.

SPENCERIAN PEN COMPANY
349 Broadway, New York

Put your Records In
[

KARDEX
TONAWANDA.N.Y. BRANCHES EVERyWHERE

li
B IVO N Z £ w

HONOi\ aoLi I

i
o""* HISTORICAL TABLETS

;

i',

lUrite us your rGcjuirGmcnts n

* RELD Cc BARTON. TAUNTON, MASS

Reopens Wednesday, October 4th

The Veltin School
FOR GIRLS

160 and 162 West 74th St., New York
A Fireproof Sanitary School Building-

Classes limited to twelve pupils

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT.
GENERAL COURSE.

COLLEGE PREPARATORY
Unusual advantages in French are offered

in every class.

Union Theological Seminary
Broadway at 120th St., New York City
The charter requires that "Equal privileges of

admission and instruction, with all the advan-
tages of the Institution, shall be allowed to

Students of every denomination of Christians."
Eighty-seventh year began September 27, 1922.
For catalogue, address

thp: dean of students.

STUDIO OF FRENCH DRAMATIC ART
New York and Paris.

Individual instruction for public speakers and readers.

French and English Diction. Voice, Drama.
Address
Miss Er,i7Ai!ETii Mack. 15 West 12th Street, N. Y.

Waahington. Conn. Box 153
Litchfield County

ROCK GATE
CoDDfry Home and School for Young Children

Summer and Winter Sessions.
CHAKLOTTB O'QIBR CLARKE.

NORMAL, Ilish School, Business, Law, Engi-
neering and College Courses leading to the
regular College and Post-Graduate degrees

thoroughly taught by mail. For special rates, ad-
dress Carnegie College, Rogers, Ohio.

How to Study This Number
THE INDEPENDENT LESSON PLANS

English, Literature and History, Civics and
Composition Economics

By FREDERICK HOUK LAW, Ph. D.,

Head of the English Department,
Stuyvesant High School, New York
(The folIoAving questions have been prepared

in the absence of Dr. Law, who has been spend-
ing his vacation on a voyage to the South Seas.
He will return and resume his task early in
October.

—

Editors. )

I. Editorials.
1. Having read the paragraph on the late

Professor Dunning, write a paragraph re-
lating in your own words the substance of
what the writer has said of Professor Dun-
ning's personality and achievements.
Then go and read "British Empire and
the United States."

2. (a) What great author first used the ex-
pression "sweetness and light" ; in what
hook and passage ? What great critic took
up the expression and made great play
with it? (b) What is the title of the great
poem of Lucretius and what, briefly, is its

theme? (c) What is the title of Virgil's
supreme work and what, briefly, is its

theme? From what very great poet did Vir-
gil derive and what verv great poet derived
from him ? Point out Tennyson's indebt-
edness to Virgil. How did he, as it were,
pay oflf most handsomely a portion of this
indebtedness? (d) "With Cicero the call

to public service."—State briefly Cicero's
chief services to literature and to his coun-
try, (e) Mention some of the translations
of Homer ; of Virgil ; of Lucretius. Is

there a successful verse translation of any
of these poets ? Read Matthew Arnold's
essay "On Translating Homer" in this
connection ; especially the experiments
quoted in that essay. (f) "The Latin con-
sciousness of law and of the State."

—

Explain. (g) "The cry of human passion
with Euripides."—Happily expressed.—
Comment. (h) "The tread of fate with
Aeschylus."—Again happily expressed.

—

Comment.
II. Garrulities of an Octogenarian Editor.
1. Tell what you know of the great Edwin

Booth, reputed greatest of Hamlets, and of
his most famous parts. Your grandfather
and grandmother can tell you much,

_
for

he was a very famous man in their time,
much in the mouths of men. Not to have
seen him as Hamlet or Othello was like not
having seen Niagara.

2. Write an essay on Lord Bryce, discussing
him as a statesman, as a writer, as the man
who did more than any other has done to

improve Anglo-American relations, and in

other aspects (he was, for example, a great
traveler and keen observer. He wrote what
is perhaps the best of books on South
America)

.

3. Bryce is the author of one of the two
greatest works on American political in-

stitutions. Who wrote the other (and
greater) work, and what is its title?

4. Tell what you know of Huxley—not the
youthful novelist and poet, Aldous Huxley,
who is now making considerable noise in

the world, but his grandfather, the great
Huxley.

IV. What the World Is Doing.
1. Write an ode to Hesperopithecus harold-

cookii, or, perhaps better, an elegy.

2. "Another genus of the human family
swims into our ken."—An echo of what
poem, by what author ?

3. "Swellin' wisibly." A quotation from what
author? What character was so unhappily
affected ?

4. Define family, genus, species, as used in

this strange disquisition.

5. Define "vernacular."
6. Hesperopithecus is put together from two

Greek words. What words, and what is

the meaning of each, and hence of

Hrspcropithrcus ?

V. An Allegory of Modern Life.

1. Define allegory, parable, envisaged, Mani-
charari.

2. The "Sistine Madonna." Where is the

painting? Tell what you know of the

painter.
3. The "Mona Lisa." Where is the painting?

Tell what you know of the painter—one of

the supreme geniuses, perhaps the most
versatile genius of the first order that ever

lived.

4. Lady Hamilton. There is a famous por-

trait of her. Tell what you know of the

painter.
5. What does the writer mean by "traits of

the Sistine Madonna, the Mona Lisa, Lady
Macbeth, and Lady Hamilton? Produce a

word-picture of a woman combining those

traits.

By AUGUSTUS S. BEATMAN, A. M.,

Head of the Department of Social

Science, Julia Richman High School

1. Wages and Justice.

(a) Did you begin your study of economics
this term with a study of production or of
consumption? Why? (b) Which of the
major divisions of economics are men-
tioned by Mr. Franklin? Which are not?
Show how the divisions he mentions enter
into the discussion of his subject. (c)
What is the difficulty of settling wages
upon the basis of "justice" ? Discuss the
claim that labor disputes before the Kan-
sas Court of Industrial Relations are
"settled on the basis of any principle of
abstract justice." (d) What do you think
of the idea of a "living wage" as the
basis of a claim for a standard af wages?
(e) Underline the sentence which expresses
Mr. Franklin's idea of what determines
wages. Save this sentence until you have
finished youi' study of distribution and see
how you can amplify it. (f) Discuss the
validity of the "make-work" principle,

(g) Discuss the statement: "the interests
of labor and capital are identical."

n. The New Tariff.

(a) Look up the discussion of the Fordney-
McCumber Tariff Bill in former numbers
of The Independent and summarize its chief
features. (b) As fully as you can ac-
count for the unpopularity of the measure,
(c) What are the arguments for and
against the "elastic provision"? (d) Look
up the history of the Tariff Commission.
How far has it been an effective agency in

tariff making? (e) Review the theory
and history of the protective tariffs of
the United States. What differences of
opinion exist as to the amount of protec-
tion in the present bill? (f) Explain the
term "log-rolling" in relation to legisla-

tion and show the new application of the
praclice in the tariff biU. (g) What has
heen the relation of political parties to the
tariff question in the United States ? ( h

)

Show how past tarifTs have been more
"local" in benefits and describe the conse-
quent attitude of localities to different
tariffs.

III. A Correction.

We wish to correct a misprint in last

week's questions. We intended to refer to
Fredeiic I>. Paxson's Recent History of
the United States.

IV. Impressions of Brazil.

(a) On a map of South America indicate the
positions of Brazil, Rio de Janeiro, Santos,
and the Amazon River. Make a collection

of pictures of Rio de Janeiro and of this

particular celebration. Explain the geo-
graphical similarity of Brazil and the
United States. (b) Describe the acquisi-

tion of independence by Brazil and link it

with the movement toward independence
in the other South American countries.

Show how that movement became involved
in our own history.

V. Turkey and the Peace of the World,
Shall the Turk Re-enter Europe? etc.

(a) Look up and locate on a blank map the
locations of : Ckjnstantinople, Smyrria, the
Straits, Thrace, the Maritza River,
Adrianople, Chanak Kalessi, Scutari, Ro-
dosto. (b) Discuss the statement that the
real cause of the World War was the
struggle for control at Constantinople,
(c) "The Turk '.s coming back largely for
the same reasons that have permitted his

continuance for the past century and a
half." (1) Summarize the factors in that
return which are discussed here. (2)
Give the illustrations of similar factors
during the past century and a half. (d)
What are "the fundamentals of the Turk-
ish problem"? (e) Review "the March Pro-
gramme" as a guide in watching the de-
velopment of events.

VI. Two Historians:—Ed. Par. on Professor
Dunning and Garrulities of an Octo-

genarian Editor.
(a) What books of Professor Dunning or of

James Bryce have you read ? What books
did they write? Characterize each as men
and as historians.

VIL Under the topics already started in your
note-book summarize briefly the latest de-

velopments in relation to Ireland, Ger-
many, the League, Russia, the Railroads,.

Coal, etc.
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THE Convention of the American Bankers' Asso-

ciation, held last week in New York City,

fully lived up to what was expected of it. The
general impression got by any person who followed

its proceedings carefully was one of breadth and
statesmanship. Technical details had their place,

as well as the necessary matter of organization,

but what loomed largest, both to the bankers them-
selves and to the public, was America's duty in the

present distressing situation of the world.

This is most gratifying. For especially in this

country it is the banker to whom communities and
the whole nation look for assistance in large proj-

ects, not merely financial, but also those involving

broad economic consideration. Just now the con-

dition of Europe is the question of overwhelming
importance. If the world is to go on in any sort of

security, the vast disturbances on the other side

of the water have got to be dealt with. Politics

has failed to bring relief. But the feeling grows
that there is no cause for despair provided the eco-

nomic facts in the situation are recognized and
studied.

Here, surely, is the bankers' great opportunity.

We understand, of course, how much time has been
required to lead up to anything like action, owing
to the comparatively small body of opinion favor-

ing it, especially in the West. But the discussion

has now been launched and great numbers of in-

fluential persons, coming from all parts of the
Union, have heard the telling points made. Upon
returning to their home communities, they are sure

to carry on the work of education. That some sort

of international economic conference for purposes

of review and recommendation is much needed was
made abundantly clear by several of the speeches

at the Convention, and one large group went so

far as to draw up a resolution strongly recommend-
ing it. In this connection we wish again to call

the reader's attention to the proposal of such a

conference made in a recent issue of The Inde-

pendent by its correspondent, John Firman Coar,

whose first-hand study of German conditions has

convinced him that leading figures in the Amer-
ican business world could render invaluable serv-

ice by friendly counsel with similar representatives

of France and Germany.

TWO able men are candidates for Governor of

New York. Both of them showed force of

character in the State conventions. Governor
Miller, by virtue of sound ideas and fine record,

was able to name the associates with whom he was
willing to carry on. Former Governor Alfred E.

Smith fought Hearst to a finish and won. The
regard in which he is popularly held was demon-
strated in the election two years ago, when he ran

a million ahead of his ticket. Yet it must be re-

membered that Mr. Smith is a Tammany candi-

date, with all which that implies. He cannot, with

the best resolution in the world, in case he is

reelected, command the freedom in the conduct of

his administration which Governor Miller has

shown and is prepared to show anew. It would be

a tremendous pity if the latter were retired to pri-

,

vate life and were thus prevented from carrying
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out the programme of public service which he has

begun. A humble word of advice to Governor
Miller: let him remember that "Al" Smith is gen-

erally regarded as "quite a man" and that a blanket

denunciation of his record, such as Governor Miller

uttered in his opening speech of the campaign, is

bad tactics.

!\'ew York's two training camps

THE nomination of Robert M. La Follette for

Senator in Wisconsin by an overwhelming

majority is a striking illustration of the de-

structive effect of the direct primary upon that

fundamental of Anglo-Saxon democracy, the two-

party system. Senator La Follette is not a Repub-

lican by conviction or association—indeed he is in

direct and active opposition to nearly all of the

policies of the party under whose banner he is

nominally enrolled. His triumph was a personal

one, attained by espousing and advocating a heter-

ogeneous lot of causes and principles each of which

brought him the support of a considerable group

and all of which are reminiscent of a series of

Hearst editorials. Together they form a suitable

programme for a near-Socialist party and are the

very antithesis of all the Republican Party has

stood for. That in effect they would destroy

ordered liberty and bring group or class tyranny

is beside the present discussion. The point is that

the artificial device called the direct primary, in-

troduced with the commendable purpose of elim-

inating certain evils of the convention system, has

brought more serious evils in its train, evils entirely

unforeseen by those good people who pressed it.

It is now beginning to be realized that this device

gives to the self-seeking demagogue a special oppor-

tunity and advantage and tends to exclude from
office men of ability and honesty.

Another aspect of La Follette's success in utiliz-

ing the Republican organization of Wisconsin for

political preferment on a programme hostile to the

principles of the Party is calculated to give concern

to thoughtful people. Already there is on foot

among labor union leaders a movement to boom La
Follette for President. Labor unions have long de-

sired political power, but experience has shown
them the futility of a separate labor party. Here-

tofore their efforts have been for the most part

nonpartisan and devoted to pressure on individuals.

But the direct primary and the havoc it has played

with the party system has opened unexpected op-

portunities to them. We may expect, therefore, to

hear an increasing clamor against any modification

of this "progressive" contrivance. It is time for

those who prize liberty and cherish the institutions

that conserve it to be on their guard.

RENEWAL next Spring of the soft coal strike

so lately ended was brought threateningly to

the front at the close of last week's Cleveland con-

ference between the United Mine Workers' offi-

cials and the bituminous operators. President
Lewis of the miners announced that the policy com-
mittee would insist on continuance of the present

wage scale, and in addition the six-hour day, the

five-day week, and the payment of time-and-a-half

(which would be $1,871/2 an hour for common
labor) for hours worked on any day in excess of

the proposed six hours. Coming at the end of sev-

eral days of outwardly harmonious conferences,

this statement was rightly taken by the operators

as a sort of contingent declaration of war, and the

public can hardly regard it less seriously.

THESE demands, which were put forward by
the wage scale convention last year, and which

the convention declared would be enforced by a

strike (which occurred), show the hollowness of

the miners' "demand" for a fact-finding commission
which should develop through its studies a solid

foundation for a new wage contract. Last week's
conference, held in accordance with the peace terms
of last August, was mainly intended to set up such
a commission within the industry (to be composed
of miners and operators). This commission was
to report by January 3, next, a plan for wage nego-

tiations, and this plan was to be put in operation

by January 8, and a new contract agreed upon
before March 31, 1923, when the present peace
agreement expires. With President Harding's coal

commission on the' point of being named, the

miners abandoned their own proposed body, but
forestalled the results of the President's inquiry by
laying down their wage terms regardless of what-
ever facts might later be found.

''All right, if you promise to be a perfect gentleman"

IT lies with the public to determine whether these

demands of the miners shall be adequately in-

vestigated, and effectively resisted in case (as

seems probable) they appear to be excessive. The
present wage rate is clearly excessive for an in-

dustry at all normally conducted. The miners' de-

fence of it is that the coal industry is not normally

conducted, and that the rates they insist upon are

the only visible remedy for its abnormality. It

will be the task of the President's commission to
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declare the facts and to recommend a plan for put-

ting the industry on a more rational economic basis.

The public will have a large part to play in grasp-

ing the realities of the problem, and insisting upon

a reasonably adequate dealing with them.

THE Attorney General's interpretation of the

Volstead law which rules that liquor may not

be carried on American ships is entirely logical and

just. It has long been held that an American ship,

wherever she may be, is still American territory.

Why, then, except for mercenary reasons, permit

our ships to dispense or even carry liquor? The
other portion of the interpretation is sure to en-

counter serious difficulties; for it flies squarely in

the face of international law by attempting to set

aside certain laws of other nations. Thus French

and Spanish ships are required by law to provide

crews with wine at meals. But how can they do

this if they are obliged to rid themselves of all

beverages containing as much as one-half of one

per cent, of alcohol as soon as they come within

three miles of our shores? We may be sure that

foreign countries will make a test case and bring

Mr. Daugherty's interpretation to the courts.

A WORLD series which is intracity is no great

shakes, in spite of all the hubbub over the

games between the Giants and the Yanks. When

the pennant-winners of the two leagues face each

other they should represent two different cities.

New York should be howling down Chicago, and

vice versa, with all the frenzy which each locality,

especially the Middle West, can command. There

is just enough fake in professional baseball to

justify a temporary exhibition of insane local pride.

The fact that Mr. Barnes of Abilene, Kansas, is

bought to pitch for the Giants, and thus spur New
Yorkers on to argue that the East is supreme in

Coney- Islmid the only present cure for Mr. German Mark

baseball, gives piquancy to the situation. Amer-
icans like play-acting, especially in avowing loyalty

to locality, and baseball, particularly a World series

participated in by two cities, gives them a rich op-

portunity for it. We trust that the magnates will

prevent further duplication of the situation of this

year and last, in which a fan has never known
whether cheering a fine play might not be rewarded
by a punch in the eye from his neighbor, a rooter

for the enemy camp.

Europe's Pressing Need
THE question of the American attitude toward

the Allied debt has reached the stage of

national argument. So long as it was dis-

cussed purely on an ethical plane it did not get far

in this country. This is natural, not because Amer-
ica has ceased to be interested in ethical motives,

but because the issue had been clouded. If it could

have been said without fear of contradiction that

the United States ought to have entered the war
two years before April, 1917, and hence that for

the space of two years the Allies, unassisted, were
fighting our battles for us, our obligation to them
would be plain. But that line of reasoning has
fallen down. Phrases like "too proud to fight" and
"he kept us out of war," as well as the earlier "be
neutral in your thoughts," are still potent among
large groups of persons, and there is little chance
of reaching a general agreement to the effect that

as a matter of simple duty the United States ought
to forgo collection of debts contracted at a time
when this country was getting rich instead of

sharing the task of repelling a common foe. If

members of the American Legion could seriously

urge using the interest on the British debt to us
for the purposes of the bonus, it is easily seen that

the question of ethics in this matter makes no uni-

versal appeal.

It is true that Mr. Thomas W. Lamont, in his

eloquent address to the American Bankers' Asso-

ciation, kept the ethical argument to the fore. But
it lost effectiveness at his hands when he said,

speaking of America: "We have gained great

power. With the power goes weighty responsi-

bility. Have we discharged it? For the period of

the World War, my answer is yes, a thousandfold."

If such be the case, then the ethics of the matter
is without meaning, and forgiveness of the Allied

debt must, aside from considerations of self-inter-

est, be prompted solely by magnanimity.
Mr. McKenna, formerly Chancellor of the Brit-

ish Exchequer, also addressed the bankers on this

important question. Speaking with great frank-

ness, as he had a right to do, since he insisted that

Great Britain was able and prepared to wipe out

her debt to us, both interest and sinking fund, he

dealt in fundamental economic facts. His simple

argument had not been framed before with any-

thing like the effectiveness which he gave it. And,
while it was based upon certain assumptions about

which there might be some disagreement, it was
inspired so clearly by a disinterested desire to

bring about better conditions that it deserves the

most careful attention.

Mr. McKenna pointed out that the measure of a

nation's ability to pay a foreign debt is determined

by three factors: its cash on hand, its exportable
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surplus, and its foreign securities. By these tests

he concluded that England, alone of the Allies, was
so circumstanced that she could meet her indebted-

ness to us. One perfectly obvious point, which
nevertheless has been slighted, received a fresh

cogency through Mr. McKenna's treatment. If a

country is obliged to pay most of its foreign debts

by exports, there must be a demand for her goods

up to the limit of her capacity to produce. Yet it

is only in times of great emergency, like the World
War, that countries are willing to be flooded by
foreign products. Turning to Germany, Mr. Mc-
Kenna expressed the belief that she could not pay
the full reparations and that the one thing needed
was to determine what she could pay now, require

that of her, and then grant her a considerable

period, say three years, in which she should not be

called upon to pay anything. This would have a

tendency to stabilize the mark and to bring that

orderliness and security to exchanges generally

without which international trade on any great

scale is impossible.

What made Mr. McKenna's words so effective

was the evident purpose behind them: he was not

arguing the special case of his own country; quite

the contrary, he kept constantly before his audi-

ence the broad view of a Europe which needed the

most considerate treatment in order to be helped

to its feet. There was an important inference

which the audience was left to draw, namely, that

with Europe in the doldrums the United States

could not hope for the resumption of that pros-

perity to which it has been accustomed in the past.

Now, we do not say that Mr. McKenna's presenta-

tion of the case is completely convincing. If, for

example, Germany is trying to evade her responsi-

bilities, then talk like this will only abet her vil-

lainy. Also, the suggestion of a three-year mora-
torium might induce Germans to ask for an ease-

ment of ten years, and so on. Yet, when all is said,

Mr. McKenna has undoubtedly set Americans to

thinking on this important question and has taken
the issue out of the realm of vague surmise. He has
clearly shown that Europe needs the assistance of

our best thought and action.

We rejoice that the argument for a reconsidera-

tion of the Allied debt has been placed on a basis

where American citizens can speculate as to its

wisdom viewed purely from the economic stand-

point. For now it is likely to make headway. Yet
it would be a pity if the argument of self-interest

were allowed completely to fill the picture. Let it

be used as a means to convince those who are in-

sensitive to the appeal of duty. It is to be hoped
that when the time comes for action the country
generally will see what The Independent has con-

tinually urged for more than a year—that any-
thing short of great generosity in handling the war
debt to the United States would be a poor return
for the mighty effort which our friends carried

through for us while we grew fat on their life-blood.

The Larger Issues in the

Near East
Salvaging a Bad Bargain

THERE'S no use crying over spilt milk. One of

the chief gains of the Great War was the

opportunity to expel the Turk from Europe;

to create an Armenian State; to secure the safety

and well-being of all the non-Turkish minorities in

Asia Minor. A programme in that sense was em-

bodied in the Treaty of Sevres. The attempt to ex-

ecute that treaty in full, failed. The instrument

employed—the Greek army—proved incapable and

unworthy. Early in 1921 the French and Italians

repudiated that instrument, and even by their

assistance enabled the Turk to ruin it. It has been

just like that since and including crusading days.

Frank has never been able to cooperate with Frank,

nor Frank with Greek, in the Near East. Hinc
illae lachrymae. Hence the astonishing **come-

back" of the Turk.

As we observed, there's no use crying over spilt

milk. The Treaty of Sevres has been wrecked. But
it is possible to save a good deal from the wreck.

The great Allies are obligated by every considera-

tion of honor, of self-respect, and of duty to civili-

zation, to save what they can. Fortunately the

French seem at last aware that considerations of

their self-interest jump with the above considera-

tions. They seem to be nervously conscious that

their perfidious [Call a spade a spade!] policy, if

continued, while it might ruin British interests in

the Near East, would be equally ruinous to their

own. And at last (0 monstrous blindness!) their

eyes seem to be opened to the fact that their policy

has desperately compromised the French reputa-

tion in the world, especially with Americans.

Therefore, though late, though so much of the op-

portunity gained by the World War has been lost,

something may be saved, through unwonted coop-

eration of the Franks.

The Allies have (thanks to French pressure)

committed themselves to restoration of Turkish

sovereignty in Eastern Thrace. They are doubt-

less morally obligated under this commitment to

insure the speedy evacuation of the Greek army.
But they are not obligated by the proposals of

September 23 to restore unlimited sovereignty to

the Turk on the European continent (leaving aside

the question of how the "freedom of the Straits"

is to be maintained). Incidentally, the Serbs have
announced that at the proposed international con-

ference they will insist on very strict limitation

of Turkish forces in Europe. Having in view only

the attitude of Jugoslavia, the Allies will do well

to insist on such limitation.

If—and it is a big "if"—the Allies pull together,

much, perhaps the best part, may be saved from
the wreck of the Treaty of Sevres. Though the

Turk recover Eastern Thrace, the curse of the
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Unspeakable One may be mitigated b}" limitations

on his sovereignty; the guardianship of the Straits

by the League may be made effective by providing

the League with "teeth" for the purpose; an

Armenian State sufhcient for the surviving Ar-

menians may be created (the League Assembly

resolved in favor of this just before its adjourn-

ment) ; safety and a reasonable measure of

autonomy may be secured for the other minorities

in Asia Minor. Many Americans think we should

participate in the conference to settle the Near
East muddle ; that, if we should fail to impress the

Turk, we could at least hold the French and Italians

up to the mark. But that is another story-

Turkey may again become a European power.

But she should be made clearly to understand that

she is on trial ; must cease to be anachronistic, not

in Europe only, but in Asia Minor also. And many
Americans think that we, as leaders of civilization,

should help the Turk to understand, even if it re-

quires a persuasion stronger than that of language

to Induce an understanding.

The Straits and Future Conflict

IT would be unjust to condemn unqualifiedly the

Allied statesmen for their makeshift agree-

ment, yielding Constantinople and Eastern Thrace
to the Turks, Account must be taken of the

extremely difficult dilemma in which they found
themselves. That they were themselves to blame
for getting into the uncomfortable and dangerous
predicament is true, but that does not lessen the

acuteness of present emergency. The peoples they

represent were insistent that there should be no
war, and under the circumstances the one way to

avert armed conflict was to yield. The British

were also faced with the possible consequences in

India, Mesopotamia, and Egypt of what would have
speedily become a struggle with Islam.

Nevertheless there is reason to feel that the de-

cision is not only an unfortunate one from a moral
and humanitarian standpoint and one that merely
postpones an inevitable conflict, but that it was
also pitifully short-sighted from the standpoint of

large and far-reaching political considerations. It

is a truism to say that the welfare of humanity and
the future of civilization demand world peace, but
it is not always realized that world peace cannot
be artificially enforced, no matter by what organi-
zation, but must flow from the functioning of a
world policy which by its nature averts a clash of

irreconcilable interests. In the past Constantinople
has been a fruitful source of such conflicts, for
reasons that are evident to all students of history
and economics. Throughout the nineteenth cen-

tury it was in the foreground of Anglo-Russian
rivalry and more recently was the crucial point in

the clash of British and German ambitions. As
we now look at this nexus of conflicting interests,

and attempt to fit its disposition into a general
scheme of policy making for world peace, there

comes to the front at once the question of future

Anglo-Russian relations and policy, for upon the

nature of these relations depends the peace of Eu-

rope and Asia.

Throughout the nineteenth century England was
obsessed with the bogey of the Russian menace to

her Indian Empire, and this obsession dominated

her policy toward Russia, blocking at every turn

Russia's historic efforts to secure a warm-water
outlet. That the obsession had no real basis did

not matter.

To restore Constantinople to the Turk is to set

the stage for reviving this obsession and renewing

a conflict that is contrary to the interests of the

peoples concerned and—in its possible promotion

of a general Asiatic conflict—inimical to world

civilization. There is evidence that many in Eng-
land already see that the safety of the Empire de-

mands a policy of Anglo-Russian cooperation in-

stead of hostility and that the natural interests and
aims of the two peoples can be harmonized. These

men see that eventually the control of the Straits

by Russia will put an end to the irritations and
dangerous cross-purposes in the Middle East, and

at the same time constitute no threat to England's

sea power. On the other hand, to bottle up Rus-

sia's millions is to provoke a conflict in which these

virile forces may be of necessity aligned with the

hordes of Asia. The ad interim occupation and con-

trol of Constantinople by Great Britain would more
naturally lead to the desired change of policy than

the settlement now proposed. Under present cir-

cumstances it is, perhaps, a counsel of perfection,

but it is well to bear in mind these fundamental
political considerations against the time when a

few years hence we shall see the curtain rung up
again on a repetition of the same old Near East
drama of Turkish intrigue and barbarous oppres-

sion, with two great Powers—-enemies instead of

friends—standing in the background biding the

time of their own life-and-death struggle.

American Policy and the Straits

THE churches of America are righteously indig-

nant over the restoration of the Turk to

domination over Christians, and the protest to Sec-

retary Hughes strikes a bellicose note that shows
that the religious men and women of America are

not so much affected with pacifism as some would
have us believe. The Secretary's well-considered

and temperate reply raises the question of what,

after all, should be the American policy in the

present Near East situation. While our feelings

are outraged by the prospect of a renewal of the

cruel oppression of minorities, it is scarcely digni-

fied for a great and powerful nation to make a

protest which it is not prepared to back up with
something stronger than words. It would be a
glorious thing if America could say to Great Brit-

ain: "Stand firm against the restoration of the

Turk to Europe, and if this precipitates a struggle
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with the hordes of Asia, we will stand by your

side." America, however, is not yet ready to take

any such position. Nevertheless our State Depart-

ment has already in two notable declarations stated

a policy that covers what is perhaps the most vital

issue in the problem, the status of the Straits. The
Colby-Polk note of March 24, 1920, declared:

This Government is convinced that no ari'angements that is

now made concerning the government and control of Con-
.stantinople and the Straits can have any element of

permanency unless the vital interests of Russia in these

problems are carefully provided for and protected, and unless

it is understood that Russia, when it has a government
recognized by the civilized world, may assert its right to be

heard in regard to the decisions now made.
It is noted with pleasure that the questions of passage of

warships and the regime of the Straits in war-time are still

under advisement, as this Government is convinced that no
final decision should or can be made without the consent of

Russia.

This statement of our position is admirably sup-

plemented and supported by the Hughes declara-

tion of September 19, 1921, which asserts:

In the absence of a single recognized Russian Government
the protection of legitimate Russian interests must devolve
as a moral trusteeship upon the whole Conference.

A forcible restatement of this position at the

present moment would undoubtedly carry great

weight and profoundly influence the negotiations

of the Powers. The participation of the present

Soviet Government in the negotiations has been

demanded by Moscow and requested by Kemal, but

this would be most unfortunate, for not only is

this non-representative and manifestly temporary
regime unable to speak for the Russian people, but

it would be bound to sacrifice the larger principles

involved to its own political exigencies. Europe
cannot afford to give them this gratuitous oppor-

tunity.

After all, the great issue at stake is not that of

Turkish oppression or atrocities, appealing as that

is, but the far larger issue of setting bounds to

what Lothrop Stoddard calls "the rising tide of

color" and of making a settlement which is calcu-

lated to avert a future devastating Anglo-Russian
war. The sound and statesmanlike principle con-

cerning the treatment of Russia, which was in-

voked at the Washington Conference, is the surest

guide to a solution of the problem of Straits which
gives promise of future peace and the maintenance
of European civilization.

Railroads in Control of Their

Shops

THE outstanding fact in the progressing and

now nearly complete settlement of the rail-

road shop strike is that the railroads of the

country have resumed substantially complete con-

trol of their repair shops. Technically, this was
restored to them at the expiration of Federal con-

trol, on March 1, 1920; but the burden of the Na-
tional Agreements continued in force by the Labor

Board, and the control exercised by the Railway

Employees' Department of the Federation of Labor

through the mischievous concessions made by the

Railroad Administration, made this technically

"private" control largely an illusion. Even with

the Labor Board's modification of certain especially

burdensome rules, railroad repair work was on an

unsound and uneconomic basis. And this basis

would have been maintained but for the rashness

of the national leaders of the shop crafts in under-

taking the now vanishing strike. A disaster to the

pretensions of these leaders, the strike has brought

certain results highly beneficial to the country at

large.

Mr. Jewell's recent announcement of "settle-

ments" with roads operating some 65,000 miles of

lines of the country's total of about 234,000 miles,

and employing nearly one-third of the members of

the shop crafts, does not hide from those in touch

with the facts the extent of the disaster which has

overtaken the strike. The real situation is that

roads representing about two-thirds of the coun-

try's mileage have so entrenched themselves during

the strike that they do not have to deal with Mr.

Jewell's shop unions at all. Many of these roads

have already formed organizations of their shop

employees with which they have signed agreements

covering wages, rules, and the procedure for decid-

ing grievances; and similar processes are under

way on practically all of them. This holds true of

seven great lines in the Western division, with a

mileage of over 63,000 miles—nearly as great as

Mr. Jewell's "settled" list. It is true also of all

the New England roads and of many others in the

Eastern division—also of some in the Southern

region.

The list of roads reported by Mr, Jewell as

having settled the strike is not a list of victories

for the shop crafts, with the possible exception of

some small roads which did not attempt to fight the

strike. The few large systems which signed the

"Baltimore agreement" really made little substan-

tial concession. Most of the larger lines listed by
Mr. Jewell have signed largely upon their own
terms. The only real significance of this list is that

the roads it includes have consented to deal with

the shop unions, while practically all others have

refused to do so.

For the shop craft leaders, the ominous feature

of all the settlements together is that disputes be-

tween the roads and their shop men cannot be

brought before the Labor Board ; and the national

leaders are therefore excluded from representing

either the men on individual roads, or the crafts

as an aggregate. This practically ends the oppor-

tunity of the shop leaders to secure the imposition

of rigid, nation-wide rules upon the railroad shops.

It is a tremendous victory for private control, and

also in our judgment for the real interests of the

public.
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Some Impressions of the Albany Convention
By Ogden L. Mills

Member of Congress from the Seventeenth District, New York

I
CARRIED away with me from the Republican

convention which was held at Albany four distinct

impressios. First, that the Republican Party

in the State of New York is a united, homogeneous

group—united in the best sense of the word; that is,

not for the purpose of winning elections and securing

public offices, but united by a very definite purpose and

by common agreement as to the essential duties of our

State Government in the immediate future. Secondly,

that in the person of Governor Miller the Republican

Party has developed a great leader, whose right to lead

is unquestioned, and determined, not by fear of his

power to punish, but by the general respect which his

outstanding qualities of constructive, clear-headed

thinking and his capacity for affirmative and courageous

action justly entitle him to. Thirdly, that the day of

"isms" and of quack remedies is, at least temporarily,

at an end, and that men and women have come to recog-

nize the real essentials of public service today. Finally,

that there is a great value in these party gatherings

—

value not onlj' to the party, but value to government, of

which parties under our system are such essential parts.

The fact that the party is united would not, under

ordinary circumstances, warrant comment. Yet the ef-

forts to divide up-State Republicans from New York
City Republicans—to persuade them that their interests

were divergent, and to instill in the minds of the latter

the thought that up-State control was necessarily care-

less of, if not inimical to, the best interests of the city

—

have been so vigorous that it is gratifying to note their

lack of success and to observe that New York City men
and up-Staters were able to agree on a common pro-

gramme for the solution of New York City problems.

The truth is, that the Miller Administration has con-

tributed more to the working out of the three great

questions which concern New York City most—rapid

transit, port development, and reduced taxation—than

any administration within my memory.
We did not, of course, need the Albany convention to

reveal that the party had a leader in every sense of the

word. Governor Miller's leadership had been estab-

lished by the striking record of the past two years, dur-

ing which his dominant and forceful personality had

made a deep impression on the public. But the conven-

tion did emphasize the unanimity with which the party

associates were willing to acknowledge his leadership

and to adopt his policies. There have been Governors

who have exercised complete control over their party

through politics and patronage. Others have dom-
inated by arousing the force of public opinion when the

organization opposed the Executive. But I can remem-
ber no Governor in our time who has had to resort to

neither one of these methods, and who has deserved and
received loyal and hearty cooperation of the rank and
file in his party, not only because of his outstanding per-

sonal qualities, but because of his remarkable ability to

work with others, to enlist their best energies, and to

present not only the best kind of programme, but the

kind of programme upon which all could agree.

When I say that men and women have come to recog-

nize the real essentials of public service, what do I

mean? I mean that people have come to the realiza-

tion that the first duty of government today is to put

its own house in order, to perform with the utmost ef-

ficiency the task which falls strictly within its juris-

diction, and to reduce public expenditures to a mini-

mum, to the end that the overwhelming burden through
local, municipal. State, and national taxes may be

lightened, and that the savings of the nation may be

devoted to its economic rehabilitation and to productive

development, rather than squandered by governmental

extravagance and waste. It was, therefore, sig-

nificant that the economy issue should receive the

first place in the State platform, just as it was note-

worthy that, for the first time in a generation, under

Governor Miller the increase in State expenditures has

been brought to a halt and a downward revision

begun.

The second primary obligation of public servants is

to handle those questions which vitally affect the com-

fort, welfare, and prosperity of the people, with vision,

with imagination, and with intelligence and courage.

I know no better examples than such questions

as the development of the barge canal and of the water-

power resources of the State, the working out of a far-

reaching plan for the development of the port of New
York, not only as the great commercial gateway of the

continent, but that the millions of the metropolitan

district may satisfy their daily needs at a reason-

able cost and with at least reasonable efficiency. I

do not mean, of course, that so-called social and wel-

fare problems must be neglected, and anyone who will

take the trouble to read the Social Welfare plank of

the platform recently adopted will realize that, far

from being neglected, they have received more intelli-

gent consideration than ever before. The Maternity

Bill, the Child Welfare legislation, and the solicitude

for the care of the wards of the State by the Miller

Administration, all show that a business-like govern-

ment does not mean a government devoid of human
sympathy. But I do want to emphasize my belief that

we have reached the point where we know that govern-

ment cannot be used as an agency to cure all of the

social and economic ills from which we suffer, but that

it should concentrate and devote its energies to those

fields within which it has a constant and vital duty to

perform.

There is much to be said on both sides as to the

merits of the direct primary system, but I venture to

suggest that anyone attending one of these large party

gatherings cannot fail to be impressed with the great

benefit which is derived by this close meeting of men
and women from every community in the State and

with the opportunity afforded them, through public

and private discussion, of appreciating the point of

view of the several localities and of harmonizing such

differences as may exist. In a State as large as New
York, with a population and interests so varied and so

diversified, I do not believe that these .benefits can be

overestimated.
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What Is the Democratic Challenge?
By Frederick W. Burrows

ALTHOUGH in American political life "The Op-

position" does not have the same significance

as under European parliamentary systems,

where ministries change with majorities, it does, on

the other hand, have an importance peculiar to our-

selves arising from our sharply drawn two-party sys-

tem. The party in power, through the necessities of

action, having indicated its policies, the minority party

is left with a wide option in the selection of its line of

battle. At least technically, the issues to be fought

over are largely determined by the party out of power.

What, then, are the positions which the Democratic

Party has chosen as the basis of its effort to reverse

the Congressional majority in the election of November?
And first as to leadership. In spite of the Missouri

setback, where Senator Reed was renominated over

the opposition of Mr. Wilson, the Party has generally

acquiesced in the ex-President's leadership. There has

been little indication of interest in Mr. Cox although

his Wilsonian orthodoxy has been carefully preserved.

In Ohio, Mr. Cox's own State, Senator Pomerene has

been hailed as the next Democratic candidate for Presi-

dent—probably a bit of local campaign enthusiasm.

Although the Wilsonian leadership has been ac-

cepted, the Democratic Party has shown no eagerness

to go to the polls on the League of Nations issue. In-

deed, most of the larger issues have been held in

abeyance. The tariff may be an issue in 1924; the

Democrats have chosen to make it an issue this

year in only a few States. Colonel Gaston, nominated

by Massachusetts Democrats for the United States Sen-

ate, began his primary campaign with declarations that

the tariff is the issue, but he quickly desisted. Many
Democrats in Congress voted in favor of the tariff

duties imposed by the new law wherever the interests

of their own States were involved. Thus in Wyoming,
where Mr. Mondell, floor leader of the House, is at-

tempting to capture the Senatorial seat now occupied

by Senator Kendrick, Democrat, the campaign has been

waged thus far almost wholly on national issues, but

the tariff is not being discussed, Senator Kendrick hav-

ing voted in favor of imposts in which his State was

interested. In New York, under the stimulus of the

Democratic press of New York City, the tariff has been

put forward as an issue by the Democratic candidate

for United States Senatorship, but other candidates

have appeared to sense, what is probably true, that this

issue cannot be pressed outside of New York City.

As to the soldiers' bonus, no party line can be dravm.

In almost all States the Democratic platforms have

chosen to share wath the Republican majority in Con-

gress responsibility for that most ill-advised and, for-

tunately, abortive legislation. Democratic platforms

generally denounce the Administration for not having

espoused the soldiers' bonus cause.

The Volstead Act, in one form or another, is an

issue in a number of States, but here again no party

line can be drawn. In Missouri, Senator Reed, Demo-
crat, in New Jersey Governor Edwards, Democrat,

are running on a wet ticket. Governor Miller of New
York is a law-enforcement man, whatever the law may
be. The Anti-Saloon League has come out in opposi-

tion to the Democratic candidate. In most States candi-

dates of both parties are doing their best to dodge the

liquor question.

Radicalism is an issue in several States. Republicans
have nominated men of known radical tendencies in

North Dakota, Wisconsin, and Iowa. In California

Senator Johnson is—Senator Johnson, and that is an-

other story. In North Dakota it is the Non-Partisan
League. The League is largely Republican, or at least

controls the Republican organization. Little opposition

has developed on the part of Republicans to the election

of the Non-Partisan League Republican candidate for

United States Senator, but Republicans are lining up
in favor of the Democratic nominee for Governor in

an effort to oust the League from the control of the

State offices. In Iowa there are indications that Re-

publicans in considerable numbers will vote for the

Democratic opponent of the radically inclined Mr.
Brookhart whom the Republicans nominated for the

Senate. There has been little indication of TRepubli-

cans bolting the La Follette ticket in Wisconsin, the

Democratic Party not having chosen to meet the chal-

lenge implied in the La Follette nomination by the

nomination of a conservative. In California the strug-

gle is for the control of the State Republican Party

organization, the Republican nominee for Governor,

F. W. Richardson, having pledged himself to break

the present control. He has, however, announced that

he will support Senator Johnson for reelection. In

view of this struggle, which is one of the hottest in the

country, the Democratic party has chosen to stand

back and take an opportunistic attitude, hoping to

profit by every antagonism.

The Minnesota Democrats have sought to rally the

women to their standard by nominating a woman, Mrs.

Olesen, for United States Senator.

In Maryland and Delaware the Democratic leaders

have had an open ear to the widespread criticism of the

general personnel of Congress, and have nominated

for the United States Senate gentlemen of high stand-

ing and intellectual leadership in their respective com-

munities.

The Democrats of New York State are to be con-

gratulated on the nomination of Mr. Alfred Smith for

Governor. It is generally felt that Governor Miller

should and will be reelected, but the nomination of Mr.

Smith over Mr. Hearst's opposition is recognized as

an achievement of importance. The Democratic Party

of New York, however, did nothing to boast of

in the nomination of Dr. Royal S. Copeland for United

States Senator. The Republican challenge of Bev-

eridge in Indiana, and of Simeon Fess in Ohio, have

not been met by nominations of equal calibre.

Well, these are the high lights. Can we draw a

general conclusion? None, I think, unless this: the

Democratic Party still seeks to make political capital of

the ideals of the Wilson Administration, but has not

done anything to reassert them. It seeks to

profit by what it conceives to be a general dissatisfac-

tion with the Harding Administration, and in particular

with the work of Congress. It does not present a united

front or an issue that challenges attention.
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Judge Hooper on the By-Laws
By Ellis Parker Butler

OUR eminent jurist, Justice of the Peace Lem
Hooper, noticed the frown of worry on Court-

Otiker Durfey's brow and beckoned to him.

"What is it now, Durfey?"* he asked; "what is

troubling the massive intellect under the red-thatched

dome today?"

"This new thing they're talkin' of amending onto the

Constitution of the United States, your honor," said

Durfey; "this Amendment Number Something-or-

Other, Judge, to forbid the employmint of child labor

here and yon. Not that I mind it, j'our honor. I've no
wish that my kids should lift up the shovel and the pick

before they git throo learnin' the national dance of

Norway in the public schools. I'll not be needin' them
to fetch home their wages whilst I keep my pull with
Boss Casey of my ward. No, sir!

I was only wonderin' if, by the time

Amendment Number Nine Thou-
sand Six Hundred and Siven has

been piled onto the

Constitution, that pal-

ladium of our rights

and liberties won't,

maybe, be a mite

overloaded."

"Like the camel,

Durfey? Like the

camel that caved in

under the last straw?"

"Or like the shelf in

my cellar, Judge,"

said Durfey, "on

which I laid up every-

thing I took a notion I

wanted to have handy.

The first hundred
thousand things I put

onto it was worth
savin', Judge, but the

shelf was so con-

venient and easy to put things on that it would take me
eight men's lives to find anything on it this minute,

and the common title for it in my little home is now
'Papa's heap of junk.' When everything is loaded onto

the Constitution—

"

"What Constitution?" asked Judge Hooper.

"Is there more than one. Judge?" asked Durfey with
surprise.

"That was what I was wondering, Durfey," said

Judge Hooper. "Did you ever hear of the Monroe Doc-
trine, Durfey? I see nothing about it in the Constitu-

tion of the United States, but it is one of the few things

you could get the boys to go out and fight for so soon
after the big trouble we had awhile back. The Turks
can take Smyrna and run every Christian lady through
a sausage machine and we only yawn and say we wish
they'd send us better dance music over the wireless now
that we've got the new battery in working order, but
if Japan took ten acres of swamp in Mexico we'd go
forth and fight.

"As soon as the Constitution said every sane male

negro was a citizen with a vote, one-fourth of America
forgot it and hardly a negro there has voted since, Dur-

fey. Some of the white folks got the idea that that

Amendment was but an unimportant by-law, as you

might say—one of Grandpa Constitution's noisy but

weak-limbed grandchildren, and they went right on

running their part of the country as if the first Article

of the Constitution said: This is a white-man's

country, By-Laws to the contrary notwithstanding.'

You could amend the Amendment to the Constitution

until you were blue in the face, Durfey, but the jim-

crow street-cars in Helena, Arkansas, would be jim-

crow cars still. You could tag an Eighty-Second

Amendment onto the Constitution compelling the white

folks to let the dark folks ride in the street-car ahead

of the trailer, Durfey, but the only

change would be that both the trailer

and the car ahead would be jim-crow

cars. You put up a shelf in your cellar,

Durfey; do you keep your plane and your

saw on it?"

"I do not!" said Durfey. "I keep them
on the top shelf in the china closet near-

by the kitchen."

"I bet!" said Judge
Hooper, grinning.

"They're what you

need every day, hey?

And when you had

amended the contents

of the cellar shelf

with too many By-

Laws it was no place

for the apple of your

eye. The shelf was
no longer the place for

grandpa and his sons

when it became the

roosting place of all

the little grand-
children. And I shouldn't wonder if that was what is

happening to the Constitution, Durfey. Maybe there's

something coming to pass that will make us like unto

Great Britain ; maybe the Great Unwritten Constitu-

tion is getting to be the real guy and the Written Docu-

men, with all its Amendments, becoming the By-Laws
appended thereto. Seems like, sometimes, Durfey!

"Any time when enough States want to amend the

written Constitution, Durfey, they can do it, but they

can't amend the Unwritten Constitution that is bred into

the base of the brain of the people. That Constitution

sticks! It grows as the people grow, and it sloughs off

its dead wood when the time comes, and you can't nail

a branch onto it with a By-Law or pry one off with a

Written Amendment.

"In the codes of all the States and cities and towns

and villages of these broad and beautiful United States,

Durfey, there are anywhere from ten thousand to ten

million laws, but the reason you and I and decent men
are fair to middling honest and straight is because of

fifty or a couple of hundred words somebody spoke to
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us, when we were kids. We go by our Unwritten Con-

stitutions—you and I—Durfey, and the By-Laws don't

bother us. A By-Law may tell me when to keep the lid

on my garbage can, Durfey, but it is not the funda-

mental law that tells me how to live my life ; that law is

unwritten. And I should not wonder, Durfey, if—

a

hundred years from now—the constitutional lawyers.

when they rise in court, would be saying 'Your Honor,
it is a well-known and recognized right, guaranteed by
the Unwritten Constitution— ' and getting away with

it."

"Do you believe that, Judge?" asked Durfey seriously.

"I do! I do, indeed, Durfey," said Judge Hooper; "a

good lawyer can get away with almost anything."

A Wayfarer in Japan
By Philo M. Buck, Jr.

OF all places in the world, one should discard all

prejudices and preconceived notions before vis-

iting Japan—if one really wishes to enjoy one-

self. I had always thought of it as a part of the

temperate zone, but the humidity in August in Tokyo
was worse than in Singapore, and the blazing sun called

for more than an American panama. When we looked

at the map more closely we found that we were not

far from the latitude of southern Georgia. Japan is

not a summer resort—at least not unless you rush to

the mountains. I suppose our geographies do give such

meteorological data—but when traveling one must also

learn not to trust one's memory.
But it is an eye-satisfying country as one steams

slowly through the beautiful Inland Sea—blue as the

bay of Naples, or bluer if can be, dotted with islands

each with its snuggled village, and flecked with red-

sailed sampans, each with its secret message to Moji

or Shimogoseki or Kobe, and each a picture in itself.

The Japanese artist who paints water and islands and

mountain-clinging village and twisted pines, is not

drawing from his pure imagination; all is as true to

reality as Whistler; nor are his ultramarine blues, his

flaming crimsons and scarlets, his fiery yellow other

than the reminiscence of many a noonday or sunset.

You can go to both mountains and seashore in this

country at one and the same time. You can breathe

the lighter and cooler air of four or five thousand feet,

and yet at your feet will be the blue of the ocean or

the Inland Sea. There is nothing quite like it in the

world.

For some reason, quite inexplicable, the Western

mind invariably associates the idea of primitive sim-

plicity with that of the Orient. To bring together into

one picture electric fans, electric washing-machines,

kimonos, chop-sticks, and electric curling-irons requires

the overcoming of several habits of years. To be sure,

the men and women still carry fans, wear kimonos,

and clogS'—I should like to myself in hot weather

—

and above all on a sweltering day with high humidity

I should like to raise the kimono and expose legs and

thighs to any chance breeze, and the clogs are a won-

drous improvement on shoes when streets are wet, as

they always are here. But it does bring a feeling of

unreality to see as many electric fans in Tokyo as in

New York, or an electric washing-machine in a

peasant's cottage.

For Japanese life is quite as complex as our own,

but with a difference. In a little baker's shop, quite

open to the street. Oriental in all its obviousness, they

will be kneading the bread in a fashion approved in Ko-

komo or Harrisburg. A saffron-sailed sampan, high-

pooped, taken, it would seem, from a Japanese print of

four hundred years ago, will be equipped with a most
business like two-revolution gas-motor marine engine.

The rickshaw man, with a costume handed down to

him from an ancestor of untold ages, will with perfect

old-world courtesy offer you a seat in a conveyance

with ball bearings, wire wheels, and pneumatic tires.

Japan has preserved the flavor of antiquity; with a

stern conservatism clings to it in spite of all that

Western fashion holds essential, and yet adopts and

adapts to her own needs all of Western progress.

And in this lies, it would seem, the secret of much
of Japanese efficiency. Western civilization and West-
ern culture have not been adopted by them in toto.

Japan is still Japan, though the public buildings in

Tokyo, or Kobe, or Yokohama may suggest Vienna or

Washington. There are still the Buddhist or Shinto

temples with their devout worshipers, within a stone's

throw of a railway station or a specie bank. Ancestral

tablets are still set up, drums beaten in prayer, and
public records made of supplications, though the auto

horn and trolley add a discordant jazz, and the priest

squats before an electric fan. The people still remain

with their fundamental habits untouched. The
economic necessities of life, the small rice-fields, the

fisheries, and the large population teach unremitting

industry; and the new inventions merely draw off part

of this industry into new channels; while the life of

the people still remains one of industrious content.

It is worth note that during our whole stay in Japan

we did not see a single beggar.

There are economic problems in Japan. There have

been strikes and even lockouts. There is much gi'um-

bling now about high prices—I myself grumbled at

paying more for the necessaries of life than in New
York. But there is no unemployment problem, so far

as I could see. The newspapers are on a campaign to

reduce prices, and their arguments translated sound

much as they would in one of our papers—thrift and

production. Even unskilled labor gets five or six yen

a day, two and a half to three dollars. Rents are still

high, especially for Europeans.

In this connection it is interesting to note the gen-

eral satisfaction that is everywhere being manifested

in the newspapers over army and navy reductions.

The only complaint that one could read was that they did

not go far enough, and that the War Department was

not following to the full the wishes of the Diet. Mod-

erate policies both in the army and in international

relations seem to be prevailing. The Chita confer-

ence, the evacuation of Siberia and Shantung, seem

to meet with popular approval. The anti-American

feeling of a year ago seems to have largely subsided,

at least in public quarters. An American can at least
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now feel that he is not unwelcome in the country.

One sometimes wonders what the average Japanese

thinks of Americans. Japanese children in the towns

unfrequented by tourists have the pleasing habit of

sticking out their tongues and making suggestive

signs, while parents and onlookers smile indulgently.

The grown-ups are polite enough, as Oriental polite-

ness goes. But the movies are given over largely to

American films of an amazingly lurid kind. American
life as depicted by them consists wholly of cowboys or

crooks, or the dupes of crooks and smart detectives.

In a typical theatre one squats on matting as one

watches and listens, listens, for all the while the five

reels are unreeling the Interpreter is dramatically ex-

plaining the story. The spectators wildly applaud each

rescue of the heroine. These Japanese movies are

thrilling. But what do they think of us as thus set forth?

It is interesting as one travels from one little city

to another to get brief glimpses of what the Japanese
people are doing and thinking. We reached Kyoto,

the ancient capital, on the eve of the Buddhist fiesta.

For five days the city had been in communication with
the spirits of its ancestors, summoned by votive offer-

ing and prayer. On this night the spirits were to be
dismissed to their proper abode. Great bonfires in the

form of Chinese symbols were lighted on two of the

large surrounding mountains and for hours glowed
large against the darker background. We were fa-

vored too with the mystic drum dance and curious

dragon and warrior pantomimes by a strolling com-
pany of players. The dance to the rhythmic beating

of attuned drums had come down from extreme Bud-

dhist antiquity and was calculated to banish all earthly

thoughts and lusts. We watched it from the gallery

of a modern hotel on the hillside.

Tourists in Japan once came over after a prolonged

reading of Lafcadio Hearn and were disappointed be-

cause in Yokohama or Tokyo they saw buildings that

spoke of Paris or London. And Lafcadio Hearn was
partly wrong, for though he lived here nearly a full

lifetime his eye saw only what it wanted to see. Now
tourists come over and write books about Japanese

politics and Japanese militarism and California. And
these tourists are only partly right. There are Jap-

anese who, as a friend said the other day, "regret that

Japan came fifty years too late." But still the sabre-

toting Japanese is only partly true. He is still artist

and has a miniature garden and dwarf trees in his

side window. When over here one must accommodate

himself to an abandonment of all prejudices and pre-

conceived notions, for this is the country where there

are no motor roads, and where tunnels for railroads

are as fine as any in the world; where rickshaws yet

carry Japanese lanterns, but fishing sampans are

equipped with the latest acetylene lights; where ships

are coaled by hand baskets passed by women, but

nearby a battleship of nearly fifty thousand tons is

being successfully completed; where women and girls

wear the traditional clogs and kimonos, but whose

powder and rouge would reduce to envious despair

the flapperiest flapper on Fifth Avenue; where there

are shops so superior that you must suffer your shoes

to be covered with canvas moccasins, but where streets

are unpaved and muddy, even in Tokyo. This is Nippon.
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Ways to Outwit Foul Weather

Puhlishers Photo Service.

A picturesque street in Nassau

Publishers Photo Hcrvice.

Could anything be more attractive and alluring than this bit

of old St. Thomas?

Publishers Photo Service.

This street in St. Thomas should be renamed a
stairway Winter hunting in the Canadian woods
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PuUuheis Photo.

Charlotte Amelia, St. Thomas, a beautiful city in our newest possession

I'liblighers Photo.

The old fort at Nassau, Bahama
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A decoy for the sportsman—Query : "Where are they to he found?''
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What the World Is Doing
Edited by Franklin H. Giddings

Professor of Sociology and the History of Civilization, Columbia University

Domestic Affairs
The Strike Injunction.

ON September 23 Judge Wilkerson, of the Federal Dis-

trict Court of Chicago, granted the injunction bill

presented to the court by the Attorney General, except in

so far as it might be amended in details in consequence of

a hearing to be given counsel for the defendants on the

25th. Press information as to what happened on the 25th

is lacking; whence it may be assumed that, if there were

amendments, they were insignificant. The bill is on the

whole more drastic and comprehensive than the temporary

injunction. The following important exception, however,

is to be noted:

Xotliing contained herein .shall be construed to prohibit

the use of the funds or moneys of any said Labor organiza-

tions for any lawful purpose, and nothing
contained in this oi'der shall be construed

to prohibit the expression of any opinion

or argument not intended to aid or en-

courage the doing of any of the acts here-

tofore enjoined, or not calculated to main-
tain or prolong a conspiracy to restrain

interstate commerce or the transportation

of the mails.

A Woman Senator.

Mrs. W. H. Felton has been appointed

Senator from Georgia to succeed tempo-

rarily the late Senator Watson. Since a

Senator from Georgia will be elected

this month (Governor Hardwick himself

is a candidate), it is improbable that

Senator Felton will ever actually take

her seat in the Senate chamber; but

Governor Hardwick's compliment to po-

litical woman has given pleasure to a

great many people.

The Sale of the Wooden Fleet.

The following item, crowded out from
previous issues, is still of melancholy in-

terest :

On September 12 the Government's

fleet of 226 wooden vessels was sold by
the United States Shipping Emergency
Fleet Corporation for $750,000. The
cost of each vessel was about $700,000.

The equipment of the vessels was not in-

cluded in the sale; it is estimated to be

worth about $135,000. The cost of their

maintenance (mostly to keep them from sinking) has been
about $50,000 per month. A condition of the sale was that

the vessels should not be operated as steamships.

Convention of the American Bankers' Association.

A convention of the American Bankers' Association be-

gan at the Hotel Commodore, New York, on October 3.

The convention was notable for the fact that the chief sub-

ject of its discussions was the problem of the interallied war
debts; especially the question whether the United States

Government should cancel the obligations of its Allies upon
the account of w'ar loans. The great speech of the conven-
tion was that by the Right Hon. Reginald McKenna, for-

merly Chancellor of the British Exchequer, now chairman
of the London Joint City and Midland Bank, on the sub-

ject: "Reparations and International Debts." The conven-
tion ended on the 5th.

International

Governor Nathan L. Miller of Syracuse,

renominated by the Republicans for

Governor of I^ew York

Bishop Cannon Speaks Out Again,

Bishop Cannon, of the Methodist Episcopal Church, who
has been investigating conditions in the Near East, is about
to return to the United States to urge that our Govern-
ment protest against Turkish abuse of minorities in Asia
Minor, and, if the protest is not effective, cause American
guns to speak. He would have the United States partici-

pate in arrangements for control of the Straits and pro-

tection of the minorities in Turkey. He cabled to Secretary

Hughes as follows:

You will recall that the American church bodies urged the

State Department in July to take whatever steps were neces-

sary to protect the Eastern Christians. A prompt, definite

American demand, supported if necessary by the American
naval units present, would probably have prevented, certainly

greatly minimized, the Smyrna fire and massacres. Al-

mighty God will hold our Government re-

sponsible for its inaction while thousands
were murdered and deported, and for

failure to protect against the defiant,

heartless, brutal Kemalist announcement
that all refugees not removed by today,

Saturday, would be deported, which depor-

tation means thousands more added to the
dead in the previous Turkish deportations.

Will not our Government realize its

opportunity and responsibility as a great
Christian nation, politically disinterested,

to demand that the burnings, outrages
and massacres cease, and thus effectively

prevent the horrible repetition in Con-
stantinople and Thrace of the 1915 Sam-
soun and the Smyrna horrors? I believe

worldwide humanity would tremendously
approve. Who would dare condemn a

prohibition of further such horrors?

He said the following to a corre-

spondent (New York Times) :

It is no use for our Government to play
the ostrich. It is no use for the State De-
partment to stick its head in the sands of

domestic politics and say it has no interest

in thi^ business. Millions of church people
in the United States during the past
century worked to better the lot of the
people in Turkey, Armenians in particular.

AVe have worked and toiled to this end,

and now on behalf of the churches of the
United States I want to know if we intend
to allow the Turks with impunity, so far

as we are concerned, to continue their

massacres until all these Christians are
wiped out and our good work with them.

If the Turks are allowed to go into

Constantinople and Thrace as conquerers,
you will probably see a repetition of the

on a larger scale. Is the United StatesSmyrna horrors
going to help England prevent that?

I know that what I advocate might mean war, but if

necessary it would be justifiable. And it would not be so
much of a war. Australia has said she can send as many
soldiers to Anatolia as the Turks have. It is not sensible,

nor reasonable, to admit that five or six million Turks, with
perhaps 100,000 effectives, can defy the whole world. If

America would join with England in calling the bluff of the
Turks and their friends, there would probably be no war.

It is the opinion of observers that, if when the Turks
arrived at Smyrna the American naval ships in Turkish
waters had pointed their guns over the city and demanded
there be no fires and m.assacres, there would have been
none. I talked Avith an American bluejacket, who told me
that under his orders he had to stand on the streets of

Smyrna and see Turks drag forth a young girl and violate
her in public. He could do nothing, such were his orders.
Does not that picture of a bluejacket on a Smyrna street
corner represent the attitude of the American Government?
As it will be seen in America, the French action amounts
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Chanak, on the Dardanelles

to helping people who are abut;ing their position to massacre

and oppress those whom Americans have befriended. Had
it not been for French support the Turkish Nationalists

would certainly not be in their arrogant attitude of today,

and consequently the Christians in Turkey would not be in

the same danger. It may be that the French will find that

their standing in the United States will suffer by their

present role in the Near East.

On October 2 Secretary Hughes replied to Bishop Can-

non by cable as follows:

Your telegram of September 30 reached me this morning.

In the present situation which has resulted from the clash

of arms, the defeat of the Greek forces, the incidents of the

retreat and the reprisals effected, not only have we done all

that is possible for relief and in aid of the refugees, but we
have exerted in an appropriate manner our influence against

all acts of cruelty and oppression.

On September 8, before the burning of Smyrna, the American
High Commissioner at Constantinople voiced this country's

feeling in earnestly impressing upon the Turkish Nationalist

authorities the importance of taking the most energetic steps

to insure the population of the occupied territories against

reprisal. Instructions have been sent to continue and urge
these representations and to emphasize the importance of

immediate peaceful settlement in the interest of humanity.

I have stated this Government's unequivocal approval of

the allied proposals to insure effectively the protection of

the Christian minorities and the freedom of the Straits.

American officials have intervened to secure the prolongation
of the time limit for the evacuation of the refugees from
Smyrna, and thousands have been evacuated as a result of

American initiative.

You will also recall that in June last we agreed to join in

an inquiry which we hoped would place responsibility and
prevent the recurrence of atrocities.

Keenly alive to every humanitarian interest involved, this

Government has not failed in any way to make the sentiment
of the American people understood and to take every ap-
propriate action. It is hardly necessary to add that we have
taken proper measures for the protection of American in-

terests.

As you are probably aware, the executive has no authority
to go beyond this, and there has been no action by Congress
which would justify this Government in an attempt by
armed forces to pacify the Near East or to engage in acts
of war in order to accomplish the results you desire with
respect to the inhabitants of that teri-itory and to determine
the problems which have vexed Europe for generations.

Charles E. Hughes.
Secretary of State.

Athletics.

The World's Series of games to settle the baseball cham-
pionship began on October 4; for the second year in suc-
cession the New York Giants of the National League and
the New York Yankees of the American League being the

contenders. The Giants won the first game, 3 to 2. The
second game ended in a ten-inning tie (3-3), owing to dark-
ness.

At Lexington, Kentucky, on October 4, Peter Manning
lowered the world's one-mile record (his own of 1:57) for

trotters to 1:56%.

At Westbury, Long Island, on October 4, the "Big Four"
Meadow Brook polo team (James C. Cooley, Thomas Hitch-

cock, Jr., J. Watson Webb, Devereux Milburn) defeated the

Argentine team (John B. Miles, J. D. Nelson, David B.

Miles, Lewis L. Lacey). It was a grand game.

Notes.

Congress adjourned on September 22, almost its last act

being the appropriation of $200,000 for relief of victims of

the Smyrna tragedy. The President on the same date

signed the Coal Commission bill and the Coal Distribution

and Price Control bill.

The tests of our new bombing Martin airplanes, built in

competition with British and French planes, are being

followed with interest.

The Special Grand Jury on the Herrin massacre has

brought in a total of 214 indictments.

British Empire Notes
Ireland.

The Provisional Parliament of the Free State is debating

the draft of the Constitution. It has by proclamation

offered amnesty to all irregulars who voluntarily surren-

der by October 15.

It is to be noted that since intervention by British troops

at Belleek on the Donegal border early in June and the

establishment thereafter of a neutral zone, there has been

practically no trouble on the borderlands of Ulster and the

Free State.

Reduction of the British External Debt.

In his speech before the convention of the American
Bankers' Association the other day, Mr. Lament pointed out

that since 1919 England has paid off £275,000,000 of her ex-

ternal debt; the equivalent of one and one-third America's

entire national debt before the war.

Aversion to War.
No wonder that the British middle classes and British

Labor are willing to make sacrifices of British pride in

order to avert war in the Near East—for economic rea-

sons. The income tax is 5 shillings in the pound (it was
6), and the registered unemployed number 1,250,000. Yet
it is thought Lloyd George convinced the Labor leaders, in

an interview he had with them, that his firm (it then

seemed firmer than later it proved) attitude towards Mus-
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tapha Kemal was right—likely to be cheaper both in blood

and shillings than a submissive policy.

The League of Nations

THE third League Assembly ended its labors on Septem-

ber 30, the Council continuing in session a few days

longer to complete business relating to Austria.

The instrument embodying the League's plan for the sal-

vation of Austria has been completed and signed. A Com-
missioner of the League of Nations will supervise the ap-

plication of reforms. Great Britain, France, Italy, and
Czechoslovakia have guaranteed the loan, the most impor-

tant feature of the plan.
* * *

The number of non-permanent members of the League
Council has been increased from four to six, the number of

permanent members remaining at four. But since unanim-

Edwin Levick.

Miss Glenna Collett (aged 19) of Providence,R. I.,winning the Na-
tional Womens Golf Championship at White Sulphur Springs, Va.

ity is required in important decisions, the smaller Powers
cannot tyrannize over the big ones. The non-permanent
members for the ensuing twelve months are Brazil, Spain,

Uruguay, Belgium, Sweden, and China.

* * *

A strenuous effort was made to persuade the Assembly
to intervene in the Near East imbroglio. It failed, but a

rather vague resolution seems to empower the Council to

use its good offices when a ripe opportunity offers. This

resolution may probably be construed as authorizing the

Council to accept on behalf of the League the guardianship

of the Straits should it be formally offered pursuant to one

of the proposals in the Allied note of September 23 to Mus-
tapha Kemal.

The Assembly resolved that a peace treaty with Turkey
should provide for a national home for the Armenians.

There has been much talk of the League Council taking

over the functions of the Reparations Commission. Only
talk, but more and more heard.

Turkey, etc.

A Delicate Situation.

LLOYD GEORGE was not able to make good his asser-

tion that he would concede nothing to Mustapha
Kemal in advance of an international conference. The
pressure from France and Italy and from powerful and
numerous elements in Britain (including, apparently, the

greater part of the British press) was too strong. The
British Government on September 23 joined with the

French and Italian Governments in the following proposals

to Mustapha Kemal, which reached that hero by wireless

and cable on the 24th:

A promise that peace terms shall include Turkish sover-

eignty over Eastern Thrace up to the Maritza, including

Adrianople and Constantinople.
The guardianship of the Straits and assurance of their

freedom to be transferred to the League of Nations ; certain

Straits zones to be demilitarized.

The great Allies to approve, should Turkey apply for

admission to the League of Nations.
The above on condition that Mustapha Kemal pledge

participation in a conference in the near future to include
representatives of Britain, France, Italy, Turkey, Greece,
Rumania, Jugoslavia (and Japan?) ; and that he pledge
himself to abstain from all acts of military aggression pend-
ing the results of the conference.

Should Mustapha Kemal assent to the above proposals,

a meeting of Turkish, Greek, and Allied oflScers to take
place at Mudania at the earliest practicable date, to arrange
a military convention.

Notwithstanding Mustapha Kemal's receipt of these pro-

posals on the 24th, on the 25th Turkish cavalry entered the

Chanak "neutralized" zone, and detachments continued to

pass into that zone until the British position at Chanak
Kalessi was closely invested; but, as the British airmen re-

ported, invested only by cavalry—no infantry, no artillery,

very few machine guns—nothing really dangerous against

British infantry trebly intrenched and British artillery of

all calibres ashore and afloat. Was Mustapha Kemal bluff-

ing, perhaps noisily diverting attention from a more impor-

tant concentration Ismid-way? These cavalrymen behaved

in a most irritating manner—apparently trying to provoke

the British into firing on them. To General Harington's

protests Kemal replied that he "had not been informed of

any neutral zone having been established between the Gov-

ernments concerned and the Government of the National

Assembly";—impudent and mendacious, for only a year

ago Kemal's commander at Ismid and a representative of

Harington together marked out the limits of the Chanak
and Ismid "neutralized" zones. And not less impudently

in another note Kemal demanded that the British, "like the

French and Italians," withdraw their troops from the Asi-

atic side of the Straits; should they do so, he would
"slightly withdraw his forces from the neutral zones." In

face of such impudence and provocation General Harington

and his subordinates maintained an imperturbable front,

prepared to fire if fired upon, but declining to fire the first

shot; Harington repeatedly urging Kemal to meet him.

The tension was extreme. There was very good reason for

thinking that Kemal did not sincerely desire peace, and for

inferring that he expected active French, if not also Ital-

ian, assistance in a war with Britain.

But on the 29th M. Franklin-Bouillon, the same who ne-

gotiated with Kemal the French-Angoran treaty in connec-

tion with the French evacuation of Cilicia, arrived in

Smyrna, and since that time, and presumably in conse-

quence of the Frenchman's representations, Kemal has held

a more conciliatory tone. He agreed to the proposed Mu-
dania conference, an all-important first step towards
peace. It is probable that Franklin-Bouillon disabused

Kemal's mind of certain misconceptions, especially the

monstrous one that France would fight with the Turks
against the British; and that he persuaded Kemal that he
would consult his true interest by accepting the Allied pro-

posals of September 23, and the more so as these proposals

might reasonably be construed as morally committing the

Allies to get the Greeks out of Thrace.

Turkish, Greek, and Allied officers met at Mudania on the

3rd. At this writing (the night of the 5th) there is con-

flict in the latest reports of that conference. One report
declares that a convention has been signed by all the rep-

resentatives, providing for evacuation of Thrace by the

Greeks and of the neutralized Straits zones by the Turks,
Allied troops to superintend the Greek withdrawal and to

garrison Eastern Thrace until after a definitive peace
treaty has been signed at a great international conference.

Another report avers that the Greek representatives refuse
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to sign away Eastern Thrace. For a fresh embarrassment

was created by

The Greek Revolution.

On September 27, in face of a revolt which started amonp
the 80,000 Greek soldiers on the Island of Mytilene and

which spread with almost incredible rapidity throughout

the Greek army and navy, King Constantine of Greece ab-

dicated in favor of Crown Prince George. A Revolutionary

Committee of twelve officers with an Executive Committee

of three, including Colonel Gonatas, the father of the revo-

lution, took charge of the Government, chose a Cabinet, and

announced elections for a new National Assembly in No-

vember, the old Assembly passing at once into limbo. The
Revolutionary Committee declared for a policy of rap-

prochement with the Entente and for a finish fight to keep

Eastern Thrace; aims inharmonious. They called out two

army classes, invited volunteers, and appealed to the coun-

try to support their resolution to hold Eastern Thrace.

They may have lighted a fire they cannot put out. It is

not certain what instructions they gave the Greek represen-

tatives at Mudania. But let us suppose the latter were
instructed to sign agreement to evacuate Thrace and that

they have so signed. That may not, however, be the end of

the matter. For if, as some reports indicate, the Greek

revolution is a truly national affair, if the Greek people are

filled with a passionate resolution to hold Eastern Thrace

comparable to Nationalist sentiment in Turkey, and if the

Greek army in Eastern Thrace is resolved, despite discreet

counsels in Athens and despite Allied persuasions, to hold

on to Eastern Thrace, you have there, as Lloyd George

would say, a pretty kettle of fish. Exact information would

be most acceptable as to the size of the Greek army in

Thrace, as to its morale and disposition, as to the possible

limit of its effective recruitment, and as to its equipment

and sources of supply, especially with respect to artillery

and ammunition in the several kinds. Suppose the Greek

people passionately, profoundly resolved to keep Eastern

Thrace, and the Greek army ditto; what's to be done about

it? Will the Allies use force on the Greeks? Or will they

allow the Turks to send troops to deal with them? In the

latter case, what would the Serbs do? It is said that the

Serbs have an understanding with the Greeks; that they

will not consent to the appearance of a large Turkish force

in Europe. The Turks, unassisted, would have heavy going

against the Serbs, who have 200,000 soldiers afoot and can
mobilize 600,000. This sort of speculation is by no means
wild. There's no end to the possibilities, should the Greeks
really "buck."

The Proposed International Conference.

On the other hand, suppose that the Greek revolution is

no such thorough-paced thing as above imagined, that the

Greek army is evacuated from Eastern Thrace without
any untoward development. Then presumably the Turks
will withdraw from the Ismid and Chanak zones and an
international conference will follow to draw up a definitive

treaty of peace. For Ismet Pasha announced at Mudania
on behalf of the Angoran Government the acceptance by
the latter, "in principle," of the Allied proposals of Sep-
tember 23. Though this was not the full acceptance called

for in the proposals as a condition precedent of the Muda-
nia conference, the Allied representatives contented them-
selves with it; and the Angora Government cannot, without
prejudicing the entire negotiation, propose important con-
ditions out of keeping with the tenor of the Allied pro-
posals. It is probable, however, that, should the Angora
Government ask for participation of Russia and Bulgaria
in discussions of future arrangements for the Straits, the
Allies will acquiesce.

That international peace conference promises to be rather
more interesting than any conference in previous history.

It is by no means certain that it will not break up in a
general row. For there are certain countries in the Bal-

kans which are sure to protest with exceeding vigor against

the reappearance of Turkey as a military power in Europe.

Britain will back the protest, if Lloyd George's utterances

have any worth. And France? Well, if France opposes

it and backs the Turks to the limit, that system of alliances

the French have built up, of which the Little Entente is so

essential a part, may suffer a shrewd jolt. And if the Mus-
covite is admitted to the conference, there's no telling what
intrigues he may be up to. Altogether, it promises to be a

merry party.

The Smyrna Refugees.

The Turkish authorities have permitted the evacuation

of Christian refugees from Smyrna except males between
the ages of fifteen and fifty; the latter being herded into

the interior. They also at last consented that Greek ships

(flying some other flag than Greek) join in the work of

evacuation. It is hoped that with fifteen Greek ships, sev-

eral ships chartered by the composite American relief or-

ganization, the four American destroyers, British war-
ships, and presumably other Allied ships, it will be possible

by October 8 (the time limit set by the Turkish authorities

for evacuation) to evacuate almost all the refugees (except

the males of military age), though at last report refugees
were still pouring in from the interior. Under American
direction a well-organized ferry service between Smyrna
and the island of Mytilene has been in operation. It is

estimated that the total of refugees evacuated will reach
400,000. According to Mr. Jaquith, managing director for
the Near East Relief, food is needed for 260,000, 140,000
having been cared for; the 260,000 being scattered through
the Greek isles and in Athens, Saloniki, Rodosto, and other
places. The island of Mytilene has the largest number and
the most emergent cases. These poor wretches are said to

be crazed with hunger.

[A report just arrived states that the Mudania confer-
ence was suspended on the afternoon of October 5, owing
to a disagreement. The press does not pretend to furnish
anything more valuable than conjecture as to the cause. It

is thought that the conference will be resumed after the
Allied and Greek representatives have communicated with
their respective Governments.]

Notes.

Twelve of our destroyers have left for the Levant to

reinforce Admiral Bristol's present strength of eight de-
stroyers. The object of sending them is "to protect Ameri-
can interests

and furnish

supplies."
* * *

V e n i z elos

was invited

by the Revo-
1 u t i ona r y
Committee of

Greece to

r e p r esent
Greece at the

proposed i n-

ternational
conference to

settle the
Turkish
problems,
and to be-

come Greek
Ambassador-
at-Large to

the capitals

of Europe.
He is said to

have notified

the Revolu-

Darling.

What are you going to do when a fellow that
was called out on first insists on stealing home?
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George, King of Greece, succeeding his father Constantine, who
abdicated

tionary Committee that he will not act as Ambassador-at-
Large unless the Greek Government assures him that it

proposes to give up Eastern Thrace. However, he wants
the Allies to occupy Eastern Thrace long enough to give

the Christian population a chance to withdraw. He wants
to enlist the support of the United States Government in

this connection.
* * *

Former King Constantine of Greece and his former
Queen Sophia sailed for Sicily on the 30th on a vessel fur-

nished by the Revolutionary Committee. "The departure
was without ceremony."

* * *

Prior to the Allies' decision to return Eastern Thrace to

Turkish sovereignty, the Bulgarian Government addressed

a note to the great Powers, urging that the best solution

of the Thracian question would be autonoiyiy for the whole

of Thrace. A still better idea, some think, is an autono-

mous state to include all Thrace and Macedonia, and to be

under the direction of the League of Nations; the League
to be guaranteed by the Powers whatever military force

might be needed. These suggestions, of course, are now of

on.y academic interest.

A Nasty Rumor
Ir is said in some quarters that the French think seri-

ously of evacuating the northern part of Syria, which
(so this alleged information goes) is now practically in

the hands of bandits; in which case it would doubtless re-

vert to Turkey. It is further alleged in this connection

that the Turkish National Pact lays down a southern

boundary which slices off a strip of Syria (held by the

French) and a strip of Mesopotamia containing the Mosul
oil fields, held by the British. [No such thing appears in

the text of the National Pact made public, but there might
be an unpublished clause to that effect.] Rumor now takes
wing and declares that the French are negotiating a deal

with the Turks, whereby France, evacuating northern

Syria, would receive a concession of all rights of exploita-

tion in the Mosul oil fields. One does not wish to credit

this rumor, one must not credit it; yet in the Near East
anything in the way of huggermugger intrigue is possible.

End of the Negotiations at Chang Chun
THE negotiations between representatives of Japan and

of Soviet Russia and the Far Eastern Republic, at

Chang Chun in Manchuria, have been broken off. Joffe,

the Muscovite representative, declared that any agreement
arrived at must be made between Japan, on the one part,

and Soviet Russia and the Far Eastern Republic jointly, on

the other. The negotiations thereupon halted. Apparently

Joffe had his way; the negotiation was resumed. Next
Joffe declared that he would not sign any agreement before

evacuation of all Jajpanese troops from Russian soil, in-

cluding Sakhalin; and Chita will make no agreement ex-

cept conjointly with Moscow. Ergo—an end; the Japanese,

while actually proceeding with the evacuation of all other

Siberian soil which has been in Japanese occupation, re-

fusing to evacuate northern Sakhalin until compensation

has been made for the Nikolaievsk affair—and not one

farthing will either Moscow or Chita pay for that.

The Japanese have evacuated the Siberian mainland op-

posite Sakhalin and it is reported that by the end of Octo-

ber the Japanese evacuation of Siberia will be complete

except for northern Sakhalin.

Several Things

IN his speech to the convention of the American Bankers'

Association the other day, Mr. Lamont made the fol-

lowing statements:

That last year France reduced the trade balance against

her from an adverse figure of 23,000,000,000 francs to

2,000,000,000 francs.

That since the war the French people have invested 100,-

000,000,000 francs in their own Government securities.

The leper colony on Culion Island, the Philippines, is the

largest in the world—5,100 lepers. Leprosy is no longer

considered incurable. Ghaulmaugra oil has been in effec-

tive use a great many years for leprosy, but recently cer-

tain improvements in the manner of its application have

very greatly increased its effectiveness.

* * *

According to a writer in the Fortnightly Review, from

3912, when General Lyautey undertook the administration

of Morocco, to 1920, the trade of Morocco increased from

178 million francs value to 1,057 million francs ; imports

from 10 millions to 813 millions, exports from 67 millions

to 244 millions. When one considers the work accomplished

in the narrow span of ten years: the pacification and con-

ciliation, the making of ports, railways, and highways, the

irrigation of vast tracts, the building of new towns ''with-

out destruction of the old), the development of education

on an ingenious plan, much else—one must coucede to

Lyautey the title of one of the greatest colonial adminis-

trators of all time.

* * *

The population of Poland in September, 1921 (exclusive

of ihe portion of Upper Silesia assigned to Poland and of

the Vilna district), was 25,406,103. The largest city of

Poland is Warsaw—931,000; the next largest Lodz

—

452,000.

* * *

The fourth congress of the Third Internationale is to be

held in Petrograd in November.
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Will Producers Stage a Revolt ?

By Charles Moreau Harger

HERE is an excerpt from a letter written a few
days ago by a fairly well-to-do farmer of Kan-
sas. He has lived on a farm all his life and

has generally prospered, yet he wrote asking for the

terms on which he might cash in his life insurance

policy in order that he might secure some ready money.

He added:

I have actually had to make a farm hand of myself in

order to cut expenses. We are certainly meeting with niosi

unsatisfactory business methotls from our banks. What has
gotten wrong with them to try to make every farmer pay up
all his debts at onceV It is creating a most disastrous feeling

among our young generation. 1 know four young persons
of our neighborhood who have already given up farming and
gone elsewhere to get positions. Conditions were never so
discouraging—many have given up their entire wheat crop
to help out and what they will do during the winter I cannot
figure. Farming cannot be carried on under such conditions,
1 am certain.

We have heard much of the financial situation in the

farm country and this is merely one expression of how
many producers feel at this time. Some of the dis-

quietude is doubtless due to the low price of wheat,

compared with a year ago and earlier. When the crop

was ready for market a rail strike hampered trans-

portation to a degree that made it impossible to move
grain as rapidly as it was offered. After two months
of marking time, the strike was partly settled, but,

though wheat prices bulged, cars were not ready. On
this income the producer had depended for funds with

which to liquidate, in part at least, his indebtedness.

Banks, merchants, mortgagees, all were waiting and,

naturally, sought to secure their payments.

The producer has been accommodated by heavy loans

of various kinds. The War Finance Corporation has

taken over something like $400,000,000 of them for a

maximum period of three years and is taking more.

Some banks have suspended because they could not col-

lect loans as fast as deposits were withdrawn. Others

have charged off loans liberally and, while in far from
normal condition, will be able to withstand the strain.

The farmer seems, however, to visit his censure on

these creditors, who naturally seek reimbursement as

rapidly as it can be obtained. Will he translate this

feeling into terms of politics and endeavor to stage a

revolt at the polls, not merely against the party in power
locally and nationally, but in the effort to set up poli-

cies framed especially for his own interests? This

question is just now troubling the managers of cam-
paigns and they are by no means certain just what is

to be its answer. They recall that the People's Party

movement over the Middle West in the nineties was
preceded by similar unrest. Populism began mildly and
meekly with the Farmers' Alliance, a protest against

financial ills, then swung into a full-blown political or-

ganization which elected Governors, Congressmen, and

Senators at its will.

No organization exactly paralleling the Farmers' Al-

liance now exists; in its place are farmers' unions,

granges, wheat-growers' associations, farm bureaus,

theoretically divorced from politics except as they stand

for certain laws that are in the farmer's interest and

in general centre in the farm-bloc movement. It is not

^inlikely that we shall see in the State legislatures next

winter farm-blocs operating on a plan similar to that in

Congress. Just what they will seek to obtain is in-

definite. State-owned elevators are advocated in the
wheat belt, regardless of the disastrous experience of
North Dakota; cooperative banks are less popular than
two years ago when deposits were increasing instead of
falling off; better marketing systems and rural credit
plans have their advocates; lower taxes and abolition
of tax-free securities appeal generally. The farm
programme is not crystallized into concrete demands
and it may be that many more or less weird schemes
will be proposed. However, that is entirely aside from
the present political outlook and the part the farmer
will play in the coming elections.

Strenuous efforts have been made to unite the farmers
in political action. Conferences have been held and
propaganda distributed through every possible chan-
nel. But the efforts have resulted in no cohesive action.

The farmer-labor movement was getting some start

when along came the strike. The producer, aggravated
by the interference with transportation, refused to join

forces with the labor unions. The Non-Partisan
League was making headway when the fiasco in North
Dakota discredited it in other States where organization
was being undertaken. A. C. Townley, former head
and organizer of the League, stated the other day that

conditions have made it impossible for the League to

attain prominence—there are too many classes of per-

sons against it. He believes that the farmer can,

however, be mobilized under some other banner. In

Nebraska there is a "Progressive" party growing out
of tax-problems, and, while not holding a premier place,

thanks to clashes of rival ambitions, it has with the

aid of the League managed to exert some influence as

a balance of power in deciding the nominations of

the old parties. Indeed, in the later manifestations

and efforts to combine forces Nebraska has led the

Western States, where agrarian movements must of

necessity have their origin. Kansas, the sponsor for

the Populists, has thus far concerned itself with ad-

vocacy of laws and methods and remained without a

definite farm-party movement—several conventions

called for that purpose having failed to arouse en-

thusiasm.

The psychology of a rural community seldom makes
for rapid action. The producer sees many things

awry; he thinks of them as he follows the plow or

drives the herd, but when it comes to action he is

suspicious of self-appointed leaders. Hence move-
ments in his own behalf take time. It is only when
some seeming crisis arises that the farmsteads are

swept by a political whirlwind. Probably such move-
ments were more easily started before daily papers,

telephones, and motor-car communication equipped

farmers to discuss these subjects from all angles.

The war gave the farmer a world outlook; he had for

years been familiar with local conditions, but had taken

little account of influences overseas. Today he visual-

izes larger things. The first hint of war clouds in the

Near East, for instance, immediately affected his will-

ingness to market wheat—he deduced from his reading

that a war meant larger demand for America's surplus

grain. The cold fact is that the American farmer has
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progressed greatly in the past four years so far as

concerns familiarity with governmental and financial

problems. He has taken a broader view and is in a

position to discuss clearly matters in which he formerly

took small interest, or on which he held but fragmentary

opinions. This does not necessarily mean, however,

that he has entirely patterned his system of agriculture

to best advantage—one-crop farming is far too com-

mon and diversified methods of production are far too

little developed. His vision is of a future in which

his income can be clearly foreseen at the time he plants

his seed—an ideal condition that has never been real-

ized in the history of agriculture. Of course, he does

not put it so directly as that ; he demands a profit from

his output and such a system of marketing as will

enable him to secure it.

To accomplish this he counts on some reformation

of marketing systems, some legislation that will lessen

the middleman's profit, some reduction of fixed over-

head charges such as taxes, and to some extent the

interest rates charged by banks and loaning agencies.

Just how these desires are to be realized he is not

certain, but he does feel that in some way he is not

receiving a fair chance with other business enterprises.

Possibly a year or two may lessen this feeling of in-

equality, and as the nation climbs steadily back to a

normal adjustment of affairs there will be greater

satisfaction. Just now the lack of ready cash, the

pressure of debts, the need of every dollar in several

directions is the dominant irritant. Naturally there is

a reaction and an effort to voice the protest.

Experienced politicians have canvassed this condi-

tion seriously for many months and are yet uncertain

just what it portends. Such factors as the tariff, the

bonus bill, and local tax rates, make the situation suffi-

ciently complicated to warrant many interpretations.

Indications are, however, that the present campaign
and the election will see no organized revolt on the part
of the producer. He may refrain from voting with
"a plague o' both their houses" or he may leave one
party for the other, but that any considerable sweep
of rural ballots will upset the outlook in political head-
quarters seems unlikely—except where local conditions

affect isolated candidates.

The rural vote is ready for leadership in united

action. Potentially it can change the political com-
plexion of Congress from the farm states, elect legis-

latures and executives—provided it is acting under
leadership. Should the present attitude of the farm
country persist for another two years, should the pro-

ducer continue to feel himself aggrieved and should

he find a concrete issue, we shall probably see an alto-

gether different situation in 1924. That there can be
a farmer-labor party appears altogether unlikely; the

interests of the two elements are separate—the farmer
wants to sell high and buy low, the laborer wants high

wages for manufacturing or transporting commodities
and wants to buy the farmer's products cheaply. The
farmer if he is to act politically must act alone. He
may find the agricultural bloc the nucleus for his move-
ment should he decide so to organize. But it will

require time, and a real issue that appeals to his pocket-

book without endangering what investment he already

possesses. The present campaign presents few indi-

cations of possible united action on the part of the

farmers. If, however, the rural depression continues,

the next election may witness some very striking de-

velopments which will upset many political calculations.

Political Leaders
By Fabian Franklin

T[HERE are popular expressions," says G. K.

Chesterton in the opening chapter of his bril-

liant study of Charles Dickens, "which every

one uses and no one can explain; which the wise man
will accept and reverence, as he reverences desire or

darkness or any elemental thing. The prigs of the de-

bating club will demand that he should define his terms.

And being a wise man he will flatly refuse." It is the

term "great man" that Mr. Chesterton has in mind, and

he goes on to say

:

In everyday talk, or in any of our journals, we may
find the loose but important phrase, "Why have we no great

men today? Why have we no great men like Thackeray,

or Carlyle, or Dickens?" Do not let us dismiss this expres-

sion because it appears loose or arbitrary. "Great" does

mean something, and the test of its actuality is to be found

by noting how instinctively and decisively we do apply

it to some men and not to others ; above all, how we apply

it to four or five men in the Victorian era, four or five men
of whom Dickens was not the least.

The term "leader" is by no means so loose or so arbi-

trary as the term "great man;" yet the task of devising

a satisfactory definition of it would be not at all an

easy one. Of course I am speaking of really great

leaders, of men who are not merely in the position of

formally recognized leadership, but who exercise the

kind of influence on their generation which gives to the

term "leader" an impressive significance. Understand-

ing the term in that broad sense, it will be found, I be-

lieve, by any one who essays the task, that the qualities

or achievements which mark a public man as unmis-

takably a leader are almost as elusive, or at all events

almost as varied and even contradictory, as are those

which distinguish the "great man"; and he will be

almost tempted to fall back on Chesterton's simple test

—our instinctive and decisive recognition of leader-

ship when we see it embodied in a given individual.

At the present time in our own country—and to a very

great, though not an equal, extent in the chief countries

of Europe—there is general lament over the almost

complete absence of great leaders, whether in or out of

office. With Roosevelt dead and Wilson on the shelf,

there is not to be seen, anywhere in either party or out-

side of the two parties, the figure of a powerful leader

in our public life. This is not to say that there is a

total absence of great abilities in the country, or even

of great and recognized abilities. In the Cabinet itself,

we have at least two figures of the first importance

each in his way; Secretary Hughes and Secretary

Hoover are personalities certainly of leadership size

—

to paraphrase the current expression referring to

aspirants for the Presidency. Mr. Hughes has more

than made good the high expectations that were enter-

tained of him when he was selected for his present
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post; and if this cannot perhaps as yet be said of IVIr.

Hoover, his previous record of unique and momentous
achievement fully suffices to warrant his rank as a big

man. But, after all, leadership is leadership; and the

distinctive marks of leadership are not to be seen in

active form in any of the men foremost in public sta-

tion at this time. What the next two years may bring

forth is another question; Mr. Hughes or Governor
Miller, for instance, may come forward into genuine

national leadership. And among the younger men in

public life, and those who at this critical time are turn-

ing their attention to public affairs, there is more than

one of whom hopes of leadership may justly be enter-

tained.

It would be an interesting exercise, for some one

more skilled in such discussion than I can pretend to

be, to take up, in turn, the names of all the conspicuous

leaders of the past fifty years, say, and seriously to

analyze the nature of the qualities or achievements to

•which they owe their possession of that title. Take
such a case as that of Thomas B. Reed, who made the

Speakership of the House for a considerable period the

storm centre of our politics. It would be rather diffi-

cult to say in what specific action—except for his tri-

umphant boldness in establishing the Speaker's su-

premacy in the House—he was different from half a

dozen other notable Republicans of his time. Yet there

•was no mistaking the fact that he was a leader, nor can

there be much doubt that, had he been nominated and
elected to the Presidency instead of McKinley, he would
have become one of the big outstanding figures of our

history. In his case, it was the large personality which
(apart from his brilliant wit) marked his eminence; so

that when, at a critical period in the nation's affairs, he

suddenly retired from politics, everybody felt that a

big void had been created in our public life.

On the other hand, in the case of Grover Cleveland,

we had, in addition to a powerful personality and
rugged integrity of character, an inflexible devotion to

fundamental convictions. Cleveland's intellect was not

extraordinarv', except in point of clearness ; the honesty
of his nature in questions of public morality was
matched by the honesty of his mind in dealing with any
question that he discussed. But in his case the lead-

ership in specific matters was even more manifest than
that somewhat intangible leadership which goes with
the recognition of personality and character. To name
but one out of several almost equally remarkable in-

stances, his stand in preserving the soundness of our
currency was an instance of leadership such as it would
be difficult to match in the history of representative

government; with his own party thoroughly unsound,
and the opposite party half unsound—by the way. Sena-
tor Lodge, the "scholar in politics," was one of the

worst of the Republicans—he held the fort year after

year until finally the sentiment of the country ral-

lied to the standard which he had so staunchly preserved
from destruction. Cleveland was a great leader, beyond
all peradventure ; and his name is still an inspiration to

those who cherish the best ideals of American gov-

ernment.

These are but random remarks; I say a word about
one or another notable name as it occurs to me; and
somehow that of Gladstone presents itself naturally at

this juncture. Not because he was like Cleveland, to be

sure, but because he was unlike him; and of course I

do not mean to imply that the career of Cleveland looms

anything like as big in history as that of Gladstone.

But the point is, that while it is extremely easy to say

what Cleveland's leadership consisted in—for it is as

plain as a pikestaff and as simple as the alphabet— it is

very difficult to say just what Gladstone's leadership

consisted in. But the fact of Gladstone's leadership is

incomparably more manifest and indisputable than that

of a man like Cleveland. Half the British people,

through something like two generations, idolized Glad-

stone and were ready to follow wherever he led; of

which if any proof were necessary, nothing could be

more impressive than what happened when the dra-

matic break occurred in that long-standing and pro-

found loyalty. When Gladsone's Irish Home Rule policy

caused the great split in the Liberal party, the seces-

sion of the Liberal Unionists, the grief of his followers,

above all of his devoted friend John Bright, was such

as belongs rather to the realm of high tragedy than that

of political affairs. If we want to know what leadership

can mean, and the difference between it and that pale

semblance of leadership which we all recognize as not

being the real thing, one can do no better than ponder

the story of the Liberal Unionist secession from Mr.

Gladstone's Liberal party.

If one were to ask whether Mr. Gladstone, when in

his old age he determined on this great step, was in

that very act playing the part of a great leader, one

would find abundant material for discussion. Had it

not been for the opposition of the House of Lords, Mr.

Gladstone's plan would have been put through many
years ago—many years before the Great War ; and what

that might have meant to the tranquillity of Ireland, of

the British Empire, and of the world, it is somewhat

awful now to contemplate. Of course a statesman is

under bonds to consider not only what is right or desir-

able, and what may be accomplished, but what is likely

to be accomplished; yet even from that standpoint it

would be rash in the extreme to assert that Mr. Glad-

stone was wrong. The thing he sought, as it turned

out, was not attainable; but it by no means follows that

he had not reasonable grounds for believing that it was

attainable. Moreover, his whole career furnishes an

extremely strong presumption that he did have good

reasons for so believing.

The great charge made against Gladstone by that

half of England which hated and despised him as ar-

dently as the other half adored him was that he was
insincere, .ready to change his opinions whenever he

found it to his advantage to do so. He was profoundly

effective in presenting the reasons for his position, how-

ever different it might be from that which at a previous

time he had maintained; but this, so far from being im-

pressive to his enemies, gave occasion for the taunt that

Mr. Gladstone had a wonderful talent for improvising

life-long convictions. But the fact is that there was

no resemblance between Mr. Gladstone's changes of

position and those which characterize the ordinary op-

portunist politician—those, for example, which Mr.

Lloyd George has exhibited with such baffling fre-

quency during these last few years. Mr. Gladstone be-

gan his political career as the "rising hope of the stern

and unbending Tories," and ended it as the great leader

of British Liberalism; but the course by which he

passed from the one position to the other in his three-

score years of public life was like the massive and ma-
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jestic movement of a glacier, not the capricious bound-
ing of a mountain brook. He may not always have been
right, but there is no reason to doubt that he was al-

ways sincere. He may not have led his people in the

sense of marking out new goals before others discerned

them; but he did lead them in the sense of giving

strength and direction to their movements when the

rightness of the goal had become clear to his mind. To
him can be applied, as to hardly another of the great

line of England's political leaders, the characterization

in Tennyson's superb dedication "To the Queen"

:

And statesmen at her council met
Who knew the seasons when to take
Occasion by the hand, and make

The bounds of freedom wider yet.

By shaping some august decree
Which kept her throne unshaken still.

Broad-based upon her people's will

And compassed by the inviolate sea.

New York City in Fact and Fable
By Chester T. Crowell

IN speaking of the various subdivisions of our great

and glorious nation certain bromidic remarks are

always in place. Time and usage have sanctified

them. For instance, all Virginians are supposed to be

chivalric Southern gentlemen—all Texans are supposed
to be cowboys or to know a great deal about cattle, etc.,

etc. As a matter of fact, the chances are at least three

to one that a Texan knows cotton and not cattle, while

the Virginian may possibly be "pore white trash." As
for any nation or part of a nation producing only pirates

or poets, sailors or tenors, one has but to think a mo-
ment to realize the stupidity of such traditions.

New York City is a cold-blooded, dollar-chasing,

wicked, rushing maelstrom of humanity. Everyone
agrees to the fable. Never having heard anything to

the contrary, I assumed it was true. And now at the

close of two years in New York City I have the ma-
terial for a few remarks.

One of the first things I did on arriving in New York
City was to mount a Fifth Avenue 'bus. The conductor

informed me in a very courteous manner what the fare

was and how to insert the dime in that funny little reg-

ister he carries. Some fifteen minutes later it occurred

to the conductor that I was a stranger, and he climbed

back to the top of the 'bus to ask me where I was going,

to which I replied that it made no difference to me. He
then gave me a transfer and detailed directions about

taking the next 'bus to go as far north as the line ran.

There seemed to me nothing very brutally discourteous

about his behavior. Somewhere along about 180th

Street, I left the 'bus and entered the subway, return-

ing to the White Light section. As I recall it now, I

got lost both in Grand Central and Times Square sta-

tions. I used to specialize on getting lost in Times
Square. It was one of my favorite indoor sports. I

could enter the subway station at Times Square, turn

around three times and, on a bet, I couldn't exit by the

stairway I had just descended. To this day I never

have the remotest idea where I am going to come out

when I leave the subway station at Times Square. As
I said, I got lost. I hadn't discovered the green and

black lines. I just stood there looking lost. About
three out of every five persons who came along stopped

to give me directions. Not for me alone, but for every-

one. They still do. You can see it happen any after-

noon as the crowds go rushing through. You will see

some young fellow take hold of someone else's arm and
start him in the right direction; you will see index

fingers pointed up at the green or the black lines, and

you know that the person behind that finger is explain-

ing to some stranger how to find his way by following

the line.

There is a tradition out in "the provinces" that New
York City crowds will run over anyone who is slow. It

isn't true. New York City crowds do not move any

faster than crowds in Los Angeles or Dallas or Jack-

sonville or Indianapolis. They like to think they do,

but the fact is that crowds in American cities are re-

markably alike. Their dominant characteristic is their

good nature and patience. Scores of times I have seen

a woman accompanied by small children coming out of

the subway during the rush hours and I have seen men
pick up the children and carry them up the steps. It is

a sort of tradition of this big, heartless city of canni-

bals that whoever is nearest a child on the subway
steps will carry the child up. They push and jam and

elbow their way through every day, but rarely does

anyone get hurt. If you are the sort of person who
walks rapidly, judged by Kansas City standards, you

may expect to be annoyed by the slowmess of New York

crowds, just as you were at home.

I was discussing, recently, my impressions of the busy

throng in New York with a woman from the Middle

West. We were at the Hippodrome. She was warmly
defending the traditional bromide that New York City

is populated principally by cannibals, while I was main-

taining that people are a great deal alike all over this

country. We walked to the water-cooler and I was
reaching in my pocket for the necessary pennies to get

paper cups. I had none. The man ahead of me ob-

served this. He dropped two pennies into the slot and

presented us with cups. As we stood there drinking

our water I observed that quite a number of the persons

who came to drink had no pennies and that invariably

someone else provided the extra penny so that no one

failed to get a drink. I waited patiently for my friend

to observe this. After we had walked away I called her

attention to it, and she confessed that she had not no-

ticed it at all. Her only observation was that having to

stand in line to approach the drinking water was an-

noying. So it is, indeed. But when one considers for

a moment that the people in line will almost certainly

never see one another again, that they are from dif-

ferent parts of the country, or even from different na-

tions, that none of the ordinary neighborly interest of

a small community exists, it is inspiring to see how
ready and pleased they are to do little acts of kindness,

such as providing one another with pennies.

People from small towns know perfectly well that

certain acts of courtesy and politeness are a business
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asset. In fact, they are indispenable. If the com-

munity is small enough, in the course of time you are

certain to know what people think about even the ice-

man and newsboy, as well as the pastors and prominent

citizens. This information will be thrust upon you.

And so there are certiiin persons in these smaller places

who perform various neighborly acts for the same
reason that a department store buys advertising space

in the newspapers. But in New York City it is not so.

Very few persons know you. There is not the remotest

business reason for courtesy during the greater part

of the twenty-four hours of each day. You can be just

as boorish as your inclination suggests. There is only

about one chance in si.x million that any person whose
presence would humiliate you will observe your boorish-

ness. Taking all this into consideration, it seems to me
a tremendous tribute to human nature that there is so

much of courtesy in a place like New York City.

I recall with great pleasure what I consider the most
typical example I know of New York City courtesy.

Two girls, possibly sixteen or seventeen years old, were
standing close to the ticket window in the Wall Street

subway station. They had lost their money; they were
frightened and at the same time amused—and they

were searching their gloves and vanity boxes and coat

pockets for the second time. A tall man of prosperous

appearance, with rather a cold face and icy blue eyes,

overheard their conversation. He did not even glance

at them. He purchased three tickets, pushed the girls

through the gate ahead of him and dropped the neces-

sary tickets into the box. That was all there was to it.

My guess is that he didn't want them to thank him be-

cause it would have embarrassed him a trifle. New
York City is that way. If a thing has to be done Rome-
body will do it. I don't think the man felt the least bit

gallant. If he had said anything it would probably

have been, "Blundering young fools! Big enough to

have better sense. New York's no place to lose their

tickets."

New York is painfully sensitive on the subject of

posing. New York will go to war but shudders at the

thought of being lionized as a hero. New York will

give millions to feed the hungry, and take care of the

sick and shelter the orphan, but nearly collapses at the

thought of being praised for Christian charity. New
York is a beggar's paradise. I think the reason is that

so many of us came here scared half out of our wits

and we have never got entirely over it—the thought of

anyone hungry and lost and out of a job or perhaps
sick in New York seems much more terrible than the

same fate anywhere else. There is a tradition out in

"the provinces" that interest in the neighbors doesn't

exist anywhere else. They think people starve to death
across the hall from plenty in New York. It is my ex-

perience in New York apartment houses that one never
knows very much about the people across the hall, but
if anyone is in trouble the inherent gregarious instinct

of the human race asserts itself at once. People do help

each other in New York simply because they are neigh-

bors, but they do not feel called upon to associate with
each other simply on the ground they happen to be

neighbors.

There is a certain table d'hote restaurant where I dine

frequently and am expected to join a certain group at

a certain table. To see us sitting there at dinner a

stranger would think we had been intimate friends for

numy years. The fact is that I know very little about

any of tho.se persons except that they are obviously edu-

cated, have traveled, talk well, and we are always de-

lighted to see one another. In New York you are Bup-

posed to have sense enough to judge people and repose

faith in your judgment. If you cannot do that you are

a flathead. And I might add that if you cannot trust

your own judgment of people you are in for some awful

awakenings, no matter where you reside. At such

tables as this, intimate friendships often develop. But
one does not ask personal questions until one knows
that the other person will be pleased to answer. If

you do not belong in that restaurant the fact will be

apparent at once and you will be frozen out by the sort

of courtesy that has icicles on it.

But somewhere among the six millions of New
York your crowd is waiting for you. Somewhere
there is a group that would check you up immediately

if you made a mistake in the geography of your home
country, no matter whether it is in Idaho or in Labra-

dor. No matter how stupid you may be there is a

crowd somewhere in New York that carries just as

many cubic inches of ivory to the cranium as you do.

And no matter how great a specialist or artist you may
be, your crowd is waiting to hear you, a jury of your

peers. But if you wander into the wrong pew someone

is going to turn the calm and fishy eye upon you. If

you are a sensitive soul you may begin at once to yearn

for the friendly greetings of the man who drives the

mail hack back home. But find your crowd and you

can win a position in one week that you might spend

years failing to establish elsewhere. You can borrow
money, get a recommendation, or a chance to show your

wares almost at once. But don't try to bluff. For in-

stance, if you have never been to China don't try to

make anyone in New York think you have. The chances

are that the man across the table from you used to live

there. If you know a lot about steam-engines say so,

but for your own sake don't bluff. It will probably de-

velop that you are talking to the man who invented

steam. Just to show you how much chance there is to

impose upon New York with a little dramatizing of

yourself, I might remark that within three blocks of

my office are the American branches of the banks of

nearly all the nations of the earth; and scattered in

among them are the offices of nearly all the steamship

lines touching American ports. There is somebody

from almost everywhere right around the corner from

me.

If you wander in from the Yukon there is certain to

be someone who knows your story is true because he

has been there. He will be delighted to talk it over

with you—and pay the dinner check if you lack funds.

That's New York.

It amuses me to observe how readily New Yorkers

admit that their city is a wicked, wicked place with

many pitfalls for women. Not long ago I heard a New
Yorker aged fifty telling a woman aged twenty-four

that in this terrible place men often drive up to the

curb in their automobiles and follow pretty girls, invit-

ing them to take a ride.

"Don't you get in," he advised in solemn tones.

"I never will," the young woman replied, with a

twinkle in her eye. "Mamma warned me against that

danger back in Sioux City one morning while she was
tying my new red hair ribbons. It's old stuff there."
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New Books and Old

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
The Life and Letters of Walter

H. Page, by Burton J. Hen-
drick. Two vols. Doubleday.

The Tocsin of Revolt and Other
Essays, by Brander Mat-
thews. Scribner.

George Washington, by William
Roscoe Thayer. Houghton
Mifflin.

Where the Blue Begins, by
Christopher Morley. Double-
day.

Shouts and Murmurs, by Alex-
ander WooUcott. Century.

Frightful Plays, by Charles S.

Brooks. Harcourt.
Yankee Notions, by George S.

Bryan. Yale University Press.

THERE is little chance that any book
on public affairs more important

and more interesting than "The Life
and Letters of Walter H. Page"
(Doubleday, Page) will be published
this year, or for many a month to
come. Mr. Burton Hendrick has done
his work admirably—as a modest com-
piler and biographer he writes the
opening chapters upon Page's eaily
life, fills in the spaces between the
letters after the diplomatic period be-
gins, and lets his subject tell his own
story.

The charm of this story is that it is

downright and forthright; the most
vigorous and racy expressions upon
men and policies that could have come
from any American, with the single

exception of the ex-President whose
death followed that of Page by only a
week or two. The book is wholesome
to read today. To all who have had
their convictions about England shaken
by Irish, German, or other forms of
special pleading; to all who have
acquiesced in the notion that our Gov-
ernment had any real policy other than
drifting, between August, 1914, and
April, 191'< ; to all who look with favor
upon the fatuities of the pacifists: this

book is a stimulant and a bracer.
The man that Page was, flowered in

the three or four years of his ambas-
sadorship. His countrymen will do
well to honor him, for his was the
directness and vigor beloved of Wash-
ington, the keen common sense and
humor which we associate with Lin-
coln. He did not become "really an
Englishman," as President Wilson
petulantly exclaimed; he remained a
shrewd and witty observer of the Eng-
lish, but he knew how to esteem the
courage, self-sacrifice, and dogged de-
termination to win the battle for the
right, which he saw all around him in

England from 1914 onwards. He saw
the absurdity of ceremony, and also
the value of it; like Franklin, he could
stand before kings without losing
either his dignity or his good manners.
He served his country well and made
the folk love him in the land where he
served.

There are some caustic pictures in

these letters. We see Colonel House
pussy-footing to and fro, consoling

himself and Mr. Wilson with the

thought that "the more terrible the

war becomes the greater credit it will

be that you saw the trend of events

long before," etc.—the true Wilsonian,

who looked upon the whole war as

something designed by the Creator to

illuminate the grandeur of soul of the

President. And there are some vigor-

ous remarks upon Mr. Bryan—blandly
hoping for peace—any kind of peace

—

and assisting German-Americans to

get their dubious and worse than dubi-

ous correspondence through to the
Fatherland. We can imagine what
this book would have been if it had
been possible to publish all of Page's
letters. One passage must be men-
tioned. It concerns his homesickness
for America, and his longing for

American fruit and vegetables. He
wrote in 1918 to one of his sons, at a
time when his health was failing:

"Darned if I don't have to confront
Cabbage every day. I haven't yet sur-

rendered, and I never shall unless the

Germans get us. Cabbage and Ger-
mans belong together; God made 'em
both the same stinking day."

As these letters, or most of them,
have been published in The World's
Work, it is widely known that Page,
lifelong friend and admirer as he was
of Mr. Wilson, a Democrat, and an
appointee of the President, came to

differ sharply with his chief on the

neutrality policy, and on the policy of

heckling England and going soft with
Germany. And it is to Mr. Wilson's

credit that he kept Page in office. His
final and crushing condemnation was
penned in April, 1917, and ends: "He
has not breathed a spirit into the peo-

ple; he has encouraged them to supine-

ness. He is not a leader, but rather a

stubborn phrasemaker." But more
damning than this, in my opinion, is

Page's description of Washington poli-

tics as he saw them in the summer of

1916. He lunched with the egregious
Cabinet; cheap chaff, and no talk of

the war; no questioning of either Am-
bassador Sharp from France or of

Page from London. "Sharp and I

might have come from Bungtown and
Jonesville and not from France and
England." A lady, a member of the
President's household, tells another
lady that she had expressed to Mr.
Sharp her admiration of the French,
and then asks in fright: "Was that
a violation of neutrality?" The whole
Government circle was sickening in a
fetid atmosphere of "neutrality." "I

can see it in no other way but this,"

v/rites Page; "the President sup-
pressed free thought and free speech
when he insisted upon personal neu-
trality. ... On this easy cushion of

non-responsibility the great masses fell

back at their intellectual and moral
ease—softened, isolated, lulled. That
wasn't leadership in a democracy."

James Huneker followed strange
gods all his life, e.\perimented with all

that was new, or pretended to be new,

in art, literature, and music. In the
end he wrote: "I'm dead sick of the
decadents, dead sick of the entire crew
of 'modernity' yowlers. The good I

shall alw^ays stick up for, but my early
idols—how many of them?—have
fallen into the void, and will vanish in

the embraces of the mother of dead
dogs." And later: "All these petty
revolutions, interesting, even signifi-

cant at times, will never even deflect

for a moment the broad current of

eternal art. . . . There is a norm and
these young chaps may fume and sput-

ter, but back to it they must revert

else rot and drop from the parent
trunk."

Without going so far afield among
the modernity yowlers, or wandering
around so many Robin Hood's barns,

Brander Matthews achieves the same
wisdom, with half the trouble. In

"The Tocsin of Revolt" (Scribner) he
writes: "Sooner or later the young
men of promise will furl the red flag.

They will refuse fellowship with the

fakers. They will tire of facile eccen-

tricity and of lazy freakishness, of

unprofitable sensationalism and of

undisciplined individualism. They will

again seek the aid of tradition, and
they will toil to master the secrets of

technique. They will recognize the
validity of Theodore Roosevelt's

shrewd saying: 'Second rate work is

always second rate—even if it is badly
done.'

"

His publishers are justified in say-
ing that Christopher Morley's "Where
the Blue Begins" (Doubleday) is dif-

ferent from his other writings. True
it is that the authorship might be

guessed, even if the story had been
published by the Methodist Book Con-
cern, and under the pseudonym of

Solon Duryea. There is Mr. Morley's

curious attachment for the department
store—a place which he seems to re-

gard with reverence—and his fondness

for describing a breakfast (of "por-

ridge, scrambled eggs, grilled kidneys
and bacon, coffee, toast, and marma-
lade") which almost makes men who
lament the brave days when they were
twenty-one and slender, wish that he
v/ouldn't do it quite so much. But
aside from these features, and aside

from his general philosophy of life,

from which no author ever escapes,

his book is a departure—successful

and novel. The ciharaoters are all

dogs, or men disguised as dogs, as

the characters in "The Wind in the
Willows" are other animals. At first,

the reason for this machinery may
seem hardly clear, but it becomes
apparent as the allegory progresses.

And, I think, it wholly justifies

'itself. In workmanship the author
has never done better; there are pas-
sages of pure beauty; prose so ex-

quisitely fashioned that I cannot
think of any one who could improve
upon them. The satire is excellent,

and when it turns into pure fun, as
in the scene in the chapel, these
pages make you hurry to read them
aloud to some one else.

Edmund Lester Pearson
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For 120 years ^ ,f^

m
du Pont Mt-' Chemical Engineers

have contributed to the

country's safety in

times of war

!

SINCE the nation's founding, War, terrible hut

inexorable, has fife times visited the land—
and five times has the du Pont Company proved

a dependable source of strength in the country's

time of danger—ready with sufficient explosives

to meet the needs of the nation's defenders.

THE story of du Font's service to the country is an in-

spiring one. For since its earliest days, the country's

means of defense has been among the most important of

this Company's service.

And rightly so, for since 1802, when at Thomas Jefferson's

invitation, E. I. du Pont de Nemours set up on the Brandy-

wine River the first powder mill in America, du Fonts have
been powder-makers to the United States Government.

The history of the du Font Company is a story that is in-

separably interwoven with the nation's history— a story

that ranges through the century from Ferry's jubilant "We
have met the enemy and they are ours," to Pershing's rev-

erent "Lafayette, we are here"— a story in which "Old
Zach" Taylor across the Rio Grande, Grant before Vicks-

burg and Dewey at Manila Bay are heroic figures—a story

of work and research always with the thought in mind
that when America was forced to fight, she might have at

her hand the best explosives and munitions science knew,
and in the ever-increasing quantities that she needed.

There is, indeed, no finer illustration of du Font's service

and efficiency than in the records of the last war. Starting

in 1914 with a capacity of only 12,000,000 pounds of smoke-
less powder a year, it increased its volume until it was
producing 440,000,000 pounds a year, supplying 40% of the

Allies' explosives, and at the same time voluntarily reduced
its price in the course of three years from $1 a pound to

less than 50c!
* * *

'Y'ET, great as the du Pont Company's services to the
-' country have been in times of war, those are only the

occasional services, for, happily, war comes but rarely. And
it is the unsung services of the du Pont organization in

times of peace that are truly remarkable.

The du Pont Company has been one of the leaders in the

application of chemistry to the country's industries—one
of the leaders in developing the most remarkable figure of
the twentieth century—the Chemical Engineer.

Since its earliest beginnings, the du Pont Company has been
building upon the foundations of chemistry. Not only was

E. I. du Font de Nemours himself a chemist, who had
studied with the celebrated Lavoisier in Paris, but the

manufacture of explosives was then and is now one of the

industries that most require the services of the chemist.

As explosives increased in complexity and called for in-

creasing chemical knowledge, the du Font Company, little

by little gathered to itself many of the keenest minds in

the science and built up one of the finest chemical staff^s

in America, a staff not only of research chemists, but of
men who knew manufacturing as well as the science of
chemistry—^men who were Chemical Engineers.

Now, the Chemical Engineer is a rare mingling of abilities.

He is a chemist who can take the discoveries made on the
experimental scale of the laboratories and put them into

production on the larger scale of commerce. He is the

man who has brought to the doors of industry new sub-

stances, new uses for long-used substances, uses for products

that once were waste, and processes that cut the cost of

manufacturing and made possible the century's wonderful

strides in commerce.

And the du Pont Company's assistance in developing the

Chemical Engineer and introducing him into his rightful

place in American industry is not; the least of the du Pont
Company's services to the country.

BUT yet another service has come through the Chemical
Engineer—the family of du Font products that carry

the du Font Oval. There is Fabrikoid for upholstery,

luggage and bindings of books, not to mention half a

hundred other uses— there is Fyralin from which toilet-

ware for your wife's dressing table is made and many other

articles— there are paints, varnishes, enamels, lacquers

—

there are dyes—there are many chemicals that America's

industries must have— seemingly non-related, yet all of

them the legitimate children of a manufacturer of explo-

sives, for the basic materials or processes that go to the

making of each of them are similar to those that du Pont

Chemical Engineers use in the making of explosives—and
it is only through the manufacture of such products as

Fabrikoid and Fyralin and dyestuffs in times of peace that

the du Pont Company can be sure of being prepared for

its larger service—that of insuring means for the nation's

defense in times of war.

TKis is one of a series of advertisements published

that the public may have a clearer understanding

ofE. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. and its products.

E. I. DU P OiSTT DE T^JEAVOUR^ 6^ COAVPAJ>JV.Inc,. 'Wflmin^torv, Del
TOiTMT /^innyTF^ markTRADE (n "n MARK
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In its next issue, The Independent Inter-

Weekly will begin the publication of

A PRIMER OF

POLITICAL ECONOMY

which is being written expressly for its

columns by Fabian Franklin. Each issue

of The Inter-Weekly throughout the

school year will contain an instalment of

the book, which is designed to give the

reader, in the most elementary way pos-

sible, a grasp of cardinal principles, and

especially of the methods of thought es-

sential to sound economic reasoning.

Of Dr. Franklin's little book on "The
Cost of Living," published by Doubleday,

Page & Co., in 1915, Dr. E. R. A. Selig-

man. Professor of Political Economy at

Columbia University, and one of the fore-

most of American economists, said

:

"The reader feels that he is making a voy-
age under charge of a captain of the first

order."

Of the same book the Financial Chroni-

cle, the leading journal of its kind in the

United States, said:

"In the whole United States it is doubt-
ful if there be another man as capable of en-

lightening the popular mind on economic
and financial problems as this brilliant

writer. . . . The book is popular, not in

the common sense of being frivolous and
slipshod, but in the better sense of freedom
from unexplained technicalities. . . . The
book is so interesting that he who begins it

will not lay it down till he has finished it.

The style is like that of John Stuart Mill
for clearness."

Book Reviews
The Backward Trail

The Covered Wagon. By Emerson Hough.
New York : D. Appleton and Company.

In the Days of Poor Richard. By
Irving Bacheller. Chicago: The Bobbs-
Merrill Company.

Andivius Hedulio. By Edward Lucas
White. New York : E. P. Button and
Company.

IN "The Covered Wagon," Mr.
Hough has built a more than pas-

sable romance of the Oregon trail. He
has made use of familiar situations and
properties, and more than once he has
gone pretty far in expedients which
the stern voice of criticism condemns
as claptrap. But critical sternness is

w^asted upon work of this kind, which
in the nature of it calls for concessions

and assumptions. Romance is for the

coming-on mood. The fair Molly Win-
gate of this tale adores her Will

Banion—and takes the first rascal's

word against him. Unless she does

both, there is no love-story to be told.

Unless we pretend that it is natural

for her to do both, we had better leave

her case alone. Romantic figures also,

to be accepted or rejected with a gulp,

are Bill Jackson the scout and Jim
Bridger the trader (and the latter's

two squaws. Blast Yore Wife and Dang
Yore Eyes). The more stable figure

of Kit Carson appears now and then

upon the shifting scene.

Mr. Hough's main object isn't the

love-story or the comic relief, but the

romance of the trail itself. Earnestly

if a little hea\'y-handedly he traces the

laborious journey of the pioneers:

"Midsummer in the desert. The road

now, but for the shifting of the sands,

would have been marked by the bodies

of dead cattle, in death scarcely more
bone and parchment than for days

they had been while alive. The horned

toad, the cactus, the rattlesnake long

since had replaced the prairie dogs of

the grassy floor of the eastern plains.

A scourge of great black crickets ap-

peared, crackling loathsomely under

the wheels. Sagebrush and sand took

the place of trees and grass as they

left the river valley. . . ." The book

compares favorably with earlier at-

tempts to embody the pioneer adven-

ture in fiction. But it is not a master-

piece. The materials of which it is

compounded never cease to be materials

to the eye, nor is the machinery ever

successfully hidden behind the fabric.

In short, as with so much other fiction

of the kind, its merit depends not so

much upon the narrative as a whole, as

upon the detailed descriptions of scene,

type, and episode which is the sound

fruit of the author's imaginative re-

searches.

As his studies in the past go on, Mr.
Bacheller is increasingly successful in

fusing his romantic and historical ma-
terials. The ancient recipe is employed
in his latest story, "In the Days of Poor
Richard," but so adeptly that we
readily give ourselves, for the moment,
to its illusion. And indeed the element
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of "heart interest" or boy-aiul-i^irl ro-

mance, is much above the conventional

level: "Much of the color of the love-

tale of Jack and Marjraret," says the

Foreword, "is derived from old letters,

diaries, and newspaper clippings in the

possession of a well-known American
family." Jack Irons is son of a pros-

perous farmer in Tryon County, New
York. The time is 17(5S, and the

Hurons are on the war-path. Jack
and an old scout, Solomon Binkus. res-

cue the wife and daugrliter of a British

colonel, who have been captured by the

Indians. The daugrhter is Marjraret, a

daintj' London product, who at once
falls half in love with the hardy lad of

the frontier. The rouph places in their

path of true love are many, and visible

from the first. The boy is an ardent
American, the Revolution is at hand,
and Margraret's parents are of neces-

sity on the other side. Colonel Hare
is a generous and kindly man, but he
is an officer of the King:. The romantic
story has to do with the tribulations

of the young: lovers in war-time, and,

of course, with their eventual coming
together.

The old scout, Solomon Binkus, is

something more than a purveyor of

comic relief—a near kinsman of Natty
Bumpo of immortal memory, and a

backwoods philosopher of no small at-

tainment in his own right. "Cat's
blood and gunpowder!" swears Solo-

mon, for our amusement; but he is

the friend of Franklin and the trusted
envoy of Washington; as well as a

sort of chin-whiskered Cupid in the

Jack and Margaret affair. That affair

is skilfully interwoven or blended with
the larger story of the revolutionary
adventure. Great figures of the time
step upon this scene, Washington and
King George, Arnold and Andre, John
Adams and Franklin. The central fig-

ure is not Washington but Franklin;
an easier figure to detach from myth
and to project upon the screen. In-

deed, with Franklin, the process is not

so much to explain as to revivify. The
Father of his Country we do not wish
to realize too humanly: better the

cloudy glamour of the godlike than

any sharp-outlined summary of "the

real Washington." But Poor Richard

was and is loved for his reality. Mr.
Bacheller serves us here by pulling to-

gether and intensifying our genial im-

pressions of the grreat provincial who
was also a great man of the world.

"Andivius Hedulio" is Mr. White's
third full-length historical romance. I

was among the earliest and most en-

thusiastic grreeters of the Paraguayan
tale, "El Supremo." welcome among
books of its general kind not only be-

cause of the freshness of its material

and setting, but because of an unmis-
takable grusto in the telling. It was
extremely long, packed with detail,

often verbose and sometimes fairly

garrulous. But it was the "real stuff,"

a storj' we liked because the story-

teller himself first liked it so much.
It was based on an amazing "satura-

tion" in the historic facts, the racial

atmosphere and customs, of certain

next-door neighbors of ours whom we

Choice Linens for Winter
Entertaining

HALF THE JOY of entertaining lies in the possession

of sheer, beautiful Table Linens. The discriminating

hostess is assured that at McCutcheon's Linen Store

she can obtain Linens of the purest quality, exclusive in de-

sign, sturdy and reliable in service.

Ever since 1855 McCutcheon's has been knovi^n as "The

Greatest Treasure House of Linens in America." The com-

pleteness of its selections, their high standard of excellence

and superiority of workmanship, have been traditional with

the house since the beginning. Prices are extremely mod-

erate, considering the superlative quality of the goods.

Send for the New Fall and Winter Catalogue
You will be interested in this new Catalogue, which shows not only a

wealth of exquisite Linens, but of delightful articles of Household and

Personal use, as well. Write today for your copy.

James McCutcheon & Company
Department No. 14

Fifth Avenue, 34th and 33d Streets, New York

SPEAKERS WRITERS, CL^a MKMBEKS.
>J* l_»/^rvi-iiX«J, » We assist in preparinsr
special articles, papers, speeches, debates. hxpert Scholarly
service. Revision of manuscripts. Aatbart Research Borean,
Suite 42, 800 Fifth Ave., New York.

'laT'lJJ'T'r For Pay for newspapers and magazines.
"' *»•* • *-J Correspondents and story writers make
big money. Copyright book telling how sent FREE by
editor on request. PRESS REPORTING SYNDICATE,
973 TIMES BLDG., ST. LOUIS. MO.

JC
WHlTlNG-ADAMS

BRUSHES
Demanded by Master Workmen. Advertised by All

Users as the Best. Methods of Construction Render
Failure Impossible.

Send for Illustrated Literature

JOHN L WHITING-J. J. ADAMS CO., Boston, U. S. A
I Brush Manufacturers for Over 113 Years and the
I Largest in the World
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11 days
to RIO

The S. S. "Pan America"
carried the representatives of

the United States Govern-
ment to the Brazilian Cen-
tennial Exposition at Rio de

Janeiro in only 1 1 days. This
record time is maintained on
every trip by the swift U. S.

Government ships, operated

by the Munson Steamship
Lines to South America.

Besides being the fastest,they

are the most modern and lux-

urious vessels that sail to

South America. Now new
low rates are offered you.

Write for Booklet
Ifyou are planning an ocean trip,

send the information blank belo^w.

Your Government has prepared a
nevj booklet telling about your ships.

Sendfor it today. It contains a host of
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now, under his guidance, perceived for
the first time. His scene was a living

scene to him, his people were of our
own humankind, his action moved
freely of itself despite the bulk of the
impedimenta with which the author's
ingenuity seemed to burden it down.

His second novel, "The Unwilling
Vestal," was a different kind of per-
formance. I for one wanted and ex-

pected to enjoy it thoroughly, but after
a few chapters became a little restive,

and finished the story merely because
it was by the author of "El Supremo,"
and I meant to see it through. There
was no doubt here, either, about the
preliminary saturation of the writer in

his details of his scene and period. Its

pages sparkle and teem with intimate
data about everyday life in Rome under
the Czesars. But historical comedy is

an even riskier thing than historical

romance. When Mr. White makes his

Caesar talk like a tired business man
and his vestal talk like a flapper, we
have an uneasy suspicion that these

are simply a flapper and a t.b.m. in

costume, and that all the Roman busi-

ness is decorative. It is too clever and
jaunty, it lacks the poise and dignity

of high comedy, as of high romance.
. . . All this, the reader may say, is

equally chargeable against certain his-

torical recreations of G.B.S.; to which
we cheerfully assent.

"Andivius Hedulio" stands upon
firmer ground. It is romance, not

comedy, and chiefly deals with a male
world in which the author is at home.
It is very long, almost as long as "El
Supremo." This in itself is nothing
against it. Nobody has ever proved,

from the day of Scheherezade to the

day of William De Morgan, that you
can have too much of a good thing in

the way of story-telling. But I own
that, readable as a whole, "Andivius
Hedulio" would be the more readable to

my eye for a good deal of condensing
and some cutting. At times the narra-

tive is nearly smothered in data ; and
at times nearly drowned in a stream
of sheer garrulous repetition. But the

fatal moment never comes.

Andivius Hedulio is a Roman of

equestrian rank, young, handsome,
rich, and in high imperial favor. The
action begins in the fourth year of

Commodus. Commodus is the big his-

torical figure in the tale. Hedulio, who
tells the story, devotes a great part of

his narrative, first and last, to the cele-

bration of the emperor's marvelous
powers as an athlete—charioteer, slay-

er of beasts, or gladiator, as the mood
takes him. And in connection with

this, of course, we are instructed in a

vast deal of lore concerning the private

life and public festivals of Rome in

the second century. Hedulio is owner
of a great estate in the Sabine country.

A feud divides the country-side, but

our young Roman has kept clear of

partisanship. The opening chapters

show him in his glory as a great land-

owner and a gracious host. To crown
h'S happy prospect, he is the favored

wooer of the richest and most beauti-

ful of young Roman widows. Then
comes a tiny slip of fortune which be-

gins the avalanche. He falls under
suspicion of the imperial spies, as a
potential traitor. Suspicion is enough
to doom him. The edict goes forth.

Flight and concealment are the only
possible means of salvation. In com-
pany with Agathemer, his favorite

slave and foster-brother, Hedulio be-
comes a fugitive and an outcast—

a

galley-slave, an attendant in the Coli-

seum, the supposedly Oriental secre-

tary of a rich Roman. These changes
of disguise and shifts of fortune bring
him in contact with all classes and con-
ditions of the Roman world, and give
occasion for the detailed description of

a vast number of scenes and aspects of

Roman life. The author's personal
gusto is felt in these descriptions

—

which sum up a little, I am inclined to

feel, at the expense of the action

proper. However, there is a clear and
unbroken, if at times obscured, thread
of action running through these many
and richly-laden pages. The book is

to be read as a veritable story of "ad-

venture in the days of the Empire." It

is unique among stories of antiquity in

the Christian era, in that it does not

end in a conversion or a martyrdom.
Christian figures appear in their

places, but Hedulio himself remains a

cheerful pagan; and the last sentence

of the narrative reads: "Of course, in

my city mansion, as also at Villa An-
divia, I have had constructed and con-

secrated a handsome private chapel to

Mercury." On the whole, though here

as in "The Unwilling Vestal," the ren-

dering of ancient speech into modern
vernacular is a perilous enterprise, the

edge of absurdity is successfully

skirted. It is refreshing to read a story

of the past in which the author has not

felt it necessary to pull a long jaw, as

in the presence of the dead. If he
chortles overmuch now and then, it is

an amiable peccadillo for which we do

not think the worse of an admirable

entertainer. H. W. Boynton

Bostonia and Bohemia
Letters and Journals of Thomas Went-

WORTH HiGGiNSON. Boston : Hough-
ton Mifflin.

A'^ARIATIONS. By .Tames Gibbons. Huneker.
New York : Scribners.

WHEN we get back," William

James wrote to an old friend

in 1900, "we must see each other daily,

and may the days of both of us be

right long in the State of Massachu-
setts! Bless her!" It was an amiable

confirmation of Holmes's comment
forty years earlier: "Boston State-

house is the Hub of the Solar System.

You couldn't pry that out of a Boston

man if you had the tire of all creation

straightened out for a crowbar."

In the place called Boston today

there are very few genuine Bostonians.

Most of those who consider themselves

such are like Aldrich, but not as candid

as he was when he confessed that he

wasn't really Boston—only Boston-

plated. The real Frogpondian must
trace back—like Emerson's Concord
roster—Bulkeley, Hunt, Willard, Hos-

mer, Merriam, Flint—unchallenged to

the seventeenth century. That is why
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William James was almost presump-
tuous in speakinp: so fervently of Bea-

con Hill and its dependencies; and why
Henry Adams could be considered

hardly more than an adopted son be-

fore he became a prodigal. ("My
deah! Before John Adams, who ever

heard of the family? And as for his

social position! Well, really
—

"). There

are, however, some few scions of the

Mayflower who really belong to the

place, and whose actions truly smack
of the soil.

One is baffled to say just what is the

root difference between Boston and
Philadelphia. The clever bromides

about the surviving traditions and all

that are interchangeable. Yet, some-

how, the Boston tradition seems to have

been mainly centripetal, while Philadel-

phia seems to have tossed off more cor-

uscations to the outer world. At any
rate, against the many Bostonians of

stable single-mindedness Philadelphia

offered as many examples of facile ver-

satility. This is what John Adams
himself recognized when he wrote back

from the Continental Congress to Mis-

tress Abigail (whose mother was a

Quincy!): "I met Mr. Francis Hop-
kinson. ... He is one of your pretty

little, curious, ingenious men. ... I

wish I had leisure and tranquillity of

mind to amuse myself with those ele-

gant and ingenious arts of painting,

sculpture, statuary, architecture and
music. But I have not." And it is this

same contrast that nearly a hundred
and fifty years later is suggested by
the posthumous volumes of Thomas
Wentworth Higginson and James Gib-

bons Huneker.
Mr. Higginson was born in Boston

in 1823, played with little James Low-
ell, went to Harvard, preached himself

out of orthodoxy, joined the anti-slav-

ery forces, backed John Brown, headed
a negro regiment in the Civil War, and
nad a hand in the early numbers of the

Atlantic. He wrote books on American
history and literature, on "Common
Sense About Women," on "Old Cam-
bridge" and "Cheerful Yesterdays"
and "Contemporaries" and "Carlyle's

Laugh," and did lives of Whittier and
Longfellow and Margaret Fuller. He
knew Arnold and the Brownings and
Fitzgerald and Sainte-Beuve and Step-

niak. He read dispassionately. He
edited the poems of Emily Dickinson
and ignored Whitman. He lived broadly
a life of affairs, but he was a local man,
in the best sense a hearty provincial,

a fit representative of Bostonia.
Mr. Huneker was bom in Philadel-

phia in 1860, his grandfather an Irish

poet, his father a musician. He passed
by way of a military and a law school

to ten years as student and teacher of

piano. He enjoyed much residence and
frequent travel abroad, though for his

last thirty years until his death in 1921
he was a New York journalist, writing
on music, the drama, and painting. One
of his favorite phrases became the
title of The Seven Arts Magazine. He
wrote on Chopin and Liszt, on the mod-
ern European dramatists in "Icono-
clasts" and the painters in "Prome-
nades of an Impressionist"; on New
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Frederic Taber Cooper, in The New York Herald, says of

"This Freedom":

"This volume is destined to be the season's chief bone of contention, the

most hotly challenged and debated, quarreled over, wrangled over, praised

and exalted for its farsighted wisdom and splendid courage ; denounced
and flayed for its blindness, its bigotry, its deliberate falsification of life."

^ THIS ^

FREEDOM
By

A. S. M. HUTCHINSON
Author of

"IF WINTER GOMES"
Already it has been praised by John Clair Minot in The Boston Herald,

W. Orton Tewson in The Philadelphia Public Ledger, as well as by Mr.
Cooper in The New York Herald—flayed by Heywood Broun in The New
York World, and by Burton Rascoe in The Nezu York Tribune—both
praised and flayed by Katharine Fullerton Gerould in The iVczy York
Times, and by Edwin Francis Edgett in The Boston Transcript.

Mr. Cooper is right. The early reviews prove his statement.
"This Freedom" will be more widely, more heatedly dis-

cussed than "If Winter Gomes"—which means that you
MUST read it.

The Best Seller Everywhere. Price, S2j00

Send for our interesting free booklet about A. S. M. Hutchinson

LITTLE, BROWN & COMPANY, Publishers
34 BEACON STREET, BOSTON

York in "The New Cosmopolis"; on
whatever he chose to in "Ivory Apes
and Peacocks" and "Unicorns" and
"Bedouins"; and on himself in "Steeple-
jack" (two volumes). He knew George
Moore and Joseph Conrad and Antonin
Dvorak and Bernard Shaw and Caruso.
He read omnivorously, and everything
he wrote was a palimpsest on which the
traces of his reading were apparent.
He delighted in Flaubert and Verlaine,

and had recovered bravely from Whit-
mania. He was a cosmopolitan of the

sidewalks, and to the end of his life a
boyishly naughty Bohemian.

Mr. Higginson in his declining years
published "Part of a Man's Life," and
Mr. Huneker gave out his autobiog-

raphy just before his sudden death.

Now appear Higginson's "Letters and
Journals" culled from all along his life,

and Huneker's last journalistic articles—"Variants." We could easily dis-

pense with the autobiographies.

It would hardly be fair to judge
Colonel Higginson by what he issued at

eighty-two. In addition to local remi-
niscences (the gist of which is in ear-

lier volumes), he wrote on children's

sayings, on butterflies in poetry (the

real winged things, not ephemeral
poets), on little read books (praising a
man who had read Gibbon four times),

and on the close of the Victorian epoch.
Only one chapter out of the fourteen
seems to have been written because he
really wanted to say something:
"The Cowardice of Culture," which de-

cries the cheap pessimism of the peren-
nial calamity-wailer. In the rest of the
book he figures as the venerable talker

whose distinction obliges his listeners

to conceal incipient yawns.

Mr. Huneker's much heralded
"Steeplejack" is no better in its way,
and it would be less than charitable to

judge him by it. Thirty years in the
opera house, the theatre, the concert

hall, and the art galleries, with thirty

years of intimate conversation and pro-

fessional interviewing and cormorant
reading and eating and drinking, might
have marshalled for us a rather splen-

did pageant of the arts. Instead, we
are taken into the side streets, and get
little except a vague impression from
out of the beery, shrill-voiced confusion
—Dvorak with his nineteenth cocktail,

de Pachmann fiercely demanding his

cognac, Agnani drunk, and big nights
when the celebrants were brought home
in the cold, gray dawn, under the pilot-

age of benevolent cabbies. We are din-

ing with a gourmand rather than with
an epicure.

The two posthumous volume are
more substantial. From Colonel Hig-
ginson's Journals we get a view of a

stalwart optimist in the midst of a sub-

stantial community. At twenty-five he
was challenging the leaders qf his de-

nomination in open convention. "I told

them that the one thing that interested

us (younger men) in them was the ca-

pacity we saw in them of being better

than they were." Soon he was on cor-

dial terms with Professor Crosby. "He
has a taste for heretics, and comes to

see me constantly." At thirty-eight, ac-

cording to his own account, he was a tol-
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erantly amused pariah in Cambridge.
He was an eclectic liberal, very con-

scious of the difference between himself

and the miscellaneous "come-outers"
who cheered for everything: new on gen-

eral principles. At forty-three he al-

luded to an Englishwoman as "very

radical" because she wished women to

vote and be physicians, and a year or

two later he described Albert Dicey and
James Bryce in the same terms. An-
other young man to whom he gives

more space was later to share diplo-

matic honors with Mr. Bryce. Here is

a description of a military picnic which
was "got up" for a young Mr. Hay,
President Lincoln's private secretary,

"a nice young fellow, who unfortunately

looks about seventeen, and is oppressed

with the necessity of behaving like sev-

enty. . . . About four came the band,

the officers, the young ladies, General

Saxton without his livelier half, Mr.
Hay laboring not to appear newmown."

Higginson's humor was always pleas-

antly unforced, as when he wrote of

Philadelphia that he had been to the

opera and then home with "the Peter-

sons, who have $100,000 a year from
Peterson's Magazine, and horrify the

ancient Philadelphia families by the

good taste with which they spend their

money."

Mr. Higginson's breeding was far

more distinguished than his culture

—

or "cultivation," as he preferred to call

it. In ethics as in etiquette he had the

sort of impeccability that seems rather
to be born of natural balance than of

self-control. Of beauty he was as ab-
stinent as Thoreau was of his material

things. He liked literary men, but had
no passion for books; as for the other

arts, if his pages were to be the sole

evidence of them, the evidence would
be yiil. He revealed at times a happy
gift of phrase, but no style or even
stylisms. He was a thoroughly Satur-
day Clubbish manner of man, good-
humored, cheerful, self-contained, ca-

pable of a good fight though anything
but pugnacious, and withal a conscious

and reasoned optimist.

Mr. Huneker's "Variants," the pub-
lishers' prefatory note explains, is com-
posed of essays written after "Bedou-
ins," and "lacking the advantage of his

personal selection and supervision."

It might have been well to add that it

is also composed in part of striking

passages already printed in "Steeple-
jack"—notably four picturesque ones
on Dvorak, de Pachmann, Georg
Brandes, and Theodore Roosevelt. In
the first-third of the book, in a baker's
dozen of essaylets, Mr. Huneker makes
various excursions into the fields of
literature, etching, painting, and sociol-

ogy. There are two papers on George
Moore, two on Flaubert, two on etchings
and prints, and one each on Pater,
Baudelaire, and Cezanne. And then
music and musicians for the remaining
two-thirds—Huneker at home and in

the mood for anything from Cosima
Wagner to Oscar Hammerstein, from
Bach to Offenbach.

It is a jolly youngster at play. The
man who wrote these pages was an
abounding individual who loved persons
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R. E. Connolly, Treas-
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Company.
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From Harrison to Harding

A Personal Narrative

Covering a Third of a Century

1888-1921 2 Vols.

Arthur Wallace Dunn
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A history of one's own time and that just preceding it

is sure to be interesting when told by one who has

been so much in the thick of things.

Mr. Dunn, a veteran Washington newspaper man,

enlivens his close-ups of Presidents and Senators with

much entertaining reminiscence and anecdote.
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\= I quiries from its readers
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B hest hotels, large and small; the
|
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j

= the cost; trips by land and sea,

= European tours, etc. This de- |

= partment is under the super- j

= vision of an expert who has per-
\

B sonally made many of the trips
;

= she recommends, and is able to

= speak from intimate knowledge

@ of transportation lines, hotels,

g resorts, etc. Reservations will

^= be made for you and tickets pur-

= chased if you desire.

S Here is a typical letter from a
= grateful subscriber who had

g written us for advice:

H "The Independent may be
= congratulated on having a

H correspondent on its staff so

g full of information and so

= ready to impart it." g
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COOK'S
TRAVELERS' CHEQUES

In Dollars or Pounds SterlinK

SAFETY - LIQUIDITY - CONVENIENCE

Holders enjoy all the inestimable ad'van-

tages inherent in our netvuork of150 offices

and our nuorld-nxiide banking connections
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LuAnftlci Montreal Toronto Vancouver

THCMi^ COOK.-^\S9Ni __

DIVIDENDS

Dividend Notice of the

American Light & Traction Co.
The Board of Directors of the above Company

at a meeting held October 3, 1922, declared a

CASH dividend of 1% Per Cent, on the Preferred
Stoclc, and CASH dividend of 1 Per Cent, on the
Common Stock, and a dividend at tlie rate of one
sliare of Common Stoclf on every One IIun(ired

(100) sliares of Commcm Stock outstanding, all

payable November 1st, 1922.
The Transfer Books will close at 3 o'clock P. M.

on October 13th, 1922, and will reopen at 10
o'clock A. M. on October 27th, 1922.

C. N. JELLIFFB, .Secretary.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH COMPANY

132nd DIVIDEND
The regular quarterly dividend of Two Dollars

and twenty-five cents per share will be paid on
Monday, October 16, 1922, to stockholders of

record at the close of business on Wednesday,
September 20, 1922.

H. BLAIR-SMITH, Treasurer.

and personalities, and was a personal-
ity himself. He cared more for condi-

tions than for theories; principles were
of little interest to him, but the appli-

cations of principles were all-engross-

ing. He loved talk for its own sake,

and was much given to monologue. Like
that great but unrecognized modern
genius, Robinson's Captain Craig,

Huneker would not have been Huneker
without his verbosity. His type, in

fact, is never succinct. They are ex-

travagant of time, of gesture, of words.
Out of the abundance of their hearts
their mouths speak all sorts of irre-

sponsible, whimsical, and sometimes
exalted extravagance.

Instead of mentioning a type, he
bombards you with twenty names.
Here is the third sentence in the book:
"Buddha, Jesus and Moses; Arius and
Aristophanes, Mohammed and Napo-
leon, Paul and Augustine, Luther and
Calvin, Voltaire and Rousseau, Dar-
win and Newman, Liszt and Wagner,
Kant and Schopenhauer—here are a
few names of men. . .

." There's no
denying it! In "Pennell Talks About
Etching," the subject of one sentence
is composed of twenty-six names of art
critics. He once wrote of himself,

anent G. B. S., "George probably
thought of me as a pie-eyed youth who
was all roses and raptures." Such an
estimate would have had a large ele-

ment of truth even when Mr. Huneker's
youth had come to three-score years.

Yet this incorrigible sophomore, who
in his valedictory wrote of "spiritual

tapeworms," "the lascivious caterwaul-

ings of the contemporary poets, un-
varnished damphools," "going to the

theater with impunity and another fel-

low's girl," and so on, and so on, and so

on,—this same man could write with
nicest discrimination of the prose

rhythms of Pater and Flaubert, and,

when he chose, showed that he could

do what he was talking about. For
example: "The gallery is rather nar-

row, but long and lofty; the light is

diffused and gentle. A tiny staircase

leads to mysterious retreats where,
Piranesi-like, may be descried other

galleries, though not peopled by prison-

ers of the fantastic Italian etcher. A
familiar voice welcomes the visitor

who, weary of the monotonous mobs
on the avenue, finds here a haven
where, surrounded by the ingratiating

arts of black-and-white—mezzotint,

etching, lithograph, and line-engrav-

ing—he may soothe his soul and rest

his bones."

One cannot quite imagine Mr, Hig-
ginson and Mr. Huneker in the same
company. The Bostonian would doubt-

less, after escaping with a sigh of re-

lief, have referred to the Bohemian as

"very radical." It is just as well not

to speculate on what the Bohemian,
escaping with murmured expletives,

would have called the Bostonian. No
room has yet been built that would
have held them both comfortably. Yet
the country was big enough for both

of them, and needs both their kinds,

and is the better for both of their

active, communicative lives.

Percy H. Boynton
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Socialism Still a Live

Issue
SCK'IAMSM AND TUT AvKKAllF Ma\. I'v

William Ilmvanl l>i>iis:iif \ . .1 r. Ni'w

Y'trk : (}. P. riitiiain's Sons.

BECAUSE of the disastrous failure

of socialism in Russia and the fac-

tional strife which has weakened the

cause in other countries, especially

since the promulgation by the Third

International of the notorious Twenty-

one Points, many people have lost in-

terest in socialism, repardino: it as a

dead issue from which they have noth-

ing to hope or to fear. But Professor

Doughty, with more insight into this

notable international movement, be-

lieves that it will soon rise again,

stronger than ever, and more menacing
to the stability of civilization—unless

the "average man" gives thought to the

subject and realizes the danger.

Just who the "average man" is, the

author does not clearly state, except to

intimate that he belongs to the "vast

majority." who are neither socialists

nor conservatives, and, presumably, are

potential converts to either side. Av-
erage men. it seems, are of two main
classes: those who are instinctively op-

posed to socialism, but do not know
why; and those who instinctively sym-

pathize with its ideals, but do not real-

ize how \-isionary, impracticable, and
dangerous they are. The author does

not appeal to established conservatives,

as he does not wish to call the righteous

to repentance; nor to confirmed social-

ists, as he has little hope of turning

them from the error of their ways. So

the book is a non-technical and very

readable presentation of the case

against socialism, which the "average

man" and the "vast majority" might
profitably read, if they could spare a

little of the time now given to less

important matters. But, as in the days
of Noah, or Cassandra, the voice of the

prophet of evil is as lightly regarded
as the sparrow on the housetop.

As with individuals, so with society,

enemies are far more active than
friends. It is far easier to attack than
to defend, and for this reason socialism,

which is always on the offensive, has
a great tactical advantage against

conservatives. They must, therefore, in

self-defense carry the war into Africa.

Unquestionably, Professor Doughty
is quite right in saying that most so-

cialists have been intemperate, if not
unfair, in their denunciation of the
present social order, and that they have
carried on a two-fold and two-faced
propaganda, designed to secure the sup-
port of intellectual people, on the ona
hand, and the lowest elements of so-

ciety, on the other. To the one class,

they present socialism as a scientific

theory of social evolution, with the
revolutionarj' features concealed as by i

a mask; to the other, they preach direct
\

action, violence, and bloodshed, as
though they thought they could arouse
class hatred and all the baser passions
of the mob and yet hope to repress,
control, and direct them in the day of
revolution. J. E. LeRossignol

THE I X n E P E NM^ E N T 213WL.DOUGLAS
FOR MEN
ANDWOMEN$5$6$7&$8SH0ES

are actually demaiulcMl year after year by
more people than any other shoe in the world

BECAUSE • ^^^^ stylo, material and workmanship" ^ « Hn.y are unoqiialrd.

Protfction against iinreasonaI>l<' profits is guaranteed
by the price stamped on every j>air.

Years of sjitisfactory service have given them confi-
dence in the sh<x\s and in the i>rotectioii afforded by the
IV. L. Doutjlas Trade Mark.

Wl nnnni as '^'»<>«'s are put into all of our llO stores at
. L. UUUUl^J factory cost. AVe do not make one cent of

profit until the shoes are soUl to you. It is worth dollars f r
you to remember that when you buy shoes at our stor«.o

YOU PAY ONLY OXE PROFIT.
No matter_where you live, shoe dealers can supply you with

" ^ W. L. I>ouslas shoes. They cost no more in
»^3S^ San Francisco than they do in New ICn^laiul.

miWDAOr ^'"^ $7.00 and $8.00 shoes
LUlTlrAlvL with any $10.00 or $12.00

shoes made.

Boys ShoesM.00&M.50

H^. L. Douglas name
a?td portrait is the bes.'

known shoe Trade Mark
in the world. It stands
for the highest standard
of quality at the loxvest

possible cost. The tiavie

and price is plainly
stamped on the sole.

If not for sale in your vicinity, send for free catalog. fi^
TO MERCHANTS: If no dealer In your town handles W. L.
Douglas; Shoes, write today for exclusive rights to handle this
quick selling, auick turn-ouer line.

President
W. L. Dooglas Shoe Co,

169 Spark St.,Brockton,Msaa.

Whatever book you want

has it, or will get it, if it's

getable

New hooks, direct from the press; fine
books in rare bindings; standard authors
1)1 sets; rare books in sets and single copies.
The latest fiction. Subscriptions to maga-

zines and periodicals.

Broadway at Ninth St.

New York

idj^w. jn jtjw-i

BR^O N ZE

HONOr^ ROLL
I

.ri HISTOPaCAL TABLETS
;

UYite us your rcguircmGnts
RELD d. BARTON. TAUNTON. MASS

Two New Books

by EDGAR A. GUEST
"Making the House a Home"
A masterpiece in prose by America's best
loved poet. 75 cents, net.

"All That Matters"
The latest book of verse by Mr. Guest,
beautifully bound. Twenty-one full-page
pictures by famous artists. |i.50 net.

Other Guest Books of Verse

A Heap o' Livin' $1.25

Just Folks 1.25

The Path to Home 1.25

Poems of Patriotism 1.25

When the Day is Done . . . 1.25

Also in sets of cloth and leather binding.

At AH Bookstores
or mailed postpaid on receipt ofprice by

THE REILLY & LEE COMPANY
1006 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago

and can be Instantly relieved and quickly
healed by the use of CRANOL.ENE, the auc-
cespful cranberry cream treatment for stub-
born skin troubles. At druff stores. 35c and
$1.00, or write for Free Test Treatment to
Cranolene Company, Dept. 7 Girmrd. Kansas

Edcson Radio Phones
fj^^s

Adustable Diaphragm Qearance

relundcj. The idjusrment fniurc pliccs ou

phono on a par wiih ihc world'* gfej(e*t makei

Our tales plan eliminates deater't p.otiu an

Isuei (fom bad accounts, hence (he low pn;<

Better phonei cannot be made. Immediate
deltvencs. Double 3000 Ohn leti. S3 98; ISO)

Ohm single s«, $2.50. Circular free.

EdeSOQWlOne Ox. 6 BeaciSt.Dcpt Z

Cnt otlt this ad and mail it to na, with your name and
addreaa (no money); and we will send yon our FAMOUS
KARNAK RAZOR by retorn mail, postpaid. You may oaa
the razor for 30 days FREE; then if yon like it, pay oa
11.85. If yoa don'tlikeitretom it. SEND NO MONCV.
MORE COMPANY. Dept. 350 St. Louis. Mo.

vMdievek X^Oak Qu£&ttOn\'\ye

W

the pronuncxalion of
Dolsheviki , the spelling ofa puzzling word, ihe locaHon of

'

Murman G>asl-the meaning of blighhj.elcthis SupremeAulhoritw

WEBSTER^SNEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY

conlains an accurale,fnal anywer. ^^"^^^I'lt^l'^^^^,.
eooo mush^to ^

".Peguiai- and india-Pop<?r Editions. G.StC. MERRIAM C0.,5piingfield,Mass
[Write for specimen paqgs, prices, otxr. and FREE Pockgh Mopa pgr INDP.
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J^diierranean
The 1923 Cruise De Luxe
To the lands of age-old civilizations

with their never -failing interest,

their wealth of Art, History, and
Natural splendors

by the Specially Chartered
tiew White Star Liner

"HOMERIC'V
Jan. 20 to March 28, 1923

Limited to 500 Quests

A complete change;
new countries, enchant-
ing scenery; different

people. Sixty-seven
glorious days— with a

long stay in Egypt and
Palestine.

THOS. COOK
&SON
245 Broadway
561 Fifth Ave.
NEW YORK

"Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles,
Philadelphia, San Francisco,
Toronto, Montreal.Vancouver

^Oy^ On the >5-X>.,^/ Cunard's Blue \^
„>»/ Ribbon Ship of the \ '^

^f^I Atlantic * ^^

"MAURETANIA"
The Luxury Cruise Next Wir\ter

A notable. event in Cruising His-

tory From New York, Feb. 10,

1923. $950up—write for details.

y \ American Express /^
^ vy\ Travel Dept. //^

'

V^^^^V 65 Broadway >^!jV/ /r #

£an «- '\--

EGYPT, PALESTINE
Large steamers throughout. Small groups, per-

sonally conducted. Sailings: Januarj- fi, Jl.SP.'i;
January 17, $1.93.'); February 10, $1,960. $2,060;
February 24, $1,38",; .March 10, $1,500.

EUROPE 1923
Limited parties enrolling now.

TEMPLE TOURS
65-E Franklin Street Boston, Mass.

WORLD-ROMIC System,
Mastcrkcy to All LnnuuaKcs. Primers, l."> laii-

i.'ua^'es, .?1.'J4 cafh lauKuaKe: Arabic, Chinese,
Danish, Dufeli, EukHsIi, French, German, Italian,
.lapanese, I'anjalii, Polish, Portuguese, Russian,
Spanish, Swedisli. Pronunciation-Tables, 92 lan-
cuages, 3()c each laniruaeo. Languaces Publishing
Company, 8 West 40tli Street, New York.

S.'i.OOO in Prizes to readers of GLOOM. The Devil's
Rook. That new Snappy, Jazzy Maga^.ine. Chuck
full of Hilarity, Ridicule, Sarcasm. Jokes and Bed
Hot Editorials of TRUTH. When Gloomy, Kuy
GLOOM. Have a laugh with Old .Nick himself.
Published Monthly. For Sale on News Stands at

25c per copy, $2.50 per year or direct from Gloom
Publishing Co., Los Angeles. Calif.

Brief Book Notes
THERE is, in Dr. Rainsford's "The

Story of a Varied Life" (Double-

day, $5), a picture of Phillips Brooks
sitting at a missionary meeting in his

own church, listening to three mission-

ary bishops, one after another. He had
warned Rainsford: "They are giving

us three missionarij bishops. One is
j

too much. Three will kill it dead."
{

The bishops talked much and said lit-!

tie. Phillips Brooks writhed. When

'

the tumult had ceased, Brooks rose,

walked out of the church, and with Dr.

Rainsford crossed Copley Square to the

rectory. They went into the study,
j

Brooks sank into his armchair, reached

'

into his cigar box, found it empty,
kicked it into the fire, and exclaimed,
"Damn it all! these missionary bishops
will make a man lose his soul!"

j

"Getting Your Name in Print"
(Funk & Wagnalls, $1.25), by H. S.

McCauley, is a brief manual about
newspaper publicity, about w^hat con-

stitutes news, and what does not, about
reporters and how to treat them, about
the best ways of keeping in and of

keeping out of the public prints. The
author firmly believes that the press is

omnipotent and that to struggle

against or even faintly resist it is as

useless as for a caterpillar to try to

combat a tidal wave. Probably he is

right, but he is fearfully depressing.

A curious traveller—using "curious

in its proper sense—an observer who
passes the obvious by, such is Norman
Douglas, whose "Alone" (McBride, $3)

is a record of travel in Italy. At least,

it purports to be that, and the reader
who yearns for descriptions of Italian

towns will find some in the book. But
"Alone" is better than that; it is the

notebook of an odd mind, an alert and
witty M^riter, whose novel, "South
Wind," is one of the strangest books of

fiction of the past five years. Mr.
Douglas has written other books about
Italy—"Old Calabria," for example.

An extensive history of the Russian
revolution, mainly from the military

viewpoint, is General Denikin's "The
Russian Turmoil" (Dutton, $8). The
author reviews the events of the Great
War prior to the revolution and car-

ries his history down to his own cam-
paign against the Bolshevists.

Writing of the "Reds of literature"

in "The Last Harvest" (Houghton
Mifflin, $2), John Burroughs says of

the lawless poets: "These men claim to

get their charter from Whitman. I do

not think Whitman would be enough
interested in them to feel contempt
toward them."

In his autobiography, "All in a Life-

Time" (Doubleday, $4), Henry Mor-
genthau devotes a chapter or two to

his early days in this country, his

schooling and legal and business ex-

periences. The chapters on national

politics, his ambassadorship in Turkey,
his relations with President Wilson,

*^ (halfonte-
HaddonHall

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

Combined in ownership and
management. Hospitable, quiet

homelike. Broad deck porches
overlooking the sea. Beautiful
pavilions and sun parlors. Pleasant
rooms. Golfand yacht club privileges.

On UeachandBoarivjalk. American
Flan. Write for folder and. rates.

LEEDSand LIPPINCOTTCOMPANY
The new Boardwalk Wing of
Haddon Hall affords new
opportunities for pleas-

ure, comfort and rest.

ROUGH-HEWN
By Dorothy Canlield

Author of "The Brimming Cup"

.\ Story of youth in America

and young love in France and

Italy. Rough-hewn is Dorothy

Canfield at her best. It is

longer than "The Brimming

Cup," a novel rich in its

characters and dramatic in-

cidents. $2.(X)

Harcourt, Brace & Co. lY^^^^k

OLD AGE DEFERRED
Much is lipins; written about the deferring of

ai.'e by name-, of gland transplantation and so-

("illcd niouke.v-j;laiiil therapy. Many medicine
makers have taken a<lvantaye of this publicity and
have offersd in many instances dangerous con-

coctions. \\'liy not learn how to conserve the

glands you have, liow to enhance their function,

increase life, jirolong youth? An interesting edu-
cative book is awaiting you which tells in a clean

way much you should know aboilt the gland of

especial importance to men of middle life. It

will be sent free. Ask for it, t;ead it, then con-

sult your physician about the hygiene it proposes.

It may be a blessing in disguise.

THE ELECTRO THERMAL CO.
2514 T Main Street Steubenville. Ohio

U'llVTrn* irPlMTS—ni«n "' "om«n: patented
VV/\llllCU. /ill tin 1 3 household articles of merit;
ulUl^ual line. Exclusive territory. N'o competition. Prof-
its lOO'^f. Opriortunity for sales crew managers—per-
manent connection. Long-established, reliable concern.
Write Hampden Tcpy Co., Factory .No. 14, Westfield, Mass.
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and his advocacy of the League of Na-

tions, are all import<int in their way.

but for an interestinj; and novel study

of a certain type of politician, the

pa«:es devoted to ex-Governor Sulzi-r

are easily the best in the book.

A recital of the last events in the

life of Abraham Lincoln is given in

•John W. Starr, Jr.'s "Lincoln's Last

Day" (Stokes, $1.50). The author has

drawn upon two score of books to re-

late every act and word of Lincoln on

the day of his death, up to the moment
of his departure for the theater.

Mr. G. B. Burgin's "More Memoirs
and Some Travels" (Dutton, $5) is

mainly about authors and writing,

about all the aspects of the literary

life, about editors and their victims the

authors, about authors and their vic-

tims the editors, about rejected manu-
scripts, and about certain definite au-

thors—fi'iends of the writer of the

book, like Jerome K. Jerome and Rud-
yard Kipling. A pleasant, humorous,
informal book.

"Six Years in Bolivia" (Dutton, $7),

by A. V. L. Guise, is a straightforward

and extensive account of the adven-

tures of a mining engineer. A passage

on the execution of a bandit, and one

upon the birds of the country, are ex-

amples of the author's good, though
uncolored, narrative.

Lionel Portman came back from his

South American travels, as recorded in

"Three Asses in Bolivia" (Houghton
Mifflin, $4), a convinced and patriotic

Briton. "Loathsome as we are in

many respects, and easily as other na-
tions may beat us in some, I defy the

world to produce anything like our
combination of character and capac-

ity." This is not the conventional and
airy cosmopolitanism of the typical

traveler, but it is better. It is honest.

Compared with the many books in

which American and English writers

throw off their antecedents and become
devotees of the Latin countries over

night, we may trust Mr. Portman's de-

scriptions of Bolivia all the more be-

cause he makes no pretense that he
desires ever more to renounce England
and dwell in mafiana land.

Captain Monckton's second book,

"Last Days in New Guinea" (Dodd,
Mead), hardly rivals his first in inter-

est, but it is a thoroughly readable
book for all that. As New Guinea is

the only countrj- under the British flag

where witchcraft is a crime punishable
by law, the administration of justice

has its quaint aspects. An accused
sorcerer is brought before the magis-
trate charged with causing a virgin in

a distant tribe to give birth to still-

born twins, merely by distant incanta-
tion, or else it is alleged that he al-

tered the course and color of the moon,
to the injury of the crops. But will he
plead "not guilty"? Not he; he insists

that he is guilty. "I should not be much
of a sorcerer if I could not do a little

thing like that!"

Dividend checks from the American Telephone and Telegraph Company are received
quarier/'y b\f more than 200,000 telephone users.

Owned by those it serves
Less than fifty years ago an applica-

tion was made for a patent which
created the possibility of speech be-

tween distant points. It was the

culmination of years of study, re-

search and experiment. It suggested

a new aid in commerce and domestic
life; a new tie to bind the people to-

gether. But it was only a suggestion

a dream.

To make that dream come true re-

quired the creation of an organization
unlike any other. It demanded a kind
of scientific knowledge that w^as yet

to be formulated, as well as a type of

equipment still to be devised. And
it necessitated the financial and moral
support of many communities.

Out of this situation grew the Bell

System, bringing not only a new
public service, but a new democracy
of public service ownership a

democracy that nov^r has more than
200,000 stockholders a partnership

of the rank and filo who use telephone

service and the rank and file em-
ployed in that service. The American
Telephone and Telegraph Company
exists to serve the people and is

ow^ned directly by the people con-
trolled not by one, but controlled

by all.

Evolution is going on. Each year
the ownership is more widespread.

Each year the various processes of

the service are performed more effi-

ciently and economically. Each year
new lines and extensions are con-

structed. The responsibility of the

management is to provide the best

possible telephone service at the
lowest possible cost and to provide
new facilities with the growth of de-

mand. To do these things requires

equipment, men and money.

The rates must furnish a net re-

turn sufficient to induce you to be-

come a stockholder, or to retain your
stock if you already are one; after

paying wages sufficient to attract and
retain capable men and women in the

service. They must adequately sup-

port and extend the structure of

communication.

These are considerations for the

interest of all public, stockholders,

employees.

" Bell System"

American Telephone and Telegraph Companv
And Associated Companies

One Policy, One System, Universal Service, and all directed
toward Better Service

"One of the Most Stimulating Factors

in American Intellectual Life"

is what many distinguished American and foreign authors have

called the MODERN LIBRARY. Nearly 100 titles ; Hand
Bound Limp Croft Leather, at the low price of 95 cts. each.

32-page Catalogue sent on request.

BONI & LIVERIGHT
115 West 40th St. New York
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CPEDCERIAR
\ILVERED
VJTEEbPE^^S
Will Not Corrode,

Always Keep Bright

Samples of ten different

patterns and finish, sent on
receipt of 10 cents, in-

cluding a thirty-two-page
booklet on handwriting.

SPENCERIAN PEN COMPANY
349 Broadway, New York

Reopened N^'ednesday, October 4th

The Veltin School
FOR GIRLS

160 and 162 West 74th St.. New York
A Fireproof Sanitary School Building.

Classes limited to twelve pupils

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT.
GENERAL COURSE.

COLLEGE PREPARATORY
Unusual advantages in French are offered

in every class.

Union Theological Seminary
Broadway at 120th St., New York City

The charter requires that "Equal privileges of
admission and instruction, with all the advan-
tages of the Institution, shall be allowed to
Students of every denomination of Christians."

Eighty-seventh year began September 27, 1922.
For catalogue, address

THE DEAN OF STUDENTS.

high School Course
in 2 Years B can complete

_ plified High
School Course at home in-

eide of two yarg. Meetanll reqnirerienta for entranre to colleRe
and the If^ariing professionB. This and thirty-aix o'her prsctical
coursea are described in our Free Bulletin, Send for i t TODAY

AMERICAN SCHOOL
D»pt. H. 7S0 Pr«»«l Avs. A 58th St. CHIC«

Washington. Conn. Box 153
Litchfield County

ROCK GATE
Country Home and School for Young Children

Summer and Winter Sessions.
CHARLOTTE O-QIRR CliABKE.

NOUMAL, Hi^'h School, Business, Law, Eu(,'i-

neering and College Courses leading to the
regular College and Post-Graduate degrees

thoroughly taught by mail. For special rates, ad-
dress Carnegie College, Rogers, Ohio.

PRINCIPALS, and teachers of

English, History, Civics, etc., in

Secondary Schools and Colleges,

are invited to address The Independ-

ent, 140 Nassau St., New York, for full

details concerning The Independent's

New and Better Plan for the use of

current material in teaching.

How to Study This Number
THE INDEPENDENT LESSON PLANS

English, Literature and History, Civics and
Composition Economics

By FREDERICK HOUK LAW, Ph. D.,

Head of the English Department,
Stuyvesant High School, New York

(The following questions have been prepared
in the absence of Dr. Law, who has been spend-
ing his vacation on a voyage to the South Seas.
He will return and resume his task late in Oc-
tober.

—

Editors. )

I. A Wayfarer In Japan.
1. Write a brief sketch of the life, personality,

and writings of Lafcadio Hearn.
2. The writer says of Lafcadio Hearn

:

"Though he lived [in Japan] nearly a full

lifetime, his eye saw only what it wanted
to see." This is a perfectly just observa-
tion. Justify it from Hearn's writings.
[Hint: Hearn's well-known and charming
"Japan : An Interpretation," is by no
means a safe guide.]

II. Bostonia and Bohemia.
1. Look up Thomas Bailey Aldrich—life and

writings—and then write a little "appre-
ciation" of his personality and literary pro-
ductions.

2. "The real Frogpondian."—Explain.
3. "Somehow the Boston tradition seems to

have been mainly centripetal, while Phila-
delphia seems to have tossed off more corus-
cations to the outer world." Examine the
above obse:-\-ation critically. Is it true?
Write down the names of sundry notable
Bostonians and Philadelphians. Visualize
each to your "inward opticks" (Sir Thomas
Browne's expression I . Arrange your por-
traits for comparison. Then decide whether
the writer has said something profoundly
true : or true only in a manner of speak-
ing, as it were, belike, really impossible to

determine whether true or false ; or not
true at all, in your opinion.

4. "Bromides."—State the origin and precise
meaning of this term.

5. "Margaret Fuller."—Look her up and write
a very brief sketch of her personality, life

and achievements.
6. Same for Edward Fitzgerald, whose trans-

lation of the Rubaiyat was by no means his

only great achievement. His "Euphranor"
is one of the most beautiful prose writings
of the last century.

7. Same for Flaubert. He has been called the
supreme master of the mot propre. Men-
tion some English prose wri'iers who might
appropriately be called masters of the mot
propre.

8. Same for Walter Pater.
9. Define centripetal. coT^.ifCctiov. posthumous,

impressiot'ist. unirorn. Bedouin, palimpsest,

ephemeral, incipient, gourmand, epicure,

pariah, baker's doz'ti. succinct.

10. "Smack of the soil."—Explain the expres-

sion and name those New Englanders, dead
and living, whose writings do most truly

smack of the soil of New England.
11. "Praising a man who had read Gibbon four

times." The reviewer does not mean all of

Gibbon's writings, but a particular work by
Gibbon. What work?

12. "Mr. Hay." The reference is to John Hav.
afterwards Secretary of State. What did

he write that deserves to live?

13. "Of beau»^v he was as abstinent as Thoreau
was of his material things "—Explain.

14. "A thoroughly Saturday Clubbish man."

—

Explain.
15. State one or two important facts about

each of the following: Buddha, .^rius,

Aristophanes, Augustine, Calvin. Voltaire.

Rousseau, Darwin. Newman, Kant. Schopen-
hauer. . .

16. "Anent of."—Give the meaning and origin

of the expression.
17. The mention of Margaret Fuller calls up

the vision of the "Brook Farm Com-
munity"—a charmine experiment of sorts

in comm'in^l life. Margaret Fuller w-^s a

member nf that community, and so was Haw-
thorne. HaW^horne wrote a "romance" about

the community and made Margire' Fu'ler

the tragic heroine thereof. Look ut) whit
Henrv James has to say nf the n^atter in

his life of Hawthorne in The English Men
of Letters series.

III. What the World Is Doing—The League
of Nations; Turkey.

1. Write an essay telling of the contribution

of Austria to a't and science, and what a

lo.ss to the world would be involved in the

ruin of Vienna.
2. Recentlv a great musical festival was he'd

at Salzburg. Austria, in honor of Mozart,

greatest of Aust»-ian geniuses. Write an es-

say on his tragic life and beautiful art.

3. Write a historical sketch of Byzantium and
Constantinople.

By AUGUSTUS S. BEATMAN, A. M.,

Head of the Department of Social

Science, Julia Richman High School

I. The Larger Issues In the Near East,
What the World Is Doing.

1. Review the main facts in the revival of
Turkish power under Mustapha Kemal and
show the present situation.

2. Discuss the question of Greek atrocities,
emphasizing their results upon Greek in-

terests.

3. What was the history of the Eastern
(Greek) Empire and show the Greek am-
bitions in that direction.

4. Explain the acts which the editor would
consider to be a failure by the Allies in

their duty to civilization. What does he
think "may be saved from the wreck of the
Treaty of Sevres" ?

5. Explain why the "makeshift agreement" is

"pitifully short-sighted from the stand-
point of large and far-reaching political

considerations."

6. Prove the statement: "In the past Con-
stantinople has been a fruitful source of
such conflicts."

7. Why does "the peace of Europe and Asia"
depend upon "future Anglo-Russian rela-

tions and policy" ? Review the Anglo-Rus-
sian "relations and policy" connected with
Turkey in the past.

8. Review the relations of the United States

to Turkish questions since the outbreak of

the World War. Emphasize the statements
of policy that have already been made by
the United SUtes.

II. Europe's Pressing Need.

1. Show why the question of the Allied debt

is coming to the front in America.

2. What features of Mr. McKenna's speech
are emphasized here?

3. Review the question of inter-alHed debts

and argue the proper policy for America to

take in regard to them.

III. Some Impressions of the Albany Con-
vention.

1. This article affords an unusual opportunity
to show the ability of pupils to analyze

and put their analysis in a brief formal
outline, easily checked. Use it as a test.

2. In your State is there a tendency for

parties to reflect rural and city differences?

Did the Democratic State convention in New
York show similar conditions?

3. What elements of leadership does Governor
Miller show? Compare these with the

qualities of leadership shown by Ex-Gov-
ernor Smith. Compare them with the

qualities of the leaders in your State.

4. What difference of opinion exists in regard

fjo (Governor Miller's attitude on welfare

measures ?

5. Do you agree with the writer's "belief that

we have reached the point where we know
that government cannot be used as an
agency to cure all of the social and eco-

nomic ills from which we suffer, etc."? How
is this thesis involved in the questions of

your State? Does it apply to the nation?

6. How important do you think is his point of

the advantage of the convention system in

comparison with other considerations in the

direct primary vs. convention controversy?

IV. Will Producers Stage a Revolt?

1. Sketch the "People's Party movement over

the Middle West in the nineties." Show the

relation of Populism to the South. Show
how its program affected our later history.

2. Explain what is meant by the farmer-
labor movement and discuss its success.

3. Discuss how fully you believe it is true that

"the war gave the farmer a world outlook."

4. Summarize the author's treatment of farm
nroblems. remedies, and the farmer's in-

fluence in po'.i;ics.

V. The League of Nations.

1. Looking up the accomplishments of the ses-

sion just closed make an estimate of the

importance of its work.

VI. A Wayfarer In Japan. End of the
Negotiations at Chang Chun.

1. Show the contrasts in present-day Japan.

2. What are the most important statements

about the economic and political situations?
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HAVE you looked through the papers?'

"Yes, I've read three murder trials."

New York dailies are doing a thriving business

these days. Such an interest in crime and the ir-

regularities of sex have they excited in their read-

ers that one can hardly wait from hour to hour, as

the editions pour forth, to learn the newest devel-

opments. The respectable papers are going it as

hard as the others. Sex has become the absorbing

topic of the day, and the news purveyors feel bound

to furnish the facts and feelings. Ministries rise

and fall, empires are overturned, interesting gov-

ernmental experiments are up for discussion, and

yet the papers will not let us forget that these are

trifles as compared with the new ruling passion.

"All the news that's fit to print"—that slogan of

great respectability—leaves one nonplussed as to

what news is not fit to print. It is curious to

observe from time to time on the editorial pages

of papers expressions of the most decent senti-

ments as to sex and the customs of the age, and
then in the news columns of the same papers floods

of scandal. We bring no charge against such

papers except that of unenlightened management.
Newspapers have become more and more standard-

ized, and with this has come the realization that it

is possible to make money by being a sheep and
following the lead of—morally speaking—a goat.

That the most sensational papers in the country
should set the fashion for other newspapers in the

matter of sex display is a strange commentary on
the respectability of the age. Is it true that re-

spectable readers demand from respectable papers
all the sordid details of sordid crime?

GOVERNOR MILLER turned aside from his

political duties the other day to address the

educators attending the convention of the Univer-

sity of the State of New York. One of his remarks,

though guarded, was highly significant. He said:

It may be that some .state-wide solution may be found.

Of course, the most extreme remedy that I can think of,

and the one which at the moment seems to me should be

the last resort, would be for the State itself to provide all

of the moneys needed to support the public schools every-

where throughout the State, without resort to local taxation

tor any part.

What Governor Miller had particularly in mind
was, of course, the schools in New York City,

whose management at present is scandalous. Gov-

ernor Miller himself pointed out the main objec-

tion to this plan, the loss in local interest. Yet it

may be said that educational conditions in the

metropolis are, or could by proper campaign be

made to appear, of the utmost importance to the

State, not to mention the country, at large. Gov-
ernor Miller's suggestion is one to ponder. He
himself is not prepared to furnish a definite plan

for the reorganization, but the fact that he has
thrown out a suggestion shows that he has been
thinking of the problem. It is characteristic of

his courage that he should have referred to the

matter during his campaign for reelection, when
his opponents are looking for arguments to make
against him. It is quite possible that the Gov-
ernor's sincerity and directness will more than
make up, in the minds of voters who can not have
failed to observe the distressing conditions in the
New York City schools for his suggestion that

local control of education may have to be curtailed.

People like a fighter who has interesting ideas.
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MR. BEVERIDGE, in his campaign for election

to the Senate, has been making some bold

statements. We quote from the Indianapolis News
of October 12

:

After saying that the "spineless policy" of Woodrow Wil-
son permitted the United States to get into war with Ger-
many, Mr. Beveridge asserted that Democrats and Repub-
licans alike conceive that if Theodore Roosevelt had been
President of the United States during the World AVar his

foreign policy would have been so firm that the United
States would not have been led into the conflict.

Whatever may be said for the first part of this

statement, the second part is utterly perverse. We

For the goodi?) little boys of Congress

can well believe that Mr. Roosevelt, after reading

the advertisement with reference to the Lusitania,

would have smelled a rat and by some device or

other would have prevented the sinking of that

great ship. He himself said that if he had been

President he would have put a member of the State

Department aboard and would have notified Ger-

many in advance of his action. There is little ques-

tion but that this action would have prevented the

terrible calamity. But there remains Mr. Bever-

idge's assertion that the United States with Roose-

velt in the saddle would not have been drawn into

the war. This to us seems quite inconceivable,

unless, indeed, the attitude of the United States

had been made so plain at the very outset of the

conflict that Germany would have hesitated to

enter it. Certainly Roosevelt was shrewd enough
to see that the great European conflagration could

not but involve our own vital interests.

THE point is highly important because Mr.

Beveridge, along with many others, has been

arguing against the cancellation of the Allied debt

on the ground that the United States lived up to its

full duty in the war. The debt contracted was an

honest debt and should be paid in the usual way.

Mr. Beveridge tries to reinforce his argument by

the statement that certain large banking houses

which made loans to the Allies are arguing for can-

cellation because this would help to strengthen

their position as creditors. In our judgment the

situation of private bankers has nothing to do with

the case. The fact remains that the United States

was woefully tardy in entering the war, which, after

all, was a war to preserve civilization, and in the

event came out of the struggle with comparatively

little loss of blood and treasure. If the war was
our war in only a little less degree than Europe's,

then it stands to reason that we won it very cheap-

ly. Why should the Allies have had to bear the

brunt of it not only in lives, but in money. The
least amend we can make is to share the financial

burden. Mr. Hoover has said that the Allies can

pay their debt, given time. Perhaps they can, but

is it fair that they should be asked to do so, con-

sidering what we owe them for their splendid de-

fense while we were laggards?

THE suggestion of President Butler, of Colum-

bia, that a new alignment of political parties

is now in order, has, naturally enough, met with

all sorts of objections. Politicians dread any dis-

turbance of present conditions, fearing how they

themselves may come off in the change. Yet there

is not a little to be said for it. Since the World
War there has been a great confusion of ideas in

this country. American democracy has been in

jeopardy because its fundamental principles have

not found wholehearted advocacy by the consensus

of either of the two great parties. In both parties

there are radical groups who are harping on revo-

lutionary experiment, and for the sake of harmony
it has been necessary to compromise and to make
allowances. This is not intellectually honest. What
is most needed is a review of democratic principles

and a staunch adherence to them. Those who can-

not subscribe to them belong apart. The two par-

ties would be well rid of them; they are free to

form a new party. The age is one teeming with

ideas. The mechanism of party organization is

not so much required to keep the country in good
order as intellectual congeniality. How can you,

who believe, for instance, in law and order and in

the principle that every American has the right to

work, go hand in glove with a party associate who
condones intimidation by labor unions and, if need

be, direct action? There have been altogether too

many strange bed-fellows in both parties.

NOTHING is more strongly indicative of the

state of nerves from which France is suffer-

ing than recent articles in the Parisian press hint-

ing at a rapprochement with the Soviets and a re-

Leagiie of fVomen Voters. "Have you left off beating your wife?"

vival of the old Franco-Russian alliance. No one
ought to know better than the French Foreign
Office the futility of dealing with the Soviet Gov-
ernment, yet the Rapallo Treaty, which was a bluff,

and the Urquhart concession, which was nego-

tiated by Krasin but rejected by Moscow, were
sufficient to make the French suspect that they

were being frozen out of the game. So they throw
out this semi-official hint, the chief effect of which
is to irritate English opinion and alienate sympa-
thy. In their present state petulant jibes at Great
Britain are quite the fashion, which is very unfor-
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timate, for their tendency is to weaken the entente,

which is France's greatest need. Of course, there

is not the remotest idea of a new Franco-Russian

alliance. France has no capital to invest in the

rehabilitation of Russian industry and the pros-

pect of recovering anything on old Russian obliga-

tions held in France depends on the future enter-

prise of England and America in Russia. Future

political alignments will be closely connected with

these economic developments and France will be

well advised not to compromise her future by silly

dealings with the present Government at Moscow
undertaken in a spirit of pique or suspicion.

NOW it is the Rev. Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick,

the joyous Baptist who preaches to big con-

gregations every Sunday at the Fifth Avenue
Presbyterian Church, who is charged with "unbe-

lief" and "heresy." The indicting "overture" was
adopted the other day by the Presbytery of Phila-

delphia. Dr. Fosdick need not be perturbed. The
fatuity of heresy-hunting should be obvious, for

there has never been a heresy trial yet that has not

strengthened the heretical cause and spread the

alleged error. If the naive purpose of the prose-

cutors were in fact to safeguard the truth as they

see it. they would go about their business in a dif-

ferent fashion. The "sword of the spirit" might
be taken out of its glass case among the exhibits

and wielded a bit. Unhappily, the real purpose is

not naive but is highly sophisticated. It is not

pure religion but pure politics; or, mere "jockey-

ing for position." It is sport for the ungodly, but

it has never yet helped the Church.

FAITH cannot be dead when the American Re-
volver Association displays such a touching

confidence in the power of more laws to keep pis-

'If'here the wildest tales are true

tols out of the hands of criminals and potential

killers. The ordinary man would say off-hand that

the effective way to prevent illegal shootings with

pistols was by prompt and resolute punishment of

the offenders. But the revolver gentlemen—and

strangely enough also a committee of the Ameri-

can Bar Association—now propose to attack the

evil by selling revolvers to all "reputable" citizens,

while forbidding dealers to sell to criminals. The
scheme seems to us an amazing example of human
fatuousness. In New York the Sullivan law has

for years held a penalty of fifty dollars fine over

every man possessing a pistol without a police per-

mit. The law has been farcically ineffective. And
now its futility is to be remedied ( ?) merely by

forbidding dealers to sell pistols to criminals?

The Coalition Breaks

Ox Thursday, October 19, Premier Lloyd

George tendered his resignation in deference

to the overwhelming vote of the Unionist

Members of Parliament gathered at the Carlton

Club, in which they decided to withdraw from the

Coalition. Thus is interrupted—if not ended—per-

haps the most extraordinary career in the history

of British parliamentary government. For seven-

teen years the brilliant little Welshman has been

continuously in office, beginning as Chancellor of

the Exchequer and finishing as Prime Minister.

During the Great War and the troubled time which
has followed it, he has been the outstanding figure,

not only in England, but in Europe as well. Strong,

bold, and marvelously resourceful, he has run the

gamut of policy from radical to conservative and
ever succeeded, laughing at those who charged him
with inconsistency and spectacularly turning the

tables on those who attacked him on numerous
dramatic occasions. He has to his supreme credit

the successful conduct of England's greatest war
rnd what is likely to prove the solution of the age-

long Irish problem. He inaugurated much legisla-

tion that constituted a profound departure from
English tradition—w'hether for good or evil only

the future can decide. He made bitter enemies and

loyal friends ; in the higher circles of public life he

did not enjoy complete trust and confidence; as for

the masses, he had an uncanny instinct for divining

their changing temper and playing upon it.

Was Lloyd George a truly great man? Is he to

be ranked with Pitt and Gladstone? Or was he

merely a clever, unscrupulous, resourceful man
thrust into a great situation where opportunism,

aided by his undeniable gifts, achieved victory in

a great war and dominated the settlements which
followed? This the future historian must answer;

we are too near and know too little of the inside

facts to pass judgment. And, besides, who can say

that Mr, Lloyd George may not ride back into

power on the crest of the wave after the coming
general election and force his critics, friendly or

hostile, to revise their present judgments?
At all events, interest for the moment centres

less upon the remarkable and enigmatic figure who
has just stepped down from his exalted and power-
ful position, than upon the gravely confused and
complicated situation created by his resignation

both in England and in all Europe.

The Coalition has passed—that is, as a Coalition.

Summoned into being to meet a grave emergency, it

was continued after that emergency had been met.
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Its continued existence contravened the traditional

system of English party government and was due

largely to the absence of an outstanding leader to

contest the unique position of Lloyd George. Even
when there appeared the prospect of a majority

against him, Englishmen were wont to exclaim:

"Who is there to take his place?" The Labor ele-

ment withdrew, the Conservatives grew stronger in

the Coalition. By it Lloyd George ruled and it

followed him through his tortuous changes of pol-

icy, it seemed almost to have evolved from a

Coalition into a party itself.

But already signs of weakness began to appear.

Lloyd George had been an outstanding Liberal, but

more and more Liberals turned against him, especi-

ally on questions of foreign policy. The Conserva-

tives, growing stronger, apprehensive of radical

Labor developments and ever distrustful of the

Welshman, felt the yoke of unequal partnership

becoming irksome. To many. Liberals and Con-

servatives alike, it seemed that Lloyd George's im-

provisations of foreign policy were bringing

England into dangerous dilemmas from which ex-

trication would be most difficult. The Near East

embroglio marked the climax. The Premier's

Manchester speech was one of the most brilliant

efforts of his career; it was a bold defense of his

policy which had apparently succeeded at Constan-

tinople and a scathing attack upon his opponents

at home and abroad. But it did not satisfy. The
skeptical wanted to know why he had got into the

uncomfortable predicament, over the escape from
which he showed such pride ; friends of the Entente

were aghast at the sharp charges he hurled at

France and the Turks. For once his dexterity and
oratorical powers were not equal to the emergency.

The domestic outlook in England is confused.

Mr. Bonar Law has been asked to form a cabinet,

but this, in the nature of things, can be but a tem-

porary expedient and it is of little value to specu-

late on its possible policy. Mr. Bonar Law's state

of health would not permit him to pursue a vigor-

ous course even if he had behind him a real

majority, and everything must wait upon the out-

come of the general election. Here may
be expected some real excitement. Mr. Lloyd

George on the defensive at the head of a disinteg-

rating Coalition is one thing; as the leader of the

opposition against a party which has no outstand-

ing figure to rally around, he is quite another. As
a Liberal who can undoubtedly attract many Labor
votes he has a great advantage. It remains to be

seen whether the Unionists, now the largest party

but still a minority, can gather sufficient strength,

even if they win, to form an effective Government.
To many there looms the alarming prospect of a

Labor Government, but this seems a rather remote
possibility. Numerically the labor-unionists, if

united, might perhaps have sufficient votes to carry

the election, but there is little chance of unity, and
their leaders, conscious of their own weakness and

divided counsels, are not eager to assume the bur-

den of responsibility.

In another respect Lloyd George has a great ad-

vantage. However much he may have shifted and
turned in the past, any Government now taking

over power must follow pretty closely his recent

policies, policies for which, indeed, his former as-

sociates, now his opponents, share with him the

responsibility. It will, therefore, be difficult to put

forward any well-defined issues, and the Unionists

are left in the weak position of standing essentially

on their opponent's platform.

Mr. Lloyd George has wasted no time in starting

his new campaign, and if his speech at Leeds on

the 21st is to be taken as a criterion, it is his plan

to make the issue a personal one and stake every-

thing on his powers of demagogic appeal. His be-

ginning is characteristic and will not serve to raise

him in the estimation of decent folk, for he brazen-

ly charged the Conservatives with having over-

thrown the Coalition for purely selfish reasons

—

because they were not getting enough out of it.

The falsity of this charge is manifest to anyone

who knows at all the patriotic spirit that animates

the gentleman in English politics. His plea, like-

wise, for coalition instead of party government

shows to what lengths he is willing to go in pur-

suit of his personal ambition. On the whole it

seems likely that the Conservatives will win suffi-

cient seats to enable them to form a fairly effective

Government.

If this should prove to be the case the effect in

Europe would in all probability be decidedly bene-

ficial. Such a Government would have a unity

which the Coalition sadly lacked, and one could

look for a certain consistency and continuity in

foreign policy which would be reassuring after the

uncertainties of the past few years. Undoubtedly

its first effect would be to strengthen the badly

strained entente with France, not so much by any
striking change of policy as by restoring confidence

in the good faith of the British in arriving at an

understanding on the reparations question.

The effect on Germany would likewise be salu-

tary. Lloyd George's "khaki" campaign appeal of

1918 was no less disgusting to decent English opin-

ion than his recent policy of letting Germany off

too easily. There is reason to believe that a Con-

servative Government would stand for a reasonable

and moderate course in the reparations matter

and would be able to convince France of its sound-

ness. The assurance of a definite and consistent

policy, even a severe one, would put an end to de-

bilitating uncertainty and give the Germans a

basis on which to build.

As to the Near East and Russia the probable

policy of such a Government is somewhat problem-

atic. As to the Turks, it would be likely to endeavor

to salvage what is possible from the situation, at

the same time making amends for Lloyd George's

violent words. Lord Reading would undoubtedly
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be recalled from India and a firmer and more real-

istic policy toward the government of India

adopted. As to Russia, while it is true that Mr.

Bonar Law was for a time in favor of Soviet rec-

ognition, this is not likely to be encouraged. Lord

Curzon and Lord Derby would see to that. At all

events there would be no further truckling with

Moscow at the behest of certain private interests.

The danger is that Conservative traditions may
tend to revive the old nineteenth century attitude

of antagonism and suspicion toward Russia, and

thereby work against a spirit of cooperation and

good will. The test will come in the settlement of

the status of the Straits. In conclusion, it may be

said that getting back to normal party government
in England cannot fail to have a stabilizing effect

and not the least important of its results will be

to bring forward in public life the younger men of

promise whom the Coalition tended to keep in the

background.

Cooperation in Industry

THERE is a good omen in the changed rela-

tions of railroad labor and its employers.

Whatever other results have come from last

summer's strike of the shopmen, one consequence

is strikingly clear—the substitution for herding

and driving by national labor leaders of something

approaching an attitude of cooperation and an at-

tempt at understanding between the railroad work-

ers and the executives.

This marks the end, we may hope, of that cycle

of ultra-militant labor relations for which the

country is largely indebted to the Railroad Admin-
istration's interpretation of war-time necessities.

It was a wave of labor militarism that was bound
to break or be itself broken. And fortunately for

the railroad workers, as well as for all the rest of

us, the wave itself broke in the shopmen's strike.

Railroad labor leaders have learned from this an
important lesson, lately set forth in the notable

public statement by W. G. Lee, president of the

Brotherhood of Trainmen. The attempt to manage
railroad labor relations on a nationwide scale was
"full of dynamite," as Mr. Lee expressed it, for all

concerned. Common prudence, aroused by the

critical situation of the past summer, has compelled
its abandonment.

It is only on the basis of cooperation and mutual
understanding, we believe, that workers and em-
ployers can adjust their relations in any continu-

ously peaceful fashion that will adequately serve
the needs of both. The practical possibilities in

cooperation have been vividly illustrated in specific

examples of forms of cooperation that may be
lumped under the general term "employee repre-

sentation." This has shown notable successes in

many private industrial plants. A really amaz-
ing example of it is presented on the Philadelphia

traction lines—the so-called "Mitten plan." The
idea is now spreading among the railroads, and
nothing but good, as we see it, can come from
the fullest sincere development of it.

The moving force in this type of relation is the

appeal it makes to the fair-mindedness that is the

instinct of most men. On one of the large railroad

systems there is an employee representation

scheme under which a large number of "griev-

ances" have been finally settled by a board made
up of equal numbers of employees and representa-

tives of the company. The plan requires a two-

thirds vote to dispose of any issue. But the actual

record shows that nearly every case has been set-

tled by a imanimous vote. Men on each side who
went in as partisans, expecting always to vote for

their own side, have become judges concerned only

with the preponderance of justice and reasonable-

ness in each instance. There is nothing new, and

nothing properly surprising in this demonstration

of the fair-mindedness of the average man. It has

been proved over and over again.

In this reasonable quality of the average work-

man when he feels that he has the facts before

him, and that his honest judgment on them will be

matched by equally sincere judgment from the em-

ployer's side, lies the best promise for the economic

education of the working man. Almost nowhere

in the United States, outside of employee repre-

sentation systems honestly shared in by the man-
agement, do the workers have a fair chance to see

and judge the actual conditions on which their work
and wages depend. For almost every man, the

greater part of his world is comprised in his job.

And his own job is the right place for the economic

education of the worker to begin. The militant

trade union member seldom tries to see his job

from his employer's point of view of it. The radi-

cal does not want to. But the average worker is

willing to see facts, and to judge them honestly as

far as his capacity goes, if he feels that he is really

getting the essential facts, and that his employer

will be as honest and fair as he tries to be.

The initiative in establishing such cooperative

relations naturally lies with the employer. No em-

ployer, it would seem, has a right to criticize the

attitude of his employees so long as they are com-

pelled by his policy to shape their opinions and

action without a knowledge of the main facts and

conditions of the business. If the employer's policy

leaves their opinions at the mercy of the dogmas of

trade union leaders and radical agitators, he as-

suredly thus contributes substantially to shaping

the results which so often disturb him. It is a

curious and interesting fact in industrial relations

that employers and workers either get nearer and

nearer to a friendly understanding, or farther and

farther away from it. The relation, in point of good

will, is seldom stationary. And good will pays as

well inside the plant as it does outside among the

customers. It pays to organize and insure it.
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The Season of Books

THE Battle of the Books goes merrily on. Al-

ready the longest battle on record, it may be

expected to survive all our efforts to do away
with wars. We may some day consent to settle

disputes over boundaries without resorting to

blows. But when it comes to deciding what the

"real thing" is in literature, we desire no pacifists

to compose our differences. Begun as a fight over

the Ancients and the Moderns, whether Homer
and Vergil were greater than the writers of two
centuries back, the battle has latterly gone through
many phases: Is the novel a more effective instru-

ment than the play? Is rhymed, metrical verse so

shackled as to be impotent? Is the gutter more
"real" than the drawing room? "Erik Dorn" than

"The Newcomes?" Can romance go hand in hand
with reality, or must the real be produced by a

literal chronicle?

The discussion in this last phase is revived by
the appearance this autumn of two novels, both by
writers who in the past have had best-sellers to

their credit—one by the author of "The Broad
Highway," the other by the author of "Main
Street." Jeffery Farnol returns, in "Peregrine's

Progress," to the rollicking days of the early nine-

teenth century. Sinclair Lewis sticks to the Middle

West. While Mr. Farnol seeks, first of all, to pro-

vide his readers with entertainment, he, too, at-

tempts to create characters which shall seem real.

His new book is not up to his first great success

in that fashion. Indeed, it quite frankly looks for

popularity under the aegis of that other work, even

reintroducing some of the earlier characters. Nor
does the author hesitate to pad out with a few
stock characters of still earlier tradition. For all

that, the major personages of the story live and
are individual; and the reader appears to acquire

familiarity not only with a considerable portion

of English life in those early days, but with cer-

tain perennial traits of English character.

Now, it may seem the height of folly to attempt

any comparison of two such different books as

"Peregrine's Progress" and "Babbitt," for one

typifies the great outdoors and the other the little

indoors. They are chosen for that very reason:

the one as a free, informal chronicle of a vaga-

bond's life among a great variety of conditions and
personages; the other as the precise record of an
individual whom all must recognize as representa-

tive of a large class. The question is, Which book
—neither of them is a great book—is the truer

revelation of the personages set forth?

To answer that question is to renew the old dis-

cussion of what is realism; to consider whether
realism may deal in the "probable impossibilities"

which Aristotle asserted represented the best sort

of imitation of nature; to wonder whether Shake-
speare's characters are not, after all, quite as real-

istic as Ibsen's. The question is important because

Mr. Lewis has undertaken to picture with fidelity

types of that great Middle West which constitutes,

politically and socially, an influence not to be ig-

nored and which is as yet none too well known
to the country at large. He has adopted the method
of unembroidered chronicle which gives the im-

pression of authority as it goes along and which
gets results in the end. Romain Rolland used it to

good effect in "Jean-Christophe," but in that case

the hero was so teeming with ideas on all manner of

topics that the mere threshing out of those ideas

and the achieving of a definite outlook on life were
ample to make the character emerge as a rich, in-

teresting personality. In these circumstances an
elaborate plot would have been out of place.

Mr. Lewis had not this initial advantage. Bab-
bitt is a man of very limited interests and possi-

bilities, and to give simply a bare chronicle of his

reactions to his small range of life is to produce
a rather dull book. Even though the reader may
recognize much truth in the portraiture and agree
that this is the Middle West beyond any question,

he has no desire to re-read the story and his im-
pressions of it will not be lasting.

Now it is just possible that our rising young
novelists would do well to aim at entertainment
and plot, even if not on so large a scale as the plan

of Jeffery Farnol, and to allow their characters to

emerge incidentally from the story. In our judg-

ment Booth Tarkington, who has long been writing

about the Middle West, has been wiser in so doing.

His stories are interesting and his characters none
the less real on that account. We said that read-

ers would recognize the Middle West in "Babbitt."

This is true, but not the whole spirit even of the

locality which furnishes the setting. Even in

Shakespeare's darkest tragedies, he contrives to

let in the free out-of-doors and a good deal of

casual incident. Ibsen does not; his dramas, how-
ever effective, have by comparison a sultry atmos-
phere. And Mr. Lewis's novels suffer in the same
way. His material is too carefully edited for his

special purpose of creating a desired effect to give

the impression of bigness or of the whole truth.

Babbitt, in the series of circumstances in which
he is placed by the author, is consistent and super-

ficially real; but we are bound to believe that in

his actual prototype in life are latent possibilities

which are not sensed by the writer and which a
story with a larger and freer framework would
have served to bring out. Go and read "Peregrine's

Progress," Mr. Lewis. There you will find some
rare adventure and in the midst of it an exhibition

of large, generous impulses on the part of persons

much more narrowly circumstanced than Babbitt.

It is because we appreciate Mr. Lewis's possi-

bilities that we desire for him a big development.

It is also because we understand the great influ-

ence of the Middle West and what it means to the

rest of the country that we could wish for its high

priest clear interpretative powers.
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Congress and the Budget
By John T. Pratt

Chdinuan of the Xaiinnal IhiJ^ji't Coiuimttce

John T. Fran

WITH the opening of the political campaign

season the attention of the public is being

directed to the accomplishments of President

Harding's Administration under the Budget and Ac-

counting Act which was passed in June, 1921, and the

provisions of which have been operative since that time

in the conduct of the Nation's business affairs. In an

address delivered

at a testimonial

dinner given to

him by the New
York City Commit-
tee of the National

Budget Committee
on October 13,

Brigadier General

Charles G. Dawes,

who was the first

Director of the

Bureau of the Bud-

get under the new
law, gave impetus

to the discussion

of this phase of

Govern ment fi-

nance by present-

ing an inside view

of the difficulties

which the Admin-

istration had to meet in the inauguration of a budgetary

system. The feature of his exposition was the empha-

sis laid by him upon the zeal and courage of the Presi-

dent in bringing the authority of his office to bear upon

subordinate officials who were opposed to the institution

of methods designed to effect a more efficient and eco-

nomical administration of their several executive de-

partments and bureaus.

In his enthusiasm for the indisputably effective pres-

sure exerted by President Harding in administering

the Budget Act, General Dawes appeared to minimize

the importance of the Act itself and ignored entirely

the contributions which Congress has made during the

last year toward the perfection of the budgetary system

as a whole. In the view of those who have been advo-

cating budgetary reform it was a most fortunate thing

that President Harding assumed the attitude he did,

but it would be equally unfortunate if in the heat of a

political campaign the people of the country should be

permitted to lose sight of the fact that without the

cooperation of Congress the activities of the President

in the interest of efficiency and economy would have

been, and in the future will be, confined within com-

paratively narrow limits. The Budget Act makes the

President responsible for the estimates of what the

administrative departments will require for the execu-

tion of the laws already on the statute books, and pro-

vides him with a Bureau of the Budget through which
he can obtain the information necessary for making
these estimates, but Congress retains, and under the

Constitution cannot abrogate, the right to make appro-

priations, and unless there is cooperation between the

President and Congress, unless Congress in making
appropriations recognizes the President's efforts to

effect economies and writes its support into the appro-

priation bills, the President's Budget will become merely

a recommendation. Should Congress choose to ignore

it the President would have no remedy. Before the

present law was enacted President Taft submitted a

budget in practically the same form as that now author-

ized, and Congress promptly tossed it into the waste-

basket.

Doubtless the application of Executive pressure in

the interest of economy upon those who direct the

Governmental business organization may well be styled

revolutionary, since no previous President has so as-

serted his authority and, indeed, under the former sys-

tem was not expected to. The revolution began, how-
ever, when the people of this country realized that their

public business was not being conducted as their private

enterprises were. It took form when Congress, by a

practically unanimous vote, recognized the public senti-

ment in favor of more business-like methods in the

conduct of the Government and prescribed the forms

under which those methods were to be instituted. It

was brought about when President Harding signed the

Budget Act, called Charles G. Dawes as the first Direc-

tor of the Bureau of the Budget, and then backed him
to the limit in every measure which that resourceful

soldier and business man took to establish business

principles in the administration of the executive de-

partments. It succeeded when Congress acknowledged

itself bound by the plain implications of its own Act

and subjected itself to a procedure which was in con-

formity with the new duties and responsibilities which

it had imposed upon the President.

I doubt if the people of this country realize the sig-

nificance of those changes in Congressional procedure

instituted by Congress itself, and not without a strug-

gle, through which single appropriations committees in

both Senate and House were provided for and ad-

herence was given, in the House of Representatives at

least, to a rule that in making appropriations the totals

of departmental estimates as submitted by the Presi-

dent should not be exceeded. Congress, as I have said,

has not abrogated its control over appropriations, but

it has defined new forms under which that control shall

be exercised and it has tied these forms into the provi-

sions of the Budget Act in such a way as to make for

more effective cooperation between the Executive and

Legislative branches of the Government with respect

to the economical expenditure of the people's money.

Such cooperation in the formulation of National policy

and in the transaction of public business is one of the

ends which the advocates of budgetary reform have had

in mind.

There are reasons for believing that Congressional

devotion to the budget idea will be tested in the next

Congress. The President has authorized Brigadier

General Herbert M. Lord, the present Budget Bureau

Director, to direct the various department heads to re-
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vise their estimated expenditures for 1924 to accord

with the estimated revenues, the object being to avoid

the prospective deficit. But because of the opposition

of the department heads to such reductions in their

estimates they have been permitted to send to the

President supplemental estimates which total about

$600,000,000 above the estimated revenues. If the

President should transmit these estimates in excess of

prospective revenue he would be required under the

Budget Act to make recommendations to Congress for

new taxes, loans, or other appropriate action to meet
the estimated deficiency, but he has declared that he

will not send to Congress estimates exceeding the prob-

able receipts of the Government. Also, under the Bud-

get Act, no officer or employee of any department or

establishment may submit to Congress any estimate or

request for an appropriation, unless at the request of

either House of Congress.

"Unless at the request of either House of Congress."

There, it seems to me, lies the danger to the integrity

of the budget system. Congress, having the final word
with respect to appropriations, may conceivably render

the President's budget recommendations nugatory

simply by calling in departmental heads and bureau

chiefs and taking their word rather than that of the

President and his Bureau of the Budget as to the

appropriations necessary. To do so, however, would
involve the abrogation of the rule respected by the last

Congress that departmental appropriations should not

exceed the total of the Budget estimates.

In these circumstances a contest appears to be inevi-

table. With whom will the decision lie? It seems to

me not with the President, not with his department

heads, not even with Congress, but wholly with the

people of the country. The President has declared him-

self. We know what the natural attitude of the depart-

mental chiefs will be. No one can say what Congress

will do because Congress has not been elected yet. At
this moment then, and up to election day, the decision

rests with the people. In so far as they pledge their

candidates to an effective control over expenditures

through the budgetary system, in so far as they insist

with their votes upon a policy of economy, so far will

they help to hold the achievements of the last year

toward a more business-like administration of their

National affairs.

Hoover versus McKenna
By Fabian Franklin

HARDLY had the echoes of Mr. McKenna's speech

in New York died away when Mr. Hoover de-

livered an address in Toledo of diametrically

opposite tenor. The late Chancellor of the British Ex-

chequer discoursed upon German reparations as well as

upon the Allied debt to the United States ; the American
Secretary of Commerce discussed the Allied debt and

said nothing about German reparations. But so far

as the strictly economic aspect of the question is con-

cerned, the considerations involved are the same. Mr.

McKenna undertook to prove that it would for many
years be impossible for Germany to do anything sub-

stantial toward meeting reparation requirements, and
that a like impossibility applies to the Continental

Allies in relation to their debt to the United States.

Mr. Hoover—without explicitly mentioning Mr. Mc-
Kenna—undertook to show that the reasons usually

assigned for this conclusion are inadequate, and that

what Mr. McKenna declares impossible is not only pos-

sible, but attainable without unreasonable sacrifice to

the debtor nations or serious economic disturbance to

the creditor nations; this last-named consideration

having been urged by Mr. McKenna as a fatal objection,

over and above the question of impossibility.

If these opposing utterances were to be made the

Btarting-point of a searching examination and report

by a group of American economists of the highest

standing, the benefit, in the shape of public enlighten-

ment, would be incalculable. In default of such authori-

tative pronouncement one must fall back upon one's

own unaided judgment, and strike a balance as best

one can.

To enter into a comprehensive appraisal of the two

arguments would be far beyond the possibilities of this

little article. The most that I can hope to do is briefly

to draw attention to some salient features. And in the

first place it is but just to say that in so far as it may

have been Mr. Hoover's object to destroy the sense of

finality which Mr. McKenna's argument impressed upon

many minds, he was successful in his purpose. He did

not quite do justice to Mr. McKenna's argument, but he

brought into a clear light considerations of the first

importance which the British disputant had either over-

looked or belittled. In discussions of this character,

the question of emphasis, of perspective, is all-important.

Thus Mr. McKenna did not overlook the part which a

"triangular" exchange of commodities is capable of

playing in the settlement of international obligations,

but he disposed of it far too easily; Mr. Hoover goes

into it much more thoroughly, and shows how extensive

are the possibilities of European export to tropical and

other undeveloped countries, from which in turn we
may greatly enlarge our imports without disturbance

of American industries. Similarly, Mr. McKenna does

not overlook the distinction between immediate and

more remote conditions; but whereas he refers to this

in gingerly fashion, and on the whole leaves the impres-

sion that what is true of the present is almost equally

true of the future, Mr. Hoover insists upon the incal-

culable possibilities of development, once the affairs of

the world are put into good working order. Other

points made by Mr. Hoover are less sound. Never-

theless to read his speech is to become convinced that

Mr. McKenna overstated his case; that what looks like

demonstration of impossibility becomes, when exam-

ined, merely proof of difficulty; and that the question

of what the debtor nations can do—and can be permitted

to do without harm to their creditors—is not a closed,

but an open question.

There is not the slightest prospect of this question

being set at rest in the near future; but in the mean-

while the attitude of Governments and peoples regard-

ing the proper policy to pursue is of the most crucial
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importance. Thus far the record is one that it is

melancholy to contemplate. So far as Germany is con-

cerned, the errors have been simply appalling. To
begin with, the people of Great Britain and of France
were led to believe, after the armistice, that Germany
would be compelled to pay an indemnity of such absurd

magnitude that even the excitement of that time fur-

nishes no palliation for the guilt of any responsible

statesman who encouraged such expectation. Then in

the treatv the amount of the reparations, while not

pitched at so fantastic a height, was made to rest upon
a principle that flies in the face of human nature:

Germany was virtually told that the harder she worked,

the more successful she was in restoring her economic

health, the more she would have to pay to her victorious

enemies. That she would, in any case, have done her

utmost to escape the burden of her guilt is true enough;
but if a definite obligation had been fixed, instead of

an obligation that grew bigger the harder she tried to

meet it, there would have been some chance of building

up in Germany a sound

sentiment on the subject.

And England, having be-

gun with Lloyd George's

"khaki campaign" of 1918

for an iiidemnity running

into the hundreds of bil-

lions, has now gone to the

opposite extreme; nor is

there much better reason

for the present English

position than for that of

the "khaki" days. Then
she talked as though noth-

ing was impossible for

Germany; now she talks as

though everything was im-

possible. Mr. McKenna
speaks, indeed, of a suspen-

sion for a few years; but

he hardly so much as sug-

gests any guarantee that

at the end of the few years

anything shall be done. He
fully sanctions the idea

that the reparation re-

quirements have been the

cause of the fall of the

mark ; an idea that some of

the ablest and most honest

of the Germans are now
treating with merited con-

tempt. Moreover, in pro-

posing that rep.-^ ration ob-

ligations shall wait until

the mark is "stabilized,"

he encourages whatever
disposition there may be in

Germany to look upon a
disordered currency as a

defense against reparation

demands. It is not yet too

late to come back to solid

ground and Allied unity,

in the matter of repara-

tions; and such talk as

The Editors Take a Hint
A copy of the Indbpendent Inter-Weekly for Schools

fell into the hands of one of New York's leading citizens,

a man of large affairs and a former president of the

Chambtr of Commerce. He read it from cover to cover

and then inquired how he could obtain it regularly.

This innovation in journalism is one in which the

editors take gieat pride. It had been specially designed

to meet the needs of teachers and students in the schools

and colleges and they had not realized how useful and
interesting it might be to the general reader. Hence tViis

explanation.

Up-to-date schools now demand that the teaching of

such subjects as history, civics, economics, and English,

be vitalized by correlating them with current events and
current literature. No existing periodical seemed exactly

to fill the bill. The problem was not to write down to

the schools and yet to furnish them regularly with ideas

suited specifically to their purposes. The INDEPE^DE^T
provided once a fortnight the broad magazine of general

discussion which they desired. But it needed in some
way to be supplemented.
Then came a happy thought. Why not publish in the

intervening weeks between the regular issues of The
Independent a journal to meet the particular needs of

teachers and students? The Independent Inter-Weekly
was the result. A score of prominent educators and
writers waxed enthusiastic over the idea and joined the

staff as Associate Editors. Professor Franklin H. Gid-
dings, of Columbia, became Editor-in-chief. Am* ng the

Associate Editors are such names as Charles H. Judd of

the University of Chicago, Henry Suzzallo, President of

the University of Washington, J. Arthur Thomson of

Aberdeen University, author of "The Outline of Science,"

Henry van Dyke, Hendrik Willem van Loon, author of

"The Story of Mankind," and Francis W. Hirst, the

distinguished English economist. Thousands of students

now use the Inter-Weekly as part of their regular school
equipment, teacher and pupil alike delighting in its

well-balanced and interesting story of "What the World
is Doing," its notes on important books, music, art, and
drama, and its special articles on a variety of interesting

subjects. Particularly, to be noted is "A Primer of

Political Economy," by Dr. Fabian Franklin, whose
writings on economics are well known for their clarity,

simplicity, and literary charm, which will appear serially.

The Editors knew that this was just what teachers and
students wanted, but they did not at first realize how
valuable and interesting it would prove to other people
who desire to acquire the fundamentals of economics and
keep abreast of economic thought, but have not the time
to delve in the ponderous and forbidding volumes
devoted to the subject.

So the Editors took the hint and now offer the Inde-
pendent Inter-Weekly to Independent subscribers at a

special rate of one dollar for the school year.

Mr. McKenna's about impossibilities is one of the chief

things that stand in the way.

From the strictly and narrowly economic standpoint,

the same considerations apply to the question of the

Allied debt to the United States as to that of German
reparations. But it is little less than a calamity that

Mr. Hoover should have failed to take a broader view.

I shall not attempt here to rehearse the reasons which
should make us eager to relieve our sorely-tried com-
rades of part of the terrible burden which is their

legacy from the war which was fought to preserve all

that we and they hold most dear—reasons which have

been repeatedly set forth in the columns of this journal.

But it is deplorable to see a man like Hoover strength-

ening the present disposition of the country to shut

its eyes to everything but the letter of its bond. To
remit the debt, or so to ease its payment as to make
it but a slight burden, would be but to recognize those

equities of the case which some of the staunchest and

most keen-sighted of

Americans have asserted

with the utmost earnest-

ness; and, unlike remission

of the German reparations,

it would produce a thrill of

joy in the beneficiaries

without violating the re-

quirements of justice.

Moreover, say what you

will, America is not going

to play the part of a relent-

less creditor insisting upon

prompt payment by hard-

pressed comrades-in-arms

;

whatever we get out of the

debts will, in any case, be

got very slowly—little or

nothing in the next few

years. But what the world

needs is an immediate ac-

cess of courage, good will,

confidence, hope; and by

setting in motion such a

change of feeling America

would gain, in actual dol-

lars and cents, more than

she would lose through the

concession. These things

cannot be proved or dis-

proved by statistics; they

must be judged of by hu-

man insight rather than by

formal reasoning. But for

my own part I am firmly

convinced that the course

prescribed by self-interest

is the same as that which

is marked out by a sense of

equity and by that magnan-

imity which should inspire

the wealthiest of nations in

its conduct toward less for-

tunate partakers in the com-

mon struggle f,or deliver-

ance from a common danger.
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Reviving Russia
By Jerome Landfield

WHAT is happening in Russia? The newspapers

these last months have been singularly silent

regarding this important section of the world

with its hundred and forty million people. From time

to time visitors to Moscow write their observations,

narrating some colorful personal experiences or recount-

ing stereotyped interviews with Soviet dignitaries, and
Mr. Walter Duranty as usual sends out over his signa-

ture the material for which the Soviet Government de-

sires publicity. But of the actual life of Russia, of the

developments taking place there, we read amazingly

little. The impression, therefore, persists of a vast

and hopeless chaos, of dire want and misery, in the

midst of which sits firmly entrenched a powerful if

sinister regime.

A year ago this picture would not have been far

from the truth, but it is not the truth now, for momen-
tous changes have been taking place, especially in the

past six months. The reason why they have been so

little noted, the explanation of the silence of the press,

lies in the fact that these changes have been gradual

and steady and lacking in dramatic or sensational in-

terest. What has been happening is that the forces of

life have been asserting themselves against a rigid, un-

natural system and have been winning out step by step.

When the revolution occurred Russia was in a de-

moralized state, mentally and physically, a natural con-

sequence of the war and the manner in which it was
waged. Lassitude, war-fatigue, hopelessness were

everywhere. It was this that not only made easy the

seizure of power by the Bolsheviki, but also enabled

them to exercise a rule more autocratic than anything

heretofore known, a rule that aimed to order and regu-

late every last detail of individual life. For three years

this state of affairs persisted. The bourgeois elements,

from whom leadership might have been expected, were
either exterminated or so thoroughly cowed as to play

no part. The peasants, on the other hand, were for the

time being gulled into acquiescence by the Bolshevik

programme of land expropriation.

Then began a change. The Russian has an extraor-

dinary power of endurance. He can "come back" after

trials which would leave most peoples prostrate. The
struggle for existence began to take on more and more
the form of quiet but deep-seated opposition to the

Soviet regime. The Central Government, unable to run

industries, was driven to requisition food from the peas-

ants ; so the peasants planted less ground. The Govern-

ment found that to requisition food in anything like the

amount needed, it would be necessary to police the whole

country with Red soldiers, a manifest impossibility.

Perforce they yielded to the peasants—who are individ-

ualists and upholders of the idea of private property

—

and, under the guise of a new economic policy, permitted

private trade and tried to collect taxes in kind.

Meanwhile the peasants, with a natural instinct for

self-government, gradually edged out of their local com-

munities all communist officials. They retained the

forms of the Soviet and did not offer open opposition to

the Central authorities, but the effect was the same.

Step by step, the Government was obliged to retreat be-

fore the pressure of this rising tide of life and to yield

to a capitalism that included the overwhelming mass of

the productive forces of Russia.

But it was not only to the peasants that the Commu-
nist dictators were forced to yield. Unable to run the

larger industries which they had seized, they were
obliged to sit by and see a vigorous individualism and
capitalism develop in petty industry and trade. They
had to look on impotently as a new bourgeoisie grew up,

not only around them, but in their own ranks.

A typical example of the way in which the forces of

life in Russia are making breaches in the Soviet fort-

ress and in turn manifesting striking Russian charac-

teristics, is the case of the railroads. The breakdown of

transportation under Bolshevik management is well

known. Recent observers, however, have noted a great

improvement. There is not much equipment and not

any large amount of freight to transport, but a recent

visitor, himself a trained engineer, told me that not only

were the trains running on time, but the stations were
clean and on the run from Moscow to Minsk he noted

that no grass grew between the rails. What was the

reason for the remarkable improvement? Simply that

the body of railway employes, from superintendents and

engineers down to trackmen, had quietly elbowed Soviet

officials out. There was no violent revolution ; there had

always existed a great solidarity among the railway

workers and a pride in their profession, as it were, and

now, under the impetus of the new life springing up

and the urge to do, they had taken over the institution

of transportation very much as an imperium in imperio.

The Soviet authorities would not for a moment admit

that this is so. Theoretically they still control; prac-

tically they are out of it.

Another striking example of the enforced retreat of

the Soviet authority and the advance of capitalism is

the case of the oil properties of Russia, whose richness

has aroused the cupidity of many rivals. There is no

doubt that the Soviet Government pinned its hopes of

getting recognition and credits at the Genoa Confer-

ence largely on dangling this bait before the oil inter-

ests of Europe. But two interesting things happened,

neither of which seems to have received much notice.

In Russia workers in various lines of industry protested

that if foreigners were to be given industrial plants,

Russian industrialists should have the same privilege

—

in other words, why sell out to the alien? At the same
time a significant meeting took place in Paris. There

were represented 85 per cent, of the privately owned
or leased oil properties of Russia; and Russian, English,

French, Dutch, Belgian, and American interests partici-

pated. The outcome of the conference was an agree-

ment to stand together. They would not buy any prop-

erty in derogation of the ownership rights of each other.

They would deal with the Soviet Government only

through an authorized committee representing all. This

not only put an end to the hope of the Sovieiis to sell the

stolen property, but forced them to advise all prospec-

tive concessionaires that in the future they must first

come to terms with the old owners. Naturally Genoa

and The Hague ended in a fiasco.

In Russia itself the psychological change of the past

six months is not less striking than the physical. While
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in the rest of Europe—with the possible exception of

Czechoslovakia—there is an air of fatigue and despond-

ency, in Russia you find a buoyant hopefulness. The
Russian says: "Poor Europe is finished. The future

belongs to us. We are young and vigorous and our

resources are unlimited. The Soviet Government? It

is only a passing phase and is now on the decline. See

what we have been through ! Nothing can stop us."

It is significant that refugees in Germany are returning

to Russia by the thousands, finding conditions of life

there more endurable.

What next in Russia? Ah, to answer that would be

to indulge in prophecy, a very unsafe thing to do. Still

we may be sure that there will be no cessation of the

remarkable, if undramatic, developments that have been

taking place in the past half-year. They will tend to

accelerate rather than slow down. The struggle is be-

tween advancing, vigorous life and a retreating, weak-

ening government. In many ways the situation is not

unlike that in France in 1795. On the one hand the

excuse for the Terror has passed; on the other there

has arisen within the ruling party a large group of

profiteers and grafters, whose main interest is to find

some way or effect some compromise that will enable

them to hold onto and enjoy their newly acquired prop-

erty. Here you have Robespierre versus Barras. At
present the fanatics and radicals—those whose lives are

forfeit if the structure falls—are in control. But the

theorv bv which thev stand is dead. The forces of real

life have been too much for them. No longer dare they

send thousands to execution for disagreeing with them.

Their resources are exhausted, they are incapable of

starting production, and they are unable to cash in on

the property they have expropriated. In short, the signs

point to another Thermidor and the Russians themselves

believe it will not long be delayed.

Until a real change occurs and the present rulers are
thrown out it is futile to talk of recognition, of trade, of
concessions. There is no production in the larger in-

dustries and none is possible. But it must be borne
in mind that below these Soviet leaders is a large State

organization filled with non-communists, recruited from
the bourgeois of other days, who stand ready to co-

operate with business enterprise the moment the change
comes. So imminent does this change appear, that

Russian business men in Russia are already intent on

securing foreign capital with which to restart their

industries.

Such, I believe, is a fair picture of reviving Russia.

Hopefulness and optimism have taken the pla^e of de-

spondency. Everywhere new life is springing up. The
dead hand of the Communist regime is relaxing its

grip. Individualism and the principle of private prop-

erty have come back stronger than ever. The stage

is set for a further change, a change that will speedily

open Russia to foreign enterprise, and in this, if they

are not caught napping, Americans will play a large and
beneficent part.

An Antique Klazomenian Sarcophagus

ARCHAEOLOGISTS have not been idle in these

years following the Great War. Recently they

have renewed

excavations at

Klazomenai, an

ancient town
at the entrance

to the Gulf of

Smyrna. Here
they have re-

covered a large

number of ex-

c e p t i n ally

beautiful and

i n t e r e s ting

terra- cotta
s a r c p h agi

with painted

decor ation,

dating from
the sixth cen-

tury, B. C, an

unusually fine

example of

which has just

been acquired

by the Metro-

politan Muse-

um of Art. On
this is painted

in the manner
of the earlier

Ionian pottery and the later seventh-century, B. C,
Rhodian vase decoration, a battle scene of warriors in

combat, chariots, animals, etc., with long borders at

the sides in guilloche pattern having figures of sirens

below and of centaurs at the top of both borders. Of
this pictorial decoration, Gisela M. A. Richter, Associ-

ate Curator of Classical Art at the Museum, says: "As
an evidently typical composition of the time, full of life

and action, it can help us to visualize the Ionian paint-

ings we read of in literature—such as 'Darius watching

his army cross the Bosphorus' by Mandrokles of Samos,

or 'The Battle of the Greek Ships' by Kalliphon of

Samos—ambitious subjects for primitive artists and

probably treated in similar fashion to the picture on our

sarcophagus."

A Welsh Beach
By Teresa Horley

THE sunlit waves broke tumbling

Upon the golden sand.

And a free wind drove against them,

Blowing from off the land.

And so God wove a glory

Too great to understand.

Out on the azure water

Drifted the blown white spray,

And the world was whiteness and blueness

And the light of an April day.

And so God wove a memory
Too dear to fade away.
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Judge Hooper on the Melting Pot
By Eilis Parker Butler

OUR eminent jurist, Justice of the Peace Lem
Hooper, pushed his spectacles up onto his fore-

head and looked down upon Court Officer Durfey
and Janitor Spankovitz, for they had come to him to be

enlightened.

"Well, gentlemen," he asked, "what is it?"

"I can't make Jacob here believe it is not contrary to

the Constitution of the United States, the way they're

only letting so few foreigners come in these days,"

explained Durfey.

"Sure!" exclaimed Spankovitz. "Ain't it in the

Constitution or something that all men are born free to

come in, and have an equal right to get rich and all,

judge? And listen, judge! How could every wop and

all make a first-class pursuit of happiness, like is guar-

anteed by the Monroe Doctrine or something, if

he can't come in and go out like he has a mind to?

When you got a melting-pot—

"

"Now, hold on, Jake; hold on!" said Judge

Hooper. ''Once in a while there seems to be just

a little misapprehension in re-

gard to that melting-pot business.

Now and then it strikes me that

some people have the idea that

what the Pilgrim Fathers came
here for was to set up in the

alloy business. A man almost

gets the notion, Jake, that the

first thing George Washington
did after he was elected

President was to write

home to Martha to send

on the old soup Kettle so

that the Secretary of

Spelter and Amalgam
could start right in and
work twenty-four hours

a day at the Department
of Melting-down and
Pouring-out.

"Maybe so, Jake, but up to now I don't recall seeing

the iron soup kettle graven on the great seal of the

nation or blazoned on the coat of arms. We are a great

nation, Jake—one in thought, one in mind, and only

afeout three hundred and sixty-seven in language, not

counting the minor dialects—but it may be just possible

that some of the old-timers want to take a few days

off before they have to be stewed down over a brisk

fire again.

"You see, Jake, this melting-pot is not a sausage ma-
chine into which you poke a Cheggo-Jugian, or some
other far-born immigrant, and pull him out at the

nozzle a full-trained American. When you come right

down to it, Jake, this country is not the kind of foun-

dry that has in stock three hundred gross of moulds,

each and every one built to be poured full of liquid

humanity and to turn out—when the liquid cools

—

standardized Americans that need only a little buffing

on the edges to be put to work as Congressmen. The
'melting-pot,' Jake, is not a big kettle into which raw
foreign humans are chuted from the steerage to be

heated to the melting point and then poured into Amer-
ican molds.

"No, Jake. That's not a melting pot, that idea you
have in your mind; that's a foundry. A melting-pot is

a heated utensil into which everything in sight is

dumped and melted and stirred together and poured
out as something different from any of its constituent

parts.

"And, maybe, Jake, some of us really have been
boiled down so often we think we are entitled to breathe

a few weeks before we are melted down again. You
don't want to forget, Jake, that every time a fresh ship-

load of emigrants comes down the gangplank you and
I and all of us have to climb into that melting-pot and
be boiled down into a newly amalgamated soup and

poured out as re-boiled and re-alloyed Americans.
"Since they landed here in 1620, Jake, the Pil-

grim Fathers have boiled down and poured
anew—excepting the first few
months only—just about fifty-

two times a year for three hun-
dred years. Every time a new
cargo of Puritans arrived it was
'Hop into the pot, pop; some
new folks have come to town!'

And the whole lot of us have
been meekly hopping into the

pot ever since, Jake, whenever
the bell rang and a fresh lot of

strangers arrived in Columbia's

Happy Land, and not caring a

hang what the new mixture

would be.

"But standing around the edge

of the melting-pot, waiting to

jump in and be melted down

^.Jl^l'K IIH^ y/ith the fresh shipment every

s=^ \^, ^ ' Monday morning, gets to be

^**5f^ monotonous, Jake, after you

have been melted down and re-

molded fifteen thousand weeks in succession. Some fool

American is just apt to say about then, 'For heaven's

sake! I was melted down last week, and the week

before, and every week before that for two hundred and

eighty years, and I was alloyed into a new kind of

American last week, and changed from the kind I was
alloyed into the week before that. Say! be decent and

give me a rest, won't you, please, before you chuck

me into that hot pot again with another lot of raw

material?'

"We've been patient melting-stock, Jake, for quite

some thousands of weeks, and we have climbed into the

pot whenever the word was said, but lately some folks

have had a notion that maybe we ought to be allowed

to cool off after one melting before we are dumped in

for the next one—anyway allowed to harden enough so

we won't be as limp as a hot tallow candle."

"And that ought to take near a year, Judge," said

Durfey.

"Fully that, Durfey," said Judge Hooper, with a

smile, "fully that!"
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What the World Is Doing
Edited by Franklin H. Giddings

Professor of Sociology and the History of Civilization, Columbia University

Domestic Affairs
The Latest Development in Prohibition.

ON October G the President by letter directed the Sec-

retary of the Treasury to formulate regulations to

give effect to the recent ruling by the Attorney General

which holds the possession or transportation of liquor not

only by American but also by foreign ships in American
waters, to be contrary to a decision of the Supreme Court.

Foreign vessels may not enter American ports with liquor

on board as cargo, stores, or even in a sealed bar.

Foreign steamship companies are taking steps to test the

legality of the ruling in its application to them. That the

ruling, if sustained, will have far-

reaching effects, commercially and other-

wise, is obvious.

Convention of the American Legion.

The fourth annual convention of the

American Legion opened at New Orleans

on the 16th.

President Gompers, of the American
Federation of Labor, had previously

addressed a letter "to all Legionaries,"

suggesting an alliance of the Legion and
the Federation. In his speech to the

convention on the 17th, Mr. Gompers
elaborated this idea, but somewhat
vaguely. He proposed that "a joint

body be established between the Legion

posts and the Federation of trades and
local trades central bodies in each com-
munity." It does not appear that the

convention took any action on Mr. Gom-
pers's suggestion.

Of 1,000 voting delegates at the con-

vention only one dissented from a reso-

lution which declared the hope that an

"adjusted compensation" bill would be

passed at once.

The convention, by vote of 601 to 375,

passed a resolution demanding the re-

moval of Brigadier General Charles E.

Sawyer from the post of Chief Co-

ordinator of the Federal Hospitalization

Board on the ground that "he has shown himself by speech

and actions temperamentally unfit for the position which he

holds."

End of the C-2.

The army dirigible C-2 was destroyed on October 17, as

she was being taken out of her hangar at Brooks Field,

San Antonio, Texas. A squall of wind striking her as she

was being maneuvered out, her commander ordered her put
back. But the fabric of the bag tore loose from the han-
dling guys and the bag swu g against the doorway and
was punctured. In rushed the air, and the inflammable
mixture of air with hydrogen wjis ignited by a spark from
the gasolene engine; then an explosion and the C-2 quickly

consumed by fire. By the greatest good luck, though seven
of those aboard were injured, none was fatally so; only
broken bones from jumping.

Though the commander of the ship attributes the acci-

dent to the faulty fabric of the bag, that of course is not
the essential cause. The essential causes were the same as
those of the disaster to the Roma; namely, use of hydrogen

nitJe Wurld Photon.

Lieutenant R. L. Maughan, the army
aviator whose wonderful feats are

described in the text

gas and a gasolene motor. Helium gas (non-inflammable)
and Diesel motors using crude oil, are "indicated"; were
indicated long ago. Congress was asked for an adequate
appropriation for procurement and storage of helium gas,

and refused it. Congress may well do a little thinking.

Admiral Sims Retires.

On October 14 Admiral Sims retired from active service.

A great sailor; to whom, more than to any other, belongs
the credit for the present efficiency of the navy, because of
the revolution in gunnery he succeeded in "putting over" in

face of pedantry and stupid conservatism. His unconven-
tional methods in that connection almost ruined his career

in the navy ; might have done so but for

the great Roosevelt, who recognized in

him a kindred genius and saw him
through.

Our Government Receives a Rebuff.

On June 26 the United States Govern
ment addressed a note to the British

Government proposing a treaty between
the two Governments whereunder the
British Government would agree to cer-

tain undertakings and concessions look-

ing to the suppression of smuggling of

liquor from British possessions (par-

ticularly the Bermuda and Bahama
Islands) into the United States. Par-
ticularly it was proposed (in view of

the fact that many American vessels

have transferred to the British flag in

order to engage in liquor smuggling)
that the British authorities refuse Brit-

ish registry to any American vessel un-

less the latter produce a certificate show-
ing that the vessel has been tendered to

the United States Shipping Board, such

tender before transfer of an American
vessel to a foreign register being re-

quired by the laws of this country.

But most particularly it was proposed

that the treaty "contain reciprocal pro-

visions authorizing the authorities of each

Govei-nment to exercise a right of search

of vessels of the other beyond the three-mile limit of terri-

torial waters to the extent of twelve miles from the shore."

On October 13 the British Government replied, courte-

ously but firmly declining to enter into the kind of treaty

proposed. Instructions would be given (had been given,

indeed) to the British port authorities to exercise special

vigilance in the enforcement of British laws with a view to

prevention of irregularities in connection with clearances,

of improper transfers of registry, and of other breaches

and improprieties. It is intimated, though not flatly stated,

that the British laws in this connection are adequate.

As to the most important proposal of the American Gov-

ernment, the British note should be quoted:

His Majesty's Government have consistently opposed any
extension of the limit of territorial waters such as that now
suggested. They feel that the outbreak of smuggling which
has led to the proposal cannot be regarded as u permanent
condition, but as one which will, no doubt, be suppressed by
the United States authorities within the not distant future.

While, therefore, they are desirous of assisting the United
States Government to the best of their ability in the sup-

pression of the traflSc and in the prevention of the abuse of
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the British flag by those engaged in it, they do not feel that

they can properly acquiesce, in order to meet a temporary
emergency, in the abandonment of a principle to which they

attach great importance.

A New President for the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

Dr. Samuel Wesley Stratton, for twenty-one years Di-

rector of the Bureau of Standards at Washington, has been

elected president of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, and has accepted.

Secretary Hoover comments as follows:

The loss of Dr. Stratton as head of the Bureau of Stand-
ards is a real national loss. He has built up that service

from a bureau devoted to scientific determination of weights
and measurements to a great physical laboratory cooperating

with American industry and commerce in the solution of

many problems of enormous value in industry which the

commercial laboratories of the country, from lack of equip-

. ment and personnel, have been unable to undertake.

While the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is to be

congratulated on securing Dr. Stratton, one cannot overlook

the fact, that the desperately poor pay which our Govern-
ment gives to great experts makes it impossible for us to

retain men capable of performing the great responsibilities

which are placed upon them.
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology, an educational

institution, finds no diiSculty in paying a man of Dr. Strat-

ton's calibre three times the salary the Government is able

to pay him.
Dr. Stratton has repeatedly refused large offers before,

but the inability of the scientific men in the Government to

properly support themselves and their families under the
living conditions in Washington, and to make any provision
for old age, makes it impossible for any responsible depart-
ment head to secure such men for public service at Govern-
ment salaries.

Electron Tubes.

Transmission of wireless telegraph messages across the

Atlantic by use of electron tubes instead of alternators (in

Internatumal.

The Edmund Burke statue recently unveiled at Washington, gift

of Sir Charles Wakefield, one-time Lord Mayor of London

a recent test) suggests the possibility of wireless trans-

mission of power, as from Niagara to New York, by means
of electron tubes. Transatlantic telephony by means of

the tubes is a certainty. The possibilities opened out by
this ingenious invention seem limitless.

The pother we make about politics and whatnot seems
petty enough when we hear of what such men as Langmuir
and Steinnietz are doing. Mr. Edison visited Schenectady
the other day after twenty-five years' absence. The "Old
Wizard" was actually a little bewildered; though many of
the things he saw were logically developed from his own
early work.

Brief Notes.

On October 16 the British Government turned over to the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York $50,000,000 towards
payment of the interest due on our war-loan to Britain of

$4,277,000,000.

Secretary Hoover, a member of the Allied Debt Com-
mission, spoke at Toledo on the 16th, on the war-loans.

The speech is an important contribution to the discussion

of that great subject, though it cannot be said that it is

as lucid or persuasive as Mr. McKenna's speech on the sub-

ject to the Bankers' Convention. It has not created a fav-

orable impression in France.

The Fact-Finding Coal Commission has begun its work.
The following-named are members: John Hays Hammond;
Thomas R. Marshall; Judge Samuel Anschuler, a United

States Circuit Judge; Clark Howell, editor of The Atlanta

Constitutio7i; George Otis Smith, Director of the United
States Geological Survey; Dr. Edward T. Devine, a social

and economic investigator and writer; Charles P. Neill, one-

time Commissioner of Labor.
* * *

On October 14 Lieutenant R. L. Maughan in an army-
Curtiss pursuit plane, won the Pulitzer trophy air race,

traveling the 160-mile course at Mount Clemens, Michigan,

at an average speed (breaking several world's records) of

206 miles an hour. He was unconscious at times during the

flight.

On the 16th, Lieutenant Maughan, in the same plane,

sped over the one-kilometer course at the rate of 248.5 miles

per hour; the highest speed at which a human being ever

traveled.
* * *

The New York Giants won the World's Series with dis-

appointing ease.

By defeating the gallant Argentinians in two successive

games, the Meadow Brook "Big Four" showed themselves,

beyond reasonable doubt, the greatest polo team in the

world.
* * *

The first race in the annual contest between Canadian

and American fishing schooners is scheduled to be sailed

off Gloucester on October 21. The Bluenose, last year's

winner, again represents Canada; the Henry Ford repre-

sents the United States. That magnificent sea-dog, Captain

Angus Walters, will again be at the helm of the Bluenose;

Captain Clayton Morrisey will sail the Henry Ford.

Lloyd George Resigns

JUST as this summary is about to go to press comes the

news of Lloyd George's resignation. At a meeting of

Unionist (Conservative) members of Parliament convened

at the Carlton Club (a famous stronghold of Conservatism)

by Austen Chamberlain, Unionist leader in the House of

Commons, Mr. Chamberlain's efforts to persuade the

Unionist members to vote continuance of the Coalition, un-

der the leadership of Lloyd George, until after the coming

election (when, if a change in the composition of the Gov-

ernment might seem "indicated," that matter could be dis-

cussed), egregiously failed. Instead, by a vote of 186 to 87,

it was resolved that "the Conservative Party, while willing

to cooperate with the Coalition Liberals, fight the election

as an independent party with its ov^ti leader and its own
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Wide World fhotot.

Iowa State University beating Yale 6-0 in the Yale Bowl

programme." In other words, the majority of those assem-

bled repudiated Lloyd George, who was, so to speak, the

Coalition.

Lloyd George, of course, and the rest of the Cabinet

promptly resigned. He advised the King to send for Mr.

Andrew Bonar Law, whose speech at the Unionist caucus

had dealt the coup de grace to the Coalition. Mr. Law,
sent for by the King, agreed to make the attempt to form
a Conservative Government, though his acceptance of the

Premiership is conditioned upon his election to leadership

of the Conservative Party at a meeting of all Conservatives

of both Houses to be held within the next few days—

a

merely technical condition, however, as without doubt he

will be elected leader. Mr. Law has excellent material

from which to draw a cabinet, but it does not include

Austen Chamberlain, Lord Birkenhead, Lord Balfour, Sir

L. Worthington Evans and Lord Lee of Fareham, who,
though Conservatives, accompany Lloyd George into the

wilderness, as the saying is.

The world, of course, is eagerly watching to see what
Lloyd George will do. He is pretty certain to oblige with
some very interesting strategy and tactics. It is a matter
of doubt and of great importance, whether Mr. Law, if he

succeeds in forming a Government, will dissolve Parliament
and go to the country at once, or will wait until the Irish

Constitution has been ratified and other needful legislation

concerning Ireland has been passed. It is thought that Mr.
Law's foreign policy will not importantly differ from Lloyd
George's. His recent letter to the London Times indicated

approval of Lloyd George's handling of the Near East cri-

sis. 'Tis said that in Paris they fear a less complaisant
attitude toward France than that of Lloyd George.

Mr. Law is sixty-four years old. He opposed Lloyd
George's Irish policy, being rather of Sir Henry Wilson's
mind regarding Ireland, and he has opposed Lloyd George's
Russian policy. But, whatever may have been or may be
his Irish views, he will not, one must think, repudiate or

even indirectly prejudice the commitments of the London
Agreement. [Mr. Law has announced that, if he succeeds
in forming a Government, he will ask for dissolution of

Parliament, but he states that there will be ample time,

notwithstanding, for Irish legislation.]

France
Tardieu Still on Poincare's Trail.

TARDIEU, in the Echo National, ridiculing Poincare's

claim of victory over England in the Near East, says

that France can make no end of friends by behaving to

other nations as she has towards the Turks. The following

is quoted from the New York Times (Mr. James's trans-

lation) :

Let's give back to Trotsky Bessarabia, Poland, Lithuania

and Finland, let's wipe out the Russian debt, and we will

find in Moscow hearts that beat as warmly for us as those

at Angora. For Germany, let's give back to the Reich, the

Congo, the Cameroon, Togoland, Danzig, Posen, Schleswig,

Upper Silesia, Alsace and Lorraine, let's speak no more
about reparations, and the Germans will be our friends.

And for our Allies, let's tell P]ngland that we accept the

Bradbury project, and we sliall win from Lloyd George a

benevolent smile and he will no longer compare M. Poin-

cai'e to a dragon who carries his tail between his legs. For
the United States, we will immediately pay the $3,000,000,000
we owe and discharge all our soldiers. That will have a
wonderful effect.

Our Premier is in his turn sliding down the greased chute
which he used to recommend for his predecessors and his

speed of the past month indicates he will beat all records.

Eating Their Words?

A raj}j}rochem,ent between Moscow and Paris is confi-

dently expected by some observers, on the basis of common
opposition to the British Near East policy. Of course the

intense hatred and jealousy felt by them toward the British

Government might induce the French Government and the

semi-official Temps to eat their words of the last two years

concerning Moscow (paprika v/ould be honey in compari-

son) ; but the evidence so far produced does not justify us

in crediting the reports which declare so singular a rap-

prochement to be imminent.

The Italian Situation

THE Italian Fascisti have been rambunctious of late.

Mussolini has been talking in a very violent and inso-

lent key. But it is probable that his intentions are less

violent than his speech. He demands dissolution of the

Chamber and general elections; and (apparently prior to

the Chamber's dissolution) changes in the electoral law.
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Certainly the Italian electoral law is a very unhappy one,

and the situation in Italy should be immensely improved
by election of a new Chamber under a sensible electoral law.

So far Mussolini is right. But Mussolini's notions of a

satisfactory electoral law do not commend themselves to

common sense; and his appeal to brute force won't do.

But, as stated above, Mussolini's intentions are probably

-.^fc
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International.

The Greek retreat—a camel train

less violent than his speech. He is said to be in parley with

Giolitti and Orlando, looking to joint action. The conver-

sation of the old fox Giolitti and the admirable Orlando

should be wholesome for Mussolini. The mere flattery of

association with two such swells will work upon him if he is,

like the rest of mankind, a little of the snob. Giolitti, who
has profited so much by the present electoral system, must

know that it has to go; and therefore he may probably be

counted on to counsel wisely, as he has the wit to do.

The Famine Situation in Russia

WALTER DURANTY writes as follows for the New
York Times:

Five million persons will face death by starvation from

December until the next harvest, and 2,000,000 or 3,000,000

more from March. That is the aftermath of last year's

crop failure, and in certain areas this year's failure also.

These figures, collected from different sources by Amer-
icans, other foreigners and Russians, certainly are not ex-

aggerated. If anything they underestimate the gravity of

the situation. One gathers from foreign newspapers that

there has been a controversy abroad on the present condi-

tions in the Volga Valley and the South Ukraine, the amount
of relief that will be required and measures the Soviet Gov-

ernment is taking to furnish it. Statements technically

correct but misleading as to the harvest "surplus" this year

have been issued by Soviet officials and others. The facts

are as follows

:

There has actually been in Russia and the Ukraine to-

gether a total surplus over the needs of the population for

families, cattle and seeding of some 250,000,000 poods. But
this surplus is in no wise available for famine relief, as it is

in the hands of individual peasants, who, after paying taxes,

naturally dispose of it to buy implements, clothing, etc., so

immensely needed. Estimates vary as to the total amount
of the food tax, but it is beyond question that after the

requirements of railroad and other workers, the army,
.schools, etc., have been met, the Government will not have
more than G.5,000,000 poods for any kind of relief. Of this

44,000,000 are ear-marked for seeding—14.000,000 already

are distributed for Autumn sowing, and 30,000,000 are re-

served for Spring. The 21,000,000 left—surely not more and
perhaps less—will bo available as food relief for 5,000,000
and later 7,000,000 or 8,000,000 persons who can't live on
less than a pood per head per month. This figure will in-

volve some sacrificing of part of their rations by workers and
soldiers as imposed on them last year. That they again
will accept it is hardly to be doubted, but considering the

average worker in Russian cities already is down 30 per cent,

below the requisite caloric standard it is a real sacrifice.

It may be asked what about the church treasures requisi-

tioned early in the year for the express purpose of famine

relief. It is almost impossible to get the precise total, but
it is beyond doubt that not more than $4,000,000 was
realized, probably a good deal less. This was swallowed
up by State advances to cover previous purchases by the
Government abroad. There remain the crown jewels, but it

is impossible to sell them at present, although there is hope
in some quarters here that a loan of some kind with a part
at least of the jewels deposited abroad as security may
ultimately be arranged.

Meanwhile all accounts from the affected areas present
the situation as fully as bad as last year, though, of course,
on a much smaller scale. Causes vary from local droughts
and locusts to the shortage of cattle, weakness of the popula-
tion, and in outlying districts to tardy arrival of seed.

The above should be received with a certain caution.

Turkey, etc.

The Mudania Conference.

IT is an old story now, and doubtless familiar to every

one, of how the conference at Mudania of Turkish,

Allied, and Greek military officers (plus that strange civil-

ian, Henri Franklin-Bouillon of France), was suspended
on October 5, was resumed on the 7th, and resulted on the

10th in the signature by the Turkish, British, French, and
Italian representatives, of the Mudania military conven-

tion. The Allied delegates had agreed to Greek military

evacuation of Eastern Thrace under Allied supervision, but

Ismet Pasha insisted in addition on occupation of Eastern
Thrace by Kemalist troops immediately after that evacua-

tion. General Harington (supported by the French and
Italian military representatives) insisted, of course, that

the question of Turkish military occupation should be left

to determination by the peace conference. Then that singu-

lar person, Franklin-Bouillon, "butted in" and announced
that he had instructions from his Government to support

Ismet Pasha's demand. All of the Allied military repre-

sentatives were indignant at the civilian's intrusion and
betook themselves to Constantinople in a British destroyer

to consult their High Commissioners and for easier and

quicker communication with their Governments.

On General Harington's report of the matter, Lord Cur-

zon, the British Foreign Minister, sped to Paris. Had
Poincare really given such instructions to Franklin-

Bouillon? If so, he had repudiated the understandings on

which the Allied proposals of September 23 to Mustapha
Kemal were based. If so, chorused the British press, the

Entente was dead. Whatever instructions Poincare may
have given to Franklin-Bouillon, he must either repudiate

Franklin-Bouillon's action, or repudiate the Entente. He
chose the former. The Foreign Ministers of Britain,

France, and Italy, assembled at Paris, drew up new tele-

graphic instructions to their representatives at the Straits,

which formed the basis of an ultimatum by the latter to

Ismet Pasha. General Harington presented the ultimatum
with a neat little speech, in which he declared that the

terms offered were the limit of British concession and had
the unqualified approval of the French and Italian Gov-
ernments. Ismet referred the terms to the Angora Govern-

ment, which ordered him to accept. The terms were
embodied in the Mudania Convention, which, as stated-

above, was signed on the 10th.

The Mudania Convention.

The following digest of the Mudania Convention is re-

printed from The Independent Interweekly of October 21:

I. Greek military evacuation of Eastern Thrace to be

carried out Avithin "about"' fifteen days.
II. Greek civil authorities, including gendarmerie, to be

withdrawn as soon as possible.

III. As the Greek civil authorities withdraw., the civil

powers to be turned over to the Allied authorities and by
the latter at once ti-ansferred to the Turkish authorities.

IV. The above operations to be concluded within thirty

days from completion of the evacuation of the Greek army.
V. The Turkish civil authorities to be accompanied by

such gendarmerie as may be necessary for maintenance of
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law, urilor and security; the total iiiunber of gendanuerie

in Eastern Thrace and in the Isiuid luutessarifat not to

exceed 8,000.

YI. Evacuation of Greeii troops and transfer of civil

administration to be supervist>d and directed by Allied

missions.

N'll. In addition to the missions, Allied detachments to

iK'cupy Eastern Thrace.
VIII. The Allied missions and detachments to be with-

drawn from Eastern Thrace within thirty days from com-
pletion of the evacuation of the (Ireek army. If the Turk-
ish gendarmerie function well, the Allied withdrawal may
be made before the expiration of the thirty-day period.

IX. New netitral Chanak and Ismid zones to be marked
l)y mixed coniniissions, consisting of one officer of each of

the Allied armies, and one of the Turkish Nationalist army ;

the Chanak line to run fifteen kiU)meters from the coast of

the Dardanelles, and the Ismid line forty kilometers from
the coast of the Bosporus. All Angoran troops to be with-
drawn from the zones thus delimited.

X. Allied occupation to continue as at present in Con-
stantinople and its immediate hinterland (carefully defined

in the agreement) and in the (Jallipoli peninsula, pending
decisions of the peace conference.

XI. The Angora Government undertakes to respect the
zones above mentioned and not to transport troops into or
raise an army in Eastern Thrace, pending the decisions of
the peace conference. The Allies undertake not to increase
the numbers of their troops and not to construct further
fortifications in the neutral zones during the same period.

The Greek representatives declining to sign the conven-
tion on the ground that they lacked the necessary full

powers, Ismet declared himself satisfied with Allied assur-
ance of Greek compliance; it is understood that the Greek
Government has since formally accepted the convention.

It should be remarked that the convention seems to leave

quite open the question of limitations on Turkish military

strength in Eastern Thrace after the peace—sure to be one
of the most bitterly debated questions at the peace confer-

ence. It is not absolutely certain that the debate thereon
will not end in a "ruction."

Greek Evacuation of Eastern Thrace.

The Mudania Convention went into effect midnight
October 14-15. It is understood that the Greek military

evacuation of Eastern Thrace is proceeding in rapid and
orderly fashion under the supervision of Allied missions

and detachments; that threats by the Greek commander
in the vein of d'Annunzio were only "prave words."

The roads from Eastern Thrace westward into Western
Thrace, northward to Bulgaria, southward to the Aegean
ports, are thronged with Christian civilians (mostly

Creeks) eager to escape from Eastern Thrace before with-

drawal of the Allied detachments therefrom (near the

end of November). Already there is great suffering among
these wretches; there is bound to be a great deal more, and
much mortality from hunger, exhaustion, and disease.

According to the Greek Patriarch at Constantinople, there

are (or were before the exodus began) 300,000 Christians

in Eastern Thrace and 450,000 in Constantinople. Cer-

tainlj' as many of these as can will leave before the Allies

leave. This is, indeed, one of the most extraordinary

episodes in human annals.

The Angora Government's Reply to the Allied Proposals.

On October 5 the Allied Governments received the reply

of the Angora Government to the Allied proposals of Sep-

tember 23 (digested in The hidependent of October 14).

The Angora Government accepts the proposal of a peace

conference, suggesting October 20 as the date of meeting

and Smyrna as the place. It ignores the suggestion that

the guardianship of the Straits be entrusted to the League

of Nations. "We will in due course make known our views

regarding our admission into the League of Nations." It

"definitely proposes" that Russia, the Ukraine, and
Georgia, be invited to the peace conference; but fails to

mention Bulgaria in that connection. This may be because

Bulgaria has failed to show that enthusiasm for the return

of Turkey to Europe which was expected.

The Peace Conference.

It would certainly seem to be to the interest of the Allies

quite as much as to that of Turkey to hasten the opening
of the conference. It is reported that Britain and FraiKc
have agreed on November 13 as the date. The Allies would
not hear to Smyrna as the place of meeting, and Angora
would not hear to Scutari, suggested by the Allies. Accord-
ing to latest report, it is almost certain that Lausanne will

be the place. Mustapha Kemal would like to attend, but

says he cannot do so if the conference is held outside of

Turkey.

There is still talk of two conferences instead of one

—

the first (to open about November 1) to deal with all

matters except the status of the Straits—Russia, the

Ukraine, and Georgia not to be invited; the second, for

fixing the status of the Straits (date of meeting to be

determined at the first conference), to be held under the

auspices of the League of Nations, and the United States.

Soviet Russia, the Ukraine, Georgia and Bulgaria to be

invited to participate.

The Smyrna Refugees.

A report of October 7 declared the evacuation of Smyrna
refugees to be complete. The total number evacuated, said

the report, was 220,000, and of these 180,000 were evac-

uated under the auspices of the American Disaster Relief

Committee, with protection of the American and British

naval forces.

But a later report stated that Greek refugees were still

pouring into the Aegean ports and that (though the time

Paul Thompson.

The Canadian schooner Bluenose, defender of the International

Fishermen's trophy

limit had expired) the Turkish authorities were permit-

ting their evacuation (with exception, of course, of the

males between fifteen and fifty).

* * *

A report of October 14 states that the Turks have with-

drawn from the neutral zones fixed by the Mudania Con-

vention.
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''Rag Heads''—A Picture of America's

East Indians
By Annette Thackwell Johnson

WE heard about her first in Los Angeles. We
had been told wild tales about East Indian

women disguised as men, working in the

Californian rice fields and vineyards beside their hus-

bands. But we, who had lived in India, did not believe

them. Indian women are a home-keeping lot. They do

not till the fields ; and but few of them travel.

I wished they did.

It had been years since I left India; but my Urdu
was still usable, and my love for my almost mother land

as warm as it was when I hugged and kissed my old

ayah's kind brown face and listened entranced to her

tales of genii and fairies. So, although I felt there

was but little chance of finding her, I asked every East

Indian we met whether he, or any of them, had brought

their ghar (household) along.

The best place, we discovered, to find our turbaned

friends—dubbed "Rag Heads" by Californians—was

about the railway stations. They were continually on

the wing, coming from the melon and cotton fields in

the Imperial Valley, en route to the fig orchards and

vineyards of Fresno, or the rice fields near Sacramento.

Our method of approach was always the same. After

the preliminary "salaams" and explanations were over,

my husband would engage several of the men in con-

versation while I got what information I could from

some of the left overs.

"And when did you leave the Punjab?"

The vast majority of the men were Sikhs whose home
is in the Punjab.

"Indeed—so long ago!" (The answer was usually

ten or a dozen years).

Traveling in Kapurtliala, a Sikh Slate

"Are you homesick?"

"Not any longer, memsahib. One adjusts oneself."

"Are you going back to the Punjab?"

A shrug, a smile, then, "I make more money here."

"Of a truth!"

With a catch of the breath came my next question.

"Have you your wife and children' with you?"

"My wife died after I came to this country. ... I am
as you see me. . .

."

A murmur of pity, and then imploringly:

"Can you tell me of one—just one Punjabi woman
whom I may meet and talk to . . . the mother of

children?"

"I have heard," hesitatingly, "that there is one near

Fresno. . . . Perhaps there positive information may be

had."

And so, after many days, we found her.

We had been driving so long, losing our way and find-

ing it again among the myriad vineyards, that dark-

ness had fallen before our kind host, picking his way as

best he might among the starlit paths, drew up
triumphantly before a shack. A shack surrounded by
a fence in the midst of a spreading vineyard.

We should have been in a bad way without the stars

that brightened the August night. For lights there

were none, not even in the rattle-trap buggy that held

up a drooping horse before the forbidding fence.

But no—there was a light after all ! A lantern hang-

ing on a nail driven into the side wall of the shack. By
its pale gleam we fancied that we could distinguish fig-

ures moving . . . certainly we heard voices . . . voices

with familiar intonations!

"Koi hai?" we called.

There followed silence.

"Koi hai?" we called again. And for answer, from
out of the darkness there emerged an enormous Sikh,

six-feet-four and broad in proportion, staring uncer-

tainly at the suppliant figures at his gate.

"Sahib and memsahib from Punjab? Come in
—

"

he was a courteous host albeit a bit suspicious.

Explanations of our presence were first in order.

Yes, we had lived in India many years. No, we were
not British spies. The sahib was making a survey for

the Episcopal Church. He wished to find out how many
East Indians there were on the Pacific coast; whether

they were happy; and what, if anything, was being

done for them ; whether they needed a friend.

But although I was interested in the answers, I was
conscious of a figure passing to and fro in the back-

ground waiting on a table barren of cloth, but rich in

children, seeing that plates were filled and mouths
wiped.

"Surely," I addressed Bakshish Singh, "I see your

wife."

"She busies herself as usual with the children," he

motioned toward the barely distinguishable table.

Clearly it was up to me to make the first advances;

so I wasted no further time in running down my quarry.

As my hand closed over the slim brown one extended
<"0 me, I should not have been surprised if a wild el-

phant had trumpeted from the shadowy fig trees in the

far corner of the vineyard, or a tiger leaped upon the

discouraged horse at the front gate ; for the full, gath-

ered skirt and the white chadder that draped the calm

oval face did not deviate by a hair's breadth from the

time-immemorial North India woman's costume; and

the pig-tailed little girl who ran up to stare at me
might, with her loose-above, tight-at-the-ankle trous-

ers, have stepped from the heart of a Punjab village
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right into the cool starlij^ht of the Californiii iiijjrht.

But there was a difference. No earrings weighed
down the delicate brown ears. The ears I remembered
had been framed by as many of them as they could hold.

Xo nose-ring defaced the slender nostril. Anklets and
bracelets were gone. And instead of the respectful

salaam that would once have been my greeting, there

was the not so beautiful, complacent, Western hand-

shake ; and the voice with its careful foreign accent

primly articulating, "How do you do?"

With dismay 1 realized that she simply did not wish

to hear me talk Urdu. She desired, firmly, to show off

her own halting English instead. Even the children

toiled over it instead of lilting carelessly in their own
musical tongue. The second youngest—there were six,

she told me—running up at the sound of a wail from a

distant cot, admonished his mother with a superb "Ma!
Baby, he cry!"

It was too much.

"Arre beta," I reverted to the first language I had
spoken. "Does your mother ever sing you the song of

A jamous If ell at Ajrat

the dove and the wild plums—or the sleepy songs . . .

like this . .
." and I droned the ancient lullabies.

"There ... do you hear her?" came a voice from the

ground so completely out of the lantern rays that it

might have been bodyless. "Does it sound so terrible

from her lips?

"Never did I expect to hear a white lady talk so," was
the answer as a squat little figure with a huge baby at

her hip emerged in the dim light. "That is my hus-

band, lady." As she pointed in the direction of the

voice, I discovered that, by staring into the darkness, I

could barely distinguish a reclining figure, comfortably

smoking an ancient hookah. "He is Bakshish Singh's

brother, and he has sometimes wished to take me back

to show me his own country."

"And she won't go!" broke in Bakshish Singh's

brother with amused exasperation. "She say 'If I go
to your country, perhaps they eat me!' "

"Then you are— ?" I turned again to the little woman
with the fat baby.

"Mexican," she explained. "And I tell my husband
his country too far away. Who know what they do so

far off?"

"You might find it interesting," I suggested. "And
are not your husband's people your people?"

"Listen, lady," she w^as speaking as much for the

recumbent husband's benefit as mine, "I was born in

this country, and my mother and sisters before me.
They live here now. Do you think I would leave them
to go off with a strange man to a country where a man
can have many wives and beat them all day long if he
wants to? No! America is a good country for women."

"That's the way she always talk," complained her

husband, stretching himself. But I fancied 1 detected

an underlying chuckle of admiration in his tone. "Tell

her, memsahib, what sort of country India is. . .
."

This was a large order, so I turned instead to the

quiet mother of Bakshish Singh's children.

"Do you think America a good country for women?"
I asked.

"I like it," she answered gravely. "It is not so hot

as Punjab; and children do not die so much of fever as

in my old village."

Then we discovered that I had been in her village.

We were still chatting about it when I heard Bak-

shish Singh's voice informing my husband:

"Of a truth these hundred and sixty vine-bearing

acres are mine, and shall be my children's after me. I

have been here twenty years. Twelve years ago I re-

turned to my old village and took a wife from among
my own people. My children go to school with other

children. My neighbors call upon me . .
." my throat

contracted at the bravado in his voice. "My son,

Badawa Singh, is—what you call it
—

'smart'? He study

all time—read—someday. . .
."

A learned man, he informed my husband, a college stu-

dent, who had been there not long ago "collecting," had

Plowing with Bullocks in the Punjab

told them that at Gandhi-Gi's behest all caste was done
away with in India. Now all men ate together and
loved one another like brothers. There were no more
rich and no more poor. The Brahmins ate with the

churas (outcasts) ; and the Moslems and Hindus
walked arm in arm.

"If one can but get rid of the English, India will be

Paradise," was his naive comment. "One does not be-

grudge the money one gives if Heaven be but around
the corner."

Alas, poor Bakshish Singh!

As I look back I know that the thing that engaged
me most about Bakshish Singh's wife was her compla-

cency. She was contentedly comparing her children

with what they might have been, rather than what it

might be possible for them to become.
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A Page of Recent Verse
Edited by Helen Louise Cohen

"An abstract idea must be left with a kind of passion, it must mean something emotionally significant, it must be

as immediate and important to the poet as a personal relationship before he can make poetry of it."

—

Aldous Huxley.

ONE of the fruits of Witter Bynner's Oriental journey-

ings is, no doubt, the following poem in which mem-
ories of his Chinese days color his new treatment of a theme
of familiar and universal appeal:

"A Good-Bye from the Ship," by Witter Bynner
[The Nationl

Meetings are only partings, friend.

We might have known
That in the end

Every one goes his way alone. . . .

We shared blue mornings on the sea.

White mountain-moons.

You played for me
On your bamboo-flute the Chinese tunes

That went with wine-cups' and the song

Chrysanthemum sang,

Ten stanzas long,

When she laughed with us in Chinkiang.

Pure were the poems you explained

On Canton walls

The day it rained;

And always now the twilight falls

More quietly because you said:

"This is the hour

When griefs are shed

As light as petals from a flower."

These things and other things are mine
To bless you for.

We send a sign

Of goodwill, between ship and shore. . . .

Meetings like ours have always shone

Beyond their end

—

But we might have known,
Meetings are only partings, friend.

Wilfrid Scawen Blunt, who died last month, was a poet

as well as a political philosopher and a man of action.

During his recent imprisonment he wrote sonnets on the

blank leaves of his prayer book. The poem that follows is

printed in "My Diaries."

God knows, 'twas not with a fore-reasoned plan

I left the easeful dwellings of my peace

And sought this conflict with ungodly Man
And ceaseless still through years that do not cease

Have warred with Powers and Principalities.

My natural soul, ere yet these sti'ifes began,

Was as a sister, diligent to please

And loving all, and most the human clan.

God knows it. And He knows how the world's tears

Touched me. And He is witness of my wrath,

How it was kindled against murderers

Who slew for gold, and how upon their path

I met them. Since which day the World in arms
Strikes at my life with angers and alarms.

Logan Pearsall Smith, known chiefly as the author of

"Trivia," published in 1909 a little paper-covered volume

called "Songs and Sonnets," in which occurs this humorous
warning

:

To a Friend

By some large and holy charm
In thy inkpot, safe from harm,
Lie compressed in magic space

Ocean floods of Commonplace.

Ah, preserve the holy spell,

Keep that inkpot covered well!

Christopher Morley chooses the sonnet printed below

for quotation and says:

Pearsall Smith's sonnets seem to us to have an agreeable
quality of transparence ; they are meditatively triste, as
most of the good sonnets are ; at first acquaintance they seem
docile and well drilled rather than tremendous. But then
we are no great hand at deciding on sonnets at first g»-off

;

one has to live with them a while to find out what their

wearing qualities are and whether they have the trick

—

which is the one final test of fine poetry—of sifting insensibly
into the mind and memory.

The Journey

Led by their golden sun, our little shoal

Of moons and planets through the heaven flees.

Through the vast heaven, like a swarm of bees

That seek afar their hiving-place and goal.

From earth, as from the Ark, I sent my soul

To seek what haven, what fair Hesperides

Might be our bourn beyond those unknown seas.

Beyond the Milky Way, beyond the Pole.

No hope, no olive branch, my soul brought back;

I saw the ghastly terror in her face.

"Aimless," she cried, "runs on the awful track:

To no far goal the suns and planets race.

But on forever through the cavern black

Of vast, of unimaginable space."

Robert Graves is rarely given to complexity of thought

or subject matter. This stanza of his, though it makes
great demands on our attention, has a kind of intellectual

splendor about it.

"The Return," by Robert Graves

[The Saturday Revietv']

Death, kindly eager to pretend

Himself my servant in the land of spears,

Humble allegiance at the end
Broke where the homeward track your castle nears,

Let his white steed before my red steed press.

And rapt you from me into quietness.

"The Traveler's Tale," like "The Return," has a kind

of expressiveness new to English poetry. The pattern of

Rhys's rhythm, his cadences, are regular if unfamiliar.

"The Traveler's Tale, by Ernest Rhys

[The Nation and The Athenaeuyii']

I have had purple and gold in my time

;

I have been crowned, and I have worn fine linen;

I have known love more than in man and woman.
I have been great, and I have been a beggar;

And if I wrap my memories about me
Like a tattered cloak, they hide the morning
Looking out upon the immortal meadows.

I have been young, and seen the bright-haired, maiden

Write on the wall the legend "Ai Apollo!"

I have been old, and known the purple shadow.

And seen the grey-beak'd on the ivory shoulder.

Look on this form, this old man, time-forgotten,

Whose heart is like a speck of death within him.

He goes in gold and purple to his city

To live with the Immortals.
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A Great Adventure in Hospitality
By Guy Emerson

Vice-President, National Bank of Commerce in New York

IT
was perhaps hardly to be expected that the great-

est business gathering ever held in the United

States should be an assemblage not of merchants

or manufacturers, but of bankers. The official attend-

ance of the Convention of the American Bankers' Asso-

ciation held in New York during the tirst week of

October, 1922, mustered an official registration of

11,533, and a very large additional attendance of both

local and out-of-town people who were not registered.

The explanation of the great size of this meeting

lies in the widespread interest all over the country in

the city of New York and the fact that an invitation

from New York to any group implies a certain interest

and distinction. In the character of the speakers, and

in the quality of the entertainment provided, New York

can be expected to equal anything that can be produced

in any city of the world.

Another inducement to the bank-

ers of America to come to New
York this year lay in the outstand-

ing problems of domestic and
foreign finance, which involved

phases of uncertainty and invited

discussion. The formal speeches

touched upon subjects which are

uppermost in the minds of bankers.

And, even more important than the

formal sessions, was the opportu-

nity afforded for small conferences

among bankers from widely separ-

ated sections of the United States,

and the consequent progress to-

wards a national meeting of minds
on many financial and economic

questions.

The speeches of the Right Honor-
able Reginald McKenna, President

McAdams, of the A. B. A,, Mr.

T. W. Lament, Governor Allen of

Kansas, Mr. J. S. Alexander, and
others made a substantial contribu-

tion to clear thinking on vital sub-

jects of the day. Mr. McKenna and Mr. Lamont both

devoted their discussions to international finance, and
the remarks of Mr. McKenna in particular did as much
as any pronouncement during recent months to focus

the attention of the bankers and business men upon the

simple essentials which must underlie any programme
for meeting the problem of foreign debts.

All the meetings and conferences of the Association

were well attended and it may be said with some con-

fidence that no meetings ever held in this country
brought together in a single room a more influential

and significant assemblage.

From another aspect the Bankers' Convention was
significant. The bankers of the city determined many
months in advance not only that this meeting, which
coimes to New York only once in twenty years, should

be efficiently handled, but also that it should convey to

our visitors the true spirit of the city of New York

The synonym of financ
with Trinity Church

in general, and of the financial community in particular.

There has been more than a little criticism of New
York in some quarters because of its alleged coldness

and lack of real hospitality. Those of us who have lived

in New York and seen its true heart know that there is

no lack of hospitality here. We know that the unfavor-

able impression which has sometimes been created has

been due to the fact that the city is large and busy and

at all times absorbed with a variety of duties and inter-

ests. Here, however, was presented an opportunity to

focus on one particular week and to manifest during that

week the sincere and spontaneous spirit of cordiality

toward friends from all over the country which is one

of the notable characteristics of the New Yorker.

No effort was spared to produce this result. Our
friends were met at their trains, were looked after at

the registration desks of their

hotel, and received personal calls at

their rooms, immediately on arrival,

conveying a word of welcome and

making sure that all arrangements

for their personal comfort were

satisfactorily taken care of.

Although 5,000 people came to

town who had not registered for

hotel rooms in advance, every one

was taken care of without a single

serious complaint. This in itself is

an achievement of which the hotels

of New York have every reason to

be proud when it is considered that

New York is always crowded in the

autumn, and that this year, entirely

aside from the Convention, thou-

sands of guests were in town to see

the World's Series baseball games.

Two thousand five hundred

women were entertained in private

homes on one day. Each afternoon

more than 2,000 visitors were taken

from the Commodore through the

crowded downtown district, and

through the uptown sections on various afternoons,

under escort of motor-cycle police, without a single stop

between the time they left the hotel and returned again

an hour later. Thousands were entertained at the thea-

tres, at a smoker, and at a fashion show. Some 7,000

people came together at the ball at the Commodore, and

nearly 7,000 were taken to West Point to witness a pa-

rade of the cadets arranged especially in their honor.

All this was carried through by a business organi-

zation numbering nearly a thousand people who were

supplied from the trained and tried personnel of the

banks and investment houses of New York—a .?roup

which could not have been hired for a business purpose

except at a prohibitive price. This organization was
able to plan and carry through the great Convention at

an expenditure relatively less than that of other cities

in the past because all waste was eliminated and all

plans carefully made in advance.

ial power, W all street,

in the background
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One of the interesting incidents of the week was a

luncheon at the New York Stock Exchange, where some

1,600 out-of-town bankers were given an excellent repast

and an opportunity to see the Exchange in actual oper-

ation. Many of the visitors to the Exchange knew
nothing of it except the unflattering remarks which

they had been accustomed to hear in political speeches

and in journalistic attacks year after year.

As our guests returned to their homes, hundreds of

them took the trouble to sit down and write letters ex-

pressing their appreciation of their entertainment and

their better knowledge of the city. Many of them re-

ferred to the Book of New York, which was prepared as

a souvenir of the occasion, showing in pictorial form the

l^eauties of the city and its historical development dur-

ing the past century. It is evident that in many in-

stances this book gave them their first vivid idea of

what New York really is—in sharp contrast to their

former impression of a great over-night growth of steel

and concrete, serving as an unlovely background for

large-scale financial operations.

Some day a study of the place of the convention in

modern American life will be written. In the day of

great distances and crowded populations it is necessary

that constant efforts for coordination should be made.

Otherwise, our various sections will grow away from
one another and our problem of nationalization become
increasingly difficult. This tendency toward disunity

is brilliantly treated by Professor Frederick J. Turner

of Harvard in an article in the current Yale Review.

The problem has long since become too great for any

form of government to handle, and, irrespective of the

many faults in our present system, it is certainly ob-

vious that much of the coordination of American public

sentiment is due to the annual meetings of bodies of

men from various parts of the country who come to-

gether with some mutual interest and return to their

homes with a better understanding of one another and
a stronger mutual sympathy.

It is this principle which underlies the real signific-

ance to New York of the record gathering of 1922. The
bankers of the country are assuredly closer together as

a result of this meeting and it is certain that in many
villages and towns throughout the country there are

today men and women who have felt the sincere hand-

clasp of hospitality in New York, and who regard our

city in a far more personal and intimate way than ever

before. They realize that only in the aggregate is New
York lacking in cordiality—for all great cities are cold

and forbidding to the stranger. To focus the /Attention

of New York for a time upon a single group, in true

small-town spirit, is a feat of organization which is a

great joy to accomplish, but which cannot be done every

day. As the New York Tribune put it: "It was the

happy thought of our New York bankers to pretend

that New York was a small American town and to wel-

come and entertain their guests with all the home-towm

stuff."

History Repeats Itself
By a Former Locomotive Engineer

THE Railway Shopmen's Strike, with its attendant

evils, should not only furnish every fair-minded,

patriotic citizen with food for thought, but

should spur to action those who wish to protect the

individual, community, and nation against a recurrence

of this or a much greater calamity.

The recent action of men in engine and train service

who abandoned their posts of duty in the Southwest,

causing great hardship and suffering to innocent, help-

less people, demonstrates the need of something more
effective than the present contractual relations between
the unions and their employers, no matter how favor-

able these contracts are, for under certain conditions

the irresponsible minority become a "law unto them-
selves," ignore contracts, defy constituted authorities,

and coerce, intimidate, or bulldoze the better element

into active or passive agreement with them.

By turning back a few pages of history we find

abundant evidence to support these conclusions.

In the later eighties occurred the great Burlington

strike of locomotive engineers against what was then

known as classification or graduated pay in engine serv-

ice. The engineers, led by their late Grand Chief, P. M.
Arthur, fully expected to win this strike, without the

aid of any other labor organization, in record time.

After the struggle had extended into days and weeks,

however, the engineers began to realize their inability

to force the Burlington to their terms, and thus sought

outside aid. They persuaded engineers on other lines

to refuse to handle any car owned by the Burlington.

This plan, if carried out on all lines, would have been a

very effective weapon, as Burlington cars were gener-

ally distributed on trunk lines in the United States.

The managements of many lines were notified that to

do business with the Burlington would involve their

roads in a strike of engineers. For an alleged viola-

tion of this notice the engineers on the Santa Fe Sys-

tem were ordered to strike, and actually did strike.

The engineers' chairman in charge of the strike on the

western end of the line between Williams, Arizona, and

Mojave, California, where passengers have so recently

been subject to great hardship and privation, advised

the striking engineers and the company's officers that

all passenger trains which had left terminals prior to

the strike must be kept moving and delivered to des-

tinations; that old persons, women, and children were

not to be delayed or stranded on the desert; that all

cattle en route must be switched to cattle pens, unloaded,

and fed and watered, regardless of ownership of cars or

destination of shipment; and that an engine must go

over the line each day to fill all water barrels at section

houses.

The grand officers of the Brotherhood of Locomo-

tive Engineers, the better element of the men, and the

railway company's officers, fully approved of this plan,

while a very troublesome minority denounced it and

threatened their chairman with impeachment and ex-

pulsion.

In 1894 came the great Pullman, or A. R. U. Strike,

in which many railway employees became involved

through their membership in the American Railway

Union. The real battleground, or test of strength, was
not in Chicago, as generally supposed, but in the

sparsely settled Southwestern country, where the
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A. R. U. leaders thought the enemies' lines could be

most easily broken and a signal victory gained.

At Raton, New Mexico, on June 2G, 1894, the first

Pullman car was cut off from a regular passenger train.

Engine, yard, and train-crews all refused to recouple

the car to the train, and, following the first dismissal

of an employee on this account, all train, engine, and

yard-crews, also all shopmen and even clerks in the

office, struck and passed the word around that it would

not be healthy for any one who attempted to move a

wheel until word was received that Mr. Debs's every

demand in the Pullman car-shop quarrel had been fully

met. In a day or two the yard was blocked with over-

land passenger trains, with the food supply running

low and sanitary conditions becoming serious, and with

strikers threatening violence to any who attempted

relief measures; the situation was indeed critical. One
particular incident in this affair stands out more prom-

inently than others and affords abundant proof of how
absolutely unreasonable and inhuman men are coUec-

tively, most of whom individualli/ may be of a high

type of citizenship, humane, kind, and generous.

In one of the Overland trains bound from Los Angeles

to Chicago, was a most distracted family. The wife's

remains were in the baggage car, she having died in

California; the husband lay sick in a Pullman car, and,

owing to the high altitude (almost 7,000 feet), he was

suffering from hemorrhages; his mother, due to the

infirmities of age, family afflictions, high altitude, and

the hardships of travel, was in a state of collapse; and

in the name of humanity this train should have been

promptly moved to a lower altitude. Several of the

leading train and engine men were requested to take

the baggage car and Pullman only to the next division

point, which was some 2,000 feet lower, but their an-

swer was an emphatic No. One of the railway com-

pany's division officers, who at that time was mayor
of the town, also a special deputy U. S. marshal, and

deputy sheriff of the county, in conjunction with a few
loyal officers, some business men, and passengers from
marooned trains, asked for a public conference with all

strikers in the Town Hall or Opera House. They came
out to a man, and, when they were requested in the

name of humanity to name a crew to move this dying
man with his aged sick mother and his wife's remains
to a lower altitude, mocked and reviled and said, "No,
never do we turn a wheel until Mr. Debs gives the word."

The mayor, who wa& experienced in train and engine

service, thereupon asked that he and certain loyal offi-

cers of the company should be permitted to perform
this humane act. At this proposal they hissed, jeered,

and booed, with many open and direct insults, and re-

ferred to what they had in store for their scab mayor,

scab officers, scab U. S. marshal, sheriff, citizens, etc.

Incidentally, it might be mentioned that it was
largely on information sent from this little mountain
town in New Mexico that President Cleveland ordered

U. S. troops to move in Illinois to quell riots in Chicago

and vicinity, over the advice and protest of Governor
Altgeld of that State.

The right of men to strike of their own volition as

an act of defense should not be denied, but whether

on strike or not they should not be allowed to interfere

with those who are willing to work, for the right to

work and earn a living is just as sacred as the right to

quit, and in transportation and other kindred indus-

tries, on which the life and prosperity of the nation

rests, there should be some tribunal or authoritative

body with power to hear all complaints, render awards,

and enforce the same with adequate penalties.

In justice to the grand officers of the old line Engine

and Trainmen's Brotherhoods, it should be stated that

they not only disapproved of the action of the members
of their union in each case, but advised them and their

employers that if they did not return to work. Broth-

erhood men would be sent to take their places.

The Scene of the Near East Embroglio
THE forthcoming conference which, it is expected will

open at Lausanne on November 13, will deal with

questions whose importance for the future peace of the

world can hardly be overestimated. The map here pre-

sented shows the geograph-

ical issues involved and

will be interesting to refer

to in connection with re-

ports and rumors concern-

ing the conference. The

dotted line shows the boun-

dary of Eastern Thrace

which the Turks claim and

the possession of which

will restore them to Eu'

rope.

From the map it is

easy to see the tremendous

importance of the Bos'

phorus and Dardanelles,

known as the Straits. The

dotted area represents the

region marked out as neu-

tral territory from which

the Turks are excluded un-

til such time as a treaty

is signed.

/Karaiiissar
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New Books and Old

Books of the Week
The Print of My Remembrance,

by Augustus Thomas. Scribner.

Autobiography of the famous
playwright.

The Critical Game, by John
Macy. Boni and Liveright.

Essays upon books and writers,

and upon criticism.

Memories of a Hostess; a Chron-
icle of Friendships drawn chiefly

from the Diaries of Mrs. James
T. Fields, by M. A. DeWolfe
Howe. Atlantic Monthly Press.

Letters of James Gibbons Hune-
KER, collected and edited by Jo-
sephine Huneker. Scribner.

Single Blessedness and Other
Observations, by George Ade.

Doubleday.
Witty essays upon current

themes.

The Bright Shawl, by Joseph
Hergesheimer. Knopf.
A novel; the scene is Cuba.

Overset, by Franklin P. Adams.
Doubleday.
Prose from The Conning Tower.

THERE is a passionate but admir-
able outcry on the subject of

Home-Cooking in George Ade's
"Single Blessedness" (Doubleday), a

book of amusing reflections, not in

slang. Why, he asks, and we all ask
it, too, cannot hotels and clubs master
the simple technique which seems to be
nature's gift to every housewife?
"Why is it that when you put a white
cap on a man and pay him $18,000 a
year he can think of nothing but
sauces? He has a million recipes with
French labels, but when he serves an
order of strawberry short-cake, he sim-

ply advertises his shame."

Since that former knight, Rabindra-
nath Tagore, departed from America
with forty thousand American dollars

clinking pleasantly in his pocket, but
with the remark upon his lips that
Americans were very materialistic;

and since, on his second visit, he went
to a football game and then remarked
acidly that Americans were noisy and
restless; and since I have seen one or

two photographs of him which had not

been carefully retouched to make him
look like one of the Apostles—since all

these events I have had certain base
suspicions about Mr. Tagore. So it is

a pleasure to find an acute and well

instructed man like John Macy saying
in his "The Critical Game" (Boni and
Liveright) that in at least two of his

books—in the English—"there is not

one great line . . . moreover there is

much that is false and weak. . . . Not
only are Tagore's lines not great, but
some of his lines are foolish. . .

Tagore is a faker in the English sense
of the word. I do not know what he
is in Hindoo."
"The Critical Game" is a book of

pungent, interesting, critical essays,

occasionally interspersed, when Mr.

Macy touches upon politics, with some
bits of poisonous nonsense. I do not
refer to his liberalism and radicalism,
but to his words in favor of anarchy
and the despotism which anarchy
breeds—such words as "to free India
from the British murderer and thief."

This is not the thought of a mature
man, but of a half-baked Greenwich
villager. If Mr. Macy's literary judg-
ments were on a par with this he would
praise Gertrude Stein as greater than
Poe.

This is from Edwin Francis Edgett's
"Slings and Arrows" (Brimmer), a
collection of epigrams, "not verse,

either free or shackled" but masquer-
ades in the form of verse, to hit the
eye of the reader:

THE EUPHEMISTS
With mincing words,
They make the good
Old English language into
A Miss Nancyish tongue.
If somebody dies

He "passes away,"
They walk on "limbs,"
They "expectorate,"
They "masticate" their food,

And when
They go to bed.

Where it is a pity

They cannot stay forever,

They "retire."

And this is one, in similar vein, about
the author of "Slings and Arrows":

E. F. E.

Hail, O Editor!
As you sit in your book-lined
OflBce, and concoct five or six

Pages every week for the Transcript .'

Up that dark stairway
I have walked a few times,

But oftener the postman
Has fetched my copy
And you were merciful to it.

Where is a literary editor

So tolerant and generous.
So sane and level-headed
As Mr. Edgett of the Transcript?
You will all have to ask
Somebody else, for frankly
I do not know his match.

"There are those," writes Franklin
Adams, in "Overset" (Doubleday), "to
whom it is impossible to tell news.
They knew it all the time. And there
are those who always have the Inside

Stuff. In the second class is a weari-
some acquaintance, who, on being told

that Betelguese was 27,000,000 times
as large as the sun, said, "I heard dif-

ferent."

"Shouts and Murmurs" (Century),
by Alexander Woollcott, is named for

an old actor who had "played at
Drury Lane," where, it seemed, his

only part had been the production of
off-stage noises

—

Shouts and Mur-
murs. I have often wondered who they
are who are employed to stand back
of the scenes and say "Gr-r-r-r-r-r-r !"

when the Bastille is being attacked,

or the striking miners are approach-
ing the millionaire owner's "resi-

dence."

These are essays about the play-

house. The one on "Capsule Criti-

cism" relates the story of the one bold

dramatic critic in America—Mr.
Whittaker, of the Chicago Tribune—
who, when all his brethren wondered
why Mr. Barrymore had produced
and acted in "Clair de Lune," a play
written by his beautiful wife, Michael
Strange, solved the question by the

title of his review of the perform-
ance. It was "For the Love of Mike."
Eugene Field wrote of an actor named
Clarke, who played "King Lear" in

Denver: "Mr. Clarke played the
King all evening, as though under
constant fear that some one else was
about to play the Ace." In the spring
of 1917 Heywood Broun described a
performance of Wedekind's "Friih-

lingserwachen" under the caption,

"The Spring Offensive." Beerbohm
Tree came from California to New
York, at the last moment, to join the
rehearsals of "Henry VIII." When
he looked at the collection of damsels
that had been dragged into the thea-

ter as ladies in waiting to the Queen,
he showed signs of pained and pro-

longed dissatisfaction. Finally "he
said what we have all wanted to say
of the extra women in nearly every
throneroom and ballroom and school-

room scene since the theater began.
'Ladies,' said Tree, peering at them
plaintively through his monocle, 'just

a little more virginity, if you don't

mind.'

"

From "Yankee Notions" (Yale Uni-
versity Press), by George S. Bryan, a

pleasing book of poems about a New
England town:

EXPERT OPINION
Old Walt—my reference, let me say,

Is to no poet good or grey.

But to the farmhand who each night
Brought us our milk—Old Walt, the light

Of his dim lantern holding high,

Each night would scan with anxious eye
Our porch thermometer, then stare

East, west, north, south, or anywhere

;

Seeming, as somehow such folk can.

Too strangely wise for mortal man.
"Well, Walter, think it's going to rain?"
Each night we'd ask, and ask in vain.

For Walt once more would scrutinize

Thermometer and vaulted skies,

Then answer as he turned to go,

"By Jiminy-Chris'mas, I dunno!" . . .

Tie seemed to take a quenchless pride
In acting as a weather guide.

"Purposeless porpoises" played about
the ship, and a young toucan came
aboard. The ship was the Hippo-
campus, a twenty-eight foot yawl, in

which four men sailed from New York
to Panama, as related in Alfred F.

Loomis' "The Cruise of the Hippo-
campus" (Century). The publishers

have made the book resemble a book
for boys a little too much; it is really

for sailors and landsmen, without re-

gard to age. And the author has made
one of the most enjoyable, light-

hearted stories of an actual cruise

which has been written in a long time.

You know that a man must be all right

who insists on calling his ship "Hippo-
campus."

Edmund Lester Pearson
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Book Reviews
the ''Youngest'Among

YoiNC. Tkopik's Pride. By Stephen Vin-

cent l?en^r. New York: Henry Holt

and I'ompany.

(J.vKtiDYi Ks. Hy Hen llecht. New York:
Honi and Liveright.

Dow.v TMK Ki\KR. By Uoscoe W. Brink.

New Y'ork : Henry Holt and Company.

Sti Hii.K. By (JeiMRe Ivooms. New York :

Doubleday. Page and Company.

THIS, we hear, is the day of youth:

a youth no longer humble or in-

articulate, but ably rising to state

where maturity jrets off, and comfort-

ably sure that itself has got on. One
might suppose, from the hymns of our
inspired sucklings and the enraptured
chanting of their publishers, that im-

maturity is the only virtue worth hav-
ing or expressing; and that there is

something both pathetic and infamous
in a wisdom based on experience and
knowledge of what the world was, did,

thought, and wrote yesterday—or, say,

day before yesterday. One might even
lake this to be a new idea But, as

one of our very young men. returning
from abroad, has just confessed, all

this youthful revolt of ours is an old

song in the ears of Europe. The bat-

tle against puritanism and genteelness,

like the battle for naturalism, were
fought, won, and forgotten there half

a century ago. The battle of imma-
turity against maturity belongs to no
date or clime; and it is bound to be

forever a drawn battle, because in the

moment of victory youth always finds

itself facing about under the banner of

eld to defend the universe against the
furious onslaught of that younger
youth which is always surging up from
the rear. . . .

Young Mr. Benet of "Young People's

Pride" sees, with a saving minority of

his writing contemporaries, the humor
of the juvenile cult. His opening chap-
ter describes a bachelor "party" which
is "an omelet of youngests"—the
youngest Harvard playwright, the

youngest San Francisco cartoonist, the
youngest rare-book collector, and so

on. Amusing and clever lads they are,

with the latest college slang and th"

latest "arty and crafty" patter on their

lips. Young Mr. Benet, at twenty-
four, must be very nearlv the youngest
novelist going, though th's is his sec

ond performance. It is a oetter story,

as a story, than "The Beginning of

Wisdom," less pretentious and iess

clogged with detail; less immature. Its

plot is slight enough, hardly more than
the development of a situation. Oliver
Crowe is a nice boy a few years ou^ of

Yale and a shorter time out of the Air
Service. For eight months he has been
engaged to a nice Nancy, and for six

months has been copy-writer in a New
York advertising firm. He has pub-
lished a little volume of verses of the
well-received kind, and has written a
novel which is trying to find a sponsor.
Nancy and he are very much in love,

and Oliver works and pinches and

hopes for their early marriage. Nancy
is to wait for him Victorianly. But
Nancy is sutticiently un-Victorian to

have a career of her own in the offing,

and opportunity seeks her out while

Oliver still plods. The amount of it is

that he is jealous of her stepping above
him on the ladder of success, and his

"pride" throws her over, while hers
keeps her from pleading with him in

the name of magnanimity and common
sense. Therefore there is an estrange-
ment, during which both suffer as

much as is good for them, and after

which they are hajipily and permanent-
ly united in matrimony. Into the in-

termediate action comes Ted, Oliver's

chum, and /li.s- nice Eleanor, and the

mature vamp who nearly parts them,
and the middle-aged rich he-hypocrite

who represents the ignoble fact of not-

youth. ... So far as youth itself is

concerned, this is a clean-felt, healthy
tale, once we accept the (romantic)
premise of the lovers' estrangement.

The author of "Gargoyles" is a few
years older than Mr. Benet, and his

sources are very different. "Benet" is

not precisely the type of an "Anglo-
Saxon" name, but both of its present
wearers in our literary world maintain
their modernism within those tradi-

tions of feeling and conduct which dis-

tinguish, for better or worse, the
"Anglo-Saxon" point of view and habit.

The author of "Erik Dorn" and "Gar-
goyles" is as alien to that point of view
and habit as (Anglo-Saxonically speak-

ing) is his name. He belongs, indeed,

to that company of writers in America
v/ho, whether born here (as Ben Hecht
was> or not, find hope for America
only in the denia: of her past and pres-

ent. Anglo-Saxon indeed! All the

world knows M'hat a mess we are in

racial make-up. Most of our faults, to

be sure, are of British origin; but our
future lies in the realization of a Gallo-

Slavo-Teutonic destiny. Ben Hecht
was born in New York, went through
a high school in Racine, Wisconsin, and
v/as a newspaper man at seventeen.

Ten years later he is a lauded novelist

and commentator on American life. He
has the reporter's cynical inside infor-

mation about that life, and the half-

alien's contemptuous misunderstanding

of its spirit. Like so many of his con-

temporaries and compatriots, he has

an unerring eye for half the truth

about us—the unseemly half. "Gar-
goyles" is a book of delight for fellow-

citizens who relish the morbid pathol-

ogy of our social and political estates.

All of us are rotten in our hearts, and
most of us in our private conduct.

There is, in men and women, a pathetic

instinct or impulse which seeks happy
love, honest friendship, a generous

faith in something higher than our-

selves. Nothing doing! Some people

believe there is hope in the rule of the

majority or the rise of the proletariat.

Nothing in it! . . . Though worse
may be suspected of me from the fore-

going, my grudge against the book and
most other books of this school is that

it is a poor novel. We never get away
from the author's mood and opinions.

to lose ourselves in the reality of his

people, and of the action in which they

are embodied.

The publisher of "Down the River"

calls it a novel in free verse. It begins

like this: "Perhaps you don't think

these things I'm writing about really

happened to me; but I tell you they

did, every last one of them." Only it

is printed like this:

Perhai>s you don't think the.se things,

I'm writing about.

Really
Happened
To me

;

But I tell you they did. every last one of

them. . . .

Whether this is free verse or chopped
prose the reader may determine for

himself. It is clear, though, that this

way of printing words fills up the

I)ages like everything; and when we
note that, even printing them this way,
our novel only runs to 171 pages, we
must feel that we are getting a pretty

short novel for a dollar and ninety

cents. But. . . . After this un-
promising preamble, I hasten to own
that the test does, as a whole, give an
effect of verse or at least an effect like

poetry; and that the narrative, or suc-

cession of phases and episodes, does as

a whole give that effect of detailed and
completed action which deserves, by our
somewhat vague usage, the title of

"novel." Here is the life-story of a

country woman who marries and goes

to the city (the city), and there learns

what it is in her to learn of the mys-
tery and passion of human life. Her
tale might be called an elaborated

Spoon River episode. In its telling is

something quite similar to the blend of

naturalism and mystical idealism which
gave the Spoon River idylls their baf-

fling and distinctive flavor. Sometimes
the passages which are most genuinely

poetic in feeling stick closely to the

homeliness of the rustic vernacular;

but oftener, and especially in the later

part of the poem (or novel), they are

cast in a form of expression quite re-

mote from any possible utterance of any
untutored Belle who comes "down the

river" from a Blue Mountain with her
earthy Len. The story unfolds through
a close-knit series of lyrical-descriptive

confidences on the part of the woman.
In her become articulate the dreams
and disillusion, the pain and courage

and undying faith of a woman of the

people. In the end the City with its

people becomes for her the embodiment
of the divine; and the end of her days,

loosed from the more exacting bonds

of wifehood and motherhood, are com-
forted by a mystical love for all fellow-

mortals. There is much beauty and
emotion in this book, whether or not

one feels that its form is as admirable

as one would like it to be.

"Stubble" is another sane and
healthy utterance by a young newcomer
among American novelists. No, my
radical reader, I don't mean that it is

either stodgy or sentimental. There is

plenty of the lesser realism in it, the

realism of fact, but it is never exploit-

ed at the expense of the greater real-
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ism which believes and inspires. Re-
duced to simplest terms, it is the tale

of two persons who were destined for
each other, but are not to find it out
till they have made certain experi-

ments towards happiness in other com-
pany. Or, you may say, it expounds
the fact that happiness and usefulness
are as often as not to be found by
sticking to one's own place and people,

instead of flinging oneself into the
politan or cosmopolitan stew. i5ut its

merit lies not in its conscious expres-
sion of an idea or enforcement of a

moral so much as in its uncommon ex-

cellences of style and characterization.

There is no display of cleverness in

either. The style achieves a quiet ade-

quacy. It does not make us think of a
newspaper column, or an after-dinner

speaker, or a man in a study being lit-

erary. And the persons, without being
extraordinary in type, are extraordi-

nary in their individuality, their effort-

less projection. I feel tempted to do a
remarkable thing—to quote almost
without mental reservation the "blurb"
from a jacket: "It is an honest, direct,

and simple observation of the life that

goes on about us, and in the excellence

of the writing and the subtlety of its

feeling it is one of the most finished

and noteworthy pieces of writing yet
to come from the 'younger genera-
tion.'

"

H. W. BOYNTON

Canada's Greatest States-

men
Correspondence of Sir John Macdon-

ALD. By his literary executor, Sir
Joseph Pope. Toronto : Oxford Uni-
versity Press.

Life and Letters of Sir Wilfrid Lau-
RIER. By Oscar Douglas Skelton.
Toronto : Oxford University Press.

IT can hardly be said that the names
of Canada's statesmen have risen

much above the Canadian horizon, but
this is at least true of two of them, Sir

John Macdonald and Sir Wilfrid
Laurier, who between them controlled

the destinies of the Dominion for

nearly thirty-five years, and to whose
far-sighted and sane statesmanship
Canada is chiefly indebted for her rise

from insignificance to an assured place

among the nations. One welcomes,
therefore, with more than usual satis-

faction, the appropriately simultaneous
appearance of two authoritative con-

tributions to the lives of these really

great Canadians.
Sir Joseph Pope's volume is supple-

mentary to his "Memoirs of Sir John
Macdonald," published something over
a quarter of a century ago, and in-

cludes a selection from Macdonald's
voluminous correspondence with his

contemporaries. The selection is on
the whole remarkably well-balanced,
and unusually happy in the light it

throws on the personality of Macdonald
as man and statesman. Macdonald
shared with Laurier the wise view that
the fewer letters a public man writes
the better, and he went a step farther.

"Never write a letter if you can help

it," he said, "and never destroy one."

That despite this attitude he left be-

hind him a voluminous correspondence
is partly due to the qualifying phrase,

and partly because a man who had been
in public life for forty-seven years
must willy-nilly have written many let-

ters.

Among Macdonald's correspondents,
so far as they are represented in this

collection, were all the more important
of his contemporaries in Canadian pub-
lic life, such as Charles Tupper, Ed-
ward Blake, George Brown, Alexander
Gait, George Etienne Cartier, Richard
Cartwright, D'Arcy McGee and Joseph
Howe; all the Governors-General from
Monck to Stanley (Derby) ; and such
well-known Canadians as George
Stephen (afterward Lord Mount-
Stephen), Donald A. Smith (Lord
Strathcona), Cardinal Taschereau, and
Sir William Van Home. There are

a number of letters to and from Gold-
win Smith, and others to British states-

men such as Carnarvon, Northcote,
Hicks-Beach, Salisbury, and Knucs-
fcrd. Most of these deal with public
affairs, but throughout the correspond-
ence one gets many glimpses of the
man himself, that dominant yet charm-
ing personality that won the enthusias-
tic support of more than one generation
of Canadians—a race by no means
given to hero-worship. The catholicity

of Macdonald's taste in acquaintances
is proved by the fact that we have here
letters to persons as far apart as Chief
Crowfoot of the Blackfoot tribe and
the Princess Louise, who it will be re-

membered spent several years in Can-
ada as the wife of the then Governor
General, the Marquis of Lome.
Though poles apart in their attitude

to many public questions, Macdonald
and Goldwin Smith were for many
years warm personal friends. The
latter writes Macdonald in 1878: "You
and I differ widely in our general views.

You regard Canada as a part of the

British Empire, I as a community of

the New World; and any connection

or appearance of connection with me, I

know well, could only damage and em-
barrass you." This was in reply to a

letter in which Macdonald had strongly

urged him to become a candidate for

the legislature. Goldwin Smith was
then at Cornell, and took a keen and
sympathetic interest in the great ex-

periment in democracy. Of the Amer-
ican politicians of 1878 he says, "some
are very bad, but others are about the

best in the world; and though roguery
and demagogism abound, good sense

and virtue are strong among the mass
of the people." He was convinced that
Canada could not do better than join

the Republic, and lost no opportunity
of saying so to the Canadians, in season
and out of season, achieving thereby an
extraordinary degree of unpopularity.
Sir John, on the other hand, while in

favor of commercial reciprocity, saw
Canada's future rather as a member of

the British Commonwealth, self-gov-

erning, working out her own destiny

in her own way. He saw no conflict

between the ideals of British citizen-

ship and Canadian autonomy. As long
ago as 1859, when the Duke of New-

castle, then Secretary of State for the

Colonies, ventured to lecture the Can-
adian Government, in which Macdonald
was Attorney General, on the evils of

their lately adopted policy of incidental

protection, the Canadian ministry at

once made it clear that they could not

allow any feeling of deference which
they owed to the Imperial authorities

in any manner to impair the right of

the people of Canada to decide for

themselves as to the mode and extent

to which taxation should be imposed.

On the other hand, in his last address

to the Canadian people, in the general

election of 1891, he sent out the ringing

challenge to those who, under the guise

of commercial union with the United
States, were, he believed, working to-

ward political union—"a British subject

I was born, a British subject I will die."

In the correspondence between Mac-
donald and the various Governors-
General one discovers that these Im-
perial officers learned not only to re-

spect the statesman, but to feel a warm
affection for the man. This is notice-

able in Dufferin's letter of October 19,

1873, in connection with the Pacific

scandal. It is also brought out in dif-

ferent ways in letters from the differ-

ent Governors after they left Canada.
Lansdowne's letters from India, where
he had been sent as Viceroy, are not
only very intimate but full of delight-

ful bits of description. In one he tells

Macdonald how he crerted a scandal at

Jeypore by walking across the court-

yard of the Maharaja's palace, in-

stead of suffering himself "to be car-

ried in the solid silver four poster with
red velvet cushions, in which Dufferin

had diplomatically allowed himself to

be served up." The muslins of Rajpu-
tana are of such marvelous fineness, he
says, that a lady once wore no less

than seven super-imposed dresses, and
was nevertheless turned back by the

Maharaja's chamberlain on the ground
that she was not decently covered. But
this is not Macdonald.
Among the letters is one to the late

Martin Griffin, who in 1882 was editor

of the Toronto Mail. Macdonald held

very strong views as to the importance
of preserving the dignity of the Can-
adian bench and the Canadian Senate,

and making appointments solely on the

score of fitness. (Both Judges and
Senators in Canada are appointed, not
elected.) He had no particular diffi-

culty in resisting pressure on behalf of

unsuitable candidates, but he also

wished to build up a public sentiment
that would in time make such appoint-
ments impossible. He therefore sent

Griffin the outlines of an editorial ar-

ticle which he was to publish, severely

criticising Macdonald's own followers,

and pointing out that such appoint-
ments were not made for the sake of

the individual or the party, and that
the Government should resist pressure,
personal or political, in favor of any in-

dividual.

Macdonald and Laurier had many
qualities in common. To begin with, as

many Englishmen had been struck with
the physical resemblance between Mac-
donald and Disraeli, so in later years
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Canadians who had known Macdonald
found in Laurier many points of like-

ness. Both had the same long nose,

though Laurier's was the more shapely.

Macdonald's nose was a godsend to the
Canadian cartoonist Bengough, and in

the eighties no number of Grip seemed
complete without it. Both, particularly
in their latter years, wore their hair
in a picturesque white mop at the back
of their heads. "Follow my white
plume!" Laurier cried to his followers

in Quebec in the election of 1908, and
they did almost to a man. Both were
of slight Luild, but while Macdonald in

his latter years showed a good deal of

the statesman's stoop, Laurier main-
tained to the last the alert and erect

carriage of his youth.

One finds, too, in Macdonald and
Laurier to a large extent the same
qualities of leadership, the same broad

vision, the same distaste for depart

mental routine and the petty details of

administration, the same grasp of the

essentials of big questions, the same in-

terest in constitutional problems, the

same wide patriotism and determina-

tion to build up in Canada a strong and
self-reliant and self-respecting people,

the same remarkable memory for names
and faces, and the same extraordinary

personal magnetism. Sir John Willison,

in his "Reminiscences," mentions a

Liberal member who was notorious for

the violent language in which he often

attacked Macdonald in Parliament.

When asked if he had any active dis-

like for the Conservative leader, he
confessed that he was so attracted by
the man's personality that he dare not

trust himself in his company. And,
so far as Sir Wilfrid is concerned, it

is perhaps sufficient to remember that

in 1896, with the whole power of his

Church exerted against him, in a prov-

ince where that Church had been ac-

customed to find its word law to the

great majority of the people, Laurier

swept Quebec off its feet. The French-

Canadians, faced with the problem of

refusing an obedience to the Church
which was not only life-long but

traditional, or refusing the appeal of

their popular hero, followed Laurier,

Perhaps in some respects the devo-

tion of thousands of English-speak-

ing Canadians to a French-Canadian
leader was even more remarkable. In

trying to make a Parisian audience

understand why French-Canadians felt

nothing but loyalty, could feel nothing-

but loyalty, to the British Crown, un-

der which they enjoyed absolute lib-

erty for their religion, their language,

their institutions. Sir Wilfrid offered

his own case as an example of the

equality of opportunity enjoyed by his

fellow-countrymen. "In this country

(Canada)," he said, "where the ma-
jority is of English descent and of the

Protestant religion, the last general

elections have brought into power a

man of French descent and Catholic

religion, who has always strongly af-

firmed his race and his religion." Sir

Wilfrid, with becoming modesty, and

perhaps a little too much credit to his

English-speaking countrymen, ignored

the fact that a good deal more than
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0(|uality of opportunity was needed to

make a French-Canadian premier ac-

ceptable to the Enprlish-speaking ma-
jority.

So far as Quebec is concerned, many
stories are told illustratinpr the limit-

less confidence of French-Canadians in

the power of Laurier. His name was
a thing to conjure with throughout the

province. When the news reached
Quebec of the death of Queen Victoria

an old habitant is reported to have
asked the village cure whom Laurier
would make king. Even better is the

r.aive prayer of a little Nova Scotian,

"Now, O God, take care of yourself,

for if we lose you we shall only have
Laurier left to take care of us, and
he is not doing as well as papa ex-

pected he would do."

Every statesman has his human side,

and there is a certain satisfaction for

most of us in the knowledge that even
the greatest of our leaders have much
the same frailties as ourselves. Mac-
donald was no exception. In his ear-

lier days he sometimes found relief

from political worries in that delecta-

ble beverage that is distilled in his na-

tive land, and innumerable stories still

survive in Canada centering about this

common weakness of the days that

were not dry. On one occasion Sir

John is said to have made a speech
in Kingston under conditions that did

not conduce to clarity of expression. A
well-intentioned reporter made a ver-

batim report, but, startled with the re-

sult, took it the next morning to Sir

John before sending it to his paper.

Sir John read it gravely, threw it into

the waste paper basket, and dismissed
the stunned reporter, with the mild

austerity of a grieving father, and a

twinkle in his eye, "Young man, if you
ever again undertake to report the

speech of a public man be sure that

you keep sober."

Another story goes back to the early

sixties. Sir Edmund Head, a rather
consequential person, who was then
Governor, sent his aide-de-camp. Lord
Bury, to Macdonald, who had been lost

to sight for the better part of the

week. Bury found the statesman in

bed, reading a novel, and with a de-

canter of sherry on the table beside
him. "Mr. Macdonald," said Bury,
"the Governor-General told me to say
to you that if you don't sober up and
get back to business he will not be
answerable for the consequences."
Macdonald turned swiftly to the aide-
de-camp. "Are you here in your of-

ficial capacity, or as a private indi-

vidual?" "What difference does that
make?" asked Bury. "Just this,"

snapped the Attorney-General, "if you
are here in your official capacity you
can go back to Sir Edmund Head, give
him my compliments, and tell him to

go to hell, if you are simply a private
individual, you can go yourself." And
Macdonald turned back to his novel.

On one occasion he reproached his

old friend Principal Grant, of Queen's
University, with taking the opposite
side in some local Canadian question.
"But," said Grant, "you know I always
support you when you are right." "Ah,
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yes," replied Sir John, "but, my dear

fellow, what I want is men who will

support me when I am wrong."
It would be altogether incorrect to

say that Laurier had no sense of

humor, but certainly it was not de-

veloped to the same degree as in Mac-
donald. The latter could always see

the humorous side of life, even when
the joke was against himself. Laurier

had too keen a sense of his own per-

sonal dignity and the dignity of his of-

fice to treat such a situation quite

philosophically.

Both, however, were in a very real

sense gentlemen of the old school, im-

bued with that unconscious, unstudied

courtesy that seems to be so very much
a thing of the past. If a reviewer

may be permitted to draw on his own
experience, two very slight incidents

come to mind that perhaps illustrate

this quality. Many years ago, when
a small child, I remember going to

church one Sunday morning with my
mother. As we reached the church
door. Sir John drove up in his car-

riage. Although he did not know my
mother, he hurried forward and held

the door open until she went in. Old
and feeble, and pre-occupied with the

cares of state, he might readily have
been excused such little courtesies, but
that would not have been Sir John's

way.
Many years later I had occasion to

send copies of a pamphlet dealing with
some constitutional question to Sir

Wilfrid and to another Canadian
statesman. From the latter I received

a curt acknowledgment through his

secretary. From Sir Wilfrid, then

Prime Minister and at an extremely

busy period, I had a long and most in-

teresting letter in his own handwrit-

ing, discussing some of the points in

the pamphlet from the point of view

of his own experience.

Both Macdonald and Laurier were
omnivorous readers, and, even in the

very full years of their Premierships,

always found time to read some of the

best books that appeared both in Eng-
land and the United States, as well as

in Canada, and also to keep in touch

with current literature and events

through the reviews and newspapers.

Both gifted with remarkable memories,

they found it possible to store away
and bring out as occasion demanded
many apt phrases and incidents from
books both ancient and modern. Pro-

fessor Skelton says that, when leaving

for a journey, Laurier would slip into

his bag a volume of Horace or Catul-

lus or an oration of Cicero, and, what
is less usual, would read it. He had
also developed another habit, that used

to be a source of wonder and amuse-
ment to his fellow members in the

House of Commons. He was very con-

scientious in sitting through long and

tedious debates, but did not feel it

necessary to give bores his undivided

attention. He would therefore fre-

quently send to the Parliamentary

Library for an unabridged dictionary,

through which he would wander for

hours, apparently with very real en-

joyment.

"A human problem
of terrific proportions"—

is Carl Sandburg's description of

the Negro question in the United
States. This race problem, so vast,

so little understood, so difficult to

handle, is analyzed in all its phases
by seven white men and sjx

Negroes, in

The Negro in Chicago
A Study of Race Relations

and A Race Riot

Every American should read what
these men, acting at the suggestion of
Governor Frank O. Lowden, of Illi-

nois, learned in three years of inves-
tigation about the status of the Negro
in the North. The 672-page story of

their work, with the 59 recommenda-
tions that they make for the avoid-
ance of race difficulties, will give the
reader such a detailed picture of the

Negro problem as only a few inter-

ested persons have previously been
able to see.

This significant volume is everywhere
being favorably discussed. The Chicago
Daily News said of it, "Probably the big-
gest assemblage of facts of its kind ever
collected with reference to the relations of
whites and Negroes living in cities." The
New York Times said, "such reports sug-
gest that we are really making an advance."

Ask your bookdealer for

The Negro in Chicago
By the Chicaso Commission on Race Relations

672 Pages, fully illustrated. $6.00 net.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
5751 Ellis Avenue Chicago, Illinois

Whatever book you want

has it, or will get it, if it's

getable

New books, direct from the press; fine

books in rare bindings; standard authors
ui sets; rare books in sets and single copies.

The latest fiction. Subscriptions to maga-
::ines and periodicals.

Broadway at Ninth St.

New York

OLD AGE DEFERRED
Much is being written about the deferring of

age by names of gland transplantation and so-

called monkey-ijland therapy. Many medicine
makers have taken advantage of this publicity and
liave offered in many instances dangerous con-

coctions. Why not learn how to conserve the

glands you have, how to enhance .their function,

increase life, prolong youth? An interesting edu-

cative book is awaiting you which tells in a clean

way much you should know aboiU the gland of

especial importance to men of middle life. It

will be sent free. Ask for it, read it, then con-

sult your physician about the hygiene it proposes.

It may be a blessing in disguise.

THE ELECTRO THERMAL CO.

2514 T Main Street Steubenville. Ohio
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One cannot, perhaps, more fittingly

conclude this review of Professor

Skelton's admirably conceived and ex-

ecuted life of Laurier, and Sir Joseph
Pope's selection of the correspondence
of Macdonald, than by quoting: the fol-

lowing passage from Laurier's speech

in the House of Commons on the death

of Macdonald—an eloquent and warm-
hearted tribute to the statesman who
was dead from his great political op-

ponent, a tribute that illuminates the

character of both:

I think it can be assortod that for the

supreme art of governing men Sir John
Macdonald was gifted as few men in any
land or in any age were gifted—gifted

with the most higli of all qvialities—cjuali-

ties which would have shone in any thea-

tre, and which would have shone all the
more conspicuously the larger the theatre.

The fact that he could congregate together
elements the most heterogeneous and blend
them in one compact party, and to the end
of his life keep them steadily under his

hand, is perhaps altogether unprecedented.
The fact that during all these years he
maintained unimpaired, not only the confi-

dence but the devotion—the ardent devo-

tion—the afifection of his party, is evi-

dence that, besides these higher qualities

of statesmanship to which we were the

daily witnesses, he was also endowed with
this inner, subtle, indefinable character-

istic of the soul that wins and keeps the

hearts of men.

Lawrence J. Burpee

Brief Book Notes
MRS. JAMES T. FIELDS' "Mem-

ories of a Hostess" (Atlantic

Monthly, $4), edited from her journals

by M. A. DeWolfe Howe, is a substan-

tial book of recollections of the 1860's

and 1870's, of Dr. Holmes, of Concord
and Cambridge, of American and Eng-
lish authors and actors. An entertain-

ing and agreeable record; lively and
pleasing.

An excellent book for a gift at Christ
mas: Herbert G. Ponting's "In Lotus
Land: Japan" (Dutton, $6). The illus-

trations are reproductions of photo-

graphs, exceptionally clear, and are
varied by eight pictures in color. Mr.
Ponting will be remembered as the

author of "The Great White South,"

that remarkable book about the Scott

expedition to the South Pole. This is

clear and effective writing, inasmuch
as there is no straining for effect.

So much emphasis is naturally laid

ui>on his diplomatic experiences in

"The Life and Letters of Walter H.
Page" (Doubled^y) that it is easy to

forget that the first of these two vol-

umes contains, among others, a most
interesting chapter about the future
ambassador's journalistic and other
adventures in letters. His work with
the Forum and The World's Work, his

editorship of The Atlantic Monthly,
are described in this chapter.

The "Four Famous Mysteries" (Lon-
don: Nisbet & Co.) by Sir John Hall

include the puzzles of the vanished
English envoy, Mr. Bathurst; the mur-
der of Sir Edmund Berry Godfrey; the

DR. HARRY EMERSON FOSDICK
accepts the challenge to the Church
today and subjects the theme to
a searching analysis

IN HIS NEW BOOK

Christianity and Progress
By HARRY EMERSON FOSDICK. Author of -The Meaning of Prayer." etc.

Cloth $1.50

^ A work that will start YOU thinking !

LATEST RELIGIOUS THOUGHT
Nerves and Personal Power

By D. MACDOUGALLKING, M.B.

Atitlior of "The Battle with Tuberculosis"

Sonif Principles of Psychology as Applie
to Conduct and Health dealing with the
development of the intellect, the mora
self, unhealthy mental habits, nervous de
bility, etc. With Introduction by Hon. W
L. Mackenzie King. $2.00

New Tasks for Old Churches
By ROGER W. BABSON

Suggestions for the solution of today's
problems, clearcut and courageous. Bab-
son has little sympathy with the arguments
of self-interest or with the outworn meth-
ods of the church. $1.00

Great Men as Prophets of a

New Era By newell dwight hillis

Author of Great Books as Life-Teachers

Dr. Hillis' latest book strikes a poi)ular
chord. The subjects include: Dante,
Savonarola, William the Silent; Oliver
Cromwell; John Wesley; John Milton;
Garibaldi; John Ruskin, etc. $1.50

Religion and the Future Life

By E. HERSHEY SNEATH, Editor

The Development of the Belief in Life after
Death by

Profs. Boaz, Jackson (Columbia), Hopkins,
Bacon, Porter (Yale), Jastro (U. of P.),
Paton, Macdonald (Hartford Sem.), Fair-
banks (Mich.) $3.00

REVELLS
Books

'AT ALL BOOKSELLERS'

FLEMING H. REVELL COMPANY, Publishers
NEW YORK. 158 Fifth Ave. CHICAGO. 17 N. Wabash Ave.
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our $7.00 and $8. GO shoes
with any $10.00 or $12.00^———— shoes made.

If not for sale in your vicinity, send for free catalog.

TO MERCHANTS: If no dealer In your town handles W. L.
Douglas Shoes, write today for exclusive rights to handle this
quick selling, quick turn-ouer line.

W, L. Douglas name
and portrait is the best

known shoe Trade Mark
in the "world. It stands
/or the highest standard
of quality at the lowest
possible cost. The name
and price is plainly
stamped on the sole.

President ^
W. L. Donglaa Shoe Co,

169 Spark St.,Brockton.Masa.
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BAKER'S
BREAKFAST
COCOA

is made from only high

grade cocoa beans, by the

most modern processes

and improved machinery.

It has a dehcious flavor,

delicate aroma, is pure

and wholesome.
f.

MADE ONLY BY

WalterBaker £? Co. Ltd.
Established 1780

DORCHESTER, MASS.

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
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COOK'S
TRAVELERS' CHEQUES

In Dollars or Pounds Sterling;

SAFETY - LIQUIDITY - CONVENIENCE

Holders enjoy all the inestimable advan-
tages inherent in our netivork of150 offices

and our 'voorld-nuide banking connections

New York
Clicaio Philadelphia Boiton San FreDCiKO
LoiAofcle* Montreal Toronto Vancouver

~
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WORLD-ROMIC System,
Mastcrkcy to All LantiuaKcs. Primors, 15 lan-
gUBKcs, .$1.'J4 (;i(li laiiKUiiKe: Arabic, Chinese,
Danish, Dutcli, Kntilisli, Kreneh, (lernian, Italian,
Japanese, Panjabi, Polish, PortUKiiese, Russian,
Spanish, Swedish. Proniinciation-Tablos, 92 lan-
Buases, 30c eacli lancua^e. Lancuases Publishing
Company, 8 West 40th Street, New York.

THE INDEPENDENT

identity of the spy who brought to the
English cabinet the news of the Treaty
of Tilsit; and the murder of Paul Louis
Courier. The author is rather heavy
in his discussion of Mr. Bathurst's
strange disappearance, but treats the
murder of Godfrey more appropriately.

I fear Sir John Hall panders a little

too much to the serious historian to

catch the charm which surrounds an
historical mystery.

"His Talk with Lincoln" (Houghton
Mifflin, $3.00) is a letter written by
James M. Stradling, a sergeant in the

army, who was received by Lincoln

and conversed with him at the White
House in 1863. It is an interesting bit

of hitherto unpublished reminiscence.

Lord Charnwood furnished the intro-

duction, and the little book is excel-

lently printed in a limited edition.

The slapstick tires, the bladder is

flourished with waning energy in

Henry L. Mencken's "Prejudices;

Third Series" (Knopf, $2.50). It is

amusing, often vigorous for a page or

two, but the custom of hitting every

head in sight can not be kept up year

after year. Mr. Mencken is over forty;

he cannot fight off the natural kindli-

ness which creeps over the most de-

termined scoffer at that age, no matter

how many cups of hot blood he quaffs

or how often he refreshes himself with

wormwood and gall.

More sketches of London, of London
by night—the lights o' London—are in

Thomas Burke's "The London Spy; a

Book of Town Travels" (Doran, $2).

Richard Le Gallienne's "Ballade to a

Departing God" begins with this

stanza

:

God of the "Wine List, roseate lord,

And is it really then good-by?

Of Prohibitionists abhorred,

Must thou in sorry sooth then die,

CO fatal morning of July!)
Nor aught hold back the threatened hour

That shrinks thy purple clusters dry?

Say not good-by—but om revoir!

From "A Jongleur Strayed" (Dou-

bleday, $2.50).

An amusing miscellany about ani-

mals, with many illustrations, is

"Puppy Dogs' Tales" (Macmillan, $2),

edited by Frances Kent. It will delight

children with its variety of short

sketches and stories, photographs and
drawings about dogs and cats, ducks

and geese, rabbits, and other attrac-

tive creatures.

About a dozen short plays, some of

them very short indeed, are included

in the volume by Floyd Dell, called

"King Arthur's Socks" (Knopf, $2.50).

They were performed at the Liberal

Club, or by the Provincetown Players.

An entertaining book upon a subject

of endless fascination is "The Boys'
Book of Whalers," by A. Hyatt Ver-
rill—a good account of whales and their

hunters, and of whaling considered
commercially, and as adventure. i
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Bond Interest and
Income

IT is obvious that when a bond is sell-

ing: al>ove par, the yield will be less

than the interest rate named in the

bond. If a $1,000 live per cent, bond

is sold for $1,050, it is clear that the

investor will get less than the stated

five per cent. He will receive but $50

annually for his investment of $1,050,

and the current yield will be expressed

by the figure which expresses the per-

centage which $50 is of $1,050, or about

4.761 per cent. If he holds the bond to

maturity, his yield will be even less be-

cause in place of the $1,050 invested

he would receive but $1,000, and this

loss of $50 must be charged off against

the current yield. The more distant

the maturity of the bond, the less the

amount which must be charged off, and

the greater the annual yield. The
recognition of the premium over par

as a factor in yield, and the method of

charging it aff is called amortization.

Amortization of the premium paid

for a bond, as well as computing the

yield of a bond bought at a discount,

is a somewhat complex process, be-

cause a number of factors are involved.

These are:

(a) the purchase price of the bond,

(b) the nominal interest rate, named
in the bond,

(c) the number of interest payments

in a year,

(d) the number of years to matur-

ity.

All these factors have been taken

into consideration in the preparation of

amortization and "basis" tables, which

are constructed to show the net yield on

the sum invested, or the "basis," and

the proper rate of amortization. Banks
which sell bonds and all bond houses,

possess such tables, usually in book

foi-m, so that they are able immediately

to tell their customers the yield on any
proposed investment. If, for example,

a $1,000 five per cent, bond with semi-

annual interest payments, and due to

mature in six years, were offered at

$1,052.88, the table would show that

the net yield from such an investment

would be just four per cent.

It frequently happens that a pros-

pective investor with a certain fixed

sum to invest desires to obtain a yield

equivalent to a given sum annually.

The question then arises as to what
price he should pay for any given bond
in order to receive the desired income.

The proper price would depend upon the

fixed interest rate of the bond, the fre-

quency of the interest payments, and
the date of maturity. If he wanted a

yield of $55 from each thousand dol-

lars invested, or five and one-half per
cent, he could obviously pay more than

par for a six per cent. bond, but less

than par for a five per cent. bond. By
consulting the "bisis" tables and lo-

cating bonds of the tyne in question,

he would find, beside the figure indi-

cating the price at which the bonds
were at present being marketed, the

yield which might be expected.

One of the liiyhly spctiali/cd mocicrn professions is that ot llie soil sur-

veyor. His day's work consists in analyzing different types of soils and
in securing information concerning what type of farming and soil treat-

ment is best adapted to each particular kind of soil.

Investments

best suited to you
AS THE SOIL SURVEYOR serves the farmer,

so the experienced bond man serves the investor.

Any National City Company representative will

gladly analyze for you the different types of bonds.

After a talk with you, he can advise you which

types will best suit your particular requirements.

He can put before you information concerning

many well secured bond issues—and, if you wish,

show you a list of such bonds—bonds which the

National City Company is willing to recommend.

Or, if you prefer to look over the list in ad-

vance, we will mail a copy to you upon request.

The National City Company
National City Bank Building, New York

Offices in more than jO leading cities throughout the IVorld
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SAFETY
FIRST FARM MORTGAGES
Prospective investors who regard safely

as the most iuiporlant factor in tlieii

Investments are reejuested to send for

a copy of our Pamphlet "W" and current

ofiferings of First Mortgages netting

from 6% to 7%. Over 40 years ex-

perience. Clients in almost every sec-

tion. Highest grade securities and sen-
ice.

E.vJ. LANDER & CO.
I
ESTABLISHED 1683- CAPI TA,L S SURPLUS 8500.0OO.0Oj

GrSAND FORKS, NOOTH DAKOTA.

The United States
Life Insurance

Company
in the City of New York

Organized 1850. Non-Participating
Policies only. Over Forty-five

Million Dollars Paid to Policyhold-

ers.

John P. Munx, M. D.. President.

Good territory open for high class, personnl
jjroducers, under direct contracts with the

Company. Address Home Office, 105 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.
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STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
IVIANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC.,
REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CON-
GRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912, OF

THE INDEPENDENT
Published fortnightly at New York, X. Y., for

October 1, 1922. .State of New York, County of
New York, ss: Before me, a Commissioner of
Deeds, in and for tlie State and county aforesaid,
personally appeared Harold deWolf Fuller, who,
having been duly sworn according to law, deposes
and says that he is tlie Editor of the INDEPEND-
ENT, and that the following is, to the best of
his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the
ownership, management (and if a daily paper,
tlie circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication
lor the date shown in the above caption, required
bv the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in sec-
tion 443, Postal Laws and Kegulations, printed
on tlie reverse of this form, to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the pub-
lislier, editor, managing editor, and business
managers are: Publisher—The National Weekly
Corporation, 140 Nassau Street, New Y'ork, N.
Y.: Editors—Harold deWolf Fuller, 140 Nassau
Street, N. Y. C. Managing Editor—None; Busi-
ness Managers—None.

2. That the owners are: (Give name and ad-
dresses of individual owners, or, if a corpora-
tion, give Its name and the names and addresses
of stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or
more of the total amount of stock.)
The National Weekly Corporation, 140 Nas-

sau St., New York, N. Y.; Emile Berliner, 1458
Columbia Road, Washington, D. C. ; K. A. Car-
ter, 130 East 1.5th Street, N. Y. C; James E.
Clinton, P. 0. Box 7, Boston, Mass.; R. Fulton
Cutting, 32 Nassau Street, N. Y. C. ; Est. of .1.

R. l)e Lamar, deceased, 43 Exchange Place, N.
Y. C; Cliarles S. Fairchild. 37 Fifth Ave., N.
Y. C; Emil Fischl, 19 Nassau Street, N. Y. C;
Fabian Franklin. 617 West 113th Street, N. Y.
C; Harold deWolf Fuller, 140 Nassau Street,
N. Y. C. ; A. B. Hepburn, .")7 Broadway, N. Y.
C; Archer M. Huntington, 15 West 81st Street,
N. Y. C. : C. M. Hvaras, P. O. Box 5104, Bos-
ton, Mass.: Felix E. Kahn, 140 West 57th Street,
N. Y. C; Max Levy, Wayne Junction, Pa.; Louis
Marshall, 120 Broadway, N. Y. C. : Samuel
Mather, Western Reserve Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio;
George Merck, 45 Park Place, N. Y'. C; James
H. Post, 129 Front Street, N. Y. C; John T.
Pratt, 52 Broadway, N. Y. C. ; Thomas T. Rich-
ards, 52 William Street, N. Y. C. ; Russell Robh,
147 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.; Julius Rosenwald,
Chicago, Illinois: Mortimer L. Schiff, 52 William
Street, N. Y. C: Finley J. Shepard, 120 Broad-
way, N. Y'. C: William Sloane, 575 Fifth Ave.,
N. T. C; Frederick W. Souza, 605 West 112th
Street, N. Y. C. ; Frederick Strauss, 54 Wall
Street, N. Y. C. ; Paul M. Warburg, 17 East 80th
Street, N. Y. C; Edwin S. Webster, 147 Milk
Street, Boston, Mass.; 0. Werner, 775 St. Johns
Place, Brooklyn, N. Y".; Independent Corporation.
311 6tli Avenue, N. Y. C, whose stockholders
owning one per cent or more are: Charles B.
Alexander, 165 Broadway, N. Y. C; Herbert I).

Clark, 31 Nassau Street, N. Y. C; Wesley W.
Ferrin. 311 Sixth Avenue, N. Y. C. ; W. E. Finn.
165 Broadwav, N. Y. C. ; Hamilton Holt, 311
Sixth Avenue, N. Y'. C; Estate of Jacob H.
Schift, .52 William Street, N. Y. C; The Stada-
<ona Co., 99 John Street, N. Y. C.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding 1
per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mort-
gages, or other securities are: (If there are none,
so state). Emile Berliner, 1458 Columbia Road,
Washington, D. C. ; Charles S. Fairchild, Caze-
novia, N. Y'. ; John A. Garver, 55 Wall Street,
N. Y. C; L. F. Loree, 32 Nassau Street, N. Y.
C. ; Louis Marshal, 47 East 72nd Street, N. Y.
C; Ogden L. Mills. 15 Broad Street, N. Y'. C;
J. P. Morgan, 23 Wall Street, N. Y. C; John T.
Pratt. ,52 Broadway, N. Y. C; Mortimer L. Schiff,
•2 William Street, N. Y. C: Finlev J. Shepard,
120 Broadway, N. Y. C. ; William Sloane, .575
Fifth Avenue. N. Y. C; Harold H. Swift. Clii-
Cflgo, 111.; Henry R. Towne. 420 Park Avenue,
N. Y. C; Henry Walters, 71 Broadwav. N. Y'.

C; H. H. Westlnghouse, 165 Broadwav. N. Y'.

C. ; William Woodward, 9 East 86tli Street,
N. Y. C.

_
4. That the two paragraphs next

above, giving the names of the owners, stock-
holders, and security holders, if any, contain not
onl.v the list of stockholders and security holders
as the.v appear upon the books of the company
but also, in cases where the stockliolder or secur-
ity holder appears upon the books of the com-
pany as trustee or in any other ficiuciary rela-
tion, the name of the person or corporation for
•whom such trustee is acting, is given: also that
the said two paragraphs contain statements em-
bracing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to
tlie circumstances and conditions under which
stockholders and security holders who do not
appear upon the books of the compan.v as trus-
tees, hold stock and securities in a capacity
other than that of a bona fide owner; and this
affiant has no reason to believe that any other
person, association, or corporation has any inter-
est direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or
other securities than as so stated bv him.

H. deW. FULLER, Editor.
Sworn to and siihserilH>d before me this 7th

day of October, 1922.
(Seal.) O. WERNER.

Commissioner of Deeds, N. Y. County.
(My commission expires March 1, 1923.)

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
& MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

A Dividend of two per cent ($1.00 per share)
on t'le COMMON Stock of this (\Miipany, for the
quarter ending September 30. 11122. will be paid
October 31. 1922. to Stockholders of record as of
September 30. 1922.

H. F. BAETZ, Treasurer.
New York, September 20, 1922.

How to Study This Number
THE INDEPENDENT LESSON PLANS

English, Literature and History, Civics and
ComDOsition Economics

By FREDERICK HOUK LAW, Ph. D.,

Head of the English Department,
Stuyvesant High School, New York
(The following questions have been prepared

in the absence of Dr. Law, who has been spend-
ing his vacation on a voyage to the South Seas.
He will return and resume his task early in
November.—Editors.

)

I. Hoover versus McKenna.
1. A close study of this article is recommended

(in connection with a careful reading of the
speeches of Mr. McKenna and Mr. Hoover,
to be found in recent newspaper files).

The article is remarkable for lucidity of
style (of all literary qualities the highest),
for keen analysis, for cogency of reasoning,
and for persuasivenenss. At the end it

rises to a notable height of generous elo-

quence. Decide for yourself whether or no
the above praise is extravagant, and write
a brief essay presenting your views on the
matter discussed.

2. Criticize the style of Mr. McKenna's speech.
Is it lucid?

3. The same for Mr. Hoover's speech.

M. Recent Verse.

1. Of what poets may it most truly be said
that they have felt abstract ideas with pas-
sion, that abstract ideas appear in their
verse suffused with emotion ? [Hint

:

Shelley.]
2. Write an essay on Wilfred Seawen Blunt

;

his personality, career and writings. You
will find both pleasure and profit in reading
"The Love Sonnets of Proteus" and
his recently-published autobiography. It is

obvious from this poem that Blunt takes
himself with that seriousness which makes
notable poetry and "difficult" characters.
Do you really think that Blunt may prop-
erly be termed a "philosopher"? "Man of
action," yes ; the leit-motif of whose career
was indignation at "man's inhumanity to

man."
3. What do you really think of "The Return,"

by Robert Graves ? Do you think "intellec-

tual splendor" hits the mark ? Would not
"lurid splendor" be nearer the fact, if

"splendor" it is ; the splendid spectacle of
an eager soul struggling in vain with
metaphors ?

4. In "The Traveler's Tale," by Ernest Rhys,
do you think that the idea in the last three
lines of the first stanza has been fully

alchemized into metaphor? Mr. Rhys's name
denotes him a Welshman. Is there not
something of Cymric vagueness about this

poem? Do you or do you not find the
cadences pleasing ? Do you or do you not
find the total impression of the poem charm-
ing?

5. What do you think of Mr. Morley's remark
that "most of the good sonnets are medita-
tively triste" ? Profoundly true or only
clever and perhaps half true ? However,
this certainly is true: That most sonnets,
whether triste or not, are cause of tristesse

to the reader. There are few really good
sonnets except those of the universally
recognized great sonneteers. It is a diflicult

form.
6. What of Mr. Morley's remark that "one has

to live with" a sonnet for a while to make
sure whether or no it is the real thing?
Now, is that true ? Take any of the great
sonnets—for example, Keats's "Much have
I travell'd in the realms of gold," or
Shakespeare's "When in the chronicle of
wasted time," or Wordsworth's "Most sweet
it is with unuplifted eyes"—do you not
recognize any one of these instantly at first

reading for what it is ; namely, a great son-
net ? And is not the same true of almost
any fine sonnet?

7. Do you think that in "The Journey" Mr.
Smith is happy in his figures—his meta-
phors and similes? "Led by their golden
sun, our little shoal of moons and planet?
through the heavens flees."

—"Golden sun"
suggests splendor, a suggestion at once dis-

placed by the petty conception of the moons
and planets as a finny tribe fleeing through
the ocean of Heaven. Ne.xt the solar
"shoal" is compared to a swarm of bees

—

perhaps the unhappiest simile in literature.
There's a difference between comparing
great things with small, and small with
great. This is what Mr. Smith's Muse
makes of the fact of the movement of the
solar system through infinite space at an
incredible speed towards the region of the
planet Hercules. To adopt the tone of the
old Edinburgh reviewers : No, really, really,

Mr. Smith, this won't do.
But, commencing with the fifth line, this

sonnet has dignity, imagination, beauty.

By AUGUSTUS S. BEATMAN, A.M.,

Head of the Department of Social

Science, Julia Richman High School

I. The Coalition Breaks, Lloyd George
Resigns.

1. What is meant by a coalition government
in England ? Explain how it came about.
What are its advantages and disadvantages ?

To what extent has England had coalition
governments before?

2. Explain what you mean by a change of
(Jovernment in England. Look up the steps
by which that change is brought about
and show how the present events illustrate

those steps. Does a change of Government
necessarily mean a general election ?

3. For an authoritative study of the English
Government consult Lowell's "The Govern-
ment of England." Describe the relations of
the English Prime Minister to the King

;

to his Cabinet ; to Parliament. Compare
his position with that of the President of
the United States.

4. Explain the steps in the formation of a
Cabinet in England and compare the process
with the formation of the President's Cab-
inet in the United States.

5. Compare the idea of the position of the
Prime Minister today with the ideas held in
the time of Lord North at the outbreak of
the American Revolution.

6. Make a summary of the outstanding fea-
tures of Lloyd George's career and add to
it as you discover additional material.

7. Begin •summaries of the effect of the change
upon England's foreign relations, upon the
development of parties and party policy,

upon colonial policy, etc., and complete
them as results develop.

II. Cong-ess and the Budget.
1. What provisions of the Budget Act are

stressed here?
2. Show how Congress modified its procedure

in connection with the Budget Act.
3. Explain how cooperation between Congress

and the President is emphasized.
4. What, in Mr. Pratt's opinion, is the danger

in the next Congress? How does he think
the danger should be met?

Ml. Reviving Russia.
1. What explanations of the power of the

Bolsheviki are here given ?

2. Give illustrations of "a rule more autocratic
than anything heretofore known."

3. Show how each of the changes described
came about.

4. What grounds are there for thinking of the
Russian peasant as having "a natural in-

, stinct for self-government" ? How far had
local self-government progressed in Russia
before the Revolution ?

5. Prove that "In many ways the situation is

not unlike that in France in 1795."

6. Explain what is meant by : "Here you
have Robespierre versus Barras" ; "the signs
point to another Thermidor."

7. Describe the new spirit in Russia.
IV. Hoover versus McKenna.
1. K possible, get copies of the speeches of

Mr. McKenna and Mr. Hoover and see
where they differ. See how each treats

"triangular" trade and "immediate and
more remote conditions" referred to by Mr.
Franklin.

2. What "errors have been simply appalling" ?

3. How has England's position been one of
extremes ?

4. What is Mr. Franklin's fundamental posi-

tion upon the debt question?
5. In what ways does he agree or disagree

with Mr. McKenna or with Mr. Hoover?
V. A Great Adventure in Hospitality.
1. Why and how is there a "tendency toward

disunity" in America?
2. How do such meetings as the Bankers* Con-

vention help counteract that tendency ?

What other counteracting forces are there?
VI. Canada's Greatest Statesmen.
1. Describe the views upon questions involving

Americans which are mentiohed here.
2. Make a summary of America's relations

with Canada.
3. Show what conditions in America are re-

lated to Goldwin Smith's estimate of Amer-
ican politicians in 1878.

VII. Turkey.
1. If you did not begin the study of this in

the Inter-Weekly, see the questions of Octo-
ber 21.

2. Sketch the effect of the return of Turkish
power upon human life in Asia Minor and
Thrace.
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THIS issue of The IMependent unfortunately

goes to press precisely on the day of the

November elections, too early to comment on the

results. There will be things aplenty to talk about

in the next issue, not the least the outcome of the

New York gubernatorial election. This, in our

judgment, overshadows all others in importance.

It is a contest squarely between enlightened, hon-

est government and Tammany rule, for all that

"Al" Smith is a capable executive. Governor Mil-

ler's record is so remarkably good that except for

certain peculiar issues there could hardly be any

doubt of his reelection. If he loses by a large

margin, we may be sure that "home rule"—hands

off New York City, for which Smith stands—and

his advocacy of a strict enforcement of the Volstead

law will have had much to do with it.

IT is a sorry experience which in retrospect does

not take on glamor. Strong friends of the

League of Nations, by a detailed account of all its

activities, have shown how effective this organiza-

tion has been, even though Europe has meanwhile
been in chaos and even at war. And now comes
Secretary Hughes to tell us of the glorious achieve-

ments of the Republican Party. He has spoken
with authority concerning the Administration's

foreign policy, and without exaggeration. Here is

solid achievement. Inheriting policies which were
greatly confused, except for the attitude toward
Russia, it set about quietly straightening out our

relations with other countries, until now we are in

a fair way to work peaceably and helpfully with
them all. By the Washington Conference it marked
out broad lines leading to common understandings

and cooperation which may go far indeed. The

Administration has, too, a proud record of econ-

omy. President Harding not only appointed the

best man available to be guardian of the budget,

but backed him up consistently in his demands.

The President also won the praise of the right-

minded by vetoing the pernicious bonus bill.

THESE, it is true, are no small achievements.

But let it be remembered that the Harding

Administration came into being at a time when
much was expected of it. The atmosphere was still

charged with the resounding phrases of those who
looked to see this country become the mentor of the

world. That idea had to be brushed aside no doubt

—for only the self-righteous could believe that we
had the wisdom to perform that function—but was
it necessary to annihilate it with such a thud?

Was it necessary to begin at once revising the

tariff, when unsettled conditions the world over

made fixing of schedules seem the merest guess-

work? Was it proper so soon to elevate the bar-

rier over which foreign countries had to leap in

order to restore their credit with us? Is the Ad-
ministration altogether proud of its work on in-

ternal taxes, even admitting that the farm bloc

was a pestiferous fraternity? Is President Hard-
ing quite satisfied that he did the right thing in

discrediting the Railroad Labor Board?

AS we see it, the mistakes of the Administration

are venial, resulting not so much from wrong-
headedness—they are certainly not sins of the

spirit—as from a lack of foresight, perhaps a lack

of tact. It was of the highest importance to con-
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vince the rest of the world that, after the big expe-

rience of the war, we had no intention of settling

down to niggling affairs. Our own fences had no

doubt to be mended, but not in such a way as to

give the impression to the rest of the world that we
were shutting it out—this refers especially to the

tariff. And, above all, it was necessary that there

should be evidence of strong, high-minded leader-

ship on the part of one who appreciated the mean-
ing of our powerful position in the world and who
would override all attempts on the part of Congress
to concentrate on small politics. This was much to

expect of any President, but an executive must be

In the Grip of Wall Street

measured in relation to the conditions surrounding

him.

President Harding has, in any case, impressed

the country and the world with his utter sincerity.

He has solid common sense, and if it is not at all

times the sublimated sort of common sense which

amounts to wisdom, no one will fear that under his

direction the country will stray after false gods.

IF the part is less than the whole—and even in

these tumultuous times that is a maxim
which is hardly disputed—Representative Ogden

L. Mills's reply to a heckler in New York must be

pronounced very effective. "Isn't it true," shouted

the heckler, "that the Republican Party is domi-

nated by Wall Street?" To which Mr. Mills re-

plied that "it's all we New York Representatives

can do to hold our own against the league which

the rest of the country has formed against us."

Wall Street is part of New York, but very much
less than the whole ; and the whole plays the part

not of the big boss but of the under dog. A little

remembrance of the story of the farmer bloc in the

recent session of Congress is sufficient to give all

the point necessary to Mr. Mills's rejoinder.

MR. GOMPERS allying the Federation of Labor

with local posts of the American Legion,

presents an interesting example of the poverty of

constructive ideas that is not uncharacteristic of

American trade union leaders. His immediate pur-

pose is evidently to secure what he hopes will be

political pressure on Congress for the plans that

organized labor wants to see put into statutes. At
the New Orleans convention a committee of the

Legion reported in favor of a ship subsidy. Why
should not the Legion also support "the living

wage," the child labor amendment to the Constitu-

tion, et cetera? The farmers whom lately Mr.

Gompers saw as the natural ally of the trade union-

ist, seem to have proved lukewarm at best. Votes

—and even better, a political noise—are needed for

his plans. If the farmer vote is coy, try for the

Legion vote. And will the trade unionist support

a bonus programme that means increasing the

trades unionists' share of the national debt by

$40 or more? We wonder.

GOVERNOR ALLEN, of Kansas, lacks imagina-

tion. If he were an Italian having experience

with Fascisti, he would understand that the Ku
Klux Klan are the saviors of their country. They
know when the nation is threatened with disaster,

even if the law does not. Governor Allen may be

wanting in subtlety—the charge usually brought
against Americans. Perhaps it is for that reason

that his fellow countrymen are applauding his stern

order to the white-robed fraternity: behave or get

out. Americans may not have subtlety, but they

think they understand the fundamentals of their

civilization. There may be times in primitive com-
munities when Vigilantes come in handy, but our
settled democracy has no place for those who would
take the law into their own hands.

SO generous an act as that of Mrs. Beatrice

Boeke, daughter of the late Sir George Cad-
bury, millionaire cocoa manufacturer, cannot fail

to evoke admiration. She has made over to the

Men and Women's Council of Bourneville the entire

income for her lifetime from the stock which she

(kS^^^
Clean-up Week in Kansas

inherited, to be used for humanitarian purposes.

But while the act itself is laudable, it is to be re-

gretted that she has seen fit, in the accompanying

letter, to refer to her revenue from the stock in the

past as "the unearned income which your united

work has enabled me to enjoy," The idea that the

income derived from the investment of capital and

from the exercise of managing ability is "un-

earned" is wholly fallacious. Whether the results

obtained through those means might better be got

by other methods is a question that may properly

be discussed; but certainly the investment of cap-

ital and the management of enterprise are pro-

ductive agencies which "earn" their results just

as truly as does the manual labor which they equip

and direct. But at least this lady's word and act
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have some kind of rational basis—wliith is more

than can be said of Henry Ford's childish talk

about the abolition of interest. Ford wants to

abolish interest through some sophomoric scheme

for changing the money system; and he evidently

thinks that interest is really paid for the use of

money, and not for the use of the things—bricks

and mortar and steel and machinery—that money

buys.

WILLIAM of Doom, one-time Emperor of Ger-

many, King of Prussia, etc., says that he is

the happiest man in the world. And well he might

be. After four crowded years of roaring excite-

ment, after draining to the dregs the joys of power,

he retires to lead the life of a country gentleman,

with store of books and choice of friends, and (O

miracle and bounty of fortune!) new Love to lend

a nameless grace and perfume to his Autumnal

days. What could be thought to add a consummat-

ing touch to an existence so nearly ideal? One
thing only, the joy of successful (i. e., lucrative,

the two being synonymous in the view of all men
of sense !) authorship.

And not only is our good William happy (Oh!

so happy) in the present, not only must he be-

happy in retrospect (when to the sessions of sweet

silent thought he summons up remembrance of

things past), but he must look forward with a.

certain complacency to the time when Atropos

"if hen a feller needs a friend"

shall have dealt with him. For he knows that a

goodly company await him—Sulla, Nero, Alaric,

Genseric, Jenghiz Khan, Timur the Lame, Wallen-

stein, many another—ready to do him reverence

and acclaim him Chief of the Scourges of God.

Yes, indeed, sweet William must be the happiest

of men.

"No Permanent Alliance"
COULD the Harding Administration, if it had

desired to make the attempt, have got two-

thirds of the Senate to consent to America's

entering the League of Nations? The question is

important because, if it could be answered with a

convincing No, the chances would be greatly im-

proved of Secretary Hughes receiving whole-

hearted support of the principles of foreign policy

which he outlined in his speech at Boston.

We ourselves have recently put the question to

various devotees of the League, and without ex-

ception the feeling has been that the odds were

overwhelmingly against the success of any such at-

tempt. If these strike the reader as strong opin-

ions, there is one bit of testimony which seems to

us conclusive. For is it not plain that if the pro-

League sentiment had been growing throughout

the country, or even had remained what it once

was, the Democrats would have played it up in their

recent campaign, and would have made it a definite

issue? Yet aside from James M. Cox, who has been
using it in a desperate endeavor to retain his lead-

ership, they have been very chary of stressing this

matter. Nor is it a sufficient retort to say that,

whatever the sentiment now. President Harding,
if he had chosen, could have kept it very much alive.

A sentiment which is deep-rooted is not dependent
upon one man for its nourishment. And, besides,

during the past year there has been an abundance
of carefully prepared pro-League propaganda,
especially that put out in each and every State

by the Woodrow Wilson Democracy foundation.

In our judgment the Harding Administration

acted wisely in refusing to revive the question of

American cooperation with Europe along the well-

known lines. Bucking the irreconcilables of both

parties would, for various reasons, but particularly

because of the growing influence of their leader,

Borah, have been harder in 1922 than it was in

1920. Then, too, a new set of conditions had come
into being after the retirement of President Wil-

son. To appreciate these one must consider the

situation of the Senate two years ago. The Presi-

dent had given promises which many of those

either opposed, or lukewarm, to the idea of the

League, felt should in some form be fulfilled, espe-

cially since Europe, in desperate straits, was hang-

ing on our answer. Hence enough Republicans

rallied to the support of the modified treaty to en-

sure its being signed if the Democrats had been

willing to accept it.

That is one thing. It is quite another thing to

infer from this that the Republicans would sub-

sequently have voted for a like modified treaty in

case President Harding had chosen to submit it.

Much had happened since the deadlock in the Sen-

ate. The original, fervent sentiment for whole-

sale cooperation with Europe had been cooled and
disillusioned by the politics of the situation, and
Europe itself had become somewhat resigned. As
the situation is today, we are convinced that only

if a most extraordinary world crisis should arise
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could the Senate be won over to the League, and

then only by the most drastic leadership. It is not

merely conservatives who are opposed to it. A
flaming progressive like Senator Beveridge let it

be known by recent utterances how firmly he is

intrenched as an America-first man.

All this is set forth not for the purpose of

academic discussion, but because the United States

will get nowhere in its foreign policy until the old

deadlock is broken. If it is clear, as we believe it

now is, that for the present at least there is no

chance of getting this country into the League of

Nations, every reason dictates that Secretary

Hughes's present programme should receive whole-

souled support. He himself is content to confine

his efforts to what is workable. This is the func-

tion of a statesman. He has intimated that Amer-
ica will soon be a full-fledged member of the inter-

national world court, which will have jurisdiction

over all justiciable disputes between nations. This

is a big step forward, and, if the spectre of the

League had not intervened, Democrats and Re-

publicans alike would look upon such an organiza-

tion as a magnificent agency in the interest of

world peace. Leave the League out of account and

the Washington Conference, with its definite

agenda and solid achievements, would bulk large in

the accomplishments of history. A year ago the

danger of a conflict between this country and Japan
seemed very real. Since the Washington Confer-

ence all thought of it has evaporated.

But in certain quarters there is no satisfaction

with the progress which is being made because

everything appears picayune when measured by
the possibilities of the all-powerful League. Here
is a mental "complex" which somehow must be

removed. Perhaps the best way to remove it is to

think of some of the benefits which this country

may confer by being outside the League. America,

often laughed at and misunderstood, has neverthe-

less been accounted by the world at large as a force

making for righteousness. Because of our detach-

ment and because of the absence of selfish motives

we could be relied upon to work in behalf of fair

play. The nations of the earth have entertained a

certain feeling of mysticism toward us, as toward

a great undisciplined but yet good-natured and
benevolent giant. It is a feeling worth cultivating,

and, quite possibly, it can be best maintained if

we still play the part of free lance, instead of sub-

mitting to the routine of such an organization as

the League of Nations.

Secretary Hughes has said that the Harding Ad-
ministration contemplates "no permanent alliance"

with any foreign Power—a statement which re-

flects America's traditional policy. But he is not

for isolation in any reasonable meaning of the

word. What he conceives our duty to be may be

set down as follows: We wish the League of Na-
tioni' Godspeed and will help on its good work in

every way possible. Our particular genius as a

country can most effectively be expressed not by
joining an organization that most of the time will

be occupied with affairs for which we have no
trained instinct—long-standing quarrels of Euro-
pean states. Our best help can be given by enter-

ing into conferences where broad questions of prin-

ciple are to be discussed and by being ever ready
to talk things over, which to him is the most effect-

ive preventive of warfare. Mr. Hughes evidently

distrusts the view that a gigantic machinery of

organization is a cure-all. Whatever Europe may
accomplish by it, America can best cooperate with

the rest of the world by measures specially de-

signed for crises as they arise, or as they threaten.

The United States will be alert and helpful and
welcomes every effort making for permanent peace.

Is there any reason to think this attitude trivial or

indifferent ?

Normalcy in British Politics

AMERICAN observers in England writing for

our press dwell upon the uncertainties of

the present political situation and hesitate

to offer predictions as to the outcome of the Par-
liamentary elections about to take place. They
note the weakness of the Labor Party as shown in

the recent municipal elections and they take ac-

count of the fact that that hitherto unknown quan-
tity in British politics—the woman vote—in the

same elections showed a decided inclination toward
conservatism. On the other hand, the centre of

the picture is filled by the ex-Premier, Mr. Lloyd

George, whose magnetic personality and infinite

resource make him a factor difficult to appraise.

There is no doubt that he himself is the leading

issue in the campaign and the question most fre-

quently asked in America is. How soon will he
come back to power?

In another column, Mr. P. W. Wilson discusses

the career of Lloyd George and weighs the pros

and cons of the criticism leveled at him. On
the whole he reaches a conclusion decidedly favor-

able to the ex-Premier. This estimate is valuable

because it expresses what is undoubtedly the judg-

ment of a very large number of people in Great

Britain. But it must be remembered that there

are also hosts of people who take a different view

—

how many the elections will help to determine. In

order to gauge the present political currents it is

desirable to take some account of the opposite side.

Few men in modern times can be compared to

David Lloyd George in his extraordinary ability to

fascinate and charm the individuals with whom he

comes in contact or in his power to sway, his audi-

ences. This is not due alone to his nimble wit and
irrepressible humor, nor is it to be attributed to

great intellectual power. There is in the little

Welshman much of the evangelist and a fervor of

belief in whatever thesis he is maintaining at the

moment that carries the conviction of sincerity.
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And he is sincere. But on the morrow he may he

equally sincere in maintaining something quite op-

posed and display uncanny dexterity in explaining

away the inconsistency in the shift. Too many
shifts and changes, however, in balancing on the

tight rope of politics and in extricating himself

from the difficulties into which his improvisations

of policy have led him, have caused him to lose

something of that infectious revivalist zeal. Lack-

ing this, his pleas fail to convince and his shifts

are interpreted as the opportunism of a scheming
politician.

For some time doubts of Lloyd George's political

morality have been growing in England. The ex-

tent of his press support and of his political funds
gave rise to increasing suspicion. Recently the

scandal of what is termed the sale of honors and
peerages has shocked the English people and it is

openly charged that this was the source of the

large sums used in building up the Lloyd George
legend. This has tended to confirm in the minds
of a large section of the public the belief that he

is less ingenuous and more selfishly ambitious than

his frank manner and democratic bearing would
seem to show.

Indications are not wanting that Lloyd George
is at times subject to panic. This was notably the

case at the time of the threatened strike of the

Triple Alliance and of the Red invasion of Poland.

People are beginning to say that his so-called wel-

fare measures and his dealings with Labor were
inspired by fear rather than by enlightened Liber-

alism. It is also felt that the uncertainties of his

foreign policy—intuitive decisions frequently

made without consultation with his colleagues

—

constituted a very serious national danger.

These are factors that tend to neutralize the

effect of his popular appeal and his hold on the

imagination of the crowd. But there is another

factor in the situation that is perhaps much strong-

er. That factor is the fear of a dictatorship. The
Coalition was accepted by the English people as

an emergency measure to meet a crisis, like the

suspension of Constitutional rights in time of war.
It is now realized that a Coalition Government is

of necessity a dictatorship. Where a cabinet is

selected from rival parties, the Premier as modera-
tor holds the balance of power, Lloyd George was
not of the Coalition—he was the Coalition, No
amount of personal popularity could overcome the
Englishman's resentment at the idea of such a dic-

tatorship, once the emergency had passed. It was
this feeling more than anything else that was re-

sponsible for the fall of the Coalition, and not the
machinations of politicians as Lloyd George would
have us believe. It is this that leads us to believe

that his plea to head a middle-of-the-road group in

Parliament to hold the balance of power between
the parties of the Right and the Left will not re-

ceive the response he hopes for.

The fact is that there seems to be taking place

in England a swing of opinion not unlike that in

America in 1920 which carried Mr. Harding into

the presidency by an unprecedented majority.

There is the same demand for "normalcy"—Mr.
Bonar Law calls it "tranquillity"—for economy,
for less government, for an end to socialistic ex-

periment. How strong this trend is, is indicated

by the haste with which a number of the cleverest

politicians hastened to throw in their lot with

Bonar Law after the unexpected vote of the Union-

ists at the Carlton Club to withdraw from the

Coalition. An amusing instance of this is the sep-

aration of two such cronies as Lord Birkenhead

(F. E, Smith) and Lord Beaverbrook (Max
Aitken) into opposing camps. Both are astute

politicians not likely to let a trifle like personal loy-

alty stand in the way of preferment. The latter

shifted his sails at once to catch the new breeze;

the former, alas, had committed himself too far

to do likewise.

If our surmise is correct, the swing of the pen-

dulum ought to give the Conservatives a substan-

tial majority in the coming elections. We shall

then see in all probability a rather humdrum Gov-

ernment but one which responds to the present

mood. It will accomplish much in the way of econ-

omy and tranquillity but it will not arouse enthu-

siasm. In the fullness of time Lloyd George may
succeed in welding together under his leadership

the scattered elements of the Liberals and come
back on another tide. If so we hope that Austin

Chamberlain will receive the reward of his admir-

able personal loyalty.

Italy's "Week of Marvels"

SURELY the past week will be celebrated

throughout history as Italy's Settimana

Maravigliosa, her Marvellous Week.
Mussolini, the Fascista leader, demands that

control of the Government be surrendered to the

Fascisti; else the latter will seize it vi et armis.

Fascista detachments move on Rome and encamp
outside the city. Premier Facta lets the King de-

cide
; places before him for signature a decree pro-

claiming a state of siege throughout Italy, The
King refuses to sign; instead, sends for Mussolini

to form a new Government, Mussolini agrees,

after consulting d'Annunzio (make what you will

of that). He of course assigns the chief portfolios

to Fascisti, himself taking Foreign Affairs and the

Interior, Mussolini has arrived. The Fascisti

control the Government,

The new Ministers are sworn in. They pledge

fidelity to King and Constitution, Fortunately,

though there has been no revolution (Mussolini

uses the word), everything has been correct and
"within the Constitution"; so says Mussolini, not

with tongue in cheek (for he lacks humor), but
with the dangerous sophistry of a Saviour of the

State or Dictator—which you will. Such sophistry,
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if persisted in, is likely to ruin one or the other

—

Mussolini or the State. The King, doubtless over-

wrought, is suddenly overcome vv^ith emotion and
embraces Mussolini. Together they shall save the

State. All's well.

Then the Roman Triumph, new style. One hun-

dred thousand Fascisti march through Rome un-

armed (the armed detachments remaining outside

the Sacred City). They decorate the Tomb of the

Unknown Soldier and salute the King standing

there on the balcony of the Quirinal. The march
ends at the railroad station, where trains are wait-

ing. An order demobilizing the armed Fascisti

takes effect that night. What need longer of

armed Fascisti? For the army is heart and soul

(especially the officers) with the Fascisti, and Gen-

eral Diaz himself is the new Minister of War. All's

well.

Next morning at 8 A. M. the Ministry are at

their offices, for it is work from now on for mem-
bers of Government. Now from morn to dewy eve

you can hear Mussolini booming (he always

"booms") his orders for this or that needed

change. All's well ; thrice well.

But is it? We shall not consider here whether
on the whole the Fascisti are justified of their

works. We shall assume, as many millions of

Italians evidently do (including many of Italy's

best) , that the extra-legal (to put it softly) activity

of the Fascisti has been justified even up to the

present point of revolution, of practical seizure of

the Government. We shall confine ourselves to a

little speculation as to what lies ahead.

Whither away, Mussolini, Black-Shirted One?
It is reported that the Fascisti have in view as

their prime object for the immediate future, the

persuading of the Italian Camera, immediately on

its reconvening (within a few days), to alter the

electoral law. They propose an amendment where-

by the party having the largest number of candi-

dates elected to the Chamber shall receive three-

fifths of the seats, the remainder of the seats to be

divided among the other parties proportionately to

their success at the polls. Mussolini intends, it is

said, in case the amendment is passed, to dissolve

the Chamber and to hold general elections at once

under the amended law. He makes no doubt of the

Fascisti winning a "plurality" of the seats, which
would, as indicated above, be changed to a three-

fifths majority, so insuring the carrying through
of the Fascismo programme. To a non-Italian the

arrangement proposed seems a roundabout way to

oligarchy, if not to something even less grateful to

American or British taste. But presumably what
Mussolini is after is a combination of popularity

and effectiveness in the Chamber and consequently

in the Government ; not possible under the present

electoral system. And presumably the changes in

the law would provide effective checks on an ar-

rangement which, whatever its merits, holds so

obvious a threat of tyranny. At any rate, the

Italians have their own way of doing things; the

proposal should not be condemned before its pre-

cise character and additaments are known. Well,

let us suppose the change in the electoral law (with

proper checks) to be entirely desirable. What
would happen, asks itself importunately, if in new
elections the Fascisti failed to gain a plurality of

seats? What, Black-Shirted One? You may
have deserved well of the State, but one who has

arrived by extra-legal methods is necessarily sus-

pect.

So much for that. Let us suppose the Fascisti

to poll the necessary votes at new elections under
the new law. Then they will be in position to put

through their programme.
But what is that programme? Is there a definite

programme, like the National Pact of Angora?
Apparently not.

Of course, as to domestic policy, it goes without

saying that the Radicals will be kept down. There

shall be liberty of the individual. "Liberty," says

Mussolini, "is not only a right but a duty." There
shall also be "discipline, economy, and sacrifice."

If these latter can be properly coordinated with

liberty as a right, the result should be happy.

Then, of course, there is the budget, which must
be balanced.

We like your domestic policy, Black-Shirt, what
we know of it. But we confess ourselves nervous

about your foreign policy. We await with appre-

hension the unfolding of that.

We fear from your past utterances that you will

not be content to let the Fiume Question and the

Dalmatian Question sleep. In that connection we
don't like your intimacy with d'Annunzio. And
haven't you said things "calculated" to alarm
Switzerland for her Italian cantons? And haven't

you been wont to speak of the Mediterranean as by
rights an Italian lake ? Not to mention much more
of nationalistic and chauvinistic in your past

speech. But Jack-in-Office, we reflect, is apt to be

quite a different fellow from Jack-out-of-Office.

Being in office, you now say that your policy is

one of "dignity and expansion within the limits of

our possibilities, and of equilibrium." Delphic, to

be sure, but the tone is better. And again: You
are for "the greatest possible accord with Jugo-

slavia." That, at any rate, is not threatening.

Define us, please, that "possible."

Yet, when all's said, when we have extracted

from philosophy (and casuistry?) all the comfort
and reassurance they will supply, there remains
the damning consideration that you have arrived

where you are by extra-legal means, and we can-

not satisfy ourselves that from now on you will

proceed (in accordance with your oath) really

"within the Constitution."

But, whatever happens, it cannot be forgotten

that surely once you saved the State and that you

gave Italy her Settimana Maravigliosa, one of the

most extraordinary episodes in human annals.
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The Case for Lloyd George
By P. W. Wilson

AFTER seventeen years of office, David Lloyd

George, Prime Minister of Great Britain for six

of those years, has been dismissed for the time

being into the shades of opposition. Wherever he goes

in his own land the crowds hail him as their George

Washington—the first in war, first in peace, and first

in the hearts of his countrymen; while to his convinced

detractors he is an unscrupulous opportunist who man-
ipulates the press to serve his own ambitious ends—this

with a complete indifference to what Galsworthy would

call loyalties of a gentleman. To estimate what Llqvd

George has achieved is thus a task requiring supig.

human impartiality; and there are many, including 1.,

successor, Bonar Law, who think that he was the man
for a supreme emergency but that the emergency, and
with it the need for such a man, has passed. That is

an argument which is likely to appeal to those millions

of voters who, in any electorate, want a change. It is

the argument which disposed of Chatham, with whom
Lloyd George has been compared.

It is bare justice to say of David Lloyd George that

he remains today, as much as ever, a man of the people.

He has been intimate with admirals,

monarchs, field marshals, and mar-
quises, but he returns to his native

soil, like Cincinnatus to his plough,

untitled, with his children also un-

titled, and utterly indifferent to

clubs and drawing-rooms. His cathe-

dral for worship is still the dissent-

ing chapel and his game is still mere
golf. It is the Tories, therefore, who
have cast him out. They may have

hoped at times that he would be for

their party a second Disraeli, but in

the soul of Disraeli, even when he

was a Liberal, there lay that which

the glitter of a coronet would mes-

merize. Lloyd George has rather

resembled Joseph Chamberlain, an-

other wandering Liberal, who
worked with the Tories but was
never of them, and had for his re-

ward, therefore, no office higher than

the Secretaryship of the Colonies,

which he left to die, a broken man.
It was only as a dire necessity of war, like espionage or

poison gas, that David Lloyd George—the detested of

duchesses—was ever accepted by the Conservatives.

Ruthless towards society, he has been equally ruth-

less towards politicians. It is the caucuses everywhere
that hate and fear him. Among the Independent Lib-

erals, the chief organizer is Viscount Gladstone, with
whom, therefore, Lloyd George most fiercely clashes.

Among the Conservatives, the whip is Sir George
Younger, and he is the man mainly responsible for up-

setting the former Prime Minister. For this collision

a parallel may be found, perhaps, in the career of Theo-
dore Roosevelt. Some see in Lloyd George merely the

impulses of ambition. His own plea is that he acts

only in the public interest. He appears to be, at the

moment, a man without a party—the leader of a group

David Lloyd George

and nothing more. But in the country he enjoys a

prestige that carries his name much further than this.

And, obviously, he has a case. At the Board of Trade

he reorganized the laws of merchant shipping and be-

gan that long series of mediations between Capital and
Labor which many times saved the nation's coal, trans-

port, and even the monarchy itself. As Chancellor of

the Exchequer, he laid the burdens of peace and war
fairly and squarely on the shoulders best able to bear

them, namely, the rich; thus forestalling the discon-

tents which render Socialism so formidable. His in-

quiries into housing and agriculture changed the face

of the countryside and created a situation which has

meant the end of feudalism. His national insurance of

the sick, the injured, and the unemployed, however im-

perfect in detail, brought to light an immense volume

of neglected yet remediable disease. On behalf of

Asquith, it is denied that Lloyd George organized the

shells. But it must be conceded that he inspired the

morale which secures victory. That his methods were

costly, is obvious. But in the end, he "got there."

It is held that in the autumn of 1918 he ought not to

have appealed to the country to elect

him for a further term as Prime
Minister. Especially mischievous,

so it is argued, was his plea that the

Kaiser should be hanged and that

Germany should pay for the war.

Such language was calculated to

arouse the nationalism of France

and Italy to an intense fever and &o

to frustrate the moderating counsels

of President Wilson. In these criti-

cisms there is force. Instead of

hanging for his sins, the Kaiser has

opulently syndicated his defiance of

the Allied cause and is leading a

second Empress to the matrimonial

altar. And, in actual fact, Germany
has not paid. But it must be re-

membered that, prior to the said

election, Lloyd George had invited

Asquith more than once to join his

Administration, and that his ap-

proaches had been rejected.

The European policy of Lloyd

George since the Armistice may be described, perhaps,

as making the best of a bad job. Left to himself, there

is not the slightest doubt as to what course he would

have pursued. At any cost in money—that is in cancel-

lation of debts or reparations—he would have secured

unity in Europe; and in that unity he would have in-

cluded Russia. He was faced, however, by France and

by those British patriots who with Northcliffe held that

France was right. The struggle between London and

Paris ultimately wore down the patience of both nations.

Clemenceau and Briand disappeared. And now Lloyd

George has gone. For many things which he did to

please France, he has been criticized as if they were

things done on his own initiative. It is the fate which

usually overwhelms Ministers when the world is in chaos.

That Lloyd George was himself opposed to any and
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every hostile intervention in Russia is plain from the

Bullitt disclosures of what happened at Paris. Yet,

here again, he yielded and Winston Churchill sacrificed

uselessly many lives and many millions of money.

Mesopotamia was also an expensive luxury and the oil

there, whether it be shared with the United States or

not, is a highly problematical asset. Hence the outburst

of alarm when, last month, it was announced that the

Empire was to be thrown into the breach against Mus-
tapha Kemal Pasha and the fanatical forces of resur-

gent Islam. To some extent the trouble was due to

sheer ill-luck. The British admitted the Greeks to

Smyrna—that is true—but this action was taken under

Venizelos, when there was no idea of King Constantine

regaining the throne and then plunging his country into

an adventure involving the whole of Asia Minor. That

the French and Italians supported the Turks is history.

It would be out of place here to comment upon that

policy. The flames that enveloped Smyrna, the flight

of tens of thousands of terror-stricken civilians from
that doomed city and from Thrace, and the frank dec-

laration of Kemal that he can only hold himself respon-

sible for the lives and property of Moslems, indicate

from what fate Constantinople was saved by Lloyd

George's final impetuous indiscretion. It cost 150,000,-

000 dollars. It appeared to involve much graver risks.

And Britain—or some of Britain—was swept by the

kind of protests against "entanglements" which were so

powerful a factor in the victory of President Harding.

The fall of Lloyd George was dictated by those who held

that sometimes it is best even for Britain as "the police-

man," to let ill alone.

That Lloyd George has shattered Liberalism as a

party is true. That he has betrayed Liberalism as a

faith is, however, by no means so evident. By his in-

fluence the franchise has become universal, the House
of Lords has been weakened, the Church in Wales has

been disestablished, and the essentials of free trade

have been maintained. The Budget has been balanced

and immense sums of indebtedness repaid. The new
Chancellor of the Exchequer, Stanley Baldwin, admits

that no further remission of taxes is possible. This is

not a bad record. And, whatever view be taken of the

treatment of Ireland under the Coalition, the fact re-

mains that Ireland has been granted a complete auton-

omy. The Independent Liberals, like the die-hards,

complain that Lloyd George suddenly exchanged the

sword for the olive branch. Judged by his words, which
could not have been more plainly spoken, he offered

Ireland throughout either one or the other. The terms

which Sinn Fein have accepted were the terms which,

at any time, Sinn Fein might have had. And it was
De Valera—then as now—who played the irreconcil-

-'^le. Similarly in India, nothing achieved under As-

vdith approaches the foresighted development of repre-

sentative institutions which former Secretary Monta-
gue completed under Lloyd George.

The position today is that Liberalism, as hitherto un-

derstood, has fulfilled its positive mission. A new out-

look has to be faced. Organized labor aims at the

requisition of property and the termination of private

enterprise. The Conservative Party resists these pro-

posals or tendencies. So does the Liberal Party. David
Lloyd George holds that these two historic parties

should be combined against Labor; not in an irrecon-

cilable or reactionary attitude, but as a restraining

influence. He believes that the issues now to be handled

are economic. He has no use for theoretic or verbal

controversies. That Balfour, Birkenhead, Chamberlain,

Home, and many other responsible statesmen agree

with him is obvious. Equally obvious is the intellectual

weakness—not to say decrepitude—of Bonar Law's
truly astonishing team of minor statesmen. The best

defence to be made for Lloyd George and his Govern-

ment may well prove to be the quality of the alterna-

tive.

Fascismo
By Gino Speranza

THE Popolo d'ltalia, Benito Mussolini's personal

organ, carried for a long time on the editorial

page this alleged Napoleonic dictum: "Revolu-

tion is an idea which has found enough bayonets to

support it." In applying that dictum the Italian Fas-

cista leader very wisely waited until the central idea

of his "revolution" had so overwhelming a number of

"bayonets" behind it that it made the use of force

unnecessary. In this respect, therefore, the "revolution

was not only practically bloodless but its leaders may
claim, with much reason, that it was essentially a refer-

endum by the people. This will become more apparent

if we study the movement in its causes and through

its genesis rather than if we dwell on its dramatic

and picturesque climax.

We should premise that in Italy the middle classes

and the peasantry constitute a majority of the popu-

lation. Yet this quantitative (and also qualitative)

majority has only a minority representation in the

Italian Parliament as this is at the moment consti-

tuted. This contrast between an actual majority in the

electorate and its insufficient and inadequate parlia-

mentary representation is an evil which is becoming

more and more evident in states even more politically

developed than Italy. It is one explanation of the grow-

ing discontent with, if not contempt for, parliamentary

government throughout the Continent.

In the case of Italy, however, other important causes

have contributed to the misrepresentative character of

its national legislative assembly, chief among these

being the decadence of the "governing class" which to

this day has controlled in that country the mechanisms

of parliamentary life if not Parliament itself. This

governing class is composed of the not too worthy suc-

cessors of that small band of great men who brought

about the union of the Italian states; good enough
persons, honest and well-meaning, but too old in ideas,

too selfish in aspirations, and too limited in political

vision. Against them as the retainers of all power
first rose the Italian Socialist Party, which, for a time,

enlisted the sympathies and suppox't of the democratic

youth of Italy. Had that party remained Italian—had
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it followed the huniaiusm of a Bissolati—Italian democ-

racy (possibly under the name of socialism) would be

the ruling political power in Italy today. But the

Italian Socialist Party fell under the sinister spell of

an exotic Marxism and of a Bolshevism wholly foreign

and even repugnant to Italian political thought; thus

influenced, it at first, under the guise of pacifism, con-

tributed to the disaster of Caporetto, and, later, under

pressure from its extremists, it planned and attempted

the dictatorship of a minority. In and out of Parlia-

ment it conducted a campaign against the state, cen-

tering its fight against the middle class, which it con-

sidered impotent and cowardly despite its numerical

majority ; it also attacked the army as a creature of the

bourgeoisie, its partisans even assaulting inoffensive

officers and tearing off the military decorations worn
by soldiers mutilated in the war. Essentially indus-

trial and urban in its constituency and organization,

it made little headway with the peasants of southern

and insular Italy who, as Catholics, preferred, if there

must be a change, the less indefensible agrarian "Chris-

tian socialism" of the Popolare or Catholic Left to the

Bolshevism of the industrial and anti-religious Social-

ist Party.

Like every revolutionary movement in modern Italian

history—from the expedition of the Bandiera brothers

in the forties to Garibaldi's challenge to Bourbon op-

pression—the revolt of the middle class was, at its

inception, the geste of a handful of young men. Call-

ing themselves Fascisti, they began their labors by
undertaking, in the face of an apathetic Government,
the defense of the Italian army, that most democratic of

middle-class institutions in Europe, which had been the

butt of physical and political attacks by the subversive

element in the country. Misunderstood and laughed at

by the foreign press, at times exposing themselves to

just criticism by inconsiderate and ill-judged acts, the

Fascisti nevertheless grew in power and prestige. This
was because they stood and fought for what was far

greater than some of them realized but which the nation

at large intuitively felt and sympathized with. Those
young men who with the enthusiasm of college boys
(as many of them were) traveled about the country
like knights errant tearing down the red flag from
socialist-controlled municipal buildings and hoisting the

national colors in its place were the forerunners of a

great popular uprising; they may be called the first and
romantic expression of an aroused public conscience.

Behind that handful—at first expectant and uncour-
ageous—stood the Italian middle class in its qualitative

and quantitative solidity and common sense: the men
who had fought and won the war, the rising genera-
tion in the schools and colleges, the majority of the

professional and professorial classes, the "brains" and
the leaders of the army and navy and of the civil

bureaucracy, the business men and the shopkeepers, the
countless small proprietors and modest land owners

—

a vast throng of good, average men.
But the Fascista movement gained in volume and

prestige also by the very weakness and incapacity of
the Government. Cabinet after Cabinet came and
passed away without the courage to face the situa-
tion in its full reality. Every Ministry recognized the
essentially conservative character of Fascismo to the
extent, at least, of not attempting ruthlessly to suppress
it in blood

; but no Ministry had the character and cour-

age to recognize openly before Parliament the indis-

putably patriotic and wholesome objects of such a move-
ment and to legalize it by making those objects the

Government's supreme and effective concern. Each
Cabinet, instead, sought a precarious and inglorious

existence by observing the foiins of constitutional gov-

ernment while actually abdicating all power, first to the

subversive and frankly anti-national element, and then,

under the swift and impressive growth of Fascismo, to

an unorganized popular majority striving for order,

discipline, and the right to labor, by "illegal" methods.

Had Fascismo crystallized into a political party, it could

have been easily and effectively dealt with—and dis-

posed of—by even a second-rate Cabinet; but either

through the sagacity of its leaders or, more probably,

by the very breadth and simplicity of its unwritten

platform

—

"To save Italy"—Fascismo remained essen-

tially a popular movement with no real organization

such as even the weakest political party must possess.

In passing judgment upon the methods resorted to

by the Fascisti, let us bear in mind that parliamentary

life and constitutional government in the Anglo-Saxon
sense had broken down in Italy (where it was always

an exotic importation) long before Fascismo gave it its

last blow; worse than that. Parliament had become the

political mechanism for frequently paralyzing the life

of the nation and it was even used as an instrument

of oppression. When the authority of the state ceases

to function and citizens are left unprotected, there will

come forth in every civilized community some men who
will band together to enforce law and order super-gov-

k..
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A Fascista parade in Milan

ernmentally and without any formal legal mandate from

their constituents. In our history we have called such

men, at various times and on divers occasions, "Minute-

men" or Vigilantes, special deputy sheriffs or Com-
mittees of Safety. The Latin calls such men by the pos-

sibly more picturesque appellatives of "Legionaries,"

Fascisti, "Garibaldian Red Shirts," or Mussolinian

"Camicie Nere."

It is commonplace to say that the success of the Fas-

cismo establishes a dangerous precedent. But we must
not measure the movement too exclusively by the old

yardstick of political theories. New forces are operating

in Europe which cannot be gauged by the old formulas.

Fascismo is one of these and, in character of a quasi

organized revolt of the middle classes, it is active all

over Europe and, on the whole, with wholesome results.
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Books of Innocence for Children
By Montrose J. Moses

ONE evening at sunset I was on top of a swaying

bus on Fifth avenue. Crowds were hurrying in

black torrents to their homes. We were caught

in a jam of motor-cars and taxis, and there was a cer-

tain quiet which comes now and then even in the roar

of the noises. A child's voice sang out from the seat

behind me: "I want to see a moo-cow!" The grown-

ups laughed in their own particular amusement ; a face-

tious gentleman, next to the mother, said: "Fifth Ave-

nue's not a likely place for cows!"

But the essential need of the moment, welling in the

child's heart, and occupying the child's mind, could not

be satisfied. The mother promised a visit to Central

Park, but while Central Park may boast of a lion and

possibly a llama, there is no such thing as a cow in all

its vast stretches of city blocks. Soon the child forgot

her momentary longing ; I heard her count off the dogs

she saw as we progressed up the Avenue; she hummed
a little song, and her tiny feet dug healthily into my
back. To me it

seemed that at

that moment a

cow was much
more essential

to the little bit

of child nature

near me than

all the wealth

of that stately

Avenue and so

I take the
thought as a symbol.

There are moments in the early life of a child when
incongruity is reality, merely because there are no con-

fusing details to throw doubt on the possibility or prob-

ability of experience. When a child cries for the moon,

the psychologist explains it by saying that the sensation

of light gets the better of the sense of space. The philos-

opher adapts Browning's line and says, "A child's reach

should exceed its grasp." But the poet of childhood

most likely gives the moon to the child merely because

he wants it.

I often wonder, in the jingle "Hey diddle diddle,"

whether the children do not laugh, not over the impos-

sible act of the cow jumping over the moon, but merely

because the little dog laughed to see such sport. In

other words, there's more sympathy for the dog's act

than the cow's deed—which, to the child, is not unlikely.

So this, to me, is one of the glories of "Mother Goose"

—that it satisfies the physical innocence of the juvenile

mind. You may appeal to it by rhythm—that is why

jingles and poetry are the early literary joys of the

nursery; you may appeal to it through courtesy, be-

cause the mere act of bowing thanks—one of the early

acts of graciousness—knows no distinction of caste, but

places all human and living kind on the same plane

—

hence the fundamental beauty of Jane Taylor's "Thank
you, pretty cow, that made Pleasant milk to soak my
bread." We grown people pay the milkman, but the

child thanks the cow. An innocent act of life.

I recall the Kate Greenaway picture illustrating the

jingle, "One foot up, the other foot down. That's the

way to London town." Such an act takes no cognizance

of railroad administrations, of the expense of getting

there; but it does impress upon the child that, to get

anywhere, muscular action of a certain kind is neces-

sary, and London Town may be the other side of the

nursery or the other side of the world for all he cares.

The innocent act is the fact, and no other detail mat-

ters. Imagination lies between the two feet. And so I

recommend Ann and Jane Taylor's handling in their

quaint poetry of the seeable, bare, simple things of na-

ture, as in "The Robin," with such lines as

Go listen once more to your mate's pretty song,

And chirrup and twitter there all the day long,

Secure from the wind and the rain.

All the essentials of a higher poetry are here, even some
of the mystery which grown folks call philosophy; and

I know that the same innocence must be felt to appreci-

ate the lines in Shelley's "Skylark" that must be had to

picture these juvenile stanzas.

I turn to William Blake's "Songs of Innocence,"

which every child should know, and I find the usual

questioning—without which children are not children

—

the intimate challenging of the universe, which brooks

no theological dogma, but which merely states the quan-

daries of simple wonder growing out of mere sense im-

pressions. Turn, for instance, to the poem entitled

"The Lamb"—
Little lamb, who made thee I

Dost thou know who made thee,

Gave thee life and bade thee feed

By the stream and o'er the mead ;

Gave thee clothing of delight.

Softest clothing, woolly, bright

;

Gave thee such a tender voice,

Making all the vales rejoice?

Little lamb, who made thee?
Dost thou know who made thee

!

The literaiy critic says, "Here is simple lyric beauty."

The psychologist says, "Here are stimuli impressions

gained through the eyes, the ears, and the sense of

touch." But here to me is religious ecstasy based on

physical well-being, ready to be moulded into lines of

permanent character. So, in one breath, I recommend
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nonsense to children because

they do not see the foolish in-

congruity we grown folks see

and try to edit out of nursery

classics; and moral songs be-

cause the questions children

ask have no motives other than

to put children closer to the

truth of the world they begin

t o breathe i n

and touch from

the first day of

their lives.

Because
of this, I make
a plea for the

present- day

mother and
teacher to recon-

sider some of

the so-called
"goody - goody"

literature of the

past, and draw from it, not the theology of Puritanism,

but the innocence which only comes through reverence

for created things, and piety which appreciates the act

before asking for an explanation of the fact. Reverence

and piety might well be restored as virtues in the nur-

sery literature of today. For there is pleasure to be

had in the reading of Dr. Watts's "Divine and Moral

Songs for Children," which no modern verse can sup-

plant, because, as Mathew Arnold says in "The Future"

—to change the question to a statement of criticism

—

there is no girl today who

Now reads in her bosom as clear

As Rebekah read, when she sate

At eve by the palm-shaded well

;

Who guards in her breast

As deep, as pellucid a spring
Of feeling, as tranquil, as sure.

Children need this surety, and whether you approve

of hell-fire or not, it is one of the chief excellences of

Dr. Watts, as it was of the "New England Primer," that

righteousness was righteousness, and evil was evil, and

the child had a physical conception of each before ever

he was able to grasp the abstract meaning of either.
^

But what makes Stevenson so closely akin to these

writers of Books of Innocence, yet so much better, is

his recognition that sometimes childhood, through an

excess of physical well-being—not through any con-

scious act of sin—is human and has human frailty. For
instance, here is a bit from that perennial "Child's Gar-

den of Verses," entitled "Whole Duty of Children"

—

which is part Blake and part the Taylor sisters and Dr.

Watts, but which in its last line is essentially Steven-

son : A child should always say what's true,

And speak when he is spoken to,

And behave mannerly at table;

At least as far as he is able.

As an illustration of what I mean by this plea for

innocence in certain books for children, I recommend
"A Child's Book of Old Verses" (Duffield) and the

Scribner edition of Stevenson's verses, both richly col-

ored by Jessie Willcox Smith, Once you sense the fun-

damental simplicity of the imagery in them, you will

be able to forgive the staidness of Maria Edgeworth's

moral tales. It may be that these are too old-fashioned

for the modern educated girl and boy, but I take them

as text-books of childhood's essential traits—which
mothers would do well to consider, but which so many
of them seem to neglect. So much better to have staid

manners than no manners at all

!

I have often seen mothers pore over books about the

baby's health, but when it comes to the physical expres-

sion of that health in the literature the children read,

mothers are woefully ignorant. A librarian told me
not long ago, speaking of the humor of children, that

parents rarely asked for a funny book for their chil-

dren, merely because they did not really understand

why children laughed; they only knew how to look for

trouble when children cried.

The innocence of childhood is bound up in this very

subject of the laughter of children; they laugh, first

because they are physically well; then they laugh be-

cause repetition of experience is pleasant ; and the only

cruelty in the laughter of children is what the adult

puts there by adult satire or physical cartoon. And, in

their initial years, they laugh because they have no

definite moral problem to limit the fresh spontaneity of

their growing selves. That is why there is such a

wealth of truth in Blake's song:

"I have no name

;

I am but two days old."

What shall I call thee?

"I happy am,
Joy is my name."
Sweet joy hefall lliee!

Pretty joy !

Sweet joy, but two days old.

Sweet joy, I call thee I

Thou dost smile,

I sing the while;

Sweet joy befall thee!

Fall Afternoons
By Harry Lee

ON cool fall afternoons I see

The old house as it used to be,

Dim with the dark pines walled about

That kept the pleasant sunlight out,

Whose shaggy branches brushed my high

Small window when the winds went by.

I thought the whispering pines were sad

Because I was an orphan lad.

Grandmother in her clinging clothes

About the house a grey ghost goes,

And through the stillness, in a blur

Of fear and faith, I follow her.

I scurry after, up the flight

Of creaking stairs, by candle-light.

And tiptoe down the haunted gloom

Of what she calls "The Children's Room,"

Where, in an ancient cedar chest.

In lavender her treasures rest.

I crouch beside her on the floor.

The while she cons each keepsake o'er.

And tells me things they did and said.

Those wise, small people who are dead.

A long time, in the cool fall weather.

We laugh and dream and cry together.

And then she says (about her brow

The pale light shines) "We'll leave them now!"

Seeming as greatly comforted

As if she'd tucked them all in bed.
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Lyman Abbott
By Franklin H. Giddings

IT
was a prophet and not a priest whose voice was
stilled, a citizen of the world and not a survivor

from a by-gone time whose labors ended, when
the Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott died, on October 22.

Throughout his four score years and seven he had

looked forward and not backward. For fifty years he

had been an intellectual force and a vital influence in

public affairs. Lawyer and preacher, author and

editor, his activity had been tireless. His personality

was gracious, but he did not offer mint, anise, or

cummin, or move in the round of ritual. His thought

and his deed struck fire on the weightier matters of

the law.

He came of the New England race and a distin-

guished family. Roxbury, Mass., was his birthplace.

His father, Jacob Abbott, was a Congregational min-

ister and a prolific writer, the creator of Rollo. John

S. C. Abbott, also a Congregational minister, who
wrote a life of Napoleon which fascinated, if it did

not convince, was his uncle. Two other sons of Jacob

Abbott, Benjamin Vaughan and Austin, were success-

ful lawyers, and one more, Edward
Abbott, was editor of the Literary

World. Of Lyman Abbott's own six

children that survive him, four sons

and two daughters, one is president

and one secretary of the Outlook Pub-

lishing Company, one is a professor

at Smith College, and one a physician.

Scoffers at heredity may explain this

family by environment and oppor-

tunity if they can.

It was because Lyman Abbott's

older brothers had been graduated

from the University of the City of

New York that he came here for his

college w^ork, and was graduated when
but eighteen years old. Then he

studied law and went into partnership

with his brothers; but the ministry

called him, and he soon took up theol-

ogy with his uncle John. The time de-

voted to law had not been thrown

away, however. There is abundant

evidence in his writings, and in his

attitudes and activities as a publicist,

of a knowledge and poise hall-marked

by the law. Ordained a Congrega-

tional minister, he went to Terre

Haute, Ind., where, through the years

of the Civil War from 1860 to 1866,

he preached; then he came back to New York. In a

swift succession of opportunities, he was secretary

of the American Union Commission, engaged in work
for the emancipated slaves, was pastor of the New
England Congregational Church, editor of the Literary

Record in Harper's Magazine, editor of the Illustrated

Christian Weekly, associate editor, with Henry Ward
Beecher, of the Christian Union, and successor to

Beecher as pastor of Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, from

1890 to 1899, when he took the editorship of The

i'aul Tbompnon.

Lyman Abbott

Outlook, which he held until his death. It was in this

position of power and responsibility that he became a
national figure.

In each of three great human crises, two of affairs

and one of thought, he took his place by right of

courage and ability in the vanguard of fighters for
civilization and enlightenment. But while in the Civil

War he was one among thousands, in the battle for
intellectual liberty in the Christian Church and in the
line-up of straight-thinking men who clearly saw the
duty of America to throw her resources and herself
into the war against German aggression, he stood
among the few "ground finders."

The charge of heresy left him unruffled. His nature
was too sweet for anger. He could "suffer fools gladly"
if thereby he could help them to see that the human
mind, discovering and applying truth, is the Divine
Mind at work in the world, and that the brotherhood
of man is a bigger thing than the phrases of a creed or
the literalist interpretation of Sacred Books. Probably
nobody else was as astonished as he was that the whole

world quoted his remark that "He
who denies the Brotherhood of Man
is as much an infidel as he who denies

the Fatherhood of God," What was
there novel about that? Was it not as

old as Christ? The doctrine of evolu-

tion and the contributions of archae-

ology, history, and critical scholarship

to our knowledge of the Old and New
Testaments, he accepted as a matter
of course. And even if he had not

been able to do so, his sound common
sense and his liberality of spirit would

have made him denounce as preposter-

ous and immoral the attempts of

ignorant bigotry to prevent the teach-

ing, and discussion of these matters.

Dr. Abbott's identification of him-

self with a Christian and common-
sense liberalism was bound up with

the first of two great personal enthu-

siasms, namely, his affection and ad-

miration for Henry Ward Beecher.

His vigorous championing of political

progressivism, of courageous public

policies, and of an Americanism which

has duty as well as opportunity writ-

ten in it, was bound up with his later

affection and admiration for Theodore

Roosevelt.

There was in his character nothing of impatience, as

there was nothing of fear. He venerated the past, its

men and its works, while he projected the future. He
did not censure, for he understood. His Christianity was

caritas, but he did not expect individuals or mankind

to be redeemed from either sin or poverty by senti-

mentalism. His politics were progressive, but he did

not kick against the pricks of economic fact and law.

Men such as he do not leave the world when they rest

from their earthly l-bors.
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'The Living Wage'' and the Railroads
By Fabian Franklin

IN
the country at large there exists a vast amount of

difference between the wages received by persons

in different fields of work, and by persons per-

forming different parts in the same field of work. I\Iul-

titudes of unskilled laborers manage to get on, some
way or other, upon wages vastly less than the wages

paid to highly skilled workmen, and very much less

than even the average wages paid to ordinary skilled

workmen. The families of these poorly paid laborers

also manage to make ends meet. They contrive to make
a little money go far, much farther than those do who
are not driven by necessity; and their standard of liv-

ing is lower than that of the better-paid workmen

—

lower than that which we like to think of as the Ameri-

can standard, and which we all hope will be attained in

not too remote a future by those who are below it. The
fact is that this process has been steadily going on for

many decades; the standard of today for the unskilled

laborer, so far as physical comfort is concerned, and so

far as hours of labor are concerned, is, in general, a

very great advance over that of former times.

But, while this is the case, the conditions of living

among the least well-paid workers are perhaps just as

far behind those which prevail among the better-paid

as they were in the past. If the Government were
called upon to institute a reign of "social justice," one

of the first questions that it would have to consider is

the question of whether this inequality ought to be re-

moved, and, if so, what means should be adopted for

removing it. Now, without entering into the merits of

the particular question disposed of in the recent de-

cision of the Railroad Labor Board—the decision re-

fusing to grant the increase of wages demanded by the

maintenance-of-way men— it may be said that the cen-

tral point of that decision was a refusal to undertake to

establish wages based upon a general principle of "so-

cial justice" such as does not obtain in the country at

large. The law requires the Board to establish "just

and reasonable" wages; and for the ascertainment of

such wages it requires the Board to take into account

both the rate of wages current for similar work out-

side the railroads and the cost of living. The view re-

jected by the Board is the view that, since it is required

to take into account the cost of living, it is bound to

establish a "living wage," and that by a "living wage"
it ought to understand a wage sufficient to maintain an
average family upon a standard of living satisfactory to

sociological authorities.

The Board did not expressly lay down this abstract

reason for its decision. But it justified its refusal to

grant the minimum wage for common labor which was
advocated by those who rested their case upon the socio-

logical "living wage" idea, upon the ground that to do

so would be utterly ruinous to the roads if correspond-

ing advances were made in the pay of higher grades of

workmen. In other words, the Board did not feel that

it was called upon to institute, upon the railroads, a

state of things wholly out of key with the state of

things existing in the country at large; and in this po-

sition it ought to be sustained by the common-sense
judgment of the American people. Whether or not

there ought to be a complete change in our economic

system is a broad and deep question; it is the great

question of Socialism versus Individualism. But here

is a question, not of changing the foundations of the

economic system under which we all live, but of apply-

ing to a particular set of working people—those em-

ployed by the railroads—a principle radically different

from that which applies to working people in general.

Obviously, to do so would be to create a favored group,

maintained upon a scale of living far higher than that

enjoyed by like workmen outside the group, through an

artificial arrangement the expense of which would have

to be borne by the country at large. Such favoritism is

unsound from the point of view of the fair-minded so-

cialist and the fair-minded individualist alike; and, like

all favoritism, is a breeder of corruption.

It may, however, be justly asked what meaning is to

be attached to the requirement of the law that the cost

of living should be taken into consideration as well as

the rate of wages current for similar work outside the

railroads. The answer is not difficult. In the competi-

tive field—the field not subject, as are the railroads, to

Government regulation—a rise (or, in like manner, a

fall) in the cost of living may precede by a considerable

time the corresponding rise (or fall) in wages. When
a readjustment of this nature is clearly indicated by

the facts, it is the proper function of a body like the

Railroad Labor Board to effect it smoothly and promptly

and thus avoid the conflict, disturbance, and hardship

which might otherwise ensue. And there is another

case in which it would be proper for the Board to take

action having reference to the cost of living. If the

wage paid by the railroads to any particular set of

laborers be so low as to be cruelly inadequate, it should

be raised by the Board even if the raise does not hap-

pen to be justified by a comparison with what is paid by
private employers for what seems to be similar labor.

As in so many other questions of human affairs, the

rule which practical wisdom lays down as a general

guide has to give way in extreme cases.

According to an Associated Press dispatch, the only

comment that Warren S. Stone, head of the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Engineers, was willing to make
upon the Railroad Labor Board's attack on the theory

of "the living wage" was that "a living wage is some-
thing that every person must have in order to live"; if

that definition were accepted, the Railroad Labor Board,

and practically every person in the country, would
agree that such a wage at least must be maintained by
the Board. But "what every person must have in order

to live" is an amount so small, if one interprets the

words literally, that the very lowest wages now prevail-

ing in America are far above it—a fact which, if we
did not otherwise know it, would be proved by the ex-

perience of practically all countries other than our own.
If, on the other hand, the words are interpreted liber-

ally, they become so elastic as to get entirely away from
that part of the requirement of the law which directs

the Board, in its fixing of a "just and reasonable" rate

of wages, to consider the rates obtaining outside the
railroads. The combination of the two considerations

involves some complexity, some uncertainty, to be sure,

but no more complexity and no more uncertainty than
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natui'ally belongs to the practical settlement of a con-

Kjrete practical question. The suggested amendment of

the law so as to make "the living wage" a mandatory
direction—if by "the living wage" is meant that wage
which we all think desirable, but which does not corre-

spond to the state of things existing in the country at

large—would transform the Railroad Labor Board from
a practical agency of reasonable adjustment between
employers and employed into an instrument either of

radical social change or of crass favoritism. To nei-

ther of these objects should the operation of an admin-
istrative agency of Government be directed.

The Ferment in India
By Philo M. Buck, Jr.

Exchange Professor at Baroda College

IN
1914, when Turkey entered the war as an ally of

Germany, the Indian Moslems were a unit in the

support of the British Government. Aga Khan,

their leader, was most ardent in his enthusiastic urging

of all Indian Mohammedans to resent actively the poli-

cies of the Turkish party, which he argued was de-

stroying the true spirit of Islam. Thousands of Indian

Moslems enlisted in the British armies and served

faithfully and enthusiastically in the campaigns in

Mesopotamia and Palestine against their co-religion-

ists. But now, in 1922, eight years later and only four

years after the war, we find all India rejoicing over the

victories of Mustapha Kemal, and incidentally threaten-

ing Great Britain should that Power find itself in con-

flict with the Turk. What has come over India in these

four years, and especially over Mohammedan India,

which up to a few years ago was counted upon as the

most loyal of India's millions to the British raj?

When the magnitude of the Kemalist victory was
first noted in the despatches the whole of the Indian

press was loud in its congratulations to the victors.

The first accounts of Turkish atrocities were emphat-

ically denied, days before sober journalists were able

to cable the more accurate news. Ghazi Mustapha Ke-

mal—of the meaning of this title Ghazi more later

—

was celebrated as one more of the glorious company of

Islamic conquerors. A new star had risen for India,

and millions went forth to pay homage. Meetings

were held September 18 and 19 from Cape Comorin to

Muree, and from Karatchi to Calcutta; resolutions were

adopted, and vigorous denunciations made of all efforts

to prevent the Turk from reaping the full harvest of

his victories. The question is even now being discussed

seriously of enlisting Indians in an Angora Legion to

aid the Turk against the Power which seems about to

limit his atrocities. If one merely read the newspapers

one could easily form the opinion that India again is

ablaze. What has happened to Mohammedan India?

All of this might be read in connection with the pre-

dictions freely made last year before Mr. Gandhi was

arrested, that his arrest would be followed by wholesale

violence and even anarchy. It was even asserted and

believed that he could not be taken. The wildest

stories were current among the masses, that his arrest

had been attempted on repeated occasions, but that no

jail was proof against his superhuman powers; that he

had bodily walked away from his captors; that he had

been stood up by the police and military and shot at

with cannon, but that no cannon ball or shell could do

him the slightest injury. It had been no little shock to

his authority over the masses when he was quietly

marched off to jail and put under lock and key without
the direct intervention of the elements. And India,

which before his arrest had been seething with rumors
and unrest, began to breathe easily again.

But Gandhi's name is yet much in the Indian press

and always with it is joined the term Mahatma, Saint.

The agitator or the liberal, the insurgent or the mod-
erate, still holds him in reverence. And his doctrine of

Ahimsa, non-injury, that is, the not giving of pain to

any living creature, the old Jain and Hindu cult which
has been twisted into the new doctrine of non-coopera-

tion, is still heard, in places.

But, if one may gather evidence during a very few
weeks' sojourn in upper India through more or less in-

timate talks with people in the streets and villages,

Gandhi's influence may be described as on the wane.

There are very few Gandhi caps now seen even in Alla-

habad, which was once almost the centre of the move-
ment. Of the Punjab I shall speak later. I was at

Allahabad on the date of the eclipse. As usual, on such

a day the confluence of the Ganges and Jumna rivers

was thronged with myriads of devout Hindus who were
bathing in the sacred waters. The banks, the water,

the roads, were crowded with the familiar multitudes.

There was the array of Sennyasis, holy men, fakirs,

naked and streaked with saffron and ashes, urging their

toll on the passersby. There were those doing hard
penance for sins committed, a shrouded woman here

proclaiming to the world that she had been guilty of the

sacrilege of killing a cow, the sacred animal, whose tail

she wore as a sign of her shame; a holy man there with

hand held upright until it shrivelled that he might win

a certain merit. It was on such occasions that the

Gandhi orators were wont most busily to ply their argu-

ment to eager and shouting crowds. But on this occa-

sion, though I walked the whole crowd through, I saw
only one Gandhi orator, and his crowd was limited to

but some fifty people. His speech was the same as of

old

—

swaraj and the immediate benefits that would ac-

crue, but the crowd was apathetic and the customary

Mahatma Gandhi ki jai, praise to Saint Gandhi, when
called for by the speaker, was spoken in a heartless

manner. As I passed a bystander turned to me with a

smile, pointed at the man, and remarked with a shrug,

bewakuf, dishonest.

There has been some dishonesty in the talk of the

Gandhi agitators, or at least of the swaraj agitators.

They have been telling the ignorant peasants that when
swaraj, self-government, comes, wheat, which not long

ago cost 3 seers to the rupee, would at once go to its

ancient price of 20 seerx to the rupee; and that there
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would be no taxes. This fact has been directly told me
by peasants themselves.

But with Gandhi now temporarily out of the way the

more radical Indian press is laying less and less stress

on the doctrine of Ahimaa; and now comes the news of

the Turkish victory over a European antagonist, and

the possibility that Great Britain will become involved

in the question of the Khalifat.

Whatever Great Britain does will, in a way, lose her

some prestige, for the moment at least, in India. If she

fights Turkey, as seems now very improbable, she may
have actively engaged against her a considerable num-
ber of Indian Moslems, if not in the field, then as dan-

gerous agitators here in India. And a number of Hin-

dus may, and probably will, join in the agitation. If

she gives way and compromises, as seems likely, and the

treaty of Sevres is revised greatly in favor of the Turk,

she will lose color, for it will appear that once more the

Asiatic has overthrown the European, and England is

acting in fear. And this thought will lend one more
argument to the agitator.

It is a little curious that the Hindu has lent himself

to this Mohammedan rejoicing over a Mohammedan
victory. He can hardly have forgotten that not so long

ago there was a Mohammedan conquest of India, and
that during the long period of Delhi sultans, about 400

years, the blood of martyred Hindus flowed like water,

their treasure was looted, and their homes and temples

ruthlessly violated. They can hardly fail to know also

that the lot of non-Moslems has not been a happy one

in the Turkish Empire. Further, the very term Ghazi,

which they so freely apply to Mustapha Kemal, means
that the person to whom it is applied has earned the

distinction by slaying with his own hand an infidel.

The Emperor Akbar earned it when he was a child of

eleven or twelve, by slaying with his own hand an aged
and grievously wounded old Hindu king. The Moslems
of India may join in a brotherhood with the Hindus of

India for the independence of the mother country from
Great Britain. But if they make common cause with
the Turk or the Afghan, the story will be a different

one and will be written in red. On the subject of mak-
ing common cause with the unbeliever the Koran is

quite explicit. And the Mohammedan still reads and
quotes the Koran.

And there is yet no small evidence of the innate hos-

tility between Mohammedan and Hindu. The Moplah
rising of two years ago marked the slaughter of thou-

sands of Hindus by a fanatical Arab Moslem tribe.

Only a few months ago in Multan during a Moslem fes-

tival some of the faithful celebrated the day by slaugh-

tering a cow near a Hindu shrine. There was some
blood shed other than bovine; and committees of Mo-
hammedans and Hindus, among whose numbers are

some of the most noted of Indians, are striving ear-

nestly to patch up the ill-starred rent. But Hindus are

thinking. There are a great many cattle in India, even
in city streets; and in places it would be safer for an
experimenting automobilist, if he could choose, to run
down a man than a cow.

I have said that India now is quiet, in spite of the stir

created in the press by the Moslem victory. There is,

however, one spot in India that yet has not forgotten

the affair at Amritsar, now something over a year ago,

and that is the Punjab. There is yet everywhere abun-
dant evidence offered on both sides concerning the wis-

dom or the unwisdom of General Dyer's action. The
English residents of India assert with confidence that

previous to the Amritsar affair all India had been on

the point of offering violence to the English. Civilians

or soldiers were insulted openly, even women were not

safe, and there were cases, once quite unknown, of

white women being attacked. A large open-air meeting

was called in a public garden or square in Amritsar. It

was known that this meeting would be largely given

over to anti-British agitation. The meeting was for-

bidden by the authorities. When the order was not

obeyed, General Dyer marched through the narrow
street with some eighty Indian soldiers, and after the

mob's refusal to disperse opened fire, and continued

firing until some two hundred were killed.

The English and European residents in India gener-

ally assert that General Dyer's action saved the situa-

tion; that after Amritsar there was no more personal

danger to Europeans; and that this stern measure of

discipline, coupled with the arrest of Gandhi, has

quieted India. The Indians, however, moderates and
extremists, are not of the same mind, but date the be-

ginning of India's utter determination to attain self-

rule from the day of the Amritsar "massacre." And it

is quite possible that in a measure both may be right.

But the Punjab has never been at rest since Amritsar.

And it is symptomatic of the unrest how the Punjabis,

and especially some of the Sikhs, have been making of

every slight opportunity an occasion to show their spirit

of opposition. I am speaking, of course, in general

terms. There are pro-British Sikhs in abundance, as

there are pro-British Indians everywhere. But an inci-

dent that occurred less than a month ago, and which is

now much in the papers, will illustrate. The thing in

itself is trifling enough, the dispute would have been

settled at any other time by a magistrate after a few
days of inquiry, and would have been forgotten. But
this is India in 1922. Gandhi's doctrine of Ahimsa,

non-violent resistance, is still heard, and hence unex-

pected things continue to happen in unexpected ways.

The Mahant of the Sikhs, a quasi-official priest, living

in their sacred city of Amritsar, lays claim to a gar-

den, the Guru ka Bagh. The Akalis, a Sikh sect, seem
long to have regarded it as belonging to them, and
strove to make good their claim by cutting some trees

in it. The Mahant, as at any other time would be nat-

ural, appealed to the police, and they, until the difficulty

could be ironed out in the courts, forbade any trespass

in the garden. The Akalis refused to recognize the

Government and persisted in invading the garden;

there were mobs and lathis (sticks) were used by the

officers, men were wounded, some seriously, and the In-

dian Government had a problem on its hands.

To us in the West the whole thing looks simple

enough, a mob resisting the officers of the law, and

the duty of the community in general seems simple and

obvious. But obvious things are far from obvious, in

India. Sikhs are now enrolling themselves in the band
of the Akalis, pledged to resist, not by violence, all

action of the police and the Government. The Mahant
has been denounced as a traitor to the sacred cause of

India. This resistance to authority has been proclaimed

as a part of the sacred doctrine of Ahimsa; and the In-

dian newspapers have taken up the cry as a battle call

for the liberation of India from alien rule. The ex-

tremist press, notably the Allahabad Independent, has
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gone even farther and proclaimed the banded Akalis as

the nucleus of an Indian army of liberation. It talks

less of non-violence and Ahimsa than of fierce-eyed,

bearded men, who have served in the wars and know a

thing or two more than turning the cheek to the smiter;

and speaks with contumely of law and order when it is

alien-ordained.

And so a problem that seems simple enough, with

only one unknown quantity, the ownership of the Bagh,

becomes complicated with all the unknowns in India.

Committees of inquiry are started. Highest officials

are called back from their vacations, and newspapers

have two matters for headlines, the Akalis and Kemal
Pasha.

The whole thing seems to resolve itself into a fairly

simple formula after all. There is a small but extremely

loud Indian press which resents each and every show of

British authority, and regards every expression of such

authority, quite apart from its merits, as an insult to

Indian nationalism. How large is the influence of this

press is a serious question. It wants Indian self-gov-

ernment, not as a concession, but as a right. The fact

that India now has practical self-government is to it

irrelevant. The way it got it, by British act, and the

fact that it yet works in a manner that is British, and
also the chance utterance of a Lloyd George concerning

India's future, weigh with it far more than the concrete

political instrument now in Indian hands. It sits by
and criticizes without responsibility, while the moder-

ates are busy trying to fit the instrument to Indian

needs. One cannot, at first reading at least, feel much
deep respect for the extremist Indian press. It is on

the other hand very diverting, but may in the long run
prove to be extremely dangerous.

But America must not in any circumstance indulge

in the pleasing pastime of throwing stones. We have

also an extremist press in America. If we will but

change places and remember to study newspapers here

as we study our own, discounting what is obviously to

be discounted, we shall come to have no little respect for

Indian journalism. For in these days of serious prob-

lems the better press of India has been sane and full of

wise judgment.

Mussoorie, India, October 1

A Remarkable Loan Exhibition
Masterpieces by the Early American Cabinet-Maker, Duncan Phyfe

ONE of the most important exhibitions of historic

American craftsmanship has been inaugurated at

the Metropolitan Museum of Art, an exhibition of fur-

niture from the workshop of Duncan Phyfe, the famous
New York cabinet-maker of early days whose best

period extended to 1825. The Museum's Bulletin states

that this group of pieces by Phyfe contributes what is

probably the most important one by a single American
cabinet-maker ever brought together, and also observes

that Phyfe is the one cabinet-maker in the history of

American furniture to whom it is possible definitely to

attribute a large group of furniture upon other than

circumstantial evidence. Duncan Phyfe's patronage

was composed of the most important New Yorkers of

the first quarter of the nineteenth century. He carried

on the traditions of design of the best cabinet-makers

of the eighteenth century.

Phyfe came to America from Scotland in 1783 at the

age of sixteen and took up the trade of cabinet-making

in the city of Albany, moving to New York about 1790.

Hepplewhite and Sheraton were the styles that inspired

his earliest work, which was followed, about 1803, by
his interest in the French Directoire, Consulate, and
early Empire models. Later the full Empire style in-

fluenced his work. From 1825 Phyfe's work deterior-

ated. He died in 1854. It is interesting to note that

such a mahogany chair as Phyfe billed to Mr. Baucker
in 1816 would probably fetch $1,000 at the present time.

The present exhibition comprises a surprisingly large

number of pieces, all of Phyfe's best period, generously

lent by private collectors, augmenting the Museum's
own fine examples.

The accompanying illustration pictures but one of

the many groups in the exhibition.
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Judge Hooper on Under Dogs
By Ellis Parker Butler

WHEN Mrs. Clardy had explained, excitedly and

in full, she unwrapped her bandaged hand

and showed our eminent jurist, Justice of the

Peace Lem Hooper, exactly where the dog had bitten

her. With gravity Judge Hooper examined the cauter-

ized wound, adjusting his spectacles to do so and lean-

ing far down from his illustrious bench to get the

best view.

"My! my!" he exclaimed sympathetically; "a nasty

bite, ma'am, if ever there was one! And it was Murchi-

son's big dog bit you, you say, ma'am?"
"I said nothing of the kind!" declared Mrs. Clardy.

"I said Murchison's big dog jumped on Brennan's little

dog and threw it down and was killing it—and five

times its size, judge!—and I took my broom and beat

the big brute over the head until the broomhandle broke

—and no good ! So I grabbed the little dog by the leg,

judge—

"

"And it turned and bit you,"

supplied Judge Hooper. "A
shame, ma'am! But not entirely

out of accord with the human
nature of dogs, Mrs. Clardy.

Not entirely out of accord with

the record and past perform-

ances of the Brennan cur, as

known by me, Mrs. Clardy. A
nasty, trouble-seeking little mon-
grel, ma'am ! A snarling, snap-

ping little wretch, ma'am ! I fear

I cannot grant you a summons
for Mr. Murchison, knowing
that evil-minded Brennan cur as

I do, Mrs. Clardy. The statutes

and ordinances, as a matter of

fact, ma'am, do not require any

citizen—male or female—to in-

terfere in a dog fight."

"But, judge!" exclaimed Mrs.

Clardy. "Would you stand by
and see the under-dog chewed to

pieces?"

Judge Hooper
smiled pleasantly

at the angry Mrs.

Clardy, and slowly

wiped the lenses of

his spectacles.

"It would de-

pend! It would de-

pend!" he said ju-

dicially.

"But, my gracious, judge!" cried Mrs. Clardy; "I

thought everybody knew that a person ought to take

the part of the under-dog."

"Ah! I see you are a good American, ma'am," said

Judge Hooper in the tone that turneth away wrath.

"For some reason that I have been unable to ascertain

the good American seems to have the deep conviction

that it is his duty to consider that the under-dog is

always right. It seems to be the general opinion that

whenever two dogs get into a scrap the good American

should take a club and wallop the upper-dog, no matter
which dog happens to be on top.

"From what I know of Brennan's flea-bit cur, Mrs.

Clardy, I opine that if Murchison's handsome hound had
completed the job and reduced the evil-tempered mon-
grel to something for the street-sweeper to remove, the

ends of right and justice would have been served in A-1
style. Twice, without provocation or cause, the Brennan
cur ripped the pant's-leg of Riverbank's greatest jurist

—meaning Lem Hooper, J. P.—and once he nipped clean

through to my peaceful and law-abiding shin. He goes

up and down picking fights and tasting children, and if

all the hens he has killed were placed end to end they

would reach from hither to yon. That dog wanders our
peaceful streets looking for hounds to insult and annoy,

and when patience ceases to be a virtue and some decent

dog gets the mean little yellow nuisance down and begins

to teach it a valuable lesson some
big-hearted American comes
along and hits the upper-dog

with a brick.

"I know Murchison's big dog,

Mrs. Clardy, and it is an earnest-

minded. God-fearing, well-be-

haved dog. It does not seek

trouble. It aims to live a peace-

ful life. Brennan's cur must
have done and said some mighty
mean things to get that big dog

riled up.

"Just at this time, Mrs.

Clardy, when our Uncle Sam is

strong in the muscle and fat in

the purse and well able to throw

a brick or wield a club, a lady of

your intelligence ought to be

careful how she spreads the

thought 'Kick the upper-dog; the

under-dog is always right.' The
little innocent children, Mrs.

Clardy, gathering around the

dog-fight and seeing you lam-

baste the upper-dog, regardless of past per-

formances and immediate provocations, are

liable to imbibe the thought that all under-

dogs are right and that all upper-dogs are

monsters of hideous injustice. Just at this

time when some big foreign peoples want noth-

ing better than to be left in peace, and some

little ones are full of bile and meanness ; when
it might very well happen that somebody

strong ought to put a knee on the back of somebody

snarly and spank him, regardless of size; it might be

just as well to think a couple of minutes before we aim

the brick."

"Why, Judge Lemuel Hooper!" exclaimed Mrs.

Clardy. "The idea! Do you mean to say that we ought

to feel sympathy for the upper-dog?"

"Yes, ma'am; whenever we can," said Judge Hooper;

"especially because it's so mighty seldom we have an

excuse to."
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What the World Is Doing
Edited by Franklin H. Giddings

Professor of Sociology and the History of Civilization, Columbia University

Domestic Affairs
The Latest Development in Prohibition

THE Administration has suspended the issuing of regu-

lations to give effect to the ruling by the Attorney

General w^hich holds possession or transportation of alco-

holic beverages by foreign ships in American waters, even

when under seal, to be contrary to a decision of the Supreme

Court; such regulations will not be issued prior to action

by the Supreme Court upon the appeal of certain shipping

companies. Meantime, liquor "rations" may be dispensed

by foreign ships while in American territorial waters.

We Receive an Invitation

The invitation to our Government to participate in the

Near East conference, quoted below, explains several

things:

The Governments of Great Britain, France and Italy are

inviting the Governments of Japan, Rumania, Jugoslavia.

Greece and Turkey to send representatives to Lausanne on

November 1.3 to conclude a treaty of peace to end the war
in the East. They are also inviting the Russian and Bul-

garian Governments to send representatives at a date to be

fixed later to participate in the discussions which the con-

ference will undertake in the course of its proceedings on the

subject of the Straits.

The three principal Allied Powers recall that a representa-

tive of the United States Government was present at San
Remo in the final stages of the proceedings of the Supreme
Council which led to the drafting of the Treaty of S&vres in

1920. They would welcome the presence of a United States

^representative at Lausanne in a similar capacity, or in a

more active capacity, especially in the discussion upon the

question of the Straits.

We Reply to It

Secretary Hughes has replied to the invitation above

quoted, the reply taking the form of an aide-memoire as

follows

:

The conference proposed for the purpose of drawing up a

treaty of peace with Turkey will have primarily to deal with

the problems resulting from the state of belligerency between
the Allied Powers, Turkey and Greece. The United States

was neither at war with Turkey nor a party to the armistice

of 1918 and does not desire to participate in the final peace

negotiations nor to assume responsibility for the political and
territorial adjustments which may be effected.

While maintaining this reserve in regard to certain phases

of the Near East settlement, the Government of the United
States does not desire to leave the impression that it regards

its interests as less entitled to consideration than those of

any other Power, or that it is disposed to relinquish rights

enjoyed in common with other Powers, or proper commercial
opportunity, or that it is unconcerned with the humanitarian
interests involved.

For the purpose of clarity certain subjects of particular

American concern may be briefly summarized

:

1. The maintenance of capitulations, which may be
essential to the appropriate safeguarding of non-lMoslem in-

terests.

2. The protection, under proper guarantees, of philan-

thropic, educational and religious institutions.

3. Appropriate undertakings in regard to freedom of

opportunity, without discrimination or special privilege, for

commercial enterprise.

4. Indemnity for losses suffered by Americans in Turkey
as a result of arbitrary and illegal acts.

5. Suitable provisions for the protection of minorities.

6. Assurances touching the freedom of the Straits.

7. Reasonable opportunity for archaeological research

and study.

This brief summary, while not exhaustive, may serve to

indicate the general nature of American interests. To safe-

guard such interests and to facilitate the excliange of views,

the Government of the United States is prepared to send
observers to the proposed conference if this action is agree-

able to the Powers concerned. "Without participating in
the negotiation of the treaty of peace, these observers would
be able to indicate this Government's position in greater
detail than is possible in this aide-memoire, and they could
also inform the American Government of the attitude of

other Powers in matters where there are mutual interests.

As the object in view in submitting this suggestion is

the elimination of any possible cause of misunderstanding,
it is considered appropriate to call attention to the attitude
of the United States in respect to secret treaties and agree-
ments. It is not felt that arrangements previously made
with respect to Turkish territory which provide for the
establishment of zones of special commercial and economic
influence—such, for example, as the tripartite agreement of
1920—are consonant with the principle of the equality of

economic opportunity. It is assumed that the Allied Powers
will not now desire, and do not now intend to carry into
effect, previous arrangements of this nature.
The United States has no desire to take any action which

might embarrass the Allied Powers in the proper effort to

secure peace. It desires nothing which need conflict with
the interests of other countries, if the principle of com-
mercial opportunity for all nations is recognized at the
outset.

The United States has no intention of seeking for itself

or its nationals a position of special privilege, but it desires

to protect its rights and to assure the open door.

Finally, it wishes to afford protection to its citizens who
wish to continue the humanitarian work which has been
carried on for generations in the Near East and is rendered
more essential than ever by the present conditions.

Le Temps on Our Reply

The semi-official Temps of Paris comments as follows

(New York Times translation) on the above reply and on

Secretary Hughes's recent speech at Boston, in which he

made some remarks on the Near East situation:

In the note which the United States Government delivered

to the Entente Powers yesterday we find the clear intention
not to intervene in Near Eastern discussions. But if we
read further we find that the American note contains a com-
plete peace programme which the Turks are to be got to

sign. The American note deals with the capitulations, the
open door, the freedom of the Straits, the protection of

minorities, and so on. In short, this note oscillates between
abstention and injunction. Whatever opinion one has on
the ideas expressed in the name of the United States, they
certainly do not agree.

If the Washington Government considers the Turks as
murderers and the Allies as checker-players [Secretary
Hughes in his

Boston speech
intimated that

both Turks
and Greeks
had been guil-

ty of atroci-

ties.] ; if it re-

fuses to as-

sociate in the

negotiations
or share the
responsibili-
ties, how does
it expect to

get its peace
]) r ogramme
adopted ? Af-

ter what Mr.
Hughes h a s

just said in

Boston he ap-

I)arently does

not hope that

the Turks will

give him sat-

isfaction by a

spontaneous
movement of

sympathy and

He walked right out, and-

-TURNED AROUND —

The OtiUm .Vficii
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The West Point cadets on parade in the Yale Bowl before the Yale-IVest Point football game on October 28

gratitude.

And then he was careful to add : "The President of the
United States has no power to throw his country into war,
even a holy war." This, then, means that it is not by force
that he intends to get what he wants. Then what help
does the American Government offer to the European Powers,
who are to try to make the American programme triumph
in the conference where America will have only a simple
observer?

Our Government and the International Court

It is reported that our Government is in negotiation with
a view to its participation in the selection of judges of the

International Court at The Hague, and (this matter ar-

ranged) to giving "its formal support to that court as an
independent tribunal of international justice." The lan-

guage quoted is a little vague. The court is a child of the

League. Just how it is proposed that our Government
should participate in selection of the judges without par-

ticipation in the League, or at the least without formal

acknowledgment of the League of Nations, requires to be

explained. Some do say that in this business we are moving
towards an association of nations in the interest of world
peace, to be based on the International Court and to replace

the League. But the most we can surely say concerning

that association of nations is that it will be there when it

has arrived.

They Are All Coming Back

America is a dreadfully crude country, no sort of coun-

try, you know, for artists to live in, but nevertheless they
are all coming back as usual to "touch" us. The following

arrived on the Olympic on October 31 : Feodor Chaliapine,

Mme. Freda Hempel, Josef Hofmann, the pianist, Huber-
man, the violinist, and the Flonzaley Quartette (this is their

nineteenth visit)

.

The British Empire
The New Government

HAVING been formally elected leader of the Conserva-

tive Party, Mr. Bonar Law on October 23 accepted

the Premiership. Parliament was dissolved on the 26th.

General elections will be held on November 15, and it is

expected that the new Parliament will be convened on or

soon after November 20.

In his speech accepting the leadership of his party, Mr.

Law declared that the supreme need of Britain at this

moment is "conservatism in the broad sense of the word
. . . tranquillity, freedom from adventures and commit-

ments, both at home and abroad ... to avoid attempts

at improvement which at another time would be very de-

sirable and necessary ... as little interference as pos-

sible either by legislation or by administration."

In later speeches Mr. Law has not added much of sub-

stantial or specific to the above pronouncement. Of course

his Irish policy will be one of fulfillment of pledges given

to southern Ireland and of solicitous regard to the rights

of Ulster. There seems to be an understanding among the

leaders of the several parties that the Free State Constitu-

tion (passed by the Dail Eireann on October 23), since it

contains nothing obnoxious to the London Agreement, shall

be ratified at once by the new Parliament without change,

along with the consummating legislation required to give

full legal status to the Free State. As to the foreign pol-

icy: the expression quoted above, "freedom from adventure

and commitments," is somewhat enigmatic. It might be

taken, for example, to mean a policy of scuttle from Meso-

potamia, Persia, and Palestine, and abandonment of the

protectorate over Arabia (for the relation is virtually a

protectorate), leaving the House of Hussein to fend for
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itself. But the more plausible interpretation would give

to the words quoted the meaning, "abstention from further

adventures and commitments." It should be noted in this

connection that Lord Balfour, the champion of Zionism, has

taken occasion since Mr. Law's elevation to invite attention

to the sacredness of the obligations undertaken by Britain

in the Holy Land. Certain statements by Mr. Law, taken

in connection with the fact that Lord Curzon has been con-

t i n u e d as

Foreign Min-

ister, indi-

cate that the

policy of the

new Govern-

ment regard-

i n g the
Turkish set-

tlement will

be practical-

ly a continu-

ation of the

policy of the

late Govern-

ment.

As to what
is likely to

be Mr. Law's
policy upon
the most im-

portant ques-

tion of all

—

the German
que stion —
there are

only slender

hints to go

on; hints,
h we V e r ,

which seem to promise an attempt for closer co-

operation with France, and which certainly indicate

dissent from the extreme view which has been mak-

ing head in Britain, namely, that Germany cannot

make substantial payments. As to economy, retrench-

ment, the new Chancellor of the Exchequer has

honestly (but not too tactfully, perhaps) admitted that he

sees no chance for important reductions in the next budget.

Indeed, so few and so trifling are the differences which

so far have disclosed themselves between the policies of

the late Coalition Government and the new Conservative

Government, that Lord Balfour with fierce scorn and anger

lambastes the Die-Hards, charging them with selfishness,

cupidity, and lack of patriotism, in disrupting the Coalition;

for that the Coalition stood in no danger from the onsets

of the Labor Party with its near-Bolshevist programme,
whereas now the Labor Party may have a dangerous

strength in the next Parliament.

The resolution at the Carlton Club which shattered the

Coalition declared willingness of the Conservatives to "co-

operate with the Coalition Liberals." This should have

meant a willingness to support a certain number of Na-
tional (formerly Coalition) Liberal candidates, in return

for National Liberal support of an equal number of Con-

servative candidates. But Lord Balfour says that the dec-

laration was disingenuous. Lloyd George has declared

that, if the Conservatives wage war on their old associates,

why, then, "Lay on, Macduff!" He "allows" that the Con-

servatives will be the first to say "Enough." He prefers

a friendly arrangement, which would allow of National

Liberal support of the Conservatives should the latter lack

a majority (as most probably they will) in the next Par-

liament. "We simply want a party," says Lloyd George,

"or gxoup, or section, or whatever you call a collection of

International.

The house where Roosevelt was born (28 West
Twentieth street. New York City), now almost

restored by the Women's Roosevelt Memorial
Association

men of the same mind, that in the next Parliament will see

that, whoever wins, there shall be no detriment to the na-

tional interest from revolutionary methods on the one hand
or reactionary methods on the other."

The nominations are to be made on November 4. Lloyd

George will then know whether the Conservatives intend

to invade the National Liberal preserves, and will shape his

course accordingly. Just now Lloyd George he lie low like

Brer Rabbit. He has a convenient cold. Perhaps before

it is cured the Conservatives will have made some more
definite pronouncements, giving him a handle, furnishing

him a lead. One might suppose, from the neat little state-

ment quoted above, that Lloyd George is fain to efface

himself, that self-effacement (in the jolly Americanism)
is now his middle name. The world would need a deal of

convincing of that.

The Platforms

The Conservatives and the National Liberals have not

published definite platforms. The Independent (Asquith)

Liberal platform is expressed in ten "principles" as fol-

lows:

1. Peace and disarmament made secure through the

League of Nations.
2. Revision and settlement of reparations and interallied

dehts.

3. Drastic economy and abandonment of military ad-

ventures.

4. Protection of workers against unemployment and fair

treatment of trade unions as the only basis of industrial

peace.
~). Unqualified free trade, with repeal of protective meas-

ures.

0. Defence of social services such as education, housing
and public health.

7. Political and legal equality of men and women.
5. Reform of land system and taxation of land values.

9. Democratic reform of the licensing system.
10. Proportional representation.

The "wee-free," simon pure, Liberals were always "long"

on principles.

Labor has issued an elaborate manifesto, too long for

quotation here. It has a rich Muscovite bouquet; calls for

a capital levy, and all that sort of thing. It is probably

quite true that the great Labor leaders—men like Clynes,

Henderson, and Thomas— , should they arrive to form a Gov-

ernment, would not attempt to realize such a subversive

programme. But it looks as though they are hoist with

their own petard; for the number of votes they have won
by this rubicund manifesto is probably much more than

offset by the number they have lost by frightening thou-

sands of workmen who have no stomach for such experi-

ments.

The Borough Elections

The Labor Party lost out badly in borough elections

throughout the Kingdom on November 1 ;
perhaps an omen,

perhaps not.

The New Ministry

The new ministry may turn out better than it promises.

It is proper, however, to remark that at first blush it seems

chiefly remarkable for the number of swells (peers and

sons of peers) included; it does not seem remarkable for

intellect or ability. Only Lord Derby may without question

be rated first-class.

Germany
A Political Merger

THE Social Democratic Party (Majority Socialists) and

the Independent Socialist Party of Germany, have

combined as the United Social Democratic Party. The new
party has 160 of the 469 seats in the Reichstag. Wirth,

being supported by this party and by the Centrists (sixty-

eight seats) and the Democrats (forty seats), has a good

working majority. But there are rumblings; it is not all

harmony in this coalition.
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Reparations

A new French reparations plan submitted to the Repara-
tions Commission proposed Allied supervision of the finances,

not only of the Central German Government, but also of

the separate German States. It did not mention a mora-
torium. By contrast, a new British plan proposed a mora-
torium but was silent concerning Allied control of German
finances. The British and French members of the Commis-
sion have ajrreed on a compromise between the two plans.

The entire Reparations Commission is now in Berlin to try

to prevail on the German Government to accept the com-

promise. It involves a stricter "control" than the Ver-

sailles Treaty requires Germany to accept, but it is hoped
that the German Government will regard the moratorium
as more than an offset to stricter "control."

If report is true, Herr Stinnes is trying to help things

along by declaring that he regards the Stinnes-de Lubersac

agreement looking to reconstruction of the devastated area

of France as a "mere scrap of paper."

A Singular Constitutional Amendment

Through enactment of a singular amendment to the Con-

stitution of the Reich, Herr Ebert, who was elected Pro-

visional President by the long-since defunct National As-
sembly, becomes Constitutional President until June 30,

1925. The explanation is that contemplation of a presi-

dential election creates a panic in the breasties of the good

gentlemen of the Reichstag.

Italy

Mussolini Wins

ON October 28 Premier Facta resigned, in face of Mus-
solini's ultimatum that, unless control of the Gov-

ernment should be peacefully surrendered to the Fascist!,

they would seize it. Mussolini demanded the six chief cab-

inet portfolios; should these be refused, he would order a

general mobilization of his followers and take by force what
was denied to his gentle solicitation. Signor Facta put it

up to the King, submitting to him for signature a decree

proclaiming a state of siege throughout Italy. The King
refused to sign and sent for Mussolini. It is said that, on

receiving the summons, Mussolini proceeded to d'Annunzio's

\'illa on the Lago di Garda, to take counsel with the poet-

hero. This aspect of the situation, this reappearance of

d'Annunzio as a factor in Italian politics, is not reassuring

to those who, while admiring d'Annunzio as warrior, poet,

and lover, find it difficult to accept him as a politician.

On October 30 Mussolini formed a Government. Dis-

patches differ as to its complexion. Certainly the most im-

portant portfolios are given to Fascist! (.Mussolini himself

takes Foreign Affairs and the Interior) and the National-

ists (close cousins to the Fascist!) and the Catholic or Popo-

lare party are represented. The appointments of General

Diaz as Minister of War and Vice-Admiral Thaon de Revel

as Minister of the Navy, are significant; the services (and

especially the officers) are friendly to the Fascist!.

The Roman Triumph

The new Cabinet was sworn in on the 31st. The oath

reads: "I swear to be faithful to my King and his legal

descendants. I swear to be true to the Constitution and
fundamental laws of the State for the inseparable welfare

of my King and my country." If Mussolini keeps that oath

and confines himself to reforms "within the Constitution,"

all should be well. On conclusion of the ceremony, the

King, seized by an excess of emotion, embraced Mussolini.

There followed a parade through Rome of 100,000 Fas-
cist!, "Black-Shirts," led by Mussolini, who, bareheaded and
in a black shirt, walked the entire four miles. His follow-

ers, assembled from all Italy, including Sicily, were armed
only with riding crops and "bludgeons." The armed Fas-
cista detachments remained outside the city.

Through the heart of the city the Triumph proceeded, to

the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, where in succession one

man from each regional detachment deposited a palm and
another a wreath of flowers. The first wreath was depos-

ited by a Garibaldian Red-Shirt, nigh a hundred years old.

Then on at double-quick up the hill to the Quirinal, where
the King stood on the balcony; to whom they dipped flags,

as they had done at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.

Thence to the railroad station, where trains were waiting

to take them to their homes throughout Italy. General

demobilization of the Fascist! has been ordered.

Now What?

That is discussed in an editorial in this issue.

Lenin and the Krasin-Urquhart

Agreement

THE Soviet Council of Commissars has repudiated the

agreement made between Krasin and Leslie Urquhart,

head of the Russo-Asiatic Company, as not wishing to com-

mit the Soviet Government to too great intimacy with Brit-

ain.

A New York Times correspondent put the following qu s-

tion to Lenin the other day:

I.S till' refusal to ratify the I'l-qiihart a};reeiiHMit a victory

for the Left ('oiiiiminist wingV What are the conditions

that would make ratification possible

V

He received the following reply:

Here are the real facts. The unjust decision of England

in refusing to let us participate in the conference \i. c. to

allow Moscow full participation in the Near East peace

conference] was to such an extent unexpected and raised

such indignation in Russia and consequently so consolidated

not only the Right and Left wings of the Communists, hut

also the great mass of the Russian people, that there could

no Icmger be any difference between the Left and the Right.

We are sure that what we said in our refusal to ratify the

Urquhart agreement expressed not only the opinion of the

entire party, but also the popular sentiment of Russia.

As to a renewal of negotiations and ratification of the

agreement with Mr. Urquhart, that depends on England's

International.

Moslem chiefs at the laying of the corner-stone of a mosque in

Paris. Marshal Lyautey laid the corner-stone

removing the crying injustice toward Russia in circumscrib-

ing her rights of participation in the Near Eastern con-

ference. As to the concrete conditions of the Urquhart
agreement I have had no time as yet to examine the details

and can only say that the Government has decided to invite

discussion in our press in order to elicit seriously all the

pros and cons of a settlement, whether this concession is in

the best interests of Russia.

Congratulations to Lenin on his complete recovery.
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Turkey, Etc.
Greek Evacuation of Eastern Thrace

GREEK military evacuation of Eastern Thrace was
completed on October 29. It is reported also that on

that date very few Christians were left in Eastern Thrace.

In the course of the Christians' mad flight, the mortality

among them (especially of children and the aged) was
considerable, and the plight of most of the surviving

refugees is in the last degree miserable.

A Wretched Fate

It is reported that all Greek soldiers in the hands of the

Turks who are technically renegade Turkish subjects, are

to be tried by special military tribunals, charged with high

treason. The Allied High Commissioners have appealed to

to the Angora Government on behalf of these unfortunates.

The Peace Conference

It would appear that the Near East peace conference

will not, after all, be postponed on account of the political

crisis in Great Britain, but will open on November 13 at

Lausanne, Switzerland.

Nippur versus Jerusalem
AMONG the finds of the Babylonian expedition of the

University of Pennsylvania were a vast number of

clay tablets gathered from the ruins of Nippur, about 100

miles southeast of the site of Babylon; part of them in-

Iiitu niitional.

The new U. S. Army 16-inch gun on barbette carriage, for coast

defense. Range over thirty miles

scribed in the Semitic-Babylonian language, part in the

pre-Semite Sumerian language. The work of deciphering

these tablets has been going on for many years. A tablet

inscribed in the Sumerian language, first deciphered very

recently by Dr. Chiera, Assistant Professor of Assyriology

of the University of Pennsylvania, gives an account of the

fall of man, in the form of a dialogue between a god

(whether En-lil, the great Sumerian god who became the

Babylonian Bel, or some other, does not appear) and a man
who obviously represents mankind and whom one is tempt-

ed to identify with Adapa (perhaps the Babylonian form
of "Adam") of the Adapa myth, or Eabani of the Gil-

gamesh Epic.

The script on the tablet is badly defaced, but in what
remains there are close resemblances to the Biblical story.

There is a forbidden food whereof the man has eaten, 'm

wit, the food of knowledge; for which disobedience he is cast

forth from the abode of happiness and compelled to work.

Moreover, in the light of the knowledge disobediently ac-

quired, he adopts clothing. At the end the god remembers
him of mercy and blesses man. "Humanity," he says,

"thou art to know abundance."

Now the question asks itself (and herein lies the chief

interest of the discovery) : Is this tablet or the story in-

scribed thereon more ancient than the Biblical narrative of

the fall? Dr. Chiera declares that the date of the tablet is

between 2100 and 2200 B. C, whereas "the writing of the

Hebrew account took place, according to the best authori-

ties, at some date later than 1000 B. C." Of course, the

mere fact that the tablet is inscribed in the Sumerian lan-

guage is no proof of so early a date of writing as 2000

B. C; for after Sumerian ceased to be a "spoken" lan-

guage it continued in use as a ritual language (much like

Latin) until well past the middle of the first millennium

B. C. Therefore one waits with excitement for an exact

statement of the grounds on which Dr. Chiera bases his

declaration as to the date of the tablet. Archaism of pot-

tery, of script, or of language ; certain proof that the tablet

came from a particular stratum (for strata have been defi-

nitely distinguished in the ruins of Nippur, the lowest far

antedating 5000 B. C.) ; or what?
Confidently assigning to the tablet a date earlier than

2100 B. C, Dr. Chiera contends that the Hebrews took over

the Semitic-Babylonian (not Sumerian, though related in

the Sumerian language) story of the fall of man and

adapted it as we find it in the Biblical narrative. It should

be noted in this connection that a fragment of the Baby-

lonian account of the deluge had previously, by a general

concurrence of Oriental scholars, been assigned to a time

antedating 2000 B. C, and many contended that the Hebrew
narrative of the deluge had a Babylonian source. Their

confidence, however, was weakened by the fact that a

deluge-tradition is almost universal among primitive peo-

ples. It has now been immensely buttressed by this dis-

covery of Dr. Chiera's.

But even should Dr. Chiera make good his claim as to the

date of his tablet, to fly therefrom to the conclusion that the

Biblical narrative is a mere adaptation of the Babylonian

myth is not necessary. The body of Babylonian sacred

literature, as it has come down to us, is evidently "worked

up" from sources far more ancient. May it not be argued

(without offense to the conservative mode of interpreting

the Scriptures) that from common sources a pure stream

of tradition flowed into Jerusalem and a corrupt stream

into Nippur, the Holy City of Babylonia? Abraham left Ur
of the Chaldees, eminent scholars say, about 2000 B. C;
i. e., after some priest of Nippur had inscribed the tablet

now deciphered by Dr. Chiera. What then? As time went

on, one might retort to Dr. Chiera, the traditions of the

origin and early history of man, more and more corrupted

and perverted, were embodied in Babylonian literature;

and, as time went on, the same traditions, uncorrupted,

were transmitted orally from one generation to another of

Jews, until finally, some time after 1000 B. C, they were

nut in writing. The writer is a mere tyro in such matters,

'ind therefore craves pardon for this little counter-blast to

Dr. Chiera's charge of plagiarism against the Old Testa-

ment.

Several Things
Japanese evacuation of the Siberian mainland was com-

pleted on October 28. Troops of the Far Eastern Republic

occupy Vladivostok and seem to be conducting themselves

well. The Priamur Government (the White Government

whose capital was Vladivostok) is on trek into Korea and

Manchuria. It is rumored that the Far Eastern Republic

will make Vladivostok its capital in place of Chita.
* * *

Secretary Hughes has invited the Governments of the

five Central-American states to send representatives to

Washington to confer with a view to establishing their re-

lations on a permanently friendly basis. Especially does

Mr. Hughes hope that the participating States will "set an

example to the world, and above all to the Powers of this

hemisphere, by adopting effective measures for 'the limita-

tion of armaments in Central America."—The idea of fur-

nishing an example in little to the Powers of Europe is

pleasing.
* * *

The total world-harvest of 1922 is reported to be a little

above that of 1921.
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The National Movement in Music
By Charles Henry Meltzer

THE movement which took shape a year ago, chiefly

in Chicago, but in many other phices in the

United States as well, with the broad purpose

of encouraging American lyric drama and American

musicians, has been growing fast. As a logical deduc-

tion from its general aim, the movement has upheld the

great idea that our own language should be gradually

substituted in American opera houses for the Italian,

French, and German now in favor here.

Till lately, the mere thought of hearing English, and

not foreign tongues, in opera has been regarded by

unthinking folk as monstrous. A right which is en-

joyed abroad by eveiy self-respecting, paying opera-

goer has been derided as beyond the bounds of reason.

Our composers have been—not, perhaps, ignored by

foreign opera managers—but treated with offensive

condescension. They certainly have not been much en-

couraged to win fame or fortune. And, though our

singers have been given some support, they have been

slighted and disheartened far too often.

But a reaction against all the bad traditions of our

leading opera houses began last year and has since

then developed, till now some of our most important

critics have expressed approval of the "movement."

For their new attitude, and for the fast increasing

sympathy of countless thousands in this country with

the artistic aspirations of our musicians—singers, com-

posers, conductors, and instrumentalists—full credit

should go first to the aggressive and unselfish work of

a society founded in Chicago, thanks largely to the in-

telligent initiative of Mrs. Eleanor Everest Freer, her-

self a composer with a position in "society."

It is to Mrs. Freer, and to a devoted group of asso-

ciates (among them Mrs. Louis E. Yager, Mrs. Albert

J. Ochsner, Dean Peter Lutkin, of Northwestern Uni-

versity, Mr. Wallace Rice, Mrs. C. Furness Hately,

Mme. Cyrena Van Gordon, the American mezzo-soprano,

and others), that Chicago owes the existence of the

Opera in Our Language Foundation, with which has

lately been aflliliated the David Bispham Memorial Fund.

The work of these enthusiasts, at the outset, was by
no means easy. It was obstructed, in the usual way,

by the apathy of the musicians it was helping, by the

interested and of course inevitable hostility of foreign

artists and their foreign managers, and by the honest

though preposterous belief of many worthy souls that

no good "could come out of Nazareth." "Translated

opera"—the kind of opera insisted on in all artistic

lands, France, Germany, and Italy among them—was
talked of scoffingly. At the New York Metropolitan it

was denounced as "retrogressive." English, by many,
was regarded as ridiculous in opera. And this despite

the fact that, some years ago, no less conspicuous a

person than Mr. Tito Ricordi, while on a visit to New
York, had declared publicly that "next to Italian, Eng-
lish was the most easily singable of all languages."

The fact that Richard Wagner, his widow, and his son

had all desired the great Wagnerian music-dramas to

be sung here in the language of this country went for

naught. The foreign interests involved were as a unit

against changing the long-hallowed opera system.

Faith, however, really may move mountains. One
by one many of our most respected musicians threw

their lot in with the Opera in Our Language Founda-

tion. Maestro Polacco came out openly in favor of its

plans. Mr. Walter Damrosch has, more recently, pro-

nounced himself as at least a partial convert.

But what did more, perhaps, then anything to stimu-

late and cheer the friends of American art and the be-

lievers in opera in English was the endorsement—in

a big and generous way—of the purposes of the Founda-

tion, by Mrs. Edith Rockefeller McCormick, who, for

five years had lavished thought and time and millions

in support of the Chicago Opera Company. This lady

made it known that she was not only interested in

American opera, but also intended to assure its being

heard, by providing means for the production of a cer-

tain number of American lyric dramas. She went much
further; for she proclaimed urbi et orbi that she

thought English should be sung in American opera

houses; while, as a step toward making that dream a

reality, she retained the writer to make new, sane

English versions of the foreign librettos.

Apart from this, the Opera in Our Language Founda-

tion and the David Bispham Memorial Fund have de-

pended absolutely for funds on the contributions of the

American public. Some months ago they invited and

secured the cooperation of the Federation of American

Musical Clubs, an all-powerful factor in our musical

development, if actively interested. Branches of the

Foundation were organized in New York, in the Mid-

West, in many Southern States, and on the Pacific Coast.

The next step was the announcement of a nation-wide

"drive," to raise, if possible, a fund of one million dol-

lars for an American Opera House, in which works by

both foreign and American composers and librettists

would be performed only in English.

High hopes exist that the million-dollar drive will

prove successful. In that case, before twelve months

elapse, we may see one opera house at least devoted to

American opera. The ambition of those fighting for the

cause is to make the projected American Opera House

a home of American art and a heritage for our descend-

ants; to organize, reorganize, or assist American opera

companies; to encourage American composers; and,

incidentally, to keep alive the name of David Bispham,

a pioneer of opera in English and a far-famed artist.

This year a series of six "Mornings of American

Opera" will be given in Chicago, probably at the Play-

house, to demonstrate the existence (which it has been

the custom of some people to deny) of at least good

works by our composrs. To win their fight, the pro-

moters of the movement know quite well that they must

prove their case, by producing American operas, print-

ing intelligent English versions of foreign librettos,

and teaching singers to sing English clearly, musically,

and expressively. Not the least sensible outcome of

their efforts is the foundation, in Chicago, of an Ameri-

can School of Opera, for the training of such singers.

The best librettos in the world would not mean more

than the unmeaning foreign words now borne with by

Americans unless the singers could enunciate them.
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New Books and Old
IF the middle-ag'ed person will use his

reason he will know that children
fare better and better every year in

regard to their books. I say that he
must use his reason, for our emotions
constantly tell us that the children's

books of our own first decade were the
best of all. So they were—because we
then had the advantage (since lost) by
virtue of our eight, ten, or twelve
years of age, of being able to appre-
ciate them as we never can do again.
But today children not only have their
new books, but they have all the old
favorites reprinted, and in the most
attractive editions.

"Ah," says some elderly sceptic, "but
I never can like this, that, or the
other book, as well, no matter how
sumptuous the edition, as I did the
little, plain version, with the funny
pictures, and the old, green covers!"
No doubt you cannot. Sir or Madam,
but the boy or girl of today can do it,

and he is doing it.

"I wonder!" replies the sceptic. "I

wonder. Children today have so much;
I think they have too much. I doubt if

they still have the capacity for enjoy-
ment which we had."
Now, if you are going on like that.

Sir, I have no time to talk witb you.

Your grandfather said the same thing
of your generation, and his grandfather
said it of his, and so on back to Og,
King of Bashan.

Among the older books, reprinted

this season in handsome editions, are

Johanna Spyri's "Heidi" (McKay),
with colored pictures by Jessie Willcox

Smith; a holiday edition of John Ben-
nett's "Master Skylark" (Century),
and "The Story of Don Quixote"
(Stokes) with illustrations in color by
Florence Choate and Elizabeth Curtis.

That fine story of the Middle Ages,
Conan Doyle's "The White Company"
(Cosmopolitan), has appeared with
pictures by N. C. Wyeth. Brander
Matthews has revised his anthology,
"Poems of American Patriotism"
(Scribner), and made it include poetry
of the Great War, and Mr. Wyeth has
painted the stirring pictures which ac-

company it.

Other holiday books for children are:

Ralph D. Paine's "Blackbeard Buccan-
eer" (Penn Publishing Co.) ; "More
Beasts for Worse Children" (Knopf),
by Hilaire Belloc; Verbena Reed's "The
Bird-Nest Boarding House" (Dutton)
with pictures by Oliver Herford, and
"The Velveteen Rabbit" (Doran). by
Margery Williams, illustrated by Will-

iam Nicholson.

Among the other books for children,

of which there are so many this year,

it is possible to mention only a few, as

representatives of various classes. If

you seek gifts for children, and wish a
story for older girls, look at "Wisp ; a
Girl of Dublin" fMacmillan). by Kath-
arine Adams. For biography: "Good
Stories for Great Birthdays" (Hough-
ton), by Frances Jenkins Olcott. For
poetry: "The Fairy Flute" (Doran),
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by Rose Fyleman; "Shoes of the Wind"
(Stokes), by a little girl, Hilda Conk-
ling; "The Girl's Book of Verse"
(Stokes), compiled by Mary Gould
Davis, a fine, brief anthology of Eng-
lish poetry by no means only for a girl;

and Sara Teasdale's beautifully deco-

rated volume, "Rainbow Gold" (Mac-
millan), a collection of old and new
poetry for boys and girls.

Among the books about animals is

an excellent compilation of stories and
sketches, with interesting illustrations,

which is called "Puppy Dogs.' Tails"
(Macmillan), edited by Frances Kent,
about all kinds of animals. "The
Mouse Story" (Stokes) is from the
Danish of K. H. With—a popular and
widely known story in Denmark. The
animals of a less known continent are
described in Horacio Quiroga's "South
American Jungle Tales" (Duffield).

There is also a translation of Walde-
mar Bonsel's "The Adventures of
Maya the Bee" (Seltzer) with pictures
in color and in black and white by Ho-
mer Boss. For books of information,
two especially interesting are A. Hyatt
Verrill's "The Boys' Book of Whalers"
(Dodd) and Isabel M. Lewis's "Astron-
omy for Young Folks" (Duffield).

Finally, in the line of imaginative
story-books, in the realm of Lewis Car-
roll and Edward Lear, look at Hugh
Lofting's "The Voyages of Dr. Do-
little" (Stokes) ; the Russian tales by
Mamin Siberiak, called "Verotchka's
Tales" (Dutton) with the novel and
admirable decorations by Boris Artzy-
basheff ; the new volume by the author
of "The Old Tobacco Shop," William
Bowen—this one is called "Solario the
Tailor" (Macmillan). Finally, as one
of the notable books of the autumn,
Carl Sandburg's "Rootabaga Stories"
(Harcourt) is to be recommended, not
only for children, but for all readers
who can enjoy nonsense tales into

whose composition has gone something
like genius.

Recollections of the stage, of actors,

stage-managers, and playwrights, al-

ways make the best kind of biographies
and autobiographies. Authors, artists,

and many other folk are usually drawn
into such a book, and as they are usu-
ally witty and unconventional folk

—

the gypsies rather than the stay-at-

homes among these professions—the
book easily avoids dullness. Augustus
Thomas's autobiography, "The Print of

My Remembrance" (Scribner) is the
book of a traveler, journalist, and
dramatist, and into its pages comes al-

most every interesting American of the
last forty years.

The parts of Henry Ford's "My Life

and Work" (Doubleday) which describe

making automobiles leave me cold, but I

am interested in the methods by which
he made the sparrows keep out of the

wren houses. He has five hundred bird

houses on his farm, one of them for

martins, with seventy-six apartments.
The wrens like swaying nests, while
the sparrows prefer to live in a rigid

dwelling. To keep the sparrows from
following their unpleasant habit of try-
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ing to heave the wrens out of their

OMTi quarters, he mounted the wren
boxes on strips of spring steel so that
they would sway in the wind. "The
wrens liked the idea and the sparrows
did not, so we have been able to have
the wrens nest in peace."

"The Boy Grew Older" (Putnam) is

a novel by Heywood Broun; often very
readable and amusing; often pretty

thin ; often clever and epigrammatic

;

often painfully straining to be both of
these things. Mr. Broun has the news-
paper columnist's hankering for "the
line," the amusing retort. Some of his

chapters end with excellent surprises

and witticisms; at least one of them
goes out with a chestnut so mouldy
that it should get a groan in a small

town variety show. The story is of a
newspaper man, his fleeing wife, his

son Peter, his love affairs, his experi-

ences as writer of a column on sport,

and as war correspondent. Mainly it

is about bringing up Peter. Mr. Broun
is so wedded to his theory that "pro-
priety is one of the vices" that his oc-

casional trifling improprieties sound
far more self conscious than they would
in a novel by some conventional spin-

ster.

Jesse W. Weik's "The Real Lincoln"
(Houghton Mifflin) is intended to sup-
plement the biography of Lincoln by
Herndon, in which Mr. Weik collabor-

ated. This is a careful study of the
personal and domestic characteristics

of the President, but it ends with his

election to the Presidency, and his de-
parture for Washington. Four chap-
ters are devoted to his career as a law-
yer. It discusses such mattei-s as his

preferences in food, his clothes, and
many other curious details.

Herbert G. Pouting, by simple and
unaffected writing, made a fine story
out of his adventures on the South
Polar expedition with Scott, and called

it "The Great White South." It was
further adorned by his remarkable
photographs. Now, his book, "In Lotus
Land: Japan" (Dutton), is a quieter

and less tragic record of travel, sump-
tuously illustrated in color, and with
reproductions of beautiful photographs.

"Disenchantment" (Brentano's) , by
C. E. Montague, is a treatise on the

war by a gallant soldier, an English-

man of the Manchester Guardian School

of politics. He writes a book, packed
with literary allusions, to show that

some of the stories told about the

Germans (that of the cadaver-conver-
sion-factory, for one) were not true,

and that m.any soldiers were "disen-

chanted" because the war did not prove
to be the "war to end war." But since

many of the worst stories about the
Germans—the Lusitania, for example
—were undoubtedly true, and since the

"war to end war" legend was invented
by folk of his own way of thinking,

and never believed in, to any extent,

by anybody else, what is the point?

Edmund Lester Pearson
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In the same test-tubes

that insure the Nation s safety,

Peace finds myriad blessings!

IN i8o2 Eleuthere Irenee du Pont de Nemours,

at the invitation and with the assistance of

Thomas Jefferson, built on the Brandywine River

the first du Pont plant .... the first powder

mill to be erected in America. Jefferson had seen

the vital necessity to the country's safety of insur-

ing its supply of explosives, and so du Pont

became powder-maker to the United States Gov-

ernment.

For the 120 years following, from 1802 to 1922,

the du Pont Company has been a manufacturer

of explosives .... today, explosives are but one

of the family of du Pont products.

And the reason is ... . The Chemical Engineer!

THE Chemical Engineer is a strange mingling of abili-

ties—a coupling of the man of science with the manu-
facmring expert. He is a chemist who knows manufac-

turing as well as his science, and who can take the

chemist's discoveries on the experimental scale and put

them into production on the larger scale of commerce.

His province is the practical transformation of matter

from useless to useful forms. And he has brought into

the world's manufacturing plants a new knowledge, a

new set of abilities, that has revolutionized industry in

the past generation.

The du Pont Company was one of the pioneers in de-

veloping the Chemical Engineer. Since its founding by

E. I du Pont de Nemours, who was himself a chemist,

it has been building on the foundations of chemistry,

for the manufacture of explosives called for increasingly

higher forms of chemical knowledge. And in the early

years of this century, the du Pont Company had come
to have one of the finest research staffs in the country,

and in addition a staff of Chemical Engineers, men who
knew manufacturing as well as chemistry.

This staff was essential, for since 1802 the du Pont Com-
pany's larger service has been to be ready to supply the

Government with whatever explosives it might need for

the country's defense. And for the same reason, the com-

pany had acquired sources of supply for the large quan-

tities of the raw materials that it might one day need

—

acids, nitrates, coal-tar products and other materials that

were absolutely essential to the production of explosives.

In war, immense quantities of such materials are des-

perately needed— in peace, very little— yet the supply

of materials has to be kept open, for who knows when

they may be instantly needed?

But how? The Chemical Engineer found the answer.

And in the answer lies the key to the du Pont Com-

pany's family of products. For the products that du

Pont makes are not unrelated products. Each of them

has its root in one or another of the materials used in

making explosives.

It may be another use of the same materials as in the

manufacture of dyes. It may be a variation in process,

as in the case of Pyralin and Fabrikoid. It may be a

product like paints, varnishes, enamels, etc., in which

the knowledge of the Chemical Engineer is needed, and

the colors produced in dyes, may be used. It may be a

product like ether, or a long list of chemicals that other

industries use, which the du Pont Company produces

in manufacturing its other products.

THUS, the seemingly unrelated products that

carry the du Pont Oval are not strangers,

but brothers in the same family. They are not

merely the diversions of peace, but the peace uses

of materials that the country's emergencies may

require the du Pont Company to have at hand in

overflowing abundance.

This is one of a series of advertisements published

that the public may ha-ve a clearer understanding

of E. I. du Pont de Nemours &Co. and its products.

J^^_eB^
F A B tX I K DID

5niff-proof. stain-proof

and waterproof. For
upholstering furniture

and automobiles, bind-
ing books, matins lu£-

ta~ and other uses.

PAI NTS AND
VARNISHES

For every boasebold
and industrial use.

Enamels, stains, fillers,

automobile finishes,

etc

XPLOSIVES PYRALIN CHEMICALITHOPONE EXPLOSIVES PYRAL
Lithopone and dry col-

ors. Used by paint,

rubber, linoleum,
paper, ink and other

manafacturers.

For every requirement
of civilization; mining,

quarrying, land-clear-

ing, tree-planting, irri-

gation, construCTion;

shotgun and rifle pow-
ders.

For toilet articles, au-

tomobile windows,
novelties of many
kinds. Transparent, or

in any color combina-
tion.

CHEMICAL
PRO DUCTS

Ether and other phar-

maceuticals, pyroxylin

lacquers and enamels.

Solutions for coating

leather. Bronze pow-
ders.

ACI DS 6- HEAVY
CHEMICALS

Forvaried uses by prac-

tically every industry.

DYESTU FF5

An ever-expanding line

of dyestuffs for all

purposes.

E. I. DU P ONT DE 7SIEAVOUR5' 6^ COAVPAiV Y^.Inc "WTlmin^torv, Del
TRADE dlJPORt) MARK
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Children's Reading
THE excuse which once may have ex-

isted for parent to neglect children's

reading, exists no longer. Once they
thought they had done their duty if

they expressed an exaggerated horror
about dime novels—sometimes saying it

with a strap—often thereby condemn-
ing some very good stories along with
books whose worst fault was a cheap
literary style. Elders who did not
know anything about dime novels, but
took it as axiomatic that they were "im-

moral," must have been laughed at by
their children who knew that the trou-

ble with the books was an absurd and
impossible morality, the depiction of a

world in which the good
were richly rewarded and
the rascal was always pun-
ished. To be vigilant
against "bad" books, and to

allow sugary Sunday School
fiction was the whole duty
of parents.

Of course, there were
then, as now, a limited

number of book-loving par-

ents, who often and very
wis.ely allowed the boy or

girl complete freedom to

read whatever he or she

liked in the family library.

But, in those days of the

past, when parents wished
advice or lacked books for
their children, it was by no
means as easy as it is to-

day to be served. There is

scarcely a town or city

library which lacks its room
or section set apart for chil-

dren. Ordinarily it is in

charge of a librarian who
has training or experience
in this work; the training
schools for librarians give

special instruction to the
girl or woman who wishes
to take up this branch, and
the Library School in the
Carnegie Library at Pitts-

burgh is devoted to the
instruction of children's

librarians. No longer does
a weary and bewildered
librarian, who thinks chil-

dren a nuisance, anyhow,
have to pass out the same
five or six books over and
over again to a disgusted
group of children. The boy of thirteen
is not given a book suitable for a girl

of six, nor, on the other hand, is the
very young child left to the mercies of
a story well adapted to scaring her into
fits if she is able to read it at all. In-
stead, there is an increasing group of
enlightened women, with a widening
acquaintance of juvenile literature,

with a knowledge of its classes and the
grades in the age of its readers, and
with a consciousness of their opportun-
ity of catching the child young and giv-
ing him a taste for good books. Theirs is

the chance to give him a more precious
possession than any number of lessons
learned from textbooks, and that is a
genuine fondness for reading.

The publishers are quick to notice

this, and the lists of holiday books, the

lists of books all the year round as well

(children do not do all their reading
in December) , the handsomely illus-

trated editions of old classics and favor-
ite old stories, show what pleasant op-

portunities there are now for the child

who reads.

Much information which is at the dis-

posal of the children's librarian is at

the disposal of the parent as well. The
general subject of children's reading
has been discussed in three brief but
excellent books: "Roads to Childhood"
(Doran, 1920), by Annie Carroll Moore;
"The Children's Reading" (Houghton,

1912), by Frances Jenkins Olcott; and

A Two-foot Bookshelf for Children
Twenty-five Books for a Model Library, Selected by

a Vote of Members of the American Library
Association and the National Educa-

tional Association.

Arranged by Reading Age, Grades 1 to 9.

TITLE AUTHOR
Mother Goose
Fables Aesop

Child's Garden of Verses Robert Louis Stevenson
Heidi Johanna Spyri
Fairy Tales Hans Christian Andersen
Wonder Book for Boys
and Girls Nathaniel Hawthorne

Alice in Wonderland and
Through the Look-
inglass Lewis Carroll

The Jungle Book Rudyard Kipling
The Arabian Nights
Hans Brinker Mary Mapes Dodge
Robinson Crusoe Daniel Defoe
Home Book of Verse for

Children Ed. by B. E. Stevenson
Rip Van Winkle Washington Irving
Little Women Louisa May Alcott
Merry Adventures of Rob-

in Hood Howard Pyle
Tales from Shakespeare Charles & Mary Lamb
Treasure Island Robert Louis Stevenson
Rebecca o f Sunnybrook
Farm Kate Douglas Wiggin

Wild Animals I Have
Known Ernest Thompson Seton

Boys' King Arthur Sidney Lanier
Boys' Life of Abraham
Lincoln Helen Nicolay

Boys' Life of Theodore
Roosevelt Hermann Hagedom

The Christmas Carol Charles Dickens
Adventures of Tom Saw-
yer Mark Twain

The Story of Mankind Hendrik W. van Loon

"Children's Books and Reading" (Mit-

chell Kennerly, 1907), by Montrose J.

Moses. The last of these is devoted in

great part to an interesting account of

the children's books of the past.

Book shops for children are already

established in a number of cities. For
actual guides to the selection of books

for children, here are three catalogues

of considerable size: "Catalogue of

Books in the Children's Department of

the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh"
(Two vols. Pub. by the Library. Pitts-

burgh) ; "Children's Catalogue of

Thirty-five Hundred Books ; a Guide to

the Best Reading for Boys and Girls"

(H. W. Wilson Co., 1917), compiled by
Corinne Bacon; "Graded List of Books

for Children" (American Library Asso-
ciation, Chicago, 1922).

Here are three briefer lists, good for
use at home: "A List of Book for Boys
and Girls" (Children's Book Shop, 5

West 47th St., N. Y. City, 1922), com-
piled by Jacqueline Overton; "Books
for Boys and Girls" (Women's Educa-
tional and Industrial Union, Boston),
prepared by Bertha E. Mahony of the
Bookshop for Boys and Girls in Boston;
and "The Bookshelf for Boys and Girls"

(R. R. Bowker Co., New York).

Children's Book-
shops

By C. C. Shoemaker
President of the Penn

Publishing Co.

UNTIL recent years
books for children were

bought without much
thought and sold in the same
way. Buyers looked upon
juveniles as merchandise
which they should stock for

the Christmas trade, and
while they had a certain

place in the store anyone or
no one looked after them.

In the evolution of the

booksellers from poor mer-
chants to good ones, it oc-

curred to some of the more
aggressive that not only

was there a good sale for

juveniles, but if proper
books were placed in the

hands of children, it would
mean making readers of

them, and thus as they
grew up, permanent cus-

tomers for good books.

Today all stores, whether
bookstores or department
stores, exercise the great-
est care in their selection

of children's books. Indeed
there are some shops de-

voted especially to them.
And in practically all cases

some one person has spe-

cial charge of the selling of

these books. Quite fre-

quently it is a woman, and
she so familiarizes herself
with her stock that she

knows the contents of all the books she
has to sell. When she is asked by a
customer whether she has a volume of
a certain kind or a certain title, she
can immediately give to the customer
just what is required.

The result is that customers not only
receive much better service, but, due to

the salesperson's knowledge of the
books, many more copies are disposed
of than formerly. So the introduction
of a little study and training not only
proves of service to the seeker after
books but also profits the dealer.

It is probably true that the handling
of children's books is more intelligently

conducted than any of the other depart-
ments in bookstores or book sections.
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Better Books for Boys and Girls!
iuii:iii:ii!iiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!

Only a Few Months Old—and Already

Acclaimed a Children's Classic!

A Treat for Both Young
and Old

With hundreds of dehg;ht-

f ul ilhistrations ( many in

color) hy the author.

Awarded the

Newbery Medal

for the Most Dis-

tinguished Con-

tribution to

Children's Litera-

ture for the past

year.

THE BOOK that

has turned history

from a dull record

into a breathlessly

interesting journey

through the storied

realms of the past.

$5.00 BONI^^LIVERIGMT
Everywhere publishers * NEW YORK̂

A WONDER BOOK
Illustrated by Arthur Rackham

The incomparable art of Arthur Rackham, reproduced
with special care, gives this edition of Hawthorne's classic

tales permanence. Many Color Plates. Octavo. $5.00

EAST OF THE SUN AND WEST OF
THE MOON Illustrated by Kay Neilsen
"A gift book of the most exquisite kind, Neilsen's pic-

tures have delicious delicacv. His imagination is that of

a poet."—New York Post. 24 Plates, $3.50

TALES TOLD BY THE GANDER
Maud Radford Warren and Eve Davenport
With Twelve Plates in color by C. A. Federer. At last

!

what-happened-after stories of the beloved MotherThe
Goose characters. $2.50

THE FIRST DAYS OF MAN
Frederic Arnold Kummer

Why not a book that tells a story of how the human race
came to be, vividly, unforgettably told. Illus. $2.00

THE MAY BYRON BOOKS FOR
CHILDREN
Four gay little books in verse for the very youngest of
us. Charmingly and copiously illustrated. Each $.75

At Your Bookshops

GEORGE H. DORAN
COIVIPANY

244 Madison Ave. New York

l»T«V^V5
ia:«m

CROWELL JUVENILES

Wonders of Chemistry

By' A. FREDERICK COLLINS, 320 pages, 8v...

Net $1.60, postage extra.

Everyday chemistry described in non-technical terms.

Around the World in Ten Days
By CHELSEA CURTIS ERASER. With 4 illus-

trations in color by Howard L. Hastings. 320 pages,

8vo. Net $L75, postage extra.

Jules Verne outdone in this thrilling adventure story.

Korean Fairy Tales

By W. ELLIOT GRIFFIS. Illustrated in color. 220

pages, 8vo. Net $1.60, postage extra.

Charming stories brought from the other side of the world

Secrets of the Stars

By INEZ N. McFEE. 320 pages, Svo. Net $1.60,

postage e.vtra.

An outline of astronomy of interest to young and old.

THOMAS Y. CROWELL COMPANY
NEW YORK

IF THAT BOY is not a mollycoddle (or

if you don't want him to be one)—give

him

i'-X ,\\<,i .V.

Blackbeard Buccaneer
15y Ralph D. Paine. A thrilling tale of the days of the Colonies,

of American pirates, filled with the tang of the sea, the smell of

tar, and the din of battle. The story of a boy captured and held
as hostage on Blackbeard's pirate ship. Illustrated in color and
black and white by Frank E. Schoonover, whose pirate pictures
rank with those of Howard Pyle. $2.50 net

A Real Boys' Book for Real Boys!

AT ALL BOOKSTORES

THE PENN PUBLISHING COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA
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^^Such a nice taste!''

BAKER^S
COCOA

has a most delicious flavor

and aroma,natural to high'

grade cocoa beans. That
is why children do not

have to learn to like it,

why they nev-

er tire of it,

and one reason
among many
why it is an
ideal beverage

for them as

well as for
older people.

"/n beverages, as in food,

Flavor is the decisive factor.''^
—"Food and Flavor," by Henry T. Finck.

W^ALTER BAKER
& CO. LIMITED

Established 1780 DORCHESTER. MASS.
Booklet of Choice Recipes sent free on request

To and From the

Comfort and Luxury

A CUNARDER

special Fall and Winter Sailings

SCYTHIA, Nov. 25th
TUSCANIA, Dec. 6th
CARONIA, Feb. 10th

CU^ARD-AliCHOU
STEAMSHIP LINES
25 Broadway, New York

or Branches and Agencies

Book Reviews
Sweeping the Sky

NewOne of Ours. By Willa Gather.
York : Alfred A. Knopf.

The Bright Shawl. By Joseph Herges-
heimer. New York : Alfred A. Knopf.

AMONG the select lists of our most
eminent no names have been more

secure of late than Gather and Herge-
sheimer. However we may be parti-

tioned from each other by differences

of generation and temperament and
opinion, we seem to come together on
a common zone of respect for these two
among contemporary American novel-

ists. And this is a good sign, since our
respect is given for the purity and
single-mindedness of their art. Ever
since "The Song of the Lark," ever
since "The Three Black Pennys," we
have felt securely that with all the re-

porting and the propaganda and the

lively irresponsible commentary in re-

cent fiction, nevertheless the art of

story-telling, the art of responsible and
imaginative interpretation, is by no
means lost.

Mr. Hergesheimer, it is reported, has
a theory that, if an artist chooses, or

is obliged, to turn out potboilers as well

as honest pieces of work, that is no-
body's business. Arnold Bennett and
other writing men of our time have
frankly taken this attitude. Somehow,
Mr. Hergesheimer doesn't seem to wear
it comfortably. If he isn't an artist, he
isn't much else, as witness "Gytherea."
"The Bright Shawl" gives him the hap-
piest opportunity, or expresses the hap-
piest exercise of his powers. The theme
and setting have the slight remoteness
in time and place which most fruitfully

engage this writer's fancy ; and the

scale is that difficult intermediate one,

longer that the tale, shorter than the

full novel, episodic in its content, upon
which Mr. Hergesheimer (like Mrs.
Wharton) has always appeared to be
most at home. "Gytherea" was an (I

think unhappy) experiment towards
interpreting the jangled, disillusioned,

after-war America of the moment.
"The Bright Shawl" shows him re-

turning, with a visible accession of

ease and power, and with an almost
audible sigh of relief, to a period and
a humanity which did not deny or con-

ceal the possession of a heart.

It is true that he returns to it as a

modern revisiting the glimpses of a

kindlier moon. But while he fully sees

the humor, the quaintness, of yester-

day, there is more than a touch of re-

gret, as well as of gentleness, in his

irony. The youthful romantic, Charles

Abbott, upon whose absurd Guban ad-

venture the sexagenarian bachelor,

Gharles Abbott, looks back, is more
lovable, at least, than the curt, dis-

illusioned nephew whose realism pro-

vokes the present reminiscence. How-
ard Gage, back from the war, shocks

the old uncle by an attitude of hard
acceptance and harder skepticism. He
sees only two facts to be faced, has "no
sustaining vision of an ultimate dig-

nity behind men's lives." Above all he

AGoodBookcase
for the price of a good hooHsl

^e Pter Section

Vfith Disappearing
Glass Doors

OnApproval"^Direct to User

SECTIONAL BOOKCASE
Endorsed by Ovor 100,000 Users

Made for and universally used in the finesthomes and
offices throughout the country. Made in sections of
different sizes, combining utility, economy and at-
tractiveappearance. Style shown above isbeautifully
finished in SOLID OAK. Price complete as shown
with top, base and three book sections with non-
bindins. disappearing:, felt-cusiiioned glass
doors (Sections dust-proof) $12.75. Price for same
combination, without doors, $9.75. Other styles in
different grades and finishes at correspondingly low
prices. Shipped direct from factory ON AP-
PROVAL at a considerable saving TO YOU.
Write for new catalog No. 5
The C. J. Lundstrom Mfg. Co.. Little Falls, N.Y.

Ufrs. Sectional Bookcases and PlIinK Cabinets

YOING BUSINESS MAN fecoT,f.o'ar.?J^L^If

I

perm.anent guest with a private family offering
surroundings of refinement, meals optional. Ad-
dress, The Independent, 140 Nassau St., New York.

VI/DYTF ^°' ^^^ ^°' B^^^P'C''^ ^'^^ magazlnei.

CorT«spondent3 and story writers make

big money. Copyright book telling bon sent FREE by

editor on request. PRESS REPORTING SYNDICATE,
973 TIMES BLDQ., ST. LODIS. MO.

For Every Style of Writing

Select the pen suited to your
handwriting from 10 samples
different patterns and finish in

silver, gilt and bronze, sent on
receipt of70cen ts, including32-

page booklet on handwriting.

SPENCERIAN PEN COMPANY
349 Broadway, New York
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is impatient of conventional idealism,

of sentiment. This seems horrible to

Charles Abbott: "Damn it, a younjr

man has no right to be so literal I

Youth was the time for jrtMierous trans-

forming passions, for heroics. The

qualities of absolute justice and con-

sistency should come only with increas-

ing age—the inconsiderable compensa-

tions for the other ability to be rapt in

uncritical enthusiasms."

So Charles Abbott's memory, goint;

back forty years, retraces for us the

path of that romantic episode which

has illumined his own youth. Left by

scarlet fever with a "delicacy of his

lungrs," twenty-three-year-old Charles

has gone to Cuba, nominally to get

well. It is true that Cuba has been

i-ecommended by a friend of the fam-

ily; but the young man is lured thither

chiefly by what he hears of the secret

plotting of all that is noble in young

Cuba against the tyranny of Spain.

He embarks for Havana not in order to

enjoy her well-advertised pleasures of

the senses, but to take a hand in the

struggle for Cuban freedom. His

father gives him a derringer and makes
him promise to use it only in emerg-

ency: "At the identical moment of this

commitment he pictured himself firing

into the braided tunic of a beastly

Spanish officer and supporting a youth-

ful Cuban patriot, dying pallidly of

wounds in his free arm. The Morro
Castle hadn't left her New York dock

before he had determined just what
part he would take in the liberation of

Cuba—he'd lead a hopeless demonstra-

tion in the center of Havana, at the

hour when the city was at its brightest

and the band playing most gaily; his

voice, sharp like a shot, so soon to be

stilled in death, would stop the inso-

lence of music."

More heroics in this than transform-

ing passion—so far; and no passion al-

together clear of heroics even at the

height of the youngster's self-devotion

to his chosen Cause. But there shines

in him, under his conceit and folly, as

in the wearer of the "bright shawl,"

under her voluptuous egotism, a spark

of courage and high dreaming not to be

quenched by any douche of untoward
fact. Young Charles Abbott's eager-

ness comes to nothing much, does noth-

ing at all, for the moment, towards
freeing Cuba. And he is destined to no

greater glory, later on, than crowns the

able citizen and careful bachelor of his

period. But he has had his moment;
and as he relives it in memory, he once
more glows with the romantic faith

now scorned by youth, but scorned not
altogether with impunity. La Clavel

and Andres have been easily flicked out
by the Spaniard, so Charles Abbott is

deprived of his cause and his comrades.
But the cause is not lost forever, and
as for the comrades,—"why, they had
their companionship, their warmth, a
period of unalloyed fidelity to a need
that broke ideals like reeds. Perhaps
what they had found was, after all,

wuthin them, that for which they had
swept the sky."

Miss Cather's "One of Ours" is on
the surface a story of now familiar

" TheLandofStoryBooks
Just one thin^ Stevenson forgot to mention in his poem,
and that was how one reaches that land. For it's not at

the Back of the North Wind, nor East of the Sun and
West of the Moon, but much nearer— right here in our

own Book Department, if anywhere.

Here young people of every age may revel in stories old

and new in fairy-tales from every land and time, in

books of romance and science and history and poetry

and adventure—for all these are truly story-books.

Whatever a child could wish for we have, in both the

simple and the most splendid editions. Among them,

we recommend

The Blue Fairy Book, Andrew Lang

The Adventures of Maya the Bee, Waldemar Bonsels

The Honie Book of Verse for Young Folks,

Burton E. Stevenson

Half- Past Seven Stories, Robert G. Anderson

yy

2.09

Book Department, Main Floor, 35 th Street, Rear

HERALD SQUARE c/^ NEW YORK

Happy is the Child With Books!

Beautiful Joe: The Autobiography of a Dog
By Marshall Saunders

If ever there was an inspired book, here it is. It won the prize offered by
the American Humane Society many years ago for the best treatment of wrongs
to dumb animals, and with a subsequent sale of more than a million copies,

it has become fixed as an American classic, exerting a powerful influence in the

lives of millions of children. It is a story, l)ased on fact, of dog interest and
human interest interwoven in a way to charm adults as well as young folks,

and unobtrusively inculcate a spirit of unselfishness. Nnv rci'ised edition, luitli

colored picture cover and inanv illustrations by Copcland. Highly suitable as a
gift book. Sold by all booksellers, $1.50.

World Stories Retold
By William James Sly, Ph.D.

Fables told when Greece was young, and
the life-histories of men and women still

busy in the workshops of the twentieth-cen-
tury world, stories from the Bible, fairy-
tales, and tales of heroism in war and peace—nearly two hundred of the best stories
which story-tellers like to tell and children
like to hear, assembled in groups according
to their nature. $1.50 net.

Just For Fun
The Playtime Guide-Book

By Helen J. Currier

An attractively bound sheaf of suggestions
for social afternoons and evenings, and
entertainments in the church and the home,
on the porch or lawn, and in the camp in

summer and beside the fire in winter. Of
special note are the little plays for t'hrist-

mas and springtime. $1,00 net.

THE JUDSON PRESS 1701 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA
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by the
Specially Chartered, Splendidly
Appointed. Netv Oil- burning

CUNARD Liner

'*SAMARIA"
January 24 to Mav 31, 1923

SailinK EASTWARD from Netv York

tike a story from classic mythology
^ — like readint; the taleof an argo

that hove anchor and sailed clear

around the globe in que?! of the
wonders and mysteries, thesplendors
and beauties, of the world— finding
them in their full glory while Spring
was waking in each land!

Just such an experience is offered

you by our Qolden Jubilee Cruise,

which commemorates the 50th year
since Thomas Cook, the founder of
our organization conducted the first

tour around the world. A superlative

itinerary— 127 joyou>,, crowded days.

Cruise Limited to 400 Guests
assuring the Ktmost in comfort, privacy,

personal attention and service.

Full information and literature on reciuest

THOS. COOK & SON
245 Broadway New York 561 Fifth Ave.

Boston, ChicaRO, Loi Anceles. Pliiladolphin,

Toronto, San Francisco,Mont real,Vancouver

NORMAL, High School, Business, Law, Engi-
neering and College Courses leading to the
regular College and Post-Graduate degrees

thoroughly taught by mail. For special rates, ad-
dress Carnegie College, Rogers, Ohio.

Ht^ School Course
in 2 Years 1 can complete

this simplified High
School Course at home in-

side of two years. Meets nil requirements for entranre to collect'
id the leadinK profeflstons. This find thirty-pix othpr practical
iurses are described in our Free Bulletin. Send for it TODAY

.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dapt. H 8S0 Dr«>al Ave. & 58th St. CMICAGC

WORLD-ROMIC System,
Masterkey to All Languages. Primers, 15 lan-
guages, $1.94 each language: Arabic, Chinese,
Danish, Dutch, English, French, German, Italian,
Japanese, Panjabi, Polish, Portuguese, Russian,
Spanish, Swedish. Pronunciation-Tables, 92 lan-
guages, 30c each language. Languages Publishing
Company, 8 West 40th Street, New York City.
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Q / "MAURETANIA" \r^'
bi I

The Luxury Cruise Next Winter
j
^
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torv Frc^m New York, Feb. 10, ' "^

1923. $950up—write for details.

vV \ American Express /

^

^V/\^ Travel Dept. //^

'
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type. Her Claude Wheeler is the sen-

sitive, blundering young American who
finds himself, or his reason for being,

through the war. He is "one of ours" in

both the national and the military

sense; in the local sense, too, as a "son

of the middle border." Wheeler the

father, however, is not of the heroic,

unrewarded pioneer type. He has
homesteaded in Nebraska in the early
days, and remained to grow rich in

land-trading. Nominally a farmer at

the time of the story, he leases most
of his land and lives in jovial ease, a
well-liked and on the whole beneficent'

citizen. His wife has brought from;

Vermont the New England piety and
primness. Their three sons differ .is

resultants from such an union. The
oldest, Bayliss, is a prig and a money-
grubber. The youngest, Ralph, has
much of his father's careless geniality

and interest in the world in general.

It is with the second boy, Claude, that

we have to do.

Claude Wheeler is, in type, a pa-

thetic commonplace. He is a misfit; .i

good, intelligent lad with a yearning
but without a star. He is too sensi-

tive to be satisfied with his father's

good-humored cynicism, too intelligent

to accept his mother's old-fashioned

reliance upon an orthodox God. He
has vague assthetic and intellectual pos-

sibilities, but not the will to develop

them despite an unfavorable environ-
ment. He murmurs ineffectually against

conditions which a determined rebel-

lion would change for him. And, with
the right woman in plain sight, he lets

himself be married by the wrong wom-
an. This is fatal for him, since he is

the sort of man who must be properly
mated or be naught. Enid, indeed, is

one of those unendurable wives who
are being revealed, or travestied, in so

many recent novels—"If Winter
Comes," for example. She is prude and
big-ot and egotist; we sigh with relief

when she makes off to China, and we
and Claude are done with her. Claude
is left to close the shell of a home he
has built with so pathetic hopes. There
remain his mother, who yearns over
him but cannot give him happiness,

and his work upon the homestead farm,
which he performs with a sort of dog-
ged fidelity. He is a failure in his own
eyes; his life, it appears, is over.

But it is now 1917. For three years
the war has been coming closer to

America, even the sheltered America
of the Middle West. For Claude
Wheeler our entrance into the war
that is to unmake war, is a life-boat

upon the dark v/elter of existence. He
goes to training camp "burning with
the first ardor of the enlisted man. He
believed that he was going abroad with
an expeditionary force that would
make war wilhout rage, with uncom-
promising generosity and chivalry."

Thus, at the end of Book Three, we see

him setting forth for the embarkation,
with the blessing of his patriotic

parents, and of the woman he ought
to have married. So far we have been
hearing the story-teller at her best.

The scene and persons of the tale are
as vivid and indigenous, as full of

(halfonte- ^
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homely truth, as the scene and persons

of "Rose of Dutchtr's Coolly," or "Silas

Lapham" or "My Antonia." And with

Claude's departure for France the ac-

tion is complete.

Therefore I am doubtful, I own with

reluctance, about the artistic value of

Books Four and Five—some two-fifths

of the whole narrative. All ihey

amount to so far as Claude is con-

cerned, is that he passes throujrh the

apronies and squalors of modern war-
fare without losing his high satisfac-

tion in service to a worthy cause ; and
dies, with exultation, a soldier's death,

instead of having to face the disillusion

and enervation of the after-war years.

For the rest, these two parts strike me
as a remai'kable tour dc force, a study

of actual conditions at the front fit to

be compared with a dozen others, from
"Ordeal By Fire" to "The Test of

Scarlet," which have realistically pro-

jected an experience most of us by now
(weakly, no doubt) are fain to forget.

There are moments when Miss Cather
employs a naturalism merely revolting.

The upshot of it all is that the war is

a nearly meaningless and fruitleae

enormity, and that Claude is lucky to

die in the full glow of his romantic
dream. "For him the call was clear,

the cause was glorious. Never a doubt
stained his bright faith. . . . He died

believing his owrn country better than
it is, and France better than any
country can ever be." And his mother,
understanding that he has always been
of those who "in order to do what they
did had to hope extravagantly, and to

believe passionately," thanks Fate for

"one she knew who could ill bear disil-

lusion . . . safe, safe."

H. W. BOYNTON

Jane Austen's Juvenilia

Two brief novelettes in the good
eighteenth-century style of corre-

spondence, a funny little history of

England, some scattered fragments

—

these make up the slight volume of

Jane Austen's hitherto unprinted Ja-
venilia which the Frederick A. Stokes
Company has brought out under the

title of "Love and Friendship."
To a good many lovers of "Pride and

Prejudice" anj-thing from that beloved
pen is worth reading and having, and
these skits—they are scarcely more
than that—of the young apprentice,

written for the amusement of her home
circle with no thought of publication,

have really a delicious humor of their
own. Mr. G. K. Chesterton, who pro-
vides an introduction for the book, has
said the right things and indeed about
all there is to say. He calls attention
to the curious notion prevalent among
the half-educated in regard to their
grandmothers. "In a recent newspaper
controversy," he begins, "about conven-
tional silliness and sameness of all the
human generations previous to our
own, somebody said that in the world of
Jane Austen a lady was expected to
faint when she received a proposal."
The notion is preposterous enough to
any one who has a bowing acquaintance
with Elizabeth Bennett and the other
heroines of Jane's world. But Mr.
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"A human problem
of terrific proportions"

—

is Carl Sandburg's description of

the Negro question in tiie United
States. This race problem, so vast,

so little understood, so difficult to

handle, is analyzed in all its phases

by seven white men and s.ix

Negroes, in

The Negro in Chicago
A Study of Race Relations

and A Race Riot

Every American should read what
these men, acting at the suggestion of

Governor Frank O. Lowden, of Illi-

nois, learned in three years of inves-

tigation about the status of the Negro
in the North. The 672-page story of

their work, with the 59 recommenda-
tions that they make for the avoid-

ance of race difficulties, will give the

reader such a detailed picture of the

Negro problem as only a few inter-

ested persons have previously been
able to see.

This significant volume is everywhere
being favorably discussed. The Chicago
Daily News said of it, "Probably the big-

gest assemblage of facts of its kind ever
collected with reference to the relations of
whites and Negroes living in cities." The
New York Times said, "such reports sug-
gest that we are really making an advance."

Aak your bookdealer for

The Negro in Chicago
By the Chicago Commission on Race Relations

672 Paees. fally illnstrated. $6.00 net.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
5751 Ellis Avenue Chicago, Illinoit
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Chesterton makes a good point when
he goes on to observe that the very
purpose of these youthful satires of

hers is to ridicule the swoon of sensi-

bility not because it was a fact, even in

the sense of a fashion, but because it

was fiction.

The conclusion of Mr. Chesterton's
preface is good enough to quote at

length: "Finally there are two addi-
tional facts involved. . . . One is that

this realist, in rebuking the romantics,
is very much concerned with rebuking
them for the very thing for which, rev-
olutionary sentiment has so much ad-
mired them; as for their glorification

of ingratitude to parents and their easy
assumption that the old are always
wrong. 'No,' says the noble Youth in

'Love and Friendship,' 'never shall it

be said that I obliged my father.' And
the other is that there is not a shadow
of indication anywhere that this inde-

pendent intellect and laughing spirit

was other than contented with a nar-
row domestic routine, in which she
wrote a story as domestic as a diary in

the intervals of pies and puddings,
without so much as looking out of the

window to notice the French Revolu-
tion." Mr. Chesterton is always para-
doxical, often clever, sometimes right;

here he is all three.

French Poets Hold
the Torch

Vestiga Flammae {Dying Flames). By
Henri de Regnier. Paris : ilercure
de France.

Les Glas (Pa.ssing Bells). By Jean Rich-
pein. Paris : Flammarion.

Li Derniere Nuit de Don .Tuan (Don
Juan's Last Night). By Edmond Ros-
tand. Paris : Fasquelle.

WITHIN a year three books of verse,

seemingly last words of their

famous authors, have appeared in

France. One is of Rostand, best and
universally known, and it was all but
ready when he died. The second is last

proud notes of Jean Richepin at sev-

enty-three. He has always held him-
self aloof with a classic sonorousness

that thrills young generations, though
he repudiates their new religions of

form and rhythm:

Ring out, last bells, sobs slow and deep
and tired,

Ring round me and within me, passing
bells.

The third is Henri de Regnier, who is

not much past sixty. His sensitive ear
has caught up melodies of all the

French ages, passing them on to the

young who came trooping after, and he
too prints for his own a last frank
device from "unpublished poesies of

Crespin de Vigneux, a gentleman of

Thierache, 1585":

That whicli remains of tis when the flame

dies down.

These three have been the most
French of the poets of France at the

century's turn. In the rhythmic flow

of thought and words, which alone is

verse or the distinctive form of poetry,

and in the joyous, piercing, ringing
pleasantness to the soul, which is

poetry itself, these three have kept to

the old French thinking and music-
making. They have all been poets of
that Latin Renaissance which has civ-

ilized Gothic France until now. In none
of them has Northern barbarity found
a singer. Even the youngest poets owe
in part to these three their spiral pro-
gress turning them back when farthest
afield within the charmed circle of their
race and tongue.

In such books, which are far from
being their authors' greatest volumes,
verse is a first highway to explore.
The day has passed when French
versification was considered as best
fitted for declamation by the golden
voice of a Sara Bernhardt or for the
slip and come and turn again of light

words. Anatole France has insisted

lately that rhyme and therefore some
pairing of lines are necessary to mark
cadences in a language accented like

the French. Edouard Dujardin, who
was in at the birth of Vers Libre, ob-
serves that this too must be "verse,"
that is, a closed circuit of thought and
rhythm of words, or else it is no bet-

ter than prose more or less rhythmical
or in parallelisms.

Rostand's verse, with Coquelin de-

claiming it in "Cyrano de Bergerac,"
fell crystalline and unexpected on Eng-
lish ears but it has not attuned them to

the caressing music of Racine's stately

lines. The metallic resonance of Riche-
pin is tempered by notes like those of

the bell cast with silver which, in

chimes of France, punctuate funeral
tolling with their own heart-rending
sweetness. Henri de Regnier has been
the cheeriest, most colorful, and melo-
dious versifier of our idle day, .so that
vers-libristes have wished to claim him
as their own. In spite of regularizing

age, he has still reminiscences of such
strains. As with Henley in English,
his freest verses are classic in rhythm
and now he proudly writes "Stances
Baudelairiennes" with other whole
poems in the haunting measures of

Baudelaire, who, rebellious in matter,
was completely classical in form.

While the sound of all this verse is

very French, so is the poetic thought of

which it is the outer form, and yet it is

not without parallel in English poetry.

Such poets cannot be expected to echo
the home life of our dear Queen. From
Byron's cantos to Rostand's play Don
Juan has become less coarse and more
play-actoring, which such as he always
are, and Rostand fairly spiritualizes

him in his damnation to be the Bur-
lador of a Punch and Judy show where
the victims of his vaunted list flaunt

before him their indifferent souls.

Tliou miglitiest have fulfilled great des-

tinies

—

cries the one White Shade that still re-

members.
Rostand sang his own ideas and never

himself. Henri de Regnier sings for-

ever his self-conscious art and litera-

ture all the way from the Italy of Ro-
mance, which he sees with Theophile
Gautier and Stendhal, to the modern
antiques of love.

Dost thou remember, Romeo, remember
The blood-red splendors of the Verona eve
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Ami grt't'ii and yellow how tho Atlifjf

flowed ?

—And, in the Capuchin's old ooiivont

court,

The trough of stone quite overgrown with
grass

—Her tomb they say,

O Romeo.

So Richcpin retorts back on Shake-
speare in "The Table Is Full" (a title

printed in Engrlish) when Macbeth
stands amazed that Banquo should be

in his seat:

(>h. happy iikiii. who has but one ghost

at his table.

He also harks back to cuneiform poets

and wonders if our paper

—

Shall be stronger
Than the bricks of Nebuchadnezzar.

But still he singrs life as he has taken
it himself—in a "Prayer to My Five
Senses," in "The Glory of Beasts," and
in an "Ode to Our Grand-Nephews"
who, at the pace they are going, he says,

will end without country, heroes, mar-
tyrs, appetite, wine—or Love.

Dead to virtue as to vice.

Widowed of crime and sacrifice.

You will never do for others

That which we have done for yon.

This is a review of Poets that sing

and not of Life that sings through
them, but the one thing suggested by
these three singers of late life is an
actuality of common sense and criti-

cism. All the poetic schools—Parnas-
sians, Symbolists, and, as with Queen
Elizabeth's spirits, "whatever else there

was"—have not hindered these poets

singing their owTi way and outliving

all their passing reformations. Riche-

pin, always an Ishmaelite, alone com-
plains:

I, poet, am last echo of past melodies

Which times to come shall sing no more.

Henri de Regnier's poetry has always
been, among other things, a criticism of

Life as he has known it, and he winds
up these latest poems with "Medallions

of Painters"—twenty in number and
all of the later schools (excepting El

Greco, who has entered into the mod-
em consciousness), from Ingres and
Corot to Gauguin, Maurice Denis, and
Toulouse-Lautrec. These have inde-

pendent value, if only as condensed but

lucid formulae of our day's Art, to the

questioning reader

—

Giving forevermore a living form
To the high-burning dream which haunts

thy heart.

Stoddard Dewey
Paris

Brief Book Notes
UTiyrODERN English Essays" (Dut-
IVX ton) is the title of a delightful

little set of five books, edited by Ernest
Rhys. The essayists are of the period
1870 to 1920, and range from Walter
Pater, Arnold, Swinburne, Emerson,
and Lowell in the first volume, to such
contemporaries as J. C. Squire, Santay-
ana, Galsworthy, Alfred Noyes, and
A. A. Milne, in the fifth. No volume
contains less than ten and one has
twenty essays, so the collection is not
small in number (there are over sixty),

and the selection is nevertheless choice.

The printing is good, and the books
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To South America
IF YOU are going to the World's

Fair—learn about the new Govern-
ment ships that take you there amidst

beauty and luxury unsurpassed on the

South American run.

Four gigantic and palatial new sister

ships, U. S. Government-owned, offer

the fastidious traveler every modem
luxury known to travel. The state-

rooms on board are unusually spacious;

all are on the outside, most have
private baths. These American-
built "safety ships" are uniquely

satisfying to Americans.

Write for Booklet
If you are thinking of the trip, send

the information blank below now!
Find out about the new rates lower
now than ever before.

And these ships make Rio de
Janeiro in II days—the fastest

time! The service is that of the

Munson Steamship Lines, famous
after fifty years of successful experi-

ence. Write for details today.

INFORMATION BLANK
To U. S. Shipping Board

Information Desk Washington, D. C.
K-2378

Please send without obligation the U. S. Gov-
ernment Booklet giving travel facts. I am
considering a trip to South America D. to

Europe D, loThe OrientD. I would travel Ist

class D, 2d D. 3d n.

If I go date will be about.,

My Namt.

My Street No. or R.F.D....

Town

For information regarding reservations address

Munson Steamship Lines
67 Wall Street New York City

Managing Operators for

U. S. SHIPPING BOARD

may be carried about conveniently, as
they are small and light.

I

"I will now," Miss Cissie Loftus used
to say, "give an imitation of Miss May
Irwin imitating me." All the poets are
imitating one another, and Margaret
Widdemer, in her book of parodies
upon American poets of today, "A Tree
v,'ith a Bird in It" (Harcourt), has
written an excellent jeu d'esprit, per-

haps as good as any of them all.

"At Sea with Joseph Conrad"
(Houghton Mifflin, $5) is not a book
about the admirers of that novelist

—

despite our profound conviction that

many of his devotees are quite at sea

most of the time, trying to discover

what he means, and why he chooses to

write so cryptically. No; this book by
Captain Sutherland of the Royal Navy,
is an account of Mr. Conrad's cruise on
an English "Q" boat in 1917.

Robert Lynd's "The Sporting Life"

(Scribner, $2.25) consists of essays al-

most entirely about racing and cricket

—subjects whose appeal, for readers of

essays in this country, is rather limited.

A considerable study of the novelist

is given in Delmar Gross Cooke's "Wil-
liam Dean Howells; a Critical Study"
(Button, $3), considering him as a

man, as critic, as poet, as writer of

fiction.

Harvey O'Higgins writes an unusu-
ally interesting and rather novel work
in his "Some Distinguished Americans"
(Harper, $2). These are imaginary
portraits of seven persons; fiction in

the form of biographical essays.

One of W. H. Hudson's best and most
varied books of essays, "The Book of a

Naturalist" (3), has now been taken

over by E. P. Button & Co. from
George H. Doran, the former publisher.

This book is the one in which Hudson
attacks the dog as a pet, and warmly
praises the pig.

A walking trip through Costa Rica,

San Salvador, Nicaragua, and Guate-

mala is described in Eugene Cunning-

ham's "Gipsying Through Central

America" (Dutton, $7).

The ever-present problem of our re-

lations with South and Central Amer-
ica, and other lands to the south, is the

subject of Graham H. Stuart's "Latin

America and the United States" (Cen-

tury, $3.75). The author belongs to

the faculty of the University of Wis-

The second series of Dean Inge's

"Outspoken Essays" (Longmans, $2)

contains long essays upon the State,

the idea of progress, the Victorian Age,

and other topics. These long, erudite

studies, in rather small print, will re-

quire careful search to discover any-

thing sufficiently startling to explain

the title.

"Dante and His Influence" (Scrib-

ner, $2) by Thomas Nelson Page con-

sists of nine lectures originally given
by Mr. Page at the University of Vir-
ginia.

A gigolo is a man who dances with
women for money; in other words, it

is French slang for lounge-lizard.

"Gigolo" (Doubleday, $1.75) is one of
the stories in Edna Ferber's book of
that title; a book with seven or eight
short stories, clever, slangy, smart, and
sometimes smarty.

Now that Sheila Kaye-Smith has
made her reputation with such novels
as "Green Apple Harvest" and "Joanna
Godden," her publishers have reprinted
her first novel, "The Tramping Meth-
odist" (Dutton, $2), which first ap-
peared in 1908.

"Command" (Doubleday, $1.90) by
William McFee is a novel of the Medi-
terranean, of its peoples, of the mixed
population of its ports, of sailors and
shipmasters.

Isaac Goldberg's "Brazilian Litera-

ture" (Knopf, $3) describes a literature

so little known to Anglo-Saxon readers
that the author warns them, not un-
wisely, that Spanish is not the lan-

guage of Brazil. The preface is by Pro-
fessor J. D. M. Ford.

There is evidently a conspiracy

among publishers to issue books about
books. It is a worthy conspiracy, and
of the three or four of these books
which we have seen. Dr. G. C. William-
son's chapters on authors, books, and
miniatures, is most to our taste. The
publishers are E. P. Dutton & Co., and
the title is "Behind My Library Door."

Ex-Governor Hadley of Missouri, now
professor of law in the University of

Colorado, is the author of "Rome and
the World Today" (Putnam's, $3), a

study of the Pax Romana, and its pos-

sible application to modern conditions

following the recent war.

For those who like collections of oh-

so-cynical epigrams, we recommend
"Tatlings" (Dutton, $2). The epigrams
are by Sydney Tremayne, and the ap-

propriate illustrations are by Fish, in

her inimitable manner.

Charles S. Brooks, the essayist, tries

his hand on two plays, one on pirates

and one on beggars. The title is "Fright-

ful Plays" (Harcourt) and the volume
is, moreover, highly to be commended
as book-making in the best of taste.

Four short plays are included in the

volume by Olive Tilford Dargan and
Frederick Peterson called "The Flut-

ter of the Goldleaf" (Scribner, $1.50).

Such titles as "The Dictatorship of

the Dull," or as "Legs," or as "Look-

ing Literary," or as "On Broadway,"
or as "Heroine Complexes," interest the

prospective reader as he picks up Alex-

ander Black's volume of essays, "The
Latest Thing" (Harper, $2.00), and

make it certain that he will go farther

with the book. A sound decision.
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The Function of the

Illustrator
THE illustrator's task is a modest

one. He is not a collaborator of

the story teller. He works not with

him, but after him, he follows the nov-

elist both in time and in spirit. His

work bepins when the other's is fin-

ished, and the pictures he executes are

copies after the verbal pictures of the

author. The story, even the one that

is not worth telling, has no need of

illustrations, but the illustrations have
no right, or, at any rate, no reason to

exist without the story.

These thoughts occurred to me when
I went to see the exhibition of original

illustrations by Dean Cornwell, now on
view in the Pratt Institute, Brooklyn.

Here were twenty-four fragments of

narratives, artistic snapshots of uncon-
nected incidents, suggestive and fas-

cinating on account of both the subject

and its execution; but one could not

help resenting the encroachment of

these pictures on the narrator's do-

main. The artist has usurped the sole

right of story telling and scorned even
the illustrative help of a title to the pic-

ture or a quotation from the book.

The written tale was here less than
subordinate, it was eliminated alto-

gether. All these pictures do is to

turn a momentary flashlight on to an
isolated scene, and leave one to guess
at their meaning. There is an excited

crowd carrying crosses through the
streets of some Mediterranean city,

with a gentleman in black in their

midst who feels himself visibly uncom-
fortable and out of place. Is it a re-

ligious procession? Not very likely, to

judge from the speed with which they
move. A mob of iconoclasts? There
is no catalogue to tell us. A woman
in a frenzy of fear or fury threatens
with a knife the staggering figure of

a man. What is the quarrel about,

and who of the two is the criminal?
We were invited to come and look at

illustrations, and the visitor has a right

to ask what these pictures do illustrate.

But since the means were refused us
to answer that question, they had to

be considered merely as compositions in

line and color. As such they have un-
deniable merit. Mr. Cornwell is a con-

summate draughtsman and knows how
to make the scene he portrays vibrate
with life and dramatic tension. As a
colorist he has his merits too, espe-
cially in the evening scenes, of which
the one in Venice with the gondola in

the foreground is his masterpiece. But
the painter was evidently often hamp-
ered in his freedom by the limitations
set to the illustrator. His pictures
look the color prints they were destined
to become, and they lack as do these
what the painter calls atmosphere.
This is stated in no critical mood. On
the contrary, as illustrations these pic-
tures are the better for not being
paintings in the exclusive sense of the
word. But why then should they be
exhibited in such a way as to make one
forget that they are not?

A. J. Barnouw

The daily actions of most of

us are influenced by the mes-

sages received over the tele-

phone, and yet few of us stop

to think of the men and women,

and the mechanisms, which

help to make that daily service

possible.

Maintenance, repairs, and

the work of handling calls,

must constantly be carried on

in good times or in bad, and

they must be paid for, in order

that your telephone service

may be continued.

The average dollar will buy

to-day less than two-thirds of

what it would buy before the

war. This means that it costs.

on the average, half as much

again to buy most of the things

that are necessary for keeping

the country going ; but the ad-

vance in telephone rates is far

less than this average.

In fact, gauged by the pres-

ent purchasing power of the

dollar, telephone service in the

country as a whole is costing

the subscriber less than it did

in 1914.

The Bell System generally

has been able to meet higher

commodity prices and in-

creased wages by means of

new economies in operation

and the increased efficiency of

loyal employees.

"BELL SYSTEM"

American Telephone and Telegraph CoMPANy
And Associated Companies

One Policy, One System, Universal Service, and all directed toward
Better Service

Sure Rupture

Comfort
BE COMFORTABLE—
Wear the Brooks Appliance,
the modern scientific inven-
tion which gives rupture suffer-
ers immediate relief. It has no
obnoxious springs orpads. Auto-
matic Air Cushions bind and - uDnnuc
draw together the broken parts. ""*• *•• *• «»«""•*>

No salves or plasters. Durable. Cheap. Sent on trial

to prove its worth. Never on sale in stores as every
Appliance is made to order, the proper size and shape
of Air Cushion depending on the nature of each case.

Beware of imitations. Look for trademark bearing
portrait and signature of C.E.Brooks which appears
on every Appliance. None other genuine. Full infor-
mation and bookl£t sent free iu plain, sealed envelope.

BROOKS APPLIANCE CO. 490-K State St. Marshall, Mich.

Dlalogs.Monologa,H | WAVaudevllle Acts
Musical Comedlesl'l n W ^HowtoStageaPlay
and Revues, MIn-i fc^ ^#Make-up G-oods
Btrel Opening Chonises, Darky Plays. Catalog Free.
T. S. DENISOR * OC 623 So. Wabuh. DeoU 8 CHICA0O

The Independent invites in-

quiries pertaining to travel

for pleasure, health or busi-

ness.

THE INDEPENDENT
TRAVEL BUREAU

140 Nassau Street, N. Y. G.
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PRINCIPALS AND
TEACHERS

of English, History, Civics,

etc., in Secondary Schools

and Colleges, are invited to

address The Independent,

140 Nassau St., New York,

for full details concerning

The Independent's New and

Better Plan for the use of

current material in teachinsr.

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY,
FIRST I'UKFEKKKI) DIVIDICNI) NO. 33.

OHKJINAI., I'KICKEKItEl) DIVIDEND NO. (!7.

The reKiilar (luartcrl.v dividend of $1..")0 per
share upon the full-paid First Preferred and
OriRinal Preferred Capital Stock of this Compan.v
will be paid on November !.">, 1922, to sliare-
hoWers of record at close of business October 31,
1922. The transfer books will not be <'losed and
checks will be mailed from the office of the com-
pany in time to reach stockholders on the date
tbey are payable.

A. F. HOCKENBEAMER,
Vice-President and Treasurer.

San Francisco, California.

How to Study This Number
THE INDEPENDENT LESSON PLANS

English, Literature and History, Civics and
ComDOsition Economics

By FREDERICK HOUK LAW, Ph. D.,

Head of the English Department,
Stuyvesant High School, New York

I. Fall Afternoons.
1. One of the greatest of human joys is the

memory of pleasures that are past. Show
how the poem is founded on this sort of
joy. With what spirit does the poet write?

2. The poem gives a number of hints about
the writer's early life. Make use of what
is suggested, develop the hints to their full

value, and prepare a sympathetic and in-

teresting narrative of the poet's boyhood.
Think of him as if he were a character in
a story that you are writing.

3. Imagine that you are the poet. Write an
intimate description of the house in which
you spent your childhood. Write most about
what attracted your childish attention. Be
sure to indicate physical points of view.

4. Tell one of the stories that "Grandmother"
might have told. Use the language that she
would have used. Make the story concern
"the children" whom she knew. You will

gain the best effect if you make your story
gently pathetic.

5. Think of some place that you remember with
affection. Write a prose composition con-
cerning that place. Imitate the plan, the
brevity, and the spirit of the poem.

II. New Books and Old.
1. If you have read any of "the older books

reprinted this season," tell about the books
you have read. Give a frank and honest
opinion. If you have not read any of the
books, go to your librarian, ask about one,
and present the information that you gain.

2. Name the different kinds of books that are
named on the page. Explain the charac-
teristics of every type.

III. Brief Book Notes.
1. Explain the following expressions : essay-

ists ; parodies ; biographical essays ; erudite
studies ; cynical epigrams.

2. For what are the following authors noted?
Walter Pater, Arnold, Swinburne, Emerson,
Lowell, Galsworthy. Alfred Noyes, Joseph
Conrad, Dante, Thomas Nelson Page.

IV. Children's Bookshops.
1. Name the books in the "Two-foot Book-

shelf for Children" that you have read.
Write an enthusiastic commentary on the
book that you like best.

2. Cut out the list of books. During the pres-
ent term read several of the books that you
have not yet read. Whenever you finish

reading a book, write a report concerning
it and read the report to the class.

V. Books of Innocence for Children.
1. What criticism of modern literature for

children does the writer make?
2. Read about the two poems quoted from

William Blake. Tell why they are beauti-
ful.

3. What did Browning mean when he wrote

:

"A child's reach should exceed its grasp ?"

Tell how you can apply that thought to

your own school life.

VI. French Poets Hold the Torch.
1. What does the writer say to uphold the

title of the article?

2. Explain what is meant by "The rhythmic
flow of thought and words, which alone is

verse or the distinctive form of poetry."

3. What definition of poetry is contained in

the words : "The joyous, piercing, ringing
pleasantries to the soul, which is poetry
itself."

4. Explain in full the two lines that close the
article.

5. What does the article say concerning free
verse?

6. Read aloud the quotation that mentions
Romeo. What gives the quotation its pe-
culiar beauty.

VII. Lyman Abbott.
1. Summarize the manly characteristics that

Professor Giddings says Lyman Abbott
possessed.

VIII. Judge Hooper on Under Dogs.
1. What is the particular point of the article?

How would the writer have you act on
various public questions?

IX. "The Living Wage" and the Railroads.
1. Underline the sentences that convey espe-

cially striking thought. Explain in fuU at

least one of those sentences.
X. Jane Austen's Juvenilia.
1. Read some biographical sketch of Jane

Austen. It was not an eventful life, but
it sufficed to furnish the necessary basis

of experience for her novels.

2. What are the qualities of Jane Austen's
novels which justify very high praise?

By AUGUSTUS S. BEATMAN, A. M.,

Head of the Department of Social
Science, Julia Richman High School

I. Domestic Affairs.

1. What are the formal grounds upon which
our Government bases its refusal to par-
ticipate in the Near East Conference?
What other influences do you think affected
our decision ?

2. Why did the United States not declare war
on Turkey?

3. Keep this summary of "subjects of Amer-
ican concern" to use as a guide in following
future action on any of them. Can you
explain each ?

4. Explain the origin of the "open door"
policy and describe how its application has
spread.

5. Look at the International Court. How is

it an advance in international relations ?

6. Discuss the tendency of the United States
to cooperate with the League of Nations.

7. Give a brief account of our philanthropic,
educational, and religious activities in the
Near and the Middle East. Look up what
Sir William Ramsay has to say about them.
He is one of the best authorities on that
part of the world.

8. Give a brief account of the achievements
of American archaeological research in the
Near and the Middle East. One such
achievement is particularly noticed in this
issue.

II. The Living Wage and the Railroads.
1. In how far can you prove that there is,

in general, a very great advance over that
(standard of living) which existed in
former times ?

2. How do you account for the wage differ-
ences "in different fields of work" and "in
the same field of work" ?

3. State the point decided by the Railroad
Board and the defense of its decision.

4. What would be the difference in situation
between the action of the Railroad Labor
Board in granting a minimum living wage
to railroad workers and the action of
legislatures in passing minimum wage laws
for women and children ?

5. What are different views of "a living
wage" ? If you are studying Economics
review the history of wage theories. State
the "Iron Law of Wages." Compare it

with Mr. Stone's statement.

III. Lyman Abbott.
1. What qualities of Dr. Abbott would you

like to possess ?

2. Why would you call him a great American ?

IV. Fascismo, Italy's Week of Marvels.
1. Compare this "practically bloodless" revolu-

tion with earlier revolutions connected
with the present Italian state. Describe
the picturesque qualities of the Italian
revolutions.

2. Describe the situation which produced the
origin and growth of the Fascisti (pro-
nounce Fash-ees-tee).

3. What other examples of "an actual majority
in the electorate and its inadequate parlia-
mentary representation" can you give? Ex-
plain the inequalities in the parliamentary
representation in the German Empire be-
fore the end of the Great War.

4. Look up and explain "Christian Socialism."
5. What seem to be the domestic and foreign

policies of Mussolini? What dangers are
there in the situation ?

6. What was the difference between the ancient
Roman "triumph" and "ovation" ?

V. The Case for Lloyd George—The British
Empire.

1. Make the comparisons suggested here:
Lloyd George with Chatham, Disraeli, and
Joseph Chamberlain.

2. From the article and the editorial sum-
marize, (a) the achievements of Lloyd
George, (b) criticisms of his policies.
Indicate the present status of the Irish
question.

The Ferment In India.
Locate India, Calcutta, the Punjab, the
Ganges, Amritsar, Baroda.
Describe the change in Gandhi's influence
and account for it.

3. Describe the change in the attitude of the
Indian Moslems toward the Turks and to-
ward England since 1914 and account for
it.

4. What light does this throw upon the prob-
lems now before the English in India?

VII. Germany.
1. What are the latest developments in Ger-

man domestic political questions ? In Repar-
ations ?

3.

2.
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HARK to the roll call—Borah, Bryan, La Fol-

lette, Johnson ! It is easy to conceive of this

new group as the most effective of obstructors.

Three of them will continue in the Senate and, with

balance of power in their hands, can be counted

upon to make things interesting. If their power
goes to their heads and if they actually do set a

new political party in motion, then we shall have a

chance to see the stuff that they are made of. The
country is badly in need of a radical party such as

they might found. For we have yet to learn what
radicalism wearing its true colors can accomplish.

Thus it would be most interesting to see what
Borah and Bryan, if forced to construct a political

platform, could agree upon. Bryan is for the

League of Nations ; Borah is against it, etc. Let

them set up a body of doctrine and come out into

the open with it. By so doing they would greatly

help to clear the air. As things stand today, many
persons in politics, in the press, and in private life

have got the reputation of being "liberal" simply
because they advocate vague policies supposed to

be in the interest of the plain people. To augment
the list, there are Hearst and Hylan, David Starr
Jordan, some w^eekly journals, Thompson of Chi-

cago, and others. What they wish to bring to pass
no man knows. But if there were a political party
to whose standard they might repair, we should
soon enough find out.

THE truth can still be counted upon to make men
free. If we continue to be slaves, the trouble

is not with the truth, but with the means of arriv-

ing at it. One might suppose that the facilities of

communication in this age—to which the radio has

recently been added—might keep people accurately

informed. Instead, Babel is let loose. The more
facilities for learning the truth, the more there are

for spreading lies. Since Bismarck's falsification

of the Ems telegram, propaganda has been re-

garded as one of the best of weapons. Today the

whole world is the victim of too much publicity.

Rich men have speeches written for them and send

them broadcast. Since the war information serv-

ices of many countries have been set up in Amer-
ica, so that German propaganda has been quickly

followed by various other sorts. The latest, we
believe, is Turkish propaganda. As a result con-

fusion has become worse confounded. It may be

that, in self-defense, the public will have to revert

to its former practice of relying for its news upon
the regularly licensed organs of the press. We
trust that this may be so.

CYNICS will say that the heavy vote by which

Massachusetts rejected the referendum on

movie censorship is the best evidence that such

censorship—and political as well as moral—is

urgently demanded for the public safety. Humor-
ous in some aspects, the story has an undeniably

serious side. There were three subjects before

Massachusetts voters on referendum. The first in

order was the question of approving a law passed

last year making labor unions subject to suits at

law, and enabling them to sue, as in New York and

some other States. The other matters were movie
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censorship and enforcement of prohibition. The

movie managers were of course opposed to cen-

sorship. And in order to take no chances on the

ability of voters to discriminate between the three

matters presented on referendum, they made a

blanket appeal on every screen for weeks before

the election : "Vote No on the amendments !"

Movie censorship was defeated, as the movie

managers desired; and prohibition enforcement

failed, too. But they came very near to beating the

new law on labor unions, which they could hardly

have wished to beat. On this question there was

Senatorial Courtesy. "Age before beauty

a majority of only 462 in a total vote of

596,460. Only the unreadiness of the labor unions

in demanding a recount within the narrow time

limit allowed made this slight margin effective in

establishing the law. The whole affair shows that

when the movies are directed to political purposes

they "get results." Funny, in this case? Well, as

Mr. Dooley once remarked: "Not so damn funny,

nayther."

THE most inexcusable absurdity in our political

machinery is the seniority rule that is plaus-

ibly adhered to in the make-up of committees in

Congress. Some comments on the proposal to

get rid of it make the mistake of fixing attention

upon the question of youth or age. What's wrong
with the rule is not that it gives us old men, but

that it gives us unfit men for leaders. To dismiss

a Gladstone or a Clemenceau from leadership

simply because he was old would be almost as

stupid as to appoint him to leadership simply be-

cause he had sat in a certain committee-room

longer than anybody else. We should be glad to

adhere to a great leader as long as he can play

his part; but when he does go we should not put

in his place the oldest man that's left—^oldest

either in years or in service—but the best man
we can get hold of, young or old. Until we shake

ourselves loose from the seniority folly, and adopt

the rule which plain horse sense dictates, we shall

go on paying the kind of penalty we have been

paying. The Republican party ought to have a

pretty lively sense just now of what that penalty

is.

WITH the resentment that has been manifested

throughout the country over the way in

which Senator Newberry's nomination campaign

was conducted we have no fault to find. The uses

to which great sums of money were put were such

as to cause one of the leading Republican Senators

to declare, in the debate, that if he thought Mr.

Newberry was cognizant of them he would vote

to unseat him; and that in practical effect he was
cognizant of them we believe to be evident. But un-

seating him on that ground would have been a dif-

ferent thing from unseating on the ground that he

was not duly and fairly elected. There is no charge

that the election—as distinguished from the pri-

mary—was not fairly and clearly won by New-
berry; and even more clear is it that the Repub-

licans would have carried it by a heavy majority

if they had not been handicapped by the primary
scandal. The cry so persistently raised, therefore,

that it was the Newberry money that gave the

Republicans control of the Senate in 1919 is ut-

terly unwarranted. The Republicans were en-

titled to the seat—Michigan wanted a Republican

Senator—that is clear. But the trick by which

Ford, with his extraordinary hold (essentially a

money hold) upon the Michigan situation, expected

to become the nominee of both parties, thus giv-

ing the voters no chance to choose, was frustrated

at the primaries; and it was in the primaries

that the Newberry money was used. Right or

wrong, what that money accomplished (assuming

that it ivas money that carried the primary) was
not the election of a Republican Senator, but a

chance for the people to elect a Republican Senator

if they chose. We make this point in order to keep

certain facts clear in our readers' minds, not to

excuse Senator Newberry's conduct in the pri-

maries. All things considered, he has done well in

resigning his seat.

SWITZERLAND is the native home of the in-

itiative and referendum, and the sturdy little

Republic has been getting on very comfortably

with it for several decades. But now for the first

time a measure .of catastrophic importance looms

up as a possible outcome of the system. The
Socialists have proposed, by means of the initiative,

"There's a reason

a law which, if passed, will put a tremendous

levy not on income but on capital, rising as high

as 60 per cent, in the case of private fortunes in

excess of three million francs. The mere pos-

sibility of this measure being approved by the

voters in the referendum has created a profound

financial and economic disturbance in Switzerland,

although in the opinion of Conservatives there is

little chance of its adoption. But people who
have been in the habit of thinking of the initiative
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and referendum as merely a handy way to "let

the people rule" in commonplace matters like the

granting of this or that public-utility franchise,

or the authorization of a particular issue of local

or State bonds, will do well to give a thought to

the possibilities indicated by this move in Swit-

zerland.

AN authentic incident, confirmed by both the

parties concerned, has just come to hand

which throws much light on one of the main diffi-

culties that confronts even the honest and unbiased

observer of things Russian—the fear and caution

engendered by the still present Terror. The ob-

server asked a Russian teacher what the Soviets

were doing for education. "Everything they pos-

sibly can," was the reply. The teacher has since

escaped. "I was ashamed," he says, "that I did not

dare finish the sentence, '—which is worse than

nothing, for they have absolutely ruined educa-

tion.'
"

IF one were compelled to answer the question

"Who of all men did most to save civilization

in its recent crisis?" we think he would answer
without long hesitation: "Clemenceau." He is cer-

tainly not handsome ; nor is he exactly qualified to

be Mrs. Grundy's second husband ; nor is he a first-

class orator or great writer (though he has been one

of the most effective of journalists) ; nor perhaps

is he in the first rank of peacetime-statesmen. But

he is a man of absolute intrepidity, physical and

moral ; he has a mordant wit and a buoyancy of

temper equal to any vicissitude ; no more thorough-

paced fighter ever lived, nor truer patriot; and as

war-statesman he was supreme. He pulled France

through; there is doubt whether another could

have done it. He is one of Plutarch's Men. He
does not look like any one else. He is probably a

Cro-Magnon.

IVelconie to our jungle!

As a philosopher he views life as a cruel thing;

almost its only satisfaction the satisfaction of vic-

tory, or, perhaps rather, of keeping one's head
unbowed under the buffetings of fate. He is not

a great writer; yet, born in a different time, he
might have been—witness the lovely preface to

Le Grand Pan.
Tiger, tiger, l)urniiig bright.

May you long illumine the dark forest of this

age, ere you take your place, a bright, particular

star, among the sons of fame

!

On the Healing of a Sick Elephant
OUR stalwart old Elephant suffered a severe

chill on November 7 and gave every evi-

dence of having something serious the mat-

ter with him. To many it was evident that he

had been ailing for some time, but he did not

seem to realize that he was not all right and just

as strong as he ever was. Some opined that he

had been kicked by a Mule, but credible witnesses

hold to the belief that while the Mule was on the

spot and did get his nose in the trough, he was
too decrepit himself to have done any harm and
all he could do was to profit by his old rival's

weakness. There are those that say that the

Elephant got over-exhilarated two years ago, took

all sorts of things into his system that he could

not digest, and is now suffering from a complica-

tion of internal disorders. There is an element

of truth in the latter diagnosis.

The Republican overturn in the recent elections

was not only striking and sensational, but even
more serious in reality than the face of the re-

turns would seem to indicate. At first sight the

issues involved seem singularly confused and com-
plicated. But when we eliminate the purely per-

sonal and local influences, three, or perhaps four,

main issues stand forth with considerable clear-

ness as the causes to which the defeat is to be

attributed.

The first of these obvious causes is wrapped
up with the name of Mr. Volstead of Minnesota.

It is in short the prohibition enforcement issue. If

we survey public opinion all over the country we
find that the adoption of the Eighteenth Amend-
ment and the enactment of the Volstead Act did

not end the question of prohibition or take it out

of politics. What resulted was that the aspect of

the question was entirely changed. Hitherto it

had been a liquor question, a contest which cen-

tered upon the desirability of permitting or for-

bidding the manufacture and sale of alcoholic

beverages. The evils of the saloon, the machina-

tions of the liquor interests, and the agitation of

total abstinence advocates had made of it a pre-

eminently moral issue. But when prohibition was
enacted as a law and the machinery of enforce-

ment was put into operation, a situation arose that

apparently had not been foreseen by those who
had as a matter of principle favored it and who
had believed that by so doing they were advancing
the cause of temperance and civilization. The
practical and constitutional side had been over-

looked.
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What presently appeared was that enforcement

of prohibition as provided for in the Volstead Act

involved the employment of a mass of agents, spe-

cial agents, spies, and agents provocateurs through-

out the country. Not only was this a heavy ex-

pense to the Government, but the smallness of the

salaries paid and the nature of the employment

caused widespread corruption and numerous scan-

dals. Inevitably the appointment of enforcement

agents, with all which that implied of opportuni-

ties for graft and patronage, became a demoraliz-

ing influence in party politics, to the disgust of the

decent elements. Likewise the arbitrary activities

of enforcement agents, their interference with per-

sonal rights, and the general disrespect for law en-

gendered, shaped two lines of public opinion. On
the one hand there appeared apprehension lest the

cause of prohibition should suffer demoralization

and defeat; on the other was the realization that

the issue of wet or dry was overshadowed by the

menace to constitutional liberty. Out of this arose

a struggle the results of which, some in favor of

prohibition and others against it, worked gener-

ally against the party in power. It should be re-

marked that this struggle has only just begun and

the next few years are likely to see it develop with

great bitterness. The fact that one particular law

out of thousands has been singled out and a vast

organization at an annual expense of $10,000,000

has been built up for its enforcement will not be

lost sight of.

Next in importance as a cause of the Republican

defeat was the Fordney-McCumber Tariff. This

legislation had not been in force long enough to

show its larger effects, but its immediate effect,

inherent in any radical change in customs sched-

ules, was to upset business calculations and de-

moralize trade. Furthermore, the long discussion

of it in the Senate had opened the people's eyes to

what it contained. The two or three good fea-

tures, such as the provision which opens the way to

the fixing of all future schedules by the Tariff Com-

mission instead of by direct Congressional action,

were overlooked, and the meticulous care for a

hundred special interests and the log-rolling meth-

ods employed, were chiefly emphasized and re-

sented. Tens of thousands of women's votes were

cast against Republican candidates for the Senate

because of the new tariff rates on gloves.

A third cause is to be found in the resentment

widely felt at the inactivity of the United States in

all matters of foreign policy. For this inactivity

the people were inclined to hold responsible, first

Senator Lodge, and second Secretary Hughes.

There is little doubt that a majoi-ity of the Ameri-

can people were mild reservationists, as that term

was used in 1919 and 1920. They were not willing

to enter the League of Nations without reserva-

tions and without looking forward to a very ex-

tensive revision of the Covenant upon which it was

based. They did, however, expect that the new

Administration would lead them toward a con-

structive and cooperative policy, not alone in de-

fense of their own economic interests, but likewise

in support of their long-time purposes and ideals.

They regard Mr. Lodge as having surrendered to

a small group of irreconcilables in the Senate when
a vigorous fight against them on a higher moral

plane would have resulted in a victory for these

ideals without sacrificing national sovereignty.

They applauded the President and the Secretary

of State for the Washington Conference on Limita-

tion of Armament, and confidently counted upon
this as but the first step in a series of constructive

efforts to play the part in improving world condi-

tions which they felt was at once the duty and the

privilege of this country. They were disappointed

that the Washington Conference was not followed

by a general economic conference and they feel that

Secretary Hughes was remiss in not bringing it

about. On the eve of election there was a tre-

mendous agitation to arouse sentiment against per-

mitting the return of the Turks to Europe, with

all that that will mean of massacre and rapine. The
people generally, and especially those of the

churches, were eager for a forward policy of co-

operation against the restoration of the Turks and

for the protection of the Christian minorities.

Secretary Hughes's communications on the subject

were correct and logical, but they were coldly re-

ceived and the moral sentiment which had been

aroused was profoundly offended. In that excite-

ment the splendid policy toward Russia with its

epoch-making doctrine of moral trusteeship was
quite overlooked.

All these causes operating together and mixing

in various proportions, together with personal and

local influences in many places—as in New York
and Missouri—produced the results which are now
of record. The Republicans have lost control of

both houses of Congress. The face of the returns

does not show this, but the facts do. The differ-

ence is accounted for by the falsity and insincerity

of our present political classifications. Subtract

from the apparent majority those who parade the

Republican name but are not Republicans by prin-

ciple or affiliation, and it turns into a minority.

The radicals have not been slow to take advan-

tage of this situation. Senator La Follette has al-

ready called a conference of his crowd both in and

out of Congress and the list looks like the roster

of the combined pro-Bolshevist organizations of

America. It runs the gamut of conscientious ob-

jectors, pacifist preachers, communist agitators,

single-taxers, and the like. But they are not going

to organize a new party, not they. La Follette an-

nounces his scheme with brazen directness

:

No one can be unmindful of the fact that the election has

created such a close division in Congress that the progressive

delegation from a single State holds the balance of power in

the House of Representatives. Correspondingly, a group of

eight or ten progressives may act with equal effectiveness

in the Senate.
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Simple, isn't it? A group representing less than

ten per cent, organizing to dominate Congress and

exercise a practical dictatorship. And the leaders

of the Republican Party have themselves to blame.

In 1918, instead of entering into a compromise with

La Follette in order to organize a bare majority,

which was useless during the last two years of

Wilson's administration except for some petty

patronage, they should have stood on principle and

read him out of the party. What they did was to

place La Follette and Borah in line for the chair-

manships of the two most important committees of

the Senate, and then, with the large majority of

1920, proceed on a programme that played straight

into the hands of the radicals.

The situation is a very serious one for the coun-

try. Unless the constructive liberals from both

the old parties consolidate their forces to oppose

the rapidly concentrating radicals, radicalism will

get the benefit of the present situation and will

continue to play off one party against the other to

the advancement of ultra-radical policies. Far-

seeing observers have been pointing to these facts

for some time past. What some sapient editors

have said could not happen, happened on Novem-
ber 7 and is continuing to happen before their eyes

daily. The radicals are concentrating upon a defi-

nite programme and have come out in the open.

The path of wisdom and of safety for the Admin-
istration is to meet that programme with a direct,

positive, and constructive challenge, and rally to

its banner both Democrats and Republicans who
are sincere lovers of American institutions and de-

fenders of American liberty. To trifle with the sit-

uation—to play into the hands of the radicals by

pressing ship subsidy legislation and other stupidi-

ties—is to lose all. The Democrats can afford to

sit quietly by and pick up whatever advantage they

may. The real struggle will take place in what has

been the Republican Party. If the Administration

accepts the leadership in the struggle and makes
the fight on principle without fear of consequences,

it will win. If it declines the leadership, or trifles

with the situation to please any individual or group

or interest, however highly placed, then the fight

will be lost in advance and radical policies will

dominate this country to its economic and political

undoing for some years to come. While the radi-

cals have been organizing and preaching their gos-

pel, the constructive liberals have been content to

rest satisfied with stereotyped phrases about trust-

ing the wisdom and good sense of the American
people. The time has come to stop phrase-making
and to fight.

Can the Elephant be cured? It's a large order

and we hesitate to prophesy. But we venture to

suggest that if the vermin be removed from his

hide, if he be fed on good nutritious fodder instead

of sawdust, and if he be allowed to breathe a little

fresh air, a decided improvement in his condition

will be noted at once.

The Voice of the Enghsh Voter

THE student of politics finds much material

for study in the English elections of last

Wednesday. For our own part we are

gratified that the general results so closely ap-

proximated the forecast in our last issue. Mr.

Bonar Law and the Conservative Party won a sub-

stantial working majority in Parliament, while

Mr. Lloyd George not only failed to meet with the

success which many of our American newspapers

predicted for him, but ran a poor fourth. Even
Mr. Asquith's Independent Liberals, familiarly

termed the "Wee Frees" and comprising the more
or less dilettante remnants of the intellectual

Liberals, made a better showing than did the ex-

Premier. To the foreign observer perhaps the

most surprising phenomenon of the election was
that the Labor Party forged ahead into second

position and becomes thereby the nominal Opposi-

tion in Parliament.

That there would be a substantial Conservative

majority we were confident. The swing of the

pendulum toward normalcy and away from inter-

national adventure was in the air and bound to

find expression whenever the issue was taken to

the people. It would be a great mistake, however,

to assume that this trend has resulted in placing

in power a unified and harmonious party. In this

respect there are some striking analogies with the

situation in America two years ago. It is prob-

ably true that every Tory in England voted for a

Conservative candidate, but it is also true that

large numbers of true Liberals supported Con-
servatives because of their dissatisfaction with the

dictatorship of the Lloyd George Coalition and
because of their fear of the consequences to Eng-
land of the inconsistent and adventurous foreign

policy which the Coalition conducted. As one ex-

amines the conditions of English political life

more closely and studies the trend of opinion ir-

respective of party phrase-making, one realizes

that some of the best Liberals are to be found
among the younger Conservatives, and that among
the dogmatic Liberals are to be found some of the

most intolerant Tories.

The success of the Labor Party in winning 120
seats and thereby becoming the Opposition is

easily understood. Given a choice between Asquith
and his dilettantes and Lloyd George with no def-

inite programme except his personal ambition, the

man who was Liberal by tradition and who could

see nothing but reaction in a Conservative victory

was very likely to vote the labor ticket, very much
as Liberals in Germany formerly joined the So-

cialist Party. Add to this the discontent from un-
employment and the threat of fresh international

complications and you have a sufllicient explanation
of the large labor vote. It does not seem likely,

however, that the Labor Party will play a very im-
pressive part in Parliament. Labor is not suffi-
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ciently unified in its aims or in its leadership to

act as a concentrated force and any threat of out-

and-out socialist endeavor is certain, in the pres-

ent temper of the House, to unite both Conserv-

atives and Liberals.

In spite of its substantial majority Mr. Bonar
Law's government has by no means an easy task

and might well take a page from Mr. Harding's

experience. While it is true that England voted

for "tranquillity"—the counterpart of our own
"normalcy"—a policy of inaction or negation

would soon prove inadequate and unsatisfactory

in these bustling times. Unless the new Premier

can steer a very definite forward course he is pres-

ently going to find it difficult to hold together the

various elements of his present party strength.

England needs quiet and economy; she also needs

less government interference and more play for

private initiative; but at the same time there is

a pressing demand for positive measures to re-

habilitate the trade which is her life blood, and
the definite settlement of outstanding European
problems which now serve as an obstacle to it.

Whether Mr. Bonar Law measures up to this task,

the next few months will tell.

13% Off on Farmers

THE farm bloc in Congress should be inter-

ested in Senator Cummins's announced ap-

proval of amending the Transportation Act

so as to secure to railroad workers the theoretical

"living wage" which was recently refused them by

the Labor Board. The bloc may reasonably insist

that even if the railroads could afford to pay the

proposed wage, a very important section of the

country's population—the farmers of the West and

Northwest—emphatically can not afford it.

The present state of the grain and live-stock

farmer (though his prices have lately somewhat
advanced) and the general conditions of the business

of the country, may well be cited to make clear the

basic fallacy of establishing by state authority

—

at least in this country of vast and complicated

commercial relations—any wage that is perceptibly

higher than that determined by freely acting non-

governmental influences. Until we adopt the gov-

ernment rule in all things proposed by the Social-

ists, wages will have to be paid out of the earnings

of each industry ; these earnings will have to come
from sales of goods or services (as with the rail-

roads) to buyers; and the amount of the returns

from these sales will largely determine the level

of wages. When any body of consumers whose
purchases bulk large in the prosperity of a group
of important industries so limit their purchases as

to check sharply the income of these industries,

wages soon feel the effect of this restricted income.

It is a question, not hastily to be answered in

the negative, whether present wage levels are not

so out of line with the condition of the great pur-

chasing element represented by the Western farm-

ers as to suggest that they will have to go lower

than they are now before a condition of prosperity

can be restored to the whole country. Business

is now good in many directions, shipments of mer-

chandise are extraordinarily large. Yet bankers

and others who are watching things closely know
that the present improvement in business is very

spotty and unequal : that it has not yet received the

very decisive support of the multitudinous re-

tail consumer in general; and that the Western
farmer in particular has not given, and by all signs

cannot soon give, the strong buying support that

is indispensable to solid and continuous commercial

prosperity. Prosperity, and with it the level of

wages, is up against the disabilities of the farmer.

Prices for the things the farmer has to sell, and

out of which comes all the buying support he can

give to wage-paying industries, are too low for

the burden presented to him in the prices of the

things he has to buy. In the matter of railroad

transportation for his grain and live-stock, he has

no choice but to pay what is demanded in freight

charges, though these take an abnormally large

part of the price he obtains for his own products.

But in the buying of other things, especially manu-
factured goods, he has the choice imposed by a com-

parative lack of money to pay with. At the end of

the peak of war prices, the average price of farm
products stood in about the same relation to the

average of the prices of all commodities as in 1913.

But in September of this year, the average of

farm-products prices was more than 13 per cent,

below the average of other commodity prices. The
farmer's purchasing power, in other words, was
one-eighth less than it was before the war. This

purchasing power, unlike that of wages in other

industries, is determined by world prices for the

farmer's products. It is one of the serious aspects

of the present gain in business that there is no

visible prospect of an advance in the world prices

of farm products that will restore the farmer's

purchasing power to an equality with the prices he

must pay if he buys.

In the aggregate, the farmer is an indispensable

partner in general industrial prosperity for the

country. If for lack of money he can not play his

part adequately, stable prosperity may have to

wait on a lowering of the prices charged to the

farmer through a lowering of the wages that bulk

so large in those prices. It may be taken as a

permanent and inescapable fact that all the con-

sumers of the country pay all the wages of the

country. The farmer consumer is pretty directly

ruled by world conditions, and it is not very clear

to the economist how the vast body of wage earn-

ers, who depend more largely than they realize upon
the farmer's purchases, are going to escape making
also their adjustment to world conditions. There
can hardly be any stable prosperity on the present

one-legged basis.
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Lausanne—Before and After

UNDB]R the terms of the armistice treat}' of

Mudros, October 30, 1918, the Turks were
to evacuate territories beyond the fron-

tiers of the old empire then occupied by them, and
also the portions of the empire in which the Arabs
were numerically predominant— i. e., Arabia, Syria,

and Mesopotamia. The Allies were authorized to

take possession of the Straits and to occupy any
strategic positions in Turkey whose occupation

they might consider necessary to their security.

The effectives of the Turkish army were to be re-

duced to 50,000, with a small allowance of artil-

lery; all other troops were to be demobilized and
their arms to be surrendered. No mention was
made in the armistice terms of Thrace or Smyrna.
The Allied fleets proceeded to take possession of

the Straits, and shortly afterwards a mixed Allied

force occupied "neutralized" zones on both shores

of the Straits and later (in reprisal for alleged

Turkish atrocities in Cilicia) they occupied Con-
stantinople itself.

The idea of permanent expropriation of territory

in which the population was predominantly Turk-
ish, or even its division into zones of commercial
exploitation, seemed to have been abandoned by the

Allies about the beginning of 1918, at which time
Lloyd George made his famous statement : "We do
not challenge the maintenance of the Ottoman Em-
pire in the homelands of the Turkish race, with its

capital at Constantinople," A treaty based on a

reasonable interpretation of the armistice terms
(if enforced by Allied troops only) would have been
accepted thankfully by the Turks. The Turkish
people bore little resentment toward the Allies.

It was not until April, 1920, that the Supreme
Council met (at San Remo) to prepare the Turkish
Treaty. The delay was inevitable, but it was fatal.

In the meantime the Allies had committed an al-

most unbelievable piece of stupidity. It will be re-

called that under one of the war-agreements the

Italians were to have in full possession or as a zone
of exploitation (it is not clear which was intended)

the Vilayet of Smyrna. The French and British

came to regret this concession to their ally and
feared that the Italians might present them with a

fait accompli by occupation. Therefore, when the

Italian delegation withdrew from the Peace Con-
ference in a huff, they authorized Venizelos (who
had been clamoring for this mandate) to occupy
Smyrna and a limited hinterland. Hinc illae

lachrymae. In this peace of joint British and
French perfidy and stupidity began the trouble

which culminated in the ruin of Smyrna and of

Greece. The Greek troops were landed on May 15,

1919. This is the all-important date in the history

of the Near East since the armistice. Up to that

date there was no organized opposition of any im-
portance to the Allies' programme. Mustapha
Kemal had not been unfriendly to the Allies. But,

when he heard of the Greek landing, he crossed into

Asia Minor and at once began to organize resist-

ance. Within the year he had drawn up the Na-
tional Pact, and in April, 1920, the Grand National
Assembly of Turkey, formed of elected delegates

from all Asia Minor, arrogated to itself supreme
executive and legislative powers, adopted the Na-
tional Pact, and chose Mustapha Kemal President,

investing him with temporary dictatorial powers.
Then, as Ferid Bey says proudly and truly, Turkey
was reborn.

Meantime the Allies and the Greeks pursued
their mad course. The Greeks on landing at

Smyrna perpetrated atrocities. These atrocities

were investigated by a commission of British,

American, French, and Italian officers, who found
severely against the Greeks, declared (August,

1919) that annexation of Smyrna to Greece would
be contrary to the principle of nationality, and
recommended replacing Greek by Allied forces.

The Treaty of Sevres was signed in May, 1920;

by the Sultan's delegates under protest. It gave
Eastern Thrace to Greece in full sovereignty, and
Smyrna to Greece in fact but with a shadowy sov-

ereignty reserved to Turkey. A month or so later,

the Allies committed their crowning folly. Foch
had told them that twenty-seven divisions would be

required to enforce the Sevres Treaty. It was
evident that the Allied peoples would not consent

to furnish troops for such a military adventure.

The Supreme Council were embarrassed. Venize-

los relieved their embarrassment, offering the

troops necessary. The offer was accepted.

All that followed, followed in logical sequence,

and it all grew out of that act of joint Franco-

British perfidy and stupidity in allowing the Greeks

to land in Smyrna in May, 1919. The military men
of the Allies and certain of their diplomats who
knew their Greeks and Turks, warned against that

folly. There have since been other follies and an
unbroken series of Allied blunders and stupidities.

But that was the prime cause.

And now—Lausanne. General world sentiment

approves the Turkish Nationalist movement. It

admires the magnificent spirit shown by the Turks.

It inclines to blame the Greeks (for commission)

and the Allies (for omission) almost as much as it

blames the Turks, for what has befallen the minori-

ties since the armistice. Up to the date of the

landing of the Greeks at Smyrna, the minorities

were being well treated.

But it is time now to head the Turk. We may as

well write off the minorities and the capitulations.

The Armenians must fain content themselves with

a "spiritual home." The American schools in Tur-

key must submit to Turkish official inspection. But
what of this talk of reviving the glories and terri-

torial boundaries of Suleiman the Magnificent? No
silly chatter, that. Is it true, you Franks, that you

have a common policy with which to confront the

Turk at Lausanne? If not, bustle about it.
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IN
the year 1832, Mrs. Trollope, mother of the great

novelist, published a book entitled "Domestic Man-
ners of the Americans." In the year 1922, Mrs.

Asquith, wife of a former Premier of Great Britain,

published a book entitled "My Impressions of America."

During the ninety years which intervened between these

two publications it has been the custom of visitors on

our shores to write books about us—a custom "more
honoured in the breach than the observance." Each
visitor seems to think that he or she is doing an original

and interesting thing, and the sum total of their lament-

able labors would fill a library.

Mrs. Trollope, who set this evil ball a-rolling, lived

in the United States four years. She was a woman who
had the habit of looking at all she saw, and in four

years of traveling up and down the country she saw
a great deal. She was a woman who had the habit of

listening to all she heard, and in four years of inter-

course with every class of society she heard a great deal.

If she offended genteel readers by emphasizing the more
vulgar aspects of American life, it was because she

knew these aspects best, and found them most amusing.

"What can we relish if we recoil at vulgarity?" asks

that severe and distinguished thinker, Santayana. At
all events, Mrs. Trollope's volume was. considered suffi-

ciently readable and sufficiently valuable to be trans-

lated into French and Spanish, honors not lavished

upon her successors.

Perhaps the "American Notes" gets lumped in occa-

sionally with "complete" translations of Dickens, though
it is neither a valuable nor an interesting book, a fact

of which its author was well aware. He expressed no
smug surprise at its being ill-received; he refrained

from adding insult to injury by regretting the super-

sensitiveness of Americans, and he was genuinely glad

that, twenty-five years later, the crowds that came to

hear his inimitable readings had apparently forgotten

all about it. There is one paragraph, however, that

Philadelphia should never forget; for this Englishman
recognized and praised the orderly charm, the tranquil

beauty of the old Fairmount gardens which Philadel-

phians a few years ago wantonly uprooted and de-

stroyed.

It is refreshing to think that Thackeray came twice

to the United States, and wrote no book about us. All

honor to his name. He was a man who, when he had
nothing to say, refrained from saying it, an example
which has been very imperfectly followed. I am dis-

posed to add all honor to the name of Mr. Andrew Lang,

who refused several seductive invitations to our plat-

forms because of his inability to lecture. It sounds as

archaic as it is admirable. Mr. Chesterton is unable to

lecture; he frankly admits the fact; but he did not let

this trifling circumstance hold him back. Mrs. As-
quith is unable to lecture; but she prattled contentedly

to the curious. And both these visitors wrote book?

about their very limited experiences. There is a share

of honor due to Mr. Bernard Shaw, because, disliking

Americans heartily, he keeps away from what he dis-

likes, as wise and proud men should.

When Arnold Bennett labelled his volume of remin-

iscences "Your United States," he plainly intimated that

he did not expect his own countrymen to read it. His
comments were all addressed to Americans. He told

New York Columbia University was an "enormous
and overwhelming incoherence," He confided to Boston
that she, and she alone, among the great cities of the

Republic was "complete," which was very prettily said.

He congratulated Chicago upon her sooty, and, conse-

quently, "softening" atmosphere. He advised Phila-

delphians to arm themselves with pickaxes and raze

the Metropolitan Opera House to the ground; good ad-

vice as far as it went, but seeming to indicate that he
had not observed the City Hall. Philadelphians, who
have long endured that monstrous deformity in the very

heart of their town, are not likely to be roused to mad-
ness by the ornate ugliness of an opera house. It is

seldom that an Englishman touches the American point

of view. In big things, as in little things, he stands

aloof. When Mr. Bennett went to Cambridge, he wrote
thus about the much visited Longfellow house: "I re-

joiced to see it. In spite of the fact that he wrote
'The Wreck of the Hesperus,' Longfellow seems to keep
his position as the chief minor poet of the English

language." No American would have put it that way.
Brought up from tender infancy on Longfellow's verse,

he would have said : "In spite of the fact that he wrote
'A Psalm of Life,' Longfellow seems to keep his posi-

tion as the chief minor poet of the English language."

And the American would have been right.

Few visitors, at least few English visitors, have

been so lighthearted or so fair-minded as Mr. Bennett.

Mr. William Archer's "America Today" has already

become the America of yesterday. The gay and
agreeable letters of Mr. Rupert Brooke can afford

but an hour's amusement. Mrs. Asquith, like the re-

doubtable Mrs. Alec Tweedie, fills her volume with lists

of the people who entertained her. Ten years and a

deal of history lie between Mrs. Tweedie's "America as

I Saw It," and Mrs. Asquith's "My Impressions of

America," but the two books might have been published

simultaneously. There are chapters in both which read

like the society columns of the much-maligned Ameri-
can press. Mrs. Tweedie did not hesitate to assure her

readers that one of her hosts was "a perfect gentle-

man." Mrs. Asquith as jubilantly tells us the names
of the ladies who gave her dinners, the gentlemen who
lent her cars, the correspondents who thanked her for

her "radiance," the acquaintances who declared she was
"absolutely the most brilliant and interesting woman"
they had ever met. It must be pleasant work to write

a book like this ; and the Americans who look for, and
find, agreeable notices of themselves, may possibly en-

joy reading it.

In happy contrast to these intimate outpourings, Mr.

Gilbert Chesterton's "What I Saw in America" is a

work of solid purpose and manifest reserves. Its .author

does not concern himself with the people he met, or with

the appreciations he received. He tries to analyze the

elusive thing called nationality, to link what he saw in

America with what he knew in England, and what he

felt in France. He thinks soberly if he writes lightly.

Allusions to that "happy village, 'Spoon River,' " or to

Trotsky, "the great strike-breaker of the world," have
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weight as well as wit. He finds Americans "too busy

to have business habits," and is prone to envy them
"a certain god-like appetite for things as distinct from
thoughts." What he cannot grasp is their conception of

liberty. No Englishman can. An Englishman wants
as few laws as are consistent with safe living. Those
few he obeys, perhaps because he is compelled to. An
American can never get his fill of laws. He is as keen

for new ones as if they were fashions in clothes. When
he has more than he knows what to do with, he scraps

those that suit him least, and a great deal of confusion

ensues.

What is the worth of all the books, readable and un-

readable, which casual and money-getting visitors have
written about this patient land? One of the latest is

"First Impressions in America," by the Right Reverend
Monsignor Count Francis BickerstafTe-Urew, who
writes under the unassuming name of John Ayscough.

It belongs, on the whole, to the unreadable category;

but in it I find this sentence which savors of inspira-

tion: "Americans are libelled as unscrupulous in the

collection of souvenirs of slight intrinsic value; but I

wish they were less violent collectors of opinions of no
value whatever."

The Eleventh of November
By Fabian Franklin

THE day that brought to a close the most tremen-

dous and devastating trial of arms through which
the world has ever passed is naturally observed

as a day of rejoicing. But in the hearts and minds
of men there is so much regret, so much disappoint-

ment, so much anxiety, over the state in which the

world finds itself four years after that memorable
event, that anything like jubilation is out of the ques-

tion. And accordingly it is to reflections upon the

causes of failure to achieve something better, and not

to gratulation over what has actually been achieved,

that retrospects on Armistice Day are chiefly addressed.

One such retrospect, from the pen of one of the fore-

most of our newspaper writers, Mark Sullivan, repre-

sents so accurately the thoughts of a large body of

fair-minded Americans, that it may profitably be made
the subject of critical examination. Mr. Sullivan

directs his remarks almost exclusively to the part

played by Woodrow Wilson in shaping—and failing to

shape—the actual outcome of the war and of the peace.

"The central figure of the drama," he says, "of course

is Woodrow Wilson. It begins with him and ends with
him," And Mr. Sullivan is neither pro-Wilson nor

anti-Wilson. He dwells upon the noble ideal which
inspired the President, and undertakes to explain his

failure to realize that ideal. The article is a long one,

and it would be impossible here to comment upon it in

detail. But so far as criticism of the President is

concerned, the substance of the article is fairly con-

veyed in this closing sentence:

If anything can be said in indisputable criticism of
Wilson, if a just person were admitting Wilson's mis-
takes for a final summing up of history, he mig'ht
readily put it in these words: "At Paris he compro-
mised with Europe when he ought to have stood firm:
at Washington he was stubborn against America when
he ought to have compromised."

Or, to put the same thing in other words: Wilson
should have insisted, throughout the negotiation of

the armistice and of the peace, on the full realization

of the ideals for which he had declared, the attainment
of which he had promised, and the acceptance of which
by the Allies he was in a position to compel ; but after

this had failed, he should have saved what he could for
the world by a compromise with the Senate, whose
assent to the treaty as framed he was not in a position

to compel.

This is a simple and clear-cut view; and the second
part of it is unquestionably correct. But the first part,

though alluring by its simplicity, is as superficial as

it is simple. Indeed it suffers from precisely the fault

which, so far as intellectual error is concerned, was the

fundamental trouble with Mr. Wilson himself. Before

one can say that the real error lay in his failure to

insist uncompromisingly upon the carrying out of his

ideal programme, one has to ask whether such carry-

ing out was, in the nature of things, possible. Grant,

for the sake of argument, that Mr. Wilson could have

dictated any terms he pleased, and compelled their

acceptance. Could that have brought about a realiza-

tion of his ideal? Was the state of the world such

that any terms whatsoever, contrive them as ideally as

you will, could have produced the result he had in

mind? Let us look at the latest of his announcements
before the armistice, the speech he made when victory

was almost at hand, for the answer to this question.

In that famous and momentous speech, delivered in

New York on September 27, 1918, Mr. Wilson declared

that the indispensable condition of a "secure and last-

ing peace" was "impartial justice in every item of the

settlement, no matter whose interest is crossed; and
not only impartial justice, but also the satisfaction

of the several peoples dealt with." I call this speech

not only famous but momentous, because it was to it,

quite as much as to the Fourteen Points, that the

Germans pointed as the basis of their abandonment of

the war; and it is upon the failure to carry out the

ideal settlement thus promised, even more than upon
any specific departure from the Fourteen Points, that

they rest their claim that they were betrayed into

surrender.

Yet when we look at the thing there laid down, not

as a vague and shining ideal but as a thing actually U
be embodied in a concrete settlement, we see at one

that it is sheer illusion. Did Mr. Wilson ever thin,

out the question whether the demands of "impartia?

justice" were compatible with "the satisfaction of the

several peoples dealt with?" Even in private life that

which "impartial justice" decrees is very rarely found
by both parties to a controversy; much less can it be

so in the case of whole nations which had been stirred

to their depths by inveterate animosities culminating

in the most terrible of wars. To reduce the formula

to a practical nullity, it was only necessary for France
to put all the stress upon the demands of justice and
for Germany to insist altogether on the other half

—

the satisfaction of Germany, which was certainly one
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of "the peoples dealt with" in the treaty. Or, leaving

the question of "justice" aside altogether, how was it

possible to secure at the same time the "satisfaction"

of a France surveying the unexampled desolation of

her ravaged provinces and the "satisfaction" of a

Germany unwilling to pay the tremendous price of

their restoration? The thing that Mr. Wilson had
promised was inherently impossible; he is to be blamed
not for having failed to carry out his promise, but for

having made it.

To what extent the troubles of the world are to be

ascribed to the false hopes held out by Mr. Wilson's

promises, it would be rash to attempt even vaguely to

estimate. But certain it is that—to speak of no other

aspect of the inevitable disillusionment—Germany has

been strengthened in her sullen resistance to the carry-

ing out of the treaty by the feeling that she was be-

trayed into the making of it. Nothing was more es-

sential to the creation of a wholesome sentiment in

Europe than a clear sense on the part of Germany that

she had been utterly vanquished in the field. Of course,

as a matter of fact, she had been; but as a matter of

form she had placed herself in the position of sub-

mitting only upon conditions which, as she understood

them, were not fulfilled in the treaty. The delusive

idea of "peace without victory," put forward by Mr.
Wilson in an address to the Senate several months be-

fore we entered the war, still presided over his thought

after the stupendous events of the last two years of the

war had made it more impossible than ever; and the

result was such hopeless contradiction between ideals

and realities as no amount of wisdom or courage, of

firmness or pliability, could possibly set right.

The years that have passed since the close of the

war have brought out many a melancholy failure be-

sides that of Mr. Wilson. The situation was too colos-

sal to be dealt with by any of the leading figures in it

as one might have hoped it could be. Conceivably some
man of more commanding intellectual and moral stature

than Lloyd George, or Clemenceau, or Wilson, could

have turned the course of events into a happier channel.

But men of that magnitude are extremely rare; nor is

it true, as is often so glibly said, that the time is sure

to bring the man. But while it is not incumbent upon
us to anticipate the judgment of history on the record

of any of these men as a whole it is our clear duty to

assess the merit of any current judgment which rests

upon a definite basis. Such a judgment is that which
would exalt the course of Mr. Wilson as setting a
standard for the highest statesmanship; the all-suffi-

cient warrant for this judgment being the loftiness of

his ideals, and the ardor with which he sought to pro-

mote them. But elevation of ideals, and ardor in the

pursuit of them—even if we grant that these high

traits are wholly unalloyed by qualities less commend-
able—are far from being adequate to the fulfillment

of a statesman's part. Mr. Wilson has other claims

than his idealism to a large place in history; and, quite

apart from his idealism, there is plenty of ground for

contention both for and against those claims. But as

to the idealism itself, I find little to choose between

those who idolize him because he fought for an ideal

and those who despise him because he abandoned it.

The trouble was that he did not recognize the difference

between preaching an ideal and demanding its immedi-
ate attainment. When the crucial time came, this

recognition was forced upon him. He is not to be
vehemently blamed for yielding to the force of realities

when they were inescapably thrust upon him; neither

is he to be extravagantly praised for having preached,

no matter how eloquently, an ideal which he did not take

the trouble to confront with the realities—realities

which, as a statesman, it was his paramount duty to

grapple.

Armageddon?
By Annette Thackwell Johnson

HE was tall, broad-shouldered, black-bearded. His

pagri was an immaculate, pale blue. He might
have been an Oriental prince from the looks

of him. But he was only a Sikh from the Punjab
wandering along a Sacramento street gazing curiously

at the shop windows.
In spite of his size and his air of self-sufficiency, his

pleasure when I spoke to him was pathetic. It was
as if a child, groping in the dark, had, trembling at

the unknown, touched another hand, and found—with

overwhelming relief—that it was the hand of a friend.

He burst into a torrent of Punjabi. Oh, would the

Sahib and I go with him and eat ... it would be such

a pleasure . . . would— But suddenly joy was wiped
out of his face and hate glowed in the sombre eyes.

"Did you see her—that mem (lady) ?" he demanded
of me. "Did you see how her nose turned up when
she see how you talk to me—this foreign dog?"

It would have gone ill with the lady if she had met
Kirpa Singh with that look on her face on a lonely

road.

"Arre Kirpa Singh," I said. "It is childish to rage
at ignorance. That mem is not turning up her nose

at you—but at what, in her ignorance, she fears you

to be. You have seen' a horse go mad with fright at a

piece of paper blowing along the road. . . . We fear

One of India's cricket teams
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Golden Temple at Amritsar

what we do not understand . . . even you, Kirpa

Singh!"

His brow smoothed and he laughed. "Ai hai, mem
sahibji—it is good to hear the old bat (talk) from one

who understands, who ktiows what we are! Be sure

and visit the Sikh Temple at Stockton—there we meet
and talk with our own . .

."

We kept our word; but it was a shock to us, that

Sikh Temple. Had it not been for the placard that

stretched across the wooden balcony we should have

thought we were looking at the wrong building. For
we had seen that other temple, the "Durbar Sahib" in

far off Amritsar: and this square frame building with

its wooden steps and cheap balconies was pitiful in

comparison. Even the roses that glowed in profusion

in the California sunlight could not soften its harsh

outlines. And the pictured faces of India's leading

revolutionaries that had been tacked about the door-

way improved it not at all.

A Sikh Temple! "Well! But it served at least to take

us back into the past ... It might have been yester-

day . . .

What a pushing, jostling throng there had been at

the Amritsar station! How the gariivans (coachmen)
had shouted against each other for our patronage; and
how proudly the victorious one drove off, cracking his

whip and ordering the crowd to disperse!

A drive through the rose-scented February gardens
had preceded the entrance into the native quarter with
its narrow streets and its surface gutters; its open
shops and its swarming population.

As I closed my eyes I fancied I could see it all yet.

I could see us leaving the carriage, doffing the

proscribed leather shoes and donning, instead, the

prescribed felt ones; and descending the steps, where
we found ourselves part of a stream of people, a regu-

lar procession, across the marble causeway that bridged
the pool of immortality to silver-studded doors of the

Golden Temple.

See it yet? Can I ever forget that white marble
causeway, with its double border of yellow marble, its

marble screen, and its stream of gaily dressed worship-
ers. The men attired in their best, and the women with

their tinsel-bordered chadders (veils), and their short,

thickly-gathered skirts undulating around them like the

petals of wind-blown roses at every step of their bare,

ankleted feet; each carrying a flower which, upon en-

tering the vaulted ball with its gilded ceiling inset with

tiny mirrors, and its marble walls aflame with inlay

work of jeweled flowers, birds and elephants, was

thrown upon the odoriferous heap before the open

"Granth Sahib," the Holy book of the Sikhs.

It was all so gorgeous, so romantically interesting,

and so utterly different from what the first Guru,

Nanak, had intended it to be.

About the time that Martin Luther was setting Eu-

rope aflame, Nanak, in the province which then formed
the borderland between Hinduism and Islam, was striv-

ing to unite the two by rejecting the dross and keeping

the gold of each. He taught that there was but one

God, neither Allah nor Ram, but simply God—not the

deity of either religion—but of the universe.

He rejected idols and incarnation ; and, on the ground

of the equality of all men, rejected the system of caste.

The doctrines of Sikhism as set forth in the Granth

prohibit idolatry, hypocrisy, class exclusiveness, crema-

tion of widows, seclusion of women, the use of wine

and other intoxicants, tobacco-smoking, infanticide,

slander, pilgrimage to the sacred rivers and tombs of

the Hindus; they inculcate loyalty, gratitude, philan-

thropy, justice, impartiality, truth, honesty, and all

moral and domestic virtues.

Sikh means "learner," and was given by Nanak to

his disciples. Singh means Lion, and is added to the

name of every true Sikh.

A man is not born a Singh, but becomes one by

baptism.

The Sikh initiate, who may be as young as seven, but

is generally older, drinks of batasa, sweetened water,

stirred with a sword and called amrit (nectar), five

times from the palms of his hands. It is sprinkled over

him five times by five of the faithful. He now takes

the name of Singh, and from this day wears the five

K's. No Sikh is permitted to cut any of the hair of his

body. The beard, if too long, is separated and rolled

until the ends meet the kes (the knot on the top of the
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head), which is fastened with the kanga (comb). The
kara is the iron bangle on the wrist; and the khander,

the small steel dagger that can do such damage; the

kach is the short trousers that come under the long

kurta, the shirt that Sikh calls his jhagga, and binds

with a scarf around his waist.

Hinduism and Mohammedanism did not join hands in

Sikhism; it became instead a third religious sect; and

remained an insignificant one until the imprisonment

and torture of Arjan, the fifth Guru. Under the stimulus

of persecution the Sikhs evolved from a quietistic sect

into a military and political power inimical to the Mo-
hammedan rulers of the period.

When Har Govind was installed as Guru, he relegated

the necklace and turban with which he was invested to

his treasury, saying, "My sword belt shall be my neck-

lace, and on my turban shall be the royal aigrette."

He then sent for his bow, quiver, and arrow, shield

and sword, and arrayed himself in martial style, so that

"his splendor shone like the noonday sun."

Five hundred youths, declaring themselves ready to

die for him, came to him to enlist, asking only for relig-

ious instruction in return for the gift of their lives. The
Guru gave them each a horse and weapons of war.

Hordes began to gather around who were satisfied

with two meals a day and a suit of clothes every six

months.

Har Govind was a hunter and an eater of flesh, and

encouraged his followers to eat meat so that they might
have strength and daring. It is largely owing to this

practice that the Sikhs owe the superiority of their

physique over the Hindus.

The martyrdom of Teg Bahadur, the ninth Guru, was
all that was needed to evolve the iron of the Sikhs into

tempered steel. And during the reign of the tenth and
last Guru, Govind Singh, the religious was eclipsed by
the purely military spirit.

The demand for brave deeds bore such fruit that the

growth and spread of Sikhism is a matter of history.

The fight which they put up in the Punjab was so

valiant a one that none but the British would have kept

up the struggle. And the final victory was achieved

with so much bloodshed that the conquered and the con-

querors met as brothers.

From this time on the Sikhs were the strong arm of

the British. To this day you may see these tall, broad-

shouldered, bearded men on guard throughout the East,

wherever English property needs protection. Twenty-

five hundred of them are in Vaucouver alone, working

in the lumber fields, dockyards, and mills.

But Canada does not want them. And because Canada
does not want them the East is in a ferment.

Some years ago several hundred Sikhs chartered a

vessel that was to bring them straight from India to

Canada, thus evading the Canadian immigration law

which demands that an immigrant must not only have

a passport, but must ti-avel on a direct route from the

port of egress to the port of ingress. This is aimed
directly at Indian immigrants, for there is no direct

route between the two countries. The chartering of a
vessel which would make the straight trip was some-

thing the authorities had never contemplated; and when
the Komagatu Maru arrived in port, Canada said, we
shall not let these Orientals, who can outwork us and
underlive us, in. They shall not land.

And the Sikhs said, We are British subjects. We
have fought and died for Britain, we shall land.

But they didn't. For every time they tried to come
up on deck they were knocked down again by a stream

of water from the hose the Canadians turned on them.

Finally back to India went the Komagatu Maru with

men in berserker rage . . .

Back to Amritsar, the sacred city of the Sikhs, went

the men and their tale. And from Amritsar the story

spread to the cooking fires along the Grand Trunk Road,

to the village bitakhs, the schools. Men told the wrongs

of their brothers as they ploughed their fields ; mothers

sang them to their children. The Hindu agitators, the

"B. A.'s failed," found a field ready to harvest.

Years ago an "Akali" Sikh was hanged. And why?
An English officer to whom he had neglected to salaam

had struck him in the face with his riding crop.

Burning with rage, the Sikh vowed that he would

kill the first white man he met to avenge the insult. So,

taking his lathi (club), he stationed himself beside the

tent of a traveling missionary, and Mr. Janvier, whose

life had been spent in service to the Sikhs, was felled

to the ground because of the mad act of that army
ofl[icer.

So Canada's rude hose-play has sent many a gallant

man to his death. The Sikhs, for sixty years the right

arm of the British Government, became the thorn in

its side; and innocent men were sacrificed, simply be-

cause they were white, or guarding white men's prop-

erty. Like passionate children the Sikhs hit right and

left. This was the precursor of Jallinwalla Bag.

Can life be faced in any way but that of the strictest

integrity? A sharp command—a blow—and two lives

are gone.

The hose, with shrieks of laughter, is turned upon a

horde of proud, self-respecting men, and the British

Empire totters.

One cannot help but sympathize with Canada—would

California not have done the same?—and yet—and yet

—imagine yourself one of those drenched Sikhs

—

Canada says. We shall not let them in. But twenty-

five hundred of them are in Vancouver.

, We say we shall not let them in. But twenty-five

hundred of them are on the Pacific coast, old supersti-

tions discarded, nothing new to take their place.

You see them beardless, pagri-\ess (they discard their

turbans as soon as they master the full significance of

"Rag-Heads") . You can hardly tell them from Mexicans

in their greasy panamas.

They shall not come

!

They are here.

Count the Greeks in New England—if you can; the

Jews and Italians in New York; the Syrians ... Go
South and try to enumerate the negroes, the Mexicans

—go to the Pacific Coast, East Indians, Japanese,

Chinese, Armenians . . . Sixty-five per cent, of Fresno

is foreign. The Armenians, who can outwork and un-

derlive the American-born, live now in Fresno's best

houses.

The Orient is muttering—"The East against the

West."

The Orient is knocking at our doors.

It may break them down.

How is America going to meet this challenge? By
a further and futile—barricade?

If we do not do something for the Orientals in our

midst—they will do something to us.

Is it not possible to face this thing constructively?

To change a menace into an asset ?
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What the World Is Doing
Edited by Franklin H. Giddings

Professor of Sociology and the History of Civilization, Columbia University

Domestic Affairs
The Elections

IT'S an old story now, that does not demand retellinjr.

The Republican majority in the next House will be

seventeen instead of the present 165, and in the Senate

ten instead of the present 24. Moreover, the number of

"Progressives" or Indepemlents or other persons not cor-

dially disposed towards the Administration's policies, will

be great enough in each chamber of the next Congi-ess to

hold the balance of power. It is widely said that the Ad-

ministration plans to trim boat and shape its course con-

formably to the new conditions; but that is mere specu-

lation.

Why Clemenceau Is Coming

According to the Associated Press, Clemenceau, about to

depart for America, made the following observations:

The object of my trip will be to create

a state of mind in the United States which
will permit in the future— I hope in the

near future—negotiations between public

bodies leading to understandings capable

of pro<lucing results.

I am going to eradicate the idea that

France is militaristic and imperialistic.

They say we have a military budget of

about 5,000,000,000 francs. I do not know
if that figure is correct or exaggerated,

but I do know that I have seen two Ger-
man invasions and that I do not want to

try a third. And I eagerly wish our
friends over there to understand this feel-

ing.

I consider an entente between America,
England and France the basis of peace in

Europe. My task is to make the Amer-
icans understand that, and if I fail I shall

at least have the satisfaction of having
tried.

Naturalization and the Japanese.

The Supreme Court has ruled that

Japanese are not eligible to American
citizenship. Considerations of educa-

tion and character did not enter into the

decision; there is no imputation of racial

inferiority of the Japanese. Merely,

our naturalization acts confine the privi-

lege of naturalization to white persons

(i. e., Caucasians) and persons of African nativity or de-

scent; "white," the decision finds, having been used as

synonymous with "Caucasian" in the wording of these acts.

There Is No Pain in the Land of Cocaine.

In a hospital at Philadelphia the other day a young
woman was enabled to undergo, in a conscious state, suc-

cessive operations for appendicitis and gall-stones, and to

enjoy herself the while. An injection in the spine induced

complete anaesthesia, and, as the surgeons operated, the pa-

tient, radio receiver strapped to ear, listened to Paderewski

and others.

Refreshing Candor

"I am pro-British," says Admiral Sims. "I like the Brit-

ish because they are good sports and will stand the gaff

without whimpering at all. You can torpedo a British

sailor till he is blue in the face, but he still will go back

to sea." * * *

Congress is to meet in special session on November 20,

to consider the Ship Subsidy bill.

L

Hide World fhotoK

Lord Mayor Moore of London

The British Empire
The Meagre Population of Australia and New Zealand.

ORD NORTHCLIFFE, just before his death, gave the

following statistics in support of his plea for a drive

to increase emigration from the British Isles to Australia

and New Zealand, in view of the terrible danger to these

commonwealths should Japan or China turn hostile. Think
of the magnificent future of these commonwealths should

immigration be confined to persons of British blood!

China: aroa, 1,S0G,500 sq. miles; population, 427,079,214;
population per s(i. m., 225.

Japan: area, 148,750 sq. miles; population, 55,901,010;
poi)ulation per S(i. m., 37G.

Australia : area, 2,974,581 sq. miles; population, 5,420,008;
population per sq. m., 1.8.

Now Zealand: area, 103,801 sq. miles; population, l,2;i9.-

94S
; population per sq. m., 11.8.

By "China" above is meant the eighteen provinces. In
- considoring the population of Australia,

the vast jjortion of that continent unsuitcd
to white settlers should be borne in mind.

* * *

An Empire Settlement Act has been

passed by Parliament, which contem-

plates cooperation between the Govern-

ments of Great Britain and the Domin-
ions with a view to emigration from the

British Isles to the Dominions. Under
the act the Federal Government has to

recruit and transport those whom the

Dominions are willing to accept. A dif-

ficulty hitherto has been the extreme

fastidiousness of Australia, which wants
neither the city laborer nor the "black-

coated" tribe.
:>c ^ 4c

A member of the Australian Govern-

ment was in New York the other day,

telling us that Australia could use

10,000,000 white immigrants. And only

the other day Lloyd George observed

that Great Britain is overpopulated by

10,000,000. Australia would prefer that

all her immigrants were British. Then

why not transfer the surplus 10,000,000

)f Great Britain to Australia, where

there is ample fertile soil for all?

Ah! but the thing is not so simple as that. Australia

wants no men except capable farmers. Great Britain has

few farmers to spare, and if she had a surplus of that

sturdy stock would wish to keep it. She has, however,

millions of city dwellers, many of them living by doles,

whom she would gladly send to Australia. But Australia

has a serious unemployment problem in her cities; the

Australian Labor Party bitterly opposes any influx of city

laborers, only a small proportion of whom could be expected

to take up pioneer work. No, the thing is not so simple.

A partial solution suggested is to take children from the

British cities, train them on British farms, and after suffi-

cient training send them to the Dominions. An excellent

idea, but only a very partial solution, of course. After

thinking the whole matter over, one inclines to be a pessi-

mist, like Dean Inge. Mr. Amery, father of the Empire

Settlement Act, thinks that under that act 60,000 to 80,000

persons acceptable to the Dominions maybe induced to emi-

grate yearly. But note that in 1921 the excess of births over
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deaths in England and Wales alone was 390,000. Note also

that the 80,000 Mr. Amery is eager to send away would be

precisely the type England cannot afford to lose; while of

the 390,000 a great proportion had best, some think, never

have been born into the world.

No, it is not so simple, this problem of super-saturation

of population.

Last year 13,000 immigrants entered Australia; against

54,000 in 1913.

Notes

The British debt has increased since 1913 from $3,500,-

000,000 to $37,500,000,000. The revenue has been raised

from $1,000,000,000 to $4,500,000,000. The British debt is

about $900 per head; that of the United States ($24,000,-

000,000) is $220 per head. The British public revenue

amounts to $100 per head annually; that of the United

States to $33 per head.

The population of Britain is increasing at the rate of

400,000 per year; while that of France is decreasing by
200,000 annually.

Great Britain is lending money abroad at the rate of

$1,000,000,000 a year; almost equal to the amount loaned

from the United States.
* * *

October figures show unemployment somewhat increasing

in England.
^ ^ ^

The "irregulars" in southern Ireland are showing in-

creased activity. But so too are the National or Free State

troops. The latter captured Erskine Childers recently.
* * *

Tre results of the Parliamentary elections will be dis-

cussed in the next issue.
* * *

Twenty-five per cent, of the undergraduates at Oxford
hail from the Dominions and the United States.

The French Army
THE French Government, in a statement to the League

Assembly, declared the present strength of the French
army to be 690,000 men: 335,000 in France proper; 92,000

on the Rhine; in the Sarre region, 8,000; in Upper Silesia

and at Memel, 10,000; in Constantinople and the Straits

region, 8,000; in Syria, Togoland and the Cameroons,

42,000; in Morocco, 85,000; in Algeria and Tunis, 75,000;

the remainder in other colonies. The present French law
authorizes an army total of 720,000. Of the total, 100,000 are

professional soldiers, 375,000 are conscripts, 205,000 coloni-

als, and 10,000 foreigners. Fear of Germany, says the re-

port, necessitates maintenance of so lai'ge a force on the

European continent. "The Government considers that at

this cost only can it attain a superiority which will discour-

age any aggressive tendency."

The report proceeds as follows:

In the present state of European politics the special posi-

tion of France has so often been misunderstood that the

French Government feels bound to define it clearly in this

communication.
France has always desired peace. She proved this by

silently bearing a terrible wound in her side for fifty years.

She made most strenuous efforts to avoid the last war, and
was the last to mobilize in Europe, seething with armed
forces. But maimed and impoverished in the pre.«ience

of her numerous graves and all too few cradles, and five

times invaded in a century and a quarter, France would fall

short of her elementary duty of defense and her mission as

the champion of order if she did not look toward her newly
recovered frontier and take necessary precautions against
the possibility of another catastrophe.

France and almost the whole world wish for peace. But
in Germany, conquered only yesterday, is there really a
unanimous desire to preserve peace? A terrible wave of

violence breaks out almost daily and does not stop short of

periodical murder, and shows there are still too few brave
spirits in Germany to stem the wave of destruction. And
although the German Government condemns manifestations,

there is no evidence, alas, that it has strength to check them.
Germany, it seems, does not accept her defeat. It is true

that very few Germans consider the Treaty of Versailles as

anything but an intolerable injustice, a monstrous forced

peace of shame and violence, against which every means of

resistance is justified. Thus the idea of revenge is system-
atically directed against France and, supported daily by the

press under the influence of Pan-Germans and by militarist

manifestations of every kind which no authority has yet

been strong enough to suppress, is making continuous
progress among the mass of the people.

The report goes on to argue that German feeling about

Upper Silesia, German desire to absorb Austria, the sinis-

ter intimacy of Germany and Russia—any of these may
lead to war. When Control Commissions are withdrawn,

Germany can quickly prepare for a conflict.

However firm may be the desire of France to avoid such a

conflict, she would fail in her duty if she neglected to provide

against it.

The situation arising out of the war has imposed obliga-

tions on France with regard to the maintenance of political

stability in Europe. The presence of lai'ge French forces on
the Rhine not only applies pressure which obliges Germany
to respect the treaties she has signed, but affords considerable

moral support to the young nations of Central Europe which
have arisen since the war and contributes largely to giving

France the necessary authority for maintaining the principles

of order and justice and for securing their observance.

The military force of France is at present an essential

factor of peace in Europe. France would be glad to reduce

it after the terrible sufferings she has undei'gone, but she

cannot be asked to do so as long as the Germans' war spirit,

to which we have drawn attention, continues to exist.

* * *

It is estimated that the cost of the French military estab-

lishment during 1923 will be

the equivalent of $348,750,000.

Congress has appropriated

$271,000,000 for our army of

approximately 137,000 (in-

cluding officers) during the

fiscal year ending June 30,

1923. The cost of Great Brit-

ain's army of 215,000 during

1923 is estimated at $272,800,-

000. The combined cost of

the French military and naval

establishments is less than the

combined cost of the British

or American military and na-

val establishments; and that

would be a much fairer kind

of comparison.

Germany
A Discouraging Proposal.

IN response to the Repara-
tion Commission's demand

for "concrete, definite" pro-

posals locking to stabilization

of the mark, the German Gov-

ernment on November 9 sub-

mitted the following vague

document (New York Times

translation) :

First—The German Govern-
ment again declares it regards

stabilization and improvement
of the mark as the most im-

portant and urgent task of its

policy.

Second— It again points out with all emphasis that every-

thing that can be done now to stabilize will be merely
expedients to restore a certain confidence among the public

in Germany and abroad in the future of German economy
and German finances.

Third—Permanent success can only be guaranteed if a

/'. & .1. I'liotos

I\ew German diving appara-

tus with features which en-

able the diver to be com-
fortable LOOO feet below the

surface. It is equipped with

electric light , and telephone
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French tractors, at the edge of the Sahara, about to start on a trip of experimentation and exploration under the direction of the

French Colonial Minister

final solution of the whole reparation problem is shortly

undertaken and quickly carried to completion.

Fourth—Nevertheless, the German Government believes

it necessary and possible immediately to undertake measures

along the line of cooperation of a foreign banking syndicate

and the Reichsbank.
Fifth—The German Government recommends to the most

earnest attention of the Reparations Commission the attached

plan of Messrs. Vissering, Dubois and Brand, and begs that

it be used as a basis for further treatment of the stabilization

question.

Sixth—The German Government in particular adopts the

idea contained therein that supporting action by an in-

ternational banking consortium be undertaken immediately.

Seventh—And the first condition the experts make is that

Germany temporarily be freed from all cash payments under
the Versailles treaty and all material reparation payments.

Eighth—The German Government, however, is willing to

undertake material deliveries for reconstruction of the

devastated regions even during the stabilization process in

so far as it is possible to finance such material deliveries out

of the budget or through internal loans.

Ninth—The proposed action purposes not only saving
Germany from her currency troubles, the balancing of the

budget and the damming of the floating debt, but it is a

neceivsary postulate that Germany be placed in a position to

resume reparation payments, and particularly to place

foreign loans, the proceeds of wliich would be used for

liquidating Germany's reparation obligations.

The attached plan which the German Government recom-

mends to the earnest attention of the Reparations Com-
mission is the minority report of the foreign financial ex-

perts who, at the German Government's invitation, spent

some time in Berlin studying the situation. It is to be noted

that the minority report stresses foreign assistance, where-
as the excellent majority report declares that stabilization

"must primarily depend upon Germany's own efforts and
own resources and on resolute action by her Government."

We wish to make it clear that in our opinion, pending
final settlement of the reparation question on sound lines,

no credit can be obtained from a foreign consortium except
on a very modest scale to supplement and support Germany's
own efforts. No really substantial loan can possibly be
obtained from foreign sources until the lenders have assur-
ance as to their position and the conclusion of the mora-
torium period. For without such assurance no sound basis

of credit exists.

The selection by the German Government of the minor-

ity instead of the majority report for recommendation "to

the earnest attention" of the Reparations Commission, is

an infinitely discouraging circumstance.

On receipt of the above proposal, the Reparations Com-
mission, which had been in Berlin several days studying

the situation and discussing it with the German Govern-

ment, returned to Paris in disgust. Thereupon the German
Government, perceiving that some little show of a disposi-

tion to help itself was "indicated," dispatched to the Com-
mission another set of proposals, which, though none too

definite, are much more so than those quoted above. They
will be discussed in another issue.

The Wirth Cabinet Resigns

The Wirth Cabinet resigned on November 14. The United

Social Democratic party of Germany refused the demand
of the Centrists and Democrats that the German People's

Party be admitted to participation in the Coalition Govern-

men on equal terms with the three parties represented

therein (the Centrists, the Democrats, and the United

Social Democratic Party). The demand had the approval

of the Democrats and Centrists, and Wirth, himself a Cen-

trist, was willing to accede to it. It was the left wing of

the United Social Democratic Party—i. e., the one-time

Independent Socialists—that caused the refusal; they could

not stomach Stinnes, and small blame to them.—Here is

something new and interesting to watch.

Germany Needs Food Credits

It is said that Germany needs to import 2,000,000 tons

of grain, for which she requires food credits, as the ex-

change value of the entire paper mark circulation would
not total the purchase price.

Turkey, Etc.
Developments

ON November 1 the Grand National Assembly of Tur-
key, sitting at Angora, passed a law of which the fol-

lowing are the most important clauses (New York Times
translation) :
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Vnderioood & rndeKcnml

14-in. gun at Fort McArthur, Cal., being fired

From March 16, 1920, and for always, the Government
of the nation is vested in the National Assembly. No other
form of government will be recognized, and the people will

recognize no personal authority like that in Constantinople.
The Caliphate will continue to be exercised by the Othman

family, but the Assembly will choose a Prince whose moral
qualities, talent and conduct suit him for the choice. The
Turkish Government will be the principal rampart of the
Caliphate.

The Sublime Porte, having through corrupt ignorance for
.several centuries provoked numerous ills for the country, has
passed into the domain of history.

About the same time a note was dispatched to the French
Foreign Office, declaring that all acts of the Constantinople

Government since and including March 16, 1920, and in-

cluding financial transactions, are repudiated by the An-
gora Assembly.

March 16, 1920, is the date of the formal Allied "occupa-

tion" of Constantinople and the dissolution, under Allied

pressure, of the Turkish Chamber at Constantinople which
had adopted the National Pact.

There be some who hope that, to offset the divisions

among the Franks, the above-quoted act of the Angora
Assembly will divide Islam. The Caliphate tradition seems
to require the Caliph to be a temporal ruler. As for the

note to Paris, the Allies cannot be expected to sit down
calmly in the repudiation of the considerable debts incurred

by the Sultan's Government since March, 1920. Certain

reports gave out that Mohammed VI had been deposed as

Caliph, but apparently he still remains Caliph, continuing

to reside in the Yildiz Palace, where he is guarded by
Allied soldiers and consoled by a new wife, a Circassian of

marvelous beauty.

On November 4 the Angora Government took over the

civil administration of Constantinople, Rafet Pasha assum-
ing the Governorship and our old friend Hamid Bey re-

maining as High Commissioner. The latter notified the

Allied High Commissioner^ as follows: "Interallied mili-

tary occupation of Constantinople not only is useless but

impossible. ... A certain number of gendarmes must
be sent from Angora for maintenance of order."

The Allied authorities accepted the new civil regime, but

apparently with certain exceptions—just what, does not

appear. Rafet Pasha seized the customs administration

and proclaimed the most astonishing duties, with result

that foreign vessels refused to unload flour absolutely

necessary to a population on short rations; and with fur-

ther result that the Allied authorities ordered "Hands off,"

and resumed customs control. It is not clear whether or

no Rafet Pasha took over the Ottoman Bank or the service

of sanitation (hitherto beneficently supervised by the Al-

lies under a formal convention).

The Allied authorities were willing to concede up the

limit of reason as to the civil administration, but they ab-

solutely refused to oblige as to military evacuation. The

Angora Government was so informed in language of suffi-

cient brusqueness—the kind of language a Turk under-
stands and respects. The insolence of the Turk, indeed,

created Allied solidarity at Constantinople. The Allied

authorities appear to have simply ignored a declaration

from Angora that foreign warships must obtain the con-

sent of the Turkish authorities before entering a Turkish
port, and more to like effect.

The French and Italian Governments had no choice but
to back their representatives at Constantinople, and, at

Lord Curzon's suggestion, they telegraphed to them in-

structions identical with those sent to Sir Charles Haring-
ton and Sir Horace Rumbold—namely, authorizing them to

take any steps which the situation might, in their opinion,

demand, even to the point of declaring martial law.

For a day or two the Kemalists continued to press their

extreme demands in haught and orgulous terms, but they
shut up when convinced that the Allies really meant busi-

ness. Immediately upon the establishment of the Kemalist
civil administration, the Turkish proletariat of Constanti-

nople demonstrated with such violence that the Allied

troops and police were compelled to fire on them, killing

and wounding several. That had the required effect, and
indeed Constantinople seems to be quiet enough. Whether
or no the Allies have permitted the establishment of Turk-
ish gendarmerie in the city, does not appear from the

dispatches.

It is understood that the Christian population of Con-
stantinople (which exceeded the Turkish) is being evacu-

ated as fast as shipping serves.

Under the terms of the Mudania Convention, the Turks
were permitted to maintain in Eastern Thrace, pending
the decisions of ihe peace conference, a force of 8,000 gen-

darmes; no troops proper. Report had it that they had
afoot 30,000 gendarmes (so called, but really soldiers) and
that the Allies had protested. As to what followed upon
the protest, we lack information.

And now all eyes are turned to Lausanne. The opening
of the peace conference was postponed from the 13th to the

20th at the instance of the British. Lord Curzon has in-

sisted that there must be agreement before the Conference
on a joint Allied policy, and Poincare, evidently most un-
willing, has at last consented to meet Curzon and Musso-
lini to that end. It will be hard for Poincare, who evidently

had aspired to the role of protector of Islam and had hoped
to mediate between the Briton and the Turk; it will be

hard for Poincare to renounce that grandiose role and sink

to the drab character of an honest and loyal ally.

Ferid Bey Talks

Ferid Bey, the Angora representative at Paris, made
some very interesting statements on November 9, accord-

ing to Mr. Edwin L. James, writing in the New York
Times.
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He said that Mustapha Kemal was not acting under

pressure from extremists, and then continued:

The treaty of Mmlrus [i. «. the nnnistiee convention of

October 30, 11)18] does not exist for us. It was the base

for the Treaty of Sevres, whieh has been torn up. For us

only one armistice counts, that at Mudania.

We demand the right to administer our country as we see

fit.

For us the capitulations do not exist. We shall not asU

that they be abrogated. We shall ignore them completely.

If the Sultan promised the capitulations in treaties, we reply

that the war annulled all Turkish treaties and we stand in

absolute independence.

We are taking over our customs. That is our right,

for we are sovereign and free and are not bound in

any way. As for the courts, that matter is to be arranged

on the principle that Turkey is free to do what she sees lit.

For the schools, we demand that they submit to our laws.

That is all.

In Mr. James's words:

Ferid said that Angora did not deny the Turkish debt but

regardeii the service of the Ottoman debt as an arrangement

of Turkey with private creditors, lie said the OttomaTi

debt would not be subject to negotiation at Lausanne, which

probably will be a great surprise to the British and French

diplomats. He said Angora preferred to arrange directly

with Turkey's creditors.

"We are a people being reborn," said Ferid Bey.

We are beginning all over again. We are going to apply

our new laws and we refuse to admit European condominium.

The people and nations who benefited from the weaknesses

of the preceding Turkish Governments do not wish to admit

our sovereignty, but they must realize that there has been

a change.
The Government at Angora intends to apply the laws of

the country. These laws are based upon our independence

and the sovereignty of Turkey. The departure of the Sultan

means for us the separation of Church and State and nothing

more.
All that was signed between Angora and the Allies at

Mudania will be carried out. Everything else will be settled

with full liberty of action for our Government. If any one

thinks he is wronged he can appeal to our courts.

Moscow Protests Again

The Moscow Government has addressed a note to Lon-

don, protesting against its exclusion from participation in

the Near East Conference except for the negotiations re-

lating to the status of the Straits. The note, moreover,

protests against similar treatment of Bulgaria, and de-

mands participation in the entire conference of Soviet Rus-

sia, Bulgaria, the Ukraine and Georgia. The note proceeds

in the best Muscovite propagandist vein:

At a time when all the Powers were leagued against

Turkey, Soviet Russia alone entered into friendship with her

and her exclusion from the conference shows that the Entente
Powers are determined to snatch from the Turkish people the

fruit of their heroic victories. Soviet Russia is the friend

of all oppressed peoples and she believes it her duty to attend
the conference to obtain for the Turkish people the realiza-

tion of their full national rights on which alone a stable

peace in the Near East can be founded.

Bulgaria also presents a claim (couched in respectful

language) to participation in the entire conference, chiefly

because of her need of an outlet on the .iEgean, and because

of the very large number of refugees within her borders.

A Correspondent Hands It Out Hot.

A correspondent "hands it out hot" in the following:

The American Congress adjourned at the height of the

Near East crisis, in which it was not interested or in which
it lacked the courage and magnanimity to show interest

effectively. The American Congress could have saved the
Christian minorities in Asia Minor. We flatter ourselves
that we are at the forefront of civilization, that the leader-
ship of civilization has passed to us. True leadership by us
of civilization (and the essentials of civilization are uni-
versally recognized and cannot be obscured by the obfuscating
efforts of propaganda and petty journalism) implies that we
will fight for it (even with the sword, if necessary, however
paradoxical that may sound to pacifists and "liberals"), will
protect it, will make provision against assaults upon it to
be expected from barbarians. We may be the most civilized

people in the world, we probably are; but by our behaviour

since the Armistice we have shown ourselves in nowise

worthy to be called champions or leaders of civilization. The
sufferings of the Armenians in Asia Minor, the recent tragedy

in Smyrna, the resurgence of Turkey as a great Power,
these things rellect disgrace on us more than on Pritain or

France or Italy, who may reasonably plead poverty and
exhaustion and the trammels of tradition. We, rich and
unexhausted, a mere st<'iii word from whom would probably
halt the Unspeakable Turk, having an unexampled oppor-
tunity to champion civilization, do not in fact do so.

On a recent Sunday prayers were said in the Protestant
churches throughout our country for the "peoples of Asia
Minor." On the same day, doubtless, prayers were made and
thanks rendered in the Mohammedan mosijues throughout
Turkey and indeed throughout the Islamic world. At the
same time Mustapha Kemal was keeping his powder dry.

Perhaps you can kill a cat with magic ; but you had best

use arsenic also.

Very Considerate

Prior to the passage by the Angora Assembly of the act

abolishing the Sultanate, the Sultan's Government was
kind enough to relieve the Allies of an embarrassment.

The Allies had invited both the Constantinople and Angora
Governments to participate in the peace conference. The
Angora Government announced that it would not be repre-

sented should the Constantinople Government participate.

The Constantinople Government declined the invitation.

The Sultan's Government has ceased to exist, though the

Great Padishah has not admitted that he is abolished as

Sultan. His cabinet resigned on establishment of the Ke-
malist administration in Constantinople.

Several Things
THERE seems to be doubt now whether the proposed

Brussels Economic Conference will be held. The Brit-

ish are cool about it. Poincare may try to barter Near
East points for British concessions concerning reparations.

* * *

On December 3 Switzerland will vote on a bill (originat-

ing with the Socialists) proposing a very stiff capital levy.

It is said that, in apprehension that the bill may be passed,

capital is being exported and industry is seriously affected.
* * *

Recent elections to the first Diet under the new Polish

constitution returned the following: 168 Conservatives; 9

International

W. E. Stevenson, an American Rhodes scholar, winning the 120-

yard hurdles at a meet at Oxford

of the Centre; 182 of the Farmer, Socialist, and Labor
Parties, together known as the Left; 2 Communists; 83

non-Poles—Jews, Germans, Ruthenians, Lithuanians, White
Russians, etc. The elections to the Senate gave similar re-

sults. The non-Poles hold the balance of power.
* * *

At least 1,200 lives have been lost on the coast of Chile

from earthquake and tidal wave, besides great destruction

to shipping, to quays, and to town and countryside by the

The National Assembly of the Far Eastern Republic has
passed a resolution abolishing itself and asking for union

with Soviet Russia.
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Play-As-You-Enter Schools
By Alfred G. Rolfe

I
HAVE been talking with my friend, Mrs. Lethez'-

hed. She has four boys and her hobby is schools.

Like many others, she loves new things in edu-

cation.

"I have found a new school," she said by way of

greeting.

"Indeed," I replied. That is about as much as one

can reply to Mrs. Letherhed, whose tongue can no man
tame.

"Yes," she continued. "It's in an abandoned brew-

ery. Such a delightful place, and such an atmosphere.

You've no idea."

"Hops?" I ventured.

Mrs. Letherhed looked puzzled. Her sense of humor
is not highly developed. Then she brightened.

"No," she said, "they haven't organized the dancing

classes yet. They are going to have morris dances and

all that sort of thing, when the weather gets settled.

They have arts and crafts and manual training and all

the useful subjects. It's really wonderful. And such

a history course! My James, who is quite tempera-

mental, you know, is crazy about his history teacher.

The other night, when he said his prayers, he asked if

he might mention her name."

"I hope you let him," I said, as Mrs. Letherhed

paused for breath.

"Yes, I did," she continued. "I couldn't see that it

would do any harm. You know what the Bible says

about the prayers of children."

"Yes, indeed," I assented, meaning to look it up at

the first opportunity. I did look, but found nothing.

Perhaps that is what she meant. I wonder.

"And now," she said, "I must be running along, I

have so enjoyed this little chat with you. Do look up

the school. The old brewery, you know. And go into

the history class. Quite unique. The children write

their own text-book."

Mrs. Letherhed fluttered away, leaving me speechless,

although I did recover sufficiently to murmur, "Indeed,"

long after she was out of hearing.

A day or two after our interview I found myself in

the vicinity of the old brewery and resolved to see what

this wonderful school was like. Long experience has

taught me that Mrs. Letherhed's judgment is not in-

fallible.

The gate stood invitingly open, and I ventured in.

Just inside I met a little maid, who seemed to be doing

nothing in particular. When she saw me she courtesied

and said, "Gie ye godden, graybeard!" There are a

few gray hairs in my beard, but they never have been

ofl^cially recognized, and the salutation annoyed me.

"Good afternoon," I replied with dignity. "Can you

tell me, my child, where I can find someone in author-

ity?"

"I am not your child," she said gravely. "Perhaps

you have so many that you can't remember them all.

And there's no one in authority. The school is in

there."

She pointed towards a door and resumed her occupa-

tion. Thus dismissed, I opened the door and entered a

large room, cheerful and well lighted. On the walls

were mottoes and a large number of colored maps on

rollers. I remember two of the mottoes: "The Person-

ality of the Child is Sacred," and "Individuality Is

Life."

One urchin was amusing himself by pulling down
a map of the world to its full length and then letting

it roll up with a bang. Doubtless, the modern method
of studying Geography.

The room was fairly well filled with children, who
seemed to be enjoying themselves hugely. A group of

boys and girls, gathered round a piano, were singing

with gusto a well-known song, "There's Nobody Home
but the Baby."

In the middle of the room a game of tag was in full

swing. All was confusion, and there seemed to be no

one in authority, but there was a certain orderliness

about it all. I accosted a small boy who bumped into

me with violence and apologized very prettily.

"Is this recess?" I inquired.

"No, sir," was the answer, "We didn't feel like les-

sons today, and so most of the teachers have gone home.

Did you want to see Miss Smith? She was here a while

ago and played tag until her hair came down. If you
wish to visit classes, there aren't any except history.

That recites every day. They say they like it. Did you

ever study history?"

"Yes," I answered, "I think I did, once, but I've for-

gotten most of it, and should like to visit the history

class. Where is it reciting?"

"Well, you never can tell," he said. "We change

pretty often, for everyone gets tired of the same old

room. Have you tried the malt room? We all like

that, on account of its smell, you know. It's just

through that door. I would go with you, but I can't

because I'm one of the game wardens. We look after

the little children and stop fights."

I thanked him and continued my quest. Leaving the

game room, I passed along a corridor and soon came
to a door on which had once been a sign in large capi-

tals, "MALT."
Some ingenious soul had utilized the capitals and

evolved the following motto, "More Art, Less Time,"

which I took to be a condensed version of "Art is long

and time is fleeting."

I knocked, at first timidly, then more boldly. As
there was no response I opened the door and entered.

A busy scene met my gaze. At one of the black-

boards, with which the room was well supplied, a young
girl was drawing with ''colored chalks. The other

members of the class, fifteen or twenty in number,

were watching the performance with intense interest.

As the work progressed, hands began to go up, and
when the task was done and the artist had written

under it "Maria fecit," there was a general waving of

arms in air.

"Who knows?" said the teacher, and in full chorus

came the answer, "Marathon." Then all together,

teacher and pupils, ch«(lj1|,ed

—

The moiiiitains'Took on Marathon

—

And ^Marathon looks on the sea ;

And nnisinK'^there an hour alone,

T dreamed that Greece might still be free.

At this point the teacher caught sight of me and
made me welcome.
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"It's battlefields and biography today," she said,

"One child draws a plan of a battlefield, and the others

identify it, if they can. We have just finished that,

and now we are going to have biographies. Each pupil

has written some verses about a favorite character in

history. These are typewritten, and copies are given to

all members of the class. Of course, some of the verses

are rather lame, but they act as memory stimuli. John,

will you begin?"

John rose and announced as his subject "Romulus,

the founder of Rome and its first king."

Of all the niu'ient Koinaii Kind's

Uoimiliis was primus,

lit' laid tilt' ancit-nt city out

Liki'wiso liis brother Remus.

"Very good," said the teacher. "That gives us sev-

eral points to remember. The ending is especially

quaint and pleasing. Now Elizabeth."

Elizabeth, a golden-haired maiden of tender years,

arose blushingly and said, "I have chosen as my subject

'Claudius,' the admiral, not the emperor. He threw the

sacred chickens into the sea because they wouldn't eat."

When the sacred chicken brood
Chose to quarrel with their food,

Claudius, that Roman rude,

Did not blink.

"Drat the poultry-yard," said he.

"Throw the d—d things in the sea.

If they can't eat properly.

Let 'em drink."

"Mother didn't like the swear word," she hastened

to explain, "but father said it was 'peppy.' So I left it

in. Do you like it, teacher?"

The teacher hedged, "While I do not approve of pro-

fanity in general, still we all know that sailors, especial-

ly admirals, swear a good deal. If we remember that,

perhaps we may let it stand. Now, Edward."

Edward's contribution was brief. "I have written

about two explorers," he announced. "They are Hanno
and Pj-theas."

The explorer Hanno
Played on the piano
On his way to Sierra Leone

;

While at Ultima Thule
Pytheas, the unruly,
Performed on the slide-trombone.

"Edward's father deals in musical Instruments," the

teacher explained to me in an aside. "Of course you

know, Edward," she added aloud, "that these instru-

ments, while of undoubted antiquity, were unknown to

the early explorers."

"Oh, yes," said Edward. "Father said that they

were anachronisms, but nobody can play on those. And
I thought that it didn't matter what they played on so

long as they went to those places."

"Quite true," said the teacher, "You have only fol-

lowed the example of the greatest of English poets,

whose anachronisms are a matter of general knowl-

edge."

"Yes, ma'am," said Edward.
The next performer was a bright-eyed maiden named

Clara, whose subject was Archimedes. Clara plunged
at once into deep water.

Archimedes, old boy.
Found out the alloy !»,

In Hiero's best Sunday crown.
He shouted "Eureka," .

Took a dose of paprika, i

And died in the sack of the towrt;

Syracuse, 212 B. C.

"I don't suppose he ever heard of paprika," she

added, "but I couldn't think of any other rhyme for

Eureka."

Clara seemed on the verge of tears and the teacher

hastened to reassure her.

"Never mind," she said, "You have given us much
food for thought, and we all thank you. It didn't really

matter what sort of dose he took, did it?"

"Well, it does to me," said Clara, "but I presume ha
didn't care. My father drinks all sorts of

—

"

Here the teacher thought best to interrupt and called

upon a dreamy looking youth who answered to the name
of Harold.

Harold stated by way of introduction that his contri-

bution took the form of free verse, a statement which
fell far short of the truth. His subject was "Decius."

Decius,
To save his country
In time of deadly peril

Dedicated himself

To the infernal gods.

If ever the call comes,
Go thou
And do likewise.

"A very patriotic and pleasing sentiment," said the

teacher. "While I do not, in general, approve of vers

libre, still many noted men and women have used it

with effect. Whitman's name will occur to you all. It

must, however, be used discreetly and in moderation."

"Like Whitman's candy?" queried Harold.

"Yes, although you must not confuse the poet with

the manufacturer of sweets."

"No, ma'am," said Harold.

At this point I was moved to withdraw, but before

I could frame a decent excuse for so doing the teacher

called upon my young friend James Letherhed, and I

decided to stay.

James announced as his subject "Hannibal" and pre-:

faced his performance with a few words of explanation.

"I couldn't use his name in my poem, because the

only word which rhymes with 'Hannibal' is 'cannibal,"

and he wasn't that. So I called him the Punic com-

mander. I hope you won't mind."

"Not at all," said the teacher. "Please proceed,'*

James proceeded.

At the river Ticinus
And Lake Trasimenus
And Trebia, one, two, three,

The Punic commander
Outdid Alexander
And finished the job at Cannae.
lie pounced on poor Varro
Like a hawk on a sparrow
And slaughtered his men without pity.

Please remember the date.

Year 5.38

Since Romulus founded the city.

"Very good, indeed, James," was the teacher's com-

ment. "You have condensed much information into a

few lines. We all thank you. And now we must stop,

for our time expired long ago. Those who have not

read may hand in their poetry, and tomorrow you will

receive copies of all the verses for your note-books.

We will try to meet in the same room tomorrow, but

if we find another class in possession we must respect

the rights of others, musn't we? Perhaps the game
room will not be occupied. Good-bye and don't forget

our .'?uest."

The guest was not forgotten, and after I had shaken

hands with the departing pupils I turned to the teacher.

"A remarkable school," I said. The statement seemed

reasonably Bafe.
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"Yes," she assented, "I think it is. We try to stimu-

late interest in the children and at the same time to

respect their personality. It's not always easy, for the

modern child is so temperamental. Personally, I have

been greatly helped by the writings of Burble. You
know him, I presume."

"Not so well as I might," I answered. "Does he

suggest this method of teaching history?"

"No, that is all my own. It serves a definite purpose.

The children like it, and, after all, that is the essential

thing, isn't it?"

Luckily, she didn't seem to expect a reply, and I

took my departure.

That night I called up Mrs. Letherhed.

"I have visited your school," I announced, "and the

history class. You are right in thinking both unique."

"I'm so glad you agree with me," she purred.

"Yes," I resumed, "and when James says his prayers

tonight he might mention the whole school as well as

his history teacher."

"Well," she responded, doubtfully, "of course you
realize that James is very temperamental, but I hope

he will feel like doing it. You know what the Bible

says about the prayers of children."

"Yes, indeed," I said, as I hung up the receiver.

An Incident in International Amity
By Gardner Teall

A
GRACIOUS incident in international amity

recently occurred at the opening of the annual

exhibition of the Horticultural Society of

New York in the halls of the American Museum of

Natural History. On this occasion the beautiful new
yellow reflex chrysanthemum, "Princess Nagako,"

named in honor of the fiancee of H. I. H. the Crown
Prince of Japan, was show^n for the first time.

As was pointed out on this occasion by Dr. Kumasaki,

Japanese Consul General in New York, the chrysanthe-

mum (kiku is the Japanese word for the flower) has

been known to the Japanese from remote times. For

at least six centuries a sixteen-petalled chrysanthemum
has served as one of the two personal badges of the

Imperial Family of Japan, the other being the three-

leaved kiri (the Paulownia imperialis), although the

use of this latter is not now restricted to the decora-

tion of articles for the Emperor's personal use. The
kiku badge, however, is interdicted to other than Im-

perial use. It will be found on the postage stamps of

Janan.

The chrysanthemum, likened by Japanese lore to a

saint whose soul is free from the trials and tribula-

tions of the world, has always occupied a place in the

affections of Japan which the rose has held in the

affections of other nations. In Japanese poetry, as in

Japanese art, this lovely flower has taken prominent

place in the culture of Nippon. The poet Kiyowara
Motosuke, who lived A. D. 907-990, sung of the dew-

drops dripping from the blossoms of the chrysanthe-

mum "every today," and wondered how many centuries

would pass before this dew could form a pool! Oshi-

kochi no Mitsune, another fam.ous tenth-century Jap-

anese poet and one of the compilers of the "Kokinshu"

("Collection of Odes, Ancient and Modern"), one of

the Japanese classics, wrote a tanka (a five-line verse)

on the chrysanthemum which William N. Porter ("A
Hundred Verses From Old Japan") translates as fol-

lows:

It was a white chrysanthemum
I came to take away

;

But which are colored, which are white,

I'm half afraid to say.

So thick the frost today

!

Of the verses on the chrysanthemum by later Jap-

anese poets, that in Iiokku (three-line epigram form)

by Ranko is probably the best known. This Porter

translates as follows:

Chrysanthemums, pure white.

Are like moonbeams caught within
The frosted dew at night.

On the occasion of the birthday of the late Emperor
Mutsuhito, the poet Bakujin wrote:

Little birds sing to say
Pine, maple, and chrysanthemum
Should be our flag today.

With the Japanese the pine is a symbol of longevity,

the maple of the beauty of autumn, and the chrysan-

themum of the Imperial House.

I cannot help but wonder if Ransetsu, a seventeenth-

century poet noted for his hokku, would not, had he

beheld the wonderful yellow flower named in honor of

the Princess Nagako, have modified his opinion as ex-

pressed in his verse "On a Hundred Chrysanthemums
Assembled," which Basil Hall Chamberlain ("Japanese

Poetry") translates as follows:

Yellow chrysanthemums.
White chrysanthemums ;

—

Would there were no more names than these!
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Judge Hooper on the Middle Classes
By Ellis Parker Butler

COURT OFFICER DURFEY approached our emi-

nent jurist, Justice of the Peace Lem Hooper,

with a newspaper in his hand.

"Judge," he asked, "who are these Fascisti folks

that are paradin' around Italy these days and tellin'

the king where he gets off at?

"You mean the 'black-shirts,' Durfey?" queried

Judge Hooper. "They are you and me, Durfey, and Mr.

Higgins that runs the groceiy store down at the corner.

Parabolically speaking, Durfey, the black-shirts are

the white-collars of the land of the olive and the home
of the limber but edible spaghetti. In a way of speak-

ing, Durfey, the black shirt is the pair of old jeans

pants you and I put on some Saturday afternoon when
patience has ceased to be a virtue and we know that

our colored friend Rastus Diggs has lied eighty-seven

times out of eighty-seven when he said he would come
and clean the rubbish out of the woodshed. When we
take off the white col-

lar and put on the old

jeans pants, Durfey,

the wife knows we're

mad and will stand no

more woodshed non-

sense. The rubbish is

going to depart from
the sacred precincts of

that woodshed ere set

of sun, and don't you
forget it!

"The black shirt on
the chest of

the white-

collar man is

the symbol
of 'too much
is plenty,'

Durfey .

'Look, now!' says the white collar lad, 'I'm a plain

citizen and busy most of the time, and my occupation

of doing most of the world's work is so important

that I have little time to worry if you but wave a red

flag over my head, but, by dang, if you flap it in my
eyes you'll learn I can peel off the stiff bosom and don
the shirt of the hard fist and give a terrible wallop

in the eye.' And he would have done so, Durfey, in

Italy, if the red eye had not most wisely held its mouth,"
"The Fascisti, Durfey, is the fist of the Middle

Classes showing the Italian woodshed that it has
muscles like other folks, and that it is not afraid to

put on a working shirt and use them if need be. And
a fine thing for the world, Durfey, at this day and mo-
ment, when the middle class has been so often told that
it is a pickled jelly-fish that it has begun to believe it.

"For, mind you, Durfey, there's no doubt that red
is the noisiest color in the world, bar none, which is

no more than saying that one frog in a puddle can
make more noise than the puddle and eighteen sur-
rounding acres of good farm land. But which, Durfey,
is not saying the frog is worth much or is more than
a nuisance at best.

"The fact is, Durfey, that this is a middle class

z:i^

world and becoming more so every day, and it is high

time the mind-our-own-business folks hither and yon

should mention it. Someone does well to peel off the

white collar and relieve the thorax and shout the truth

in a loud voice,

"The middle classes, Durfey, became the vast major-

ity when the hut became a home and the aristocracy

ceased to be the whole cheese and became as useless

as the gilt label on the outside of the package. In this

blessed land of ours eveiybody is the middle class ex-

cept the tramp and the agitator, and both of them could

be if they wanted to be. This is a middle-class nation,

Durfey, and the middle class is the salt of the earth,

and the best job yet produced by the Creator. He is

not a slave and he is not an autocrat; he is you and
me and the folks.

"And it is the same elsewhere, Durfey. There
are one or two places, like Russia, maybe, where the

middle class is scarce

and few and, as I

may say, can be put

into a teaspoon and

lost, but we don't want
that fact to fool us,

Durfey. We don't

want to get the idea

that what can happen
in a land where there

have been naught but

autocrats and serfs

can also happen in a

land where pa and ma
and the family have

not been scared of a

policeman for a hun-

dred years. The trouble

with Russia was that

it was kicked out of

autocracy into the middle of a middle-class world and

it had no middle class whatever. But be not afraid ; it

will grow one; it is full of sprouts already. The dire

fate of the whole world, Durfey, is to become middle

class and proud of it.

"The trouble with the middle class, Durfey, is that

once on a time some smart guy called it 'bourgeois'

and it thought that meant 'He Who Gets Kicked' in

a free translation, and nobody has bothered to tell it

otherwise. It has thought 'God forgive me; I have

a good pair of shoes and a dollar more than I need to

pay the grocer—I wonder if I have a right to live, or

should I go and drown myself for shame?' It has

what this Freud man would call an inferiority com-

plex, Durfey, left over from the days when the man
that had a turnip patch was the first man the robber

baron soaked or the robber tramp took a whack at.

The middle class was the goat, Durfey—everybody's

goat. Now he is everybody. Almost."

"Then what has he to be scared of, judge?" asked

Durfey.

"If the news from Italy is authentic," said Judge
Hooper, "the answer to your query, Durfey, is—not

a blame thing!"
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In Canada's Far Northwest
By FuUerton Waldo

L
ATELY, I spent three hours on the back platform

of a Canadian Pacific train with a veteran foreman
of the railroad. His head full of traditions of

Donald Smith, Van Home, Shaughnessy, and "Jim"
Hill, he bewailed a decadence since their day. From
Winnipeg to Fort William, Ontario, the ties and rails

were only less dear to him than children. In the old

days, nothing was easy and evei'ything was grief. "It

was light steel and heavy loads, with green help," he

put it. But you could lick that green help into shape

with patience. Nowadays what have you? "Socialists

with their wars and rumors of wars, sitting in our

city councils and our provincial legislatures, talking

the face off the clock."

He did not know what Canada was coming to. The
scum and the offscouring of the Old World would never

do to build up the New. You needed men of guts,

two-fisted, to cope with the swamp land and the prairie,

to draw the wealth out of the soil.

"We have too many land-poor," he declaimed. "We
need the man who works the tract he takes, not one

who lies down and waits for it to rise in value. That
village we just spun through is not a mite bigger than

it was when I came here from Scotland forty years ago.

There's a lot of poverty in Winnipeg because men won't

work for less than war-bounty wages they got five

years ago. They'd rather live on a dole from public

funds. And the Socialist councilmen and legislators,

with nothing at stake, don't care what they spend. So

the taxes rise, and those who hold the property must
pay them.

"Too many want to get rich in no time. This rail-

road pays men 60 cents an hour for tamping ties.

Those men have to live, but at the same time it's awful
money for that job. We were happier in the old days,

with lower wages and lower prices. Men were better

off at 35 cents an hour. No employer can afford to pay
men $9 and $10 a day. You needn't bring any of these

Bolsheviks around me. I'm fed up with 'em. I've seen

and heard enough of 'em.

"Time was when we paid 8 or 9 cents a pound for

butter, 8 and 9 cents a dozen for eggs (and I've seen

'em down as low as 6), $4.50 for cord-wood, and meat
by the quarter for 3 and 4 cents a pound. Today what
have we? Flour at $4.85 for a 98-pound sack at Winni-
peg. The worst is fuel. Hard coke is now $19 a ton.

Last winter hard coal was $20.50. There's no hard
coal to be had at present. Soft coal is $13. Tamarack
is $9 a cord. Last winter it went to $12. Lord help

the poor when winter comes!

"Even a first-class 'pickled' (creosoted) tie for this

railroad costs $1.30. The tie itself is 30 cents. The
rest is for the handling."

At Edmonton, according to a provincial cabinet

member, the Alberta and Great Waterways wanted 70

men for ordinary labor. They wouldn't go for 30 cents

an hour. They wanted 45, which they said the city of

Edmonton paid. But the city was not hiring any men.
Hence they loafed, and were ready to accept charity

rather than a scale that was not of their own imposing.

In sharp contrast with that condition was the cheap

efficient labor of the men of the Hudson's Bay boats on

the Mackenzie River. Hustling the four-foot spruce

logs aboard for fuel, I worked as a volunteer deck-hand

side by side with these fine and willing young fellows.

Last year they got $75 a month, all found; this year

their pay has been slashed to $40. Yet I heard scarcely

a murmur of complaint. The stoker got $45 a month.

His work was very much harder than if he shoveled

coal, for some of the logs handled were fifteen inches

in diameter. It was like firing with railway ties.

Moreover, almost every man could do anything that

needs to be done on such a boat. We bent a rudder-

International

Canadian lumberjacks in camp

shaft, and in about twenty minutes these men, swarm-
ing ashore through frozen mud, had a forge in full blast

on the bank and were straightening it out. There was
not a thing on the bank to help them. They had to take

the apparatus piece-meal from the boat and set it up.

They were merry as the day is long, and as generous as

sunshine, and when a man drove an axe into the side of

his foot they closed ranks and added his toil to their

six-hour shifts cheerfully till he was up and hobbling

about again.

Are conditions easy in the far northern country, the

"friendly Arctic," as Stefansson has named it? They

are not. Stefansson is quite right in all that he says

of the intensive summer and the flowers and the flies.

But I was present when my good friend the Bishop of the

Mackenzie signed a check of $1,000 for five and a half

tons of coal, to be delivered to missionaries on Coron-

ation Gulf. Until recently the price has been $300

a ton. Coronation Gulf is treeless.

The boatmen can make their autumnal getaway to

little farms on Peace River or to mines round Edmon-
ton, or to the life of the lumberjack. Those who pass

the winter at some riverpost must pay high for the

privilege. Flour is $24 for a 98-pound bag. Brown
sugar is $21 for 100 pounds. Soda crackers cost a

dollar a pound and pilot crackers half that amount.

This summer if you were in luck you get five small

oranges for a dollar. Only about a quarter of this fruit,

imported, can endure the river voyage.

Yet men who leave the country reviling it return to

it. The lure of the North is quite as strong as that of

the East or any other quarter.
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A Page of Recent Verse
Edited by Helen Louise Cohen

Ilcud of Department of English, Washington Irving High School

"Verse is the finiil proof to the poet that his mastery over

his art is complete. It is the shutting up of his powers in

'measurcful content'; the answer of form to his spirit; of

strength and ease to his guidance. . . . Verse, in short,

is that finishing, and nninding, and 'tuneful planeting' of the

poet's creations which is prtnluced of necessity by the smooth
tendencies of their energy or inward working, and the har-

monious dance into which they are attracted round the orb

of the beautiful. I'oetry. in its complete sympathy with
beauty, must of necessity leave no sense of the beautiful, and
no power over its forms, unmanifested ; and verse flows as

inevitably from this condition of its integrity as other laws
of proportion do from any other kind of embodiment of

beauty. . .
."

—

Leigh Hunt.

IT is strange in this hundredth year after the death of

Shelley, to be publishing for the first time, a new poem
to him written by his friend, Leigh Hunt. It has been

thought that the "mood and manner suggest that the lines

were written about the date of Hunt's book. The Religion of

the Heart, which appeared in 1853."

"To Shelley," by Leigh Hunt
[The London Mercury]

Beloved Shelley, friend, immortal heart.

Whose name so long has been shut ixp in mine,

Which could not speak for tears; oh most belov'd

And divine soul, scarcely less visible

Or more a spirit now (so strong has love

Stamp'd thy warm image) than when heretofore

Thou satst beside our hearth, half lifted up
On pinions of seraphic will, and breath'dst

Fires of sweet faith, and beauteous scorn of scorn:

Oh now thou seest (out of that orb, where souls

Of martyrs go, to rest till the day come)
What golden hours await this yearning globe,

By hope at last, and honied breath like thine.

Spun like a starry bee. Which thought, and one

Other sweet fervid voice, which late I heard.

Forth pouring to it as I stood, in tears.

Strong in their weakness, and for infinite wants
Felt heav'n ordaining infinite supply.

Move me to utter what I heard, in words.

And stretch the stormy sweetness, far as breath

Is giv'n me, chaunting to thy spirit, friend,

And dim-seen angels, and desiring man.

From the days when the Anglo-Saxons launched their

long boats into the gray northern waves, sea poetry and
sea trope have distinguished English verse. Today Henry
Newbolt, John Masefield, Rudyard Kipling, and Alfred

Noyes are carrying on the tradition, of which the poem
that follows is not unworthy.

"The Embarcadero," by Harry Noyes Pratt
[The I/yric Wesf]

Great ships that nose to the rough gray landing
As cattle nose to the pasture gate;

Great bows that bend and bulge, outstanding
Above the tangle where cargoes wait.

Bold ships from the shores of far, dim oceans,

Formosa strait to Bristol town;
Their bows have swayed to the rhythmic motions
Of waves that wet them, keel and crown.

Gray ships that have swung down far, wide spaces,

Malayan isles to the Hebrides

—

Fair ships that have known the wide far places

Of starry skies and the starlit seas.

Serene and aloof from the noisy clamour
They dream of the kiss of the wind-borne foam;

Of the thrust and swing as the wild seas hammer

—

They dream of the seas that shall bear them home.

The parallel between the insect world and our own seems
recurrent nowadays. It is not inappropriate to consider

in connection with The Insect Comedy by Joseph and Karel
Capek, now playing in New York, these reflections of a
young American poet.

"Entomology," by Robert Hillyer

[The Outlook]

In August as I lay upon a hill

I saw black ants and red ones in the grass.

Well-bred, adept, they labored with a will

And stepped aside to let each other pass.

I saw two battling spiders come to terms.

And skate away without another word

;

I also saw a beetle and three worms.
Which I just mentioned to a passing bird.

I

Small jungles, and a ground-mole come to grief

(If one can judge by such a skeleton)

;

A bob-tailed bug upon a strawberry leaf.

The vi^hich I tickled just to see him run.

These I observed, and many other things,

But I'll not bore you with particulars;

At any rate, the afternoon took wings.

And left the insect. Me, beneath the stars.

rh the introduction to Lady Margaret Sackville's

Collected Poems (1919), Wilfrid Scawen Blunt, an-

alyzing her art, wrote: "Let us in the meanwhile be

thankful for what remains to us of the classic tradition

in form and dignity, which Lady Margaret more than

any other of our young writers adheres to." Lady Mar-
garet Sackville has more in common with our American
Sarah Teasedale than with any of her English contem-

poraries. Lady Margaret's verse is rich in sentiment

and moving in spirit, ^s witness this song:

"Finis," by Margaret Sackville

[The New Republic]

Well then, we've done with this and that and these:

Gardens in summer and the little noise

Of wind at night-fall, laden apple-trees.

Musical instruments and other toys.

Let us depart. Make haste. We have no choice.

Lest, lingering, even memory grow stale:

No ghost is more implacable than Joy's,

No tale more tedious than a twice-told tale.

Away then and away and look not back!

There is no happiness can outwit Time;
Soon will the first star dawn and the sun set.

Yet Ah!—before night closes on our track,

To launch our youth upon the wings of rhyme
And save its fires from failure and regret!
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New Books and Old

Books of the Week
WooDROw Wilson and World Set-

tlement. By Ray Stannard
Baker. Two volumes. Double-

day, Page.
My Life and Some Letters. By

Mrs. Patrick Campbell. Dodd,
Mead.

Love Conquers All. By Robert
C. Benchley. Holt.

My Years on the Stage. By John
Drew. Dutton.

The Soul of Dorset. By F. J.

Harvey Darton. Houghton
Mifflin.

Human Nature in the Bible. By
William Lyon Phelps. Scrib-

ner.

The Letter? of Franklin K.
Lane. Houghton Mifflin.

Penguin Persons & Peppermints.
By Walter Prichard Eaton.
W. A. Wilde Company.

The Sunny Side. By A. A. Milne.

Dutton.

EXTREMISTS among the admirers
of our various public men have

fallen into differing classes. Mr. Ray
Stannard Baker, in an article written
during Mr. Wilson's administration,
became one of the earliest of what may
be called the lachrymose school; in

newspaper lingo it would be said that
he could not write about the President
without writing sob stuff. He de-

scribed the birds twittering in the
White House grounds, and an irrev-

erent editor remarked that the corre-

spondent seemed to be twittering on
the lawn. In his two volume work,
"Woodrow Wilson and World Settle-

ment" (Doubleday), Mr. Baker does
not employ this method; his is a frank
and dignified presentation of Mr. Wil-
son's case in defense of what hap-
pened at Paris during the making of
the treaty of peace. He publishes all

that his chief desires to have known;
for the rest one must go to other
sources, to Mr. Lansing, and to all the
other participants, friends, and critics.

Of course, there is to some degree the
usual phraseology of the advocate of
the League of Nations; we are "ideal-

ists," we have "imperishable vision"

—

you others, by inference, are crass
materialists, children of darkness.
Mr. Baker is a loyal friend, a stout

and honest fighter, and the tone of

admiration in the book is not slavish.

It is apparent that the League was, to

Mr. Wilson, the be-all and the end-all,

the cure-all and the mend-all. Old
messes were to be left without clear-

ing up, new messes were to be entered
upon, compromises were to be made,
and then the magic-working League
was to come upon the scene and, like

Dutch Cleanser, was to polish every-
thing, and leave a bright and shining
world. There is little which is start-

ling in Mr. Baker's work (much of it

appeared in the New York Times). It

will comfort Mr. Wilson's friends, but
it can hardly confound his opponents.

Mrs. Patrick Campbell's "My Life

and Some Letters" (Dodd, Mead) is a

brilliant book. Her triumph in "The
Second Mrs. Tanqueray," her tour

with Mme. Bernhardt, her tours in

America, her appearance in Shaw's
"Pygmalion," are some of the more
important professional events described

by her. She writes of the husband
who was killed in the Boer War, and
of the son who was killed in the Great
War; of her friendship and corre-

spondence with such men as Mr. Shaw
and Sir James Barrie. The Shaw
letters are of especial interest.

Mr. Benchley begins to spoof on his

title page. I do not know how many
sentimental young persons have
already bought his "Love Conquers
All" (Holt) with the idea of finding

a passionate romance, only to discover

that (as in Artemus Ward's lecture on

"The Babes in the Woods") the title

has nothing to do with it. If, however,

a reader wishing a volume of humor-
ous skits comes into possession of the

book, he will be captious if he is dis-

appointed. He writes, for example,

about the advertisements of the chil-

dren's encyclopedias, and ends with
some rhymes about

THE WELL-INFORMED CHILDREN'S
HOUR

Between the dark and the day-light

When the night is beginning to lower,

Comes a pause in the day's occupation
Which is known as the children's hour.

'Tis then appears tiny Irving

With the patter of little feet,

To tell us that Morms become dizzy

At a slight application of heat.

And Norma, the baby savant,

Comes toddling up with the news
That a valvular catch in the larynx
Is the reason why Kitty mews.
"Oh, Grandpa," cries lovable Lester,

"Jack Frost has surprised us again.

By condensing in crystal formation
The vapor which clings to the pane !"

Then Roger and Lispenard Junior
Race pantingly down through the hall

To be first with the hot information
That bees shed their coats in the Fall.

No longer they clamor for stories

As they cluster in fun 'round my knee
But each little darling is bursting

With a story that he must tell me,
Giving reasons why daisies are sexless

And what makes the turtle so dour

;

So it goes through the horrible gloaming
Of the Well-Informed Children's Hour.

John Drew—whose "My Years on
the Stage" (Dutton) has only the fault

of being too short—relates a presenta-

tion to Edward VII (then Prince of

Wales) and to the Princess, in the

Royal box, while the Daly company
was playing at the Gaiety Theater in

London. With the Princess was a

young relation. When Mr. Drew and
Miss Rehan, who accompanied him, re-

turned back of the stage the other

actors crowded round.

"Who was the other man in the

box?" asked someone.
"He is one of the Princes of Den-

mark. The Princess of Wales is his

aunt."
"What's he doing over here?"
"I don't know. They did not let us

in on the purpose of his mission."

"I know what he's doing here," said

James Lewis; "he has come over here
from Denmark to collect royalties from
Henry Irving for 'Hamlet.' "

In Philadelphia, wi'ites Mr. Drew,
there was at the Walnut Street Thea-
ter an old-fashioned, regular gallery

audience, keen to approve what it liked

and quick to voice its disapproval. His
niece, Miss Ethel Barrymore, playing
for the first time a long and important
part, was somewhat nervous and not
quite audible. A friendly voice called

to her from the gallery:

"Speak up, Ethel. You're all right.

The Drews is all good actors."

William Lyon Phelps believes in the

inspiration of the Bible, and glories in

the English Authorized Version as a
great monument of literature and
instrument of culture. In his "Hu-
man Nature in the Bible" (Scribner)

he discusses its characters, with these

beliefs as his background, and in a

method which is modern, lively, some-
times amusingly audacious, and alto-

gether fascinating.

Franklin K. Lane's "Letters"

(Houghton Mifflin) should be read for

the revelation of the man—a noble

American, a politician who thought, a

party man who was too humorous to

be a partisan. The sensation which
the letters made dwells in his com-
ments on President Wilson and his

Cabinet. Often a firm admirer of his

leader, and perhaps qualified admirer
to the end, his criticisms are all the

m.ore illuminating. On February 15,

1917, as he reports, Mr. Wilson "was
not in sympathy with any great pre-

paredness!" A few days later Lane
asks Secretary Lansing if it is true

that the wives of American consuls, on
leaving Germany, had been stripped

naked, given an acid bath to detect

writing on their flesh, and subjected to

other indignities. Lansing answered
that it was true. The President says

that the country was not willing that

"we should take any risks of war. I

said that I got no such sentiment out

of the country . . . ." The President

thought that to let the country know
what was going on was "to work up
a propaganda of hatred against Ger-

many." "I don't know whether the

President is an internationalist or a

pacifist, he seems to be very mildly

national—his patriotism is covered

over with a film of philosophic humani-
tarianism, that certainly doesn't make
for 'punch' at such a time as this."

On February 2, after Germany had
sent her note about sinking all ships

in the war zone, after all the horrors

of Belgium, of the Lusitania, after the

war had been going on for two years

and a half, the President, in answer to

a question as to which side he wished

to see win, "said that he didn't wish to

see either side win—for both had been

equally indifferent to the rights of

neutrals—though Germany had been

brutal in taking life, and England only

in taking property. He would like to

see the neutrals unite."

Edmund Lester Pearson
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Book Reviews
"Something Different"

OxK WoKio AT A TiMK. By Margaret
Fiillor. New York : The Century
Ci>ini);uiy.

-Martin I'ii'imn ix thk Appi.k Okciiaki).

By Kleanor Farjeon. New York

:

Frtnlorii-k A. Stokes Company.

TiiK Gkkk.n OvkkcOat. By Ililaire Belloc.

With illustrations by (!. K. Chesterton.
New York: Robert M. MeBride and
Company.

Lkttkrs to a Djinn. By Graee Zaring
Stone. New Y'ork : The Century
Company.

TiiK Tiii.Ncs We Are. By John Middle-
ton Murry. New Y'ork : E. P. Dutton
and Company.

REVIEWERS are always being
asked to recommend to their cor-

respondent.s and familiars "something
out of the ordinary'." This does not

mean something above the average in

workmanship, but something unusual
in kind or savor—with a new "kick"

or at least kink in it. Novelties become
commodities over night. The latest

tricks of naturalism or romanticalism
are quickly reduced to formula ; so that,

after turning the first few pages of

almost any new novel, the experienced
reader finds himself murmuring a label,

and thereafter is chiefly interested in

seeing how closely the label fits. But
what we openly or secretly hunger for,

readers and reviewers alike, is the

original touch, whether or not it be as-

sociated with novelty of matter—or, if

you like, the touch so original as to

give novelty to any matter. "One
World at a Time" is a book with this

quality or property, a first-hand book.

Its substance is simple enough, so far
as the physical scene and action are
concerned. It is not a book of youth.

The author, say her publishers, "goes
back to her own experience for the set-

ting of 'One World at a Time' and for

some of her characters, back to the

days when as a little girl she herself

visited an uncle in South Carolina and
came to know many such Americans of

French descent as those she so vividly

describes in the novel." This book
takes the form of reminiscence by one
who has had a similar experience in

girlhood. As the author's name is Mar-
garet Fuller, and the supposed nar-
rator is named for a "Sarah d'Ossoli,"

there would seem to be some direct

connection here with the high-priestess

of New England Transcendentalism:
the publishers throw no light on this

point of interest, perhaps because the
younger generation has hardly heard
of the Margaret Fuller of the Dial. It

is not, I say, a book of or for youth.
But it is not, either, a book of Vic-
torian sentiment or elderly moralizing.
I do not know how to describe its pe-
culiar quality, its unconventionality,
its ripe humor, its firm characteriza-
tion, its quiet original charm of style.

A moving tale of young love is em-
bedded in it, but I expect to remember
its miniature picture of the South in

the early days after the war, and its

portrait of Uncle Lapierre, a figure

which emerges clear and human from
these pages, like the Uncle Toby of his

favorite classic.

"Martin Pippin in the Apple Or-
chard" is so highly praised in a Fore-
word by J. D. Beresford that the know-
ing reader will begin the tale with mis-
givings. Mine were not lessened by the

first few pages, which opened, as it

seemed to me, in a vein of somewhat
conscious fancifulness. But I was sim-

ply not in the key, and when I had once
"tuned in" it all fell clear and happy
upon my ear. Everything reminds a
reviewer of something else, and this

will remind him, perhaps, of "Jurgen."
It has something of the imaginative
grace, the overtonal sonority and deli-

cacy, of that fantasy, without its male
grossness. You may read "Martin Pip-

pin," like "Jurgen," as fairy-tale or

parable, satire or love-story, or genial

commentary on human nature, and
take your pleasure of it. It is a good
book for household reading aloud.

With a tale of this sort, place and
time are of course nothing. Mr. Ca-
bell's Poictesme and Miss Farjeon's
Adversane in Sussex, lUyria, and Ar-
den, are all the same country, which is

no-country. But Miss Farjeon weaves
a new charm out of her homely British

yarn; her universal fairy-tale gains
relish from its broad Sussex accent.

Of what Martin Pippin is doing and
saying in the apple orchard, at so much
length and leisure, the less said at sec-

ond hand the better. Chiefly he seems
to be spinning a series of romantic
yarns for the amusement of his quaint

and innocent audience; but there is a
quiet business of his own going on all

the time, and in the end it is his ro-

mance which crowns all. Living happy
ever after is not in the least our affair

in this sort of fiction. Anybody can
live happily enough, can be contented
in a sensible way, if he sets his mind
to it and refuses to let trifles upset him.

But what does it profit him if he has
failed to taste, for an instant, the nec-

tar of romantic love? In such mood of

complacent and elevating indifference

to humdrum and common sense one
must read "Martin Pippin." The skep-

tic in fairy matters and stickler for

squalid fact will waste his time open-

ing these pages.

"The Green Overcoat" is and pre-

tends to be nothing but a piece of

amusing foolery. But when a Belloc

and a Chesterton collaborate in non-

sense, something is "bound to drop."

Mr. Chesterton, to be sure, appears
here only in the new role of illustrator,

but he does a very good job. His draw-
ings belong to no recognizable school or

manner, and we are grateful for this

as well as for the fact that they actu-

ally illustrate the text—a thing which
professional illustrators seldom stoop

to. He must have had almost as much
fun doing the pictures as Mr. Belloc

had spinning the yarn. It is a blithe

fantasy, in which, thank Heaven, there

is not a word of sense. A number of

ridiculous things happen to a number
of ridiculous persons, and Mr. Belloc

conveys them to us with the careless

gusto of an after-dinner intimate. It

all begins with the purloining by a

Professor of Psychology of a magnifi-

cent green overcoat belonging to a rich

retired merchant. It is the kind of

overcoat which brings misfortune to

all illegal possessors, and only blesses

the original owner. The Professor is

pretty roughly handled by fate, be-

comes a forger and an impostor, and
is saved from public exposure and dis-

grace only by an ingenious turn of

chance which makes silence very much
to the interest of the overcoat's right-

ful owner. The Professor is left by
the adventure the reputed possessor of

a considerable fortune, and a revered

authority on psychic phenomena. I

love Mr. Belloc's blithe and casual con-

clusion. Summing up with a row of

"hows," he concludes: ". . . How
Professor Higginson was compelled for

many years to review the wildest books

about spooks, and to lecture till he was
thin as a rail (often for nothing) upon
the same subject—all these things you
will have to read in some other book,

which I most certainly do not mean to

write, and which I do not think any-

body else will write for you. . . .

How Guelph University looked when it

found there was no Ten Thousand
Pounds at all after Professor Higgin-

son's death none of us know, for the

old idiot is not yet dead. How they

will look does not matter in the least,

for the whole boiling of them are only

people in a story, and there is an end

of them."

"Wintergreen" is a less original bit

of British comedy as the subtitle indi-

cates—it is a story of the present, or

of the very near past. Gardshore, the

romantic hero, is a victim of shell-

shock and misprised love. The affair

of Gardshore and his lively and charm-

ing lady-love is in the foreground for

those who like that kind of thipg. The
real centre of the comedy is the Scotch

gentlewoman who has fled from domes-

tic ills and boredoms into domestic

service under the nom de guerre of

"Wintergreen." Her gawky humor
and common sense are balm and solv-

ent to the troubles of the younger gen-

eration. It is pleasant and fitting that,

having done her duty by the romantic

story, she should receive a legacy of a

million pounds, and should devote it to

the founding of an "Order of Martha
Maries" for the training to usefulness

of unoccupied gentlewomen. The book

is less fresh in kind than the others on

our present list, but it will appeal to

readers who like their Birmingham
and Benson and Buckrose, and does

not lack a mild flavor of its own.

"Letters to a Djinn" is the work of

an American who has traveled in the

Pacific, to Australia, Papua, Java,

Ceylon, and successfully employs her
memories of exotic scene and color in

the weaving of a light but amusing
Anglo-American romance. It is a good
"travel-book" and a good love-story;

and out of the unusual compound
emerge with distinctness a surprising

number of fellow-beings of various

races—the clumsy sound-hearted Amer-
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ican professor, the two Britons, Miss
Hale-Hale and the Explorer (the latter

being the romantic hero in the piece)

,

the chivalrous and lovable Dutch sea-

captain, Shepley the derelict English
gentleman, and one or two others. The
form of the narrative is novel, as it

takes the form of a series of letters to

a real or fancied friend in America,
whose djinn the traveler imagines as
brooding over her and occasionally ap-
pearing to admonish or rescue her in

moments of need. The really difficult

scheme of the book is easily and hap-
pily worked out, so that the effect of
the whole lies safe betwen pretentious
and flippant, on a plane of artfully

colored but genuine comedy.

"The Things We Are" is a work by
one of the much younger if not quite
the youngest "school" of British nov-
elists. It is a story by an intellectual

for intellectuals. It begins where the
anti-Victorians leave off, ignoring in-

stead of combating the conventions of
a less intellectual age. Its persons see

nothing simply, do nothing responsibly.
They dwell in a sort of limbo of im-
pulses and reluctances, perturbations
and half-thoughts. They do not scorn
social usage or any ancient code of
honor among friends and lovers; they
simply do not feel anything about
these inconvenient matters. Mr. Boston
is a bachelor of thirty years, whose
•only emotion is the memory of an ex-
quisite mother. He is a cold, precise
Londoner, a private secretary without
ambition, and neither possessing nor
desiring friends. He does his work, re-

pairs to his lodgings, occasionally
loiters in the London streets, feeling a
vague warmth and satisfaction in the
momentary incidents and contacts of
the street. He thinks much about him-
self, and reads to get away from
thought. Then he meets by chance a
man, Bettington, a poor journalist,

and a girl, Felicia, a bachelor-girl in

an office. Bettington and Felicia are
old friends, and Bettington dreams of
marrying her. He is a far better man
than Boston, and Felicia knows it, but
in the end, after dilly-dallying and
second-thought on all sides, it is Bos-
ton who gets her, or is got by her, or
is condemned to her by a mysterious
fate. We leave Bettington vaguely
wondering what in thunder it is all

about, and none too certain that it

matters. Nobody has any hard feel-

ing against anybody else at any time;
they all are far too keenly occupied
in watching themselves and each other

—keenly, yet with a sort of unearthly
detachment—to bother with simple
feeling.

Admirably written the book is, in

point of style, and whether or not
you care about its people and its ac-

tion, you have to grant it the merit of

being "something different."

H. W. BOYNTON

An Intensive Study of Criminal Justice

A new edition has been published of

Edward Carpenter's "From Adam's
Peak to Elephanta" (Dutton, $3.50),

descriptions of India and Ceylon, espo-
cially remarkable for the chapters on
Eastern religions.

Report of the Cleveland Foundation's
Survey of the Administration of
Criminal Justice in Cleveland,
Ohio. Directed and Edited by Roscoe
Pound and Felix Frankfurter. The
Cleveland Foundation. $3.75.

A "CRIME WAVE" which, among
other things, brought with it the

trial for murder of the Chief Judge
of Cleveland's Municipal Court, led the

city's Bar Association and other civic

organizations to ask the Cleveland
Foundation to undertake a searching
survey of the administration of crim-

inal justice in that community. It took

up the task in an enlightened and thor-

oughgoing manner. It called to its

aid the best expert talent the country
afforded and through the expenditure
of upwards of $38,000 gave those in

charge all the facilities they required.

The investigation was under the gen-

eral control and direction of Dean
Pound and Professor Frankfurter of

the Harvard Law School. Mr. Ray-
mond D. Fosdick, who had already
published his "American Police Sys-
tem," made a critical examination of

the Cleveland police force. Mr. Alfred
Bottman, sometime City Solicitor of

Cincinnati, gave his attention to the

prevailing methods of prosecution. Mr.
Reginald Heber Smith, author of "Jus-

tice and the Poor," and Mr. Herbert
B. Ehrman were brought from Boston
to study the city's criminal courts.

Mr. Burdette G. Lewis, now New
Jersey's Commissioner of Institutions

and Agencies," and whose "Offender"
has been reviewed in these columns, re-

ported upon the correctional and penal
treatment given delinquents. Dr. Her-
man M. Adler, State Criminologist of

Illinois, took for his share of the com-
mon undertaking the part which medi-
cal science plays in the administration

of criminal justice. Mr. Albert M.
Kales of the Chicago Bar examined
the character of the legal education

available in Cleveland, while the re-

lation of the newspapers to criminal

prosecutions was studied and discussed

by Mr. M. K. Wisehart, a New York
newspaper man of experience and abil-

ity.

It was high time that such a survey
should be made. In proportion to pop-
ulation there are more than fifty times

as many robberies and assaults to rob
in Cleveland than in Great Britain and
sixty times as many murders as in

London. A black record truly; but
is the metropolis of the Western Re-
serve a greater sinner than many an-

other American city? Why in com-
parison, not only with nearly every
European country but with Canada as

well, do we so lamentably fail in the

primary object of government? To
answer that question for Cleveland the

survey looked into everything con-

nected with the prevention, the prose-

cution, or the punishment of crime.

A New England village, transferred

to the shores of the Western lake,

grew in a few decades into a great

city more than one-fourth of whose in-

habitants were born abroad. In at-

tempting to adapt its simple and prim-
itive preventive and punitive ma-
chinery to its radically altered condi-

tions resort was had to many accident-

al and more or less haphazard expedi-
ents. In the nature of things many of

these were peculiar to Cleveland and
are not precisely duplicated elsewhere.

The Survey dealt with conditions as it

found them. It sought 'prompt iin-

provement in the doing of criminal

justice in Cleveland. Its purpose was
not to devise an ideal plan which in

the fullness of time might every\vhere

solve the problems of crime and the

criminal. It recognized that many of

the specific shortcomings with which
it chiefly concerned itself had their

roots in the way in which American
democracy looks at many things. But
it wisely avoided going farther afield

than was absolutely necessary. It is

impossible within the limits of a brief

review so much as to mention most of

its recommendations. They relate to

things which Cleveland needs and
which it is quite possible she may be

able to get. Some evils which there

cry aloud for correction may not exist

in other places, which in their turn are

suffering from others from which
Cleveland is happily free. Few of our

large cities have acquired what old-

time theologians used to call an experi-

mental conviction; to wit, that their

urban conditions as they exist today

are so unlike those of the small towns
they were yesterday that crime in them
cannot be adequately dealt with by the

simple expedient of hiring more police-

men, prosecuting attorneys, and
judges. It is to the lack of a realizing

appreciation of this essential fact that

the Survey attributes many serious

but readily curable weaknesses of ad-

ministration.

Many urban centres besides Cleve-

land have not thought it necessary to

make sure that their so-called detec-

tives shall have either the natural ca-

pacity or the specialized training to fit

them to detect, but it is to be hoped
that nowhere else outside of Topsy-
Turveydom are the detectives chosen

from the thickest-headed members of

the entire police force, as the Army in-

telligence tests apparently show has

been Cleveland's practice. On the

other hand, Cleveland has had a better

understanding than many other places

of the importance of the police jus-

tices or the municipal judges before

whom all offenders are first brought
and by whom petty delinquencies are

finally disposed of. It gives them a

dignified title and the same compensa-
tion which the United States pays to

its District Judges. It has taken them
out of politics to the extent at least

that it now makes little difference

whether they call themselves Demo-
crats or Republicans

;
yet they remain

of very much the same type as are to

be found in the police courts almost

anywhere between the two oceans. A
city of Cleveland's size needs not a
few of them. Their terms are for six

years; they are elected by the people
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so that a number of them have to be

chosen at elections at which are also

selected many other officials from
Presidents to SheritTs. Their very
names are unknown to most of the

citizens who vote for or ag'ainst them.
That the parties as such have little

or nothing: to do with their choice in-

creases the chances of the curiously

unfit. A political party to some ex-

tent must answer for its nominees. No
one but himself may be responsible for

a Cleveland aspirant to the bench. It

if nobody's business to do any prelimi-

nary picking: and choosing: among: those

who would like the dig:nity and the

emoluments of the position. One who
would g:et on the bench or stay there

must contrive to have himself talked

about. It is better to be attacked than
ignored. The Survey tells the story of

a blacksmith who for some reason of

his own wanted to be Chief Justice of

the Supreme Court of Ohio. He actu-

ally carried Cuyahog:a County, of

which Cleveland is the major part, not
because anybody other than himself
wanted him but solely because, his

name being: similar to that of a well-

known Probate judge, the voters were
confused.

When will the American people learn
that they can not choose many officials?

They can gro throug:h the form of vot-

ing: for them. The man who has a
plurality of the ballots gets the place,

and yet the people have not really ex-

ercised any choice and in the majority
of the cases have not had any. The
fewer and the more important the posi-

tions filled by direct election the more
effective will be the popular control of

government. The Survey sympathizes
with the special objections there are to

an elective judiciary, but it recognizes
that in the present state of public

opinion no other is possible in Cleve-

land. It suggests two expedients by
which it thinks better results may be
secured. It would forbid anyone to

run against a judge seeking reelection.

The voters would say merely whether
they wanted to keep him or preferred
that he should get out. Under such cir-

cumstances it would be unnecessary for
him to resort to undignified and per-
haps demoralizing expedients to famil-
iarize the people with his name. If

the verdict of the ballot box is that the
people want no more of him, the posi-

tion until the next election will be
filled as are other vacancies. The
suggestion is interesting. It may work
well provided it does not seem too
fanciful to be adopted. Another recom-
mendation is that while the first term
of any particular man on the bench
would be as now, six years, the second
and any subsequent one would be for
twelve. If after he had served, the
voters wanted him still to serve it is

argued there is no reason speedily to

subject him to the ordeal of another
election.

So far as it is possible for an out-
sider to judge the numerous recom-
mendations of the Survey as to changes
in the details of the organization and
conduct of the police, the prosecutor's
office and the courts are sensible. If

they shall be adopted the administra-

tion of criminal justice in Cleveland
will be far more efficient than it has
been. That is well worth striving for,

and one may wish that every city in

the country shall be subjected to a
survey such as that Cleveland has
undergone.

But even so, would the root of the
trouble be reached? Suppose that we
put our municipal houses in order,

that all shortcomings correctible by
changes in the administrative machin-
ery are removed, will our criminal
laws be enforced as well as they are
in most civilized lands?
For example, do we really want

fewer murders? Forty years or so ago
Andrew D. White quoted to me what
he said was an observation made de-

cades earlier by Justice Grier of the
Supreme Court of the United States to

the effect that the only form of taking
human life to which the American
people has any serious objection is the

taking of it by due process of law.
Under the jury system we can not con-
vict anyone of an offense which any
large portion of the community does
not regard as censurable. We are
consequently unable to punish capitally

or usually in any other way anyone who,
turning himself into policeman, prose-
cutor, jury, judge, and executioner, all

in one, kills another because he believes

or says he believes that such other is

an adulterer, a seducer, a slanderer, a
strike breaker, or, if a negro, is impu-
dent and self-assertive. No one of us
would dream of imposing the death
penalty for any such offense, but a
considerable number of us are inclined

to make a hero of any one who, with-
out warrant of law, inflicts it for any
of vhem.

It must not be forgotten that lax
administration of criminal law does
not necessarily mean that fewer people
are punished. More of them may be.

If Cleveland's murder ratio is to that
of London as sixty to one, then if only
one murderer in every twenty is con-
victed in the Ohio city, the number of
convictions will be three times as great
as the theoretic maximum in the Eng-
lish capital, and yet, because with us
nineteen out of twenty escape, the pen-
alties inflicted on the one are to all prac-
tical purposes destitute of deterrent
effect.

What shall we do about it? Trial
l>y jury in criminal cases neither can
be abolished nor should be. In a sound
state of public opinion such a method
of trial is not a serious obstacle to a
firm and certain enforcement of the
law. In England it has not been
found so.

Somehow or other we must con-

vince the great mass of people from
whom our jurors come that we cannot
afford to trifle with the law and in the

meanwhile we must get out of the way
every unnecessary mechanical obstruc-

tion to the doing of justice. To that

end it behooves many another commu-
nity to .study its criminal procedure in

action with the thoroughness with
which Cleveland has taken the trouble

to investigate its.

John C. Rose,
U. S. District Judge, Maryland

The Literary Legacy of

Seneca
Skn'kca, The Philosopher, and Hib

MoDEUN Message. By Richard Mott
(JiminuTi'. Boston: Marshiill Jones
Company.

TAUGHT by sad experience, the
harried champions of classical

studies have come to realize that rhap-
sodic discourses in esoteric circles and
dogrmatic assertion have failed to per-
suade a more or less indifferent public
that ancient literature, philosophy, and
statecraft have still many things of
moment to say to ears willing to listen.

Both in this country and in England
there is a refreshing tendency now-
adays among classical scholars to mar-
shal the evidence for their case in a
concrete and popular form. So Mr.
Gummere's book is the first of a series

of little volumes which, under the chal-
lenging caption, "Our Debt to Greece
and Rome," is designed by the editors,

Professor Hadzsits of Pennsylvania
and Professor Robinson of Johns Hop-
kins, to demonstrate to a wide circle

of readers how our modern world
thinks its thoughts after antiquity.

It is to be hoped that succeeding
volumes will find as happy a combina-
tion of subject and author as the initial

number has found. Mr. Gummere has
lived with Seneca for many years. He
is the translator of the "Epistulae
Morales" for the Loeb Series, and has
published scholarly articles dealing
with Seneca's influence on modern lit-

erature. Small wonder, therefore, that
this latest work of Mr. Gummere's pen
is the readable exposition of profes-

sional enthusiasm which books of this

type should ideally reveal.

For Seneca's fame as a man, it is

unfortunate that we are so copiously
informed by the Roman historians

—

Seneca's apologists say misinformed

—

as to the external events of his career.

Mr. Gummere follows at any rate a
comfortable path in electing to empha-
size primarily "how much of value
Seneca contributes to the spirit and
the intellect." In the biographical
chapter with which the book begins,

the author is fairly gentle in his treat-

ment of Seneca as "one who made a
brave attempt to join a theory of life

with a practice of life." However, no
uncompromising rehabilitation is es-

sayed. The admission is made that

there is no evidence to show that

Seneca even protested against the mur-
der of Agrippina; nor does Mr. Gum-
mere shrink from applying the truthful

epithet "cringing" to the "Consolatio
ad Polybium," that publication trop

fameuse, as Waltz has described it in

his "Vie de Seneque."
The tale of what Seneca has meant

to men through the ages begins with
the first century of our era, when the
youthful literary secessionists of

Rome, to the unfeigned sorrow of the

excellent don, Quintilian, were all try-

ing to write as Seneca did. The story

does not end until the names of Dr.

Osier, Maeterlinck, and Eucken are

cited. Now and then Mr. Gummere
bluffly states controversial matters as
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facts. There are those who would wish
to temper his assertion that "we know
that in Corsica he composed the trage-

dies;" even though Waltz assigns the

treatises "On Providence" and "On the

Steadfastness of the Sage" to the

period of exile, there have been many
critics who have held different views.

On page 97, referring to Petrarch's

devotion to Seneca, Mr. Gummere
writes: "Seneca comes second only to

Virgil in the number of quotations."

This is not true of all of Petx'arch's

works, but of the marginal notes on
his famous copy of Virgil, now pre-

served at Milan. On page 98 there is

a sentence that will lead the unwary
reader to conclude that the works of

Cicero became known to Petrarch only

in his forty-first year!

The reader of humane tastes will

enjoy Mr. Gummere's book. Perhaps
he will even be moved by the author's

enthusiasm to join in a Senecan revival

which will render anachronistic the

late Barrett Wendell's dampening
utterance: "Except for students of

history and philosophy, his (i. e.

Seneca's) volumes grow respectably

dusty." DuANE Reed Stuart

Stanley Hall Confronts

Old Age
Senescence. By G. Stanley Hall. New

York : D. Appleton & Co.

PRESIDENT STANLEY HALL gal-

lantly confronts old age and its

mortuary thoughts with intense self-

consciousness and unabated zest for

life. In defiance of the atrophizing

accuracies of carping Latinists, his

motto is still "Iinpavi progrediamur,"
shouted with bravura.
On retiring from the presidency of

Clark University, he undertook a thor-

ough cleaning of house and desk, in-

terestingly described in a paper repro-

duced from the Atlantic Monthly, and
then sat down to peruse a "voracious

literature" on senility and write a big

book on "Senescence and Senectitude."

As he dates incipient senescence from
the fortieth year, this threatened to

become a receptacle for everything,

from cancer to Carnegie pensions, that

did not find a place in "Adolescence."

Like Goethe answering thd printer's

call for more copy for "Wilhelm
Meister," he has emptied every drawer
and pigeon-hole. There is little that

cannot be brought in by such transi-

tions as "we resume our historical

notes with Luigi Cornaro" or "I also

append the following quotations." .A.nd

President Hall's endeavor apparently
was to omit nothing that he had tran-

scribed in his notebooks, or that his

students and secretaries had collected

of the observations of poets, moralists,

satirists, physicians, scientists, and
pseudo-scientists about our declining

years.

A captious or absolute criticism

could discover here the old foibles of

incoherent omniscience, the old mal-
apropian exuberance of pseudo-scien-

tific verbiage, the still persistent sex-

obsession, and the inevitable misprints,

misquotations, and misapplications of

classical allusions and tags. These
are perhaps somewhat toned down,
like the Gorgian figures in Isocrates,

by a slackened pulse, or it may be by
what the author might style a critical

phobia. Yet there is nothing even in

adolescence better than the "monks of

Mount Ethos" (sic bis), and the old

men of Aristotle who "go according to

the precept of bias." But why be ab-

solute?

Much of the book is quite readable,

and a clever journalist with more
space than the column at my disposal

could find suggestion and matter here
for more than one entertaining review.

Such a one might even fancy that these

"voracious" collections exhaust the

subject and include all of the best that

has been thought and said from Ju-
venal to Arnold on "what it is to grow
old," from Cicero to 0. W. Holmes de
senectute. But a wider survey would
discover as good fish as any that have
been caught in Dr. Hall's far-flung

net. He has omitted, for example, the
chorus of Euripides' "Heracles" on
song in old age, which Wilamowitz
takes as the theme of a characteristic

dithyramb, and he has overlooked the

beautiful sonnet "Enoch" which Sir

Henry Taylor's autobiography quotes
with interesting comment. His own
conclusion that "death is the end of

body and soul alike" gives Dr. Hall
"a sense of profound satisfaction."

Yet the last words of his book are:
I hope to see my Pilot face to face
When I have crossed the bar.

In what Pickwickian sense does he ex-

pect the ingenuous reader to take
them? Paul Shorey

Food for Feminists
The Ladies. By E. Barrington. Bcston :

Atlantic Monthly Press.

THIS book might be described as a
happy excursion into the realm

of Dichtung und Wahrheit. Beginning
with Mrs. Elizabeth Pepys, wife of

the diarist, and ending with Fanny
Burney, we have what amounts to a

series of short stories, half fiction and
half history, in which various well-

known ladies of the eighteenth century

act as heroine and, in most cases, write

their own memoirs. Stella unfolds the

mystery of her relations with Swift;

Lady Mary Wortley Montagu relates

the extraordinary mishap which drove
her finally from England; the fortunes

of the famous Irish beauties, the Gun-
nings, furnish material for another

chapter; Maria Walpole, the lovely

niece of the letter-writer, follows, and
then comes Miss Burney, whose
unhappy affair with Colonel Digby,

hinted at in the journals, is now re-

vealed. In each case the story itself

i.s fictitious, but is mingled with actual

incidents and told in language skilfully

adapted to the age and the supposed

v/riter.

The interest of such a tour de force

depends wholly on the cleverness of

the author, and it must be said that

Mr. Barrington has succeeded admir-

ably both in giving an air of veracity

to his inventions and in piquing the

reader's curiosity.

The last chapter is a scene from the

life of Elizabeth Bennet, now Mrs.
Darcy, and the mother of two young
daughters. The scene is at Hunsdon
and Rosings, which Darcy has inherited

from his aunt. The inimitable Collins

is present, true to life, as are charac-
ters from other novels of Miss Austin.

The climax comes when Wickham
saves the elder Miss Darcy from the

machinations of a villain, and so is

reconciled with his old patron. "Per-
haps," as Mr. Barrington says truly,

"of all these women we know best that

Elizabeth who never lived—Elizabeth

Bennet"; and certainly her portrait

hangs well in this gallery of historical

persons. A pleasant book indeed.

P. E. M.

Light on Industrial

Relations
Practical Psychology for Business

Executivt:s. Compiled by Lionel D.
Edie. New York : The H. W. Wilson
Company. $2.40.

THE material available in print on
the subject of industrial rela-

tions is unsatisfactory. The principal

reason would seem to be that the sub-

ject is so controversial that almost
everything written about it is con-

sciously or unconsciously biased. The
subject involves the very basis of our
present social and economic life, and
it is very diflScult either for the worker
or for the executive to think about it

dispassionately.

It is particularly useful, therefore,

to have a selection of competent mate-
rial compiled by an authority who may
be assumed to be reasonably free from
prejudice. Mr. Edie has done sys-

tematically what almost every thought-
ful executive is doing in a haphazard
way, namely, gathering together sig-

nificant comments on industrial prin-

ciples from sources essentially tem-
porary in character, such as maga-
zines, newspapers, pamphlets, and pub-
lic speeches.

The book consists of 392 pages, and
includes approximately 100 selections,

grouped under various headings, such

as "The Psychological Basis of Indus-

trial Relations," "Executive Manage-
ment and the Mind of the Worker,"
"Labor Traits and Crowd Behavior,"

"The Basis of Employee Representa-

tion," "Factors in Industrial Educa-
tion," "Fatigue Control and Industrial

Efficiency."

The book ajso contains a careful

bibliography, covering twelve pages,

subdivided to correspond with the

chapter headings of the book. A com-
pilation of this kind is in its nature
rather hard to read, and yet perhaps
executives and others interested in the

future of industry can study a book
like this with more profit than they

would be likely to derive from a more
pretentious volume the product of a

single author. The answer to the in-

dustrial problem will not be evolved

by a single mind, but is certain to be

the product of group thinking over a

period. G. E.
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Water Colors and

Miniatures
THE Philadelphia Water Color Club

and the Pennsylvania Society of

Miniature Painters have opened a
joint exhibition in the Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts. The juxtapo-

sition of miniature and water color

has its justification in the medium
which they have in common. But it

also brings out the difference in the

artist's use of that medium. The con-

trast is so striking as to leave the im-

pression on one's mind that the art of

the miniature painter belongs to an-

other sphere and another time than
that of the water colorist. The latter's

art, as it reveals itself in these exhib-

its, is a living thing, capable of growth
and decay and rejuvenation, and mani-
festing the various phases of its vital-

ity in youthful daring" and love of pa-

rade, in manly vigor, in aged dignity

or dullness. But the art of the minia-
ture, to judge from the samples here
on view, does not seem to possess an
inherent capacity for change. It is

like a dead beauty of over a hundred
years ago, who by some magic of the

embalmer has retained all the fresh-

ness and bloom of her antique youth.

Is it the diminutive size which made it

unsusceptible to the changes in art, and
indifferent to the theories by which
they are guided? Or is its immunity
from change due, indeed, to its being
an antiquity, brought into vogue again
by a whim of fashion, which is some-
thing different from being revived?
The perplexity of the modern artist

is due to his conviction that art must
not be representative but expressive,

that the painter should not be a copyist

of nature but an interpreter of life.

The perfection of photography is to

blame for disturbing his peace of mind.
If the camera can do the trick, the art-

ist cannot be satisfied with being pure-
ly imitative. So art has become a tru-

ant from Nature's school, and, freed

from the old discipline, is turning from
one new theory to another in search
of a better master. The Expression-
ists, the Fauvists, the Futurists, the

Cubists, are all represented in the wa-
ter color exhibition, but the miniatur-
ist, apparently careless of the photog-
rapher's rivalry, remains equally
indifferent to the lure of new the-

ories. He goes on copying nature, and
the portraits of Mrs. Richard F. May-
nard by Wm. J. Whittemore, of Mrs.
John W. Warburton by Stella Lewis
Marks, of Miss Browning by Maria J.

Strean, and of Mrs. Hasselbriis by her
husband must convince every visitor

that Nature has not ceased to be an in-

spiring model. There are, indeed, por-

traits in this collection of miniatures
that are no better than colored photo-
graphs, but these four, with several of
lesser excellence, are pure works of
art in being not mere copies but beau-
tiful illusions of life, and not the worse
for not having to serve as demonstra-
tions of a theory.

The other exhibition is full of these.

They give it life and variety, exciting

curiosity, surprise, and sometimes ad-
miration. What mars one's enjoyment
of so many of these works is the all

too obvious intention to paint in a novel
and sensational way. Claude Monet is

credited with having said in his youth
that he would like to paint as a bird
sings. To gain such mastery of his

technique that all consciousness of
effort is eliminated from his handling
of the brush, and painting becomes a
mode of lyrical self-expression compar-
able in spontaneity to the nightingale's
song, is a consummation of art devout-
ly to be wished by every painter. But
these modern expressionists are too

much concerned with doing it strikingly

to be spontaneous. The landscapes of

George Harding, Gifford Beal, W. A.
Hofstetter, and Alfred Hayward shout
their colors at you from the wall. One
cannot deny these painters talent, least

of all Harding, who proves himself a
powerful artist in his lithographs
(Nos. 192-5, 197), but one feels tempt-
ed to remind them of Goethe's word,
"Es bildet ein Talent sich in der Stille."

These pictures are experiments in color

schemes, and art in the experimental
stage should conceal itself in the stu-

dio.

The modem tendency, of course, is

to deny the value of studiously acquired
technique. The ancients were wrong
with their "Ars longa, vita brevis."

Art to these moderns is not something
transcending life which can scarcely
be attained in its fullness by a lifetime

of constant endeavor, it is in the child's

vision of reality as it is in the song of
the skylark soaring to its first flight.

Mr. Beal does not paint trees, he paints,

it would seem, the idea of tree-growth,
divesting the individual stem of all

its accidental characteristics until it

becomes an abstract so simple of shape
that a child might have dra\vn it. And
indeed, to paint as a child sees is, ac-

cording to the new theory, to render
to art its pristine purity and health.

But the average child cannot paint
what it sees, and the artist, in trjdng
tc do what the child would do if it

could, is guilty of an effort that robs
his performance of that very sponta-
neity which his theory claims to be
essential to art. If the work of the
older schools, and of the modern minia-
turists, offends, perhaps, by too obvi-

ous a demonstration of skill, the work
of our latest school offends by being
too obvious a demonstration of a the-

sis. Clagget Wilson (Nos. 145-156),
whose water colors remind one of Ma-
tisse; the cubists Blanche Lazzell, Edith
L. Wilkinson, and Helen Leyffert; and
John Marin, who delights in painting
puzzles, are dialecticians of the studio

condensing the argument for their

theory and its illustration into one.

But theories can never supersede
Nature in the training of Art. They
may be helpful as servants, they are
dangerous as masters. The case of

Miss Lazzell is significant. Cubism
started from the assumption that

strength is beauty (which is debata-
ble), and that a straight line is stronger

than a curved line (which it is not)

,

and inferred from these premises that

a painting exclusively composed of

straight lines is stronger and conse-
quently more beautiful than a painting
in curved lines. The device has been
effectively used by some English paint-
ers to satirize militarism, which uses
man as a machine. But Miss Lazzell,

instead of applying the theory within
such necessary limitations, has become
its slave and discovers at its bidding
straight-lined strength in so delicate a
beauty as that of summer roses!

It is a pleasure to turn from talent
thus misapplied to saner art. The
mountain scenes of Birger Sandzen be-
long to the best work in this exhibition.
This is art beyond the experimental
stage, the work of a man who is master
of his material. The artist's technique
is adapted to his subject; his strong,
almost crude touch seemed to have
hammered those rocks into shape. One
wonders why the painter preferred
water color to oil and how he gave to
the material he used the effect of the
other. Mr. Wilmot Emerton Heitland
has a fine collection of water colors in

this same room. They are outshone
by the colorful compositions of Mr.
Sandzen, but they are specimens of a
more refined, a more self-possessed art.

The scene among the coal docks on the
East River is the one which shows his
remarkable talent at its best. Paul L.
Gill has sent only jottings from a note-
book, short color notes from Switzer-
land and Paris. Such rapid sketches
can reveal the salient traits of an art-
ist's originality, and Mr. Gill's are
worth studying on that account. Joseph
Pennell is i-epresented by a series of
beautiful water color sketches done
last spring during a fortnight's visit

in Washington. Those of Paul Gill

are interesting documents which the
art historian may one day value. Mr.
Pennell's, for all their simplicity, are
finished works of art which will be
prized by the collector. Ernest D.
Roth's masterly drawings of Spanish
cities, the snow landscapes of Wilmer
S. Richter, two river scenes by Felicie
Waldo Howell, Gouaches by Catharine
Wharton Morris, a pastel of Nanfucket
moors by Philip R. Whitney, a water
color called "The Blue Tree" by John
Goss, Tony Nell's "Congregation," the
street scenes by Ray Kinsman Waters,
Margaret W. Mellor's delightful flower
studies, and the two oil paintings by
Ethel Franklin Betts Bains are among
the pictures that one remembers best
as giving distinction to this exhibition.

A collection of illustrative and
graphic art is included with the ex-

hibits, among others fine etchings by
Herbert Raine, Joseph Pennell, Gene
Paul, Clifford Addams, masterly por-
traits by Philip L. Hale in pencil,

crayon and silver point, clever carica-

tures of William Tilden and Joseph
Pennell by Wincie King, and a re-

markable series of twenty illustra-

tions to Lamb's "Tales from Shake-
speare" by Elizabeth Shippen Green
Elliott. The group of etchings by H.
Devitt Welsh deserves especial men-
tion. As a craftsman he is the infe-

rior of Joseph Pennell and Herbert
Raine. But Mr. Welsh has imagina-
tion and a talent for satire which lend

a haunting interest to some of his
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compositions. A man and a woman,
embodiments of wretchedness, in de-

spair rather than in prayer before a

roadside crucifix; a lowering sky over-

head, unrelieved by the promise of the

rainbow. "Faith" the artist has called

this scene, with an unmistakable im-

plication of sarcasm. "The Caravan"
is the title of another etching. The
caravan is hardly visible, so small and
crushed this handful of humanity looks

under the gigantic rock that darkly

beetles over them like fate itself. "The
Living Dead Man" is the face of a

hardened egoist; Ralph Nickleby must
have looked like that. In "Adam and
Eve" the story of man's fall is treated

as a burlesque, with the stork a wit-

ness to Eve's transgression. Mr. Welsh
is obviously no believer in art for art's

sake. His work is unique in this exhi-

bition in that it does not mean to give

an illusion of reality, but a criticism

of life. Art is not inevitably degraded

by being made the medium of the

moralist; it all depends on whether the

moral indignation burns in the artist

with so fierce a flame that its expres-

sion is set aglow with beauty.

A. J. Barnouw

Brief Book Notes
Shakespeare's "The Winter's Tale"

(Dutton) has been published in a

handsome holiday edition, illustrated

in color by Maxwell Armfield. There
are a number of pages, at the end, of

"illustrator's notes" explaining that

the method of illustration was worked
out by the artist and his wife during
ten or twelve years. The pictures

crystallize "the continuous rhythmic
structure of the play." It is to be

feared that they do. They look like

the work of an able artist who has
been marred by a theory. Nothing in

the theory is simple ; it is a compli-
cated maze of symbolism. Had the

dramatist been so laborious and me-
chanical his work would never have
survived for a modern illustrator to

experiment upon.

A curious fairy-tale, by Montague
R. James, is "The Five Jars" (Long-
mans). Mr. James is the author of

some of the best ghost stories of the
past twenty years: "Ghost Stories of

an Antiquarj'" and two other volumes.
He was formerly Vice-Chancellor of

Cambridge, and is Provost of Eton.

The novels of Jane Austen are pub-
lished in a charming six-volume edition

by E. P. Dutton & Co. Included are
"Pride and Prejudice," "Northanger
Abbey," "Emma," "Persuasion," "Sense
and Sensibility," and "Mansfield Park."
The illustrations are by Charles E.
Brock and they are in color. Mr. Brock
is the perfect illustrator for novels of
this period, but whether his work is

improved in color, over black and
white, is questionable.

The lover of beautiful furniture
should see Charles Over Cornelius's
"Furniture Masterpieces of Duncan
Phyfe (Doubleday), with the draw-
ings by Stanley J. Rowland of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art.

A pen that does not need filling so

often, that writes smoothly as if on
glass, that is engine-turned or chased,

like your watch case, in beautiful

designs— this is the new WAHL
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real advance in fountain pen con-

struction since the self-filling idea.

Made by the makers of Eversharp.

The all-metal barrel means all metal
—solid metal—from cap to the big,

sturdy, hand-hammered gold point.

The cap fits closer than the piston in

a Liberty motor; this prevents leak-

ing and adds long life to the pen. You
cannot crack the cap or the barrel,
or strain the threads any more than
you can make the iridium-tipped
point balk or sputter at your hardest
writing need.

WAHL PEN is a distinct improve-
ment, just as EVERSHARP stands
at the head of its class for smooth,
dependable writing. Priced as low
as $4. If you have an EVERSHARP,
match it with a WAHL PEN of the'

same design. Both demonstrated by
dealers everywhere.

WAHLPEN
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AS time rolls on the opening of the

music season in the United States,

and more particularly in New York,

means less and more than twenty
years ago. Then, to the general

lover of the art divine, the season did

not open till our chief opera house had
had its great first night. But now the

Metropolitan, despite its importance, is

only one of many factors in the art

life of this huge and growing city.

The opera season still compels atten-

tion, to be sure. For does not each

performance at the Metropolitan cost

around about ten thousand dollars?

But, for the. present, it has lost its old

significance. For it has not kept pace

with the progress of the modern music
drama; and it has rivals in the more
living concert halls.

The Metropolitan, again, is unap-
proachable to most who would delight

in hearing opera well sung. Subscrib-

ers fill most seats in that vast house,

while the great public, which of course

does not subscribe, pays more than

seems desirable for the bare privilege

of standing up through the perform-

ances of a now rather hackneyed
repertory.

Its reopening had the usual social

brilliancy. The boxes and the orches-

tra were filled in the accustomed fash-

ion. But it was noticed that less

interest was shown in the proceedings

on the stage than in former years.

And there w^as nothing new at all to

warrant excitement in the first work
performed, or in the familiar cast

announced for "Tosca," including

Jeritza, Martinelli and Scot'ti. Mme.
Jeritza again treated her admirers

(largely German) to her rendering of

the favorite "Vissi d'arte" aria. But the

honors of the evening went to that true

artist, Mr. Scotti, who, with a well-

worn voice and little but intelligence,

technical mastership and his stage

presence to assist him, still manages
to make his Scarpia wonderful.

Nor did the return of the most ad-

mirable interpreter of Russian music-

drama ever seen here—Chaliapin—at

a later performance draw the expected

throng to that grim masterpiece, the

"Boris Godunov" of Moussorgsky. The
real hit of the first week of "grand"
opera at the Metropolitan was scored

by Edward Johnson, the young Ameri-

can tenor (lately of Chicago), and by

Lucrezia Bori, in "L'Amore dei Tre

Re."
Little of moment has been promised

us at the Metropolitan during the cur-

rent "stagione" (the word preferred

at our Teutonized-Italianized opera

house to our plain English "season")

by Mr. Gatti-Casazza. Two novelties,

for which few of us were yearning,

the "Anima Allegra" of a little-known

Italian, named Vittadini, and the

"Mona Lisa" of the German neo-

Wagnerian, Max Schillings, are to be

the only novelties. Scores of more
important works might have been

chosen from the French, Russian and

Italian repertories. The revivals will

include, besides "Der Rosen Kavalier,"
Gounod's too saccharine "Romeo et

Juliette," Rossini's antiquated "Gu-
glielmo Tell," Massenet's "Thais," I

"Tannhauser," and Meyerbeer's
"

"L'Africaine" (a characteristically

French opera, which will be sung in

Italian—by way, presumably, of prov-
ing the loyalty of the Metropolitan
management to its theory as to the
propriety of presenting all works "in

the original language"). The list, it

must be owned, is not impressive. All

German works in the repertory will be
sung in German; and, to emphasize
the un-American tendencies of the
house, Germany and Austria were
scoured this year to find Teutonic
singers, of whom seven or eight have
been added to the company. I wonder
whether Mr. Gatti-Casazza or his lieu-

tenants scoured America in search of
singers. No opera by an American
will be produced or revived by the
management.

More vital, if less hectic, than the
prom.ises and activities of our large
opera house are those of the concert
managements. The New York Sym-
phony Society, under Mr. Walter Dam-
rosch (who will later be aided and re-

placed by Mr. Albert Coates and a new
German conductor) ; the Philharmonic
Society (with a new and alert busin.iss

manager, Mr. Arthur Judson, and
Messrs. Stransky, Mengelberg, and
Hadley as conductors) , and the newly
organized City Symphony Orchestra,
with Mr. Dirk Foch as its leader, have
entered the field and will doubtless,

give good accounts of themselves.

Among the novelties thus far pre-

sented by Mr. Damrosch, two works
deserve special mention—the late

Camille Saint-Saens's humorous "Ani-
mal" suite, including, besides a num-
ber of unserious imitative jokes, the

beautiful "Swan" episode, long used
by Mme. Pavlowa as the inspiration

for the most exquisite of her dances,

and the ''Midsommervaka" of a Swed-
ish composer, Hugo Alfven, a delight-

ful rhapsody, in the pastoral mode,
fresh, well knit, vivid, and effective.

Soloists of unusual quality have added
to the impressiveness of the New York
Symphony concerts. Among them may
be mentioned the amazing Calve, who
did marvels with her Spanish songs;

the distinguished pianist, Cortot, in

his usual form, and two singers, Elsa
Stralia, the Australian soprano, from
the Royal Opera, Covent Garden, and
Queen's Hall in London, and Richard
Crooks, an American tenor from a

church in Fifth avenue.

Mme. Stralia and Mr. Crooks ap-

peared, respectively, as Briinnhilde

and Siegfried, in a long selection from
the third act of the second part of the

"Ring" drama. Mr. Damrosch has
been criticized, rather foolishly, for

giving music-drama in the concert

room, and the singers have been, even
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more foolishly, rebuked for appearing
in "Siegfried" in their afternoon and
evening dress. One would suppose
that, for long years, Wagner had not
been presented here on the concert

stage, and that, despite the presence
of the orchestra on the platform, Mme.
Stralia and Mr. Ci-ooks should have
appeared in opera costume. This, by
the way. What most concerned the

vast audiences which enjoyed the

"Siegfried" excerpts were the sensa-

tional purity, power, brilliancy, and
sureness of Mme. Stralia's voice.

Trained in the best Italian school, it

never for a moment faltered. It domi-
nated the rather tempestuous orches-

tra and rang out clearly to all parts of

Carnegie Hall.

Though the Australian singer
(whom Mr. Coates has credited with
"the greatest voice in England") had
been heard twice with the New York
Symphony last spring, her reappear-
ance as the exponent of Briinnhilde was
a revelation in these days of wobbly
tones and near-sopranos. Mr. Crooks,

with a somewhat uncertain but expres-

sive tenor, did very well with the

music of Siegfried. Mme. Stralia

should be an invaluable addition to

the few interpreters of oratorio in this

country.

So far the Philharmonic Orchestra
has confined itself to examples of the

works of composers who are household
words here. Ere long no doubt it will

refresh its repertory. Part of the

Philharmonic concerts are to be given
this year at the Metropolitan. At the

first of its Metropolitan functions

Dvorak's "New World" Symphony,
Debussy's Prelude to "The Afternoon
of a Faun," Tschaikowsky's "Fran-
cesca da Rimini" Fantasia, the "Dance
of the Seven Veils" from "Salome,"
and the popular Bach-Abert "Prelude,
Chorale and Fugue" gave pleasure to

some thousands. Mr. Stransky, who
conducted, made more of the symphony
and the "Francesca" music than he did

of the more delicate and mysterious,
but expressive Debussy Prelude.

American composers of talent are
promised encouragement in future at

a special series of concerts under the

auspices of the Philharmonic Society.

The new City Symphony Orchestra
will begin its task, at Carnegie Hall,

after this article is written. It an-

nounces plans which will be both am-
bitious and popular, notably a series

of Sunday concerts at the Manhattan
Opera House.

Singers and instrumentalists of

genuine merit have indulged in the,

to them, sometimes costly joy of giving
recitals, without number, since the
season opened. Among them I recall

more especially the song recitals of

Louis Graveure (a delight) ; Isa Kre-
mer and Miss Eva Gauthier; the piano
recitals of Gabrilovitch and John
Powell, and a violin recital by Erna
Rubinstein. The most interesting re-

cital of the season will come with the
reappearance in New York of Pad-
erewski, who, since the upheavals in

Poland deprived us of his art, has not
been heard here.
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Broadway at Ninth St.

New York

Drama
Satire from Czecho-

slovakia
The "World We Li\'E In (The Insect

Comedy). By Josef and Karel Capek.

Jolson's Fifty-ninth Street Theatre.

R. U. R. By Karel Capek. The Theatre
Guild : Frazee Theatre.

THESE two importations from
Prague have been praised as "nov-

elties" and as something quite new in

the field of dramatic satire. The hard-

ened playgoer in New York has been
taught by bitter experience to mistrust

anything that is offered as a "novelty."

He knows that under the guise of

"novelty" he is bound to meet the old-

est and most hackneyed of theatrical

tricks. He had read, for instance, that

these Capek brothers had been inspired

by a careful reading of the great Fabre
to write a play in which the characters

were butterflies, beetles, ants, snails,

and moths. To expose the foibles and
the stupidities of our more or less

human race by dramatizing birds,

beasts, and insects is of course one of

the most ancient of devices. Why drag
in Fabre, when one may mention
Aesop, Chaucer, La Fontaine? Ha/e
we so soon forgotten Rostand's "Chant-
icleer"? The substitution of insects

for the beasts of the field or the fowls

of the barnyard is surely not original

enough to justify all this gabble about
novelty. Yet the device, an ancient

and honorable one, is none the less

legitimate. Mere novelty of theme,

after all, will neither make nor break
the young playwright, though very

often it is apt to divert him from his

real task. Our duty, in the present

case, was to discover the virtues of this

"insect comedy" as theatrical enter-

tainment.
I was disappoined with the Ameri-

can adaptation made by Owen Davis,

which must more or less closely follow

the original, not so much because of

the thinness and superficiality of its

satirical intention as by the failure of

the authors to organize their theme
with any notable dramatic efficiency.

This failure, it seemed to me, was the

inevitable result of a confusion of

thought and intention. Were they aim-
ing to expose the human traits in in-

sects? Or were they revealing the

entomic vices of humans? At times
they seemed to be preaching a sermon
on the inalienable right of each little

insect to live its own life. Again, all

those belated but passionate platitudes

concernings the evils of modern war-
fare were dragged out. To say they
were inspired by Fabre is as silly as
to say that the bird studies of W. H.
Hudson inspired the late Frank Pixley
to write his musical comedy, "Wood-
land." Indeed, we would not even ob-

ject to the fallacious entomology of

these Czecho-Slovak playwrights had
they provided us with amusing or acid

satire. But their satire, as revealed
at Jolson's Fifty-ninth Street Theatre,
was of the puerile type made familiar
to Broadway by the librettists of our
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revues or vaudeville "material." Yet,

because it was mounted at the "Na-
tional Theatre of Czecho-Slovakia at

Prajrue," it is received with all the re-

spect and reverence that is evoked now-

adays by anythinjr that comes out of

"Central Europe." Had this piece

been of American authorship, no pro-

ducer on Broadway could have been

induced to mount it, with its army of

actors, expensive costumes, and acres

of scenery. It would have bcon rele-

gated to the little theatre movement
or enthusiastically received as a Sun-

day-school entertainment in the hinter-

lands. This "insect comedy" recalls

another finer play based upon an ento-

molog-ical theme. In "The Cat-Bird"

Rupert Hugrhes deftly and economic-

ally constructed an "insect comedy"
which was penetratinp: and fine-prrained

in its satire and possessed the addition-

al value of never borinjr. But it was
Mr. Hugrhes's misfortune to be a "pop-

ular" American author. His play had
never been mounted in any grosses

Schauspielhaus! Therefore, apparently,

the arbiters of our theatre could not

give him the attention he merited.

"R. U. R.," the first production this

season of the indefatig:able Theatre

Guild, is the work of Karel Capek. It

is certainly a better bit of dramatic

construction than "The "World We Live

In." It has more dramatic content;

it is more provocative of thought; it is

arresting: satire. The locale is an im-

aginary island; the time is the future.

Rossom's Universal Robots are manu-
factured human beings, creatures of

iron physical strength, but deprived of

spirit and soul. They are the slaves

of our machine-made civilization ma-
chines themselves. They are turned

out in thousands, a new and menacing
proletariat. The "robots" undoubtedly
provide an effective symbol of an in-

creasing section of our population, sub-

ject to the relentless discipline of a
society dominated by machinery, a pro-

letariat threatening to engulf by the

mere force of numbers the finer values

of civilization. Mr. Capek's s>Tnbolism

creates this situation—the revolt of the

robots against their creators, the ex-

termination of the humans, and the

sinister triumph of a soulless machine-
made race. It is a symbolism bold and
challenging in its outline, picturesque

and theatrical in its possibilities. But
like most dramatic symbolism or alle-

gory, it breaks down at the very point

it should be carried through and driven
home. Mr. Capek does not reveal the

genius of the true satirist—the power
of continually shocking and surprising
the reader or the spectator, the genius
of relentless revelation of human
weakness and stupidity. The author of

"R. U. R." gives his point away too

soon. And so he is forced to patch out
his evening, first with melodrama and
finally with pathos.

Specifically, it seems to me, his alle-

gory fails in that he deprives his

"robots" of the power of self-perpetu-
ation, of manufacturing new robots.

This deprivation does, it is true, preci-

pate a "dramatic situation," but it

destroys the allegory. The menace of
our new machine-made proletariat lies
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safety Is the Qrst requisite and adequate and uni-
form return equally important, and these seem
Incompatible. Aside from government bonds, the
return under which is small, there is nothing more
sure and certain than an annuity with the
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, by
which the income guaranteed for a certain lifetime
Is larger by far than would be earned on an equal
amount deposited In an institution for savings, or
Invested in securities giving reasonable safety. Thus
a payment of $5,000 by a man aged 67 would pro-
vide an annual income of $623.00 absolutely beyond
ouestion of douht. The Annuity Department,
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, New
York, will give advice as to the return at any age,
male or female.

ROUGH-HEWN
By Dorothy Canffield

Author of "The Brimming Cup"

At all bookstores

$2.00 each

TTT^E are members of the F. T.
^^ D., an association of florists

(2,500 strong), which makes it pos-

sible for us to have flowers deliv-

ered in any part of the United

States or Canada within two or

three hours aitier your order is

received.

DARDS
FLORIST

341 Madison Avenue, NEW YORK
Established 1874

Harcourt, Brace and Company
1 W. 47th St., New York

BRONZF. "^o™""^
MEMORIAL and HONOR BOLL TABLETS

Jno. Williams, Inc.

rDept. 24) 556 W. 27th St., New York City
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Mediterranean
The 1923 Cruise De Luxe
byspecially Chartercd'NewWhiteStarLiner.

"HOMERIC'^
Saiitng January 20 Returning March 28

Cruise Limited to 500 Guests
Here is a pageant of life, everlasting

in its fascination, ever-changing in

its daily scene. Throbbing spectacles
*

of the Mediterranean cities— man
and nature imbued with glamour—
unforgettable monuments to civili-

zations now dead.

Sixty'seven glorious days -^fourteen
thousand miles. Stop-over privileges

with return by other famous White
Star Liners, MAJESTIC, OLYMPIC, etc.

The " Homeric" is the largest and most lux-

uriously-appointed steamer that ever sailed

for a cruise.

THOS. COOK & SON
NEW YORK

245 Broadway 561 Fifth Avenue
Boston,Chicago,LosAngeIes,PhiIadeIphia,

San Francisco, Toronto, Montreal,
Vancouver

To Our Readers:
Aren't you interested to keep

in touch with what The Inde-
pendent is doing for the cause of
Education.

The Independent Inter-Weekly
for Schools, a fortnightly alter-
nating with The Independent, is

published during the school year
and is used, in conjunction with
The Independent, by many thou-
sand students throughout the
country as a text-book of current
events.

The Inter-Weekly differs from
the parent publication in being
more simply written and in treat-
ing only those subjects whjch may
be supposed to make a special ap-
peal to youth. It is studied in
the classes of schools and colleges.
But many a person long out of
college will find it most interest-
ing reading. It offers to parents
an excellent opportunity to fol-
low the trend of modern educa-
tion, which, more and more, is

stressing the necessity of study-
ing the thought of the past in
relation to present happenings.

Do you desire to get the younger
mentibers of your family interest-
ed in the discussion of ideas?
You cannot do better than to sub-
scribe to The Inter-Weekly.

To all subscribers of The In-
dependent, The Inter-Weekly, a
two-dollar publication, is offered
for one dollar.

precisely in its sinister multiplication,

in its gratification of the instinct, as
Mr. Shaw has expressed it, for produc-
ing fresh supplies of men. It may be
objected that this is mere quibbling,

that the spectator has no right to ask of

the dramatist a serious sociological or

scientific consistency; that it is his

duty primarily, to produce an effective

theatrical entertainment. My answer
to this objection is that consistent

craftsmanship, a logical working out,

or transmutation, of all the inherent
and potential possibilities of a theme,
will produce more thrilling dramatic
and theatrical effect than any division

of intention. Give us satire, or give

us melodrama, or give us sentiment;

but do not try to give us satire and
melodrama and sentiment all mixed to-

gether. My plea is not that every play
produced in and about Broadway
should be a dramatic masterpiece. But
surely we have a right to ask of our
dramatists and playwrights the same
average of competent craftsmanship
that prevails in less honored and less

advertised professions. A dentist does

not give up the job of filling our teeth

because his interest flags. Yet there

are too many contemporary play-

wrights, among whom the brothers

Capek are conspicuous examples, who
evidently believe that once they have
struck upon a "good idea" for a play,

the greater part of their task is done.

The truth is that nine-tenths of it still

remains. For true drama consists not

in this idea, no matter how old or how
new it may be, but in the manner, in

the method, of its transference from the

mind of the author to the spirit of the

audience; in the evectiveness, to

descend to our current colloquialism,

of its broadcasting. The dramatist
cannot, in short, interest his audience
in an idea that is wrapped up and tied

ready for the parcels post. He must
undo his package; he must unfold his

idea ; he must exhibit, with all the arts

of the salesman, the treasures of his

mind, the beauties and the soundness
of his newly-minted truths.

Robert Allbrton Parker

"Modern Tendencies in Sculpture,"

by Lorado Taft (The University of

Chicago Press, illustrated), is rather
a swift survey of recent work than a
criticism either of tendencies or indi-

viduals. Not that the critical note is

absent, but that the scope of the chap-
ters (originally so many Scammon
Lectures at Chicago) usually forbids

any criticism that cuts deep. We have
it in the case of Rodin, Saint-Gaudens,
and Carl Bitter, otherwise we have to

do with a text frankly and very briefly

informative. As such it is carried off

with spirit and competence, as was to

be expected of its gifted sculptor-

author. There are nearly four hun-
dred little cuts, a real salon of modern
sculptors. Thus it is a new and
precious resource for the student and
amateur, presenting material that would
otherwise have to be sought laboriously
in files of the art reviews. As a sort

of grand tour of modern sculpture with-
in a few hours, it is an eminently suc-

cessful and useful book.

DeSotoHotel
SaVannah, Ga.

The Premier Tourist Hotel
of the South

OPEN JANUARY 1st to MAY Isl
Modern and Luxurious in its Appoint-
ments, it Offers an Environemnt of
Quiet and Refinement. Large Rooms
with Roomy Baths and Closets. Very
Spacious Verandas, A Real Home for
the Discriminating Tourist.
American Plan--Moderate Terms

Unequalled Winter Climate
Reduced Rates During January

Superior Roads for Automobilists.
On the Scenic Routes of the South.

Golf, Tennis, 'Hunting, Fishing
All Winter Sports

Booklets and Terms Sent on I^equest
J. B. Pound, Sherman Dennis,
President, Manager.

ASSOCIATE HOTELS
Hotel Seminole Hotel Savannah
Jacksonville. Fla. Savannah, Ga.

Hotel Patten The Atinex
Chattanooga, Tenn.

Summer Resort
Monterey Hotel, Asbury Park, N. J.

Under the Same Management

The Ideal Winter Resort

PRINCESS HOTELBERMUDA
Dec. 15 to May 1. Directly on the Harbor.

Accommodates 400. Grill Room. Tiled Swimming
Pool, Golf, Tennis, Yachting, etc.

Direction of L. A. TWOEOGER CO.
Mr. Jones will be at Hotel Belmont, Park Ave.

& 42nd St., Nov. 17 to Dec. 1.

EGYPT, PALESTINE
Large steamers throughout. Small groups, per-

sonally conducted. Sailings: January 17, {2.125;
February 10, $1,870; February 24, $1,335.

EUROPE 1923
Limited parties enrolling now.

TEMPLE TOURS
65 E. Franklin Street Boston, Mass.

^^yy^ On the >Sv^^
Cunard's Blue ^^^^

Ribbon Ship of the X*^^
^^ Atlantic

"MAURETANIA'
The Luxury Cruise This Winter

A notable, event in Cruising His-

tory From New York, Feb. 10,

1923. $950up—write fordetails.

. *y \ American Express /^
^ >/JV Travel Dept. //^J
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Evading the Burden
of Coal

THE present burden of the higrh

price of coal, togrether with the

unpromisin.ir future of the industry,

has naturally led many investors to

take a new interest in the possibilities

of hydro-electric plants, which otfer

the only practical alternative to coal

as a source of the form of power now
ever>'^vhere in demand. It is of course

true that the necessary initial invest-

ment in a hydro-electric power plant is

a good deal hijrher than for a steam

plant. Yet the total of recent eco-

nomic events, and of economic pros-

pects, has put the hydro-electric plant

in a new, and perhaps a perma-
nently favored, position with respect

to p>ower plants depending: on coal.

For the hydro-electric plant, the rel-

atively high carrying charges on the

initial investment are compensated by
relatively low operating charges, which

are themselves subject to comparatively

small fluctuations. With coal-generated

power, on the other hand, the advan-

tage of a lower initial plant cost seems

likely— if this has not already hap-

pened—to be wholly wiped out by

much higher operating costs year after

year, due to the great increase in the

cost of coal.

Prospects for lower prices of coal to

make electric power are wholly un-

promising, except with regard to power
plants at the mines—a development

planned for the Super-Power Zone, but

otherwise apparently not realizable

for a long time to come. Miners'

wages may go lower in the future, and
thus make possible a lowering of coal

prices so far as that element is con-

cerned; but this gain is entirely prob-

lematical, and the extent of it, even

if a gain can be realized, is compara-
tively narrow. Any gain on this item

is not unlikely to be offset by State

taxation of coal and coal lands, such as

is now taking drastic shape in Penn-
sylvania. Other States have not yet

followed this lead; but the possibilities

in tax returns are so tempting that

the coal of other States is unlikely to

go long exempt. Further, the freight

charges on coal, now very heavy for

all steam electric plants at any con-

siderable distance from the supplying

mines, give little prospect of being re-

duced enough to change markedly
the cost of electric power from coal.

Enlargement of existing hydro-
electric plants, as well as the building

of new ones, is the logical response
to the changed conditions of the coal

supply, and herein lies a considerable

opportunity for safe and profitable in-

vestment. In few other fields, how-
ever, is expert advice more necessary.
<5uestions such as the wisdom and ef-

fectiveness of the original plant, the

fixed charges, the ultimate market, and
in many instances the effect of public
regulation, bear heavily on the promise
of the individual prospect. Sound ad-
vice, both technical and financial, is

needed by the investor as to these and
other features.

The Hvdro-Electric Engineer and the Waterfall. The rushing stream

has potential power to turn the wheels of industry and bring electric

light to a whole community— but it requires the studies and services

of an experienced engineer to harness that power and put it to work.

Invest—with the help

of experienced counsellors
The investor puts the earning power of his money to

work when he buys securities.

How should he invest?

The multitudes of offerings in every field are fairly be-

wildering. The hydro-electric companies alone should

have a vast amount of new capital to keep pace with

public requirements. The need for dependable investment

information and experienced counsel was never greater.

The National City Company, through its offices in 50
leading cities, offers you such information and counsel.

Every bond listed on our current Purchase Sheet has

received thoughtful study and is recommended as de-

sirable in its class.

Consult this list— we will mail a copy on request.

The National City Company
National City Bank Building, New York

Bonos

Short Term Notes

Acceptances

Offices In more than 50 leading cities throughout the World

^,^^^\Were ri^ht on the ground y^1^\

f FIRST FARM J
MORTGAGES

After more than 40 years' experience in

negotiating First Farm Mortgages for

investors in almost every section, we
regard our securities in a class by them-
selves. Please write for Pamphlet "W
and current offerings netting 6 to 7%.
We offer sound, conservative securities

and unexcelled service. Write for in-

formation to-day.

The United States
Life Insurance

Company
in the City of New York

Organized 1850. Non-Participating
Policies only. Over Forty-five

Million Dollars Paid to Policyhold-

ers.

John P. Munn, M. D.. President.

Good territory open for high class, personal
producers, under direct ccnitracts with the
Company. Address Home Office, 105 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.E.vJ. LANDER & <ZO.

leSTABt-ISHEO 186*- CAPITAL a SURPLUS tsoo.ooo.ool
ta GrSAND FORKS, NOOTH DAKOTA.
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MOORE'S \°eTf^ system
In use in more than 200,000 offices

Our FREE Book
MOORE'S MODERN METHODS
is a practical book of 1-10 pages of information
of great value to every one interested in ofHce,

factory, store, bank or outdoor record keeping.
Illustrates and describes 40 different forms for

sliort cuts in Loose Leaf Kecords of all kinds.

Till* DaaL GDPr "hen request is on your business
mis DOOH rnCL letterhead, write now fur your copy

John C. Moore Coiporation, 2036 Stone St., Rochester.N.Y.

Manufacturers of Loose Leaf and Bound

Record Keeping Devices.

CPEOCERlAn
\ILYERED
UlEEbPED^
Will Not Corrode,

Always Keep Bright

Samples of ten different

patterns and finish, sent on
receipt of 10 cents, in-

cluding a thirty-two-page
booklet on handwriting.

SPENCERIAN PEN COMPANY
349 Broadway, New York

Foreign Travel School for Girls
January 17-June 29.

Harmonizes travel and study. Rome, Florence,
Paris, London, Edinburgh. References required.
Price includes travel, cliaperonage, instruction in
Language, Literature, Art, Music and History.
Write for prospectus to Miss Helen UfCord, Direc-
tor, Park Avenue Hotel, Cor. Park Ave., and 32nd
Street, New York City, or to Mr. L. V. Arnold,
Secretary and Treasurer, 350 Madison Ave., Suite
1306, New York City.

DIVIDENDS

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Thirty Year Five Per Cent. Collateral

Trust Gold Bonds, due December 1, 1946

Coupons from these Bonds, payable by their
terms on December 1, 1922, at the office or
agency of the Company in New Y'ork or in Boston,
will be paid in New York at tl;e Rankers Trust
Company, IG Wall Street, or in Boston at The
Merchants National Bank.

H. Blair-Smith, Treasurer.

MERGENTHALER LINOTYPE COMPANY
Brooklyn, N. Y., Nov. 14, 1922.
DIVIDKND 108

A regular quarterly dividend of 214% ppr cent
on the capital stock of Mergenthaler Linotype
Company will be paid on December 30, 1922, to
the stockliolders of record as they appear at the
close of business on December 6, 1922. Tlie
transfer Books will not be closed.

JOS. T. MACKEY, Treasurer.

How to Study This Number
THE INDEPENDENT LESSON PLANS

English, Literature and History, Civics and
Composition Economics

By FREDERICK HOUK LAW, Ph. D.,

Head of the English Department,
Stuyvesant High School, New York

I. Play-As-You-Enter-Schools.
1. What tendencies in modern education does

the article satirize?
2. In a serious paragraph or two write a

statement of the author's beliefs in regard
to education.

3. What makes the verse so exquisitely hu-
morous ?

4. Write a serious composition in which you
express your own thoughts concerning the
best method of giving instruction. What is

to be considered most—pleasure, ease, value
in mature life, interest, value in today's
life?

5. Think very clearly concerning an imaginary
school that, in your opinion, is an ideal
school. Write a narrative in which you tell

of a visit to that school. In telling your
story employ the means used in the article
to make the story interesting, forceful, and
worth-while.

II. "As Others See Us."
1. Tell why the title of the article is printed

in quotation marks.
2. Make a list of the books written by foreign-

ers about the United States. In a single
paragraph summarize what Miss Repplier
says in general about such books.

3. Write an original paragraph on the theme,
"The elusive thing called nationality." Do
all in your power to make your paragraph
interesting, and helpful in thought.

4. One writer says Americans are "too busy to
have business habits." Explain exactly
what the writer means. Write a short
anecdote about some imaginary character,
making your anecdote illustrate the thought.

5. The same writer says Americans have "a
certain god-like appetite for things as dis-

tinct from thoughts." Just what does he
mean ? Write an editorial article for your
school paper, making the writer's thought
apply definitely to the pupils in your school.

6. Read aloud the last sentence of the article.

What danger to the United States does the
sentence point out?

7. Give a grammatical analysis of the sen-
tence.

8. Find in the article sentences that convey
criticism of American life. Give an orig-
inal illustration that will prove the truth or
the falsity of the criticism.

9. Prepare a report on the work of any one
of the following writers named in the arti-

cle: Trollope, Dickens, Andrew Lang,
Thackeray, Chesterton, Arnold Bennett,
Longfellow, Rupert Brooke.

10. "As Others See Us" is an essay. Notice
how much the article resembles pleasant,
wise, mildly humorous, and familiar talk.

Write a somewhat similar essay on a sub-
ject that will interest your fellow students.

III. A Page of Recent Verse.
1. Explain the first sentence of the quotation

from Leigh Hunt.
2. For what qualities is the poetry of Shelley

most praised?
3. What lines in the poem "To Shelley" most

express the spirit of Shelley?
4. Show that "The Embarcadero" has in_ the

sound of its lines something of the spirit of
the sea.

5. Explain what is meant by "The classic

tradition in form and dignity."
6. Show that "Finis" illustrates "The classic

tradition."
IV. Armageddon?
1. Give a talk in which you tell of the differ-

ences between a Sikh and some of the other
inhabitants of India.

2. Write an original story in which you tell of
the experiences of a Sikh who endeavored
to travel alone across the United States.

In your story incorporate information about
the Sikh customs.

3. Write a poetic description of the building
pictured on page 297.

4. "Imagine yourself one of those drenched
Sikhs." Tell your story.

V. New Books and Old. Brief Book Notes.
1. Read the parody of "The Children's Hour."

Write an original parody of some famous
passage in prose or in verse. Make your
parody apply to conditions in your own
school.

2. Prepare a report concerning the novels of
Jane Austen. In particular tell why people
enjoy reading them.

VI. In Canada's Far Northwest.
1. Write two contrasting character sketches

of imaginary men—one a Canadian work-
man of the past : the other a Canadian
workman of today.

By AUGUSTUS S. BEATMAN, A.M.,
Head of the Department of Social

Science, Julia Richman High School
I. The Eleventh of November, Franklin K.

Lane's Letters.

1. From the materials at your command de-
scribe the idealism of Mr. Wilson.

2. Write as full an account as you can of
"the part played by Woodrow Wilson in
shaping—and failing to shape—the actual
outcome of the war and of the peace."

3. Explain the reason for saying "at Wash-
ington he was stubborn against America
when he ought to have compromised."

4. Explain what were the various influences
upon which Mr. Wilson might have relied
to compel the acceptance of his terms of
peace.

5. Describe the nature of the compromises
made by Mr. Wilson for which he is blamed.

6. Describe the situation at the time Mr. Wil-
son announced his Fourteen Points. Ex-
plain and summarize them. Show in what
way the Germans found them advantageous
to Germany. How could the Germans claim
that "they were betrayed into surrender" ?
Estimate the validity of that claim.

7. Give other instances where it was difficult

to harmonize "impartial justice" with "the
satisfaction of the several peoples dealt
with."

8. What are Mr. Wilson's "other claims than
his idealism to a large place in history" ?

9. Summarize the criticisms of Mr. Wilson
and of his policies which seem to you valid.

II. On the Healing of a Sick Elephant,
Domestic Affairs, A Correspondent
Hands It Out Hot.

1. State the decision of the Supreme Court in
regard to naturalization of the Japanese
and the basis upon which it rests.

2. Show how we determine who may be citi-

zens of the United States. Describe the
process of naturalization.

3. To prepare for the discussion of the Ship
Subsidy Bill look up the excellent summary
of the bill in the Independent last spring.

4. Debate the proposition that "The American
Congress could have saved the Christian
minorities in Asia Minor."

5. Explain "the seniority rule" and the objec-
tions to it.

6. Discuss the issues and results of the elec-
tions.

III. An Intensive Study of Criminal Justice.
1. How does this illustrate a good method of

making a survey of a municipal problem?
2. Are any of the conditions found in Cleve-

land present in your community?
3. What fundamental weaknesses in the ad-

ministration of criminal justice are pointed
, out ? What remedies are discussed ?

IV. The Voice of the English Voter, The
British Empire.

1. What large results of the British elections
are here indicated?

2. From the editorial and your former study
formulate your explanation of (a) the vic-
tory of the Conservatives, (b) the gains of
the Labor Party, (c) the defeat of Lloyd
George.

3. Show that, in spite of victory, the party in
power has difficulties.

4. What is meant by the statement that the
Labor Party becomes "the nominal opposi-
tion in Parliament" ^ Explain the condi-
tions which handicap the Labor Party.

5. Describe the population problems of Great
Britain, Australia, and New Zealand. Show
how they are attempting to solve the prob-
lem and explain the obstacles to a complete
solution.

V. Turkey.
1. Show how events in Turkey are increasing

the spirit of nationalism in the Turks.
2. As a background for the debates at Lau-

sanne make a summary of the aspirations
for Turkey that have been voiced by its

leaders.
3. Show how recent acts of the Angora gov-

ernment have affected the question of rep-
resentation at the peace conference and the
unity of the Allies.

4. Write an account of the fortunes of the
Dodecanese since the outbreak of the
Italian-Turkish War.

VI. The French Army.
1. From the material given here what argu-

ment might be made that France is not
militaristic?

VII. Germany.
1. Describe the recent events in Germany.
2. Give all the proof you can that "Germany,

it seems, does not accept her defeat." Ex-
plain that attitude.



IheMcpenbent
A FortnidKtIv Toiirnal oFInformation and Discussion

December 9. 19^2

POLITICAL gossip at Washington grows more
interesting since the election. The most

noteworthy comment is that the radical suc-

cesses have tremendously increased the number
of candidates for President in 1924, rjfot only are

Johnson, Borah, and La Follette setting their caps

for it, but Ladd, of North Dakota, and Watson, of

Indiana, are hopeful that lightning may strike in

their neighborhood. The multitude of these am-
bitions gives hope that the new radical group will

accomplish far less than they are setting out to do.

As one shrewd observer remarked recently, "They
are suffering from too many Major Generals." The
radicals are strong on destructive attack but they

are finding it difficult to harmonize rival ambitions

and to join in anything constructive. They don't

w-ant to form a third party and to retain their

position with the Republican Party requires con-

siderable agility in balancing and juggling. So
they limit themselves largely to vague declarations

of "progressive" policy.

The outlook would be far better, however, were
it not for the inept and obstructive tactics of Sena-
tor Lodge, whose policy seems inexplicable unless

it be attributed to senility. As Republican leader

he is the heaviest load the Party has to carry, Har-
rison or Reed may make vitriolic attacks on the

Administration and have them go out over the

country unanswered, while Lodge looks on com-
placently and smiles a cynical smile. Instead of

making a fight for sound measures calculated to

win general public support, he presses such legis-

lation as the Ship Subsidy bill and the Dyer Anti-

lynching bill, which are unpopular and which give

the radicals a vulnerable point of attack.

THE Dyer bill has been shelved, thanks to the

effective Democratic filibuster. The Senate,

by the way, is the most unique legislative body in

the world in that it provides rules for its own con-

duct which make legislating impossible. There is

little doubt that Lodge and some of his associates

saw in the Dyer bill a clever dodge to swing the

negro vote in the Northern States. The bill itself

is probably unconstitutional and Lodge could have

had little hope of passing it. In making the filibus-

ter, however, the Southern Senators may be

charged with a glaring inconsistency. They base

their opposition to the bill on the ground that it

constitutes an interference of the Federal Govern-

ment in police powers that are reserved to the

States, Yet in the parallel case of the Volstead

Act the same Senators welcomed a similar intru-

sion to enforce the provisions of an amendment to

the Constitution.

A SAGACIOUS, statesmanlike leader would get

these unpopular, untimely, and unsound bills

out of the way at the earliest moment and hasten

the consideration of the appropriation and other

necessary legislation so as to get these matters all

completed by March 3, Then the country could set-

tle down to business with the assurance that for

nine months at least economic conditions would not

be upset by legislative meddling and experiment.

The radical bloc is moving heaven and earth to

bring about an extra session in the spring. Wis-

dom lies in letting these noisy folk cool their heels

awhile. By the time December comes around their

blood pressure will be wholesomely reduced and

their attention somewhat distracted by the pros-
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pect of a Presidential campaign. Meanwhile busi-

ness will have had a chance to recover, undeterred

by the fears and anxieties inspired by the prospect

of all manner of violent legislative proposals.

PRESIDENT HARDING deserves the highest

commendation for his appointment of Pierce

Butler, of Minnesota, to the Supreme Court, and

especially because he persisted in making the ap-

pointment regardless of the strong pressure

brought to bear upon him in behalf of less worthy

Ave Caesar!

candidates. The new appointee is singularly fitted

for his task. He has risen by his own efforts, by
industry and integrity, from humble circumstances

to the position of one of the foremost lawyers in

the country, and, while a Democrat, has not been an

office-holder and owes nothing to politics or politi-

cians. That he has had great experience in the

legal aspects of railroad problems makes his pres-

ence in the Supreme Court at the present time par-

ticularly valuable. If any proof of his high char-

acter and special fitness for his new field of work
were needed, it is to be found in the chorus of de-

nunciation and lying insinuation of those journals

that would prefer to see the Supreme Court weak-

ened by the appointment of some tool of their own
under the guise of "putting heart into it."

IN all the talk about Prohibition we hear all too

little concerning a class of people who are by

all odds the worst offenders. These are the per-

sons, whether in Congress, in State Legislatures,

or private citizens where the issue was put to popu-

lar vote, who voted for the Eighteenth Amendment
and the maintenance of the Volstead Act and who
are now breaking the lav/. Such persons seem to

have much the same feeling for the law as that

entertained in former days by men who voted for

local option and then imported liquor for their own
consumption: it is better for the great mass of

people that they shouldn't drink, but, as for me, I

must do as I like. Or let us assume that some of

these persons are not breaking the law—except

that portion of it which forbids transportation of

liquor without a license—because they had the

means with which to provide themselves with large

stores in advance. Can one have any respect for

them? They have prescribed how others shall live,

yet refuse to abide by their own ruling. Stories

come to us repeatedly, bearing every mark of

authenticity, to the effect that men in high office

at Washington are to be numbered in this con-

temptible class.

THE refusal of the Senate to confirm the loan to

Liberia was a disgraceful proceeding which
seriously interferes with the proper conduct of

the Department of State and reflects upon the good
faith of the United States. During the war a credit

of $5,000,000 was opened for Liberia in accordance
with the Act governing loans to our allies. As a
result this little country was enabled to play her
small, but not unworthy, part in the struggle. Al-

though obligations were contracted, only a small

fraction of the credit had been actually exercised

at the time when the Act expired by limitation.

It seemed but a mere formality and one not to be

questioned that the Senate should pass the bill

which the Administration presented to keep faith

with Liberia in an undertaking agreed to by Presi-

dent Wilson. Certainly Mr. Harding and Mr.
Hughes had no further interest in it than to fulfill

a moral obligation. Yet the radicals seized upon
this to take a slap at the Administration and give

the first insolent demonstration of their power.

THE execution of five former Cabinet officials

and one general of Greece, convicted of "high

treason" (other trials are to follow), has gone far

to alienate sympathy previously entertained for the

Greeks. The world now feels about the Turk much
as Charles Lamb came to feel about Herod after

he had been tortured by a concert of dissatisfied

infants. "King Herod," said Lamb, "was a much
maligned man." The world inclines to tell the Turk
to "go to it." If he wants to resume possession of

Western Thrace or even Greece itself, let him go
take 'em if he can. The incident has aroused great

popular interest. You hear arguments like this:

If there could be six Greeks in high place really

guilty of treason,, the whole Greek concern must be

rotten ; or, if they weren't guilty, if the executions

Uncle Sam plays Santa Claiis

were judicial murders, a country pretending to be

civilized that could produce that sort of court in

this year of grace 1922, must be no good. Bad
reasoning, of course. As for miscarriage of jus-

tice, recall the Dreyfus trial only the other day.

And as for traitors, there was a nice little nest of

them in Paris in 1917. But there's the fact: right-

ly or wrongly, world sympathy has been alienated

from Greece in consequence of the executions, few
recalling that some weeks ago the Angora Govern-

ment sentenced to death, without trial, members of

the Government of the deposed Sultan
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IT is not necessary to call names or to impugn

motives in discussing the action of Bishop

Homer C. Stuntz and his associates in the Ne-

braska Methodist Conference in retiring the Rev.

J. D. M. Buckner, and getting themselves disre-

spectfully talked about thereby. Mr. Buckner, like

half or more of his fellow Methodists, denies the

verbal inspiration of the Bible and believes in

"the historical interpretation." He accepts "the

demonstrated conclusions of science in the fields

of geology and biology" and holds that religion

"should emphasize personal service to fellow men"

l.ausanne an oil painting

rather than "personal reward." From his own
story, published as a pamphlet entitled "How I

Lost My Job as a Preacher," it appears that he

protested against being retired, and that his de-

mand for formal charges and a trial was denied.

The Committee on Conference Relations "heard

Mr. Buckner repeatedly," says Dr. Clyde Clay Cis-

sell. Executive Secretary for the Omaha area of

the Council of Boards of Benevolence, in a tele-

gram to Zions Herald, and then retired him with-

out "formal charges or case against him." Zion's

Herald is maintained by the Methodist Episcopal

Church, and is, in that sense, an organ of the de-

nomination. It is therefore highly significant

that the Herald, reviewing the case in its issue

of November 8, says: "After studying the facts

in connection with the Buckner case we are con-

vinced that there is truth in the foregoing scath-

ing indictment of Methodism, and we propose to

face the issue squarely." The "scathing indict-

ment" referred to was a published article which

had characterized the action of the Conference as

"despicable," and said that Bishop Stuntz and his

fellow committeemen "did not dare to face the

consequences which a public admission of their

veritable intention would bring down upon them."

After this it was nice of Zion's Herald to add,

"these church leaders may have made a mistake,

but they are not dishonest; neither are they poli-

ticians." Of course they are not dishonest, and
the evidence is strong that they are not politicians,

at any rate not the kind that have nothing further

to learn.

A Problem of the Imagination
THE present task of the Harding Administra-

tion is such that no one would wish to make
it harder by captious criticism. The Presi-

dent has, in our judgment, made a few capital mis-

takes, as in his handling of the tariff situation.

Yet few will deny him downright honesty, whole-

hearted patriotism, and a desire to do the square

thing always. Why is it that his Administration

is not popular? Is it that the heritage left by

President Wilson was such that only Mr. Wilson

himself could have coped with it? Or is it that Mr.

Harding got back to realities so suddenly as to

slight the appeal to the popular imagination which

was so much desired?

It is undoubtedly the latter course, to our think-

ing, which has alienated the people's favor. The
State Department's one great achievement makes
this conclusion seem inevitable. The outset of the

Washington Conference furnished a thrill to which
the nations of the whole world instantly responded

—and this country quite as much as any other. In

the fall elections of 1920 President Wilson's pro-

gramme was no doubt repudiated. But this did

not mean that the people's minds and hearts had
not expanded to many of the sentiments which he

had expressed. Americans were in a mood which
craved the fostering of practical idealism; nothing

else would quite satisfy them. Yet, save for the

one exhibition of it, at the Washington Conference,

they have been denied the satisfaction of this crav-

ing.

The task is not ours to say just what oppor-

tunity the President and his associates had to

gratify this desire. Knowing that it existed, the

President should have made his own opportunities.

We think of one minor instance. When Mr. Hughes
saw the approval with which his opening speech at

the Washington Conference was received, he must
have inferred that there was a tremendous desire

for the establishment of world peace. Why should

he not instantly have set his mind to work on the

next step which he could justifiably take in that

direction? Yet he allowed nearly a year to go by
before announcing the probability of our entering

the World Court. The people did not ask for much.

They had been disillusioned of the hope that all the

problems of the world could be settled at once.

But they had not despaired that a steady progress

of solid achievements could be engineered.

A new phenomenon has just arisen which may
cause the Administration quite as much trouble

in the future as it has been caused in the past.

This is the formation of the so-called liberal bloc.

The programme of this group is not impressive

when it is carefully studied. It is indeed instinct

with demagogy. Thus there is a strong declaration

for the open primary, when experience has as yet

failed to prove that the direct primary clearly
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reflects the people's wishes. In a number of in-

stances it has appeared that the most facile speaker

could carry the primary, regardless of his political

qualifications.

That is just the point. Something akin to dema-
gogy has been in the air for some time, and it is

able to move many persons who are not usually

susceptible to it. Why? The situation growing
out of the World War is no doubt mainly respon-

sible for it. A great swelling feeling arose which

demanded that new devices should be employed to

compose national differences and that domestically,

as well as internationally, the world should be made
a more comfortable place to live in. The lot of the

plain people leaped to the fore, and any one who
professed to speak in their behalf got more than

the usual hearing. He will continue to get it, un-

less we are mistaken, if he puts up a fairly plausible

case. The liberal bloc may seriously affect Ameri-

can policies if the opposition does not present its

own case, not only logically, but with a warm ap-

peal to the imagination of the American people.

The problem of the Administration is one quite

as much of the imagination as of logic.

The Ship Subsidy Tangle

PASSAGE of the drastically amended ship sub-

sidy bill in the House by the narrow ma-
jority of 24 votes, offers little promise of

a speedy solution of the grave financial problems

involved in the Government's war-built merchant

fleet. The action in the House pretty clearly re-

flects the general public hostility to the principle

of subsidies for American merchant ships, without

showing that either Congress or the public is ready

to face affirmatively the practical alternatives to a

subsidy measure.

These alternatives President Harding presented

very clearly in his address to Congress urging pas-

sage of the subsidy bill approved by the Adminis-

tration. The Government had on its hands a mer-

chant fleet for which it had paid at least three

billion dollars, and which was worth now in the

world market only a fraction of that amount

—

probably (though he did not state it specifically)

less than one-tenth of that sum. In partial Gov-

ernment operation of some of these ships, and the

carrying of the others that are idle, the Govern-

ment was losing about fifty millions a year. The
three possible courses were: (1) To drop the whole

fleet, taking a total loss, and charging it to the cost

of the war; (2) to continue the present wasteful

course until the fleet disappeared through depre-

ciation of the ships and growing unserviceableness

;

or (3) to adopt a constructive course, as proposed

in the Administration bill, which would, he said,

not only reduce the annual cost to the Treasury

from fifty millions to thirty, but establish a per-

manent merchant marine under the American flag.

It is fairly clear that the general opinion of the

country is in favor of the first course, but no clear

signs of a definite movement in that direction have
appeared in Congress.

Three main objects were aimed at by the orig-

inal subsidy bill: (1) To make the shipping busi-

ness profitable to American owners and buyers of

the Government ships by paying them a subsidy,

and by requiring at least half of the annual immi-
gration to come to this country on American ships

;

(2) to tempt American shippers to use American
vessels by exempting their freight payments from
the income tax; (3) to provide for the building of

new ships through loans from a Government re-

volving fund, and by exempting shipowners' earn-

ings from the income tax when these earnings were
used to build new ships. The fund for carrying

out these purposes was to be derived from various

shipping taxes and by taking for the fund ten per

cent, of customs duties on imports. Subsidy pay-

ments and construction loans were to be in the

hands of the Shipping Board, which was to sell the

Government ships as fast as might be.

The outstanding obstacle to the operation of a

large American merchant fleet in foreign trade is

that it doesn't pay enough to attract American
capital from the more profitable ventures open to

it on the land. The average profits of the most
successful British shipping companies, over a long

series of years, have been barely five per cent, on

the investment—not enough to attract American
capital. Moreover, the labor cost of running an
American ship, owing to the La Follette Seamen's

Act, is nearly or quite twice as great as that for

ships of other countries. In passing the Seamen's

Act, Congress subsidized American seamen at the

expense of American shipping. The President con-

tended that Congress ought to be willing to balance

this burden on the American ship-owner by means
of the aids provided in the subsidy bill. The bill

contemplated profits for American ship-owners of

ten per cent, on their invested capital.

Of the several material changes the House made
in the bill favored by the President, the most im-

portant was that which made payments by the

Shipping Board from the shipping fund subject to

annual authorization by vote of Congress. This

change, plainly reflecting the general opposition

to giving a Government board power to enter on a

long-term programme of subsidizing, would proba-

bly defeat altogether any effect the plan might

otherwise have. Clearly, with the law in this

shape, any contract the Shipping Board might

make with an American ship operator would be

subject to wreck by the failure of Congress to

appropriate sufficient funds—perhaps , by its re-

fusal to make any appropriation. It seems quite

improbable that American capital would embark
in the merchant shipping business on any such

unstable assurance of assistance from the Govern-

ment. Retention of this provision would almost

certainly make the bill as it now exists wholly in-
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effective. That, there is reason to believe, was the

real purpose behind the amendment, and the thing

which made the House willing to pass the bill even
by a narrow majority. The House also refused

the proposed income-tax favors on freight money
paid to American ships, raised the interest rate on

Government loans for building new ships, denied

the subsidy to companies carrying their own goods

(such as the Standard Oil Company), and required

the Shipping Board to sell ships by competitive

bidding: but the most vital change is the year-to-

year control of the funds put in the hands of Con-
gress. That, or the attitude which dictated it,

seems to us to spell the essential defeat of the Presi-

dent's shipping plans.

Oil and the Open Door

WE cannot refrain from expressing deep dis-

gust at the disingenuous and wholly un-

founded attacks upon Secretary Hughes
because of his straightforward statement of the

American policy of the Open Door conveyed by
Ambassador Child at the Lausanne Conference.

The Open Door policy is not new; and its purpose
is not only to secure equal rights for American
citizens, but to establish a basis of equal oppor-
tunity in the international economic struggle that

shall in the future avert those evil and peace-men-
acing consequences which flowed directly from the

policy of spheres of influence and special economic
privilege by Government interference. The sys-

tem of mandates set up by the League Covenant
gave an excellent opening for furthering precisely

those forms of special privilege which lead to bad
blood between nations. Both the Wilson and the

Harding Administrations called the attention of

the mandataries politely but firmly to the fact that

the non-participation of the United States in the

League of Nations did not give that body the right

to abrogate or dispose of the rights of American
citizens anywhere in the world. No discrimination

in their favor was asked; and no discrimination

against them was to be permitted.

The settlement of the Turkish question at Lau-
sanne was bound to involve the matter of the oil

fields of Mesopotamia, and the control of sources of

oil production is, under present conditions, a mat-
ter of prime concern to the Powers. In the Meso-
potamian oil business are mixed up both pre-war
concessions and contracts, and future exploitation

policy. The question of equal opportunity for

Americans in future developments in this field has
nothing whatever to do with the other problems
in which the United States is interested, such as

the safeguarding of educational institutions and
the protection of minorities. Yet some disingenu-

ous persons have sought to make it appear that the

American Government was keen to look out for the

former to the exclusion of the latter. Further-
more, they sought to play upon popular prejudice

by connecting this stand for American rights and
the Open Door with the designs of the Standard
Oil Company. Now, if any of the numerous Stand-

ard Oil Companies, or of the other oil companies
(and several of the latter are enterprising enough
to seek opportunities in other lands), desires to

operate in Mesopotamia on an equality with the

corporations of other countries, it is to the credit

and not to the discredit of our Government that it

endeavors to maintain their just rights to equal

treatment. To charge on this account that Secre-

tary Hughes is acting as a tool of a particular cor-

poration is to assert what is palpably false. We
are glad that at this moment when for ulterior

purposes Mr. Untermyer—recently converted from
a not too scupulous corporation lawyer into a self-

advertised champion of the people—seeks to make
an American scandal out of alleged negotiations

for oil territory supposed to have been the property

of Abdul Hamid, the oflftcials of the Standard Oil

Company of New Jersey have issued a categorical

denial of participating in any such negotiations.

Hillman Sells Blue Sky

IT
was a pretty financial scheme Sidney Hillman,

president of the Amalgamated Clothing

Workers (an organization of strong Bolshe-

vist sympathies) and Lenin worked out together

last year. In fact, some of our expert fly-by-night

capitalistic promoters could scarcely have done bet-

ter. A million-dollar company was to be formed in

America and its ten-dollar shares subscribed by
workingmen. This company was to enter into

partnership with the Soviet Government, the for-

mer contributing $1,000,000; the latter putting in

confiscated clothing plants and material estimated

to be worth $3,500,000. The profits were to be

divided in proportion to capital invested, but to

the American concern were guaranteed dividends

of eight per cent, and "money back" in case of dis-

satisfaction.

The Russian-American Industrial Corporation

was formed and its stock advertised in the columns

of The New Republic, The Nation, The Survey, and

similar journals in terms strongly reminiscent of

those employed by the fakers who sell oil-stock and
mining-stock to the gullible. Some $200,000 worth

of stock was sold and Hillman returned to Russia

to complete the contract. Unfortunately—or for-

tunately, according to how you look at it—he took

with him as business advisor Mr. William 0.

Thompson. Mr. Thompson was a sympathetic

friend, but as an experienced man of business,

who had been president of the American Cotton

Oil Company and the N. K, Fairbanks Company,
he could not close his eyes to the plain hard

facts of the situation that stood revealed when he

began to investigate the Soviet proposal.

Mr. Thompson speedily came to the conclusion

that the scheme was chimerical and that successful
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operation of such an enterprise was impossible

under the Soviet regime. Consequently he decided

he could no longer allow his name to be used to aid

the stock-selling campaign and on his arrival in

Berlin he laid before Joseph Shaplen, the New York
Tribune correspondent, a categorical statement of

the reasons why profitable and productive work
was impossible under the Soviets and why the Hill-

man project was doomed to failure.

Last week Hillman returned to New York and

met his stockholders in a great mass-meeting at

Carnegie Hall. It was an interesting study in

psychology. Beautiful music and enthusiastic pro-

Soviet speeches preceded the entrance of the presi-

dent. The latter adverted at once to the Thompson
episode. Thompson was a sympathetic friend and
a well-wisher of the great social experiment in Rus-

sia, but after all he was a capitalistic business man
and could see things only in the light of large

profits. He had recommended that the company
confine itself to export and import business because

it would make larger profits than in undertaking

the manufacturing end. On this point they had
broken, because he, Hillman, was more interested

in the great humanitarian work of rebuilding Rus-

sian industry. And his audience apparently was
satisfied with this specious plea.

Hillman is undoubtedly sincere. He has been

carried away by his emotions, deceived by the

Soviet leaders, and blinded to the practical difficul-

ties. He is one of those who must suffer failure

to be convinced of the fallacy of Leninism applied

to life, a fallacy which Lenin himself seems to rec-

ognize in acknowledging his own successive

failures.

Clemenceau
Georges Clemenceau, President of the Council and Minister

of War, and Marshal Foch, General in Chief of the Allied
Armies, have well deserved the gratitude of the country.

THUS unanimously resolved the Senate of the

French Republic, ordering that a copy of

the resolution be conspicuously placed in

every Town Hall and in the Council Chamber of

every Commune throughout France. Never was
a country's gratitude more appropriately ex-

pressed, and never was a country's gratitude bet-

ter earned. It was proper that the resolution

should give the precedence to Clemenceau; for,

though Foch had well deserved, Clemenceau had
deserved even more greatly.

It speaks well for the intelligence and informa-

tion of the American people that they recognize in

Clemenceau the most distinguished guest this coun-

try has entertained. But it is doubtful whether any
large proportion of our people recognize how in-

dispensable he was to the saving of France and so

of Western civilization. The average American has

in mind the situation in France in 1917: how trea-

son, defeatism, and pacifism had gone far to

paralyze the Government; how fear of betrayal

from the rear was undermining the morale of the

army, so that many apprehended a French and
more disastrous Caporetto; and how Clemenceau,

undertaking the Premiership at the age of seventy-

six, clapped the traitors in quod, silenced the

pacifists (of whom Longuet was the most vocifer-

ous) , entirely restored the morale and confidence

of the troops (with whom he spent three days a

week at the front, constantly exposed to fire), and
with his "Je fais la guerre! Je fais la guerre!"

created the atmosphere essential to victory. It is

this Clemenceau of 1917, Clemenceau the leader,

whom most Americans recognize as indispensable

to France and the Allied victory.

Quite so. And yet—and yet—the philosophical

historian of the future is likely to find that the

service rendered by Clemenceau as head of Gov-

ernment, as organizer of victory, was less impor-

tant than the service rendered by Clemenceau the

Censor, the Super-Cato, during the long period

from 1876, when he entered the National Assem-
bly, until 1917 (except the years 1906-1909, when
he was Minister of the Interior and Premier) . Re-

viewing the history of the Third Republic, one

wonders how it survived the intrigues of Clericals,

Orleanists, Legitimists, and Bonapartists, the

Panama Scandal, the Dreyfus Affair, so much else,

including—not least important—the opportunism

of genuine Republicans (why, Gambetta himself

turned Opportunist!). It survived because of suc-

cessive purgations effected by the most savage,

unremitting, honest, intelligent, informed, fearless,

and patriotic political critic the world has ever

seen. Probably but for Clemenceau the Republic

would not have survived ; almost certainly, but for

Clemenceau it would not have been in plight in

1914 to endure the terrific impact of the German
attack. Ah ! then what would be the plight of the

world today?

Clemenceau's criticism during all these years

was not merely destructive. It was in many ways
constructive, both as to domestic and as to foreign

policy. To him the all-important desideratum of

foreign policy was an intimate understanding with

Great Britain. Far more than any other man was
he instrumental in the creation of the Anglo-French

Entente. In the eighties and nineties of the last

century a very large proportion of the French peo-

ple would have preferred an alliance with Ger-

many to an alliance with Great Britain. One of

the most effective points made against Clemenceau

by the coalition which defeated him for reelection

to the Chamber in 1893, was his friendship for

Britain. Against such difl!iculties, after an uphill

fight of many years, he achieved the Entente. More
clearly than any other Frenchman he perceived the

inevitability of another attack by Germany, and

he knew that France must go under without the

British alliance. So, then, not only as Critic and

as chief of Government, but also as Seer, he was
indispensable.
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He is here, Clemenceau. Despite his eighty-two

years and the mortal disease from which he sutlers,

and his weariness from that terrible year 1918,

during which he underwent such unexampled toil,

he has come because he has heard that the Ameri-

can heart is estranged from France. He would

win it back. He has done that, if ever it was
estranged. Besides, he brings a warning. "I tell

you," says he, "that we may be facing, if you do

not take care, the greatest crisis in the world. I

simply tell you that there is nothing that can stop

the combination of Turkish barbarism, German
revenge, and Russian anarchy, but the combination

of France, England, and America." Well, Clemen-

ceau proved a true seer in the past, and thereby

saved not only France but also civilization. He
may be sure that the American people will deeply

ponder his warning.

The Literary Dictatorship of

the Proletariat

ABOUT ten years ago Mr. William Watson
protested against the critics. It was not

merely of their harshness that he com-
plained but of their lack of equipment. In endeavor-

ing to discredit their judgments he made the point

that the general reader was better qualified than
the professional critic to appreciate a piece of lit-

erature. The best test of the merits of a work was
whether it continued to live in the popular estima-

tion. The difficulty with such a criterion was the

uncertainty in which it left an author as to whether
his work had lasting merit, for he could not expect

to live long enough to find out. And as regards
one's own day and generation, it conceded that any
best-seller was a masterpiece.

Well, no matter what its shortcomings, the

blessed state for which this poet yearned is now
upon us. Anything like the old literary dictatorship

has vanished, at least in this country. This began
to happen with the growing popularity of the news-
paper supplement. When the public found out that

books were just another commodity like country

houses, stockfarms, statesmen, murderers, and all

the other matters which the newspaper supplement
admits into its columns, the weeklies to which a

discriminating public used to turn for literary

criticism were out of luck. Not that the news-
papers in any great degree usurped the critical

functions of the weeklies. They did, and do, em-
phasize the news value of current publications,

and it is of course a convenience to the reader to

learn the bulk and savor of each week's literary

output. If he realized that these were not the only

elements of literary criticism, all would be well.

Little wonder that he is confused. For the news
value of literature can be made most attractive and'

most various. A man's poems, for instance, are

turned over for review to another poet. And is it

not, to say the least, very piquant to see what one

poet means to another? And might one not reason-

ably infer that a poet is the best critic of poetry?

Gossip about literature—the state at which
literary criticism for the most part has now arrived

—is often pleasant enough. No one would argue
for its disappearance. For, while it may encourage
worthless writers to push on, it does spread the

interest in books. The proof is that newspapers
which do not have weekly review supplements feel

constrained to carry a daily column treating of

books. These, like the supplements, are sometimes
very engaging and human. Standards, which not

so long ago used to be prized, are thrown aside

and here you can learn what somebody—presum-
ably much like yourself and very possibly having

not much more than your own critical equipment

—

thinks of the books which you have been reading.

It is naturally refreshing to feel that your spe-

cial bookman is not academic, using for purposes

of comparison classics of former days about which
you know next to nothing. That always did seem
to you an unfair means. When, for example,

"Main Street" first appeared you were delighted

that he did not trot out Balzac or any other old

fellow and conclude that Mr. Sinclair Lewis's real-

ism was not the genuine article. Besides, what
would have been the use of so doing? "Main
Street" is America and it is not necessary to look

beyond our shores to determine whether American
life is truly depicted.

We may have erred in describing the present

state of literary criticism as "gossip." The news-

paper reviews are not afraid of tackling ideas and
of arguing vigorously. Let us all admit that the

newspapers are conducting literary "salons." The
point at issue is not lost by this admission. For if

one thinks of the famous salons of the past one

remembers that while the talk had none of the for-

mality of a printed critique, it dipped easily into

a distant past and had much respect for standards.

The American literary "salon" has at least this

in common with its predecessors, that its presiding

officer, your bookman of the press, will proclaim

his views with all the gusto of a Richelieu. We
have styled his position "The Literary Dictatorship

of the Proletariat." And such it really is, for in

his columns the great general public finds its

dumbly present opinions and impressions clearly

reflected. He is the mouthpiece to whom people

turn to ascertain what their own views are—

a

position not to be despised.

Not long ago a noted American professor, in

commenting on the widespread desire to have edu-

cation put into the hands of the common people,

exclaimed, "Well, it's there now, and look at it
!"

He did not mean to be taken too seriously, yet he

was sincere in regretting the deterioration which
was bound to take place when education was so

standardized. With the same degree of sincerity

we can point to the present status of literary criti-

cism and say, "Look at it!"
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Aristocracy: 1922 Model
By Fabian Franklin

THERE is nothing more wholesome for a democ-
racy than to be reminded of its faults and its

limitations. And in addition to inherent de-

sirability the process has for us a high scarcity value

;

for there is no treatment to which our democracy is

so rarely subjected. Accordingly, when the new head

of an institution of learning takes occasion to deliver

some home thrusts at democratic complacency, one's

first impulse is to welcome so refreshing an example

of public courage.

In his inaugural address as President of Colgate

University, Dr. George Barton Cutten did this; and,

his remarks having attracted nation-wide attention,

they are now supplemented by an elaborate interview

in the New York Times. Dr. Cutten boldly denies that

the voice of the people is the voice of God, and declares

that the divine right of the people has no more founda-

tion than the divine right of kings. All this is in re-

freshing contrast to the cant which idealizes democracy
as perfect, and the no less tiresome cant which, ad-

mitting its imperfections, takes refuge in the cheap

formula that the cure for democracy is more democ-
racy. One of the notorious stupidities of James II

was his unshakable conviction that the only reason why
his father had lost his crown—and his head—was be-

cause he had not been absolute enough. An idolatrous

faith that if only our democracy were absolute enough
all would be well, has just about as much foundation

as the like faith in the case of monarchy.

But merely to throw down the gauntlet to democracy
as a fetich does not accomplish much, and Dr. Cutten

goes farther. He offers as a substitute for democracy
an intellectual aristocracy; a thing for which, in the

abstract, possibly a good deal might be said. But un-

fortunately. Dr. Cutten does not leave the matter in

the abstract; he tells just how his aristocracy would
be constituted.

The mental tests recently developed by psychologists

furnish the machinery by which the problem can be

neatly, accurately, and expeditiously solved. "We
should restrict the franchise by a mental, not an edu-

cational test." All persons should be educated to the

limit of their "ability to take an education"; their

ability to take it should be determined—at a very

early age of course—by the psychological tests: "those

who cannot take it should not be permitted to vote;

they should be deprived of the franchise not because

they are uneducated, but because they are mentally

deficient." And, as though to leave no doubt that it

is by this automatic machinery that the new aristoc-

racy is to be ground out, the learned gentleman says:

"We cannot hope for a timocracy, that is, a govern-

ment by honor or worth, because there are as yet no

satisfactory laboratory tests for character, as there

are for mentality." Presumably in the good time com-

ing, when the laboratory shall have done its perfect

work, we shall see how foolish it is for any child to

strive to be more truthful, or unselfish, or persevering

than nature intended him to be; but while waiting

for the golden age of character tests, let us be thank-

ful that we are living in the silver age of the intelli-

gence tests and not in that dark and barbarous time

when there was no machine with which to classify us.

at all.

At just what point Dr. Cutten would draw the in-

telligence line is not made clear in his talk; but it is.

quite clear that he would have the disfranchised por-

tion of the population constitute a very large part of

the whole. Occasionally, indeed, he speaks of the

proposed intellectual ruling class not as an aristoc-

racy but as an oligarchy; and in point of fact an oli-

garchy it would have to be if it were to fulfill its

purpose. The trouble about the present electorate, it

appears, is that it is not capable of forming competent

judgments on complex matters like the tariff, for ex-

ample; and if we are to confine the suffrage to per-

sons who can do that kind of thing really well, the

electorate would have to be extremely select. But, be
that as it may, the disfranchised would be a vast multi-

tude; a multitude so great that, in discussing the

feasibility of his scheme, its author feels called upon
to point out why in his judgment it would be in na
great danger of being overthrown by a revolution on

the part of the disfranchised masses.

Now, of course. Dr. Cutten, a man of culture and
certainly of an alert mind, must be as well aware as

anybody that the chance of any such scheme of dis-

franchisement being adopted is just about as great as

that of our asking the Sultan of Turkey to come and
rule over us. Is it not then, it may be asked, sheer

waste of time to discuss the matter? I think not. As
a practical proposal, to be sure, it is not worth a

moment's consideration. Even as an ideal, it is hardly

worth solicitous attention; for I am sure that nine

persons out of ten will reject it instinctively, and need

no logical analysis to fortify their spontaneous con-

clusion. The aristocracy which Dr. Cutten thinks so

ideally desirable would be the most priggish, the most

offensive, the most unhuman, that the world has ever

known ; and it is arguable that even from the stand-

point of efficiency it would be likely to prove a melan-

choly failure. More goes to government than intelli-

gence; and democracy, with all its deplorable weak-

nesses and errors, does somehow keep in touch with

those deeper things that transcend intelligence. There
is hardly any more danger of Dr. Cutten's machine-

made intellectual aristocracy meeting general approval

as an ideal scheme of government than of its being

adopted as a practical proposal.

What does give real interest to the scheme is the

state of mind behind it; for, while in his conclusion

Dr. Cutten will probably have few supporters, the gen-

eral idea behind it is also behind a tendency which

is just now playing a great part in highly important

and influential quarters. I do not wish to pass judg-

ment either on the accuracy or on the desirability of

the intelligence tests ; they rest on a genuine scientific

foundation, and there are unquestionably ' good uses

to which they can be put. But it will not do to leave

to specialists the deeper questions that are involved

in any far-reaching innovation. The eugenist, for ex-

ample, may show by flawless reasoning that a superior

breed would result from forbidding marriage to all

who are below a certain standard; but the gain would
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be purchased at the satritice of that sense of fiiiula-

mental human worth which is at the heart of all that

is best in the relations of man to man.
Dr. Cutten tells us, not by way of criticism, but quite

the contrary—by way of support for his own scheme

—

that by the use of the intelligence tests in the public

schools "we ai*e already building a caste system as

rigid as that in India." This is, of course, an ex-

aggeration. But it comes not from an enemy, but

from a hearty advocate, of the intelligence-test plan;

and, exaggerated or not, it points to a tendency truly

inherent in the system and likely to become more and

more manifest as time goes on, if it is adhered to and
extended. Moreover, this is but one of many instances

of the sway in our time of a blind devotion to the de-

mands of efficiency. Efficiency obtained by the elimi-

nation of senseless waste, by improvement in mechan-

ical processes, by clearing our minds of error or fal-

lacy, is a blessing; but efficiency pursued at the ex-

pense of primary human values, at the cost of lower-

ing the dignity, the self-respect, the hopefulness—even

though it be illusory hopefulness—-of millions, is pur-

cha.sod at infinitely too high a price. To what ex-

tent the intelligence tests tend to do this, I do not

presume to say; but certain I am that the question of

whether they do or not is immeasurably more impor-

tant than the question of how much efficiency they

may turn out or how much waste they may avoid. It

is a sorry progress that we are making if we have

progressed to the point where we can no longer afford

to suffer any material sacrifice for the sake of preserv-

ing the fundamental values of life. "For what is a

man profited if he shall gain the whole world and

lose his own soul?"

The Collapse of Constitutional Government
By Chester T. Crowell

/

—

How Elections Are Carried in Texas

[Mr. Croivell, during the autumn election campaign, had
a remarkable opportunity to observe the activities of the

Ku KliLX Klan in Texas, whither he, as a former Texan,

w<is summoned by a group of enlightened persons in order

to help fight the criminal methods of this outrageous or-

ganization. "Two-gun Tnen" were indeed very much
needed, and Mr. Croivell was not separated from these

iveapons of dJefense day or night.—Editor.']

THE spread of the Ku Klux Klan through first

the Southern and Southwestern States, then

part of the Middle Western, part of the North-

western, and finally through the Eastern States has

at last begun to attract serious attention. Constitu-

tional government has absolutely collapsed over large

areas of the Southern States. But one could get

heated denials of that statement from the very places

where the collapse is most flagrant and alarming. To
prove the denial, those who make it would be delighted

to get their hands on anyone casting aspersions upon

their government so they could tar and feather him.

They would show him whether constitutional govern-

ment had collapsed! They'd teach him something with

a whip laid across his bare back until the blood flowed!

And the baffling feature of this state of mind is that

they would be sincere. They would explain that owing
to the noble activities of the Ku Klux Klan many un-

desirable persons "had been run out of towm" and
they would argue that in all their beatings and tarrings

and warnings to leave town they had never made an

error. "The invisible eye has seen," they always re-

port, as though they possessed some sort of mechanism
not hampered by human imperfections. But the plain

truth of the matter is that they have made many hor-

rible errors, as any body of men is sure to do when
they attempt to try criminal cases in secret without
the defendant being present or having an opportunity
to confront the witnesses or call witnesses. It seem'^;

that they do not know that those provisions of the
Bill of Rights which safeguard a defendant grew out
of long and painful experience and were not jumbled
together as the thought of a moment to provide red

tape in criminal trials. I personally know of one case

of the whipping of an old woman who was sick in

bed at the time she was dragged out and stripped

naked and beaten by both men and women. After

the disgraceful affair this mob committee made a writ-

ten statement that the woman was contributing to the

delinquency of her daughter. The girl in question

wasn't her daughter; and the woman had exhausted

her resources in trying to be a good foster parent, but

chronic ill health made the task too much for her. I

personally know of another case in which a young
married man in Houston, Texas, was charged by scan-

dal with certain moral lapses; he was taken out at night
by a hooded mob and beaten. An assistant district

attorney of Houston, George E. B. Peddy, stated pub-
licly after investigating the case thoroughly, that

he failed to di.scover even a shred of evidence upon
which a reasonable suspicion could be based. So the
"invisible eye" is not quite infallible. In the case of

the Houston man, however, his business was ruined, his

good name dragged in the dust, and he left the city. It
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is possible to be vindicated by a trial in an open court,

but vindication is not the function of secret tribunals.

They leave a trail of ruin.

The Ku Klux Klan is probably stronger in Texas
than in any other State ; it controls the State politically

by controlling the machinery of the Democratic Party;

it numbers in its membership probably a majority of

the officials and certainly a very large majority of the

peace-officers. The calm complaisance of the maority

of the population who are not members of the Ku
Klux Klan can only be explained by their ignorance of

the fundamentals of government. The fact that this

organization is setting up a separate government which

attempts to rise superior to constitutional government
seems not to excite them in the least. They hear of

someone being dragged away from his dinner table

to be beaten or tarred and feathered, and usually they

dismiss it with: "Well, maybe he deserved it." It

does not seem to occur to them that the same evidence

which convicted him in a secret session of the Ku Klux

Klan could just as well have been offered before a

district judge and a jury in open court. A friend of

mine put the case in Texas recently in the following

words: "The issue in this State is whether we are

going to have courthouse justice or river-bottom jus-

tice." In that particular campaign in which my friend

made speeches the people of Texas voted by an over-

whelming majority for river-bottom justice.

Before the Democratic primary election in Texas

last July there v/ere six candidates for the Democratic

nomination for United States Senator. Three of them
were members of the Ku Klux Klan. Before the pri-

mary election took place the Ku Klux Klan held a pri-

mary of its own, an elimination contest in which the

three klansmen were voted upon by klansmen. The
other three candidates were not considered at all. The
klansmen, having selected their nominee, went into

the Democratic primaries and voted solidly for the

man who won in their klan primary. In this way they

ensured the nomination of a klansman. When these

facts filtered out a large body of Democrats decided to

bolt the primary, taking the position that the success-

ful candidate was really the Ku Klux Klan nominee

and not the Democratic nominee. These bolters joined

with the Republicans and put up a fusion candidate.

He was defeated by more than 100,000 majority. It

seemed to make no difference to the vast majority of

the voters that they had gone into a primary to vote

their single votes when "the deck was already stacked"

and one of the candidates had 120,000 oath-bound votes

to start with. In Oregon the klan is in the Republican

Party, in the South it is in the Democratic Party, and

when it fails in a primary election to nominate a klans-

man it never fails to put up an independent ticket if

there is any hope of success.

There are, no doubt, many patriotic men in the klan

who believe that through its operations a higher class

of candidates can be induced to run for office. Ir.

some localities that hope has been realized, but taking

the general averages for Texas as an example or for

any group of States, there does not seem to be any

notable change one way or the other. The outstanding

feature of klan operations in politics is obviously

fanatical loyalty to the klan group which generates

violations of the election laws and then excuses them.

That was particularly the case in Texas in the last

Democratic primary; largely through klan activities

a campaign fund at least four times the legal limit

fixed by State statute, and perhaps ten times the limit,

was raised and expended in behalf of this candidate.

When the fact that he had violated the election laws
was proved against him in the thirteenth district

court at Corsicana, Texas, the klan rallied more loyally

than ever to his support. The uncontradicted testimony

before that court showed the raising and expenditure

of four times the legal limit for campaign expenses.

Immediately after the trial at Corsicana, Earle B.

Mayfield, the Ku Klux Klan nominee for Senator (now
Senator-elect from Texas), went to Dallas to deliver

a political address. He and the other speakers de-

nounced the district judge at Corsicana as "a dis-

grace to the judiciary of Texas." They did not go

into details. This flagrant contempt of court seemed
to make no impression upon the public. About a week
later a special meeting of the Bar Association of Na-
varro County, of which Corsicana is the county seat,

was held and a resolution was adopted and signed by

all the attorneys present declaring unbounded faith

in the district judge both as a man and as a judge. The
trial of the case, as anyone having knowledge of the

law and court procedure could see, was eminently

proper, and certainly not subject to any such criticism

as the Ku Klux Klan nominee uttered. But he did not

stop at that; he intimated scandal against the judge

long before this case came up and added boastingly:

"The Klan nearly got him." All of this was reported

verbatim in the newspapers of Texas at the time.

It was a widely known fact that the defeated candi-

dates kept their expenditures well within the legal

limit. That was certainly a serious handicap in a

State with five millions of population scattered over

an area larger than that of any other State in the

Union. The fact that such behavior as this threatens

the very foundations of government in this country

appeared to make very little difference to the people of

the State.

An interesting feature of the general election was
the communication between public officials and officers

of the Ku Klux Klhn about preparation and distribu-

tion of the blank ballots and election supplies. The
principal officer of the Ku Klux Klan for a town or city

is called the Cyclops. On one occasion a member of

an election board informed me by long distance tele-

phone that he was proceeding with the preparation

and distribution of election supplies for the general

election, according to the telegraphed instructions of

the Cyclops. I asked him if the Cyclops in question

was by any chance a public official. He innocently re-

plied: "Yes, he's the Cyclops." So far as that citizen

was concerned, it didn't even seem peculiar to him to

be accepting orders from the Cyclops regarding the

business of the State. He should have received his

instructions from the Secretary of State, but the in-

congruity of his action did not impress him at all. He
had no more right to accept orders from the Cyclops

than from the Grand Commander of the. Knights of

Pythias. But such is the prestige the Ku Klux Klan

has won in politics in Texas, that he probably had more

faith in the Cyclops than in the sheriff or the Governor.

In other words, constitutional government has col-

lapsed there—and those who have taken an oath to

uphold it do not even know it has collapsed.
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The Player's Christmas
How Francis Wilson Served His Six Gray Guests

By Harry Lee

THE stately houses of West Twentieth,

Like proud old dames.

Are all oblivious to things they disapprove.

Not theirs the crashing elevated trains

That pass the Square along Ninth Avenue;

Not theirs the tall apartment-

house.

The garish folk, who with such

heedless airs

Open the quaint iron gates and
climb the steps

Where gentlefolk have been.

Theirs Chelsea Square,

The ivied cloisters of the ancient

School,

The tower, the chimes,

The green tree-shadowed campus
Francis U ihon

Where sparrows chatter all day long,

The high slim-barred iron fence

Through which the passers-by.

Weary of brick and stone.

May catch a glimpse of peace.

Prim old red houses with green shutters wide.

For all their pride how warm their hearts.

And one of them is called "The Christmas House,"

Its latch-string always out.

Always on w-intry nights a fire on the hearth.

Always hale welcome for the new-come guest.

And at the Blessed Season children come.

From uptown, down, East side and West,

To share the Christmas cheer.

How sweet the rooms are then with tang of pine,

How red the holly glowing from the green!

And in a circle by the laughing blaze

They sit wide-eyed and still.

To hear how long ago, one Christmas Eve,

A teacher in the School across the way
Wrote for his little ones the tale of old St. Nick.

"And don't you 'spose it might have been

Upon this roof, this very, very roof

That Santa's reindeer pranced?"

And: "Say it please again

—

Oh, please—just one time more!"
"Twas the night before Christmas
When all through the house

Not a creature was stirring,

Not even a "

OO to the Christmas House the Player came,
^ The hale gray Player on his merry quest.

Clang went the bell.

He entered in a swirl of wind and snow.

Goodwill was in his twinkling eyes and voice.

Shaking the whiteness from his cap, his furry coat.

Eager to tell his story, he began
Before the stairs were climbed.

"I seek," he said, "six guests, six Christmas guests.

Old folks, poor folks (.though I dislike the term)
Since poor folks often are the rich,

And rich folks poor

—

I'll be alone this Christmas Day,
And so I thought I'd have six guests
And—" here he paused.

He sat before the hearth, his hands upon his knees,

And chuckled at the blaze

As though it were his gay confederate.

"And yet the host will not be there.

That is I thought—
You see I haven't played the part these many moons,
I thought that I'd make up as butler (do you see?)

And serve the meal. Muttonchop whiskers.

Haughty mien and all the 'business'

!

'En'ry I'll be, but—don't misunderstand me!"
(His eyes grew very tender as he spoke.)

"Don't think I would embarrass my good guests.

I know too well the tragedy of poverty and age.

Of illness and the dread of what's to come.

No, no, not that! But

—

Well, I want to play the part, I want to have the guests,

The years go by, we never know.
And it is Christmas-time

—

So twenty-four East Twentieth, at Gramercy, top floor,

On Christmas night at six

A feast fit for the gods, I promise that!

The guests—I leave with you."

Six Christmas guests

—

(W^e counciled late that night)

Six guests—who should they be!

The little seamstress? No, 'twould only frighten her.

She's lived alone too long.

Taylor, the old book-keeper?

He has a chum out Yonkers-way
And spends the day with him.

Miss Latimer? Ah, 'twould hurt her pride.

However well the gift was meant.

McCallums? Yes, they might!

Dear auld Scotch Margot wi' her Ulster mon.
That's two—and Widow Mullen maybe.
Oh, and the Sheas, Cock-Robin and his Wren!
That would be five! And Mrs. Hallam

—

How she'd love it all : the pictures and the books.

And she would say : "The so and sos at Irvington

Had this or that; I was a girl in Irvington."

(Poor soul, with just her tippling printer

And her crutch)—
That's six—if they can come.

To see them all—Margot McCallum!
"Ay, ye're richt, a mon like that

Micht find a jawb for Jawn.

The boss says he's o'er deef; poor Jawn,

He's daft-like worritin' aboot his jawb!

They'll be graund folk no doot! I've got ma black,

The Scotch aye keeps a guid black laid awa'.
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I'll mak' Jawn come!"

The Widow Mullen: "Shure I'll come and thank yez!

What will the neighbors say?

'Among those prisint, dressed in crape-dy shane,

Was Mrs. Bridgit Mullen!' Oh—ho— !"

"We'll be there with bells on!" roars Shea.

"And jingling!" pipes his Wren.

Old Mrs. Hallam: "Me! Oh, my, how wonderful

To be his guest at Christmas-time!

I saw him years ago in Erminie!

A young man brought me down from Irvington,

My home was there. My, no—I'll not be late.

Me and my crutch, we'll manage it on time."

McCallums silently bring up the rear,

Jawn now quite wide awake.

Cock Robin and his Wren lead all the rest.

It is not new to them: why in Belfast

No man in livery could ohtdo James Shea in dignity,

Top floor, up, up—flight after giddy flight.

The elevator door glides open, shuts.

They are alone

"Touch the button. Mister Shea!"

The Widow Mullen titters nervously,

"Whativer happens thin we'll blame on you'se!"

Shea's huge forefinger does the deed,

The great dark door swings wide.

HONK-honk! before the Christmas-house:

Honk-honk! "God save us 'tis the chaise!"

The Widow Mullen spies it first.

Her bonnet is awry but gaily so.

"Here, Missus Hallam, let me tie

The muffler 'round your t'roat, 'tis

cold outside.

And take my arm, dear—so!"

"Jawn, ye sleepy-head! Ho, Jawn,

oor caur is here!"

Margot gives her husband's arm a

nudge.

His bald pate topples, dodders, lifts;

he blinks,

His hand behind his ear, "What's that

ye say?"

"Oor caur!" she calls.

John should have told her then and

there

How beautiful she was:

Her eyes as blue, her cheeks as like

a rose,

As when he wooed her forty years

ago,

Hair like a silver crown. But all he

said was:

"Eh? I heard ye at the furst!"

The Sheas sweep down the stairs:

Cock Robin and his Wren.
She pipes—not over quietly:

"This minds me of the days in Old

Bel/as^,

Our coach and pair a-waitin' at the door!"

Honk-honk, honk-honk! Away, across the town.

Old snow-flung Chelsea far and far behind.

Fifth Avenue a glimpse

—

A e^limmering vista to the Arch. Honk-honk!
White trees again and dignified old homes.
"Tis Gramercy!"

—

Mrs. Hallam's voice is filled with awe:
"Where Edwin Booth lived—

!

Long ago I came from Irvington to see— !"

Honk-honk ! The car is slowing, swerving,

Now it stops before a canopy that leads up marble
steps

;

A wide, wide hall, a man in livery.

"God save us!" Widow Mullen breathes.

Old Mrs. Hallam on her arm again,

Her worn crutch clicking on the slippery floor.

THE BUTLER—white-ruffled, swelling front,

Gold lace and lavender, knee-breeches.

Shining buckles set atop, with haughty upnosed face.

Red, rampant mutton-chops. Eyes
that looked over you.

Not through you, more's the luck!

"My gintlemin" he drawls " 'as been

detained,

'E'll be 'ere soon. Laidies—this

-W////^^^-/.

w'y!"

He shoos them like four little startled

hens

Into a mirrored room and shuts the

door.

"If that's the butler, leddies,

Lord save us from the boss!" the

Widow Mullen sighs,

Untying bonnet-strings, undoing

countless pins.

And brushing back her pale tight-

twisted hair.

McCallum finds imaginary

The Wren

Margot
lint

Upon her decent black.

before the mirror

Preens, straightens her "tortle-shell"

;

Fixes, so it may show, the topaz in

the lace

About her wrinkled throat.

"When we was in Bel/as^

Before reverses in the business came,

Soirees like this was common. Any
night we—

"

Margot broke in: "I wunner how my Jawn is makin'

oot!"

"Don't worry," chirps the Wren,
"He's with my James; he'll be all right."

Somewhere beyond the door, out of the unexplored,

A sharp bell trills. "God help us all!"

The Widow Mullen cries, leading the way,
" 'Tis tur-rkey-toime—

"

But no, 'twas the telephone, the butler answering.

They huddle waiting, still for once.

The little clucking things

—

And from a dusky room beyond, tiptoeing squeakily.

Looms towering James and Margot's bantam Jawn.

Click, the receiver's up, here comes the man,

Frills, 'broidery and all

!

"My Mahster sends regrets 'e cahn't be 'ere!"
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t,"Oh me, oh my!" old Mrs. Hallam siphs.)

" 'E says *e's vurry sorry, 'e only wants, sez 'e.

"b'ez all should 'ave a jolly toime befittin' o' the D'y;

And with yer pardon too, 'e sez as 1 (,'Enry's me noime)

Should take 'is place so far as such may be;

And so between us* we should 'ave

A Christmas Xoight to be I'emembered of!

And now, with yer permission, dinner's sar-rved!"

There is great fluttering then among the Six.

Ah, wonderful, at last dinner is served,

And 'En'ry smiling, bowing, waves the way.

What if old Jawn stands not upon the order,

Goes at once. Auld Margot's restraining hand.

Just missing his coattail, failing to hold him back.

Does not James Shea, remembering Belfast,

Bow all the ladies in?

Ah. lovely—candle-light and shimmering glass

And frosty silver things, and violets.

Blue sweet-breathed violets as if 'twere Spring.

Cock Robin at the head of course, his Wren upon the

right,

And at the left, with 'Enry's tender help,

What need now of a crutch, old Mrs. Hallam,

Musing of that time when she was young in Irvington.

Then Margot, still fair fashed with Jawn's mistake.

And at the end, glum, furtive, thinking food,

Good Jawn himself. And at his other hand

The Widow Mullen, smothering her mirth,

And thinking how that very night

She'll let the neighbors know; she hears them say:

•The Widow Mullen's in Sassiety!"

And 'Enry—what a man 'e is!

" 'Ave this and do 'ave more." And 'ow he laughs.

Jiggling the pitcher till the ice laughs too.

What bald preposterous jokes old James Shea cracks

:

"Ho-ho!" he roars, "Ha-ha!"

Then in a huge guffaw the point is lost.

But pshaw—who cares, who cares

—

'Tis Christmas Night

—

AND afterward the gracious room beyond,

The roaring fire at its farthest end.

Below the pictured waste of .stormy sea.

The pulsing dreamy light, the books to read.

And one could read forever (so Mrs. Hallam thought)

Yet not read all the books whose wistful souls

Were calling from the walls.

Think of the Widow Mullen, toasting her aged toes

Before the blaze, chaffing with James,

Who with high gusto puffs a rare cigar.

Though Margot fears it's breath be 'ower strong.

Surely some Irish fiddler hides

Within the dark walls of the phonograph.

Such rare, such ribald, such unbridled notes

Set 'Enry all agog, with twirls

And twiddling toes, with fore and back.

Till Widow Mullen joins all rakishly,

And jigs until her teetering knob of hair

Outdoes its pins and falls.

Then, from the night the great chimes call.

And 'Enry parts the lattice: all exclaim

To see the loveliness of snowy roofs

And faintly sparkling trees so far below.

Chime, chime—and then they lift their eyes

And all are still

SO in great peace beneath the starry sky,

The Player and his six gray guests

Bade Christmas Day farewell

And hailed its memory

A Gift of National Importance
By Gardner Teall

MR. and Mrs. Robert W. de Forest of New York
have presented to the Metropolitan Museum of

Art a new wing to be devoted exclusively to

American art of the Colonial, Revolutionary and early

Republican periods. This is a gift of national im-

portance as Dr. Robinson, Director of the Museum,
points out, and is one of unusual munificence and unique

character in its application to broadening the Museum's
sphere of educational influence.

The construction of this new American Art Wing has

already been begun on plans prepared by Grosvenor

Atterbury. It will be a three-story structure 81 feet

by 60 feet, and will stand alone in what ultimately will

be the court of the Museum, with a passageway leading

to it from the north end of the present Morgan Wing.
The plans call for eighteen exhibition rooms in which

objects will be arranged in chronological grouping. The
Museum already has a large number of early American
art objects of the highest order which will be installed

in the new wdng. This material is not confined to any

one section of the country, but ranges from the northern

to the southern .extremities of the thirteen original

states. In the Museum Bulletin, Dr. Robinson calls

attention to the fact that this bringing together of our
early American art will afford a comprehensive survey
of its evolution as well as of its varying characteristics

such as has not, heretofore, been possible anywhere
in America. This new wing will, says Dr. Robinson,

"teach the present and future generations of our people

that the men to whose struggles they owe the founda-

tion of the American Commonwealth were refined in

their taste and by no means indifferent to beauty.

Though for the most part they neglected the arts of

painting and sculpture, their instinct found its expres-

sion in the houses they built and the furniture they

bought for daily use. Their builders and craftsmen
were endowed with a fine sense of line, proportion, and
the proper limits of decoration. Their work is never

vulgar. When they borrowed from the older styles

they chose the best, and put into that something of

their own individuality. They and their patrons were
in close sympathy with each other, and we have only

recently begun to recognize that the result of this sym-
pathy is full of significance for us."
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Judge Hooper on Propaganda
By Ellis Parker Butler

OUR eminent jurist, Justice of the Peace Lem
Hooper, took off his spectacles and raised his

eyebrows questioningly at Court Officer Durfey.

"I only want to ask you, judge," said Durfey, "what

is this propaganda business a man hears so much about

these days?"

"I can tell you in one word, Durfey," said Judge

Hooper. "Propaganda is a thick wad of spongy paper

on which have been mimeographed the letters of the

alphabet arranged in the form of words for the purpose

of making black look white and white look like the

golden radiance that beats around the Throne. When
neatly done up in an envelope the wad is mailed to

eight thousand two hundred and sixty-four editors in

the hope that one of them will say, 'Jim, the meeting

of the school board has been postponed until next

Tuesday, which leaves a hole as big as the court house

on page s€ven; stick in enough of this junk to fill it.'

"At the present time, Durfey, the main habitat of

the propaganda bug is the great city of New York, to

which the famous and infamous

writers of fiction flock in eager

but hungry herds, and go bust.

For the purpose of the propa-

gandist New York is the fine

flower of perfection, being situ-

ated on the outskirts of the

largest stone post office on the

Western Hemisphere and contain-

mg more dealers in second-hand

flat-topped desks than any other

cosmopolis on earth. A fair-to-

middling typewriter can be rent-

ed for $1.00 per month, and the

splendid freedom with which

many of the commercial classes

display a fifteen-dollar overcoat

with a placard saying 'This mag-
nificent all-wool garment, for-

merly $85, now marked down to

$45" induces a noble scorn for

unimportant details such as truth.

"In spreading his glad tidings

the propagandist first requires a

sour lemon that he is to prove is

a sweet orange if not the true

golden apple of the Hesperides.

It may be that the nation of Ruri-

tania has spent the past forty

years playfully cutting the livers

out of the Methodist Episcopal

missionaries and using them for

fish bait, the Ruritanians being followers of the prophet

Hogus and sore as a pup at all other sects. All is

well for forty years, but suddenly the Dekko-Bojacks

decide to buy Ford cars and cast hungry glances at

the gasoline mines of Ruritania. For the purpose of

proclamations they declare that Amos B. Gubb, of

Olean, Ohio, who is now liverless and defunct at the

hands of the Ruritanians, was a second cousin of the

Dujack of Dekko-Bojackia—I'm speaking parabolically,

you understand, Durfey—and go to war. Instantly

^'Proving the French are

the Dekko-Bojackians send a gent with a two-foot

beard and a breath loaded with garlic to the United
States. He has a fist full of real money, Coinstantly

the Ruritanians send another gent, with a beard two
feet and a half long and eight inches wide at the base,

to New York. He has two fists full of money, not of

the Ruritanian waste-basket brand.

"The idea, in general, Durfey, is that the national

color of Ruritania is yellow and the national color of

Dekko-Bojackia is blue, and the brain of the Ameri-
can—in the opinion of them foreigners—is white mush.
The object is to squirt yellow into the brain of the

intelligent citizen of the Land of the Free until it is

solid yellow, or to squirt blue into it until it is beauti-

ful blue mush, thus creating a properly mushy public

sentiment that will induce the Department of State

to advise the Dekko-Bojacks that the gasoline mines
are none of our business, or cause it to telegraph the

Ambassador to Ruritania that the Methodist Episcopal

missionaries always did have too many livers and are

better off without a few, and that

the gasoline mines of Ruritania

must remain Ruritanian, yours

truly, dictated but not read.

'The first step of the long-

bearded patriot from Ruritania,

Durfey, is to find a restaurant

where they serve vodka with the

tea, after which he hires a fiction-

ist in a cutaway coat and white
spats, and turns him loose at the

rented typewriter, paying him
the first real money he has earned

since last June when he con-

ducted the propaganda campaign
proving the French are murder-
ing thieves—a campaign he was
well fitted to undertake since just

before that he had conducted the

campaign proving the French are

swan-feathered angels with plat-

inum halos. He spits on his

hands, sticks a sheet of paper in

the typewriter and begins: 'It is

unfortunate that the news from
Ruritania for the last eighty

years has had to come by waj'

of Dekko-Bojackia, since every

blame word has been censored

and nothing but lies defaming
the delightful Ruritanians has

come to us. At last word has

come direct, by courier from Pippalonga via Gumbus-
oga, and we have the truth about the much touted

liver business. No livers were ever taken from Meth-

odish Episcopal missionaries and fed to' the fishes.

The truth is that one—only one, mind you—Methodist

Episcopal missionary back in 1897 looked a little peaked

and the chief surgeon of the king, speaking of it, said

"Your majesty, maybe our dear missionary friend

would buck up a little if he took a few doses of cod-

liver oil." It was this the cursed black Dekko-Bojacks

swan-feathered angels'
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twisted into unfounded lies.' And at the same time,

Durfey, in the Dekko-Bojack shop across the street

the other eager (for wages") new-made patriot of Dek-

ko-Bojackia is writing: 'The Truth About the Ruri-

tanian Massacres; late advices from Ukka-Logak, on

the frontier, give proof that instead of 7,654 mission-

aries having been de-livered by the Ruritanians, the

actual total is 97,642, and in some cases two and even

three livers were removed from each.'
"

"I should think," said Durfey, "that such a confusion

of propagandas would be confusing to the American

public."

"It is, Durfey," said Judge Hooper. "The net result

is one of two things. Either half the brains of Amer-
ica get violently yellow and the other half violently

blue, causing grand rages about things that are none

of our business, or the yellow and blue mix and we
are a rich, verdant green. And the way we swallow

this propaganda stuff, Durfey, I'm beginning to think

green is what we are."

England Returns to the Party System
By Stephen Gwynn

THE British elections of November have much
more than an ordinary interest. England with

its extraordinary political instinct has decided

that in a difficult world it must get back to the methods

to which it has been accustomed; and the country re-

verts, doggedly and without enthusiasm, to a party sys-

tem. Under the Coalition there wasa choice between per-

sons, and Lloyd George held the field against all comers

;

but with him as leader the majority in Parliament

found itself committed to a policy in Ireland that it dis-

liked; and when elsewhere things began to go wrong

there was revolt. All the outstanding Conservatives in

the Coalition stood by Lloyd George; they could not

break from him without condemning a policy which

was their own work; they could not admit, and it would

not have been true to admit, that they had merely acted

under his orders. But the rank and file broke away

and ranged themselves behind the one Conservative

leader who had been for some time out of office. Under

Mr. Bonar Law, the Conservatives presented themselves

as a solid party. Labor stood for a definite alternative;

it also was a party. But the Liberals, divided in allegi-

ance between Mr. Lloyd George and Mr. Asquith, were

nothing; there was no prospect that they could form

an alternative administration. And so the country at

the polls wiped out two-thirds of Mr. Lloyd George's

following, and strengthened considerably the small band

that followed Mr. Asquith. But it doubled Labor's

1 epresentation and it took very little away from the

overwhelming mass of Conservatives. As a result there

is an administration in power, and likely to stay in

power, backed up by a body of members all accepting

the same party ticket, who number considerably more

than half the House; while in the minority, Labor,

being also under a united discipline, has a great pre-

ponderance.

It might seem certain then that Labor would become

the real alternative to Conservatism. There is a clear,

well-marked difference of policy between Labor and

Conservatism. There is no such gulf fixed between the

purposes of Mr. Bonar Law and Mr. Asquith, still less

between those of Mr. Bonar Law and Mr. Lloyd George.

If one did not know England, one would infer that

Liberalism was destined to wither into a new group or

collection of groups. But knowing England, and the

English passion for compromise, I reach a different

conclusion. The party system has never meant that

there shall be a real reversal of policy in consequence of

an election—except perhaps on the Irish question, and

even then the reversal has been apparent rather than

real. The change made at an election was essentially the

discarding of one administration and putting in another.

It was a choice not between black and white, but

between gray and brown. For that reason, I think that

the country will regard a Liberal and not a Labor man
as the possible alternative to Mr. Bonar Law. But the

possibility will be extremely remote unless and until

Liberals reunite, or form an alliance with Labor on the

basis of modifying Labor's programme into some such

compromise as England always prefers.

At elections Conservatism always has a great ad-

vantage. The man who says. "Let us stand where we
are" can rally a bigger crowd than one who says, "Let

us advance." For the latter's following is apt to split

on the question: "In which direction?"

Labor in this election has ceased to be Labor in the

old sense. The Labor party which in 1906 came back

some sixty strong was a party of trade-unionists. It

represented a class. Any man in it who had not been

a manual worker was exceptional and was suspect.

There were only two or three of them; and the

ablest of them, Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, was not al-

lowed to continue in leadership, and was out ot

Parliament for several years. He returns now,

and the assumption is that he will lead. There

comes in also a group of men wholly new in type,

products of the expensive public school and of the old

universities, rich men or rich men's sons. Five or six

of them were for a long time Liberal members, men of

mark for high ideals and trained intelligence. Mr.

Trevelyan, son of the historian, Mr. Ponsonby, in his

youth a page to Queen Victoria, Mr. Noel Buxton and
his brother Charles, members of a rich Quaker banking

family, now great landowners; Colonel Wedgwood, also

of Quaker stock, famous in the potteries ; and with them
two King's Counsel, one of whom, Mr. Hemmerde was
counted among brilliant young Liberal members in 1906,

while the other, Mr. Patrick Hastings, has at this

moment an amazing reputation at the bar. All these

belong to Labor up to date, and plainly the class basis

is abolished and a theoiy takes its place. Labor means
something new. It means the substitution of collective

ownership for private enterprise. It wants a new world.

This is the party which comes second in numbers in

the whole House. Its leader should be, by parliamentary

usage, leader of the Opposition. Its ranks should

furnish the alternative administration. But if England
voted to put this party into power England would be
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voting for such a plunge as England has never yet

taken; and if the smallest prospect of that revolution

appeared, Mr. Lloyd George and Mr. Asquith would

immediately range themselves and their following on the

side of Mr. Bonar Law. There is undoubtedly a large

Socialist party in England; but in its case the old say-

ing has to be reversed. Nothing will be so fatal to its

progress as success. Socialism as a system you must

either accept or reject. You can no more take part of

it than half a watch; and there is probably no country

in the world, not even France, where the principle of

private ownership and private enterprise will be more

jealously defended than in Great Britain. Rightly or

wrongly, England will regard a Labor administration

as a plunge into Socialism. It will only give power to

Labor to influence administration, not to control it.

Another force will be pushing events in this direction.

Mr, Lloyd George remains by far the greatest personal

force in England. Unless all forecasts are wrong, his

personal prestige will gain by a period of opposition,

when he can attack instead of being constantly on the

defensive. Like Mr. Asquith, he is one of the elder

statesmen of Europe, but unlike Mr. Asquith he is not

aged. Liberals know that they must be led by one or

the other, and the choice was thus described: "To

follow Lloyd George is to give up all personal liberty.

To follow Asquith is to give up all hope." If, as is more

than probable, Mr. Asquith is outdone by his younger

rival, when both are in the same situation, his personal

inclination for ease is less likely to be resisted by the

ambition which others entertain for him. He holds

his seat by a majority of only 300 in a total of 25,000

and the path to the House of Lords is easy walking

and leads to an end of effort. But even were he with-

drawn, many of his adherents would refuse to come

under the standard of Mr. Lloyd George, whom they

hate with a domestic aversion ; and even a united Liberal

Party would be only one-fifth of the House at present.

Plainly, those who desire to present an alternative ad-

ministration which the electorate at large will take

seriously must consider how to sink differences.

If Labor were in alliance with Mr. Lloyd George the

British public would know perfectly well that there

was a guarantee against Socialism. Mr. Lloyd George

is of peasant stock and he has the peasant's attachment

to private ownership. But he has the peasant's feeling,

and the preacher's, towards those who have great pos-

sessions, and, so far as observation guides me, the true

desire of British Labor is to see wealth distributed

much rather than to see ownership abolished. Mr.

Lloyd George is for private enterprise, but he is just

as ready to rob the rich man's henroosts as in the days

before the war. If he likes to lead the country in a

campaign for the special taxation of excessive wealth,

he needs no new machinery; the graduated income tax

is there in operation, ready to his hand, and one can

see him at the head of a whirlwind that would whoop

up Liberals and Labor into frenzy.

You cannot fight a fight of this sort without a leader,

and Labor has no leader, they refuse to have a leader;

a sessional chairman is appointed, but it has been

hitherto fixed that he shall not hold office beyond two

sessions. They will not, of course, accept Mr. Lloyd

George as their leader, but they will throw their forces

where he leads. Those forces will lessen, I think, while

his augment. Meanwhile, electoral reverse has perhaps

been of service to Mr. Lloyd George's true rival. While
Mr. Winston Churchill remained in the same camp, he
could never pass his leader, for he was never really

suited to his grouping.

To sum up: I expect to see Mr. Asquith go to the

Lords and so out of active political controversy : Mr.

Churchill is not likely again soon to take service under
Mr. Lloyd George, and so may stand aside till he
comes in against him. Whatever new grouping is formed
must be a grouping in which Labor represents at least

half the voting power and therefore must have a very

advanced programme. But unless it has Mr. Lloyd

George for its leader, it will have no effective leader-

ship and will be suspect of Bolshevism. Plainly, how-
ever, a good deal of time must pass before elements so

discordant can be welded into any degree of fusion;

and until the British public sees an alternative ministry

which it does not wholly mistrust, and which it can

expect to act together, it will keep Mr. Bonar Law in

power; or if, as is not unlikely, health forces his resigna-

tion, it will accept anyone of his untalented henchmen
to carry on.

Just at present Great Britain is playing for safety

in fear of external explosions. Mr. Lloyd George's

chance lies in convincing the public that unless he and
his associates come back to power there will be an in-

ternal blow-up, much more formidable. Yet, though he

can frighten the electorate with the bogy of Socialism,

he cannot get into power without the assistance of

Labor—which, regarded in one aspect, is Socialism

today. It will be his task to persuade Labor to be as

little Socialist as possible, and to persuade the public

that no man but he can prevent Labor from turning

holus bolus into pure Bolshevism. What is in his favor

is that probably this is the case. The Bonar Law
Government will certainly produce a fierce reaction

before long. Those who wish to strike back at Con-

servatism in power must either go for a gospel or for

a leader, and Socialism is the only gospel being preached

effectively. But it is not a gospel congenial to the

British temperament, and if they see a man to follow

instead, I think they will follow him. Lloyd George

is not a Socialist; but he is for the poor and against

the rich, by instinct, every time and all the time: and
for this he will be followed alike by those who desire

to abolish property and by those who desire only that

the poor man shall be to some degree considered.

The Cave Man of Mas d'Azil

By Margaret Adelaide Wilson

HE may have seen the forest follow down the rain,

Covering the grassy steppes where once the

snow-deer strayed;

He may have had some language for his darkest pain,

For hope and love and gladness: naught remain

But the little painted stones with which he played.

Oh, very wise are we, and build our theories high

Explaining him—lost man without a name,

The while, may be, far in the smiling sky,

Our doom waits now, and gone without a cry

We'll leave of all our glory only a painted game.
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What the World Is Doing
Edited by Franklin H. Giddings

Professor of Sociology and the History of Civilization, Columbia University

Domestic Affairs
The Special Session of Congress

ON November 20 Congress was convened in special

session. On the next day the President addressed the

two Houses sittinjr jointly, urging passage of the Ship

Subsidy Bill. On the 29th the House passed the bill, con-

siderably amended, 208 to 184. In the Senate all prog-

ress is being obstructed by the filibuster set afoot by the

opponents of the Anti-Lynching bill. The fortunes of

that bill in Congress have brought into bold relief the

worst features of our legislative system. The main ar-

gument of its opponents—a powerful one—is that it pro-

poses Federal invasion of States' rights. The filibusters

say that until that bill is dropped there will be no further

legislation by the present Senate.

Our Observers at Lausanne

As it has turned out, our "observers" at Lausanne

are not mere "unofficial" silent observers

as at previous European conferences. As
to silence, an coutraire; very much so.

The "open door and equal commercial op-

portunity" speech of Mr. Child (our Am-
bassador to Italy and chief of our "ob-

servers" at Lausanne) the other day,

was the chief feature of the conference

to date. Not only has it aroused a great

to-do in the conference, but it has also

provoked an acrimonious controversy

here at home; some journals asserting

that our championship of the open door

in the Near East is not really disinter-

ested championship of a universally be-

neficent principle, but rather "calculated"

to aid and abet certain special interests,

in particular Standard Oil, and that it

operates to the prejudice of the Allied

Powers, especially Great Britain, and to

the advantage of Turkey. The following,

however, is to be remarked: that the oil

about which this logomachy is raging is

in the Mosul region ; that the Mosul re-

gion is at present a part of the Kingdom
of Irak, for which Great Britain holds a

mandate under the League of Nations; that it is

absurd to suppose that our Government challenges this

arrangement or intends to back Angora's demand
for the return of Mosul to Turkish sovereignty; and
that, therefore, from our Government's point of view,

Mosul oil is not (not yet, anyway) a Lausanne confer-

ence topic. It should be added that the Allier

have announced their repudiation of the San Remo
"Tripartite Agreement" by which Turkey was to be divided
into a British, a French and an Italian zone of "economic
priority." If then, Mr. Child's speech is susceptible of

particular interpretation, at what in particular was he
glancing? Most probably, one must think, at the treaty
between France and Angora of October, 1921, and the

later treaty between Italy and Angora; treaties at least

questionable on several grounds, and calling for close ex-
amination at Lausanne, or else denunciation.

The Ku Klux Klan

The country was all agog for several days over a news-
paper "story" alleging that the Ku Klux Klan had a

throttle grip on Louisiana; that "the invisible empire"

tntri nntu/ti'jl

Mr. Pierce Butler of St. Paul,

Minn., nominated for Associate

Justice of the Supreme Court

in fact ruled the State; that Governor Parker was about
to ask the Federal authorities to assume charge of af-

fairs, the State Government having ctased to function.

The story was of course a whopping exaggeration. Never-
theless it would seem that the Klan has been doing nasty
and murderous work in some Louisiana communities. And,
since the Louisiana Kiansmen get support from their

brethren in neighboring States, Governor Parker is asking
the cooperation (through normal channels) of the Federal
Government and the governments of neighboring States to-

wards suppression of this preposterous and sinister move-
ment. Vigorous action is "indicated"; but there's no
occasion for getting dreadfully "het up."

Senator La Follette

The country is eagerly or anxiously (according to one's

point of view) watching for the "line" Senator LaFollette

may take in view of the fact that in the next Congress

he will have (or so it seems) a sufficient following to hold

the balance of power in both Houses. And
no doubt the recent election results have
so heartened the radicals in the present

Congress, that during the hard winter of

its life they will perform unparalleled

feats of legislative prowess. Mr. LaFol-

lette is quoted as follows in the New York
Times

:

The recent elections bring about a h^idiu-

lion which calls for definito action on the
part of profjrcs.sivcs in CoiiKross. Everyone
is aware of tlie disagreenienl of the small
iiuniher of progressives in Congress with
llio.^e in control, for the time, of party
leiulersliip.

Before the elections it was dear that the

general aims and purposes of these pro-

gressives were in accord, hut the necessary
elements were not present for the formation
of an aggressive grouj), united upon a pro-

gram of positive procedure. However, dur-

ing this period of reaction the progressives,

acting without organization, have defeated

many vicious legislative proposals and pre-

sented alternative policies, many of which
have secured general public approval.

I believe that we have reached a point

where the organization of a well-defined

group can be consummated that will co-

operate in advocating accepted progressive

principles and policies. The announced program of the

I larding Administration makes plain the necessity for

immediate action in this session of the (Congress. The Pres-

ident has already demanded the passage of the Ship Subsidy
Bill, which, in my opinion. al)solutel.v ignores the necessity

for immediate and tangii)le relief for American agriculture.

Those high in the councils of the present Admnist ration liavo

also announced that a program of legislation accelerating

the merger of the railroads into a small number of group
systems and giving the Railroad Labor Board coercive power
to prohibit strikes and other lawful activities of employees,

is under way.
Other great interests are using their influence with high

officials in the Harding Administration to i)ring about the

immediate transfer of the National Forest Service to the

control of Secretary Fall, wliose declared policy and known
practice is to turn the natural resources of the nation over
to exi)loitation b.v private monopoly.
These measures must be defeated, and, in my judgment,

there are a suffiicent number of progressive Congressmen in

this Congress to prevent the passage of the Ship Subsidy Bill

and other announced policies already referred to. To this

end the People's Legislative Service has called a conference
of progressive Congressmen and Senators now in this Congress
and those elected to the next one to meet December 1 for the
purpose of organizing a definite group that can act to prevent
the writing into law of further reactionary policies by this
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Administration. And it is uiy hope that at this conference

a permanent group will be organized with appropriate provi-

sion for the appointment of necessary committees to study,

formulate and present at a later time a program upon which

all thoroughgoing progressives can unite for constructive

action.

Regarding my own position with respect to foreign rela-

tions—and I would like to have it definitely understood that

I am not speaking in this connection with any reference to

the conference to which I have referred—I believe that we
should maintain relations of amity and good-will with all

nations of the world, attending strictly to our own business

and entering into no foreign alliances or entanglements. In

my judgment we shall have quite enough to do if we make
our own country entirely safe for our own democracy. I

would carry democracy to the rest of the world, not upon the

point of the bayonet, but by furnishing the most perfect

example of a Government of liberty and of equality of oppor-

tunity for every man, woman and child in these United
States.

So, too, if we would stand as a just and righteous nation

before the world we must thwart the imperialistic schemes
of our masters of finance. They have accumulated a vast

surplus of capital by exploiting the people and the people's

natural resources. They are now confronted with the alterna-

tive of lending their surplus wealth to the American farmer,

the merchant and the small enterprise, at falling interest

rates, or of employing it abroad to exploit the natural re-

sources of the weaker countries—China, Mexico and those

of Central and South America, which are rich in minerals,

coal, timber, oil, and iron.

Under the guise of "protecting their investments," they
are already causing dictatorships to be set up over some of

our small and helpless neighbors. If we would defend the

precious heritage of our own sovereignty, we should never
permit the armed forces of the United States to be used to

despoil our sister republics of their property, interfere with
rheir right to govern themselves according to their own

—

not our—standards, or violate the sovereignty which is as
sacred to them as our sovereignty is to us.

Brief Notes
On November 22 Senator Norris of Nebraska intro-

duced in the Senate a rural credits bill, providing for a
board to distribute credits to the extent of $100,000,000.

It was the first of what will doubtless prove a long series

of bills having- the object of financial help to the farmer.
* * *

Mrs. W. H. Felton, appointed interim Senator from
Greorgia on the death of Senator Watson, was sworn in

as a member of the Senate on November 21 and relin-

quished her seat the next day to her elected successor.

She made a pleasant little speech appropriate to the

occasion.

Great Britain on October 15 paid into

George Matthevi Aiarm Service

In the next Congress the radical element will

hold the whip-hand (newspaper comment)

our Treasury

$50,000,000
interest on

her war-debt

to us, and
again on
November
15 a like

amount. The
semi-annual
interest o n

that debt

(at 5 per

cent) is

$101>870,459.

There is

still about

$611,000,000

arrears of

interest to

pay.

C 1 e m e n-

ceau has at

this writing

(December 1) made four important speeches in America:
two in New York, one in Boston, and one in Chicago. These
speeches are sufficiently noticed in an editorial in this

issue.

* * *

General Luke E. Wright, Governor General of the

Philippines and Secretary of War under Roosevelt, died

on November 17.
* * *

Truman H. Newberry has resigned his seat as Senator

from Michigan.
* * *

Pierce Butler of St. Paul, Minn., has been nominated
by the President for Associate Justice of the Supreme
Court. He is a Democrat and a Roman Catholic.

* * *

The average American finds some difficulty in keeping

the distinction clear between the "People's Legislative

Service" (of the Council of which LaFollette is Presi-

dent) and the "Conference for Progressive Political

Action."
* * *

On November 27 the Senate by 42 to 33 voted to return

to the Committee of Finance the bill proposing a loan

of $5,000,000 to Liberia. Probably the bill is permanently
shelved.

The British Empire
Ireland

ON November 18 four insurrectos, found guilty by one

of the new military commissions of unauthorized pos-

sessions of revolvers, were executed (the death penalty had
been proclaimed for this offense). On November 24

Erskine Childers, caught at last, revolver in hand, was
executed after like trial. Whether on the whole these

thoroughly just executions have helped or hurt the Free

State cause, is not clear.

Son of an English father and an Irish mother, Childers

served Britain bravely in the Boer War and in the Grear

War. Just when and why he became the most intran-

sigent of Sinn Feiners, does not clearly appear, but he

became precisely that—more fanatical, more uncompromis-

ing than de Valera himself. To him in chief is ascribed

the organization of the Republican revolt against the

Provisional Free State Government and the frightful char-

acter of its activities. A man of really brilliant intellect,

disinterested and br^ve as Michael Collins, incorruptible

as Sea-Green Robespierre, yet he could approve a war
so dastardly and infamous. So strange a thing is human
nature. Several immortal sayings come to mind as pe-

culiarly applicable to his career and personality; such as:

"Liberty! what crimes are committed in thy name!" and
"Corru'ptio optimi pejissima est."

Parliament Assembles

The new House of Commons assembled on November
20 and the next day Parliament was formally opened by

the King with the usual magnificent ceremony. Lloyd

George has seated himself with the Opposition, but seems

to intend for the present a "benevolent neutrality." The

Labor representatives have elected Mr. Ramsay Macdonald,

most prominent of Pacifists, "Leader of His Majesty's

Opposition." The Commons have ratified the Constitu-

tion of the Irish Free State and enacted other necessary

consummating Irish legislation; similar action by the

Lords is expected at once ; within a few days the Irish

Free State should acquire full legal status. All of which

is quite formal and prearranged. What is really engag-

ing the interest of Parliament is the problem of unem-

ployment.

The Popular Vote

The Proportional Representation Society, which is agi-

tating for a change in the electoral law, gives out the

following statistics

:
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Votes polled in the recent elections: Conservative,

5,361,650; Labor and Cooperative, 4,225,823; Asquith

Liberal, 2,564,988; Lloyd George Liberal, 1,542,109; other

votes, 343,890. Were parties in the Commons to be repre-

sented in proportion to the votes cast, there would be in

that body 207 Conservatives, 163 Laborites and Coopera-

tives, 99 Independent (Asquith) Liberals, 59 National

(Lloyd George) Liberals, and 13 Independents. Bonar
Law would be in a minority of 127.

But is Proportionate Representation "the ticket"? Lloyd

George seems to think so. Others emphatically do not.

It is an abiding question.

Germany
HERE WILHELM CUNO, Director General of the

Hamburg-American Steamship Lines, has formed a

cabinet which the Germans in their airy way call "the

cabinet of work." It includes Democrats, Centrists, mem-
bers of the People's Party, and several men reputed to be

innocent of party ties. The Socialists refused to partici-

pate; their present attitude is more or less one of "benevo-

lent neutrality."

It will be recalled how some weeks ago the Reparations
Commission descended en masse on Berlin to make a first-

hand study of the German economic situation and to discuss

it with the members of the German Government; how they
requested the German Government to submit to them defi-

nite proposals looking to stabilization of the mark; how
the German Government submitted proposals so indefinite

and so ridiculously inadequate that the Commission in

supreme disgust shook the dust of Berlin from their feet

and returned to Paris; and how the Wirth Government,
apparently in some alarm (they hadn't thought Sir John
Bradbury would treat 'em so), dispatched after the Com-
mission a new set of proposals none too definite and cer-

tainly far from adequate, yet (a new thing) recognizing

somewhat more than merely "in principle" that substantial

cooperation by Germany in the work of German rehabilita-

tion is "indicated." Herr Cuno informed the Reichstag
that he had adopted these proposals, that they were in fact

his cabinet programme ; and the Reichstag thereupon gave
him a handsome vote of confidence.

The best that can be said of these proposals is that they

may be thought to indicate a somewhat "coming" German
temper. They seem not to have "riled" Poincare; which is

something. He has, however, declared them very far from
adequate. The present temporary reparations programme
lapses at the end of the year. Something must be done and
done quickly. There was to be an economic conference at

Brussels, to open on December 1 and to discuss reparations

in connection with interallied debts. Lloyd George blew

cold to that proposition, and, while he remained Premier,

unless he could be got to repudiate the Balfour Note on the

debts, nothing could come of the proposed conference.

Anyway, the Near East imbroglio made postponement nec-

essary. But Poincare has now conceived fresh hope. Bo-
nar Law told the Commons the other day that his Govern-
ment is not bound by the Balfour Note. It is rumored that

a meeting has been arranged of the Premiers of Britain,

France, and Italy, to take place on or about December 9, for

the purpose of determining the agenda and fixing the date

of an economic conference at Brussels.

Italy

Mussolini at Home

ON November 17 Mussolini bluffed the Chamber into

giving him a vote of confidence, 306 to 116; only So-

cialists, Communists, and Republican deputies, and a few
henckmen of ex-Premier Nitti, voting against him.

On November 25 the Chamber, by a vote of 225 to 90,

voted a bill granting Mussolini full powers to carry out his

programme of financial and bureaucratic reforms, until

December 31, 1923. Mussolini will drop the execution of

laws intended to penalize capital. On the other hand, he
will present a bill to impose an income tax on workmen
drawing big wages.

The Chamber, having thus registered submission to the

great Blackshirt, adjourned to January, when Mussolini
will present to them his bill for reform of the electoral law.

Mussolini Abroad

According to an account which one hopes is exaggerated,
Mussolini behaved in a very high-handed manner in con-

nection with his meeting with Lord Curzon and Poincare
prior to the Lausanne conference. Poincare and Curzon,
so the story goes, being already on the g^round, made splen-
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did arrangements for receiving Mussolini on his arrival

from Italy, at Ouchy; but Mussolini planted himself at

Territet and would not budge. He remarked, apropos of

this behaviour: "I have come here as the representative

of a country which is equal to any other. I did not come
merely to enable the Allies to reach an accord. Italy is no

Wide World I'IujIos

"The Sovereign of the Seas" painted by Howard Davie for the

Prince of Wales's Christmas card

longer the slave of

the Allies." So Cur-

zon and Poincare

went to the Black-

shirt.

As it turned out,

however, Mussolini,

though "difficult,"

lined up with Poin-

care and Curzon on

essential points of

policy, even to the

point of refusing to

Russia participation

in the conference ex-

cept as regards the

problem of the
Straits. Having
signed the "Fifteen

Points," and made it

clear that Italy

would no longer play

second-fiddle to Brit-

ain or France, he

went home, much to

the relief of every

to whom his manners
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one, and especially Lord Curzon,

must have been a dreadful trial.

Greece

FIVE former cabinet officials and one former army
officer of Greece, convicted of high treason in con-

nection with the Greek debacle in Anatolia, were exe-

cuted on November 28. One former army officer and

one former cabinet official were sentenced to penal servi-

tude for life. The essence of the charges against these

unfortunate men was that they procured the return of

King Constantine against the interests of the Greek na-

tion in order to serve their personal ambitions, and to

this end hoodwinked the Greek people.

Great Britain has recalled her representative from

Athens in consequence of these executions. No doubt

they have prejudiced Greek interests at Lausanne.

The King of Greece is now a prisoner in his palace, by

order of the cabinet, which is headed by the arch-revolu-

tionary Gonatas. The King's opposition to the execution
is inferred to be the cause of the restraint upon his

liberty. The King has asked the cabinet to allow him to

leave the country, but the cabinet refuses. Prince Andrew,
the King's uncle, is about to be put on trial, charged with
disobedience of orders while holding a command in Asia
Minor.

Turkey, Etc.
The Flight of Mohammed

MOHAMMED VI (ex-Sultan of Turkey and ex-Caliph

of Islam; or still Sultan and still Caliph, if you
please ; or, if you prefer, ex-Sultan but still Caliph) , having
appealed to the British authorities for protection and
transportation away from Constantinople, was given asy-

lum on board a British warship and was on November
17 taken to Malta, where he still resides. He seems to

have decided on this humiliating step on information

that the Angora Government had ordered his trial (pre-

sumably as Sultan only) on the charge of high treason

based, it would appear, chiefly on his alleged "subservi-

ence to the British." The Kemalists profess to be very
angry with the British for granting asylum to Mohammed,
but they know very well that British tradition would
not allow denial of asylum to a political refugee. Mo-
hammed, indeed, has placed the British in a very embar-
rassing position. That rumor is absurd which has it that

the British, hoping thus to divide Islam, propose to set

Mohammed up in style in Egypt or India or somewhere
else, with all the appurtenance of a Caliph. The British

know well enough that such action would receive the

worst interpretation and would unite all Mohammedans
in wrath at them for meddling in the religious affairs of

Islam.

The New Caliph

However Mohammed may be regarded by the great

world of Islam outside Turkey (the Kemalists say that

by entering Christian territory to enjoy Christian pro-

tection he vacated the Caliphate), the Angora Assembly,

pursuant to its recent Act, elected another Caliph in the

person of Crown Prince Abdul Medjid, cousin of Moham-
med, and on November 24 he was duly installed in his

great office with picturesque ceremony. He is fifty-four

years of age, a painter, a composer of music, a man of

simple life and the possessor of only one wife.

What's Doing in Constantinople?

There has been little news from Constantinople during

the past fortnight. The Kemalists seem to have continued

to urge their demand for complete control of the civil ad-

ministration, but to have discovered in Sir Charles Har-
ington a stone wall not to be breached or surmounted.

The Lausanne Conference

The Lausanne Conference opened on the 20th. Prior

to the opening, Lord Curzon, Foreign Minister of Great

Britain, Premier Poincare of France, and Premier Mus-
solini of Italy, met, agreed on united action at the con-

ference, and drew up an instrument of agreement in

fifteen "points," purporting to set forth the main items

of their programme. The alignment of the French with

the British displeases the Turks; they even call it treason.

They say the French tricked them into signing the Mu-
dania convention. As a matter of fact, the Turks are

hoist with their own petard. They were using the French
for their own purposes. Luckily the French at last saw
into their little game, and shaped their course accordingly.

The conference has made little progress. Ismet Pasha,

the chief Turkish representative, began the fun by pro-

testing against American participation in the conference;

the Americans, he argued, should not be allowed to influ-

ence decisions without undertaking responsibility for de-
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cisions taken. Ismet did not really wish to exclude the

American "observers." His object in prote«?tinj? was to

emphasize what he chose to call the absurdity of permit-

ting American participation in all the proceedinjrs of the

conference, while confining: Russian participation to discus-

sion of and action on the problem of the Straits. Having
made his point, he withdrew the protest, with warm ex-

pressions of cordiality towards the Americans. Part of

the Russian delegation, including: the vociferous Rokovsky,

is at Lausanne, but the chief deleg:ate, Chicherin, is still

tn route. It remains to be seen whether, on his arrival, the

ilelegates of the jrreat Allies will back down from their de-

cision that the Russians shall not be allowed to participate

in the conference business, except that part relating to the

Straits.

Ismet Pasha fired his first big gun in demanding a ple-

biscite in Western Thrace. Lord Curzon, the chief British

delegate, M. Barrere, the chief French delegate, and the

Marquis Garroni, the chief Italian delegate, in turn in-

formed him that there would be no plebiscite in Western

Thrace. With more reason Ismet insisted that at the least

Karapatch, the railroad station of Adrianople on the west

bank of the Maritza, should revert to Turkey; but even

this the Allies seem indisposed to concede.

The Bulgarians now spoke up and reminded the Allies of

the clause in the Treaty of Neuilly which promises them a

commercial outlet on the .^gean. The Allied delegates re-

plied that of course the Bulgarians would have their outlet;

the only question was, what kind of outlet would best serve

their turn. It looks as though a demilitarized zone will be

marked off. embracing the Maritza River and the railroad,

through which the Bulgarians will have access to the port

of Dedeagatch on the JEgean, where they will have un-

trammeled commercial facilities without sovereignty, under

the supervision of an international commission or a com-

mission of the League of Nations. Not impossibly the de-

militarized strip will be neutralized under like supervision,

and possibly also there will be a similar strip between Bul-

garia and Eastern Thrace.

Here endeth the chapter of Western Thrace. But no!

The reader will have noted the report that the Turkish

population of Western Thrace has broken out in insurrec-

tion; that a band of 5,000 Turks with rifles and machine
guns are marching on Dedeagatch, demanding a plebiscite.

At which news the inscrutable Ismet doubtless expresses

pained surprise. The same report asserts that there is a

general condition of chaos in that quarter, in which chaos

Bulgarians and Macedonians figure.—More occasion for

pain and surprise to inscrutable little Ismet.

The Turks demand "rectification" of their boundaries in

accordance with the claims of the National Pact, so as to

recover for Turkey the Mosul region and certain parts of

Syria. It does not appear that this demand has as yet been

officially considered by the conference. But all kinds of

rumors are afloat in this connection.

For example: There is vague talk of Britain allowing

Turkey to have political sovereignty over the Mosul oil

region ; Britain to float a loan to Turkey, in which the Brit-

ish participation should be 50 per cent., the rest divided,

and Turkey to give the right of exploitation of the oil fields

to a consortium, in which the participation should corre-

spond to participation in the loan. What, one wonders, if

this is true, does King Faisal of Irak think about it?

Is not the Mosul region part of his kingdom, for which
kingdom Britain holds a mandate under the League of

Nations? Moreover, among the "fifteen points" subscribed

by Curzon, Poincare, and Mussolini, are the following;

"6. The Frontiers of Syria and Irak—To be maintained

as at present except so far as the mandatory Powers may
consent to local rectifications."

"7. Mandated Territories—No changes to be admitted."

It seems probable that there will be a very hot discus-

sion over Mosul; if only because it is claimed under the

National l*act and the Turks have sworn that the Pact

shall be fulfilled to the last syllable. Mosul was taken

away from Turkey under the provision of the Mudros
Treaty which deprives Turkey of outlying territories in

which the population is predominantly non-Turkish. The
Turks say to this that Mosul is not a part of Mesopotamia,

that the British occupied it after the Mudros armistice,

and finally that they do not recognize the Treaty of Mudros.

All of which is sheer nonsense. But there is no nonsense

in certain other "values" of this Mosul business: as, for

examj)le, the fact that the Angora Government has massed
on the border of Mosul a force outnumbering ten to one

the British force within Mosul. After all, possibly Mr.

Child, in his little sermon on "the open door and equality

of commercial opportunity," did have in mind the possibil-

ity of return of Mosul to the political sovereignty of Tur-

key, and wished to give warning that the degree of Amer-
ican participation in the "exploitation" of the oil fields

must not be adversely affected by any political changes.

The Turks have demanded sovereignty over the islands

of Lemnos, Imbros, Tenedos and Samothrace, as command-
ing the entrance to the Dardenelles. The demand is to

be considered in connection with the Straits problem. It

is not likely to be conceded, but a special regime for these

islands is "indicated."

The Turks asked that the large islands, Mitylene, Chios,

Samos, and Nikaria, close to the mainland of Asia Minor,

be made autonomous and be demilitarized. The conferees

refused autonomy but granted demilitarization.

Ismet Pasha has announced that, on condition that the

territories separated from the Ottoman Empire as a re-

A patrol of native troops, loyal to the Indian Government, in

the Khyber Pass

suit of the Great War be required to assume their due

proportions of the Ottoman debt, Angora will recognize

the remainder. This seems to be regarded by the Allies

as a reasonable proposition. It is reported that the Jugo-

slavian delegates have notified assent.

It' will be seen from an examination of the "Fifteen

Points" (spread out in full in the Independent Interweekly

of December 2) that the Lausanne Conference has barely

started.
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New Books and Old
Books of the Week

A History of the Great War.
By John Buchan. Houghton
Mifflin.

A work in four volumes by an
author well qualified by his own
talent and by his opportunities to

write on this subject.

The Red Redmaynes. By Eden
Phillpotts. Macmillan.

A novel of mystery.
Studies in Literature: Second

Series. By Sir Arthur Quil-

ler-Couch. Putnam.
Lectures on the older writers of

English literature.

Under Four Administrations;
FROM Cleveland to Taft. By
Oscar S. Straus. Houghton
Mifflin.

Contains chapters on his diplo-

matic experiences, his career in the
Cabinet, in New York politics, and
during the War.
American Ballads and Songs.

Edited by Louise Pound.
Scribner.

The popular ballads.

Forty Years On. By Lord Ernest
Hamilton. Doran.

The brother of Lord Frederic
Hamilton now tries his hand at
writing recollections.

TOWARD the close of the fourth vol-

ume of John Buchan's "A His-
tory of the Great War" (Houghton
Mifflin), the author surveys the battle-

field, or imagines how some celestial

intelligence, such as Thomas Hardy
presents in "The Dynasts," might sur-

vey a battle-field which extended
around the world. The passage sur-

passes in imagination and power any-
thing which I recall upon this subject.

It is, in a way, typical of Mr. Buchan's
work—a history to which may truly
and soberly be applied the much-abused
word "great." The author has fought
in the Boer War, been liaison-officer

with the British and French during the
War of which he writes, and was
finally Director of Information in the

British Foreign Office. He is a soldier

and a literary man, the author both of

historical and of imaginative works. It

meant something to him, when the Brit-

ish Expeditionary Force landed at

Boulogne, to remember that earlier

expedition to Belgium with which went
Jos Sedley and Rawdon Crawley. It

means something to his readers, Eng-
lish and American, to whom the ficti-

tious men and women of "Vanity Fair"
are more real than any of Wellington's
actual army.
The history is largely military, but

its technicalities are never puzzling nor
do they strangle the interest of the
narrative. The reader to whom the
movements of armies become wearisome
will find relief in the naval chapters,

in the discussion of political and eco-

nomic conditions in the warring coun-
tries. The author is a generous his-

torian who never denies praise to the

genuine instances of German gallantry
and fortitude. His denunciation of

German perfidy and inhumanity is so-

ber and restrained. A great work; by
all means to be owned by every public

library.

The Duke of Abercorn had, I believe,

six sons. If they are all capable of

writing books as entertaining as those

by one of the sons. Lord Frederic Ham-
ilton (author of "The Days Before
Yesterday," etc.), readers will be glad

to have them continue till they fill a

ten-foot shelf. Lord Ernest Hamil-
ton's "Forty Years On" (Doran) gives

a characteristically amusing account
of trying to argue with a taxi-driver

in Athens by using New Testament
Greek. His success was no greater

than that of Mr. Gladstone, who prided

himself on his mastery of Greek, and
who came once to Athens and delivered

a carefully prepared speech in the

Athenian tongue to a large and deeply

interested audience. At the close of

the meeting one of the listeners was
?sked how he liked the speech.

"Oh! it was magnificent," he replied;

"such a wonderful voice, and such
grand gestures! But, as he spoke in

English, I naturally did not understand
what he was saying."

Mr. Ernest Boyd's volume, "Ireland's

Literary Renaissance" (Knopf), was
first issued five or six years ago. The
new edition, appearing this autumn,
enables the author to discuss the liter-

ary effects of all the events in Irish

politics since the Easter rebellion of

1916; the new figures like Francis Led-
widge and Padraic Colum, and the later

work of James Joyce and others. It is

an extensive work of more than 450
pages, with a bibliography.

The collection of ballads in Professor

Pound's "American Ballads and Songs"
(Scribner) is one of those fascinating

books which appear but seldom. Think
of ballads of "Jesse James," "Charles

Guiteau," "I Want to Be a Cowboy,"
"The Boston Burglar," "The Milwau-
kee Fire," "The Dying Californian,"

and "The Texas Rangers."

Another good autobiography—there

have been dozens of them this year,

everybody's doing it—is Ralph D.

Paine's "Roads of Adventure" (Hough-
ton Mifflin). Mr. Paine's stirring ex-

periences as correspondent in the Span-
ish War occupy most of the book, but
he luckily included some of his naval
adventures in the Great War. (He
shifts bewilderingly from the first to

the third person in his narrative, but
that is a small matter.) He speaks

about the manners of German officers

in China in 1900; and about the trai-

torous habits of the Sinn Fein in

Queenstown, their pro-German and
anti-American attitude, and how Ad-
miral Sims had to be rebuked for tell-

ing the truth about them—because the

truth did not please Irish-American

agitators. The English Admiral at

Queenstown, Sir Lewis Bayly, had
lived in America and delighted to per-
plex other Englishmen with American
stories. Some of them had been passed
or: to him by Admiral Sims. One con-
cerned a scene in a Western mining
camp during a blizzard. The tempera-
ture was below zero, and the cowboys
in the saloon were ordering hot whis-
key punches with red pepper. A stran-
ger entered and said to the bartender:
"Will you be good enough to give me a
long, cool lemonade, with plenty of
cracked ice in it?" The bartender
snorted. "Hell, no," he replied, "but I

can lend you a pair of white duck
pants!"
Mr. Paine found it embarrassing

when a ruddy British naval officer

turned to him, and in an imploring
voice inquired: "I say, Mr. Paine, you
are an American, don't you know. You
can probably make it clear. Why did
it occur to the bartender person to

offer the stranger a pair of white duck
trousers in such beastly cold weather?"

"The Call of the Mountains" (Dodd
Mead), by Le Roy Jeffers, should take
its place among the best American
works upon this subject. In addition
to the information which it contains
upon mountain climbing in Canada and
in the United States, it has the higher
and better quality of infectious enthusi-
asm for one of the finest of all sports,

one which has always had the strong
appeal to men and women of intellect.

The New England spinster of legend
is reincarnated in Mr. Ben Hecht. He
is a prudish soul, perpetually shocked
by evils of the world which are as old

as Solomon. Recently he has discov-

ered the red-light district, about which
thirty-seven plays and twenty-eight
novels were written between 1910 and
1915. Mr. Hecht is as thoroughly dis-

mayed as any Miss Tabitha with black
silk mitts, and feels sure that his read-
ers will be equally horrified. But
"Gargoyles" (Boni & Liveright) is not
"a devastating novel," as its cover an-
nounces it; it is an immature effort to

shout "Boo!" at the flappers.

The librarian whose office adjoins
mine is somewhat austere about novels,

and when I suggested that he might
enjoy Rafael Sabatini's "Captain
Blood" (Houghton Mifflin), he lifted his

eyebrows in the approved manner of a
buccaneer of the Spanish Main—like

Captain Blood himself. He liked his

novels as novels, he said, and his his-

tory as history. Not mixed. Yet he
took "Captain Blood" and returned it

two days later. He was calm and de-

liberate, and remarked that I had sold

two copies of the novel: one which he
should buy for himself, and one more
to give away. He is hardened—after

twenty years of being a librarian—and
not given to gusts of enthusiasm, but

he had written on the slip of paper
which accompanied my copy: "An ad-

mirable historical novel, not inferior to

Dumas at his best."

Edmund Lester Pearson
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Christmas Books for

Children
READERS who wish suggestions for

good books as Christmas gifts for

children will find this list useful. Most
of the books are new; a few are new
editions of old favorites; all were pub-

lished in 1922. They were selected for

exhibition in the Central Children's

Room of the New York Public Library

during the holiday season, and are

^^^'\

^London," bv Geo. W. Edwards
{Penn Pub. Co.)

therefore the choice of well-qualified

judges of children's books. A variety

of prices are represented. When the

illustrator is mentioned, it may be con-

sidered that the pictures are a feature

of the book.

"The Velveteen Rabbit." By Mar-
gery Williams. Illustrated by William
Nicholson. Doran. $2.

"Cecil's Parsley." By Beatrix Potter.

Warne. 60 cents.

"David the Dreamer." By Ralph
Bergengren. Illustrated by Tom Freud.
The Atlantic Monthly Press.

"Nursery Rhymes." With pictures

by Claude Lovat Eraser. Knopf. $2.

"Lillebrors Segelfard. By Elsa Bes-
kow. Ahlen Akerlunds. $1.95.

"Perez the Mouse." By Padre Luis
Coloma. Adapted by Lady Moreton.
Dodd, Mead. 75 cents.

Christmas Books
"The Mouse Story." By K. H. With.

Illustrated by V. Y. Fischer. Stokes.

$1.50.

"The Magic Fishbone." By Charles

Dickens. Illustrated by F. D. Bedford.

Warne. $1.50.

"The Memoirs of a London Doll." By
Mrs. Fairstar. Illustrated by Emma
L. Brock. Macmillan. $1.25.

"Verotchka's Tales." By Mamin Si-

beriak. Illustrated by Boris M. Artzy-

basheff. Dutton. $2.50.

"Cautionary Tales for Children." By
Hilaire Belloc. Illustrated by B. T. B.

Knopf. $1.50.

"More Beasts for Worse Children."

By Hilaire Belloc. Illustrated by B. T.

B. Knopf. $1.25.

"Rootabaga Stories." By Carl Sand-
burg. Illustrated by Maud and Miska
Petersham. Harcourt, Brace. $2.

"The Bird-Nest Boarding House."
By Verbena Reed. Illustrated by Oli-

ver Herford. Dutton. $2.50.

"Taytay's Tales." By Elizabeth Wil-
lis DeHuff. Illustrations by Fred Ka-
botie and Otis Polonema. Harcourt,
Brace. $2.

"Solario the Tailor." By William
Bowen. Macmillan. $2.

"East of the Sun and West of the

Moon." Illustrated by Kay Nielson.

Doran. $3.50.

"The Children Who Followed the

Piper." By Padraic Colum. Illustrated

by Dugald Stewart Walker. Macmil-
lan. $1.75.

by Dugald Stewart Walker. Macmil-
lan. $2.

"Shoes of the Wind." By Hilda
Conkling. Stokes. $1.60.

"Down-Adown-Derry." By Walter
dc la Mare. Illustrated by Dorothy P.

Lathrop. Holt. $3.

"The Way of Poetry"; an anthology
for younger readers. By John Drink-
water. Houghton Mifflin. $2.

"The Girl's Book
of Verse." Com-
piled by Mary G.

Davis. Stokes. $2.

"Carols, Their
Origin, Music, and
Connection with
Mystery - Plays."

By William J.

Phillips. Routledge,

$3.

"The Fairy
Doll." By Netta
S y r e 1 1 . Dodd,
Mead. $1.25.

"Helga and the

White Peacock."
By Cornelia Meigs. Macmillan. $1,

"The Three Golden Hairs." By
Kthel Sidgwick. Small, Maynard.
$1.25.

"Heidi." By Johanna Spyri. Illus-

trated by Jessie Willcox Smith. Mc-
Kay. $3.50.

"Stories by Mrs. Molesworth." Se-
lected by Sydney Baldwin. Illustrated

by Edna Cooke. Duffield. $3.50.

"Spain and Por-
tugal" by E. Peix-
otto (Scribner)

"Mighty Mik-
ko." By Parker
Fillmore. Illus-

trated by Jan
Van Everen. Har-
court. Brace.

$2.25.

"Battles and
E n c hantments."
Retold by Nor-
reys J e p h s o n
O'Conor. Hough-
ton Mifflin. $2.

"Rainbow
Gold." Selected

by Sara Teas-
dale. Illustrated 'Book of the American Spirit," illus. by Howard Pyle (Harper)
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"Little Women," by Louisa M. Alcott

{Little Broivn^

"Master Skylark." By John Bennett.

Illustrated by Henry Pitz. Century.

$3.50.

"Tales from the Alhambra," by
Washington Irving (Houghton

Mifflin I

''Tales from Shakespeare." By
Charles and Mary Lamb. Illustrated

"Rootabaga Stories," by Carl
Sandburg ( Harcourt i

by Elizabeth Shippen Greene Elliott.

McKav. $5.

"Martin Pippin in the Apple Or-
chard." By Eleanor Farjeon. Stokes.

$2..50.

"Wisp, a Girl of Dublin." By Kath-
arine Adams. Illustrated by Jay Van
Everen. Macmillan. $2.

"Black Wolf Pack." By Dan Beard.
Scribner's. $1.65.

"Wild Folk." By Samuel Scoville,

Jr. Atlantic Monthly Press. $2.

"Dusty Star." By Olaf Baker. Il-

lustrated by Paul Bransom. Dodd,
Mead. $2.

"Bannertail." By Ernest Thompson
Seton. Illustrated by the author.
Scribner's. $2.

"The Trail of the Spanish Horse."
By James Willard Schultz. Houghton
Mifflin. $1.75.

"Beyond Rope and Fence." By Da-
vid Grew. Boni & Liveright. $2.

"The Fortune of the Indies." By
Edith Ballinger Price. Century. $1.75.

"Moby Dick." By Herman Melville.

Illustrated by Mead SchaefFer. Dodd,
Mead. $3.50.

"Pirates." With a Foreword and
sundry decorations by C. Lovat Eraser.
McBride. $2.50.

"The Book of the Indian." By Ham-
lin Garland. Illustrated by Frederic
Remington. Harper. $5.

"Tales of Lonely Trails." By Zane
Grey. Harper. $3.

"Daniel Boone: Wilderness Scout."
By Stewart Edward White. Illustrated

by Schuyler Remington. Doubleday,
Page. $1.75.

Christmas Books for

Adults
FOR a Christmas gift, without age

limJt (because young readers en-

joy it as well as old), Hendrik van
Loon's "The Story of Mankind" (Boni,

$5 1. Ernest Peixotto's "Spain and
Portugal" (Scribner, $3.50) makes a
delightfully illustrated gift book. Sir

James Barrie's admirable address on
"Courage" (Scribner, 60 cents; gift

edition, $1.50) is available in inexpen-
sive form. For recollections of Ameri-
can authors, Caroline Ticknor's
"Glimpses of Authors" (Houghton,
$3.50). Ralph D. Paine's "Roads of

Adventure" (Houghton, $5) is a good
book for a man; while Sabatini's "Cap-
tain Blood" (Houghton, $2) is the

novel of adventure of the year.

"Rainbow Gold," by Sara Teasdale
(Macmillan)

For travel in America, Stephen Gra-
ham's "Tramping with a Poet in the

"The First and Second Jungle Books," by
Rudyard Kipling (Doubleday)

Rockies" (Appleton. $2) is a good sug-

gestion; for England: "Thomas Har-
dy's Dorset"
(A p p 1 eton,

$3.50), by
Thurston
H p k i n s .

Both Jeffery

Farnol and
E. Phillips

O p penheim,
those prime
f a vo r i tes,

have new
novels out.
Mr. Farnol's
is "P e r e -

grine's Prog- -'Great Pirate Stories"
ress" (Little (Brentano)

'The Call of the Mountain" by Le Roy Jefjers {Dodd Mead)
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BIPOE
THIS is the du Pont Oval It is the trade-mark only

of E. I. du Pont de Nemours &l Company, and appears

only on products made by E. I. du Pont de Nemours

& Company.

You will find it on the labels of Paints, Varnishes, Enamels, Lacquers

— a complete line of such products that beautify and protect your

home, your factory, your car, your furniture, etc.

It identifies the lovely articles of Pyralin Toiletware that adorn your

wife's dressing-table.

It is stamped upon the rolls ot Fabrikoid that go to the country's

great makers of automobiles and furniture, for upholstery to

the makers of fine luggage and to the bookbinders and half a

hundred other industries.

The textile mills, the leather plants and two score other manufac-

turing industries find the du Pont Oval on the containers of the

Dyes they use.

It identifies the Explosives which release the ores needed by industry

and fuel to keep you warm, which blast paths through mountain
and forest for your roads, which clear and drain land for larger

crops bringing food for your table at lower cost. On shotgun

shells, it insures the safety and accuracy of your shooting.

And users of Pigments, Acids and Heavy Chemicals of many varie-

ties, know this du Pont Oval as a mark of the highest quality.

The du Pont Oval appears on this varied, this seemingly unrelated

family of products, because of the ability of du Pont Chemical
Engineers, who have been able to utilize the chemical knowledge or

the basic raw materials that we need in our prime industry

the making of explosives in making these articles that the

du Pont Company feels are of value and service in other industries

and to the public.

In the future and now we can only glimpse it the

du Pont Company hopes to contribute, as it has in the past, to the

comfort, the security and the prosperity of the American home and
American industry.

The Chemical Engineer is a strange mingling

of abilities a coupling of the man of sci-

ence with the manufacturing expert. He is a

chemist who knows manufacturing as well as his

science, and who can take the laboratory's dis-

coveries on the experimental scale and put them
into production on the larger scale of commerce.

His province is the practical transformation of

matter from useless to useful forms. And he has

brought into the world's manufacturing plants a

new knowledge, a new set of abilities, that has

revolutionized industry in the past generation.

This is one of a series ofadvertisements puhlishea

that the public may have a clearer understanding

ofE. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. and its producis.

E. I. DU P OiNJT DE iNJEAVOUR^" &^ COA\PA7W,Inc.. "WTlmin^torv, Del
•JKADE
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The Circumference of

Your Circle
Life is mostly a round of doing things that have to be done, narrow
and circumscribed. The right books will widen your circle and every-

where its rim touch new thoughts, neiv scenes and new pleasures.

Oxford books are never humdrum

.

THE PROBLEM OF STYLE
By J . MiDDLETON MURRY $2 .20

"Mr. Murry's book is most illuminating and to be com-
pared with Arnold's Essays in Criticism in its power to

subtilize the reader's perceptions, to refine his sensibility

and to bestow coherence upon his ordinarily scattered

judgments."

—

Nation and Athenaeum.

THE POPULATION PROBLEM
By A. M. Carr-Saunders Net ^7.00
A book of extraordinary interest dealing with human fecund-

ity, the conditions existing among primitive races, the

influence of environment, heredity, evolution, and tradition,

and their relative importance.

PERSIA
By Sir Percy Sykes Net $2 .50

A history of Persia from the earliest times to the present

day. The author, who has constantly travelled in Persia

and Baluchistan, was in command of Southern Persia until

the end of iqi8.

THE LEGACY OF GREECE
By Gilbert Murray and others Net ^2.50
A remarkable book written by a dozen of the greatest

classical scholars to show what modern civilization owes to

that of Greece.
"This volume belongs to the small company of indispensable

new books. It holds the foundation^ of a liberal education
between its tidy covers."

—

Chicago Daily News.

WORLD MANUALS
By various scholars each Net $1 .00

A new series of volumes dealing with the cultural and
scientific aspects of various ages, peoples, and cultures.

Now ready: Ancient Greece, by Stanley Casson; The World
About Us, by O. J . R. Howarth; The Expansion of Britain,

by W. R. Kermack; The Peoples of Europe, by H. J.
Fleure; A Short History of British Agriculture, by John Orr;

and The Growth of Rome, by P. E. Matheson.

THE SECOND PERSON SINGULAR
By Alice Meynell

.
Net $2.00

"To enjoy Mrs. Meynell to the full is one of the rewards of

scholarship. She is erudite without a tinge of conceit, a

purist but not a pedant. From a single stone she conjures

up a city; from a particle a nation's philosophy."

—

London
Times

.

WESTERN RACES AND THE WORLD
Essays edited by F. S. Marvin Net ^.20

This new volume in the Unity Series which deals with the

progress of Western civilization extends our vision beyond
Europe and considers the evolution of world-relations be-

tween the Western races and their less progressive neighbors.

At all booksellers or from the publishers.

Brown, $2), and Mr. Oppenheim's
is "The Evil Shepherd" (Little Brown,
$2). Another of Frederick O'Brien's
popular books on the Pacific is

•'Atolls of the Sun" (Century, $5).
A novel, useful, and amusing book (a
rare combination that!) is C. Mac-
Sheridan's "The Stag Cook Book"
(Doran, $1.50), in which men, includ-
ing President Harding and Oliver
Herford, write out their favorite cook-
ing recipes for the use of other men.
Donald Ogden Stewart's "Perfect Be-
havior" (Doran, $2) is the result of an
attempt to be amusing which succeed-
ed; it is a parody on books of etiquette.

Robert Shackleton's "The Book of
Washington" (Penn Publishing Com-
pany, $3.50) is a most readable descrip-
tion of the National Capital. Few
novels have pleased so many readers
this year as Herbert Quick's "Vande-
m.ark's Folly" (Bobbs, $2) ; the praise
which it meets everywhere has the ring
of sincerity.

Unquestionably the finest volumes of
political memoirs of the year are the
two comprising Mr. Hendrick's "Life
and Letters of Walter H. Page"
(Doubleday, $10). Another book of

New England fiavor is M. A. DeWolfe
Howe's "Memories of a Hostess" (At-
lantic Monthly Press, $4). Hilda
Conklin's "Shoes of the Wind" (Stokes,

$1.60) is a volume of poetry, the preco-
cious but delightful talent of a child.

A selection of fine piratical tales is»

given in Joseph Lewis French's "Great
Pirate Stories" (Brentano, $2). Prob-
ably the funniest short sketches to be
found in any book of the year, well
adapted for reading aloud moreover,
are in Robert Benchley's "Love Con-
quers All" (Holt $2). A fine book of

mountaineering is Leroy Jeffers's "The
Call of the Mountains" (Dodd, $5).

Book Reviews
Romance of Bi^ Business
Millions. By Ernest Poole. New Tork

:

The Macmillan Company.
Ovington's Bank. By Stanley J. Wey-

nian. New York : Longman and Com-
pany.

The Driver. By Garet Garrett. New
York : E. P. Dutton and Company.

.Joseph Greer and His Daughter. By
Henry Kitchell Webster. Indianapolis

:

The Bobbs-Merrill Company.

IT is cordially admitted by English-
men and Americans, respectively,

that Americans and Englishmen think
too much of money. Perhaps we over
here really have a little the better of

it. Perhaps our dollar-worship is on a
slightly higher plane than their shil-

Img-worship. Certainly British fiction

nowadays is as minutely preoccupied
with income and cash balance as it al-

ways has been, from Fielding to Jane
Austen and from TroUope to Compton
Mackenzie. About every one of its

persons, whatever his age or rank, two
matters must be made clear before we
can be otherwise interested in him:
what does he possess by inheritance or
thrift, and what is he getting at any
given moment, in income or earnings?
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Nine American novels out of ten leave
all this indefinite. We gather that So-
and-So is poor, or not very well otf, or
rich; but we are not interested in au-
diting his accounts. The fact is, per-
haps, that to an Englishman money
means safety, a competency; while to

an American it means a chance, a door
opening on opportunity or adventure.
In esse the opportunity may be wasted,
the adventure may turn out squalid
rather than glorious: in posse the
cream remains.

This pathetic vision is the theme of
Mr. Poole's "Millions." His general
situation—a group of relatives, near
and distant, gathering about the bed-
side of a dying rich man and jealously
counting their chickens— is British
enough. But these people do not hate
each other or the rich man. What they
love, or at least can not resist, is the
rosy vision of escape from drab things,
small things, into a big world to which
money is the passport. Even the girl
Madge can not resist this dream. But
when her brother recovers and turns
out to be not rich at all, the double
irony of the denouement does not em-
bitter her. The dream of escape has
wakened her; she will never go back to
the old narrow round. Even the tiny
salvage of an opera ticket is not to be
scorned. As she looks about the Diamond
Horseshoe, she sees, through the glitter
of reality, the pathos of the universal
dream: "Millions? Billions! It was
here! The peak of the scramble!
Where had they started? How many
others were on their way? Scrambling
busily day and night up the national
Dollar Hill to find places at the top!
And how many more had it in them, in

dreams!"

On the surface, "Ovington's Bank"
is very British and old-fashioned. The
scene is England in the eighteen-twen-
ties. After lean after-war years, times
are improving. A period of prosperity
has arrived, with the usual attendant
risks of artificial expansion and ex-
travagant speculation. The mail-coach
survives, but its days are numbered.
The steam railway, held among risky
investments in a day which dared al-

most an>-thing, is beginning to creep
from town to town of industrial Eng-
land. The power of the industrial bar-
ons is beginning to challenge the pres-
tige of the hereditary lords of the land.
But the ancient social code still rules.
Ovington, founder of the bank, is a
self-made man who can never be quite
safe or happy—because he was not
born a gentleman. He believes that
honesty is the best policy, but in a cri-
sis is none too steady on his moral pins.
More than once the persuasions of his
son or his chief clerk keep him from
actual dishonesty. It is true that the
villain of the piece is a young aristo-
crat; but the hero, if there is one, is

that youth's old uncle, the Squire, an
aristocrat to the bone. A rapproche-
ment of the old order and the new is

effected by the union of Ovington's vir-

tuous son and the Squire's daughter.
Apart from its romance, the story, I

am told by a man of business, presents
an accurate study of financial problems

^

5

Give McCutcheon Linens
for Christmas !

ONE gift that is always certain of an enthusiastic

welcome is the Christmas remembrance of
McCutcheon Linen. For people know that whatever
it may be—a box of beautifully embroidered handker-
chiefs, or of plain, sturdy bed sheets, a luncheon set rich

with delicate hand-work and lace—so long as it comes
from McCutcheon' s, it's of the finest quality obtainable.

HANDKERCHIEFS
DAMASK LINENS DECORATIVE LINENS

TOWELS BED LINENS

Write for Our Catalog

In our Fall and Winter Catalog you'll find prices and descriptions

of the Linens mentioned above, and of many other delightful

gift suggestions for Christmas. We give mail orders careful,

painstaking attention. Deliveries are promptly made.

James McCutcheon & Co.
Department No. 14

Fifth Avenue, 34th and 33d Streets, New York

SPEAKERS WRITERS, C^UB MEMBERS,
>J* l-i^"Vl^l-ilXiJj » We assist in preparing
special articles, papers, speeches, debates. Hxpert Scholarly
service. Revision of manuscripis. Aathori Research Bareaa,
Saite 42, 500 Fifth Ave., New York.

Correspondents and story writers make
big money. Copyright book telling how sent FREE by
editor on renuest. PRESS REPORTING SYNDICATE.
973 TIMES BLDO.. ST. LOUIS. MO.

/

LOOK AROUND

!

EVERYBODYS .USIIVG

WHITING ADAMS BRUSHES
A Merry- ^o 'round of Brushes.

There are thousands of kinds and sizes of
WHITING-ADAMS BRUSHES

Your dealer sells theni or wiU quickly ^et rhcm for you.
Send for IlIustTdted Litordture

JOHN L. WHITING -J. J. ADAMS CO., Boston, U.S.A.
. Bnuli Makers for Over U3 Years and the Lar^st in the Wjrld.

iV
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INONREFERJI NON-REFERT

LITTLE, BROWN &
COMPANY'S

Selected Holiday Gift Books
WVAD • g^s

THIS FREEDOM
By A. S. M. HUTCHINSON

Not in years has a new novel aroused such
a controversy as this new book, by the au-
thor of "If Winter Comes." "This Free-
dom" is not only the most discussed book
of the year but it is also the best seller

everywhere. 225th thousand. $2.00

THE PUPPET SHOW OF
MEiViORY By MAURICE BARING

The Philadelphia Public Ledger says:
"Readers interested in literature, drama,
music, travel, in autobiography, simply and
modestly told, will find this a fascinating
book." Fourth Printing. $5.00

PEREGRINE'S PROGRESS THE NEW AIR WORLD; The

By JEFFERY FARNOL
The -Vftt' York Times says: "'Peregrine's
Progress' is written in the style which ad-
mirers of Mr. Farnol's 'The Broad High-
way' found so charming— leisurely, de-
tailed, colorful. The story Ijreathes the
very air of romance in every word." Third
Printing.

'

$2.00

SKIPPY BEDELLE
By OWEN JOHNSON

It is hard to find a man who has read John-
son's schoolboy stories and doesn't like
them; but, women as well will delight in
"Skippy Bedelle," a book about boys and
girls both. Anyone who was ever young
will find Skippy and his friends of both
se.xes genuinely human and irresistibly
funny. 5I.75

THE MAN WHO LIVED JN A SHOE
By HENRY JAMES FORMAN

The New York Sun says: "The book has
three big claims upon popularity—worthy
ones: It is not ashamed of sentiment. It
pictures admirably a sensitive, scholarly
man of real culture and still more rea'l
humanity. It shows this man improved,
awakened by his generosity. It should find
many enthusiastic friends." Fourth Print-

$1.90

By MARY JOHNSTON
The Philadelphia Public Ledger says: "We
have to thank Mary Johnston for visualiz-
ing for us Christopher Columbus and his
time. She has recreated him, a man with
every attribute of greatness, much loved and
much hated. . . . There are unforgettable
pictures of the voyage." Second Printing.

$2.50

ENRICO CARUSO
By PIERRE V. R. KEY
it collaboration with BRUNO ZIRATO

This life-story of the world-famous tenor
contains an accurate record of his truly
amazing career. Mrs. Caruso has author-
ized and endorsed it, and Bruno Zirato,
Caruso's secretary, has collaborated with
Mr. Key. Second Printing. $5.00

THE CHARM OF THE
MIDDLE KINGDOM
By JAMES REID MARSH

Mr. Marsh's book is packed full of intimate
glimpses of China—of its homes and gar-
dens, its customs and its "state of mind,"
its charm of scenery, its beautiful elusive
women, and its romance that lies around
every corner of that vast empire.

Illustrated. $3.00

Science of Meteorology Simplitied

By WILLIS LUTHER MOORE, Sc.D.,
LL.D.

In this long needed volume the former
chief of the United States Weather Bureau
has given us a popular treatment of the
old science of meteorology that will enable
any intelligent person to forecast the
weather. $3.00

THE REAL TSARITSA
By MADAME LILI DEHN

The Xczv York Herald says: "There can
be little question of the value of the book,
not only as a document in the controversy
concerning the real character of the Tsar-
itsa, but as historical data. Certainly her
evidence will throw new light upon a much
disputed period of Russian histor-'." Sec-
ond Printing. $3.50

LITTLE WOMEN : or'Wieg, Jo,

Beth and Amyfiy LOUISA M. ALCOTT
The Boston Herald says: " 'Little Women'
will never grow old. Each new generation
welcomes Miss Alcott's best loved book. "The

eight illustrations in color by Jessie Will-

cox Smith, in themselves, makes the volume
a treasure to children." Second Printing.

$1.50

THE CONSTITUTION OF
THE UNITED STATES
By THOMAS JAMES NORTON

"I know of no book which so compactly
and coherently explains our form of govern-
ment.''

—

James -U. Beck, United States

Solicitor General. Fourth Printing. $2.00

REPRESENTATIVE ONE-
^

ACT PLAYS BY CONTI-
NENTAL AUTHORS
Selected, with biographical notes, by
MONTROSE J. MOSES

A companion volume to Mayorga's "Repre-
sentative One-Act Plays by American Au-
thors." and Clark's "Representative One-
Act Piavs bv British and Irish Authors."

$3.00

THE LOG-CABIN LADY
An Anonymous Autobiography

The autobiography of an American girl,

born in a log cabin in the Northwest, who,
despite handicaps, seized the most priceless

cf American gifts—opportunity. Today she

is known on two continents as a distin-

guished woman, a charming hostess. $1.50

Thetse booktt arc for sale at all booksellers. Send for free announcevient of new books

Boston LITTLE, BROWN & COMPANY Publishers

Hisfh School Course
in 2 Years

LJ,;'K prof,?

ou can complete
is simplified High

oihool Course at home in-
I reqniremonta for entrance to collpcr

This nnd thirty-six othnr prs-tical
Free BulloUn. Send for it TOUAY

AMERICAN SCHOOL
'>*ni. H 9S0 Drexal Ava. & 58th St.

WORLD-ROMIC System,
Masterkey to All Languages. Primers, 15 lan-

guages, $1.94 each language: Arabic, Chinese,

Danish, Dutch, English, French, German, Italian,

Japanese, Panjabi, Polish, Portuguese, Russian,

Spanish, Swedish. Pronunciation-Tables, 92 lan-

guages, 30c each language. Languages Publishing

Company, 8 West 40tb Street, New York City.

of organization, credit, and manage-
ment, which are the same today as a

century ago. . . . Ovington, it

should be said, though primarily a

maker and manager of money, is by
no means insensitive to the creative

aspects of financial and industrial en-

terprise. He is conscious of public

duty as well as personal opportunity.

What are the motives that really con-

trol Henry M. Gait, central figure in

one of the most interesting of recent

romances of "big business," "The
Driver"? This comes to be the main
question for the reader. In the begin-

ning we see him as a sort of Wall
Street chameleon: "Member of the

Stock Exchange, professional specu-

lator, floor trader, broker, broker's

broker, private counsellor, tipster, gray
bird of mystery." A predatory being,

of unscrupulous methods and uningra-
tiating presence: so he appears on first

acquaintance. That he is a "good hus-

band and father" is, as we all know,
neither here nor there. But we soon

perceive that he is not merely a bird of

prey; and before the end we see him not

as one of the graspers and keepers, but
as one of the dreamers and builders.

He wants money not to pile up and play
with, but to use in a big way. He is

sparing of large phrases like public

interest and good of the many, prog-
ress, and civilization, and so on. But he
believes, even in the hour of Coxey's
Army, that America is sound, with
plenty for all; and that, but for the

politics, there would be constructive

labor for all. He himself has a bea-

ver-like instinct for constructive labor,

and there is no limit to the scale upon
Vv'hich his energy would find expression.

All his experiments and adventures in

the world of finance have been, we
gather, mere preliminary exercises.

Always he has been watching his

chance for the greater opening. Sev-

eral times he has thought it found;
and more than once he has nearly

I'uined himself and his family in back-

ing his "hunch."
And at last he does find it. He is

a middle-aged man with a grown family
and a none too stable rating in the

Wall Street district, when the Great
Midwestern Railroad takes possession

of his imagination. It is then merely
a good property not very well managed.
He sees a great future for it as the

middle part of one of the great trans-

continental arteries. He studies it,

buys its stock, works his way into Its

directorship, and in the end makes of ft

what he has dreamed that it should be.

In short, he is the creative financier,

big of view and strong of hand; and
therefore, so says the tale, is he tri-

umphant over the band of merely re-

ceptive or acquisitive financiers who
oppose him. Against a person like Gait

a John J. Valentine, head of the Great
Midwestern Railway in its sleepy days,

simply hasn't a chance. Valentine is

also "the head of a family two genera-
tions removed from the uncouth pro-

genitor who founded its fortune in com-
merce, real estate, and transportation

;

therefore, he was an aristocrat." For
the rest, he is a recognized and respect-
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PUTNAM
Books and Authors

iriMKL M. DHLL'S
l.altst Best Seller

CHARLES REX
Charles Rex—wanderer, cynic,
adventurer—his surprising story,

and the part played by the
mysterious little waif who
changed his whole lite, is told

with all the vigor and emotional
appeal that is so characteristic
of Miss Dell. "A story," says
the .V. )'. Times, "that moves
swiftly and is replete with ro-

mance and adventure." $2.00

-*-
HEYWOOD BROUN
Has Jf'ritten a Splendid

Novel

THE
GREW

BOY
OLDER

"It i> niK- of th.se l).>-iks thst
can not be laid aside— a touch-
ing, human document,'' writes
Charles Hanson Towne. You
will enjoy this unusual yarn of
a newspaper man who rears his
son to succeed him, only to find
his ambition obstructed by a
queer twist of fate. $1.73

THE MAN IN
THE TWILIGHT

By R idgwell Cullutn
^^r. Cullum tells a dramatic
story of a gigantic struggle for
supremacy in desolate Labrador.
"Plenty of mystery and more
action than a six-reel movie,"
comments the -V. Y. Tribune.

$1.90-*-
EMINENT

EUROPEANS
By Eugene S. Bagger

"Excellent character drawing,
entertaining anecdotes, historical
information." says the A'. V.
Times. With portraits $2.50.

-*-
A Word to the Wise
Don't .Miss These Novels.'

THE CHAIN
A nov:-l of old Xew York.

By Charles Hanson Towne
$1.90

WHERE THE SUN
SWINGS NORTH

Romance ar.d adventure in
Alaska.

By Barrett Willoughby
$1.90

BREATH OF LIFE
A story of adventurous youth.

By .Arthur Tuckerman
51.75

^%r: —
A Personal Narrative Covering a

Third Century of American

Political History

1888 marked the beginning of the second century

of the RepubHc, and of an epoch filled with great

events and dominant personalities. Eight admin-

istrations come within this ]Deriod. and six Presi-

dents—Harrison. Cleveland, McKinley, Roosevelt,

Taft and Wilson. Many other great figures left

their impress upon the nation. Jt was an epoch

when history was in the making, and its story is told,

from the inside, in

FROM HARRISON
TO HARDING
By Arthur Wallace Dunn

For many years Air. Dunn has been in direct con-

tact with national affairs and close association with

leaders in American political life. Out of this

intimate experience he develops this personal narra-

tive. It is a refreshingly human chronicle, and yet

free from the influence of partisanship. A volume

of i)articular interest to every American, for, as

the Chicago Daily News says, "Practically every

figure of prominence in all those years and every

episode of note gets mention. All this has hap-

pened—all this is a i>art of America."

Two volumes. $7.50

The Greatest Gift
A simple flowing narrative tliat pre.sents the whole
glorious romance of man's conquest of the Universe
through his mastery of science. "It should have,"

says Dr. Frank Crane, the famous editor, "the plac-^

of honor and of daily use in every civilized family.

Here are the foundations of our civilization"

—

THE OUTLINE OF SCIENCE
Edited by J. Arthur TJwm.<;on

Professor in the University of Aberdeen, .Scotland

I-'oiir superb voluvics, handsomely bound, stamped in

(/old. Nearly 1,000 illustrations. $4.50 per volume.
$18.00 a set.

'

PUTNAM
Books and Authors

At All Bookstores Send for Catalogue

G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS
2 West 45th Street

J. ST. I.OH STRACin':V'S
Brilliant Memoirs

THE ADVENTURE
OF LIVING

The (listingui.sheJ editor ami
inoprictor of the Spectator has
written a volume full of his

own buoyant personality and
ricli with stories of epoch inak-
itig events. A volume of rare
interest. "Strachey looked al-

ways in his journalistic work
for the element of adventure
and never failed to find it."

—

A', y. l-.icninq Post. $.S.()().

New York

THE SECOND
EMPIRE

By Philip Guedalla

In all the splendor of his tri-

umph and tragedy of his fall,

Napoleon the Third lives ayaiii

in this masterly narrative.

"One of the most brilliant and
original pieces of historical crit-

icism that has apjieared in

many years"—that is the jV. Y.
Tribune's judgment on Mr.
(luedalla's book. $5.00.

BEHIND THE
MIRRORS
By the author of

"Mirrors of Washington"
A startling revelation of Wash-
ington leadership, jxirtrayiiig
with daring fidelity tlie great
and tlie near great at the Caj)-
itol. A bigger, stronger book
tlian its famous predecessor.
1 .S caricatures by Cesare. $2.50.

-#-
Outstanding Books

STUDIES IN
LITERATURE
Second Series.

By Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch
$2.50

THE PSYCHOL-
OGY OF HAND-

WRITING
By William Leslie French
An informative and readable
treatment of character study by
means of handwriting. Illus-

trated with facsimiles.

$3.50

DON RODRIGUEZ
Chronicles of Shadow Valley

By Lord Dtinsany

$2.00
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LIPPINCOTT BOOKS FOR GIFTS
A Story You Will Long Remember

CARNAC'S FOLLY
By SIR GILBERT PARKER

"A robust tale whicli reveals all the power and beauty of

'The Seats of the Mighty.' "—Cincinnati Times Star.

The secret of Carnac's strange folly was also the secret of

his equally strange power and of the family heritage of hate
which would have engulfed him but for the strategy and
faith of lovely Junia Shale, true daughter of Canada. The
New York Herald finds it "an allegory of Canada." Four
illustrations. $2.00

THE PRACTICAL BOOK OF FURNISHING
THE SMALL HOUSE AND APARTMENT
By Edward Stratton Holloway
A book for the growing public who want homes and not merely
houses. It shows and explains in detail how to furnish and
decorate room by room, cottages, bungalows, flats, smart
apartments or houses. The I'eason is given for every step, so

that one can readily adapt and change arrangements to suit one's personality.

207 illustrations (9 in color). 7 diagrams. $6.50

VILLAS OF FLORENCE AND TUSCANY
By Harold Donaldson Eberlein
300 Photographic illustrations of the finest examples of Italian villas, taken by
the author, and from angles that show them to the best advantage. Five chapters
of text describe the villas themselves. A book for artists, architects, and lovers of

beauty. Beautifully bound in blue buckram and gold, with frontispiece in color.

$15.00

SEEING THE EASTERN STATES
By John T. Paris.

A delightful journey through the historic States, from Maine to Delaware, replete
with scenic interest, story and legend. Uniform with Doctor Faris' other travel
books de Luxe: Seeing tjic Sunny South, Seeing the Far West, Seeing Penn-
sylvania. Beautiful colored frontispiece, 91 illustrations, 244 pages. $5.00

DELAWARE AND THE EASTERN SHORE
By Edward Noble Vallandlgham
A wholly charming book about the famous "Eastern Shore" and country there-
abouts—the only work of the kind that we know of. The author's sub-title,

"Aspects of a Peninsula Pleasant and Well-beloved," gives the spirit of entertain-
ment and mellow wisdom in which he so fully treats this fascinating region, its

people, manners, society, sports, etc. SO illustrations and a map. $5.00

GODS, GHOSTS AND GOBUNS
By Bertha Lum
A Rare Book for the Connoisseur and Collector
The Weird Legends of the Far East, beautifully illustrated with a series of
wonderful plates in full color, and halftone, designed especially for this book and
not otherwise obtainable. Miss Lum is famous among collectors for her prints.
Japanese binding. .$10.00
liimited Autographed Edition with extra color plates, and special Japnnesr
binding. In a case. $25.00

RADIO FOR ALL
By H. Gernsback
Editor of "Radio Netcs"
This is absolutely what its title indicate-s. The big book for everyone interested
in radio. It will be accepted as the standard book on the subject and it covers
every phase. 130 illu.strations and diagrams. 12 photographs. $2.00

I BELIEVE IN GOD AND IN EVOLUTION
By Dr. W. W. Keen
An unusually brilliant work on a subject of almost universal interest. $1.00

For Boys and GirU
RED ROBIN By Jane Abbott
A delightful tale filled with incident, adventure, and a mystery. Mrs. Abbott is the Louisa
May Alcott of our generation. A splendid story for girls. Illustrated. $1.75

WINONA ON HER OWN
latest addition to the popular Campfire Girls Series
Illustrated.

PETER COTTERELL'S TREASURE
The author is known to boy scouts everywhere. Thi
which will appeal to every lad. Illustrated.

Margaret WIddemer's
is an outdoor story of lively girls.

$1.75

By Rupert Sargent Holland
tale of treasure and adventure

$1.75

AN OLD WOLF'S FAVOURITES
A new collection of remarkable animal stories by tho
American lx)y will want this book. Illustrated.

By Sir Robert Baden-Powell
world's most famous scout. Every

$1.25

THROUGH THE CLOUD MOUNTAIN By Florence Scott Bernard
A wonderful story for children about Jan, the little lame boy left behind by the Pied
Piper, and the wonderful people from story books he afterward met. Beautifully illus-

trated and bound. $2,50

THE ADVENTURES OF A BROWNIE and OTHER TALES
By Miss Mulock
Special Gift Edition. Illustrated in color, lining papers. $3.00
De Luxe Edition. Color illustration mounted on gray mats, beautiful binding and lining
papers. Pages decorations, in a box. $6.00

AT ALL BOOKSTORES

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY [5!Jb%''^'""'*

ed champion of the vested rights of
property.

John Williamson in "Joseph Greer
and His Daughter" is a magnate of
precisely the same order presented in

a very different light. He is a much
more human person than Mr. Garrett's
Valentine, and is by no means destined
to be beaten at his own game by any
Henry Gait or Joe Greer, strong and
resourceful though he may be. Indeed,
the whole burden and upshot of the
book is that the creative pioneers of
industry, the inventors and engineers
and men of vision, are bound in the

nature of things to be the prey of the

organized class of "stall-fed" getters
and possessors, whose sole interest is

a good return from their investments.
It is against this class that Joe Greer,
the brilliant inventor, engineer, and
organizer, consciously pits his strength
and cunning—to their great satisfac-

tion and profit. "Unimaginative, soft,

irresolute, kindly, as these stall-fed

folk seemed to him to be, their qualities

are more than he can cope with. They
are truly gregarious; they are, by tra-

dition and temper, collectors, harvest-

ers, stowers-away, and a man like Joe,

who has no real interest in property
beyond the dynamic use of it as a part
of the processes of getting something
done, stands little chance against
them."

Both these stories are built upon the
useful assumption that there is a hard
and fast line between the generous and
broad-visioned pioneer of finance and
the hereditary guardian of invest-

ments. In real life, as everybody
knows, there are gradations and merg-
ings all along this line. If God and
Mammon were always firmly and ob-

viously opposed, in this as in other

fields of glory, there would be no long
battle.

H. W. BOYNTON

A Notable Book on Trans-

portation.
Railroad Freight Transportation. By

L. F. Loiee. New York : D. Appleton
& Co. .$5.00.

LL the functions of a railroad,"

says Mr. Loree, in stating the

purpose of his notable book, "arise

from and focus in transportation. As
they have become highly specialized,

the functions of each department have
found exposition in many books. But
no book has been written immediately
concerned with transportation, the rea-

son for the existence of the railroads.

It is the purpose of this book to assem-
ble in reasoned order all of the phases
of loading, distribution of cars, move-
ment of engines and trains, handling

of men, the features of permanent way
and shop plant, the organization

through which they are controlled, and
the accounting made of their activities

—as they are related to transporta-

tion."

The impulse to the writing of the

book came from the disordered and un-

happy state of railroad affairs in the

summer of 1920, following the ending
of Government control.

"A
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HOOKS FOR CHILDREN

OLIVER HERFORO'S
enchanting drawings arc the per-
fecting touch which completes the
original and delightful story of

The Bird-Nest Boarding House
Hy VERHENA REKD $2.50

Verotchka's Tales

Uy MAMIX SIUERIAK
Russian stories translated by Ray
Davidson and illustrated by Boris
Artzybasheff. $2.50

Pinafore Pocket Story Book
By MIRIAM CLARK POTTER
Whimsical, quaint fancies for little

seven to ten year olds. $2.50

Little Lucia

By MABEL L. ROBINSON
A charming story, by the author of
"Dr. Tam o' Shanter." $1.50

Henny and Penny
By BERTHA PARKER HALL
By the author of the "Ducky Dad-
die" stories. Illustrated bv Ruth
Clements Farrell. $1.50

Kari the Elephant

By DHAN GOPAL MUKERJI
A stimulating story of the education
of an elephant. $2.00

He Who Steals

By ALFREDO BAIOCCO
Mr. Walter Cramp's translation sus-
tains well the atmosphere of the
Italian original. $2.00

The New World Fairy Book
By HOWARD A. KENNEDY

Folk lore from the Canadian border,
chiefly Indian in origin. Illus. $2.50

The Japanese Fairy Book
By YEI THEDORA OZAKI

Stories which have delighted many
Japan-.'Se children. Illus. $3.00

The Shadow Witch
By GERTRUDE CROWNFIELD
By the author of "Princess White
Flame"; a beautiful allegory. $2.00

Sing a Song of Sleepy Head
By JAMES FOLEY
Whose "Boys and Girls" is a chil-

dren's classic. $2.00

A Children's Garland of Verse
Gathered by GRA.CE RHYS
Poems among which a child may
browse, enjoying their spirit of vi-
tality of body and mind. Illustrated
in colors. $3.00

Won for the Fleet
By FITZHUGH GREEN
A story of Naval Academy life in
fascinating detail. $2.00

The Brassbounder
By Capt. DAVID M. BONE
A breezy yarn of a boy's life on an
old square-rigger. $2.00

The Book of Giants
By HENRY C. LANIER
An interesting collection of the
world's lore about giants. $2.00

My Years on the Stage
By JOHN DREW

With a Frcfatory Appreciation by

BOOTH TARKINGTON
\ vivid picture of the brilliant career of the

most distinguished actor on the American stage.

In an easy, casual way which is delightfully

convincing of his sincerity and affection for his

friends, he tells of the plays in which he has
appeared, of the parts he has created, of the

people who through fifty years have acted with
him. And it is not merely of theatres, plays

and actors that he writes ; but also of men and
women distinguished in the world of fashion,

of politics, of diplomacy, of finance and of the
professions who were his friends.

As Booth Tarkington put it: "His memoirs
may be properly greeted, in fact, as \vc should
greet a birthday speech at the banquet we arc
too numerous to make for him—that is, with
cheers as he rises to address us."

Fully illustrated. Cloth, $5.00

The Life of Cardinal Gibbons
By ALLEN SINCLAIR WILL, M.A., Litt. 0. LL.D.

A "Life" which for the first time reveals the
Cardinal's great influence in matters of national

importance and his eminence as a great Amer-
ican.
The range of his public services will be a revelation to

most readers. These pages tell of how he became the
youngest Bishop in the world, winning the special
favor of Leo XIII, who made him a Cardinal. His
constant stand for Americanism in obtaining the sanc-
tion of the Church, for organized labor, in combating
religious intolerance, and in working for civic reforms,
makes him an outstanding figure in the history of his
time, even aside from his position as the leader of a
church of tremendous vitality. His Life should stand
beside that of Bishop Brooks or Theodore Roosevelt.

Ill tzi'o volumes, with portraits, etc., $10.00

Beasts, Men and Cods
By FERDINAND OSSENDOWSKI

The Nciv York Times describes it as

:

"A book of astounding, breath-taking, enthrall-

ing adventure ... a journey through the oldest

and now probably the wildest of the regions of
civilization, in which the traveler faced danger and
death in a greater variety of ways, saw more astound-
ing things, penetrated more mysteries than has any
other man who has embarked upon perilous adventure
these many days. . . . Aside from the marvels and the
dangers of the journey . . . his report of and com-
ment upon the native life and the unrest that is dis-

turbing it give much authentic and desirable informa-
tion of conditions that may yet be of the highest con-
sequence to the rest of the world. ... It is a fascinat-
ing book." Price, $3.00

Italy, Old and New
By ELIZABETH HAZELTON HAICHT

The Boston Evening Transcript says

:

"To readers given imagination by the gods

—

their gift of gifts—this chronicle of travel

will so visualize the scenic and historic shrines

visited that at the regretted close of the book
will come a sense of personal experience so
vivid that it will be difficult for them to realize that
they have not themselves trodden these ancient ways
which, radiating from Rome of the Immortals, lead
into the heart of her history. . . . Yet none of the
most 'statistical' could give a clearer idea of the social,

political and economical condition of 'New Italy,' and
of the strength of the influence upon it of 'Old Italy'."

Price, $2.50

Ol-^ SI'iailAL APPEAL

The Roadmender
By MICHAEL FAIRLESS
The 48th edition of this exquisite
classic is illustrated with 20 mounted
photographs of places mentioned in

the text. $6.00

The Life of the Spirit

and the Life of Today
By KVKLYN UNDERIIILL

Discusses the modern world-view of
history, modern psychological in-

quiry, institutional religion, educa-
tion, and the personal and social

life of today. $2.50

The Light Which Cannot Fail

By WINIFRED HOLT
Full of the romance of her world-
wide work for the blind. $3.50

Cheating the Junk Pile

By KTIIKL R. PEYSER
A necessary book with a humorous
flare, that will bring relief to any
house manager. $2.50

LEONARD MERRICK'S new book

To Tell You the Truth

The first new book from Leonard
Merrick since "While Paris Laughed."

$1.90

The Driver
By CARET GARRETT
HEYWOOD BROUN says that it is

among the most absorbing books he
has read recently. $2.00

The Tramping Methodist
By SHEILA KAYE-SMITH
Written by the author of "Joanna
Godden," etc., when she was scarcely
twenty—an amazing thing. $2.00

The Red Knight
By BRETT YOUNG
who is rated by Masefield as "the
most gifted, most interesting and
most beautiful mind among the
younger men now writing." $2.00

Things Seen on the Italian Lakes

By Mrs. LONSDALE RAGG, author
of "Things Seen in Venice," Pro-
fusely illustrated. $1.50

Chips of Jade
By ARTHUR GUITERMAN

Chinese proverbs, etc., of quaint
exotic flavor, turned into quotable
verses. The striking binding adds
to the book's unusual air of dis-

tinction. $2.00

Tatlings
By SYDNEY TREMAYNE
With pen and ink drawings by
"Fish." Epigrams in which the

cynical youth of to-day will delight
$2.00

These books are obtainable from any bookstore, or

E. P. DUTTON & CO.
681 FIFTH AVE. NEW YORK
Send for their illustrated catalogue o f "Books for Gifts."

FOR CHILD-LOVKRS

Boys and Girls

By JAMES FOLEY
Full of rare understanding of the
heart of a child. $2.00

Youngsters
By BURGES JOHNSON

Rollin Crampton's drawing.s are thor-

oughly in sympathy with the author's
personality. $2.50
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When a Gift-Book—
is as interestingly written as it is exquisitely illustrated,

it is a gift indeed. And when one may also buy it, like

these, at an exceptional price, it's an opportunity to

make someone's holidays simply delightful.

With beautiful illustrations in black and white and in

color, each of the lovely books listed below will charm
some fortunate recipient.

The Kingdom Of The Pearl L. Rosenthal

Illustrated by Edmond Dulac

London George Wharton Edwards

Famous Colonial Houses P. M. Hollister

Illustrated by James Preston

Modern Art Text by Charles Marriott

Fabre's Book Of Insects Illustrated by E. J. Detmold

Adventures In Home Making
Robert and Elizabeth Shackjeton

The Charm Of The Antique
Robert and Elizabeth Shackleton

Rubaiyat Of Omar Khayyam
Illustrated by Frank. Brangwyn

Book Department, Main Floor, 35th Street, Rear

$8.94

6.74

6.74

4.54

4.19

3.39

3.39

2.54

HERALD SQUARE

Handy...
---because they save

time and eliminate

the danger ofthe loss

of currency carried

on the person- --

Ask for them at your bank
or write for particulars to

BANKERS
TRUST COMPANY

New York City

A'B -A As?S5r„ Cheques
FOR TRAVELERS

"In July, 1920," says Mr. Loree in

his Foreword, "I was forced to keep
my bed for some three weeks, with in-

junctions not to raise my head from
the pillow. I had ample time for re-

flection. The railroads had come back
to their owners from the hands of the
Federal Government. . . . Disci-

pline was impaired and the authority
and morale of the officers severely
shaken. The Government had pur-
chased with lavish bribes a precarious
peace with labor. With the high cost

of living and the low state of produc-
tion, there was rapidly coming on a
conflict between the minority consti-

tuting organized labor and the unor-
ganized social majority for the real

control of the Government."
But the collapse confidently an-

nounced as real and permanent by one
of the railroad labor journals was not
permanent, and soon began to pass
away. A labor editorial in May, 1920,
asserted:

. . . the railroads have lost their grip
oil their employees. . . . Yes, it is a safe

bet that we have witnessed the passing of

the once numerous type of railroad men
who took pride in their work and considered
no sacrifice of risk or effort too great to get
results for the company. These same men
today are content merely trying to hold
their jobs. The old interest and the old
pep are things of the past, for the railroad
officers have surely lost their grip.

"Never," remarks Mr. Loree of this

proclamation, "was the sale of the live

bear's skin undertaken with more folly

and assurance." The vast improve-
ment of the past two years is his justi-

fication.

It is to spurring railroad officers to

establish a new and more masterful
grip on transportation that Mr. Loree
devotes his book. To this task he feels

that they have not yet devoted adequate
concentration of attention and effort.

"For one thought they give to trans-

portation, and especially to its out-

standing problems—the moving of

trains of various speeds upon the same
track and the assembling of cars in

such order as to assure their farthest

movement without rehandling, and
their distribution with the least inter-

ference, they give a thousand anxious
and curious glances in as many other
directions. . . ."

"There is another factor even more
seriously neglected. During the last

generation how little thought has been
given to the management of men ! . . .

With brilliant and isolated exceptions,

in spite of the continual challenge of

recent events, little sustained attention

has been given to these two central

problems—transportation and the men
engaged in transportation. It is these

two matters that must engage the con-

scientious, intelligent thought of the

railroad officer if the service is to be

made what it should be."

The gravity of the actual problem of

freight transportation is emphasized
by pointing out the fact, too little ap-

preciated either by the public or by
railroad officials generally, that the

annual increase in the quantity produc-
tion of our industries demands an an-

nual transportation increase twice as

great. If we realize that since 1882
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LET THESE BUSY PEOPLE SHOW YOU HOW TO
KEEP UP WITH THE NEW BOOKS

11'^ you want to know sonicthini;- about the l)i<4- new novels that have a])peare(l; if you are ask-

nii^ what new poet has arisen; wliat new controversy is a.^-itatinii;- literary circles—we sugg-est

that you read these extracts from unsolicited letters sent in hy })eople as busy as you who have
linked themselves Id the book \vorld through a \veekly periodical which Henry 1.. Mencken
says "is the best literary majL^azinc ever set up in America"

—

The Literaty Review
OF THE

^A(jw Tork £veningT^ost
Edith) bv HiNRY Seidel Canby

"I regard Thv Literary Rn'utc as by tar the ablest in
this country and also in advance of any critical periodical
over-seas for wide range of information, for brilliant, pene-
trative comment and for quintessential entertainment."

"I wish I could tell yoii what you mean to me. I am a

busy young housewife and the mother of two very lively
young children, and I have pitifully little time to read. I

was beginning to be ajipalled at the thought that I would
have to become a I),K'k number as far as any knowledge of
modern literature was concerned—when you came to the
rescue. You have filled a definite and crying need in my life,

and I couldn't get along a week without you."

"I mean to suggest to my study club that The Literary
R<vie-u} be made a part of eacli week's programme, that the
club take out the subscription."

"Having a large correspondence, I frequently quote from
The Literary lievieif, besides calling attention to many book
reviews and giving lists of fiction from it."

"I wish to tell you how much The Literary Review means
to us. Your editorial standards are of the highest. Not the

least precious to me is the sense of good-fellowship which
seems to radiate from every page of your paper. I think of
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—
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W. Dawson Johnston, T librarian,

The American Library in Paris, Inc.
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the total freight ton-miles of the rail-

roads have increased seven times as

much as the quantity production of in-

dustry, we shall have some notion of

the rapidly increasing; difficulty the

railroads find in keeping up with the

country's industrial development.

Space, and the technical intricacy of

many of the large topics Mr. Loree dis-

cusses, forbid any detailed review of

his treatment of the main questions

under the eight parts into which the

book is divided. There is a special

interest, however, in his words on one

topic of present concern—the supply

of freight cars. "It seems improbable,"

he remarks, "that there has ever been

a car shortage in this country in the

sense that there were not enough cars

to do the business. Indeed, the indi-

cations are that we have maintained a

stock of freight cars at least 15 per
cent, in excess of any economic justifi-

cation." The occasional inadequacy of

the car supply at the points where
loading is offered is due, in Mr. Loree's

opinion, mainly to the misuse of such

equipment, the largest part of the evil

being due to the improper detention of

cars by shippers and receivers. For
this, he advocates a more drastic ap-

plication of demurrage charges.

For the lay reader almost as much
as for the railroad official a reading of

this book will prove a most profitable

experience. Those who know Mr. Lo-

ree know that he is a man of a many-
sided and most stimulating personality

—full of the savor which permeates
this book and gives to what would
otherwise be merely technical discus-

sions a flavor and attraction which
make them fascinating. Yet there is

much more than this fortunate quality

to recommend the book. Mr. Loree is

himself one of those Masters of Trans-
portation whose inadequate ranks he
desires to recruit. His knowledge of

its practical facts and requirements is

broad, deep, and intensive. In his

treatment of the successive maj r top-

ics of The Permanent Way; Shops and
Equipment; Organization, Field and
Staff; Forms, Accounts, and Statistics;

Movement of Cars; Movement of En-
gines and Trains; and Men, he gives

history, practice, and theory, with a

fullness and authority from which only

the most experienced operating men
are likely to feel entitled to dissent. In

his long service on several railroads

Mr. Loree has made his own notable

contributions to better transportation

practice, one of the most notable being

the existing rating of locomotives by
"adjusted tonnage." His account of

how this was worked out from\ the

demonstrated variations in tractive

power required to haul different cars

and loads, is a capital illustration of

the reserves of intricacy and difficulty

inherent in the problems of transpor-

tation. Altogether, the book is likely

to rank as an important contribution

to better practice. It is worth noting

that two of the eight parts into which
the book is divided are devoted to Men,
in regard to whom Mr. Loree shows
(and practices) a broad liberality for

which professional labor spokesmeo
give him quite inadequate credit.
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Drama
John Barrymore
Plays Hamlet

I'm 'I'l; \(.k;i>v «>i llwiii i l>\ W'illiiim

Sll:lkisiu';irt'. S;mi II. I hinis 'ri»«';Urt'.

CHARLKS LAMB, who still ix'mains

and will always remain one of the
most modern of dramatic critics, ex-

pressed in no uncertain terms his dis-

appointment in witnessinjr theatrical

performances of the trajredies of
Shakespeare. "When the novelty is

past," he confessed, "we find to our
cost that, instead of realizing an idea,

we have only materialized and broujrht

down a fine vision to the standard of

flesh and blood. We have let go a
dream, in quest of an unattainable
standard." He was of the opinion, in

particular, that the character of Ham-
let suffered most by representation.

The greatest tribute we may pay to

John Barrymore's Hamlet is to say
that perhaps even Charles Lamb
mig'ht approve of it. And this ap-
proval would be due not merely to the
enoi-mous advance our theatre has
made since Lamb's time in the mat-
ter of illumination, in settings, and
acoustics, but rather to Mr. Barry-
more's intelligent reading of the fa-

mous soliloquies. For, like Lamb, John
Barrymore seems to have realized that

nine-tenths of the character of Ham-
let are "transactions between himself
and his moral sense," the effusions of

his solitary musings, those silent medi-
tations with which his bosom is burst-
ing. "Hamlet" is, in short, as "mod-
ern" and as "psychological" as a novel
by Henry James. The conflict, the
real drama, takes place in an invisible

world, in the mind of that melancholy
prince. Shakespeare has written those
immortal soliloquies, those speeches
directed not to other characters, not
indeed to the audience, despite the tra-

dition, because they represent thoughts
and feelings in the very process of

birth. The words represent the deeper
movement of that mind, the impulses
and reactions. We are given not the

completed thought, but its very forma-
tion.

Whatever criticism may be directed

at the production of Arthur Hopkins,
at the stage designs of Robert Edmond
Jones, at the details of Mr. Barry-
more's re-creation, this great outstand-
ing and significant achievement re-

mains: John Barrymore read these
soliloquies, these meditations, with an
art that has not been surpassed in our
own century. In voice, in diction, and,
more profoundly, in acting them, he
attained a crystalline purity and in-

tensity. His achievement is the greater
in that it was no mere tour de force
of a clever actor, but in that he has
succeeded in bringing into our Broad-
way theatre a Shakespeare of depth
and vitality and of the sharpest con-

temporary significance. His Hamlet
was, as Hazlitt thought Hamlet should
be. the most amiable of misanthropes

—

and the most sophisticated.
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showing how the national life may be
purged, and its mission for the world
fully performed.

$1.60 net

The Judson Press
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For a younger generation, a genera-
tion that knows nothing of Booth and
Fechter, and practicially nothing of
Henry Irving or even Forbes-Robert-
son, John Barrymore's must remain
the Hamlet for years to come. I do
not wish to suggest, however, either

that his may not be greater or smaller
than those of the nineteenth century.

We can never know. Nothing could

be more futile, more unfair, than such
comparisons. The creation of the actor

lives on only in the memory of the

playgoer. And what one remembers
another forgets. The details of the

actual performance gradually but in-

evitably vanish. In their place we
erect a legend, a myth of great acting.

Personally, it struck me that John
Earrymore in some strange fashion tired

out, that having won us in the earlier

and middle scenes, he rested on this

achievement. Yet I discover that this

was precisely Salvini's criticism of

Henry Irving's Hamlet, while one
who has seen all the great Hamlets
since Booth writes that Barrymore be-

gan weakly and finished triumphantly.
All of which seems to indicate that we
should check our prejudices at the

door, cast aside our abject respect for

Shakespearean traditions that have no
legitimate historical roots, and prepare
to enjoy this "Hamlet" as a fresh and
always living re-creation.

Scarcely secondary in interest to

Mr. Barrymore's characterization is

the scenic design for the tragedy, de-

vised by Robert Edmond Jones. The
drama is enacted in a single unchang-
ing scene, or before proscenium cur-

tains on a sort of apron stage. The
action is concentrated in a lofty

hall with a low broad stairway

ascending under a high Romanesque
arch to the platform without. Through
this arch we gaze into the frosty

m.oonlight. The stage is also made
to extend out over the orchestra

pit—in this manner approximating
vaguely the platform stages of the

Bankside. With considerable economy
of means Mr. Jones has made no sac-

rifice of regal grandeur or visual

splendor. Due to this arrangement,
scene follows scene with unaccustomed
swiftness. The tragedy gains much in

the concentration of action ; it is di-

vided into three parts, with intervals

following the first Players' scene, and
after the scene in the Queen's closet.

And yet this emphasized unity of place

seems fatal to an appreciation of the

time sequence.

This departure from the ordinary
traditions has evoked no little criti-

cism. Yet it is quite as legitimate as
the ordinary method of mounting
Shakespeare; and the undeniable gains
in the way of pictorial and decorative
effect place this production above com-
parison with the shabby and obtrusive

scenery that has marred so much of

Shakespeare in the past. Readers of

the first folios must remember that for

the Elizabethan audiences the.se scenes
were never visually localized, and that
there was no division into acts.

Messrs. Hopkins and Jones, seemingly,
have as legitimate precedents as their
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critics. The only lopical alternative,

a-< far as settinjjs are concerned, is a

bona fide return to the stagre of the

Globe, where, as Coleridj::e said, "the

very nakedness of the stage was ad-
vantajreous," and on which the actors

were adept not meivly in the art of

depicting: character, but time and place

and atmosphere as well. But such an
alternative would perhaps be too pedan-
tic and precious in its appeal. There-
fore, I think, Mr. Jones and Mr. Barry-
mox'e were perfectly justified in ap-

proachinjr "Hamlet" with the intention

of extracting: from that drama all that

it possessed of theatrical and dramatic
value, of presenting: it in the idiom of

the contemporary theatre, with its

treasury of resources in the matter of

lig:hting:, color, and costume.

This visual beauty, this wealth of

decorative and pictorial values, Mr.
Jones distributes with an almost too

generous hand. His keen and shrewd
sense of the theatre sometimes leads

him to the point of stressing: pictorial

and theatrical effects at the expense of

the dramatic. This was illustrated in

his org:anization of the Players' scene.

It seems to me that the King: in this

scene should be the centre of the com-
position, so that we of the audience
may with Hamlet scrutinize him. But
I for one was so engrossed by the
mimes who enacted "The Murder of

Gonzag:o" that I quite forg:ot that this

play was the thing: wherein we were
to catch the conscience of the King:.

Those fantastic puppets, who mie:ht

have stepped out of a Japanese print

or a drawing by Aubrey Beardsley,
with their grotesque posturings and
their golden robes, were, it is true,

highly effective as "theatre"—but the
dramatic intention was somehow lost.

On the other hand, in the final scene,

when the corpse of Hamlet was borne
up the stairs out into the night, drama
and picture seemed triumphantly
fused.

If one might presume to offer a criti-

cism of one of the finest intelligences
now working in our American theatre,
It would be that Robert Edmond Jones
has not yet made in his own mind the
important distinction between the pic-

torial aim and the dramatic. The
purely pictorial may effect a pleas.ing

decorative composition, which may or
may not aid in the interpretation or
the intensification of comic or tragic
effect. Such stage pictures seldom if

ever succeed in producing any pro-
found emotional reaction. A visual
appeal is always more intellectual than
emotional. Mr. Jones must now face
the problem of creating stage designs
that are dramatic. To do this requires
a sublime indifference to what the
final visual effect is to be, from the
spectacular standpoint. It requires a
relentless probing to the very heart of
the dramatic idea and its reconstruc-
tion in terms of the three dimensions
of the stage. This difference between
the pictorial and the dramatic will be-
come clear to anyone who realizes the
difference between the art of Paolo
Veronese and that of El Greco.

Robert Allerton Parker
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As in a Looking-

Glass

The Winter Exhibition in the

National Academy of

Design

THE art of painting is represented
in an allegorical picture by Edwin

C. Taylor as a nude woman who holds
a hand mirror up to the scenery sur-

rounding her. But for the palette in

her left hand no one could tell her em-
blematic identity. She might be Truth,
who shows us in our nakedness to

our vain selves. But why should Arc
be naked, she who clothes all things,

the nude model in the studio not ex-

cepted, with a beauty which is not
Nature's but her own? And does Art
really hold a mirror up to nature? Is

she no more than reflection? If that

were true the mirrored image of the
living Gioconda would not have been
surpassed by Titian. Art is a trans-

formation of reality; her function is

not to reflect, but to create anew. The
picture which is no more than life in

a looking-glass is proof of the paint-

er's technical skill, but also of his not
being an inspired artist. For he has
not given life to a new creation; he has
merely copied a dead image of life.

The inspired artist gives himself in

the picture; the skillful painter gives

in it his subject only.

Thei'e are many mirrors on the walls

of the National Academy of Design,

and one gazes in some with pleasure,

if not with profound admiration. Mr.
Paxton was fortunate in arresting so

charming a reflection in his. So was
Henry R. Rittenberg when he mirrored
his wife. Theirs are glasses without
a flaw. The same can not be said of

Mary Fairchild Low's portrait of Mrs.
Goddard, Daughter, and Granddaugh-
ter, nor of Charles C. Curran's por-

trait of Betty Gallowhur, which are

reflections of sentimental poses, of life

in a false, unreal setting.

But there are pictures between the

mirrors: portraits by Ernest L. Ipsen,

of Ernest Albert and, better still, of

Captain Robert L. Bartlett, a masterly

study in expression ; one of a Veteran
of the Civil War by Giovanni B. Troc-

coli, that of Robert F. Bolton by Robert

Philipp, a delicately toned study in

gray and brown, the "Profile," by
Marion L. Pooke, Leslie P. Thomson's
portrait of Miss A. and that of Mis.«;

Cox by Louise Cox.

The nude model of the studio, we
said, is clothed by Art with a new
beauty. How true this is may be seen

in the nude by Gertrude Fiske, which

was awarded the Shaw Prize, the

finest picture, perhaps, of the entire

exhibition. Compare with this the

"Nymphs Surprised" of Francis C.

.Jones. Surprised by whom or what
the picture does not tell—the foliage

which reveals them discreetly conceals

the observer. It must have been the

flicker of the artist's mirror in which
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he caught them clothed in their own
lovelinessv. But why call them
nymphs? Ancient mythology, in this

our twentieth century, must still sup-

ply the setting of the nude, as if the

painter needed the conventionality of

the scene to make up for the undress
in which he mirrored his model. "Sur-
prised," again, is the title of a picture

by William Fair Kl'ne, showing a fair

bather in the woods detected by a deer,

a modem version, and not a brilliant

one, of the myth of Actaeon. But this

shrinking Diana seems incapable of

divine wrath, which may account for

the unantlered head of her surpriser.

Will H. Low laid his model on the

back, gave him a pair of broken wings,
some crudely painted stage rocks and
a glimmer of sea in the background,
and called his Icarus the Precursor.
One wonders to what merit the picture

owes the distinction of being repro-

duced in the catalogue.

Painting as imagined by Mr. Taylor
holds her mirror up to Art as well
as Nature. Frederick Ballard Will-

iams reflects the art of Watteau,
Thomas Moran that of Turner, both
pleasant scenes to look at but devoid
of any personal touch. Paul Mosch-
cowitz painted on the glass in which
he caught a reflection of Gainsbor-
ough's landscape, setting the portrait

of a golfer in tweeds and tortoise shell-

rimmed spectacles. It is a good por-
trait, but the impression is marred by
the incongruity between it and the
eighteenth century associations of the
background. Leon Kroll's picture is a
diflFerent case. It shows a woman
asleep with a baby on her arm and
a young girl watching at her head; in

the distance the silhouette of a town
against an evening sky. The setting
reminds one of the Flemish primitives,
but there is nothing incongruous be-
tween it and the group in the fore-
ground. It is a scene pervaded by
what the Germans call Stimmung,
and it is superior to a picture such as
Williams's "In the Fair Land of Ar-
cady," d la Watteau, in that it does
not reflect early Flemish art but trans-
forms it into something which is

neither better nor equally beautiful,
but which is, at any rate, an individ-
ual expression of the artist.

The landscapes form, as usual, the
largest part of the collection. The
Carnegie Prize was awarded to E. W.
Redfield for his "Valley in Spring-
time," a work of great merit, but
easily surpassed, in my opinion, by
a few others of more modest size:
"Barn-Yard Snow" of Ralston Keeler,
a beautiful suggestion of a still win-
ter day, Harry W. Watrous's "Even-
ing," and Paul Cornoyer's "Moonlight
in Venice." Mr. Keeler is also the
painter of by far the best still-life

scene of the collection.

The general impression is not much
different from that which is made by
Mr. Taylor's allegorical painting. The
spirit of the Muse with the mirror
prevails, and an academic conservatism
which does honor to the past but holds
no promise for the future.

A. J. Barnouw

Expa
A million new subscribers

were linked to the Bell System

during the past two years

—

putting into operation a mil-

lion new routes of talk, and a

corresponding increase in all

intervening facilities such as

switchboards, cable and long

distance lines.

No other country is so well

equipped as the United States

for telephone communication.

Yet, because of this—because

the telephone is so useful—the

demand for service keeps

growing greater.

The growth of telephone

nsion
demand in the United States

is greater than the growth of

population. It is an intensive

growth. An increasing per-

centage of the population is

seeking telephone service.

The Bell System is provid-

ing for more investment, further

technical achievement, more

wires, switchboards and sta-

tions—and more subscribers.

The American people require

the best service. The best

service means the most compre-

hensive service, not only for

the necessities of to-day, but

for the necessities of the future.

* Bell System "

AMERICAN Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated companies

One Policy, One System, Universal Service, and all directed

toward Better Service
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How to Study This Number
THE INDEPENDENT LESSON PLANS

English, Literature and History, Civics and
Composition Economics

By FREDERICK HOUK LAW, Ph. D.,

Head of the English Department,
Stuyvesant High School, New York

I. John Barrymore Plays "Hamlet."
1. Charles Lamb expressed his disappoint-

ment in witnessing theatrical performances
of the tragedies of Shakespeare. Why is

this not a statement that Shakespeare's
plays are not good ? Did not Shakespeare
intend that his plays should be presented
on the stage? If they can not be pre-
sented satisfactorily, how can they be
good v>lays ?

2. Would Charles Lamb have felt the same
disappointment in seeing one of Shakes-
peare's comedies played ? Explain your
answer.

8. Why is it that many people today pre-
fer to read Shakespeare's plays rather than
to sec them produced on the stage? What
is it that they find in their reading that
they do not find in the stage presentation?

4. Explain why you are so frequently dis-

appointed with pictures printed in illus-

tration of stories that you like. In what
ways is your feeling concerning such
pictures comparable to one's feeling in
seeing a Shakespearean play on the stage?

5. What is the best way in which to enjoy
a play by Shakespeare?

6. Do the moving pictures tend to increase
or to decrease the power of gaining en-
joyment from books ?

7. Why is the character of Hamlet the most
difficult of all to present on the stage?

8. Ask your librarian to tell you where you
can find full information concerning the
stage on which Shakespeare had to pre-
sent his plays. Draw a diagram on the
blackboard. Then give a talk in which
you point out the great differences between
the stage used in Shakespeare's time and
the stage used today.

9. Explain how the peculiar construction of
the Shakespearean stage made itself felt

in the writing of plays.
10. What advantages did Shakespeare gain

from the stage construction of his day ?

What advantages do we gain from our own
type of stage ?

II. What peculiarities of stage arrangement
does John Barrymore employ? What
reasons lead Mr. Barrymore to depart so
far from our modern customs ?

12. Coleridge said: "The very nakedness of
the stage was atfvantageous." How can
this be true? Have all our modern play
producers made a mistake in going to the
great expense of elaborate stage setting?
What do you believe to be the proper bal-
ance between a play and its stage setting ?

13. What rea.soris lead the critic to praise
John Barrymore's presentation of "Ham-
let" ?

14. What is the difference between "theatrical"
and "dramatic" value? In which is the
American public more interested? How
can one learn to appreciate the value that
is the higher?

15. Name some modern plays that you have
seen that represent the higher value. Give
your reasons for selecting the plays that
you name.

11. The Cave Man of Mas d'Azil.
1. What sympathy of imagination does the

poem show ?

2. How does the writer make us one in life,

and one in fate with the cave man who
lived many ages ago?

3. What is the mood of the poem ?

4. What led the author to write the poem?
."5. Write one or two prose paragraphs, or

stanzas or verses, if you prefer, that illus-

trate a similar mood and a similar sym-
pathy.

III. Aristocracy: 1922 Model.
1. Write in the form of a series of proposi-

tions for debate the most striking asser-
tions made by President Cutten.

2. On any one of these propositions write
a brief that will present your own belief.

3. In a single strong paragraph tell what
are Mr. Fabian Franklin's reasons for
believing in democracy.

IV. The Collapse of Constitutional Govern-
ment.

1. What is the difference between constitu-

tional government and government as in-

fluenced by the Ku Klux Klan ?

2. If the Ku Klux Klan were to attack no
one except bad people would it be a good
American organization? Write your an-
."wer in the form of a short editorial

article.

3. What is the fundamental neces.sity for all

democratic government ?

By AUGUSTUS S. BEATMAN, A.M..

Head of the Department of Social
Science, Julia Richman High School

I. Domestic Affairs.

1. Contrast the power of the President in
fixing the meetings of Congress with the
power of the King of England in deter-
mining sessions of Parliament.

2. Compare the American Message of tht-

President with the English Speech from
the Throne, pointing out all the differences
you can.

3. Explain "filibuster" as here used. De-
scribe the possibilities in the limitation of
debate in the Senate.

4. Look up and give a full discussion of
the Open Door Policy, particularly em-
phasizing its origin, meaning, instances
of application, and growth in regions cov-
ered by it.

5. Describe Mr. LaFoUette's programme as here
quoted. See how far this is adopted by tht-

proposed bloc. Compare this bloc with
the Farm Bloc as to purpose, member-
ship, and strategic position in Congress.

6. Write an account of the relations of the
United States and Liberia.

II. Aristocracy: 1922 Model.
1. Compare Aristocracy, 1922 Model, with any

earlier model you know.
2. Compare Democracy, 1922 Model, with De-

mocracy, 1789 Model.
3. What are some of the difficulties in democ-

racy as a form of government ?
4. What are the objections to Dr. Cutten's

aristocracy "as an ideal scheme of govern-
ment"? Why is it not "a practical pro-
posal" ?

5. What dangers in the use of intelligence-
tests are implied or emphasized?

III. The Collapse of Constitutional Govern-
ment.

1. Show all the ways in which Mr. Crowell
thinks constitutional government has col-

lapsed in Texas.
2. What dangers in the Ku Klux Klan move-

ment are here illustrated ?

3. Describe the "long and painful experi-
ence" which produced the Bill of Rights
and give the history of the Bills of Right-;
in America, France, or any other plac<'

you can find it. Does the Bill of Rights in

our United States Constitution protect our
colonial inhabitants ?

IV. England Returns to the Party System.
The British Empire.

1. Describe the present political conditiop.s
in England and Ireland.

2. Give Mr. Gwynn's forecast of political

movements in Parliament and explain the
grounds for his conclusions.

' 3. Add to your former summary showing how
the Labor Party is handicapped in Par-
liament.

4. What is meant by saying that Lloyd
George in England and the Socialists in

Germany have adopted an attitude of "be-
nevolent neutrality"?

V. Turkey, etc.
1. Describe the change in the Caliphate an-.l

show the questions upon which this has
a bearing.

2. Treat the Lausanne Conference fully ur-
der such headings as

:

(a) American participation.
(b) Western Thrace.
(c) The Bulgarian outlet.

(d) The Mosul region.
(e) The Islands of the Aegean.
(f) Indemnities.
(g) The Ottoman Debt.
(h) The Minorities of Turkey.

3. Study carefully the geography involved.
Make a large map of the whole Balkan re-

gion and of the whole region east of the
Mediterranean to Persia. Name the coun-
tries surrounding Turkish territory, in-

dicating mandated regions. Locate such
places as Constantinople, Angora. Adri-
anople, Maritza River, Karagatch, Dedea-
gatch, Western Thrace, the Dardanelles.
Smyrna, Mosul. Irak, Lemnos,
Tenedos, Samothrace,

,
Mitylene.

Samos, Nikaria, etc.

VI. Greece.
1. Describe the developments in Greece.

What do you think of them from the
point of view of their effect upon the wel-
fare of Greece ?

VII. The Ship Subsidy Tangle.
1. What was President Harding's main puv

pose in proposing ship subsidies?
2. What are the chief arguments in favor of

it? What are the chief objections?

Imbros.
Chios
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Watch out, Mr. Householder! there's trouble ahead

BETWEEN the election of a new Congress and
its assembling at Washington there is an in-

terval of thirteen months, unless the President

chooses to call it in special session. This archaic

peculiarity of our governmental arrangements has

long been recognized as in many ways detrimental.

To let the new Congress begin to function prompt-

ly after its election would give life and reality not

only to its proceedings but to the election contest

itself. The people would feel that the issues which

were being discussed before them would be acted

upon while the character of the contest was still

prominent in the public mind ; and Congress, be-

sides being under the influence of that feeling,

would know that it had a long time before it in

which to perform its task. As it is, when the Con-

gress convenes in regular session it has already

before its eyes the near prospect of the election of

its successor. The Congress meets for its first

regular session in December, and the beginnings of

the next Congressional campaign are hardly more
than six months off. All this makes for unreality

in the doings of Congress, and it is matter for con-

gratulation that the movement for a change which
has long been desired by many of our best political

thinkers is now showing signs of great strength.

As usual in all such matters there are dangerous

as well as salutary aspects in the movement; but

the proposal itself is thoroughly good and should

be considered on its merits. If the promptness
of the meeting of Congress were to be understood

—as some seem to understand it—as implying that

Congress should rush legislation in pursuance of

the popular "mandate," real or supposed, the

change would be mischievous instead of salutary.

It is hoped, however, that the change would work

in favor of more deliberate and more sincere action

by Congress, instead of the reverse. The popular
"mandate" would, indeed, have its rightful chance
of being promptly heeded ; but it would remain for

the Congress to determine, in the ample time at its

disposal, just what the "mandate" was and to just

what extent it was consistent with the requirements
of legislative wisdom.

WHATEVER the fate of Normalcy in this coun-

try, Tranquillity is for the moment a watch-
word in England. Especially in talking on foreign

policy, Mr. Bonar Law has displayed an unhurried
sense of realities which is gaining the confidence of

the world. His quiet, firm resistance to French
advocates of extreme measures, coupled with the

cordial relations existing between him and M. Poin-

care, may greatly help the French Prime Minister

to maintain his lead at home. It is, more than
anything else, Mr. Bonar Law's careful stocktak-

ing of European conditions, which in the past few
days has convinced Americans of Europe's des-

perate straits. Incapable of the flights to which
Lloyd George had accustomed the world, Bonar
Law has the advantage of seeming always to have
his feet on the ground. This need not imply that

such a man never has his eyes on Heaven.

PITY the poor farmer!

besieged by agents

Last century he was
setting forth the fine

points of patent lightning-rods, pink pills, insur-

ance policies, and mining stock. Today big busi-

ness men of the country are making him a target

for their economic hobbies. He is lucky if he is

not bewildered. The movement has a two-fold

origin. First, the war disclosed how enormous in
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these days can be made the machinery of propa-

ganda. With the myriad-mouthed mechanism his

for the price, could any rich man with a fetish re-

sist the opportunity? Secondly, there is an increas-

ing belief in the theory that the way to educate a

nation is to reach the masses. This theory assumes

that those who are out to educate the masses are

themselves possessed of sound views. As we recall,

during the crisis through which the world has been

passing many a so-called leader of opinion has been

the first to yield to the alluring voices calling for

radical experiment. American business men are

^^^^
fP^^^^^

Stealing Liberal gas

not so much at home with philosophy—even eco-

nomic philosophy—that they ought to feel no hesi-

tation in setting up as teachers of farmers, who,
be it known, have learned their philosophy from
Nature herself.

THE announcement of a non-partisan movement,
headed by John H. Clarke, former Justice of

the Supreme Court, to put the United States into

the League of Nations must signify a determina-

tion to make this the leading issue in the Presiden-

tial campaign of 1924. It cannot mean that there

is any genuine reliance upon the newly elected Sen-

ate to do the trick. As we have pointed out before,

this issue was almost completely ignored in the past

election ; no mandate one way or the other was re-

ceived. This, taken in conjunction with the activ-

ity of the "progressive" bloc, most of whom favor

a policy of isolation, should lay bare the difficulty

of promoting League sentiment just at this junc-

ture. We wish the organization well, trusting that

its agitation may in no way hamper the earnest

efforts toward international cooperation which the

Administration seems on the point of putting forth.

Our own belief is that at this moment the wise

course is to work forward from an economic con-

ference to other like deeds and to determine then

the full extent to which we can wisely go. Secre-

tary Hughes is evidently building from the ground
up—not a bad way in planning structured.

THE English elections have emphasized once

more the large number of able men in Eng-
land who do not regard the business of government
as beneath them. Reciting the names of those

who have just stood for election to Parliament or

who are serving their country as diplomats makes
one wonder whether any prominent men are left

for private life. Mark the contrast with this coun-

try. Here it is the smart thing to despise our Con-

gressmen and to hold any man of parts somewhat
eccentric if he aspires to membership in that body.

In the estimation of able Americans Congress may
be compared to a golf club run by a group of

grafters. The members grumble, yet do not trouble

to make a concerted protest. The situation has

been particularly noticeable during these years of

the Harding Administration. A do-nothing Con-

gress has been berated by business men who them-

selves should have been striving to enter Congress.

In reality political leaders have sounded over and

over the complaint that men of intellect and inde-

pendent means can seldom be induced to enter the

race. No doubt the country is getting just what
it deserves.

ANOTHER thing that would make us feel like

cooing "day by day, in every way" is a sub-

stitute for coal strikes to take the place of substi-

tutes for coal.

THAT word progressive is having the devil's own
time these days. We wonder how long it can

retain its moral flavor. A year or two ago it was
unprogressive and immoral to oppose the League
of Nations. More recently the same adjectives

were righteously administered to all who opposed

Prohibition. Now we find both sets of persons

numbered among the "progressive" hloc and imply-

ing that all who dissent from their views are un-

progressive and immoral. America has all along

had a tendency to find a moral issue in any policy

which it had very much at heart. This at least is a

useful offset for the modern tendency to interpret

everything in economic terms. Perhaps some day

we shall learn the advantage of giving to progres-

sive and moral dependable meanings. In that case

radicals, liberals, and conservatives may perchance

plan their campaigns with more courtesy and

aplomb.

THE pressing problem in every large city is the

congestion of traffic. In New York men are

trying to plan for new streets to bring relief.

New toys for Congress

Relief would be welcome. But we venture to think

that it would not last long. A city has a way of

living quite up to all the facilities which are offered

it. There is only one solution possible—restrict

the number of vehicles which may be at large

in a city at one time. On what principle? That is
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for wisdom to determine. Our interest in the prob-

lem is prompted not so much by a desire to improve

the condition of traffic, distressing as that is, as by

a tremendous pity for the fat, furred souls, male

and female, who dawdle along in their cars of a

glorious morning instead of waddling along on foot,

for even this might do them a world of good.

IN the Atlantic for December is an article on

"The American Jail," by Joseph E. Fishman, a

Federal inspector of sixteen years' experience,

Christmas in Europe

which is a fresh reminder of facts that are a dis-

grace to American civilization. Mr. Fishman pre-

sents, in vivid detail, specific instances of shocking

conditions that are widely prevalent in all parts of

the country. It is a gruesome tale, in which the

reader's only refuge for anything like comfort is

in the reflection that the atrocious evils pointed out

in instance after instance are not all combined in

any one. But Mr. Fishman does not confine him-

self to telling harrowing tales of neglect, incom-

petence, and needless hardship; he points out

specific evils that could be met by simple remedial

measures. Thus he draws attention to the fee sys-

tem of paying jailers, which exists in many coun-

ties of Pennsylvania and a large number of other

States; under which system the jailer, instead t)f

being paid a salary, is given a certain sum a day

to feed the prisoners, with the result that the less

he spends on their food the more he lines his own

pockets. In Indiana, we are told, "the climax of

criminal indifference is reached" in the confine-

ment in jail of insane persons. These, of course,

except in an extremely small percentage of cases,

are not even charged with crime; yet they are

often kept in jail for very long periods, their con-

dition naturally becoming constantly worse, and

their chance of recovery dwindling. The Atlantic's

article should lead to a searching of hearts in every

State, and every county, in the Union. Upon no

theory of crime, or punishment, or the administra-

tion of justice is there any excuse for evils like

these, and many others that Mr. Fishman exposes ',

and no decent American community should be con-

tent to let them persist.

The Approaching Coal Crisis

IT
has been asserted that the ostrich pokes his

head into the sand when pursued, not, as fable

says, to avoid seeing his enemy; but really in

the hope that his enemy, seeing no head, but only

a scraggy elevation bearing a tuft of feathery

foliage, will pass him by for an inanimate stump.

Both theories imply a shortsighted folly that makes
it tempting to use them in explanation of the pres-

ent unheeding attitude of the American public to-

wards the approaching renewal of crisis in the coal

industry. Last September President Harding told

Congress that the country appeared to be at the

mercy of the United Mine Workers. Thanks, in

part, to the masterly inactivity of Mr. Daugherty
that appearance continues. The country is still at

the mercy of the Mine Workers, and is doing noth-

ing to escape from its bondage.

Four months of the seven months' truce between
the miners and the operators have already gone.

Early in January the two parties will meet, and Mr.
Lewis of the Mine Workers will announce what
terms his organization has decided to insist upon
—or he will delay a positive stand in the hope that

as March 31 and the end of the agreement with the

operators draws nearer, the fear of a strike will

bring the concessions that reason cannot obtain.

If the operators do not yield before March 31 there

will in all probability be another coal strike. It

is important for the public to understand why.

John L. Lewis came into the presidency of the

Mine Workers in 1919 inheriting the radical poli-

cies of his predecessor, Frank Hayes; and faced

with the necessity of maintaining them if he was
to hold his new office against the ambitions of the

district leaders immediately below him. The as-

sertion common in some quarters that Lewis is at

heart "conservative" is beside the question: he is

at the head of a radical body of district leaders,

and he must lead the pack or be cast out. The his-

tory of three years shows that he prefers to lead

at the price. And the conditions of his leadership

are sufficiently peculiar. Out of his possible 600,000

members at least 150,000 are hanging on to an in-

dustry that is incapable of fully supporting them.

Lewis and others of the miners' leaders admit the

fact, but they elect as remedies only those courses

which will keep them in official place—an impos-

sible national ownership of coal, and a possible

forcing by strikes of an inflated wage for part-time

work that will hold their organization together.

Present signs point to a strike on April 1. Spe-

cial assessments are being collected from the

miners, intended, according to informed reports,

to produce a special fund of about $4,000,000. It

is evident that Lewis cannot accept a reduction of

the present excessive wage rates. If the present

rates are maintained, the cost of union-mined coal

wall be so much higher than that of non-union coal
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that the slack business of the Spring and Summer
will go to the non-union mines, and the union fields

will be virtually idle for lack of orders. From the

point of view of union solidarity it would be much
better for the miners to be idle on strike, nerved

up to idleness by a slogan and a large strike-bene-

fits fund. If the operators refuse some form of

substantial advance, this is the almost certain pol-

icy of the miners' leaders. Lewis no doubt knows
in his >heart that a living wage can. be paid to all

miners only when some 200,000 of them have been

excluded from the industry. But to act in this

direction would be to give up his place. He has

gained a reputation as a winner of strikes, and he

must go on so, or drop out.

The results of a shortage of industrial fuel next

Spring and Summer would be much more serious

than it could have been last year, when manufac-

turing was still greatly depressed. If business

holds its present activity, a pronounced fuel short-

age six months from now would be a disaster. This

is the immediate peril in the looming strike, and all

industrial users of soft coal should insure against

it by the most liberal storage of stocks now. It

is understood that much stocking of coal is now
under way; but this should be made ample for any

strike contingencies. There is plenty of coal to be

had now and for the next three months.

Meanwhile, no effective challenge is made to the

dictation of the United Mine Workers. It is per-

fectly clear that that organization is an interstate

labor monopoly, able and willing for its own benefit

to deprive the country of its necessary fuel supply.

President Harding spoke truth when he said the

country was at the mercy of the organization. The
situation is intolerable. The question is how long

we are to dally with it without finding a remedy.

, One point that should be cleared up at once is

whether existing law gives the public any defence

against these recurrent attacks on its safety by a

small body of labor leaders. The public seems to

have forgotten that Federal indictments against

operators and miners' officials have been accumu-

lating dust in the United States Court at Indiana-

polis since February, 1921—nearly two years.

These indictments charged violation of the Anti-

Trust Act by the Central Field contracts (which

Lewis is trying to restore) . Mr. Daugherty ought

to have pressed them to trial in his first year of

office. When he failed to get them dismissed (as it

is clear he attempted to do last Spring) , he should

have pressed them to trial in his second year of

office. We think it is the duty of the President to

order immediate action on these indictments. If

the country has a defence against this labor monop-

oly in the Anti-Trust Act, it is entitled to have that

defence made effective. If it has no such defence,

it ought to know the fact at once, and take thought

for some new defence that will be sufficient.

We do not overlook the existence of the Presi-

dent's Coal Commission and its extensive investi-

gations. Much good, we hope, may come of them
and the recommendations it has still to formulate.

But it is tolerably evident that the Commission
will not reach a decision much if any before April

1 ; and that no decision it may reach is at all likely

to forestall another strike on that date. By all

means let us have the soft coal industry reorgan-

ized, if possible, on a basis of economic efficiency

and full support for all the workers actually needed
in it. But the present methods of the Mine Work-
ers are not only a peril to the country, but futile

also as the solution of an economic problem. If the

only defence of the public lies in something like

Britain's Defence of the Realm Act, let us know
the fact and have the law. But of this irresponsible

labor monopoly, and of official failure to test the

adequacy of existing law, we have surely had
enough.

Opportunity Knocks Again

THE Harding Administration has a way of

stirring things up around Christmas. Last

year the Washington Conference accom-
plished the miracle of entirely dispelling the grow-
ing fears of a clash with Japan. This year coming
events are casting enormous shadows. The news
records the restless stirrings of all of today's

giants. There is a note of eager expectancy every-

where. It could hardly be so insistent if some
large benefit were not anticipated. The belief is

that America is at last about to put forth a

mighty effort to relieve the European crisis. For
the gossip about a mere loan to Germany—impor-

tant as this would be—would not account for all the

present flurry.

Has the Administration suffered a change of

heart? It is doubtless true that the recent elec-

tions have made the Administration bestir itself.

Yet it must be remembered that Mr. Hughes, as the

guide of our foreign policy, has invariably gone

about his work with great deliberation. If it has

lacked the play of quick imagination, it has been

characterized throughout by business-like solidity.

This Government was bound, sooner or later, to

make the move which is now foreshadowed. For

we believe Mr. Harding to have been sincere in his

promise, made during the Presidential campaign,

to organize some sort of cooperation with Europe

—as, indeed, he showed by calling the Washington

Conference.

There are several reasons which may be assigned

for the tardiness of this latest step. A revival of

the issue of the League of Nations seemed out of

the question, and it is now easy to see th^t it would

have been effectually blocked. Then what was the

most adequate form of international cooperation

which could have been safely proposed? Consider-

ing Mr, Hughes's disposition to build solidly, it

would have had to be something more than tem-

porary relief, something embodying a fundamental
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principle. Let it be remembered also that during

the past year a great body of citizens have held the

view that Europe in her great tribulation could be

saved only by saving herself; that her tendency to

look to America for help was slowing up her own
efforts at reconstruction.

What this country seems about to undertake is

the kind of thing which ought to have been contem-

plated at Versailles. And we feel sure that it

would have been contemplated if the spectre of

the League of Nations had not been allowed to

monopolize the stage and to precipitate the dis-

astrous deadlock in our own Senate. Except for

that, it is reasonably certain that the American
people would have wished to make their participa-

tion in the war complete by helping to guarantee

the terms of peace and to bring some sort of order

out of the economic chaos which was likely to

ensue. That definite and necessary piece of work
was shirked when it became involved with the

greater intricacies of the proposal of the League
of Nations.

Well. Opportunity again knocks at our gates, for

it is at length abundantly plain that Europe needs

our help to prevent a collapse. To reject it this

time would be in the highest degree criminal. What
form this help is to take has not, as we write, been

disclosed. The talk is of a vast international loan.

But this in itself could not be expected to work
miracles. If there is to be a service at all com-

mensurate with that accomplished by the Wash-
ington Conference, some of the misunderstandings

which now exist must be permanently removed.

It must be definitely ascertained, for one thing,

precisely what is Germany's economic condition,

with a view to learning what may reasonably be

expected of her. She should certainly be made to

pay the fullest amount of reparations compatible

with her own recovery as a nation. For only so

can one expect France, after her tremendous suf-

ferings, to be satisfied. An adjustment of repara-

tions and debts all along the line will then be

in order. The Independent has consistently urged
the cancellation by America of the entire Allied

debt as an excellent starting point for general re-

covery. This policy, we admit, would have a hard
time of it in the present Congress, and it may be

that the private loan now talked about might tem-

porarily serve as a useful substitute.

What besides a loan has the Administration in

mind? Our correspondent, Mr. John Firman Coar,

after a first-hand study of German conditions and
after numerous conversations with the political and
industrial leaders of Germany, suggested in these

columns a plan of economic conference which
might be most useful. He believes that if, with the

encouragement of their several Governments, the

great industrial leaders, especially of France and
Germany, w-ere to meet here in conference with
similar American leaders, a solid understanding
would be arrived at. And it is true that the Ameri-

can representatives at such a conference would

have the trust of the others and would inspire the

belief that they were working impartially for world

recovery.

Though the Harding Administration is ac-

quainted with this suggestion, it no doubt has its

own ideas as to how best to go about any such in-

ternational service. Meanwhile it is comforting to

believe that Washington is now aware of the ripe-

ness of the time for international leadership. If

this step is being taken tardily, there is compensa-

tion in the thought that, owing to the desperateness

of Europe's present conditions, our leadership may
be more effective than ever before.

To Check Child Labor

WITH the current of public opinion which

opposes working young children in fac-

tories we are in full and hearty sym-
pathy. Yet we view with concern the general dis-

position to deal with the matter by amending the

Constitution, and we shall feel it highly regretta-

ble (unless he changes his apparently intended

course in the matter), that President Harding
should have recommended to Congress this way of

dealing with the issue. We are opposed to a Con-

stitutional amendment of this sort for two reasons

—that such a remedy is worse in the long run than

the evil it is aimed at; and that there is no clear

necessity for resorting to it. We believe that a

practical and harmless way to gain the desired end

is available, and that it should at least be tried out

before changing the fundamentals of our Govern-

ment.

A rule that no child under 14, or 16, shall work
in a factory is not a fundamental principle of gov-

ernment by a union of sovereign States like ours,

which have delegated certain powers to the central

Government solely in order to accomplish specific

l)urposes which they could not compass by their

action as independent units. It is a mere police

regulation. It is no different in principle from the

prohibition of Sunday golf or baseball by Congress,

and in the minds of many thousands of our citizens

is even less vital to social salvation than strict

Sabbatarianism. To give Congress authority over

the conditions of child labor in the States is in prin-

ciple to give it authority over every detail of the

citizen's personal life and habits. Some men and
women would welcome such a change; but the in-

evitable result would be a vital alteration in the

basis on which our union of States now functions.

Beneath certain large aspects of unity, this coun-

try is one of highly diverse conditions of race, of

culture, of environment, of ideals and standards.

It is a fundamental of our system that the separate

States have each a free hand in finding its own
solutions for problems that are not common and
vital to all the States. Herein lies flexibility, room
for experiment, and easy opportunity for retreat-
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ing from mistaken positions without burdening the

whole country with the error. We believe this sys-

tem is vastly more hopeful for sound advance than

mass movements for national legislation on essen-

tially State matters.

What the President might well do is to summon
a conference of Governors to discuss child labor

regulation. He could make it plain to the Govern-

ors of the States now lax as to child labor that the

moral sentiment of the country as a whole demands
a raising of their standards. He could point to his

own recommendation to Congress as showing the

probable result of their failure to adopt the stand-

ards of the rest of the country. He might well use

his recommendation to point his own regret over an

impending vital departure from the American sys-

tem, and urge upon the Governors of the back-

ward States—all of them long-time champions of

"States rights"—that they appeal to their people

for legislation that would forestall interference

through Constitutional change. Shrewdly planned

and managed, we believe this appeal would be

effective. Such a solution seems to us infinitely

preferable to changing the Constitution.

Lost—At Lausanne

CROSS currents and counter purposes in

politics, economic rivalries, racial and
religious enmities—all these have had full

play in the conference at Lausanne to end the

Greco-Turkish war and fix the status of the Turk.

As far as the public can see from the day-by-day

reports, the conference has before it a multitude

of problems which are juggled in truly kaleido-

scopic fashion. There are the questions of the

Mosul oil-fields, the occupation and boundaries

of Western Thrace, the capitulations, the protec-

tion of minorities, the Ottoman debt, the freedom
of the Straits, and many others. Each of these

is a knotty problem in itself, but when each is used

as an issue to confuse and complicate the other

problems an impasse results.

Almost the only ray of light is the presence of

the American delegation and the clarifying moral
influence exerted by our representatives. It has

been the practice of some of our caviling journals

to ridicule the kind of participation engaged in by
the United States. It is alleged that our Govern-

ment is meddling in the Near East situation, in-

terfering in settlements and demanding rights,

without being willing to accept the responsibilities

of full and equal participation. All this is very

unfair and short-sighted. Much of such criticism

comes from those who were bitterly disappointed

that the United States did not enter the League
of Nations. They have in the past loudly cham-
pioned the idea of this country taking a larger

part in world affairs, yet when the opportunity

comes to start in a modest way a helpful coopera-

tion, instead of welcoming and encouraging the

effort they indulge in splenetic outbursts calcu-

lated to defeat it. It is from them that we hear
the sarcastic comment about entering the League
by the back door.

As a matter of fact. Ambassador Child, in set-

ting before the Conference the American point

of view as to the open door in Mesopotamia, the

freedom of the Straits, and the outrageous Turkish
proposal to deport hundreds of thousands of

Christians, did much to clear the atmosphere. To
accomplish this it was not necessary for the United

States to be a full-fledged member of the Con-

ference. America looms so big in the calculations

of all European nations that her opinion carries

great weight in any assembly.

The great blunder of the Allied Powers at

Lausanne has been the invitation extended to the

Soviet Government to participate. Two things

should have been perfectly obvious to them before-

hand: first, that the Soviet Government could not

represent the Russian people and therefore no

permanent settlement could be arranged with it;

and secondly, that the Soviet Government, in pur-

suit of its own ends, apart from real Russian in-

terests, was bound to devote all its energies to

making trouble and causing dissension among the

Powers. France and England are now paying

heavily for this blunder, and the end is not yet.

We have mentioned above some of the trouble-

some and complicated problems before the Lau-

sanne conference. Behind them all, however, looms

the great problem, the future of Russia vis-a-vis

Europe. The diplomats know this—and talk of

other things. The facts are plain. Russia, with

her teeming millions and marvelous natural re-

sources, will some day resume her rightful posi-

tion. When that day comes no minor Power can

block her natural outlet to the Mediterranean.

Therefore any present settlement must be tem-

porary. The Turks sense this and would like to

arrive at an understanding with England for

future cooperation. By the same token, they are

embarrassed by their Soviet friends.

At bottom, the issue is whether Great Britain

is going to cling to the policy of hostility toward

Russia, the Palmerstonian policy based on the

obsession that Russia aimed at taking India; or

whether a new policy of cooperation with Russia

is to be evolved, a policy by which their mutual

interests in the Near East can be harmonized. At
present the narrow and obstinate tradition with

which Lord Curzon is imbued is the chief obstacle.

The issue is, in short, whether, as Russia revives,

she is to come into the family of Europe as a help-

ful member, or whether she is to be driven to the

side of Asia when the big struggle of East and

West takes place, if it does take place. The de-

cision rests, not with the conference at Lausanne,

but with Great Britain. It is not too much to

say that upon that decision hangs the fate of

European civilization.
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The Transgressor—An Intimate View
Behind the Bars
By Rev. Thomas 0. Reed

Chaplain of Ohio Penitentiary, Columbus, Ohio

BEFORE we can hope to understand criminals

we must first understand the real meaning of

crime. Webster tells us that "crime is the com-

mission of an act which is contrary to public laws."

A perfectly good definition, but does it convey its full

meaning? I look upon crime as nothing more nor less

than misapplied energy—man-power gone to waste.

When a man's weaknesses have manifested them-

selves to such an extent that his energies become mis-

applied (and he is caught), we term him a felon and

send him away to prison. This procedure completed,

we dismiss him from our minds. In so doing do we not

commit an equally grave sin? Do our actions not

show that vengeance has been our impelling motive

rather than a constructive spirit?

Instead of dismissing him from our minds when his

weaknesses become evident, here is where our interest

in him should increase. We should start constructive

efforts to help him overcome his weaknesses instead

of hurling him forever in the discard.

I grant you that prisons are intended primarily for

punishment—this idea as a preventive of crime is most

important—but for the prisoners themselves, of what

avail is punishment unless it also accomplishes re-

formation? Do our prisons of today reform or do

they simply punish?

I have studied the question from every angle during

my ten years of active association with prison work.

I have studied the question from the outside as well

as from the inside; from the taxpayer's standpoint as

well as from that of the prisoner. In nine cases out

of ten I believe that our prisons are falling far short

of the goal which is possible for them to attain.

It is not my idea to turn prisons into playhouses,

nor, on the other hand, is it my idea to transform them
into veritable hells. To accomplish the best results,

prison discipline need not be cast to the four winds,

but the ghastly prison atmosphere must be banished

in favor of a constructive spirit, based on the "human
touch." To attempt to build up a respect for the law
by showing those who have fouled it that those whose
duty it is to carry out the law have no respect for

them is a mi^fture of malignancy and stupidity.

I make it a point to interview personally every man
who is received within these walls. Basing my judg-

ment upon these interviews I should say that ninety-

nine per cent, of all crime is directly traceable to one
of four causes : passion, necessity, ignorance, or mental
deficiency'. I am sure you will grant that each such
class should have separate and distinct treatment.
There should be classification and segregation, instead
of treatment in one large body. This is the first and
basic fault of our present prison systems, and one
which Ohio is trying to overcome in the building of
her new penitentiary.

In ths second place, reformation to be lasting must
amount to something like regeneration. Regeneration

means a new birth, with ned ideals, new ambition, and

new courage.

This phase of the work has had my constant thought

and study since assuming my charge within these walls.

Under our present laws the judge fixes a definite mini-

mum sentence which the man must serve. This per-

mits us little opportunity to bring to the surface the

best that is in a man. He has no incentive to try to

better himself, for, try as hard as he may, he will not

be released one minute earlier. His only object in life

is to "do the time and get it over with." He naturally

becomes a sort of drone, doing just enough work to

"get by." Under these conditions he is mentally and

morally going backward instead of forward. When he

is released he is in no shape to compete with others

in the business world, for he has lost the punch, the

energy, and the ambition necessary for success. This

terrible habit, a mixture of shirking and stalling, into

which he was naturally forced while in prison, is the

cause of many a lost job in the outside world, and

from lost jobs comes discouragement, from which point

it is a short step to a return to crime.

Personally, I am opposed to the definite fixing of

the term of a man's sentence. I believe that all sen-

tences should read: "From nothing to life." When a

person is found to be suffering from a "mental ill," he

is sent to a hospital "until cured." Why should not

the same be done with men who have fouled the law,

for they are suffering from mental ills of perhaps an-

other form.

It is next to impossible for a judge, who perhaps

sees the prisoner but for a few brief minutes, to gauge
at the outset the time which will be necessary to bring

about his regeneration. Let the men who have him in

charge during the period of treatment be the judges

of this matter, for who is better able to determine

when a man is cured than they?

With such a law in force, the prisoners would have

a real incentive to make good, for they would know
that their hope of release depended on it. If a man is

not fit to return to society today, will he be completely

cured by tomorrow, simply because his sentence is

completed? Our present system seems to assume this

silly fact. But if he is unfit why release him until

he is fit? If he is still unfit, the money which the state

has expended on his incarceration is a complete waste.

Isn't the "nothing to life" plan far more feasible?

There is another, possibly the greatest, fault of our

prison systems. This is the fact that little if any
systematic attempt is being made to give the men with-

in walls a better mental equipment, and above all a
trade at which they can make an honest living when
released.

Labor conditions on the outside limit to a large

extent the number and variety of industries which can

be maintained in prison. This obstacle is met not alone

in one State, but in every State. It limits the setting
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up of prison industries, and the helpful experience

which the men can derive from them To overcome

this difficulty we have followed what is being done in

other States and have tried out original plans ourselves,

but it was not until recently that a proper solution

seemed to be in sight.

Though handicapped severely by an entire lack of

funds to put the plan into operation, it looks today as

though success were almost within our reach. In its

few months of trial this plan has done more to bring

the Ohio Penitentiary to a maximum of efficiency

as a reconstructive agency than any other single phase

of our work.

A large percentage of the men who enter these prison

gates are anxious to better themselves. They have

learned the bitter lesson that crime does not pay and

they are anxious to use their time constructively. Few,

if any of them, have money enough to carry on a course

of study with an outside school, and our prison day

school, which teaches grammar school work, was un-

able to care for them. Although we have one of the

largest prison libraries in the country, no funds have

ever been available for its maintenance, and the only

books which it contains are those which have been

donated. Occasionally an inmate was able to find in

our library a book on the subject he desired to study,

but when he did, in nine cases out of ten, he did not

understand how to study it. The result was that the

little spark of ambition which was struggling for ex-

istence was soon snuffed out and quickly died away.

I followed many such cases and found that the men
soon resumed idle evenings in their cells, perhaps play-

ing, or reading a bit of light fiction. I noticed that

they soon tired of light reading and began brooding,

and I soon found that a few days of brooding could tear

down all the mental fibre which months of effort had

been able to build up.

I immediately exerted every effort to overcome this

condition. At times the task has seemed almost hope-

less, owing to our utter lack of funds. However, enough

broad-minded, far-seeing business men have been

shown what can be accomplished, to make possible one

of the most unique undertakings in penal work. I re-

fer to our Intra-Wall Correspondence School, which

is carried on by our prison library.

The fact that over fourteen hundred men, more than

half of our population, are actively engaged in con-

structive studies in this interesting school proves

beyond a doubt that these men ivant to make good, if

given the opportunity.

At the present time a variety of 131 subjects are

available to the inmates. All textbooks, paper, pencils,

and other material are furnished without cost to the

student. In fact, there is no charge of any kind in con-

nection with the school.

The courses available range from primary arithmetic

and grammar to advanced engineering. There is hardly

a branch in the educational field, especially those which

can be taught at home, which is not included in the

curriculum of the Intra-Wall Correspondence School.

Electrical engineering, automobile repairing, account-

ancy, salesmanship, carpentry and contracting, book-

keeping, foreign languages, mathematics, and agricul-

ture are but a few of the many subjects available.

When enrolled, an inmate receives the first textbook

on the subject he is taking up, together with a set of

questions, which we have specially prepared, covering

the first chapter. He is also given paper upon which

to answer these questions. When he has finished the

chapter and has completed the written review, his

lesson is collected and a new set of questions covering

the second chapter is given him.

These written lessons which have been gathered up
are then corrected, graded, and returned to the student

by our own library. The work is handled the same as

though the men were studying with some outside corre-

spondence school.

When a man has completed a given course and all

textbooks have been returned, he is given a final written

examination under the direct supervision of the libra-

rians. Upon passing this he is given a diploma which

contains absolutely no reference to the fact that it is-

issued by a penitentiary.

What has this unique undertaking cost the State, you
ask? Not a single penny, for not a penny has been

allowed us for the experiment. Every book has been

donated by friends and all the work of the school is

carried on by my inmate assistants. The head librarian

is also in charge of the Intra-Wall Correspondence

School. He is a college graduate, and upon his

shoulders falls the brunt of the work, such as prepara-

tion of lessons, correction of papers, and the many other

duties which such an enterprise entails. Though his

pay, as a prisoner, is 8 cents per day, he is as inter-

ested in the work as though his salary were $25,000

per year, and instead of eight hours per day, six day&

per week, his schedule calls for eighteen hours per day,

seven days per week. His assistants are equally loyal;

but the point I want to make is this: Give the men a

vision to work toward; give them enough encourage-

ment to help them over the rough road; magnify their

good points instead of their bad ones, and you will build

a man, instead of a criminal.

I wish it were possible for me to convey a clear pic-

ture of the definite results which this Intra-Wall Corre-

spondence School is accomplishing.

The Lamp
By Nora B. Cunningham

'TpHEY live," I said, " as in a narrow room,

J. With worn beliefs like ancient furniture.

And windows tightly shut against the wind

—

The clean, fresh wind that blows across the fields

—

I'd rather stumble with my eyes on stars

Than crouch beside a lamp, afraid to move

Beyond the radius of its little light. . .
."

"A little room," my sister sadly said,

"With worn beliefs like well-loved furniture.

And windows tightly shut against the wind

—

The hungry wind that ravens through the dark.

While they draw close into the brightness cast

By their strong faith, a filled and well-trimmed lamp. . . -

But you, because you love the wind and stars.

And walk undaunted over darkened fields.

Must needs believe that such were best for them.

Fling wide the door, let in the rushing night.

Blow out the lamp, and leave no light at all

To eyes unable to perceive the stars."
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Secretary Mellon's Tax Proposals
By M. C. Rorty

HYPOCRISY is even worse in questions of t.ixa-

tion than elsewhere. It matters little whether

we believe that each citizen should pay taxes

according to his ability or according to the benefits he

receives. Neither question is raised by Secretary ^Mellon

in his recent proposals for changes in Federal taxa-

tion. All that he says is that we should not fool our-

selves by pretending to do what cannot be done. He

deals with facts and not with theories. He makes no

suggestion to exempt wealth from taxation. Rather

does he suggest how wealth may be taxed with the

greatest certainty and with the minimum danger of

ruin to the national conscience. He does not say, as

he might, that, if our present tax laws remain un-

changed, this damage to the national conscience may
be quite as great among those who do not pay income

taxes or own tax exempt bonds as among those who do.

The annual report of the Treasury Department

makes two major suggestions. The first is that the

maximum surtax rate on individual incomes be reduced

to 25 per cent., which, added to the normal taxes,

would make the total tax 33 per cent. The second

proposal is that, by constitutional amendment, all Fed-

eral, State, municipal, and other bonds now tax exempt

shall be made subject to taxation in the same manner

as other classes of bonds.

An attempt will doubtless be made by professional

demagogues and vote-getters in Congress and out, and

in the columns of that portion of the press which caters

to class hatreds and class prejudices, to dispose of the

first of these proposals with a wave of the hand, and

to claim that the suggested change would be in the

interest of invested wealth. Nothing could be fur-

ther from the truth. Income taxation must be some-

thing more than a theory. Secretary Mellon has not

taken his cue from men of large fortunes, but from tax

experts and practical administrators of the income

tax laws, who, if anything, are too highly imbued with

the notion that the rich man should be assisted toward

salvation by confiscating his wealth. And these tax

•experts and these practical tax collectors say, now, that

they wish to stop pretending to collect from large

-wealth, and wish actually to make such collections.

Furthermore, the figure of 33 per cent, which, almost

as a unit, they recommend as the most productive up-

per limit, is the one which the Secretary has chosen.

This change in the surtax rate stands on its own
bottom and will be desirable, whether bonds now tax

•exempt are or are not made subject to taxation.

Those who are most familiar with the actual work-

ing of the income tax laws state that false returns and

direct evasions, while somewhat common in the lower

ranges of the schedule, are almost negligible with re-

spect to the larger incomes. The receivers of such in-

comes must keep accurate accounts for their own pur-

poses, and such accounts are checked and cross-checked

in a way that leaves few loop-holes.

During the war period, patriotic impulses led the

inajority of large income receivers to avail themselves

less freely than they might of the exemptions which the

law provided. Now that income taxes are threatening

to run undiminished into the dim distant future, ad-

vantage is being taken in full of every permissible ex-

emption. According to the Treasury report, taxable

incomes of all classes amounted in round figures to

$6,300,000,000 in 1916, and increased to $23,700,000,000

in 1920. Y'et, during the same period, taxable incomes

over $300,000 decreased in total amount from approxi-

mately $1,000,000,000 to approximately $250,000,000.

Much of this decline in the larger incomes has been

due to the shifting of investments into tax exempt

bonds. Other large reductions have undoubtedly been

due to various legal expedients for splitting up in-

comes and otherwise removing them from the applica-

tion of the higher surtaxes. There has been no lack

of will on the part of the Treasury Department to pre-

vent this reduction in tax revenue. But the plain fact

remains that there is a limit to tax machinery and tax

laws. The dollar that is too seriously threatened will

manage, somehow or other, to escape. It is like the

darkey in the war who, when asked to join the cavalry,

said that he did not "want to be bothered with no horse

when them shells started to fall."

As to the second of Secretary Mellon's proposals,

which is for a constitutional amendment to remove the

tax exempt features of state, municipal, and other

bonds, there will be less popular opposition. There

will, however, be concealed and open attacks for cer-

tain special interests that are now profiting from the

excessive state, municipal, and other public expendi-

tures which are encouraged by the artificial stimulus

given to the floating of public bond issues and the

steady diversion of investment money from industrial

fields to those represented by tax exempt bonds. And
there may be considerable open opposition from legis-

lators and public authorities who fear that the elimi-

nation of the tax exempt features may seriously in-

crease the cost of money for necessary public

improvements.

Here, however. Secretary Mellon has a direct an-

swer. The opinion of the Department's own experts

is that the required return on tax exempt bonds is

very little reduced by the tax exemptions, that the

profit from such exemptions is more largely to the in-

vestor than to the borrowers, and that the direct losses

to the Federal Government and the states and munici-

palities in income and property taxes far exceed any

savings in interest charges. This opinion has been

strongly supported by the testimony of impartial out-

side observers in hearings before the House Ways and

Means Committee.

Further support for the preceding opinion is given

by Canadian experience where, with practically no tax

exemptions, public bond issues enjoy a preferred posi-

tion corresponding very closely to the position of state

and municipal bonds in our own markets, and command
a rate of interest from one-half to one and one-half

per cent, lower than utility, industrial and mortgage

issues.

With this array of facts and expert opinion to back

his proposals, Mr. Mellon has, in effect, issued a direct

challenge and appeal to the sanity and political in-
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telligence of the American people. Such appeals, in the

long run, are always answered, and political leaders

and publicists who assume too readily that the recent

elections represent a return to unthinking radicalism

may have their disappointments. There are many in-

dications that the voters as a whole are tired of being

told only what it is assumed they wish to hear—and
they may give an unexpected welcome to the business-

like plain speaking of the hard-headed Secretary of the

Treasury.

Where Do Seals Go in Winter?
By Robert H. Moulton

IT
is a rather remarkable fact that, with all our

knowledge of the habits of seals, there is a real

mystery surrounding the animals; no one has ever
been able to discover where they go in winter; no one
has been able to make a record of their hiding place.

In Alaska, the seals begin to appear on the islands

of St. Paul and St. George about the end of April or
the first of May, and toward the latter part of August
or in the first weeks of September they disappear as
strangely and mysteriously as they came. This is one
of Nature's secrets which she has kept most success-

fully hidden from scientists, as well as the prying
eyes of the merely curious and inquisitive.

Even in the days, years ago, when the seals num-
bered five million or more, apparently some signal un-
known to man would be given, and the next day the
fog-wreathed rocks would be bare, the seals having de-

serted the islands. With their slipping off into Bering
Sea, all trace of them was lost until their return the
following spring. Then some morning they would
suddenlp reappear, disporting themselves in the water
or on the shore.

When the United States bought Alaska from Russia
in 1867, outsiders without any rights or privileges
were in the habit of going there to kill as many seals

as possible. In order to prevent what might prove
the extinction of the sealing industry, the United States
Government in 1870 stopped this indiscriminate kill-

ing and leased the

islands of St. Paul
and St. George to

the Alaska Commer-
cial Company, giv-

ing the company the

right to kill 100,000

seals a year for 20

years. The islands

were later leased to

another commercial

company and the

killing was cut so

that it could not ex-

ceed 60,000 seals a

year. In 1891 this

figure was still fur-

ther reduced to 15,-

000 a year, and
since that time it

has varied from 15,-

000 to 21,000 an-

nually. In 1913

the United States

assumed entire con-

trol of the sealing
~.j^

industry and since that time has itself conducted it.

There are now about 400,000 seals in Alaska. The
Government has taken strict measures to prevent this

number from being depleted. No one not authorized

by the Government is allowed on the principal seal

islands except at the time of the killing, when the Al-

euts or natives are permitted to attend to the actual

killing of the animals and the salting of their skins.

^-^ "*^ka-i^"

W^

The seals selected are driven slowly inshore for a mile

or more, every care being taken not to alarm the rest

of the herd.

After the animals are killed and skinned, the skins

are heavily salted on the flesh side and put in piles

of six, being arranged in three pairs, the fleshy side

of each skin against the fleshy side of another skin.

Later they are rolled in packages of four and put into

casks, then shipped to San Francisco, whence they are

reshipped by rail to the Eastern fur centres.

Seals weighing less than six pounds may not be

killed, according to law, although experts say that the

best skins come from animals between the ages of two

and four years. For the first time last year some of

the older seals—those from six to eight years—were

killed as an experiment. The fur of these, "whigs," as

the older ones are called, is coarser and not as long

as that of the younger ones. It takes from two to

four skins for a coat, depending upon its size and

style. Though it is not possible to set an exact price

on the value of a seal skin, it is now about $70. In-

numerable imitations of sealskins are sold, the best

known being "Hudson seal," which is dressed and dyed

muskrat. Then there are numbers of near-seal vari-

eties, which have such names as French, Siberian, or

Baltic seal. All of the near-seal furs are simply

dressed and dyed rabbit.

The story of the lives of the seals and the fur in-

dustry has been told in a fascinating book by David

Starr Jordan.

i
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Why the World Celebrates Pasteur's Birthday
By I. K. Russell

THE French Government has announced the appro-

priation of 2,000,000 francs with which to cele-

brate properly the 100th anniversary of the birth

of Louis Pasteur. The Government appropriation car-

ries with it the statement that Pasteur stands as "The
SvTTibol of French Science."

The anniversary date occurs on December 27, and if

all who are beholden to Pasteur could be assembled in

an evening of celebration, they would probably repre-

sent more diversified interests than, perhaps, would
assemble to honor any other man of science.

The medical profession, for instance, is beholden to

him for the first sterilized bandages, and the first

sterilized instruments. Not only did he teach to med-
ical men the theory of Sterilization, but he unfolded

to them their first working knowledge of the great

world of Microscopia that is invisible to the eye but

works a mighty havoc in hospitals and among peoples

where contagion may grow into epidemics.

The odd thing about this work for hospital sanitation

is that he took the instruments

from the hands of a surgeon in a

maternity hospital and passed them
through a flame to sterilize them,

the first time he was ever in a hos-

pital. He was then not a surgeon

or physician at all, but an experi-

menting chemist. The death rate

when he entered it was 80 out of

every 100 mothers, and the cause

of these wholesale deaths was noted

down as "childbirth fever." By the

introduction of the flame for in-

struments between operations, and

the bake oven for bandages, Pas-

teur shifted the death rate from 80

in 100 to 20 in 100.

From the hospital where he first

applied surgical instruments to a

flame, Pasteur carried his claim,

that this should be done, to the Academy of Medicine

itself. His biographer, Vallery-Radot, thus describes

the reception of his new operative technique:

At the time when Pasteur received the letter (a letter from
Sir Joseph Lister, of Edinburgh, crediting Pasteur as the

source of the Lister system of antiseptic surgery) people in

France were so far from all that concerned antisepsis and
asepsis, that, when he advised surgeons at the Academy of

Medicine to put their instruments through a flame before

using them they did not understand what he meant and he
had to explain. . . .

"I mean that surgical ijistruments merely should be put
through a flame, not really heated, and for this reason : if an
instrument were examined with a microscope, it would be seen
that its surface presents grooves where dusts are harboured,
which cannot be completely removed even by the most care-
ful cleansing. Fire entirely destroys these organic dusts

;

in my laboratory where I am surrounded by dusts of all

kinds, I never make use of an instrument without previously
putting it through a flame."

Pasteur was ever ready to help others, giving them willing
advice and information. In November 1874 (subsequent to
his election to the Academy of Medicine) he had occasion to
notice that a certain cotton-wool dressing had been badly
done. ... A wound on the dirty hand of a laboring man
had been bandaged with cotton wool without having been

t'aitl J tif/Hip-iuit

Pasteur—"The Symbol of French Science"

pus exhaled a repugnant odor, and was found to swarm with
vibrones. Pasteur, in a silting of The Academy of Science,
enteretl into details as to tiie precautions which are necessary
to get rid of germs originally i)resent on the surface of the
wound or of the cotton wool; he declared that the layers
of cotton wool should be heated to a very high temperature.

The next most interesting thing about this great

service to the medical profession is that Pasteur gained

his introduction to his task in that direction by exactly

the method which makes every chemist who tries to

solve practical problems so important to modern indus-

try. Pasteur was at work in his laboratory with prob-

lems of fermentation. He had three sets of observed

facts to go on. He had noted that dough soured if

left too long in fermentation, and that something hap-

pened in the baking of bread to kill the action of what-

ever caused the souring. The French Government had

referred to him the problem of the wine that turned

sour on voyages of the French fleet so that the sailors

would not drink it. And the brewers of France had

referred to him the problem of the beer that turned

"bitter" in the beer vats.

Starting from the observed fact

about bread and soured dough, he

wondered if something in the wine

could be "killed" by heat that would

stop the souring and the conver-

sion into vinegar. So he heated

wine samples to various tempera-

tures. It is interesting to note

now that a frugal janitor often

turned down the gas jet under his

samples and so ruined his experi-

ments in these first attempts to find

out the death temperature for

yeasts in wine and beer, and that

the janitor quarreled with Pasteur

over wasting "such a lot of flame

on such a little sample of wine,"

while he was thus at work discov-

ering the real nature of yeast, and

the existence in the air of bacteria that affected many
human affairs in so many different ways.

He found that heating the wine killed its ferments

and left it sweet just as heating the dough did in the

making of bread. And so he set the modern wine in-

dustry upon its feet.

Beer gave him another remarkable step forward. He
found that after he had sweetened bitter beer, it had

a tendency to become bitter all over again and did not

remain sweet as the wine did—the bread did. He
set out "culture mediums" in the breweries—especially

on dusty rafters—and obtained from the dust the same

germs that he found in the beer. He found that if he

kept the beer, after killing its "wild yeasts from the

brewery dust" by heat, sealed in tubes with cotton

plugs, the beer would remain sweet. Thus he came

face to face with the infection theory in all that -it

means to the medical profession today—and to sani-

tarians in the control of notifiable, contagious diseases.

It was only because Pasteur, looking from his labo-

washed in any way. When the bandage was removed the ratory window, saw ten women carried into a maternity
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hospital one morning and ten corpses carried out at

night, that he stepped over into the medical profession

to apply his theories directly to human affairs. The
instantaneous response he obtained to his vigorous ef-

forts to reduce the death-rate, opened up to Pasteur

the great work of his later life. Chemists must never

forget that it was as a chemist that he made these

great discoveries. His election to the Academy of

Medicine came later in his life, while his fame as a

chemist was resounding throughout France.

By the simple "accident" of noting that an epidemic

of anthrax swept away horses, cows, pigs, and dogs,

and left the chickens, he discovered the importance of

temperature in germ growth. He brought to this prob-

lem the eternal curiosity that drove him onward

through life, and discovered that the hen's blood was

four degrees C. hotter than the blood of mammals.
Perhaps he first established himself with the medical

profession when he killed hens with anthrax germ in-

oculation by holding them in water until their tem-

perature was reduced to the normal for mammals and

"cured" them when no mammal could be cured by tak-

ing them from the cold bath to a warm room. There

they took care of the anthrax inoculations for them-

selves, as the unfavorable temperature for germ growth
was created.

Pasteur did not care a cent for "pure science with-

out application." He called the simple brewers to-

gether and taught them night after night in Lille how
to prevent bitter beer by washing down the brewery

walls and getting rid of all brewery dust. And it was
here that modern sanitation really was born.

When he found the germ that was killing the silk

worm in France, he proclaimed his discovery far and

wide and thus saved the silk industry to France. When
he worked out the theory of vaccination, he proclaimed

it to all who would hear and he gave the "Pasteur treat-

ment" for rabies even to a boy whom he know would

die, he was "so far gone with the disease." He wanted

to yield every ounce of human helpfulness he could.

In America his name is a household word because of

the daily delivery to all city homes of "pasteurized

milk." In Algeria a city was named for him, while

he still lived, "out of gratitude for his discoveries." In

Canada a district was named for him for a like reason.

And we still know nothing better to do with a sufferer

from a mad dog's bite than to rush him to a Pasteur

institute. During the siege of Paris, like the great

patriot he was, he cried out against surgical practice

in the case of gangrene. All around him he saw his com-

panions dying from gangrene following gunshot wounds
and declared it was all unnecessary—that the infection

must come from air-borne germs which could be killed.

The idea was too far ahead of his time. It was not

until 1917 that they began to treat gangrene with the

Carrel-Dakin solution and thus brought an end to op-

erations for this disease. And at the same time they

found that "trench foot," because of which feet were

being cut off by the hundreds in our World War, was
only a mold growth and could be handled just as Pas-

teur had taught bakers and brewers and vineyardists

to handle molds. Thus nearly 100 years after his birth

the world followed along trails he pointed out. Chemists

can never be accused of honoring him too greatly.

Direct Elections and the Presidency
By Fabian Franklin

"D'
IRECT popular election of President and Vice-

President, abolishing the Electoral College"

and "extension of the direct primary to the

nomination of President and Vice-President" are

among the purposes declared in resolutions adopted at

the recent conference of radicals, liberals, and pro-

gressives at Washington, as summarized in the New
York Times. What shape the proposals for these ends

may finally take, and whether they will assume practical

importance in the near future, it is too early to say;

but both subjects have been given sufficient promi-

nence to make some discussion of them timely.

If the first of these proposals should take the shape

of a mere abolition of the mechanism of the Electoral

College, it would constitute a change of no profound

import. It would present the advantage of making it

possible to discriminate between the Presidential and

Vice-Presidential candidate on the same party ticket;

and this is not altogether unimportant, for Vice-Presi-

dents have in so many instances succeeded to the chief

magistracy through the death of the President that it

would be desirable to have a real choice in the case of

the lesser office, instead of that unavoidable lumping

of it with the greater which voting for Electors entails.

Apart from this, abolition of the Electoral College

would be an improvement in mechanism, but not one of

prime importance. In essence, and almost in form, the

voters express their choice for President as "directly"

when they vote for Electors pledged to a given candi-

date as they could if they voted for him without the

intervention of the Electoral College machinery.

But "direct popular election of President," in past

agitations on the subject—and the scheme, though it

has never succeeded in getting far, has been broached

innumerable times—has been understood to mean much
more than the mere abolition of the Electoral College;

and very likely, if a real agitation for it should now
be started, it will take the shape of this larger issue.

Direct election of the President by the people has

generally been understood to mean choice by a major-

ity of the entire popular vote of the nation. Under the

existing system, a candidate may have a great major- j

ity of the Electors, although his opponent polled a

heavy majority of the votes of the people. A majority

of a thousand in New York would give a candidate the

whole of the Electoral vote of that great State, just

as a majority of half a million would; and if, for ex-

ample, his opponent carried Minnesota and Kansas and

Nebraska and the two Dakotas by 100,000 each, this

aggregate of a half million majority would give him

only forty electoral votes. Of course the reverse is

equally true: if it happened that sentiment in New
York was overwhelmingly in favor of one candidate

so that he carried the State by a million majority,

while parties were nearly evenly divided in a group of

Middle West States which were carried by the op-
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posite candidatt". a few thousand majority in those

States would counterpoise the million majoritj' in New-

York.

This circumstance has always seemed to many per-

sons an intolerable thing; they have felt that it violated

the principle of majority rule. But it is a mistake to

erect that principle into a sacrosanct dogma. We must

aim at a good practical appro.ximation to majority rule;

we must not deliberately violate it for an unfair pur-

pose. But on the other hand, we must not insist on a

literal enforcement of it at the sacrifice of all other

considerations. The existing system has not in prac-

tice resulted in any gross departures from majority

rule; and it has advantages that far outweigh the ob-

jections to it.

Of these advantages perhaps the greatest is that

it prevents any one section which may have a peculiar

interest or preference from imposing its will on the

rest of the country. If, for example, owing to some

local interest, or the peculiar composition of its popu-

lation, New York gave a majority of a million for one

party, and every one of the other forty-four States was

carried by the opposite party, by majorities ranging

from ten to twenty thousand, would not any sensible

person see that the million majority in New York ought

not to override the six or seven hundred thousand

majority in the rest of the country? And what is

evident in this extreme case applies, in its degree, in

a case of less marked character. The division by

States takes account of something real, something

vital, which the mere brute count of noses does not

allow for.

Much more that might be said along this line I must

refrain from going into; but there is a practical con-

sideration of the utmost importance which I cannot

pass unmentioned. Under the existing system the re-

sult, in any sharply contested election, turns on the

votes of "doubtful" States—States in which the oppos-

ing parties are somewhat evenly matched. Under a

system of election of the President by sheer force of

aggregate majorities, it would be of just as much ad-

vantage to a candidate to add ten thousand to his vote

in a "rock-ribbed" Republican (or Democratic) State

as to add that number to his vote in a close State. The
consequence would be that efforts to prevent fraud,

or corruption, or illicit methods generally, instead of

being concentrated upon a fev/ States, would have to

be made with equal energy in every State in the Union

;

and in the case of the "rock-ribbed" States this would

have to be done without the aid of that alert public

sentiment which a close division of parties naturally

brings about. But even this is not all. It is a practical

fact, whether one likes it or not, that the "Solid South"

has been for half a century, and promises to be for a

long time to come, in the absolute control of one party.

The country views this condition of things with

equanimity under a system in which every State votes

as a unit; but it could not possibly do so under a sys-

tem in which any popular vote which the South might
see fit to roll up would be thrown with its full weight
into the scales as against the votes cast in States

where each party has to earn its vote in a real contest

with its rival. If there were no other objection to

the scheme of election by direct popular vote, this alone

would be fatal from the standpoint of practical states-

manship.

The selection of parly candidates for the Presidency

by direct vote of the entire population of the country

in a primary election is open, of course, to the same

objections. But in the case of the primary there are

other objections which apply even if the result of the

direct primary were determined by States as units.

The resolution adopted at Washington declares for

"national measures providing that the candidates of

all political parties for President and Vice-President

shall be nominated by the direct votes of the voters

of the country without the intervention of any con-

ventions." Whether this means a mass vote of all the

people of the country, or a vote upon the basis of State

divisions, it opens up a prospect which it is hardly

an exaggeration to call appalling. The direct primary

has merits, but it also has great drawbacks; and the

greater the political area to which it applies the greater

are the drawbacks.

At a general election, the standing division of the

people into parties provides the basis on which the

campaign is built up. But the primary is a contest

between individual aspirants, and not between organi-

zations, so that the whole structure of the campaign

has to be built to order, from the ground up. The

building up of such a structure throughout the nation,

with any effectiveness, must usually involve the ex-

penditure, even for the most legitimate purposes, of

a vast sum of money; and all this expenditure, be it

remembered, is, on the face of it, incurred for the pro-

motion of the chances of a particular individual, not

of a party. But even this does not begin to exhaust

the objections to a direct Presidential primary upon

a national scale. There is no reason to suppose that

any one candidate would get a majority of all the votes

cast; and nomination by a mere plurality would open

up all sorts of queer possibilities. Some scheme of

second and third choices might lessen the force of this

objection, but no such scheme would suffice to prevent

the outcome from being largely a matter either of

chance or of manipulation by expert managers of

Presidential booms.

Even more fundamental than any of these things is

the objection that the choice of the party candidate

by sheer force of numbers, without any participation

in the matter by the party's leaders, would tend still

further to devitalize our political parties. We all com-

plain of the meaninglessness of our party divisions,

and of the absence of leadership; but it is quite cer-

tain that the less you leave to leaders to do, the less

leadership you will have. A party without leaders is

perforce a party without character; and, as though

to emphasize the notion that it doesn't make any dif-

ference whether a party is really a party or not, the

resolution of the Washington conference expressly rec-

ommends that "every registered voter shall, without

disclosing his party affiliation, receive the ballots of

all parties and be entitled to mark in secret his choice

of party candidates on one party ballot, the others be-

ing destroyed." This is the plan that works so charm-

ingly in some of the Western States; a plan by which

Democrats or Populists may dictate a Republican nomi-

nation, or vice versa. Now it may be that the party

system is, in its very nature, a bad thing ; but if we are

to have parties, it seems hardly rational to carry them

on not only without anything like real leaders, but also

without anything like real members.
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Domestic Affairs
Doings of Congress

THE extra session of Congress ended at 11.50 a. m.

December 4, and at 12 m. the same day the final

regular session of the Sixty-seventh Congress began.

The nomination of Mr. Pierce Butler for Associate Justice

of the Supreme Court failed of confirmation at the extra

session, through the opposition of the "radical-progressive"

group. His name has again been submitted to the Senate

and confirmation is expected.

The Democratic filibuster against the Anti-Lynching bill

was at last successful. The champions of the bill having

announced that there would be no further effort to make it

the unfinished business of the Senate, that body was enabled

to proceed to business.

A rural credits bill which has the approval of the Admin-
istration has been introduced in both House and Senate.

It proposes to use the machinery of the existing Farm
Loan Bureau with its Federal Land Banks and to provide

a revolving loan fund of $60,000,000.

Two more rural credits bills have been introduced. One,

like the Administration bill, would use the Farm Loan
Bureau machinery for the purpose of extending additional

credits, but on a more generous scale than that proposed

in the Administration bill. The other would authorize the

War Finance Corporation to make loans to foreign pur-

chasers of American agricultural products and livestock.

The American Farm Bureau Federation is behind both

bills.
•

The Wets in the House launched a fierce attack against

the. item of $9,000,000 in the Treasury Supply bill for pro-

hibition enforcement, especially such part of that amount
a-s..is intended for publicity, propaganda, and the purchase

Internuiiaicul

Three members of the new Irish Free State Senate. Left to right

:

JVilliam Butler Yeats, the poet; George Russell ("A. E."), per-

haps the most extraordinary personality in Ireland; Lord Dun-
raven, the famous sportsman

of bootleg liquor to be used in evidence ; but after the Presi-

dent's address to Congress, with its remarks on prohibition

enforcement, the attack collapsed.

The Ship Subsidy bill has been made the unfinished busi-

ness of the Senate. The Democrats have declared that they

do not intend to filibuster against the bill, but their actions

to date have not been consistent with that declaration.

It is reported that the farm bloc will move to have the

Ship Subsidy bill laid aside in favor of rural credits legis-

lation in the Senate, and have enough votes pledged to ac-

complish their fell design.

The President to Congjress.

The President addressed Congress on the 8th. Having

pointed out the need of more ample credit facilities for
the farmer and the raiser of livestock, he indicated how
greatly improvement in agricultural conditions must de-
pend upon provision of better and cheaper transporta-
tion. On various aspects of the transportation problem
he talked wisely and at some length. There should be
coordination, he said, of motor-car and railway transporta-
tion, instead of wasteful rivalry between them. Greater
use should be made of inland waterways, and rail lines

should be more effectively connected up with sea-carriers.

Railway lines should be merged into groups, freight cars

should be pooled under a central agency, and there should
be a central agency to aid in financing the less robust
carriers.

He proposed abolition of the Railroad Labor Board and
substitution for it of a Labor division in the Interstate

Commerce Commission, "to hear and decide disputes re-

lating to wages and working conditions which have failed

of adjustment by proper committees created by the rail-

ways and their employees." He recommended that, in

case the above proposal should not be approved, the mem-
bership of the present board be limited to representatives

of the public and that the place of sitting be changed to

Washington, where the board would be in close touch
with the Interstate Commerce Commission. "Public in-

terest," said he, "demands that ample power be conferred
upon the Labor tribunal, whether the present board or

the suggested substitute, to require its rulings to be ac-

cepted by both parties to a disputed question."

"Before enlarging the immigration quotas," declared

the President, "we had better provide registration for

aliens and establish our immigration boards abroad,"

whereby "we could end the pathos at our ports, where men
and women find our doors closed after long voyages and
wasted savings, because they are unfit for admission."

The President also recommended the following: a con-

stitutional amendment to abolish child labor; rigid en-

forcement of prohibition legislation; a constitutional amend-
ment to restrict issues of tax-exempt securities, both Fed-
eral and State; development of reclamation and irrigation

projects and improvement of means of forest protection

;

investigation of the causes of the very great differences

between costs of production and prices paid by the ulti-

mate consumer, to be followed by corrective action; and
a survey of national resources in men and materials, to

furnish the basis of a plan for their utilization for the

national defense.

He declared his intention of inviting the Governors of

States and territories to a conference with the Federal

authorities, with a view to cooperation towards prohibition

enforcement.

Certainly the President does not expect that more than
a beginning can be made towards carrying out these rec-

ommendations by the present Congress, and it must be re-

membered that the radical-progressives will hold the bal-

ance of power in the next Congress.

The Budget

In forwarding to Congress the budget estimates for the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1924, President Harding an-

nounced that there is good prospect that the deficit for

the fiscal year 1923 will be found to be not more than

$274,000,000, instead of about $697,000,000 as at first es-

timated. It is even possible, he declared, that the entire

deficit will be wiped out and the budget balanced. The
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new budget statement estimates receipts for the fiscal year

1924 at 13,361,813,359 and expenditures at $3,180,843,234—

a surplus of $180,969,125.

The Radical-Progressive Bloc

On the first of December, under the auspices of "The

People's Legislative Service" (a radical-progressive or-

ganization), a radical-progressive bloc within the Repub-

lican Party in Congress was formed, headed by Senator

La Follette. The following resolution was adopted:

Resolved, that the progressive-minded Senators and Repre-

sentatives of all parties agree to meet from time to time and
cooperate whole-heartedly in order to accomplish the funda-

mental purpose upon which we are all united, namely :

To drive special privilege out of control of Government and
restore it to the people.

To this end we will oppose unceasingly special-interest

legislation, and in order to prepare scientifically to meet the

critical situation that confronts the nation, we propose to

create special committees, composed of members of the Senate
and House, cooperating with men of affairs and experts, to

prepare and submit to this group for consideration from time
to time during this and the next Congress practical and con-

structive plans for dealing with the following great subjects:

Agriculture, labor, railroads, shipping, natural resources,

credits, taxation, amendments to the Constitution, looking to

the abolishment of the electoral college and the earlier meet-
ing of newly-elected Congresses.

In order to restore and perpetuate the control of the people
over their Government, we propose the institution of a nation-
wide campaign in the various States for direct, open primar-
ies for all elective offices, including the Presidency, and for
effective Federal and State corrupt practises acts.

The gentlemen of the bloc do not, it seems, intend the

formation of a new party, but they do intend to discredit

the policies and personnel of the Harding Administration,

and to dictate the party nominations and platform in 1924.

Brief Notes
In his annual report to Congress, Secretary Mellon rec-

ommends that the highest income surtax rate be reduced
from the present more than 50 per cent, to not more than
25 per cent. He says that the yield from the present
higher surtaxes is tending to become negligible.

* * *

The Administration having expressed the wish that Gen-

ral Wood would remain as Governor General of the Philip-

pines, in view of the critical situation there, General Wood
has resigned as Provost of the University of Pennsylvania.

* * *
,

In his Philadelphia speech Clemenceau said: "The mo-^

ment Germany knows that France, England, and America
are standing together, peace is assured. Do you think it is

asking too much to let all these insane folk—Germany, Rus-
sia, and Turkey—know that you will not tolerate their

machinations against peace?"

Clemenceau will give the proceeds of his American tour

to the American Field Service Fund, which provides schol-

arships (with object similar to that of the Rhodes scholar-

ships) for American youths in French universities and
French youths in American universities.

* * *

The Speejacks, a 98-foot motorboat, arrived in New
York harbor on the 11th, with the owner, A. Y. Gowen of

Chicago, vice-president of the Lehigh Portland Cement Com-
pany, his wife, and nine others (men) aboard, completing
a fifteen-month voyage around the globe—a glorious Odys-
sey worthy of a Homer. The tonnage of the Speejacks is

64, and she draws 6 feet.

Ireland

ON December 4 the Lords passed the two Irish bills

—

the bill embodying the Free State Constitution and the

Consequential Provisions bill; the former without amend-
ment, and the latter with only insignificant amendments
which the Commons at once accepted. The royal assent

was given to both bills on the 5th, and thereby the Irish

Free State acquired full legal status.

On the 6th the members of the Dail Eireann, or Pro-
visional Free State Parliament, took the oath prescribed

by the new Constitution, and thus that body became the

lower House (or Chamber) of the Free State Parliament.
The Chamber elected Mr. Cosgrave "President of the Coun-
cil" (practically the same thing as Premier) of the Free
State, and Mr. Cosgrave named six ministers (all of whom
had been members of the cabinet of the Provisional Gov-
ernment) to constitute, with himself, the Executive Coun-
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cil. The Senate, constituted upon the admirable plan laid

down by the constitution, is now organized and in session.

The Governor General (appointed by the Crown) is

Timothy Healy; the selection is universally acclaimed.

The Ulster Parliament, on the 7th, unanimously voted

an address to the Throne, "contracting" Ulster out of the

Free State.

All went off in Dublin on the 6th with a quietness most

uncanny. Not a sign, not a "peep," from the Republicans

in Dublin, or indeed anywhere in southern Ireland.

But on the 7th there was a violent revival of "irregular"

activity in several places in southern Ireland, and in

Dublin a thing most terrible occurred. Deputy Speaker

O'Maille of the Chamber of the new Parliament was
wounded and Brigadier General Sean Hales, a member of

the Chamber, was killed by a band of Republican assassins,

as the two were on their way to a session of the Chamber
in Dublin. The Government decided on reprisals. Rory

O'Connor, leader of the insurgents in the affair of the

Four Courts last June, and three others associated with

him in that sorry business, being in Mountjoy Jail, were

on the night of the 7th tried by a court-martial and found

guilty. The next morning they were executed. The offi-

cial communique stated that the executions were "in re-

prisal for the assassination of Brigadier General Sean

Hales and as a solemn warning to those who are engaged

The Speejacks, motor boat, 98 ft. long, which has just completed
one of the most remarkable of circumnavigations of the globe

in a conspiracy of assassination against the representatives

of the Irish people." Presumably O'Connor and his as-

sociates were tried by regular court-martial and not by

one of the military commissions recently set up by the

Provisional Parliament and vested with specified powers

for dealing with crimes connected with the insurrection.

It is understood that their jurisdiction is not retroactive.

General Mulcahy, Minister of Defense, has issued a

proclamation declaring the existence of a conspiracy to

"assassinate the members of the nation's Parliament, which

has already claimed two victims." Wherefore, "to safe-

guard the lives of the people's representatives, to safe-

guard the life of the nation itself, the sternest measures

are necessary and will be adopted." Any person found

possessing without authority "any bomb, portion of bomb,

or article of similar nature, any dynamite or other ex-

plosive substance, any revolver, rifle or other fire weapon,

or any ammunition for firearms," is liable to be haled be-

fore a committee of officers of the National Army, who,

if they find guilt, will make report of the matter to the

Army Council, any two members of which acting as a

committee are empowered, if both concur in the finding, to

order the death or other punishment. "Such order will

be carried out summarily."

The executions were the subject of hot debate in the

Dail on the evening of the 8th. The action of the Govern-

ment was sustained by a vote of 39 to 14, most of the

opposing votes being cast by Labor members.

General Mulcahy and President Cosgrave defended the

executions on large grounds. Reprisals had not been or-

dered in a spirit of revenge, they asserted, but on cool con-

sideration it had been thought absolutely necessary to

meet terror with terror, if the plot to assassinate one by

one the members of the Government and Parliament was
to be defeated. Whether or no the Government has done

wisely—ah ! that is the question.

The Free State Senate was sworn in on the 11th, and on

the 12th the Free State Parliament was formally opened

by Governor General Healy, who delivered the royal mes-

sage and made an address of his own. The King's message
was received in silence, but the Governor General's speech

was enthusiastically applauded.

The London Conference

THE conference of the Premiers of Great Britain,

France, Italy, and Belgium began in London on the

9th. Premier Poincare started the proceedings with a

proposal of a two-year moratorium to Germany, qualified

by the imposition of "productive guarantees." Then Bonar

Law made tentative proposals of the very first importance.

He said that the Balfour note was in no sense binding on

his Government. "I am prepared," said he, "to reconsider

the question of cancellation of debts, if such cancellation

would insure a settlement satisfactory to the British Gov-

ernment." He then indicated in a general way his idea of

a settlement: a moratorium of sufficient length to enable

Germany to set her house in order, reestablish her credit,

and stabilize the mark; no military action by the French;

and a reduction of the German indemnity to 40,000,000,000

gold marks or less. He added that the cancellation of debts

owing Britain was not to be considered except as a feature

of a final settlement of the reparations question.

Poincare, however, was unwilling definitely to renounce

his "productive guarantees" (for which see previous issues

of The Independent), prior to thorough discussion and to

complete development of the British position. Press of

other business compelled adjournment, on the 11th, until

January 2. One definite thing was accomplished—rejec-

tion of the German Chancellor's interim proposal as en-

tirely unsatisfactory. The Premiers are said to havq parted

amicably and hopefully.

The Lausanne Conference
The Straits.

SPACE is lacking here for an adequate account of the

very interesting discussion of the Straits problem in

the Lausanne Conference during the earlier part of the
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week ended December 9. For a full account the reader

is referred to Tfw Independetit luter-Wcckly for Schools

of December 16.

In a long statement vitiated by lies and propajranda,

Chicherin set forth the Russian position, deniandinp: that

the Straits be closed to warships other than Turkish and

that there be no restrictions upon Turkish sovereignty.

On the 6th Lord Curzon made a full statement of the Al-

lied progrramme for the Straits. The following summary
of the most important items thereof is quoted from the

Washington Sunday Star:

Freeiloin of comineroinl navigation through the Straits

(the t*^rm "Straits" as iisod by the Allies iiicUules the Sea
of Marmora) botli in peace aiul in war for nations not at war
with Turkey, aiul a similar freedom for warships, except

that the total tonnage of warships of any outside I'ower to

be allowed in the Black Sea may not exceed the total tonnage
of the strongest naval Power on the Black Sea (i. c, Russia),

and except that this limitation shall not apply to an outside

Power at war with a Power on the Black Sea ; demilitarized

zones to a depth of twenty-five miles on either side the

Straits; and a commission to supervise the execution of the

Allied programme, to include one representative of each of

the following-named Powers—Turkey, the United States,

Great Britain, France, Italy, Kussia, Japan, Greece, Ru-
mania, Jugoslavia and Bulgaria.

Mr. Child, chief representative of the United States,

made a speech in perfect agreement with the Allied plan.

On the 8th Ismet presented to the Conference the Turkish

viewpoint respecting the Straits. One gathers from the

Associated Press account that he made a rather rambling

speech which indicated no very great dissidence from the

Allied proposals of the 6th. Having in mind Article IV
of the Turkish National Pact, which declares that "the se-

curity of the City of Constantinople and of the Sea of

Marmora must be effected," he asked for guarantees from

the Powers adequate to effect this security.

He proposed, in language of the vaguest, important limit-

ations, both as to number of ships and as to tonnage of

individual ships, on the right of outside Powers to send

warships into the Black Sea.

He objected to demilitarization of the shores of the Sea

of Marmora, declaring defensive arrangements on the coast

to be necessary to the security of Anatolia and Eastern

Thrace.

He thought Turkey should be allowed some defensive in-

stallations on the Gallipolli Peninsula against the possibil-

ity of a surprise attack.

He thought twenty-five miles too great a width for the

proposed demilitarized zones.

He proposed that the islands of Samothrace, Lemnos,
Imbros and Tenedos be demilitarized and made autono-

mous. To this Curzon replied that autonomy could not

be considered for Lemnos, as it was overwhelmingly Greek
in population, but that the proposal of autonomy for the

other islands might be discussed; he agreed that all four

islands should be demilitarized.

To Ismet's proposals in general, Curzon replied amiably
but noncommittally; the points raised by Ismet were re-

ferred to experts. When the experts have done their

work, the general discussion will be resumed.

The Minorities

It will be recalled how the word went out from Angora
and reached the Lausanne Conference that all Greeks in

Turkey, including Constantinople, must leave. Thereupon
Venizelos (thinking to salvage something, and hoping to

ease the plight of the Anatolian Greeks by formally ex-
changing them for Turks of Greece, with mutual indemni-
fication) proposed that the Greeks in Turkey, except Con-
stantinople, be exchanged for the Turks in Greece, but
that the Greeks in Constantinople be allowed to remain
there. "No, no," said the Turks; "Turkey, including the

capital, must be completely purged of Greeks. We agree

to the formal exchange of the Turks in Greece for a like

number of Greeks, with mutual indemnification ; but, that

effected, the remaining Greeks in Turkey must go, includ-

ing those in Constantinople." Reminded that Constan-

tinople would suffer a terrible economic loss should the

great Greek business men, who have hitherto handled so

Inttniational

Greek refugees from JVestern Thrace encamped near Dedeagatch
in Eastern Thrace

large a part of the big business in Constantinople, be

ejected, the Turks said: "Thank you for nothing. That's

our lookout. Besides, as no general indemnity is in sight,

we propose to use the wealth of these Greeks to indemnify

us for the devastation wrought in our country by the

Greeks." Their attention invited to the fact that, if the

200,000 or so Greeks still left in Constantinople should

have to go to Greece, they, an urban folk, would be com-

pelled to take up rural life, a change which would involve

terrible hardship, the Turks replied that that was a con-

sideration which left them cold.

But at last a voice too important to be disregarded

was raised in protest. The Pope appealed to the Lau-

sanne Conference on behalf of the Christians of Constan-

tinople (for though the Angora edict of expulsion applied

in set terms to the Greeks only, the Armenians were be-

ing made to understand that their departure was no less

desired).

To the Pope's protest Ismet replied through the press,

impudently and disingenuously; nevertheless, that protest

had a powerful effect on Ismet both directly and indirectly,

as shall be seen in the sequel.

Shamed by the Pope's protest, or for whatever reason,

the Allied delegates at Lausanne told Ismet that the

Christians still remaining in Constantinople must be aU
lowed to continue their residence there, unmolested in

person and property. And at last, on the 7th, after the

exodus of Christians from Constantinople had been going

on for a considerable time (according to one dispatch, at

the rate of 5,000 per day; but that is probably an over'

statement), the American delegation at Lausanne spoke

out in protest against "new compulsory movements of

population," especially against expulsion of the Constan-

tinople Greeks.
* * *

It is proof of the monstrous insolence of the Turks that

they expected to be able to expel all Greeks from Turkey,

including Constantinople, without prejudice to the Turks
in Greece, and without indemnification to the Greeks. [It

is true that the Greeks expelled from Eastern Thrace took

with them most of their movable property, but apparently

the Greeks who have left Anatolia and Constantinople have

been completely fleet ed, and apparently a like fate was in-

tended for the remainder.] But a partial halt was called

on this programme. The Turks were not able to put it
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completely over. Following upon, if not in consequence of,

the Pope's protest, the Allies declared that the Constanti-

nople Greeks must be left alone. The Turks then proposed

that the Greeks of Constantinople be allowed to remain

there on condition that the Turks in Greece be allowed to

remain in Greece (the Anatolian Greeks to be ejected, of

course). This pleasant proposal being rejected by the

Allies and a belated wave of indignation and sympathy

throughout Christendom on behalf of the Christian minori-

ties discovering itself, the Turks consented that the remain-

ing Constantinople Greeks be not molested (except that

Greek immigrants into the city since October 30, 1918, the

date of the Mudros armistice, must go). Moreover, they

saw the advantage, in the changed posture of affairs, to the

Turks in Greece, in a formal exchange of the latter for the

remaining Greeks in Anatolia (the numbers of said Turks

and Greeks being about the same, i. e., about 300,000 of

each race). Therefore, with a certain show of magnanimity,

they proceeded to clamor for the exchange. The Greeks, ex-

pecting too much from the altered temper of the Allies, now
demanded that there be no further compulsory movement of

populations; even that the expelled Greeks be allowed to

return to their old homes. But the Allies could not see

their way to supporting that demand. Backed by the Amer-
ican delegation, the Allied delegation petitioned (no more)

the Turks to abandon the plan of a compulsory mutual ex-

change and to allow the sorry remnant of Greeks in Ana-
tolia to remain there. To this Ismet would not hear.

So then the Greeks still in Constantinople (with certain

exceptions; for example, the Greek Patriarch and his en-

tourage must go) may stay there, if they want to take the

risks to person and property; and the Turks in Greece and
the Greeks in Anatolia are to be exchanged. As to the

Jnta national

A Hindu holy man feeding monkeys at Simla,
monkey is sacred

In India the

900,000 (approximately) Greeks already expelled from Tur-
key, the Turks "should worry."

Now enter the most embarrassing question which has

confronted the conference to date. The above arrangements
carried out, there would remain in Turkey the following-

named Christians: the Constantinople Greeks (about

200,000), the Armenians (Heaven only knows how many
or rather how few), and the Assyrian Christians (who are

only casually remembered from time to time). The Allies

demand adequate guarantees for the rights of these minor-
ities. There must be, they say, an international commis-
sion (preferably one appointed by the League of Nations)

sitting at Constantinople, empowered to investigate charges

of ill-treatment of minorities submitted to it. The Turks
say they will accept (their limit of concession) the same
treaty arrangements regarding minorities as are embodied
in certain European treaties. Under the treaties referred

to, a League commission sitting at Geneva supervises the

treatment of minorities—in Poland, Jugoslavia, etc.—send-

ing agents out to investigate charges of ill-treatment.

Ismet objects to a special commission sitting at Constanti-

nople on the ground that it would infringe Turkish sover-

eignty. Such supervision would result, says he, as of old,

in "the exploitation of minorities for political purposes

under the lying cloak of humanitarianism."

Lord Curzon made an especial appeal to the Turks on

behalf of the Armenians in Turkey; he "petitioned" that

a "place of retreat and concentration" be granted them in

northeastern Asia Minor or in Cilicia. To this Ismet re-

plied contemptuously that the thing proposed was impossi-

ble. Turkey, however, he said, was content to let the sur-

viving Armenians in Turkey remain there, provided they

ceased to intrigue against Turkey. Here Ismet digressed

a little to talk of massacres. The Greeks and Armenians
in Turkey, he said, had invited their fates by their political

intrigues. The massacres were regrettable, but necessary.

To drive home his point, he cited the condition of the Jews
in Turkey. Turkey had never thought of expelling the

Jews, since they had never been guilty of political intrigue,

never had been the instruments and pretext of political in-

trigue by outside Powers.

Our attitude towards the Jews is sufficient to show that in

our country the best way to enjoy all rights is for decent
citizens not to have compromising relations with the outside

and not to be the object of particular solicitude from abroad.

Lord Curzon summed up against the Turks at the end of

the proceedings of the .13th as follows: "When we leave

Lausanne—and we may go sooner than you think—when
the world hears that the Allied Powers have been fighting

the battle of the minorities and have gotten nothing but

platitudes in return, the general impression will be de-

plorable."

Probably true, albeit Curzonishly expressed; but one

could wish that the Allied Powers had started out to fight

for these minorities when there were more of 'em to fight

for and when the prospects of success were brighter.

A Note
Discussion of the following important matters (of oc-

currence up to and including December 15) must go over

to next week's issue: Senator La Follette's speech in

opposition to the Ship Subsidy bill; the bill intro-

duced in Congress calling for an appropriation of 70 mil-

lion dollars for food for Germans and Austrians alleged

to be starving; Bonar Law's speech to the Commons, the

remarks in which on cancellation of debts have been widely

interpreted as contradictory to what he said on that sub-

ject at the recent conference of Premiers; and how the crisis

which threatened the break-up of the Lausanne Confer-

ence (on the minorities question) was suddenly ended by

Ismet Pasha's announcement of Turkey's intention to join

the League of Nations.
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Germany's Disastrous Prosperity
By John Firman Coar

No people in the world are busier than the Ger-

mans. Partial employment there is, but un-

employment is practically unknown. In some

lines of industry the demand for labor exceeds the sup-

ply. This was not the case a year ago. In November

1921, there were 145 male (likewise 116 female) ap-

plicants for every hundred vacant positions. In July of

the current year only 111 male (likewise 97 female)

workers applied for every hundred jobs to be filled. In

the meanwhile Germany's industrial production increased

from about 65 per cent, of the annual prewar output to

approximately 75 per cent. The number of new financial

and industrial enterprises more than trebled. In the

first quarter of 1921, 204 new stock companies were

launched. During the same period of 1922, the number

of new stock companies reached 708. As against the

five billion marks of new capital invested in financial

and industrial undertakings (old and new) during the

first three months of 1921, the first quarter of 1922

showed a record of over twelve billion marks. Dividend

totals and dividend rates increased proportionately. The

average dividend rate of industrials just before the

war was 11.8 per cent, per annum. The average dividend

rate for the year ending June, 1922, was about 34 per

cent. This "prosperity" is shared by the banks. The

Deutsche Bank, for example, declared, during the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1914, dividends at the rate of

12.5 per cent, on a capitalization of only 200 million

marks. In 1921-22 its dividends were at the rate of

24 per cent, on a capital of 400 million marks. The

total turnover of the bank during the same periods

was 129 billion marks (1913-14) and 214 trillion marks

(1921-22).

Statistics like the foregoing might be quoted almost

indefinitely and they have been quoted continually to

prove Germany's capacity to pay reparations. As one

of the results we have the legend of Germany's indus-

trial prosperity. As another result we have the inability

of most Americans to approach the problem of European
reconstruction in a reasonable spirit. "If Germany is

as busy as all that, she should be made to pay, and the

sooner that is the case the sooner Europe will return

to normal conditions." Of course, when men prominent

in the affairs of our country make statements like that,

they are quite aware that much of Germany's so-called

prosperity is on paper. When, as was the case last

June, it requires one hundred marks to do the work
accomplished before the war by one mark, even an

economic ignoramus knows that the statistics deal with

inflated values and that capitalization, turnover, divi-

dends, and the like must be scaled down. The obvious

remedy, therefore, for such ills as necessarily attend

the depreciation of the German mark, seems to be the

discontinuance of the issue of fiat money. In the face

of the fact that between April 1 and July 31, 1922, out of

a total new issue of 35,875,300,000 marks (treasury

notes), 27,746,000,000 marks were required for the pur-

chase of acceptable foreign exchange in order to meet
obligations imposed by the Treaty of Versailles, few if

any bankers believe that the issue of paper money can
be stopped in Germany without a moratorium of at

least two years in the payment of reparations, and many

hold that, in addition, Germany should be granted an
international loan for the purpose of further stabilizing

its currency. This is the bankers' point of view and it

is the basis of the recent proposal of Mr. Bradbury
(Great Britain's representative on the reparation com-
mission).

It is the obvious view, and as such it takes cognizance

only of obvious facts.

Curiously enough and much to the surprise of finan-

cial experts who have visited Germany, it is not the

view of the great German industrialists and of many
leading German bankers. They do not view the policy

of currency inflation with that moral abhorrence which
the consequences would obviously seem to call for. In

August a prominent American banker stated, in some
vexation, just before his departure for America, that

no important official of any of the Great "D" banks
(the Deutsche, the Dresdener, the Disconto, and the

Darmstadter) believed the emission of paper money to

be primarily responsible for Germany's economic plight.

Doubtless it will amaze this banker to be told that the

Germans are not so absurdly wrong as he believed

them to be. There are latent factors in the situation to

which we fail to give due consideration. Germans, how-
ever, see them as obvious factors, and are accordingly

just as stubborn in insisting on the obvious remedy as

we are on ours, I wish, in this article, to present the

German point of view. It is, as just indicated, not the

only justifiable one, still it is—and here the Germans
have the better of the argument—a point of view that

must be taken into account before the banking point of

view can be accepted.

If German "prosperity" were nothing worse than
paper prosperity, there could be only one reply to Ger-

many's appeal for help: "Cease printing fiat money!"
Unhappily German "prosperity" is something far worse
than progressive inflation. It is an economic debauch
due to economic deprivation. Instead of making good
the economic deficiency, it not only aggravates its effects

but actually increases it. Just a few statistics will

suffice at this point. The present average of 34 per

cent, annual industrial dividends have a purchasing

power in the retail home market of less than 1 per cent,

of the prewar rate (11.8 per cent.). That fact suggests

an enormous shrinkage of capital values. Of course,

the annual net increment of industrial production has
not shrunk to the extent indicated by these figures. It

should be borne in mind that the investor's share in

this increment has been heavily reduced by the greater

share of the workers (in wages and salaries) and of

the state (industrial taxes). Before the war, labor's

share in the annual industrial increment was somewhat
less than 76 per cent. It is now considerably in excess of

84 per cent. Consequently the investor's share has been
reduced from 11.6 per cent. (1913-14) to less than 2 per

cent, in 1921-22. Obviously, therefore, the decrease in

the purchasing power of dividends in the retail home
market does not signify an equivalent decrease in the

net annual productive increment of German industry.

On the other hand, the recent increase in gross pro-

duction (from 65 to 75 per cent, of the annual prewar
output) does not prove either that the net annual incre-
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ment is on the increase or that it is only 25 per cent.

below that of 1913-14. As a matter of fact the impair-

ment of capital values (industrial) has now gone beyond

60 per cent. Many individual enterprises and some en-

tire lines of industry (notably the chemical and the elec-

trical industries) are not seriously affected as yet. But
German industry, viewed nationally, has S'uffered the

capital impairment just mentioned.

Even business men in America find it very difficult

to understand how this can be possible. They tell me:
"The things that represent industrial capital in Ger-

many, land, buildings, machinery, etc., are all there as

they were before the war. How then can you speak of

capital impainnent?" My reply is this: Even within

these purely material limits "capital" has always only

a relative and never a fixed value. The value of indus-

trial capital is not in the things as such. It is in the

workability of the things. Two industrial plants of

exactly the same size, equipment, cost, etc., do not neces-

sarily have the same capital value. Plant A—other

things being equal—will have a greater capital value

than plant B if, for example, it has a cheaper or a more-

assured or a superior coal supply than the latter. The
same will be true if its market is more accessible or

more stable than that of Plant B. This illustrates what
has happened to German national industry, partly dur-

ing the war, but chiefly since the war in consequence of

the Treaty. This industry has no longer at its immedi-

ate and abundant disposal those raw materials (coal,

iron ore, zinc, lead, etc.) on which it was built up. Its

markets are either wholly closed or accessible only at

a great sacrifice. The result is production at a loss for

the nation, that is to say, a production which does not

throw off an annual increment sufficient to sustain the

nation's economic life. Inevitably values shrink, which
is but another way of saying that the nation's industrial

capital is undergoing the process of impairment. Mani-
festly this situation was not produced, though it was
aggravated, by the recourse to paper money.
The process just referred to was intensified by two

contributory factors, the increased demand for raw
materials and the necessity of paying reparations.

The Treaty deprived Germany of a very great part of

her natural resources (approximately 40 per cent, of her

coal, 60 per cent, of her iron, 88 per cent, of her zinc, and

16 per cent, of her annual domestic food supply). In

order to exist at all Germany was obliged to import

food stuffs and raw materials in relatively much larger

volume than before the war. The need was insistent

and it was immediate. The four years of blockade had
left the country on the very verge of physical dissolu-

tion. Imports were obtainable, first, by exports and, sec-

ondly, by the sale abroad of German securities (or cur-

rency). German foreign trade had been completely

wiped out by the war and a violent prejudice against

resuming trade with her prevailed in most foreign mar-
kets. In order to expedite exports Germans foolishly re-

sorted to the policy of excessive "dumping," and by
every exchange of goods they lost at a frightful rate.

Goods, the productive increment of which would sustain

a German for more than a week (assuming the Amer-
ican standard of living), were often sacrificed in ex-

change for goods the productive increment of which

sustained an American for about one day. The average

ratio of the exchange was 6 to 1. In the past year it has

been about 4 to 1. But "dumping" did not suffice. The

deficiency was covered by the sale of German securities

(paper currency). The "dumping" policy alone cost the

German people, in the first eight months of the current

year, the loss of the products of approximately three

billion labor hours.

This brings us to the second contributory cause,

reparations. They could be met only by diverting

credits obtained through exports or the increased sale

of securities (paper currency). The diversion of

foreign credits to reparation account of necessity

increased the sale of securities for import account. The
consequence was the depreciation of the German mark
in a geometrical progression, and this continual depre-

ciation made it increasingly impossible for German
industry to produce without sustaining heavy losses.

The more the Germans work today and the greater their

industrial production, the poorer the nation becomes.

Nothing that they can do as a nation can possibly alter

this tragic fate. The harder they labor, the more they

hasten the economic catastrophe. The moment they

cease laboring, that moment the catastrophe is upon
them. In the one case they bleed to death as a nation,

in the other they blow their national brains out. The
paradox calls for explanation.

On the first of September of this year the German
mark had a purchasing power in the retail domestic

market equivalent to 0.98 gold pfennigs. (Its purchas-

ing power in the home and the world markets before

the war was 100 gold pfennigs). But as measured by
dollar exchange, the purchasing power of the German
mark on September first was only 0.32 gold pfennigs,

and its purchasing power in the wholesale home market
was only slightly greater or 0.35 gold pfennigs. What
happened, therefore, on September first and what has

been happening for several years past is this:

German industry must deal with three sets of values,

namely, the value of the mark in the foreign market,

in the wholesale home market, and in the retail home
market. The difference between the first two is rela-

tively small, but always in favor of the industrialists

(since it is the market in which he sells), as long as the

mark continues to depreciate in foreign markets. The
difference betweeen the second and third is always verj'

considerable (since the foreign exchange value of the

mark does not seriously affect the retail home market

short of six weeks, on the average), and favors the

manufacturer in so far as it enables him to obtain

labor and other commodities at a cheaper rate than his

raw material and to dispose of the industrial increment

at a higher rate, provided the mark continues to depre-

ciate. As long as the production of industry is for the

home market, the profits are, of course, nothing but pa-

per profits. But when production is for export the prof-

its are gold profits for the individical industrialist. In

either case, however, there are no profits for the na-

tion. The very fact that the German industrialist ob-

tains his labor at a rate three times cheaper than the

foreign industrialist makes inevitably for that national

loss which has already been referred to. On the other

hand, the continual depreciation of the mark renders

his profits in the home market unsubstantial and tran-

sitory. The consequence of both processes is a real and

progressive contraction of the market which, because

it is obscured by other conditions, must ultimately

prove catastrophic.

There are two chief reasons for the continuance of
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the fictitious prospei'ity. The first is, of course, the

continual depreciation of the mark and the consequent

ability of industrialists to take their paper profits and

to keep the wheels of industry a-turning. The second is

the hectic demand for goods that necessarily follows in

the wake of the kind of currency depreciation going on

in Germany. All incentive to thrift, and unhappily also

to conscientious and thorough work, disappears when,

as was the Ciise last summer, the purchasing power of

the mark is reduced ten times within four months. No
German in his senses keeps mere money any longer

than it takes to transform it into something concrete.

If a German cannot buy goods, he buys pleasure unless,

indeed, he can buj' dollars, a procedure ruinous to the

country. The result is a feverish demand on industry,

and the further result—a fearful waste of the country's

resources and the people's productive energy. To make
matters worse, the normal necessities of life ( such as

foodstuffs, coal, clothing) are difficult to obtain, and this

fact leads to an increasing expenditure for more or less

useless luxuries. Innumerable enterprises have come
into being in response to this demand and these con-

tribute to the apparent prosperity of industry, but in

reality waste vast amount of raw material which

should enter into the manufacture of useful and needful

articles. To put the case brutally, the German people

are bleeding to death and the hemorrhage is both in-

ternal and external. A tourniquet that will stop the

emission of paper money and an astringent that will

equalize the internal and external purchasing power of

the mark through a loan, will stop the hemorrhage. It

will also kill the patient off hand. Both remedies are

useful provided the really radical remedy is applied.

If the industrial "prosperity" of Germany has been

properly diagnosed above, it is imperative to achieve

something more than the reform of the German cur-

rency. The inevitable horrors that must overtake a

people so largely industrial and so greatly dependent on

imported food supplies as the Germans are, when the

present industrial debauch either runs its course or is

brought to a sudden stop, must be reckoned with. It is

high time that were done. The prerequisite to all repara-

tion settlements, to all loans, and to any stabilization of

German currency, is the establishment of conditions

that will enable German industry to resume healthy and

healthful production. For my part, I fail to see how
politicians, though they be statesmen in the true sense

of the word, can discover this prerequisite. Nor can

bankers alone do so. It can be discovered, however, by

those who understand the needs of European (and

American) industry and who deal with industrial reali-

ties more particularly as national realities. The great

German and French industrialists know this better than

most other industrialists because they are the immediate

sufferers from the disastrous dictates of the politicians

at Versailles. They are struggling courageously to

circumvent these dictates. It is time the national lead-

ers of Europe and America joined in their efforts.

The Romance of Collecting

IF
ever there were to be a resurrection day not of

the historical personages, but of their complete

armor, "there would be confusion, indeed, in mu-
seums of many lands. For the elements of such a

suit—and they were many—have been scattered in

the course of centuries among national collections the

world V e r,"

says Dr. Bash-

ford Dean, cura-

tor of armor of

the Metropoli-

tan Museum of

Art in a recent

issue of the

Museum's Bul-

letin.

The romance

of collecting

cannot better be

illustrated, in

this connection,

than by an Ital-

Portrait of Cosimo II de Medici, shovuing ian Renaissance
the casque ^j^^^ ^^ ^^^

mid-sixteenth century, recently acquired by the

Museum, which proves indisputably to be the long-

missing visor of a Renaissance casque which
has, for some time, been in the Museum's armor
collections, a casque which came from the Dino Col-

lection. This casque figures as an objet de decor in a

state portrait of Cosimo II de' Medici. It was from
this portrait that hint of the design of the missing

visor was had. A search through private and public

collections of armor some years ago revealed the fact

that a visor in private hands was, in all probability,

the one sought. The owner, an English gentleman, was
not adverse to parting with it, but he held it at a fig-

ure which the Museum did not feel warranted in pay-

ing for even so great and unique a treasure At the

death of this English collector his art objects were

sold at Christie's, and it was then that the Museum
authorities succeeded in obtaining it after spirited bid-

ding. When it reached the Museum it was found to

fit the Dino casque perfectly, and without question to

be the long-

missing visor.

Only a great

artist in metal

could have pro-

duced such a

chef-d'oeuvre as

this casque and

visor and great

credit attaches

to the ingenu-

ity, scholarship,

and vigilance

which made pos-

sible the com-

plete restoration

of this master-

piece by the Metropolitan Musevm

Museum's au- Renaissance casque of the mid-sixteenth

. century with the newly acquired and long
tnorities. missing visor attached
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Judge Hooper on Troubled Waters
By Ellis Parker Butler

As Judge Lem Hooper, our eminent Justice of

the Peace, eased himself into the barber's chair

for his monthly hair-cut, Dr. Blick—who is

Riverbank's most talkative dentist—greeted him from
the next chair.

"Looks sort of stormy over in that Turkish neighbor-

hood, Judge," he suggested.

"Shouldn't wonder, Joe; shouldn't wonder!" said

Judge Hooper.

"You don't seem much worked up about it, anyway,"

said Dr. Blick.

"As a matter of fact, I ain't, Joe," admitted the

Judge. "Since I had my house wired for electric lights

I don't use hardly any kerosene at all; maybe a drop

or two now and then when I've got a rusty screw I

want to loosen up, but I guess a pint of coal oil lasts

me pretty near five years these days. That ain't hardly

enough to make me care who grabs the casus belli."

"Casusbelly?" queried Dr. Blick. "What's that,

Judge? One of the districts over there? Sounds sort

of Turkish to me; some
place up around the Cau-

casus, ain't it?"

"Well, I'll tell you, Joe,"

said Judge Hooper. "The
casus belli is what you find

underneath, over in them
foreign lands, when you

pry up whatever it is they

say they are going to war
about. It's whatever

you've got and I want, Joe,

and what I'm going to take

away from you if I can

prove to the folks at home
that you're a Mormon or

a son of Satan or eat peas

with your knife. Para-

bolically speaking, Joe, it is what the cop slips out of

your pocket and into his own after he has righteously

bumped you on the head for expectorating on the side-

walk. It may be a pint of rye or a slab of eating to-

bacco, but you never see it again. It is the perquisite

of the Triumph of Right and the unsuspected melon

the big lad knew was there all the while. Over yonder

in Europe and the townships East and South thereof

it has been anything from grass to gold, but now it's

oil. It's what you need most in your business from
time to time, Joe, whatever it may be.

"Long before the days of Noah, Joe, Gag, the king of

Mogag, spake to his general, saying: 'Lo, my flocks

have increased mightily and there is good grass in the

land of Tilgath, king of Rubdub. And, behold, my
anger is kindled against Tilgath, king of Rubdub, for

that he weareth his whiskers curled, whereas all true

believers wear them braided. Go ye, therefore, unto

King Tilgath and smite him with the edge of the sword,

and slay him, and exterminate him. And don't you

fret about my flocks, general; they'll be along in a

couple of weeks. And, by the way, general, if you see

any other good grazing land find out who is the king

thereof and we'll see if we can't stir up some kind of

a ruckus with him; we've got to corral the good grass

country while the getting is good.'

"If the grass in the other fellow's meadow is good,

Joe, the fact that you wear a belt while he prefers

suspenders is a sufficient reason for smiting the sinful

wretch. If you're big enough to grab him by the

throat you can convert him to more seemly pant up-

holders and also persuade him to sign a nine hundred

year lease of the lush pasture And after you have

the lease, Joe, what do you care whether he wears sus-

penders or belts or goes around in a kimono? Nothing!

"Once it was grass, Joe, and then it was good wheat
for the Populi, then iron for the forge, and then again

gold for the mint, and now it is oil for the navy and

the tin lizzie. The casus belli is what you think you

are going to need and know the other fellow has. If

someone invented a ship that would burn ice, Joe, it

would be only a couple of days before some premier

discovered that the emperor of Greenland had insulted

his dear old flag and that

the North Pole ought to

pay an indemnity of a bil-

lion tons of ice per annum
or be sawed off at the base.

And, if there was no em-

peror of Greenland the

premier would create one

for insulting purposes

only. At the present mo-
ment, Joe, there are scads

of premiers eager to be

insulted most distressfully

by anyone who has a pool

of crude oil in his back-

yard. If the Republic

ot Mexico, with the oil

wells located thereon and

therein, should slip out from under Mr. Monroe's

doctrine some night and settle down on and near the

Black Sea you'd be surprised how the criminality of the

rulers of the land of the Montezumas would burst into

shocking proportions before breakfast the next morn-

ing. Troops would be on the way before noon, Joe,

and every afternoon paper would have a biography

of Cortez for which he could sue for libel if he wasn't

so thoroughly dead.

"I'm just a little afraid, Joe, that you're so far from

the scene of conflict that you can only see the big let-

ters on the banner that say 'Civilization Must Be Pre-

served,' and can't see the little ones that add 'In Oil.'

I suspect, Joe, that our own—so to speak—premier

down at Washington is about the only one that don't

smell like a gasoline tank these days; we want nothing

but the right to run our car up alongside the Meso-

potamian oil tank and buy at the market price, just

like other folks. We ought to have that right, Joe, it

seems to me, as long as we are free, white and twenty-

one, but I don't see any good reason why we should

take our canoe over there and dump it into troubled

waters."
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A Page of Recent Verse
Edited by Helen Louise Cohen

11cud of Department of English, Washington Irving High School, New York

"As long as the young continue to be young, as long as

love and i-eligion continue to move men and women pro-

foundly, as long as certain minds continue to take pleasure

in severe and delicate art, so long, I conceive, poetry will

continue to be enjoyed as 'a means of conversing with

Paradise.'
"

"When the Rose Falls" by Lilla Cabot Perry

{In Memory of Josephine Preston Peabody Marks.)

[The Boston Transcript.']

When the rose falls, the rich and fragrant rose!

And heart-red petals lie on the cold ground.

Gather them carefully, so silken fair!

And place them in your bosom where still glows

Remembrance of a generous beauty found

In none beside so abundant and so rare,

Untimely shaken from their parent stem,

The rose still keeps her fragrance in their breath;

When other flowers decay you cherish them,

The rose's gift! Sweetness outlasting Death.

Josephine Preston Peabody (Mrs. Lionel S. Marks) died

at her home in Cambridge, Mass., the 4th of this month.

In the chronicle of American letters, she holds a distin-

guished place both as a poet and as a playwright. In 1910,

with The Piper, she won the Shakespeare memorial prize

offered for poetic drama at Stratford-on-Avon. The plot

of Fortune and Men's Eyes, an early poetic play of hers,

is concerned with William Shakespeare and the false Mary
Fytton. The quality of Mrs. Marks' blank verse is evident

in these lines which Mary Fytton speaks:

"You ask not why I came here, Clouded Brow,

Will you not ask me why I stay? No word?
blind, come lead the blind ! For I, too,

Lack sight and every sense to linger here

And make me an intruder where I once

Was welcome, oh most welcome, as I dreamed.

Look on me, then. I do confess, I have
Too often preened my feathers in the sun

And thought to rule a little by my wit.

1 have been spendthrift with men's offerings

To use them like a nosegay—tear apart.

Petal by petal, leaf by leaf, until

I found the heart all bare, the curious heart

I longed to see for once, and cast away.
And so, at first, with you. . . . Ah, now I think

You're wise. There's naught so fair, so . . . curious.

So precious-rare to find as honesty.

'Twas all a child's play then, a counting-off

Of petals. Now I know. . . . But ask me why
I come unheralded, and in a mist

Or circumstance and strangeness. Listen, love;

Well, then, dead love, if you will have it so.

I have been cunning, cruel—what you will:

And yet the days of late have seemed too long

Even for summer! Something called me here.

And so I flung my pride away and came.
To say once more—^to say ..."

In 1896, The Shropshire Lad, by A, E. Housman, was
published. It has been described as a collection of "exqui-
site, haunting and almost perfect songs." After twenty-
six years Housman gives to the world a second slim volume
of original lyrics, which he has called Last Poems, and to

which he prefixes this prologue:

We'll to the woods no more.

The laurels all are cut,

The bowers are bare of bay

That once the Muses wore;

The year draws in the day

And soon will evening shut;

The laurels all are cut.

We'll to the woods no more.

Oh, we'll no more, no more
To the leafy woods away,

To the high wild woods of laurel

And the bowers of bay no more.

Interest in the writing of epigrams seems to have

revived. Hilaire Belloc has just published a series from
which the following examples of the form are chosen. The
epigram as a literary type was first composed by the

ancient Greeks; it was used to inscribe tombs, statues and
monuments. These epigrams were brief verses marked by
great simplicity of style. It was the Roman writers who
converted the epigram to the uses of satire. Since Eliza-

bethan days the epigram has been common in the works of

our prose writers as well as our poets. Alexander Pope is

probably the greatest master of the form in English.

Hilaire Belloc's natural bent towards satire is expressed in

his novels as well as in his verse. He is distinguished also

as a historian, an essayist, as the author of a famous book

of travels, and as a religious and romantic poet.

"Epigrams" by H. Belloc

[The London Mercury.']

On His Books.

When I am dead, I hope it may be said:

"His sins were scarlet, but his books were read."

On Noman, a Guest.

Dear Mr. Noman, does it ever strike you.

The more we see of you, the less we like you?

The Telephone.

Tonight in million-voiced London I

Was lonely as the million-pointed sky

Until your single voice. Ah ! so the Sun
Peoples all heaven, although he be but one!

Epitaph on the Favorite Dog of a Politician.

Here lies a Dog: may every Dog that dies

Lie in security—as this Dog lies.

On the Little God.

Of all the gods that gave me all their glories

Today there deigns to walk with me but one.

I lead him by the hand and tell him stories.

It is the Queen of Cyprus' little son.

On a Dead Hostess.

Of this bad world the loveliest and the best

Has smiled and said, "Good Night," and gone to rest.

On a Sleeping Friend.

Lady, when your lovely head

Droops to sink among the Dead,

And the quiet places keep

You that so divinely sleep;

Then the dead shall blessed be

With a new solemnity.

For such Beauty, so descending.

Pledges them that Death is ending.

Sleep your fill—but when you wake
Dawn shall over Lethe break.
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New Books and Old
Books of the Week

Lyric Forms from France; Their
History and Their Use. By
Helen Louise Cohen. Har-
court, Brace.

Three-fourths of the book is de-

voted to an anthology of English
poems written in the French forms.

A book to covet.

The McKinley and Roosevelt
Administrations; 1897-1909.

By James Ford Rhodes. Mac-
millan.

The Adventures of Maya the
Bee. By Waldemar Bonsels.

Seltzer.

An illustrated story for children.

Americans. By Stuart P. Sher-

man. Scribner.

Essays from various books and
periodicals. On American figures

in literature and politics.

The Constitution of the United
States. By James M. Beck.

Doran.

Mr. Beck's lectures in Gray's

Inn, London.

Last Poems. By A. E. Housman.
Holt

By the author of "A Shropshire

Lad."

THE hero of Mr. Morley's "Where
the Blue Begins" searches the

world for the ideal happiness which he
thinks he may find where the blue rim
of the sky meets the earth. In the end
he finds what he seeks near the blue

flame of his own furnace fire. The
comments about novels which I see in

various weekly reviews are seldom to

be compared in good sense, insight, and
taste, with the ones written by Mr.
Boynton, and usually printed on the

page next to this. Many writers of re-

views have expressed their dislike for

Mr. Ben Hecht's "Gargoyles"; so far

as I have discovered, Mr. Boynton,
alone, put his finger on the author's

weakness. He wrote: ". . . He is a

lauded novelist and commentator on
American life. He has the reporter's

cynical inside information about that

life, and the half-alien's contemptuous
misunderstanding of its spirit. Like
so many of his contemporaries and
compatriots, he has an unerring eye
for half the truth about us—the un-
seemly half."

In describing his canvass for the

office of Governor of New York, Oscar
S. Straus writes in "Under Four Ad-
ministrations" (Houghton Mifflin) :

"One of my slogans was that I was the
'unbossed candidate of the unbossed
people.* One day up in the northern
part of the State I was speaking on a
raised platform in the open, and, as
uf.ual, my time was limited by the train

schedule. A member of the committee
told my wife, who was sitting behind
me, that the train would leave in a few
minutes, and that it was time for me
to stop, and just as I got to the middle
of the phrase, 'unbossed candidate—

'

she pulled my coat-tail as a signal for
me to stop. At that moment I was
quite evidently not the 'unbossed can-
didate' that I professed to be, and the
audience laughed and cheered with
amusement. I think that bit of boss-
ing, however, did not cost me any
votes."

From that admirable collection,

"Lyric Forms from France" (Harcourt,
Brace) selected by Helen Louise Co-
hen, these verses by G. K. Chesterton:

A BALLADE OF A BOOK-REVIEWER
I have not read a rotten page
Of "Sex-IIate" or "The Social Test,"
And here comes "Husks" and "Heritage". .

.

Moses, give us all a rest

!

"Ethics of Empire !" ... I protest
1 will not even cut the strings,

I'll read "Jack Redskin on the Quest"
And feed my brain with better things.

Somebody wants a Wiser Age
(lie also wants me to invest)

;

Somebody likes the Finnish Stage
Because the .Testers do not jest;

And grey with dust is Dante's crest,

The bell of Rabelais soundless swings

;

And the winds come out of the west
And feed my brain with better things.

Lord of our laughter and our rage.

Look on us with our sins oppressed

!

I, too, have trodden mine heritage,

Wickedly wearying of the best.

Burn from my brain and from my breast
Sloth, and the cowardice that clings,

And stiffness and the soul's arrest

:

And feed my brain with better things.

ENVOI
Prince, you are host and I am guest.

Therefore I shrink from cavillings . . .

But I should have that fizz suppressed
And feed my brain with better things.

In the essay on Walt Whitman, in

his "Americans" (Scribner), Mr. Stu-

art Sherman writes: "'I hate litera-

ture,' said Whitman, conversing in

Camden with colloquial over-emphasis.
What he meant was that he rejected

the famous 'play-theory' of art and
looked with disdain upon belles-lettres

in their merely recreative and deco-

rative aspects. . . . Whitman con-

ceived of his mission from first to last

as moral and spiritual; and nothing
could be sillier than the current criti-

cism which derides a sense of mission
in the poet and at the same time proud-
ly salutes Whitman as the chief Ameri-
can poet. It is as if one should say,

'I am very fond of walnuts, but I don't

like the meats.' . . ."

Whitman repeats, "from youth to

grey old age," these words: "I am a
radical of radicals." Beside this utter-

ance one should place his golden words
to Traubel: "Be radical; be radical;

be not too damned radical." On the

occasion of his centenary celebration

there was much inconclusive discussion
as to whether, had he lived in these
days, he would have been a "Bolshev-

vist." "If Whitman had lived at the
right place in these years of the Pro-
letarian Millennium, he would have
been hanged as a reactionary member
of the bourgeoisie. First, he distrusts
schemes of doctrinaires instituting a
new order in sudden and violent con-
travention of nature:

"Were you looking to be held together by
lawyers?

Or argument on paper? or by arms?

Nay, nor the world, nor any living thing,
will so cohere.' "

From "Last Poems" (Holt), by A. E.
Housman, author of "A Shropshire
Lad":

In midnights of November,
When Dead Man's Fair is nigh,

And danger in the valley.

And anger in the sky.

Around the huddling homesteads
The leafless timber roars,

And the dead call the dying
And finger at the doors.

Oh, yonder faltering fingers

Are hands I used to hold

;

Their false companion drowses
And leaves them in the cold.

Oh, to the bed of ocean,

To Africk and to Ind,

I will arise and follow
Along the rainy wind.

The night goes out and under
With all its train forlorn

;

Hues in the east assemble
And cocks crow up the morn.

The living are the living

And dead the dead will stay,

And I will sort with comrades
That face the beam of day.

It is instructive, amusing, and pa-
thetic to recall the days when Mr.
Hearst—with his "infinite capacity for

giving pains"—was picturing Mark
Hanna as "a huge monster clad in a
suit covered over with dollar marks,
smoking an immense cigar, and tram-
pling under foot women and children

until their eyes protruded from the

sockets and their skeleton forms
writhed in agony."
James Ford Rhodes, in his "The Mc-

Kinley and Roosevelt Administrations"
(Macmillan), recalls these days, and
pictures the Hanna which most men
today believe to have been somewhat
nearer the true one.

The iconoclasts are at work with Li
Po. Dr. Giles says that this Chinese
poet fell overboard one night and was
drowned, as he attempted—in a mo-
ment of excitement due to wine—to

embrace the reflection of the moon in

the water. Other biographers, while
repeating far more discreditable stories

about the poet, reject this one with
great show of indignation-^why, I can
not see. Mr. Shigeyoshi Obata, a Jap-
anese scholar and lover of Chinese lit-

erature, has translated "The Works of

Li Po" (Dutton) into English. There
is much biographical material and
criticism also from the Chinese.

Edmund Lester Pearson
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Book Reviews
Fate and Several Women

Lilian. By AruoUl Beiinott. GoorRo II.

Doran Co. 1922.

TiiK Dm M I.ST. By E. M. DolaHeld. The
Maciuillan Company. 1922.

DiTTK : Tow.vKD THE St.vks. 15y Martin
Nexo. lloiiry Holt and Co. l'.)22.

The Room. By G. B. Stern. Alfred A.
Knopf. 1922.

IMPRESSIONIST (or expressionist)

critics of the hour strongly con-

temn all dusty and backward persons
who like to set their thoughts in order.

Nothing could be, as it were, more out
of order. What business is it of a free

voyager to take his bearings or note
the landmarks or keep his eye on chart
aiid compass? When a liberal-minded

critic reads a new book, he must not let

himself be reminded of any other book
or kind of book. He must not glance
over his shoulder at the past or peer
ahead into the future. Let him focus
his gaze steadily on a point some three

inches in front of his nose, and say
what he sees, without fear or favor. If,

owing to conditions, he is slightly cross-

eyed and crude-voiced, at least he is not
a parrot or a pigeon-holer. . . . Still,

one may choose to be intelligible rather
than brilliant or self-expressive, and in

such case few books can be handled as
isolated phenomena. Things do hang
together, history does repeat or echo
itself, and the first thing Adam invent-

ed on his own account was a category.

We cannot read a story like Mr. Ben-
nett's '"Lilian" as if it had dropped out
of space into a desert. It reminds us
of Mr. Bennett and of the world he
lives in, both of which we can't help
knowing something about. Fear not,

reader, I am not going to complain that
"Lilian" is inferior to "The Old Wives'
Tale." You are right, it is time we
stopped throwing that early master-
piece in its creator's face. This is the
Bennett of "Buried Alive" and "Mr.
Prohack." I find myself ranging it

thus, and owning to myself that
"Buried Alive" is on the whole my fa-

vorite piece of Bennett, just as "Mr.
Polly" is my favorite piece of Wells.
This leads me to the reflection that the
kind of plebeian comedy represented in

these two books may perhaps be recog-
nized in the end as a distinctive early-
twentieth-century contribution to the
English novel. And I find myself tot-

ting up a considerable number of books
of similar type which might be cited in

an exposition of this theory. . . . But
this, of course, will not do, we must
get on with our necessary comment on
"Lilian" and the other books of the
moment which it is our business to deal
with.

"Lilian" is not an impressive book.
Whether or not it belongs to Bennett's
best brand, it certainly falls short of
his best quality. It comes pretty near
being a "second." It is a novel turned
cut by a professional hand, capably but
without especial enthusiasm in the
process or distinction in the product.

It is the novel of a writer who once
learned to work twenty-four hours a
day and still turns out copy pretty
much as it comes. The modern girl of

business who leaves her typewriter to

become her employer's mistress is a
commonplace of current fiction. So is

the curt, jaunty, and carelessly verbose
style to which this narrative casually
descends. "The purchasing of the type-
writing business by Felix had changed
Miss Grig's life from top to bottom. It

had transformed her from a relic fes-

tering in sloth and frustration into the

eager devotee of a sane and unassail-

able cult. The business was her per-
versity, her passion." Bennett, the

journalist, dashes off this kind of thing.

Bennett the artist would never tolerate

a relic festering in frustration, or a

perverted devotee of a sane cult.

Still, having set his hand to a Lilian

the artist in Bennett does not permit
total commonplace. Lilian is not the
usual type of stenographer-mistress.
She is old wine in the new bottle, an
old-fashioned sentimental female, for
v/hom economic independence is no
treat whatever. What she longs for is

love with ease. When these offer them-
selves, in due course, .she yields with-
out the slightest struggle or regret. It

happens that her lover is an honest and
loyal soul; and his death leaves Lilian

a widow and an heiress as well as a

prospective mother. Being all these

things satisfies and enthralls her; she
is no longer a raw girl but a woman
fulfilled and crowned. That is the

moral and it suffices.

In "The Optimist," "E. M. Delafield"

does herself better justice than in-most
of her later novels. That first book,

"Zella Sees Herself," perhaps gave us
extravagant notions of what we were
to look for thereafter from its author.

It was a comedy of character with a
new note, or at least a fresh flavor.

The only thing it reminded the incor-

rigible remindee of was that least imi-

table of old masterpieces, "Emma."
Zfclla was an Emma of less dignity and
a more minute egotism; you felt how
alive she was, and by degrees grew fond
of her as you might of, say, an irri-

tating niece or cousin. There was a
story to her, also, and it held some
striking secondary portraits. "E. M.
Delafield's" later novels showed a
sharpening rather than a deepening of

the comedy strain. They are too con-

sciously satirical and clever. They lay

bare the foibles and pusillanimities of

human nature, especially feminine na-
ture, with an unction which at last

ceases to be amusing and becomes mo-
notonous. One resents this malicious

insistence upon the obvious. Certainly

it is not nice to be a silly ass or a hypo-
crite or a bounder of either sex; but
what of it? We don't believe the world
is chiefly made up of such people; and
if it is we had rather pretend that it is

not than gloat over the sorry fact. "The

Optimist" is handicapped as a story

by the caricature of its central male
figure. The truth is, this writer, like

so many of the not youngest genera-
tion, still actively resents Queen Vic-

toria. Canon Morchard is a Victorian

bogy triple-distilled—as parson, as

pedagogue, and as paterfamilias. His
cult of idealism and "optimism" is

really the indulgence of a hopeless ego-

tist and sentimentalist. He is not con-

sciously a hypocrite, he simply cannot
understand any sort of reality. His
pompous verbiage and hollow platitudes

have a beautiful sound to his own ear.

For him they do mean something, if

only the safety of convention and the

glory of authority. He is a good bogy.

But what really makes the story inter-

esting as a story is the account of his

family, of his daughters, especially Lu-
cilla, and of how they manage to

weather his sentimental tyranny and
to make honest lives of their own.
Owen and Lucilla are persons in a com-
edy—realistic or romantic?—of no
mean order.

"Ditte: Towards the Stars" com-
pletes the second Nexo trilogy which
we now possess in an admirable Eng-
lish version. "Ditte" and "Pelle the
Conqueror" are companion-pieces in a

more than casual sense. Together they
express the author's conviction of the

beauty and sacredness of human nature,
under whatever squalor of fact it may
be clouded. No naturalist goes more
ruthlessly into unsavory detail, on oc-

casion. The filthiness of slum condi-

tions and manners are not glozed over
or taken for granted; a squeamish
reader may now and then wish they
were—a little more, at least. But this

i-^ not the Northern way. In Nexo, in

Bojer, in Hamsun, even in Lagerlof

—

as in their predecessors Almquist and
Jacobsen, and of course Ibsen—the

harsh, clear fact is always visible; but
so are the wistful stars above it. Poor
Ditte, what chance has she? Nameless
fruit of a casual mating, she is to be
the mother of four nameless ones. Born
to poverty, she is to spend her brief

years in an endless planless skirmish
with cold and hunger and the inepti-

tudes of fate. Yet she is hardly more
than a girl in years when she has be-

come "Mother Ditte" to more than her
own children. What she has, little as
it is and hardly come by, is for any one
who needs it. She is generous and im-
provident as the sun. But she is free

from wantonness, too, and no need is

urgent enough to make her sell herself

to gain money. It is wonderful how
her creator makes us believe in her
essential cleanness and soundness and
beneficence. Death takes her early, and
the world is the poorer for her passing.

But Nexo does not present her as a

prodigy: "She was merely one of the

nameless multitude," and found her
natural resting-place in the pauper's
corner of the cemetery. Something

—

much—of her basic goodness we find in

all the poor circle of her neighbors and
dependents. All, we see, are making
their way, however slowly and blindly,

towards the stars. "No man," says the

chronicler, on his closing page of this
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record, musing over Ditte, "is a replica

of another, nor will he ever be repeat-

ed." Yet it is plain that to Nexo the
individual is chiefly important as he
embodies the basic goodness of human-
ity. His final question about Ditte is,

"Did she succeed in softening hearts?"
A little belated and quaint, isn't it?

a question that would lay away Nexo,
if he were an Englishman or an Ameri-
can, in the dusty attic of Victorianism,
It is odd how we tolerate Scandinavian
sentiment, when all other is sniffed at.

Perhaps there is something that com-
forts and reassures us in the robust
faith expressed by Nexo here, as by
Bojer in "The Great Hunger," and
Hamsun in "Growth of the Soil."

What if, after all, man is not merely a
bull in a china shop, or a monkey in a
garden, or a hollow little god who builds

his own pedestal, knowing that he is

hollow?

Well—no light is thrown, or attempt-
ed to be thrown, on such questions as
these by a book like "The Room."
G. B. Stern (like E. M. Delafield, F.

Tennyson Jesse, Richard Dehan, and
others, current novelists, is an English
woman, not a man). She is extremely
"modern": this is an up-to-the-minute
comedy of individualism. In the Max-
well family we have our latest picture

of the jarring helpless communism of

the Family Circle. The Maxwell domi-
cile is needlessly crowded. Crowding
and lack of privacy are accepted and
endured as a matter of course by all

but one member of the family. The
girl Ursula is looked upon as strange
because of her oflfish ways. Always she
yearns for a place of her own, a corner
to which she may withdraw for a mo-
ment, at least, to be herself. For a
time chance gives her the treasure of a
room of her own. But the enemy, in

the person of a parasitic permanent
guest, is at her door; and she presently,

for a communal cause, yields up her
citadel.

She then seeks escape in marriage,
but the unbounded intimacies of love

cannot content her long. After a time
she perceives that for her love no
longer exists. "Doug," so she sums him
up indifferently to a third person for

whom she has no regard, "Doug—oh,

he's noisy and cheap romantic, and
jumps over tea-tables; that's not the
harm in him. But he can't be faithful.

And that goes as deep as he goes. And
so he grabs your lonely dreams—and
gives back nothing." Ursula is quite

detached about it; but the pressure
of the enemy is too strong for her.

She lets herself be persuaded to go
back to her prison and her unloved
husband, because she sees no real free-

dom ahead for her in any other course.

There is nothing generous about either

her revolt or her submission. She is

merely an ordinary individual with
more than ordinary sensitiveness caught
in the family web.

The best and worst to be said of this

book is that it is brilliant. The people

are too brilliant, they talk far too uni-

formly "like a book."

H. W. BOYNTON

Sex Obsession
Fantasia of the Unconscious. D. H.

Lawrence. New York : Thomas Seltzer,

1922.

MR. LAWRENCE says that his

philosophy (Don Marquis in the
blurb of the jacket assures us that it

is a philosophy) is deduced from his

novels, not his novels from his phil-

osophy. I will leave the deduction to

those who are more familiar with the
novels than I am, who have only
skimmed two or three of them in

which I found no philosophy unless sex
obsession counts as such. The real

problem of the book is Mr. Lawrence's
sincerity, and an established and prob-
ably salutary convention forbids us to

challenge that. "Let us pronounce the
mystic Om, and then proceed," is his

invocation. "Now I am going to launch
words into space, so mind your cosmic
eye." And in similar strain the epi-

logue dedicates the book to Columbia,
or the Liberty Statue, who is implored
"not to look down her nose and bawl:
do you see anything green in my eye?"
Mr. Lawrence protests a little too much
that he sees nothing green in Colum-
bia's eye, but only the golden gleam
of the "nice little carrot-slices of

guineas and doubloons with which she

rewards the innumerable asses who col-

lect them in their lecture tours, and
brag over them with fairly pandemo-
niac yells of gratification." He demands
no such aureate guerdon in return for

his posies, but only Columbia's after-

noon-tea compliment "Oh, they'll keep
forever, Mr. Lawrence, such perfectly

lovely-colored ideas." After that, we
take Mr. Lawrence's rhapsody seriously

at our own risk. He wrote this nice

little posy of words and wisdom in the

Black Forest last summer, and sees no
reason why anyone should read it "un-

less, of course, he is a critic who wishes
to scribble a dollar's worth of words,
no matter how."

He discourses at large and at random
of education, babies, relativity, Freud,
Einstein, husbands and wives, how to

tell a child "the facts of life," the

Oedipus-complex, sleep and dreams,
the lower self, puberty, adolescence,

and always and everywhere of sex.

"To your tents, Israel," is the transi-

tion that brings him back to his theme,
when the winged fancies have roamed
too far. He probably is in earnest in

his protest against bookishness and ab-

straction in modern education, and in

his warning against premature titilla-

tion or romantic idealization of the sex-

instinct. He doubtless believes that the

salvation of man is to preserve his con-

structive purposiveness from disin-

tegration by the emotionalism of wom-
en. He may intend sincerely the

admonition that sentimental family
love is dangerous because excitement
of the higher sympathetic centres al-

ways spreads to the lower, and he per-

haps does powerfully and potently

believe that "husbands and wives should
never swallow their bile, but fly at it

tooth and nail." But it is the more
probable and charitable supposition

that he writes with his tongue in his

cheek, and his eye on the lunatic fringe
of Columbia's robe when he tells her
that "woman is really polarized down-
ward towards the centre of the earth;"
that "it is from the hypogastric plexus
and the sacred ganglion that the dark
forces of manhood and womanhood
sparkle"; and that "the moon is polar-

ized with the lumbar ganglion primarily
in man."

When I see the word polarity in a
book, said Huxley (not Aldous), soma-
v/here, I close the book. But the
readers for whom Mr. Lawrence
dreamed his phantasia and chanted
this rhapsody, will rather say in his

own words, "But it doesn't much mat-
ter what we see. It's nice just to look

round anywhere."
Paul Shorey

Why the Farm Bloc?
The Agrictjltttral Bloc. By Arthur

Capper. New York : Harcourt, Brace
& Co.

WHATEVER his financial position,

whether or not he has on the

whole made progress toward a com-
petence, the average farmer has a defi-

nite feeling that he is suffering dis-

crimination as compared with his fel-

lows in the industrial and business

world. This idea was making consider-

able progress a decade ago, and the

readjustment period has intensified it.

All through the farm States has been
a rising tide of discontent; prices for

products were out of relation with
prices of commodities, and the deflation

of the farmstead's income made debts

loom terrifyingly. It was inevitable

that there should be some expression

of this in politics and in legislation.

Possibilities existed—and perhaps yet

exist—for a positive agrarian move-
ment similar to that of the nineties;

demands for relief in marketing, credit,

taxation, are voiced not merely by in-

dividuals, but by vast organizations of

farmers which have become important
factors in shaping legislation. State

and Federal.
Senator Arthur Capper came to the

Upper House from a four-year term
as Governor of Kansas; he is publisher

of the most widely circulated group of

farm papers in the country; he is par-

ticularly interested in the farmer's wel-

fare and keeps in touch with his con-

stituency by a personal correspondence

said to be larger than that of any
other member of Congress. Feeling

that agricultural interests were not

adequately represented in Congress, he
early began the formation of a union
of those members of both houses whose
interests were distinctly affiliated with
production. This at first, as he de-

scribes in an earnest volume, was an
informal gathering; later it assumed
more definite lines and became known
as the "agricultural bloc." He names
the twelve Senators who started the

movement; twelve more joined later,

making one-fourth of the Senate bound
to a similar purpose. Its object was
not to foment radicalism; indeed, he

declares it actually was a palliative
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Don't Miss the Apache Trail Highway of Arizona
Wonders of an All-Motor Mountain Trip

By Everett Franklin

Roosevelt Dam and Lake, One of the Mightiest Engineering
Accomplishments of All Time

YOU said goodbye to Globe in the early morning—fascinating

Globe with its great copper mines, its gray smelter smoke
and its air of mystery. For seventeen miles you climbed,

climbed, climbed, the easy gradations and curves of the road
leading your motor on and on until you reached an altitude of

almost a mile. There was a change in the very atmosphere itself

as with a rush your car breasted the summit. Nature, rugged
and terrible with the strength of barbaric spaces, now stretches

before you.

Regard those colors ! Blues, sapphires, oranges, reds, and
greens spill off the sides of the crags, precipices and mountains
like paints off a palette. Great blue spaces arch overhead and a

cool breeze is blowing. Although you know that these are tre-

mendous distances, it seems as though you had but to stretch

out your hand to grasp the Apache Mountains.

The scenery is wild, awe-inspiring, different from anything

you have seen before. For all you know, you might be really

and in fact in the "Valley of the Moon."
The surprising thing about this Apache Trail trip is that it is

so easy to make. It involves no hardships or even a special

journey. You simply make it a part and parcel of your trans-

continental jaunt to or from California.

The Apache Trail, once the haunt of ferocious savages, now
an automobile highway, runs for 120 miles between Globe and
Phoenix in southern Arizona.

The Apache country never fails to interest even the most
experienced travelers. Time was when it could only be traversed

by the hardiest of adventurers. Just glance over it again from
your point of vantage on the divide. Rocks that are up-ended,

canyons that seem bottomless, great towering crags and mesas
stabbing the sky make you marvel that man
was ever able to penetrate this region at all.

When the motor achieves the summit to

begin the descent to Roosevelt Dam and
Lake, you have a chance to examine some
prehistoric abodes of cliff-dwellers. Here
is a haunting mj-stery of antiquity. You
cannot look at these strange rooms carved
out of solid rock without speculating as to
what race lived here and what was the man-
ner of their comings and goings. Explore
one of these with twenty rooms and you'll

find it necessary to drop to your knees be-
fore the two-foot doors. The spell and
wonder of these prehistoric pigmies lay
hold on you. It is with real regret that you
leave the cliff dwellings and come to the
waters of Roosevelt Lake. Here, while we
pause for a most welcome lunch at the com-
fortable lodge, it is interesting to note the
surroundings.

The Roosevelt Dam, 380 feet high and
1125 feet long, is rated as one of the most
important accomplishments of twentieth cen-
tury engineering. It has created an artificial

inland sea of twenty-five square miles, the waters of which have
successfully reclaimed many hundreds of miles from desert

drought.

You can arrange to stay over at the Apache Lodge on the

shore of the Lake to enjoy the excellent fishing and fascinating

scenery if you like, or, if time presses, continue on right after

lunch.

It's only eighty miles now to Phoenix, hut sensations come thick

and fast. Legendary atmosphere is all-pervading. From rocky
walls and buttes leer out imaginary Indian celebrities. Spires

and rock formations assume shape. "Arrowhead," which the

Apaches firmly believed was hewn out of solid rock by their

Chief One Eye, pierces the sky. The Old Woman's Shoe is an
interesting formation. Hell's Canyon takes you into its dark and
shadowy depths. Then come Niggerhead Mountain and the

stupefying altitude of Whirlpool Rock—after which your car
circles down again in wide bird-like swoops across Black Canyon
until j'ou come to the Superstition Mountains.

You are now in the lower Salt River region, and green fields

and orchards are on every hand. All is fertility and prosperity

and the climate reminds you of California.

Your motor car straightens out for the even, untiring run of
thirty miles through Mesa and Tempe. At six o'clock you roll

into Phoenix, a city whose modernity is appreciated after a day
on the road through the heart of nature. Your journey over
the Apache Trail Highway is ended, though it will never be
forgotten.

The Highway is easily reached from the main line of the
Southern Pacific Railroad. In fact, through Pullman cars in

connection with the Sunset Limited are operated between New
Orleans and Globe on the east and Los Angeles and Phoenix
on the west. Special motor cars cover the actual run over the
trail in a single day. Your through ticket in either direction is

honored for the side-trip with an additional payment of $20.00
which includes all railroad transportation and the auto trip be-
tween Globe and Phoenix. An extension of ten days is allowed
on tickets held by passengers making this detour. Nothing could
be easier or more convenient.

For further information and literature write to SOUTHERN
PACIFIC LINES, 165 Broadway, New York; Pan-Amer-
ican Bank Bldg., New Orleans; Southern Pacific BIdg.,
Houston; Score Bldg., Tucson; Southern Pacific Bldg., San
Francisco.

In These Rocky
Houses Dwelt
Prehistoric

Peoples

Gigantic Precipices and Canyons

of the Fish Creek Valley
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g Vogue

Madame consents to being bad-

gered by Jenny into wearing a

green velvet suit and a Hack felt

hat with alternate brown and

black aigrettes.

\ •SPECL4L OFFER
\ iltimited to new subscribers

)

\ If your order is received imme.
C^dia'ely. we will start your sLb-
', scription with the current

t. ', Thirtieth Anniversary Num-
-(. O '' ter—thus giving you e'even
% '2- ''. numbers of Vogue instead
^^ C\ '; of ten at no extra charge.
*<>& '^' \

\ Since the additional copy

\ must come out of a small

it unless

'/•>/>:^K. ^i.'' C ''' mailed im-
\%'^^ %'' " '^mediately.\<>.

0. \

$2 Invested in Vogue
a tiny fraction ofyour loss on a single ill-chosen gown

Will Save You $200
The gown you buy and never wear is the really ex-
pensive gown! Gloves, boots, hats, that miss being
exactly what you want, are the ones that cost more
than you can afford.

Why take chances again this year when—by simply
sending in the coupon below and at your convenience
paying $2—you can insure the correctness of your
entire wardrobe for the winter, spring and coming
summer?

Vogue suggests that before you spend a single penny
on new clothes, before you even begin to wonder what
will be the line of the new silhouette—you consult its

great series of Spring and Summer Fashion Numbers.

HERE ARE THE JQ NIBIBERS OF VOGUE

WHICH YOU WILL RECEIVE FOR S2

* Eleven ifyou mail the coupon now

Vogue's Thirtieth Anniversary Number Jan. 1

(Extra complimentary copy)

Thirty years of the mode in silhouettes, clothes and manner, illus-
trated from Vogue itself—the most amusing issue ever published.

. Early Paris Openings
and Brides April 1
A lovely nuuiber planned for

' every woman who is interested
I in beautiful clothes for the
j more formal occasions.

I Paris Fashions April 15
By cable and special letters

( Vogue has received the very
latest news from the "Open-
ings." And here are all the
spring models devised by the
wits and executed by the fin-

gers of Paris.

New York Fashions May 1

i The most characteristic things
* that New York creates for its

exclusive clientele.

Summer Homes
and Hostess May 15
How to make your house the
most attractive of summer
homes. How to make yourself
the most cool and unrufBed of
hostesses.

Summer Fashions June 1

Summer clothes are fascinating.
Vogue knows. Shows. Buys.
And you have no regrets.

In the next few months, during the very period in

which Vogue's special Fashion Numbers appear, you
will be selecting your entire wardrobe for the coming
spring and summer, and spending hundreds of dollars

for the suits, hats, gowns and accessories that you
select.

Consider, then, that for $2, a tiny fraction of your loss

on one ill-chosen hat or gown, you may secure eleven

issues of Vogue—an assurance of valuable and new
ideas and an insurance against costly failures.

Fashions for North
and South January 15

The wardrobe for the southern
season and clothes so delightful
for the north that you are glad
to stay home.

Spring Fabrics and Original
Vogue Designs February 1

The very newest fabrics and
working models for your spring
and summer wardrobe.

Forecast of Spring
Fashions February 15

Earliest authentic news of
spring styles, fully illustrated
by Paris models.

Spring Millinery March. 1
The smartest hats from Paris.
The cleverest hats from New
York. The best and newest
liats frin everywhere are in
this issue.

Smart Fashions for
Limited Incomes March 15

First aid to the fashionable
woman of not unlimited means.

Don't Send Money
Vou need not bother to enclose a cheque or even to write a
letter. Tlie coupon opposite will do, and is easier and quicker.
With one stroke of the pen, you will solve j-our entire clothes

problem for the coming spring and summer. Regular sub-
scription price $5 a year (24 issues).

"One of the Most Stimulating Factors

in American Intellectual Life"

is whd^. many distinguished American and foreign authors have

called the MODERN LIBRARY. Nearly 100 titles; Hand
Bound Limp Croft Leather, at the low price of 95 cts. each.

40-page Catalogue sent on request.

BONI & LIVERIGHT
115 West 40th St. New York

that directed a farm population which
vv'as already "jumpy" and which had
given some heed to "professional agi-

tators who lived through leading in-

surgent movements," into calmer paths
of intelligent thinking, toward sane
methods of bringing relief from their

condition. With a purchasing power
rated at 100 in 1913, rising to 112 in

1918, and now only 71, it was essential

to the establishment of our producing
area that there should be some changes
in order that the basis of the nation's

prosperity might be preserved.
The bloc, he asserts, does not claim

to be responsible wholly for the many
agricultural measures adopted by the
Congress last summer, but it focused
the attention of members upon the im-
portance of action. Among these he
names the extension of the Emergency
tariff on farm products, the high tariff

on such products in the Fordney tariff

bill, additional deposit for the farm
land bank, the packer control bill, and
the McNary bill, amending the War
Finance Corporation's powers to fur-

nish further farm credit. It is entirely

possible that Congress would not have
turned a deaf ear to the needs of the
farmers in any event, for the country
realized fully how essential was assist-

ance. A long list of matters is yet on
the programme of the hloc. Senator
Capper declares that it has become the

fashion to charge the hloc with every
m.easure containing any agricultural

motif; on the contrary, he insists

that it has a well-defined programme
backed by the farmers* and stockmen's
organizations and worked out after

much discussion and investigation, and
is not sponsor for every bill labeled

"farm legislation." He realizes that a
national programme of agricultural ad-
vancement can not be established in a

day; it must be evolved gradually
"through the steady growth of knowl-
edge and appreciation by large num-
bers of people." To accomplish this is

his idea of the mission of the hloc.

Not all political economists agree
that the best method of legislating for

this country is the breaking up of Con-
gress into organized groups. Therein

is seen a danger of class legislation and
of log-rolling that has the same unde-
sirable results as that method in a

rivers-and-harbors appropriation. The
farmer's argument is, of course, that

other interests have their blocs—or,

v/hat amount to the same thing, groups
that give special attention to their de-

mands—and that he is entitled to simi-

lar representation. Recent events in

Congress indicate that more blocs are

in the making, and we may see some
interesting clashes of interest growing
therefrom. What would be far better

than a hloc system would be a general

recognition on the part of our law-

m.akers that the financial and social in-

terests of the country are one and in-

separable and that legislation should

be framed for all. With this spirit we
should have no need of blocs, and the

farmer, occupying as he does a leading

place in the foundation of our national

prosperity, would be amply considered.

The "agricultural hloc," believing that

this has not been done, proposes to hold
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its lines firmly until it accomplishes the

things it believes will enhance the

farmer's interests. Mr. Capper has
given a calm and dispassionate review

of its reasons, impressing the reader

by his sincerity. Perhaps the bloc's

plans will bring improvement of con-

ditions; perhaps its members are over-

enthusiastic, but at any rate they have
brought farm problems prominently to

the fore.

C. M. Harger

A Defense of England's

Policy Towards Ireland
[rei.and's Woes and Britain's Wiles.

By Andrew Gerrie. Boston : The Strat-

ford Publishing Co.

THIS is a breezy little book, contain-

ing a good deal of sound common
sense, considerable exaggeration, bold

general statements to which a critic

might be unmerciful, some sparkling

humor, and an excellent spirit of

Anglo-American friendship. It abounds
in slang, with many a sentence that

jars upon the ear like a discord in

music, and is punctuated on no prin-

ciple which one can discover or at

which one can even guess. But the

slang is often expressive, the sen-

tences would sound well enough in

conversation, and by rearranging the

commas it is always possible to find out

v/hat sense was intended. Amid the

innumerable tropes and metaphors
with which the book is strewn, while a

good many are dull, there are a few
whose originality is refreshing.

Mr. Gerrie tells us that the essays

which he has here collected were writ-

ten in the first instance "with very lit-

tle thought that they would ever see

light from the printed page." They
are taken from memoranda, diary jot-

tings, and letters sent to a friend from
time to time during the Great War
and afterwards. The marks of such
miscellaneous character and such cas-

ual composition are indeed unmistaka-
ble. There is little connecting thread,

except for a persistent irritation about
the Irish-Americans. The successive

chapters do not "lead naturally"—as

writers say—to one another. The
whole is just a transcript of the very
varied thoughts which kept revolving

through Mr. Gerrie's mind during the

period since August, 1914, and in which
the faults of Ireland mingle with all

ether faults as partly illustrative and
partly explanatory. The author felt

driven to historical reminiscence, and
he has often reflected to good purpose.
It is clear that he is something of a

Democrat in American politics, an ad-
mirer of ex-President Wilson, violently

resentful towards the Senate for its

attitude to the League of Nations, and
unspeakably disgusted with both sides

in the Presidential campaign of 1920.

He loves and adores England, blesses

the Nonconformists, hates and ridi-

cules the Pope, despises Irish mal-
contents, abuses "the Hun," mocks
Christian Science, and has a radiant
faith in Chiropractic.

But, in fidelity to his title, Mr. Ger-
rie finds something to say about the

Irish even in the most remote fields of

his imaginative ramble. He is enraged
by the falsehoods and rhetorical irrele-

vancies that garnish the language of

Sinn Fein propagandists. He sees, too,

among his fellow Americans a malig-
nant tendency to traduce England, and
sets himself to correct this by dwelling

upon the great services which the Eng-
lish have rendered to the world's civili-

zation. He discusses "National Char-
acteristics" with very real insight into

some sides of the English tempera-
ment, and in a mood sharply critical

towards the faults and prejudices of

his compatriots. Without ignoring or

dismissing the current charges of Brit-

ish imperialistic selfishness, Mr. Gerrie

argues with much force that the Eng-
lish have a record which will bear scru-

tiny far better than the glib Sinn Fein

rhetorician recognizes. We are re-

minded of the spirit of fairness and
patience by which their world empire
has been consolidated and sustained, of

the general freedom which their influ-

ence has fostered, of the debt which
American popular institutions owe to

the British model from which they

were derived, of the proof afforded by
the united effort during the war that

the "colonies" are no unwilling vassals

of a tyrannical state.

The book will be provocative of con-

troversy, and will bring upon the au-

thor the same kind of reproach which
in some quarters was rained upon Mr.
Owen Wister for "The Ancient

Grudge." Perhaps even British read-

ers will be disposed to think it over-

generous in its charity towards histor-

ical British faults. Mr. Lloyd George
will scarcely endorse all that Mr. Ger-

rie has said in defense of the South
African War, and Liberals in the Brit-

ish House of Commons will suggest

that there is more to regret in the past

relations of England with India, with

Egypt, with Ireland, than this rosy

apologist has observed. But he means
well, and for his anger there has been
much provocation. Ireland's enemies
have indeed been much helped by the

Irish-American fanatics, and her best

friends have been made ashamed. It

is surprising that books of this sort

have not appeared in larger numbers
from the pen of many a justly indig-

nant writer. But Mr. Gerrie makes
the English slate just a little too clean,

and he proves a little too much. He
must forgive me if I conjecture that

he has spent so much time over Irish-

American pamphlets as to have been

unwittingly infected with the explosive

way of expressing themselves which
pamphleteers in that field have culti-

vated. One could wish that he knew
Anglo-Irish history with more exact-

ness, that he were not so reckless in

dogmatic statement on problems he has

obviously not probed to the bottom, and

that he realized better how a cause

may be good though it has been dis-

credited by the propaganda of charla-

tans and burlesqued by the antics of

fools. In denying, as he seems to deny,

that there has been any genuine Irish

grievance for several generations back,

he will find himself in conflict not only
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with "Paddy Fein" on Boston Common,
but with every historian and every

statesman in Great Britain, including

those whom he most admires. Here

and there in his book we come across a

dash of really suggestive wit. One
can forgive Mr. Gerrie much for this

quite penetrating comment on the

Irishman: "He might be a little more
companionable to the rest of the human
race if he would walk with his face

looking forward and not backward."
Herbert L. Stewart

When Is a Pacifist Not a Pacifist ?

To the Editor of The Independent:

As a man who has reviewed a great

many hundreds of books, I know that

it is difficult for a reviewer to read

carefully every book which comes be-

fore him. But the review of "Disen-

chantment," by Captain C. E, Mon-
tague, O.B.E., appearing in The Inde-

pendent on November 4, betrays that

the reviewer not only did not read the

book carefully, but that he did not read

it at all. Moreover, he seems not to

have even read the jacket blurb, nor

the many reviews which have appeared

in periodicals over the country.

It is interesting to compare the

tone of the Independent review, which
assumes that Captain Montague, one

of the first grand Contemptibles, who
enlisted at an age near fifty when the

call to arms first arose, who served his

years on the battle front in the mud
and the muck, who fought the fight as

bravely as any man fought it—that

this Montague is a pacifist.

In the opening paragraphs of "Dis-

enchantment" Montague laughs at the

disillusioned youngsters who have come
back to write the literature of disap-

pointment.

What Montague says in "Disenchant-
ment" is what every man who volun-

teered in the army knows—and that is

that he was a deal sight better than
the man who was too cowardly to fight.

If there is anyone who is the very
antithesis of a pacifist, it is Montague.
With sharp swords of words he cuts

those cowardly souls who stayed in

London bomb proofs, and while they
shrieked of slaughter, were too afraid

to go and fight.

Even a cursory examination of "Dis-

enchantment" would show the Inde-
pendent reviewer the gross error into

which he has stumbled and fallen.

J. E. Rogers, Brentano's.

The Reviewer's Answer
The writer of the foregoing letter is

mistaken in thinking that I did not

read "Disenchantment," and the jacket

blurb as well. I also read many of the

reviews of it, some of them so lauda-

tory that they misled purchasers. I

am aware of Mr. Montague's position

in journalism, and of his war record
as given in "Who's Who," having looked
tip both points before I wrote my com-
ment. If Mr. Rogers, of the Publicity

Department of Brentano's, will do me
the honor to read what I wrote further
about "Disenchantment" (in The Inde-

pendent, Nov. 11, before he wrote his

letter), he will see there that I refer

to Mr. Montague as "a gallant soldier."

Emphatically, I do not withdraw the

word "pacifist" or "pacifistic" in con-

nection with the book, however, any

more than I would accept the fact that

Tolstoi was once a soldier as proving

that the philosophy of his writings was
not pacifistic. The philosophy of "Dis-

enchantment" is what is generally

termed, today, pacifism; I know no

other name for it. The book was most
highly praised by writers who were
in sympathy with its political views;

admirably written in many passages

as it is, it is nevertheless a political

pamphlet.
The reviews which spoke at great

length about its "beauty," and failed

to speak of its political tendencies,

seem to me to be concealing something
which their readers had a right to

know. Just as some advocates of total

abstinence used to feel justified in ex-

aggerating the dangers of alcohol, so

a great many admirable, peace-loving

people seem to think that war is so

v/icked that it is permissible to mis-

represent and distort the horrors and
discomforts of army life. If they pre-

sent their arguments in beautiful,

flowing prose, they appear to think that

this, and the righteousness of their

cause, should forbid anybody to point

out that their logic is fallacious.

After my very mild criticism of the

book, it may interest some reader to

look up the review of it in the New
York Times Book Review (Nov. 19,

1922, page 6), as the comments there,

if they are too severe, are at least an
antidote to the flowery praise with
v/hich the book was greeted, at first, in

some quarters. The writer in the

Times calls it "a sour and scornful

view of the British War effort;" the

author, he points out, "quotes a non-
com as palliating the savagery of the

enemy by saying the British would
have done the same things" (a charge
which I find lacking in "beauty"), and
this reviewer adds that "there is not

a page in this book that shows any ap-

preciation of the well-tested bravery
and splendid self-sacrifice of the

British soldier in the great war. It is

one long wail of detraction and ugly
insinuation. Any one sorting over the

garbage of humanity can find noxious
things. • . ."

Edmund Lester Pearson

A beautiful anthology of poetry has
been made by Mary Gould Davis, and
called "The Girl's Book of Verse"
(Stokes, $2). This collection, to which
Doiothy Canfield furnishes an intro-

duction, may suffer some limitation in

its audience because of its name; as a
matter of fact it is a brief but admira-
ble selection of old and new English
poetry, which may be enjoyed by any-
body, old or young, girl or boy, man or

woman, as long as he or she can care
at all for our best poetry.

Music
Opera and Concerts

THE Metropolitan Opera House con-
tinues its slow and almost imper-

ceptible descent into apathy. The first

performance of "Parsifal" this season
took place on Friday, December 8, and
was a doleful exhibition of mediocrity
in its general treatment. No one in

authority appeared to have exercised
any inspiring spirit. In fact, the per-
formance seemed to indicate a woeful
v/ant of respect for the composer and
the public. The latter must have
scented something, for it bravely
stayed away and left some rows of
empty seats to receive the lugubrious
wailings of Curt Taucher, the new Ger-
man tenor, who appeared as Parsifal,
and Margaret Matzenauer, the not new
Austrian contralto, who persists in try-
ing to scale the inaccessible heights of
soprano roles far above the natural
range of her voice.

Paul Bender, the new German bass,
presented a noble and plastic Gurne-
manz in the place of the animated
wooden image usually seen. Mr. Ben-
der, it is to be regretted, is a bad singer.
His ponderous voice is entirely beyond
his control, and his text sometimes
transforms itself in strange manners.
But he has the theatrical instinct in

generous measure and an artist's skill

in composing character. He belongs
to the Wagnerian race of singing act-
ors and is one of its most admirable
children. In parts such as Gurnemanz,
in which dialogue predominates, he can
succeed despite his lack of vocal skill.

Mr. Whitehill's Amfortas continues to

be one of the valuable assets of the
Metropolitan Opera House "Parsifal."
It is a pity it has not also a conductor
who is less prone to soporific methods
than the weary Mr. Bodanzky. A new
stage manager, Wilhelm von Wymetal,
had bravely battled against the hard-
ened conventions and stupefying indif-

ference of the house, but his labors had
been only half successful.

It would not do to drop the opera
without mention of the first perform-
ance of Catalani's "Loreley" this sea-

son. Some persons deluded themselves
into the belief that this work would not
be shelved at the end of last season, but
they failed to acquaint themselves
with the possibilities of the title role

as a medium for the art of Mme. Fran-
ces Alda. The opera itself is of slight

substance, but a prima donna assoluta
who is in search of new worlds can not
be chided for seeking the Rhine gold in

its lair.

Meanwhile it is worthy of note that
Mr. Gatti-Casazza imported one excep-
tionally excellent prima donna with his

Teutonic invoice. This is Mme. Sigrid
Onegin, a Swede, but a noted inter-

preter of Wagnerian roles. Her Bran-
gane in "Tristan und Isolde" was the
forthstanding impersonation of the per-
formance, such a Brangane indeed as
the Metropolitan has not known since

Olive Fremstad. Mme. Onegin has also

been heard in song recital, and in this

field proved herself to be an artist even
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THE CHILDREN'S VILLAGE
FORMERLY THE
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O. Roe, Treasurer. Mechanics and Metals National Bank, 20 Nassau Street,

New York.
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"When the stormy winds do blow"

So goes the old sea song, and it would

be good advice to add
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greater than in opera. Hers is a grand
voice, one of splendid depth and power,
and she sings not only with tempera-
ment, but with respect for musical art,

which is something altogether too many-
singers neglect.

The return of Mr. Paderewski is one
of the historical items of the season.

His recital was not entirely satisfying.

He was extremely nervous, and through
half the programme treated the piano
very rudely. After he entered the Bee-
thoven sonata he became calm and be-

gan to play like a master, and when he
reached the Chopin groip he played
like the demi-god of public fancy thirty

years ago. But his best art was shown
v/hen he appeared as soloist with the

Symphony Society, playing Beethoven's
"Emperor" concerto. This was indeed
a lofty and beautiful interpretation of

a masterpiece. It was Paderewski at

his best, a wizard of piano tone and a
poet in conception and communication.
On December 7 the Philharmonic So-

ciety produced Arnold Schoenberg's
orchestral arrangement of two of

Bach's choral preludes, compositions
originally made for the organ. Mr.
Schoenberg, it seems, fashioned these

arrangements at Mr. Stransky's re-

quest. In spite of an array of instru-

ments (E flat and B flat clarinets, bass
clarinets, oboes, English horns, bas-
soons, and double bassoons), intended
to imitate organ reeds, Mr. Schoenberg
made an almost ludicrous failure with
the first of the two preludes. It sound-
ed as if it were falling apart. A stu-

dent in a conservatory ought to be able

to write a score with fewer "holes in

it." The second prelude sounded bet-

ter, that is to say, more sonorous, but
there was very little left of Bach.
The Symphony Society under Walter

Damrosch produced on December 10

Blair Fairchild's ballet "Dame Libel-

lule," which had already had the honor
of performance at the Opera Comique,
in Paris, where this American musician
lives. Mr. Fairchild's musical treat-

ment of the fanciful story of the co-

quettish dragon fly, the unhappy toad
and lizard suitors, and the successful
butterfly disclosed imagination, musical
ability, and fine mastery of orchestral

color. The music possesses a certain

charm, and without doubt would be
very effective when given together with
the ballet of action for which it is de-

signed. Its performance by the Sym-
phony Society aroused wonder as to

whether it might not eventually find its

way to some local stage, possibly that

of the Metropolitan Opera House, which
is in need of new terpsichorean ma-
terial.

There have been scores upon scores

of concerts since the season began, but
little of worth. The critic traveling

with his lantern in search of beauty
finishes at home with sore feet and
little else. It may be noted that Ger-
mans are getting the most pleasure out

of the musical season, for they can en-

joy such things as Elena Gerhardt's

slaughter of Schubert's "Winterreise"
and the rest of us can not. And there

is a German opera company coming
from Berlin, too.

W. J. Henderson
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Drama
New Playwrights and

New Producers
The Toui'll Hkaukus. r.y George Kelly.

Vaiuierbilt Theatre.

The L.VST Waumni; : (.Rased i>ii "The
IIoii^^o of Fear" by Wadsworth Camp).
By Tiioiuas F. Fallon. Klaw Theatre.

THE present theatrical season in

New York has brought forward
j

not only a more than usually large
i

number of new playwrights, but in a
'

number of cases these efforts have been
mounted by a new generation of direc-

tors. The two offerings I have chosen

for consideration here are conspicuous

examples of this new generation of

playwrights and producers. Neither of

these plays has been offered as repre-

sentative of any "new" or challenging

art. No exaggerated claims have been
made by their sponsors. They have
been offered as ordinary items in the

ordinary course of events, to be judged
solely from the point of view of en-

tertainment value.

This modesty and freedom from
aesthetic pretension is entirely admir-
able; it does much to predispose the

impartial observer in their favor.

As a beginner, Mr. Kelly, the author
of "The Torch Bearers," displays

altogether praiseworthy intellectual

honesty.

To prove that they take the drama
seriously, most of our younger Amer-
ican playwrights feel called upon to

contribute some sordid and depress-

ing essay in "realism." Even their

comedies reveal a certain mechanical
solemnity. Spontaneity is one of the

rarest of qualities in American comedy;
and because he possesses, combined
with a fine lack of pretension, this

carefree spontaneity combined with a

piquant malice that never sleeps,

George Kelly merits appreciation and
careful watching.
"The Torch Bearers" deals with that

curious phenomenon of American life

known as the "little theatre" movement.
The new playwright has discovered

—

as most all of us have—overwhelming
possibilities for the satirist and the

ironist in this omnipresent manifes-
tation of the foiled but irrepressible

instinct for drama that never dies, even
among the majority of domesticated
humans. His achievement is not to be
found in the fact that he has made a
comedy out of this subject. The matter
is obvious, inviting, "easy." The ama-
teur rehearsal of the serious play has
served the indolent playwright dozens
of times. In the present instance we
have the case of Mrs. Paula Ritter

lifted from a more or less placid exist-

ence into the spurious glamour of a
little-theatre triumph and finally

tumbled back into the humdrum exist-

ence of a commonplace home. Mr.
Kelly's real achievement, I think, is to

be discovered in the fact that he has
succeeded in some mysterious fashion
in transmuting his material, his sub-

ject matter—"base" enough, obvious
enough, if the truth must be told

—
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into a sort of universality. For he

encourages us to believe that this

"little theatre movement" is no merely-

isolated symptom of American life. It

is but the outward expression of that

foiled, that suppressed but that bravely

indomitable dramatic instinct that

bursts into the flame of genius only in

the exceptional case, but which smoul-

ders eternally in the breast of every

village Bernhardt.
There are moments in which Mr.

Kelly descends to the lower level of

vaudeville humor and knockabout farce

to gather in a bit of boisterous laugh-

ter. Yet he deserves great credit for

his skill in saving himself, in never
becoming swamped by these obvious

absurdities. In the last act he emerges
and lifts his subject into the realm of

legitimate comedy. That he has suc-

ceeded in suggesting, even faintly, such

a masterpiece of comedy as "Les
Femmes savantes" is in itself no usual
attainment. There is certainly an
engaging likeness to Moliere's comedy
of the learned ladies in "The Torch
Bearers." Paula Ritter, Nelly Fell,

and Mrs. J. Duro Pampinelli are con-

temporary incarnations of Armande,
Belise, and Philaminte, those completely

misdirected exponents of learning and
literature. They are no less frenzied

in their ruthless feminism. Mrs. Pam-
pinelli's crushing remark as she

sweeps out: "There will be actresses

when husbands are a thing of the past,"

i;i the perfect expression of these dra-

matic dames. Mrs. Pampinelli is the

Philaminte of the occasion. As imper-

sonated by Alison Skipworth, she be-

comes a veritable tower of strength.

Despite her silliness, her pedantry, her
colossal ignorance, she possesses never-

theless the courage of her convictions.

Here was a characterization, a full-

length portrait that seemed to grow,
in some imperceptible way, quite out
of the flimsy frame of the comedy. Miss
Mary Boland's Paula Ritter was a
vividly contrasted figure in no sense
conflicting with Miss Skipworth's por-

trait. Miss Helen Lowell as Nelly Fell

v/as no less lively and spontaneous.
Surely a young playwright who can
bring out the very best in such ex-

perienced comediennes deserves our
thanks. How few playwrights there are

who can give us that pleasure, the keen
pleasure of realizing that the artists

on the stage are enjoying themselves
as thoroughly as the audience! This
little play is not only maliciously pleas-

ant in itself; but it awakens an appetite

for productions of Congreve and
Moliere. Miss Skipworth would be
thoroughly at home in Congreve. Miss
Boland has again demonstrated that

she is one of the finest of contempo-
rary comediennes. To Mr. George
Kelly, we feel like shouting, as the old

man is said to have done to Moliere:

"Voild la bonne comedie!"
"The Last Warning" has been

mounted by two young men Messrs.
Goldreyer and Mindlin, it is rumored,
after it had been rejected by much
more experienced producers. It is a

"mystery" play of the genre of "The
Bat" and "The Cat and the Canary."

The consideration of this form of en-

tertainment, a sort of Broadway sub-

stitute for the Grand GuigTiol, is more
rightfully a matter for the student of

group-psychology than for the re-

viewer of contemporary drama. Such
entertainments bear about the same
relation to drama that musical comedy
bears to Mozart. It would be unfair

and unjust to them to submit them to

serious criticism. I do not offer this

as adverse judgment. Pieces like "The
Last Warning" do possess the uncon-
tested merit of arousing interest and
holding attention, a merit that is too

much ignored in the American theatre.

There are first and last essays in group
credulity. If you accept the premises,

you are interested in what follows. If

you cannot accept the premises, you
are placed unfortunately in the position

of the spectator who comes upon one

of those fakirs in India after he has
cast his spell over the rest of his audi-

ence. While they enjoy his marvels,

the late-comer can not participate.

Analyzed and diagnosed, "The Last
Warning," is nothing but a series of

the most ridiculous absurdities. But on

the flimsiest of foundations, the author
has succeeded in arousing the credulity

of his audience. He has been even a
bit more ingenious than the authors of

other mystery plays in that this piece

deals with a haunted theatre and a

haunted play. A trifle more legitimately

than usual, this permits him to use the

actual theatre as the scene of the play,

and the audience itself in the cast of

characters. There is a play within the
play; the ushers distribute pro-

grammes for this play; police ofl!icers

standing in the aisles protect us from
the supernatural culprits. Of course, in-

evitably, the persons least suspected of

wrong-doing are unm.asked as crimin-

als at the end. And as usual in this

type of Grandguignolatry, our return to

the normalcy of everyday life at the end
of the performance is so precipitate as

to suggest a collapse, and as arbitrary.

We have supped on horrors; but amaz-
ingly enough we are permitted to leave

the theatre in the most jovial of moods.
These new mystery plays possess the

virtue of leaving no bad taste in the

mouth. Indeed, they seem to leave no

taste in the mouth at all. They are

temporarily amusing. But to recount

the intricacies of the plot or even to

remember them is for me at least quite

impossible.

Our surprise is occasioned not be-

cause the audience is so easily led into

the plot of "The Last Warning." On
the other hand, this production is in-

teresting because it demonstrates that

theatre audiences possess an inex-

haustible fund of the "will to believe."

We discover that in "The Last Warn-
ing," the audience is the thing!

Heretofore, we have attended plays

acted by scenery, acted by ' costumes,

interpreted by the lights ! Here at last

we have one in which the audience

plays itself. Not merely by those in

search of harmless entertainment, but

by all students of group psychology, it

deserves a visit.

Robert Allerton Parker
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Farm Radicals vs.

Prosperity

ABOUT 15 per ocnt. of the entire

agricultural production of the

United States must either find con-

sumers abroad, or remain as a surplus

at home. Under these conditions it

seems clear that industrial disorjrani-

zation abroad and lessened capacity of

foreijrn peoples to buy our products
must affect markets and market prices

within this countrj'. It is common
knowledge that the two influences noted

above prevail throu^^hout Europe, our
chief foreign market for agricultural

products; and that the per capita con-

sumption of foreign foodstuffs in

Europe has been greatly reduced be-

cause of inability to pay for such im-

ports. Moreover, the prices of food-

stuffs and natural products generally
have fallen quite as much in all other
countries as in the United States.

Yet in spite of the evidence that the

depression of agricultural prices is a
direct result of the world situation,

policies are being proposed in the name
of relief for the farmers which, if car-

ried out as proposed, must tend to check
the improvement in agricultural mar-
keting conditions that is now under
way, and throw the country back into

a state of uncertainty, confusion, and
loss.

The stock market, which is quick to

feel the significance of developments
unfavorable to orderly business prog-
ress, has shown a decided weakness
since the election, that must be attrib-

uted largely to the results of the elec-

tion and the policies announced by
some of the victors at the polls. The
marked decline in the prices of railroad
shares is a feature of this reaction of
expert opinion. Although the country
is suffering from the inadequacy of

railroad facilities, due to the fact that
railroad investments no longer com-
mand the confidence of the public, the
railroads are one of the chief targets
of various new radical legislative pro-

posals. Repeal of the transportation
act's definition of what is a reasonable
rate of return upon railroad property
—one of the new measures urged

—

would make the railroad situation of

the country all but hopeless.

Railroad service cannot be had with-
out the facilities for giving that service,

and these facilities can not be had un-
less the investing public is assured of

a return on investments in them that
will compare with the returns on other
investments. A wholly erroneous idea

commonly held in the minds responsible
for this anti-railroad agitation seems
to be that the railroads are owned by a
few rich bankers, who are able to take
cut of their own pockets all the money
needed to provide for the necessary ex-

pansion of railroad service. This idea
is of course absurd. The railroads are
not owned by bankers. They are owned
by their hundreds of thousands of
stockholders. These stockholders will

provide the additional capital needed
by the railroads when, and only when,
they believe the investment of more
money safe and reasonably profitable.
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How to Study This Number
THE INDEPENDENT LESSON PLANS

English, Literature and
Composition

By FREDERICK HOUK LAW, Ph.D.,

Head of the English Department,
Stuyvesant High School, New York

I. Sentence Work on the Complete Con-
tents.

A. Every pupil in the class should prepare
to answer all of the following questions.

The pupil should answer every question
in a single well-formed sentence, preferably
a complex sentence.

1. What reform is suggested in the article

called "The Transgressor" ?

2. What advantage is gained by the present
system of electoral votes ?

3. What one thought is emphasized in the
poem called "The Lanip" ?

4. What does the article on "Judge Hooper"
point out as the principal cause of war ?

5. How does "A Page of Recent Verse" em-
phasize the elegiac spirit?

6. What reasons lead you to believe that any
one of the new books mentioned in the
book reviews would be a suitable book for
your school library?

7. Describe the scene presented in any one
of the pictures, limiting your description
to a single sentence.

8. Write an original epigram. For an ex-
l)lanation of the epigram as a literary
type see "A Page of Recent Verse."

II. The Transgressor.
1. Develop into a paragraph the reasons for

believing crime to be misapplied energy.
2 Write an original story in which you

show the villain of some story that you
have read in school—say Front de Boeuf,
or Dunstan Cass, or Louis XI, or Mac-
beth—using his energies for well applied
purposes.

3. Summarize the constructive efforts that
are suggested as a means of improving the
character of prisoners.

4. What do such books as "The Vicar of
Wakefield" and Dickens' novels show con-
cerning the prisons of the past?

5. In what sense can prisoners be "born
anew" ? If you will read a few pages
from Harold Begbie's "Twice Born Men"
you will find some exceedingly interesting
true stories of men who were "born anew."

6. Give argumentative support for or against
the proposition that prisoners should be
sentenced to a definite term of imprison-
ment.

7. "The bitter lesson that crime does not
pay." Show how this lesson is illustrated

in "Silas Marner," or "Ivanhoe," or "Mac-
beth." or "The Rime of the Ancient
Mariner."

III. Direct Elections and the Presidency.
1. Imagine that you are preparing for a de-

bate. Define the two terms, "Abolishing
the Electoral College," and "Direct Election
of the President."

2. In a single sentence answer the question,
"Why does not our present system of elec-

tion violate the principle of majority rule ?"

3. Prepare a brief for any part of a debate
on the subject discussed in the article.

IV. Germany's Disastrous Prosperity.
1. In the form of a dialogue between two

people whom you name, and for whose
meeting you account, express the thought
of the article concerning the prosperity of
Germany.

V. A Page of Recent Verse.
1. In the first paragraph poetry is said to

be "A means of conversing with paradise."
Explain the statement.

2 Show in what respects the metaphors in

"When the Rose Falls" are peculiarly
beautiful.

3. Whv should it be considered a great honor
to win a prize for a drama presented at
Stratford-on-Avon ?

4. Explain the lines supposed to be spoken
bv Mary Fytton. Then read the passage
,t1oii(1.

VI. The Lamp.
1. Underline every figu'-e of speech in the

poem. Explain why anv three of the figures
are peculiarly appropriate.

VII. New Books and Old.
1 One of the new books is called "The Ad-

ventures of Maya Ihe Bee." Write a short
story based on the same title.

2. Explain what it is that gives unusual
beauty to the poem quoted from A. E.
Honsman. Then read the poem aloiid.

VIII. Judge Hooper on Troubled Waters.
1. Read aloud the paragraph concerning

"Gag, the King of Mogag." Explain how
the paragraph is related to events of the
present day.

History, Civics and
Economics

By AUGUSTUS S. BEATMAN, A.M.,

Head of the Department of Social

Science, Julia Richman High School

I. Domestic Affairs, Secretary Mellon's
Tax Proposals.

1. Compare the recommendations in the Presi-
dent's message with the programme of the
Radical Progressive bloc.

2. Summarize the bills in regard to rural
credits.

3 Explain as fully as you can the recom-
mendations in regard to transportation.

4. Describe the developments in relation to
prohibition.

5. Debate whether or not Secretary Mellon's
proposal to reduce "the maximum surtax
rate on individual incomes" "would be in
the interest of invested wealth."

6. What might be said for and against the
constitutional amendment on tax exempt
bonds ?

II. Direct Elections and the Presidency.
1. Explain how "direct popular election of

President and Vice-President, abolishing the
Electoral College" would make "it possible
to discriminate between the Presidential
and Vice-Presidential candidate on the same
party ticket."

2. Show how and why the provisions of the
Constitution relating to election of Presi-
dent and Vice-President have been changed.

3. Describe the cases in which the Vice-Presi-
dent has "succeeded to the magistracy
through the death of the President" and
show how that has affected conditions.

4. Explain how it is possible to have a
minority President under our present sys-
tem. Give examples.

5. What vital realities are taken account of
by the division of state "which the mere
brute count of noses does not allow for" ?

6. Explain why Mr. Franklin considers the
advantages of the present system to out-
weigh its disadvantages.

Describe the present status of the Presi-
dential Primary and show how it works.
Explain the statement, "the greater the
political area to which i*^ applies the greater
are its drawbacks."
Discuss the proposal for a change in the
time of meeting of a newly elected Con-
gress.

. The Transgressor

—

An Intimate View
Behind the Bars.
What causes of crime does the author em-
phasize? What other causes would you
add?
Describe the bad features of our present
treatment of criminals which are here con-
demned.
Describe the proposals for betterment
which are here mentioned or described.
Describe Mr. Reed's experience with the
attitude of the prisoners.
Lost—At Lausanne, The Lausanne
Conference.
Show why each of the problems of the
Lausanne Conference, mentioned in the edi-

torial, are knotty problems. Summarize the
developments on each.
Why does the editor consider the participa-
tion of Russia to be "the great blunder"
of the Allies ? What difficulties would have
been involved in shutting her out?
Review "the policy of hostility toward
Russia" by Great Britain and show how it

is involved in the present crisis.

Germany, The London Conference.
The use you make of Dr. Coar's article
should depend upon how fuUy you can or
have studied money, fiat money, inflation,

foreign exchange, production, reparations,
etc.

Beginners would only analyze the large as-
pects of the article such as: (a) a summary
showing Germany's "apparent prosperity"

;

(b) why this prosperity "is on paper"

;

(c) the "banker's view" of the remedy for
the situation; (d) an explanation of "the
German point of view"; (e) an explanation
of "the continuance of the fictitious pros-
perity" ; (f ) Mr. Coar's view of what is

necessary.
Show how gold is involved in stabilizing
the currency by means of a moratorium on
reparations and an international loan.
Show why inflation is reflected unequally in
foreign exchange, wholesale prices, retail

prices, and wages in Germany. Explain
how that affects the point of view of the
different elements of the population of Ger-
many.

Next Year Let Us Pay for

Your Summer Vacation

TODAY is none too soon to plan for your Summer Vaca-
tion. And you can make extensive plans, confident

that The Independent will help pay your bills.

Many young men and women (older ones too) have learned
the practical advantages of a tidy sum set aside. With such
a Fund to draw on, you can be as favored as they. And the

best part of it is this—The Fund grows and grows without a
single cash contribution from you.

You know The Independent and The Inter-Weekly—both
unusually high-class publications. It is an honor to be con-

nected with them. So let us tell you how you can represent
both magazines by taking new and renewal subscription
orders and in your spare time during the first half of 1923
create a substantial Vacation Fund. You will find it fascinating

as well as remunerative. Just drop a postal to

The Independent Vacation Fund
140 Nassau Street, New York City
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